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To 

THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

May It Please Your Majesty, 

We, the Commissioners appointed to examine and report on the 
present conditions of agricultural and rural economy in British 
India, and to make recommendations for the improvement of agri
culture and to promote the welfare and prosperity of the rural 
population; in particular, to investigate :--{a) the measures now 
being taken for the promotion of agricultural and veterinary 
research, experiment, demonstration and education, for the compila
tion of agricultural statistics, for the introduction of new and better 
crops and for improvement in agricultural practice, dairy farming 
and the breeding of stock; (b) the existing methods of transport and 
marketing of agricultural produce and stock; (c) the methods by 
which agricultural operations are financed and credit afforded to 
agriculturists; (d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the 
welfare of the agricultural population; and to make recommenda
tions; availing ourselves of Your Majesty's permission to report 
our proceedings from time to time, desire to submit to Your Majesty 
the minutes of the evidence which we have taken in England on the 
subject of our Inqui~y. 

All of which we most humbly submit for Your Majesty's most 
gracious consideration. 

(Signed) LINLITHGOW, 
Chair-man. 

" ) H. _ S. LAWRENCE. 
" ) T. H. MIDDLETON. 
" ) J. MACKENN A. 
" ) H. CALVERT. 
" ) N. GANGULEE. 
" ) L. K. HYDER. 
" ) B. S. KAMAT. 

(Signed) J. A. MADAN, 
( " ) F. W. H. SMITH, 

Joint Secretaries. 

16th August, 1927. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
Generally. . 

To examine and report on the present conditions of agriculture and 
rural economy in British India and to make recommendations for the 
improvement of agriculture and the promotion . of the welfare and 
prosperity of the rural population; 

In particular to investigat~ 
(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agricultural 

and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and educa
tion, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, for the intro
duction of new and better crops and for improvement in agricul
tural practice, dairy farming and the breeding of stock; 

(b) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agricultural 
produce and stock; 

(c) the methQds by which agricultural operations are financed and 
credit afforded to agriculturists; 

(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the.welfare of the 
agricultural population; 

and to make recommendations. 
It will not be within the scope of the Commission's duties .to make' 

recommendations regarding the existing system of landownership and 
tenancy or of the assessment of land revenue and irrigation charges, or 
the existing division of functions between the Government of India and 
the local Governments. But the Commission shall be at liberty to suggest 
means whereby the activities of the Governments in India may best be 
co-ordinated and to indicate directions in which the Government of 
India may usefully supplement the activities of local Governments. 

fdO Y 2t9-a 
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qUESTIONNAIRE 

PART I 
Question. 

l. Research. 
2. Agricultural Education •. 
3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 
4. Administration. 
5. Finance. 
6. Agricultural Indebtedness. 
7. Fragmentation of Holdings. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

PART 1 
1. Research. 

(a) Have you suggestions to' advance for the better· organisation 
,dministration and financing of-

(i) All research affecting the welfare of the agriculturist, including 
research into the s~ntific value of the indigenous theory and 
traditional methods of agriculture, . 

(ii) VeterlDary research ~ 
(b) If in cases known to you progress is not being made because of the 

want of skilled workers, or field ot laboratory facilities for study or by 
reason of any other handicaps, please give particulars. [Suggestions 
of a general kind should be made under (a) ; answers under this heading 
should relate to specific subjects. The purpose is to' secure ,a list of 
the problems met with by scientific investigators in the cOUrBe 'Of their 
work which are being heldover because oflack of resources or deficient 
organisation.] , 

(e) Can you suggest any part,icular subject for research not at present 
being investigated to which attention might usefully be turned 1 . 

2. Agricultural Education. , 
With reference to any form of agricultural education of which you may 

have experience, please state your Views on the following:~ 
(i) Is the supply of teachers and institutions sufficient 1 

.( ii) Is there an urgent, need for extension of teaching facilities in any 
district or districts known to you personally 1 

(iii) Should teachers In rural &teas be drawn from the agricultural 
classes 1 

(iv) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous as you 
would expect in present circumstances; if not, state reasons. 
Can you suggest measures likely to stimulate the demand for 
instruction 1 

(v) What are, the main' incentives which induce lads to study 
agriculture 1 . 

(vi) Are pupils mainly drawn from the agriculturalclasses 1 
(vii) Are there any modifications in existing courses of study which 

appear to be called for; if so, what are they 1 
(viii) What are your Views upon (a) nature ~udy; (b) school plots; 

(e) school farms 1 .. 
(ix) What are the careers of the majority of students who have 

studied agriculture ,1 , 
(x) How can agriculture be made attractive to middle class youths ~ 

<xi) Are there recent movements for improVing the technical 
. knowledge of student.~ who have studied agriculture 1 
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(xii) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularised 1 
(xiii) ID. suggesting any scheme for better educational faclIities in 

rural areas, please give your views for (a) its administration 
and '(b) its finance.. . 

3. Demonstration and' Propaganda. 
(a) What are the measures which in your view have been successful in 

influencing and improving the practice of cultivators 1 
(b) Can you make suggestions fdr increasing the effectiveness of field 

demonstrations 1 . 
(0) Can you suggest methods whereby cultivators may be induced t~ 

adopt expert advice 1 
(d) If you are.aware of any striking instances of the success or the 

failure of demonstration and propaganda work, please give particulars 
and indicate the reasons for success or for failure. 
4. Administration. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest mean8 towards the better co-ordination 
. of the activities of the Governments in India or to indicate directions 

in which the Government of India may usefully supplement the activities 
of the local C'n>vernments 1 

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required 
in the development of agriculture in the different Provinces could be 
supplied to a great~r extent than is the case at present by increasing 
the scientific staff of the Government of India 1 If so, indicate the types 
ot work which would bE'nefit by pooling the services of experts, and 
suggest how 'that work should be controlled. 

(0) Axe you sntisfi~d frpm the agricultural standpoint with the services 
afforded by- . 

. (i). The Agricultural and VeterinaqT Services. 
(ii) Rail w,a ys and steamers;.' . 

(iii) Roads, 
(iv) Meteorological Department, 
(v) Posts, and 

(vi) Telegraphs, including wireless 1 
If not, please indicate directions in which you think these Services 

might be improved or extended. 
5. )inance. 

(a) What are your views as to the steps that should be taken for th.: 
better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision of short. 
and long-term credit to cultivators 1 

(b) Do you wish to suggest means whereby cultivators may be induced 
to make fuller use of the Govern,ment system of tacca~i 1 
6. Agricultural Indebtedness. 

(a) What in your opinion are :-
(i) the main causes of borrowing, 

(ii) the sources of credit, and 
(i1:i) the reasons preventing repayment. 
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(b) What measures in your opinion are necessary for lightening agri
culture's burden of debt 1 For example, should special measures be taken 
to deal with rural insolvency, to enforce the application of the Usurious 
Loans Act, or to facilitate the redemption of mortgages 1 

(e) Should measures be taken to restrict or control the credit· of 
cultivators such as limiting the right of mortgage and sale 1 Should 
non-terminable mortgages be prohibited! 
7. Fragmentation of H!,ldings. 

(a) Do you wis~ to suggest means for reducing the loss in agricultural 
effiCiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings 1 

(b) What are the obstacles in the way of consolidation and how can 
they be overcome 1 

.(e) Do y:ou c?nsi~er legislation to be necessary to deal with minors, 
~dows. WIth life mterest, persons legally incapable, alienation and 
disscntlents, and to keep disputes out of the courts 1 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 

(a) Name any district or districts in which YOiIadvocate the adoption 
of new irrigation schemes, or suggest extensions or improvements in the 
existing systems or methods of irrigation by-

(i) Perennial and non-perennial canals .. 
(ii) Tanks and ponds, 
(iii) Wells. 

What are the obstacles in your district or frovince to the ~xt~ion .cif 
irrigation by each of the above methods 1 - . ...; . . " ... _ .. f . • 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing m84~od9·Q{a1.sit:L'rqting canal 
water to cultivators 1 Describe the metliodS that have been employed 
to prevent wastage of water by. e\Taporation and by absorp~ioIl.in the 
soil. What form of outlet for distribution tocultivatorB. atthe·tail 
end do you· regard as the most equitable and economical 1 Have these 
methods and devices been successful, or do you wish to suggest improve-
mffits1 .. 

(N.B.-Irrigation charges are not within the terms of reference oftha 
Commission, and should not be commented upon.) 

9. Soils. 
(a) Have you suggestions to make-

(i) for the improvement of soils, whether by drainage or other means; 
not dealt with under other headings in this questionnaire. 

(·ii) for the reclamation of Alkali (Usar) or other uncultivable land, 
(iii) forihe ·prev~ntion of .the erosion of the surface soil by flood 

water! 
(b) Can you give instances of BOils known to you which, within your 

recollection, have-
(i) undergone marked improvement, 

(ii) sufiered marked deterioration t 
If so, please give full particulars. 

110 y269-b 



(e) Whaf meas~es should Go;ernment take to encourage the reclama
tion of ar. of oultivable land which have gone out of cultivation 1 

'10. Fertiliser!!. , 
(a) In your opinion, oould greater use.beprofitably made of na.tural 

manures or artificial fertilisers ~ If so, please indicate the directions 
in which you think improvement possible. 

(b) Can yo~ suggest measures to prevent the fraudulent adulteration 
of fertilisers r " '. 

(e) What methods would iou employ to popularise new and impJ,'oved 
.lertilisers !. ' 

(d) Mention any looalities ,known < to you in which Ii. considerable 
inorease in the Use of manures has recently taken plaoe. ' 

(e) Has effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of 
ammonia, and potash manures been sufficiently investigated 1 If so, 
what is the result of suoh investigation 1 

(f) What methods would you em1?loy. to, discourage the practice of 
usi?g oowdung as fuel 1 . 

11. ,Crops. , 
(a) Please give ,your views on':"": 

{i) the impro-yemen.t of.existing orops, 
(ii) ,the intrpduotion o~ new ~rops including f~dder orops, 
(iii) the distribution of seeds,' , 
(iv) the prevention of damage 'by ~il~ a~als. . . 

(b) Can you suggest any heavy yielding ,food crops In replacement of 
thepresentcrops ~ 

(e) Any suct:essful .efforts in improving crops ~r substituting more 
profitable crops which have come under your own observation should be 
mentioned. 
12. Cultivation. 

Can ,you suggest'improvements in-
(i) the existing system of tillage,. or , , 

(ii) the oustomaryrotations Oi' mixtures of the more important crops! 
13:' Crop Pr~tection, Internaland ;Exter~al; . ' 

Please giv~ yo;U views o;n'-: 
(i) The efficacy ana sufficiency of existing measures 'for proteotion 

, of orop~ from external' infect jon, pests and diseases; -' , 
, (ii) The desirability o( adopting ~ternll.l m,easure"!, against infection. 

J4. Imple~ents.;. ' , . . ' 

(a) Have you any Buggestion for the improvement of existing, or the 
introduction o~ new, agricultural implements and machinery! ' 

(b') What steps do you think maY,usefully be.ta.ke~ to hasten thE\ 
adoption by the oultivator of improved implements' •. ~ 
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(e) Are there any, difficulties ~luch manufacturers 'hav~ .to- contend. 
with in the production of agricultural implements or thetr distrib]ltion '" 
for sale throughout the, country ~ If so; . can you suggest' means by 
which these difficulties may be removed t 

PART III 
15. Veterinary. 

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Departme.b.t be1mder.the Director of 
Agriculture or should it be independent! " ,. ' , . 

(b) (i) Are dispensaries under the co~trol pi Locar (District) Boards ~ 
Does this system work well ~, ' 
. (ii) Is the need for expansion being adequately met 1. " 
(iii) Would you advocate the trllDBfer' of' ~nirol" t~ Provincial 

authority ~. ." 
(e) (i) Do agriculturists make fuiI uSe of the veterinary dispensanes 1 

If not, can you lIuggest impooveineuts to -remedy this t . 
(ii) Is full use ~ade 'pt,to:ining;djspe~ari~ l 
(d) What aJ,:e the obstacl!Js met with in dealing with contagio~ diseases r 

Do you advocate legislation dealing with' notification, segregation, 
disposal of diseased carcases,' compulsory inoculation, <if, contactlland 
prohibition of the movement of animals exposed to infection 1 Failing 
legislation, can 'you suggest other means. ofimpro-ring existing conditions t 

(e) Is there any difficulty iIi securing su:fficie~t8eruin' to meet the 
demand f. ' . " , •• , ' 

(/) What are the ol>stacle/! in the way 6fpopularis~g preventive 
inoculation t. 'Is any fee charged, and, if so, does, this, act as a deterrent t 

(g) Do you'consider that the provision of, fUrthe~ tacip.1J~ell for research 
into animal disease is desirable 1 • ,', 

If so, do you' advocate that !luch fiuthe~ facilities should take the 
form of~' .',.,.. .' . ',.'.:, . 

('/.1 an extension' of theMuKtesu'lnstitilte, or " , ._ 
(ii) tlie s~tting ~P. or extension of.1'Pro~cial V~terinary Research' • 

. Institutions t ~' . ' • • ,.' :.. ' , , . . ,. ,.... . . 

<h> Do ),011 r~commend that special iqvestigatiQD.8 should be" conduct~d : 
by- ',' :'" '.' ' ". . ' 
, (i) officerlS 6f the Muktesar Institut.e, '():f' . 

(ii) research, officer~m, ~he Provinces ~ " 
(i) D~ yod recommend. the ~:ppoint~ent 'or :a Superi~r 'Veterina~i., 

Officer with the Government hllndill'! Wllat advantages.do you expect 
would result from such an appointment f '., ' 
16. Animal Husbandry. ',' .' 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for
(i) improving the breedaof li.vestock; ,; 
(ii) the bette~nt o~ the dairyingindllil~ry, . 
(iii) improving ~~t~gl~actice ~,lI;.~al h1l8bandry! 
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(0) COmn1ent on the following'tl.s causes of injury to cattle in your 
district- > " 

(i) Overst~cking of common pastures, 
(ii) Abse~ce of' enclosed pastures, such as grass borders in tilled 
~~ " 

(iii) Insufficiency of dry fodder such as the straw of cereals or the 
stems and leaves of pulses, 

(iv) Absence of green fodders in dry seasons, 
(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs. 

(c) Please mention the months of the year in which fodder shortage 
is most marked in your district. For how many weeks does scarcity 
of fodder usually exist ~ After this 'period of scarcity ends how many 
weeks elapse before young growing cattle oegin to thrive ~ 

(d) Can you suggest any practicable methods of improving or supple
menting the fodder supply that would be applicable to your district 1 

(e) How can landowners be induced to take a keener practical interest 
in these matters ~ 

PART IV 
17. Agricultural ~dustries. 

(a) Can you give any estimate of the number of days of work done by 
an average cultivator on his holding during the year 1, What does he 
do in the slack season 1 

(b) Can you suggest means for encouraging the adoption of subsidiary 
industries ~ Can you suggest any new ~ubsidiary' industries to occupy 
the spare time of the family which could be established with Government 
aid 1 

(0) What are the obstacles in the way of expansion of such industries 
as beekeeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisciculture, 
lac culture, rope making, basket making, etc. 1 

(d) Do you 'think that Government should do more to establish 
industries connected with the preparation of agriciPtural produce for 
consumption, such as oil pressing, sugar making, cotton ginning, rice 
hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for card-board, utilisation of cotton 
seed for felt, fodder, oil and fuel, utilisation of rice straw for paper, etc. 1 

(e) Could subsidiary employment be f~und by encouraging industrial 
concerns to move to rural areas ~ Can you suggest methods 1 

(f) Do you recommend a more intensive study of each rural industry 
in'its technical, commercial and financial aspects, with a view to, among 
other things, introduction of improved tools and appliances! 

(g) Can you suggest any other measures which might.lead to greater 
rural employment 1 . . 

(n) Can you suggest means whereby the people could be induced to 
devote their spare time to improving the health conditions of their own 
environment 1 
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18. Agricultural Labour; 
Ca) Whl\t measures, if any, should 'be taken to -a~tract agricultural 

labour from areas,in which there is a surplus to-;-
(i) areas under cultivation in which there ~ a shtJrta'ge of such labour '1 

and • ", 
(ii) areas in which large tracts of culti,vable land remain uncultivated t 

Please distinguish between suggestions designed to' relieve seasonal 
unemployment and proposals for the permanent migration of agricultural 
population. - -

(b) 1£ there is any shortage of agricultural labour in your Province, 
what are the causes thereof and how could they be :removed ~ 

(e) Can you suggest measures designed t'o facilitate the occupation 
and development, by surplus al¢culturallabour, of areas not at present 
under cultivation 1 ' . . 

19. Forests. 
(a) Do you consider that forest lands as such are at present being put 

to their fullest use for agricultural purposes ~ For instance,are grazing 
facilities granted to the extent compatibJe with the proper preservation 
of forest areas ~ 1£ not, state the changes or developments in current 
practice which you consider' advisable. 

(b) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder 
in rural areas may be increased 1 ' 

(e) Has deterioration of forests led to soil erosion: ~ What remedies 
would you suggest for erosion ,and ,damage from floods ~ 

(d) Can you indicate any methods by which supply of moisture in the 
Boil, the rainfall and supply of canal water can be increased and regulated 
by afforestation or by the increased protection of forests so as to benefit· 
agriculture 1 Would the saDie, methods be useful in preventing the 
destruction by erosion of agricUltural land 1 

(e) Is there;1.n opening for schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood 
of villages , . . ' 

(J) AI';' fo;kts suHering deterioration from excessive grazing 1 Is 
soil. erosion being thereby facilitated 1 Suggest remedies. 
20. Marketing. 

Ca) Do you consider existing market facilities to be satisfactory 1 
Please specify and criticise the markets to which you refer, and make 
suggestions for their improvement. . 

(b) Are you satisfied with the existing system of marketing and distribu
tion 1 1£ not, please indicatE? the produce to which you refer and describe
and criticise in detail the channels of marketing and distribution from 
the producer to the consumer in lndia'(or exporter in the case of produce 
exported overseas). State the serviceS rendered by each intermediary 
and whether such intermedia~y acts in the capacity of merchant or 
commission agent, and comment upon the efficiency of these services and 
the margins upon which such intermediaries operate. Please' describe 



the method by- which each tra.nsaction is financed', or in the case of barter, 
by which an exchange is effected. ., 

(e} Do you wish to suggest step's wherepy the quality, p~ty, grading 
or packing of agricultural produce may be, hnproved, distinguishing where 
possible between produce destined for- . 

(i) Indian markets 1 
(ii) Export markets 1 

(d) Do you think that more effective steps might be taken toplace 
at the disposal of cultivators, merchants and traders information as to • 
market conditions, whether Indian or overseas; 'cropreturns; complaints 
as to Indian produce f~om wheresoever originating; and agricultural and 
marketing news in general 1 . ' . , 

21. Tariffs and Sea Freights. . 
Do existing (a) customs duties, both import and export, and (b) sea' 

freights adversely affect the prosperity of the Indian cultivator 1 If so, 
have you any recommendations to make 1 
22, Co-operation. 

(a) What steps do you think should be taken to encourage the growth 
of the co-operative movement-- . 

(i) by Government, 
(ii) by non-official agencies 1 

(b) Have you any observations to make upon
(i) Credit societies ; 
(ii) Purchase societies; . ' 
(iii) Societies formed for the sale of yroduce 0-': stoc~ ;. .'. 
(iv) Societies for effecting improvements-e.g.; the digging of wells 

and the construction of bunda,. waIls and fences, or th~ planting' 
of hedges ; 

(v) Societies .formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings 
and their redistribution in plots of reasonable siz'e ~ . 

(vi) Societies for the co-operative use of agricultural machinery; , 
(vii) Societies for joint farming; 
(viii) Cattle breeding societies; 
(ix) Societies formed for any purp'ose connected with agriculture 

or, with the betterment. of village life, but not specified above! 
• (e) Where co-operative schemes for joint improvement, such as. co
operative irrigation or co-operative fencing or a co-operative consolidation 
of holdings scheme, cannot be given effect to owing to the unwillingness 
of a small minority to join! do you thill-klegislation should be introduced 
in. order to compel s1lch persons to join for the common benefit of all , 
~ (d) Do you consider that those societies of which you have personal 
knowledge haye,' in .the main, achieved their object' " , 
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23. . GeneraJ Education •. 
(a) Do you wish to ~ke obserTa?~~ w.pon existing systems of educa

tion in theu bearing upon the- agric~tur;U efficiency of the people! 1£ 
you make luggestions, please distinguish, as .f~r as possible. bet.ween-,' 

(i) lIigher or collegiate, 
(ii) Middle school, and 
(iii) Elementary school ed~cation. . 

(b) (i) elm you suggest any methods whereby rural education'may 
im.provil the ability and culture of agriculturists of all ·grades while 

• retaining their interest in the land ! 
· . (ii) What is your experience of compulsory education in rural areas 1 
~ (iii) What is the'explanatiop. of the small proportion of boys in rural 
primary schools wh~ pa~s through the fourth class 1 
24. Attracting CapitaL . 

(a) What steps are necessary in order to induce a larger number of 
· m~n of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture! 

(b) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural 
, land from carrJ.ipg out improvements ! 

25 •. ' W IUarl pf Rural PopUlation. 
-, (a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions 
· to offer for improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of 
the general well-being and prosperity of the rural population! 

(b) Are you: for instance, in favour of Government conducting economic 
surveys in typical villages 'With a .vlllW to ascertaining the economic 
position of the cultivators! If flO, ~hat, in your opinion, should bE), the 
scope and methods of such enquiries 1 .: 
, (~) If you ,have carned oui ~nYthiIig' in tne nature of such intensive 

enquiry, please state the broad conclusions which you reached. 
26. Statistics. 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement 
of the existing methods of-

(i) ascertaining areas under cultivation and crops; 
(ii) estimating the yield ~f agricul~uIal produce; 
(iii) enumerating livestock an~ implements ;. 
(iv) collecting information on land tenure, the incidence of land 

revenue and the size of the agricultural population; . 
(v) arranging and publishing agriculturalstatistics ! 

(b) Have you any. other suggestions to make under this h~a~g 1 
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l\fEHORANDUH ON THE ORGANISATION OF THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND FISHERIES. 

The Ministry is organised in seven Divisions, in which are grouped the 
various branches of its work, and two other Divisions which carry out the 
general services of the Department in relation to Establishment and 
Finance. Six of the seven Divisions are in charge of an Assistant Secretary, 
and the other, which is oonoorned with Animal Diseases, is under the charge 
of the Chief Veterinary Offioer, who is a professional Veterinary Surgeon. 
The Establishment Division is under the charge of a Principal Establish. 
ment Officer, and the Finance Division under a Principal Finanoe Officer. 
Each Head of a Division has under him one or more Branches under the 
charge, either of a Principal belonging to the administrative class of the 
Oivil Servioe, or ofa Senior Staff Officer. The heads of Branches are 
assisted by Assistant Principals, Staff Offioers and Higher Grade Clerical 
Officers, who i.ske charge of· sections of the work. Several Divisions also 
have attached to them technical officers, some of whom are graded as Com
missioners, and those Divisions, whose work requires the maintenance of 
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"an outdoor staff, have a Chief In.spector who is responsible for the work and 
discipline of the in.spectorate. 

Each Heoo. of a Division is responsible for all the work carried on in his 
Division, but in matters which raise questions of political or public import
ance he would refer the case to the Permanent Secretary for submission If 
necessary to the Minister. The volume and complexity of the work of the 
Ministry has 1I0wever grown so great that it is impossible for any Permanent 
Secretary to control the work in detail, and each Assistant Secretary has 
direct aocesa to the Minister if he so desires. Any matters involving ques
tions of staff or finance have to be referred to the Establishment or Finance 
Division for examination before any action is taken. 

As far as possible, personal consultation between the principal members 
of the staff has taken the place of writing long minutes to one another, 
and in order to keep the Minister and the Parliamentary Secretary informed 
of the current work of the Ministry, without troubling them to read a large 
number of official" files, a monthly report is prepared, which is discussed by 
the Minister with the principal officers of the ~partmentat a staff 
conference. 

The Economics Division of the Ministry includes three :Branches dealing 
respectively with Statistics, Labour and Marketing. The Statistical Branch 
is responsible for the collection and tabulation of the annual Agricultural 
Returns and the returns of M'arket Prices, and for the publication of the 
weekly Agricultural Market Report. It maintains a large staff of part
time Crop Reporters and Market Reporters all over the country. The 
Labour Branch deals with the oo.ministration and enforcement of the 
Agricultural Wages (Regulation) Act and any other labour questions. It 
employs a staff of Inspectors for the local investigation of complaints, &C. 
The Market Branch deals with the marketing of agricultural produce', with 
agricultural credit and co-operation, and it also is responsible for the 
administration of the British Sugar ~Subsidy) Act. A small staff of Market" 
Investigators is attached to this Branch. 

The Disease., 01 Animals Divisim is responsible for all measures for the 
control, treatment and eroo.ication of animal diseases, and it deals with 
questions relating to the importation of animals from abroad, the exportation 
of horses, and thll administration of the OrdeTs made to prevent suffering 
to animals during transit. The Division includes a large staff of Veterinary 
Inspectors station"d throughout the country, and associated with it is the 
Ministry's Veterinary Laboratory at Addlestone where research is carried 
out on the scheiluled diseases of animals and on the diseases of poultry. This 
is the only Division of the Ministry whose work extends to Scotland as well 
as to England and Wales. 

A statement is attached giving further information of the work of this 
Division and the operation of the Diseases of Animals Acts. 

The "E&u.cation and Research. Division comprises thre'e Branches. The 
Education Branch is responsible for the oo.ministration of the grants for 
agricultural education to the University Departments of Agriculture, the 
Agricultural Colleges and the County Councils, and for the scheme of 
scholarships for the sons and daughters of agricultural workers. It includes" 
sections which deal with all matters relating to the special schemes for 
dairy and poultry education, including the organisation of clean milk com
petitions, oo-operative cheese schools, egg laying trials and and the egg and 
chick distribution soheme. The Research Branch administers the grants to 
the Agricultural Research Institutes, and deals with the work of the 
advisory officers attached to the Agricultural Colleges and University Depart
ments, and with the award of scholarships and fellowships to research 
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workera. The Horticulture Branch administers the Acts and Orders relating 
to plant diseaaes and pests, including the control of importation and the 
issue of health certificates for exports. It is also responsible for all schemes 
for the development of commercial horticulture, including bee-keeping. The 
technical advice required by the Branch in connection with plant diseases 
is supplied by the staff of the Ministry's Plant Pathological Labol'atory at 
Harpenden. 

The Division maintains a joint Inspectorate for the local work of all 
three Branches. 

The Live Stook Divi,ion. is responsible for the administration of the grants 
for premium sires and milk recording Societies, and deals 'with the licensing 
of stallions and the export of pedigree stock.· It is also responsible for the 
National Stud in Ireland:' The DiVision includes a staff of Live Stock 
OfIioeT8 stationed throughout the country, who also carry out any local 
inquiries required by the Statistical Branch. 

The Land Divi,ion. administers the Small Holdings and Allotments Acts, 
the Ministry's Farm Settlements, and the Lands Improvement and Settled 
Land Acts. It ha~ a staff of Commissioners and Assistant Commissioners who 
act as the local agents of the Division in relation to the provision of small 
holdings by the County Councils. The Division also includes a' Branch 
dealing with a wide range of questions arising under the Globe Lands Act, 
the Universities and College Estates Acts, the Commons Acts, the Agricul
tural Holdings Acts, the Law of Property Acts and the Rats and Mice 
(Destruction) Act, as well as with the constitution of the County Agricultural 
Committees. 

The Oommercial and Tithe Division includes four Branches. The Tithe 
and Survey Branch, which has the largest staff of any Branch of the 
Ministry, deals with the redemption, apportionment and merger of tithe 
rentcharge, and with the examination and preparation of maps for all 
purposes required by the Ministry. The Commercial and Seeds Branch is 
responsible for the administration of the Seeds Act, the Fertilisers and 
Feeding Stuffs Acts, and the Merchandise Marks Acts and the Sale of Food 
and Drugs Acts, so far as they affect agricultural produce. The Land 
Drainage Branch deals with all questions relating to arterial drainage, 
including the constitution of Drainage Boards and the administration of 
grants in aid of Dtainage schemes. The Publications Branch undertakes 
the preparation and issue of the Ministry's Journal, leaflets and other 
publications, and is responsible for the care of the Ministry's Library and 
for the management of the Ministry's exhibit at agricultural shows. There 
is elsa a small Publicity section for the issue of information to the Press, 
which is also responsible for wireless bulletins and films. This Division 
also deals with all questions connected with the development of rural 
industries. 

,The Fi'heriea Division is responsible for all the fishery work of the 
Ministry, including tho administration of the Sea Fisheries Acts and the 
Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act, the collection of fishery statistics, 
and scientific reae-arch into fishery problems, which is carried out at the 
Fisheries Laboratory at Lowestoft by a staff of research workers and a 
research vessel. The Division has an outdoor staff of Fishery Officers and 
of Collectors of Fishery Statistics, stationed at the principal ports round 
the coast. 

In addition to these Divisions a.t headquarters the Ministry has a Welsh 
Office ali Aberystwyth, under the charge of the Welsh Secretary of the 
Ministry, which carries on the work of agricultural education, live stock 
improvement and the provision of small holdings a~d allotments in ;Wales. 
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l\hMoR~NDUM ON THE OPERATION OF THE DISEASES OF ANIMALS ACTS, 

1894 TO 1925. 
A u.thorities concerned. 

1. Local Authorities for the purposes of the Diseases of Animals Acts 
are defined in Sections 3 and 60 of the Diseares of Animals Act, 1894. 
Local Authori~ies now functioning are as follows:-

(1) In England and Wales. 
(a) County Councils 63 
(b) County Borough Councils 82 
(c) Councils of other Boroughs 123 

(2) In Scotland. 
(a) County Councils 33 
(b) Councils of Burghs 31 

Total 332 

2. The duties and powers of a Local Authority in any Borough or Burgh, 
the Council of which is not a Local Authority for the purposes of the 
DiselUlBS of Animals Acts, are required to be discharged and exercised by 
the County Council who are the constituted Local Authority for any such 
Borough or Burgh. 
Oommittees. 

3. Every Local Authority for the purposes of the Acts is required to 
appoint a Committee or Committells, one of which may be an Executive 
Committee, and may delegate to them all or any of the powers of a Local 
Authority under the Act (except the power to make a rate) unless otherwise 
provided by an Order .of the Minister. 

Under the MQnistry of AgriCUlture and Fisheries Act, 1919, which e~tends 
to England and Wales only, every County Council, except the London 
County Council, is required by Section 7 to establish an Agricultural Com
mittee, and the London County Council and any County Borough Council 
may establish such a Committell, which in its turn must, under Section 8 
of the Act of 1919, appoint a D1iseases of Animals Sub-Committee which is 
required to act as the Executive Committee appointed under and for the 
purposes of the Diseases of Animals Act, 1894. 
Du.ties. • 

4. Every Local Authority for the purp08es of the Act of 1894 is required 
to execute and enforce the Act and the Orders of the Ministry thereunder. 
They must, under Se-ction 35 of the Act, appoint so many Inspectors and 
other officers as the Local Authority think necessary for this purpose, and 
they must appoint at least one Veterinary Inspector and as many others 
as may be necessary. The powers of the'Local Authorities are laid down in 
the Diseases of Animals Act, 1894, and in various Orders of the Ministry 
made from time iio time under that Act. 

Schediuled Diseases. 
5. There are at present twelve diseases scheduled for action under the 

Act of 1894, viz., cattle plague, pleuro pneumonia, foot-and-mouth disease, 
sheep pox, swine feverr rabies, anthrax, bovine tuberculosis (certain forms 
only), sheep scab. glanders or farcy in horses, epizootic lymphangitis and 
parasitic mange in horses. 

The Ministry is responsible for the diagnosis in each of the first seven 
diseases and the Local Authority for the five remaining diseases. Slaughter, 
with payment of compensation, only arises in cattle plague, pleuro pneumonia, 
foot-and-mouth disease, sheep pox, swine feveT, bovine tuberculosis and 
glanders. Excep~ in bovine t.uberculosis and glanders the slaughter is 
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carried out usually by tbe ,Ministry, who pay the oompensation for animals 
slaughtered by the Department. In sheep pox, bovine tuberculosis and 
glanders only are the Local Authorities required to slaughter, but in addi
tion they may slaughter in foot-and-mouth disease if they think fit. For 
any animals slaughtered by the Local Authority compensation has to be paid 
by them and not by the Ministry, but under the Diseases of Animals Act, 
1925, the Ministry is required to pay to Local Authorities quarterly out of 
the Ministry's VOi.e, three-fourths of the gross amoun~ of the compensation 
paid by Local Authorities for animals ~Iaughtered on account of tuberculosis. 

Powers. 
6. Section 22 (xxxiv) of the Act of 1894 provides that the Minister of 

Agriculture may by Order confer upon the Local Authorities powers to make 
regulations for all or any of the purposes of the Acts, subject to such condi
tions as the Minister, for the purpose of securing uniformity and the due 
execution of the provisions of the Act, thinks fit to prescribe. The most 
important of the powers 80 conferred are:-

(1) Those under the Foot-and-Mouth Disease Order of 1895 and its 
amending Order of 1925, to make Regulations as to the movement of 
animals into or within their districts >and as to the exposure of animals 
for sale in their districts; 

(2) Th<lSe under the Sheep Scab (Amendment) Order of 1923, to make 
Regulations for the compulsory dipping of sheep within, or moved into, 
their districts; 

(3) In foot-and-mouth disease powers are conferred upon Local 
Authorities by the Ministry under the Foot-and-Mouth Disease Order 
of 1895 to slaughter affected animals which have been in contact with 
the disease or otherwise exposed to infection, and to pay compensation 
therefor out of the local rates. 

Having regard to the fact that it is the Ministry's policy itself to carry 
out slaughter in this disease when necessary, the power of Local Authorities 
to slaughter is not exercised in practice. ' 

The powers referred to in (1) and (2) are exercised freely by Local 
Authorities. 

Local Authorities may ·have power to make Regulations for various 
purposes in respect of other diseases. An Inspector of the Local Authority 
may enter any premises where he has reasonable grounds for suspecting the 
existence of disease pr that the Act or an Order of the Minister or Regula
tions of a Local Authority has not been complied with. 

M iscellwne()us duties. 
7. The duties of Local Authorities under the Acts include not only thooe 

relating to the actua.l scheduled diseases but also the enforcement of the 
Orders of the Minister relating to the importation, exportation and transit 
of animals and poultry, and the cleansing and disinfection of markets, fair 
grounds and sale yards. 

Sections 2, 3, 8, 31-42 and 44-49 of the Diseases of Animals Act, 1894, 
contain the specific powers and duties imposed upon a Local Authority by 
the Diseases of Animals Acts other than those specifically laid upon them 
by Orders of the Ministry made under thooe Acts. 

Joint Action.. 
8. Provision is made for the transfer of powers from one Local Authority 

to another, or the formation of a district, in Section 39 of the Act of 1894. 
Finance. 

9. So far as the Diseases of Animals Acts are ooncerned, this matter is 
regulated by the Act of 1894, Sections 40, 41 and 42 relating to England 
and Wales, and Sections 60, 61 and 62 to Sootland. The provisions of 
Section 18 (2) of the Act of 1894 should also be noted. 
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Central SUpervision. 
10. The Inspectors of the Diseases of Animals Branch of the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Fisheries maintain a general supervision over the adminis
tration by the Local Authorities of the Diseases of Animals Acts and Orders 
thereunder. 

In case of default on the part of a Local Authority, provision is made in 
Section 34 of the Act for the Ministry to undertake any necessary adminis
tration and recover the expenses of ~uch action. 

Oral Evidence. 

52,147. The Chairman: Sir Francis Floud, you are Permanent Secretary 
to the Ministry pf Agriculture and Fisheries?-Yes. 

52,148. You 1 ave been good enough to provide us with a 1l0te of your 
evidence; would you like to add llJlything to that at this stageP-No, I 
think not. 

52,149. Taking a few point!; in the order ill which they appear in your 
note of evidence, I see that, as far as possible, the practice of personal 
consultation between principal members of the staff has taken the place of 
writing long minutes to one anotherl'-Yes. ., 

52,150. Are records made of these conversationsP-lt rather depends on 
what they are; of the ordinary consultations inside the office we do not 
keep records, and the monthly couference with the Minister is not reported. 

52,151. 'l'ho Statistical Branch, you say, maintains a large staff of part 
time crop reporters and market reporters allover the country. Do you 
have inspectors checking the accuracy of these· reportsP-We have not a 
special staff of inspectors who do nothing else but that, but the live stock 
officers do act as inspectors for that purpose. 

52,152. "That is the basis of the remuneration of these crop reporters?
It varies according to the amouut of work they have, but on the average 
it is somewhere about £100 a year; they are part-time people; they are 
valuers and land agents in private practice. 

52,153. They are on fixed payP-Yes, 
52,154. Then the market reporters attached to the Statistical Branch are 

concerned, I take it, with reporting the prices ruling in the markets P
That is so. 

52,155, Whereas the market investigators employed under the Marketing 
Branch are cOllcerned with the organisation and the administration of the 
markets; is that soP-They are concerned with the study of the marketing 
problem; they are turned on to one particular commodity, as a rule, and 
devote their attention to that. 

52,156. And collect all the information?-Yes, and then work it up into 
a report. 'lheo sort of men we try to get for that work ltre ruen who have 
had some training in economics and, if possible, some knowledge of the 
agricultural industry. 

52,157. That staff IS altogether separate fl'om the staff of market reporters? 
-Yes, the market investigators are a purely temporary staff which is engaged 
ill producing these reports. 

52,158. How does the Marketing Braneh reach the farmer or the grower 
with its adviceP-In the shape of the reports which are published; this 
economic series of yellow books has beeu published dealing with a considerable 
number of prllicipal commodities, they are cir('ulated fairly widely through 
the agricultural community, and they are gradually, I think, leading up to 
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a considel'able amount of attention being paid by the farmers' organisations 
to the problems that are dealt with, and in certain directions there are 
ligns of a real movement. 

62,159. The other day we had the advantage of visiting, as a Commission, 
an agricultural show and seeing a display of marketing?-Yes. That, of 
course, is another means by which it is brought home to the farmer; there 
are these demonstrations. 

62,160. Those displays are arranged by the Ministry?-Yes, with the help 
of the funds supplied by the Empire Marketing Board. 

62,161. Do you employ hny peripatetic instructors -in marketing?-No, 
we do not; we Jw.ve not got to that stage yet. What we have really been 
engaged in up to the prescnt is a study of the problems and of the actual 
conditions under which marketing is carried on; we have not yet got to the 
stage when we feel we are justified in making definite recommendations. 
We put out suggestions for the consideration of the industry, and in time 
I hope we shall be in a position to make mc>re definite recommendations; 
but it is no use tl) ing to force on the industry proposals that they have not 
really had an oppc>rtunity of considering. 

52,162. In telling us abc>ut the Diseases of Animals Division, you mention 
that it is the only division of the Ministry whose work extends to Scotland 
as weIl as to England and Wales. How do you account for that factP
Because it was considered at the time the Scc>ttish Board of Agriculture was 
set up that it was inadvisablE! to separate the administration of the diseases 
of lIllimals between two separate departments; disease knows nc> frontiers 
and it was considered better to deal with it through one organisation. Of 
course, there is constant movement of animals between the two countries, 
and if you had separate Boards administering separate regulations, it would 
certainly be inconvenient to the stock-owners in the two countries, as com
pared with the system under which they have only to deal with one 
department. 

52,163. Do the Scotch give you any troubleP-I do not think they do, no. 
52,164. Then yon pass on to the Education and· Research Division, and 

you describe the manner in which this division administers certain grants. 
From what sources dc> those grants come P--So far as education is concerned, 
the money is on the vote of the Ministry; so far as research is concerned, 
the money comes from the Development }'und. 

62,165. P1'(;/CSlOf' O<'f1!]u/ee: Nc> money comes for educational purposes 
from the Development Commissioners?-Not for education, no: only for 
research. In the first instance it did come from the Development . Fund, 
but nc>w that the system is more or less stabilised and normal, it has been 
transferred to the vote of the Ministry and taken off the Development Fund. 

52,166. The Chai1'11l1l'llo: Is the Ministry held to be responsible for good 
administration in the institutions which a·re supported by these grants?
To a certain extent. Of course, the main responsibility rests on the local 
authorities and the governing authorities of the colleges and university 
departments. The general policy which the Ministry has adopted in all 
these matters is not to carry out this work itself directly through its own 
officer, but to work either through the local authorities or the educational 
institutions of thE' country, or, in the case of research, through special 
research institutions. Thereby the actual workers, both in education and 
research, have the advantage of not being civil servants or Government 
officials. We think, on the whole, that that is a better arrangement and is 
more likely to commend their work to the people with whom they deal. 

52,167. What means has the Minister of satisfying himself that efficiency 
is being maiIJtainedP_He has, of course, the power of inspecting their work, 
and he bas each year the opportunity, when an application for the funds· 

62739 A4 
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comes in, of making any critIcIsm or suggestions that he thinks fit; it is tha 
power of the purse really. In the case of the local authorities we pay 
two-thirds of their expenditure on agricultural education, subje~t to the 
submission of I\:ft e&timate which has to be approved. In the case of the 
colleges, the g]'ants are assesEed for periods of five years; and in the case of 
the research institutions, they submit their budget each year. 

52,168. Do y01\ iu&pectP-Yes. 
52,169. Who are your inspectors?-The inspectorate attached to the Educa

tion and Re&earch Division. 
52,170. ProfessQt' Gangulee: You have no executive control over the 

administration of the internal organisation of such institutions?-Only that 
we get an opportunity when the estimate is sent in to us; a research institu
.tion sends up, each year, its proposals for expenditure and the amount of 
the grant they require, and we have the opportunity then, if we think fit, of 
making any observations 01' criticisms 01' suggestions. But it is fairly well 
standardised now; there is a regular service of research officers: a graded 
service with graded salaries on different scales, and the whole thing is more 
or less uniform; so that in theory, at any rate, it is possible to move people 
about from one part of the research service to another just as if they were 
ordinary Government officials, and they have their own superannuation 
schemes. 

52,171. The Ohairman: Have there been cases where grants have been 
discontinuedP-Not actually discontinued, but there is continual discussion 
going on, both between the Ministry and the institutions and between the 
Development Commissioners and ourselves in regard to expenditure. 

52,172. I mean, discontinued on the ground of the inefficiency of the 
institution concernedP-No, we have never had actually to discontinue a. 
grant aIt.ogether. 

52,173. Dr. Hyder: How are the grants fixed?-They are fixed really on 
the basis of the needs of the institution for the"woi'k which we think they 
ought to do. They vary considerably in the fase of the colleges, for 
instance, Some of the teaching institutions have got a certain amount of 
funds of their own, either from endowments or other sources; and then the 
fee income of the different colleges differs. In the main, what the Ministry 
does is to make up the difference between their income from other sources 
and the total amount which we consider necessary to do the work which we 
want them to do. 

52,174. Professor Gangulee: Do you suggest research problems to the 
institutes?-Yes, that is done, certainly; and there is a Research Council 
consisting of the heads of the different research institutions and representa
t·ives of the Ministry and the Development Commissilm, which exercises a 
certain amount of general survey over the whole problem. 

52,175. Does the initiative for undertaking certain research come from 
the Ministry P---[t may either come from the Ministry or from the institu
tion; I mean the institution itself may put up proposals and say: "Here is 
a particular piece of work which we think ought to be done"; they include 
it in their programme and then that is considered. 

52,176. The Ohai''man: Have you had any grnnts from the Development 
Fund for research work carl'ied out in the Ministry's laboratories?-No; 
the Ministry's own lahoratory at Addlestone is confined to administrative 
problems ill connection with diseases of animals, and that is financed frOID 
our own vote. 

52,177. Sir Thomas Middleton: Poultry?-Yes, special funds have been 
set aside from the Development Fund to enquire into poultry diseases, part. 
of which is carried on at the Ministry's own laboratory. 

Sir Francis L. O. Floud. 
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52,178. The Chairman: Thoen, is it the practice in every case to submit 
to the Development Commissioners the exact scheme upon which it is pro
posed to spend funds from the Development }'und?-Yes; the particular 
budget and programme of the institute goes to the Development Commission 
after the Ministry has examined it. 

52,179. I think you have had experience of the relations between the 
Development Commission and the Ministry since the Development Commis
sion was initiated?-Yes. 

52,180. Has it been a success P-I think it has. 
52,181. Do you hold with the principle P-I think so. [mean, it may 

appear to be rather a cumbrous organisation, but it works satisfactorily. 
From the point of view of pure routine there might be advantages, of 
course, in having all the funds on the vote of the Ministry; it would cut 
out one step in the procedure; but in point of fact I think we have found 
that the Development Commission has been a very useful body from our 
point of view and we have no complaint to make against it. 

52,182. In yonr experience, have the activities of the Commission resulted 
in the elimination of unnecessary duplication in research work and in greater 
economyP-I think they have, certainly. It has also assisted in the. co
ordination of work between the English and the Scottish departments. 

52,183. You sny the Live Stock Division" includes a staff of Live Stock 
Officers stationed throughout the- country, who also carry out any local 
inquirillS required by the Statistical Branch." What other functions do 
those officers discharge P-Their main business is the administration of the 
Live Stock Improvement Scheme; they have at any rate to approve, and very 
often actually to select, the premium sires that a.re placed out throughout 
the country. 

52,184. They are whole-time officersP-Yes, they are whole-time officers, 
and, of course, they have to inspect the working of the milk-recording 
scheme. 

52,185. Do you find that they work well with the servants of the local 
authorities?-Yes; but this part of the work, the Live Stock Improvement 
Scheme, is done directly by the Ministry and the local authorities are not 
concerned with that. 

52,186. But, inevitably, in their work from day to day they must come 
in contact with certain of the local authorities P-Yes, of course they come 
in contact with the Agricultural Organisers and people of that sort, and 
I think the arrangements are satisfa.ctory; the Live Stock officers are always 
men who have pra.ctical knowledge of stock. 

52,187. Taking the whole field of the Ministry's activities in the country, 
no you find that your officers get along well with the servants of the local 
authorities ?-I think the relations are very good indeed now in all 'the 
divisions. 

52,188. Sir Henry Lawrence: Was there friction at an earlier stageP
No, I do not know that there was friction; there were difficulties in one 
or two directions; for instance, when we started the small holdings move
ment there was a certain amount of difficulty in getting the counties to 
·take the scheme up and work it, but that has all passed away now. Of 
.course, there is variation between different counties in the extent to which 
1jhey really throw themselves into the work. In regard to education, for 
Instance, there are some counties which do very. little indeed and hardly 
maintain any staff of their own. We have no power to force them to do so. 

52,189. The Chairman: There are cases in which, if the local authority 
jails, the Ministry has power to a.ct, are there not?-Yes, with regard to 
diseases of animals we have very complete pOIWers: we can do anything we 
like really. But with regard to education we have really only the power 
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of persuasioil and the inducement of making a grant. At one time we 
had default powers in regard to small holdings, but that has gone now and 
we can only use, ordinary powers of persuasion. 

52,190. But, broadly speaking, there is an absence of any serious friction P 
-Yes, certainly. 

52,191. You s~y you have a staff of Commissioners and Assistant Commis
sioners who act as the local agents of the Division in relation to the pro
vision of small holdings by the County Councils. Is that for the purpose 
of informing the MinisterP-No, the purpose of that staff really is to act 
as our agents for the purpose of approving the schemes submitted by the 
County Councils; we share in the cost, and so we have to approve tJhe 
schemes. 

52,192. Turning to the pUblicity se~tion, could you give us an indication 
of the subjects in connection with which pUblicity is arranged forP-We 
issue periodically to the Press a short news sheet with any particular items 
to which we want publicity given. Then the wireless bulletin once a. fort
night contains any particular news that we want broadcast and also a 
short summary of the market prices; and, once a month, we try to get 
some well-known - agricultural expert to speak on some subject that he is 
competent to deal with. 

52,193. Are the wireless bulletins appreciated by the farming community P 
-As far as we can judge, they are; we get a good deal of correspondence 
arising out of them and I think they are appreciated. 

52,194. Dr . H ydcr: Are these articles on agricultural matters that appear 
daily in the" Times" done by your DepartmentP-No, the" Times" has 
its own agricultural correspondent; most of the papers have; but a good 
many of them, of course, do make use of material thai. is sent out from the 
Ministry; but each newspaper is responsible for the actual opinions, and 
so on, that are expressed in the paper. 

52,195. The Chairman: You mention that the ~ection issues films. How 
are those films prepared P-They are usually done by the British [nstruc
tional Films; we arrange with them. 

52,196. A commercial concern P-Yes. 
52,197. Have the films been a successP-I think they have. We have 

had some films quite lately in connection with the cultivation of sugar 
beet which have been shown in different parts of the country; I think 
they are of very considerable value in bringing to the attention of the 
farmers things that they might not oiherwise know. 

52,198. Do you show them in halls or buildings taken specially for the 
purpose, or do you show them through the cinema tradeP-BotJh; we get 
them shown in the ordinary cinema houses, and also, if there is It par
ticular gathering of agricultural people we very often arrange for a !!i'ecial 
show. 

52,199. Professor Gangulee: Are any of the officers of the Ministry 
present at these shows to explain thingsP-Sometimes. 

52,200. Or do you depend upon the County Council men ?-It may be 
either; we are quite prepared to lend these films to the County Council 
officer and he can be responsible for making all the arrangeme:nts and 
being present, or in some cases the Ministry's own people may be there. 

52,201. The Ohairman: What is the extent of the Ministry's work in con
Daction with fresh water fisheries p-It administers a rather formidablE. 
looking Act dealing with salmon and fresh water fisheries, sets up Fishery 

. Boards and has duties with regard to the construction of fish passes and 
things of that kind. 

Sir Fra'TIcis L. C. Floud. 
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52,202. On page 5 of your note, under the heading" Joint Action," YOI1 
sny: II Provision is made for the transfer of powers from one Local Autho
rity to another." What does that mean P-That only means that you can 
have a joint district comprising the area of more than one local authority; 
for instance, in one case two County Councils join together to set up a 
joint committee to administer the Act in their area, by one body instead 
of having two separate ones. 

52,203. With .regard to the International Institute at Rome, is. it your 
view that the taxpayer in this country is getting his money's worth?
I think he is; the statistical work of the Institute is certainly well worth 
the contribution that the British Government makes; it is not a very 
large amount, and I think everybody agrees that the statistical work of 
the Institute is valuable and is well done. 

52,204. Is the absence of a resident representative a disadvantage to 
usP-No, I.do not think it is; I do not think it is really necessary that 
we should have a resident man on the permanent committee. 

52,205. Do you send a representative out from time to timeP-Yes. 
52,206. For how long does he remain thereP-He is out there, as a rule, 

for about ten days at a time; he goes out perhaps three or four times a 
year. We have not definitely mnde up our minds that that will be the 
arrangement we shall always have, but we thought· for the time being, 
at Rny rate, it was sufficient; and, of course, every two years there is a 
General Assembly to which we send representatives, when the whole work 
of the Institute and its expenditure is reviewed. 

52,207. Sir Henry Lawrence: By what staff is the work carried on? Is 
it chiefly Italian staff P-Yes, that is one of the troubles really; the rate 
of pay is not snfficient, in general, to obtain the services of anybody but 
Italians. There are a few English people on the staff, but not very many. 

52,208. The Chairman: Have you any views as to the serVices that the 
Institute might render to India ?-I imagine thai the statistical service 
'Would be of value to India. So far as the teclhnical part of the work is 
concerned, I believe the general view is that it ·is not of very much use to 
us, but that it might be of considerable use in tropical agriculture. Tho 
Economio Bureau again is one in regard to which there is room for improve. 
ment. They have just appointed a new man as head of the Bure'au; he is 
an Englishman, a youngish man, and I hope we may see some development 
there. 

52,209. Have you any views as to the advisability of India appointing 
a permanent resident representative?-It is rather difficult tor me to judge 
of that. 

52,210. Sir Thomas Middleton: Reference was made to the fact that the 
Development Fund does not as a· rule support educational actiVities; I am 
not sure whether it was made clear in your answer to Professor Gangulee 
that the Fund is available during ·the experimental period of any 
educational activity?-Yes. 

52,211. And, as you said, when the experimental period is over, the 
necessary sum is transferred to the Ministry's voteP-Yes. 

52,212. That is the position?-Yes. 
52,213. That proress is continually going on; I think the last transference 

was in the case of the sdholarships of the Ministry for the children of agri
cultural workers?-Yes. 

52,214. That was a definite educational experiment which was carried on 
for five years with grants from the Development Fund, and at the end of 
the five years period, as the experiment had proved successful, the Ministry 
took it over?-Yes, that is so. 
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52,215. The \ransference was made I think at the beginning of this year P 
-Yes; and, of course, the same thing has happened with regard to the 
Live Stock Scheme. 

52,216. And in connection with the Local Education Authority's farm 
instituteP-Yes. 

52,217. So that ;the same position might ariBe at any time in the future; 
if there is a new educational activity it might in the first instance be a 
Development Fund charge and later on be transferred to the Ministry P
Yes. 

52,218. Some reference was made to the Live Stock Scheme; that was a 
scheme which, in the initial stages, you had some difficulties in getting 
adopted by the local authorities, I thinkP-In the first instance, the Live 
Stock Officers were attached to the colleges and were not offi~rs of the 
Ministry; but that was found not altogether satisfactory: after all, they 
are not members of 'the teaching staff, they have got to get about in the 
districts and get in personal touch with the farmers. Eventually it was 
decided that it would be better for the whole scheme to be taken over by 
the Ministry, and the Live Stock Officers were taken on to the Ministry's 
own staff. 

52,219. Would you agree that this Stock improvement scheme has proved 
to be one of your most successful schemes so far as the wishes of farmer!! 
are concerned?-I think there is no doubt it has been one of the most 
fruitful sohemes that has ever been adopted. . 

52,220. Dr. Hyder: What is this schemeP-This is a scheme for placing 
out high class sires for the use of the farmers, particularly the smaller 
farmers. 

52,221. How many have you out in England?-We have about 1,400 bulls 
out and I think about 900 boars, a smaller number of heavy horses, and a 
few rams. 

52,222. That is now?-That is now, yes. That certainly has been of 
enormous value; its influence has been considerably wider than with regard 
to the actual people who use the premium sires; I mean it has 
raised the general standard; if you place a premium sire in a county, the 
usual result is that the general standard of sires used by the other farmers 
goes up. 

52,223. Do you charge a fee for the serviceP-Yes, a small fee is charged, 
and we give a grant towards the purchase or hire of the animal. 

52,224. Sir Thomas Middleton: We have had a permanent representative 
at the Institute at Rome for quite a number of years I thinkP-We did, 
until Sir Thomas Elliott died. 

52,225. And before Sir Thomas Elliott's time we had Sir James WilsonP
Yes, Sir James Wilson was there for some time. 

52,226. I take it from your answer that the present arrangement is an 
experimental arrangementP-Yes, that is so. 

52,227. Do the National Farmers' Union give any instruction in market
ing in connection with their co-operative work?-No, I do not think I 
could say they give any instruction. THey are beginning to give mora 
attention to the economic problems of marketing, and they are taking part 
in some of the committees which are at present dealing with things like 
the standardisation of packages, the grading of eggs and that kind of 
iliin~ . 

62,228. Have any of the Local Educational Authorities taken up the 
subject Qf marketing? Have any of their officers specialised in the subject 
so farP-I do not think they have specialised very muoh. Some of the 
advisory economists have been paying a good deal of attention to it. 

Sir Fmncis L. C. FZoud. 
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. 62,229. Doctor Hyder: You say, on page 3 of your note, that the develop
ment of rural industries is under the Commercial and Tithe Division. What 
industries are being developed P-One of the principal things we have done 
in that regard is to try and strengthen the position of the village black
amith and the wheelwright, who were rather tending to disappear; we have 
tried to help them by getting them to equip themselves with more up-to
date plant: oxyacetylene welding and things of that kind. We have sent a 
demonstration van round to see what can be done in the way of better 
work of that kind, so as to make it possible for the village blacksmith still 
to continue to make a living in the village and to prevent his disappear
anoe. He is a very valuable person from the point of view of the farmer 
and there was some danger that he was rather tending to disappear. In 
certain other directions the Rural Industries Intelligence Bureau has 
developed activities like village industries: glove making, basket making 
and things of that kind. 

52,230. Taking the case of glove-making, I suppose you are thinking of 
the manufacture of these gloves in cottagesP-Yes. 

52,231. How does this manufacture fare in competition with manufacture 
in factoriesP-At the moment it is not doing at all badly, I think partly 
helped by a duty which has been placed on foreign gloves under the Safe
guarding of Industries Act. In some parts of the West of England the 
glove-making industry is doing rather well at the moment. 

52,232. You have been Permanent Secretary of this Department for a 
number of years; is not that soP-Seven years, yes. . 

52,233. Can you say anything about Ireland?-No, I am afraid I cannot; 
we have never had anything to dowitll Ireland; they have always had their 
separate department. 

62,234. I was wondering whether the products of. the cottage industry 
could stand the competition of the machinep-of course, that is always a 
problem; there is bound to be rather a limited market I think, but the idea 
is that if you can maintain and revive to a certain extent the skill of the 
old village craftsman, there always will be a limited market for his work, 
not so much on the ground of price, but because it is of a rather different 
character from the machine-made article, and there are a number of people 
who are prepared to pay for it. 

52,235. Sir Henry LaWTenoe: Has there been any success in this.attempt 
to teach the blacksmithP-I think that has been quite successful; a number 
of the counties are quite keen; we have now two of these vans touring 
round, and a good deal of interest has been shown in it. 

52,236. Do the counties 'have their own vans P-No. 

52,237. Doctor Hyder: You say that the statistical work of the Inter
national Institute of Agriculture has been of use to youP-Yes. 

52,238. I suppose you are referring to the statistics of other countriesP
Yes. 

52,239. Do not you thiilk it is much better to pay twenty shillings and 
buy the volume rather than pay a thousand pounds to maintain a man in 
RomeP-We do not, as a matter of fact, maintain a man in Rome per
manently. There may be advantages in having a man actually on the spot 
in Rome, because if he is there the whole time he can exercise more influence 
on the organisation of the Institute than if he only goes out for flhort 
periods. At the moment we are trying the other system, partly brcause 
they happen to have a very active and vigorous President of the Instif:ute 
,,-ho is really taking the organisation of the Institute into his own hands 
for the time being. The Permanent Committee does not count for so mucll 
as it used to. 
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52,240. Mr. Noyce: Your educational branch has no educational institu
tion directly under itP-Not actually belonging to the Ministry. The 
agricultural colleges, for instance, are independent bodies, merely receiving 
grants from the Ministry, and the other part of the educational work is 
done through the County Councils who have their own staff, towards which 
we contribute a considerable proportion: we pay four-fifths of the salary of 
the Agricultural Organiser and two-thirds of all the other expenditure. 

52,241. There is no institution directly under the Ministry, as we have in 
IndiaP-No. 

52,242. On page 4, in regard to scheduled diseases, you say: "Thc Min
istry ill responsible for the diagnosis in each of the first seven disease.; and 
the Local Authority for the five remaining diseases." '11hat means, I take 
it, that both the Ministry and the local authorities have their own staffP
Yes; every local authority has a certain number of Veterinary InspeCtors 
of their own; they· are responsible in the main for dealing with certain 
diseases and the Ministry for dealing with certain others. The principal 
diseases for which the Ministry is responsible are foot-and-mouth diseas" and 
swine fever. 

52,243. Does not that involve a certain amount of duplicationP-No, I do 
not think it does; the local authorities would in any case have to have 
their own Inspectors, because they have to carry out and see that the 
orders of the Ministry are carried out; they do the local enforcement 
practically. 

52,244. Are the local Inspectors under the Ministry in any wayP--No, they 
are under the County Council, the local authority's Inspectors. 

52,245. Then has the Ministry anything to do with the diseases that 
they diagnoseP-We have an over-riding power, and we can make and we 
do make general orders governing the whole country; but the local regula
tion and the enforcement of the Ministry's general orders are in the hands 
of the local authorities. 

52,246. Si,' Henry lAwrence: Are any veterinary dispensaries maintained 
by County CouncilsP-No. You mean for the provision of advice to the 
farmer by veterinary surgeons ~ 

52,247. Yes, and for the r~ception and treatment of iick animalsP-No. 
52,248. None su~h are maintained, either by you or by local authorities?

No. 
52,249. Professor GanguZee: The farmers depend chiefly on the private 

practitioners for the treatment of the diseases of their cattleP-Yes. 
52,250. Sir Jatme, Mackenna: Do you know how Indian interests are 

being attended to at Rome nowP Is Mr. Thompson attending tothem?
Yes, he is for the time being representing India as well. 

52,251. Am I correct. in assuming that we have a Ministry of Agriculture 
for England, a Board of Agriculture for Scotland, a Board of Agriculture 
for North IrelandP-That is so. 

52,252. And for WalesP-No, Wales is under the Ministry of .Agriculture 
nntI Fisheries; we have a Welsh Office at Aberystwyth, .but it is part of 
our machinery. 

52,253. Each working independently, except in regard to cattle diseases P
Yes; there is a certain contact between them, of l'ourse, but they are inde
pendent bodies. 

52,254. Can you conceive any super-Ministry dictating to or directing the 
whole three of them P-N 0, I cannot imagine that it would be accepted 
very readily either by Northern Ireland or by Scotland; the establishment 
of the Scotch Board of Agriculture, I think, was an assertion of the Scottish 
national spirit. 

Bir Froncil L. O. FZoud .. 
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52,255. So that the position is very much the same as in India where, 
instead of three Ministries, we have got eight?-Yes. 

52,256. Does the Development Commission come in as guide" philosopher 
and friend to the three of youP~Yes. 

52,257. And brings gifts?-I am not quite sure; Sir Thomas Middleton 
would know whether they actually deal with Northern Ireland or not. 

Sif' ThomtU MUldletcm: Not now, not since the Act; we deal now only 
with Great Britain. 

52,258. ProfeBBof' Gang'lllee: You ihave two divisions, one chielly concerned 
with live stock and another with the diseases of animals ?-Yes. 

52,259. Do you think it is advantageous to have these two asp"cts of 
animal husbandry treated separately P-I think it is really necessary because 
you have to deal with entirely different kinds of staff; animal diseases must 
be dealt with by veterinary surgeons, whereas the improvement of live stock 
scheme must be dealt with by men who have practical knowledge of the 
breeding of animals. 

52,260. With regard to these grants which you give to the research 
institutions, you have already given us the extent of the grants and the 
conditions of grant: but the task of oo-ordinating experiments and re~t:arch 
is undertaken by a particular branch, the branch of education and research? 
-Yes. 

52,261. What is the exact machinery you have for that purpose? How do 
you bring the results together?-It follows on partly, from the way in 
which the whole system has been built up; the general principle which has 
been adopted in dealing with agricultural research has been to set up 
research institut,ions and to give each institution one particular problem 
or set of problems; that is to say, to divide up the field between a number 
of institutions: Rothamsted of course dealing with the problems of the 
soils, Cambridge dealing with animal husbandry and animal pathology, East 
Mailing, Long Ashton and Oheshimt dealing with horticultural problems, 
and so on. We think we have got the whole field fajrly well covered, and 
each institution, in consultation with the Ministry is responsible for _ing 
that any new problems within their particular sphere are taken up and dealt 
with when opportunity arises. The Ministry, the Development Commission 
and the heads of the different institutions together act as the' co-ordinating 
authority to see that there is no overlapping between two different institu
tions and also that the whole field is, as far as possible, covered. There 
are proposals at the present moment for an Agricultural Researeh Council 
to be set up. to act as a further co-ordinating body, but no definite dL'Cision 
has yet been come to on that. 

52,262. Who appoints the committees such as the committee for electro
culture and the committee for basic slag?-They are appointed by the 
Ministry. 

52,263. These committees are directly under the MinistryP-Yes. 
52,264. For instance, will the Basic Slag Committee be under the research 

station where the work is being doneP-No, it is actually appointed by the 
Ministry; of course Rothamsted is represented on it. 

52,265. What is the utility of these cOl!lmittees when you have allotted 
to certain institutions the work for which such committees are apportioned. 
~ake t~e case of basic slag ?-I think the ideal was to bring into the con
Sideration of the problem certain interests which were not partioularly 
!'epresented at the research institution: for instance, the steel manufacturers. 

52,266. These committees are supposed to send in, to the Ministry" l'f'portB 
of their activitiesP-Yes. . 
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52,267. That is compulsory, is itP-The Ministry pays two-thirds of the 
cost, and so we have a right to see how they proposQ'to spend their money. 

52,268. You have-a Council of Agriculture, have you not?-We have a 
Council of Agriculture, 'yes. 

52,269~ Will you describe its composition P-It is composed partly of repre
sentatives of the County Agricultural Committees: each county has an 
Agricultural Committee and each Agricultural Committee sends two repre
sentatives to the Council of Agriculture. In addition to that, there are 
certain . representatives appointed by the Minister representing certain 
interests such as landlords, tenants and labour. This body as a whole is 
the Council of Agriculture which meets two or three times a year. It is a 
body independent of the Ministry; they can discuss anything they like, 
and the Minister, if he is present, is there only as a visitor. 

52,270. The Ministry is not represented on the COllncil of Agriculture?
No, not as members. 

52,271. Mr. Noyce: Who presides over itP-They elect their own Chairman. 
52,272. Professor Gang'Ulee: What is the total membership P-It is some

where about 150 I tJhink. 
52,273. You have Boards of Conservators for fresh water fisheriesP-Yes. 
52,274. What is the composition of these BoardsP-I am afraid I am not 

very well informed on that but my impression is that in some cases certain 
members, at any rate, ara appointed or elected by the people who take out 
licenses for fishing. 

52,275. Is the Ministry represented on these Boards?~No, I think not, but 
I should rather like to look that up and I can send you a note of the 
position. 

52,276. Mr. Cal1fert: On this sheet, * showing the organisation of your 
department, there is a long list of various divisions and sections. Are 
those all under the control of members of the permanent Home Civil 
Service P-Yes. 

52,277. Then, where does the technical expert come inP-They also, of 
course, are members of the Civil Service; I mean in certain cases, for 
instance, the Diseases of Animals Division, the responsible officer in charge 
of that division is the Ohief Veterinary Officer, who is, of course, a 
technioal civil servant. 

52,278. Where does the expert come in in regard to live stock P-He comes 
in tihere as a Commissioner, if you take the Live Stock Division; the 
Live Stock Commissioner is the head of the staff of technical officers, the 
Live Stock Officers, in the country, and he is actually in control of all 
the application of the scheme in the country. 

52,279. Do these technical heads of sections' have direct access to the 
MinisterP-1f necessary, yes; I mean there is no objection to it at all; 
the Minister does, in fact, see them constantly. 

52,280. In the normal course of procedureP-Yes. 
52,281. Do these technical experts also have direct access to youP-Yes, 

certainly; we do not stand on any ceremony about that kind of thing; 
there is nothing to prevent anybody seeing either the Minister or anybody 
else if he wants to. 

52,282. Then, where you say you are trying to reduce work by having 
more verbal consultation, does that also apply to the technical expertP-
Yes, certainly. . 

52,283. Is no record made of his technical opinion when offered?-Not 
necessarily. If the Minister wants to see the Live Stock Commissioner, for 

* Not printed. 

Sir Francis L. O. Flo'Ud. 
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instance, he sees him, and in the ordinary course no record would be kept of 
what they say to one another. 

52,284 .. Sir Thoma. Middleton: Minutes M"e not abolishedP-No, they are 
not abohshed, hut they have been very much reduced. At one time it 
was not at all uncommon for people to exchange long minutes from one 
room to the next room. 

52,285. Mr. Oalvert: Sometimes it may happen that when the technical 
opinion of your expert is not accepted, he may wish to see that that opinion 
should be on recordP-He can do that, of course. 

52,286. Is there any complaint from the technical heads that their views 
are not brought before the Minister?-No, I do not think so. I do not 
think that, at present, there is any com'Plaint of that kind. 

52,287. The technical head who wanted to bring a particular point to 
the attention of the Minister would always be able to do soP-Yes, certainly. 

52,288. With regard to the issue of these pamphlets on economic 
questions, could you give us a rough idea. of the percentage of farmers who 
are influenced by them?-It is very difficult to judge of that; of course, 
the sales are comparatively small. If we sell 6,000 copies of one report, 
it is considered pretty good. But you cannot judge the extent of its 
influence merely by that, because, as a matter of fact, the agricultural 
correspondents of all the papers. refer to them, and put in extracts from 
them. Every provincial paper. pays a great deal of attention to agri
cultural questions and usually has an agricultural column or more once 
a week, in which further reference is ma.de to them. . 

52,289. Would it be correct to assume from your answer that really 
the Press is a more powerful publicity agent than your pamphlets?-I think 
so; I think that is bound to be so. The actual circulation of official 
literature is always less in bulk than the extent to which it is broadcas, 
by the Press and also to a considerable extent by the local staff of the 
County Councils. The Agricultural Organiser, for instance, is continually 
meeting and a.ddressing farmers, and he makes use of the kind of informa
tion which is contained in the Ministry's reports. 

52,290. In this country would you find no difficulty in getting the Press 
to publish any particular piece of information or warning that you wanted 
publishedP-I will not Bay there is no difficulty. It depe);lds how it is 
presented; if it is presented in an interesting and palatable form there 
is no difficulty. But it is an important problem to get the matter right 
down to the farmer down the green lane. 

52,291. To what extent has this organisation been created as the result 
of a demand from the actual farmers?-l think it would be only right 
to say that, in the main, it has been created from above. 

52,292. Is the main function of this organisation to stimulate agriculture 
or to protect agriculture from certain specific dangers?-It is both. In 
regard to disease it is the latter, obviously; that is one of the primary 
duties of any Agricultural Department, and it can only be done by State 
action. But with regard to education and research, the object is to 
improve the technique of agriculture by making wider knowledge available 
for the benefit of the actual working farmer. 

52,293. It is practically an example of a benevolent Government trying 
to help the farmer?-Yes. 

52,294. Rather than the farmer ifemanding assistance from Government?
Yes; though it is equally true to say there has been a very great change 
in the general attitude of farmers, and the farmers' own organisation now 
is one of the strongest forces pressing for the extension of agricuItura I 
research. 
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52,295. Are t4e County CO]1ncils, as such, charged with responsibility in 
agricultural matters?-Yes, they have the general responsibility of organis
ing technical instruction in agriculture, and some of them do a very great 
deal in that direction; others do less. 

52,296. In your attempts to bring better methods to the notice of farmers 
have you any locl!-l organisation through which you can work, or mus~ 
you rely upon shows or pamphlets?-The local organisation is the County 
Council organisation; most County Councils now have an Agricultural 
Organiser who is their chief agricultural officer and he has under him a 
certain number of agricultural instructors: poultry instructors, horti
cultural instructors, dairy instrunctors, and so on. 

52,297. But you do not have local organisations of practical farmers?
No, but they are all organised themselves in the Farmers' Union and they 
are constantly meeting;· there is a good deal of contact between the 
educational officers of the County Council and of the Ministry, and the 
local branches of the Farmers' Union. 

52,298. There is, in this country, practically no co-operative network of 
organisatiolls to which you could appeal?-Not co-operative, no. 

52,299. As an ordinary matter of procedure, do you have committees of 
technical experts on particular questions?...-Yes. 

52,300. Who meet as experts without the intervention of the adminis
trative secretariesP-Yes. 

52,;lOl. Is there, in this Ministry, any systematic study of legislation in 
other countries designed to improve or protect agriculture?-Y es; and 
of course, we get a certain amount of help in that direction from the 
Institute at Rome which rather specialises in that. We have got a 
pretty good library which is regularly kept up to date, and information is 
collected about developments abroad. 

52,302. Do you find that study of legislation with regard to agriculture 
in other countries profitable ?-N 0, not as a general rule; in fact, one of 
the surest ways of enraging the British farmer is to talk to him about 
what is done in other countries. 

52,303. Bow do these various orders issued by this department originateP 
·What exactly begins an order,· say, about noxious weeds or double dipping 
of sheep P-It originates as a rule on the advice of a technical officer 
in the Ministry; in the case of disease, for instance, if there is an outbreak 
of a new disease, the Chief ·Veterinary Officer and his staff would put 
up proposals for dealing with it. 

52,304. That is to say, this Ministry really is the Ions et origo of t.he 
whole activity?---Certainly, with regard to disease, yes. 

52,305. Sir Henry· Lawrence: I see that the estimates of your Ministry 
for this last year are £2,lOO,OOO?-Yes. 

52,306. Can you give us any idea of how this is divided up under the 
several heads? What do you spend on your headquarters staff, for instance? 
-The cost of the staff, including fisheries, amounts to just under half a 
million pounds; that is the whole of the staff of the Ministry. 

52,307. All over the country1'-All over the country. 
52,308. Not merely at headquarters in London?-No. 
52,309. What would you call the secretariat? What would that represent 

out of the totalP Would it be £20,000, or what, out of that £500,OOO?
More than that, if you include not only what you would call the secretariat, 
but all the administrative officers in the various divisions of. the Ministry. 

52,310. It is concentrated in LondonP-Yes. 
Sir Francis L. O. FZoud. 
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52,311. And that would represent 100 to 150 menP-More than that· 
the staff of the Ministry is about 1,400 altogether. ' 

52,312. The staff of the Ministry a~ headquarters in LondonP-No that 
is the whole staff of the Ministry. Out of that the number of tra;elling 
officers stationed out in the country is about 400. 

52,313. Have you any knowledge at all of the personnel of the agri
cultural departments in IndiaP-No, I am afraid I have not. 

52,314. Have you formed any opinion as to whether they are adequate 
or inadequate?-I am afraid I have not any knowledge of that. 

52,315. Do you recruit from the Universities, or howP-Yes, the ordinary 
staff of the Ministry, the administrative and clerical staff, is of course re
cruited in the same way as the whole of the rest of the Civil Service: from 
the Ordinary Civil Service examinations. The inspectorial and technical 
staff, of course, has to be separately recruited; the ordinary practice there 
is to try and get young science graduates from the University at the age 
of about 28, who have taken a science degree with Honours and then have 
had some practical experience of the particular clallS of work we want them 
for. In the same way, for the veterinary staff we recruit men who have 
got their veterinary qualification and have some experience of actual 
practice. 

52,316. You take them on at about the age of 28P-That is about the 
age at which we take them on. 

52,317. You do not train your young men yourselves at alIP-They have 
to be trained after they come on at that age, but they do come on at 
that age having had some actual experience. 

52,318. In private employmentP-Yes. We have very varied work: we 
have disease work, we have land agents for small holdings and allotment 
work who preferably have had training. as valuers and surveyors and have 
taken the examination of the Surveyors' ABBociation; then we have the 
scientifio people in various brancpes of science who have taken a degree 
with Honours at a University. 

52,319. They actually become valuable to you from the age of 32 onwards? 
-Yes. I do not say they do not become valuable even earlier than that, 
because in the first instance they are turned on to less important work. 
We have a good deal of work of a police character to do: work in con
nection with plant diseases, such as the wart disease of potatoes, and that 
sort of thing. 

52,320. Do you take gra.duates from the agricultural lDstltutions of 
Oxford and CambridgeP-Yes. 

52,321. For the ministerial and technical workP-For the technical work; 
they may also come in in the ministerial work; if so, they come in the 
ordinary staff recruited for the Civil Service as a whole. If a man goes 
in for the Civil Seivice, it is more or less a matter of chance, if he is 
successful, whether he goes to the Ministry of Agriculture, the Post Office 
or the Treasury. 

52,322. But do you not select men from the agricultural courses of Oxford 
and Oambridge, or any other institutions and appoint them by selectionP
Not for administrative work. 

52,323. By competitionP-Yes; there is very great objection, of cour~e, 
nowadays to anything in the nature of patronage appointments, howev"r 
carefully they are made; and, even in the case of our technical staff, the 
whole thing is removed from the region of personal patronage by selection 
being made by a Selection Committee consisting of the principal technical 
officers of the Ministry and a representative of the Civil Service Commission. 

52,324. How is the balance of your estimates utilizedP-It mainly goes 
ill grants; agricultural researcl1 accounts for about £300,000 a year alld 
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IIgricultural edu,!ation for a little' more. The Live Stock Improvement 
Scheme costs about £50,000 a year. Diseases of Animals 'is a variable 
quantity depending on the amount of disease; in some years it may be 
very high while in others it is comparatively low. 

52,325. Does that include compensation for live stock destroyedP-Yes. 
52,326. That is sometimes very heavy P-Yes' a few years ago it cost 

something like £4,000,000. ' 

52,327. Sir Thomas Middleton: How many veterinary officers do you 'em
ploy in the Ministry at presentP-I think it is just over 100. 

52,328. About how many are employed by the local authorities?-Each 
local authority has one Veterinary Inspector. There are 330 local autho
rities under the Diseases of Animals Act, but their Inspectors are not all 
whole time. 

52,329. So that there, is a very large staff engaged in controlling disease P
Yes, there is, and of course the services of the Police are used to a very 
large extent; they are really responsible for the actual enforcement of 
the regulations. 

52,330. Your system of notification is very perfect; you get notification 
almost immediatelyP-Yes, I think the reports are made very well now 
and we do get early notification in the great majority of cases. 

52,331. It is very rarely that there is delay, and when there is delay, 
one hears about it everywhereP-Yes, and of course, if necessary, pro
ceedings are taken for failure to report. 

52,332. Would you agree that without a strong staff such as you have, 
and without immediate notification, it would be quite, impossible, even 
in a country like this, to control disease ?-I agree; I think early noti
fication is essential in order that effective measures may be taken. 

52,33.3. Professor Gangulee: Could you give us an idea of the training 
of the County Council Organisers P-The Agricultural Organisers, as a rule, 
are men who have had training in an agricultural college or a university 
department, and have, either then or before, had some practical work 
on a farm. ' 

52,334. What salary do they get when they first enter the ServiceP
It varies in the different County Councils, but I SUppOSl', on the average, 
most of them get between £600 and £800 a year. They are a very good 
lot of men. 

52,335. I have come in contact with some of them j they are an excellent 
set of men P-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. T. JONES, Committee of Civil Research, London. 
The Royal Commission has asked for a note of the evidence which I 

might wish to give. Perhaps the best plan will be to give you a copy 
of the Treasury Minute setting up the Committee of Oivil Research (Cmd. 
2440, 1925). 

TREASURY MINUTE DAlrED 13TH JUNE, 1925. 
The First Lord calls the attention of the Board to the decision of His 

Majesty's Government on 28th May, 1925, to establish a Committee of 
Ci.:vil Research. This will be a Standing Committee reporting to the 
Cabinet, analogous in principle to the Committee of Imperial Defence. 

The President of the Committee will be the Prime Minister and the 
regular Chairman, in the absence of the Prime Minister, will be a Minister 
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nominated by him fur the purpose: the membership of the Committee 
will, as in the case of the Committee of Imperial Defence, consist of such 
penlOns as are summoned by the Prime Minister, or the Chairman on his 
behalf. 

The Committee will, like the Committee of Imperial Defence, be an 
advisory body and will have no administrative or executive functions. 

The Secretary of the Cabinet and the Committee of Imperial Defence 
will be responsible for the Committee's secretarial arrangements which will 
be under the immediate supervision of Mr. T. Jones. 

The Committee will be charged with the duty of .giving connected fore
thought from a central standpoint to the development of economic, 
scientific and statistical research in relation to civil policy and adminis
tration, and it will define new areas in which enquiry would be valuable. 
Within these limits the Oommittee may consider such questions as are 
referred to it by the Cabinet, the President, the Chairman, and Govern
ment Departments. 

The President (or Chairman) may also summon for consideration of 
particular business such outside economic, scientific and statistical experts 
as he may think fit. . 

The Committee will~n the analogy of the Committee of Imperial Defence 
-as a normal part of its working approve the reference of particUlar 
enquiries to special- sub-committees, which may include outside specialists 
as well as expert officers of the Department or Departments mainly con
cerned. Provision will also be made for using the services of ·suitable 
Departmental Officers in the capacity of SecretalY to such sub-committees 
as occasion requires. 

My LoRDS APPROVE. 

Oral Evidence. 
52,336. The Chairman: Mr. Jones, you are Secretary of the Committee 

of Oivil Research, London?-Yes. 
52,337. We have hac! your note of evidence; is there anything you wish 

til a.dd at this stage?-I think the Treasury Minute sets out, in a 
concise form, the character of the Committee· of Civil Research; it refers 
to the parallel of the Committee of Imperial Defence. There is a fuller 
description which it might be interesting to the Commission to have on 
the minutes: there was a debate in the House of Lords on Tuesday, the 
30th June, 1925, when Lord Balfour described at some length the object 
of the new Committee; and there was a recent debate on the. 12th May, 
1927, in whioh Lord Balfour gave some account of the work which the 
Committee had in the interval carried out. 

52,338. Thank you for those references. What is the composition and 
size of the main Committee?-It consists of the Prime Minister as Presi
dent, and a Chairman nominated by him, who in this Government, has been 
Lord Balfour. There is nobody else. Then, when any special inquiry is 
undertaken, we add members suitable for the ip'Ilrposes of the inquiry. The 
constitution is very elastic; we are not confined to members of the 'Govern
ment, nor to civil servants, but are free to go outside. 

52,339. The terms are about as wide as they well could be ?--.Yes, that is so. 
52,340. How often does the main Commttee meetP-It meets when under

taking illquiries when we have some reports from Sub.JCommittees to lay 
before it. I might perhaps give you a list which I have here of some of 
the enquiries we have conducted during the last couple of yearF. 

52,341. Would that be equivalent to the number of Sub-Committees con
stitutedP-It would contain the principal Committee; some of the enquiries 
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are conducted by the main Committee on which CaJbinet Ministers sit and, 
with them, outsiders. Then, for less important enquiries we have Sub
Committees, of which perhaps neither Lord Balfour nor a. member of the 
Cabinet will be Ch~irman; we may have, as we have at present, say a 
member of the Labour Party in the House of Commons, who may be Chair
man of the Committee. Then that Sub-Committee will report to the main 
Committee. We h~ve had inquiries into the future of the British, Dye
Stuffs Corporation, Overseas Loans, Indian Railways, the Iron and Steel 
Industry, and Agricultural Training. We' have at the present moment 
Sub-Committees dealing with the Severn Barrage Scheme, the Empire 
Supply of Quinine, the British Pharmacopreia, the Mineral Content of 
Natural Pastures. 

52,342. That is Kenya?-Yes. Then we have a Sub-Committee on Native 
Welfare Research in Kenya, the Government's Research Organisation, the 
Tsetse Fly Inquiry, Gao-physical Surveying and Natural Dietetics. That will 
give you some idea of the range of the activities of the Oommittee of CiVIl 
Research. 

52,343. Have you a large permanent secretariatP-Mr. Hemming and 
myself compose the secretariat. I need hardly say that our knowledge 
is somewhat superficial over this wide range of subjects. 

52,344. Who act as secretaries of these Sub-Committees?-I do, or Mr. 
Hemming. Wrien we have a Committee in which a department is specially 
interested, we co-opt a joint secretary from the department, who has a more 
special knowledge of. the particular subject than we have. 

52,345. In the case of most of the Sub-Committees appointed ad hoc for 
particular Bubjects, are members of departments appointed specially for 
the purposeP-In the case of membership partly, and partly experts from 
outside. 

52,346. Experts from outside oocasionally act as secretariesP-No, not as 
secretaries; as secretary we may co-opt somebody who specialised on the 
subject in' the department concerned. 

52,347. In practice, who, as a rule, suggests new areas of enquiry?-The 
subjects come up in all 'Sorts of ways. In the case of the Kenya Research 
there was a despatch to the Secretary of State for the Colonies from Sir 
Edward Gregg, and in that case the Secretary of· State moved the Lord 
President to appoint the Committee. Sometimes letters are sent to Lord 
Balfour, as it is known that he is interested, and he brings the matter up. 

52,348. What is the geographical scope of the Committee's responsibilities; 
is it Empire-wideP-Yes. 

52,349. It includes the Dominions P-Yes. 
52,350. And Indiai'-Yes. 
52,351. With whom do you correspond in the Dominionsi'-We move the 

Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, or the Secretary of State for 
India, as the case may be. 

52,352. Does the Committee concern itself with the financing of its recom
mendations P-No, it has no executive functions; it has no money to spend, 
and it is very chary of referring to finance. 

52,353. It does not suggest how olber people should spend their money? 
-It sometimes suggests to the Empire Marketing Board, for example, a. 
particular ,exIlenditure. I am quoting a partiCUlar case; we did that in 
connection witll quinne. 

52,354. Does the Committee suggest that particular pieces of research 
should be carried out in particular institutionsP-Yes, we have done that, 
we have done that in the case of the tstetse fly. 

52,355. Breaking up a large area of research into its component parts?
Yes, and suggesting experimel).ts in particular areas, experiments which 

Mr. T. Jones. 
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while carried on in a particular Colony, may redound to the advantage of 
the Empire generally. 

52,356. Professor Gangwee: Are your suggestions carried outP-Yes, I 
must say we have met with very active co-operation. We work through 
the Departments of course. 

52,357. The Chairman: How do these Sub·Committees proceed P Do they 
hear evidence in any caseP-Yes, they can call in outsiders or members of 
the departments. 

52,358. Are the proceedings on those enquiries public or private?
Private. 

52,359. In every case?-Private in every ·case. They are regarded as 
Committees of the Cabinet. . 

52,360. Does the Committee engage in any publicity at allP-No, none. 

52,361. Dr. Hyder: Publications are issued, are they not?-We make 
no public report. The normal course would be that a report on a particular 
question is drawn up, submitted to the Cabinet, and referred to the appro
priate department which deals with it. Then, there are oertain subiects 
which are not of themselves confidential, and, in fact, as to which 
publication of the results would be advantageous. Any publicity 
of that kind is given effect to by tJhe department, not by the 
Oommittee of Civil Research. The point you are on now has 
come up once or twice; this is the Minute on which we work: "That 
the Secretary of State for Dominion Hairs should be authorised to oom
municate Doctor Orr's report of his visit to Kenya and the summary of the 
replies to the questionnaire on mineral deficiencies to the Empire Marketing 
Board for such pUblicity by means of communiques as they may think 
proper; that as regards the future the principle to be adopted· should be 
that the Committee of Civil Research papers should normally be regarded 
a& confidential, but that where, in the opinion of a Sub-Committee, it. was 
desirable for the advancement of scientific knowledge or otherwise that the 
('ontenta of any particular paper should be made public, the. questi.on ·should 
he referred to the Committee of Civil Research, who should deCide whether 
the paper should be published, and, if so, in what form." That is a par
ticular case. We do not really publish ourselves, but we discuss the .matter 
with the departments concerned. 

52,362. The Chairman: Has the work of the Committee grownP-Yes; but 
we are moving modestly, because, being a new Committee, we wish to carry 
the departments with us, so that we rather wait to be stirred by them than 
take a very active part in initiating enquiries ourselves. 

52,363. Do you think it likely that the Committee will grow into some
thing in the nature of a simple advisory body in matters of research for 
the whole EmpireP-The Dominions and the Crown Colonies are them
selves much more alive, I think, to the importance of research than they 
used to be, and are themselves setting up organisations. We may be able 
to do something more in the nature of ('.o-ordination. -

52,364. Professor Gangwee: What success did you have with IndiaP-We 
have had two or three enquiries which have some bearing on India; we 
have a Sub-Committee on the Empire supply of quinine, to which I 
referred, with Lord Balfour in the chair, Sir Louis Kershaw, a member and 
Colonel James, who is a Medical Officer of the Ministry of Health, who 
was formerly in India, Doctor Andrew Balfour, Sir David Prain and 
Colonel Gage. Those are members of this particular Sulb-Committee. We 
had valuable reports from the Secretary of State for India circulated to 
this Sub-Committee, and their rec.ommendations really amounted to this, 
that as a first step a grant at the rate of £2,000 a year for teIl! ~ear3. 
should be made to the Amani Institute (in Tanganyika) to enable It to 
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restore and extend· its previously existing cinchona plantations with a 
view to extending Empire supplies and undertaliing research. We regard 
this problem rather from the point of view of the Empire than of India' 
we. ~nderstand that :India could not do anything in the way of exportin~ 
qUInIne to the Empire; you have to meet your own needs. That is what 
we did and that is going on. In the case of the enquiry into the Indian 
State Railways, that was a Committee of the Cabinet, they just examined 
the policy of the Indian Government in regard to railways from the point 
of view of our iron and steel industry; that was the object of that Com
mittee. Then I think the enquiries that are going on, into dietetics in 
Kenya and into the mineral content of pastures may have a very important 
bearing on your life in India; but it is a bit soon to say anything about it. 

52,365. That Committee is still sitting on the question of the native 
dieteticsP-Yes, research is going on in Kenya; experimenters have been 
sent out who are under the control of Doctor Orr and the Lowett Research 
Institute at Aberdeen. 

52,366. Mr. Calvert: I gather that this Committee is not so much one of 
research as one for the collection of information ?-Its own staff does not 
conduct any research at all. 

52,367. This enquiry into the Empire production of quinine was rather 
an attempt to collect the existing information than to discover knowledge 
not previously known ?-It was to try to see if anything could be done t·o 
extend the supply. The upshot of the Committee has -been that we are 
stimulating research in Tanganyika. 

52,368. The Chairman: But you do suggest the manner in which particu
lar lines of research could be carried onP-Yes, quite definitely, but we do 
not conduct research ourselves. 

52,369. Sir Thomas Middleton: The characteristic of your organisation is 
its extreme llexibilityP-That is so. 

52,370. When the idea of the Committee was first discussed, was not the 
main thing whioh was considered essential in regard to the constitution of 
such a body that of llexibility?-Yes. We had the example of the Committee 
of Imperial Defence to go upon, wliioli has the same oonstitution precisely 
as this body. It began over 20 years ago very quietly, and it has grown 
to be a very valuable Committee. It was, I think, the example of that 
Committee in dealing with war problems wliich suggested that something 
analogous might be set up to deal with some of the problems of peace, 
which are very much more difficult, I may suggest, because of the manne!' 
in whioh political parties approach some of the economic problems which 
might be looked at by a Committee of this kind. 

52,371. Was it the case that, at the time this Committee was set up, 
the subject of the best form of organisation was carefully reviewed before 
the model of the Committee of Imperial Defenoe was adoptedP-Yes, that 
is so. There are a number of memoranda which were oirculated to the 
Government which I cannot very well quote here. 

52,372. Do you find that your machinery for collecting information acts 
smoothly and that you are getting satisfactory replies to your question
naires?-We have met with a most excellent response from all the depart
ments and from the Governments of the Dominions and Colonies. The 
fact that the Prime Minister and Lord Balfour are at the heau of the Com. 
mittee gives it a oertain prestige; so that when we send tnese question
naires out, as we have done for example on naturaJ 'Pastures, WI! have found 
those enquiries taken seriously, and scientific men and officers of the various 
Governments have gone to great trouble to prepare valuable memoranda, 
some of which have brought to the notice of scientifio men at home knowledge 

Mr. T. Jones. 
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of which they were previously ignorant. Similarly at home, we have 
never any difficulty in getting the leading scientific men of the country to 
accept the responsibility of coming on these Committees and giving con
siderable time to the work of the Committees. We have every reason to be 
not only satisfied but most grateful to scientific men who are co-operating 
with us. 

52,373. The Chairman: Have you a library?-No. 
52,374. But you are, I think, accumulating large masses of literature?

We are in touch with all the scientific libraries. We are accumulating a 
large mass of literature under those various subjects, which is available in 
the Cabinet Office for Government members and members of the Committee. 
Take the British Pharmacopreia. That is of interest to India. That is an 
example of the kind of enquiry which none of us would have expected 
would have come under this particular Committee, but it came from the 
Privy Council to us. We have sent out questions as to how they would 
tike the next edition of this Pharmacopreia prepared: "In the case of India 
you have a number of indigenous drugs. Would you like them incorporated 
in the main body of the book, or would you like to ·have a special Indian 
appendix or addendum?" That is the sort of problem. 

52,375. Do you receive the bulletins of research institubions?-We do 
not ourselves, but Mr. Hemming, my assistant, has very wide acquaintaEoce 
with technical and scientific libraries in London, so that we are able to draw 
upon them. 

52,376. Professor Gangulee: In drafting technical questions, do you get 
the assistance of expertsP-Yes. 

52,377. For instance, with regard to questions on tropical dieteticsP
Yes. '!'hose were drawn up by the experts. 

52,378. The expenditure in connection with your staff comes from the 
Parliamentary grant P-In addition to being Secretary of this Committee 
.1 am Deputy-8ecretary to the Cabinet. Mr. Hemming is seconded from 
the 1'reasury, and we share a typist. 

52,379. Is there any particular budget allotted .to this CommitteeP-No. 
We draw on the Cabinet Office pool. 

(7'he witnes., withdrew.) 

Sir JOHN MAcFADYEA~ .. M.B., B.Sc., M.R.C.V.S., LL.D., 
Principal, Royal veterinary College, London. 

NOTE ON THE ORGANISATION OJ!' THE VETERINARY TEAOHING AND PRAOTIOE 
IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

The history of veterinary science and practice in Great Britain begins 
with the foundation of the first of the Veterinary Colleges in this country, 
viz., the Royal Veterinary Oollege, in the year 1791. The Edinburgh 
Veterinary College was the second to be founded, viz., in 1818. These 
two Colleges between them carried outtha work of teaching students· 
and granting them a diploma setting forth their ability to practise. It 
is important to note that the two Colleges not only taught the students, 
but also carried out examinations to determine the extent of their know
ledge and their fitness for discharging the duties of a veterinary surgeon. 
As the veterinary surgeons who were thus qualified grew in numbers they 
naturally became dissatisfied owing to the fact that they had no voice 
in determining the subjects of the veterinary student's study or in carry
ing out the examinations, on the result of which a diploma was granted. 
In 1844 the then existing veterinary surgeons were incorporated by Royal 
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Charter as the ,Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, and inter alia they 
were given power to regulate the nature and extent of the examinations, 
and to appoint persons to examine and determine upc>n the fitness and 
qualifications of students desirous of becoming members of the corporate 
body. The other Colleges now in existence in addition to those in London 
and Edinburgh are the Glasgow Veterinary Oollege, founded in 1862, 
the Dublin Veterinary College, founded in 1900, and the Veterinary 
School of the University of Liverpool. 

All the five Veterinary Colleges have equal rights with regard to training 
students for the veterinary profession, but it is the Council appointed by 
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons that is supreme in determining 
the nature and extent of the veterinary student's general and professional 
education. Studente can only be made eligible for these examinations 
by undergoing the prescribed courses of study at one of the five Veterinarv 
Colleges. The minimum period of study at present is four years, and the 
standard of the general knowledge examination which a student must pass 
before he begins his professional study at one of the Colleges is the same 
as that for admission to the medical profession. 
,Up to the year 1880, the Veterinary Colleges in oo-()peration with the 

Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons did excellent WiOrk in providing· 
the country with trained veterinary surgeons, burt these ,had been only 
partially .effectual in getting rid of ignorant uneducated men who still 
gave themselves out to be veterinary surgeons and obtained a livelihood 
in that way. 

In 1881, the Veterina.ry Surgeons Act was passed "to enable persons 
requiring the aid of a veterinary surgeon for the cure 0'1" prevention of 
disease in or injuries to horses and other 'ani'mals to dis-tinguish between 
qualified and unqualified pl"actitioners." This Act followed on the lines of 
the previously passed Medical Act in tha.t it protected the title of veterinary 
surgeon. 

To sum up, the control of veterinary education up to the standard considered 
necessary for practice is in the hands of the corporate body which includes all 
the veterinary surgeons who have obtained the Diploma. of the Royal 
College of Veterinary Surgeons. It is the Council of that body that (1) 
fixes the minimum standard of the intending studeIllt's general education; 
(2) prescribes the duration of study at one or other of the Veterinary 
Colleges; (3) determines the subjects to be studied during the four years; 
(4) appoints the examiners, and fixes the time .and places of th .. 
eX/aIlliruations. 

The examinations are conducted twice a year, viz., in December and July. 
The written examinations a.re held s~mulrtaneoU8ly in London, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Liverpool and Dublin, and the same board serves for Great 
Britain and Ireland. The number of living members of the Royal College 
of Veterinary Surgeons at the 31st December last was 3,496, and with the 
exception of about 400 who practise in parts of the British Empire beyond 
the seas or in foreign countries the whole of the members of the Royal 
College of .Veterinary Surgeons are in practice (or have retired from 
practice) in Great Britain or Ireland. At the present time the number of 
tlwse who are admitted to the profession annually .is just about equal to 
the number that die off ,the register. The present nu:mber is wely suffi
cient to meet the needs of the country. 

The immens~ majority of the veterinary surgeons in this country are 
engaged in priva.te practice, carrying out duties in connection with animal 
diseases, similar to those discharged by general medical practitioners in 
connection with human disease. 

Of the tota.! number only a.bout 400 are not in genera.!. praot.ice, but are 
engaged in whole-time public services," such as ilhe Army, the Ministry of 
Agricultu'1"e and Fisheries, the l\funi('ipal Oorporations, etc. 'l1he Veterinary 
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Offioers of the Ministry of Agriculture are concerned only with the work 
relating to the contagious diseases of animals. A small number of the 
profession in this country who are engaged in private practice are also 
employed by Local Authorities in connection wit'll the oorutegious diseases, 
but the great majority have nothing to do with the contagious diseases, but 
earn their living by treating the ordina.ry ailments and accidents of the 
domesticated animals. 

The qualifying diploma which is granted by the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons represents the minimum standard of knowledge which anyone 
intending to commence practice ISS a veterinary surgeon ought to possess, 
but diplomas or degrees representing a hig'her standard of knowledge are 
obtainable. The Universities of London, Edinburgh and Liverpool grant 
higher degrees in Veterinary Scieooe, but only to those who have already 
obtained the Diploma ~ the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. The 
additional t:raining which is imposed on students who desire to take these 
extra qUJalifications is largely intended to provide recruits for the staffs of 
teaching and research institlltes. 

The Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons gorants a second Diploona in 
addition to the qualifying Diploma which every veterinary wrgeon must 
obtain. The second qualification is the 'Diploma in Veterinary State 
Medicine. It was instituted recently in order to provide veterinary 
surgeons with post graduate tmining to fi.t them fOol" duties in connection 
with the work they might have to undertake in connection with the CDn
tagious diseases of animals under the Ministry of Agr.iculture or the Local 
Authorities throughout the country, or as Meat Inspectoors. 

'l'he special course of instruction prescribed for those who intend to take 
this qualification call only be begun after the student has obtained the 
Diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Sllrgeons. The prescribed 
instruction is in connection with Veterinary Bacteriology and Protozoology, 
Veterinary Hygiene and Toxicology, Meat Inspection, and Dairy and Milk 
Inspection. 

Research. 
There are now four institutes at which research regarding the diseases 

of animals is prosecuted, viz., the Laboratories of the Ministry of -Agricul
ture, jjhe Research Institute at the Royal Veterinary College, the Research 
Institute at Oambridge, and the Laboratory of the Animal Diseases Resewrch 
Association in Edinburgh. A certain amount of research is also carried 
out at the Veterinary School in Liverpool. 

The cost of the researches oonducted at these institutions is mainly de
frayed by grants which are allooated tJhrough the Ministry of Agriculture. 

From what precedes it will be seen that the conditions Wlith regard to 
veterinary practice are very different in India and the United Kingdom, 
because of the denser animal populastion, the greater indivlidual value of 
the animals, and the different incidence of important diseases in the Home 
GJuntry. 

In Great Brita.in and other European oountries jjhe se.rvices rendered by 
veterinary surgeons are mainly .in connection with what may be called 
the ordinary diseases of domesticated animals. Work of that kind is the 
main oocupa.tion of about 80 per cent. of ·all the veterinary surgeons in the 
exmntry, and does not require any organisation by Government. In India 
on the other hand the main duty of veterinary surgeoos is to prevent o.r 
oontrol the contagious diseases, and tJhe most. important of these, viz., 
cattle plague, halmorrhagic septiCalmia and surra, are unknown iIi the 
Home GJuntry. The veterinary pl'lOlfession in India is thus similar to the 
small section of the profession at home whose work .is entirely or mainly 
in connection with the contagious diseases of animals, which work in t.hs 
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course of years hll.6 been oIganised to a degree that is scarcely conceivable 
in India, where the notifioo.tion of the suspected existence of contagious 
disease (which is the keystone of the Contagious Diseases of Animals Act) 
could hardly be enforced as it is in this country. 

QUESTION 15.-(a) I do not think it advisable that the Civil Veterinary 
Department should be under the Director of Agriculture. 

Oral Evidence. 

52,380. The Ohairman: Sir John JltIacFadyean, you are the Principal 
of the Royal Veterinary College, London?-Yes. 

52,381. You have provided us with a note of the evidence which you 
wish to give. Do you desire to add to it at this stage by any oral state
milllt?-No. I do not think there is anything I want to say beyond what 
'is expressed in my note. 

52,382. The Diseases of Animals Act is adminstered in the counties by 
Veterinary Officers, members of the profession, under the Ministry. [s 
that so ?-That i~ so. 

52,383. Has that brought about any friction at any time between those 
veterinary officers, members of the profession, and officers of the depart
ment ?-I do not think so; nothing of any not.e. As I explain in my note 
here, there are veterinary surgeons whose whole time is employed in con
nection with the administration of contagious diseases uneler the Ministry, 
but there is also a considerable number of veterinary surgeons in private 
practice who also carry out these duties under the local authority. 

52,384. You say at the top of this page that you do not think it advisable 
that the Civil Veterinary Department should be under the Director of 
Agriculture?-Y ea. 

52,385. Are circumstances in India in any way analogous to those existing 
in this country ?-N 0; they are very different, of course. My reason for 
saying I do not think it would be advisable is that I doubt whether you 
will be able to get, in the same individual, the amount of knowledge 
regarding veterinary adminstration and research and education and a similar 
knowledge with regard to agriculture. 

52,386. The fact that, in this country, the majority of the profession are 
engaged in private practice, whereas in India private veterinary practice 
is hardly known, makes the conditions in the two countries entirely different, 
does it not?-Yes, very different. 

52,387. Are you familiar with conditions in India P-No, I cannot say I 
am familiar with them. I spent a few months in India about 1912-13, when 
I was eent to investigate foot-and-mouth disease. I know generally about 
the Veterinary Department in India and research there, but that is the 
only occasion on which I have been in India. 

52,388. You know that veterinary matters are, in the main, the respon
sibility of the Provincial Governments under the existing constitutional 
position, do you notP-Yes, I know that. 

52,389. Have you formed any view as to whether it would be practicable 
to deal with epidemic animal diseases in a country as large as India while 
it is divided up, for matters of veterinary administration, into separate 
ProvincesP-1 think there would always have to be central control at any 
rate. 

52,390. So far as epidemic diseases are concernedP-Yes, I think so. 
52,391. That was found necessary as between England and Scotland, was 

it notP-Yes, that is so. 
Sir John 'Macl!'adyeCbn. 
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52,392. Have you applied your mind to the problem ct training veterinary 
officers in India ?-Is that just passing them through the veterinary schools 
there? 

52,393. Take that first?-No, I have not thought much about it. I am, 
of course, acquainted with the nature of the instruction that is given there. 

52,394. Do you think it likely that the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons would recognise a degree given in [ndia P-They would have to 
satisfy themselves that the degree given in India was quite equivalent to 
the one given here as the result of the examination conducted by themselves. 
Besides that, they would have to be assured that the training was good, and 
the students would have to pass precisely the same examination in general 
knowledge. '. 

52,395. Subject to those conditions, would you suggest that an Indian 
degree might qualify recipients to practise throughout the EmpireP-Yes. 
I think the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons would have difficulty in 
finding a reason for refusal. 

52,396. Have you any personal experience of Indian students who come 
to this country for training?-Yes. The majority of Indian students who 
come here to qualify in veterinary science come to the Royal Veterinary 
College. 

52,397. What do you say about the calibre and qualifications of those 
students?-I may say about them as about others, that they are very 
mixed. There are good, bad and indifferent. That is about all one can say. 

52,398. Can you say whether there has been any improvement in their 
training of recent years, as shown by their qualifications when they come 
overP-We do not admit then until they have passed one of the examinations 
iu general knowledge recognised by the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons, and, of course, that ensures that very ignorant students are not 
sent over here. 

52,399. What training have these men had in India before they come 
overP-None whatever, so far as we know. We have, occasionally, graduates 
who have obtained the diploma granted by one of the colleges in India 
who corne here to take the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons afterwards. Very few of these would be able to pass the examina
tion of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons without a great deal of 
study. 

52,400. You mention in your note of evidence that, apart from the ordinary 
degree, the College gives a diploma in Veterinary State Medicine ?-Yes. 

52,401. Could you give the Commission an outline of the curnculum?
In the first place, with regard to the subjects in which students have to 
receive post-graduate training and examination, these include epizootiology, 
veterinary bacteriology and protozoology, and veterinary hygiene and 
toxicology. In addition they have to be examined on matters relating to 
meat and milk inspection. 

52,402. Is there any special training in administrative affairs?-The regu
lations are that after attaining the Membership of the Royal College of 
Veterinary Surgeons, a candidate must have, during twenty weeks, received 
instruction in the subjects that I hiwe just mentioned, and that during 
a period of ten weeks they have rereived a course of prac.tical instruction 
in chemistry, and that during a period of fifteen weeks they have been 
diligently engaged in acquiring a knowledge of the duties of veterinary 
inspection in the administration of a State Department, County Council, 
Municipality or Urban Authority employing one or more whole-time 
Veterinary Surgeons. 

52,403. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do these weeks run concurrently, twenty, 
ten and fifteen ?-Yes, they can be concurrent. [believe students have a 
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little difficulty, in getting the fifteen weeks; in fact it is impossible to get 
the last fifteen weeks within the twenty, but ,a considerable part of it I 
think they do. I believe they can qualify within a period of twelve months 
after attaining the-diploma. 

52,404. The Ohairman: In the middle of page 27 of your note of evidence, 
unaer the heading of "Research," you detail the four Institutes at which 
research regarding the diseases of animals is at present prosecuted. You 
tell us that, in the main, these IlLStitutions are financed by grants allocated 
through the Ministry of Agriculture P-That is so. 

52,400. What is the original source of thosp. grants?--So far as I under
stand, it is from tho Development Fund. 

52,406. Is it the Ministry that makes the case to the Development Com
mission for these grants, or do you as 1\ College play any part in making 
the case for the grantP-The College applies through the Ministry of 
Agriculture for the grant. 

52,407. You have no direct dealings with the Development CommissionP
None whatever. 

52,408. Is there any body or group :which seeks to allocate research as 
between these four Institutions so as to avoid overlapping?-I do not know 
about that. I ha\'e supposed that in that the Ministry were advised by 
their late Chief Scientific Adviser; but I do not know. 

52,409. You have, no doubt, studied at length the problem of immunisation 
against rinderpest. The Commission has heard a great deal of evidence 
bearing upon the two methods of serum-simultaneous and serum-alone. Have 
you any strong views on the relative merits of those two systems?-I have 
views, though I have no practical experience of immunising cattle in this 
country in that way. I did not think there was any room for difference of 
opinion about the two methods. It seems to me that the serum-alone 
method is specially applicable to the actual stamping out of an outbreak 
where there is little apprehended danger of its rllcurrence j but in a country 
in wh·ich the di.sea.se is enzootic I should think it was generally better to 
employ the simultaneous method. 

52,410. Its usefulness, even for the first purpose you mentioned, namely, 
dealing with a local outbrE>ak, is somewhat limited, is it not, hy the fact 
that the method only conveys nine days of immunity?-That is the reason 
why it is, by itself, defective if there is IIny apprehension that the disease 
may still be existing in the neighbourhood at the end of that short period; 
but there are many cases in which, if serum is abundant and cost is not a 
matter of great moment, the serum-alone method can be used quite success
fully, but it would have to be repeated at intervals of perhaps ten days or 
longer. 

52,411. Have you any views to give us as to the feasibility of mass 
immunisation by the serum-simultaneous method in a tropical country?
No. I' should. not care to express any opinion about that, because I only 
know the thEory of it, and circumstances in different countries might greatly 
affect the best method of working. 

52,412. One of the existing disadvantuges of the danger of the serum
simultaneous method is, I think, that organisms other than those intended 
to be intJ'oduced into the body are often carried in with the serumP-Yes, 
carried in with the blood,. rather than with the serum. 

52,413. With· the immunising bloodP-Yes, with the blood used to 
immuDlse. 

62,414. Is that a danger which you would expect to be removed with 
improved technique and further research P_I should have thought that was 
a danger which could often be averted, if possible by obtaining animals 
tha.t were not infected; with red water and these other diseases; I mean the 
animals which fUl'Dish the blood. 

Sir John Macl/adyean. 
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52,415. Or by using animals not subject t{) those particular diseases?-Yes. 
52,416. 18 the principal of the serum simultaneous method used in this 

country for any purpose?_No. I cannot at the moment remember any 
C36e in which it is employed. It has, of course, been recommended ami 
employed in some other diseases, swine fever for example, and in swine 
erysipelas (which is an important disease in this country) an exactly similar 
method is emplo)ed, except that usually instead of blood it is an artificial 
culture. But in swine fever, or hog cholera as they call it in the United 
States, millions of pigs have recently been done by the simultaneous method. 

52,417. There is ~e fact, is there not, that rinderpest organisms cannot 
be grown on artificial media?-No. Swine fever and rinderpest are exactly 
the Bame in that respect. . 

52,418. Sir Jamel Mackefl/lUJ,: There is one point about which there is a 
good deal of difference of opinion in India, and that is whether cattle
bl·eeding should be under the Veterinary Department or under the Agricul
tural Department. By" cattle-breeding" I mean cattle improvement and 
that Bort of thing. Have you any views .on that pointP-1 could not say. 
I think there might be an advantage in having it under veterinary officers. 
They certainly would Deed to be very specially selected. 

52,419. And they would need to have an agricultural bentP-Yes, of course. 
'l'hey would have to have a good knowledge of agriculture in general in India. 
What I am thinking of is that they would have to specialise just in breeding 
and in the laws of heredity, and so on. 

52,420. What would be the advantages of a veterinary officer .over an 
agricultural officel' in regard to the matter?-As a rule the vet~rinary 
officer would have had a better education in physiology than the agricultural 
officer. That is an important subject of study in hie ordinary course. But 
I do not think there w(tuld be any great advantage; I only say there might 
be .on that account. The great improvement which has taken place in 
breeds of animals in this country has been brought about independently of 
the assistance of the veterinary profession. 

52,421. I think you have been to Mukt~al'P_Yes. 
52,422. What do you think of Muktesar as a centre of veterinary research 

for InciaP-I think it would be difficult to find a better centre in India. 
I think continuous I',*,earch ill the plains of India would be very difficult. 

52,423. You also know BareillyP-Yes. 
52,424. Do you think research would probably be impossible all through 

the twelvt' months of the year there, or when the temperature was at about 
112?-1 think during that period it would be very unsuitable for work, but 
I suppose that does not last for more than two or three months. 

52,425. Muktesar cas increased its output enormously since your visit. 
as you know?-Yea. 

52,426. It got a gr6at stimulus during the war, and it haa kept it up. 
The question under consideration is whether research work should be tak~n 
away from Muktesarr and concentrated in some other part of India, leaving 
Muktesar as a serum manufnc:turing institute, with research subsidiary to 
it. You are doubtful about the poSsibility of continuous research on the 
plainsP-My opinion is very strong that that would be a wrong step and 
that there would be great disadvantage in transferring the work to the 
plains on account of the temperature j and the isolation of Muktesar is, of 
course, an advantage. 

52,427. And a great disadvantage tooP-It is a great disadvantage iIl 
getting there. 

52,428. And it is very difficult to keep YGur staff there?-Yes, I lnoW" it 
iR, but if India were vacant. of research institutions now. and you had to 
find a place, I should still advise Muktesar rather than a place on the plains. 
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52,429. The Chairman: What about other and less inaccessible hill 
stations?-If'You can find one which is in all res{>ects equal to the present 
one, and is more accessible, that is an advantage, but it would be a serious 
thing to ai.andon,. Muktesar, which is a very fine institution. When I was 
there I thought the proposal was then to have a good deal of serum manu
factured at B'areilly during the Winter months. 

52,430. Sir James Macke1i.nll: We were more concerned with research. 
With regard to this question of veterinary education ill India, you know 
that the s~rvices have been provincialised. You think there would be no 
difficulty, if veterinary colleges in India met the qualifications laid down by 
the Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, in accepting a 
qualification equi'I"Rlent to tho M.R.C.V.S.; or would it be possible for 
colleges in India teaching up to the standard accepted by the Royal College 
of Veterinary Surgeons to be affiliated and hold an examination in India?
No. I do not think it would be possible to have them affiliated to the Royal 
College of Veterinary Surgeons. 

52,431. The rules about that are very strict, are they?-I think the utmost 
concession that could be expected would be that they would admit a student 
to, perhaps, the Final Examination here after a period of study in this 
country, very similar to what they do in some other cases. I think the 
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons is quite right in being very particular 
about uniformity. 

52,432. So that, even if one did get a college teaching up to a fairly high 
point in India, you still think that a course at home would be necessary 
before taking the diploma P-J: think it would ibe necessary; advisable, 
anyway. 

52,433. If tho Government of India decided to give a qualification of its 
own to the Indian Colleges, a Veterinary Science diploma or whatever they 
called it, how would that stand in the veterinary world, do you think?-I 
do not know. It would, of course, be a matter concerning India alone, but 
I am very doubtful whether it would be considered equal in status to that 
of the diploma granted in any European country. I think there would be a 
chance that it would also, from its isolation, tend to retrogress. 

52,434. There is another point. As you know, in the case of export of 
cattle to some of our Colonies, the entrance of those cattle is prohibited 
unless they have a certificate signed by a Member of the Royal College as to 
immunity from tuberculosis and other things. It is possible, is it not, that 
if this Indian diploma were given it n.ight not be accepted by these 
countries?-It is possible, certainly. 

52,435. Which would be a serious handicap on the export of cattle?-Yes. 
They could, of course, appoint special officers at the ports. 

52,436. They might Appoint a M.R.C.V.S. at the porl?-Yes ... 
52,437. That would be rather derogatory to the imporlance and dignity 

of the veterinary profession in India, would it notP-Yes. My strong 
opinion is that it is to the advantage of India that men who have to carry 
out veterinary work should be thoroughly conversant with veterinary science 
in Europe. 

52,438. 1, think your experience of Indian students has been fairly good, 
bas it notP You have had some very good Indian students?-Yes. 

52,439. You have one at present?-Yes, we ha\'1\ one very good student. 
52,440. As you say, there are all sorts of grades of men, whatever their 

nationality P-Yes. 
52,441. Professor Ga'TI-glllee: You have said there are five veterinary 

colleges in this countryP-Yes. 
52,442. How many veterinary schools have you ?-The 'Word "college" 

used in that connection mea-ns the same as "school." 
Sir .Tohn Mac1ladyealfl.. 
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There is a little confusion on this account, that four of those institutions 
are not called schools; they are veterinary colleges. The Royal Veterinary' 
College was the first to be founded, and then the others came in succession. 
One of the institutions devoted to teaching calls itself a school. That is 
the one connected with the University of Liverpool; but the others are 
denominated colleges. There is a little confusion, because the Royal College 
of Veterinary Surgeons is not a school but the corporate body, but it is 
often confounded with the other institution here in London,. the Royal 
Veterinary College. 

52,443. So that particular veterinary college in Liverpq,ol is not under 
this corporate bodyP-Yes. We (meaning the Royal Veterinary College, 
of which I am the Principal) are not under the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons in any sense of the word, except that if we want our students to 
obtain the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons we must 
teach according to the prescribed regulations of the body; but otherwise 
they have no control over us at all. 

52,444. The advantages, I take it, of having the control of veterinary 
education in the hands of a corporate body is to standardise your curri
culum P-It is to standardise it and, if possible, tOi raise it, the latter being 
perhaps the more impOl·tant. 

52,445. Do you think such a corporate body in India would be advisable p
I do not know how you would set about constructing it. 

52,446. Just as you have five veterinary colleges here, we have eight 
different provinces having their own veterinary colleges?-I think it would 
be impossible to construct a corporate body, with duties like those which the 
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons have, out of the existing teaching 
colleges in India. At any rate, that would be entirely different from the 
system in this country, because the veterinary colleges in this country 
(meaning the institutions which are engaged in teaching) have nothing to 
do with what may be called the management of the profession. The 
necessity for the creation of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons arose 
because one could not trust the existing colleges to have a uniform diploma, 
or to make any attemp1l to raise the standard of it. The selfish interest of 
veterinary schools is to obtain as many pupils as possible. The purpose of 
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons is to endeavour to provide the 
country with the necessary number of Veterinary Surgeons educated up to 
the highest possible pitch which the existing circumstances will permit. 

52,447. There are four institutes at which research regarding the diseases 
of animals is being conducted now, are there not?-Yes. 

52.448. What is the link between those Institutions and your veterinary 
OollegesP-In some cases there is no link whatever. At Cambridge, for 
instance, there is none. At London, under the existing arrangement, there 
is practically none, except that the buildings are contiguous, because the 
Ministry of Agriculture and the Commissioners of the Development Fund 
forbid those who are working in the Research Jnstitute. and are· paid for 
that purpose, to engage in teaching. Therefore we have entifely separate 
~taa:s, e.xcept that at the present moment I happen to be Director· of both 
mstltutlOns. 

52,449. Sir Tho.mal .M~ddleton: That is a prett:y big exception, is it not?
No, I do not thmk It IS very Important. I thmk it is never likely to be 
repeated, beca~ ~he work of the Research Institute, as you know, has 
grown greatly wlthm the l.ast few years, and it is far beyond the power of 
Bny one man to grapple With the two. I do think it is a mistake that the 
Commissioners of the Development Fund have laid it down hard and fast 
that there is to be no teaching by the research staff. I think .there should 
be a certain amount of teaching, because it is only in that way that you 
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c/1n associate the education with the research, and I think probably the 
rule'to which I have referred will be abandoned. 

52,450. Professor GanguZee: If that is the situation, how do you co
ordinate certain items 'of research being conducted in your institutions with 
those conducted in the research institutions?-They are not co-ordinated 
now. The research is in one building and the education is in another. The 
original buildings were constructed purely for education. 

52,451. Are we, then, to understand that in the veterinary colleges you 
do not carryon any' research ?-It depends on what you call a college. 
This building, ~hich is devoted to research, is called "The Research 
Institute in Animal Pathology, Royal Veterinary College." It is like 
two parts of, a building assigned to different duties. 

52,452. I think you have, in this country, cattle testing stations which 
are contl~lled by your colleges?-No, there is no actual testing station at 
present in this country. There was one under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
but it was abandoned. ' 

52,453. What percentage of the students who come out of your Colleges 
are employed by the Ministry, and what percentage practise privately?-
1 think the Ministry employs altogether about 150 out of 4,000. 

52,454. So that a large number of them are private practitioners?-Yes. 
80 per cent. of them are private practitioners. 

52,455. Mr. Calvert: To what extent are the students from your college 
who have received the l\I.R.C.V.S. diploma competent to carry out research 
without further study?-Perhaps one in two hundred; or, may be, the 
proportion is even smaller. 

52,456. So that if we wel:e trying to set up and develop the research side 
in India, we should have to try to get men with some additional quali
fications. If we try to recruit men for research in veterinary matters in 
India we shall want men with some rather better qualification than the 
minimum?-Naturally, much higher, 

52,457. The veterinary officers in India are pressing for a Veterinary 
Adviser with the Government of India. Have you any opinion at all on 
that matter?-What are to be his duties, may 1 ask? 

52,458. To advise the Government of India OD all veterinary matters that 
come before it ?-Including research? 

52,459. Including research as carried on under the Government of India. 
At present the advice is tendered through the Agricultural Adviser?-I 
frankly admit that I think, if they get the proper sort of man, a Veterinary 
Adviser would be much better than an Agricultural Adviser to give the 
advice, assuming that the latter is highly competent to give advice on 
agriculture in general; but, if veterinary education includeS' research, it 
demands a very great deal of highly specialised knowledge; in fact I should 
think it would be probably be rather difficult to get proper men to act as 
Veterinary Advisers if the office fell vacant frequently. 

52,460. Actually, in England tho veterinary advice seems to be submitted 
through Sir Daniel Hall, an agricultural specialist, does it notP-I do not 
quite follow that. 

52,!l61. In the Ministry of Agriculture, the veterinary advice is tendered 
to the Minister through Sir Daniel Hall, is it notP-No, surely not; I do 
not think so. I should very much regret to learn that that was the case. 
i'he late Sir Stewart Stockman was the Ministry's Chief Adviser, and I 
should ha~·e thought he was also the Veterinary Adviser on all matters 
which might be termed strictly professional, such as advice on how to deal 
with outbreaks of disease. I do not think Sir Daniel Hall had anything 
to do with that. 

Sir Jolin Macl/adyeUiTt. 



52,462. Sir Thoma. Middleton: You have told us that you do not think 
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons would be prepared to Jl'ecognise 
Indian students unle~s they came to this country for study P-I said I 
thought they would not recognise the diploma as equivalent to their. own. 

52,463. Would it be possible for the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons 
to conduct an examination in India as they do in this country?-No, 
quite impossible. 

52,464. Because of the difficulty of Rending out practical examinersP
Quite so. 

52,465. Does a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, if 
he goes to America to practise, require a fresh qualificationP-Yes, I believe 
he does now in most States. He does, even if he goes to Canada. 

52,466. Does that qualification amount to anything more than paying a 
feeP-Yes, to much more than that. It means having to be re-examined 
by a Board. 

52,467. So that in practice the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons is now limited to certain parts of the British Empire only. 
Canada imposes its own diplomaP-Yes. 
, 52,468. Can you tell me what the position is in Australia ?-I think a 
Veterinary Surgeon who has the diploma of the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons is allowed to practise there without further examination. 

52,469. And similarly, probably, in New ZealandP-Yes. New Zealand 
h as no veterinary school. 

52,470. Canada is the first part of the British Empire to institute a 
separate qualification P-Yes. 

52,471. Each of the European countries has its own qualification. Small 
rountries like Holland and Belgium each have their own qualifications P
Yes. They have got what amounts to actually a State diploma. 

52,472. Is there any reciprocal relation between different parts of Germany, 
for example. If a man takes a Prussian diploma can he practise in Saxony P 
-I do not think there is any distinction there. 

52,473. Any man who holds a Prussian diploma can practise throughout 
Germany, can heP-I think so. 

52,474. Is there any reciprocal relation between France and BelgiumP-No. 
52,475. The cattle disease problem in India is vastly greater than it is 

either in Holland or in BelgiumP-It is vastly more difficult. 
52,476. It would seem that India. must find some way of qualifying its 

veterinary surgeons. We cannot possibly send over to London the number 
of men who require qualification to deal with the cattle of India. It would 
be physically impossible P-India may just have to be content with men 
having a lesser qualification. 

52,477. Another qualification'we will say?-Yes, even though it is not so 
good. It is conceivable that in India it will be very many years yet before 
the administration in connection with cattle diseases will ever approach 
what it is in a European country. There could be no administration in 
this country without having veterinary practitioners dotted all over it. 
'I'herefore it is very difficult to say from what is done here and the 
experience in connection with disease, what it would be best to' try to do 
in India. 

52,478. From what you have said, I think you will probably agree that 
we want veterinary surgeons of different types of calibre in India.. We 
ought to aim at a high qualificati.on, but we must be content with a great 
many practitioners with a relatively low qualificationP-Yes. It might be 
the same, for instance, as it is in this country and throughout Europe 
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with regard to inspection of meat. The inspection of meat is in the hands 
of members of the veterinary profession in the sense that they direct the 
slaughter housEls and that they are actually responsible for the condemning 
or for the passing of meat; but everywhere there are large numbers of men 
who are not veterinary surgeons but who are just qualified to do the initial 
work of picking' out meat which is grossly diseased and stopping it being 
sold. 

52,479. You think we might well apply something of the same system in 
dealing with this great problem of cattle disease in India P-I think that 
will be unavoidable. I think that India should have, at the top of its 
system of dealing with disease" men who are in no respect inferior to those 
employed in Europe. That is a matter of first importance; but that after 
that. they should gradually work up the education of the men who are, so 
to speak, to be concerned with the details of the matter. 

52,480. We have been talking about qualifications, and about the diploma 
required. We might now get to the syllabus of instruction. It takes your 
men four years to qualify after passing the matriculation, I think P-That 
is so, three years and ten months. 

52,481. In one of the veterinary colleges in India which I have in mind, 
they have the same entrance qualification of the matriculation examination, 
and then they have a four years' period of study. The criticism of the 
teachers of that college is that the course is not long enough. It is obvious 
why a four year period in that particular case is not long enough, although 
it may be sufficiently long in your case. The reason is the difficulty of 
studying veterinary subjects in a foreign language, Euglish?-I think that 
must have been the only reason. 

52,482. That was the given reason. In that particular college they are 
anxious to raise the standard of entrance to that of the first science 
examination of the University, and to give four years' technical training 
after that. This would mean a six-year ·course. You have had a long 
experience as ,a teacher. What do you think should be the result of taking 
intelligent students and giving them a four-year course in veterinary 
science after a two years' general science courseP-I think it ought to be 
very beneficial. • 

52,483. Would not you expect to get well qualified veterinary surgeons, 
if ·they selected their men carefully P-I should think they would get very 
few people. I was going to ask what would be their remuneration when 
they quahlfied in six or seven years. 

52,484. Six years P--'-But one has to make allowance for rejections in 
any class of students, which would probably extend the average to seven 
years. But taking six, I can only say that it would not be applicable in 
this country at the present time. I think it would be very desirable if you 
could insist that every intending veterinary surgeon should first qualify at 
a University in Art6 or Science, but it is not practicable. 

52,485. Assuming that the salary difficulty was got over, and that the 
course was arranged, such a course ought to give you very highly trained 
veterinary Burgeons, ought it notP-Yes. It might not be open to impeach
ment at all, but, of course, first you must have a syllabus to work with. 
You must have a prescribed course of study. After that it is the men who 
teach which constitutes the important thing. 

52,486. The syllabus is constructed very much on the lines of your own 
syllabus in this country. That represents the aim of those who are trying 
to make the highest grade practitioner. What would you suppose would 
be the essential period after the matriculation for a lower grade practionerP 
Would you say three yearsP-Yes, I think that would be ample. It 
would be necessary not attempt to go too far into some subjects. 
Xhey would have to be of rather iii more elementary grade than what the 
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ordinary student gets. For instance, the students spend a lot of their time 
in connection with practical chemistry and practical physiology and practical 
pathology. Probably all that would be omitted, and I think you would 
make very serviceable second grade veterinary surgeons in three years. 

62,487. Have you discussed this question of the curriculum with any of 
your colleagues who have come back from IndiaP-No, nothing more than 
casually. 

52,488. You cannot tell us of any of them who have given special thought 
to the subjectP-No. 

62,489. Dr. Hyder: On the first page of your note of evidence, you say 
that the Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons fixes the 
minimum standard of the intending students' general education. Can you 
define it in terms of some examination of the different UniversitiesP-The 
Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons fixes everything in 
connection with education, in this way: that it decides what educational 
certificates the intending student must present. 

62,490. What are thoseP-There are about 50. They are those which are 
accepted by the General Medical Council for admission to the study of 
medicine. 

52,491. At present. have you many students from the Colonies and 
DominionsP-No, I believe only a small number and a declining number. 
Two or three veterinary colleges have been started in Australia within 
comparatively rerent times, the two principal ones being at Melbourne and 
Sydney. I believe there are very few such students attending here, for 
much the same reason as was referred to with regard tQ India, that there 
is little room for private practice there, and students therefore will not 
come in large numbers because they do not see how they are going to make 
a living. 

52,492. What is your opinion as to the efficiency of these colleges that 
are established in the Dominions, say in Australia P--'I am afraid I am 
not in a position to say much about that, except what I know about the 
staff: they have got good staff and the courses of instruction are very 
much th" same as those prescribed in this country. 

62,493. Are the courses of instruction at the veterinary colleges in India 
of the same standingP-No, I do not think they could be regarded as of 
the same standing as the staff in this country from what I know; but I 
am not in a position to say much about that. 

52,494. The gentlemen who do the teaching in Australia are members 
of this Royal College of Veterinary SurgeonsP-Yes. 

52,495. Or are they men who have been trained in Australia ?-There has 
hardly been time for that yet; eventually that is what it will come to: 
the colleges will create a profession in Australia, and then the staff will 
be recruited from that profession. 
. 62,496. Sir Henry Lawrence: At present, is the teaching staff in Australia 
recruited from the College of Surgeons here?-Yes, I think the majority are. 
The Principal of the College certainly is; he was a member of the staff 
of the Royal Veterinary College in London. I think there are already 
Bome junior members of the staff who have actually graduated in the College; 
but the College in Melbourne, for instance, was founded in connection with 
the University by taking over a private school that had long been in existence 
there. A veterinary surgeon started the Veterinary College and he carried' 
it on for about 50 years j then the University took it over and it is now 
called the Veterinary College or School of the University of Melbourne. 

52,497. How many years has that been in existenceP-You mean sinee it 
was taken over by the University P 
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1l2,498.From the beginning and from the second stageP-About 60 or 
70 years, I should say, since it was started. 

52,499. And how long since it was taken over by the University P-Less 
than 20. 

52,500. Dr. Hyder: Have you any students from the Argentine here 
studying at this Veterinary College ?-We have not at the present 

• moment.; we have had. 
52,501. Is there a good deal of disease amongst cattle in the Argentine? 

-I do not know anything about that; I know that some diseases that 
are common in other parts of the world are also very common in the 
Argentine, but I do not know anything personalIy about disease in the 
Argentine. . 

52,502. Do you give any instruction so far as tropical diseases of cattle 
are concerned .at. tqese Colleges?-Yes, all diseases have to be dealt with, 
at least theoretically; but at the present time one cannot deal with them 
practically. [do not know whether it would interest the Commission 
to know that about 20 years ago a special course of post-graduate study 
was started at the Royal Veterinary College; it was largely conducted by 
myself. It was a two months' course which was held twice a year, and 
·men came from all parts of the British Colonies to get instruction in that 
course, which dealt principally with tropical diseases. It was a very expen
sive course to run because one had to keep up here such diseases as 
piroplasmosis of horses and cattle and half a dozen different kinds of 
trypanosomiasis solely for the purpose of demonstrating these diseases to 
the students. Altogether, certainly over 200 men came to attend these 
courses and went back to the different parts of the Empire to work. But 
these courses came to an end in 1914, and it has been impossible to start 
them again, in spite of frequent applications, because the existing staff 
is unable to undertake the work. That is .owing to the division of the 
staff into the research part and the teaching part and the fact that the 
research staff is not ·allowed to engage in teaching. I think that is a very 
great defect Which must be remedied, because oit is the men in the research 
staff who are precisely fitted to give post-graduate instruction. 

52,503. Your graduates who at preorent go out, say, to the Crown Colonies 
or India, possess, perhaps, a theoretical acquaintance with these diseases?
That serves as a basis only; on that they can build as the result of their 
experience. They can be very well taught here with regard to the theory 
and the practical part such as microscopic examination, and so on, but, 
of course, a man's education in anything is not perfect until he has 
attempted to put it into practice, and we cannot show them the contagious 
diseases actually in the horses and cattle, and so au, in this country. 

52,504. Is there any cure for surraP-I do not know; the remedies are 
constantly being changed and tried and some of the quite recent results 
are very promising. 

50,505. What do you think of Bayer-205 P--Qf course, that is the most 
recent; I know tbe research quite well, and I had that in mind when I said 
it was very promising. 

52,506. Mr. Noyr.e: Given the necessary Etafl' and equipment, do you think 
that veterinary research can be concentrated in one institute in India; .1 
am looking at· it purely frOlI\ the point of view of animal disease P_Certainly; 
I think it would be much better in the meantime to have it concentrated 
in aile Tather than to begin to be too ambitiou~ and think about setting up 
four or five, becauS(. any such proposal would raise in one's mind the wonder 
where you are going to get the research staff. There is not one person in 
fifty who is any good for research, and not,bing could be more dreadful than 
to have inst.itutions set tip for research and not properly staffed. 

SiT John Maclt'adllean. 
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52,507. You do not think diseases in a sub-continent like India present 
different features in different parts ?-It is not so much the features: the 
diseases are different. You have got many 'of the diseases of course that 
we have here, but then their worst diseases are non-existent here: cattle 
plague, eUI·ra, and so on. 

52,508. All the diseases that there are in India can be sufficiently aealt 
with from one celltre?-I think so, certainly. 

52,509. If a Canadian veterinary surgeon comes over here, can he practise 
on hie Canadian qualification, or has he to take out. a new qualification P
He would have to take out a new qualification; he would have to apply to 
the Royal College of Veterinary Burgeons Rnd ask what concessions he would 
be allowed. He might. be told, as some have been told, that if he would 
attend specified classes in this country at one of the veterinary colleges he 
would be admitted to the final examination, and if he passed our final 
examination with the other' students here, tben he would be given the 
diploma. In some other cases the student is asked to attend two years, or, at 
afly rate, to be examined in subjects that belong not only to the final 
year but also to the third year. 

52,510. No veterinary surgeon with any qualification other than that 
of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons may be admitted to practice 
in England without undergoing your final examination?-Yes, anyone is 
allowed to practise in this country as a veterinary. surgeon, or at least, 
to practise treatment of animals; the Veterinary Surgeons Act does not 
pre<!cribe treatment; it simply guards the title" Veterinary Burgeon." It 
comes to nearly the same thing. If a veterinary surgeon comes to this 
country for practice, he is not allowed to state in writing or any other 
way that he is a veterinary surgeon until he becomes a: member of. the 
Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. 

52,511. He can call himself a veterinary practitioner?-No, he I1lust not 
do that either; he must not use any name, title or designation stltting 
that he is a veterinary surgeon or specially qualified to treat animalS. 

52,512. Then the position is really as I stated, that he could not practise 
here without undergoing your final examinationP_lt is not exactly as· you 
state it, because I regret to say that there are a considerable number of 
men who are actually practising here without a diploma and without 
calling themselves veterinary surgeon., ; they are the quacks that are 
common in every country; but that is the only exception to what you say. 

52,513. Professor GanguZee: How does the standard of your veterinary 
colleges here compare with that of other European countries such as Den
mark, for instanceP-I think it is very much on the same level. 

52,514. Do your research workers keep in touch with what is going on 
in Enrope in different rc5earch stations?-The research worker who does 
not do that is not worthy of the post that he occupies, and in my opinion 
no one is fit for research, born in this country at any rate, until he can 
reud at least two oth.,r languages, in order to keep himself abreast of 
advances in science, namely, French and German. 

52,515. Would you prescribe similar qualifications for a research worker 
in India?-I do not pretend to prescribe what need be necessary for India, 
because it is the difficulty of deciding what is attainable rather than 
what is desirable; but I certainly think that in India, just as in this 
country, no one engaged in research would be abreast of the times for 
more than two or tliree years if he was not able to read the German and 
French publications regarding the results of research in those countries. 

52,516. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have made a strong case for 
assoclatinjt teaching and research I think. When Mr. Noyce asked you 
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if you would confine research in India to one institution, you said you 
thought it would lie quite enough to have one institution. Now, we ha.ve 
five veterinary colleges in India; why should they not take part in research 
workP-Because I think the teaching colleges in India are not staffed in 
a way to make tp.em good research institutes. It is far more difficult 
to start a research institute than it is to start a teaching institution; that 
is my opinion. I think, however, that if the colleges, whose main business 
it is to teach the ordinary students now engage in research, it would be 
better that they should abandon it if they are devoting any portion of 
their time to it, but that some post-graduate teaching should be organised 
at Muktesar; I think that would be a. good thing, not for the whole of the 
students who are to serve in the secondary veterinary service, but for the 
most promising men. 

52,517. Do not you think that the fact that research work is in progress 
in an institution is of great advantage to that institution in its teaching?
You would practically have to ·found a. new set of bUildings. 

52,518. Buildings a.re not the difficulty in India.: it is the men P-;Sut you 
have got to have the men as well as the buildings. I mean you cannot 
carryon research in a little laboratory that will only hold guinea pigs; 
research regarding animal diseases requires a great deal of apparatus at 
the present time. It is just as difficult as research regarding human 
disease. The idea that a veterinary teacher who has a little time on his 
hands should spend that time in what is called research, would not work 
out well. But it is especially with regard to the training of students 
who have come here from the Colonies and from India that I think it is a 
misfortune that at the present time the research staff is not allowed to 
give instruction. 

52,519. Mr. Noyce: What .are the reasons for that? Have you any idea? 
-I think it was because it was thought if it were allowed it would be 
abused: that schools to which research institutions were attached would 
use the research staff for teaching the ordinary students although they were 
actually getting special fees for that; 1 think that wa.s proba.bly the reason. 
But they are not a.1lowed to teach a.t present, even supposing they get no 
pay. 

(The witnjss withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned till 10.30 a.m. on Tuesday, 
14th June, 1921. 

Si". John Macll'adyean. 
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Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S.} 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH (Joint Secretaries). 

Sir PATRICK FAGAN, K.C.I.E., C.S.I. 

MEMORANDUM. 

1. I entered the Indian Civil Service in 1886 and went to India in 1887. 
Except for a short period in Rajputana, the whole of my service was passed 
in the Punjab. For the first ten years I was chiefly engaged in land-revenue 
settlement work, with occasional charge of a district as Deputy ComJl1is
Bioner. }'rom 1900 to 1908 I worked continuously in the latter capacity 
with a brief interval in the provincial secretariat. From 1909 to 1915 I 
was Commissioner of a division, and from 1916 to my final departure from 
India in 1922 I was Financial Commissioner in the Punjab. 

2. 1 propose in this memorandum to confine myself, as far as possible, to 
matters of opinion and suggesiion, assuming that the relevant facts will 
be suflicientiy known to the Commission. I am tempted to note here that 
the mass of matter relative to the agriculture and rural conditions of India 
already available in literary and statistical form, whether in official reports, 
especially those relating to the settlement of land revenue, or in 
gazetteers or in other works, is immense, though it requires to be digested 
and co-ordinated. 

The application of my remarks is in the main restricted to the Punjab, 
th~ only province of which I have any degree of intimate personal 
experience. 

3. The agricultural problem in India is in the main one concerned with 
a vast JUass of peasant proprietors and peasant tenants cultivating small, 
and in many cases, minute holdings under an agricultural technique whIch, 
while during the past thirty years it has shown itself capable of progress, 
is on the whole the outcomE> of, and adapted to, primitive economic con
ditions under which extensive rather than intensive cultivation coupled 
with pastoral pursuits, was possible and desirable. The normal ~rowth of 
population under settled political and progressive economic conditions· CI,m
bined with law and custom by which the land of a deceased proprietor or 
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occupancy ~ellant passes to all his agnatic heirs jointly and not to one 
of them, has necessarily resulted in increasing morcellement of holdings. 
'Vith little or no diversification of industrial openings the growing rural 
population has had to look to agriculture for livelihocd, with the result 
that the mass of manual labour at present seeking to live by, and in fact 
dependent on, cultivation is, in the more densely populated tracts where the 
agricultural problem is most pressing, in excess of the quantity which land 
can profitably utilize in proportion to the quantity of capital at present 
ordinarily applied. In short, the law of variable proportions, which governs 
tho employment of the factors of produotion in agriculture no less than in 
other industries, is being more or less seriously transgressed, and the 
diminishing return to labour, under existing agricultural conditions, is 
making itself more or less acutely felt. The redundant labour, if fully 
employed, yields no adequate additional product; otherwise it works for 
less than full time. In eithel case the product per man tends to be 
insufficient. 

4. A remedy in the direction of any spontaneous modification of the 
existing ls,ws of succession or inheritance within any visible period seems to 
be highly improbable, and indeed such a measure would by itself be of little 
use in the absence of a growth of diversified industries to which landless 
heirs could resor~. The true remedy appears to lie mainly in two directions: 
(1) the applicaiion of more capital, with its necessary implications; the 
wider application of science to Indian agriculture and changes in the class 
of crops now usually grown on small holdings; (2) the organisation of 
industries supplementary to agriculture. Both developments would provide 
an outlet for the labour which is now redundant under the present com
paratively primitive conditions of· agriculture in India. 

It must, of course, be recognised that there has been a large application 
of capital during the past fifty years, but it has taken place mainly through 
the efforts of the Government. Every canal that has been constructed, every 
railway that has been built, has been an application, indirect indeed so far 
as the cultivator has been concerned, of capital and science to agriculture, 
the most important industry of India. What is now needed is increased 
direct application by the cultivatOl" himself, coupled with, and indeed based 
upon, his recognition that agriculture must in future be on a commercial 
rather than on a self-sufficing basis, and that the true sphere of his indusiry 
is to serve the community, with a (ull remuneration for himself rather than 
merely to satisfy his own immediate bare necessities. ' 

5. The above sketch JIlay serve to indicate what in my opinion are the 
main direct factors in the future prosperity and welfare of the Indian rural 
population, and the main broad lines of progress which should be followed. 
They Rre:-

(1) Increased and scientific investigation of Indian agricultural and 
veterinary conditions in their technical, economic, and commercial 
aspects. 

(2) The communication of the results to the cultivator in pract:cal 
shape by a system of agricultural education of a technical character, 
inclusive, of course, of practical demonstration on an extensive scale, . 
and based on a system of general education framed with a view to train
ing intelligence rather than to providing a store of more or less firmly 
memorized facts. 

(3) A healthy system of credit for the provision of capital. 
(4) TIle encouragement of industries, as far as possible of a domebtic 

type, supplementary to agriculture. 
(5) The encouragement of rural co-operation in all its branches. 

To the above factors should be added, of course, the form and incidents 
of land tenure, a consideration of special importance and of special com
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plexity in many parts of India. But as it is excluded from the scope of 
the Royal Commission's terms of reference, it is not possible to deal with 
it here. 

6. I IIOsume, of course, a continuance of political stability and the main
tenance of a high standard of· efficiency in civil administration, especially 
in the districts, together with an adequate development of public works 
in the provision of communications; irrigation canals, &c. Without these 
essentials agricultural progress is emphatically out of the question. 

7. There are certain other general controlling or inhibiting factor/! which 
in the past have made for, and still continue to make for, defective pro
ductivity on the part of the Indian cultivator--his moral and mental 
outlook and the hampering effects of some, though by no means of all of his 
religio'I8 traditions and prejudices. They demand clear recognition, though 
it is scarcely possible to deal with them fully in a memorandum such as 
this. Thoair effect may be summarized in the statement that they have 
induced in the mind of the ordinary small cultivator, guided and controlled, 
as he is, by centuries of tradition, a non~conomic view of his daily work. 
He has been content with a more or less bare subsistence in place of striving 
after progressive material prosperity. As an obvious example may be cited 
the Hindu's religious veneration for the bovine species. This practice, 
however, admirable frOID oortain points of view, unquestionably has a very 
harmful effect on the quality of Indian cattle and on their place and use in 
the agricultural economy. It operates to exclude the Indian cultivator from 
the benefits of a mixed system of farming in which crops and animal pro
ducts both play a more or less equally important part. But education and 
wider external social, moral, and economic contacts are gradually relaxing 
Borne of these trammels, and iu parts of India the process of change l,as 
been at work for a con&iderable period. There are districts of the Punjab 
in which the period of my service has seen a great expansion in the economic 
outlook of the peasant. Very much, of course, still remains to be done, hut 
tho changes which have occurred are sufficient to show that rural India is by 
DO means irret.rievably stagnant. 

S. Turning to the factors noted in paragraph 5 above; agricultural and 
veterinary research must hold the primary place in any efforts to ren-ler 
Indian agriculture more productive and Indian rural life more prosperous. 
The facts to be investigated are so numerous and complex, the regional and 
local conditions so diverse, that widespread, systematic, and co-ordinated 
work in this direction is the indispensable foundation for any material 
improvement. The stage which has been already reached is clearly shown 
in t.he Review of Agricultural. Operations in India fol!' 1924-25 which .has 
been recently published. It is clear that a large area has aiready been 
covered, but a vast field still remains untouched, and it seems manifest that 
the work of the Agricultural Departments, if it is to be effective withir. a 
measurable period, demands a substantially greater net annual expenditure 
than RB.B2 lakhs, the recent figure . 

. Whether the posit!on. o.f agriculture .as a "transferred" subject will or 
will not have a prejudICial effect on Its development remains to be seen. 
If there should ensue a total disappearance of Europeans from the staff 
as seems not unlikely! the result !Viii indubitably be deplorable, even though 
the>. departments, as IS the fact, Illcl~de ~any. abie India~ of high qualifi
cabons. The tran~fer has of necessIty ImpaIred the responsibility of the 
Government of IndIa for the development of agriculture in the provinces 
and also its .P?wer to disch';trge. that responsibility. The presence of ~ 
('entra! energlzmg and co-ordmatmg agency i~ a comparatively early stage 
of agrICultu~al progrE'.8s, such as the present, IS very desirable, and its dis
appearance IS to be regretted. At the same time the transfer will allow full 
scope for adeq.ua.te tr~atment of varying local conditions, provided always 
that the proVlnclal IDIDlsters, and the legislativ& bodies to which they are 
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fesponsible, sufficiently appreciate the vital importance of agricultural 
development to the welfare of the country. 

9. While fully recognising the general importance C?f all t~e matters on 
which the Agricultural Departments are concentratmg theIr efforts for 
purposes of research or otherwise, there appear to be certaill; direct~ons t:o 
which attention might be specially directed. One of these IS the mvestl
gation of the' p'lSsibilities of a widely extended dairy industry and its 
encouragement. There seems to be much ~cope ~n this direction: At present 
the small peasant proprietor of the PunJab with a small ~oldlDg of a few 
acres tries to cultivate it on lines applicable to a comparatively large area, 
though a more intensive mode of cultivation would suit the needs and c~n
dit.ions of the small holder a good deal better. Here there seems to anse 
a chance for dairy industry combined with tillage. Milk and gki are articlei 
for which the ordinary Indian dietary creates an immense demand, while 
in urban areas these "essential commodities are generally scarce in quantity, 
inferior in quality and high in price, Why should not the small cultivator, 
within ten or twelve miles of a town, combine the growth of cotton, or wheat, 
or oil seeds with dairy industry, producing alii and JIlilk from mainly stall
fed cattle, the manure of which, if properly treated, would be highly bene
ficial t.o his crop&? Such a practice would involve the devotion of more 
land to ~'aluable fodder crops, and to pasture. By pasture is not meant, of 
course, the mere uncultivated waste known in the Punjab and elsewhere as 
banjar and generally dignified, though quite undeservedly, with the name 
of chimaak or pasture. The latter is in fact land to which neither capital 
nor labour is applied, whereas true pasture, of course, would be real gray 
land and the obJect of reproductive expenditure on manure, irrigation, &c. 

Under some such system the cultivators' milch cattle would be fed on the 
fodder crops, would graze aud exercise on the pasture, and would supply 
good manure both for the pasture and for the crop area. No doubt each 
cultivator would have to work on a small scale, but here would come in 
the value of agricultural co-operation. The pasture of several individual 
cultivators could probably wi.hout much difficulty be thrown into extensive 
blocks to be used in commou, while the collection of milk and the prepara
tion of alii, and their despatch to market for sale to dealers and consumers 
in the large towns and cities, would be a co-operative process. In this way 
an important and supplementary agricultural industry could gradually be 
built up, which would be profitable to small landholders and farmer-cuIti
vators and of great benefit, both economically and physically, to the urban 
popUlation. It is a matter for enlightened enterprise and co-operation on 
lines which have produced remarkable results in Denmark and elsewhere. 
In thi .. connection it cannot be forgotten that the experience both of Europe 
and America seems to show that for the success of agriculture, prosecuted 
on a small or on a medium scale, a combination of crop production with 
cattle breeding or dairy industry is almost indispensable, The breeding of 
cattle for consumption as meat-food is, of course, out of the question in 
India, at. any rate within any measurable period of time. The possibility 
of a dairy industry, such as that suggested above, obviously depends largely 
on tho suc,,~ss O! veter~nary investigation and effort in producing breeds 
of cattle which Wlll proVlde good draught bullocks as well as profitable miich 
cows. The Veterinary Department, it is understood, is concentrating atten
til'n on this problem. 

10. The fra~m.~ntation of the cultivator's hol~ing contributes greatly to 
the waste of hiS time and labour. By fragmentatIOn is meant the separation 
of the land operated by one cultivator into several more or less minute 
blocks s?parated by lon~ dis,tances. Its origin is to be found in the joint 
ownership of land which 18, s~ common in India. ~uch ownership is 
~r~quer.ttly hroke,n up by, partition, as a result of whlCh each previously 
JOint owner receives as hiS separate property a defined portion or lot of the 
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property owned. It frequently, or generally, happ~ns. that each pa~ty to 
such a partition insists on .securi~g. a plot ~f each dlstmct cla~s or. kmd of 
land included in the previously Jomt holdmg regardless of Its sltu~tlOn. 
The J"e6ult is that in the more thickly populated parts of the PunJab a 
cultivator in many cases has to carry on his business on eight, twelve, or 
even more small fields all separated from each other by 'greater or less 
distances. A somewhat Lsimilar state of things existed, of course, in England 
in feudal times, though in the cours~ of two centuri~s ~r more ~t has. dis
appeared. That immense waste of tlm~ and labour IS lUvolved IS obVIOUS. 
The consolidation of such scattered holdmgs by a process of exchange so as 
to substitute for a holding thus divided and comm.inuted ~ good sized 
continuous area of land is one of the most pressmg agrlCultural and 
economic necessities of the Punjab and, I doubt not, of other parts of India 
also. Shortly before I left India, this work had been taken in hand by the 
Punjab Department of Co-operative Societies under its Registrar, Mr. 
Calvert and at the time of my departure the results obtained were most 
promisi~g. A simple legislative e~actment, on permissive lines, would 
probably be of great assistance in the further prosecution of this most 
necessary development. While excluding the intervention of the regular 
10."· courts it should provide for the exercise of compulsion in the case of an 
obstructive minority. 

11. It is needless, of course, to dwell on the fundamental importance of 
irrigation in Indian agric~lture. Agricultural development, as referred to 
the Royal Commission, is concerned with the improvement of the mechaDical 
means for lifting and utilizing the water and with the effect of water on 
soil and crops rather than with the provision of new sources of irrigation. 
Many, if not most, of the indigenous mechanical means at present emplo:ved 
are very inefficient as regards the proportion of useful work secured to the 
amount of power consumed; while the water supply in innumerable irriga
tion wells is far from being either 8idequate or assured. Chapter IV of the 
report, to which reference has already been made, shows that the problem is 
receiving close practical attention from the agricultural departments. It 
is, of course, intiDlately connected with the further problem of the supply 
of capital to the small proprietor or cultivator. The large landlord,owner 
of an extensive estate, cultivated by tenants, who is much more in evidence 
in the United and the Central Provinces than he is in the Punjab, has both 
interests and duties in thi. connection, a fact which he is perhaps slowly 
beginning to recognise, though not many years ago the average' Indian 
landlord WM a mere rent receiver, a glaring contrast to English conditions, 
under which agricultural rent is seldom much, if anything, more than 
moderate interest on agricultural capital invested. Well irrigation must 
nec~ssaril:v continue to occupy a position of very great importance in the 
agrlc?lture of. many part~ of India, so tha~ all possible improvements in 
securmg supplies of subSOil water, where avallable, and in the effectiveness 
o~ the met~ods emplored for raisin.g it are highly desirable. ,At lhe same 
~Ime there. IS, I am dlSp'osed to beheve! a very large field for investigation 
~nto, and Improvement lD, ~he economical use of water for irrigation. It 
IS not only necessary to prOVide ~ water supply, whether from canals or from 
wells, b~t al~o t:o se?ure that ItS use shall yield the maximum product. 
Success lD thIS directIon demands a full measure of scientific knowledge of 
the effects of the apphca~ion of w;ater to soil, both as regards the crops 
~ro:wn as well as. the p~yslcal relatIOns between soil and the water present 
In It. • Comparatl!,eJy ~ttle of :prac~ical i~portance has, I understand, been 
yet ac~omphshed In thiS directIon lD India. In some canal irrigated tracts 
there IS probabl~ a t:endency ~owaste water; to rely on irrigation to the 
neglect of sup~rl~r tillage whIch would yield equal or better results with 
less water; whlle lD tracts where no irrigation is available either from well 
o~ canal, :and. all depends on a more or less precarious rai'nfall, every prac
ticable sClentJiic means for retaining soil moisture must be of immense value. 
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In this connection, it should be borne in mind that \Some 80 per cent. of the 
total area sown with crops in India is unirrigated. Any methods scientifically 
calculated to render dry (rainfall) agriculture more secure by an economy 
of soil moisture' would' be invaluable. 

12. It is, I hope, unnecessary for me to point out the enormous import
a.nce of veterinary scieuce and veterinary development to the Indian culti
vator. It is a matter which cannot be too strongly emphasised. Cattle 

. mortality, much of it avoidable, is probably one of the most, if not the 
most, prolific of the causes of agricultural indebtedness in India. Veterin&ry 
science is generally regarded as a scicnce distinct from agriculture; but so 
intricate is thE> connection for many practical purposes between the Indian 
cultivators' bovine cattle and his land, not to mention himself, that 
veterinary development must be regarded as a most important aspect of 
agricultural improvement. The general tendency of bovine evolution in' 
India, under the play of phy~ical economic and, it may be added, social or 
religious forces, has been .the establishment of breeds which, at the cost of 
deteriorated physical qualitiei, especially as regards draught power lind 
milking capacity, can manage to exist on a minimum of subsistence, though 
cattle diseases levy an incessant and heavy toll. The number of practically 
llseleiiS animals is probably enormous, quality being largely sacrificed to 
quantity. The assertion often mada nowadays by leading Indians that cattle 
have decreased in numbers'is probably due in as great a degree to degrada
tion of quality as to diminution in quantity. The work of the CIvil 
Veterinary Department in regard to the prevention and treatment of 
dlseases and to breeding is, I consider, on generally sound lines. I am I'ot 
in a position to offer detailed criticisms; but the vital need for sustained 
and increased effort and for the more liberal provision of funds in a devek.p
ment which is fundamental for Indian rural prosperity cannot be too strongly 
emphaSised. The systematic improvement of Indian cattle, the gradual 
repair of the results of centuries of ignorance and neglect, is an enormous 
undertaking; one in which it will necessarily take several generations to 
make an appreciable advance. It is therefore' "all the more essential tl,at 
efforts III this direction should be vigorous, widespread and planned on an 
effective scale. 

13. The Royal Commission will doubtless acquaint itself fully with the 
history of the initiation in 1880 and the subsequent growth of the provincial 
Departments of Land Records which are charged with the duty of collecting 
and compiling agricultural statistics field by field and village by village. 
PIObably in no country in the world is such material available in greater 
quantity, 10 fuller detail, and, in general, of great reliability, considering 
thE' conditions under which it is collected and compiled, than in most parts 
of India. I may quote the case of my own province, the Punjab. In 1921, 
the working staff of the provincial Land Records Department included 
9,000 patwaris or village accountants and 660 kafl.ullgos or inspectors, in 
addition to officials of higher grade. It dealt with the statistics of, and the 
rights in or over, some 44 million fields, comprising 59 millions of 3Ol'es, 
a5~essed to an average annual slim of Rs.400 lakhs of land-revenue, owned 
by about four million proprietors, and tilled by not less than five, perhaps 
six, million cultivators. The agricultural statistics, which are compiled 
harvest by harvest and year by year, throw indispensable light on the pro
cess and the variation of rural prosperity. The main lines on which the 
work is conducted are, I believe, ~ound; but new conditions must in time 
demand changes of detail, though in this connection it is important to retain 
statistical continuity so far as is possible. Very little has as yet been done 

, in India in the application of the more recondite and scientific statistical 
me~hods to th~ ~luci.datio,:,- of rural and agricultural p.roblems. The manipu
lation of statlstlcs IS maInl:t confined to the extractlon of simple avera!!;es 
und percentages. A good deal more than this would, I am disposed to think, 
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be possible for scientificaliy trained statisticians; in obtaining, for ,instance, 
correlations between different factors of rural prosperity and the lIke. 'rhe 
remark is, I think, applicable not only to agricultural. statistics, but to the 
V8/ilO ma~ of statistics on very varIed subjects which are annually collected 
~n India. 

14. I do not propose to add much to the large quantity of written 
material which will douhtless be placed ·before the Commission on the subject 
of agricultural education. The dominant note of such education must be 
practical and, necessarily, to a large extent, technical; while in ordel'to 
be effective it sbould be imparted to intelligences already awakened by 
sound general education up to the primary, or, so far as may .be possible, 
to a higaer standard. Anything claiming to be a complete agricultural 
education can, it seems obvious, be given only in a technical institution 
specialising in that branch of instruction. At the sametims the elementary 
facts of agriculture and of ·botany may, I think, very usefully form a part 
of the vehicle of any general educatio.n directed to arousing and training 
intelligence. But in! India, where agriculture in some form or another is 
a direct daily concern of a vrust majority of the rural population, it is I 
believe desirable to go further than this. It is of course out of the ques
tion to give a. full technical agricultural traini.ng to all students in the 
schools, but it should not be impo..."Sible to give to practical training in 
agriculture, o·f a standard somewhat higher than elementary, a recognised 
place in the curriculum of the ordinary vernacular middle school. In this 
way a large number of students of the cultivating classes, though they 
would not become fully equipped professional farmers, would at all events 
have the chance of obtaining some useful light, other than that derived 
from traditional lore, on their future life's occupation, and the measure 
might further help to dispel that distaste for agricultural pursuits which 
education, even up to a. moderate standard, is apt to engender in thG 
son of the Indian cUltivator. Experiments in the above direction, which 
have been undertaken in the Punjab, seem to hold out hopes of success. 
It would of course be .necessary that school teachers of agriculture should 
themselves have received a full practical and technical training. 

As regards higher education; the provision of a two-years leaving certi
ficate course aa an a.lteroative to the four-year degree course is, I conside" 
highly desirable for the purpose of securing full technical instruction and 
training for many of those who Wlill have a practical concern with agricul
ture but are not in a. position to prooeed to a degree. 

The economic and business side of agriculture is one which should occupy 
a prominent place jn every system of agricultural education. It is a.n 
aspect which has, as I ha.ve already suggested, 'been specially neglected by 
the Indian a.griculturist. It is desirable that the elements of agricultural 
economics should be given a place even on the lower rungs of the educational 
ladder. 

15. Capital being as indispensable in agriculture a.sin other industries, 
and the average peasant cultiva.tor having but little surplus wealth of his 
own to employ as capital, debt, or in other words the utilisation of per-
1I0nai credit for the provision of capital ;by means of loans is an inevitable 
adjunct of peasant agriculture in most parts of the w~rld and not in 
India only. But under an unhealthy system of credit where numerous' 
illiterate and often thriftless borrowers are in the taik of literate and 
astute moneylenders !it is a fruitful economic evil and ultimately a political 
danger. The Royal Commission will find an immense mass of literature, 
vfficial and unofficial, on the subject of rural indebtedness in India, its 
history, its causes, and proposed remedies. I do not propose to add to 
it 'by any lengthy observations here. 

So far at least as the Punjab and the United Provinces are concerned 
the growth of rural indebtedness has :been a consequence 1lr the recognition, 
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in the comparatively early yeaM of British rule, of a freely transferable 
proprietary right in favour of the peasantry. That recognition combined 
with moderation in the fiscal demands of the State placed ati the disposal 
of the peasantry a volume of credit which grew with the value of land 
and of its produce. No doubt these conditions by themselves need not 
necessarily have given rise to the large amount of debt which at present 
exists; but they 'lVere combined with the illiteracy, the unsophistication, 
and the resultant thriftlessness of the average cultivator, while the legal 
IJdjustment of relations between the peasant debtors and the moneylending 
creditor was left to the operation of laws of contract, and of procedure, 
which were in practice often harsh and unsuitable. Under such conditions 
as the above. it is not surprising that. large portions of the existing volume 
of debt are conrulCted. with objects other than the provision of necessary 
agricultural capital. A very suggestive and illuminating study of rural 
indebtednetlS oin the Punjab will be found in a recently published work
" The Punjab Peasal;j.t ,in Prosperity and Debt" by Mr. M. L. Darling, 
I.C.S. It gives a clear picture of the indigenous machinery of rural credit 
ana its working. The essential unsoundness of that system appeans to 
embrace two main aspects: (1) lender and borrower are not on an equal 
footing in economic position, in education, and in trained intelligence, so 
that the borrower comparatively seldom knows what a loan is costing him; 
(2) the lender does not reoognise nor appreciate the fact that his real 
interests as lender are bound up with and promoted not by the poverty 
but by the prosperity of the ,borrower. The single individual borrower 
often becomes the prey of hard and frequently unjust bargains, the nature 
and ultimate results of which he has neither the capacity nor the intelligence 
to foresee, or even to understand. He stands alone amd the property in 
land and in other things which he possesses is frequently small, 60 that the 
risk sustained by the lender of not realising his loan is considerable; and, 
as a result, the rate of interest which he charges in order to compensate 
himself for running that risk is high, and sometimes very high. Here we 
have one of the most important of the. reasons for the !indebtedness of 
'the small cultivator or landholder, which is common all the world over and 
not in India. only. That he should employ his credit to borrow capital for 
directly or indirectly productive use is perfectly legitimate &nd indeed 
necessary. The essential point is that the. system of credit under which 
he works should be sound and healthy. The single individual cultivator 
standing by himself has, generally speaking, comparatively small resources 
~f his own to support him, unless indeed he has some form of permanent 
right in his land., In such a. case he !is sorely tempted to ra.ise the capital 
which he needs by mortgaging his la.nd as security for a loa.n; a thing 
indeed which, if extra.va.gantly inclined, he often does for purposes other 
than tha.t of agriculture. In countl_ cases lin the past the result of 
such mortgages has been tha.t the small landholder has been expropriated 
actually, or for -all practical purposes, from his land. If, however, several 
suoh persons combine their credit and severally and jointly assume un
limited liability for a loan borrowed on that joint credit, their position is 
very different from and far stronger than that of the solitary borrower. 

Such, of course, is the broad fundamental principle of the Agricultural 
Co-operative Credit Society. It is, in my view, the one to which we must 
look in increasing me'asure for providing the Indian cultivator with neces
sary capital. I would go further and say that rural co-operation combined 
with improved. agricultural practice is proving itself to be the most effective 
means of raising the economic condition of the Indian peasantry. It is by 
means of oo-operation and :by that only that the healthy system of credit 
i.3 to be established which is so indispensable for the due prosecution of 
Indian agriculture. It. seems unnecessary to discuss 'it minutely further in 
the present connection. 
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Government loans (known as taccalli) for agricultural purposes have 
been made in the past, under statutory authority, on a considerable scale. 
There can be no doubt that they have heen of great usa and have led to 
the construction of very many permanent improvements, more especially 
irrigation wells; but it is not possible by such means, even if extended 
to the utmost practicable limitli, to provide that eound and healthy system 
of rural credit which is wanted. . 

16. Domestic industry supplementary to agriculture would, it might 
_m, very naturally take a textile form, though with. looms more efficient 
than those Commonly found in villages and using better yarn. But it 
is scarcely possible that if the products of such industries were restricted 
to the ordinary kinds of cloth, they could successfully compete with those 
of the power loom installed in the factory. It would be in the production 
of more artistic goods that the domestic weaver might succeed in supply
ing a future demand, both in India and in Europe, of whiCh, I am dis
posed to think, there is a substantial poss;bility. This however assumes 
a considerable rise in the general standard of rural education arui taste, 
and ultimately perhaps the institution of rural technical schools; together 
with a weakening of the idea, still to some extent prevalent, that weaving 
ill a degrading occupation. It is in fact social prejudices and restrictions 
of this. kind which offer the chief hindrances to the opening up of the 
supplementary sources of rural income under reference. They rule out, 
for instance, such a development as poultry farming, while pig-keeping, 
of course, cannot be mentioned in this connection. But economic pressure 
will no doubt begin. to tell in time by modifying and in some degree over
coming existing obstructions. 

17. The development in India of large scale industry of the factory type 
6Carcely falls within the scope of this memorandum, though if and when 
it reaches the stage of substa.ntial reality it must exert deep and far

reaching reactions on Indian agriculture. That stage however is yet far 
distant, lying beyond a long intermediate interval of social and economic 
evolution. It is scarcely possible to defer treatment of the problem of 
agricultural and rural prosperity until that rather problematical period 
at which the stage may be reached. 

18. The co-operative principle has, I think, a great part to play in the 
promotion of rural prosperity in India, above and beyond its primary 
function of providing credit. In this connection, I cannot do better than 
refer to Chapter XIV of "The Wealth and Welfare of the Punjab" by 
Mr. H. Calvert, I.C.S., where the whole subject receives most suggestive and 
enlightening treatment. By means of co-operative machinery, much can 
be done for the improvement, to the financial benefit of the cultivator, 
of the handling and marketing of agricultural products; the purchase of 
agricultural seed, implemente, and stock and of the commodities of general 
domestic consumption. Actual working examples are to be found in the 
Punjab and doubtless in other provinces also. In the first the consolidation 
of fra~mented. holdings has in many cases been carried out by means of co
cperatlve bodies. Last, but not least, the value of the moral education 
which cD-operation affords in self help, thrift, self-respect, and social 
solidarity can scarcely be over-estimated, while it will probably be no less 
effect~ve than >recen~l:r created political ins~itutions in engendering an 
Intelligent publIc opinion on the general affairs of the community. 

19. I am not in a position to give detailed and up-to-date information 
in reply to the special questions on "Marketing," of which I have been 
lavoured with a copy; but a few general observations may be of use. Dur
ing the period of my experience the system under which agricultural pro
duce was marketed varied with the economic position and !With the intelli
gence and eOWprise of the cultivator. Grain produce, oil seeds, and 
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cotton were commonly delivered to the local village trader who was also 
the village banker and moneylender. 'Vhen, as was often the case, the 
cultivator was an indebted client the value of the produce was placed to 
his credit, generally in reduction of an existing debit, at a price consider;. 
ably ·below the current market price. In such cases actual cash com
paratively seldom reached the pocket of the cultivator. The moneylender 
himself was often in business relations, as agent, principal or partner, 
with a trader in ,some adjacent market, who in his turn would dispatch 
produce collected from the villages to some larger commercial centre for 
Indian corusumption, or to the sea port, Bombay or Karachi, for export 
to Europe. The above description, so far as the cultivator is concerned, 
applies more directly to the economically weaker and less enterprising 
agricultural groups, such as the riverain Muhammadan tribes. More satis
lactory, or perhaps less unsatisfactory, conditions existed among many of 
the more sturdy, enterprising and pr06perous Hindu and Sikh Jats of the 
uplands. These often possessed substantial carts of considerable capacity, 
m which they carried "their harvested produce, frequently for long distances, 
t" market towns or trade centres (mandis) where prices were known to 
be more favourable than nearer home. Sale in such cases was made for 
hard cash at prices at or near prevailing wholesale market rates. This 
kind of ~ransaction has become incre85ingly prevalent in the canal irrigated 
tracts of the Punjab, and especially in the Colony areas. The: purchasing 
intermediary dealer in such cases was sometimes a merchant trading on 
his own Il<!count, sometimes a commission agent purchasing on behalf of 
firms located elsewhere in larger trade centres or at the sea ports, and 
Eometimes a dealer carrying on business in both capacities. In the canal 
colonif'.s of the Punjab it is now common for the large European exporting 
firms of Bombay and Karachi to establish their own local branches for 
purchase .)f agricultural produce. They deal with the cultivator who carts 
his grain to market not directly, but through the local small broker Cdalal 
or kacha artia) j the latter arranging the bargain. I have come across 
cases in which the large European firms merely finance direct export, via 
Karachi or Bombay by the local up-country dealers, taking as their 
remuneration interest on the sums advanced plus a commission on the 
amount realised .by the sale of the exported commodity in the English 
market. 

On the whole, it is I think fairly clear that the Indian cultivator has 
in recent years been brought into closer touch with the market for agri
cultural produce, both Indian and European, and that increased trade 
machinery has placed him in a better position in regard to prices obtain
able for such produce. Indeed it is now not uncommon for the more 
prosperous class of cultivator in the Punjab to withhold grain, cotton, or 
cil seeds from the market in expectation of a rise in price. I have come 
across cases in which loans have been taken from rural co-operative banks 
for payment of land revenue and for other expenses pending the ultimate 
sale of produce thus temporarily withheld. 

At the same time there is, I think, some danger of an undue multi
plication of middle-men, especially in times of brisk or improving trade. 
The tendency is perhaps encouraged by the fact that the business proclivi
tIes of the Indian at present lie in the direction of trade and commerce 
rather than in that of industrial production. So far as my experience goes 
the margins upon which intermediaries in the agricultural produce trade 
operate are on the whole generally moderate. The danger lies more in an 
excessive number of intermediaries than in excessive rates of profit. An 
effective remedy may I think be found in the wide development of co
operative marketing through the agency of the rural co-operative society. 
Tller13 5eoms to be ·no reason why such societies should not deal direct with 
traders in local or extra-local markets or ultimately even \~Hh the large 
exporting firms at the ports. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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The erection of markets (known in the Punjab as mandis) in agri
cultural centres of an urban or semi-urban character for the disposal of 
agricultural produce is, I think, a desirable development. A good many 
of these have been opened from time to time in various districts in the 
Punjab, for instance at Moga.in the FerozepOTe district, and more especially 
in the Canal Colony areas. Not a few 'of them have prospered greatly. 
They consist of a; large square or squares with a more or less pretentious 
gateway and surrounded hy shops and warehouses Wlhich are let on reDJt 
to traders. The market is generally initiated and in its early stages 
administered by the district board or other local body. These institu-

. tions serve to place the cultivator inclose touch with actual market 
conditions. 

20. In the past the impurity of the grain which reached the markets 
has be .. n a. distinct handicap to Indian agriculture, principally in con
nection with overseas export; and the same remark appliee in some degree 
to cotton. Under the system of standardisation prevalent in the past it 
was not unknown for the cultivator to deliberately mix dirt with his grain 
before bringing it to market in order to obtain the full value of the per
mitted degree of deficiency. But! I am not aware that such a practice is 
still common: so far as it may be the remedy would appear to lie in the 
adoption of more rigorous standards. The chief means of improvement, 
hO\\'ever, obviously is the use of seed of pure breed and of uniform quality. 
This can be secured in the main only by the scientific work of the agri
cultural departments and by the wide adoption of the results obtained. 
In the latter stage very important assistance can be rendered by co
operative societies and by large landlords. The employment of grain
elevators at railway stations will no doubt be beneficial, provided how
ever that the use of good uniform seed first comes into wide vogue. 

There is I think much useful scope for the adoption of the steps 
specified in question (d) relative to marketing. The markets which I have 
suggested could be used as appropriate places for publication, while co
'opera.tivEl societies could play a very useful part. 

I apologise for the length of this note. The profound importance of the 
subject is my excuse. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 
In dealing with BOme out of the large number of issues raised in the 

questionnaire, I am necessarily hampered by a want of up-to-da1;e local 
knowledge, due to the fact that more than five years have elapsed since I 
left India. I would ask that this limitation may be borne in mind in any 
consideration which may be given to my replies. 

In connection with my replies, reference is also invited to the preceding 
general memorandum which I submitted to the Royal Comtmission last year. 

QUESTION l.-RESEAROH.-(a) (i) "All research affecting the welfare of the 
agriculturist" connotes a v~ry wide area of investigation, embracing not 
only the more purely techmcal, but also the economIC aspects of Indian 
·agriculture. But it is without doubt the necessary .basis for soilnd rural 
progress. Until a fairly comprehensive view of agricultural conditions in 
both the above aspects has been obtained it will be difficult to isolate and 
define the problems to be solved, and to begin the pursuit of appropriate 
solutions. 

The technical aspect falls, ·of course, quite properly within the scope of an 
Agricultural Department in the strict sense of the term. I doubt however 
whether it can, unai~ed, deal adequately with the economic side,' involving 
problems such as costmg based on a wide range of statistics; the movement 
of prices and of population; rural income and expenditure and many others. 
One is loath to suggest an increllBe of departments, but I am disposed til 
think that some organisation, of the nature of a department, charge.l 
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definitely with the conduct of economic enquiry as bearing on rural progress 
and working in close co-ordination with a technical agricultural department, 
is likely to be necessary. Possibly an expansion of the provincial Land 
Records Departments might supply the necessary machinery, while a semi
official body suoh 88 the Punjab Economic Board, which had begun rural 
and urban economic inquiry shortly before I left India, would be useful. 

REsearch into the scientific value of the indigenous theory and the 
trad ,tional methods of Indian agriculture should form an essential part of 
the technical work of an Agricultural Department. Healthy progress in 
India, as elsewhere, must largely be a transformation of the old into the 
new. To assume a. priori that all that is indigenous is bad would be to 
repeat the disastrous error into which our Victorian predecessors fell in 
dealing with Indian education. Enough, however, is already known of 
indigenous Indian agriculture to ensure that this cannot occur. 

QUESTION 2.-AGBllOULTURAL EDUCATIoN.-On this question generally, I do 
not think that it is either possible or desirable to give agricultural 
instruction of a fully vocational type in schools fOT general education. 
At the same time the elementary facts of agriculture, botany, and agricul
tural processes afford valuable materials for the cultivation of intelligence 
and of the observational powers, which are important views of general 
education. Such subjects should, I think, find a prominent place in the 
curriculum of rural education. Some degree of what may be termed pre
vocational instruction in agriculture would then be afforded in rural schools, 
,rimary and middle. 

(iii) Yes, certainly, so far as properly qualified men are available. 
(v) The main incentive, in my time, appeared to be a desire to secure 

official posts in the Agricultural Department. 
(viii) For my general view ~ above; and also paragraph 14 of my General 

Memorandum. (a), (b) and (c) should be useful, primarily as means, inter 
aZia, for cultivating youthful intelligence and observational power, &0'., 
secondarily as tending to throw useful light, other than that derived from 
traditional lore, on the rural boy's future lifework; thirdly, by affording a 
modicum of practical training. _ 

(x) If this refers to the town-bred youth, I doubt whether it is necessary 
to attract him to the fields, or even desirable to do so. 

(xii) The efficacy of technical agricultural education for the adult 
depends, of course, very largely on the standard of his previous general 
education. In most cases at present this will be low. Such adult education 
must, I think, be personal and individual rather than scholastic, directed 
mainly to questions of daily practice, and assuming the form _~f friendly 
discussion rather tban pedagogic instruction. The lantern and slides should 
be useful adjuncts. 

QUESTION a.-DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) The Punjab culti
vator has no taste for a novelty as such. If, however, it can be shown 
by ocular demonstration to be capable of yielding an early and substantial 
net increase of profit, and if, in the case of an implement, it is simple 
in working and easily repaired, he will regard it with favour and p'robably 
in due time adopt it. He has a keen eye for possible defects and draw
backs. 

My impression is that improvements in implements and materials, especially 
seed, have up to date been more frequent than improvements in agricultural 
processes. 

Demonstration on a plot of the cultivator's own land is probably as good 
a means as any of convincing -him of the value of improved seeds, imple
ments and processes. 

Visits, preferably of parties of cultivators, to experimental farms of the 
Agricultural Department are useful as being suggestive and as awakening 
interest; but they need to be supplemented and their results driven home 
by demonstration on the cultivator's own land. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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QuBBT10!t' O.-FINANOJI.-(a) See paragraph 15 of my General Memo
randum. This is, of course, a very large question with which it is not 
possible to deal fully in the short time at my disposal. Capital obtained on 
credit i& as necessary for agriculture as for any other branch of industrial 
production. I understand that the question relates to capital needed 
strictly for agricultural operations, not to funds needed for domestic objects 
more or less indirectly Connected with agriculture. The main desideratum 
is that the system of credit shall be a healthy one, that is, one in which 
(1), borrower and lender deal with one another on a more or less equal, 
or equitable, economic footing, and (2), each contemplates that the. other will 
profit by the transaction and the lender does not seek to depress and exploit 
the borrower. The indigenous system of agricultural finance on credit 
afforded by the village moneylender satisfies neither of the above condi
tions. 

My view is that as regards short-term credit, that is for the provision 
of rapidly circulating capital or of recurring capital expenditure, culti
vators must have recourse to the co-operative credit societies. The spread 
and development of these insti.tutions should be fostered by every available 
means. Advances by Government under the Agricultural Loans Act of 
1884 are very useful, especially in seasons of adversity or on occasions of 
widespread disaster, but even if extended to the utmost practicable limits 
they cannot perform the functions of a normal system of short-term rural 
finance. 

For long. term credit efforts should, I think, be directed to the formation 
and development of co-operative mortgage banks. Tentative steps have, 
I understand,becn already taken in this direction in the Punjab and a 
few such banks already exist; but the matter seems to be as yet in the 
experimental stage. 

The scope of long-term loans which can be made to landholders under 
the Land Improvement Loans Act of 1883 is far niore limited, of course, 
than that of the loans which a Land Mortgage Bank would provide. The 
latter would include loans for redemption of prior mortgages, for liquidation 
of debt, for purchase of land, &c., in addition to loans for permanent 
improvements. Here again, therefore, it is not to ·be expected that Govern
ment loans, even if far more numerous than they are at present, can fully 
supply the requirements of long-term rural credit. They are at present 
the best means available for meeting those requirements pendi'ng the 

,development of Land Mortgage Banks. 

(b) In the absence of co-operation, tmcca"i loans have, I think, been 
of gre8lt agricultural we, though it is rather the f&shion to decry them. 
Impediments to their greater popularity are to be found in the friction 
which is inseparable from the movement of official machinery, and which 
is not oonfined to India, and the oomparative rigour of punctuality in 
payment on which it is necessary to insist in the case of public money, 
but wh.ich in the eyes of the cultivator contrasts unfavourably with the 
astute laxity of the moneylender. As regards the :first impediment, it 
has been found that peripatetic distribution of loans under the Act of 
1884 in the villages, i'nstead of their issue at tahsil headquarters secures 
greater popularity. It is desirable that a similar system should be intro
duced, if this has not already been done, in the case of improvement loans 
under the Act of 1883. . 

QUESTION 6.-AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNEss.-(a) (i) In the matter of 
finance the average Punjab cultivator is in a position not dissimilar to that 
of the ordinary peasant all the world over in the absence of any system of 
co-operative credit. He is generally illiterate, knows nothing of aocounts 
and keeps none, and hll6 generally the vaguest notion of his own financial 
position. On the whole his outlook, intellectual, moral, cultural is bounded 
by the needs of to-day and of a comparatively short span of the future, 
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while his annual inCome, even in canal-irrigated tracts, dependent as it is 
on the chances and vagaries of the season, fluctuates in amount between 
more 01' less wide limits; wider generally than they seem to be to tlie 
inexpert onlooker. The deficiencies of a bad year are felt to the full while 
the excess of a good one is apt to be seriously diminished, or perhaps even 
to vanish, in a series of more or less unconsidered items of extra expendi
ture.. His account with his moneylender, who often is also the local shop
keeper and general provider, is thus normally in debit, an overdraft being 
the acoount form which rural indebtedness usually takes, supported sooner 
01' later by bonds and land mortgages. The chief occasions for rural borrow
ing, that is, for additional debits to a perennial overdraft in the money
lenders' book, are somewhat as follows: -Purchase of cattle; household 
expenses, frequently for marriages and other social or religious ceremonies; 
payment of land revenue; purchase of seed; litigation. 

The above is an inadequate account of the causes of borrowing. The 
causes have to be carefully distinguished from the volume or extent of 
rural borrowing. The latter depends mainly on the value of land and its 
outturn. These have advanced very notably within the last twenty, and 
still more, of course, within the last fifty years. The consequence has been 
an enormous increase in the volume of rural debt. Enquiry shows clearly 
that the volume of debt grows with the expansion of credit at the cul
tivators' di.posal, which follows on an increase in the value of his land 
and its products. This result is an aspect of the comparative thriftless
ness of the Punjab cultivator, itself the consequence of his limited mental 
outlook and of his physical and economic environment. 

(ii) ThE> main sources of credit from which the cultivator finances him
self are in the Punjab (1) the moneylender; (2) the comparatively wealthy 
landowner or occupancy tenant who has surplus money to invest, a class 
which hr,s grown during the last twenty-five years since the introductIOn 
of the Punjab Alienation Act ,of 1900; (3) Government under the two 
taccavi Acts; (4) certain minor sources, such as the itinerant cattle vendor, 
who sells on credit; gold5miths who act as pawnbrokers for domestic 
jewellery; (5) the co-operative credit society. 

(iii) The reasons which directly hinder the liquidation of debt are briefi~'
(1) the uncertainty ar,d in some tracts the precariousness of agri

cultural results; 
(2) the manipulation of accounts by the moneylender in his own, 

favour and, to the detriment of Ihis debtor. This takes various forlms; 
short credit of payments to account by undervaluation of produce 
delivered; a preliminary discount at the time of the loan, and possibly 
oth6rs; 

(3) as a psychological factor, acquiescence in indebtedness as a normal 
element in agricultural life. 

. (b) I k~ow o,f no royal road which will lead to lit speedy lightening of the 
burden of agI'lcultural debt. n can only come gradually as the result of 
the progressive growth of intelligence and a widening of moral and mental 
ou~look consequent ~n soun~ a~d widespread rural edncation, mainly of the 
pnmary type, combmed wI,th mcreased development of co-operative credit 
on the one, hand an~ an Impreved ~~d more scienific agriculturo on the 
o~her. AgrICultural, mdebtedness, arlslllg from legitimate capital expeu
dlture can never disappear. It IS probably not desirable that it should. 
What may be hoped for and striven for is the curtailment of the great 
amo?,nt of unproduct~ve debt which at present exists, and which largply 
consists of compound lIlterest on debts incurred for not directly productive 
expendi ture. 

I d~ not feel confident that very much can be effected in the actual 
«-eduction of rural debt by ~pecial measures of the ldnd suggested in the 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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questions. They appear to be directed rather towar.ds alleviating. the results 
of de lots already incurred, rather than to preventmg the creatlOn of new 
debt. A rural insolvenL'Y measure does not. impress one favourably. 

As regards the Usurious Loans Act, a legal provision requiring BI 

mcneylender 1;.0 render to his deb1;.or at prescribed int.ervals a properly stated 
account in prescribed form and in the ordinary Punjabi script, not in the 
illegible Lundi or Tankri usually adopted by the rural moneylender, would, I 
think, be useful. I rather think that a recent provincial enactment does 
contain some such provision. 

The Punjab Redemption of Mortgages Act was, I consider, a useful 
mt:asure, but 1;.0 the best of my recollection extensive use had not been 
made of it up to the time I left India. 

(c) 8u('h meaSUI'es have been in force in the Punjab under the AlienatIOn 
of Land Act since the year 1901. It should be clearly recognised that the 
primary object of that Act was to prevent the permanent transfer by 
m£mbers of the agricultural tribes to non-agricultural moneylenders and 
others of their proprietary and tenant rights in land. l'he creation of such 
rights and their subsequent great appreciation in value were the direct 
rebuhs of British administration, and they placed at the disposal of the 
landholder a progressively expanding volume of credit. The Act aimed 
directly, not at the reduction of existing indebtedness, but at checking one 
main result of an unhealthy indigenous syst.em of agricultural finance. 
It was not the object of the Act 1;.0 prevent all transfers, but those only 
which were regarded as economically and politically dangerous in threat
elling to convert a virile jllass of peasant landholders into a landless pro
letariat tenantry. Under the Act transfer as between members of 
agricultural tribes are, subject to a few .exceptions,. unrestricted. 

In so far as the moneylenders' field of operation has been limit.ed-it has 
in no sense beerl entirely closed-the facilities for borrowing open to the 
cultivator have been restricted; but the place of the moneylender has, in 
a considerable degree, been taken by the well-te-do agricultural tribesman, 
who can now invest his surplus, without the keen competition of the money
lenders in loans 1;.0 his fellow-tribesmen. The net result on the sum of 
agricultural debt is difficult to gauge. It has certainly not been reduced, 
but is probably now less than it would have been had the Act not been 
in operation and the moneylender been free to proceed with the exploita
tion of a. thriftless and illiterate peasantry. 

If rural proprietary right had at the time of its criginal creation, or 
reoognition, by the British Government been subject to .definite and stTict 
control in respect of alienation, without distinction of the class of the 
alienee, agricultural debt would doubtless be far less than it is at present; 
though other economic results, perhaps less desirable, might have super
vened. Conjecture is on the whole profitless, but it is, I think, true to say 
that if it is sought 1;.0 hinder or prevent the growth of agricultural debt by 
restriction of the right of sale and mortgage, such restriction should be 
far wider than is provided by the Punjab Alienation of Lands Act. On 
~ho other h~.nd, to go to such a lengt~ .would practically amount to depriv
mg the cultivator of the power of ralsmg funds for legitimate and repro-
dllctive capital expelldhure on his daily industry. • 

The real and effective remedy for agricultural indebtedness seems, in 
my view, to be a reform of the indigenous system of credit, ooupled 
with sound primary education of the agricultural masses, and supplementeO. 
by such legal restrictions on sale and mortgage as are necessary foi' 
counteracting the wider evil results, economic and political, which flow 
from unrestricted resort to an indigenous system of unorganised credit. 
The provisions of the Punjab Alienation of Land Act seem to me to be 
generally suitable for the latter purpose. 
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QUESTION 7.-FRAGMENTATION 011' HOLDINGs.-(a) See paragraph 10 of 
my general Memorandum. Briefly, consolidation of cultivator,s' holdings 
each scattoered over several, and often many widely separated plots is, I 
consider, an agricultural reform of the first importance. Clearly it is a 
process which it is desirable to carry out, so far as possible, by the 
mutual agreement of the parties concerned Il"ather than by legal compul
sion. Before I left India work on these lines had been begun in certain 
districts of the Punjab by rural c()-()perative societies, and has since, I 
understand, been prosecuted with much success. Co-operative Agency, 
under appropriatoe official supervision, is probably the best that can be 
employed, but it seems to be the case that for a considerable time to 
come it will not be available in sufficient quantity to allow of a speedy 
solution of the problem. 

(b) See last question. An obstacle appears to be the want of suffiCIent 
agency. Oo-operative aocieties, it is probable, for some considerable time to 
come will be able to deal with only a l>'lnall portion of the ground to be 
covered. 

Analogous work, however, hal\! been carried out in the past by official 
agency in the newly canal-irrigated tracts of the Punjab. I refer to the 
prooess termed " killaban.di" under which, as a condition preoedent to the 
provision of irrigation from a new canal to any village, it was required 
that all the cultivated fields of that village should be rearranged and con
solidated in rectangular plots of suitable area. The main objects in view 
were to facilitate the distribution of canal water and a proper assessment 
of water-rates. The process often involved extensive interchange of land 
between the owners; and a definite procedure for carrying it out was 
officially prescribed. It was based on mutual consent and there was, if I 
recollect correctly, no legal compulsion; though the prospect of canal irriga.. 
tion of course acted as a strong incentive to the landholders concerned to 
accept the killabandi. 

Consolidation in a heavily comminuted village in the Central Punjab 
would probably differ in important respects from killabandi, e.g., dislocation 
would probably be far more extensive in the former; but still an appropriate 
modification of the killaban.di procedure could probably be framed, which 
would be found suitable for oonsolidation of fragmented holdings. 

(cf Legislation will, I anticipate, be necessary with reference to the 
matters specified; but I should be inclined to postpone it until further 
experience has been gained in work to be carried out by IXHlperative and 
official agency; the latter on lines sudh as those suggested in the last 
question. What has up to date been accomplished by the former seeIns to 
indicate that there is a considerable field which can be dealt with without 
legislation, mainly I imagine in the oomparatively oongested districts of 
the Central Punjab. The Act should provide for the exercise of oompulsion 
on a dissentient minority. The intervention of the Civil Courts in the work 
of consolidation should be excluded, hut in cases where title to land is in 
dispute it will be necessary, probably, to defer completion of consolidation 
until the dispute has been settled in such courts, thus following existing 
practice in the partition of agricultural land. . 

QUESTION B.-bmGATIoN.-(a) Please see paragraph 11 of my general 
Memorandum. 

I understand that a scheme is under consideration for the extension of 
canal irrigation to the Sirsa tahsil of the Hissar district by means of a new 
Lower Sirhind Canal with head works on the River Sutlej, near Phillaur, 
and to the Bhiwani tahsil of the same district from the existing Western 
Jnmna Canal. I knew those tracts fairly well in the early years of my 
servioe. Up to the present agriculture in them has been entirely dependent 
on a precarious rainfall so that assured perennial canal irrigation should be 
of enormllUII benefit to them. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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(b) The equitable and timely distribution of canal water to the cultivator 
is probably the main ever pressing problem of canal administration. The 
moral character of the subordinate staff of the irrigation department is the 
factor of fundamental importance. However good the technique of distri
bution and the type of outlet adopted, corruption of subordinates will 
wreck the most perfect scheme. Canal water-if oriental hyperbole may be 
allowed-is often liquid silver, if not gold; so that when matters reach the 
stage of corruption the cultivator is often not backward in playing his part. 
Vociferous complaints of mal-distribution are not infrequently covert 
regrets at non-success in the game of corruption. I have no wish to stress 
this matter unduly, but it is on~ which cannot be neglected. 

I understand that it wa.s recently decided to fit all village outlets with 
mechanical modules which ensure a u.niform supply of defined volume. 
·This is a desideratum which has been sought for years. Given a com
parative freedom from certain hindrances, to which I have already referred, 
the reform should secure great improvement in distribution; especially in 
the tail reaches of canal and distributary, where complaints are generally 
loudest, and often not without reason. 

Many irrigation engineers are, I believe, of opinion that commonly too 
much water is applied by cultivators, and that with better cultivation 
equally good or better crop results could be secured with less water. I am 
disposed to think that the view is not devoid of foundation; but the whole 
subject is eminently deserving of full scientific investigation by experts of 
the Agricultural and Irrigation Departments jointly, as an aspect of the 
general problem of the physical and chemical relations of moisture to soil 
and to the crops grown thereon under Indian conditions. A beginning had 
been made at the Lyallpur Research Station before I left India, but I do 
not know what, if any, results have been reached since then. 

I doubt whether the prevailing system of acreage assessment of canal 
rates, having regard to their comparatively low pitch, tends of itself to a 
restriction of the area to which available water is applied. It is, how
ever, fairly clear, I think, that a system of volumetric supply and) assessment 
by meter, in place of the acreage system, if it is possible to devise a satis
factory one, would encourage a more economical use of canal lWater. The 
matter was under discussion and trial when I left India. There are, I 
believe, many difficulties in the way. A serious one is the extensive c0-

operation between irrigators which a volumetric system would apparently 
entail; co-operation not only among irrigators of the same village, but 
between those of adjacent villages. 

QUESTION 9.--SoILs.-(a) The measures which suggest themselves, and 
which are in fact already provided for, are: -(1) Government loans under 
the Land Improvement Loans Act; and (2) Postponement of all land revenue 
assessment on the reclaimed land until the capital oost with interest has 
been realised from the profits yielded by the reclamation. (3) Expert advice 
gratis from the officers of the Agricultural Department . 

. QuESTION lO.-FBRTILISBRs.-(a), (c), (6) and (I). It is, I understand, the 
vIew of experts that the Punja·b soils in spite of fairly constant cropping 
recover fertility. by natural means, nitrification, and so forth more 
rapidly than soils in this country, and that the net additional mon~y yield 
reSUlting from the use of artificial manures or fertilisers is less. I doubt 
whether there is much early prospect of the widespread use of the latter. 
It does not seem likely, certainly not until artificial nitrogenous, phosphatie 
or potash . manures can be manufactured in India and put on the market 
at cheap rates. Further investigation into the physical and economic 
rt-Sults of the employment of such manures is probably required. 

In the meantime a primary requisite, I think, is a better and more 
effective use of farmylard manure, which is mainly cattle dung, and of 
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night soil. The main desideratum is better methods of preserving the 
former with a view to diminishing the large loss of manurial constituents 
which takes place. India's loss of potential wealth under tbis head is 
probably enormous., 

It is, I fear, hopeless to expect that the use of cowdung as fuel can be 
displaced, at all events in the plains. The extension of irrigated reserves 
for fuel which sucJ:1 a displacement, would require is, I think, impracticable. 
-aowdung will remain the staple fuel for a long time to come. This seems 
to render improved storage of such mapure as is available, and its more 
-scientific application, the more necessary. Demonstration work in this 
direction, after needful investigation, by the Agricultural Department is 
most desirable. 

From the point of view of manure the urine of cattle is at present very 
largely, if not entirely, wasted, as a result, no doubt, of the very small 
extent to which litter is provi.ded for cattle. This again seems to be a 
matter in which .investigation and demonstration is desirable. The more 
profitable use of human excreta as manure in rural tracts is bound 'up 
with the large and difficult question of village sanitation. Much of it, of 
course, doed at prC6ent act as manure, though in an unsystematic and 
insanitary manner, in the immooiate vicinity of .the village site. 

In view of the small amount of plant food whioh is returned to the soil 
in comparison with that 'a-nnually removed, what may perhaps be termed 
the " stercoral" problem is in reality of the first importance in the agricul
ture of rural India. 

The folding of sheep on cultivated land is practised in the Kangra hills, 
where the flocks of ihe itinerant Gaddi shepherds are utilised by cultivators 
for this purpose on payment of a small fee to the owners. Oattle folding 
does not prevail, so far as I am aware, in the plains, where local conditions 
are not favourable; but possibilities should I think be explored. 

Green manuring is probably too expensive an operation for the average 
cultivator. 

QUESTION l5.-VETERINARy.--(a) In "iew of thet fact that the major portion 
of the activities of the Civil Veterinary Department are directly connected 
with or subservient to agriculture, I am of opinion that, as at present, 
general control of the Department should be with the Director of Agri
culture; that is to say, so far as questions of policy are concerned, the 
details of departmental administration being left in the hands of the Chief 
Superintendent. There is probably no need for the Director to intervene 
in the matter of horse, mule and donkey breeding or of veterinary instruc
tion. Please see paragraph 12 of my Memorandum. 

(d) It is, I believe, maintained by veterinary officers that really effective 
protection against cattle disease is impracticable in the absence of legal 
powers to prevent the movement of diseased or infected animals. There is 
beyond doubt much to support the contention. The matter, however, is 
just one of those, a numerous class, of which the treatment is rendered very 
difficult by the absence in India of enlightened public opinion and breadth 
of social vision and outlook. The same appliC6 to compulsory protecti,"e 
inoculation. So serious however is the drain which cattle disease entails 
on rural reoources and so serious is the handicap which it imposes on agricul
ture that the time has I think come, not perhaps for the general application 
of legislation at once, but for the exploration of legislative possibilities. 
I am disposed to suggest a tentative legal measure, to be applied by the 
Provincial Government, after consultation with local bodies, to a few selected 
areas specially subject to cattle disease. The scope of the enactment might, 
I think, be with advantage confined in the first place to the subjects of 
prohibition of the movement of disease-d or infected animals and compulsory 
inoculation. Legal power to deal with the second matter has I understand 
been recently taken in the Madras Presidency. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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QuESTION 16.-ANIMAL HU8B4NDRY.-(a) There are questions for technical 
experte, on which I do not feel competent to express opinions. As regards 
dairying I invite reference to paragraph 9 of my memorandum. It is of 
course needless to insist upon the necessity for the distnibution of approved, 
properly bred bulls of selected indigenous breeds, and for the castration 
of young male stock in the villages. . 

QUESTION 17.-AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIEB.-(b) Please see paragraph 16 of 
my Memorandum. 

The selection of rural indU6tries subsidiary to agr.iculture seems to be 
limited by two main factors:-

(1) Such an industry must generally be of the domestic type. 
(2) It must be such that its product is not liable to successful com

petition from that of large-scale factory industry. This rules out the 
oommoner classes of textiles. Textiles of more artistic type are made 
in villages in various parte of India.--I remember some in the Bikanir 
State 35 years ago. It is perhaps worth considering whether the ex
tension and development of such industry is not practicable. Th:ere 
is a considerable demand for Oriental art products in Western countrIes. 

(c) The main obstacles are, I think: 
(1) Rural inertia. 
(2) Prejudices, based on class or caste. 

The latter apply to such an industry as poultry keeping," and probably to 
rope and basket making also. 

There is a considerable field in the Punjab for fruit and vegetable culture 
which deserves early exploration by economic botanists, of whom there is, 
I understand, only one in the province at present. 

The scientific date-palm culture in the M'uzaffargarh district affords a 
stliking example of what can be done. The submontane tracts of the 
province are well suited to the mango, which grows there in abundance; 
but the fruii is capable of great improvement in quality. The development 
of mango cultivation ,,'ould weil repay investigation. Lac is a comll!on 
product in the same tracts. There was a considerable export from the 
Hoshiarpur district when I was serving there twenty-five years ago. 'l'he 
industry is probably capable of development. 

In the submontane district~ there also seems to be a promising field for 
sericuIture, which is apparently making some way among the poorer 
cultivators and village artisans. 

(d) It seems probable that most of the industries specified, if established 
on a domestic-village basis, would have, sooner or later, to compete with 
lar(~e-scale factory production without ;much prospect of success. I do not 
think that Government can usefully take any large direct part in the 
establishment of such industries .. It must depend mainly on .the enterprise 
of individuals. 

(e) The limited extent to which such a process is possible, or scope for 
it in existence, would, I think, go a very little way to help solving the 
problem of. rural subsidiary industries. . 

QUESTION 19.-FoRESTS. (n) My local knowledge is far from being up 
to date, but so far as my personal experience goes I should answer both the 
questions in the affirmative. It should he borne in mind tha1l the extent of 
popular demand for grazing and other privileges in Government forest 
areas (reserved) are .often, if not generally, incompatible with the minimum 
of conservancy needed for their reproduction and preservation. 

In my time the Kangra di~t:ict was a case in point as regards protected 
forests,. th01lgh the legal COz.tdItlOllS there are rather special. 

At tImes of fodder scarcIty reserve forests have been opened to grazing 
with a special degree of freedom. 
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(b) The problem of firewood supply chiefly affects the plains, and it is, 
I fear, an insoluble one. Fuel reserves in the plains mnst be under canal 
Irrigation and in convenient proximity to the villages to be served. At 
the same time, in,order to ensure reproduction they must be under more 
or less scientific conservancy. They could not be maintained, at any rate 
for a long time to come, except by official and professional agency. 'lhe 
cost of such a system would probably be prohibitive, and it could not be 
extended to unirrigated tracts. Firewood supply in hill tracts in tae 
proxi.mity of forests is probably not insufficient. 

Expansion and improvement of the rural fodder supply (grass and crops) 
is, I am disposed to think, largely dependent on the development of a 
rural dairy industry. I have made bome rather vague suggestions in this 
connection in paragraph 9 of my memorandum. Apart from some such 
development it would scarcely pay the cultivator to establish irrigated 
,pa;.ture on meadow land; and permanent meadow land in the Punjab plains 
is an impossibility without irrigation. 

The "Bir," or private grass reserves, dependent on rainfall, is not 
unknown in tracts where uncultivated land is extensive, but the number 
of these is decreasing with the spread of cultivation and irrigation. 1 
question whether it would be possible to secure the extension of such 
re&erves. 

For the present the expansion of the fodder supply seems to be dependent 
on the more extensive cultivation of fodder crops, especially in irrigated 
areas. Of such crops the most promising seem to be the clovers, which, in 
addition to providing good food for cattle, have a beneficial manurial 
and restorative effect on the soil. 

(c) The principal case' which came within my experience was the vast 
damage which had been done by the deforestation of the Sewalik Hills 
to areas in the Hoshiarpur district, which were originally among the most 
fertIle in the Punjab. Up to 1904 the damage had proceeded unchecked, 
and likewise the official correspondence about it. The literature on the 
subject is very voluminous: selections from it may have been placed before 
the Royal Oommission: It should be observed tbat the destroyed forests 
were not Government reserves but private property j and that the destruction 
was due to the villagers own unregulated action in indiscriminately cutting 
'down trees for sale and other purposes and in allowing excessive grazing 
'of sheep and of goats; the latter, of course, being a specially destructive 
agent of arboreal growth. The Hoshiarpur-Sewalik case is, I believe) the 
chief instance of such damage and erosion resulting from deforestation to 
be found in the Punjab. 

So far as the erosion and damage is caused, as it generally is, by floods 
issuing from deforested hills little can be done effectively in the way of 
remedy until the evil has been materially checked at its source in the 
hills; that is to say, until conditions there have been rendered suitable for 
gradual re-afforestation",hy reproduction, natural and artificial. 

The first and essential step is the exclusion of browsing animals, sheep 
and goats, more especially the latter, from the denuded area, and strict 
regulation and restriction of grazing by horned cattle. It will probably 
be advisa'ble in most cases to close for permanent reservation the higher 
portionR of the denuded area entirely, subject to regulated cutting of hay 
after grass has ripened. The lower portions can, with advantage, be closed 
in rotation for limited periods. My experience in Hoshiarpur, 25 years 
ago, indicated that initial operations of this kind could secure a rapid 
recrudescence of brushwood, shrubs and grass; while mere exclusion of 
sheep and goate without further strict reservation was decidedly beneficial. 
Initial operations of the above kind must be followed up in due time by 
tree planting under scientific supervision. The operations, unless very tact
fully conducted, are, of course, likely to be distasteful and irksome to tb9 
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villagers concerned. A special legislative enactment was framed to deal 
with Hoshiarpur and similar cases. A scheme under which Government 
takes the denuded land on a long lease from the villagers and thus obtains 
a free hand for re-afforestation has, I believe, been tried with some success 
in the United Provinces, but I have no personal knowledge nor experi
ence of it. 

(d) As regards canal supplies the main desideratum is the due preserva
tion of forest vegetation in the hilly areas which form the watersheds of 
the rivers from which the canals take off. This operates tQ regulate and 
equalise the run off from the catchment areas and also to encourage precipi
tation of moisture in the form of rain. 

I do not think that much can be done in the plains by means of afforesta
tion to increase soil-moisture or rainfall. As regards the former, a forest 
possibly acts to some extent as a wind~break to cultivated land in its 
vicinity; but the action of forests on the plains in increasing precipitation 
of rain is, I understand, very doubtful. At all events, afforestation in 
the plains to an extent likely to be effective in either of the above directions 
is, I should think, quite impracticable for various re86ons. 

(e) See (b) above. I doubt whether there is such an opening. The 
main object would be, presumably, fuel supply. I do not think that this 
could be secured in an effective form. 

(!) See (a) and (e) above. I should say that there is generally no' such 
deterioration in Government reserved forests. It is probably taking place 
in certain protected forests. The latter was certainly the case in the 
Kangra district in my time. In private village forests such deterioration 
was certainly in progress and no doubt is so still. The browsing goat is 
the chief agent of destruction. Apart from legislative compulsion, the 
application of which on so extended a scale is impossible, the remedy must, 
it seems probable, be ultimately sought in co-operation of an appropriate 
type. 

QUESTION 20.-MARKBTING.-(a) to (d) My observations on the matters 
dealt with in this question will be found in paragraph 19 of my Memo
randum. 

QUESTION 22.-Co-OPERATIoN.-(a) My views on co-operation in general 
will be found in paragraph 15 of my Memorandum. I do not know that 
I can usefully add much here; but I should- like to state definitely that, 
so far by my own experience here extended, an immense alleviation of rural 
indebtedness is being gradually effected; while the moral education in self
help, thrift, self-respect, and social solidarity which is being silently imparted 
can scarcely be over~imated. 
It is desirable that the general attitude of GO'I,ernment towards the 

co~perative movement should be helpful, encouraging and educative rather 
than dominating, one of leadership rather than of perv86ive official control. 
while anything of the nature of an attempt to force the pace, much more 
of compulsion, is, of course, to be entirely deprecated. Current policy, 
I believe, satisfies these conditions. The ultimate idea.! no doubt is to free 
the movement entirely from official leading strings, but how far this will 
be practicable remains to be seen in the distant future. . 

(b) The question is one for experts with better up-to-date local knowledge 
1ihan I possess. Most of the types of society specified deal with important 
activities of rural and agricultural life. (1) Credit societies are of course 
fundamental. Anything of the nature of widespread defective management 
or mal-administration in them must go far to prejudice and weaken the 
whole movement. It is perhaps hardly necessary to insist that punctual 
payment of sums due by borrowers, except, perhaps, in circumsta.nces of 
very specia.! agricultural calamity, is a matter of cardinal importance. It 
is here perhaps that the real extent to Which the co~perative spirit has 
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taken root, and its benefits appreciated, can be most effectively tested j 
and here also that laXity is most likely to show itself. It is a point on 
which official supervision must necessarily be strict fon a long time to come. 

As regards the other types (non-credit) of societies specified, I confess to 
a feeling of astonishment, after perusing the latest Annual Report on C0-
operative Societies in the Punja,b, at the progress which is apparently being 
made, coupled with a modicum of scepticism about the permanence of some 
of the recorded developments. Societies for aggregation of fragmented 
holdings and some other types seem to have taken firm root. 

(c) See reply' to Question 7 (c). Yes, I am inciined to think that legislation 
in some, if not all, of these cases may ultimately be necessary. It should, 
I think, be confined to schemes promoted by registered co-operative societies. 
It is probably too early yet for such legislation. Experience has still to show 
how far these non-credit types of co-operation-specified in detail in Question 
22 (b)-will spread effectively. Until some estimate can be reached of the 
extent to which they will be given practical application, legislation is likely 
to be premature and possibly prejudicial. 

QUESTION 23.-GENERAI. EDucATION.-(a) General education is obvi()Usly an 
immense subject. The mass of the rurai population is mainly concerl'ed 
with (iii) prianary or elementary school education, and in a minor degree 
with (ii), the middle school grade. The first is in my view by far the more, 
important, so iar as rural' areas are concerned, its essential objects being 
(1) to impart literacy, that is to say the possession of the primary in!>tru
mentsof intelligent activity, the three R'sj and along with it, (2) the develop
ment and elementary training of intelligence. l\Ioral training is of COl1rse a 
third essential, but it is perhaps not necessary to deal with it in the present 
connection. If such is the nature and function of primary education it is 
unreasonable to expect that any form of vocational instruction in agriculture, 
properly so called, can have a place in it. The same applies to education in 
the middle stage, regarded as a higher development of the primary. But 
as I have suggested under Question 2 there seem.s to be good reason for 
including instruction in the elementary facts of botany, agriculture, and 
agricultural processes in the curriculum of rural education. The voca
tional and technicalmstruction in agriculture, or indeed in any other occupa
tion, can only be successfully imparted on a foundation of sound general 
education. The primary education of the entire mass of the rural population 
is, I consider, desirable in the highest degree, as being an indispensable means 
to agricultural efficiency in its varied aspects. Whether it is possible, or 
ever will be so, is, of course, a very different question. Towards universal 
rural literacy comparatively minute progress has so far been made, and 
I am disposed to believe that in fact little substantial progress can be 
made under the existing voluntary system j that, in short, without com
pulsion universal literacy in India is and will remain impossible. On the 
other hand the obstacles in the way of a policy of thorough-going compulsion 
are clearly enormous; obstacles social, administrative, financial, with which 
it is not necessary or possible to deal here. I am aware that the matter 
has been taken in hand and that compulsory powers have been given to 
local bodies in a good many rural areas. But the results have still to be 
seen, as regllJ'ds qua.ntity, quality, and financial cost. If they are favourable, 
a very real ad'\"ance in agricultural and rural efficiency will be visible, 
distant though the view may be. 

As regards the existing voluntary regime, with all its inevitable defects 
as an educational system, much attention has, I understand, been given of 
late years to the methods and principles of primary education. Indeed, the 
process had well begun before I left India. The main desideratum is that 
the educlltion of the agricultural and rural boy should proceed in the closest 
possible relation with the common objects and procesbes which lie beiora 
him in his daily life, that his illtelligence should be evoked and developed, 
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his' mental powers trained, in terms of things with which he is constantly 
in tOllch. ]<'or a future Punjabi cultivator such education, if not vo.ca-
tional, is at any rate pre-vocational. . 

(b)-(i) Up to recent times, at any rate, rural education, if carried beyond 
the primary stage, has, I think, tended to draw the son of the cultiv~tor 
from immediate contact with the land to professional and, where possible, 
to official cccupations. Rural education, no less than urban, has been 
popularly regarded in a purely ~'ocational asp~t, as a .road to an occu
pation economically more lucrative. and . of higher s<>?lal account than 
agl·iculture. The process l~, I thmk, lIkely to con~mue. more or less 
unchecked until literacy and more advanced educatIon are far more 
widespread than is the case at present. When the youth, educated up to 
the middle or higher stage, finds himself an individual in a literate or 
educated rural ~mmunity, and therefore not differentiated therefrom by 
reason of bis education, the impulse towards abandoning interest in or 
connection with his ancestral occupation will probably be less than it is at 
present. 

(ii) I have no actual experience of compulsory education in rural areas, 
but 1 have not intrequently discussed the subject w;th the cultivator. 
Occasionally I have found a comparatively enlightened individual who half
heartedly approved of compulsory education as a more or less disagreeable 
necessity but the majority were, almost invariably, decidedly opposed; 
generally on the ground that it would deprive them of the assistance of 
their youth in household work, cattle tending, and so forth, without any 
very obvious return of material advantage. 

(iii) Such is probably the explanation or partial explanation of the small 
proportion of older boys in rural primary schools. 

QUESTION 24.-ATTRACTING CAPITAL.--(b) The question refers, I imagine, 
mainly to the larger and more wealthy landowners. The comparative 
absence of improvements carried out by such persons I should attribute 
to economic inertia and narrowness of economic vision. There is a tendency 
to regard land as a means of production which should yield income freely 
without receiving freely. 

It has been sometimes contended that the payment of land revenue to 
the Stat.e operates to discourage and hinder improvement. The conten
tion is, in my view, baseless. For a long time there have been definite 
rules for the protection from land revenue assessment of agricultural 
improvements carried out with or without aid from Government loans, the 
protection being extended for such period as may be sufficient to secure 
recoupment of the initial capital expenditure with interest. That the land 
re\'enue is not an inhibiting factor is more than indicated by the large 
nllmber of irrigation wells which have been sunk within the last 30 or 40 
years by peasant landowners, frequently with the. aid of tacoovi loans. 

QUESTION 2G.-WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.-,-(b) Such enquiries are, 
I think, decidedly useful if carried out on sound lines. Work of this kind 
has been done in recent years in two villages of the Hoshiarpur district, 
and possibly elsewhere also in the Punjab. It is necessary that the investi
gator should bave a good knowledge of rural economics theoretical and 
practical, and be acquainted with general agricultural c~nditions. It is, 
I think, desirable that he should generally be a. non-official, and that he 
should approach his task as far as poosible without prepossessions or 
prejudices, political or economic, as to the results he expects, or perhaps 
wishes to find. At tile same time all available official statistics and informa
tion should be placed at his disposal. During his enquiries he must reside 
in the vicinity of the viJIage concerned, and with as small an entourage as 
possible. His enquiries should include, inter alia, detailed investigations,. 
statistical and other, into the economic life and circumstances of several 
typical agricultural and artisan families. Needless to say great tact and 
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sympathetic understanding are requisite for all this. Such enquiries if pro,. 
perly carried out can supply fairly reliable data for sound generalisations. 

QUESTION 26.-STATISTlcs.-(a) (ii) This is a matter of the greatest im
portance, for the purposes of technical agricultlU'e as well as for those of 
land revenue administration. The Punjab land revenue assessments turn 
very largely on the money valuation of rents-in-kind paid by tenants-at.-will, 
and in this connection estimates of crop yield are clearly of the greatest 
importance. Various methods have been in force for arriving at such 
e&timates, but none of them have, I fear, been satisfactory from the scientific 
point of view. Estimates of average yield adopted for assessment purposes 
have probably been somewhat below the mark, but not, I am disposed to 
think, so much so as is sometimes suggested when the wide interval between 
the limits of variation in the yields of particular fields is left out of con
sideration. In statistical language the standard deviation in the case oi 
crop yields, especially in the CBBe of unirrigated crops, is probably large. 
This factor necessarily tends to depress the average figures which can be 
safely used for assessment purposes. , 

A scientific procedure for ascertaining average yields of crops in different 
tracts is, I consider, very necessary. A principal part in the work must be 
played by the staff of the Agricultural Department, and, under its 
instructions, much assistance can be rendered by the revenue staff of the 
districts. In fact the co-operation of the latter is indispensable. Selected 
private agency, working under specific instructions, will doubtless be of 
much use. The work must be continuous, and careful up-to-date records 
must be maintained. The payment of a reasonable fee to the cultivator 
whose field may be the subject of investigation will be desirable. 

(v) In this connection I would invite attention to the end of paragraph 13 
of my general Memorandum. An expert agency for the scientific treatment 
of agricultural (and other) statistics is, I think, very desirable., At pre
sent, or, at any rate, up to a recent time, far too little use seems to me 
to have been made of the methods and results of modern statistical science. 
I suggested tentative action in 1916, but war conditions prevented any
thing definite being done at the time. The matter is, I think, one which 
deserves and will repay attention. 

Oral Evidence. 

52,520. The ChaiTma",: Sir Patrick Fagan, you were from 1916 to 1922 
Financial Commissioner in the PunjabP-Yes. 

52,521. Your note is a very complete presentation of your point of view, 
but there are just one or two points I should like to ask: you about. I 
judge from your note that in the main you think it likely that any im
provement in the cultivator's stand8lrd of living must come from a change
over from subsistence farming to the growing of saleable crops?-Yes, I 
think that is the general trend: a more economic view of his work. 

52,522. And, in your judgment, before a change-over of that nature takes 
place, should the matter of marketing and communications receive atten
tion P-Yes, certainly, I think that it is a most important element in intro
ducing a more economic outlook and a more economic stage of agricultural 
production. 

52,523. On page 56, you are writing about the fragmentation of holdings, 
and you are suggesting that !l'ecalcitrant minorities may require compul
sionP-Yes, it is quite possible; I think that some form of compulsion to 
enforce the wishes of the majority will be more or less inevitable in time. 

52,524. Would you compel a considerable minority to conformP-1t is 
!l'at'her difficult to give a reply to a general question like that; I think that 
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it would depend a good deal on the merits of the case; ~ut, on the w~ole, 
I should be inclined in ordinary cases to exercise compulslOn on a. consIder
able minority, of courBe after hearing them completely and the~r reas?ns 
against the consolidation; but if there appeared to be no reasonable obJec
tions, I do not see why compulsion should not be exercised. 

52,525. But when you come to the point of drafting a Bill which is to 
include compulsion as a principle, it would be necessary to make up your 
mind as to what proportion of the total you were prepared to coerce p
It would be necessary to lay down some general lines, but it seems to me 
a thing in which you would have to leave a good deal of discretion to t~e 
deciding authority. I have in mind that, in cases such as we have m 
revenue partitions, one has to exercise discretion as to how far the parties 
are to be compelled to adopt a particular mode of partition. 

52,526. SiT Henry LaWTence: Then, in what terms would you draw up 
the law? Would you Bay that twenty-five per cent. opposition should be 
disregarded or thirty per cent.? . Someth~ng must be laid ~own defi.nitely 
in the law?-Yes, probably. It IS, of course, extremely difficult Without 
going into the matter on the spot aud seeing more of it than I have. I 
should think somewhere in the neighbourhood of twenty-five to thirty-three 
per cent. would be reasonable. I should not like to give a definite opinion 
unless I had gone into the question on the spot in a good many concrete 
cases. It seems to me that any legislation on this matter must be the fruit 
of fairly extensive experience; therefore, I have suggested that I do not 
think it would be a sound thing to legislate straight away. It seems to 
me t'hat there is a considerable area, especially in the Punjab, where a 
great deal can probably be done for some time to come without compulsion, 
and that the experience that would be gained in that process would throw 
light on the question of what sort of minority one ought to be prepared to 
compel. I should think, roughly, twenty-five to thirty-three per cent. 
might be a reasonable figure. 

52,527. The ChaiTman: On page 50 you are discussing the question of 
marketing?_1 am afraid I am rather behinu the times in that matter. 

52,528. You say: "I have come across cases in which the large European 
firms merely finance diorect export, via Karachi or Bombay, by the local up
country dealers, taking as their remuneration interest on the sums advanced 
plus a commission on the amount realised by the sale of the exported com
modity in the English m8ll'ket." :who ships?_The case that I had in mind 
was one that came to my notice at Fazilka, in the Ferozepore district, 
which is a great wool market. It was many years ago, That was the 
system; the dealers were in direct communication with the English maorket, 
and t'hese firms used to finance the export alld take their remuneration in 
the way I have stated. 

52,529. You go on to tell us how the markets have grown in certain dis
tricts in the Punjab; have you any views as to the bodies which should 
contr?l and administer these country. marketsf-As far as I remember, the 
poractlce was that generally the District Board projected the markets 
acquired the land, disposed of the sites to purchasers and to people wh~ 
wanted to build shops; after a few years, when the market had been built 
and had developed, it was made into what is known as a notified area 
under a ~mall committee of. its own .. ~o far as I remember, that plan 
worked fairly Well; the committee admmlstered the area as regards sanita
tion, buildings and so forth. 

52,830. In y:o~or re.collection, had the cultivators direct representatlOn on 
the body admln~terlng the marketP-I do not think that they had as far 
as I remember. ' 

52,531. Would that be desirable, in your viewP-I think it would. 
5~,532. On page 5~, you gi"y"e it as your view that the employment of 

gram elevators at II"sllway statlOns would no doubt be beneficial. Have you 
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studied that matterP-No, I am afraid that my remark WIIS not more than 
a suggestion. I remember that an elevator was built at Lyallpu'r, but 
when I saw it it was not in action; it had not been in action and there 
did not seem to be much prospect of it being used; but it seems to me to 
be a development which in time might function very usefully. I saw one 
working in an Indian State, Faridkot, but it was in the very early days, 
and I think it was lI'ather more a show thing than used in actual practice. 
I think that there would be, in time, a fairly considerable field for such 
a system, especially when better and cleaner wheats are available. I think 
that it would help marketing a good deal. 

We saw the elevator at Lyallpur when we were there, and it was still 
what the theatrical profession call "resting." 

52,533. I want to be certain that I understand what you mean on 
page 53, in answer to our Question 5, Finance: "funds needed for 
domestic objects more or less indirectly connected with agriculture." What 
exactly were you thinking of thereP-I should say general domestic objects. 

52,534. Financing domestic expenditure between cropsP-Yes, between 
crops. 

52,535.' Mr. Calvert: Milch buffalo ?-Yes. I mean that if you do not 
include general domestic objects, then the cultivator will go off to the 
moneylender, necessalJ'ily. You want to get as many of his financial trans
actions as possible and, if possible, rull of them; J think that is a. principle 
which is essential. 

52,536. The Chairman: In answer to the same question, you are 
dealing with the matter of taccavi loans, nnd you set out some of the 
factors which have limited the scope and usefulness of those loans. Would 
you add that their unpopularity in certain districts inay have been due 
to leakage between the source of the loan and the cultivator's pocketP
Yes, I think that is quite possible; in fact, I should say it is an almost 
inevitable element. . 

52,537. In your experience, is that leakage considerable?-It takes more 
the form of a. tip, on a more or less libera.l scale, in order to oil the 
machinery .. It is, I think, mainly in that way that leakage occurs; I do 
not know that it is necessa.rily a proportionate deduction from a loan; it 
might be in some cases, but I think the general p:rocess is a more or less 
liberal tip or some other gratification, as I say, in order to oil the wheels 
of the official machinery. . 

52,538. But not granted merely for the pleasure of givir.gP-No, I think 
not; it is given, more or less, for consideration. 

52,.539. Professor Gangulee: Is there a considerable delay in getting this 
loan P That ha.s been said to be a factorP-Under the Agl"culturists Loans 
Act, where the distribution is very often on the spot, I should think that 
the de.Jay was less than with improvement loa.ns. In the latter cases the 
procedure was more complicated aud some calculation of instalment was' 
required, though a good deal of that work was done afterwards. The 
delay was more, I think, over the improvement loans than for the others, 
because the improvement loans were not generally distributed on the spot, 
whereas with 'l'egard to the agricultural loans for bullocks, seed and so on, 
especially in times of scarcity, there was peripatetic distribution, and I 
think that they were generally issued more quickly than the others. 

52,540. The Chai'l1nan: On page 62, in answer to our Question 23 on 
General Education, you make the interesting suggestion that when bare 
literacy becomes more general, its existence is less likely to disturb the 
individual enjoying it because he will not feel himself marked out for pro
motionP-Yes, that is my idea. When there is a general atmosphere of 
education, the educated youth will be more inclined to say: "I am very 
much as the people round me; what is the object of going away? .. 
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52,541. Have you noticed thatP-I am afraid I have not, because the 
atIll()6phere of the Punjab village in my days was certainly not educated; 
I think there was a tendency for the boy Who had been educated, certainly 
beyond the middle stage, to feel that he could do a great deal better for 
hiDl8elf than in the village, and his parents very often felt very much the 
same, though not always. A certain number of t1uim did regret that 
education drew youths away from the fields, but at the same time they were 
all quite keen on thei'!." sons getting official posts. 

52,542. In answer to Question 25, on the general matter of the welfare 
of the rural population, you give it as your view that village surveys might 
well be carried out by unofficial per80nsP-Yes. 

52,643. Would they '!."equire to be members of some organisations ?-I 
think that they would have to work in connection with some central 
organisation. One or two which I remember were carried out, more or less, 
in communication with and undelJ." the encouragement of the Punjab 
Economic Board. I certainly think that it would not do to have a 
person going out on his own, so to speak; he should work under some 
organisation or agency which would indicate to 'him the general lines of 
research and also help him. 

52,544. Have you thought a·t all of the possibilities of the Indian Univer
sities taking up studies of this nature P-That WM the sort of agency that 
I had in view; I mean graduates who would approach the task with an 
open mind, without biM in any particular direction. I do not sa·y they 
would 'be alI biassed in one direction; they might be so in various direc
tiolts. I jjhink that bias is a danger which would have to be borne in mind. 

52,545. Such surveys are not of ve1'Y much use, a.re they, unless they are 
carried out by persons thoroughly welI instructed as to the method of pur
suing themP-Yes, I certainly think it would have to be somebody with 
expert knowledge of general econQ1Dics and also, of course, familiar with 
agricultural conditions. I do not for a moment contemplate that you could 
depute anybody to do' it; it as certainly work for experts: for somebody 
who is interested in it and also has some organised information about its 
pl·inciples and also about the details. 

52,546. On page 64 of your note, you suggest that where the average 
yields of crops have been worked out by reference to particular fields, the 
payment of a reasonable fee to. the cultivator whose field may be the subject 
of investigation will be desira.ble. Is there any particular reason why 
he should receive a feeP-The experimen,t would mean a certain amount of 
trouble and possible loss to him; he might ha.ve to put up with delay in 
reaping, cutting and in some of his agricultural operation; it might hamper 
him i.n certain ways. 

52,547. Sir Henry Lawrence: In your remarks.on compulsory education 
on page 62, you state thaJi without compulsion universal literacy in India 
is and will remain impossible P-Ye.I\-

52,548. You go on to say: "On the other hand the obstacles in the way 
of a policy of ·thorough-going compulsion are clearly enormous; obstacles 
somal, administrative, financial, with which it is not necessary or possible 
to deal here." Could you develop thatP Could you tell us what these 
obstacles areP-Administratively, I should say, one obstacle is the number 
of teachers required. It seems to me that the problem of education in 
India ~ very largely, though not entirely of course, the problem of the 
qualified teacher. .If you had this enormous extension, no doubt the 
number of teachers would increase, but I think that there would probably 
be very considerable difficulty in getting an adequate number of qualified 
teachers. You must have. your teachers thoroughly up to the mark or 
it is a question of the blind leading the blind, which I think in the pMt has 
operated a good deal to prejudice the cause of Indian education. 
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52,549. What al'e the financial obstaclesP-The principal one is the cost; 
I should think that, without extra taxation on a fairly substantial scaLe, 
anything like complete oompulsory education would ,be impossible. 

52,550. Have you made any estimate of what the COBt would be in your 
ProvinceP-No, I have not. I am bound to say these are merely my impres
sions; I have not had the materials to make a calculation. There is a book 
which has recently 'been written by Mr. Mayhew on Indian Education. I 
daresay the Commission has seen it. J: think he makes a certain amount 
of the financial point, though I believe he is strongly in favour of com
pulsion. But it does seem to me that the financial aspect would certa.inly 
be a limiting condition for some time to come. Then as regards the social 
obstacles, I am only talking from experience in my own time. The 
zamindar certruinly did not contemplate compulsion with any favour, that is 
to say, generally, largely for the reason that it would deprive him of the 
work and assistance of his boys, in looking after cattle and in other matters; 
and there would be, I have no doubt, other difficulties of the same kind. 
Very possibly they are wearing away. From what I gather, in the Punjab 
compulsion ha.s been extended to a very large number of areas, but still 
I think that there would ,be considerable social difficulties and certainly in 
the more backward parts of India. 

52,551. Do you envisage compUlsion for girls as well as boysP-I suppose 
ultimately that might come, if it succeeded with the boys; of course, for 
complete literacy compulsion would be necessary as much in the case of 
girls as boys : possibly more so. It is an enormous subject, and I do not 
think that one can run away with the impression that compulsion is neces
sarily going to succeed. But it does seem to me that unless we can have 
compUlsion of boys in the first place, and probably of girls later on, India 
in the mass will relIlain illiterate. 

52,552. Do you anticipate actual physical opposition to the enforcement 
of such a measureP-No, certainly not, unless it is carried out in the most 
tactless manner. It certainly is a thing for which a great deal of tact 
and care will be required, especially in BOme parts. I should think the hill 
tracts and backward localities would probably not understand it, and if the 
pace were forced I think it might lead to something in the way of violence 
in such places. I do not think one can afford to force the pace ~n any 
direction in these matters of development. 

52,553. Does the machinery exist, or can it be created, for enforcing 
it in the shape of magistracy to deal with fines and imprisonments? Would 
the existing magistracy be sufficient to deal with itP-It is difficult to say. 
Yau could take tracts where they were not very unfavourllible to it, as I 
understand is the principle in the Punjab now. They select particular 
zails, which are sub-divisions of tahsils, where there seems to be some feeling 
in favour of oompulsion. I do not suppose that lin those, there would be 
ve1", many of these cases of bringing people before magistrates. 

52,554. That is dealing, not with universal compulsion, but with selective 
oompulsion ?-Yes. 

52,555. You do not contempla.te universal oompulsiOill a.t allP-Not straight 
away; it is I/o thing which has to come gradually. 

52,556. Professor Gangulee: The first stage in your opinion would be 
selectiye compulsionP-1 think so, certainly. 

52,557. Sir Henry lAwrence: Have you advooated any method of increas
ing literacy by voluntary measures leading up eventually to oompulsion: 
any measure that will induce agriculturists to keep their children a.t school 
after the fourth stage of primary educa.tion P-I do not think that, a.part 
from the spread of education itself, there is very much chance; the two 
things st'em to me to act and react OIL each other: the mare literacy you 
have the less will be the impulse for the educated boy to lea.ve the village. 
There is also adult t'ducation. 
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52,558. That is not quite my point. You know that at present, when boys 
go to prima.ry BChools, three-quarters of them, roughly, leave the school and 
leave primary education before they get to tM fourth standard?-Yes, 
quite 80. 

52,009. How can you induce their parents to. keep them in the prima.ry 
school aftell' the fourth st&ndard P Is there any means of bribing them or. 
inducing them, or doing anything short of applying compulsory education p
I think probably something might be done in the way of making their 
education a little' nearer their actual life. Some steps have, I believe, been 
taken to do this. If the agricultural boy were educated more in terms of 
things that he is in touch ·with every day, po&Sibly thaij would tend to lessen 
the tendency t.o leave the village. I imagine that the agricultural father 
thinks thus: .. After all, what haa this that my son is learning to do with 
his daily life P" 

52,560. At present the school curriculum is not popular with the rural 
parent?-I should not like to say at present because it is five years since I 
have been there. 

52,561. Five years ago it was not popularP-I think that was certainly 
the tendency; hut it was being lessened; I mean, attentio~ was being paid 
to that fact and had been for some years; but still the tradition wac amongst 
the agriculturists that after all there was not. much practical lloint in 
education. 

52,562. On page 42 of your note, paragraph 5, item 4, you recommend 
the encouragement of industries, as far as possible of a domestic type, 
supplementary to agricultureP-Yes. 

52,.'>63. What measures have you in view for the encouragement of those 
industries ?-I should think that demonstration is probably the best line 
along which to attack that problem; first of all investigation and then 
demonstration; find out what can be done and then demonstrate that it is 
possible. 

52,564. 'Which do you regard as of greatest importance to the cultivator; 
the external export market for his products or the internal local markets? 
-I am afraid I am not sufficiently versed in that matter. The etxternal 
~arket has been of great importance in the Punjab, especially in the 
Oolonies. By external, do you mean foreign P 

52,.'>65. Yes, I mean the' foreign export tradeP-As a matter of fact, the 
internal market is the biggest; the proportion of agricultural products that 
is exported is comparatively small compared with the total amount pro
duced, and in that sense, of course, the internal market is the more 
important. 

52,566. Do yOUl recommend the encouragement of industries with a view 
to providing a local internal market for agricultural productsP-I had more 
in view supplementing the agriculturist's income. 1'0 increase the rural 
population by a mixture of industrialists would lead to a demand for agri
cultural produce; but my idea was rather that the agriCUlturist would take 
up domestic industry as an addition to his inoome and in his spare time, so 
tha~ . more of his time would be devote~ to improving his own economic 
POSition. 

52,567. Within the last few years there have ·been two Committees and 
Oommissions to deal with industrial development: the Jndustrial Commission 
under Sir Thomas Holland and the Fiscal CommissionP-Yes. 

52,568. Do you know if any action,. or in your opinion haa sufficient action 
been taken by the (fflvernment of India to carry out the recommendations of 
those CommissionsP-I am afraid I have not followed the matter sufficiently 
c1o.sely to be able to give a reply. 

52,569. Do you know if any machinery exists in India to watch the work
ing of such industries in IndiaP-For co-ordination of investigation and 
so onP 
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52,570. Any machinery, the object of which is to develop internal industries 
in India; are you aware of any such machinery as being in eadstence?-Nor 
I am afraid I am .not sufficiently acquainted with this subject to be able to 
answer that question. 

52,571. Sir Ganga Ram: On page 42 of your note you say: "The true 
remedy appears t~ lie mainly in two directions: (1) the application of more 
capital." Where is that capital to come from? Do you mean that the 
Government should provide the capital or what?-I look to co-operation 
very largely to supply co-operative credit, and the ordinary money market 
would more or less come in 'through co-operative credit. 

52,572. Do you mean that Government should oobtribute something towards 
that ?-No, I had not that definitely in view; my idea was that the capital 
should be the agriculturist's own. 

52,573. They have not got much capital ?-But through co-operation they 
are put more or less in touch with the general resources of the country 
in the way of capital. 

52,574. When you advocate the development of agricultural industries. 
what sort of subsidiary industries have you in mind ?-I should suggest 
textiles. 

52,575. Do you mean the charka?-No, not the charka; I had in view 
something in the nature of artistic textiles. I admit that it is a long way 
ahead and it would require a lot of preparation, but it seems to me that 
it is possible that in parts of India something of that sort might be 
developed. 

52,576. You cannot give us any instances of any industries which are in 
your mind ?-In my replies, I refer to some woollen material which used 
to be made in Bikanir 35 years ago. ' 

52,577. What was thatP-They were mantles which the women wore; I 
have some in my house at the present moment; we are using them as. 
curtains. Of course, that is a very small thing, but it seems to m~ possibl& 
that something in the way of developmentEl of that kind might be encouraged. 
I do not say all over India, but in places. Then there are things like 
sericulture which are all more or less in the experimental ,stage. 

52,578. There is a religious objection to the textile' industry; the J ats. 
will not take to weaving?-Yes, weaving is looked down upon. These are 
just the things which you must do gradually; there is no royal road; you, 
cannot say: "These are the industries which you must immediately start." 
I think 80lllttur ambulando is the principle which should be followed with 
regard to "domestic industries. It does ,not take one very far immediately, 
but I do not think India can be developed agriculturally in five or ten years. 

52,579. You advocate "the wider application of science to Indian 
agriculture and changes in the class of crops now usually grown 011 small 
holdings" P-That is the sort of thing I had in mind, something in the 
nature of market gardening and fruit. 

52,580. Vegetable gardeningP-Yes. 
52,581. In that case you would recommend that the Canal Department, 

should offer a special rate for water for that purpose ?-That depends 00 

the amount of water available j I understand it is not very abundant. 
52,582. At the ordinary rate for water, no gardens can be cultivated?-

That is, of course, an economic question; I think that the department 
certainly might do all it can to encourage that kind of cultivation. 

52,583. On page 43 you say tha.t the work of the Agricultural Departments 
"demands a substantially greater net annual expenditure." TCan you sa.y 
how much P How much would you recommend for the Punjab, for example?' 
-I am afraM I cannot commit myself to giving a.ny definite figure, but I 
think that there is ample room for more expenditure. 
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52,584. Further on you say: , .. Whether the position of agriculture as a. 
• transferred' subject will or will not have a prejudicial effect on its develop
ment remains to be seen." Do not you think making agriculture a 
transferred subject was a. mistake?-That is rather a big qtrestion; I'do 
not think I can go as far as that. 

52,585. I ask you for your own personal opinionP-1 think probably it 
was wise to transfer it, but subject to retaining some power of control 
provincially, and, probably a8 more necessary the Government of India also. 
I think the idea at the back of the transfer was probably correct, if there 
were to be such things as transferred subjects, but at the same time I tliink 
it would have been wise to have retained some power of authoritative 
.control, at all events, in the Provincial Government, if not in the Govern
ment of India. 

52,586. You cannot give us any indication of the kind of control you 
suggest?-It is very difficult, but my general idea is this, that you mlU!t 
have a certain amount of co-ordination lin things like research and experi
ment o,-er a large field like India. After' all, agriculture is an Indian 
problem, though it is a group of local problems as wellj on the whole, il 
is an Indian problem, and I think that you must have some organisation, 
.and that the Government of India must in olIome way function as a co
ordinating and directing power in investigation, experiment, research and 
so on. It seems to me that for that purpose they must have some form 
of authority, however limited or modified. ,That is my general view. 

52,587. On page 44 you say: .. By pasture is not meant, of course, the 
mere uncultivated waste known in the Punjab and elsewhere as bwniar." 
The ba njar receives the rainfall just as much as the other' land, but that 
rainfall is not absorbed into the land. Would not you be in favour of 
passing a law preventing any land from being left unploughed P All that 
rainfall which falls on the bwnjar land goes into the rivers and flows away?
Yes, it flows away into the village tank. II-nd other places. 

52,588. All these bwniar lands receive as much rainfall as other lands; 
therefore, unless that rainfall is absorbed in the land it does no good, liut, 
on the other hand, it does harmP-Yes. 

52,589. Therefore, would you faTour the idea of bringing in legislation 
to prevent any land, whether baniOl1' or otherwise, from being left un
ploughed ?-I should not think legislation would be quite wise in a mat~r 
of that sort. 

52,590. Would not you -do that in the interests of the public, because it 
harins the public?-It does, but then I think you have to get the puhli«: 
to wake up to that fact. In one aspect that is the whole problem; you 
have to make people see, and I do not know that legislation in a matter 
of that kind would be quite the best way to do it. 

52,591. Or might pressure be brought to bear on them by some method 
of IIBsessmentP You recognise the necessity of itP-Yes, I think it would 
be a very good thing if they oould be induced to apply some capital and' 
labour to some of their waste lands, so as to bring them something nearer 
to what one understands by pasture. I quite see that, but I do not think 
that legislation is quite the best way to do it. 

52,592. Not by any method of asseossment or fine? You do assess the 
banjar, do you noH-In former days, when there were large blocks of baniar 
which really yielded profit they were assessed; but in modern times the 
waste is generally left unassessed. 

52,593. I see you advocate compulsory education; is that in rura.l schools 
too?-Yes, for primary education. 

52,594. Do not you think you would take those boys awa.y from their 
occupations P-You would, I suppose. 
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62,595. To the disadvantage of cultivationP-Yes; so far, of course, there 
is harm, but then on the other hand there would be compensating advantages 
in time. 

52,59.6. Are you aware" of the fact that in the last census it was found 
that most of these boys after they have left school a couple of years forget. 
even their lettersP~Yes, I know; I have come across some of them myself; 
I have examined them some years after they had left school and they did 
not appear to know. much. 

52,597. Then, would you propose that they should continue to have some 
sort of adult education in the villageP-I think if you have a number of 
people who can read and write in a village, then the man who can read 
and write has less chance of forgetting what he has learned, because he 
has more occasions for reading and writing. 

52,598. You know that in the last war there was a great pressure on the 
Punjab for recruits P-Yes. 

52,599. Do not you think you might adopt a system by whieh scholarships 
or stipends would be given to selected boys for them to go to school and 
be trained while wearing the uniform, or something like th"atP-You mean 
to go into the ArmyP 

52,600. Yes, to go into the Army so that they will be enlisted beforehand 
and will undergo training; I am merely suggesting that to you1'-I am 
sorry, I do not quite follow. 

52,601. A boy who is of good physique and wants to join the military 
profession may be given a rupee or two rupees a month scholarship from 
the very beginning, so that you will have a list of recruits ready, and in 
that way you could induce boys to follow the military profession?-I have 
not thought of that, but I think on the whole the Punjab is not backward 
in recruiting. 

52,602. It would, of course, only apply to the PunjabP-I am afraid that 
is really the only Provinoe I can speak about: 

52,603. You know all the pressure that was brought in the Punjab to 
get recruits in the warP-Yes, and very nobly they responded to the calL 

52,604. There is a proposal to introduce elevators everywhere ?-Yes. 
52,605. Do not you think elevators can only do good when tliey are 

not more than 10 miles apart; if they are more than 10 miles apart the 
grain would have to stop on the way P-I have no doubt there is some 
liDlit of the distance at which they ought to be from one another, but what 
it is I should not like to Bay. 

52,606. You advocate the extension of the dairy industry?-I should think 
it. is a. possibility that ought t~ be explored in the neighbourhood of big 
towns. 

52,607. In view of the religious sentiment, do you think any Hindu 01" 

Muhammadan can run a dairy industry with profitP-Perhaps they are not 
able to do so at present, but I think it is a. development for the future. 

52,608. If a law were drawn up to limit the area below which the land 
was not to be partitioned, what area would you consider necessary for a. 
plough, irrigated or unirrigatedP-I suppose for one plough between 10 and 
] 5 acres of canal irrigated land would be required; the size in regard to 
well land would depend on the depth of the well, but I suppose it wOldd 
be about five to 10 acres, and with barani land I suppose you c6uld have 
from 20 or 25 up to 40 acres according to the nature of the soil. 

52,609. At the end of paragraph 11 of your note you say: "Any methods 
scientifically calculated to render dry (rainfall) agriculture more secure by 
Ull economy of soil moisture would be invaluable." Have you any particu
lar method in mindP-I believe that in America they employ deep plough
ing for such a purpose. How far deep ploughing is possible ill India I 
am not sufficiently expert to say, but that was the sort of thing I had 
In mind. 
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';2,610. With a tube wellP-I had more in mind dry cultivation on 
rainfall alone. 

';2,611. In America they BOW some seed which stands droughtP-Yes, 
drought-resisting eeed. That is one of the things I had in view. 

';2,612. Is it not your experience that land where lift irrigation is possible 
is now very much sought after in the Punjab?-It is five years since I 
was there, as I have said. I cannot say that lift irrigation was run after 
in my time; people much preferred How irrigation. ' 
. ';2,613. I am not suggesting they prefer lift in preference to How, but 
lands which were formerly left as uncommanded are now so'ught?-No doubt 
they are if they have the proper appliances for lifting. 

';2,614. Sir Th0ma6 Middleton: On page 44, you point out the value of 
the dairy industry to the small holders of Europe and 'America and suggest 
that there is a great possibility of expansion in India, especially in the 
l'unjab?-Yes. 

';2,615. What is the demand for dairy products in the Punjab? Is there 
a big market for milk and ghi?-There is a big demand for it; milk and 
ghi play a very large part in the ordinary Indian dietary; certainly in the 
big towns there is, I should say, a very considerable demand and a very 
inadequate supply: inadequate perhaps more in quality than in quantity. 

52,616. An unsatisfied demand existsP-Yes. 
52,617. So that assuming the small holder took up the dairy industry, 

he would find a market?-I should think so. 
52,618. You indicate the great need for what you call real pasture: not 

waste land but real pasture. How is such real pasture to be obtained 
under Punjab conditionsP-I suppose by something of the nature that 
Sir Ganga Ram was suggesting: ploughing, tillage and irrigation, and 
probably a certain amount of fencing, reservation, and so on. 

';2,619. rou are thinking not of permanent pasture such as we have got 
ill this country, 'but temporary pastures?-I was thinking more of per
manent pasture, but it is a thing which does not at present exist, so far 
as I know: certainly not in the Punjab plains. 

';2,620. It could not exist without irrigation in the plains of the Punjab P 
-I think not. 

52,621. That would presumably mean very low rates for water P-It would 
depend, I suppose, a good deal on what sort of economic position the 
industry attained. Probably it would have to be very low. 

52,622. But in fact for the plains of the Punjab it is temporary pasture 
and not permanent pasture which would be most likely to be economic; 
is not that so?-I should think so probably. I mean" temporary" in the 
sense that graes will not always be available. 

52,623. I mean "temporary" in the sense that it is laid down for one, 
two or three years and not permanently as our pastures are in this country? 
-My idea would be that it would be permanent in that sense ; whether 
they would always be green or not would be another matter, but it would 
~ permanent in the sense that there would be particular irrigation outlets 
for it and the situation would be more or less fixed; my idea was not so 
much that it would come into an ordinary agricultural rotation. 

52,624. No, not necessarily, but in effect it would be a type of forage 
cropP-Yes, something between a forage crop and a permanent pasture. 

52,625. I think the Punjab Government have already reduced very much 
the. water rates for fodder cropsP-I believe they have; I think they had 
begun it before I left. 

52,626. So that encouragement is being given to that kind of farmingP 
Yes. 

52,627. Then you make a point of the importance of veterinary practi
tlon$lrs in treating li,e stock disease?-Yes. 
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52,628. ,What is your view as to the present number employed. in the 
Punjab? Is the number of veterinary assistants adequate or very inade
quate?-I cannot a~swer for the present, but in my time certainly it was 
not adequate. 

52,629. It was inadequate?-Yes, there was scope for many more, for a 
considerable number .more. 

52,630. Sir Hervry Lawrence: For ten times as many?-I do not know 
that; I shpuld not like to say exactly, but we could have done with a great 
many more. 

52,631. Sir Thomas Middleton: You knew of cases where many cattle 
were lost because veterinary assistance was not available in time ?-I can
not call to mind definite instances, but I know there was a very great and 
extensive mortality which might have been prevented. if more officers had 
been available. 

52,632. You lay great emphasis on the value of agricultural eduGation? 
-Yes. 

52,633. You have seen the initiation, the rise of the Punjab AgriculturaI 
Department, and. its extension almost up to the present limits, I think, 
within the period of your eervice?-Yes, it began in my time. 

52,634. Are you satisfied. that in starting that department the Punjab
Government made a good investment?-FinancialIy? 

52,635. Yes P-Yes, I should think so; I have not worked out figures .. 
52,636. It was a good investmentP-I should certainly think so financially. 

Of course, there are other aspects of it too, but I should think financially 
that would be so. ·Whether the return has all come in yet is another matter. 
but I should say financially it must have been an excellent investment. . 

52,637. And your experience would lead you to think that development 
in the direction of the development of 1912 to 1922 is desirable?-Yes. 

52,638. In watching the development of that department were there any 
mistakes in policy or procedure that occur, to you that you could point out 
to usP-As a matter of fact, my sphere of duties lay rather with land 
revenue and assessment; it was my colleague who dealt with agriculture. 

52,639. It was your colleague who, as Financial Commissioner, dealt with 
agriculture?-Yes; occasionally I had charge of it for a ·brief period when 
he was absent on leave or otherwise. 

52,640. I was assuming you were the Financial Commissioner in chargE!' 
uf agriculture?-I was not; my colleague really had charge of it. 

52,641. ]'rom the importance you attach to education, I take it that 
you are thoroughly in sympathy with the experiment which the Punjab
Government initiated in your own time of introducing teaching in agricul
ture into the middle vernacular schools?-It was actually started after my 
time, but I am in sympathy with it. At the same time, I regard it as 
something less than actual vocational teaching; it does not seem to me 
th'at in the middle school you can turn out a finished farmer. 

52,642. It is intended to be less than vocationalP-Yes. 
52,643. It is intended not to be vocationaJ.P-Yes, pre-vocational perhaps. 
52,644. We have got two stages to think of in agricultural education: 

we have got to get the people to think for themselves?-Yes. 
52,645. Your vernacular school is trying to educate a population who wilE 

think for themselvesP-Yes. 
52,646. We soon come to the end of improvement if it is merely a. case

of cultivators accepting what is put in front of themP-Yes, quite so. 
52,647. You have made reference to the importance of subsidiary indus

tries; have you come into contact with the Rural Industries Bureau in this. 
country, which exists for the purpose of stimulating industries of the type
you mentionP-No, I am a.fraid I have not. 

52,648. You express the view that the Government of India should co
ordinate; is there any method open to the Government of India by which 
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it can co-oroinate, except the power of the purse, under existing condi
tionsP-Under existing conditions I should imagine not. I understand that 
agriculture is whony transferred and all that the Government can do is to 
aay: "If you will do so and so, we win give you so much," which is the 
&ort of thing that goes on in this country, I believe, in regard to local 
bodies. 

52,649. Reference was made to the fragmentation of holdings and to the 
desirability of limiting fragmentation; but, supposing we were to take 
luch figures as yon· suggested: 5 acres to 8 acres for well irrigated land 
and 20 to 80 acres for barafli, and &0 on, what would you do with the 
dispossessed agriculturiBtsP-I merely gave those figures; I did not express 
a.' opinion as to the desirability of limiting things in the way which was 
6uggested. . 

62,650. Then I misunderstood you P-The suggestion, I think, was that 
partition OOlow • certain area should be forbidden. 

52,651. If it 'were forbidden, what is to happen to those who are squeezed 
out, as it wereP-That is my difficulty; I do not quite see how it is to 
work; the actual legal partition could be prohibited, but there would be 
nothing to prevent the oo-owners cultivating in separate plots, as happens 
now. I mean that a great many of the partitions effected do not get into 
our records at all. 

52,652. The property may be worked in common?-Yes, in common or in 
StJparate blocks; a very grea.t deal of joint land is worked in the latter 
way. 

52,653. I misunderstood the proposal: I thought it was limitation to the 
eight acres holdings?-I do not quite see hQw thaj; could be carried OUG 

practically. 
52,654. I feel very strongly with you on the importance of growing com

mercial crops as distinguished from subsistence farming; but the difficulty 
is the very small size of the holdingP-Yes. 

52,655. With a very limited holding a man is forced to cultivate food 
only, because he cannot afford to sell and trust to selling- his own produce 
ana buying food: his operations are on so small a scale that he cannot 
enter into commercial farmingP-Even of a mixed type. 

52,656. Yes. That seems to me to be a very great difficulty with which 
cultivators in the Punjab and other Provinces on less than five acres are 
faced ?-That is so. ·But I suppose if he went in for mixed farming, he 
would buy his food from the proceeds. 

52,65; .. He could buy his food, but he must then pay the profits of the 
ruiddlElwan on hisbuyingP-That is so. 

52,65!;. And that adds thirty to forty per cent. to the cost of his food?
Then comes in co-operative marketing which seems to me to be a necessary 
adjunct to farming on five acres. 

52,659. I wanted to put that point, because it is a very difficult one iII 
dealing witb such small holdings?-Yes, it is. 

52,660. Reference was made to the possibility of legislation imposi~g 
compUlsion on a r~lcitrant minority in the case of consolidation of holdings. 
In the :first place If there were such a law, do you think that this in itself 
might injure the co-operative movement? It is voluntary at present; 
would the introduction of such legislation operate against the voluntary 
spirit?-That is the eort of idea that was present to my mind. I should 
like to defer legislation as far as possible until consolidation has gained 
momentum, so to speak, by voluntary means; then you would possibly 
have some sort of public opinion in favour of the adoption of compulsion. 
It seems to me that if legislative compulsion were adopted straight away 
it might engender some feeling of opposition. 

52,661. What you want to haVE! is power behind you without using it?
Yes, my experience has been that '\'ery 'often that is a very excellent 
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position to have in India. in various matters. 1 think that is quite 
reasonable. 

52,662. If you were proceeding on such lines, it would not be necessary 
to lay down the 'actual percentage of the majority in the law; the law 
might be something in this form, that where a majority of the owners in 
a particular village desire to consolidate their holdings, there is power to 
apply for a compulsory order. Then, lIB a rider to that, you might have. 
"Provided that no compulsory order sha.ll be made if (say) the owneu 
of sixty-six per cent. of the land, or seventy-five per· cent. of the owners 
by number, do not make application." It would not be necessary to lay 
down the actual number in the law; it would be merely a limiting number P
Yes; I agree. I think that you would have to give a wide discretion to 
the authority deciding the matter. 

52,663. Yes, that is soP-And if the minority were a comparatively small 
one, then you might .say that the minority were to be compelled, but beyond 
that you 'Would leave it to the discretion of the court. . 

52,664. That could be accomplished by making application for a compul
sory order whioh would be granted by some authority, the law stating the 
minimum number of persons who could applyP-Yes, that could be done. 

52,665. That could easily be aooomplishedP-It is, I think, essentially a 
matter for discretion, such as we have in partition cases now; a man or 
a group of co-holders apply for partition, and even there it is in the dis. 
cretion of the revenue officer to refuse it altogether, for a. sufficient reason. 

52,666. If there were an Act giving a minimum figure, say, of 66 per 
cent., the person making the compulsory order might require 90 per cent. 
of the people to agreeP-Yes. 

52,667. Mr. Noyce: On page 41, in paragraph 2 of your memorandum, 
you refer to the mass of literature relating to the settlement of land revenue, 
and you say that it requires to be digested and co-ordinated. Have you any 
suggestion to make as to who should undertake it and how they should ~et 
about itP-It would require officers specially deputed, if not a department, 
but I should think that something in the shape of a statistical bureau 
might probably deal with some very useful aspects of it. . 

52,668. What is really wanted is a bureau of rural economics; that is the 
only machinery that could cope with it, I supposeP-I think I have indi
cated that more or less. It seems to me that you must have an economic 
branch of an agricultural department, to deal with the purely economic 
questions that arise, as apart from the technical and s<:ientific questions. 

52,669. In paragraph 4 you speak of a two-fold remedy: "(1) the applica
tion of more capital, with its necessary implications." Do you think there 
is any s<:ope for the application of capital to a small holding, or are you 
thinking really that it would benefit the cultivator only indirectlyP-I think 
that there is a certain amount; the sort of thing I had in mind was the 
small oultivator investing in a properly constructed pit for keeping hi" 
manure, or better sheds for his cattle with a masonry floor where he can use 
litter, and other similar improvements. All such things would mean more 
capital expenditure and possibly more useful employment for his time. I 
should think there are directions of that kind in which, even on a com
paratively small holding, there is room for the application of capital. 

52,670. He would get his capital from the co-operative societiesP-Yes, 
t.hat was my idea. 

52,671. Do you think the "three a.cres and a cow" principle is really 
applicable to the small cultivator in IndiaP-The mixed farm? 

52,672. You cannot do much mixed farming on three a.crlllS P-I suppo.se 
there are comparatively few people who are a.ctually cultivating three acres, 
they generally manage to eke it out in some way. There are districts such :t~ 
Jullundur where the holding does work out at about three and a half acres 
per head, but then we generally found they are a·ble to add to that SOllilt 
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more land on rent or otherwise, so that the cultivator gets for his plough 
60mething like eight or nine acres. 

52,673. It is the cow I am thinking of; is not there a tendency, certainly 
in Western countries, against dairying on a small scrue?-In Denmark, 
I believe they do it a good deal; I do not quite know the size of holding 
there. Of conrse, things are on a small scale in parts of India, but I do 
not see what else is to be done. 

52,674. Market gardening, of couree, is only possible near the big towns? 
-Yes. 

52,675. When, in paragraph 13, on page 46, you speak of the application 
of ecientrnc statistical methods to the elucidation of rural and agricultural 
l>I"oblems, I suppose you are thinking of the Bart of work that Mr. Jacob did 
when he was in Indiai'-That is what I had in view; his work was mainly 
the correlation between rainfall, that is seasonal rainfall, and the crops. It 
seems to me there are probably a good many other problems of the same or 
of an analogous nature which might be treated usefully in that way. 

52,676. On page 47 you say the provision of a two years' leaving certificate 
course is highly desirable. As a matter of fact there is such a course at 
LyaJlpurf-Yes, I believe there is. . 

52,6i7. On page 52, in reply to Question 2, you say you conslder the 
elementary facts of botany and agricultural proce&<;ea should be imparted 
in schools. How do you propose to do that and provide sufficient time for 
the three RaP-I think it would work in with the three Ra; such facts would 
be merely tbe material in which instruction would be given: reading and so 
on. I do not know that you would necessarily have a definite lesson in 
botany, but the teacher in his instruction would use botanical material as 
illustrations and otherwise. 

52,678. Give the agricultural atmosphere in facH-Yes, he would talk 
in terms of these things. 

52,679. On page 62, you say that your admiration of the progress of co
operation in the Punjab is tempered with a modicum of scepticism as to 
the permanence of some of the recorded developments. Which of the 
developments were you especially thinking ofP-I have not got a list of 
them, but there seemed to me to be one or two which are very excellent, 
but I rather doubted whether they would, so to speak, really catch ori for 
some time to come. Of course, one has to try many experiments. 

52,680. They are a little fanciful? Is that what was at the back of your 
mind P-Yes, some of them. 

52,681. Sir JO/m,es Mackflnfl4: What are your views about the relationship 
of the Financial Commissioners to Government. At present there is a 
scheme in the Punjab by which they are Secretaries to Government, and 
there was the old scheme under which you worked under which you were 
Lot a Secretary to Government. Have you any views on that arrange
ment?-I do not know the practical working of it, but personally I was 
against it, possibly because I was wedded to old methods. It seems to me 
that it is not easy to combine effectively the two functions of a Secretary 
and a head of a department. I am disposed to think that the mixture of 
head of a department and Secretary to Government is likely to lead to 
difficulties. Of course, there are minor matters, such as dealing with files; 
J do not know what they do with their records or how they keep them 
separate, but that, no doubt, is a comparatively trivial matter. The Finan
cial Commissioner used to be the Government's adviser in matters of land 
revenue and assessments, records, forests, and, of course, later, agricul
ture and other branches. It is not clear to me how this function can be 
satisfactorily combined with that of Secretary. 

52,682. Would you consider the possible limitations on touring as a handi
cap too?-Yes, I must say I found that considera-bly in the last year of 
my service; I suppOEle it was inevitable, but much of my time was occupied 
in sitting in the Legislative Council, which I have no doubt was very 
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good for me; whether it was good for the Legislative Council is another 
question. But I found it did seriously interfere with one's opportunities of 
getting out into the districts and seeing how things were actually working 
on the spot. I felt tbat very much in the last year of my service. 

52,683. Of COU1'6e, if one were Secretary to Government, that is a further 
hmitation on touringP-Personally, I do not see how the Financial Com
missioner can do any practical touring at all if he is a Secretary, because 
presumably he has every week to attend on the Minister or Member with 
('ases, and for other purposes. 

52,ti84. In the present condition of agricultural development in India on 
which would you lay greater emphasis: the development of education or 
the development of communications P-8peaking for my own Province, I 
should say that on the whole education at the present moment is probably 
the thing that is more urgently wanted. I do not wish for one moment 
t,o minimise the importance of communications; I consider that they are 
most essential, but I think that the province is fairly well developed in 
that respect; I do not mean to suggest that anything like what is perhaps 
really necessary has been accomplished, but I think that we are probably 
more backward in education than in communicatioIl6. 

52,685. Then you would lay a great emphasis on educationP-Yes, I 
think so. 

52,686. Have you any views on adult education of a strictly literary type 
with a view to assisting men who may have 'been educated to regain literacy 
01' in attempting to inculcate literacy in an illiterate adultP--I have not 
really seen the working of it; a wider spread of juvenile literacy is the 
real thing that is wanted; I think there is more to he expected from that 
than from trying to educate, or rather re-educate the adult. The latter 
is a very excellent thing to do and very beneficial, but it seems to me that 
advance wnI be attained on a greai!er scale by a spread of juvenile literacy 
than bv education or re-education of the adult. 

52,687. I think, somewhere in your note, you emphsise the phase of adult 
education which consists in the demonstration of a particular process to a 
t'ultivator which in his ordinary daily work he can understand without 
heing literateP-Yes. 

52,688. You would emphasise that form of adult educationP-Yes, the 
I:tntern and such like. 

52,689. Professor Gangule/l: You have two Financial Commissioners in 
the PunjabP-Yes. 

52,690. One, I unde1'6tand, is in touch with the Ministers holding the 
portfolios of Agriculture, Co-operation and so on. How does that system 
workP-1 have not seen it working and I cannot say, but I imagine that 
he is a Secretary mainly and also head of a department. 

52,691. In a Province you have a Ministry of Agriculture, a Ministry 
of Education and a· Ministry of Local Self Government: three Ministries 
In accordance with the Reform ActP-Yes, there are th~ now in the 
l'unjab. 

52,692. Do you think it is necessary to have one official, or non~fficial, 
to co-ordinate the activities of these three Ministries P-From the point of 
view of agriculture P 

52,693. From the point of view of tackling the rural problem as a whole, 
is it necessary to have one individual like a Financial Commissioner or 
Development OommissionerP-I suppose that as far as the three Ministers 
go, the Governor is the co-ordinating agency. 

52,694. You do not think any other agency is necessaryP-No, I should 
Ilot think so, between those three. ' 

52,695. Turning to your note, I think you made it quite clear to us that 
you would like to see mixed farming and subsidiary occupations; is that 
youI' ideaP-Yes, that is my general idea.; it seems to me that it is more 
or less along those lines that development must run. 
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52696. Now, for the development of rural industries supplemeutary to 
ngri~ulture at the present time there is no organisation in the Province p
As far 8.8 i know, there is nothing very definite of that nature. 

52,697. Do you think such an organisation would be useful in ti~e ~-I 
should think it would be very useful. It seems to me that these SubSIdIary 
illdustries are very necessary; 1 mean that if they can be called into active 
and healthy operation, the agriculturist would be very, very much benefited, 
and, 110 far, of course, organisation is necessary. 

52,698. On the question of cattle improvement, how would you organise 
the whole subject of animal husbandry P It has been suggested to us that 
cattle breeding should be under the Veterinary Department. Woould you 
recommend such an arrangementP-What I feel is that veterinary work, 
especially with referenoe to bovines, is so extraordinarily important for 
agriculture that the Director of Agriculture, or wh?ever is primari~y respo~
sible for the Agricultural Department of the ProvlUce, should be In a POSI
tion to make his influenoe, knowledge and views really d'elt in evel'ything 
that has to do with bovine veterinary work. It seems to me that this is 
scarcely possible unless he is the departmental head. I quite see thl'l 
difficulties, but, whatever is done, I think it should not be possible that 
IIny bovine veterinary question should be settled (I mean any broad ques
tion of policy or such like) without the Director of Agriculture being able 
to make his influence felt in the fullest degree. 

52,699. In animal husbandry, of course, there are two divisions: one 
deals with cattle and live stock improvement and the other deals with the 
treatment of diseases?-Yes. 

52,700. Supposing you do split up animal husbandry into two such broad 
divisions, would you have cattle breeding under the Veterinary Depart
ment, or would you leave it under the Agricultural DepartmentP-I have 
not really thought that out very carefully, but it seems to me that both 
would have to be under the Veterinary Department; at all events, the 
Veterinary DepartroenJt would have to have a very intimate connection 
with anything to do with cattle breeding. ' 

52,701. So that you would recommend that cattle breeding should ·be under 
the Veterinary DepartmentP-Yes. I think that it would have to remain 
with them for practical purposes. 

62,702. It has been suggested to us tlIat the subordinate revenue officials 
should have some agricultural training; do you think it would be 
advantageous to give IIOme sort of training in agriculture to the subordinate 
revenue officials ?-I think it would; I mean, not in order that they should 
become agriculturists or farmers, but that tJhey may understand the con
dition and position of the agriculturist. Take my own case: when I began 
work in India I was absolutely innocent of all, ideas about agriculture or 
farming and such pursuits. In the first few years of my service I was 
mainly concerned with land revenue settlement work; it became necessary 
to try an~ learn something about agriculture. and land. In those days 
nobody tramed us; we had to do the best we could for ourselves. I think 
it is very desirable that a revenue officer should have some acquaintance. 
not necessarily practical acquaintance, with the general 'bearings of 
agriculture. 

5~,703. Would you recruit revenue officers from the graduates of the 
agncultural collegesP-One need not neoessarily be restricted to them but 
I think a leavening of such graduates would probably be a very good thing. 

52,704. Are you quite satisfied with the existing machinery for collecting 
agricultural statistics?-The Land Records Department no doubt has its 
defects, but I think, on the whole, that the Indian land records are a 
monumental work; I do not thinl!: there is anything on the same scale any
where else. 
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52,705. M1·. Cal'vert: In Northern Iruiia ?-In Northern India, and ;n 
other Provinces too. I think that on the whole they are very efficient. 

52,706. Professor Gangulce: Do you suggest it would be necessary to have 
an organisation other than the Land Records Department to, utilize avail
able data for throwing more light on rural questions in general P-I think 
you want something more, something in the way of an expert agency; I 
think the work of a trained statistician would be very useful; he would 
probably have to work in very close connection not only with the Director 
of Land Records, but al.!'o with the Director of Agriculture. I think pro
bably he would want a small sub-department; you could put him either 
under agriculture or land records. 

52,707. Would you have such a department in the Province or would you 
have one central institute where all these data collected by the revenue 
officials of different Provinces would be sent and then would be correlated 
as you suggestP-I suppose problems would really be largely local problems, 
but they would have their general aspect too. It might be wise to begin witil 
a central agency and have provincial ones later on if necessary. 

52,708. It is not quite clear in my mind at what stage you would recom
mend specialised agricultural education P-My general view is that in 
primary education you cannot teach anything really vocational; you ought. 
not to do so. And I suppose that strictly applies to the middle stage too j 
but I think that in the upper classes of the middle stage you can get to a 
sort of 'Ilia media where you do give what I have called pre-vocational 
training. You cannot turn out fully-trained farmers, but you generally hav,) 
boys who know something about ploughing, cattle and so forth, and you 
might talk about such things more intimately than you would if you were 
talking in general terms about botanical matters; the teaching should be 
something approaching practical training in agriculture. 

52,709. So that practical training will co=ence, I take it, at an ordinary 
middle l"ernacular school?-Yes, I think you might say it would commence 
there. If the boy really wanted to become a trained agriculturist, he would 
hal"e to go further, into some form of technioal institution. 

52,710. That is to say, between the agricultural college and the middle 
vernacular school you.would have to set up another stage?-That depends 
on what the curriculum of the college is. I suppose the two years' coursll 
in the college would probably be sufficient; 

52,711. Talking of this comparison between the importance of better 
communications and of educa.tion, do you not think that better co=unica
tions are an essential need for the progress of rural educationP-Certainly. 
It is very difficult to say that one is more important than the other; it 
seems to me everything reacts on everything else. You cannot pick up 
a particular point of the tangle and say this or that is the essential thing. 
They axe all acting and reacting on each other. I fully appreciate the 
importance of communication as being absolutely essential. 

52,712. The question of rural transport ,and rural communicatioI16 is a 
serious one in India P-Y 68. 

52,713. For instance, children sometimes cannot go to school for want of 
better J·oads P--Certainly. 

52,714. On the quest"ion of irrigation, you come from the Punjab and 
irrigation is an important factor there: are you satisfied with the method 
of distribution of canal water l'-I understand that since I left, the 
authorities have introduced modules in most places. Certainly there were 
complaints or distribution in former days as to the amounts of water 
obtained; the lower outlet cultivators complained that they did not get 
enough water and generally with good. reason; and, of course, there were 
various other factors to be considered which I have indicated in my note. 
There certainly were complaints about distribution; but at the same time 
I think that the Irrigation Department, and certainly the supervising 
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officers, made great. efforts to ha.e things as fair and equitable lIB possible; 
whether they alway& succeeded or not is another question. 

52,715. With regard to water lifting, do you think the existing methods 
are satisfactol)" or can you suggest any definite improvement with regard 
to water lifting from wellsP-The old Persian wheel is a very antiquated 
and very defective machine as oompared with modern machinery. There 
is room for the introduction of modern lifts and tubes. 

52,716. Do you think the Department of Agriculture in the Punjab has 
paid adequate attention to this question of wa.ter lift?-I do not know whether 
it is adequate, but it certainly hOB paid great attention to it, especially in 
the direction of putting tubes into wells; a great deal of that had been 
done before I left. 

52,717. With regard to rural welfare generally, do you think there are 
efficient agencies, both official and unofficial in rural areas for carrying 
out a programme of rural uplift? Let us talk: about official! first: have YOll 

any official agency in the rural areas which can undertake to bring into 
effect a welfare programme which Government may draw up?-What sort 
of uplift do you mean: social or moral or what? 

52,718. To tackle the whole question of the rural problem?-I am not 
sure that we have an official agency; and I am not sure that.an official 
agency is wanted; all that an official agency can do is to create certain 
conditions under which progress can take place if the population are bent 
in that direction. 

52,719. Have you any non-official agency for rural welfare worki'-No, I 
do not know that there is a definite non-official agency. You lp.ean. a volun
tary agency? 

52,720. YesP-I do not know that in the Punjab there is. Of course, 
there are the co-operative societies, but you can scarcely call them official 
agencies. The oo-operative society is an unofficial agency which is doing 
a very great deal for uplift, and in that sense there is such an agency; but 
its functions, of oourse, are limited. 

52,721. So that, in the absence of official agencies, for the time being you 
will have to depend ou such semi-official agencies like the co-operative 
organisationsP-Yes, I suppose so; for tangible advance in that direction. 

52,722. Mr. Colvert: A suggestion was made! that in view of the supreme 
importance of irrigation from all sources to Indian agnculture, the whole 
qnestion of irrigation should be under one department, that is to say, the 
present Irrigation Department should take over wells and everythillg. Do 
you think that would lead to an improvement on the present systemP-· 
That they should take over wells in the sense of improvement, or that 
Government should own the wells? 

52,723. That they should take over, for the purpose of investigation, 
enqwiry and improvement on the technical side, well construction, water 
lifts, water pumps and well designs: that all that should be under the 
Irrigation Department?-I think that you would have to revolutionise the 
department lIB it stande at present; they have got sufficient work at present, 
I should think, for their agency, and of course it is stereotyped on more 
or less definite lines: distribution, revenue, assessment, construction and 
so forth. I fancy if you extended it in that way you would ultimately 
come to the position that you would have to have a sub-division of the 
department to deal with canal work and another section to deal with welk 
I do not know that there is much to be gained by it, except, of course, 
that you would have a certain amount of scientific knowledge about 
hydraulics and so forth. The Irrigation Department is at present 
specialised for canals, and I think you would have to reconstruct rather 
radically if it is to extend its functions to non-canal irrigation. 

52,724. It.j.s a question of how far the supply of water from wells and 
all <the questions connected therewitih can be best developed in the interests 
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of the country at large. Would you have a separate Water Lift Depart
ment, separate from the Agricultural Department?-No, it would have tD 
work very cI06ely with the Agricultural Department. I should have thought 
it would have ,been' better to have had water lifts and such like, as part 
of the Agricultural Department's sphere, though, of course, ir.rigation 
experts. wDuld have a great deal to say as to the scientific, hydraulic and 
other Mpects of the matter. 

52,725. Why should water lift and irrigation from wells come undt<T 
the Agricultural DepartmentP-You mean merely the mechanical aspect of 
lifting the water P The well is an essential part of agriculture; I dD not 
quite see how you can diYide it off and say that the Agricultural Depart
ment is tD have nothing to say to methods of lifting well water. 

52,726. Why would not you place the Irrigation Department under the 
Agricultural Department P-Because it ~s so very technical, and there are 
all sorts of other work which it does: I mean revenue assessments and a 
lot of very complicated constructiDn work. It seems to me that the 
canals require a very specialised department of their own. Designing a 
big canal requires very much specialised knowledge. 

52,727. You have mentioned lin YDur memorandum the somewhat limited 
use made of taooo'!)i for land improvement, such as sinking wel1aP-Yes. 

52,728. Do you think you could stimulate the sinking at wells by placing 
that under a separate department, a department ad hoc for the promotion 
of irrigation from wells in all its technical aspectsP-Yes, I think probably 
you might. 

52,729. The actual irrigation from wells in the Punjab is round about 
3,000,000 acresP-Yes. 

52,730. And the possibilities throughout India are enormous P-Yes. 
52,731. The Commission of 1900 recommend the extension to Northel'Jl 

India of the Bombay system of exempting land irrigated from wells from 
a wet assessment for all timeP-Yes. 

52,732. Do you think that the system in vogue in Northern India of 
allowing a remission for a period of years does in fact serve to deter people 
from sinking wellsP-J~.o, my opinion is that it does not deter them. Of 
course, the periods of exemption haye to be worked out carefully; they 
must vary from one part of the Punjab to another. Before I left I took 
that matter up; we do differentiate between different tracts. I think that 
the system has to be very carefully worked, but 1 do not believe 'hat the 
mere fact that it is only a temporary protection, and not for ever, has any 
deterrent effect. 

52,733. Did you ever form any opinion as to why people do not sink wells 
when the conditions are favourable?-Probably want of enterprise, ignor
ance and so on: the want of the economic outlook, which is at the bottom, 
of course, of a great deal of the trouble. 

52,734. On the question of industries supplementary to agriculture, I 
note that you use the term "industries" P-Yes. 

52,735. Do you, there, intend to differentiate between industries in the 
ordinary use of that term, and occupationsP-What I had in my mind was 
rather to differentiate industry from the actual work of cultivation, of 
ploughing and so on. 

52,736. I think you have stated, in answer to Sir Henry Lawrence, that 
the market for these pl'oducts would, in a vast proportion, be the home 
market P-I understood the question to mean products generally, agricul
tural and other. 

52,737. Dealing with the products of these village industries supplement
ary to agriculture P-I anticipate that most of them would be sold in the 
hom'e market, unless my idea of artistic fabrics materialised; I imagine 
that there would be a foreign demand for the latter. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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52,738. The Widows' Home in Lahore makes silk stockings, but there 
would be a limit to the demand for silk stockings in India?-Yes, but as 
you progreM there will be new wants. One element in progress is the 
emergence of new wants and another is the finding of 'means for satisfying 
tbose wants. I am contemplating that with agricultural development new 
wants will arise; in my view that is progress; if you are not going to have 
new wants arising, you will not have progress. 

52,739. You have got many millions of cultivators fo~ w~om you are trying 
to find subsidiary employmentsP-Yes, to take up their time. 

52,740. Their employment will consist in doing something and receiving 
something in exchangeP-Yes. 

52,741. Can you distinguish between industries carri~d on with a view 
to exchange for other products, and efforts at self-Improvement?-The 
primary object of the subsidiary industries, of course, would be to improve 
their economic condition; improvement of their economic condition would 
be self-improvement: the two things work together. I 

52,742. I was wondering whether, when you used the word" industries," 
you were differentiating between the manufacture of articles for sale and 
occupations to improve village lifeP-No, I do not know that I had that 
distinction in view; I think I had more the idea of manufacturing articles 
either to sell or for the domestic use of the producer. , 

52,743. Why should they manufacture to sell? Why not to oonsume?
Certainly, they ean do both: they ean manufacture for their own use 
instead of purchasing; I quite agree with that. 

52,744. Professor GanguZee: Would you advocate selling only in eases 
where he can produce more than he can sell ?-If he can produce something, 
for himself which would obviate the necessity of buying It, that is part of 
the same thing, it seems to me. 

52,745. Sir Ganga Ram: Could you give an example?-Textiles. I sup
pose if he could economically weave for, himself, he would not have to buy. 
Probably he cannot economically weave for himself: it is cheaper for him 
to buy. 

52,74!i. Mr. Calvert: Taking districts with which you are well acquainted, 
such as Hoehiarpur, about 75 per cent. of the cultivators cultivate about 
two and a half acresP-Yes, that is so: the actual tenant who cultivates. 

52,747. Cultivating, whether as owner or tenantP-Yes. ' 
52,748. What is the optimum you visualise for themP-It is very difficult 

to foresee. In my time, many used to emigrate temporarily to the Cape 
and other places and a large number went into the Army; income was sup
plemented in these ways. I,did not know that the figure had fallen so, 
low as that. 

52,749. In Kangra the yield is 80 per cent., and of course in Bengal such 
figures are quite commonP-1 suppose it means more, intensive agriculture, 
.as far as that can go, and also more subsidiary industries. One cannot see 
much more than that; unless of course industrialisation of, India, on an 
immense scale which does not seem possible ill. a measurable time, were to 
take these men off to factory and other labour in towns. 

52,7.50. I think you will agree that a great deal of the improvement of 
the lot of Indian cultivators has been due to the provision, largely under 
Government auspices, of what you might call outside services such as better 
communications, railways, markets, irrigation and so on; Can you suggest 
any further' similar services which Government can supply for the improve
ment of the lot of the villager P-I suppose transport, small feeder lines 
ana such like, better village roads and possibly road transport services. 

52,751. In one Province at least I thi,nk the rent is also fixed for the 
term of settlement along with the land revenue?-Yes. 

52,752. Do you think a measure like that would tend to stimulate the 
improvement of agriculture: at the time of fixing the land revenue to 
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fix the rent at the same time for all tenants, occupancy as well as nOll
occupancy?-I think it might, possibly. Whether you can do it is another 
question, of course, but possibly it might. It is a question one would have 
to consider very oarefully, especially with regaJ"d to .the batai paying 
tenants. 

52,753. On this question which you refer to in your note of severe eoonomic 
loss having its origin in deforestation of lands, do you think Government 
would ,be justified in embarlcing on any considerable schemes oB afforestation 
on those lands ?-Financially P 

52,754. Taking the longest view, and not considering dil'ect return alone, 
but direct and indirect returns ?-I think a great deal of land below the 
Sewaliks could certainly be improved in time if the hill torrents were 
properly checked. For that purpose afforestation is neces6ary; but I do 
not know that it need be anything very elaborate or scientific. I think 
afforestation for the purpose of checking the actual flow of water would 
probably be comparatively simple and of a comparatively inexpensive kind. 
Of course, if it were scientific afforestation with a view to subsequent 
exploitation, that is a.nother matter; but I think a good deal could be 
done scientifically and yet cheaply for the main end in view, and that is 
to stop the flow of water down into the plains, so as to enable a great 
deal of cultivated land there which has been damaged to be recovered; in 
that way Government might recoup itself and probably would. 

52,755. Were forests under you ?-Certain !1JSpects, chiefly concerned with 
forest settlements, not 80 much the technical PaJ"t of foreet work. [ 
mean that I had nothing much to say as to reservations and technio.11 
working plans and things of that kind, but questions of forest rights, forest 
set£lements and such like, used to come to me. 

52,756. Would you be prep3J"6d to hazard an opinion as to whether 
Governments pay sufficient attention to the views of forest officers as to 
the need for protection, afforestation and conservation?-I do not think 
generally they pay as much attention as the forest officers would like, bur, 
on the whole, I think they aJ"e very reasonably alive to the real demands 
of the Foreet Department in that direction. . 

52,757. Popular' pressure is all the other way?-Certainly; I mean thali 
popular pressure is directed to ha.ing a minimum of restrictions and a 
maximum of rights and privileges; there is very little idea of the neces
sity for regeneration. I remember very distinctly 'asking people in Kangra 
once when I had a number of them before me: "What are your children 
going to do when these woods disappear?" They said: "We want our 
wood; the children can look after themselves." That is the general atti
tude of the villager who has Government forests near him. At least, it 
was the attitude; I daresay things are altering now to some extent in 
some of the comparatively enlightened parts. 

52,758. You take that view, that the popular pressure is all in the wa.v 
of meeting the needs of to-day w'ithout regard to the needs of futul'e 
generations ?-I do, certainly. 

52,759. Do you think Government has paid sufficient attention to the 
forest view p-It has not in the past j I mean that the Indian foreets were 
left to themselves, and it took about ten or fifteen years to get together 
a Forest Department. Since then, on the whole, I think that Govern
ment has been awake to the facts. One does know of very lamentable 
instances in the Kangra District where, certainly, Government did take 
a wrong view of the rights of the people j but that of course was very 
many years ago. I do not think that sort of thing would have hap
pened later up to the year 1918; I do not know what the attitude of 
Government is now. 

52,760. On the question of fragmentation, do you think any good WOUld 

result from any enactment forbidding partition between sons below a 
certain limitP-I do not see how you are going to work it practioally. 

Si1' l>atrick Fagan. 
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As I said in reply to Sir Thomas Middleton, you may forbid the partition, 
but you cannot prevent people privately partitioning and working' 
separately. You are not speaking of forbidding paxtition altogether? 

52,761. That would meaD partition as shown in your revenue records?-
If you forbid partition altogether, it seems to me you must go further 
and refuse to recognise joint succession j if you recogniBe joint sUOC'eSSion, 
it becomes very diffioult to Bay also: "You shall not partition." If you 
say: "You shall not jointly succeed but only one son shall succeed," then: 
you would meet your difficulty. But, having admitted the right of joint 
succession, I do not quite see how you can go so far as to say: "We 
are not going to allow you to partition although we have recognised your 
joint property." To refuse to recognise joint succession would, of course, 
be impossible. 

52,762. Dr .. Hydef"~ You were Financial Commissioner of the Punjab?
Yes, I was one of two. 

52,763. I should like you to tell me what your idea is of the scientific pro
cedure for aeoertaining the average yields of dillerent crop6; what was your 
practice and what improvement do you suggestP-The Agricultural Depart
ment operated in certain districts; they marked down a particular field; 
the crop was cut at harvest time and the result weighed. A good many 
experiments were done by the Settlement Department 1D the course of 
settlement; fields were marked, at the harvest time they were cut and the
produce weighed. The circumstances of the field, as to it'S manuring, the 
number of times it had been ploughed, ,irrigated and so on. were all 
recorded. We had a considerable number of these results, and the average
of them gave some sort of idea of what an average out-turn might be; but 
it was always my view that we had not nearly enough of them, and we had 
no trained staff to deal with the matter scientifically. For instance, one
never knew whether the grain weighed had been properly dried or whether 
it had not, and there were various difficulties of that kind. Then there 
were certain other districts in which, I think, the Deputy Commissioner was
supposed to C84"ry out experiments, but the whole system, I thought, was 
unsatisfactory. It seems to me that it is essentially _ I.'xpert work, and' 
that it should be carried out mainly by the -Agricultural' Department. 

52,764: What is your definition of standard deviation?-It is a statistical 
concept; you take the deviations from a certain figure, you add the squares
of those; divide by the number of deviations and take the square root; that 
gives you the spread of the difference. You may have one set of quanti
ties in which all are very near the average, while another set may have the 
same average but be very widespread, which, of course, makes a. good deal: 

-of practical difference. It is my impression that the standard deviation in 
crop outturns would be fairly large. 

52,765. Having found out your standard deviation, I want to know what 
use you are going to make of it in coming to this settlement !l'ate ?-If 
you had your average and your spread was very large, it would tend to. 
make you very careful in assessing up to that average; you would have to
remember that there were a good. many weak people who did not come up' 
to that average. If you have an average where the spread is very small, 
and. mo~t _of your people ar~ up to that average, then you can go nearer
to It WIth confidence; but if you have a lMge spread, while it is quite 
true that there are a large number of people above it, it is equally true
that there are a lot of people below, and if you keep close to the average 
there may be a good many more people in trouble than there would be in 
the other case. 

52,766. At present, it is an ordinary arithmetical average of yields over 
a number of years?-Yes, it is practically. 

52,767. And t~at applies t~ all manner of people?-Yes, but, of course, 
the assessment IS not an arIthmetical operation; you have to remember-
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that arithmetical results merely p'rovide some sort of guide. He is a very 
unwise Settlement Officer who sticks to arithmetical averages too closely. 

52,768. He would have to apply his common sense and see if the cultivator 
was strong enough to bear the burdenP-Yes. 

52,769. The ordinaory practice is that you apply an average all round?
Yes, in order to get at the arithmetical results. 

52,770. Sir Ganga Ram: What proportion of the gross produce of land 
do you take for the orevenue in the Punjab P-The theoretical standard used 
to be what we called half the net assets; I think it worked out, as far as I 
remember, at something like ten per cent. of the gross produce. 

52,771. There is evidence before us that in the United Provinces th9 
Government only takes two per cent.P-It was ten per cent. on assumed 
prices; that figure is not reckoned at current prices; if it were, it would 
fluctuate with the range of prices. Th",t ten per cent. depends on the 
range of prices we assumed for the whole period of settlement, which was 
pretty lenient compared with actual current prices. 

52,772. Then you think that statement about the Umted Provinces is 
wrong?-I cannot answer for the United Provinces, but I should say two 
per cent. is certainly very low. 

52,773. Do you knQw that the collection of the revenue on certain dates 
very shortly after the reaping of the crops forces the people, especially if 
they are small peasants, ·to sell their produce at a lossP-Of couorse, it 
makes it necessary to sell produce in order to obtain money for land revenue 
payment. 

52,774. Or foroes them to go to the moneylenderP-No doubt it operates 
in that way in some cases, but not in all. In fixing the dates for the 
-instalments of land revenue we always used to take that consideration into 
.account and as far as possible meet their convenience. 

52,775. Do you see any'objection to giving them the full six months, 
making it the 1st OctoberP-Yes, I think probably in that way a good deal 
~f money that might quite conveniently have been devoted to paying 
Government revenue would be diverted to other purposes; I think that is 
possible if you fixed as long a period as six months. I quite admit that 
there ought to be a reasonable time. 

52·,776. Professor G/lI1Igu.lee: In view of the changing conditions, do you 
·think the Forest Act of 1878 requires to be modified or amendedP:-I think 
it worked fairly well up to the time that I had anything to do with it. 

52,777. You could not think of any definite suggestion for improvement?
'1 cannot think of any definite suggestion at the present time, but no doubt 
·there are matters on wlhich forest officers could point out where alteration 
'would be desirable. . 

52,778. Is there any scope for fuel reserves, which are of course very 
.important in a Province like the PunjabP-There is scope for them, but 
whether it is possible to have them is, it seems to me, another question. 
Fuel reserves are· mainly in the plains: they would have to be irrigated; 
they would have to be fairly numerous, of course not one near each village, 
but you would have to have a good many; then you would ihave to have 
shops, and so on, for distributing the produce. I am inclined to think that, 
in the long run; probably the cultivator might have to pay more for his 
fuel than he loses ,by using his cowdung; but it is very difficult to cal

-culate. I do not think the fuel and fodder reserves in the plains are 
possible on any really big scale. 

The Chairman: I do not think Sir Ganga. Ram correctly understood your 
.last answer to ihim. 

52,779. Sir Ganga Ram: Did I not correctly understand your last answel' 
t? be that it would be advantageous to allow the people six months to pay 
the revenue P-I think six months is too long; on the whole I do not think 
it is necessary. 

Sir Patrick Fagan. 
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52,780. Is it not collected earlier merely for the purpos~ of showing tne
revenue in that year's Bu,IgetP-I do not think so; I think that the 
Government wants the money. 

52,781. It is in order to frame the Budget, is it not?-No, they want it 
for actual ways and means. 

52,782. Mr. CalVll1,t: On page 56 of your note, you say that under the 
killabandi operations it was required that all the cultivated fields of that 
village should be rearranged and consolidated in rectanguar plots of suitable 
area?-The main point was that they were to be rectangular. 

52,783. That had nothing to do with consolidation ?-N 0, it had nothing, 
directly to do with consolidation of holdings. 

(The' witness withdrew.) 

Sir DANIEL HALL, K.C.B., M.A., F.R.S., Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

NOTE. 

It is w.ith very considel'able diffidence that I subnnt any statement tOo 
the Royal Commission. I cannot claim a knowledge either of Indian agricul
ture or olthe organisation of research and education already existing in India. 
I have in consequeooe confined my statement to a discussion of the question 
of researoh; even 80 it is more tha.n possible that many of my suggestions
have already been considered by the Commission, perhaps ad nauseam. 

It is of course well known to us in England that there have been exten
sive developments of agricultural research and education in India during, 
the last 20 years, resulting in the formation of '8. distinguished corps of 
scienti1ic workers. In the nature of things, these men have been almost. 
wholly occupied with problems close to their hand which have pressed for 
immediate solution. 

There would, however, appear still to be an opportunity, indeed a need, 
for a wider survey that would consider lndian agriculture 36 a whole in' 
relation to the economic necessities of its population, which would look for
some of the deeper rooted causes and envisage long range investigations. 
By this survey eome general direction might be given to the stream of 
investigation. It may be that in this conception there is a danger of 
exaggerating our powers of organisation and of over-estimating the effects 
that can be obtained even by Government. In attempting to give a direc-
tion to the agriculture of a country like India we are ass11ilDing not merely 
that we can obtain a greater control over nature but a1eo ;that we can 
alter the habits of a congeries of peoples, gteeped in a well ,tried tradition, 
with the risk of famine attendant on any failure of method. Even I in the' 
immediate field of agricultural research it is possible to over-organise and' 
to put too high a V'alue upon direction of effort a.nd team work. The' 
wisest act of the administration may be to provide opportunities for work 
and then to trust to the chances of disQOvery and the :flowjlring of genius. 

None the less, in dealing with a body of workers it is desirable to arrive
at some general statement of policy and discussion of the ultimate needs 
of the agriculture of the country. Genius will look after itself but Govern
ments have to work with more ordinary tools" by which results with far
reaching consequences can be achieved if the right kind of stimulus and' 
direction is supplied; The danger of all organisations for research is to 
become 'engrossed in problems of technical inwrest alone, to continue to' 
elaborate methods without considering their application, to forget the endi 
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in the means, and it is in this respect tJhat some direction, some outside 
stimulus and criticism, becomes of importance. 

To this end I think there should ,be, in India, a Council of Agricultural 
Research. The Council' should be predominatingly scientific but with some 
lay and administrative members to keep it informed of the reactions of 
the measures proposed on the agricultural community. 

The function of the Council would, in the main, be the consiructive one 
of 'reviewing the situation and thinking out schemes of investigation but 
it would also have some administrative functions in developing the machinery 
of research and in considering the requirements of work in progress. It is 
desirable that the Council should have some funds at its disposal over a 
period of years, and presumably it would proceed and derive its powers 
by, being able to make grants.-in-aid to institutions and individuals otherwise 
financed by the Provincial Governments. The Council must also be able 
to engage men to make enquiries and conduct investigations required. for 
the framing of schemes of research, but otherwise would not conduct research 
nor work other than through the Provincial Governments. The first busi
ness of the Council would be to endeavour to frame a research policy for 
Indian agricultur~. What are the problems? Some are immediate and 
technical, e.g., the question of soil conservation and improvement, with the 
supply and use of fertilisers, or the improvement of crops and stock. Some 
Qre economic, such as methods of marketing, the choice of production for 
home consumption or distant markets, the choice between fuel or fertiliser. 
But, overshadowing all others, is the problem presented in general by Indian 
:agriculture-that a proportion of the community amounting to perhaps 
three-fifths is engaged in producing the food consumed by the community 
.only. It is probable that one-fifth or even one-tenth of the total workers 
could, on the same land, with properly organised methods, proJuce the 
.amount of food required by the whole. I do not assume that the la.tter 
,condition is either practicable or desirable, but the question is fundamental 
whether the goal is to be orgarrised efficient production or the peasant com
munity that is barely more than self-sufficient. I recognise the futility 
·of anyone, as unfamiliar as I am with the administration of India, attempt
ing to outline a constitution and & procedure, but in no other way can I 
make plain the manner in which I conceive the Council can operate. That 
which follows I would ask, then, to be regarded as suggestive ratht'r than a 
definite scheme. 

The Research Council would consist of:-
(1) A Chairman of high administrative standing. 
(2) Eight men of scienoe, the ma.jority of whom should not be 

technically concerned with agriculture but should be chosen for their 
width of view and imagination. 

(3) Two economists. 
(4) Three lay members interested in agriculture. 

The secretary should be possessed of Bome scienti:ic and technical km)w
ledge. The Council would begin by issuing a questionnaire, inviting not 
.only specific proposals for investigation but also more general considerations 
of the larger problems that could be dealt with by research. The secretariat 
would reduce the answers to some sort of form and issue the record to 
members before the meeting. 

The plenary meeting of the Council would require the undivided attention 
Df members for something like So week. With the distances involved in 
India, it would be impossible to expect meetings of the whole Council at short 
intervals, it would be preferable to aim at an annual meeting ouly, Iiut of 

Sir "Daniel Hall. 
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such duration as would permit of ample deliberation. The Council would 
then:-

(a) make a preliminary survey and selection of the fundamental 
problems for more detailed consideration. 

(b) consider the machinery to be adopted for the development of re
search :-special institutes, relations with the agricultural colleges, 
universities and individuals. 

(c) constitute specialist committees with co-opted members to which 
might be remitted for report the specific proposals which had been 
submitted. 

Both (a) and (b) would involve a good deal of enquiry before the Council 
could be in a position to make definite recommendations . 

.As regards (c) some kind of standing organisation could be devised for 
dealing with urgent cases, but in subsequent years the Council would have 
put before them the proposals accompanied by the reports of the 
specialist Committees. 

Oral Evidence. 
52,784. The Chairman: Sir Daniel Hall, you are the Ohief Scientific 

Adviser to the Ministry of Agriculture, and you were from 1902 to 1912 ' 
Director of the Rothamsted Experimental Station. I think you are now 
Commissioner under the Development ActP-Noj I was from 1912 to 1917, 
when I went to the Ministry. I am not even at the Ministry now. I am 
back again as a Director of the John Innes Horticultural Institute at 
Merton. 

52,785. We have your note of evidence. Would you like to say anything 
in addition to it at this stageP-No. As I thought I explained at the 
outeet, not knowing quite about what the Commission wanted me to deal 
with, I could only put in a very general memorandum on the broade'St aspect 
of research as applied to the problems of Indian agriculture as it appeared 
to a man at a distance,. who knew nothing about India at first hand, but 
who had only some general knowledge of the Agricultural Service there and 
the work that that Service was doing. 

52,786. I will put to you, if I may, one or two questions of a general 
nature first. What do you say as to the value of associating research with 
teachingP-The two are complementary to one another and cannot profitably 
be dissociated. Any teacher worth his salt wants to be doing some research, 
and he keeps himself alive' by doing some research. Any research station 
which is divorced from teaching organisations is habouring under a difficulty 
iuo not getting at the young men who are going to have the future in their 
hands. It was a difficulty that we experienced at Rothamsted, that we were 
a pure research station and that we were not part of any University, and 
that we had no flow of the younger people through us. Of course, various 
means were adopted to get over that. It is just the same difficulty which I 
feel in my present position as ·head of the John Innes Horticultural Research 
Institution. Again, \\·e have no teaching functions, and in consequence no 
necessary flow of the younger people coming to us. We have a certain 
number of volunteer research workers, and one of the things that I am 
endeavouring to do is to secure this particular contact. But without doubt 
a research station ought to be closely associated with the University. You 
may notice that in the research scheme which has been worked out by the 
Development Commission and the Ministry of Agriculture, with the excep
tion I think of Rothamsted and of the special research station which was 
founded for fruit in Kent, all the institutes have been associated with a 
University. They are independent in the sense that they are self-contained 
inside the University, but they are there 80 that they may be in contact 
with the other workers in pure science and with the young men who arlt 
pursuing their studies. . 
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52;787. Does the exception include all the research stations directly under 
-the Ministry?-I think I am correct in saying that only Rothamsted and 
the fruit station at East Malling are the institutes which are by themselves 
:in the country and 'which are not directly linked to a University. 

52,788. Professor Gangu.lee: But a student can do work at Rothamsted 
'and obtain a degree in the University of London?-That is so under the 
new arrangement,but none the less, there is no automatic contact. 

52,789. The Chairman: How far is it possible for a researC'h worker to 
teach? Has he the time?-'-If he is not too crushed under the routine teach
ing he ought to have time. There ought to be such a provision in his CGn
·ditions of employment that he has time to give himself up to research; and 
.as a rule, a man who wants to do research will find time if he hits got the 
-opportunity. It is quite easy so to organise that, a little, within most institu
tions. When I was Principal at the College at Wlye I made it part of my 
'business to see that every man who was there had at least one day in the 
'week absolutely free from all teaching engagements, so that he could put 
-the whole of his time into any investigation work he wa.nted. 

52,790. About how many hours a week were your resea.rch workers teach
ing?-If you are considering a research worker, I should say that if he ill 
-there as a research worker and not as a Professsor, he ought ·not to do more 
than three hours a week teaching at the outside. That may involve mOl'e 
-preparation,but I would put three hours lecturing as a kind of limit. That 
-is the sort of limit we apply in the Ministry to the men on the !l,dvisory staff. 
We attach to the agricultural colleges men whom we call Advisers
.entomologists, mycologists, chemists, e'conomists, and so forth, whose 
function is to advise the local farmer, and to conduct local investigations. 
We can say: "You can do a certain amount of teaching. It will not do any 
harm; it will do the Conege good, but our limit is something of the order 
-of two or three hours a week." 

52,791. W'hy has it been found necessary to have research stations under 
the Ministry itself? Why could not the work ha.ve been carried on at 
those stations by other institutions not directly under the Ministry 1-1 
-think the only answer to that is that it was not being d'One. The Universities, 
who are the fountains of learning, had neglected agriculture, and would 
probably have continued to neglect agriculture unless some direct stimulus 
bad been given to them. Going back to 1890, which was about the date 
.at which all the movement towards agricultural education and research began 
in this country, at that time there was a Professorship at Edinburgh, a 
Lectureship at Aberdeen, and a kind of occasional lecture course 01' 

Professorship at Oxford. In the Universities there was no agency whatever 
for getting knowledge or giving instruction in connection with agriculture. 

52,792. Professor Gang.ulee: What was the direct stimulus to which you 
refer ?-The stimulus then? The stimulus was a monetary one. The 
stimulus arrived in the shape of a certain amount of money that was 
rendered availa·ble for the purposes of technical.education, and was handed 
over to the local authorities. Many of these local authorities, being 
dominantly agricultural, conceived the idea that they would have some 
.agricultural instruction, a.nd the result was that from 1890 or 1892, for 
another fifteen or sixteen years, there were attempts to build up agri
-cultural colleges and centres of instruction. Some of the men at these 
-colleges carried on rese·a.rch, and got up such & feeling for research that 
~ventually the Development Act provided money for research. 

52,793. The Chairman.: You have had considerable experience of the 
Development Fund and of the Development Commission, both 118 a. member 
of that body and also I suppose as one responsible for submitting schemes 
to be financed by the 'Fund. what do you say about the principle involved 
in the Development Commission. Do you like it?-~he Developme.nt Com
mission was toO a certain extent an ad hoc expedlent at the tlme. It 
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represented the necessity of creating a new body to start up certain lines 
of policy, which had no precedent in English public life at the time. I am 
not quite su.re, if one were to r&oCast the situation anew to~ay, that one 
would set up the Development Commission quite on. its present lines. 

62,794. Can you. tell this Commission what changes you have in viewr
The question of agricultural research, for instance, has heoome larger and, 
in & llense, much more technical than it waa at the time of the creation 
of the Development Commission. Therefore, if one were setting up a new 
body to take charge of this sort of thing, I think it· would be a body that 
would be more definitely scientific. I am not sure that it should be a 
body possessed of fu.nds other than funds necessary for getting information 
in order to enlighten itself, as it were; sending out experts to make 
enquiries. I think any body of that kind does require to spend 1110ney 
in order to inform itself, but I am not at all sure, at any rate in a Govern
ment like our own, that one ought to interfere with .the direot function 
of the Treasury in providing the department with the funds which it 
requires for its purposes. Therefore, I would not say that any body of 
the kind ought. to finance the whole of the work which requires to be done. 
It should be advisory, and at the outset perhaps it should only be able to 
make grants-in-aid in order to stimulate the appropriate body to set about 
the work. 

52,795. Do you suggest that tbis fund should be non-lapsingP-Certainly. 
52,796. Because of the importance of securing continuity in research P

Continuity in the work, and the importance of not having to live up to 
your income in any particular year. You cannot say in any particular 
year that you are going to get enough to do to justify the expenditure 
of your whole income. In another year you may want to run a good deal 
beyond it. . 

52,797. Is there, in fact, much difference between the arrangements which 
you have just .outlined and th06e existing to-dayP For instance, you 
talk of a non-ofliCial institution applying for funds. The submission is put 
up by the Ministry of Agriculture, and approved by the. Commission. The 
Treasury still has to give its final approval, haa it notP-Yes .. The legal 
position of the Development Commission is, as it were, that of an advisory 
committee to the Treasury. 

52,798. Therefore Treasury control is always present?-Yes. 
52,799. It is not a matter of a body of men having, at their disposal, 

a fund which· they can distribute without leave from the Treasury or any 
Minister or anybody else P--'When the Development Commission was started 
it had a sum of money. While it could not dispose of it without the con
sent of the Treaaury, the money could not be spent elsewhere. 

52,800. That was to try to prevent rai&! on the fundsP-Exactly. 
52,801. Are raids on funds any less popular to-day than they were when 

the Devolpment Fund was set upP-I think funds are less popular. 
52,802. Are yo~ familiar with Indian conditionsP-Not at all. 
52,803. You probably do come into contact with a certain number of 

Indian students. who come to this countryP-I have come· in contact with 
Indian stUdents, and I have come in contact with English members of the 
agricultural staff. There are a good· many men who have been pupils of 
mine, or who have worked with me, and so on. I. know, in that way, 
something of the methods of work in the qrganisation of the Agricultural 
Service. . . . 

52,804. Have you formed any view as to whether there has been of reoent 
years an. improvement, or the reverse, in the training and qualifications. 
of Indian students whom you have seen in this countryP-:-I do not think 
I have a wide enough experience for my opini!>n to be worth anything on 
that point. 

52,805. Have you formed any opinion yourself as to whether it is best 
that Indian sdentific workers should be trained altogether in India, 01' 
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that they should come to this country, or some other country, 
European or American, at any rate, for the final stages of 
their trainingP-I think any serious research student ought, at some period 
in his training, to get outside hiB own country. He ought to experience 
a different atmosphere and, in the case of agriculture, Ilee for himself 
-an entirely different type of agriculture. It may not be that he is going 
to take any direct· lessons from it, but he wants to know it exists and 
see that it is real. All research workers ought to come in contact with 
-some outside scientific influences. 

52,806. That applies just as much to British research workers as it does 
to IndianP-Exactly. In our research scholarships that we give (we give 
-some six or eight every year) it is one of the conditions that some portion 
of the time is spent abroad. 

52,807. At what stage in a man's career do you think it best for him 
to go abroadP-Very late. 

52,808. As late as possibleP-After his initiation into the methods of 
research, I should say. He wants to be familiar with his tools before he 
goes to the man who iB going to start him on an investigation of his own. 
I would say even that very often the most fruitful time for the young 
research worker to go abroad is after he has had a few years' work in 
his research station, a kind of super-student course. You never know 
about a man whom you take in a. research station. He may have been 
of good promise as a student and has shown every sign of becoming a 
Tesearch worker. You put him down to problems; and you have him for 
four or five years, and then you find that he is unsuitable. He is tem
peramentally or imaginatively unsuited to carryon research work. Then 
he is best persuaded to take up some other line in life, to go back into 
teaching or to go into business. When you have found the right man, 
and he has had four or five or perhaps six years in your home research 
station, if you then can give him a year abroad to come in contact with, 
perhaps, a master of his particular subject, I think you have done the 
best poosible for him. It will make a lot of difference to his future quality. 

52,809. Going to rather a different subject, can you tell us whether you 
think appointments in India, of a scientific nature, are likely to attract 
Europell-D research workers in the future, and particularly whether you 
think the five or ten years' appointment, with, of course, an appropriate 
salary, is likely in the future to be attractive to European research 
'Workers?-It is a somewhat difficult question to answer in that one does. 
not quite know how rapidly the situation is changing. There was a pre
judice a year or two ago, a very strong feeling, in the Universities and 
amongst the young men in the research stations, against going out to. 
India. Certain cases were quoted of men who had been, as it were, 
returned, their engageml'nte broken or otherwise, and this created a feeling 
that the tenure was unsafe. A man in academic work goes abroad always 
with certain qualms that he will be forgotten, unless he is a man of out
standing quality. A young man who has qualified at home here and has 
done two or three years' work would, I think, rather fight shy of a five 
years' appointment. He may say .. A five years' appointment may be 
good or bad, but who will know anything about me at the end of those 
five yearsP I shall have been working in surroundings which do not get 
talked a.bout at home. The odds are that I shall not have accomplished 
IIny big piece of work which will advertise me. I shall have lost touch 
with all my friends." This is his danger, and it is a very real danger. 
One sees it over and oVl'r again in a young man in whom one is interested 
who has gone abroad. It is not peculiar to India. It is just the same 
as going to one of the African Colonies. The man who leaves home for 
b. short-period appointment does get forgotten, and the ordinary run of 
a.ppointers in this country, County Councils, colleges and so forth, say 
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.. This man has ,had no ~xperience at home. His experience has been a 
foreign one. He knows nothing about our kind of work, a.nd we will 
pa.ss him over." Unless he has got some very good friends who believe 
in him and who will back him, he finds a little difficulty in stepping back
into the Englilrh academic world. It is not in any way peculiar to India. 

52,810. Do you foresee a substa.ntial increase in the demand for young 
research workers in the Colonie6, Mandated Territorie6, and so forthP
Yes, there is a very striking increese going on at the present time. 

52,811. Is that, so to speak, likely to affect the market for such workers, 
and to make it more difficult to attract the best quality to IndiaP-It is. 
The market is a short one at the present time. In certain directions, 
particularly, it is very difficult to find young men. 

52,812. And I gather there are schemes on the horizon which will, if they 
mature, substantially increase the demand P-That is so. 

52,813. Pro/e88oT Gangulee: I want to get from you, very briefly, your 
idea of an ideal structure of a system of agricultural research. You suggest 
in your note of evidence that there should be, in India, a Council of 
Agricultural Research. How does that suggestion of yours compare with 
the Council which I understand is in existence in England and Wales P
We have no Council here at the present time. The question of whether 
there shall be 1J. Councilor not is one which is being seriously discussed 
by a Civil Research Committee at the present time. There ·is a difference 
in the circumstances. We are pretty close together here in England. The 
oo-ordinating action of the Development Commission has been quite sufficient, 
up to the present time,' to procure the proper contacts and Sbme sort of 
a review of the situation as a whole. My suggestion of a Council which 
appears in my note of evidence is more directed to the fact that India is 
very vast. It is a continent and not a country like this. The conditions 
are very diverse in India. I understand that even the Agricultural Services 
are independent in the different Provinces. Yet research (research from 
the long range point of view) must envisage the whole, and not merely a part. 

52,814. You agree with me, do you, that the development of agriculture 
in a continent like India involves a host of common problems?-Yes. 

52,815. How would you approach those common problems P Through what 
()rganisations would you approach them? To which organisation would you 
refer those common problems?-Do you mean to do the work? 

52,816. To 'do the work in some instances, but to direct and co~rdinate 
the work of the country generally P-I would make a distinction between 
direction and doing the work. I would do the work in, or through, the 
Universities, and through the Agricultural Colleges if such existed. I am 
speaking again with a certain amount of want of knowledge, but I always 
regard the Universities as the agencies which ought to carryon the work. 
The direction, of course, has got to be much more centralised. 

52,817. There would be a need of a central driving power in a sub
continent like India ?-A central suggestive and driving force, in the sense 
that it will provide finance. 

52,818. With regard to the United Kingdom, I think Scotland is separate 
from the agricultural administration of both England and WalesP-Yes. 

52,819. And Ireland, too, has a different department ?-Ireland has two 
departments. 

52,820. Do you think such a step of dispersion of agricultural administra.
tion has lessened the influence of the agricultural interest in the Cabinet P
Yes and no. I think if one started with a clean sheet, if there was an United 
Kingdom (which there is not) there would be only room for one Department 
of Agriculture; and I would say.again that there is really only room for one 
Agricultural Department in Great Britain. All problems are common. The 
present arrangement is a kind of compromise between principles of 
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nationalism and the principle Qf getting the worK done most efficiently; but 
as regards research, we have more or less a common policy, thanks to the 
fact that the Development Commission exists independent of boundaries, 
and can frame a soheme for research which takes no account of nationalism. 

52,821. So that the Development Commission assisted in the formation of 
a common research policy P-Yes. If the Development Commission did not 
exist, something would have to ·be created; some liaison between my Ministry 
and the Board of Agriculture for Scotland. You cannot attack research 
problems with national boundaries. . 

52,822. Referring back once more to the ideal structure of a system 01 
agricultural research, for all fundamental questions you would organise 'a 
central co-ordinating body. You would tackle the common and fundamental 
research problems through such a body more advantageously than if you 
allowed those problems to be dispersed without direction ?-The act of yC'ur 
central administration might be to disperse it. The act of the central think
ing body might often ,be to say, "Well, now, at ' A ' you wilL do that part 
of the work; at 'B ' you will take charge of something which bears on it, 
and at ' C' you will do something else." I do not ever conceive of a central 
administration as a central body to do the work. 

52,823. The thing I have in mind is this: For instance, we know defini1ely 
that soil work is being done at Rothamsted, or at any rate some aspects of 
soil work are being done at Rothamsted, and another aspect of it is being 
carried on at Aberystwyth. Would you require some central organisation 
to suggest what part of the work should be done at Rothamsted P-A central 
organisatioQ, can insist, first of all, upon a certain delimitation of the field, 
and that there shall not be unne(',essary overlapping (although overlapping 
is rarely to be dreaded in practice), and it can see that neglected aspects of 
the subject are attended to. 

52,824. Those are the two functions: first that the central organisatlOD 
may see that the neglected aspects of agricultural research are attended to, 
and secondly, when a new problem arises to see that the problem is tackled 
under the most suitable conditions by different stations?-Exactly, and to 
ensure, of course, that the method of attack goes far enough. My experience 
in connection with the Development Commission in the Ministry is that one 
of the great functions which you have to perform is to restrain a number of 
people from jumping in on a problem which far transcends the resources of 
an individual. These individuals feel the need of doing work in thatdirec
tion, but they do not realise what an enormous task it is. If Rothamsted 
had not boon set up as a kind of central soil research sta.tion, but all the 
agricultnral colleges, more or less, had been allowed to go as they pleased in 
matters offesearch, we should have had, without doubt, perhaps twenty 
individual men working on some soil problems, never being able to penetrate 
very far because they were individuals and had not got the complex tl'am, or 
the power and strength behind them, which is necessary nowadays to deal 
with many of these research problems. 

52,825. Therefore, first of all, for the formulation of a resea.rch policy, 
and, secondly, for the continuation of that research policy, you need iii' 

central organisation P-I tlhink you need a central thinking and more or 
less controlling body. 

52,826. Now, let us come to the composition of that central body. Would 
you have the central body purely advisory P-As I think I have indicated 
in my memorandum, I believe if it is purely advisory and it has no fundi; 
whatever, it is apt to lack weight for its decisions. I think it is taken 
much more seriously by its members if it has !lOme funds ''to administer. 
On the other hand, I do not think it ought to attempt to replace th;t 
business of Government mainly to finance work of this description. If it is 
able to give grants-in-aid it is able to stimulate very much. 
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52,827. You would divest it .of any administrative functionP-Yes. DJ 
not let it administer more·t,han is neooesal'Y for its own purpose of gaining 
information. 

52,828. Would you have this particular central organisation as large' as 
you have suggested in your note of evidence witih respect to the Research 
Council? You suggest a. Research Council of 14 members. 'Would you 
have a smaller body than that or would you have a similarbody?-'-:The 
object of getting it as large as that is to get, out of 14 or 15 men; drie or 
two who mattered. 

52,829. Would not you suggest a smaller body than the one you 'suggest 
here, assisted by a Council of Agricultural Research?-You want rather a 
diversity. Agricultural science, if you may speak of such a thing, or .the 
sciences connected with agriculture, are very diverse. Then you do want 
some lay minds: I believe in bringing in the lay mind to .. a certain extent, 
even if it is only for the purpose of keeping the scientific man away from 
the point of view that there is "nothing like leather," and also to give 
bim lIome sense of the practical consequence. Again, I attach importance to· 
the bringing in of the economist. I draw the distinction ·between economists 
and scientific men, though really I regard them as the same people. 

52,830. If you agree that the ohject of a. central organisation is to direct 
and stimulate research, to formulate research policy, and so on, and to 
view the agricultural problem as a whole, do you suggest that this Council, 
consisting of 14 or 15 members, should be full-time workers or voluntary 
workers? Will they be paid or unpaid workersP-I only adumbrate them 
meeting. I think if they are to be efficient they would have to have some 
~ther job; they would have to be engaged in work of one kind or another. 
They should not be withdrawn from their normal course of life in order to do 
this particular job. This is an extra, as it were; I' thought of. them 
rather as having a meeting once a year, in the case of so wide and large 
a country as India, but of giving up then rather a considerable lUIlount of 
time, and, in the interim, perlhaps as individuals or pel'haps as C~airmen 
of some specialist Sub-Committees; continuing in contact with certain 
branches of the work. 

52,831. Would not you agree that for the permanence and for the con
tinuation of the work, it would be better to have a smaller body which 
would be assisted by this Council of Agricultural Research? Would not 
tnat bring you into touch with the lay mind as you propose ?~I should 
call that a secretariat. I should m&ke a rather strong secretariat. I would 
be quite content to Ihave a first-rate ·Chairman who was perhllP5 able to 
devote the whole or the greater part of his time to the work, and then to 
have a strong secretariat, with this Council to consult specialist johs .. 

52,832. You have, as I understand, an elaborate arrangement of repeating 
experiments in different parts of the country. In Rothamsted, or in 
some other central station, you carry out certain fundamental research. 
In order to test the result in different parts of the country, I understand 
that you have certain arrangements. I should like you to give us some 
i~formation of wb,at arrangements you make with your county orgaIiisa
tlOnsP-You mean how we spread a result which is obtainedP 

52,833. How d,o you test a specific result, obtained in a. central station, 
throughout the country P For instance, you find that a certain variety 
of potatoes a·re immune from wart disease, and you want to find out whether. 
it maintains t~at immunity in Lincolnshire or in any other part of 
EnglandP-I mIght say that we are perhaps embarrassed by the history 
of. the growth of our educational system. Wlhen the work leaves the 
l'esearch group, the promUlgation of .it is a matter for the educational' 
'Jerv!ce. The edu.ca;tional service in this country is not directly in the· 
servIce of the MIU1stry. They are the. servants of the local authority, 
however much they are stimulated by us, and to a large extent paid by us. 
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Therefore, when we want work of that description done we have, as it were, 
to persuade or to suggest to the men in oharge of the work that they shall 
get something of the kind done. Let me take a case in point. We have 
had for some years past, at the Ministry, a campaign for the improvement 
of grass land, ,based upon the work of Bome of the research stations. To 
that end we provide certain central funds for organisation. We draft, in 
consultation, a scheme of experiment, we push this scheme of experiment 
to the Oounty Organisers, and we arrange for a common survey of the_ 
whole to gather up the results; but we cannot dictate to the County 
Organiser in Northumberland, for instance, that he must have so many 
experimental plots. We can only persuade him. However, we find no 
particular difficulty in getting the work done. We do make a clear 
distinction between the educational and propaganda side of the work, and 
the research side. It is not the function of the research station to carry 
the work beyond " Th~ are certain results; now you can use tnem." 

52,834. Will you tell the Commission something about your ad hoc com
mittees which you have under the Ministry, like the Basic Slag Oommittee, 
the Committee on Electro-culture, and so onl'-'l1hey are committees whioh 
are set up, as oocasion arises, to deal with some particular problem. With 
regard to the Basic Slag Committee which you have mentioned, we were 
faced by the fact, when that Committee was set up, that basic slag of 
the character that had become a standard fertiliser and of the value of 
which farmers were very well informed, was becoming scarce, it was no 
longer being manufactured. Therefore we wanted to know something about 
the ohances of improving the supply of material of that description. It 
is primarily a question for the steel-maker. After all, basic slag is only a 
by-product in the manufacture of steel. ' 

52,835. Is this Oommittee a permanent one, working under the Ministryi' 
-It is permanent in the sense that it has not been discharged. It is not 
yet prepared to make a final report and to say that itR work is done. 

52,836. Is not there a Committee on Electro-culture alsoP-We have an 
Electro-cultural Committee, which is directing experiments on the effects 
of electricity upon crops. That Oommittee's report hitherto has always 
been "Well, we have arrived at certain conclusions, but they are by no 
means the end of the story. Please let us go on for another year and give
us some more money," and we have agreed. After all, these committees 
are regarded as being charged with the solving of a particular problem, 
lllld that sooner or later they will say, "Here is the answer and there is 
an end of us." 

52,837. Are they financed by the MinistryP-Yes, in this case either by 
the Ministry or by the Development Commission. The Electro-culture 
Committee is financed by the Development Commission, on our application. 
We have another example. "'e have a Foot-and-Mouth Disease Investigation 
Committee.' 'l1hat is a Departmental Oommittee appointed by the Ministry. 
The membership of the ()ommittee is largely that of medical pathologists, 
human pathologists and human medicine, appointed in consultation with the 
Medical Research Oommittee. That is financed directly by the Ministry. 

52,838. Are many of these ad hoc committees financed by the Development. 
Commission P-All the money which is obtained for the purpose of research 
Ihas been put into the Development Fund as a. matter of course. The 
history of that is this: When the original Development Fund was exhausted 
and when a new programme had to be adopted after the War, the Cabinet 
of the day made certain promises of money to enable the Ministry to develop 
its schemes. That sum of money so obtained was put into the Development 
Commission. When the farmers of Great Britain were promised £l,OOO,OOQ 
for the purposes of research and education, as some sort of solatium for the 
discontinuance of the Agricultural Act, that sum was put into the Develop
ment Commission, or at least our pa.rt of it was. 
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62,839. Mr. Calvert: In your book on " Agriculture After the War" you 
threw out the suggestion that the time had come to start an economic 
farm in order to demonstrate the economic aspect of agriculture. Has any 
progress been made with that idea?-Yes and no. Various attempts of • .le 
kind have been made; that is to say, since the War two or three experi
mental commercial farms have been started in order to test out certain 
methods. The result has been, in the main, disastrous. They were started 
on the wrong basis in many cases. For example, certain small arable dairy 
farms were started and, after five years' running, were stopped and, in a 
sense, written off as failures. There, I think, the initial theory upon 
which they were started was wrong, and we demonstrated, as it were, by 
trial, that it was wrong and that the idea was mistaken. One or two other 
experiments of that kind have been made, but with no great suocess. Our 
final opinion on the matter is that, however nec~ssary (and a lot of these 
experiments are necessary) these quasi commercial undertakings are, you 
should not entrust them to a Government Department to carry out. If you 
do, you sow certain seeds of ill-success wthich may wreck the enterprise 
without testing the question properly. Therefore; while we still retain the 
idea of these commercial experiments, the managemeni! of them has been 
entrusted to some outside body (in our case the Institute for Agricultural 
Economics at Oxford) as being free from the limitations which attach to 
any enterprise directly managed by a Government department. Those 
limitations are enormously and extraordinarily hampering. We have had 
the same experience in connection with attempts to grow tobacco and to 
develop the flax industry and tlhe hemp industry. A department is not 
organised for ,business, and I would never countenance any direct action 
of that kind if there was another way of doing it. 

52,840. We have to make out a case for the provision of funds for research 
in India and, as you know, funds for research have to be voted by the 
Legislature. The question always arises as to how far the researoh is 
reflected in the actual practice of the individual farmer. Taking Arthur 
Young's tours through England, which were written before ~e had worked 
out for himself an office in the new Ministry of Agriculture, and a tour 
to-day, would you be prepared to say that the results of the investigations 
in England since Rothamsted was founded are reflected in the practice of 
the average farmer?-Yes, certainly. 

52,841. The actual putting of more profit per acre into ibis 'pocket ?-l 
would not say that at all, because the question of profit per acre is one 
which is quite independent of the farmer. It is a question of the eoonomic 
environment in which he finds himself. I daresay the 18th century farmer, 
the value of money, and so forth, being taken into account, was a good 
deal better off than the farmer of to-day is. I do not know, but I can 
quote my own experience of farms which are very much better farmed 
to-day, but where t,he farmer is getting less profit. I can recall also the 
other aspect where the farm is less well farmed to-day and where, perhaps, 
the profits have not altered very much. The question is what is your 
definition of "good farming"? What is your criterion?' Is the criterion 
profit or production? 

52,842. Profit for the actual farmer, irrespective of gross production?
Then I can point you out where, within the last 20 or 30 years, from the 
point of view of what a farmer would call good farming, the land is dirtier, 
the production is less, the number of men employea is less, and 80 forth, 
but where the proprietor continues to live. I do not not know whether 
he is making more or less money, but the only condition of making money 
at all is that he should let down the production. He cannot afford, as 
prices run, to spend as much. 

52,843. In your suggested Council to control research, what element 
would you introduce to ensure that research was being guided by the 
actual difficulties of the farmer and not merely by the intellectual interest 
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of scientific workers?-That is a real problem. As soon as you get a big 
organisation of research, research institutes, and so forth, you create a kind 
of technical atmosphere, and you have this particular danger (which I think 
I mentioned in my note of evidence) of the research worker burying 
himself in ibis own world and, as it were, occupying himself in pursuing Ii 

certain factor one place of decimals further than Somebody else in Russia 
or in America has done. There are two ways out of that. One way is to 
make very certain that your research worker gets rubbed up against the 
farmer and gets in contact with the land, which is the business of the 
Director of the research station; the second is that a directing body of 
some kind should rather rudely stir .i:lhese men up and say, "You are 
turning machinery idly, and you really must get after something thaL 
matters." . 

52,844. There is that danger of the re.search worker being misled by factors 
other than the general benefit of the farmer, is there notP-That must be so. 
You might say, again, that there is an element of waste about research 
work, but it is inevitable. First of all, you must not hunt a research worker 
too lDJUc~ and urge him to direct himself to economIC problems. The layman 
may not a,ppreciate the importance of some' of these highly technical points. 
After all, part of the busine.ss of ~ research station is to make tools and 
sharpen theDl! for other people to cut with. 'l11e making of the tool may 
seem rather ridiculous to the farmer. If you are engaged in investigations 
of soil, you are certainly embarking upon most complex problems which seem 
to have no bearing whatever upon practical agriculture, but they are part 
of the equipment. The knowledge thus gained does enable the men who 
have got to deal directly with the farmer to give sounder advice. You have 
to ,be tender. with the research worker and let him follow his own bent to a 
certain extent. By aU means try to keep him in touch with the real thing, 
but also be prepared to accept a certain amount of waste rathel' than trv to 
direct him all the time. • 

52,845. At the same time he must keep his nose along the economic road?
Point hini out the economic road now and then. I would not say keep his 
nose along it. 

52,846. Si,' Thomas Middleton: In reply to .one of the Chairman's questions, 
you referred to institutions being directly under the lfinistry. I think there 
was perhaps a misunderstanding of your reply in that case. The only 
research institution which is directly under the Ministry in the ordinary 
sense is the Veterinary Institution P-That is so. I think I said that we 
place our re.search institutions with Universities. The research workers are 
not Civil Servants, and the direction of the re.search station re.sts with some 
committee of the University, as a rule. 

52,847. You also used the expression that one could not dictate to the staff 
of IL local education authority; but, in fact, you never dictate to the staff 
of any of these institutions in the ordinary sense P-No. You can perhaps 
exercise a little more pressure upon some than upon others. It is very much 
a matter of goodwill, and we are on very good terms with the Agricultural 
Organisers. We have meetings with theDl at times in order to get them t. 
take up a. new line of work. 

52,848. Most members of this {lommission are not familiar with the terlllS 
we use in Britain, such as "Agricultural Organiser" and so on. Can you 
very briefly sketch the relationship between the Research Institute, the 
Advisory system and the Local Education systemP-The research work in 
bulk is done by specialist research institutes: Rothamsted for soil, an 
Institute at Oambridge for animal nutrition, and another for plant breed
ing; an Institute at Reading for dairying, and so forth. They are con
ducting the actual investigation, and they go no further. They are along
side educational institutions, but not in ·them. For the educational side of 
the work we first of all divide the country into provinces, groups of counties, 
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in most of which .there is an agricultural college. There is a single agricul
tural college which deals with the whole of Yorkshire. There is one agricul
tural college, again, which covers the counties of Kent, Surrey and the two 
Sussexes, and BO on. These colleges are, of course, primarily intended: to 
teach the students who come to them, but they also have a certain mission 
of bringing intelligence to their areas. 1'0 that end, it is recognised that 
they may be consulted by farmers within their areas. Further, we attach 
to them a special servioe of what we call Advisers. W$. give each of these 
colleges the services of a Mycologist, of an Entomologist, of a Ohemist and of 
an Economist, and in some cases also of a Veterinary Adviser; but these 
men only do the minimum of teaching; they spend their time circulating in 
the area, carrying out local investigations, reporting in many cases to the 
research centre in their particular subject, or to the Ministry where the 
l\Iini~try is interested in the subject, and so on. Independent of the pro
vincial area, the counti6& who make up the provinces each have an organisa.
tion of their own. The County Council who is the local authOTity for educa
tion is asked by us to appoint a man whom we call an Agricrultural Organiser. 
We say to the authority tha.t if it will appoint such an Agricultura.l Adviser 
we will pay four-fifths of his salary. He is the man who has to organise the 
direct contact with the farmer by means of lectures, advice on the spot,dis
cussion societies, gatherings of farmers to discuss certain points, experi
mental plots abO'llt the area, SJld so forth. 'l"hese County Organisers come 
together two ·or three times a year at the provincial college centre and try 
to arrive at a common programme and a oommon method of attack over the 
whole area. Actually they are autonomous. They can snap their fingers at 
the college. They cannot do so at the Ministry because they derive so much 
of their funds from us. The scheme has to be worked, to a certain extent, 
by goodwill rather than by actual control. The Entomologist who is at the 
college may be advising about a disease attack in a county area where, 
perhaps, there is an organiser who feels that he is competent to advise about 
it. But that can be got over by a little common sense and goodwill. There 
were jealousies at first, but they have now ,been got over. You have to 
guard against contradictory advice, and things of that kind. We have 
known cases where a farmer, wanting advice, wrote simultaneously to the 
Couuty Organiser, to the provincial college, and to the Ministry direct, and 
then put the three replies together in order to see if he could C'atch one or 
the other out. You have to be a little careful in those things; but, in theory, 
we suppose that the County Organiser will always deal directly with the 
farmer, and that when he is in difficulty he will call upon the Provincial 
Adviser or the research station. 

52,R49. In suggesting a Research Council for India, had you in mind the 
type of Council which the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 
had in this country, or the type of Research Council which the Ministry has? 
-I had in mind the Department's Council. I do not mean a. Council of 
actual workers. 

52,850. The difficulty that arises is that in India it would be very difficult 
indeed to get the men who would constitute such a Council outside the Agri
cultural Departments?-Wohat I was supposing was that, while you would 
have to have some of the men out of the ·actual departments (you would, 
very largely), you would presumably invite a man like Professor Forster who 
is a pure chemist, and certain kindred men. ' 

52,851. There are just a few of those men, but the field of selection is very 
limited indeed:. Up to the present the Universities have given almost no 
attention to agricultural science, so that we could not dra.w upon tlte 
Universities in the same manner as you can in this countryP-You would 
certainly have to draw in some of the men. from the direct AgricrulturaJ 
Service, but I do want them largely leavened with parallel workers in pure 
science. One of the benefits of a Council of this kind would be that it would 
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help to break down the watertight compartments which exist in SC1ence. It 
is deplorable the way the pure chemist ignores the existence of' agriculture. 
You want to rope in the pure chemist on a Council of this kind in order to 
make him think that agriculture matters. 

52,852. The first object of the Council would be educativeP-Everything 
has its actions and reactions. 

52,853. You yourself do not expect to find more than two or three active 
people amongst a dozen?-Is not that the' experience of all Committees? 

5~,~54. One of the great difficulties we are up against in India is providing 
trammg for such workers as teachers, jnvestigators, and the type of man 
you have been describing as the Agricultural Organiser, who, in India, is 
more or less 'What would be known as a Deputy Director. The usual plan is 
to adopt what you call the sllper-.stlldent course. D~partments take on a 
man d1rectly he has left the college, test him for a few years, and if he is a 
promising person they send him to some other country for a Course of train
ing, but this method of getting better education applies ner>,essarily to a very 
small number becallBS of the expense. They have not got, so far as I caill 
discover, a scholarship scheme, which definitely aims at the post-graduate 
training of their workers. I do not know whether you would care to toell 
the CoInlll1~ssion what you think the value of post-graduate scholarships has 
been in this country in training workers both for teaching and research ?-It 
has been the mos·t valuable recruiting ground that we could possibly have 
had. From the moment we started the research institutes in this country 
we also started this system of post-graduate scholarships, by which we picked 
up young University men, not necessarily graduates in agriculture or from 
an agricultural college, but graduates in pure science as a rule, and put 
them into an agricultural atmosphere and into a research atmosphere, and 
gave them a scholarship for two or three years. i'hose were men who were 
meant to be recruited for the research service, who were to become research 
workers. We have extended the principle now to the men who intend to 
teach. We have a certain number of scholarships every year for graduates 
in agriculture-not in agricultural science, but purely agricultural graduates 
who wam.t to teach or to become county administrators, or something af that 
kind. We take them for an ex;tra term of education, and for some experi
ence a,broad. The post-graduate training of those men, I think, is e,'en 
more essential than the training of the rest'arch workers. A man who pro
ceeds straight away from colleg~ to begin to teach agriculture has a very 
limited vision. Very oftE'n his experience has been confined to one type of 
agriculture, and he 'has had no time to consolidate his knowledge. It is of 
enormous importance to his mental growing-up if you can give h1m a couple 
of years after his degree course just to round off his knowledge and complete 
it and extend it, and if possible give him the stimulus of seeing an entirely 
alien form of agriculture. It is a new scheme with us, so frur as teachers in 
agriculture are concerned. I believe if teachers of agriculture, instead of 
repeating what they have learned from their Prof>essors (whq have taught 
perhaps the rather narrow Scotch routine), were taken to South Africa or to 
Canada and shown how farming was carried on there wi.th its entirely 
difilerent conditions (very high wages, large employment of machinery, and 
perhaps a lower standard of cultivation), although they might have nothin~ 
to bring back directly, they would be persuaded that the met~od of agrl
culture in which they had been brought up was not necessar1Y the only 
possible way of doing it. 

52,855. For the giving of that latter kind of instruction, India is in a 
sense better suited than we a·re in Britain, inasmuch as it· is a Continerut; 
thus students might go from certain parts of India to, say, the Punjab and 
see methods which are quite new to them?-Yes. 

52856. Dr. Hyder: You said there was the danger of the student, who 
beco:nes a teach~r after taking his degree, teaching just the same thing as 
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he had learn from hiS Professor. Suppose such a man, recruited as a teacher 
or administrator for India, went out there and merely repeated the formulre 
that he had learned here, on a different soil altogether, he would not be 
of much value. How are we to guard against that?-I think that is a very 
real danger. One knows so often that an English-trained or a Scottish
trained agricultural student is pitch-forked into an entirely tropical or 
Btlmi-tropical country, and he cannot unhinge his mind all at once and look 
at the thing as it is. He is pre-occupied with the way in which he has been 
brought up to do it. That is why, for instance, in devising a scheme of 
education for the directors and teachers of agriculture for the Colonies, we 
now insist that they shall not be sent straight to the work, but that they 
shall have a couple of years post-graduate training, one year of which must 
be spent in a tropical or semi-tropical country. 

52,857. There is no such condition attaching to recruitment of officers for 
the different Provinces in India, is there?-Not that I am aware of. India 
makes its own regulations. I do not think it has fallen into line yet with 
the Colonial Office scheme. 

52,858. You say in your note of evidence: "In attempting to give a direc
tion to the agriculture of a country like India, we are assuming not merely 
that we can obtain a greater control over nature, but also that we can alter 
the habits of a congeries of peoples." How can you alter habits? Are there 
any means of bringing about a change in outlook or habits ?-I suppose there 
is. That is the business of education and propaganda, is it not? 

52,859. You think education has a great bearing on all this progress?
Entirely. You may do as much research as you like, but the only means of 
affecting action is by educating the people who are at work, is it not? 

52,860. I daresay the circumstances are known to you, but at present we 
have in India a number of research workers, and everything is quite all 
right, but the people are not ready to receive the results, having no educa
tion ?-That makes the problem very difficult, much more difficult than our 
own, because you are dealing with a comparatively uneducated community. 

52,861. Here the level of intelligence created by education is much higher. 
We have no level whatever. We cannot read or write?-One may be a very 
good farmer without being able to read or write. 

52,862. I am concerned with the application of results obtained by 
research ?-I have not the slightest doubt that the problem of how to pass 
on knowledge to a very uneducated peasant population is a very real and 
difficult one. That must require very careful thought and study. Since 
Sir Thomas Middleton and I came into the English ~gricultural Service, 
something like 35 years ago, we have certainly learned a great deal in the 
technique of getting at the farmer and persuading him to do things and 
showing him how to do them. It. has required a generation to learn, so to 
speak, how you can bring knowledge to the farmer, and make it acceptable 
to him, and get him to act upon it. I can imagine it will take a very long 
time before you have worked out a technique for translating new practice 
into general action in an uneducated peasant community. 

52,863. Mr. Noyce: Are the advisers you attach to the agricultural 
colleges research officers? They seem to have other functions, such as giving 
advice, making reports to the Ministry, and a certain' amount of teaching? 
-They are primary Advisers. To what extent they are actually investi. 
gators themselves depends in many cases upon the temperaments of the men 
and' upon their opportunities. What one finds is that some of them do em· 
bark upon individual investigations; others do not. 

52,864. You spoke about experimental plots. Will you tell us exactly how 
those are run ?-As a rule, the organiser decides that he wants to demon
strate the effect of a certain fertiliser. He will approach farmers ill 
different parts of the country who, he thinks, are likely to take an interest 
in it, and he will say, " Will you put such and such lands at my disposal and 
let me manure them? I will supply the manures. The only trouble you will 
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have will be to weigh them up at certain times. I will come and help." Then 
he gets these plots laid out upon the man's own . field, and he will -very often 
have a meeting at these plots, and invite the local farmers to come and see 
them. Very often, nowadays, these plots originate through a discussion or 
a lecture. Perhaps there will be a discussion about the effect of basic slag 
upon grass land and, arising out of the discussion, an Organiser will get half 
a dozen farmers to agree to put it down on plots in their fields. Then he 
will try to get all these groups of farmers to come round and see them. There 
is a good deal of experimental work done in that way. 

52,865. That is exactly the same as our demonstrations on the cultivator's 
own land in IndiaP-Yes. 

52,866. Professor Gangulec: One question about the Colonial Office scheme 
of recruitment. What is the arrangement P Is it that the recruits have to go 
to the Colonies and be trained in an institution there for two or three years? 
-It is not quite that. Rooruits are engaged by the Colonial Office. They are 
then given a two-year probationary period. They are not even guaranteed 
an appointment at the end of it, but if they are to be administrators, non
technical men, they get a year's instruction in England. They would probably 
be sent to Oxford :to take a course of economics, and so forth. Then they 
would be sent to Trinidad, to the Imperial Oollege there, to get a year's 
experience of cultivation under tropical conditions, and then they would be 
available for appointments in one of' the Dominions. . 

52,867. Are they being paid all the time by :th~ Colonial Office?-Yes, aU 
the time they are holding their scholarships, in order to pay their way. 

52,868. At the end of the two 'years are they given an appointmentP
They are then eligible for appointments. The Colonial Office promise to have 
a roster, and practically to provide for these men; but they are at liber~y 
to say to a man, "You have proved to be unsuitable; you had better get off 
to some other job." The scholarship does not in any way bind the man or 
the Government. 

52,869. It does not bind the Colonial Office to find the man an appoint
ment at the end of the periodP-No. 

52,870. Does it bind the man to accept the Colonial ServiceP-I would 
not be quite sure. You had better look at the scheme. I know that was a 
point under discussion at the Committee. I have expressed the view that 
you cannot bind the man. You practically cannot enforce any contract 
against the man. 

Sir Thoma$ Middleton: These men do give an undertaking. 
52,871. The Ohairman: Can you tell the Oommission the composition of 

the Board of Management at UothamstedP-Rothamsted is older than any of 
the modern organisations dealing with agriculture. It was founded as a 
private venture. It wae then placed by Sir John Lawes under a Trust. H'l 
created a Trust to hold the property-the £100,000 endowment. He created 
at that time a Committee of Management to look after the experimental 
work. The Managing Committee consisted of four members appointed by 
the Royal Society, two members appointed by the Royal Agricultural Society, 
one meJIlber each appointed by the Chemical and the Linnean Societies, and 
one member of the family. That Oommittee has never been disturbed. 
Although the endowment income is less than £3,000 a year, the income 
derived from t.he State is in the neighbourhood of £26,000 a year. 

52,872. Apart from that Management Committee, the Director is charged 
with the responsibility of adJIlinistering the InstitutionP-Yes, he is 
responsible to that Managing Committee. 

52,873. There is nothing and no body between the Director and the 
Management CommitteeP-No. 

52,874. In your experience, how often is it necessary for a Committee or 
Board of lIanagement of an institution such .as Rothamsted to nIeetP-I 
think it ought to meet quarterly, three or four times a year. 
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52,875. Does it, in practice, do so P-The Rothamsted Committee always 
have one definite meeting in the summer at the Institute, at which the 
whole body formally goes round. Some of the active members of the Com
mittee are down pretty often. They are personally interested in the work 
which is going on. The Institution of which I aID now Director has copied 
very closely the government of Rothamsted. It has its Managing Com
mittee of representatives appointed by learned societies and bodies connected 
with horticulture, and it has its four meetings a year, one of which always 
takes place at the Institute itself. . 

52,876. It is a real and important question in India, because while a 
journey from London to Rothamsted is a very pleasant experience, a journey 
from lIadras, say, to Pusa is not always so attractive. So that the numbet 
of times that any Board of Management of any central institution, if that 
Board of Management has upon it representatives from various Provinces, 
meets in the year is a very important question. You think at least quarterly 
meetings should be heldP-If it is a representative Committee of Manage
ment of that description. We are much more familiar, are we not, with what 
you might call management by committee in this country than you would 
be in a country like India. It is not as if the Oommittee intervened very 
much. There always will be some members of the Oommittee who are very 
active because of their personal interest. 

52,877. But in the case of Rothamsted, all the members of the Committee 
have the opportunity to be active if. they wish toP-Yes. 

52 878. In India the members at a distance might find it difficult to bo as 
acti~e as those members nearer the institution. Who makes the appoint
n!c;nts at Rothamsted P-Appointments are made by the Managing Com
mittee at Rothamsted, but in the case of the Director the Ministry does now 
dl'ruand a sanction. . 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned til! 10.30 a.m. on Wednesday, 
the 15th June, 1927. 
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Wednesday, June 15th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L., (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES ?:lACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH } (Joint Secretaries,) 

*Mr. H. FABER, Agricultural Commissioner to the Danish 
Government. 

MEMORANDUM ON CoNDITIONS IN DENMARK. 

The Oo-operative Movement. 
First co-operative undertaking: The Credit Alssociations, supported by 

law of 20-6-1850 on " Credit Associations and Credit Offices for Owners of 
Real Estates." 

All later agricultural oo-operative manifestations originated from the 
farmers themselves. 

The Rochdale system of co-operative distributive societies introduced by 
Reverend Sonne 1866; unsuccessful in towns, thriving in county districts. 
The oo-operative supply stores in 1914 numbered 1,562 with 244,000 
members, peasan-ts, small-holders and labourers, nearly all in country districts. 
They were not looked upon with f,avour by the leading or ruling classes 
in Denmark, and therefore helped to foster a feeling of independence and 
class feeling among peasants. 

Oo-opuative Societies Inr Production. 
The first co-operative dairy society in 1882, to improve the butter of small 

farms and secure large unifor.m production. No help was offered from 
Government, not even for the eduoation of managers for SOllIle 1,000 dairy 
societies. Private schools undertook this work. In 1909, 86 per cent. of all 
farms and smaJl-holdingshad joined a co-operative dairy society, and the 
percentage was highest among middle-sized peasant farms. 

First co-operative bacon factory, 1887.-The same remark about the 
Government keeping aloof from the movement applies to the Co-operative 
Bacon Factories. 

" See also Supplementary Note, Appendix B, on page 808. 
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In both classes of CIHIperative societies, farmers were severally and jointly 
responsible for the loan, and they bound themsel.es for a period of seven to 
ten years to deliver all the milk and all the pigs they produced excepting 
only what they used themselves. Within the butter production I estimate 
the CIHIperative production to be about 90 per cent. of the total, and 
within the bacon production, 85 per cent. 

1895: Co-operative egg collecting and export.-The c()o()perative activity 
only abont on_venth of the total, partly because private firms were forced 
by competition to adopt the methods of the c()o()perative societies. 

C()o()peration in agricultural production preceded other forms of co-opera
tion. 

Oo-operative dairy societies ISOld generally to Danish exporters or to 
English firms who established; branches. in Denmark for buying dirret, such 
as the Oo-operative Wholesale Society of England and Scotland, Maypole 
Dairy Company and a few othen;. During Il!oter years, co-operative dairy 
societies have formed C()o()perative export societies for the export of their 
produce. 

C()o()perative bacon factories sold from the first through agents in London 
and merchants in other English towns. Later on a nU1lllber of co-operative 
bacon factories joined to sell their bacon through the Danish Bacon 
Company, London, which handles about one third of the production. 

The Co-operative Egg Export Society and the co-operative bacon 
factories collecting eggs are exporters of their goods in t'he same way as 
private Danish exporters. 

C()o()perative export grew naturally from c()o()perative proouction. 
Much later came c()o()perative societies for Joint purchasing. From 1898 

to 1901, ISOcieties for joint purchase of feeding stuffs and of dairy machinery 
and implements were formed, and in 1916 a co-operative manure supply 
Society for the purchase <if artificial manure was formed, as a direct move 
against what was believed to be an attempt by a. private concern to exploit 
purchasers of manure. In a. short time, 1,353 local co-operative societies 
with 67,000 members, representing farms of a total rateable value of 
£53,000,000, joined this Manure Supply Society. 

Co-operative purchasing as a counter-move against trll8ts.-Among other 
co-operative societies may be mentioned a C()o()perative Coal Supply Society, 
a number of cattle export societies, potato export societies, societies of seed 
growers and others, more or less co-operative. 

"The characteristic of Danish co-operative societies is that they always .aim 
at only one object. If a new undertaking is to be started, an independent 
!IOCiety is formed, maybe with very much the saane members as are already 
joined in another co-operative society, maybe with the same chairman and 
so on. Therefore many Danish farmers are members of many-maybe 
twel.~perative and kindred societies. 

The first milk recording society (" control society"), formed 1892. From 
1895 to 1899, 128 societies were formed. Present number 1,167. with 35,000 
members, 450,000 cows, or 30 per cent. of all rows. 

Cattle breeding societies began 1884, now 1,077 societies with 27,000 
members, 1,254 bulls. 

Horse breeding societies began 1879, now 275 societies with 23,000 
members, 360 stallions. 

Other breeding societies for pigs, sheep and goats. 
T'hese societies are all conceived and formed by the farmers themselves, 

and only after they had proved their usefulness did the ~vernment step 
in and offer grants while at the same time prescribing certain conditions. 
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The Government grants had at once a greatly encouraging effect, indepen
dent of the monetary value. Grants increased until 1912 when they were 
reduced. 

Agricultural societies holding shows have grants from the Government as 
contributions to prizes. Previously, prominent large land-owners took the 
prizes, now they go chiefly to the breeding societies whose m'llmbers are 
mostly middle-,sized and small farmers. From 1912, came State grants for 
prizes for bulls, to be given only when reliable information of yield of milk, 
by quantity and quality, of their dams was furnished, and similarly for 
cows. At Danish .agricultural shows it is now a condition, when showing 
dairy cattle, that full information of yield by quantity and quality of the 
bull's dam, dam's dam and sire's dam be given, and fuat the cow's dam on 
an average of all recorded years has yielded a certain annual minimum of 
butter-fat. These regulations, now enforced by the Government as conditions 
for obtaining the grants, are only what many agricultural societies had 
already voluntarily incorporated in their rules and which the Government 
afterwards have made applicable to the whole country. 

It might be said, of the purely c().()perative undertakings, for production, 
sale and purchase, that they were entirely self-help, and of the quasi-co
operative agricultural undertakings that the Government gave help to self
help, not only the initiative but the formulation of the Government regula,.. 
tions for the grants and the administration of the grants being totally 
-or largely in the hands of the farmers themselves. 

2.-TlIe Folk Schools. 
The truly remarkable development of Danish' agricultural production 

during the last 50 years, which to IlL large extent is due to the activity and 
co-operation, the initiative and industry of the farmers themselves and, more 
particularly with regard to co-operation, to the smaller farmers, the yeomen 
peasants who own and cultivate more than two-thirds of tJhe agricultural 
land of the country, has led inquirers, especially those from other countries. 
to look for the conditions peculiar to Denmark which enabled the Danish 
peasa.ntry to achieve the results now so well known. And many of these 
inquirers have come to the conclusion that the Folk Schools, or as they are 
generally called, the People's high schools Me responsible alone or almost 
alone for this development. Dr. Fred. Howe writes: "No great statesman 
has aided in shaping tne oountry's destiny. . It was the 
peasants . • . " 

I think this is a somewhat superficial view, ignoring the history of Danish 
agriculture prior to the Folk Schools. 

The preservation of the land in the possession of the peasants is a result 
of wise legislation from medililVal times; the rural reform laws at the end 
of the eighteenth century which preserved and fixed the convenient distribu
tion of land among large, midde-sized and small farms; the wise and 
humane management of the enclosures with the PTGServation of the small
holders and cottagers; the enoouragement given farmers by loan and legisla,.. 
tion to buy their holdings 8S freehold properties: all this together forms 
one of the fundamental conditions for the later development. 

The agricultural development proper was, up to fifty yeMs ago, largely 
or solely the work of the large farmers or estta.te owners, many of whom learnt 
extensively from visits to England and perhaps even more to Scotland. 
It was the owners and cultivators of large farms who met the disastrous 
times in the 'seventies of last century by changing over from corn growing 
to dairy farming and taught the smaller farmers to do likewise. 

11; was the same class of farmers who encouraged research work and. 
ooiefiy through an intimate collaboration between the Royal Agricultural 
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Society of Denmark and the Government, educated and appointed Govern
ment agricultural advisers who studied English methods of the ,breeding of 
cattle and other domestic animals, adapted them to Danish conditions and 
developed them further on original lines. Later on the various agricultural 
aocieties, both small local and 18ll'ge provincial societies, . appointed local and 
provincial advisers to help and advise farmers, both large and small. The 
Royal Agricultural Society from 1836 has had sons of smaller farmers 
educated as pupils on selected 18ll'ge farms by three years' apprenticeships. 

All these conditions were in existence, all these means of development were 
ready to hand for the small farmers, the peasants. They formed, so to 
speak, the' maieri:aJ of the fire which only wanted the spark to light it. 
This spark came in the shape of the People's high schools. 

'fhe People's high schools are private voluntary schools for young men 
(five months in winter) and young women (three months in summer), the 
pupils being grown up, between 18 and 25 years of age or more. The schools 
are sometimes started by a farmer who feels that he can influence the young 
for their good; if the school grows, it is often taken over by a priV'8te joint 
stock company of fanmers in the district. These schools, of wfhich the 
first was started in 18·14, owe their conception to the teaching of the Bishop 
Grundtvig, a Danish pastor, historic writer, poet, writer of hymns and 
patriotic songs. After the disastrous year 1864, many new schools were 
opened. T,hey are intensely patriotic and religious. The teaching is mostly 
by lectures Or talb, not by books, no lessons lare set, and the teaching is 
never aimed at imparting knowledge for practical purposes, but only to 
widen the mental horizon of the pupils, to make them love God and their 
country and to take pride in their work, however humble. 

Although open to all, these schools drew and still draw their pupils almost 
exclusively from the fanming classes and are nearly <all situated in the 
country districts. The cost of staying at these schools, with full board, 
lodging and tuition, is very low indeed and living is frugal, pupils and 
teachers living together as one family. 

From these People's high schools have gradually sprung agricultural 
schools, also private and often the property of the principal until taken 
over by a private company. 

There 811'e at present fifty-eight People's high schools and twenty-eight 
agricultural, dairy and horticultural schools, and there is no doubt about 
the very great influence these schools have had on the development of 
Danish agriculture and co-operation. They develop a thirst for know
ledge, first of a general kind, afterwards specified to agriculture, and 
improve the ch8l'8Cter of the pupils. PTofessor Orwin stated lately (Paper 
at the Society of Arts, 23rd March, 1927) about English farm workers: 
" At the age of 21, the farm worker has arrived normally at the summit 
of his profession." Many a Danish farm worker would 'at t'hat age attend 
a People's high school for a five months' winter course and would, as soon 
as he could afford it, attend a six months' course at an agricultural school, 
and SO qualify himself to become a small-holder. 

MO/Theti",,~ (]onditions. 
There is nothing special about marketing conditions in the home market. 

They differ but little from those in England except that market buildings 
with stalls are conspicuous by their absence. ' 

It is when speaking about produce for export that special conditions are 
met with, a8 mentioned under" Co-operation." . 

In the seventies of last century, lumps of butter produced on the farms 
were bought by merdhants, graded, milled and packed for export. The 
small productions, however high in quality, could not command a proper 
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price because unsuited for export. Hence the oo-operative dairy societIes, 
the first and foremost aim of which wa.s to produce large uniform products 
for the sake of better, ~arketing. Similarly with eggs. 

By co-operative production for export, a great deal has been done to 
improve the marketing conditions, but in sevel'lal directions a good deal 
remains to be done. Where a large Arm of retail dealers, like the Maypole 
Dairy Co., buy their butter direct from large co-operative dairies for direct 
export to the retail shope, there the limit seems reached of what can be 
done to simplify marketing and of reducing middleman's cost to a minimum. 

Oral Evidence. 
52,879. The Chairma1l·: M. Faber, you are Agricultural Oomm.i.ssioner to 

the Danish GovernmentP-That is. so. 
52,880. You have been good enough to provide the Oommission with a note 

of your evidence; would you like to make any statement in addition to that 
at this stage P-I am afraid it will be diflicult to apply the Danish experience 
to Indian conditions, but at the sa.me time, if I can be of any help with 
information I shall be very glad. 

52,881. Is any active propaganda in favour of co-opel'ation being conducted 
at this moment in Denmark P-No, I do not think you could say that. 

52,882. No further propaganda is required; is that the positionP-No, I 
think co-operation has almost reached the limit of what it is li·kely to 
accomplish. 

52,883. And its membership is eustruined from year to year without any 
effort of pl'OpagandaP-Yes; as a matter of fact, I do not know that there 
ever !has been any propaganda. 

52,884. I suppose there must have been work amongst the farmers by 
indivtiduals who were enthusia.sticP-Fl'Om below, yes; but it is more the 
example. For instance, when they started the first co-operative dairy in 
1882 that was quite a local movement; but, as soon a.s it WllB noticed !how 
successful that was, the movement spread by itself without any real pTC>
paga.nda work. The example wllB'propaganda, so to speak. 

52,885. Then, lIB to inspection, does Government carry on inspection of, 
for instance, primary societies?-Of oo-operative societies, no, none a.t all. 

52,886. No G<lvernment inspectionP-No Government inspection of co
operative societies; we ,have perfect freedom in forrruing societies; there is 
no law restricting it and there lis no requirement of registration of sooieties. 

52,887. Professor Ga1lg'lilee: But your c()-()perative societies obtain Govern~ 
ment grants P-No. 

52,888. Are there no grants from the GovernmentP-No, no co-operative 
society for production, purchase or sale has any Government grant at all. 
Government grants are given to societies for promoting the breeding of 
animals, milk testing societies and so on. 

52,889. The Chairman: You mention, in paragraph 1 of your note, credit 
associations lIB being supported by the law of 20-~1850. Are these credit 
associations for short term or long term money P-For lona term. 

52,890. All for long termP-AlI for long term. 
52,891. You mention than distributive societies have been mare successful 

in country districts than in towns, and later on in your note you point 
to the fact tha·t in Denmark the society is usually a single purpose society? 
-Yes. 

52,892. And that, where it is desired to undertake new work oo-operatively, 
a new society is usually formed P-That is so. 

52,893. In the typical rural community are there enough men of intel
ligence and exper.ience to provide separate management committees' far all 
these societiesP-Very often the same people are members of the committees 
of several societies. 
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52,894. That is probably more often the rille Lhan the exception in a rural 
oommunity?-I should think so, speaking of small local societies. 

52,895. Is it, in fact, difficult to find management?-No, I do not think 
we l"Ould say that, but I do not think it entails a very great deal of work 
as a rule on the part of the members of the committee. 

52,896. You mention that a rule of several and joint liability is in vogue. 
Are there many cases in wthich unlimited liaibility has led to hea.vy charges 
on members?-No, I do not think SO; there have been a few lately. The 
Society for the Export of Potatoes had a rather bad time of it and landed 
its members in some liabilities, but that has nearly all been wound up now. 
And, of course, we had a difficulty with a oo-operative bank, which had 
to close; but that was riot merely due to its activity: with co-operative 
societies: it had also been active in outside fields and thereby incurred loss; 

52,897. Are the several societies at work in anyone rural community in 
touch with each other? Have they a co-operative council, for instance? 
-All the local dairy societies, for instance, would co-operate within a 
diotrict. 

02,898. And they are groupedP-Yes, but only those w.hich have to do w~th 
CCHlperative dairying. 

52,899. Otherwise there is no link ?-There is no link between them and 
the egg collecting or bacon producing societies, until you come up to the 
oentral committee; there is a oentral co-operative committee for the whole 
country, and in toot way they are linked; but not locally. 

52,900. I am surprised to see that co-operation in agricultural produc
tion preeeded other forms; I had imagined credit societies were the first?~ 
Quite so; that ;is really so; ibut the credit societies were a kind of isolated 
mOl'ement; nothing followed immediately on that . 

. 32,901. On paga 1('6, you speak of breeding societies for pigs, sheep and 
goats, and you say there that the Government grant had at once a greatly 
encouraging effect, independently of the monetary value. How are those 
grants given and administered ?-There is a special law giving these grrunts, 
but they are distributed by meana of the agricultural societies. 

52,902. By the co-operative societies P-No, the agricultural societies; they 
are quite different from the co-open.tive societies. The agricultural societies 
are generally much older than the co-operative societies, starting with the 
Royal Agricultural Society. 

52,903. But then, are not these cattle breeding societies which you 
mention conducted an a co-operative basis?-They are not str.ictly co-opera.
til'e; I mean, by a co-operative society we understand a society that either 
produces, buys or sells, and which distributes the annual surplus in pro
portion to the transactions each member has had with. the society, there 
being no share capital at all. 

52,904. You gil'e it as your view that the preservation of the land in the 
possession of the peasants has been responsible for much Ilf the agricultural 
progress?-Y es. . 

52,90.5. Wl,at is the law of succession in Denmark P lB it primo
gpniture? Does the eldest ~on succeed ?-Yes, the eldest son would generally 
take ovpr the farm. OutsIde the entailed estates there is no law that the 
eldest son shall succeed. 

52,906 .. Supposing a farmer owning a small holding has two sons, is the 
fa.rm splIt up ~m the father's ~ea~h?-We h~ve definite legislation dealing 
WIth the sphttmg up of land; It l.S not permItted for an owner to split up 
land at will. 

52,907. What happens? Do they take shares in the holding, 011' does the 
eldest succeed ?-No, the one tha.t succeeds would ·buy .the others out. 

52,g08. The Commission will read with interest what you tell us in your 
note as to the Folk schools and their effect on rural communities and the 
outlook of the peasant.' population. How far do you think the sucoess of 
ihese schools has been due to racial characteristia>P Do you tl)ink it 
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would be il"easonable to argue that because these Folk schools !have had 
so great a success in Denmark, they might therefore have an equal success 
in other countriesP--c-Their whole existence is based on the remarkable wcrk 
of Glundtvig; I mean his personal imlluence with the people was the founda.
tion of the People's high schools; I think ijle might be looked upon as really 
a kind of prophet; if a similar prophe~ were 10 coma forth in another 
oountry, I think he could probably have the Ilame effect. 

52,909. You touch on marketing conditions a.nd you mention the existence 
of co-operative exporting societies; they do not themselves produce: they 
are sooieties for exporting; is that sor--No, producing co-operativl'sooieties 
in many cases also export. In o&uer cases, certo.ill producing societies wuuld 
form an exporting society. 

52,910. But co-operative export; Il~ socil·tiC's would never export the pro
duce of non-oo-operative procedures; is that soP-No, I do not know of any 
example of that. 

52,911. The administration of the stalidarl of produce for export is to 
EOme ('xtent ~n Government hand.~, is it noti'-Y"b, for some of the products 
It j.q very largely so. 

52,912. Take bacon, for instance; the enforced standards are enforced at 
the ports by Government; is that correct P-No, with regard to bacon the 
Government iMpection is merely with regard to the health of the animal; 
the other grading for export is done entirely by the bacon factories as a 
voluntary commercial matter. The Government inspection is merely 
veter.ina.ry . 

52,913. And not of qualityP-No. 
52,914. How about eggsP-With regard to eggs we have recently intro

duced legislation to see that the quality, as professed by the marking on the 
box, is in fact the quality of the goods. 

52,915. And butterP-Yes, for butter we ·have an inspection in several 
ways; all our butter has to be made from pasteurised cream. We have 
inspectors to take samples to see that it is pasteurised. 'We have continual 
exlhibitions of butter for quality, so that if the quality falls :below a certain 
standard the creamery is deprived of the brand without which the butter 
cannot be exported, and so on. We bve regulations for the net weight of 
the 'butter in the packages, and lately' it has been prescribed that the 
date of production of the butter must be on the package. 

52,916. So that now the actual oontainer is of a pattern approved by 
GovernmentP-The Government prescribes that the packets must contain a 
certain net weight, either 112 lb. or 56 Ib:, and so on. You cannot pack any 
way you like. . 

52,917. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is the general policy of Denmark protec
tion or free tradeP-There is no duty on -agricultural produce, but there is 
duty on industry for the protection of industry. 

52,918. Are any special measures taken to PTOtect oottage industries in 
which the agriculturist, especially, is interested: industries of the village P 
-There is VeTY little of that, I think. 

52,919. There is very little industry in t'he villagesP-I'oes, outside 
agriculture. 

52,920. There Rre no industries derived from agriculture which obtain 
protection ?--Of course, the manufacture of butter and baoon and so on is 
really an industry; it is all done in IMge factories. 

52,921. And that is not protected ?-No; on the other hand, many of the 
things they use are protected, for which t'hey have to pay. 

52,922. Is there any importation into Denmark of butter and eggs from 
other countriesP-Not to & great extent, but there is some, partly for home 
consumption and partly fOT re-export. 

52,923. Does the Danish peasant consume butter, from other countries, 
(If a lower grade than t'hat whidh he hiImelf producoes?-Not so much the 
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pea&ant as the people in the large towns, but not much now; it used to be 
more. Now they have margarine. 

52,924. I suppcse the peasant is completely literate; you find no peasants 
who cannot read or write?-No, not for many, many years; we had com-
pulsory school edcation from 1814. . 

52,925. In Denmark there is very little forest, is there ?-Yes. 
52,926. And there is no industry, open to the peasant, derived from the 

produce of local forests?-Not to any great extent; of course there Sire the 
plantations in Jutland. 

52.927. Fuel plantationsP-Yes. 
52,928. Wood for burningP-Yes, the thinning out of the younger plantlli

tiona; they can get work there. Of coUTse, where there are forests there 
is also work to be done. 

52,929. Does Denmark import all its fuel: coal and wood for burning?'-
I do not know whether we import mUdh wood for bUTning, but we import 
all our coal, coke and oil. 

52,930. What is the law which prohibits the union of small farms into 
large estatesP-There is a law from very old times that if an owner of a 
pe86ant farm sells off part for small holdings, the remaining part must be 
of a certain size; he must not 'reduce his 'holding below a certain size. • 

52,931. Professor Gangulee: Can you tell us what that size is ?-The 
trouble is that that law was made at a time when the holdings were 
measured in an artificial unit which is a unit of taxatioll; therefore, the 
area of that unit vuies as to whether it is good or poor land; but on the 
average I think we could take it to be about 12 or 16 acres; he must not 
reduce his 'holding below that. . 

52,932. Sir HeTVl'y Lawrence: But is there any law to prevent the union 
of small pucels into a larger farm P-AII joining together and all splitting 
up has to ,be approved by the Minister of Agriculture. 

52,933. Through what agency: agricultural inspectorsP-Every bit of land 
is registered, in what I think you call a cooastral survey. 

52,934. This very detailed control is applicable to a popUlation of about 
three and a-half millionsP-Yes. 

52,935. Is there any large official agency occupied over t'hese duties?
That is a part of the work of the Ministry of Agriculture; one of the divi
sions of the Ministry of Agriculture is specially engaged in that duty, and 
under them are local surveyors. 

52,936. The main object is to M'rive finally at a distribution of the land 
in small economic holdings, not too large and not too small; is thl8.t the 
object P-Partly that, lrot also to preserve the graduation of 'holdings from 
the smallest to the largest. 

52,937. There no intention to bl'leak up the large holdingsP-Thme is a 
movement for doing so, and the Iarge holdings have been somewhat reduced 
in number and size lately. 

52,938. Is that the policy of the Government?-Of the present Govern
ment I should say yes; but still I think there would ·be a sufficiently strong 
feeling in the country to prevent a great diminution in the number of large 
holdings. 

52,939. Amongst these other industries derived from agricultuTe, have you 
got the production of sugar? Have you got sugar refineries ?-We have got 
sugaT factories, yes; we grow a great deal of sugar beet: enough for the 
consumption of the country, on the average. Sometimes' we export ana 
sometimes we import. 

52,940. Is that sugar protected ?-To a small extent. 
52,941. Can you tell us what sort of percentage the duty is?~No, I am 

afraid I cannot, but there is a duty. 
5~,942. Mr. Calvert: Is there a bounty P-No, there is a difference 

between the import duty and the inland taxation. 
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52,943. Sir Henry Lawrence: There is an excise duty, is thereP-Yes, 
the protection is by the difference between the import duty and the excise 
duty. 

52,944. Is it reg8lI'ded as an objeot of Government to secure a supply of 
sugar inside the country P-No, I do not think that could be said. 

52,945. But, as oa matter of fact,. the sugar factories do produce about 
enough sugar for the consumption of the cOuntry ?-Yes; but ne8lI'ly all 
of them belong to one private joint stock company; then there are two 
co-operative ,sugar factories. 

52,946. Sir Ganga Ram: Does Government take any share of the produce 
of land?-No. 

52,947. In any form? Is there no land revenue there?-Only taxation. 
52,948. Is there a tax on landP-Yes, there are taxes on the v·alue of 

the land. 
52,949. Government levies a tax on land; is it on the value of the land 

or on the p'l'Oduce?-On the value of the land. 
52,950. Not on thJe produce ?-No, not on the produce. 
52,951. What is the chief source of income of Government? Is there 

income tax?-Yes. 
i2,952. Does that income tax apply to holders of lands too?-Yes. 
52,953. S'o that, in that form, the Government does tax the produce of 

thJe landP-They tax the income. . 
52,954. The income derived from the land is also taxed ?-The total 

income of the individual is taxed. 
52,955. What I mean is: when land is taxed, is the produce taxed as 

well, in that form?-No, I do not think that could be said. Do you mean 
anything in the shape of tithes? 

52,956. Mr. Calvert: No; are profits from farming liable to income tax? 
-Yes, like 8.ny other profit. 

52,957. Pro/essO'I' Gang'Ulee: Or, in other words, do you tax agricultural 
incomeP-Like any other income. . 

52,958. Sir Ganga Ram: Then there is also a tax on the land ?-Yes, 
because we have a propel'ty ·tax and an income tax; we have both. 

52,959. Have you also a society for the supply of manure to the agricul-
turists ?-Yes. . . 

52,960. Do you manufacture any kind of manU!re?-Y1es, we have some 
chemical factories . 
. 52,961. Have you any factories for the manufacture of manuresP-Yes, 

but they are private. 
52,962. What manures do you manufacture?-Superphosphates, largely; 

I do not know whet'her we .manufacture any other. We import. 
52,963. I understand you have a law of primogeniture; that is to say, 

the eldest son succeeds to the inheritance ?-That applies only to the 
entailed estates. Otherwise, the succession, I think, can be done by agree
ment; one of the BOns will tak .. over the farm; it may be the eldest or it 
may be one of the others if thew are more. 

52,964. Who decides who is to tAke the farm, or is there any law about 
it?-I do not think there is a law Dlbout it; anyhow, I do not know. 

52,965. ,What crops do you grow for human food?-We grow rye, very 
largely, because our chief brea~ i8rye bread; then wheat, oats for those 
who eat porridge. Then, of counse, animal food: butter, bacon and eggs . 
. 52,966. I understand the milch .:ows are all stall fed ?-Only in the winter; 

it is an exception to stall feed in summer; but they are an stall fed in 
winter lbecause of the severe climate. 

52,967. With regard to credit facilities, how many years do you call long 
term and how many short term P-Long-term credit would often be sixty 
or eighty years. 

52,968. What would short term beP Would that be ,anything up to ten 
years P-Generally. less than that, I should say; maybe one or two years. 
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52,969. When Government advances money to a society, what rate of 
inWrest do they give ?-If the Government lend money to societies, I think 
it would be different in different cases. I do not quite know. 

52,970. In your country, generally, at what rate ·of interest Me Govern
ment loans taken P Is it four or five per cent. P-The money lent to small
holders, for instance, is, I t'hink, four per cent. 

52,971. Sir Thomas Middleton: With regard to the income tax levied on 
the profits of agriculture, what is the minimum sum on which mcome tax 
is levied in Denmark ?-I cannot tell you the figures, but it is quite a 
small sum; they go very far down. 

52,972. Then a great many agriculturists are liable to income tax?
Yes, certainly, most of them. 

52,973. How is the income tax assessed? Is it assessed on actual profits 
or on Bome valuation of the holding?-You see we have to distinguish 
between income tax and property tax. 

52,974. I know that; I am speaking about income taxP-People are 
IIBked to declare what is their income, and a good many do that. In 
other cases it is assessed locally, and it would generally be increased from 
year to year, if it is by IUlsessment, until the owner cries out. 

52,975. Then, in that case, the great majority of owners must keep 
careful accounts?-Yes, of course that does not apply to farmers; they 
cannot do that. 

52,976. They do not do thatP-Many of them cannot do that; some do. 
52,977. Is it largely a question of trying how far one can taxP-I think so. 
52,978. You have nothing corresponding to our Schedule "B"; I do 

not know whether you are familiar with that: that is where the farmer 
is assessed on his rental?-No, we have not. 

52,979. Are the profits taken for a single year or over a series of years, 
say three yearsP-No, I think for 'a single year now. 

52,980. So that if a man makes a heavy loss in one year he cannot get 
any relief from income taxP-The taxation has been so heavy that it has 
been said that very large landowners have every other year paid vel'y 
largely and the next year notliing at all, because they have paid so much 
in the previous year. 

52,981. That means that you do average; there must be some system 
of averagingP-No, but when he is paying in one year his full income tax 
for the previous year, that would reduce his income during that year by 
that amount, and therefore there would be next to nothing left to pay 
during the next year. 

52,982. Do ordinary agriculturists go in much for mortgage credit P
Yes, if by mortgage you mean this credit association bond. They are not 
mortgages in the ordinary sense, because they cannot be foreclosed. About 
half the value of the land. is mortgaged. 

52,983. At half the valueP-About half the value, yes. 
52,984. Are these mortgages mainly taken for productive purposes for 

providing working capitalP-Yes. 
52,985. You do not hear complaints in Denmark that land is mortgaged 

for wIIBteful and unproductive expenditure?-I dare say we have some 
of that too. 

52,986. You have some of it, but it is not a common complaint, is it?
No, it is not; I generally look upon it in this way, that the mortgage 
of land through the credit association in Denmark supplies the farmer 
with about half his working capital. 

52,987. It is the normal method of securing working capital?-Yes, 
52,988. And also, I suppose, the normal way of paying off co-heirs P-'-Yes. 
52,989. Is that custom of paying off the co-heirs a very old custom in 

Denmark P-I believe it is, partly beca\lse of the prohibition or restriction 
of right to sub-divide. 
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52,990. Does that restriction of right date from about the middle of the 
eighteenth century, or how far back does it go P-I think it goes back 
muc~ furthe~ tha11~he middle of the eighteenth century j there was a 
law 111 the m1ddle of the ilighteenth century dealing with it, but I believe 
that was a re-enactment of either other laws or cu.stoms. 

52,991. So that, in fact, this present custom is very ancient in Denmark P 
-Yes. 

Mr. Calvert: Has it anything to do with the Code Napoleon P 
Sir Thomas Middleton: I do not think so. 
52,992. Mr. Calvert: Was the Code Napoleon never extended to 

DenmarkP-Not very much on the subject of land. i think it is a kind 
of tradition in law in Denmark that, from very, very olden times, wherever 
there was a peasant farm there must always remain a peasant farm. You 
cannot obliterate it, you cannot cut it up into small holdings unless a 
certain proportion is left which is a peasant farm, and you cannot merge 
peasant farms into a large estate. You cannot destroy a peasant farm 
either by cutting it up or by merging it into something else. 

52,993. Your total popUlation is about three and a.-half millions, is i£P
Something like that. 

52,994. What percentage are employed on the land P-Less than thirty 
per cent. 

52,995. Including dependentsP-Yes, living on agriculture, less than thirty 
per cent. 

52,996. So that your Ministry of Agriculture have actually about one 
million people to deal with P-Yes, something like that. 

52,997. You have been so successful in establishing co-operative societies 
in Denmark that one would like to ask it there have been any failures j 
have you had failures in establishing co-operative societies ?-Lately there 
has been a failure of a co-operative bank. 

52,998. That was a post-War failureP-Yes. 
52,999 .. That was a result of the post-War boom periodP-Yes. It does 

not affect the co-operative movement as a whol~, but we have had a few 
others j we have had the co-operative potato export societies which have 
failed. 

53,000. I want to find out which are the most difficult things you find 
to co-operate over, as it were. You have mentioned the potato as being 
oneP-Yes. You are asking which subjects it has been most d'ifficult to 
deal with co-operatively P 

53,001. Yes. The failures have not been many I take itP-Very few. I 
think the greatest success has been in co-operative production. 

53,002. What is rather surprising is that co-operative production should 
have so much preceded co-operative purchaseP-Yes. 

53,003. You are very large purchasers of feeding stuffsP-Yes. . 
53,004. But you co-operated to produce and sell long before you co-operated 

to buy, I thinkP-Not to sell, but to produce. 
53,005. I am assuming that nearly all your feeding stuffs are now bought 

co-operatively in DenmarkP~Largely, but by no means all. 
53,006. With regard to manures, what is the position P-A large propor

tion is co-operative j I am afraid I could not tell you the proportion. 
53,007. Do you co-operate much to purchase implementsP-Not a very 

great deal, but to some extent j the dairy societies co-operate to purchase. 
53,008. Do you find it most easy to co-operate for those things which are 

imported in large quantities P-I am not so sure. Co-operation to purchase 
manure, for instance, was a distinct move against what was looked ~pon 
as a trust, and a similar thing applied to feeding stuffs. The pT1vate 
merchants dealing in feeding stuffs in Jutland had some movement to join 
together. The farmers heard of that and thought that they were likely to 
be injured by such a combination of the merchants, and then they formed 
a co-operative society to do it themseh-es. 

Mr. H. Faber. 
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53,009. You mention that your agricultural societies are much older than 
your co-operative societies, and that you have a very laTge number of 
agricultural societies tcHiay P-Yes, that is 80. 

53,010. I do not think you have given us the date of the formation of 
the Royal AgriculturalSoeiety of Denmark ?-I believe it is 1769 or some
thing like that. 

53,011. Long before the Royal Agricultural Society in England was 
formed?-Yes. 

53,012. What are the essential natural assets of Denmark ?-I think we 
have rather a good soil, except where there is too much sand, because we 
have none of these very heavy clays. 

53,013. You are free from heavy clays?-Nearly all our land is glacial, 
and therefore where it is clay it is all mixed with sand and partly marl. 

53,014. What about your climate? Is it not a dry, rather harsh climate? 
--Of course, the winters are severe. 

53,015. Drying winds in the springP-Yes, and what we suffer from is 
sometimes a dry spring, which is very bad for the corn. 

53,016. And your climate makes it impossible for you to grow good per
manent pasturesP-Yes, it is not so easy, but still they are extending a bit. 

53,017. They are again extending, are they?-I believe they are extend
ing, yes; I think people understand better how to cultivate them now. 

53,018. Unless the people of Denmark were to work hard, they could not 
live under such conditions P-They have to work hard, yes. 

53,019. Your natural conditions foroe you to work hard and your people 
were induced to take education at a very early stage in your history? Com
pulsory education started in 1814?-Yes; but that, of course, .was quite 
elementary education. 

53,020. But that laid the foundation for Grundtvig's work ?-I do not 
think 80, because the remarkable thing about ·the People'S high schools is 
that they are grown up people who go there to learn. -

53,021. Yes, but if these grown up people had not been to primary schools 
they would not have gone ba.ck to school at Grundtvig's call ?-I am not even 
sure of that; you see there is a long lapse between the primary school which 
a boy would leave when he was 14. He would then go to work on the land 
from 14 till he may be 22 or 23; then he would go to one of the People's high 
schools. 

53,022. I foliow that, but without attendance at the primary school, with
out the appreciation of the value of education which now characterises the 
people of Denmark, they would' not go back to attend Grundtvig's schools 
after working on the land?-You may be right; I am not quite certain; 
they might not perhaps go to the agricultural schools, but I think they 
would go to the high schools all the same. You see, the high schools do not 
profess to teach them anything vocational at all. There is an element of 
religion in the high school movement. 

53,023. Dr. Hyder: Before I take up your note of evidence, I have one 
or two questions of a general nature to ask you. The first question is this : 
Supposing we had all round the coast of England a tariff wall 10 kilometres 
high, I should like you to tell me what. the state of Danish agriculture would 
be ?-E\'en if you had that high wall, you would have to eat. 

53,024. That is a different matter; perhaps they would produce the things 
here, you see, and eat; they would get the things to eat; the point is 
whether you 'Would be able to sell ?-If this country could proliuce enough 
food for its teeming population, we shourd be in a very bad state. 

53,025. I have Tead your note with very great attention, and I was 
wondering whether the success of Danish agriculture and of its co-operation 
is not due to one factor principally, amongst others, and that is the existence 
of a very large free trade market right at its doorsP-Yes, undoubtedly. 

53,026. So that you assign some importance to thatP-Undoubtedly. 
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53,027. My second general questIon is this: You have spoken a good deal 
about these schools; I was wondering whether the year 1864, as also the 
more material years from 1870 onwards, had something to do with the 
progress of the Danes and of Danish agricultureP-Undoubtedly it had. 

53,028. I mean, after the year 1864 you had to look into 10urselves; there 
had to be in,trospection; is that soP-Exactly; it took form in a special 
saying, that what we have lost outwardly we must gain inwardly. 

53,029. And from that year you concentrated more on yourselves and 
your industry. I have now a few questions to ask you of a practical nature. 
What is the smallest economic size for the successful working of a 00-

operat,ive dairyP-That is rather difficult to answer. 
53,030. Let me help you; please correct me if these figures are wrong: 

" Each combines on the l!IIlallest possible area. of land, about 150 members 
raising 800 to 1,000 cows in all and producing 1,500 to 2,500 kilogrammes 
of milk per cow a year." Is that the smallest size for economical working 
of a co-operative dairyP-The most natural way would be to measure by 
the number of cows. 

53,031. 800 to 1,000 cowsP-No, we can go below that I think; but, in 
a way, the larger it is the more economical is the working and so on. 

53,032. Yes, but I am asking what is the smallest unitP-<l do not see 
why you should not have a dairy with only 400 cows, or something like 
that. It would be a small dairy, but it could be done. 

53,033. You would have aU the appliances and so on, and would be able 
to competeP-Yes, I think so. 

53,034. Wit.h regard to the control by the co-operative societies, does not 
1'.he control extend to the feeding of the animals also: that when a man 
joins a co-operative milk society or dairy society he not only undertakes, 
as you say, to deliver for a period of seven to 10 years: he also undertlakes 
to feed his animals according to rules which he has himself helped to draw 
up; is not that soP-I think there has been a great deal of that in former 
times, but more with regard to the feeding of cows giving milk for Copen
hagen ISnd other towns; quite as much there as with regard to the 00-

operative dairy societies. Then also, iu former years, there were more 
definite ideas as to the influence of the food on the taste of the butter than 
are credited no.w. So that there will be less restriction in the way of 
feeding than there has been. At least, I think there would be not so 
much restriction as guidance which would be to the advantage of the 
farmer in feeding. 

53,035. I mean they must all feed their cows and give them the kind of 
food which is properP-Yes, of course they must feed them with good food. 

53,036. ,What about the management of the societiesP A man takes part 
in the management irrespective of his economic state; is not that so P
Yes. 

53,037. All men are on & basis of equalityP-Yes. 
53,038. It does not matter if one man delivers 80,000 kilogrammes of 

milk while another delivers only 2,000; the man who delivers only 2,000 
will be eligible for officeP-Yes, and each man has a vote, one man one vote 
independently of the numblO'r of cows he may possess. 

53,039. Have you a system of arbitration with regard to disputes among 
the members, and between the members and their societyP-The societies 
have their by-laws, and sometimes they are enforced by the court. We 
have had cases where a co-operator refused to deliver and was compelled 
to do so by the court. 

53,040. I was not quite clear about your remarks on Government super
vision; to what extent does Government supervise the export tradeP---IWith 
regard to the export of butter, the Government must give the right to the 
proou<'er to USE' the official brand. 

53.041. Yes, and if his butter does not rome up to quality the Government 
has the right to withdraw the licence?-Yes . 

• Ur. H. J!'aber. 
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53,042. That is one aspect of Government supervision?-Y~. 
53 043. Is there any other aspect P-In order to have a rIght to apply 

the ~flicial brand the butter must be made of pasteurised milk; therefore 
tbe Government inspects the dairies and takes samples to see that milk or 
cream is pasteurised. Then the butter must contam no more than 16 per 
cent. of water; therefore we have inspectors who take samples of butter 
and analyse them. 

53,044. These are Government inspectors?-Yes. 
53,045. So that the Government does come in?-Yes. 
53,046. With regard to the fixing of the price of butter, how do you get on 

with the traders?-There is a commi17tee of traders and of producers; in 
fact, there are two committees sitting independently, but they generally 
agree to fix the price every week for the butter. . 

53,041. There are some very good rules; the chairman of a joint committee 
is not entitled to vote; and if the voting is equal th6 president of the other 
committee has a casting. vote; is that soP-It may be; these rules vary 
from time to time; that may be so at present; I am not prepared to say. 

l am quoting from a report submitted by your people to the International 
Economic Conference. 

53,048. Mr. Noyce: You say that the rural reform laws at the end of the 
18th Century fixed the convenient distribution of land. amongst large, 
middle sized and small farms?-Yes, rather laid down rules in order to 
preserve it. 

53,049. What do you regard as large, middle sized and small farms in 
Denmark; about what acreage ?-A middle sized farm would be something 
like 60 or 80 acres. 

53,050. Is a small farm anything below 60 a.cresP-Yes, 20, 30 or 40 
acres. Of course, we have small holdings which are smaller than that. 

53,051. What is the smallest acreage from which a farmer in Denmark 
can make a living without any extraneous sources of incomeP-On good land 
12 to 16 acres. 

53,052. By dairying mostlyP-Yes; that is, of course, arable land growing 
corn and roots for his cattle. 

53,053. Would he go in for mixed farmiDg on a holding of that size, 12 
to 16 acresP Would he go in for both arable and dairy farmingP-We do 
dairy farming on arable land; we do not distinguish between arable and 
dairy farming; nearly all our dairy farming is arable; six-sevenths of our 
cultivated land is arable. 

53,054. No pastureP-No .. On arable land we have grasses in rotation, 
but it is not permanent grass. 

53,055. I notice that agricultural development in Denmark, according to 
your note, oweB a great deal to the owners and cultivators of large farmsP 
-Yes, that is certainly so. 

53,056. Are they still in the van of agricultural improvementP-8ome of 
them, but not IK' much relatively, .as before, but they certainly have been 
very much the leaners. 

53,051. To what do you attribute that; to the fact that the smaller 
farmers and small holders have grown up, so to speak, and do not need 
that help n?wi'-Yes, many of them are very good farmers now. 

53,058. SUo James MacKenna: Have you had a.ny experience of co-opera.
tive societies for cattle insurance in DenmarkP-Yes we have cattle 
insurance; I believe they are small societies. ' 

53,059. :t:£as that b.een succ~ful, .do you knowP-Yes, I think they are 
rather an IDformal kInd of socIety; If there is a loss, the loss is distributed 
amongst the members and so much money is called in. 
. 53,06~. Do you k.now if there is a premium for insurance of an animal 
In a socIetyP-I beheve not more than that they are liable to be called upon 
to pay up whenever there is 18 loss. 

Mr. Calvert: It is contributory insurance. 
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53061. Sir James MacKe-nna: Are any diselUles excluded?-I am afraid 
I do' not know, but I think it might vary from one district to anotherf· 
We have had special societies with regard to loss by foot and mouth disease, 
I believe. -

53,062. Foot and mouth disease is the most prominent disease of cattle, 
is itP-We have had a bad epidemic; it is over now and we are almost 
free at the present moment. _.. 

53,063. Supposing Denmark had had the gover~mg of IndIa tw~ or three 
hundred years ago, with a seventy per cent. agrIcultural populatIOn, what 
line do you think she would have adopted towards the development of 
IndiaP-I am afraid it is not easy to answer that question; but of course 
:200 yea.r~ ago we had seventy per cent. of our population agricul~ural. 

53,064. Sir Henry Lawrence: And that has been converted mto 30 per 
oent. now P-Qur agricultural population is seventy per cent. less than 
:200 years ago. 

53,065. Dr. Hyder: Are you quite sure about this figure of thirty per 
eent. P-I am, I know it has surprised many people. 

53,066. Are you including the industrial work carried on on agricultural 
productsP-No, this is agricultural proper. 

53,061. Do you include people who work as butchers in the oo-operative 
slaughtering of pigsP-No, they arll properly industrial; they are trade 
union people. 

53,068. Profes.~or GQI1I,gulee: Your thirty per cent. is confined to the actual 
cultivators P-To cultivation, yes, to agriculture proper: cultivating the 
land, attending to domestic animals and 80 on, living on the farm and 
working on the land. 

53,069. Does it include the manufacturers of butter or cheeseP-No, that is 
purely an industry. _. 

53,070. It is often IUlserted that the spread of education tlirough your 
Folk schools preceded the devolpment of agriculture and the co-operative 
movement; is that right P-No, that is not right; the development of agri
(:ulture came before the People's high schools, but the People's ihigh schools 
helped the small farmers by opening their eyes to the benefit they could 
get by imitating the large farmers in the way .of applying scientific methods 
on their -farms. 

53,071. So that you first created the necessary environment for the 
acceptance of two things: first, your co-operative movement and secondly 
an institution like the People's high sehools; is that right?-Yes, but in 
the opposite order. The oo-operative movement of course WIUl introduoed, 
like many other good things we have from this country; it WIUl the example 
vf the Rochdale weavers. 

53,072. In the middle of the 19th centuryP-Yes, it WIUl introduced 
into Denmark in 1866 for the special benefit of the poor workers in a small 
town i it WIUl introduced by their Pastor, and for years people worked to 
get that introduced and practised among the poor people in the towns, 
but without success, because these people were not alive to the use of 
It, and these co-ope.-ative supply societies in towns all died out. But the 
farmers appreciated them and introduced them into the country ithey were 
alive to the value of it. That gave them their first lesson in co-operation i 
and, partly based on that lesson, came the success of the oo-operative dairies 
when they were introduced. 

53,073. But, as you say here in this note, the conditions were first crested 
for the favourable acceptance of these two movements; one is the adult 
.education movement and another is the oo-operative movementP-Yes. 

53,074. I should like to ask you about the process by which you created 
those conditions_ You speak here of the formation of tne Royal Agricul
tural Society of Denmark. Can you tell us what part the Royal Society 
<If Agriculture played in creating such conditions? What was the actual 
iunction of thi'l SocietyP-The Royal Agricultural Society, as I believe I 
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mentioned, has done a great deal to educate sons of 6IIlali farmers iD 
farming. Since 1836 they have every year taken on a number of sons of 
small farmers to educate on selected large farms, giving them a three 
years apprenticeship, transferring them from one farm to another to three 
different fMms. 

63075. No definite agricultural school was established by the Society?
Yes' I think they have established one agricultural school. 

53,076. And in that way, by training the sons of farmers, the Royal Agri
cultural Society oontributed to this development?-Yes,and by many other 
activities. 

53077. Was any legislation necessary to bring about the conditions which 
you ~efer to P-I do DOt know of any legislation aiming particularly at that. 

63,078. You speak, here, of your local and provincial advisers; where do 
they get their training?-At the Royal Agricultural High School at 
Copenhagen. 

63,079. So that these advisers in Denmark are all trained in the agri
cultural schoolsi'-Most of them would be trained there, not necessarily all, 
but the more prominent of them would be trained in the Royal Agricultural 
High School. Others would be trained in the other agricultural schools in 
the country. 

53,080. You have twenty-eight agricultural, dairy and horticultural 
!Chools; are those schools run throughout the year, or are tney merely 
seasonal schoolaf-They are generally only winter schools. 

53,081. The cost of these vocational schools comes from the Government; 
are these Government institutions P-They are all entirely private. 

53,082. Are they subsidised by the Government in any wayP-The Govern
ment gives some subsidy, mostly in the form of ,bursaries to pupils. 

53,083. From where are the staff of these twenty-eight agricultural schools 
recruitedP-They are graduates of the agricultural schools. 

53,084. Do YOI1 charge the students any feesP-Yes. 
63,085. So these schooIe are not freeP-No, they are generally started 

by men who make it their living. 
53,086. Turning once more to your· People's high schools, they are really an 

organised form of adult educationP-Yes. 
53,087. Is there any other agency in Denmark, besides the People's 

high schools, carrying on adult educationP-Yes, I believe there are several. 
53,088. Could you tell the Commission what part the Universities of ·your 

country play in this adult education movement?-Bome of the principals 
or teachers in the schools would be graduates from the University, but not 
many. 

53,089. The University does not, itself, take part in the adult education 
nlOvementP-No& as :a. University, but some of the people of the University 
are interested in adult education; but that is more their private interest. 

53,090. Are pupils, attending these People's high schools, drawn from the 
rural community or the cityP-The pupils of the high school are nearly all 
from the rural districts. 

53,091. The schools are situated in the rural tractsP-In the country, yes. 
Only of late have some sprung up in the towns. There is one in Copen
hagen now; the people in the towns are beginning to take a little more 
interest in it. 

63,092. Could you teli the Commission a little more as to the actual relation 
of the State with these People's high schoolsP-There is very little relation 
between them. 

53,093. Is there no supervision from the Minister of Educationl'-Not. 
with the People's high school I think. 

53,094. No gra.nt from the central Government at sliP-Yes, I believe they 
have some I?;rant. 
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53,095. But if they make a grant, do they make it without any conditionP 
-The grant is given to all these schools together: agricultural schools, 
-dairy schools, horticultural schools, and People's high schools all together, 
'So that it is difficult for me to say how much the People's high schools get. 

53,096. Supposing they obtain a grant from the central Government, 
1lo.tld you tell us whether the central Government exercises any supervision 
or controlP-There may be an inspector calling there once a year or some
thing like that, but practically it amounts to nothing. 

53,097. Are these People's high schools free institutions, or do the students 
who go there have to pay fOIl the tuitionP--Just the same as the agricultural 
sehools, the man who starts them makes a living by it and the pupils have' to 
pay, but it is very cheap. 

53,098. In these high schools I understand there are no vocational courses 
at all; do you teacl). agriculture, horticulture or anything of that sort in 
these people's high schoolsP~No, they do not profess to teach anything of 
that sort. 

53,099. What do you think was the first step that Denmark took towards 
cattle improvementP-Cattle shows. 

53,100. Would you not say the milk recording society was the first stepP 
~Oh, no; that came much later. 

53,101. You speak of cattle shows; were they organised by the State?
No, not organised by the State but subsidised and helped by the State; the 
State gave a grant to help to pay for the prizes. 

53,102. Did the Royal Society take part in organising these showsP-No, 
it is more the local agricultural societies who arranged the shows. The 
Royal Agricultural Society, as such, does not arrange shows. 

53,103. In your opinion the organisation for cattle shows was the first 
stepP-Yes, you might say that. 

53,104. ,What was the second step P I want to know how you eliminated the 
uneconomic cow; what was the process you followedP First, of course, you 
had shows by which you encouraged the best breeds and typesP-Yes, 
and thn we had breeding societies where we also encouraged the use of the 
best animals. Th6'Il we have the milk-recording society, which eliminates 
the poorest. . 

53,105. Then, is it correct to say that the practice of keeping milk record~ 
of individual cows has been the basis for the steady improvement in the' 
general quality of Danish dairy cattleP-Yes. 

53,106. You must have records of individua.! cattle before you strike the 
basis of improvementP-Yes, I think that is a very important thing. 

53,107. So that the milk IIeCOroing societies that you mention in your 
note formed a very essential part in the development of live-stock improve
ment schemesP-Undoubtedly. I do not know whether it will be of any 
interest to' you, but when the first milk-recoroing society had been working 
one year, a report was written on it, and they calculated for the different 
cows the cost of production of a pound of butter; they found that one 
cow could produce a pound of butter for 6<1. while another cow in the same 
hero required 2s. ad. That showed them, in a very practical way, that 
they had better get rid of the second cow. 

53,108. You have not said anything -about your research work in Den
mark; is that carried on in the central research station at Copenhagen?
That, of course, is carried on by the GovernID6'Ilt, but several branches have 
been started priv·ately .and then taken over by the State. 

53,109. At the present time, :research is solely conducted by State agencies? 
-No, not solely; the agricultural societies do a good deal of work in that 
direction as well, besides eome private work. 

53,110. And these societies tha·t conduct agricultural reseaIlChes are in 
touch with the central institutionsP-Yes, they are. 
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53,111. Mr. Calveri: Where you have members of co-operative societielJ 
who bind themselves to supply milk and so on for a period of seven years, 
are there many cases of breach of such an agreement P-No. 

53,112. Have you, in Denmark, any large body of landlords who do not. 
themselves cultivateP-No, very few. 

53,113. Are you troubled at all by the absentee landlordP-No, we hardly 
know him. 

53,114. I have heard it Said that a large part of your success is duEl' 
to the fact that you do not allow lawyers to interfere with agriculture; 
do lawyers play any large part in your agricultural policyP-You see, 
such a large proportion of our agriculturists are owners of their 'land that. 
there is less chance for the lawyers to oome in. 

53,115. You have several times mentioned legislation; legislation requires 
a legislature enlightened on agricultural matters. Have you got, in your
legislature, any actual practical farmersP-As members of our legislature,. 
yes many. 

53,116. Dr. Hyder:· I have heard it said that when attention was drawn 
to the smallness of the legislative building in Copenhagen, the Minister
replied that the legislators were peasants P-The building is pretty large 
now, but many of the legislators are peasants. Some of our MinIsters 
have been peasants. 

53,117. Mr. Calvert: You have, in your Legisla£ure, actual cultivating 
farmersP-Yes, they are really a larger proportion in the legislature than 
their proportion to the total population; they are undoubtedly over-repre
sented. 

c3,118. Is your agricultural policy guided by the practical farmer, or
by other interestsP-By the practical farmer, very largely. 

53,119. When you speak of Government in this note, you mean the' 
!\{inistry of Agriculture P-Where, for instance P 

53,120. On page 106: "grants from Government" ?-That is on a pro
posal from .the Minister and accepted by the Government; that means the 
Riksdag vote on the Budget or by a law voted on and carried through 
the House. 

53,121. So that that practically means that your Government is a Govern
ment of practical farmers?-No, I do not see that it means exactly that, 
but there are practical farmers in the legislative party, and there are 
practical farmers sometimes amongst the Ministers. 

53,122. Your Government does take active steps to protect farmers. 
against, say, the import of animal diseases or crop pests ?-Yes, of course: 
we have our Veterinary Service. 

53,123. You have a State Veterinary ServiceP-Yes. 
53,124. So that Government does playa part in. the development of 

your agriculture P--Government has played a very large part indeed. 
53,125. Quite apart from the self-help movement, you have a separate 

organisation by Government for the protection of agricult1U'e ?-I do nOI 
see how you can separate them like that; Government has done many things 
for the help of agriculture in centuries past, and has oontinued to do so. 

53,126. But you stress the fact that the co-operative movement has been 
so largely a farmer's movementP-That is a different thing; the Govern
ment has been rather averse to the first co-operative movements, particularly 
the co-operative supply societies. 

53,127. The Government has not interfered in the organisation of agricul
ture by the peasants themselvesP-Now you are speaking about co-operation, 
I understand P 

53,128. I am spealring of two quite distinct things: there is the organisa
tion of agriculture along co-operative linesP-No, agriculture is not 
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organised along co-operative lines; that does not apply to our conditions 
.at all. 

53,129. Do you draw a distinction between oo-operation and organisation? 
-Yes, oertainly; we have a distinct agricultural organisation entirely 
independent of co-operation and existing before co..operation. 

53,130. What organisation is thatP-Agricultural societies. 
53,131. Then you have this third line of activity by Government in pro

-tecting farmers from insect pests, animal diseases and so onP-Yes, but is 
not that what all Governments in civilised countries would do: I mean pro
-tect against diseases, and so on? 

53,132. The point I. am taking is that Government can only do what the 
legislatures permit them to do, and what the legislatures do depends upon 
the personnel of the legislaturesP-Yes, to some extent. 

53,133. I was trying to discover to what extent your Government really 
is the practical farmer sitting in his best clothes P-I think that is straining 
it rather; Government is not only that. I am afraid I do not quite follow 
you. I do not quite see your point. 

53,134. The difficulty we have in India is that the practical cultivator 
nowhere appears in our legislatures; the landlord rent receiver appears, but 
not the actual cultivator. We have in England a very similar thing, where 
the big landlord looms large in agriculture, but the actual farmer does not 
take a prominent part in the legislatureP-Yes. With us they do. 

53,135. Dr. Howe, in that book you quote, states that there are many 
thousands of petty holdings in Denmark of round about two and a half 
acres P-Not independent holdings. 

53,136. He gives a figure of several thousandsP-Does he mean that people 
live on them? 

53,137. That is what I was going to ask youP-No, that is wrong; nobody 
(l()uld live on that. 

53,138. What are those .holdingsP-They are held by labourers who have 
their work on the farms iIi the neighbourhood but who work those small 
holdings in their spare time; there are plenty of them. 

53,139. They are what we call, in England, allotments?-Yes, perhaps 
you would call them that; anyhow, it is land which is cultivated in their 
spare time by people whose chief occupation is as labourers on farms, or 
they may be artisans and so on; the village blacksmith or joiner may have 
a small holding like that which he works in his spare time. 

53,140. Is there, in Denmark, any complaint on the part of the farmers 
against primary education P-Oh no, there is nobody in Denmark against it. 

53,141. They do not say it is unsuitable for agriculture P-No, but the 
primary education, of course, is for children. Agricultural education is 
something quite different; that comes later on. 

53,142. I mean education of your boys up to fourteen years of ageP-Yes, 
but they do not learn agriculture. 

53,143. No, but do farmers complain that the type of education offered to 
boys up to fourteen years of age unfits them them for agriculture?--~o, I 
~o not think so. 

53,144. Who directs your educational policyP-We have a Minister of 
Education; sometimes there may be a very strong man in a position to 
influenoe it, but, technically speaking, it is done by the Minister. 

53,145. Is that Ministry guided and inlluenced by the opinions of the 
actual cultivatorsP-Through the legislature, yes; the actual cultivators 
being strongly represented in the House would have an influence on the 
legislation thati would govern education. . 

53,146. If you remember, about 1913, when the American Government set 
tIP a committee to inquire into agriculture in Europe, they submitted reports 

Mr. H. Faber. 
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touchin~ Oil this question of ~ucati?n, and they stated that only in two 
Stat:es did they find no complamt agamst education from the farmer's point 
of VIew: one Sta~ was Denmark, and the other was, I think, some American 
State. I was trymg to find 0.ut from ~ou, exact~y, what there was peculiar 
about your system of education of chIldren whIch made it so exceptional 
to the general rule ?-The primary educatioll,of course is not a very 
thorough education in a way, you might say; boys leav'; those schools at 
fourteen, an~ then go on to practical. farming work. Perhaps they have 
not ~een spoiled by the school educatIon to the extent that they d~spise 
practICal farm work; and on that point I should like to mention that in 
some districts, at least, it has been so alTanged that in the village school 
boys gOl to school onEl day and girls the next; so that the boy only goes to 
school every other day, spending every other day on the farm helping his· 
people to mind animals and so on, and taking parte in the agricultural life. 
That, of course, would preserve them completely from that taint that 
attaches to some primary education. But another point is this: I believe 
that the distinction between the primary education and the agricultural 
education coming on much later in life is perhaps something peculiar to 
our country; our agricultural schools very seldom give any teaching of 
practical agricultural work; therefore they require the pupils to have a 
thorough practical knowledge of agriculture before they come to the schools. 
In the Royal Agricultural College in Copenhagen it is stipulated that a 
pupil must have been for three years carrying on practical agriculture before· 
he can be admitted td the school. 

53,147. ·But, coming down to the primary or elementary education up to 
fourteen years of age, the American State which had no complaint to make 
against its system of primary education ascribed that to the fact that its 
legislature was largely manned by practical farmers; that is the reason why 
I am asking you about your legislature and why there are no complaints in 
Denmark against your primary education withdrawing the best brains from 
the soil P-I would not like to say there is no such complaint at all; of 
course, all farmers' sons cannot go on farms again: the land cannot carry 
the poplllation. 

53,148. From what class are your teachers of these elementary schools, 
teaching up to fourteen years of age, drawnP-Many of them would be 
farmers' sons. 

53149. They are not drawn from your townsP-Not solely; largely of 
cour:re they would, but some would be in touch with agricul~ure. 

53 150. Sir Thomas Middleton: What about the school holidays? At what 
peri~s of the year do the primary schools get their holidays? Are agricul
tural requirements taken into account in the fixing of the holidays?-It is 
generally in July and August, or something like that. 

53,151. Have the local people any say in the fixing of the time for the 
school holidays ?-The elementary schools, of course, are managed by local 
school committees entirely, in which the farmers would be represented. 

53,152. Do they endeavour to get the holidays at the most convenient times 
for the agricultural population?-Yes, I believe a good deal is done in letlang 
the children off during harvest time; I think that is done in many cases. 

53,153. Mr. Calvert: In the primary schools teaching up to fourteen years 
of age, do the teachers undergo any special training in agriculture?-No, I 
do not think they do. 

53154. Is there, in Denmark, any sharp cleavage between a rural party, 
a fa~mer8' party, and any otherP-There is a certain cleavage there, un
doubtedly. 

53,155. Does the rural interest find opposition?-No, generally speaking 
I think the whole population is alive to the fact that the agricultural interest 
is so largely predominant in Denmark that there would be no opposition; 
I mean they would all feel that they more or less live by agriculture. 
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53,156. That is to say, the needs of the practical farmer are paramount P 
-To some extent, that is so, yes. 

53,157. Sir Ganga Ram: Is not rye an inferior grain as compared with 
wheatP-That is a matter of taste. 

53,158. Are th~y sown at about the same timeP-Yes, about the same 
time. 

53,159. I find that the outturn of wheat is 1·07 tons per acre, while that 
of rye is only one-third of a ton P-I have not got the figures here. 

With rye on 765,000 acres you get 265,000 tons, while with wheat on 
.248,000 acres you get 259,000 tons. 

Mr. Calvert: The wheat is on'the better land. 
53,160. Sir Ganga Ram: Is it due to the quality of the land?-I think 

we sow our wheat in a favourable position in the rotation; wheat is treated 
favourably by Danish farmers. There are many considerations on the ques
tion of whether wheat or rye pays best to cultivate. I have got some figures 
here in my book, from the year 1909 to 1913, showing that of wheat we had 
43 bushels per acre while of rye we had 27. 

53,161. ThEm, why do people prefer iKIwing rye to sowing wheatP Is the 
increased outturn of wheat due to the class of land on which it is grown p
I am afraid I am not enough of an agriculturist to be able to answer that 
question. Parts of our country are unsuited for wheat, both as to climate 
and as to soil. 

'53,162. What is the law governing the sale and mortgaging of land? If 
a man happens to be a spendthrift, can he sell or mortgage his land without 
consideration of his familyP-If he is the owner of the land he can sell it, 
yes. 

53,163. Is there no law prohibiting the sale of land under those circum
stances'P-No. 

53,164. If he happens to be a spendthriHP-No. 
53,165. Mr. Cal1)ert: You limit the area of the holdingP-Yes, he cannot 

split it up without permission, but he Ca.Ill sell the whole of his property; he 
could get permission to sell part of it., 

53,166. Sir Ganga Ram: Supposing a man gets into debt, can his land 
be sold in discharge of the,.debtP-Yes, it can. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Dr. J. B. ORR, D.S.O., M.e., F.R.S.E., Director, The Rowett 
Research Institute, Aberdeen. 

Note 0·1t t1le organisation and scope of the work 01 The Rowett Reseanh 
Institute. ' 

It is understood that the Commission wish me to give evidence on the 
organisation and scope of the work of the Rowett Institute rather than on 
Indian agriculture. This statement is, therefore, confined to an account of 
ilie Institute. 

Accommodation and Facilities lor Research. 
The Institution consists of:-

(a) Departments of Physiology, Biochemistry, and Patholo~y" in 
which these sciences are studied in relation to the fundamental pnnclples 
of nutrition. 

(b) An experimental stock fMm on which feeding and other experi
ments of immediate practical interest are carried out under ordinary 
farming conditions. 

(c) A library and r.tatistical department. 
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(a) and (c) are accommodated in central buildings with the necessary 
laboratories, animal houses and other accommodation required for research. 
These buildings, which were erected in 1922, art; fully equipped and suited 
for their purpose. 

The experimental farm, which is in cour~ of development, extends to 
between 700 and 800 acres. When completed it will have departments fo\' 
(a) milk cows, (b) beef cattle, (c) sheep, (d) pigs, and (e) poultry. The pig 
department, in which there are between 400 and 500 pigs, is established. 
and the dairy department, with about 60 dairy cows, will be established 
before the end of the present year. .The other departments are partly 
developed. Eadh of these departments will have as its head a practical 
expert, who has had a training in the science of nutrition and has 
Epecialised in that particular branch of animal husbandry. 

Staff. 
Including the Director, the Secretary and Trerusurer and the Statistician, 

there are thirteen members of the permanen~ staff. In addition, there 
are usually two or three post-graduate research students and one or two 
temporary workers, either voluntary or employed for a period to assist 
with an accumulation of analytical work. 

At present there are sixteen tempor.ary workers employed on' investiga
tions promoted and financed by the Empire Marketing Board. Six of 
these are engaged on work in connection with human nutrition, eight on 
work in connection with the nutrition of farm animals, and two employed 
in reviewing the literature to assemble all the p.v·ailable information bearing 
on the subjects of the investigation. Of these sixteen workers, only six 
are working in the Institute itself. Six are in Kenya Colony, and four are 
working under the Board of Health for Scotland in ronjunction 'with the 
School Medical Officers in the four chief cities of Scotland. 

Organisation of work. 
Most of the problems of nutrition, which are of immediate practical 

importance, are of such a nature that the im'estigation of them calls for, 
first, teamwork by workers with a knowledge of different branches of the 
l!Cience of nutrition, and, second, continuity of work. An attempt has been 
made to attain these ends. The Institute works as a unity on the larger 
investigations, each department studying its own aspect of the problem. 
'l'he data which are accumulated in the statistical department as the work 
proceeds are reviewed periodically by the Director and the senior workers 
in conference, and the work adjusted from time to time in the light of the 
results obtained. The actual workers engaged on different parts of the 
investigation may be replaced by others, or additional workers may be 
drawn in for a period to assist in the analytical work. But, though the 
personnel changes, the continuity of the work is maintained. 

In addition to these major investigations, there are, of course, always 
other pieoes of research running in whiQh only one or two people may be 
~ngaged. 

The Institute also carries out joint work with other institutions, espe
,cially with the Nutrition Institute at Oambridge University, the Depart
ment of Agriculture of NOirthern Ireland .and various colleges of Agriculture 
i!! Scotland and England. 

Recently arrangements have been made through the Empire Marketing 
Board for linking up work at the Institute on the nutritive value of pastures 
with ·work of a somewhat similar nature either in progress or .about to be 
begun in New Zealand, Australia, parts of Africa and Palestine, and in 
human nutrition two joint investigations are heing carried OU~lIe Wlith 
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the Kenya Medical Service on native dietetics and the other with the 
Board of Health for Scotland on the nutrition of children. 

The data from' this. extra-mural work are assembled at the Institute 
~here th~ literature o! the subjects investigated is being reviewed and thEt 
mformatlOn arranged In an easlly accessible form. 

This ?xtra-mural work involves a continuous exchange of information and 
nggestlOns between the senior workers of the Institute and those of the 
institutions with which joint work is done. The resulting accession of fresh 
ideas is a stimulus to original thought, and the accumulation .at one centre 
of a mass of data bearing on the one general problem, but collected from 
di1!'erent pa~ts of the Empire by workers studying the problem from different; 
pOInts of VIew, are of great value both to those actually engaged in the 
research and to those responsible for the initiation and general direction 
of the investigations. 'Dhere is reason to believe that this joint work !has 
heen of mutual benefit to the Institute and to the other institutions with 
which work has been done. 

Nature of work. 
The two main aspects of animal nutrition are (a) the energy requirements 

which determine the amount of food needed, nnd (b) the material require
ments which determine the kind or composition of the food needed. The 
!Q"utrition Institute at Cambridge University has devoted its fundamental 
research chiefly to the question of energy r~quirements. This Institute 
has tended to concentrate on the material reqUlre~ents. The work, there
fore, consists chiefly of investigations on the requirements of animals fOl 
constructive material, e.g., protein, lime, phosphorus, iron, iodine, etc .• 
and on the factors concerned in the assimilation and utilisation of these, 
e.g., ultra-violet irradiation and vitamins. . 

It is known that when there is 8. deficiency of one or more of these 
substances in the diet, the animal is unable to get the full benefit from the 
food eaten. This is the cause of considera·ble economic loss in stock 
farming. It is also known that certain diseases may arise from. these 
deficiencies, and it is believed that animals fed on "deficient" diets are 
more susceptible to certain infectious diseases. The investigation of the 
problems concerned with these conditions is, therefore, of great importance 
in animal nutrition. Further, information obtained in the course of the 
investigation has a direct bearing on human dietetics. 

Finance. 
'Dhe work of the Institute, a.part from the Experimental Farm, requires 

an expenditure of about £11,000 per annum. 
The Institute has an endowment for the library, whiclh yields £250 per 

annum. There is another small endowment and certain contributions. Thes~ 
together do not exceed £500 per annum. The balance of the ~xpenditure 
is met by a grant from the Treasury on the reoommendatlOnof th9 
Development Commissioners. 

The gross expenditure on the Experimental Stock Farm amounts to about 
£12 000 per annum. This is ·balanced by receipts of about the same amount 
fro~ the sale of produce. The practical experImental work carried out on 
the farm is therefore seIf~upporting. 'Dhere' is an endowment of £10,000-
which yiel~ an incom~ of £475 per annum. There is no grant from puhlio 
funds for the work of the farm. 

Oral Evidence. 
53,167. The Chairman: Dr. Orr, you are Director of the Rowett Research 

Institute, Aberdeen ?-Yes. 
53,168. Are you at all familiar with India.n oonditionsP-Only at second 

hand. 
Dr. J. B. Orr. 
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53,169. I have very few points to ask you about. At Aberdeen you have 
the research work into animal nutrition and the research work on human 
nutrition going on side by side ?-Yes. 

53,170. Is it an important advantage to have them both lin the same 
institutei'-In my opinion it is vary important,. because the fundamental 
principles of human nutrition and of the nutrition of farm animals are the 
same. As a matter of fact, the advalbtages in our knowledge of human 
nutrition have got to be made through experiments on animals; they are 
u~ually made by experiments on small animals, suah as guinea pig;s and 
rats, although experiments on animals such as pigs have pro'bably a more 
direct bearing on human nutrition than experiments on highly specialised 
animals like guinea pigs and rata. Furth~rmore, at a station like ours, 
where one can work on large groups of ammals, the researches are more 
likely to be of practical value than in a laboratory in the centre of a city 
where one can only work on small groups of small animals under hIghly 
artificial conditions. Another advantage is that if .one ds doing researoh 
on huma.n nutrition as weH as on the nutrition of farm animals, one is 
kept in touch with the leaders of thought in the schools of physiology attached 
to medical schools, whereas, df one is limited to f= animals, one loses 
that immediate contact with the leaders of thought in the medical schools. 
One could give many instances of cases where the problem of human nutri
tion is exactly the same as tJhe problem of animal nutrition, 8illd wihea-e 
information obta~ned on one side is of ~mportance on the other, for instance, 
in the question of ricketts in children, goitre, and so on. 

53,171. How f.ar would it, in your judgment, be practicable to get the 
adv&lltage of close touch between the research workers in the two types of . 
institutions if the work of human and animal nutrition were to be carried 
on at oentres, let us Bay 100 mileS apart, but in touch with each otherP
What would happen then would be, that at both centres a large part of their 
work would be identical; the fundamental work would be pretty much the 
same in both cases. 

53,172. It means duplicationP-lt means duplication, though that is not 
always a bad thing; but I think it would retard and stultify work on animal 
nutrition if the people engaged on it were prevented from doing the funda
mental work which is the same in animal nutrition as in human nutrition, 
and from keeping in touch with tbe people who are working on tlhe same 
subject, but with the object of applying that information to human beings 
instead of to milch cows, beef cattle, and other farm animals. 

. 53,173. So that there is immense· advantage in having the tWQ types of 
workers side by side at the same institutionP-ln my opinion, there is. I 
should say that the work at the institution to which I belong is for agri
cultural purposes; we draw all our grants for those purposes; but, as a 
natural. p1"OCesll of development, we have got more and more into touch 
with people working in the medical schools, perhaps on 8OO0unt of the nature 
of the work we are doing. Although the work was begun primarily with the 
object of o'btaininginformation which could be applied in stock farming, yet 
the information we have got out has dnterested people who were working on 
the same subject with a view to rearing healthy children, and so on. 

53,174. Do you keep in close touch with the work on plant nutritionl'-No, 
except in so far as our work leads us into that province. For instance, we 
have been doing work which has led us into the province of the physiology 
of plants. What we do in that case is to, link up with some institution whicih 
is working on that subject. In that particular case, as a matter of fact, we 
interested the Department of Botany at Aberdeen University, and carr,jed 
out a joint investigation with them, they ooncentrating on the plant 
physiology side and we ou the animal physiology side. 
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53,175 There is a suggestion at this moment, is there not, that the class of 
manure used on the land on whioh a particular crop is grown affects the 
nutritive value of. the gtrain, quite apart from its effect on the bulk of the 
crop; for instance, it may have some bearing on the vitamin con.tent of that 
grain P--'l1here is no d()ubt that the tap plication of manures affects the 
nutritioll& value of the crop. It certainly affects the mineral contents. 

53,176. Is that work which oomee within your surveyP-That would come 
within our ~rritory, because in that case we are interested in the nutritive 
value of the pLant from the point of view of the nutrition of animals. 

53,177. Are you, in fact, engaged on work on that particular problemP-We 
are engaged on kindred work; at the present time we run certain plots 
manured differently, and then teet the nutritive value of the material grown 
on those plots; but that is not from the point of view of being interested in 
our crop growing, hut from the point of view of the plants grown under the 
different conditions having different nutritive valuee. 

53,178. You have given it as your view that it is very ,advantageous to 
have workers on human nutrition and on animal nutrition side by side; 
haye you suffered any disadvantage from the fact that part of the research 
on animal nutrition is being carried on, not at Alberdeen, but at Cambridge P 
-No, I think it is an advantage to have two institutions working separately, 
for this reason, that if you have a single inBtitution and a very strong 
personality at rtJhat institution, the whole institution takes its colour from 
the strongest man in it and tends to get into one narrow line. There is no 
man able to cover the whole field efficiently. If you have two institutious, 
one institution is more interested in one line and another institution in 
another line. If the two institutions are working together hand in hand as 
they should, there is a continual exchange of ideas, and also an exchange of 
workers, which tends to ikeep both institutions better ba1a.nced and more 
directly on the line along wftlioh they are likely to get results of economic 
importance. 

03,179. In the case of Oambridge, are the workers on animal nutrition in 
touch with the wOrkers on problems of human nutritionP-I do not think 
they are so interested in hu~an nutrition at Cambridge as at Aberdeen. 

53,180. Sir Thomas Middleton: Because they are dealing with the energy 
requirements of animals P-The two institutions are dealing with differerut 
aspects. I should explain that the Oambridge institution, they are more 
interested in the energy exchange and in the energy requirements of animals. 
The energy requirements of farm animals bred and fed for the expre<l8 
purpose of tmmsferring energy rapidly from one to another rure different 
from those of human beings. Hence the main work at 'Oambridge has mean
time no direct bearing on human nutrition. In our institution we are more' 
interested in the material requirements and the effects of deficiencies of 
va,rious nutriments in foodstuffs. We are working on the question of what 
is required to give a complete diet so that it will not be deficient in iodine, 
phospihorous, or anything of .that kind. We are interested dn rearing young 
animals from the point of view of, insuring that all the numerous sU1bjects 
required foil' growth will be in the ration. The medical people are interested 
in the same aspect of nutrition 'from the point of view of infants and school 
children. iJ:t is, really, fundamerutally the same problem. Hence our main 
line of work mea,ntime luts a direct bearing on problems of human nutrition. 

53,181. How far do you rega,rd the results obtained by experiments on rat6 
as a firm indication of the nutritive value of particular foods to human 
beingsP-In It general way, the requirements of all mammaJs are pre.tty 
much the same, but there axe differences in different species. For instance, 
you could feed a guinea pig on a ration which would cause death 
to the guinea pig within three weeks from scurvy, while you might 
feed almost any farm animal on the same ration and it would not die of 

Dr. J. B. Orr. 
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BCUrvy in three months, or six months, or as far as we can see at present, it 
wonld not die of' scurvy &1. all. So that, although there are certain funda
mental things which are exactly the same, the requirements of the species 
vary; the results obt&ined on cows· are not directly attribwta.ble to rats or 
guinea pigs, and lIice lIersa. At the same time all clwsses of anim.als need so
much of various different kinds of things. I am not sure if I make my 
meaning cleer P 

Yes, that is the point. 

53,182. Mr. Call1ert: If you deprived a series of animals of different genera 
of & specific chemical such as iodine, you would expect similar results through
outP-Ultimately yes, but one animal might stand up a long time, while 
another animal might go down much sooner. 

53,183. But a deficiency of a. chemical like iodine would have similv 
resultsp-It would have similar results ultimately. 

53,184. The Chairman: In the field of animal nutrition, do you think iJt 
likely that the results you obtain at the IWwett IiIlfItitute would be applicable 
to Indian conditions 1'-1 think some of the results we are obtaining will be of 
interest to the people who are studying simimr problems in India. I think, 
for instance, our worik on iodine would interest COlonel M~rison. I think 
our work on pastures would interest all the people who are studying pastures 
in India; I think our work on the mineral deficiencies in young animals 
would interest all t'he people w,ho are studying, those problems. As a matter 
of fact, many of these people have been to the institution at various timee 
and have discussed the Indian problems with us; it ie from those discussions 
and the publications that I have learned what I know about animal nutrition 
in India. .. 

53,185. But I take it one has to be careful in comiillg to ilie conclusion' that 
a particular result obtained at one centre is directly applicable to the feed
ing of animals at another centre, because, quite apant from the possibility of 
the fodder being different in nutritive value, the digestive capacities of the
local ox may vary to & very important extent?-There may be a little differ
ence, but I do not think there will be I!o great deal of difference between. the 
digestive capacity of the two animals of the same species. There are other 
conditions, however; for instance, the amount of sunshine is & very important 
factor. We found that when comparing the results we were obtaining in 
the north of Scotand with those ,being discovered in South Africa. The 
abundant SUDshine in South Africa enabled animals to caNY on without 
showing signs of malnutrition on & diet on which animals in Aberdeen would 
show signs of malnutrition, becauSe the sunshine in Aberdeen is much less 
than in South Africa. The temper.ature and all the local conditions have an 
important bearing on problems of nutrition. 

53,186. The whole of the environmental conditions have to be taken into 
considerationP-Yes. The general principles might be worked out any
where, but the application of those principles to a practical local problem 
would need to be done in the locality itself. 

53,J87. Do you see anything of Indian studen~ at the IWwett InstituteI' 
-No, I do not think we have any Indian students at Aberdeen. 

53,188. Do yO'll happen to h&ve met Dr. Warth, who is working at 
BangaloreP-No, I have not met him. 

5~,189. Are yO'll at all familiar with any of the work that is going on in 
Indll~P-Dr. Warth has written two papers, one in 1924 and one in 1925, 
but in both those papers, so far as I remember, be was rather indicating 
the amount of wOll"k that required to be done, and the small amount of work 
th~t had been done in the past, than indicating any large volume of work 
which had already been done. 

62739 E 
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53,190. Sir :thomas Middleton: He has just got his first paper out in 
1926 P-I have not seen tha.t. I know the lines on which he is working; he 
indicated that in a paper in 1924 or 1925. 

53,191. Professor Gangulee: He is more or less concerned to find out the 
digestive coefficient and to see whetheT Armsby's method is suitable for 
IndiaP-Yes. 

53,192. The Ohai1'1nan: Do you think it would ·be .useful if there were 
closer touch betwe'en your own iIlBtitute and that of Bangalore, or will 
that emerge naturally as the result of reading each others publications p
It will emerge naturally in time, as is shown by the fact that Mr. Smith, 
the Imperial Dairy Expert in India, came to see us because he knew we 
were working on the problem that he was on, and Colonel Matson carne up 
recently because he knew we were working on the same problem. But 1 
think we have a certain amount of information which would be of use to 
Dr. Warth, information which is not yet published. You understand that, 
when you are working on a Bubject, the information which you have is 
always two or three years in advanee of information which you have 
published. 

53,193. I think you are wiseP-You will discuss results with a. colleague 
and give information of ideas and suggestions when you will not commit 
your institution to a written account which is going to be permanent and 
is going to be read probably fifty years afterwards. 

53,194. Would not it be possible to make arrangements whereby informa
tion might be co=unicated confidentially before it has reached the stage 
of being publishedP-Tli.at would be very useful and, as a matter of fact, 
we are doing that at the present time with New Zealand, and arrangements 
are being made to do it with Australia. 

53,195. Would you be prepared to oonsider making similar arrangements 
with India?-We should be delighted to do so. What we are doing in these 
two cases is that we gather all the information in our Library and Statistical 
Department which form a collecting pool for information. We are passing 
that on to the people in ~ew Zealand and we are going to do the same thing 
with the people in Australia" On the other hand, they in return will com
municate to us information which they have there which we may not have 
seen. Furthermore, we will communicate to them data, not in confidence 
in the usual sense of the term, but which is not yet published, bearing on 
the work we have already done, though it is not yet at the stage when we 
should publish it. 

53,196. Professor Gangulee: What was the position of the animal nutri
tion research in this country prior to the establishment of the Rowett 
Institute?-Do you, include in that question the Rowett Institute and the 
Institute at Cambridge? 

53,197. Yes; what was the position in Great Britain as a whole before 
you set up these central institutions such as the Rowett Institute?
There was a certain amount of scattered unconnected work being done here 
and there, but in my opinion there was no continuity of effort, there was 
no team work j the work was not kept going as it has been during the last 
four or five years; there was not the continuous systematic investigation 
of a subject such as is going on now. 

53,198. There were haphazard stock-feeding experiments here and there P
Yes, when a worker took it into,'his head that he would like to do some
thing, he did it; but if he no longer wanted to do it, the work stopped. As a 
matter of fact the institution at Aberdeen, and I presume the one at Cam
bridge, was set up by the Development Commission for the express purpose 
of securing team work and continuity of investigations. 
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53,199. This central organisation has provided that continuity of. reSearch!" 
-Yes, the institution with which I am connected has provided that 
oontinuity. There are investigations running to.da.y as strongly as on th& 
day they began, although they are being carried on by different people; as 
workers drop out you put in other workers, but the investigation continues. 

53,200. The principle you follow, as I understand from your evidence, is 
that the fundamental questions involved in animal nutrition research are
dealt with in your central research stationP-Yes. 

53,201. Then, the practical possibilities of those results are being tested 
in various centresP-Yes. 

53,202. Would you please explain how these tests are arrangedP-Yes. The 
arrangement should be that any information we obtain at the institute, or 
"'hich is obtained at any other similar institute, information which appears 
to be of pratical value, should be tested out under practical conditions 
on our experimental stock farm, and also, either at the same time or sub
sequently, there should be similar tests carried out in different parts of the 
country or in the Dominions and Colonies, by the people who work with 
us and carry out the same tests at various places. We have been doing 
tbat for the last four or five years and we have found it. to be extraordinarily 
useful in 80 far as the tests are carried out under different environmental 
oonditions. The tests are carried out by people who are looking for 
different results. If you have four or five people working at different 
centres, and the results all come out uniform, you are much more certain 
that it is right than if one person had done the same thing four consecutive 
times, because in the first case you have eliminated the personal factor. 

53,203. How do you keep yourself in touch with these various centres 
to which you have just referredP-That arises more or less naturally, 
because research workers who are interested in a subject work together; 
they come to us at the institute or we go and see them; then we arrange 
that we will carry out certain tests. Then, in some instances, the Board 
of Agriculture, or the officials in Whitehall, arrange for a committee and a 
committee thus arises spontaneously. 

53,204. When you said that the Institute carries on joint work ~ith other 
institutions, are you referring to team work, not on these practtcal tests, 
but on fundamental researchP-Fundamental research as well as practical 
tests. 

53,205. When you start upon a problem, do you discuss it with these 
various institutionsP For instance, if it is the problem of iodine deficiency, 
do you say: "Let Cambridge work out the physiological tests, we.will 
work out bio-chemical aspectll of the problem," and so on; do you divide up 
the work like thatP-Yes. You refer to iodi'lle; I think the possibility or the 
probability is that we shall be doing exactly what you ihave suggested just 
now through the Medical Research Council. I am a member of the Nutrition 
Committee of that Council; we have been working on the subject for. four 
or five years and we have now rea.c:hed the stage when we need team work 
on a fairly big scale involving scientific laboratories, chemists, medical 
officers of health and 80 on; I think arrangements for that team work will 
be made through the Medical Research Council. 

53,206. So that you have now working together, uooer your general 
direction, the Rowett Institute, the Cambridge Nutritional Institution, the 
North Ireland Department of Agriculture, and Queen's University, 
BelfastP-Yes. 

53,207. And various colleges of agriculture in Scotland and England. Do 
you meet together to discuss definite problemsP-Yes; With regard to 
Cambridge University, PrOfessor Wood, who is the head of the Nutrition 
Institute there, and I meet periodically; it is not. an official meeting arranged 
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through the Minister of Agriculture or the Board of Agriculture; he is in 
Aberdeen about twice a year, and I am at Cambridge two or three times 
in the year; we meet and discuss what we are each doing andsomeltimes 
we exchange workers. Two of my wOTkers have been working at 
Cambridge in his laboratories althoug4 they are paid on my pay list. ' 

53,208, Is that'done unofficiallyP-It is difficult to say whether it was 
done unofficially or not; That was the IWhole idea at the back of the 
Development Commiseion when they got this going; we have carried out that 
spirit aJ1d it wOTks extraordinarily well. But we meet without notifying 
the Ministry of Agriculture or the Board of Agriculture that we are going 
to meet; but they kno\v it is being done, and I take it they are satisfied 
that it is so. 

53,209. Apart from that sort of meeting, which of course depends on the 
personnel of the organisations, you do not have any formal conferences 
where you discuss research problems and then allot work to various 
instiitutionsP-Yes, we do; there is a committee consisting of Professor Wood 
of Cambridge, Dr. Crowther, Principal Wilson and myself, a.nd we have 
recently incorporated Professor Soot-Robertson of Belfast. We act as a 
oommitltee reviewing results which we have obtained, encouraging and giving 
assistance to colleges of agriculture that carry out like experiments. There 
is another committee, on poultry, which meets in the same way, in which 
all the colleges of agriculture in Sootland, the Agricultural Department of 
Northern Ireland and the Rowett Institute, meet together. That has been 
carrying on work for the last three or four years, and that committee is 
now being enlarged to include representatives from two of the institutions 
in England; 90 that we will have then a committee dealing with nutrition 
in poultry, having work carned out at all the big centres in the British 
Isles where nutrition of poultry is being studied. There will be official 
meetings. 

53,210. Would you agree that these developments about which you have 
just told us are the results of the Development CommissionP-The whole 
Institution is. . 

58,211. Such developments as correlating your investligations on poultry, 
for instanceP-No, the Development Commission did not lay down any rules 
or regulations. 

53,212. It is a sort of natural outcome of thatP-A natural outcome of th", 
institutions which have been formed. 

53 213. Sir Thoma, Middleton: What happened I think was this: at the 
Re~e~rch Council we discussed the setting up of official committees fOT the 
purpose, and there was a tendenc~ in some quarters to suggest that th~se 
formal committees should be constituted. Then we came to the concluslOn 
that, on the whole, it was best to have informal committees of lIbe ,type 
which Dr. Orr hll6 just described and to allow them to lIIleet when they 
required and to let us know at the Research Council wlhat was happening. 
I think that is the present positionP-That is the present position; we send 
up a report to the Research Council. 

53214. P'fojessor Gallgulec: Then I see you are in touch with the Empire 
Marketing Board for iinking up all nutritional investigations. iWhat 
arrangements have you come to with that BoadP-,I had better tell you 
how that work arose. The Empire Marketing Board is a Board whicih has 
recently been constituted and I 'am not sure whether they have got a 
complete organisation or machinery for dealing with research; but, so far 
as we have any connection with the Empire Marketing Board, it arose 
in this wav: an im:estigation had been canied out by one of those com
mittees suc'h as Sir Thomas has referred to: a committee of Professor Wood, 
Major Elliott and myself, which had accumulated a considerable amount of 
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information which seemed to -have BOme practical value. I was asked _ to 
write a &hort memorandum on this investigation; that memorandum was 
considered by a sub-committee of the Civil Research Committee. That 
8ub-committee consisted of various scientific experts; Sir Thomas Middleton 
was on it, Sir Robert Greig, Sir Daniel Hall, Sir Frederick Hopkins and 
pnople like that. They thought that this investigation looked promising, 
and the memorandum with the recommendation of this sub-committee of 
the Civil Research Committee was passed on to the Empire Marketing 
Board, who decided to extend the in~tigation to places in the -Empire 
overseas, heca.use applicatiOdl had been made to them hy certain of the 
Dominions and Colonies to have this subject investigated. They then made 
a specific ad hoc grant to the Rowett Institute, asking us if we would under
take certain work in Africa. Then we found workers to undertake that 
work in Africa in junction with the Agricultural Department of the Oolony 
concerned. We made aD arrangement with them, we provided the workers 
and the direction of scientific investigation at the present stage rests with 
us. The practical application is being done in Africa; if it develops it will 
ultimately pass entirely into the hands of the local authority and we shall 
drop out. except in BO far as they have esta.blished contact with us and can 
write for information, and we would hope they would send us any interesting 
results which they have arrived at which may be of value for other parts of 
the Empire. 

53,215. 80 that all that work is financed by the Empire Marketing Board? 
-No, only that specific piece of work. 

53,216. From the point of view of administration, Scotland is now 
independent of the Ministry of Agriculture, is it notP-Yes, it is 
independent. 

53,217. You have your own Board of Agriculture?-Yes. 
53,218. Then what is the existing link ,between England and Wales and 

Scotland in matters of research?-T,he Development Commission; that is a 
very important link, because I have nothing officially to do with the Ministry 
of Agriculture, nor has Professor Wood anything to do with the Board of 
Agriculture; our common meeting ground is the Development Oommission. 

53,219. Administratively, you are different?-Yes. 
53,220. The common link has been provided by a central body like the 

Development Oommission?-Yes, that is our meeting ground. 
53,221. With xegard t.o the administration of your own Institute, who 

constitute the governing bodyP-The governing body consists of four 
members appointed by the University Court, and four members appointed 
by the Governors of the North of Scotland College of Agricultuxe; but the 
governing body, having been oonstituted, is then not responsible either to 
the Unliversity or to the Oollege of Agriculture; the governing body is 
resp~nsible o~ly. to itself; it is an independent institllltion theoretically, 
but In fact l-t IS, to. a very large extent, dependent upon the good will 
of the Board of Agrloulture under the Development Commission in so far 
as at the present stage of its existence it gets about nine-tenths of its 
money throngh that ohanne~; so that, if they were displeased they, might 
reduce our grant. TheoretIcally the whole power is in 'lfue hwnds of the 
governi,ng body, but tha body that gives the funds, as you know, has always 
the ultImate power. 

53,222. But the Development Commissioners have no voice in the 
appointment of research workers of your institute?-No research workers 
are appointed by the governing body. ' 

53,223. And dismissed by the governing bodyP-Yes. 
53,224. Have you any representative of the staff on that governing body P 

-No. 
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53,225. The staff is not represented in the governing bodyP-No, the staff 
has nothing to do with the governing body. 

53,226. Have yon a., staff council to discuss question of research or 
administrationP-At intervals of six weeks we have a meeting of heads 
of the depa.rtments, which forIllB a sort of local senate within the institut.e 
itself, a.nd a.t other intervals of six weeks we have meetings of the whole 
of our staff for discussion of the scientific work; so that there is a. meeting 
every three weeks. But these bodies do not discUl!l! questions such as 
salaries, status of workers, administration, ro.ising of funds or anything 
of that kind; they .are ooncerned solely with doonestic matters within the 
institute. 

53,227. You are, of course, concerned with one side of animal husbandry, 
that is animal :nutrition; there are two other aspects: animal breeding and 
animal diseaseP-Yes, 

53,228. What are your relationships with those two branches of a.nimal 
husbandryP Do you keep in touch with the veterinary people and breeders? 
-We do, but our link there is not so strong as with Oambridge, for this 
reason, that nutrition is a rather wide a.nd difficult subject at the present 
time; it is one of extraordinary interest and one, I believe, of very great 
economic importance. Therefore, we .are driving so hard along purely 
nutritional lines, i:n the hope of getting out results of an immediate 
practical value, that we have not had time to link up with breeding on 
the one hand and diseases on the other, except that we are considering, 
jointly with the research workers in genetics, the effects of mal-nutrition 
(In sterility, in which we are intensely interested, 8IIld we ue discussing 
with the veterin.ary people questions as to the effect of bad feeding upon 
the iL,cidence of disease. 

53,229. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have a Pathologist on your staff, 
as a. matter of f.actP-Yes. 

53,230. M'1'. Oalvllrt: Your Institute, once it has received its gramt from 
the Development Board, is fina.ncially independent?-As Director of the 
Institute, I understand so and act acoordingly. 

53,231. That is to say, your grant does :not lapse on the 31st l\:IarchP-
No. our grants are yearly grants. 

5:1,232. Any bala.nce left over at the end of the year automaticdly is 
available to you and does not revert back to the Development Bo!\rd?
Theoretically, I8.t the present time it should .revert back to the Treasury, 
but we are trying to get it arranged so that we get a grant of 1'0 much 
money ror the institution, and the institution if it expends more than 
that sum will find the money for itself, so that if we have a surplu~ of 
£200 or £300 at the end of the year, we can CIlrry it forward to the nG.'l:t 
year; or, if we are on a line of work which ought not to be held Ill' for 
£100, we could go on working, even though we had a deficit of that 
amount, carrying over the deficit to ;next year in the hope of makin~ it 
good next year. 

53,233. Does this £12,000 on the experimental farm go straight to your 
l,reditP-Yes, we raise that money; no grants a·re made for the experimen~a.l 
~t.()ck farm. 

53,234. Having got your money, are you subjecrt to any control in the 
expenditure of that moneyP-You :have raised a point that we are discuss
ing at the present moment with the Board of Agricmlture. From my point 
of view, the grlldlt ha.ving been made, there should be no further control 
with regard to the expenditure of it until it has been expended and the 
accounts then submitted to the public departments; if 1fuen they find there 
have been irregularities, that we have used the money for some object 
other than that for which it was given, then they can withhold their grant 
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for the succeeding year; but obviously, in the administration of a grant 
for research work, the only people who can say whether they should spend 
£10 under this heading or £10 under that heading are the people who arA 
rioing the research and the local governing body. 

53,235. Having got your grant, if you want to buy a microscope you 
can go out and buy it: you do not have to give several years' warning 
through a mnltitude of channeIsP-'.l1hat is exaotly what we do: having 
got our grant, we use the grant to the best advantage of the institute for 
developing its work; sometimes, in doing that, some of the officials have 
thought we had rather out-stepped our rights. 

53.236. You, as Director, are allowed to concentrate on research and do 
not have your attention diverted by having to refer to volumes of account 
rules?-No, as a matter of fact, I do :not bother about the accounting; 
I carry on with the research, -as long as I know that the total funds 
available are not being exceeded; but probably I should pay attention 
to detailed rules and make quite certain that the amount of money on each 
8ubJhead of our estimates has not been over-spent and that the money on 
cleaning the place has not been under-spent. AB a matter of fact, I pay 
little attention to that, but probably one should. 

53,237. Sir Thoma8 Middleton: As a matter of fact, the estimates are 
presented in detail at the present timeP-Yes, they are presented in detail. 

I 53,238. Mr. Calvert: But you do not have what one research institute 
had: a question from the auditor wa.nting to know how it was that Bome 
cows calved once a year while some only calved once in two years P-To 
obviate that, I induced my gover-ning body to accept full responsibility 
for the experimental farm, and to say: "We will do without any gra.nt 
at all; if we expend beyond our available funds the governing body has 
got to find the money." 

53,239. Sir Thoma, Middleton: There is only one point which arises out 
of the questions which were put to you by Mr. Calvert; as a matter of 
fact, a greBit deal of administrative work is thrown on the Director of 
the Institution at the present time; is not that soP-Yes, about seventy-five 
per cent. of my time is devoted to that. 

53,240. And you do feel that that is a very serious hindra.nce to your 
work P-I feel that the institution has got so big now thBlt it is impossible 
for one man to have an efficient organisation that will keep us in direct 
contact with Cambridge, New Zealand, Africa and all these various places, 
and know sufficient about the work of all the different departments to be 
able to give general directions, and at the same time be in immediate 
contact with the details of the fundamental work. 

53,241. In India, we are faced with a grea.t shortage of scientific workers, 
and we frequently find that some of the senior scientific workers in charge 
of institutions are largely occupied with administrative work; that seems, 
to so'me of us &t least, a waste of energy. Are there any suggestions 
which, from your own experience, you could make as to metnods by which 
administrative work now falling on Directors could be dealt with by some 
process of devolutionP-What I have done at the institute is to depart
mentalise into the department of physiology, the department of biochemistry 
and so on, and I have thrown as much of the internal administra.tion work 
as I could on the heads of these departments, and as much work as possible 
of the outside administration on the Secretary of the Institution, and halVe 
co.ncentrated my own efforts on the scientific administration. 

53,242. The Secretary of the Institution is doing the work of an estate 
agent for the property nowP-Yes, he is doing much more than that. The 
papers oome -in in the morning; I give the general direction &8 to the 
nature of the answers which may be given; he clears them away and does 
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all that. Furthermore, he carries all that information in his head. That 
!has worked exceedingly well, except that the man we have had for that 
post, who has been with 11& for the past five years, has got the offer of another 
post at double the salary, and he is now leaving us. He was far too good 
a man for the salary we were offering him; we offered £350, and another 
body comes alOing :and says: "We will pay you £650 rising to £850 with . ". " a. penSlOn ; and we lose him. I find that a great nuisance at the present 
tIme, beclliUBe so much of that administrative work had devolved upon this 
very capable person. 

53,243. Mr. Noyce: How often does your governing body meetP-My 
Fina;noe Oommittee meets once III month. 

53,244. And the whole governing body?-I am afraid at irregular 
intervals: possibly twice a year. They do not meet unless I ask the 
Secretary to arrange a meeting. 

53,245. Then it is the Financial Committee that really does the important 
part of the work of the governing bodyP-The Finance Committee consists 
of the convenors of all the other sub-committees. One wants to make quite 
certain that the finance of an institution like this, disbursing £40,000 a 
year through its hands, is being efficiently controlled, by insisting on a 
monthly meeting. Any questions of policy which arise invariably involve 
finance, so that they must be discussed monthly; all convenors know what 
is bei:ng done. l.'he Finance Committee is really the executive committee 
of the whole institution. 

It is always the finance committee which is the most important in all 
governing bodies, is it not P 

53,246. Sir Thomas Middleton: At one time the building committee was 
a very important oneP-It was the most important one at one time. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Major WALTER ELLIOT, M.P., M.e., D.Se., Under Secretary 
of State for Scotland. 

NOTE OP EvIDENCE. 

I am at present Under-Secretary of State for Scotland which office 
includes Scottish agriculture. The Under-Secretary of State for Scotland 
and the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture (England) 
are ex officio members of the Empire Marketing Board. 'Dhis organisation 
covers the whole Empire and the Home Governments, the Dominions, 
Oolonies and Indian Empire are all represented on its Board. A grant of 
£1,000,000 per' annum has been voted to it by the United Kingdom 
Parliament. .' ) 

The Empire Marketing Bollird was founded as the result of the report 
of the Imperial Economic Committee. These reports stated that its main 
purposes Should be publicity and research and definitely laid down that 
the research requiired would be not only applied but also fundameILtal. 
From its inception therefore the Empire M'IIil'keting Board has envisaged 
research as one of its primary responsibilities and has set up two main 
sub-committees, one on publicity, one on research, of which I am at present 
chairman. 

The Research Committee works in every possible case through existing in
stitutions and to emphasise this is called the Research Grants Committee. 
It has allooo.ted in the first year about £600,000 for this purpose. 

India is as closely concerned in the work of the Empire Mllirketing Board 
as 'IIiIlY other part of the Empire, and Iher Government has the same right 
to 81ibmit problems and make application for grants to assist in their 
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solutions. No doubt many suoh problems are o&l'lsmg now both from the 
work at the Royal Commission and independently. 

I should be glad to dillCUSB these when giving evidence. 
The policy of the Board with regard to research is, as I have said, to 

work through existing institutions, and awaiit 80 far as possible bringing 
up of questions from them. There is, however, one line in which policy 
has been already set out. At the Imperial Conference the question of 
tropioal and sub-tropical &groculture was considered, and approval was 
given to the policy of "a chain of research stations" running through 
the tropical and sub-tropical belt formaci in the most parl from present 
stations but with the addition of links where necessary. For this purpose 
the reconditioning of Amami Station was seen to be necessary, a.nd it is 
possible that a further station to deal with SOlil problems and irrigation 
mi!¢tt be made, perhaps in the neighbourhood of the Nile and the 
Euphrates. These stations will be, by the nature of the case, mainly in the 
Crown Colonies, but one at least will proba.bly be in a self-governing 
Dominion-Australia (Northern). It would be of much interest to discllss 
with the Oommission the relation of certain IndiJan stations to tJhis chain, 
and whether they would desire to come in. 

Important dillCussions on this topic IIIre now proceeding in the Colonial 
Governors' Conference at present sitting under the chairmanship of l\1r. 
Amery. It has been suggested there 1fu.at the research services throughout 
the Crown Colonies should be placed on a corps basis with free interchange 
over the whole area covered by the Governments joining the scheme. '1'0 
this scheme the Empire Marketing Board has been asked to contribute and 
I have undertaken to submit for consideration any scheme ou,tlined. 

It seems possible that India might derive great advantage from co-op era
tion with the scheme for a chain of stations. 

Oral Evidence. 

53,247. The Ohairman: Major Elliot, you are Under-S'ecretary of State 
for Scotland ?-Yes. 

53,248. I have one or two questions to put to you on your note. Who 
represents the Indian Empire on the Empire Marketing Board?-Mr. 
Lindsay. 

53,249. I see that India would/be eligible for grants if submissions were 
put forward and approved. Have any such submissions been made?-Not 
so far as I know. I dQ not think anything has been put forward, possibly 
in view of possible suggestions by the Royal Commission. 

53,250. Do not let us stand between India and your munificence lOan 
you give us any indications as to the circumstances in which such grants 
might be given to India, and on what conditions they would be made?
The best way to answer that is to give you an example in connection with 
(lne of the Dominions. In the case of Australia, there was an eminent 
Australian scientist visiting this country shortly after the formation of the 
Empire Marketing Board. He was put in touch with the Empire Marketing 
Board through the Australian representative on that body, Mr. McDougall. 
It was found there was one set of problems being investigated, problems con
nected with mineral contents of pasture (which Sir Thomas Middleton will 
remember), and it was found that this was of great interest to Australia. 
They therefore drew up a scheme which was put forward, through the 
Australian Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, to the Australian 
representative on the Empire Marketing Board, who laid it before the 
Board as a whole. It was investigated by the technical authorities. They 
thought it was sound, and the scheme was put through. It involved a grant 
of fifty-fifty by the Australian Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 
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and by the Empire Marketing Board. It also involved an interchange of 
staff. That interchange of staff is being organised now; 

53,251.. Pro/esBor Gangulee:. Do you insist on the £ for £ basis always in 
t~e makmg of gra~ts?:-Not m every case .. Th~ Board work on the prin
?Iple of l~cal. contrlb~tl~ns, where suc~ contnbutlOns are possible; although 
It recog~lses In certam lDstances that It may be of advantage for the Empire 
Marketmg Board to bear the entire cost. 

53,252. The Chairman: Are these grants made from year to year ?-So 
far, they have been made on the basis of a three-year period or a. five-year 
period, with a. possibility of renewa.!, depending on the progress reports as 
they come in, and depending, of course, on the desire of the parties to con
tinue the arrangement. 

53,253. In the case of a grant to go towards the financing of a scheme of 
research in Australia, you depend upon the progress reports sent to you frOID 
Australia. You do not attain to the right of inspection?-No. That is the 
virtue of the £ for £ contribution. One expects that that would involve the 
Australian Council itself keeping a close eye upon the soundness of thtl 
work. 

53,254. To wllat extent is the Empire Marketing Board in touch with the 
Committee of Civil Research?-As you know, the Committee of Civil 
Research consists of one person-the Prime l\linister of the day, ·and anyone 
else whom he chooses to appoint on it. There is no standing Committee of 
Civil Research, so to speak. The Committee of Civil Research is also a 
purely advisory body; that is to say, the reports of any of its committees 
have no executive power. One of its committees having reported on a sub
ject which the Cainnet thinks would be of interest and of importance to any 
of the ends for which the Empire Marketing Board was set lip, the Cabinet 
transmits that report to the Dominions Secretary, who is the Chairman of 
the Board, with the recommendation that action should be taken on it. In 
practice, both Committees rely very largely on advice from the same 
scientific people. The scientific man who investigates a problem under the 
Committee of Oivil lle1Search is in informal touch with all of his colleagues 
\\'ho are working on that and similar problems. 

53,255. The Empire Marketing Board has financed certain schemes in this 
country, has it noH-Yes, schemes which are of more particular interest to 
this country, and schemes which are considered to be of fundamental im
portance throughout the Empire. In genera.!, it has sought only to finance 
schemes which can be considered to have a genera.! bearing on problems 
which are likely to be of advantage to the whole Empire, and most of the 
scb.emes, I think, ,.whioh it has financed in this country are schemes which, 
it was considered, would be of general advantage. Take its entomological 
work, for instance. It has given considerable appropriations for entomology. 
Although located in this country, those efforts wo~ld serve as b~es for ~ork 
overseas: for instance, the work on the collection of benefiCIal parasites. 
These, although bred in this country, would be used overseas. 

53 256. Is the Empire Marketing Board in touch with the Development 
Com:nissionP-Yes. It is closely in touch with the Development Commission. 
The Development Commission is the body to which it submits schemes 
brought forward for work in this c~)\~ntry. It sub,?its ~he~ .to the De~elop
ment Oommission for technical oplDlon as to their SUltablllty. It IS the 
" appropriate organisation." . 

53 257. But the grants, if made, come out of the Empire Marketing Board 
FundP-Yes but we work through existing institutions, and the Develop
ment CommlsRion is the appropriate existing institution ~n t~e case of t.his 
country, as in Australia it is the Australian Council of SCientific and Indus
trial Research . 
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53,258. Have you formed the view that the principle of which the Develop
ment Commission in this country is an illustration is a sound principle P-
To what euctly do you refer? -

53,259. I refer to the principle according to which a body, not directly 
responsible to Parliament, should be in the position of recommending disburse· 
ments from a non-lapsing fundP-Yes, I think that principle is sound. 

53,260. It does afford reasonable continuity for research. Is that 
-an advantage ?-I think that is absolutely essential. There is absolutely 
nothing in the world w,hich so completely stultmes research as uncertainty, I 
will not say from year to year but from quinquennium to quinquennium, as 
to whether a certain series of investigations can be pursued or not. T.htl 
Development Commission affords the element of continuity. It also, of course, 
affords another excellent principle, which is the principle of co-ordination 
between States. Scotland has complete autonomy in agricultural matters, and 
the fact of two autonomous bodies existing side by side, the Scottish Agricul. 
tural Department responsible to the Secretary of State for Sootland and tha 
English Agricultural Department responsible to the Minister for Agriculture, 
seems to me demands the institution of some suah co-ordinating body; oth .. r
wise you would have both sides fighting independent battles with Nature and 
with the Treasury, and both are very awkward a.ntagonists. 

53,261. So far it has not been observed that the grant of funds fmm the 
Development Fund for Scottish purposes has outraged Scottish national feel
ing?-I should say that they have found it quite possible to sWIBllow the insult. 
In fact, in some cases it has led to a larger proportion .being spent in Scotland 
than would have been spent under the strict revenue allocation of eleven
eightieths. We should view with grave apprehension an 1I.ttempt to destroy 
thls proposal. Science does not know a national frontier. In the case of 
fisheries, fisheries occupies a much larger proportion of Scottish national 
.economy than in England. Yet, if the two countries were to be allocate4 
Dn a strictly revenue basis, you would find that a muoh smaller proportion 
Df the funds would ,be spent in Scotland than is spent at the present time. 

53,262. You mention in your note that it -has heen suggested that the 
Research Services throughout the Crown Colonies should be placed on a corps 
basis, with free interchange ovflr the whole area covered by the Governments 

. joining the scheme. Has anyone suggested that the Dominions might joia 
in thatP-No. That has not yet been mooted, and I think it would be a 
difficult, certai·nly a ticklish question. I should not like to express any opinion 
upon it at the moment. T,he Dominions, of course, would be 8Ible to borrow 
men from that scheme under their own arrangements; but whether or not a 
corps service, predominantly under the administration here, should be ex
~nded to the self-governing Dominions would raise some awkward questions. 

53,263. I am sure it would. On the other hand, if you have a great Colonial 
corps organised as. a Service, with pay and prospects, including pensions, 
w~lch can ne~essartly ~nly attach to the membership of a large Service, it 
IWght make It very difficult for the Dominions to hold their awn youn,. 
scientists or to find, in the open maJ.·ket, others willing to eerye them unles': 
they were prepared to offer ~he sllllDe conditions of pay and prospects as WBd 

afforded by the corps to whlch you ,have made reference?-That is so, and 
the second of those would be the more difficult. They could, with relative 
elllSe, offer the same prospects of pay, but the same prospects of scientifio 
work they would find it very difficult to offer a young scientist. With the 
r8lDge of the whole Oolonia~ Empire (an enormously developing area) a man 
would have a chance of sClentific research and work which I do not think 
could be excelled, and I do not believe could be equalled, by any service in 
the world. 
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53,264. So that, although you are not prepared to commit yourself to-day 
as to the possibility of including researoh workers from the Dominions in 
the scheme, you do not altogether close your mirui to suoh a possibility p
I prefer to leave it 'entirely to the judgment of the Dominions concerned. 

53,265. There is no reason why individual research workers from the 
Dominions should not enlist as members of the corpsP-None. 

53,266. In fact you expect they will P-I hope we will be able to draw 
scientists from the Dominions aa well as from home. The other point with 
regard to the Dominions is thai1 there are only two of the Dominions which 
are specially concerned with the tropical and sub-tropical areas. Therefore 
their interest, although great, is not so immediate. A Canadian scientist, 
naturally, would 'be more attrlLCted .by work on the North American 
Continent. There is a certain proportion of Australia in the tropical zone, 
but not a large proportion, and it is not heavily inhabited. There is a 
certain proportion of· the Union of South Africa in the tropical and sub
tropical zone, but again the major portion lies outside of that. The relation 
of a great sub-continent such as India to a BOheme such as this would need 
to ·be considered separately from the relation of the great Dominions layin~ 
wholly (like New Zealand) or largely (like Australia) outside that zone. 

53,267. A large part of India does lie north of the tropics?-Yes. Speak
ing without the hook however, I should say that there is a larger pro
portion of people in India within the tropical and sub-tropical ZQIle than 
in any other self-governing portion of the Empire. 

53,268. I see you contemplate a chain of stations, one of which would be a 
self-governing Dl}miTiion, namely, Northe.rn Australia. Is there any reoason 
why one station of that chain should not ,be in India?-I can soo no reason 
why not; in fact, I should think it would be. greatly to the advantage both 
of the chain of stations and to India that one or more links of that chain 
should be within its area.. 

53,269. Sir Henry Lawrence: You mention that the objects of the Empire 
Marketing Board include researdh. What else a.re the principal objects of 
the Empire Marlketing Board P-Research and pUblicity were the two func
tions which were contemplated for it by the Imperial Economic Committee. 

63,270. Is it part of their work to watch "the channels of trade?-iIt is 
only, of course, just beginning its work, but one of its objects is to improve 
the trading facilities, so to speak, within the Empire by biological research 
or economic research, or, if. necessary, by ca.lling public attention to the 
matter. 

53,271. Would it be in any way opposed to their purposes to encourage 
inter-Imperial trade at the expense of foreign trade, external to the Empire? 
-iIt 'Was with the purpose of encouraging inter-Imperial trade that it was 
set up. It could not properly spend money on enooura.ging trade with 
countries outside the Empire. That would not fall within the limits of its 
fund. It could not take that into account at a.ll. 

53,272. Then it would be part of their object to investigate and observe 
the channels in w'hich trade within the Empire is proceedingP-Absolutely. 

53,273. You mention that there is a representative of the Indian Empire 
on this Board in Mr: Lindsay, the Trade COIlllmissioner. l\Ir. Lindsay, as 
Trade Oommissioner, is concerned only with exports from IndIa and not with 
imports into India. Is not that so P-The Indian Government allocates to 
him his duties. No doubt that is so. He is on the Board as a representative 
of the Indian Empire. It is immaterial from our point of view what the 
particular duties are with which he is associated with the India.n Empire. 

53,274. In his recent report on Indian trades, he very carefully pointed out 
\hat it was no concern of his what imports from England or from the rei't of 
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the Empire went into India. But that would be a portion of his duties as 
a member of your Empire Marketing Board?-Yes. We should hope that 
the reciprooa.l current would not be entirely ruled out of his mind. I think 
Mr. McDougall, the Australian representative, certainly does keep in mind 
both; the movement of goods from Australia to this country and the mov~ 
menta of goods from this country to Australia. One of the schemes in which 
the Empire Marketing Board is particularly interested, and which was 
reoommended to it by the Imperial Economic Committee, was the export of 
pedigree cattle from this country to various parts of the Empire. 

53,275. The ChaiTman: Sir Henry Lawrence is anxious to know whether 
the Australian representative concerns himself with trade between Australia. 
and Canada?-The Board has an enormous field to cover and, at present, 
owing simply to the question ·of what is physically possible, we have been 
dealing IIW6tly with the big run of trade between the United Kingdom and! 
Overseas and between Overseas and the United Kingdom. So far we have· 
not got to the problem of inter-Imperial trade. 

53,276. SiT Henry LatuTence: Would your Board investiga.te such questions 
as complaints of unfair competition? I am thinking particularly of, a ~nt. 
Inquiry which has been held ill India in Iegard to the unfair competition of 
Japanese imports of cotton piece goods into Jndia as affecting Lancashire 
piece goods into IndiaP-8o far we have not turned' our attention to those 
questions, and I think, as a matter of .fact, it would be a considerable time 
before we could get round to questions such as these. As one knows, these 
questions involve very contentious Party problem& of one kind or another, 
and even in the case of Great Britain we would have to walk very warily if 
we began to make recommendations about importation into this country of 
goods from Overseas Dominions or from foreign countries. We need to be 
very sure of our ground. In all these cases the matter would need to be 
covered, as a preliminary, by a very thorough study of the subject by the 
Dominion or by the territory actually concerned. 

53,277. Eighteen months ago, in Australia, they passed a Safeguarding of 
Industries Act, directed particularly against unfair competition from Japan 
owing to the depreciation of Japan's currency. Would that problem come 
before the Empire Marketing Board?-I should think we shOuld consider 
that more a domestic a.fI'air of the part of the Empire particularly con
cerned. It would be impossible to set up any sort of sup~r-State organisa
tion in London, and it would be very strongly resented ,by the self-governing 
Dominions to investigate any of these problems. None of these problems 
could even be raised except at the suggestion of the country concerned. 

53,278. You would mruke no suggestion on that matter to any countryP
No. 

53,279. ,While the Australian Government was taking that action in regard 
to this particular competition, in India no suoh machinery existed for safe
guarding India against exactly the same competition against which Australia. 
was safeguarding herself. ,Would it be any part of the duty of your Board 
to point that out to the Government of India in the interests of the Lanca,
shire trade in England P-No. It certainly would not be in the function of 
the Board, as I understand it, to make any suggestion of that kind. 

53,280. I only wish to point out that Mr. Lindsay has said, in his capacity 
as Trade Commissioner, that he is definitely not concerned with this com
petition between Lancashire trade and Japanese tradeP-True. In all of 
these cases one has to leave the matter to the Government directly con
cerned. Any reoommendation to one Government of the Empire by 
another Government of the Empire is a matter which, so far, the Board' has 
shown itself very chary of embarking upon. 
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53,281. Is your Secretary Sir David ChadwickP-He is the Seeretary of the 
Imperial Economic Committee, which is, so to speak, the Standing Confer
enoe of the High Commissioners or representatives of the various parts of 
the Empire. The 'Empire Marketing Board is the executive committee, 
which, for technical purposes, is under the Secretary of State for the 
Dominions, and its Secretary is Mr. Stephen Tallents. 

53,282. The other is the Empire Economic Conference, is it P-The 
Imperial Economic Committee. I am afraid there is a great number of 
these commit'~ees, and, as Mr. Balfour said long ago, one needs a special 
kind of brain to rea1ise the relations of all these things, but it is really of 
this nature: The Imperial Economic Committee is an association of the 
representatives of the various Dominions and territories. It reports right 
back to the respective Prime Ministers. It recommended that a body should 
'be set up to carry out various recommendations which it made. This body 
was set up, as it could only be set up, by the British Parliament, and this 
body (although the representatives of the Dominion sit on it) is yet technic
ally a bodily part of the British United Kingdom governmental institutions. 
'The other is not. 

53,283. Do you know if there is any representative of India on the 
Imperial Economic CommitteeP-1 think Mr. Lindsay is the representativt> 
on that too. I cannot be sure off-hand. I am sure there is a representati\'e 
of India on it. 

53,284. Professor Gangulee: The High Commissioner sits on that Com
mitteeP-Yes, or his representative. 

53,285. Sir Thoma.s Middleton: In connection with the ~hain of researcil 
stations, you suggest the possibility of one of them dealing with soil problems 
being set up in the neighbourhood of the Nile. Is this at present merely a 
suggestion, or has any action been takenP-No action has been taken. It is 
merely a suggestion of a very tentative kind. The question of a station 
somewhere in the Near East has been discussed more than once, and it is 
possible that such a station, if set up, would have a great interest in soil 
and irrigation problems. I have simply brought these two suggestions 
together. .They are being canvassed just now. No executive action, or 
indeed no preliminary investigation of any kind, has been: undertaken. 

53,286. So that it is possible we might keep in mind suchan Indian pro
vince as the Punjab, which has about four times the irrigated area of Egypt? 
-Undoubtedly. 

53,287. What is the specific work which is being allocated amongst these 
stationsP-The Amani Station is in process of reconditioning just now, and 
the Director is out at present making his survey on the spot. He will report 
later on when he comes back as to what particular work he thinks his station 
can most usefully ,specialise upon. 

53,288. Has ani' defini~e arrangement been made for cinchona work there P 
-It has been recommended. One of the sub-committees of the Committee 
of Civil Research went into that question, and they recommended that that 
work should be done at Amani; but it was merely a recommendation for the 
(lonsideration of the Director. 

03,289. You have indicated that difficulties might arise over extending the 
plan for a corps of workers to the Dominions, but if one of the stations in the 
proposed chain of stations is located' in Northern Australia, for instance, 
\vould that station not be likely to draw upon the corps for its staff P-The 
·matter is in an absolutely unsettled stage so far. We are merely working 
these things out side by side as we go along. I should say that members of 
·the corps 'Would undoubtedly be, from time to time, at the station ill 
~<\.ustralia, and similarly that the workers from the Australian station 
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would find themselves from time to time at the other stations within the 
Empire. What the relations would be I do not know, but it seems to be 
more probable that they would be seconded from the Australian station to 
the Colonial service and from the Colonial service to the Australian station, 
than that they should be simply interchangeable. 

53,290. In connection with this corps, is there an idea of having a pool 
of workers who will be available for going to any part of the Empire/'
Undoubtedly. The corps would be recruited on a basis of service within the 
whole area, and the corps workers would pass from one place to another at 
the direction of the central body. . 

.33,291. You would have men available to take up work dunng leave 
pE'riodsl'-We hope so. These matters are discussed at some length in the 
rf'port of the Lovat Committee. The progress being made at present is so 
rapid that almost every month brings something new. The project has 
advanced (,normously even since I wrote this note of evidonce. I say here 
"Important discussions on this topic are now proceeding in the Colonial 
Governors' Conference." The Colonial Governors' Conference has actually 
agreed to recommend that such a scheme should be set up. I think one may 
say th,m~ has been more advance made in the organisation of agricultural 
scientific research, in the widest sense, throughout the Empire as a whole 
in the last year than there has been made in the 50 years that have pre
ceded it. 

53,2912. In connection· with these discussions, has the question of the diffi
culty of getting suita~le workers been prominent P Do you expect to have 
great difficulty in recruiting your corps in the early stages ?-That is a 
matter on which, I am afraid, one could not speak definitely until one saw 
the prospects which are open to the corps. 

53,293. The difficulty is to' ascertain the number of appointments which 
are likely to be made within a given number of years. That is a great 
difficulty from the University teacher's point of view?-Yes, but this corps 
envisages an organising directing Council sitting in London, which body will 
be able to form an estimate with a good deal more security than could be 
done by a series of scattered GoveTnments. . 

53,294. But although they may be able to do better than scattered 
Governments, they ·will still have very great difficulty in forecasting the 
demand P-They will, but if the chain of stations and the pool of workers 
come into action, they will act as compensating factors. They will be able 
to draw on them, and, if people become redundant, to return them to the 
pool or return them to work on the chain of research stations. You will have 
the possibility of a steady /low of work and of workers, which will obviate 
a good many of the difficulties which we have just now. 

53,295. With regard to India, I take it the class of problem which you 
would be prepared to aid would be either a question which would throw 
light on some general Empire problem, such as the one you instanced of 
mineral content of pasture, or something which affected Indian exports 
mainly to this country or to the Empire •. Would you take into account 
questions which were purely domestic and for the benefit of India herselfP
One would have S()me difficulty in that, because if each part of the Empire 
were to make application in regard to problems which were peculiar to 
itself then there is no doubt that the fund would very rapidly be dissipated. 
Suppose the United Kingdom were to make application ·to the Empire 
Marketing Board for an investigation specially connected with people living 
in congested districts under industrial coruiitltns: a great sum could be 
spent on that, but it would be ruled out, in all probability, because of its 
lack of use to the Empire as a whole. Similarly, if India made application. 
dealing with the great problem which a.rose out of the special difficulties 
of her religions with regard to food, we would need to rule that out also. 
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On such problems an enormous amount of money could be spent without 
getting the general interests vf1rY much further forward. 

53,296. You remember that when, some time ago, our Questionnaire was 
addressed to India on' this subject of the mineral content of pasture, the 
replies were very indefinite indeed?-Yes. Indeed they were rather 
negative. 

53,297 •. The Questionnaire set one or two men in India to work to investi
gate the question, and they have gained definite information pointing to 
deficiencies in certain areas. ~e do not want to wait for the Report of this 
Commission before getting money for these men. There are certain workers 
who would be able to make good use of funds from the Empire Marketing 
Board in connection with this particular subject. The question is: how 
.can those men get into touch with you? Must they do so through their 
tOwn Governments (t4e Provincial Government or the Imperial Government, 
:as the case may be) or may they send in their applications direct?-I am 
:afraid they need to proceed through their Governments. I think the appli
oeation would need. to go from an institution to its Provincial Government, 
with a request for expedition. It could be forwarded direct from there to 
the Trade Commissioner with a request to lay it before the Empire Marketing 
Board. If an institution in Australia wished for a grant, it would need to 
come through the Australian Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. 
We cannot take account of individual applications from individual workers. 

53,298. The position, in one respect, is the same as it is in the case of the 
Development Commission in this country. We do not deal with applications 
from individuals. On the other hand, any unofficial association in this 
country may send in an application to the Development Commission?-Yes. 

53,299. In that case' we must refer to the Government Department?
In the same way, if anybody sent in an application to us we would have to 
refer it to the Government concerned, and, therefore, if that could be done
first it would accelerate the matter. 

53,300. It would be, from your point of view, a very great advantage to 
have some recognised body in India who could deal with such applications? 
-Undoubtedly. That is one of the great advantages which we hope to 
obtain from the proposed Colonial Committee. It will act as a filtering 
body for these various applications. 

53301. Professor Gangulee: I do not quite follow the answer which you 
mad~ to the Chairman with regard to the relation of your Board with the 
Development Oommission ?-The Board has the whole British Commonwealth 
£f Nations as its proV'ince, and in each of those areas if an institution exists 
which surveys the problem of that country as '8 whole we deal with that 
body. The Development Commission is such an institution for this country. 
It surveys the problem of agriculture as a whole in this country, and there
fore it is the institution with which we deal. If it did not exist we would 
have to deal directly with the Departments of Agriculture for the two 
()()untries concerned. 

53,302. In Australia. you deal with the Council of ResearchP-Yes. 
53,303. And with the Colonial Governments ?-At present we are dealing 

directly with the Colonial Governments through the Colonial Office, but <if 
this Colonial Committee is set up then we shall deal with that. 

53,304. In India we ha.ve no such central authority to which you can 
-refer P-As far as I know, when we sent out the Questionnaire I think it 
,went to the Simla Government. 

53,305. Sir Thomas Middleton: That is the Government of India, and 
-they distributed it?-Certainly we did not get an answer back .from the 
Provincial Governments. We got an answer back direct from the Govern
lIIll>nt of India.. As far as I know, there is no body in India with whioh we 
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eould deal which is analogous to the Australian Oouncil of Scientific and 
Industrial Rese&lch. 

53,306. Pro/e83or Gangulee: Is this Empire Marketing Board a permanent· 
institution?-We hope so, but it is set up at the wiII of Parliament, and 
it may similarly be abolished at the will of Parliament, but in its constitu
tion it is a permanent body. 

53,307. Are you, then, able to give grants on a bams of three or five or 
ten years?-8o far, with regard to the grants which 'We nave given, we 
have enough funds in reserve just now to payoff those grants even: if the 
Board were brought to an end to-morrow. That is one point [ should like 
to make--that our allocation covers not merely the current year but a period 
of some years ahead during which the allocations run. But the same 
problem arises in all Government departments. As a matter of fact one 
finds in practice that an allocation is made continually year after year, 
although theoretically it may be discontinued in anyone year by a vote in 
Parliament. 

53,308. You do not invite any contribution from the rest of the Empire 
to this fundY-No. In making a specific grant, we generaJ.ly do our best 
to see that a contribution is made ad hoc towards the solution of a particular 
problem, but no general contribution is asked for from the rest of the 
Empire. 

53,309. With regard to the Research Grants Committee of your Board, 
does that Committee suggest problems or only consider suoh problems as 
are put up to them ?-They consider the making of a grant towards the 
investigation of a particular resl'IaI'ch problem as it comes to them. This 
is one of the sub-oommittees of the Empire Marketing Board, and it is a 
lay committee. Therefore it caJ.ls for the opinion of the most eminent 
scientific authorities it can get, and they act as a jury weighing up the 
priority between the various problems which are put forward to them. 

53,310. You do not suggest any problem? If there is a problem in con
nection with soil and irrigation which ought to be gone into, you do not 
make the suggestion to the Governments concerned?-We circulate that 
suggestion to the Empire if it has been brought up by somebody who, we 
think, has sufficient weight. As a matter of fact, we have sent out a 
Questionnaire to the whole Empire on the question of soil and irrigation, 
for instance, following on a memorandum written for us by Mr. Keen of 
Bothamsted. 

53,311. In writing that memorandum, did you receive much assistance 
Irom the Government of India?-No, not in writing the first memorandum. 
We hope to receive assist.ance from the Government of India in reply to 
the questions attached to the Questionnaire. We sent out the memorandum, 
which was prepared at the Rothamsted Institute in this country, saying: 
"This is how it appears to an eminent scientific worker jn Engla.nd. We 
shall be glad of the views of the Empire, we shall be glad of the views of 
'your Government, on the problem as it appears to you, and to clarify 
the discussion, we suggl'st further questions we should like answered." 

53,312. The object of this Research Grants Committee is to make the 
fullest use of the research equipment of the Empire as a whole?-Yas. 

53,313. You think India can get into this chain of stations which has 
Deen suggested by the recent OoloniaJ. Conference ?-I think so, undoubtedly. 
I think enormous opportunities for scientific investigation exist in India, 
and a great mass of scientific equipment for the attacking of these problems. 
We have found, all over the Empire, that people working in a; particular 
.compartment not only can help themselves but can help other people, if they 
can be got to look over the walls of their compartment and to consider the 
.question from the point of view of the world as a whole. 

(The witnes8 withdrew.) 

The Commis.,ion then adjourfted till 10.30 a.m., on Thursday,.16th June, 1921. 
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Thursday, June 16th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Ohairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N: GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E. 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH Joint Secretaries. 

Dr. E. J. BUTLER, C.I.E., D.Sc., M.B., F.R.S., Imperial 
Bureau of Mycology, Kew, Surrey. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

The Position and Future of Pusa. 

QUESTION l.-REsEARCH.-I find I have already said nearly all I wish 
to say as to the position and aims of the Agricultural Research Institute, 
Pusa, in a note submitted to the Public Services Commission, presided 
over by Lord Islington in 1914 and printed in the Appendices to their 
Report. I attach a copy of this note for ready reference. * 

I am informed that. Pusa is not now adequately fulfilling the functions 
outlined in this note, though I do not think that serious criticism of its 
work (beyond such, often salutary, as is the fate of all institutions of the 
kind) was offered up to at least the end of the War. I have no personal 
experience of the justice of recent criticisms, though it has appeared that 
the output of researoh work has somewhat diminished. This is readily 
accounted for, if true, by (1) the reduction in the scientific staff at Pusa 
(e.g., there is now only one Mycologist, instead of. three in 1920, one 
Economic Botanist instead of two, and so on); (2) the increased decentraliza
tion resulting from the greater autonomy of the Provinces, which tends 
to make them less inclined than formerly to refer their problems to Pusa; 
and (3) the disheartening effect of uncertainty as to the future of the 
institution, threatened as it has been by successive waves of economy. 

There is little or no educated scientific opinion in India., English or 
Indian, .amongst those in a position to secure continuity of scientific effort. 
Pusa has alternately been the spoilt child and the Cinderella of Government 

* See Appendi:r: in fle:r:t page. 
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lBstitutions. Its real fuuctions have never been clearly grasped by the 
majority of the people of influence in India who have any interest in its 
existence, and its geographical isolation has prevented any but a very 
few from having a firs~hand knowledge of the nature of the work carried 
on there. There has never been an educated public opinion ready to take 
up arIrul in its defence, such as might be expected in England in similar 
cases should, for instance, one of the la.rger research institutions in this 
country be threatened. The higher research staff is largely English, and 
must remain 60 for a considerable period if the institute is to do its work 
properly, and this is no't likely to help in popularizing its continued 
existence as a Government institution. But no one interested in the 
progress of agricultural science-and that, in the long run, means the 
progress of agriculture itself~an have any doubt as to the necessity for 
its continued existence in some shape or form as an agricultural research 
Institution, and the proposal that I have made that it should cease to 
be a Government institute is, in my opinion, the best way of securing its 
future. 

By ceasing to be a Government institute, I do not mean that it should 
cease to receive Government support. There a.re many instances of State
aided institntions in the Empire whose control is in the hands of public 
bodies composed in considerable part of non-officials. The Commonwealth 
Institute of 8cienceand Industry in Australia has recently passed under 
the control of such a body, whose Chairman is, I understand, at present 
in England. On his Council some, at least, of the members give only 
part of their time to the duties of administering the funds placed at their 
disposal by Government. The time may not have come yet to set up a 
similar Council in India, but that need 'Dot prevent the application of 
the same principle to the administration of Pusa. 

It lVould be the duty of the suggested body to make itself familiar with 
the aims and methods of the work; in progress at the Agricultural Research 
Institute. The corporate membership would change less often than the 
few persons who at present control its destiny. Such a permanent body 
would be, if the members were properly selected, in a far better position 
than the Government officials at present responsible for the future of Pusa 
to secure continuity in its work and the provision of an adequate staff 
ID carrying it out. 

QUESTION 13.-Crop protection, internal and exte'rnal.-(l) The existlBg 
measures for the protection of Indian crops against the introduction of 
foreign pests and diseases are, I consider, on the right lines. Their 
efficacy depends on the alertness of the Government Entomologists and 
Mycologists throughout India in discerning the existence of threatened 
dangers in other parts of the world that might be introduced, and in 
applying the existing facilities as rapidly as possible in order to keep 
them out. 

(2) Internal measures against infection have been applied in certain 
Provinces, notably in Madras, against cotton posts and palm diseases. 
The principle might be extended as occasion requires. 

APPENDIX. 

NOTE ON THB POSITION OF PUSA IN THB .AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMBNT. 

When the establishment of a Central Agricultural Sta.tion for India 
at Pusa was first proposed, there was little provision for technical 
agricultural educa.tion in India. Bombay alone had an Agricultural College, 
with a three-years· course. There were agricultural schools at Cawnpore 
and Nagpur with a course of two yea.rs. In Madras and Bengal agricultural 
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colleges wel'e, very inefficient and were shortly after condemned. It was. 
natural, therefore, that education should bulk large in the original Pus a 
scheme; there was to be a two-years' course of elementary instruction in agri
culture, followed 'by a third year to train men for employment in the 
department as farm overseers and the like, and, finally, selected students. 
were to continue for a fourth and fifth year to qualify for higher subordina.te 
posts, scientific assistantships in the department and private employment 
as managers of estates. 

Concurrent with education, it was always understood that Pusa was 
to serve as a. centre for scientific research. This was, indeed, the avowed 
purpose of the munificent donation of £30,000 placed at the disposal of 
the Government of India by Mr. Henry Phipps in 1903, which served 
as the nucleus of the funds out of which the Institute was constructed. 

Wlhether the primary function wa.s to be education or research does not 
appear to have been definitely decided by Government up to, at any rate, 
1905. In that year the head of the department gave expression to a view 
which was becoming widely held by Directors of Agriculture in the Pro
vinces and by the expert staff of the depa.rtment, namely, that research 
was the main object to be held in view at Pusa; impressed by the danger 
of development into a. teaCIhing institution only and the swamping effects 
on the energies of the staff of a. large infiul< of students, he proposed 
the abandonment of the lower courses, and the provision of well equipped 
agricultural colleges in the Provinces, leading up to a post-graduate course 
at Pusa. .All a consequence, elementary agricultural education was never 
undertaken at Pusa; ha.d it been, it is certain that it would have failed 
to meet the very diverse requirements of the rest of India, and proposals 
for the foundation of the provincial colleges would not have been long 
delayed. 

The attention which was directed to the teaching function of Pusa in 
the early days of the scheme, left an impression on the minds of Govern
ment and of the general public which was not soon effaced. Thus Lord 
Curzon in his speech at the ceremony of laying the foundation stone on 
the 1st of April, 1905, looked forward to the prospect, in 50 years' time, 
of finding Pusa the centre of a great organisation, with ramifications 
extending to all parts of the Indian Continent, training a series of Indian 
students to devote their acquired knowledge to the practical pursuit of 
agriculture. In 1910, 1\:[r. (now Sir) R. N. Mukerji, President of the 
All-India. Industrial Oonference, referred to Pusa. as a. technical college, 
making 'DO mention of its research function, and expressed the gravest 
misgivings as to the amount of direct good, in proportion to the money 
expended, to be derived from the training of the sons of the middle classes, 
with either no land or no capital, for a career as practical cultivators 
a.s opposed to their traditional occupation as clerks and the like. 

Nothing could be more striking than the contrast between these views 
and the opinions held and repeatedly expressed by the Agricultural Depart
ment itself, throughout India, as to the proper functions of the Pusa 
Institute. The Department maintains that the primary objects of Pusa 
are to conduct research into the fundamental principles of Indian agricul
ture, and to serve as a. centre for such investigations in the agricultural 
sciences, chemistry, botany, entomology, mycology and bacteriology, as 
cannot, either from their magnitude or the extent of their application to 
India as a whole, well be undertaken by provincial departments. 

The Board of Agriculture in 1906 stated that the research work at Pusa 
should be distinctly imperial in character, involving the application of the 
principles of ea.ch science to broad general problems of Indian agriculture, 
and that investigations of local importance only should, not, a.S a rule, 
be undertaken. In 1908 the Board considered the teaching functions of 
Pusa, and recommended that the class of instruction provided should be 
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a post-graduate course for students who have already obtained a degree 
at a provincial agricultural college and, exceptionally, to other science 
students likely to derive real advantage from the course; the courses should 
be specially framed for (a) students who will afterwards discharge the 
duties of assistants to provincial experts in agriculture, agricultural 
chemistry and, in particular, in economic botany, mycology and entomology, 
and (b) students Bent for special purposes. .Again in 1909 the Board 
expre886d the opinion that the aim of the higher teaching at Pusa should 
be to produce a class of men who would be able to carry out original 
investigations themselves, and also be qualified for teaching or specialised 
work in the Provinces. .At the same time the Board recognised that it is 
impossible to separate the researoh work and the trlllining te be given at 
Pusa, the two are intimately connected, and the training that the staff 
can undertake depends on the class of work being done in the laborateries 
and experimental fields at Pusa. 

Hence research and the encouragement of research are considered by 
the department to be the chief functions of Pusa. The provision of practical 
agricultural education has been relegated to the provincial departments, 
and there is 'no doubt as to the wisdom of this course. The organisation 
is developing, though of course very modestly, on the lines of the United 
States' Department of .Agriculture at 'WaS'hingten. Just as in the United 
States it has been found advisable at times for the Washingten Department 
to undertake, or to co-operate in, demonstration work or large campaigns 
(as in work against the catten boll weevil) in individual States, so in 
India Pusa has oo-opet:ated in the work of individual Provinces in such 
matters as the suppression of cotten boll worm in the Punjab a'nd palm 
disease in Madras . 

.As to the need in India of researoh work of the type which Pusa is 
designed to supply, it is impossible to be too emphatic. The general level 
of crop production in India is low, and the quality of the produce often 
inferior. Orop improvement, both, in quality and y,ield, in such staple 
crops as wheat, tebacco, oil seeds, fibres, pulses, is one of the primary 
requirements in the development of tJhe agricultural industry, and may be 
most readily obtained by the application of modern methods of plant 
breeding, an exoeedingly laborious and time-absorbing pursuit. .An under
standing of the chemistry and physics of tropical soils in their relation 
to availability of the plant food contained in them, to the water require
ments of crops, to the deleterious alkali salts sometimes present in them, 
and such matters, is greatly needed. Then, there is the very large subject 
of the bacteriological activity in tropical soils, to which we look to solve 
many of the problems conoerned with the proper use of manures and 
irrigation water, and to explain some at least of the apparent paradoxes 
in the growth of suoh crops as rioe. .A subject w.mch requires very con
siderable facilities in regard to staff, time and equipment is the investiga
tion of the various insect pests and fungus diseases which do enormous 
damage to the agricultural produoe of the country. To co-ordinate all this 
work with agricultural practice, to oonduct permanent experiments on 
the effect of different methods of cropping on the land, to test and improve 
agricultural improve!Ilents, and to experiment with a view to the improve
ment of agricultural steck, are essential features of a well-equipped 
agricultural research station. These are some of the lines on which the 
work at Pusa is developing, and which are necessary foundations for any 
considered scheme for the permanent raising of Indian agriculture to a 
level with that of other countries. It may be said, with SOIIDe show of 
truth, that it would be impossible, in the present state of our knowledge, 
te write an elementary text book ·of Indian agriculture, similar te those 
of which there is a plentiful supply in Europe, which would not soon be 
shown to contain glaring misstatements of fact in regard to crop physiology 
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~nd similar fundamental matters as applied to India. The demand whic4 
is coming from the provincial colleges for further information before the 
.teaching of even elementary agriculture can be satisfactorily carried out, 
is thus easily comprehensible. 

Research of the nature referred to as being the most pressing need of 
the department should be as free oand unfettered as possible. Any con-
1!iderable deflection of the energies of the research staff to teaching would 
most seriously hamper its efficiency. This argument does not apply witb 
tlhe same force to the training of research students, and there are com
pensating advantages in having .such students. The ,sylla.Iius of studies 
in the prospectus of the Pusa College makes provision for research training 
in the scientific sections of the Institute, and I attach a statement* of 
the students who have undergone higher or special training at Pusa. 
On the whole, the material has been unsatisfactory in so far as it is 
intended to turn out men capable of independent research. For scientific 
assistants, working' under the guidance of officers of the department, the 
results have been better and a number of useful assistants have been 
irained. Whether there is a.ny real demand for research training in science 
:as applied to agriculture, outside .of the limited prospect which it opens 
for Government employment, is doubtful; there is, indeed, no evidence 
whatever of such a demand at present. It would seem as if we must be 
content to confine our energies largely to training men for employment 
in the various agricultural departments until such time as the prospect 
of private employment improves or there is an influx of students willing 
to pursue knowledge for its own sake. 

Oral Evidence. 

53,314. The Ohairman: Dr. Butler, you are now at the Imperial Bureau of 
Mycology at KewP-Yes. . 

53,315. You were at one time Mycologist at Pusa, were you not, and 
.Joint Director of the Puss. Institute P-Yes. Before that I was Acting
Director for about two and a balf to three years. 

53,316. At PWlaP-Yes. 
53,317. Was all your Indian service at PusaP-No. I was first in 

<calcutta attached to the Botanical Survey of India at the Botanic Gardens. 
'Then I was transferred to the Agricultural Department at Dehra Dun. 1 
'was the second technical member appointed to the Agricultural Depart
ment in India, and before any definite organisation was decided on, I 
"Was attached to Dehra Dun for -four years, mainly lbecause the Agricul
tural Chemist-the only officer existing at the time I was appointed-was 
,already stationed there. That was 'before Pusa was ever thought of. 

53,318. We have had your note of evidence. Would you like to add 
:anything to it at this stageP-No, except that I should like to make it 
.clear that I do not share in the view that Pusa is not now adequately 
fulfilling the function outlined in my previous note. I have no infor
mation of that; it may possibly be true, or it may not be true. I have 
no way, really, of knowing that short of a visit to India, but I have 
noticed that there is not quite the same volume of rllSearch work coming 
·out. 

53,319. Mr. Noyce: How long is it since you left India P-I left India in 
1920, seven years ago. 

53,320. Professor Gangu.lee: You talk about the volume of research work; 
.can you tell u.s the quality of the research work?-The quality also seems 
to me to be rather less. It is difficult for me to judge on these matters 
without seeing the work of the institute. 

* Not reprinted. 
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53,321. The Chairman.: I gather that you are not in a position to form 
any further view one way or the otherP-That is so. 

53,322. You have, I th41k, given considerllible thought to the problem 
of the future of central research stations, and of Pusa in particular, in 
India, and also to their management and to the possibility of what I 
may call de-officialising that management, and to the relation which such 
central research stations should bear to provincial research stations?
Yes. 

53,323. You have given us an outline of your views on that matter, 
but will you deal with it with more particularity than you have dealt 
with it in your note. Can you tell us, exactly, what form of semi-official 
body you are thinking of as the Board of Management; of Pusa?-There 
has recently been a good deal of consideration given in the Colonial Office 
to the organisation of a chain of research stations in the Colonies, and it 
has been suggested, although no definite decision has yet been come to, 
that the administration of those research institute. should 'be entrusted, 
amongst other duties, to a Council in England consisting of a Chairman 
and two other whole-time officers, and to a number of technical and other 
members who, judging from the scheme &8 it has been adumbrated, would 
not ·be mainly officials and would all be part-time officers. The Director 
of my own Bureau-that is to say, myself-has been specifically mentioned 
as one, and also the Director· of the Bureau of Entomology (Dr. Marshall). 
Neither of us is a Civil Servant. The Director of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew (Dr. Hill), is mentioned as another, ex ol/icio; also a repre
sentative of the Imperial Institute, a chemist, and so on. .A 'body of that 
sort, I take it, would almost certainly ,be in large part a non-official 
body, something on the lines of the body which is at; present controlling 
my own Bureau. My Bureau .is controlled by a Ma.naging Committee 
with Lord Buxton, who holds no official position now, as Chairman. There 
are about 20 members. That may seem an unnecessarily large number, 
but there are a good many interests which have to be considered. Those 
20 members represent the leading Universities and Research Institutes of 
the country with a sprinkling of officials. I can say from my personal 
experience that that is a very satisfactory method of managing the affairs 
of an institution like the one to which I am attached at prruent. 

53,324. Are there any laymen among the 20 members, other than Lord 
Buxton P-There is an official of the Colonial Office and an official of the 
Foreign Office, who are both laymen. 

53,325. How often does that body meetP-Twice a year normally, and 
special meetings are held when any matter of importance arises. There 
has been onc such meeting this year, so we will have had th:r:ee meetings 
altogether this year. 

53,326. With whom do appointments lieP-With the Managing Com
inittee as a whole; but the Director actually suggests the appointment 
and submits it for approval. 

53,327. What about the finance?-It is rather difficult to explain that. 
The actual handling of the finance is in the hands of the Crown Agents, 
because they collect contributions from 40 different Governments in the 
Empire. I prepare a budget, under different heads, and that is placed 
before the Committee, who scrutinise and pass it; but the actual raising 
of the money is left to the Colonial Office. The Secretary of the Com
mittee is a Colonial Office official, and he corresponds with the Colonies 
in regard to their contributions. The Foreign Office representative 
corresponds with the Sudan in regard to their contribution. 
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53,328. That is an illustration of the principle?-Yes. This new Council, 
which originated with Lord Lovat's Committee, has been accepted in 
principle, I thi~k, and expanded in the Colonial Office at the recent 
Governors' Conference, and mention has also been made of it in the public 
press. From that, I gather that it is likely that the destiny and the ad
ministration of this chain of research stations will be placed in the hands of 
that Council. %e question will certainly arise whether it will be possible 
to work without a Local <Clommittee .as well. That is a matter to which I 
have given a good deal of thought. It seems to me that in the case of India 
it would probably not be possible to work without a portion of the Committee 
being in India, say three. I had in mind something like one Director of 
Agriculture, one distinguished Science Professor in a University in India, 
and one business man, a layman, if you oould get him. I had in mind some 
Committee of that type in India in close touch with the Committee at home. 

53,329. Let us be quite clear. Is your suggestion that Pusa, as principal 
research station under the Government of India, should be transferred to 
i,he body managing the chain of research stations?-I do JlJOt know that that 
would be practicable, 'but I do not see why that body should not be made 
use of in some way, and possibly the management entrusted to the three 
gentlemen I have proposed in India, but with the assistance of the super
vising advice of the Committee at home. 

53,330. So that you think there might be a. link in this chain of Imperial 
l'esearch i'ustitutions in India quite apart from Pusa, and that certain 
persons who are members of the Imperial organisation might take a hand 
in managing Pusa. Is that the idea ?-Something of that sort. The diffi
.cul:ty in the Colonial Office has presumably been that they are not in a 
position to speak for India. They have simply said they will require, in this 
chain, an eastern research station. That might be in Ceylon or in Malaya 
Dr in India. Supposing that India were selected, they would naturally con
sider whether Pusa wid not fulfil the bill. I think that India is unlikely to' 
be selected; Ceylon is possibly more likely. 

53,331. You are aware of the changes in the situation in India which 
followed the ReformsP-Yes. 

53,332. The problem now appears to be to evolve, for the central station, 
a system of management which will place'the central station in a position, 
1!is-a-vis the Provinces, in which it can be of the greatest service, and from 
which its recommendations will be palataoble. That is the problem as betwee.n 
the centre and the Provinces. Your suggestion would give the Provinces no 
share in the management of Pusa, would ~tP-One Director of Agriculture 
would be on the Committee I mentioned. 

53,333. One provincial Director of AgricultureP-Yes. 
53,334. :Would not there be SOoIllewhat of a tussle as to whioh Direetor of 

Agriculture was to be appointed P-Certainly there woulci, but I am against 
a large Committee. I did think of a large Committee, on which you could 
have three or four of the Prov'lllces represent-ed in l'otation. but· I do nc>t 
think you really want a large Com'.nittce, The Institute of Science and 
Industry in Australia is controlled by an Executive Oounoil of three. the 
Chairman of which. and one other member I think, are part-time members. 
My feeling is that so long as PUSBI remains a. purely official institut,io,n it is . 
liable to have alternation of "petting" and of the opposite. Reduchons of 
staff come about just at the wrong moment. It is terrible to think that in 
seven years the scien'l:lific sections in Puse. have been practically sterilised by 
the reduction in staff. In my own section-the section which I built up ov~r 
many wears-I used to have three research officers rut work. 'There;is no,w 
only one, and the work is more than onemallicando.Inthesameway.1I1 
the Economio Dotany Section there is only one officer now. T·here used to 
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be always two and at one time three. Reductions of that sort ha.ve got, I 
think, to be combated in some way, and I do not consider that a Govern
ment institution is in a position to fight reductions in a country like India. 
Even in England • do not think it has sa strong a position as a. non~fficial 
institution. I am bound to say that in my experience in India there is nG 
real educated public opinion, either amongst the English officials or amDngst 
~ndians,. in regard to the meaning of scientific work. I may give you an 
illustration of that. I had a member of the Governor-General's Executive 
Council (the Member for Revenue and Agriculture, as he was called in ,those 
days) come down and inspect my section. He spent two hours going through 
the work, with great care as it seemed to me, and then spoke of my work sa 
dealing with insects. My work has nothing to do with insects. ;when a 
thing like that happens you can understand the attitude of the scientific 
officers at Pusa. 

63,335. lIeantime the position appears to be this: that unless Pusa can 
claim attention by the prestige of the research workers engaged there and 
by the excellence of their work, and unless at the same time you can, sa you 
suggest, get away from the notion that Pusa. is a Central Government institu
tion rather than an ill-India inst.i.tution, from the provincial angle the 
criticism that Pusa is entirely a Central Government institution will remain. 
Does it not occur to you that it may be necessary to give more than one 
Province a share in the management of Pnsa, at least in the direction of 
researchP-Yes. I would have no gra.ve objection to a proposal of tha.t sorl. 
I dislike large committees as a rule on principle, but in the peculiar circum
stances of India I would have no objection to a proposal of that sorl. You 
could have, say, a Committee of five or even of seven. In that case you 
could get, say, three of the eight ma.jor Provinces represented (counting 
Assam and the North~West Province sa minor Provinces), and if you gave 
them representa.tion in rota-tion you could possibly dG with three provincial 
representatives. 

53,336. How often do you think a body responsible for administration 
at. a centre such as Pusa would require to meet ?-Not more than twice a 
year. In my scheme there would have to be a. whole-time a.nd highly-com
petent Director of the Institution, who should be free to do what the 
DirectQr in the past has not been able to do, namely, to tour as the 
Director of the Institution. I was able to tour as Mycologist, but I was 
not in a position, ordinarily, to tour as Director of the Institution. If 
there were a whole-time Director, it should be part of his duties to tour 
freely in India and to see the problems which really required taking up, 
and to watch new developments. For instance, there is this new big 
development of the consumption of Indian tob&CCO in England. A very 
large export trade in Indian (unma,nufa,ctured) tob&CCO has grown up since 
the War. There was none in 1914. Shortly before the War, India used 
to export tobacco to Italy and France, but none to England. Now 
it exports a very great deal indeed to England. Those are 
matters which require attention. Everybody here knows that the Indian 
tob&CCO is not the equal of other Empire-grown tobacco-the Rhodesian 
and Nyasala.nd tob&cco, for instance. Is there any reason why it should 
not be P Has that matter been taken up P Those are matters which I 
think the Director of an institution like Pusa should be in a position to 
seize upon when they arise and to see that they are not neglected; but 
he could only gain information of such things by touring. Of course, it 
is quite possible that these matters have not been neglected; I cannot say. 
They are simply illustrations of the type of work on which an institution 
like Pusa should keep its eye very closely-new developments. 

53,337. To go b&ek to the question of the Board of Mana.gement, do you 
suggest that the heads of sections should be members of such a BG&rd, or 
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that some of them should beP-No, certainly not. I would have the Director 
and Council controlling the scientific work of the institution. I am quite 
certain that is the only way to run a scientific institution. The Managing 
Board should nol; interfere in the details of scientific work. They should 
receive reports; they should be men who axe in a position to judge whether 
the institution is doi.ng its work properly, and if not to make the necessary 
changes, but they should not direct the scientific work. At Rothamsted 
or any other institution of the sort, the Board of Trustees does not, I 
think, lay down the lines of research. . . 

53,338. Would you suggest something in the nature of a Board of Studies, 
apart from the Board of ManagementP-Nothing .beyond the Pusa Council. 

53,339. Have you thought of the possibility of a Research Council with 
agricultural research -throughout India P-Specifically agricultural, or 
research in technology as well P 

53,340. I should say in technology as well P-A body of that sort might 
do very well ultimately, something on the lines of the National Research 
Council in America; but, of course, they do not do more than work out 
projects. They examine proposals for work on large problems, and they 
organise the matter on a prop~r basis. They apportion different parts of 
the work to different institutions throughout the country, but they do not 
interfere with the actual carrying out of the work in any way. They 
administer the money; that is really what it comes to. 

53,341. Professor Gangulee: They suggest the problem and apportion the 
work P-They suggest the problem sometimes, but the large industries very 
often suggest the problems to them. 

53,342. The (Jlutirman: You have not contemplated that the Board of 
Management at Pusa should concern itself with the co-ordination of research 
throughout India, but merely with the ma.nagement of P\lSa P-Yes, it 
should concern itself only with the management of Pusa. I do not think 
there is room for a general oo-ordinating body for India; the problems of 
J'esearch are &0 extraordinarily different in the different Provinces. Ulti
mately, I think something like these National Councils handling research 
in the primary industries of the whole country is likely to come, but I 
hardly think the time is ripe for that in India yet. 

53,343. Did you do any post-graduate teaching at PusaP-Yes. I had, 
at one time, five post-graduate students. I had an average of three for a 
considerable period of my time. 

53,344. Indians P-Indians. Five was the maximum that I should take at 
anyone time. 

53,345. What do you say of their training and qualifications at the time 
they came to you P-They varied very much indeed. The experience I had, 
on the whole, was that it was better to get, if you could, a man of the 
practical type and not so much of the literaxy class. The University 
graduate who had the M.A. degree of Bengal or Madras and who came 
from the townsfolk was not always a very good man; but I have not had 
enough experience to be able to generalise on that. I did put up a note 
LO the Calcutta University Commission that it would be a great help to us 
if we could get graduates from Calcutta University from the rural com
munity. There were very few available. 

53,346. Had you enough students before you, during your service in 
India, to fOI'm any view as to the efficiency, or the reverse, of the teaching 
at the Universities in the subjects with which you are familiarP-Yes. In 
certain cases I examined myself in the Calcutta University, and I sent in 
a note after one examination for a higher Degree, saying that I considered 
that the degree should not be given bV the University, because it was not 
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in a fit position at the time to teach the subject. It was a high degree in 
botany (I think the D.Sc. in botany). They had no whole-time Professor of 
Botany in the University at the time. 

53,347. What was the result of your communication?-They strengthened 
the botany teaching. 

53,348. Were they giving degrees at the time of your communication?
Yes, I was one of the examiners, and 1 gave a degree to a man who had 
had his training at Madras. I think there was no Calcutta candidate at 
the time. 

53,349. Professor GanguZell: They ha.ve now two whole-time Professors?
Yes. They have made quite an improvement since then. 

53,350. The Chairman: On the question of what particular service a 
central institution i'Il India could render, and which the Provinces could 
not do for themselves, do you regard the Pusa of the future as being 
engaged mainly in research problems of a fundamental nature and of 
general application throughout I-ndia?-Yes. On that point I have some 
doubts as to whether cattle-breeding work, for instance, is suitably carried 
on at Pusa.. I am not in a position to speak about it emphatically, but 
I have always had some little doubts about it. 

53,351. The proper division of functions between Pusa and the Provincial 
Institutes would require very close touch between those directing research 
in the Provinces and those responsible for its direction at Pusa, would it 
notP-The same sort of touch that exists in England between institutions 
such lUI Rothamsted and the Ministry of Agriculture. 

53,352. But in England it is very easy to attain, because you never have 
to spend more than one night in the train, whereas in India it is very 
different. Distances have a very real bearing on this problemP-If the 
staff in Pusa. are enoouraged to tour, and if the Director tours and sees 
the problems 8IIld selects those of general bearing to be tackled atPusa, 
I do not think more is necessary. I always considered also that· the 
meetings of the Board of Agriculture in India were invaluable. They kept 
everybody in touch personally with the work of other departments. 

53,353. To go back for a moment to the question of fin8lIlce, have you 
thought out, in detail, how this new system of management at Pusa is 
to be financed?-I have not thought it out in detail. I think the money 
would have to be handed over more or less unconditionally to this proposed 
Council to administer. 

53,354. An annual grantP-Yes. The endowment grant in Australia to 
the Council of ,Science and Industry is £350,000, and Mr. Bruce has told 
them that they are not to go to -him and say that they have not enough 
money. His attitude is that they are not to be starved for want of money. 

53,355. Are the aCl!'ounts subject to audit in Australia ?-I should imagine 
so; I do 'Dot know. I may mention that Mr. Julius, the Chairman of that 
body, will be in England next week. 

53,356. Are you familiar with the workings of th~ Development Com
mission and Development Fund in this country P-Not in detail. 

53,357. I judge from that that your Bureau does not enjoy any financial 
support from that Fund?-No. The whole of our grants are paid over 
unconditionally to us by the Overseas Gc>vernments. Forty different 
Governments pay us subventions. They go as low as £11 in the case of 
Tasmamia. and up to several hundreds of pounds in the case of India and 
some of the larger Dominions. Australia gives us £600. That money is 
handed over to the Crown Agents, who take instructions from the Managing 
Committee of the Bureau as to how they are to expend it, and I submit 
accounts every year which are audited by the Crown Agents. 
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53,358. Ha~re you anything to say about the terms of service at Pusa P 
Do you think the existing conditions are such as to attract the best type 
of worker P-That opens up a very big question. I think there is not very 
much that I could say on it beyond what I have said on previous occasions. 

53,359. Sir James Mackenfla: The scheme which you have outlined for 
the position of, Pusa in this Empire project of research stations seems 
to contemplate, rather, the position of the Central Research Station of 
the Government of India with reference to the activities of the Colonial 
Office in the matter of agricultural expansion; ihut we are much more 
concerned with the relation of Pusa, as the apex of agricultural research 
iii. India, to the Provinces. In the course of our tour we have had constant 
criticisms mOOe to us of Pusa from the Provinces to the effect that they 
were not getting much good! from Pusa. Our aim is to try to evolve 
/3Ome scheme to link up the Provinces more closely to our central insti
tution. The introduction of Pusa into this Colonial scheme rather suggests 
a further detachment from the linking up of provincial activities in 
India. I should like you to give us your views as to how we can bring 
Pusa into closer touch with the Provinces. Would I be correct in think
ing that, in your view, there would be IW great objection if Pusa were 
completely put outside the provincial sphere altogether and twken as 
a Central Research InstituteP-There would be no very grave objection' 
to that. My feeling as a scientific man is that, in order to get the ·best 
results from scientific research you do not want to have continually before 
you the needs of the country. The Director may; but the bwiness of the 
actual man carrying out the work is to solve the problem which is put 
before him in any way he can. The less he is ham'Pered by .being con. 
tinually worri~ ·by.statements that his work is of no use to the country, 
the 'better. I imagme that suob statements have been made even in the 
case of Rothamsted; I do not know. Yet we all admire Rothamsted. The 
workel'6 there !have gone on quietly working away at their problems, and 
they have done a great work, long range work. They have not been 
hampered by having had continually ·before them the needs ofa particular 
small community in the country. They are attacking fundamental problem.,; 
all the time. I imagine it is quite possible that some of the Rothamsted 
results are more valuable to other countries than they are to England. 
I do not think the actual worker can afford to have in mind the par
ticular requirements of the community for which he is working. It is 
extraordinarily difficult to get scientific work /30 planned out that you 
can do so. Select your problems by all means. It is like the old sayinO', 
" Do not marry money, but go where money is." Do not take a probl~ 
because it happens to be of economic importance, 'but have your interests 
in groups of problems w·hich are likely to be of economic importance. 

63,360. You would make ,Pusa an isolated centre of agricultural research, 
and allow the Provinces to work out their own scientific investigations 
on their own accountP-In practice you could not make Pusa an isolated 
centre of research. '1.'here would Ibe circumstances tending' continually t.o 
break down the isolation; and I would encourage those circumstanoes. 
I would encourage the Director and staff to tour about the country. 

63,361. That question of the Director travelling about the country means 
that ~e will have to be a whole-time Director. At present the posts are 
combined P-Yes. 

53,362. You think that it would be enough to make Pusa a sort of 
Rothamsted, a centre of concentrated research, to have a whole-time 
Director who was a man of scientific position and eminence, with free 
right to travel up and down the country, ihringing back, I presume, 
problems or suggestions for problems to be worked out at PusaP-Yes, 
and I would encourap;e meetings and conferences at Pusa. 
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53,363. Do you thmk that that would relieve the present amount of 
criticism which is directed against Pusa as being out of touch with the 
Provinces P If it were said that it was deliberately out of touch with 
the Provinces there would be nothing ,more to be saidP-That is right. 

53,364. Do you think that would !be acceptable in IndiaP-I do not know 
what the position is now. It would not have been acceptable ten years 
ago; I am quite sure of that. The departments in those days would 
not !have said that Pusa was doing nothing for them. That matter came 
up, you may remember yourself, more than once at the Board of Agricul. 
ture, and we found then that the view held was that, on the whole, 
Pusa was fulfilling quite a useful function in aid of provinoial Departments 
in tackling fundamental research problems. That attitude may have 
changed on account of causes which I ha.ve attempted to suggest in my 
note of evidenoe, namely, the curta.iling of the staff, with its natural 
consequence on the result of research work; decentralisation (which must 
have had a certain effect in India), and the disheartening effect of doubt, 
whiCh I know exists in the minds of the staff, as to the future of Pusa. 

53,365. Assuming that we accept the view that Pusa is to be taken out 
of the general administration of the whole Indian Empire and is to be 
a separate Research Institute for fundamental research, have you any views 
on the position which Pusa should take up with referenoe to education?
Post-graduate' work entirely, and post-graduate 'WoOrk limited to small num
bers. Five was the maximum in a section in my time, and I think five 
would' be the maximum in most of the sectioDS. It would give you about 
fifteen or twenty if you filled them all up, which would be ample to meet 
any demands, I think, at present and foOr a long time to come in India. 

53,366. What do you think of the elaboration of a composite cOurse fol." 
post-graduatesP Would you have & general course covering a variety of 
subjects, or would you just take post-graduates for research only in a 
particular subjectP-I would take them only for research in a particular 
.subject. ' 

53,367. That being so, you would have Pusa administered under the 
Go\'6l"nment of India by a body of Trustees'p-yes. 

03,368. Three or five, do you'thinkP-1 .should like to see a small body like 
that. 

53,369. Should ilie Government of India, as the provider of the funds, have 
a member on the Board; of that bodyP-I think they should, but,then I think 
they might regard the Director of Agricultu.re as the man who could look 
after their interests. 

53,370. You mean the Director of Agriculture from the ProvinceP-Yes. 
I do not knO'W whether the Government oOf India 'Would trust the administra.
tion of their !funds to such a man-whether they would be prepared tol regard 
an official from a Province as their representative. 

<53,371. What about the Secretary of the Department of the Government 
of India as Chairman of -the Board of TrusteesPWould that offici.a.lise it too 
muchP-I do not know. If you had a Board of five or more, I would say 
without any hesitation that a high official would make aili admiMble Chair
man then. That is what I suggested when I was working out the proposals 
Wlith regard to the Rubber Research Institution in Malaya. I proposed in 
that case tha.t there should 'be a governing body of officials and non-officials, 
the non-officials being in the majority but the Ohadrman being a. high Govern
ment official, and something on those lines has, I believe, been carried out. 

53,372. Applying the Advisory Clouncil principle of the Colonial Offioo to 
India, and remembering that India;is a. very vast continent, do you think it 
would be possible to apply that Oolontal Office principle to the various pro-
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vincial dep8,l-tments in India and to have a Central Advisory body more or 
less directing the operations of the Provinces?-I do not like the word 
" directing." 

Sir James MarKe1ll1la: ~ll-advising. 
Professor GanguZee: Stimulwting research? 
53,373. Sir James MacKc1II1Ia: Yes, stimulating; performing the same 

fUllctions as the Advisory Council?-The Agricultural Council of the Colonial 
Office will presumably ha.ve oonsiderable executive functions. They will no 
doubt have the administration of the finance, the making of appointments, 
and matters, of. that sort in their hands. 

53,374. Irrespective of the wishes of the particuLar Governmellts?-Yes, 
but not irrespective of the wishes of the Director of the Institution. Take 
the case of the Amani Research Institute in East Africa. The Director has 
been appointed, and he is making appointments, not on the advice of the 
East African Colonies who are subscribing towards the scheme, ,but after 
consulting .advisers in England. 

53,375. 'Wlmt are your views of the efficiency of the Pusa Council, of which 
you and I were members for many years ?-It varied a lot. It was useful 
sometimes, and sometimes it went OIl for a year or two when it had nothing 
of importance before it. It was a Useful weapon in reserve. The regular, 
meetings are also an advantage. The staff met together and discussed their 
work officially. They were supposed to put before the Council, and a good 
many of them did, proposals for new work and the liines on which they meant 
to carry it out. I think that is very sound. 

53,376. Wha.t about the relation of Pusa to the Universities?-As I have 
said, my goverming body would have at least one distinguished Professor 
from the, Universities on it; but with re!,,-ard to makJing Pusa a constituent. 
part pf a University, t.hat matter has been discussed time and again, and 
most of the staff at Pusa have been definitely against it. I have always 
been against it myself. 

53,377. Take your own subject of mycology, what ds your view of the 
adequacy of the staff and of the prosecution of mycological work in India? 
-It is too low lilt present. 

53,378. Have you any rough idea as to the extent to which it should be 
expanded? For instance, a.t Pusa what do you think is an adequate staff? 
In your time there were three of you?-One was a supernumerary officer 
who was intended to act in leave vacancies and matters of that sort. I think 
the organisation now is to make each Province self-contained in that matter, 
is it not? If that were so, then possibly two, but a minimum of two. 

53,379. And one in each of the major Provinces at leastP-Yes. The drier 
Provinces of the North-West and of the Punjab have no need for a. full-time 
Mycologist. All the rest have, I think, and some of them have room for two. 

53,380. Are there any outstanding problems which require special arrange
ments at present in India?-No, I do not think there are at present, not in 
my particular subject. 

53,381. Wha.t grant does the Government of India give to the Bureau?
£600. 

53,382. That should be continued?-J: hope so. 
53,383. Mr. Noyce: Who represents India on your CouncilP-Sir David 

Prain. 
53,384. Professor GanguZee: Why do you suggest that Pusa .should be 

developed as an isolated central research station?-In order to withdraw 
it from .the constant ups-and-downs through which it has been going. 
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53,385. Isolation is not desirable, is it, for a oentral research stationP
Yes, I think so. I think the more isolated a research station is in regard 
to official influenoe and political influenoe, the better it is for its work. 

53,386. We are ~t concerned with the political aspectP-Well, take the 
official aspect. 

63,887. We want to view the whole question from the efficiency point of 
view. From the point of view of the efficiency of scientific research, do 
you think a oentral research organisation should be isolated from the 
various other links in the chain?-As I know the circumstances in India, 
I would sooner see Pusa outside of the Government amoit altogether. I 
belie\"e it would be able to do its work more quietly and more efficiently 
in that case. Let it have as close contact with those below as possible 
(if you like to count the research institutions in the Provinces as being 
below Pusa, which I am not prepared to admit); but let it be free from 
influences from above. In other words, do not let it be influenoed by 
official or political views at all, official views especially. Let it be free 
from the risk of a sudden economy campaign cutting its grant and reducing 
its staff. 

53,338. Your chief object is to guarantee the continuity of research work? 
-Yes. 

53,389. And a settled research policyP-Yes. 
53,390. Could not you achieve that end by establishing some form of 

oo-ordinating agency between the research station and the ProvinoesP-I 
do not think we could. We have not done it in the past. 

53,391. What is the link, for instanoe, between Rothamsted and the 
IWwett Institute in Aberdeen? They are under two different administra. 
tive heads, as far as agricultural research and education is concerned. 
Nevertheless, there is a co-ordinating link between the two institutionsP
A volunta,ry one, surely; the only contact they have that matter is voluntary 
contact. 

53,892. How are you to encourage voluntary contact in a country like 
IndiaP-I do not believe there would. be any difficulty. I never found that 
there was any serious difficulty. I cannot think why these difliculties have 
grown in the last few years, unless you are getting like Australia, where 
work has often been hampered in the past by inter-State jealousies. They 
are doing the best they can now to break them down. 

53,393. Through the establishment of a CouncilP-And through the pro
motion of meetings and touring. That is the way to get over it. 

53,394. Do not you think the tendency would be to isolate Pusa entirely 
from Pro,·inces if you did not have a co-ordinating agency?-That tendency 
has come, I understand. There has been a tendency in the last few years 
to isolate Pu~a. The result has been, as I gather, that Pusa men do not 
tour as freely as before. Perhaps they are not so welcome as they used 
to be. I should break that son of thing down by having the Institute 
non-official, so that there could be no feeling, as there has sometimes been 
in the past in the Provinces, that the Pusa man was butting in. If he 
had nothing to do with officialdom he should be an honoured guest. 

53,395. Assuming that Pusa were developed as an isolated centre of 
reeearch, do not you think there would be the difficulty of bringing the 
Provinces not only into the Research Council which you suggest, but also 
into the bigger problem of considering the fundamental research for India 
as a wholeP-I would like to see some machinery for that. I am not 
<lE'rtain that the old Board of Agriculture was '!lot really a. very admirable 
machine for that purpose. Their biennial meetings brought up problems 
which the different Provinces thought of importance, and very often they 
were very' helpful to us. 
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53,396. Would you not have this sort of link P Supposing in Bengal 
there appears' a. specific fungus in the paddy fields. A central organisation 
(your Department of Mycology there) would send one of its workers (a cen
tral officer) to the Provinces to investigate the incidence of that plant. 
pest. Let.us t·ake the reverse case. A provincial man, in order to get 
some experience of the technique of investigation, might come in to th& 
central organisa~ion to work. If you maintain the isolated character of 
the researoh station, such an exchange of workers is not possible, is itP
It is perfectly possible, in regard to the first side of the question, at least. 
In the past, when a major problem arose, we always sent men fromPusa. 
Not only have I sent men from Pusa, but I have employed local men and 
have plllid them out of my own budget in cases like that. I had members: 
of my sta.ff working on local problems in close touch with the local depart
ment for months on end. I do not see why having Pusa as an isolated 
research institution would in any shape or form prevent that continuing. 
There might be some little difficulty in the reverse direction, namely, in 
getting men from the Provinces to come up to Pusa, but I do not think 
that need be the case. 

53,397. What about overlapping of research problems P Supposing you 
are carrying out an investigation on some plant diseases in Pusa, may not 
the Department of Agriculture in Bombay be carrying on the same work at 
the same time P-There has been no overlapping in science, which I have 
ever come across, that was not beneficial. You get two different minds 

'tackling the same problem, and that is an advantage. There is too much 
made of this bogie of overlapping. It is only a bogie. It is disregarded 
in many institutions in thIS country. 

53,398. You advocate that in Pusa we should have adequate arrangements 
for post-graduate trainingP-Yes. 

53,399. Would you affiliate Pusa to any UniversityP-No. 
53,400. So the students going to Pusa for post-graduate work will no~ 

get any degree for their workP-We suggest they should get a diploma like 
that of the Imperial College of Science. 

53,401. Would that attract studentsP-It used to in the Imperial College. 
53,402. Degrees have some fascination, have they notP-A.R.,a.S. (" Asso

ciate of the Royal College of Science") was a ,"ery honoured group of 
letters for many years. 

53,403. Would you not recommend a similar arrangement as that made 
at Rothamsted whereby the workers there carrying on post-graduate work 
may get a deg~ee by presentation of a thesis to a "{1niversityP-Yes. That 
is a very sound suggestion, but you would want an alteration in the Uni
versities to get that. I do not think there are any University degrees at 
present given whiC'h would quite take a thesis like that. 

53404. Not quite, but we might suggest that some Universities which 
hav~ already developed science teaching might consider itP-I entirely 
agree with you. It would be a very great advantage to get your post
graduate man working definitely for a thesis. 

58,405. Can you visualise such a thing as the affiliation of Pusa ~ an 
Imperial University like DelhiP-Bo long as it does not become a constItuent 
college of the University. You are hampered then by the University regula
tions, but in regard to outside students going up to take degrees on a 
thesis basis on work done at PUBa, certainly I agree; the men would 
benefit. 

53 406. I understand from the literature which I have seen, dealing with 
your' Bureau, that it is really a central dearing house of information 
relating to mycology and entomology throughout the Empire. Is that right P 
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-Yes. We also have another side. We have two equally important sides.· 
At any rate, I have always regarded them as of equal importance. We. 
have an information side. That covers the monthly journal and. all . the 
informational and clearing house work. Then we have the actual dealing 
with specimens of plant diseases which are sent in to us, in order that, 
where possible, we may grow and study the organism .. We have a separate 
staff for that. I have two members of the staff who have nothing to do 
with the clearing house or' publicity work whatever; they are engaged, 
entirely on systematic research into the identity of these organisms which 
are causing disease, and with comparative studies of strains of them from, 
all parts of the Empire-that type of work. 

53,407. Through what channel do you come in contact with the forty· 
Governments which contribute to your funds?-We publish a monthly journal 
supplied free to them. We have powers of corresponding direct with the 
scientific officers in all. those Governments, on matters other than adminis
trative matters. We offer the ihospitality of our laboratories to their men 
when they.are home on leave, which is pretty frequently; in the case of thE> 
African Colonies it is every twenty or thirty months. Therefore, we do keep 
in close personal touch with our colleagues. Also, we tour a good deal. I 
have visited most of these Governments which are contributing, and I know 
nearly all the mycologists personally. We aim at keeping up personal 
contact. We have £200 a year specifically earmarked for overseas travel, 
which cannot be used for anything else' and which accumulates from year 
to year if not expended. 

53,408. These forty Governments are interested in your Bureau because 
they can get abstracts of all mycological work?-I would not like to say' 
that that is the chief reason. My own view is that in the long run thE' 
other side of our work will be more important. Our" pot boiler" is our 
publication and our abstracting. That is the thing which they all say they 
cannot do without; but actually I think tJhe critical side of our work, the 
consulting side, in the long run will be the more important side. 

53,409. YOUI' Bureau acts as a central organisation, co-ordinating the' 
various work?-It is consultative and co-ominating. 

53,410. Do you think the principle on which your Bureau is developed 
can be adapted in India?-Not quite. . 

53,411. Could not it be undertaken in connection with, say, agricultural' 
research in India as a whole by a central organisation designed for the 
purpose of co-ordinating research?-'J1hey already have their own publica
tions. The Agricultural Journal will take notes and reprints, and that sor~ 
of thing. They do a good deal of that already at Pusa. 

53,412. 1.'he Agricultural Journal of India is more or less a· popular 
journal ,is it noH-Yes, but it contains reprints of teehnical articles. 

53,413. It does not fulfil the same function as your abstracts?-There is 
n(l need for it to do so. 

53,414. Sir Henry Lawrence: In your note of evidence you refer to the' 
continuance of Pusa as being linked up with a continuance of an English 
staff in some wily. Will you develop that a little?-I say" The higher re
search staff is largely English and must remain so for a considerable period 
if the Institute is to do its work properly." That is my opinion. 

53,415. Will you explain further the phrase " and must remain so" ?-I 
do not consider that up to the present, in the cases of which I have know~ 
ledge, we are likely to get a research staff in any other way which is capable 
of doing the work. 

53,416. Can you suggest for what period that state of affairs is likely to 
lastP-I cannot. 

53,417. How would you obtain the further recruitment of English officers? 
You consider it necessary for the continuation of the high standard of work 
at Pusa that there should be such English officers. How do you suggest that 
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they should, be ,recruited P-That woule! be one of the duties of the Council, 
and one of their more important duties. 

53,418. They should have a free hand in appointing the best men, regard
less of racial considerations P-Regardles9 of anything. 

53,419. You think that the guarantee of this Council would be a sufficient 
safeguard to attract young men from England, do you P-That is a difficult 
question. It is a question which does not appear to have yet been solved by 
the Commonwealth Oouncil of Science and Industry. They have advertised high 
appointments in mycology, entomology and other subjects at a salary begin
ning at £1,200 a year, but they have not been able to offer them, as yet, on 
more than a three years' basis. They propose to make them permanent and 
pensionable, I believe, but there are practical difficulties which they have 
not yet solved. 

53,420. They have been able to get good men on the three-year period, 
have they P-Not only that, but, though Australia is a country which is very 
jealous of its own rights, they appear to, be sufficiently independent to be 
able to make an appointment even of an Englishman or a Oanadian or a 
man from the United States without having Australia up in arms against 
them. 

53,421. Do you think there would be the same freedom from political 
pressure in India P-I think there should be. It would be part of the duty 
of the Council at Home. That is one of the objects, as it seems to me, of a 
Council at home. 

53,422. You suggest that the Council in England should make the appoint
ment to the Institute in IndiaP-They would at any rate approve of it. 

53,423. Sir Ganga Ram: Which Council do you mean P-I propose in my 
scheme that there should be a Council in England (one might, if necessary, 
make use of the Agricultural Council which is proposed for the Oolonial ser
vice and which seems to me to be exactly the right kind of Council) which 
would have two or three permanent members who would have the advice of 
a. group of scientific men, mostly non-officials. 

53,424. Sir Henry Lawrence: In your judgment, would that Council 
be in a position to adjudicate on the comparative merits of men t.rained in 
India and men trained in England P-They would take advice from the people 
in India. Such men do come home. They nearly all have a period of educa
tion here. They would mostly be known to the Council personally. 

53,425. At about what age do you consider that a young man is competent 
to conduct research work P Do you envisage any period of training between 
his University course and his appointment to research work P-You do not 
often get them starting research work younger than 25 in practice. 

53,426. We were told by Sir Francis Floud that they found men useful 
from the age of about 32 onwards. They had to be put through a very 
strenuous period of selection and observation, men taken on for technical 
work, recruited from private employment in England. That is not possible 
in India, is itP You must take, men direct from the University, must you 
notP-Do you mean for this post-graduate training at Pusa? 

53,427. I am now thinking of people appointed from EnglandP-We do 
not ever take research mycologists direct from a University. Our whole 
policy, both in India and in the Colonies, has been to take a man after he 
has had a period of post-graduate research training for at least two years. 
Actually, the bulk of the early appointments at Pusa were made from men 
of over 30 years of age. We worked the details out for one Royal Commis
sion, and we found that nearly all the men at Pus a were 30 years of age, or 
over, when they joined. 

53,428. Do you consider that the best age at which to recruitP-I would 
not 'go so far as' to say that, but perhaps it is easier to judge of a man 
between the ages of 27 and 32. 
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53,429. At that age do they settle down w oondition~ of life in India P
Yel. 

53,4.30. You mention that of the men whom you did train for post-graduate 
work, a certain percentage had certain defects owing to their previous urban 
lifeP-Yes. ' 

53,431. What was the principal defect that you observed?-A want of a 
practical grip of the subject. Their work was too much divorced from prac
tice. It is very difficult to explain it. 

53,432. Cannot that be overcome byexperienceP-No. It is engrained in 
them. 

53,433. So that you consider a man must have had a rural upbringing?
I would not go so far as to say" must have had," but it is preferable that 
he should have had. We made the same stipulation when, on one occasion, 
we addressed the Secretary of State as to what he should look out for in 
regard to appointments to the Indian Agricultural Service made in England. 
We found certain sides of the work, at any rate, in which it was an 
advantage to have a man with a rural upbringing. 

. 53,434. That is a. question of environment and not a racial question ?-It 
is a good deal hereditary, I think; it is due both to hereditary influence and 
environment. 

53,435. Sir Ganga Ram: Do you propose that the majority of this 
managing committee should be non-official P-Yes. 

53,436. From your experience of India, do you think you could get men 
sufficiently capable to do it P-A very sma.ll committee in India. 

53,437. What number do you suggest ?-Three to five, something like 
that. 

53,438. Do you think we are advancing to better days in India and secur
ing better treatment for the people?-That is a difficult question. 

53,439. Would the sections in the Provinces be under this managing board? 
-No. 

53,440. It would be independent of itP-Quite independent of it. This is 
purely for Pusa a.s a. research unit. , 

53,441. Sir Thomas Middleton: Reference has been made to the quality 
of Indian students, and I think the term " ingrained qualities" was used. 
I should like to get your view as to whether the defects which you may 
have noticed in men who came under you for training could be ascribed 
mainly to such ingrained qualities, or to defects in their earlier training, 
their University trainingP Is it the system of training, or the men, who 
are at faultP-1 think it is a little of both. 

53,442. Is it not fairly obvious that the system of training was poor in 
the pastP-Yes, it certainly was, though not everywhere; there were some 
bright exceptions where good training was given. But it wa.s a. little of 
both in the ca.ses I met. I have all along felt that in India we were not 
really getting the right material; we could have done better if we had 
got more of the rural cla.sses; I have always had that feeling. 

53,443. Professor Gang'UZee: Do you think the research workers in this. 
country are recruited from the rural classesP-I do not know. I know 
that in India, when we ask for Englishmen or Scotsmen to come out we 
like them to be rural if poesible. That is for certain sides of the ~ork, 
not for all. 

53,444. Sir Thomas Middleton: You made reference to the output of 
wo!k from ~usa, an~ you say y~u have noticed a slight falling off, you 
thmk, both m quantIty and qualIty P-l do ,not want' to emphasise that. 

63,445. There was a very great reduction in the staff of 1Vorkers about 
four or five years ago?-Yes. 

53,446. And therefore you must expect'some redudionin the volume of 
output. What struck me about Pusa wa.s that I could not describe Pusa 
aft II. single research station, but as a group of linked research stations.' 
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Quite anlimber' of subjects were being taken up in Pusa which, in this 
country, would have been allocated to different institutionsP-1 think, 
perhaps, too many are being taken up. 

53,447. That ,is the point upon which I want to get your adviceP-Yes, 
I think that is possibly a very just criticism; I have had that feeling 
myself for' some time. I am afraid I Wall, in part, responsible for some 
of those subjects; 'at least, I supported the proposals for some of tliose new 
sections. I have since thought that perhaps it was broadening the field a 
little too much. 

53,448. That led me to feel that it was an unwieldy institution to be 
ma.naged ,by a scientific Director ?-I am not sure that that is not going 
to correct itself of itself. There is a movement towards the cattle work 
being done elsewhere. The cattle work at Pusa is becoming of mInor 
importance, I have been told. 

53,449. The surprising thing is that Pusa farm, apart from the experi
mental area, is being' run entirely for cattleP-Too much so. 

53,450 . .All the scientific work being done on cattle was transported to 
Bangalore, hundreds of miles awayP-In the scientific sections, we kicked 
against that utilisation of the farm for the cattle time and again; we 
never could get enough experimental ground for the sections; we had a 
constant fight with the Agricultural Section to get enough land. 

53,451. There you were with cattle, in large numbers at Pusa, and the 
nutrition work on cattle being done hundreds of miles away without proper 
facilities for keeping cattle ?-I am not in a position to say whether Pusa 
is or is not' a good place to do that class of cattle work, but I agree with 
you, it does make the place unwieldy; it is too big. 

53,452. As you know, in this country we have a system whereby, if an 
institution has a ,specific problem, there is a Director in charge of the 
institution P-Yes. 

53,453. But we also have another type of administration: we have in 
one institution a Committee of Staff, of whom one is the Chairman, and 
there is no actual Director ?-In the old days I would have preferred the 
latter system, but I think pO&Sibly now >IJ; Director would be, for a time 
at least, useful in order to get Pusa back again to its position of being in 
touch with the. other workers in India; it is losing contact. I am quite 
certain that, if my proposal were carried out and it became II, non-official 
institution, that would not increase the loss of contact, but would do the 
"pposite j' if you pnt in the right kind of man, you would get your contacts 
back again. 

53,454. The position being that Pusa is a group of research institutes, 
is not it a fact that the staff of each of them is too small ?-The staff of 
each of them is too small. 

53,455. Much too smallP-There are five main scientific sections which 
require to be adequately staffed. In my own section they require to have 
at least two j two was the absolute minimum with which we could carryon 
our work. 

53,456. To go back to the question of scientific Directors, is there no 
means by which the routine work which is at present thrown upon them 
could be given to someone else, so that the Directors' duties should be 
scientific and not administrativeP-Yes, it would be of great advantage 
if something of that sort could be done. The last year that I was there 
the routine work of the Joint Director occupied four hours a day. 

53,457. I think that is pretty much the position at the present time. 
Most of the Director's time is taken up on routine work?-Yes. 

53,458. And as, presumably, the Director is one of the senior and most 
experienced officers in India, and we cannot get many such NI.'*larch 
llorkers, it seems to be a great waste of time that he should employ him
self on routine ~uty. Can you make any ,suggestion lor improving that 
position P-Of course, under my proposal, his communications with the 
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(l()vernment of India, or, at least, with the Agricultural Adviser, would 
cease. A great deal of the work is taken up with the Agricultural Adviser's 
correspondence. The Agricultural Adviser has to advise Government, and 
in order to do that, he has continually to draw on Pusa for information. 
Then there is the internal administration, which, of course, is a big thing 
too; I do not know that you could reduce that very much. You might 
have a secretary-accountant. 

53,459. Sin- Thomas Middleton: A secretary-accountant with an estate 
agent's training to look after the business?'-Yes, that type of man. 

53,460. 'What amount of time does the editorial work· involve ?-It is an 
appreciable amount. It is difficult to say how much time it takes up: 
probably one full day a. week, or perhaps hardly so much. 

53,4()1. The actual editorial work, judging from the results of the last 
few years, seems to me to be very well done; I do not know what your 
view is ?-There is '110 very good trained staff there; it is a staff that has 
grown up with the publications. 

53,462. Mr. Noyce: Have you given any thought to the future of the 
Agricultural Adviser's appointment, if you have a whole-time Director of 
Pusa, as you would under your scheme?-Not very much. The side of the 
Agricultural Adviser's work that I saw (I held the post myself for two or 
three weeks) was mainly in connection with Pusa; most of the cases that 
I have seen were those that definitely concerned Pusa. The other side of 
his work, the side in regard to the Provinces, I know very little about. 

53 463. But if the appointment were continued and he had to advise the 
Gov~rnment of India, he would still have to draw on Pusa, as you were 
saying just now?-I do not think he would, not much. 

53,464. Where is he to get his information from ?-He does not want 
to advise the Government of India .on reselll'ch matters; all the real 
agricultural work, the bringing of the work down to the people, would be 
done in the Provinces; it should be at -the present time. Pusa is often not 
the best place for that. 

53,46.5. When you say the greater pa:t of the w?rk of the D~rector <;n 
that side oonsisted in correspondence WIth the AgrIcultural AdVIser, what 
sort of casea are you thinking of?-A great deal of it did; whether it was 
the greater part I cannot say. 

53,466. Was it connected with the administration of Pusa?-Yes, a great 
deal with the administration of Pusa. 

53,467. Scientific work?-No, not much with the scientific work; all these 
miscellaneous administrative matters that grow up; at the end of the day 
one often thought one had not done anything that mattered. 

53,468. I am not quite clear why you think the financial difficulty would 
be removed if you de-officialised Pusa in the way you suggeat; the funds 
would still be entirely provided by the Government of IndiaP-Ye'S, but 
the say as to whether they were doing any good or not would not be at the 
discretion of one or two men; the Revenue Member and the Secretary. 

53,469. It would be so if you came up for any extension of your grantP
Was there any fight made when these reductions of staff were made at 
Pusa? I have not been able to discover that there was. Witl1 the com
mittee that I foresee there would be quite a row made both in India and 
here. . 

53,470. The reductions to which you refer were the result· of universal 
r?trenchment and nobody was in position to make much of a fight at t;hat 
tIme; but would not the tendency under your 'scheme be to stereotype the 
grant for Pusa for a11 timeP-I do not think so. 

53,471. You would have to justify yourself if you came up for any exten
sion, anyway?-These posts that were reduced when there was financial 
stringency have not been put back now that times are a bit happier; there 
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is nobody interested in it; there is' nobody whose business it is to Bee that 
Pusa is aAlequately staffed at the present time. 

53,472. I suppose the feeling is to a large extent that the work is work 
which should be done in the Provinces; have you any views on that,' as to 
the quality of research work which is now being turned out at provincia.! 
oolleges?-The type of work which they should be doing at Pus a cannot be 
done as well in tlie Provinoes; they ought not to take on work at Pusa 
which can be equally well done in the Provinces; nor, I think, should the 
provincial men ordinarily do this long range research work if it interferes 
wij;h other work; that should be left <to Pusa. 

53,473. Who is to decide what is long range and what is short range 
work? Who is to draw the line between the research work which is done' 
in the Provinces and the research work which is done at Pusa?-There 
never was vel'Y much difficulty; the Board of Agriculture haAl, in some 
cases, to judge in that matter; all programmes came before the. Board of. 
Agriculture and were very freely criticised. I do not know how the Board' 
of Agriculture is running nowadays, whether they have the same long 
meetings where we talked freely. But anyway, every programme was" under' 
scrutiny, and if we saw too much work being attempted in a Province we 
passed a resolution to that effect, and that had a certain amount of 
weight. 

Mr. Noyce: I think the Board of Agriculture has stopped revising pro
grammes, has it not, Sir James? 

53,474. Bir James Mackenna: Yes, it has stopped.-I think that is a 
very great pity. 

Sir James Maokenna: So do I. 
53,475. Mr. Noyce: You think it is necessary to have somebody to 

scrutinise. the programmes of workP-It often is necessary, yes. The 
Board of Scientific Advice oould probably do it. 

That is rather a decadent institution I think, if it still exists. 
53,476. Sir Henry Lawrence: You point out that at Pusa too much land 

is given for this cattle breeding experiment, and, I gather, too much money 
and time spent over it. You do regard it as a necessary part of the Pusa 
work to carry out experiments in the improvement of stock, do not you? I 
think you said so in your note?-I did say so in my note. At the time the 
scheme had not grown as large as it has now. There have been ex;tensions 
on that side, I think at the expense of the extensions on the laboratory 
side; that is a pity. It has got unbalanced. 

53,477. Are there fundamental problems with regard to the improvement 
of stock which ought to be carried out at Pusa?-I am scarcely competent 
to speak on that; I would not like to express an opinion. 

53,478. Mr. Noyce: You refer to the geographical isolation of Pusa in 
your note; do you consider that to be a handicapP-Yes. 

53,479. Bir ThofTI(U Middleton.: SeriouslyP-Yes. 
53,480. Professor Gangulee: Could you suggest a better place?

Jubbulpore. I always thought Jubbulpore would be a very nice centre; you 
get the black cotton soil and the red soil; you could get a farm which is 
half on each; you are in the centre of the railway oommunications all over 
India. I may say the selection of Pusa was maAle by a small oommittee 
consisting of Sir Frank Sly, Mr. Mollison and Mr. Coventry. Unfortunately 
the terms of' that committee were only to decide between Pusa and 
Dehra Dun. '1'hey found afterwards that if they had cared to select a third 
place it would probably have bee"n considered, and Sir Frank Sly often 
told me afterwards that he regretted that he haAl not thought of a third 
place like Jubbulpore. 
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53,481. But for the purpose of field experiments the texture of the' Boil 
at Pusa is of a uniform characterl'-But there is no soil anywhere else in 
India like it; it is a peculiar soil. 

53,482. For the testing of results, uniformity of soil is very importantP-1 
believe you could get uniform soil elsewhere. 

53,483. Sir Thoma, Middleton: Is not a great deal of the soil of the 
Ganges Valley of the same typeP-No, that North Bihar soil Pusa is on is 
quite peculiar; it is almost a marl; you will not find anything like it. 

53,484. The Ganges is calcareous, is it notP-Yes, but not like Pusa. 
The Pusa soil is white soil; it cuts with a greasy section; it is an extra
ordinarily good water-holding soil. 

53,485. You have, in the neighbourhood of Pusa, very fine cultivationP
Yes, some of the best in India, wonderful crops. 

53,486. Sir Hewry LaWTe'IICe: Wo~d you, at this stage, transfer the site 
of the stUd]. of these important and fundamental problems to another plaos, 
such as JubbulporeP-No, I do not think it could be done now; I have 
thought of it for years. 

53,487. Do you mean administratively, financially or whatP-Financially 
and administratively it would be very, very difficult to do it now. 

53,488. Leaving finance asideP-What about all these buildingsP 
53,489. Leaving that aside; that is a matter of financeP-If you could 

leave all those things aside, I would change it to-morrow. 
53,490. From a scientific point of view, you would advise that it should 

be movedP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew~) 

PROFESSOR W. G. S. ADAMS, M.A., All Souls' College, 
Oxford. , 

Professor Adams was examined on the following subjeots':-

1. The recent development of the community idea in rural life
reference to the Rural Community Councils, &c., in England-under 
the National Council of Social Service. 

2. Co-operative organisations-with particular reference to the Horace 
Plunkett Foundation, iLondon, as a clearing house of information. 

3. Training in agricultural economics as an important element in 
school and college agricultural education and training for leadership. 

Oral Evidence. 

53,491. The Chairman: Professor Adams, we have had the 
headings of subjects under which you would be prepared to give us your 
views. , Would you like to make any statement at this stageP-Istated 
to the Secretary that I had not been in India and that I therefore could 
only offer suggestions as to the subjects of which I had had some experience 
in this and other countries. I thought the best thing to do was to put 
down these very brief headings and trust to the Commission to ask me 
questions. 

53,492. I am, personally, very interested in all l1hese subjects; my diffi
culty is to bring your wide knowledge of these .subjects' as they exist in 
this oountry into terms of Indian conditions. Are you familiar with Indian 
rural lifeP-1 have never been there, but of course, like most other men 
interested in agricultural matters, I have been interested in what was 
happening there. A certain number of Indian students come under one's 
care in the course of years, and one has had many friends out in India 
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'with whom one has often discussed things and tried to find out the con
ditions there. I thought that it might be helpful if I developed somewhat 
heading No. 1 because possibly what I might say might suggest lines of 
information which I could secure for the Commi.s6ion if desirable. I may 
say that the National Oouncil of Social Service, of which I happen to be 
the Chairman, has its office here in London, and that I am sure the 
Secretary would be very pleased to provide any information he can, giving 
particulars which the Commission might find it desirable to follow up as 
regards the development of the rural work of the National Council in recent 
years. Wihat strikes me very much is this, that in recent years there have 
been the beginnings of a really wonderful revival in rural social life in 
England. It is not simply an emotion; it has developed into a movement 
and into an organisation. The National Council of Social Service, which 
deals 'both with urban and with rural social questions is in a sense a focal 
point or clearing house for the work of a great many other bodies which 
are engaged in social work. Might I develop that to explain ao little more 
defi:nitely what is in my mind P The Council started after the War; it 
sprang out of the War. It sprang out of the experience of a number of 
men in Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham and other big centres, who had 
been engaged in social work, who felt that it was necessary for voluntary 
work to have its clearing :house as well as statutory bodies. In Liverpool 
already, there had been what was more than an experiment: a valua.ble 
institution had been established known as the Council of Voluntary Aid 
in Liverpool, which acted as the clearing house for all the many voluntary 
organisations which· were doing work in the City 'of Liverpool. Similar 
things had been attempted at one or two other centres; it was felt that 
what was wanted in local life was also needed in national life, and that 
it was very important that these great national voluntary organisations, 
which were eVE"ry year doing more and more important work, should have 
their common meeting place and clearing 'house. That started really on 
the urban side; but in 1921 and 1922 we had two conferences at Oxford 
which were attended by representative people from quite a number of 
counties in England, both voluntary workers and the officials such as the 
Directors of Education and Directors of Agriculture; the conferences at 
Oxford were also attended by representatives of the departments here in 
London which are very largely concerned in rural matters: such bodies 
as the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of 
Agriculture and the Development Commi.s6ion. Out of these two con
ferences a;nd also out of the experiment which was going on particularly 
in Oxfordshire, sprang the Rural Community Council movement, which is 
yet, qnite frankly, in its experimental stage. It has got to find its way 
t.hrongh, but those of us who arE" in it believe that if we fail somebody 
else has got to follow on and do something almost the same; we believe, 
furthermore, that the orga;nisation which is provided is sufficiently flexi.ble, 
variable and stimulative to ensure that something of the kind is going 
to spread all over the country. 

53,493. How far is the impUlse behind the movement rural, and how far 
is it a matter of persons mainly urban in their lives stimulating rural 
lifeP-I think both elements are there unquestionably, but I believe that 
the fundamental force is rural; I mean that the real impulse is from the 
rural side. I happened to listen to what was being said during the 
examination of the previous witness, and what one feels is that the persons 
of urban and rural lHe are very closely related. I am, myself, a case of 
a man who in one generation has been mainly urban, but my whole ancestry 
has been rural, and it comes out straight away. I mean this: you will 
find in the urban areas people who are just as rural as the people in the 
rural areas, and I think the men and women who have made this mO"ement 
are people who have always been in touoh with the rural side; many of 
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them have heen living most of their lives in the country, others have heen 
living pa.rt of their lives in the towns. I could not attempt, without very 
careful thought, to apportion the influence; but the impulse has been 
from people who, whether they were living in the town or in the country, 
really did know about rural life. 

53,494. The test comes, I imagine, when you 86k your organisation to 
run without the a~tive support of townsmen: when you ask your village 
oouncil, or whatever your local unit of village life and management may 
be, to carry on the movement without help from the towns; have you 
reached that !tageP-I cannot say we have reached the stage yet, because 
we are still 60 young; but I will say this, that of course the movement 
is a movement which is mainly county in it<; organisation, dealing with the 
rural side alone. We have the National Council with it<; Rural Advisory 
Council, but the local bodies doing the work are the County Rural Com
munity Councils. There are now of these some 17 in this country; that 
is to say, 17 counties in Englamd and Scotland have taken up the work, 
Rnd the number in the future is only a matter of strength and ways and 
means. Then, beneath the county orgamisation there is, gradually but quite 
surely building up, the local village organisation; that is the big piece 
of work which lies ahead. But we ;have already experience of some of these 
village councils functioning satisfactorily and my own experience of village 
life is, that there is reason to expect that they (the village councils) will 
function. 

53,495. What are you hoping to do in the villagei'lP-The National Council 
.is a clearing house; the County Community Councils are also what you 
might call c1e.aring houses for the organisations which are working in the 
county. When you come down to the village, your village is Ibeing served 
from that county, on the one hand ·by increased educational facilities, on 
the other hand by health work, on another side by recreational work, 
and in another direction by: village industries work. We are trying to get 
at the village through the interest<; that the village has; that is a slow 
job but it is gradually beginning to lift, and if you could! take the time 
to examine, for example, the kind of work which is going on in ita small 
beginnings in Kent or in Oxfordshire, you would see just how it is beginning 
to touch the village. Yo·u will find that 81 village ·here and there is getting 
really interested, and other villages we hope will follow. 

53,496. Sir Thoma.. Middleton: Can you illustrate the kind of work 
with reference to the Village halls movement P-'l'hat is one side of it; 
the Village halls side of our work is yet very limited; but we have taken 
up the problem experimentally in some counties of trying to survey care
fully what there i.9 in the way of village halls, village clubs and so forth 
in the area, and, through assistance given from the Development Com
mission, we have made available certain loan assistance for the estab
lishment of village halls; but that is only a very small thing. Thebig 
work which is being done is the work of helping the educational, the 
health, the recreational, and to a certain extent the rural industries 
interests of the village. 

53,497. The Chairman: What have you actually achieved in the educa.
tional fieldP-I can only say, if you want fact<; and figures, I am sure the 
Secretary can give you as much as you will desire. on that side; but 
if you take any county, what happens there is this: You will find in the 
Rural Community county itself a. panel of lecturers, .a. list of people who 
can go out to give assistance in concerts; that is the sort of clearing house 
it is. The Rural Community Council in the county is the \)entre for pro
viding, for thfl villages that want them, lectuNe or concerts, or arranging 
for a drama society to go down there. It is the centre to which a 
village can turn and say: "Can you help us to get this or that P " 
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53,498. Is the demand mainly for adult educationP-'-So far, Yef!.. It 
is very important to get this point quite clear, that the County Rural 
Community Council is a group, a number of organisations. You have the 
Women's Institutes on the one side, you have the Y.M.C.A. let us say 
on the other; you have the Nursing Association and many other local 
associations. What the Rural Community Council does is to put these 
associations into 'Closer touch with any particular village which wants to 
get a particular service. 

53,499. Professor Gangulee: What is the relation of your Council with 
the Parish Council P-There is no statutory relationship; the Co=unity 
Council is an entirely voluntary body; but what happens is this, that in 
Kent, where there has been most development in this field, in several 
cases Parish Councils have helped to get these village community councils 
established, and in general the object of a village councilor of a county 
rural community council is to work in as close co-operation as possilble 
with the local statutory body. It is not represented on that statutory 
body, but the statutory body is very often represented, and naturally 
so, in county community CO<uncils. 

53,500. The Ohairman.: Are you making much of musicl'-Yes. 
53,501. How about village industriesP-There is a very great develop

ment going on in th4t fieldi; the Rural Industriee Bureau is the centre 
of that work, but the rural community councils usually have one of their 
committees devoted to this side, and the Rural Industries Bureau works 
in co-operation with the rural co=unity councils. 

53,502. Up to the present has it ,been more a matter of developing 
craftsmanship on the part of village tradesmen than introducing or foster
ing whole or spar&-time occupationsI' Do you follow the distinctionP
Yes, I do. I think you have got the two sides: you have got, on the one 
side, people like the Iblacksmiths, wheelwrights and so forth, whose craft..s 
are being developed largely in connection with the Rural Industries Bureau 
and under the county committee or under the rural community council, 
directly helping in that. On. the other side you have a great deal of work 
being done ·by the Women's Institutes in the field of wihat you might call 
the little industries: the glove-making and all kinds of home industries, 
basket-making and so forth. You have two sides: you have the old cus
tomary trades like that of the wheelwright, the blacksmith, and so forth, 
and on the other side you have the home women's industries, as you might 
call them. 

53,503. SiT Henry Lawrence: I understand you are also acquainted witb 
the development in lrelandP-Yes, I have served there. 

53,504. You are acquairuted with the agricultural organisation and co
operative work thereP-I was in the Irish Department of Agriculture for 
five years, from 1905 to 1910, before I came to Oxford; I was, of course, 
never in the agricultural co-opel'ative organisation, which was distinct, but 
I saw it4 work very very closely, and have remained in close touoh with it. 

f.3,505. The Ohairman: In the Dublin Department you meanl'-Yes. 
53,506. Sir Henry Lawrence: Has that work regained at all its position 

since the recent troubles I' Is any good work being .done there now, do you 
knowl'-Yes, I think so, and what is happening there now is very romark
able; I cannot give you the detlllils of it, but the present Government in 
Ireland, or the Government which has been in office, has recently passed a. 
very remarkable Co-oper8ltive Act dealing with the creameries; it 18 practi
cally taking under control the whole creamery organisation, as I understand. 
It is shutting up what are called redundant creameries and is going to make 
much more stringent provision for the ~perative organisation of Ireland. 

03,507. For grading milk and so onP-Yes, everything of that kind. 
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53,508. Professor Gcmgulee: They have bought OIUtright the non-co-operative 
creameriesl'-Yes, the proprietary creameries. 

53,509. And have handed them over to the (l().operativE! agencies?-Yes, 
there is a very big scheme and a very complex scheme; it is subject to certain 
conditions of support for :its carrying out. 

53,5lO. Is any advance being made in the improvement of rural indnstries 
under the present system in lrel&illdl'-I think very little, -but 1 have only 
the knowledge of one who happens to go iback 1;0 Ireland every year. I think 
there is, on the whole, very little in the way of rural industries apart from 
things like lace-making and these industries which were developed in the 
congested districts. I think there is very little either of that or of what you 
might call community work similar to what is being done in England. If I 
may say so, it is very remarkahle that this work is being done in England, 
a.nd is only gradually beginning to spread to Scotland, Wales and Ireland. 

'1 say iii lIB a Scotsman, England has been really the missionary centre in this 
matter, and I think it is going to have very far-reaching effects! overseas . 

.53,511. Sir Henry LaWTence: Does the Irish policy aim more at develop
ing the agricultural side than the indnstrial side?-Yes; they have, of 
course, in theil' Ministry of (Jommerce, a very active Minister, and they are 
hoping, I gather, to develop the industrial idea as well. Part of the Shannon 
scheme is to help industries. , 

53,512. Dr. Hyder: I have listened to your remarks with very great 
interest and I just want a little information. You say part of the work 
consists of lectures which are delivered to these people in the villages; what 
is it you talk about to these villagers ?-The range is extraordinarily wide. 

53,513. Do your subjects relate to life in and round about a village, or do 
they refer to subjects which are outside the village life?~T,hey may be 
quite outside the village; it depends largely on the demand from the village. 
For example, you will find a village asking for 9. lecture on the League of 
Nations, wanting to understand what it is. On the other hand, you will 
have a lecture whicb is simply on BOme purely literary subject, or you may 

,have a lecture of the most practical character, on agricultural work or 
domestic work. 

53,514. Your idea is to make village life richer and fuller ILlld- to make it 
hnppier?--certai.nly, and to make it more self-aobing; I mean to stimulate 
them to do things for themselves~ to improve their health and improve their 
education. 

53,516. What is this idea about village ha.llsP-Very often, in the village 
there has been no proper place for meetings or for recreation; the movement 
has made very considerable headway in recent, years. , 

53,516. That serves lIB a sort of club P-To provide '8/ meeting placll. 
53,517. Mr. Oalvert: You say there is lID proper place; do you- mean non

sectarian?-No, I was not thinking of that; I mean really there'wasl not a 
place to go into; there might be a school, ibUlt a sohool with all its desks is 
not really a suitahle place for meetings. Villages vary very greatly in this 

. respect. 
53,518. Dr. Hyder: Have you got many villages in England?-I cannot 

tell you how many; there are a tremendons numher. 
I request that you should give me the name of a village which I may visit. 
53,519. The Chairman: Would you like to reserve your answet" to that?-:-· 

Perllaps vou would explain a little mors fully what kind of village, because 
-the ra'ng~ of selection is enormous. . 

53520. Dr. Hyder: With l'egard to the indnstrial work which ill carried 
'on, i understand that you ooncentrate attention on the village blacksmith, 
the village wheelwright, and, with regard to the work of women, on lace
:makingP-Lace-making is with reference to Ireland. 

-03,521. I was 86king some Irishmen whom I met what their view was of 
the success of this lac&-making, and they sa.id that hand-made lace could not 
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stand against, the competition of the machine-.made article; is that soP
There has been a grewt deal of depression in the lace trade, there is no 
doubt about that; but I think gJOod Irish lace always holds its market though 
the demand may fluctJIate. But I have not the knowledge of the actual 
economic position of the lace-madcing industry an Ireland at the present time. 

53,522. Professor Ga""gulee: Your work of rural reconstruction amounts 
to a form of adult education, does it notP-That is a very big element in it, 
but you will also bear in mind that this is a very complex thing; there is 
a very great Youth movement in it as well; there are the Boy Scouts and the 
Girl Guides. Then there is the Young Farmers' Club movement. That is 
the young movement which is just beginning, but which Ihas a very -big 
future in England as well as in Canada. These are .some of the other 
elements of the movement; it is not merely adult education. 

53,523. This idea of Rural Community Council is a post-War development? 
-It has developed much more since the War. 

53,524. Did the impulse come from the ChurC'h, from the political parties 
or from the UniversitiesP-It did not come from any of them; I should 
say it came almost from a hundred sources. Many people who were living 
III the country simply felt that they must have something better; University 
people, -busineSs people, farmers, labourers, landlords: all kinds of people 
joined in making this movement. 

53,525. '.Dhe party organisations in this country did not have anything 
to do with its development P-No, it has !had nothing to do with the 
political side; but recently the Government have expressed their sense of 
the importance of this side of the work. 

53,526. From where have you got your funds for these organisations P
Mainly from voluntary sources, but we have also had very great help 
from the Carnegie United Kingdom Trustees j that is a big voluntary 
foundation in this country, which has helped very considerably the county 
rural community councils. 

53,527. The nature of your work in rural areas is not quite clear to me; 
you say you Ihelp rural sanitation and education j what do you mean when 
you use the word" help" P What do you actually doP-Take the question 
of eduoation; we work in the closest touch with the ~unty authorities. 
We help to get their work better known, we help to do a great deal of 
work which they cannot touch, particularly this youth work and adult 
work. We attempt to supplement the work of the statutory authorities. 

53,528. Are the workers, engaged under your scheme, paid or voluntary? 
-They are nearly all voluntary workers. The Secretary of a County Com
munity Council is a whole-time officer and paid. But this is not so in all 
cases; in Oxfordshire, for example, we have an unpaid secretary. It is 
necessary as a rule to have somebody who is able to give his time to what 
is really now a very complex piece of work. There is also some paid clerical 
assistance, but a great part of our staff and service work is unpaid. 

53,529. And most of your workers are recruited from University centresi' 
-Not from those only. 

53,530. From the high schoolsP-No. 
53,531. Where do they come from P-They are very largely men and women 

who are living in town or in country j they may !have been to the University 
or they may have not. They are drawn from all classes and occupations. 

53,532. Mr. Calvert: Is the Horace Plunkett Foundation in London now 
doing any great work P-I think it is; it also has only been actively at 
work since the War. The Wembley Conference of 1924 was one great step 
in its development, and this year it has produced the second survey of 
agricultural co-operation in the British Dominiohs. I brought these books 
ill case they are not known i I think they ought to be known to the Com
mission. Here is the Year Book of Agricultural Co-operation in the British 
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Empire. . That ia one of the firat fruita of the work which has been done 
by the Foundation. . 

53,533. You seem to have some suggestions to offer about training in 
agricultural economics?-What I had in my mind there was this, that 
from my own experience of seeing agricultural education in the universities 
Bnd colleges and elsewhere, I think the economic side has not until recentl) 
been receiving anything like adequate attention. Just as in agriculturall 
development the economic problem ia at the heart of it, so in agricultural: 
education I feel very strongly that the economic aspect, particularly with. 
regard to costs of production and problems of distribution, should be very' 

. clearly in the minds of the people framing our agricultural curricula, they 
have not been, sufficiently, in the past. 

53,534. Apart from the 'history of agriculture, on which a tremendous 
amount has been done in England, is any systematic study of the principles 
of rural economics going on ?-Yes, there is now; there is systematic study 
of it both at Oxford and at Cambridge, and I think at many others of the 
colleges in England and Wales. If you were to look into the Scotch and 
Irish schools and colJeges, I think you would find the same thing happening 
there; there has ·been a very great advance in the whole field of careful 
iXlSting work and economic surveying work. One of the difficulties I had 
in mind with regard to economics was getting men who could really do this 
work of proper economic investigation and survey; you have to train men 
for that purpose. 

53,535. But there are not published, in England, any books on systematic 
rural economics comparable to what has been done in Italy, France and 
GermanyP-Yes, the ·book by Dr. Venn, of Cambridge, on agricultural 
economics is a comparatively recent issue, and you havi! a wthole series of 
reports from the Institute of Research in Agricultural Economics at Oxford 
There is Dr. Ruston's work, and that of Wylie, who used to be in the West 
of Scotland, is another one. 

53,536. You could hardly compare those with the American work, could 
youP-Yes, I would. The American work is extraordinarily uneqaal. There 
is a tremendous range of it. We cannot compare with it in quantity, but 
I think there is absolutely as good work being done now in the field of 
agricultural economics in this country as is being done anywhere else. I 
have seen a good deal of the American work. 

53,537. Professor Gangulee: The work of the Oxford Institute is more 
intensive than extensive?-It is very intensive. 

53,538. For instance, you have - undertaken to survey· the County of 
OxfordP-Yes; but the work which has been -most striking has been the 
real attempt to lay the foundations of proper comparative costings. 

53,539. 11fr. Calvert: That is only one section, of course?-But it is a 
fundamental section; it is a·bsolutely fundamental. When we had to face 
the Corn Production Act in this country, I remember how ignorant we 
were about the whole problem of what agricultural costs really were. Until 
we know something about the comparative costs we shall all the time 
fumbling in the dark. 

53,540. We recommend this report by you and Sir William Ashley, and 
we have bought a copy for every member of our staff, but, on the generaT 
principles of rural economics, there is no book that I know published in 
England? Would you rather take one of the American textbooksP-Yes; 

53,541. Professor Gangulee: I think Mr. Calvert has in mind something 
like Mr. Carver's book on the principles of rural economicsP-Yes, I 
know it. 

Mr. Calvert :'Dhere is in England an extraordinary lack of understanding 
of the basic principles. • -

53,542. Mr. Calvert: You propose to have a training in rural economics 
as an important aspect of school education P-Yes, I think you have to 
think out the economic problem right from the very early stage when you 
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enter into agr\cultural education. As an example of that, I would point 
to the work of such organisations as the young farmers' clubs which seem 
to me to be a clear confirmation of the wisdDm of that principle. It is 
amazing to see what the young farmers' clubs have done in the United 
States, Canada, and even a few of them in this country. The way in 
which they are teaching econDmics is not by giving lessons in economics, 
but by really grounding the boys and girls in good economio work and 
principles. 

53,543. Professor Gatngulee: You are referring to Sir Henry Rew's move
mentP-ND, you are thinking of the village club movement. What I am here 
~peaking of is the Young Farmers' Club mDvement which has come over 
from the United States and Canada, which teadhes boys and girls frDm the 
age, some of them, Df under 10, though most of them are from 10 onwards. 
Jt may be a calf club, a pig club, a poultry club Dr a rose club, but they 
have got sDmething or other which they are producing and which they are 
selling. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. ALBERT HOWARD, C.I.E., M.A., Director, Institute of 
Plant Industry, Indore, and Agricultural Adviser to 

States in Central India. 
AGRICULTURE AND SCIENCE. * 

The application of science to agriculture is a comparatively modern 
development. Since 1834, when Boussingault laid the foundatiDns of agricul
tural chemistry, an increased and increasing amount of attention has been 
devoted to agriculture by men Df science. I propose briefly to recapitulatb 
some of the more important advances which have resulted from this impact 
of organized knDwledge OIl the most ancient of the arts and then to deal in 
greater detail with SDII!e of the agricultural problems of to-day in the solu
tion of which science is certain to play an important part. In reviewing the 
development of agricultural science, two things must be kept in view-the 
influence of science on practice and, what is perhaps morlij interesting, the 
lessons which agriculture has taught and is still teaching the scientific in
vestigator. I hope to show that the great benefits that have flowed frDm the 
application of science to practice are not always on the side Df agriculture, 
but that scientific methDd itself has sometimes profited from the associatiDn. 
Further, the man of science has had to realize that progress is possible with
Dut the aid of science and that some of the greatest developments in agricul
ture, even at the present day, have been brDught about by empirical means. 

Examples of notable advances in agriculture which have taken place with
Dut the aid of science are to be found all over the world. In the Orient, per
haps the most remarkable is the cultivation of rice which has been developed 
by the people in the deltas of the great rivers tD a high degree of perfection 

. and carried up the slopes of valleys by means Df a system Df irrigated 
terraces. The care and ~kill which have enabled the cultivator to grow a 
semi-aquatic crop like rice on the steep hillsides of India and Ceylon cannot 

. fail to command our attention and respect. In this development, science has 
played nD part, and even now has not completed the preliminary analysis of 
the factors involved in the growth of the chief cereal of the tropics. We can 
only guess at the sources of the nitrogen made use of by. the rice plant. 
Again in Gujerat in this Presidency, an indigenDUS system of agriculture 
has been evolved to overcome a most difficult set of soil and moisture con-

; ditions. In order that the tilth may be maintained and the moisture con-

• Pre.idential.ddre •• to the Thirteenth Indian !Science Congress, Januarv 1926. 
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served speed 18 eRsential in managing these soils. To get over the fields 
quickly, the crops are grown in straight lines; simple but effective imple
ments have been designed for sowing and inter-culture and a fast and 
powerful breed of oxen has been developed. 1.'he adaptation of means to end 
is remarkable and great natural obstacles have been overcome by the 
peasantry unaided. In the Occident, equally striking advances have been 
made by empirical means. Subsoil drainage, the modern systems of tillage, 
the great progress which has been made in the breeding of live stock, the 
Norfolk four-course system of rotation-which followed the introduction of 
the turnip crop into Great Britain in 17~are all improvements which owe 
nothing to the scientific investigator. 

The early pioneers of agricultural science were chemists. A French 
chemist laid the foundation stone in 1834. Liebig's classical monograph on 
agricultural chemistry appeared in 1840 which instantly attracted the atten
tion of agriculturists who, for the firsl time, were made acquainted with the 
help they were likely to obtain from the application of chemistry to the 
ti\lage of the soil. Three years later-in 1843-the Rothamsiead Experi
ment Station was founded by Lawes and the great era of agricultural 
chemistry began which continued till the end of the last century. During 
this period agricultural science was a branch of chemistry. As long as the 
Liebig tradition endured, the analyses of soils and manures were regarded 
almost with veneration by the practical man, and great hopes were enter
tained that something approaching a royal road in the development of agri
culture had been discovered. This phase lasted nearly fifty years, during 
which the use of artificial manures became fil"mly welded into the agricul
tural practioe of the West. Experience of the new science, however, 
gradually showed that improvements in crop-production could not always 
be achieved by applying the principles laid down by Liebig. The deficiencies 
in the soil, suggested by chemical analysi~, were not always made up by the 
addition of the appropriate artificial manure. The feeling slowly developed 
that the problems of crop-production could not be dealt with adequately by 
chemistry alone. The physical texture of the soil was found to be as 
important as its chemical composition. The pioneering work of Hilgard 
and King in America led to the development of a new branch of the subject 
-soil physics-the exploration of which is still in progress.- Pasteur's work 
on fermentation and allied subjects discovered a new world and laid the 
foundation of the modern work on micro-organisms and disease. The soil 
was soon found to be inhabited by bacteria and other forms of life and a 
new branch of agricultural science--soil bacteriology-arose. The organisms 
concerned in the nitrification of organic matter in the soil were discovered 
by Winogradsky and the conditions necessary for their activity were deter
mined. Hellriegel and Wilfarth worked out the role of the organisms which 
produce the nodules on the roots of leguminous plants, and in 1888 furnished 
a scientific explanation of the value of these crops in enriching the soil. The 
Liebig conception of soil fertility was thus gradually enlarged, and it became 
clear that the problem 01 increasing the produoe of the soil did not lie within 
the domain of anyone science but embraced at least three-chemistry, 
physics and bacteriology. The great value of this broadening of the basis 
of agricultural scienoe was to afford an explanation of practices which had 
been arrived at on the basis of experience and to add a number of imporlant 
principles to the subject. It was not till the beginning of the present 
century that investigators began to pay attention to what is after all the 
chief agent in crop-production, namely, the plant itself. The rediscovery 
of Mendel's law by Correns, the conception of the unit species which followed 
the work of Johannsen and the reoognition of its importance in improve
ment by selection have led directly to the modern botanical studies of culti
vated crops. These investigations are constantly broadening, and now 
emhrace the root-system and its relation to the soil type as well as resistance 
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to disease. It is an arresting fact that the development of modern plant
breeding came 'about indirectly and did not arise in the most logical manner, 
namely, as an outgrowth of systematic botany and the intensive study of 
the Linnean species. Had the principles of systematic botany been rigorously 
applied to the various . units which make up the Linnean species and had 
anybody collected the numerous forms of almost any wild plant and grown 
them side by side. from single plants, the principles underlying improvement 
by selection would have been apparent and a sure foundation for modern 
plant-breeding would have been laid. 

The practical results which have followed the application of botanical 
.science to agriculture during the last quarter of a century are very consider
able. In wheat, for example, the labours of Saunders in Canada culminated 
in the production of Marquis---a variety obtained by crossing Red Fife with 
an early Indian wheat (Hard Red Calcutta). Marquis closely resembles Red 
Fife in appearance in the field and in the high quality of its grain. It 
differs from the parent in earliness and in having a shorter straw. Marquis 
is the most successful hybrid yet produced. Over 20,000,000 acres of this 
variety are grown in Canada and the neighbouring States of the Union. In 
Australia, the new wheats raised by Farrer M"e widely cultivated. In 
England, Biffen's new hybrid Yeoman has definitely established itself in the 
wheat-growing areas of the country. In India, the types produced by the 
Pusa Research Institute already cover more than 2,000,000 acres. The total 
area of the new varieties of wheat produced during the present century 
must be little short of twenty-five million acres. At a moderate estimate, 
t.he increased wealth produced by the application of .modern methods of plant
breeding to this crop must be at least 20,000,000 sterling a year. If this 
annual dividend is compared with the capital invested, the return is many 
times greater than that yielded by the most successful industrial enterprise. 
The methods which have proved successful in wheat are now being applied 
in India to crops like cotton, rice, jute and sugarcane, and important results 
have already been obtained. During the next generation, the replacement 
of inferior varieties by more efficient and higher yielding types is certain to 
make rapid progress, and in a few years the total annual addition to the 
wealth of the world will run into hundreds of millions sterling. Important 
as is the total annual increment which follows the general adoption of a suc
cessful variety, nevertheless the gain per acre is small. Even in the most 
favourable circumstances it is not likely to exceed twenty rupees an acre. 
As in the case of Marquis and the Pusa wheats, the advantage is partly due 
to earliness and partly to the improved quality of the grain. The new 
varieties are more efficient and make better use of the food materials pro
vided by the soil than the old. Their cultivation secures a more certain crop 
and also one of increased market value. It by no means follows that the 
new kinds require more from the soil and that their cultivation will be fol
lowed by a loss of permanent fertility. The improvement is closely similar 
to that obtained by replacing an inefficient machine by one which is better 
designed to do the same work. 

Even when the cultivated area of the world has been provided with better 
varieties, only the first instalment of the practical results, which flow from 
the modern studies of crops, will have been secured. The great problem of 
the agriculture of the near future is the intensive cultivation of improved 
varieties by which the present production can be vastly increased in quan
tity as well as improved in quality, 

A survey of the development of agricultural science during the last ninety 
years reveals the important fact that until quite recently the approach has 
almost always been by means of one science. l'he researches fall into classes, 
each class coinciding with the limits of some well-defined subject like 
chemistry, physics, bacteriology, entomology or botany. Not only can the 

. researches be easily grouped, but the organization of agricultural workers 
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closely follows the artificial sub-division of science which has grown up in the 
colleges and Universities as a result of the exigencies or teaching and 
examinations. Further, the history of the application of each science to 
agriculture follows much the same course. First of all there is a period of 
optimism after the publication of the early results. This is slowly followed 
by a more chastened outlook as it becomes apparent that the new. science 
is not quite adequate by itself to deal with the many-sided problems of prac
tice. Finally, direction is gradually lost and the effort not infrequently 
loses itself in detail. 

I propose at this stage to examine two of the chief problems which 
now confront the agricultural investigator in India, and I hope to show 
that these problems do not fa.ll within the limits of any single branch of 
science. It naturally follows therefore that the conventional method of 
attack cannot hope to be completely successful. 

Irrigation and AgricuZtwre. 
The discovery of the right use of irrigation water :is one of the chief tasks 

now before the Agricultural Department in India. As everyone knows, 
everything goes well in this country if the rains are timely, well distributed 
and ample in volume. Trade flourishes, there is contentment in the villages 
and in due course the officials connected with finance have the pleasant duty 
of announcing either the remission of taxation or suggesting useful schemes 
on which the surplus revenue can be spent. All this follows because water 
is one of the limiting factors in the growth of crops. Hence the development 
of canal irrigation from rivers to supplement the rainfall. At first sight, 
all that seems needed is that the engineers should: dam a river and distribute 
the impounded water over the country-side according to a time-table. The 
factor--shortage of water-which limits production can in this way be 
removed. For the canal to pay its way and to bring in the greatest revenue, 
the water has to be distributed .80 that the most expensive crops like cotton 
and sugar-cane can be grown. This involves fairly frequent waterings so 
that there is no cessation of growth between sowing and harvest. Hence 
the institution of perennial irrigation and the concentration of the culti
vated area commanded so that the highest duty of the water and the 
maximum revenue can be obtained. When, however, we oarefully compare 
the growth of the same crop under canal irrigation and under normal 
rainfall, interesting differences can at once be detected. The irrigated crop 
as a. rule does not appear to be quite a.t home. Ripening is frequently 
delayed and the quality of the produCe' is apt to be irregular and inferior. 
Further, the standard of cultivation under a. canal tends to deteriorate. 
After a few years, the producing power of the soil falls off; patches of alkah 
land often appear and grow in size and there is a tendency for the villages 
to become 'malarious. Oompared with the best well-irrigated regions or with 
localities where the crops are grown on the natural rainfall, the well-being 
of both plants and animals on the perennial canal leaves a good deal to be 
desired. Canal irrigation in the hands of the cultivator seems to put a 
brake on the wheel of life. In some places, as for example on the Nira 
canal in Bombay, the wheel of life is brought to a standstill altogether 
by the land becoming a wilderness of alkali on which nothing can grow. 
Here the canal has produced dead soil. How is it that things have gone 
wrong and why is there this difference between experience and theory? 
The answer is to be found in the fact that rainfall and canal irrigation -are 
different things from the point of view of the plant. It is true that rainfall 
and irrigation have one factor in common, namely, the provision of water. 
In almost every other respect, however, they are quite different. Rain is 
a saturated solution of oxygen in water and usually reaches the soil BO 
slowly a~d at such long intervals that it does not destroy ~xture ~ a.ny
thing like the same extent as canal water does. Moreover, It supplIes the 
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soil with oxygen ina highly effective form. Canal water is much poorer in 
oxygen, it destroys the tilth and the total period of its application to any 
particular crop is only a matter _of an hour or two. Further, when the 
surplus irrigation, water cannot :flow away und.erground there is a gradual 
rise of the subsoil water-level which may reach almost to the surface. 
Small as these differences at first sight appear, nevertheless they are 
Bufficiently important in the course of a few years to bring about a marked 
fall in the fertility of the soil. 

Why there should be such a tendency towards intense malarta, when dry 
crops are grown under canal irrigation, is a matter which has not yet 
been satisfactorily explained. Is it merely due to the accumulation of 
s\lrface water providing breeding grounds for mosquitoes or is a part of the 
answer to be found in the lowered resistance of the people P Have the wheat 
and other food-grains, produced under canal irrigation, the same food. 
value ·as those grown under natural rainfall or with the help of wells P Do 
the nutritive and vitamin values of food.grains vary with the conditions 
of their growth P Science cannot at the moment answer these questions 
but these are indications that the food value of the same cereal depends on 
the conditions under which it is grown. This matter urgently calls for care
ful investigation. McCarrison', working in Madras, was on the eve of 
throwing light on these questions when his researches were brought to an 
end by retrenchment. During the course of an exhaustive enquiry into 
the food value of the rices in common use in India, this investigator found 
the various kinds differed considerably in nutritive value. No reason for 
this could be de,tected in their chemical composition and it appeared that 
the differences might be due in part to their vitamin content. As rice 
was not available at the moment, the matter was put to the test of experi
ment using the same kind of millet from the permanent experimental plots 
at the Ooimbatore Experiment Station. These plots have been in existence 
about fifteen years and have been manured in various ways. In the feeding 
experiments on animals, the millet grown on soil manured with cattle 
manure was more nutritious and contained more vitamins than that grown 
on .soil manured with artificial manure; that grown on exhausted soil being 
the worst of all in these respects. McCarrison writes, " I was in the middle 
of this work when my researches came to an untimely end owing to financial 
retrenchments in India so I was not able to repeat the experiment nor to 
extend them to other grains." That there does exist a definite relationship 
between the incidence of malaria and the way crops are grown is suggested 
by the observations of Bentley in Bengal. In this Province, the prevalence 
of malaria and the inundation of the rice areas are closely connected. In 
such tracts as Eastern Bengal, which are subject to annual inundation, the 
rice crops are excellent, there are practically no waste lands, the population 
is large and malaria exists to 80 slight an extent as to be almost negligible. 
In parts of Central and Western Bengal, however, quite a different state of 
things exists. The greater part of the Districts of Nadia, Murshidabad, 
Hooghly and Burdwan have been deprived of the natural inundations to 
which they were once subject by the construction of river·embankments. In 
the old days, 60 or 70 ye·ars ago, these embankments were kept in such bad 
repair that they did not prevent :flooding of the country and their harmful 
effect was not apparent. When they were made really efficient barriers to 
the inundation, the protected areas began to suffer in several ways. The 
fertility of the soil diminished, the area of waste land increased, population 
deC' lined and with it malaria increased to an appalling extent. Where rice 
is· grown to perfection there is little malaria; where the crop is cut off from 
the necessary inundation, malaria is rife. In all probability the same rule 
applies to dry crops like wheat. It may easily prove to be that. the intense 

I Jour. Roy. Soc. of Arts, LXXIII. 1925, p. 152. 
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malaria which often follows in the wake of the canal in North-West Ind&. 
is not altogether due to the mosquito but is a consequence of the lowering 
of the quality of the food-grains grown under canal irrigation. The subject 
is one which calls for early investigation and it is hoped that McCarrison's 
interesting work on the influence of soil conditions on the nutritive value of 
the chief food grains of India will be continued and that the investigation 
will be widened to embrace the effect of the quality of wheat on resistance 
to diseases like malaria. 

Of equal importance to the increase in malaria is the deleterious effect of 
canal irrigation on the fertility of the soil. When the desert is conquered 
by the canal, all goes well at first and large crops are raised with a. com
paratively small volume of irrigation water. .As time goes on, however, the 
soil particles full into a condition of closer and closer packing and as the 
natural texture of the desert soil is lost, more and more water is needed by 
the cultivator to raise his crops. Defective soil-aeration soon becomes a 
limiting factor in growth. The yields begin to fall off with surprising 
rapidity as is shown by the results with wheat at Mirpurkhas in Sind. The 
next stage is the appearance of alkali patches which slowly increase in size 
till the land goes out of cultivation. The rate of transformation of potentiaUy 
fertile desert soil into useless alkali land is, other things being equal, 
inversely proportional to the size of the soil particles. Open, porous soils 
are not affected to any great extent by perennial irrigation. Close, heavy 
soils, containing a high proportion of fine particles, are, however, particularly 
prone to. develop the alkali condition. 

Very little progress in the preventIon and cure of alkali soils has been 
made up to the present in India. .All attempts to reclaim these soils on 
.the large scale have proved to be impossible on economic grounds. Further, 
almost nothing is known of the causes which produce the alkali phase. The 
conventional view that alkali soils are the natural consequence of a light 
·rainfall, insufficient. to wash out of the land the salts which always 
form in it by the progressive weathering of the rock powder of which all 
soils largely consist, is persistently reiterated. Hence alkali lands are con
sidered to be a natural feature of arid tracts like the Punjab and Sind where 
the rainfall is very small. These ideas on the origin and occurrence of 
alkali land, however, do not correspond with all the facts. .Alkali' soils 
are common in the sub-montane tracts of North Bihar where the rainfall 
is between 50 and 60 inches. Arid conditions, therefore, are not essential 
for the production of these salts; heavy rainfall does not always remove 
them. What does appear to be a necessary. condition is defective soil
aeration. Whenever the air supply is cut off by the constant surface irriga
tion of stiff soils or by other causes, alkali salts sooner or later appear. If 
these barren areas are examined, they are frequently found to contain the 
bluish-green markings which are associated with the activities of anaerobic 
bacteria. These organisms appear to bring about a reductive phase in the 
soil which involves the formation of substances like sulphuretted hydrogen 
and the metallic sulphides. When circumstances alter and oxidation again 
.takes place, the salts of alkali land-the sulphate, chloride and carbonate of 
sodium-are produced. Thai. the origin of alkali is due to defective soil 
aeration which slowly establishes an anaerobic soil flora is supported by a 
large number of facts and observations. In the alkali zone of North Bihar, 
wells have to be left open to the air, otherwise the water is contaminated by 
sulphuretted hydrogen, thereby indicating a well marked reductive phase in 
the deep soil layers. In a sub-soil drainage experiment in the Nira valley, 
Mann and Tamhane found that the salt water which ran out of these drains 
,soon smelt strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen and .s. white deposit of sulphur 
was found at the mouth of each drain, proving how strong was the reducing 
'action in this soil. Here the reductive pha.se in alkali formation .was 
actually demonstrated. After drainage and aeration were established, the 
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~nditions necessary for alkali production were removed and the original 
texture and' fertility of the soil were restored. These and many other 
example$ point to the supreme importance of further investigation of 'the 
origin of alkali lands in India and the discovery of the conditions which are 
necessary for their formation. Once this is known, it will be possible to 
shape' our irrigation policy so that the water can be made use of without 
lowering the permanent fertility of the country-side. Such an investigation 
is particularly necessary in India at the present time in view of the pending 
development of canal irrigation in Sind. A barrage is being thrown across 
the Indus below Sukkur, and a system of intensive perennial irrigation was 
at one time contemplated for the growth of crops like cotton and wheat. 
The soil, however, is much closer in texture than that of the Canal Colonies 
of the Punjab, there are no deep sand layers to assist percolation, and the 
level of the subsoil water is comparatively near the surface. There' is, 
therefore, every reason to fear that the soil conditions of the area com
manded by the Sukkur barrage are such that intensive perennial irrigation 
will produce a vast expanse of dead alkali land. 1 Such a disaster can pro
bably be averted by altering the method of distribution so as to give the 
land as much rest as possible from irrigation. A new method of irrigation 
must be evolved (intermediate between the modern perennial system and 
the old basin method) by which irrigation and soil-aeration can be combined. 
This is one of the results which is expected from the new Irrigation Experi
ment Station in Sind which has just been sanctioned by the Government of 
Bombay. 

The effective addition of water to make up for a deficient rainfall is 
therefore not a simple matte'r. It lies far outside the province of the 
engineer and embraces not only the health and well-being cf the people 
but also the main facts of rural economy as well as the problem of the 
maintenance of the fertility of the soil. Such questions do not fall ":ithin 
the limits of anyone science and it is obvious that their solution can 
only be accomplished by investigators of great experience, capable of 
bringing several l>Ciences simultaneously to bear on these problems~ 

Diseases of Plants. 
When we tUTU to the biological aspects of agricultural work, the great 

complexity of the subject a.nd the interaction of the fields, covered by 
the separate sciences, become most apparent. In following the growth 
of a crop fl'om the seed, many branches of natural science are involved. 
The food materials provided by the soil aTe prepared by bacteria; drawn 
into the plant and transported by physical means; elaborated into useful 
products by chemical pl'ooosses while the resulting growth produces organs 
which are studied by the botanist. Biological questions Me therefore a 
complex of all sciences. Many of the problems of agriculture, particularly 
in the tropics, centre round the growt'll of the plant. How closely this 
complexity influences the successful solution of agricultural prroblems is 
seen when we consider the diseases of plants. 

I In his Irrigation and Drainage (London, 1900) King concludes an 
interesting discussion of this question in the following words, which 
deserve the fullest consideration on the pa.rt of the irrigation authorities 
in' India. "It is a noteworthy fact that the excessive development of 
alkalies in India as well as in Egypt and California, a.re the result of 
irrigation practices modern in their origin and, modes and instituted by 
people lacking in the traditions of the ancient irrigators who had worked 
these same lands thousands ,of years before. The alkali lands of to-day, 
in their intense form, are of modern origin, due to, practices which are 
evidently inadmissible and which in all prohability were known to be 
so by the people whom our nlOdern civilisation has supplanted." 

Mr. A. Howard. 
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In recent years perhaps more attention has been paid to the diseases 
of crops than to any other Manch of agriculture. One !reason for this 
would appear to be that the detailed examination of the insects and 
~ungi con<;erned in plant diseases can easily be carried out by specialists 
In an ordmary laboratO!ry a~d do not. involve much equipment. In spite 
of the vast hterature on diseases whlCh has accumulat~ as a iresult of 
the researches of the last thirty years, agricultural practioo has been 
remarkably little influenced. This result at fi,rst sight appears surprising. 
It seems 80 obviously the right thing to ascertain the nature of the pest 
and to attack its weakest and most vulnerable phase. It is however 
now being recognized that di!rect attack by assault and battery is nearly 
always ~eless and economic entomology and mycology are becoming trans
formed Into plant pathology, thus bringing these subjects into line with 
the new developments in medical thought. 

The moment we begin to study the diseases of plants from a broad 
standpoint it becomes apparent that a great deal besides the life-history 
of the fungus or of the insect is involved. The variety of the pS!l"ticular 
crop is perhaps more important than the parasite and the effect of the 
invironment on both is often very considerable. That the insect or the 
fungus is only one factor in the problem is seen when large numbers of 
unit species, belonging to Several varieties of a crop like wheat, 31re grown 
side by side under similar conditions for a number of y;ears. The 
resistance of the unit species to the various rust fungi differs widely. 
Some unit species a·1'6 practically immune, the rest are attacked to vary
~ng degrees. Although there is always plenty of infecting material, the 
Immune types escape. 

It has not yet been possible directly to discover on what the immunity 
of certain species, varieties and unit species depends but some light is 
thrown on the subject by another set of observations. It has frequently 
been noticed that improper methods of agriculture are almost certain 
to be followed by attacks of disease even in cases when the variety 
possesses a fair degree of disease resistance. Moreover, it has been found 
possible to induce expe!!"imentally attacks of disease by altering the con
ditions of growth. Thus einkorn (Triticum monococcum L.), the most 
rust resistant species of wheat known, became covered with pustules of 
black rust (Puccinia 'graminis Pers.) when grown during the hot season 
at Pusa. By altering the time of i'l'rigation at Quetta, peach trees could 
be covered with green-fly while neighbouring trees of the SMIle variety, 
watered normally, remained free from this pest. Reseaorches in othe!!" 
parts of the world tend to show that this and allied results follow altera.
tions in the chemical composition of the cell-sap brought about by changes 
in the general metabolism induced by the alteOl'ed methods of cultivation. 
The pest will only become acute if certain substances are present in the 
cell in quantity-a close parallel ~ith the recent work on cancer in Great 
Britain. 

Twenty-five years ago detailed studies of the insect and fungus diseases 
of the sugar-cane We!l"e the chief feature of the work of the sugar experi
ment stations in java. These are now no longer considered necessary 
as experience has shown that the best method of dealing with sugar
cane diseases is by the efficient cultivation of suitable varieties. To 
grow the right ki~d in the right way .is .fouI!'d in practice to be the most 
important factor 10 the control and ehmmahon of the pests of the sugar
cane. This experience is most significant. The Java sugar industry is 
perhaps the high-water mark of tropical a~ricu1tUore and owes its present 
position to various natural advantages which have been developed to the 
utmost by the efforts of a succession of highly qualified scientific investi
gators who have explored, in the greatest detail, the various diil"ectionB 
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in which the, produ?tio';l of sugar can be increased. It is most significant 
that as the lnVestlgatlOn of' sugar-cane diseases became broadened and 
includ~d all the factors, direc~ methoda were given up and attention 
!Vas dl~ected solely to the varIety and to its proper cultivation. This 
IS after all only common sense. . Disease follows the breakdown of the 
normal phy:siological prooes~es in the plant when the protoplasm of the 
cells loses Its power of resIstance to the inrooos of parasites. Healthy 
plants, o~ the o.ther ~and, possess a hi~h degree of immunity to insects 
and fun~l. It IS. obVlo:usly. more pnctlCal to prevent disease altogether 
by growmg the nght kmd m the. right way than to step in at the last 
moment and attempt to save a moribund crop. . 
. The problems which centre round inigation and disease are typical 

of those which now await solution by the man of science. They are 
not simple questions and they do not lie within the limits of anyone 
branch of science. Each involves a number of factors and it is obvious 
that the method of approach by means of the single science cannot hope 
to do more than accumulate data which may or may not be useful to 
some master-builder of the futu~e. The approach by way of the single 
science is really an inheritance of the Liebig phase when agricultural 
chemistry and agricultural science w~e synonymous. As the subject 
broooened and deepened, first one and then another science h'ecame 
involved with the consequence that workers in these various branches 
of knowledge became colleagues of the agricultural chemist. The lit~a
ture dealing with investigation and the teaching in the colleges and 
Universities naturally followed the sepuate science. When about thirty 
years ago Departments of Agriculture began to make theiT appearance 
in various parts of the Empire, the organization .was modelled on the 
teachings of the colleges and the staff usually included a chemist, a 
mycologist, an entomologist, a bacteriologist and a botanist. As research 
extended, progress has always been marked by the oodition of specialists 
whose business it was to deal with the application of some particular 
science to agrioulture. Meanwhile the real subjects of research have 
far outgrown the old tradition founded on Liebig's work, and the attack 
by :means of the single science is no longer adequate. Some new method 
must be devised by which science can be more fully utilized in the 
advancement of agriculture. If we continue as at present the organization 
itself will soon become a bar to progress. The immediate question is: 
Is there any method other than that of the single subject by which 
science can deal with the problems of the cultivator. 

How is the difficulty to be solved and how can science be brought to 
bear in a more effective fashion P . Several suggestions have been made 
of which it is proposed to discuss two, namely team work and a widen
ing of t'he training of the investigator accompanied by a. gradual re~rgan
ization of existing agricultural departments. The idea of team work ill 
the solution of agrioultural problems is a. comparatively Il'ecent one and 
is a recognition of the complexity of present day problems. Team work 
is another name for co-operation by which work~s in single sciences 
can join forces to a.ttack a complex question. It is a usef.ul method for 
research institutes at which a number of graduates are workmg as appTen
tices in methods of research. By this means the post-graduate student 
not only has the opportunity of using his own knowledge but al~o comes 
in contact with the essential nature of large questions. In agrIcultural 
research it is an excellent method for certain centres at which experienced 
investigators can direCt and co-ordinate the efforts of advanced students. 
At the most, howev~, team work can. do little more than make the 
most of a bad job. It breaks down when the members of the team are 
isolated and 84'16 placed face to face with problems in the strange places 
of the earth, where the sheltered corners created by the UniYeTsities 
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and by the endowed experiment station do not exist and where the !Work
ing conditions can be Bummed up briefly in the three words-payment 
by res1ut,. FDrt~er, team work does not help to make investigators who 
can stand o~ theIr own. feet. It rather tends to provide a framework for 
accommodat~ng the unIt very ~uch as a regiment does. Another die,. 
advantage 18 that to be ~ffec~Ive. tea~ work always requi'1'es somebody 
to lead the team and to malDtalD duectlon. It also needs suitable material 
to lead. Team work in other countries is no new thing. It has long 
been oommon in the Universities of the Continent where recognised 
leaders are forequently BDrroun~ed by young goraduates eager to learn 
how to make tble best use of theIr knowledge. At many of the Continental 
Universitie~, team wor~ was in ope~ation long. before the term began 
to appear 1D OUit' own hterature. It 18 however 1D the study of biological 
probleDl8 that team work is most likely to fail. As emphasized above the 
growth of a living organism like a: plant involves many of the natural 
sciences and it is difficult to see how team work is to give that insight 
into vital processes without which all such reseaorch remains sterile. A 
suooessful biological investigator must be able to visualise the complicated 
processes taking place in a plant and to realise that such processes do 
not take place independently but that each influences the other. That 
this is being recognised is shown by the modern development at the 
universities of border line subjects like bio-chemistory but what is wanted 
is something more than this j it is an integration in the mind of the 
investigator of the main facts of the chief scienoes which bear on agricul
ture. 

An alternative to team work in agricultul1'al investigation is to so 
widen and deepen the training and post-graduate experience that the 
individual can successfully attack probleDlB now attempted by the team. 
At first sight, such a suggestion is liable to be ridiculed and set aside 
as utterly imp'1'acticable. Nevertheless I am convinced that it is the diorec
tion in which progress is most likely to be made. In puttiDg these ideas 
into practice, however, we are at the outset confronted with a great 
difficulty. On the one hand, we have to train our future agricultu'1'al 
investigators in several sciences 80 that they can bring knowledge to 
bear on the problem in hand from several points of view. On the otlrer 
hand, as knowledge accumulates there is so much to learn that men 
have to specialize in one branch of science in order to avoid too long a 
period of training. There are thus two opposing tendencies to be recon
ciled. Men who can integrate and who can apply several sciences to an 
art like agriculture are I'onstantly needed for all kinds of applied WO'1'k. 
To advance pure science the specialist is also essential. How far can 
thlese two different classes be trained together and at what point must 
they begin to follow different roads? This is a matteor of organization 
of teaching in the Universities. It is one which needs the most cM'eful 
thought and one which will have to be solved if we are to reap the full 
harvest from the application of science to industries. Up to the present, 
the application of science to agriculture, although successful in many 
instances, nevertheless has not always led to useful results.' If only the 
training could be broadened and the right type of man with the ideal 
combination of knowledge and aptitude could be set to work on the 
problems of to-day, it ought to be possible to accomplish more in the 
next generation than has been adhieved during the last hundred years. 
The problems have been defined and are befO'1'e us awaiting solution. 
The scientific knowledge and the ability exist in the great Il'epublics of 
learning. In many cases the meallB for doing the work have been pro
vided. What is needed is the happy union of all these factors-the 
trained investigator, the ~oblem and the means. 
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Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION l.-RESEAlI.CB.- ORGANISATION.-The obsolete character of t'he 
present organisation of the Agricultural Department on the research side is 
dealt with generally in the Presidential Address to the thirteenth meeting 
of the Indian Science Oongre6S held at Bombay in January, 1926. The 
work in the districts is also in great need of organisation. 

On the scientific side, the problems underlying agricultural development 
are now approached by way of the separate science specialists. The success
ful solution of such questions, however, involves a knowledge of rural and 
trade conditions. As far as possible, the organisation should be based on 
the nature of the problem rather than on the separate science. A much 
wider training in the University and post-graduate stages is needed so 
that the investigator can bring several sciences, and also practical ex
perience, simultaneously to bear on the problem in hand. 

On the extension side, using this term in the American sense, at least 
three independent departments, Agriculture, Co-operative Oredit and Civil 
Veterinary, are now engaged in helping th'l cultivator to improve his 
condition. This fragmentation of effort is .unnecessary. The work involved 
in (1) bringing improvements to the notice of the cultivator, (2) in co
operative credit and (3) in the protection of stock from disease, should be 
welded together into one group which should alw inclu-:le tIie study of rural 
economics. 

These matters-research and extension work-should ,be dealt with by a 
single department, which might be designated the Department of Rural 
Development. It should be organised in four branches, as follows, of which 
the first two only deal with research: -. 

(a) Orop production, to include soils and their improvement, cultivation, 
crops, irrigation, disease, and so forth. 

(b) Ani'maZ husbandry, the improvement 'and feeding of stock and the 
diseases to which they are liable. 

(c) Extension work, ,bringing improvements to the notice of the cultivator; 
organisation of the seed supply, of improved implements and of credit 
facilities; rural studies similar to those recently carried out in the Punjab 
by Messrs. Calvert Ilnd Darling, marketing facilities. the protection of 
stock from disease and so forth. 

(d) Higher agricultural education.-The organisation of the Department 
of Rural Development will naturally take seme time. As opportunities 
occur, the various items, now carried on independently, should be grouped 
in the above-mentioned four divisions, and the Dew department will gradu
lilly take shape. It would at first work in close touch with all other depart
ments connected with the uplift of rural India. such ns those dealing with 
rural education, rural sanitation, irrigation, roads and railways, forests, 
~nd so forth. In future, it may be desirable to expand the new department 
and to absorb rural education and rural sanitation. . 

Administration.-The Department of Rural Development could either be 
supervised by Government directly or indirectly through an unofficial 
Development Board, the members of which should include representatives 
of the legislature, the executive, the scientific investigators, rural India, and 
of commerce. This matter is dealt with generally in the last chapter of 
my book on " Orop Production in India." An actual example of successful 
administration on these lines is furnished by the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee. This is largely due to the great services ,'E'ndered to the Com· 
mittee by the merchant princes of Bombay. Uniformity in supervision ill 
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not desirable at the beginning. One or two of the more virile Provinces 
might start with a Development Board; the rest would soon follow. 

Finanoce.-The present methods of finance and of audit in research work 
in IndM are most unsatisfactory and should he terminated without delay. 
They are inelastic and lead to an enormous waste of money and energy. 
~'urther, there is DO reserve from which to obtain money at short notice 
for purposes which cannot be foreseen when the annual budget is prepared. 
When savings could easily be made, the present rules lead to the waste.of 
money in order to avoid trouble and to prevent reduetions in future budgets. 
Uesearch should be financed by Government indirectly by means of a 
Development Fund. Investigators, extension workers and teachers should 
I.e encouraged to pool their savings and to credit them into the Fund. A 
simple set of account rules, suitable for research, should be drawn up and 
the ~ounts should ,be examined by travelling auditors. 1.1he present paper 
audit now conducted by the Accountant-Genel'al should be discontinued. 

The h1l/l1llllll. factor.-Notwithstanding the enormous amount of expenditure 
on agricultural research and development work which has taken place during 
the last thirty years, the fact remains that India and the Empire possess 
at the moment very few investigators of ouktanding merit. Such men 
have not been attracted and retained. They, Ihowever, exist in reasonable 
Ilumbers in the great republics of learning-the Universities-but only very 
o(.'casionally do they take up the work of agricultural research. The reasons 
for this should be carefully ascertained by the Royal Commission. No matter 
whether Indians or Europeans are to be engaged in such researches, the 
essential qualifications required are the same ability and aptitude. The 
essential act in the organisation of all forms of creative work is the selection 
of the individual whose business it is to do it. Numbers and forms of 
organisation calli never replace quality in such matters and, at the most, are 
of only minor importance. A few highly-trained and well-qualified men are 
all that is required for the agricultural research work needed in India. The 
chief problem before the Commission is to show how to secure and retain 
the right men. 

QUESTIONS 3.-DEHONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA; g.-IRRIGATION; 10.
FERTILISERS; AND ll.--Cn.ops.-My views on the above subjects are to be 
found in my book, " Crop Production in India," Chapters III-V, and need 
not therefore be repeated here. 

QUESTION 4.-AnMINISTRATIoN.-Although it might llave been practicable 
t.o have carried out all the agricultural research work needed in India at a 
comparatively small number of stations under the Central Government, it is 
not profitable, now that agriculture is a transferred subject, to consider 
this question in the abstract. The working ('onditions h£.ve been fixed by 
Parliament, and the various Provinces are now autonomous bodies. They 
lOll possess research institutes of their own (together with an independent 
cadre) and the power to make new appointments. Moreover, they show a 
distinct tendency to maintain a Iynx-eyed vigil on their newly-won freedom. 
Any researoh proposals, therefore, which involve interference with the 
Provinces and with the Ministers will share the fate of those put forward 
by the recent Industrial Commission. The attempt then made to impose 
a set of Popes and Cardinals in scientific rese8llch wa~ unanimously rejected 
by the majority of the workers in India, by scientific opinion in Great 
Britain, and also by the Indian Ministers. Two great advantages are likely 
to result from the transfer of agriculture to provincial control. On the 
research side, nine Provinces are now, taking up the work independently, 
snd therefore there is much more scope for new and original developments 
than if the subject were controlled by one authority. On the extension side, 
the chances of transforming what is now an official organisation into some
thing indigenous which can take root in Indian village life are considerably 
increased. 
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An important field of work, nevertheless, remains to be extended and 
developed which it is very desirable that the Central Government should 
cultivate, namely, post-graduat.e training combined with the. necessary 
research.' Thi~ JSllould be carned out at the Pusa Research Insti~te, at 
Bangalore and at Muktesar, on much more intensive lines than is now the 
case. To accomplish this, considerable re-organisation of these various 
institutes is essential. The superior staff must consist of men of standing, 
with considerable experience in research, together with a distinct flair for 
the post-graduate tt"aining of Indians. Such training will be their main 
wOI'k, aud they will be expected to Illake Pusa, and the other places, real 
living centres for higher tt"aining, of which their future alumni will be 
pl·oud. In this way, these institutes will insensibly acquire a much greater 
influence over the work in the Provinr.es than can ever be achieved by any 
system of organization. No trouble and expense should, therefore, be spared 
in recruitillg the higher staff. Some attention should also be given to 
increasing the sO!lial amenities for young Indians at Pusa and in breaking 
down the barriers to free intercourse which now exist there. To establish 
effective liaison with the Legislature, to remove all fear of interference on 
the part of the Government of India with provincial autonomy and to help 
in obtaining suitable posts ln various parts of India for the post-graduate 
students, the form and manner of administration of these institutes will 
need alteration. They should be endowed or financed by the Government of 
India as at present, but should be controlled directly by Boards of Governors 
on which the Legislature, the Government of India, the scientific workers 
and the Provinces are all represented. The Dirctors of each of these insti
tutes should act as Secretary to the Board of Governors. In this way, the 
capital already invested in these various centres will not be lost. They will 
also be provided with a most useful field for future work. Higher 
trnining and post-graduate experience in agriculturaL research on crops and 
stock can, in this way, be provided in India itself, and the need for sending 
so JUany young Indians abroad will be removed. As many of the present 
workers at these centres were recruited for relSearch under the Government 
of India, it will be necessary to secure their willing adherence to changes 
in their duties and in administration. Any who would prefer to resign 
should be allowed to leave and should be granted proportionate pension plus 
a reasonable compen~ation for disturbance, the sum to be fixed in each case 
by the Sflcretary of State. 

Oral Evidence. 
53,544. The Chairman: Mr. Howard, you are Director of the Institu~ 

of Plant Industry, Indore, and Agricultural Adviser to certain States in 
Central IndiaP-Yes. 

53,545. You have held various posts in India. Perhaps you will tell 
the Commission quite shortly what your Indian experience has been p
I was on the Pusa Staff from the beginning of 1905 to 1924. That is the 
only post I have held in India in addition to my present one. 
- 53,546. We have before us your -note of evidence, and also your book: 
and-various addresses and publications of yours are at our disposal. Is 
there al1ything you would like to say at this stage in addition to your 
note of evidence P-Nothing. 

53,547. On the first page of your 'Dote of evidence you say, "The 
successful solution of problems underlying agricultural development involves 
a knowledge of rural and trade conditions. As far as possible, the organisa-. 
tion should be based on the nature of the problem rather than on the 
separate science." Is the organisation with which you are at present 
working (the Indian Central Ootton Committee) typical of the BOrt of 
organisation of which you are thinkingP-No. I was referring to the 
official organisations which now exist in India. 

• Crop Production in India. 
Mr. A.. Howard. 
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63,548. Do you think it is necessary for the individual research worker 
engaged on particular problems to have a wide outlook, or do you think 
it is merely necessary for those who plan research to envisage the whole 
situation P-I believe that unless a research worker has this wide knowledge 
hia results, although they may be true, will not lead to any practical 
advance, and will not accomplish anything more than the accumulation of 
data. 

53,549. So that, to take a particular case, the heads of sections at Pusa 
should be men capable of takiug a broad view of rural problems as a 
whole. Is that your opinionP-Yes, and more than that. They should not 
only be capable of taking a broad view of the rural problem, but also of 
trade conditions; and their scientific outlook should be much wider than 
that of the aingle science involved in the existing organisation. 

53,550. You outline a scheme which would involve the grouping of the 
several departments at present engaged upon subjecte that touch rural 
welfare, and you suggest that, directly or indirectly, such organisation 
after the grouping is completed might be supervised by Government 
directly or indirectly through an unofficial Development Board. You are 
familiar with the constitutional position in India to-day. How do you 
think a suggestion of that sort would- be received by Ministers for Agricul
tUTe and by politicians generallyP~1 think it will be adopted by them 
in time, when they understand what is meant. My idea is this: these 
rural development questions are so large that (1) one will have to mobilise, 
as it were, all the directing power that a Province possesses, and (2) make 
the direction independent of politics and all other consideratioll&-Somewhat 
on the lines of our present Cotton Committee. 

53,551. Are we to understand, then, that you suggest that the principle 
embodied in the Oentral Cotton Committee is one which might be applied 
to other cropsP-No. I should expand that idea and apply it to rural 
development aa a w-hole rather than to individual crops. 

53,552. At present Governments, as such, are not responsible for the 
administration of the funds at the disposal of the Indian Central Cotton 
CommitteeP-Under the Act, the Government of India has certai,n super
visory powers; that is, the Viceroy in Council could intervene if necessary. 
If we brought forward new proposals they would have to go to the Govern
ment of India for formal sanction. The Government of India possess 
supervisory powers which, however, they have not used so far. 

53,553. Do you think Provincial Governments would be content to see 
taken from them the complete pcwers which they possess at this moment 
over agricultural research, and to have those powers placed under the 
control of a semi-official body such as the Indian Central Cotton Com
mitteeP-Not as you put it; but supposing they nominated a large number 
of the members, and, instead of allowing these subjects to be dealt with . 

. by a number of independent bodies 8B at present, they had something like· 
our Cotton Committee to deal with rural development as a whole. 

53,554. You suggest, on page 185 of your note, that a few highly trained 
and well qualified men are all that are required for the agricultural research 
work in India. Are those men available in India to-dayP-No. This is a 
matter for the future. A few already exist in the Empire. The policy of 
the future should be to employ a few well-paid MId well-qualified men rather 
than entertain a large organisation. It need not necessarily cost any more. 
Probably the personnel would be no more than 25 per cent. of the present 
cadre, but they would be paid three or four times as much 8B the present 
investigators. 

53,555. Profe.~sO'l' Gang'Ulee: Are you thinking that these men sbould be 
stationed at PusaP-No. 

53,556. Throughout Indial'-Yes. I am not referri,ng to anything which 
now exists, but to something which might be established in the future. 
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53,557. The Chai'rman: I am not quite clear what you mean, when you say 
on page 185:' "On the. research side, nine Provinces are now taking up 
the work :independently, and therefore there is much more scope for new 
and original developments than if the subject were controlled by one 
authority. On the extension side, the chances of transforming what is 
now an official organisation into romething indigenous which can take root 
in Indian village life are considerably increased." What do you mean 
by the last sentence ?-I mean that if we are going to develop Lndian 
agrj,culture and raise the rural conditions of India, we have got to bring 
the people of India into the undertaking; a.ud we have got to change the 
present official aspect of our organisation and recruit everybody who can 
help forward the movement. 

53,558. You say "the official aspect of the organisation." You do not 
suggest placing any part of the existing organisation under the village?
No. I do not mean that. 

5~,559. My difficulty is this. I should hal'e imagined that, whether you 
declded to leave the control and administration, of the existing organisa
tions under the Provincial Governments or under some semi-official body, 
when you came down to the development of village amenities and life you 
would have to have new and entirely separate organisatiOlIlS?-I do not 
see why we should not deal with the development of rural India as one 
SUbject. At present we have agriculture; we have veterinary research, 
co-operation and so on as separate 1l!ndertakings. I have in mind an 
organisation which would include an these various enterprises . 

.53,560. You say "an official organisation into something indigenous." 
Are you thinking of the propaganda organisation or the co-operative 
organisation, or of the whole lot?-Yes, eve-rything. I 

53,561. Professor Gangulee: Let me get it clear. You suggest here that 
official organisations should be transformed into indigenous organisations. 
b that your idea? You say here "the chances of transforming what is 
now an official organisation into something indigenous." T,hat is, you are 
going to replace the official organisation with an indigenous organisation? 
-No, I do not mean that. What I mean is this. We have now a number 
of depa,rtments dealing with rural India in ea,ch province. These depart
ments are all independent; further, nine Provincial Governments are 
dealing with agriculture ind"pendently since the subject was transferred' 
in 1920. Some bright individual may arise in one of these nine Provinces 
who might change the organisation and enlist every movement and every 
person, in that Province, to help in developing the country. 

53,562. The Chairman: Have you anything you would like to tell the 
Commission as to the terms of service, pensions, and so forth, of the officers 
at Pusa? Do you consider those such as to attract the best type of worker? 
-I do not think the terms anywhere are sufficient to attract the men we 
really need. The problem of the agricultural development of the Empire 
i" to get very much better men than we already possess. 

53,563. Would you like to say, in detail, what you are thinking of 
in the way of improvements, so far as service or duty is concerned?-No. 

53,564. As regards the management of Pusa, you suggest something in 
the nature of a semi-official body to manage it?-Yes, on which the Pro
vinces are represented, on which the Government of India is represented, 
and tra.de, and so on-something which will bring the place, so to speak, 
more into the life of the country. It is rather in a corner at present, and 
it is a very minor item in the work of the Gol'ernment of India. If a good 
Board of Governors was appointed, more interest would be taken in the 
ir.stitution. 

53,565. How often do you think it would be necessary for a b~y ~f the 
sort you suggest to meet?-About twice a year, perhaps, to beglll Wlth. 
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53,566. And then ·afterwards they could meet once a year or as often as 
might be necessary?-Yes. 

53,567. Would you leave the day-to-day management entirely in the 
hands of the Director?-Yes. 'Certain cases would, of course, have to 'go 
before the Board of Governors. 

53,568. The appointment and dismissal of officers would lie with the Board 
of Management as a whole?-Yes. 

53,56.9. Would you suggest· some smaller body to arrange areas of 
researcll and so on- a Board of Studies?'-No. I think, if we had good 
men, that question would not arise. I think the men themselves would 
settle that very quickly. I would not have too much organisation and 
research. In the agricultural development of India everything will follow 
if we can attract the right ability. We need not have a large number of 
men. So long as there is a Board of Governors to see that the money is 
properly spent, and to settle certain questions which the Director cannot 
\'ery well settle, no further organisation is needed. 

53,570. What relation <lP you think research at the central station, 
wherever it may be, should have to research being carried on by the pro
vincial organisations?-The difficulty is this. The subject has been trans
ferred, and I do not see how, without going back on the ideas underlying 
the Reforms, we can now centralise research under the Government of 
India. If these political changes had not taken place, the subject could be 
considered. It is difficult at the present time to do anything in these 
respects, because whatever is suggested might be taken by the Indian 
-Members of the Council as an attempt to limit their present powers. If we 
put Indian opinion against research, we might do more harm than good. 

53,571. I think we see the difficulty. What we want from you is' the 
solution ?-If I could answer that question I should be King of China. 

53,572. Professor Gangulee: Apart from political difficulties to which you 
have referred, do you suggest that such central guidance in research 
matters would be necessary for the efficient carrying out of the work p
H you have good men in the Provinces for research no co-ordination or. 
direction will be necessary. If you have second·rate men, no system of 
organisation can ever make them anything more than second-rate men. 
lt is the men who have to do the work who matter, not the form of 
crganisation. The difficulties in centralising research in India lie both in 
the subject and in politics. 

53,573. TheOhairman: How far is it possible to justify the need for 
central research on the ground that there are certain basic problems 
awaiting solution which are of general application and which, therefore, 
may properly be allocated to a central station ?-I have had some experi
ence of this matter, as I was on the Pusa staff for twenty years. My diffi
culty was always this. India is too large a unit. The time taken in travel
ling, in the study of the different local conditiolls, and so on, make it very 
difficult to take up any big question . relating to the w'hole. of India; 

53,574. You could not get over the groundP-No. In certain subjects 
one can take up a matter relating to the country as a whole, but with 
regard to crops it is very difficult to do this. 

53,575. Apart from geographical difficulties, does the subject itself admit 
of being broken up into component parts, some of which are appropriate 
to a central station ?-No. I think if' we could have a fresh deal, so to 
speak, and begin again, I.·would not have an Imperial Department at all. 
The present difficulties arise from having research work under the Provinces, 
and also under the Government of India. 

53,576. If that is your opinion, why do not you suggest that Pusa should 
be done away with ?-Because lakhs of rupees have been put into the 
Institute, which could be developed into a. training centre for the whole 
of India. 
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53,677. Setting aside the training centre, and assuming'that Bihar and 
Orissa will soine day be in a. position to take over Pusa as a provincia.! 
station, would it not, in your view, be a good thing if some other central 
station were constructed to take the place of PusaP-I should not go so 
far as that. There is, of course, a field for centra.! research in India, pro
vided no attempt is made to interfere with the Provinces, but the trouble 
has always been that central research has always involved a certain amount 
of direction which the Provinces do not like. If a central Institute could 
go on quietly with research, without holding so many meetings, and if it 
could take its stand on the work it does rather than on its official position, 
the objections to central stations in India would to & large extent dis
nppear. 

53,578. Do I understand you to think, then, that, provided the' calibre 
of the men engaged at Pusa is sufficiently high, and provided the direction 
is sufficiently good, the nature of the problems to be tackled are such as 
to justify & central'stationP-Yes. If they went to work on those ,lines 
they would find plenty to do. ' 

5R,579. That is why I let you off lightly by s~ggesting that Bihar and 
Orissa should take over Pusa. I thought you would jump at the 
opportunityP-That matter was discussed some years ago when the abolition 
of Pusa was under consideration. 

53,580. Assuming there is going to he a central 'research station at Pus a, 
and that research is also to be carried on, as no doubt It will be, at 
provincial stations, how far is there a real need for what is called co-ordina
tion between the central station and the provincial research station?-If 
the word co-ordination could be removed from the dictionary it would be a 
good thing for scientific development., Co-ordination in scientific work is 
not required and it is not a good thing to attempt it. The best thing to 
do is to leave things to develop for themselves. 

53,581. Again, assuming that your Board of Management has to come 
into being, it would be concerned with a central station or stations, Your 
Director, while generally responsible to the Board, would be responsible 
himself, entirely, for the direction of research. Would it be necessary, 
apart from the Board, to have some general Research Council for all India? 
-No, I do not think it would. We have had what is eqUivalent to that 
already in the' discussions which take place at the Science Congress. The 
moment one began to define the functions of one of these Research Councils, 
difficulties would arise. 

53,582. You are probably very familiar with the trend of organisation and 
research in this country and in the' Crown Colonies and Dependencies at 
the moment. There, it appears to me, speaking very broadly, that the 
attempt is to find out what is going on, assess what gaps exist, and to try, 
and fill in those gaps. Do you follow meP-Yes. 

53,583. That is a oommon-sense way, is it notP-Yes, but what the 
research workers in India fear is this, that same body consisting partly of 
research workers would be set up, who would sit in Simla, and who would 
attempt the direction of research for the whole of India. Very soon this 
board would be useless for the reason that its members would have given 
up research work and would be, so to speak, back numbers. In a short 
time the board would be completely officialised and would have set views. 
No progress would be possible under such a body. ' 

58,584. Setting aside the unattractive word "co-ordination," how far 
is it really possible in practice for two research stations (let us assume they 
existed e'ach in a different Province) to be brought together for the purpose 
of team work and for dividing a grouf of cognate problems between them
selves. How far is that possible or deslrableP-I think that will come about 
of itself much more re'adily if there is no organisation. ' 
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53,585. You would depend upon the men entirelyP~Yes. I think it all 
comee back to that; the men &&'e everything, the organisation is nothing. 
If we have not got the right men no system or organisation will ever make 
them more than second-clllBs men if they are second-class lIlen to begin 
with. I do not think, from what I have seen of organisation (that is, in 
the way of directing work), that anything very. much will ever come out 
of it. On the other hand, we do get very rapid progress. when the men 
are competent. 

53,586. Pro/e8BOf' Gangmee: You propose that the team work should be 
evolved spontaneouslyP-Yes. They either co-operate or not just as they 
like, as the spirit lIlOves them. The moment you try to make them co
operate, they probably will not co-operate. 

53,587. The Chairman: I gathered from your remark just now, however, 
that you do look upon Pusa as the appropriate centre for post-graduate 
teachingP-Yee. I suggested that as a means of making use of the work 
that has been done there, and of the buildings, rather than abolishing the 
place. There is a great need for good post-graduate training in India. 

53,588. You know that, very soon, there will arise the question of train_ 
ing and recraiting the personnel of the new superior Agricultural 
Provincial ServicesP-I have not seen the recent papers on that subject. 

53,589. Would you suggest that. the higher officers in those services shall 
all be trained at an all-India centreP-No. Personally, if I had a free 
hand in the matter, I should not necessarily recruit Indians for research 
work; I should recruit for this branch of the work the best men I could 
find. 

53,590. But so far as training for these Services is concerned, would you 
train them at an all-India centre or at the Provincial centresP-At an 
all-India centre. 

53,591. And therefore, you might have a very considerable body of men 
going to Pusa 'for training of one sort or anotherP-Yes. 

53,592. How far is it sound, in your judgment, to associate teaching 
with researchP-What do you mean by "teaching" in that case? 

53,593. Post-graduate trainingP-Yes, I think post-graduate training and 
research can easily go together. The difficulty comes if the research officer 
is askea to give a long course of lectures and ordinary laboratory 
teaching. . 

53,594. He has not the timeP-No. He has not got the energy. It is not 
so much a question of time as of energy. . 

53,595. Do you mean in any climate or at Pusa in particularP-In the 
climate of Great Britain. lance had to do teaching and research, but I 
did not posses the energy to go on with the task. 

53,596. Where was that?-At the South Eastern Agricultural College at 
Wye, in Kent. That is why I left that Institution. 

53,597. You could manage three or four lectures a weekP-No. If a man 
is going to teach really well, he has to get his mind into a' certain phase 
for the purpose, from which it is not easy to switch off into research. 

53,598. To turn to a different subject, do you think it would be a good 
thing if the principle of the Central Cotton Committee were to be applied 
to other crops, and, if so, to what crops?-I have gone into this matter in 
some detail and have made some enquiries. I thought at one time it might 
be possible in jute, and I thought of making that suggestion in "Oron 
production in India." I finally came to the conclusion that we could not 
found in Calcutta for jute an organisation similar to the cotton committee 

. in Bombay. 
53,599. Why?-Because Calcutta and Bombay are different. I do not 

think we could get all the interests concerned with jute to work together . 
. 53,600. They get enough jute to satisfy the market, and they are nail 
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interested in Jarger crops? Is that it?-I am sorry to say I cannot answer 
that question. The information I obtained on this subject is confidential,. 
and I must not tell you. 

53,601. It is a fact that the crop satisfies the market, and that must have 
an important bearing on this particular question?-Yes. 

53,602. Sir GQITI,ga Bam: .Your propooition is no doubt very ideal, but, 
tell me, is it practicable in the present circumstances of the cOllntry?
You mean to mobilise the abiJity of a Province to direct rural development? 

53,603. Would you trust this Development Board entirely with the power 
of the purse?-Yes, if it could be created properly. I would not if it 
were not a real Board; I would not give them anything. You may not be 
able to get a good Board in every Province, but there are some Provinces 
in which it is possible. 

53,604. Sir Thomas Middleton: First as to the question of Pusa, and the 
purposes for which Pusa might be used. Cannot you see an object for which 
Pusa might be usefully employed as a central institution ?-Yes, if Pusa 
could refrain from interference with other people. The difficulty with Pusa 
has always been that the question of the use of the plaoe and the question 
of directlOn have always been united in people's minds. 

53,605. We will take one or two subjects. Does Pusa suit as a centre for 
mycological work and bacteriological work? How is it placed ?-In the first 
plaoe I would not have either of those branches; I should include them in 
larger groupings. For example, I should unite bacteriology with chemistry 
and mycology with work on crops. 

53,606. We will come to that later on. Take your own subject--plant 
breeding. Is Pusa suited for plant breeding work? It cannot cover the 
whole country obviously, but it must cover a wide range of India?-As 
regards the number of crops it is possible to grow there, one can grow almost 
any crop at Pusa, but when it comes to testing varieties from an economic 
point of view it is very unsatisfactory, because it is on the banks of a sand
bearing river and the soil is very uneven. That is one of the difficulties I 
found in regard to·wheat. I had to get all the field trials done in the United 
Provinces. I could eliminate obvious unsuitable varieties, but when it came 
to be a question of selecting particular kinds for seed-distribution I found 
great difficulties. 

53,607. It is very inconvenient, but it is a thing one is quite familiar 
with, that varieties which are produced in one station must be tested else
where?-Yes, that is true, but before that matter arises there is the question 
of deciding which are the kinds which deserve trial. For this a certain area 
of uniform land is essential, otherwise environmental points come in, and it is 
very difficult to make the final selection for the field trials. 

53,608. As a matter of fact, certain people are able to overcome that very 
great difficulty?-Yes, that is true. It is a difficulty nevertheless. Will you 
state what is in your mind? 

53,609. Take' your own case in breeding Pusa wheats. Do you think if you 
had selected some other part of India in the beginning of your work you 
would have been very lnuch further ahead in 1924 than you actually were in 
Pusa?-Yes, undoubtedly. If I had been stationed in Cawnpore or the 
Punjab I could have done twioe as much, probably three ~imes as much work 
on wheat. 

53,.610. What was the retardation mainly due to ?-It was due to the 
climate, which is not a very suitable one for wheat, as you know, and to 
the uneven soil. 

53,611. The answers I expected to get were, first of all, that certain 
characteristics would have emerged in the Cawnpore district which did not 
emerge so readily, or which were not so readily visible, in the Pusa district, 
so that you were unable to make up your mind in the 'Pusa district so early 
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811 you would have been able to do in the Cawnpore distric.?-No. It is 
aomething in the altogetherness of the subject. It is very difficult to put it 
into words. 

53,612. I think I appreciate the position. We were told, when we were at 
Pusa, that Pusa was naturally suited for cattle farming. Is it" a centre 
which is suited for work on animal nutrition in the all-India interest?-Yes. 
I thin~ it would have been better if they had developed work on animals 
there. I think it is an excellent place for such work. I once suggested, When 
the reorganisation of the department was under discussion, that Pusa should 
be used for work on animals, but this was not adopted. 

53,613. To go back for one moment to your own subject of plant breeding, 
at present they are working on cajcmw indicw at Pusa?-Yes. 

63,614. Is the district well suited for breeding that particular crop?
Yes, but the difficulty of improving this crop lies in the method of fertilisa-
tion of the flower. " 

63,616. Your general view is .that plant breeding work at Pusa ought to 
be restricted because of the natural disabilities ?-I would not go so far as 
that. Rice could be studied quite well there. 

53,616. We were told that one of the great objections to Pusa was that 
they could not study rice there. I could not see the reason myself, but we 
were told that ?-Pusa is quite suitable for the study of rice. If you look at 
the figures of acreage you will find that Bihar and Orissa is the Province 
which stands second in rice production in India and in percentage of rice 
grown to total crops. Rice is the most important crop of the locality in which 
Pusa is situated. 

53,611. Now we paSs to another point, on which you have strong opinions; 
.that is the training which a man requires. What you really want to bl'eed 
is a new type of scientist ?-No. What I "mean is this. At present most of 
the scientific ability of the country goes into business and into subjects like 
metallurgy, and so on. The administration of the Empire has not yet made 
agricultural research a profession, and until it is made a profession which 
will attract the best ability of the Universities my personal opinion is that 
we shall go on In the way in which we are now. There will be no striking 
advance until the Universities, the Government, public opinion, industry 
and everybody else realise the importance of developing the soil of our 
Empire. 

53,618. I am aware of thEi fact that some of the best men go into oil, etc., 
but I should think, taking the "Universities as they are at present, you get 
just as much talent, on the natural science side, as you do on the mineral 
and metallurgical side?-I recently discussed this matter with one of the 
Directors of a big combination, and he said, " We take this view in selecting 
our man. If a man of 40 is not earning £3,000 a year we have failed in our 
task in picking out the right man." That is why the direction of these 
things must be taken from Government. Otherwise we shall not be able to 
select the men we need and to pay them what they are worth. 

63,619. One point you make in your Presidential a.ddress is that in the 
Universities, since we cut up our subject into artificial divisions which 
we label sciences, we do not get the all-round training in men that is 
necessary for agricultural work P-Y es, that is part of the point; the rest 
of the point is that the men must not look at the subject from too nao-ow 
a point of view. 

53,620. But we have got to look at it from the two points of view: the 
training of the man, and the man's point of view?-Yes. 

53,621. And until we train. a man we cannot get him to take the COlTect 
point of viewi'-You will have to alter the training. 

53,622. You will have to alter the training before you get an alteration 
in the point of view?-Yes. 

62739 G 
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53,623. I want to know how long it will take to train the superman 
of the type you have in mind. 'I'here is a big range of natural sciences; 
you also suggest economics and tradeP-He will probably take up some of 
those things himself, after the University phase. He need not be trained 
in everything while at College, but you must produce men who can 
approach the subject of agricultural development and look at it from 
every point of view. For this a wide training in a University is the first 
condition. • 

53,624. I quite agreeP-You have got to get a wide range of vision. 
53,625. I want to get some idea of the time it will take. Are you familiar 

with the Scottish curriculum, for example, as compared with the Cam-
bridge curriculum; one is. wide and the other is narrowP-Which is which? 

53,626. I should like you to say which is whichP-I do not know any
thing about the Scottish Universitie'3; I only know they exist; I hav!' 
never been to any of them. 

53,627. What I should like to get from you is some idea of the length 
of trainingP-About fivo or six years. 

53,628. That is essentiaIP-Yee. 
53,629. You could not do it in lesa?-I do not think you could; a pad 

of the training would be at an experimental station, whioh might be 
located in the future at the University. 

53,630. When you come to the selection of the young graduate for work, 
would you be satisfied with his college diplomas and degrees, or must 
YOll haye some evidence that he is capable of undertaking research; that 
is to say, must he have gone through a post-graduate course before you 
select himP-Prov1ided the personnel of the University was satisfactory, 
I should go very largely on their judgment as well as on academic per
formance. 

53,631. So that presumably the man you would .select would go to the 
University at 19, he would leave the University at 26, when he 'Would 
be ready for post-graduate training; so that he would not be ready 
until he was 27 or 28P-.Probably he would get his post-graduate training 
during the five or six years of his stay at the University. 

53,632. And he has some 13 years ·before him until he is 40 and i.e 
then to be worth £3,000 a yearP-That is the minimum. If he were worth 
more, I should pay him more; I should have no limitations as regards 
reward if a man is worthy. 

53,633. Since we are on a question of training, I should like to have 
your views as to the quality of the Indian students whom you have come 
across in connection with post-graduate work P-It is very difficult to answer 
that question at the moment, because so much progress in India is now 
being made in ecientific traiDli.:ng and so on; the quality of the men in 

.India is improving. 
53,634. Because the facilities for training are improvingP-The facilities 

for teaching are improving. I have followed this in connection with the 
Science Congress since 1914. Any opinion I might give to..day might have 
to be modified by the time the Report of this Olmmission is in print 
because things are changing so rapidly in India and the students and 
staff are improving every year. I 'Would however not base the selection 
of the men to develop India. on Indiani~ation. 

53,635. I am not discussing that now?-The Indian students are better 
than they were. 

53,636. They are better than they were because the teaching is better. 
Going round India we have heard a number of complaints about the quality 
of the students and fil() on; that was because the teaching was poor; it 
was not the quaHty of the student but the quality of the teacher that was 
at faultP-Yes, but the teaching of science is improving; the Indian 
Universities are gl'tting better 1""l'ry yl'ar. 
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53,637. Is the Indian Soience Congress a body like our British Associ&
tion?-Yes. 

53,688. Baa it a standing secretary and office?-We have two permanent 
secretaries, the President changes every year and the executive also 
changes; some members pass off every year and, dew men come on. 

53,639. About what number of persons attend the meeting of the Con
greeaP-About 1,200 to 1,500. 

53,MO. And, 88 in the case of the British Association, are many of 
them members of the general publio or are they all directly intel'ested 
in science teaching and researchP-In places like Bombay and Calcutta 
a certain number of the public are interested, but for the most part the 
members are from the colleges, the universities, the experimental stations 
and 80 forth. -

53,641. Bi". JamB' Macke'Ml(l: You know that the system of organisation 
which prevails in India. varies through the Provinces: in some Provinces 
division is made by crops; that is what we call crop specialisation, and 
in other Provinces the Province is divided up into the charges of Deputy 
DirectorsP-Yes. 

53,642. Which do you think is the better way?--I should say both 
were bad. The difficulty about organising research on the basis of the 
crop is that the man will just look at that particuiar crop and will 
not study the crop with reference to the rural economy. In this way he 
may miss the real problem altogether. I have just come across that point 
in cotton. Almost everybOdy who is working on cotton in the Provinces 
is trying to evolve by plant.-breeding methods a new cotton with either 
a longer staple or a bigger yield. The real cotton problems in my opinion 
on the black soils are something quite different, but they have not been 
noticed by any of these men because they have been too intent on the 
cotron plant. This is eme of the great dangers of limitation. One is so 
apt to miss the real problem. With regard to the system of putting a 
Deputy Director in a district and expecting him to do research in addition 
to his other work, I consider this an impossibility. If he is to study the 
country, the people and all the conditions, he will have no time for research. 
If he attempts both he will do both badly. 

;33,64.3. Then who is to do the workP-What work? 
53,644. Of crop improvementP-I Should make that a branch of research; 

I should divide agricultural research into two groups: crops and animals; 
that is the natural di-I"ision so far aa one can divide. 

53,645. What is the difference between a crop researcher and a crop 
specialist ?-I would not limit a man to one crop in the narrow sense of 
the term. The worst of these terms is that they involve a limited area 
into which the problems do not fit. I have heen -working on wheat; 
if I had rigorously followed the organisation of the Agricultural Depart
ment, I should never have seen an acre of my wheats grown by the 
cultivator in India. At the time I -brought out these wheats the standard 
of work on the provincial farms was low. According to the organisation, 
I ought to have sent my 'Wheats to these provincial farms for testing; I 
did, and they all reported they were no use, largely because they had 
not then brought the technique in testing varieties to the stage it haa 
now reached. I therefore want to see plenty of latitude for research in 
Inaia, because one never klWWS where the organisation is going to impede 
progress. 

53,646. Then, what was the method by which you did get your wheats 
adopted ?-I gave -a lecture at an exhibition. A manager of the Court 
of Wards brought all 'his cultivators to the exhibition who tried these 
wheats. They spread all over that estate, and afterwards over the Province 
in which it was situated. 
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53,647. The Chairman: Is not the organisation of the Central Cotton 
Committee based on the crop as the appropriate areaP-That was the 
idea at first; I got the Committee to alter its opimon on that question. 
For illBtance, when the Indore.scheme was first discussed, some members of 
the Committee wanted me to give an undertaking that I would only work 
on cotton; I refused, because I considered cotton should he con.sidered, 
not as an isolated crop, but with reference to the conditions under which 
it is grown. 

53,648. Associate it with agriculture in rotation and so onP-Yes, rota
tions, rural economy and everything. 

53,649. Sir James Maokenna: Is there any difficulty in the crop specialist 
'fitting in his work in this way too; supposing you have a specialist working 
on rice, cannot he look at the thing from the same point of view as you 
did, as a plant :breederP-Yes, he could, but you must be very careful 
that your organisation permits him to do so. 

53,650. Do you think it would be· diifficult in a Province P-Yes, there. 
are difficulties, because the moment you 'begin to divide a subject up into 
compartments, one man may want to extend his boundaries, and then 
there is trouble. 

53,651. Had you much experience of teaching at Pusa in the .botamcal 
section P-In what sense P 

53,652. Post-graduate teachingP-Yes, I had a certain number tf 
students, not as many as I have now; I have eight at present at Indore. 

53,653. Of course, when you were at Pusa the standard ofhiological 
training at the Universities 'Was not particularly developed, was itP-No, 
it was not developed as much as it is now; neither did we have the same 
class of man coming into science in those days. We are getting a very 
much better type of Indian coming in now. 

53,654. You say that, as the result of all your experienoeP-Yes. 
53,655. A better type.is coming into scienceP-Yes, better men in every 

way, better educated; and then, of course, we select our men; people who 
come to Indore for post-graduate training have generally got an M.8e. 
degree or something of that kind ill the University. 

53,656. Professor Gangulee: Could you tell the Commission the composi
tion of the governing ·body of the Inqore Institute of Plant Industry P
Yes; the President is the Agent of the Governor-General in Central India. 
We have three representatives of the Cotton Committee, three representa
tives of the States, and the Director of the Institute is the secretary of 
the Governing Body. 

53,657. Is the entire internal administration chiefly entrusted to this 
body or have you a comm,ittee of managementP-No, that is only a Board 
of Governors; there are many things that come up for discussion; they are 
settled by the Governors, and the Director carries out what is settled. 

53,658. So that the general administration is entrusted solely in your 
hands?-Exactly. 

53,659. From where is the finance of the institute derivedP-The capital 
Will! given by the Cotton Committee; we get a lakh of rupees a year from the 
Cotton Committee; I get about Rs.30,OOO from the States. 

53,660. From the Central AgenoiesP-There are. a lot of other States 
coming in llOW i two came in just 88 I left India and others are coming in. 
Some Rajputana States are coming in i one has come in already. Then we 
have the income from the land, the proceeds of tlhe sales of produce go into 
revenue. 

53,661. Anything from the Government of IndiaP-Nothing .. 
53,662. You are chiefly concerned, I understand, with cotton problemsP

Yes, cotton in the wide sense of cotton production: not in the plant-breeding 
sense . 

.liT A. Howard. 
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53,663. Who frames your research ~hemes P Have you any ad hoc com
mittees to go into the di1ferent aspecta of cotton productionP-Do you mean 
with regard to India generally, the whole of the work of the Cotton Com-
mittee Or my own P 0 

53,664. In your Institute, you say you attack the cotton problem in all its 
bearings!'-Yes. Are you speaking about Indore or about cotton? 0 • 

63,66.5. Indore. I have got from 0 you your Governing Body and your 
finance; now I am coming to your actual work. I want to know !how you 
frame your research scheme; how do you proceed in planning your researches 
on various problems arising out of cotton production ?-I read everything 
I could on the subject of Indian cotton; I then drew upo a programme whIoh 
1I'as submitted to the Cotton Committee. As new 0 aspects arise I deal with 
them in my annual reporta. 

53,666. You submit the scheme to the Cotton CominitteeP-Yes. 
53,667. And suggest that a certain Province, say, Madras, ought to go 

into this or that question relating to cotton production?-No; I say nothing 
",bout Madras; I only deal with my own Institute. , , 

53,668. Who allocates the research work?-As regards the scheme of 
research for cotton for India as a whole,. our research su1H:ommittee does 
that. We have drawn up a scheme of cotton research for the whole of India, 
which has been printed. 

53,669. What is the relationship of your central institution, that is, the 
Indore Institution, with the institutes supported by the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee ?-Tohey do not support any, except the Technological 
Institute in Bombay; the Committee give grants to the Provinces, but the 
only research institutes that they have are at Matunga and Indore. 

53,670. You give grants to Cawnpore and Madras and some of the station's!' 
-Yes. 

53,671. How do you keep in touch with the work that is going on in these 
different sub-stations?-We Ihave a very strong research sub-committee of 
the Cotton Committee, which deals with all questions of research and all 
questions of training. 

53,672. So that your sub-committee is what we call a oo-ordinating and 
directing agency?-No, we do not co-ordinate; we do not attempt such ~a 
thing. 
- 53,673. How do you develop the team work between, aay, the United 
Provinces sub-station and your central stationP,-We do not; we do not 
work that way. We do not attempt to 'coerce a Province or coerce a man. 
n a man comes forward to the Cotton Committee and wanta a grant of, 
liay, R.l.20,OOOfor BOme particular purpose, he puts forward his proposals; 
we consider them and we then grant or do not grant that money, according 
to the merits of the case. Wlhen we have-given the money, say, for a period 
of five years, we let the investigation alone. We should look very carefully 
into thl! work at the end of :five years; if it were a failure we should not 
give any more money; but while the investigation is in progress we let the 
investigator alone. 

53,674'0 Let me get it quite clear from you. Take a specific problem like 
eotton wilt; with regard to that problem do you say: "Madras ought to do 
that work" or "Bombay ought to do that work" P..,...supposing we did, 
supposing we said: "Bombay shall do that work" or " Madras shall do that 
work," in my opinion it would be a wrong way of looking at the question. 
As a matter of fact, we should not do such a thing. If they lIad a man 
at Bombay who could do such work, and if he came forward, we should ask 
bim to,undertake the task" ht we should not ask a Province. ;U there is 
110 man, we leave the Province alone. 

53,675. Cotton wilt is a problemP-Yes. 
53,676. Haw would you tackle this question from your institute ?-How 

would I do it personally P 
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53,677. No, 'how would you allocate this work in your research scheme?
Yes, it is a problem in certain cases. We have got a man working on it as a 
matter of fact. , . 

53,678. Where P-In the Central. Provinces. 
53,679. Working in any other sub-stationP-No, he is a Government mall. 

He asked for a grant because he wanted to work on cotton wilt, and we gave 
him a grant. It is one of those cases where money has been given to a Pro
vince, and we are waiting to see what they will do. They send in reports 
occasionally; once a year a man is expected to send in a report, more for 
information than anything else. 

53,680. You are in touch with that work?-We are very much in touch 
with them, but not in the sense of interference; we do not interfere; we dlo) 
not even suggest. If a worker in the Province cares to come to me, as they 
often do, and ask my opinion about a certain thing, that is done priva£ely, 
but there are no papers about it. 

53,681. Do you think there is a great scope for cotton improvement in 
India by hybridisation P Up till now I tnink the work has been confined to 
selection ?-Yes, unquestionably there is; but I should say with regard to the 
cotton problem in India, the plant breeding side is not the side to deal with 
in the first instance. Plant breeding should come later, in my opinion. 
There are many other things which have to be put right before we can plant
breed with effect. 

53,682. Is there any specific problem you have in view with regard to 
cotton production in India that you want to emphasiseP-No, I think" we can 
leave such matters to the Cotton Committee) which is now working out ita 
own salvation in this respect. 

53,683. Sir Henry Lawrence: In what period of time?-I should say that 
in another five years the Cotton Committee will have got its schemes very 
well forward, and we shall have results which will affect trade. 

53,684. Professor Gangulee: On page 186 you say: "Some attention 
should also be given to increasing the social amenities for young Indians at 
Pusa and in breaking down the barriers to free intercourse which now exist 
there." What is the nature of those barriers P-The difficulty is this: it 
turns on what I consider is the wrong organisation; Pus a works too much in 
compartments. A club for Indians and Europeans was in existence at one 
period which was rather useful in bringing the men together from the 
various sections. It is now no longer in existence. 

53,685. There is no organisation in Pusa to bring about free intercourse 
among workersP-No. Many Indiana who came to Pusa for research work 
often brought their problems to me for suggestions; and ont of this the 
mixed club partly arose. 

53,686. You further suggest that the need for sending so many young 
Indians abroad will be removed. Do you think it j,s desirable to remove that 
necessity of sending our young men abroad ?-There are a good many people 
in India, as you know) who cannot afford to send their sons abroad without 
great sacrifices. 

53,687. You would not accept it as a principleP-I think a country ought 
to train its own people as far as it can. That does not mean that none 
should go abroad", I should improve the training facilities in India itself as 
far aB possible. 

58,688. To obtain a supply of your ideal investigators, do you not think it 
is necessary to send our young investigators abroad to get a wider outlook P 
-At the pNl6ent moment my ideal investigators in rare cases only would be 
Indians. I should get the best men for research I could find. If the Indians 
came up to the standard, then I would recruit them, not otherwise. I should 
not place recruitment for research on a political basis. 

53,689. I was not referring to' immediate recruitment; you misunderstand 
me. I suggested that in order to get your ideal investigator it would be 
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necessary to send Indian workers out into the wider world to get experi
enceP-It is difficult to answer that question, because it depend!! on the man; 
he may learn all he wants to know in India. 

53,690. But, as a principle, do you think it is necessary for any investi
gator to come into contact with the scientilic atmosphere abroadP-¥es, 
there is nothing to prevent him travelling in other parts of the world; but 
my point is that a lot of Indians are sent to Europe at the present time for 
training which could be given a better training in India. You must not 
read into what I have said something which is not there. I do not wish to 
exclude Indians from going abroad at all; but there are many who cannot 
afford it, and it is desirable that they should be trained in agricultural 
matters in India as far as is possible. 

53,691. Jir. Calverl: In your Presidential Address you say: "1t by no 
means follows that the new kinds require more from the soil, and that their 
cultivation w"ill be followed by a loss of permanent fertility. The improve
ment is closely similar to that obtained by replacing an inefficient machine 
by one which is better designed to do the same work." I took that state
ment round India, and I found that the general opinion was that the new 
and increased outturn which they were obtaining as the result of the work 
being done, was actually resulting in taking more from the soil, and that 
more plant food would have to be replaced if agricultural improvement was 
not to come to a dead stop. To what extent does this question of applying 
more and more plant food limit the prospects of agriculture ?-I should say 
it limits it more than anything else; it is one of the things that we are up 
against in cotton: increasing the amount of organic matter and improving 
the condition of the soil. I am paying more attention to these matters at 
the moment than to the breeding of !lew cottons. 

53,692. In India, of course, we have special difficulties in this manure 
questionP-Yes. If ever you come my way, I will show you (I) how we are 
working up all plants and plant residues into manure, and (2) the effect of 
this on the crop. We are applying, and successfully applying, Ohinese 
methods to Indian agriculture. The Chinese discovered empirically one of 
the greatest principles of agriculture, namely, that the growth of a crop con
sists in two things: (a) the preparation of the materials for the crop which 
must be done outside the field, and (b) the growth of the crop. One of the 
weaknesses of Indian agriculture is the attempt to make the soil do both 
at once. The consequence is that we have a lot of conflicting operations 
going on in the soil at once and the yield is diminished. 

53,.693. The residue of the crop, do you mean ?-The residues of all crops. 
Ohina and Japan have been doing this successfully for centuries. In this 
respect a great improvement is possible in India. Did you get any experi
me'ntal results on that question of improved varieties exhausting the soil? 
In cotton, for instance, it is only cotton fibre (cellulose) that is removed. 

53,694. When your wheats yield more to the acre, does not that mean that 
you have to put back more plant food on that acre P-No, because in the 
Punjab, for example, and particularly on the Frontier, it is more than 
likely that the local varieties take more out of the soil than higher yielding 
varieties. The difference, however, is in the straw, not in the grain. 

53,695. Professor Gangulee: Is not the root system of the plant of import. 
ance in this connectionP-Yes, that is one thing. But if it is a fact that 
improved varieties do take more out of the soil, it is a question which could 
be very ea,sily proved. We have, so far, had no definite figureS or anything 
more than an idea that that is 80, and certainly from the experience I have 
had I should say it does not hold good. In fact, it might be that an im
proved variety will take less out, because it ripens well within the growth 
period. Further, the amount of material that is removed by the orop is 
infinitesimal compared with what is already ill the soil. 
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53,696. So that, really, your prospects for agricultural improvement are 
not necessarily limited by this difficult manure question ?-No. I think the 
manure question and the general soil factors are the real problem before us 
in cotton; nothi!lg else matters in comparison with tbat. Drainage is 
immensely important;· We are losing thous-ands of tons of nitrates every year 
in India by de-nitrification because our surface drainage is not good enough. 
In fact, I shoul4 say one of the greatest openings for engineering ability in 
India is the scientific development of surface drainage. The whole of the 
Peninsula requires studying by the civil engineer from the point of view of 
drainage. What is being done in Italy should be begun in India. . 

53,697. 7'he Chairman: In thinking over the crops that mighli possibly 
come under some such organisation as the Cotton Committee, did you include 
tobaoco in your survey?-I have worked on tobacco, and have considered 
this question. The indigenous trade in tobacco is far· more important tban 
the export trade. In general the conditions in tobacco do not at all resemble 
those in cotton where Bombay is the main trading centre for cotton. 

53,698. That is the place where you can tap the funds?-Yes, at Bombay 
we have the funds, the meeting ground, the trade and everything to do with 
cotton. In the case of tobacco, the internal trade is far more important than 
the export. 

53,699. Do you take the view that tobacco may be a crop of increasing 
importance in India?-That depends on whether we can sell quality. We 
can produce high quality tobacco in India if we take sufficient trouble, but 
the question is: will the trade really pay the cultivator enough for quality P 
They pay a little. In the past the varieties grown and the trade are based 
on coarse high yielding varieties for internal use. 

53,700. Can quality be grown sufficiently cheaply to compete in the quality 
market?-Yea, in certain areas: in Madras and in parts of Bengal. 

53,701. So that you do think there is a possibility of extensionP-Yes; it is' 
a matter for the future. The quality problem arose after the cigarette com
panies began work; the cultivators complained that they were not paid 
enough for the trouble they took to get the extra quality . 
. 53 702. If you could extend the quality crops sufficiently to justify and to 
fina~ce the organisation, it might be worth while considering itP-It is one 
of the problems before us, but what wi~ happen I should n~t .l~ke to say .. 

53,703. Sir Ganga Bam: Have you Investigated the po.sslblilty of growmg 
rye on inferiM soils in India P-The European rye P 

53704. YesP-Yes, I have grown it at Pusa. 
53; 705. On inferior or good soil P-On good soil. , 
53,706. Does it give an equally good yield as wheatP-I never took it to 

that stage. 

'(The witness u,ithdrew.) 

The Commission then adjou.rned till 10.30 a.m. on Friday, the 17th June. 
1927. 

Mr. A. Howa,·d. 
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Sir GILBERT WALKER, C.S.I., M.A., Sc.D., F.R.S., Professor 
of Meteorology, Imperial College of Science and Technology. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 4.-ADlIIIN1STlI.ATION.-(C) (~v) During the years 1903 (June) to 
1924 (June) of my service in India, I do not remember any request for 
information from those responsible for agriculture Which was not, provided 
by the meteorological department. Buch requests were limited, as far as 
my memory sel'ves, ., questions regarding the climates of particular areas 
where special crops were under consideration. 

QUESTION 19.-FoBBSTS.-{C) The questions of the effect of forests on 
rainfall and of deforestation on soil erosion were very carefully examined 

'by the Government of India in the Department of Revenue and Agriculture 
about the year 1906. Full reports were ()bta.ined from all the'local govern
ments as well as from the scientific departments concerned;' and1i.he con
clusions were embodied in a final statement. 

There was no satisfactory evidence that cutting down of forests had de
creased rainiiall, but it wss clear that serious soil-erosion had resulted. 

GBnBrat Statement. 

In reply to the wish of the G>mmission to have my views as to the 
,assistance which meteorology in India can render agriculture, I would like 
to say at the outset that I have no specialist; knowledge of agriC'Ulture, 
and that any remarks of mine can'only be regarded·as suggestions. 

My instincll is that the study of 18. crop inrolves ex:amination of its life 
history, and physiology; and, as a part of these, the physicli of the soil. 
These may be studied directly, but a certain IIIIllOllllt J>f light may pre
sumably be thrown on them by knowledge of the effects of seasonal Vfa.riationll 
'of ra.infall, temperature and humidity. Such work as thwt of Mr. Hooker 
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on the English crops would perhaps be of value and could presumably be 
carried out fairly rapidly with the data in existence. A beginning 'Was 
made by Mr. J4cob with rainfall, and I attempted to find the effect of 
other factors on other crops from time to time so 'as to stimulate the 
agricultural woo·kers. One or two studies were sketched in my address at 
the Science Congress at Lahore and one or two others were embodied in 
notes on the files of the Department of Revenue and Agriculture at Simla. 
The data of crops then available were scarcely adequate for dra.'Wing re
liable conclusions and my work had therefore no final value. 

'The question whether work on the relations between weather and crops 
should be conducted by the Meteorological or the Agricultural Department 
seems to me of fundamental importance; land to all such questions, I hold 
that there is but one reply. If materials of a subject A are required for 
study of a subject B it is the department of B which is responsible, aa 
it is they alone who possess the knowledge requisite for >the control of the 
work. The duty of the department of A is to provide all the materials 
required, and if necessary to discuss with department B the mode in 
which these dab. shall be obtained; but they are not to direct the policy, 
provide the funds or do the work. 

To illustrate this principle, I would point out that weather data have 
importance on the opening and shutting of canal outlets, on the incidence 
of disease, and on financial operatiGIls, as well as on crops. But I do 
.not consider it advisable that the Meteorological Department should take 
over work now carried on by the Department~ of Public Works, of Sanita.
tion and of Finanee--the last in as far as budget operations depend on 
the past and the coming IIl()nsoons. -

If I may be permitted a further remark regarding statistical methods, 
it would be that there is nothing very difficult in the ordina.ry processes 
employed; and mere knowledge of them no more qualifies a man for 
research on plant physiology than would knowledge of the rule of three. 
At Rothamsted, for example, an agricultural researoh station where serious 
statistical work is required, they have lately appointed to, their staff a 
statistician with a view to his working as an agricultural specialist not as 
a mere mathematician. 

Oral Evidence. 

53,707. :J.'lIe Ohairman: Sir Gilbert Walker, you are Professor )Ieteoro
logy in the Imperial College of Science and Technology?-Yes. 

53,708. You have been good enough to provide us with a note of the 
-evidence that you wish to give; would you like to add anything to that 
at this stageP-I do not think so; I think my attitude is rather negative. 

53,709. Your views are made very pI aim on the face of the statement. 
It ibas been suggested to the Commisaion that there is available, at Simla, 
a, large mass of statistical and meteorological data which might be worked 
up and from which might emerge conclusions of much practical value if 
a sufficiently large staff were provided to do the work. Could you give us 
any views on that particular point?-My impression is that there is ample 
starfi' there for any task that is given the Meteorological Department to 
do in the way of legitimate co-operation;' that is to say, that supposing 
you ask the Meteorological Department to undertake all kinds of inquiries 
into unknown regions, then it is impossible to sa.y what staff would be 
needed for the purpose; but supposing you say to the Meteorological 
Department: "We want to know what was the rainfall in a particular 
district at a particular time," then, unless things have altered much sinc& 
I ,was in India, there is ample staff. 

Sir GilbtTt Wall.er. 
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53,710. It is only when tne principles governing the allocation of the 
work as between department and department are broached that further 
ataff might be required; is that your view?-Absolutely; though, of course, 
I have no right to ppeak for my successors; I feel it is rather a difficult 
question for me to answer. 

53,711. I am sure it is; you speak of the times when you were there?
I speak of the times when I was there. I had then a staff of something 
like twenty men occupied entirely ~n handling statistics, and when I wanted 
them to do any statistical work they did it and there was no difficulty 
about getting it done. We have improved methods lately in London and 
we can now do statistical processes in about a tenth of the time that it 
took when I was in India. If you are given series of values of two 
qUllllltities and you want to work out the relationships between them and 
pep. whether one u,ffectsthe other positively or negatively, the way you 
do it is to work out what is called a correlation coefficient. It took in 
India two clerks an hour to work out one coefficient; I now have an 
assistant in Kensington who does that in one minute with a machine. 
If conditions are as they were when I was in India, there is in my view 
ample staff for any mere provision of data. 

53,712. Mr. Calvert: That is assuming you have the data and know what 
data :vou want to employ?-Yes. 

53,713. But if you are asked when the next serious drought is likely to 
ooeur in India, you would not know where to search for the datn.?-That is 
another question; we have not the necessary knowledge; that is a question 
wbieh could not be replied to anywhere in the world. 

53,714. The Chairman: As to the value of long range forecasts, has your 
science reached a stage at which it is possible to forecast weather, sufficiently 
far ahead, with a degree of accuracy which will make it possible for the 
cultiV'8tor to adapt himself to what is to come?-Othershere will be 
a.ble to corrf'ct me if I am overstating the situation: my view is that if 
you ask us for forecastS every year, we clllllnot help the ordinary cultivator, 
but if you ask us to do what I think is the proper thing now, merely to 
express a guarded opinion of a general nature when conditions are very 
strongly ma.rked in one direction or another, in other words, to issue 
warnings rather than regular forecasts, then I think we shall be right 
four times out of five, or say three times out of four, at any rate. 

53,715. M". Noyce: WhlIIt is the difference between a warning and a 
forecast?-I was thinking about daily forecasts; we issue a forecast every 
day as to what the day is likely to do, but we only warn people on abnormal 
occasions; my impre&Sion is that in half the years of serious drought we 
should issue a forecast which might be useful to anybody interested in 
rainfall over Provinces. I should not wish ordinary cultivators to use it 
until its reliability had been proved by experience. 

53,716. The Chairman: Is that as regards long range forecastingi'-Yes, 
I mean a forecast issued about the beginning of June for the monsoon 
period. Whether that is of any value to Government is a matter on which 
I have no opi.nion to offer. I think myself that at present we certainly 
should not be justified in expecting people to make use of the indications 
we give more than one year in six or eight. I do not think it. would 
be fair to say that seasonal forecasting has as yet reached the stage at 
""hich we could expect Government to take much action upon it. 

53,717. Is it, in your view, a hopeful direction for research?-Yes, 
undoubtedly. I have been working at the subject for years and I am 
working at it now; but my impression is that we have reaped a good deal 
of what will come from the methods hitherto employed; that is to say 
t.hat the obvious thing to do is to ascertain how wea.ther in India is affected 
by weather in other parts of the world during the previous 'six months or 
rear. We have taken a number of stations scattered over the earth and 
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worked out the rela,tionships of those with' India,n weather.· The con
sequences of those relationships have been ascertained and they have led 
to a definite amount of knowledge regarding the influences affecting the 
Indian monsoon. 'I do not suppose that during the next 10 years there 
will he anything revolutionary gained i'n that direction; I think the most 
hopeful direction in which to look is that of upper air conditions which, 
at present, are 'largely unknown; and little reliance can be based on 
inferences made from a period of less than twenty years. In other words, 
we have, as you know, an ocean of ail;' extending to a great height; we 
know pretty well what has happened on the ground, but we know extra
ordinarily little about what has happened !high up. 

53,718. Professor Gang'UZee: Do you think measurements of the characters 
of the upper air are necessary for making reliable weather forecastsP-Yes, 
I do. One of the outstanding features of upper air which we found after 
two or three yellirs is that, at the height of something like five miles, there 
are very strong westerly winds in the cold weather and comparatively feeble 
ones during the rest of the year. It was an obvious plan when looking for 
information to find out whether these upper strong winds were developing 
earlier and stronger than usullil, and natural to expect that if they were, 
then winter conditions would be strongly marked and there would be good 
raine. I suggested that to Mr. Field and it turned out at once that there 
was a relationship of that kind. It has worked out hitherto in an amazingly 
successful fashion; I hope it will continue to work as well as it has done. 

53,719. Do you think measurement of the oharacters of the upper air 
would involve the provision of more equipment than you have at the 
present time at Simla P-For that particular thing, no; but then that is 
merely the first thing we learned, and it seems to me we should be foolish 
if we did not look at half a dozen other things in expectation that we 
should get something from them; for example, the humidity up above. 
It. is am obvious thing to measure from time to time !how deep the monsoon 
is; and I believe that is not yet a matter of routine. 

53,720. Is the information obtained by the Germans and the Dutch avail
able to the Government of IndiaP-Yes. 

53,721. Is your Meteorological Department in touch with the various 
stations in the EastP-Yes, to the extent that we get their pUblications; 
but the expedition of Germany to Central Africa was only that of one 
year. 

53,,722. Is the Jacob's method of working out correlation coefficients a 
sound oneP-It can scarcely be called his method; like the rule of three 
it is a standard process which !had been known long before he touched it. 

53,723. Do you think he ·had sufficient agricultural data to work out the 
correlation coefficients that he d'idP-What he did was mainly to work out 
the extent to which rainfalJ affected the area under cultivation, as far 
as I remember; for that particular process I suppose the data were 
adequate. 

53,724. You say that th~ data of crops, available at the present time, 
are scarcely adequate; what is your opinion as to the quality and type of 
agricultural statistics that we obtain now in India for correlating them 
with meteorological factors P-I am not competent to express an opinion; 
all I kmow is that,' in the little bits of work I did from time to time in 
relation to jute amd other crops, it was rather difficult to find what had 
been grown in a particular Province owing to ignorance of the shifting 
of products from one place to another. I got the impression that it was 
not very easily available, but, as I am not in the Agricultural Department, 
I feel I have .no right whatever to express an opinion. 

53,725. I am not really referring, now, to the inadequacy of data; I am 
asking your opinion as to the quality of dataP-I have no opinion on that. 

Sir Gilbert Wa.lker. 
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53,726. Sir Henry LaIC1'ence: Did your investigations touch the snowfall 
in the HimalayasP-Yes. 

53,727. Do you think it will be possible, in the future, to forecast the 
period in which the snows will melt and what volume of water will come 
down the rivers in consequence?-That is a difficult question because it 
depends 80 IlWgely on the amount of sunshine and the amount of cloud 
there is. 

53,728. But the actual deposits of snow vary from year to year, do they 
notP-Yes; that is merely one, of course, of about half a dozen things 
that control the monsoon. 

53,729. I am not thinking' so muoh of the monsoon as of the floods down 
the rivers Indus, Ganges and so forth. Have you given any attention to 
forecasting, in any degree, the date on which the floods will come or 
the extent they will reachP-No. 

53,730. Would that be a proper function of a Meteorological Depart
mentP-I think so, but it would be very difficult. You can form an 
impression, I think, in December of the amount of snow that is likely to 
fall in the forecasts that are made now, but we have not hitherto attempted, 
in the least, to form an opinion as to the date at which the floods will 
come down. 

53,731. Of course, the maximum height to which those floods reach depe_nd~ 
on the combination of rainfall with the melted snows?-Yes. 

53,732. That is, it is affooted by the subject of a meteorological forecast?
Yes. 

53,733. All these rises of the rivers depend on the amount of melted snow? 
-Yes. 

53,734. And that again depends on the deposit of snow in the previou: 
season P-Quite. 

53,735. Has any attempt yet ,heen made to forecast the extent to which 
the melted snow will come downP-No. 

53,736. Do you think it would be possible?-I "hould postpone it for 
another 25 years, certainly. . 

53,737. Then it is not a matter of practical politics?-I do not think 
80 at all, now. 

53,738. I was thinking at the moment particularly of the recent disastrous 
1Ioods in the Missisipi and wondering whether your department could pos
sibly foretell such floodsP-I do not think so. 

53,739. SiT Thoma, Middleton: Were they foretold by the American 
meteorologisteP-Not months ahead; of course they knew a week or two 
ahead. I got the impression when I was over there that when a given 
quantity of rain has fallen in a catchment area they know the extent: 
in teet upon the height of the river a distance further down, sometime& 
ten days or a fortnight ahead, when the distance is great, but only a 
few days if the distamce is small. When I 'Was in America one of the 
rivers was in flood, and they told the people some days ahead what might 
he expected. 

53,740. How far ahead did they forecast the rainfall which caused the 
1IoodP-Not very far, perhaps 24 hours. 

53,741. SiT HeMY La'll1Tence: So 'far as similar 1Ioods of the Indus might 
occur, it might be possible lor your department now to foretell it a week 
ahead; you would know that rain had fallen in the PunjahP-On -that 
.matter I hold very strongly that it is the work of the Irrigation Depart
ment or of the Public Works Department to work out the time intervals; 
I do not call such work meteorology. All the time I was in India question~ 
of this type were arising. 

53,742. Is there any arrangement between the Meteorological Depart 
ment and the Irrigation Department on that. point?-No. 

53,743. Should there -heP-Yes, certainly. 
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53,744. Can'that be brought a'bout?-I should say so. 
53,~45. By what meansP-It is not for me to speak on administrative 

questIOns, but I should suggest an expression of opinion, an annual con
ference or something of that kind between the two departments ()OIIl

carned. 
53,746. And some discussion between the head of the Meteorological De 

partment, the head of the Irrigation Department and the Government of 
IndiaP-Yes. 

53,747. That anticipates that there should ,be a head of the Irrigatior 
Department in the Gover!!lllent of India, but that is outside your 600pef 
-I am doubtful. For instance, with regard to the Punjab rivers, the 
head of the Punjab Public Works Department could presumably depute 
one or two officers to meet one' or two of ours and talk the thing over 
from time tci time. . 

53,748. That of oonrse is possible, but so far it has not .been done?
Nothing whatever has been done. The Pwblic Works Department were 
always friendly, but no conference was ever called. I definitely regard 
hydrology as the work of the Public Works Department; we know nothing 
about the depth of the rivers, the volume or any other details. 

53,749. Sir Ganga Ram; I want to repeat to you the suggestion I put 
to Mr. Field in Simla, that a 24 hours' forecaet is of no value to agricul
ture; he said he oould give it three months ahead, provided this staff was 
given to him. Do you agree with thatP-I should not have made that 
statement. 

He said if the staff were given to him he oould give a long ramge warn~ 
ing of something like three months. 

The Ohai?'ma",,; I think it will be necessary to read in detail what Mr. 
Field said to appreciate precisely his evidence; you are not quoting his 
words, Sir Ganga Ram P 

53,750. Sir Ganya Ram; No, I remember this was the answer, but 
1 should like to refresh my memory again 0'Il that point. It is a very 
important point because, from the agriculturist's point of view, a 24 
hours' forecast is no good to the zamindarP-I think we should have to 
wait many yeara before such a forecast could be made. 

53,751. 'Was it not his meaning, in making that statement, to ask for a 
stuff to be located in other placesP-I have no right to interpret what 
Mr. Field meant. 

53,752. Slr Th.omas Middleton; I think the actual correlations which have 
been worked out in India. in connection with agriculture are those between 
rainfall, area and outtum P-Yes, and also area under cultivation. 

53,753. The" area sown and the outturnP-Yes. 
53,754. The first correlation with rainfall was the area sown and the 

second was the outturn I thinkP-I think so. 
53,755. The question arises whether your rainfall observations ar~ suffi

ciently numerous in any particular teh.siZ to enlllble a close oorrelatlOn to 
be worked out. The original difficulty is that one doubts whether'" the 
data are there to malte a close correlationP-If you h&d, say, 35 years for 
data, I think you could learn how the crops are affected by temperature 
and humidity and rainfall in a qualitative manner; personally I do not 
think you want more than that, but then I am not an agriculturist. I 
think you want to learn the controls of your crops; you do not want 
to say that on a certain date the price will be so and so. 

53,756. I should like to get your opinion on a specific point. The -:rop 
iln India on which we found most demands for forecasts .was the lute 
crop l is there any way by which one could tackle the jute outturn from a 
meteorological point of viewP-I made a little effort at tha,t, and it cer
tainly did not go very far; I got a oorrelation coefficient of something 
like '5, whioh has no vulue for practical purposes. Whether anything 

Sir Gilbe1't Wallee!'. 
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more could have been got with more data and greater skill and kmow
ledge than I had, of course I do not know. 

53,757. That is one specific crop for which, if we could establish definite 
forecasts based on good correlation data, it would 'be very valuable 'to 
the tradeP-Yes, but there again that is an illustration of the uselessness 
of a weather department working at crops. I may, in my ignorance, start 
correlating the crop of jute with weather conditions when the crop is 
out of the ground; such an arrangement would be most unsatisfactory. 

53,758. What would be necessary would be to esta'blish some crop weather 
station in the jute area and to conduct operaticlnS for a period of about 
30 yearsP-1 think there is quite enough information on the meteorological 
side. 

53,759. But 1 am thinking also of the growth. of jute?-Yes, on the agri
cultural side; I know nothing a'bout that; my insti.nct is that you would 
get a fair amount of data for 20 years, 'but 1 do not know how reliable 
it is regarding the jute. 

53,760. The Chairman: I think perhaps 1 ought to read out the question 
which Sir Ganga Ram put to Mr. Field and his answer. Sir Ganga Ram 
IIBked: "Did I understlldld correctly what you said to the Chairman. 
that you will he a,ble to say, in April, what kind of monsoon there is 
going tobeP-Yes, 1 think so, later; it is a matter of many years. There 
is no question in my mind that we shall be able to do it in 50 years' 
time, and the degree of help that we are given hy Governmemt in the 
meantime will determine how much that 50 years' period can be shortened." 
-I do not object to that; I think that is fairly reasonable. 

53,761. Sir Ganga HOlm: Do you agree with that?-Yes, I think so. 
53,762. Mr. Noyce: What work is Mr. Hooker doing on the English 

cropsP-..I do not kmow that he is doing any now. 
53,763. I conoluded from your IlDte that there was some definite work 

of which you were able to give us particularsP-Yes, that is work which 
was done fifteen or twenty years ago. 

53,764. What was its characterP-That was the relations of the amount 
of various crops with the weather conditions of temperature and rainfall 
during previous seasons. 

53,765. Sir Thomas Middleton: In the Eastern Counties?-I have for
gotten that. He shows, for example, that tJhe conditions of rainfall ill 
the previo1l8 autumn were very important for wheat and for other crops; 
temperature was important at different periods. . 

Sir ThomQ8 Middleton: The lirst paper was in 1907 and the second 
in 1922-23. 

53,766. Mr. Noyce.: What were the other factors, the effect of which 
you tried to 'Work out? You mention, in your note, that you attempted 
to lind the effect of other factors on other crops from time to time; what 
sort of factors were those P-Rainfall, temperature and humidity; those 
are published, I think, in the addrees* of which I sent in & copy. I 
do not know whether you agree with me in the general impression I was 
trying to give about the value of seasonal forecasts~ 

Mr. Noyce: I do. 
53,767. Mr. Calvert: India has for about 25 years met with no serious 

widespread drought, and Sir Basil Blackett in his last Budget speeeh said 
that a bad monsoon was overdue. At the present stage of meteorological 
science, is there any prospect of e,-en giving a warning of a bad monsoon?-

• Not printed_ 
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Yes. But I do, not think it is correct to say that. during the past 25 years 
we have not had serious drought; the actual rainfall deficiency has been as 
great in two or three years as it ever has been since rainfall has been 
measnred. . . 

53,7,68. Mr. Yoyce: 1919 was one of tho96 years, was it, not?-1918 or 1919, 
I am not sure which it was. 

53,769. Mr. Oalvert: There was nothing involving very large famine relief 
worksP-I am quite certain there has 'been on! at 19a5t two occasions during 
the past 25 years, as big and widespread drnugh<t as any of 'Whioh definite 
records exist. 

53,770. Is it possible, in the present stage of meteorological science, even 
to assist the Finance Member in his BudgetP-No, for a reasonably reliable 
forecast cannot be made when the Budget is prepared. 

53,771. Sir Thomas Middleton: Have you any evidence of the existence of 
cycles in Indian meteoxologyP-Yes, I think we/have a great deal of evidence 
that there is nothing of value in them at all. 

53,772. The Ohairman: How far does history support the notion that a 
good Nile means a bad monsoon and vice versaP-It is completely false; the 
correlation between a good Nile and a good monsoon is about '5 and is 
positive. We could make quite a fair forecast of the Nile, and the conditions 
which produce a good Nile are very nearly the same as those which produce 
good rain in North-West India. . 

53,773. It is not a question of the Nile getting whrut would got to India if 
the Nile did not get itP-No. The N~le floods come hom the Atlantic Ocean; 
the humid currents cross in a north-easterly direction into Abyssinia; it is 
not the monsoon of the Indian Ocean that provides the Nile floods. That is 
an interesting phenomenon, as showing the world-wide character of the 
controls. 

53,774. I was taking an even .broader view; I thought the .Atlantic pro
vided, in SOIIll6 degree at any rate, the monsoon moisture P-I do lIDt'. ·think: 
it does. . 

(The witnes8 withdrew.) 

Mr. H. A. F. LINDSAY, C.I.E., C.B.E., I.C.S., Indian Trade 
Commissioner, London. 

NOTE OJ' EVIDENCE. 

The duties· of a Trade Commissioner are twofold. He acts, firstly, as a link 
between the Government he represents and bUlliness men; and secondly as 
a link between markets. His objective in these relationships is to stimulate 
the demand for the products of the country he represents. As Indian Trade 
Commissioner in London I am concerned with the markets for Indian goods 
in Europe and America, and my chief function is to introduce exporters in 
India to importers requiring goods such as India produces. As trade passes 
normally without the intervention of the Trade Commissioner, I find myself 
most frequently asked to assist in abnormal situations-for example, by the 
importer here who cannot get from India exactly what he requires or by 
the Indian exporter who has difficulty in selling his goods. In this way the 
natural course of my duties brings me (as a doctor is brought) into close 
oontact with symptoms of commercial ill-health. The disease may vary from 
mere ignorance of the right market or of trade practice to the more extreme 
cases in which markets or prices are missed becau96 the oommodity produced 
is not exactly the oommodity in demand. 

As a result of four years' experience as Indian Trade Commissioner, 
certain definite conclusions have forced themselves on my notice, which may 
• A detailed account of the wa:rk of the rndian Trade Commissioner will be 

found in his report Jor 1924-5 and 1925-6. 
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.be of interest to the Royal Oommi88ion on Agriculture on the marketing 

.aspects of their enquiry:-

(a) European and American markets in general are more critical 
of the quality and condition of the goods they buy, than they were 
before the war. 

(b) This is due partly to keener competition and the necessity of 
eliminating waste and reducing raw material costs and partly also to 
higher costs of labour and the neoessity of obviating unnecessary trouble 
and expense in ~anufacture. 

(c) In general, Indian goOds conform to these altered conditions, but 
in some instanoes they do not. 

(d) The particular instances I have in mind, and on which I am 
prepared to give evidence if required, are:-

Cotton. 
Jute. 
Hemp. 
Kapok (Tree Cotton). 

Tobacco. 
. Groundnuts. 
Hides and Skins. 
Lac. 

Rice 
Beans. 
Oilcake. 

(8) In regard to some of these, for example, jute, the dIfficulties 
experienced in foreign markets are very slight. In regard to others, as 
for example, cotton, great progress has already been made. Yet others, 
for example, hemp, would benefit considerably by the introduction 
of improved methods of cultivation and preparation in India. 

(I) The subject is important, for every producer must in his own 
interests study the demands for which he caters. The prices which India 
obtains for her exports, and thus the foreign credits against which 
she secures her imports, oould be increased ii greater care were 
exercised in the preparation of certain exports for foreign markets. 

The main factor in the situation, as viewed from European markets, 
appears to be the overwhelming need for still wider and better organisation 
of India's agricultural resources. It is true that immense progress has 
already been made, thanks chielly to the efforts of India's agricultural 
experts and the response evoked from zamindars .and cultivators alike. 
Further efforts are caned for, not merely in research, but also (and perhaps 
more particularly, from the commercial point of view) in demonstration. 
The kind of organization required is one which will fit in with existing 
market conditions and win make its inlluence felt on every link of the long 
chain which connects the primary produoer with the ultimate consumer. 

As a member both of the Imperial EcOnomic Oommittee and of the Empire 
Marketing Board, I have taken part in investigations of the United Kingdom 
markets for meat, kuit, dairy produce and oiIseeds and have assisted in 
schemes of publicity which help to make Empire produce better known in the 
United Kingdom. What emerges particularly from these enquiries is the 
fact that the vendor who secures top prices is invariably he who knows and 
can meet the exact requirements of the consumer. If we oompare the 
position of the Indian exporter with that of the overseas importer, we find 
that the latter is in a strong position. He can insist on contracts which 
stipulate for exactly what he requires and which penalise failure to comply. 
In some trades, clailnB for fa.ilure to a.ttain a given standa.rd are the rule 
rather than the exception. The Indian exporter is forced to quote a 
price which covers this risk, and in his turn to pay to the local or upcountry 
dealer a price which leaves himself a sufficient margin to meet any subsequent 
claims. India thus loses twice over-first in missing the premium on good 
quality and secondly in paying a premium by way of insurance against 
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poosible claims. From this brief summary the following conclusions suggest 
themselves. 

I. The need, for an organisation in India which can negotiate on level 
terms with the overseas importer. 

II. It must 8ilso exercise a direct influenoe for the improvement of up
country methods of production and preparation for market. 

I'll. It must fit in with existing market conditions in India. 
IV. It should preferably be an organisation by commodities or by 

closely allied groups of commodities; that is to say, by groups similarly 
produced and liable to export under similar contracts. 

I do not wish to give the impression that India's difficulties in the 
markets of Europe ,and America are unique. Dominion produoers and 
shippers find themselves similarly handicapped-indeed their difficulties 
are even greater because the goods they handle are chiefly perishables. The 
Dominion solutions of their difficulties are many and varied. Canada 
has formed its wheat pools, New Zealand its Control Boards, Australia its 
Producers' Organisations. These may all be described roughly as attempts 
to ensure uniformity of grading and economy of handling in the home 
country and, in some cases, by means of agents abroad to reach out as far 
as possible toward the oversea consumer, obviating unnecessary transfers of 
ownership. Those organisations are most successful which are most careful 
to set their own house in order and to provide for good quality, condition 
and packing before pushing into foreign markets. I understand for example 
that the Irish State has introduced stringent regulations penalising careless 
grading in their egg trl!-de with the United Kingdom and that their agents 
here watch all consignments and report any infringements that come to 
their Jiotioe. 

I do not quote Dominion example as one which India should necessarily 
follow. The need for organisation is the same in both cases, but the types
of organisation will not necessarily be identical. AB a matter of fact, India 
has developed her own type in the Indian Central Cotton ~mmittee which 
has already done so much to improve the quality and reputation of Indian 
cotton. In the attached note dated 16th March, 1926, I have sketched the 
outlines of a scheme, which includes suggestions for raising the necessary 
finance. 

l\fEMORA.."IDUM BY MR. H. A. F. LINDSAY, C.I.E., I.O.S. (INDIAN TRADE' 

OoMMISSIONER). 

The communique which was published by the India Offioe on the 20tb 
January, 1926, summarises the terms of reference on whioh the Royal Com
mission on Agriculture in India will be asked to report. They cover a. very 
wide field. I have come into close contact with agricultural work for some 
yelll"B past in India, both at meetings of the Board of Agriculture, and alsC) 
from the commercial point of view when I was in charge of the Commercial 
Intelligence Deplll"tment at Oa-lcutta. I have also'studied the whole question 
from a somewhat different angle, nRJllely, that of the London market. The 
following suggestions are offered as a result of experience gained chiefly on 
theoommercial side. It is important that this side of Indian agricultural 
problems should not be lost sight of. 

The inquiry seems to fall naturally into four closely defined stages:
(a) Research. 
(b) Demonstration. 
(c) Marketing. 
(d) Finance. 

Mr. H. A. F. Li11dsay. 
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To take these in order:-
(0) Be8MuA.-This term covers a, very wide field. There is not only the 

question of plant breeding and the selection. of the fittest type; but also the 
investigation of soils, the use of manures and the reform of \agricultural 
methods generally, from Bowing to hlllI'vesting. A good deal has already 
been done, particnlarly in regard to the best.-known crops, such as cotton, 
jute, lugarcane, rice, wheat, and other staple commodities. But there can, 
of course, never be an end ·to research. Not only must every possible avenue 
of improvement. be tried out, with a preference to those which offer the 'best 
chance of success, but also there must be the machinery to deal with n,eJW 

problems as they arise. 
In this connection, I should like to draw \attention to the attached state

ment (Appendix 1*), which compares the relative areas nnder different crops 
in India in 1903-04, 1913-14 and 1923-24. It will be seen that out of 243 
million acres cultivated in 1923-24, 197 million were under food-grains and 
14 million under oil-seeds. This lea~ a balance of only 32 million under 
cotton, jute, sugarcane, tea, tobacco and other crops. A. good! deal has yet 
to be done for the inferior food-grains, such as pulses, millets, &c., which 
account for 951 million acres out of the total cultivated area. 

(/I) Demonstrotion.-This raises an important problem which will face the 
new Commission. Reaea.rch can be carried to a considerable degree of pro
ficiency in proportion to the staff and funds available. The difficulty. is to 
ensure the application of the results by the Indian cultivator. Here is, of 
course, the weakest and at the sams time most vital spot in the' whole agri
cultural system. To perfect research but not to apply it is like mainta.illling 
a perfect engine in perfect running order,but omitting the driving hand 
which connects it with the machine. And, after all, the machine and its 
output is the main object in view, to which the engine is, or should be, purely 
subservient. Demonstration and agricultural education generally have been 
the subject of special inquiries from time to time, e.g., a special Committee 
on Agricultural Education wihioh sat lIOIIIle years ago at Simla; see also dis
cussions at the Board of Agriculture meetings of 1916, 1917 and 1919. 

(c) Marketing.-This raises two important questions; firstly that of bulk 
storage for the prevellftioD. of waste, a.nd secondly the prevention of adultera.
tion a.nd mixing. The, former question was discussed at the Board of Agp
culture meeting of 1919. I should like to add that Mlr. A. V. Alexa.nder, 
M.P., who gave evidelnce recently on behalf of the Co~perative iWholesale 
Sooiety, before the Imperial' Economic Committee, suggested bulkl storage of 
wheat in India to prevent waste. I understand that the Railway Depart
ment in India has this question under consideration. Adultera.tion is a 
subject which the Government of India have taken up from time to time. 
The India Office have copies of II(circular from the Department of Commerce 
and Industries to all Departments of Commerce, No. 9164, dated 8th August, 
1917, and connected correspondence; please eeo the official letter from Mr. 
Ley to the Revenues and Statistics DepartmeDlt of the India Office, No. 13905, 
dated 7th December, 1911 .. This is a very important matter, and will want 
careful investigation. 

(d) Finance.-Another importa.nt problem which, will face the Royal Com
mission will be that of making available the capital necessary for the intro
duction of improved agricultural methods. To a certain extent capital is 
available, but it is timid. With centuries of experience behind him, the 
cultivator has carried to the highest possible degree the art of making the 
most of the small capitaJ. at hi~ dispa!al. He is very largely in the hands of 
the moneylender, and social and dOODJestic drains on his slender resources 
leave him very little for the adoption of improved methods. He is a shrewd 
judge of what is fundamentally in his·own interests; and at the presont stage 
of education in India. is much quicker a.t pioking up neW' ideas .than he would 
have been 20 years ago. I have little doubt !that if the funds can be made 

* See page 805. 
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forthcooning, the best practical method of placing them at ths dlspo.sal of the 
individual cultivator will :be by means of CCH>pel'a.tive Societiles, and Rural 
Banks. 

The above is merely a. brief survey of the main 1ines o.f investigation which' 
the Royal Oommission will doubtless pursue. From ~ne's experience of -the 
commercial Po.int of view, one realises how serio.usly India is handicapped': 
both in internal and external markets, by defective methods of preparing 
crops for the market and in marketing science generally. India has enormous' 
re90urces and could do a great deal more with them than she does at present, 
Wlhwt she requires is chiefly orga:nisation and finance. , 

Let me take the financial side first. My chief point in preparing this note 
is to indicate how :funds can be found, adequate to the objects in view. The 
recommendations contained ill this note have alrealdy :been accepted by the 
Government of India in principle. In fact, what I suggest is really further 
progress o.n lines already in part approved and appLied by Government. 

My sugge.stion briefly is that a small export duty or cess should be imposed 
on agricultural produce exported from India. These exports amount in the, 
aggregate to very large quantities, and it would require only a small export 
cess to comllUl.nd a considerable annual revenue. This revenue, I suggest, 
should not be included in the official revenues of the Government of India. 
It should be collected by Government agency through Oollectors of Customs 
at the ports, and after collection should be organised as a fund for the im
provement of India's agriculture. That is to say, the funds required would' 
come from the industry and would be returned to the industry. 

Let me give :!irst one or two instances in which this method has already 
been applied with success. On application from the Indian Tea Association, 
the Government of India passed in 1903 an Act which provided for the 
collection by Customs authorities of a small export duty on Indian tea. The, 
proceeds o.f this duty a.re handed over to the Indian Tea Association and 
provide them with funds fo\' research, and for the maintenance o.f thei~ 
organisation generally. Only so recently as 1923, the Indian Cotton Cess 
Act was passed, providing for the collection of a. cess of 4 annas a. bale on 
all cotton produced in India. and either exported or consumed in:an Indian 
mill. The proceeds of this cess are handed o.ver to the Indian Cent.ral CotJton 
Committee for research work and also for the organisation of the cotton 
industry generally. I could quote similar a.nstances .from the indigo and lac 
indust.ries. 

AJiJ tea and O<Jtton are already provided for, there would be no nel3d to 
include them in the new scheme. Jute is in a peculiar position., for ib 
already pays an expOO't duty, the proceeds of which ue absorbed in Govern
ment revenues., But funds are necessary for further lI'esearch and demonstra
tion in jute CUltivation, and particularly in regard to the distri'bution of 
improved types of seed; this question became urgent only last yeu, when the 
Dundee and London Association promised funds to further official research. 
It seems only rensonable that Bonle definite propOl'Ftion of the l'levenue drawn 
by Government from the export of raw and manufactured jute should be 
handed back to the industry. Indigo. research was at 000 time- :!inanced in 
the same way, but I understand that the export cess is no Io.nger collected; 
it Wo.uld be for the industry to decide whethar: it was a suCQe8S and should 
be re-imposed. Ooffee, I understand, provides its own funds by collections 
from the planters, which a~'e applied for research purposes. It would 
probably simplify matters if a,n t'xport c.ess were imposed in place of the 
voluntary levy, and the proceeds handed ,back to the industry. 

RiCE! at present pays a small export duty. This industry is in rather a 
peculiar position, as India supplements from BurllUl. any shortage in her OWD 
requirements, and exports a.re chiefly made from Burma. It does Dot seem 
unreasonable that the cess at present imposed should be refunded for research 
purposes in India and Burma, even altho.ugh ,this mea,ns that the province 
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which finds the money will only be~fit partly illy the proceeds. On the other 
hand, Burma at present benefits by the investigations of the Indian Centra~. 
Cotton Ooonmittee, financed by exports from India and levies from Indian 
mills. 

I have attached &8 Appendix 2* to this note a schedule which summarises 
the different classes of agricultural produce exported from India; the avel'age 
prices obtained on export from the ports pre-war. and during t,he llU>t three· 
yeara for which statistics are available; the llimount of cess' suggested ill each 
case; and the total yield. It will be ljOen that this proposal would yield a 
revenue of no 1_ than Rs.1,63,00,000 per annum. In no case would the 
cess press at aU hardly on the industry concerned. 

Next with regard to organisation. It will be ~cessary to evolve some
organisation which would control the spending of this annual revenue. It 
would examine very carefully schemes of research and demonstration, a,ll<i

would also, 110 far as possible, finance Rural Banks and Co-oP;Orative Societies 
generally whioh arrange for. advances to individual cultivators for the use of. 
improved seed, manures and improved implements and a~icultural methods 
generally. ·The best way of proceeding would appear to ,be to create some
form of Agricultural Development Commission which would be oentral for 
the whole of India and would work through local committees. The' Central 
Commission would be organised on much the same lines as the Indian Central· 
Cotton Committee is at present, i.e., "it would contain representatives of 
provincial agricultural depllrlments; of local agricultural interests, of local 
trade interests and of Indian States. The local committees would represent 
local agricultural and trade interests under the control of the local Depart
ments of Agriculture: 

There is one further point. There are many complaints, ;both from internaL 
markets in India. and also from external markets, as to the condition ill 
which Indian agricultural p·roduce is marketed, with special reference to· 
adulteration and mixing. It is only those industries which al'e well organised' 
at present that are able to edfect the necessa;ry improvements. 

Tea is the outstanding example, and cotton will undoubtedly improve under' 
the direotion of the Indian Central Cotton Committee. A good deal of pro-· 
gr_ has been made in regard to wheat, where the London importers have 
been able to insist on an absolutely pure basis, whioh puts a premium on. 
clean wheat. Complaints have recently been made in regard to Indian hemp,. 
and there are many instances of adulteration in regard to oil-seeds, oil-eake,. 
&C. 

Hitherto, Government has told the trade that they must set their own· 
house in order, and the trade have repLied asking Government to legislate. 
Where Government can help the trade is by helping it to organise itself. It 
was ouly when a strong Wheat Trade Association was formed in Kar.achi that 
the London Association was able to negotiate a contract which gave Indian. 
wheat a cleaner basis and better terms in the London market. The local. 
committees proposed in terms of this scheme will be able to do much by' 
direct negotiations with London and other trade associations with a view to .. 
cleaner marketing and higher prices. 

Oral Evidence. 

53,775. The Chairman: Mr. Lindsay, you are Indian Trade Commissioner
in London, and I think you have also seen service in India?-Yes. 

53,776. What was the nature of that service in In~ia?-I went out in 
1905, and after a certain amount of district work I joined the Commerce· 
Department of the Government of India as Under-Secretary in 1912. I 
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have remaineq in the Commerce Department ever since as Director-General 
of Commercial Intelligence, Calcutta, and also at thE' headquarters of the 
Commerce Department. 

53,777. We have-your note of evidence; would you like to make any state
ment in addition to that at this stage ?-I do not think so, except the 
general statement that I .am, naturallly, particularly interested on the 
commercial side. 

53,778. You are ooncerned with exports from India to Europe and 
America P-That is right. -

53,779. Who is concerned with the import into India of goods from 
overseas P-The overseas authorities representing the countries from which 
the goods come; the principle is that every Trade Commissioner pushes his 
own exports. 

53,780. From the Indian point of view, what exactly is the function of 
the Director-General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics?-His func
tion is practically the same 118 mine; !he is looking after the overseas markets 
for Indian goods. 

53,781. He looks after the Indian aspect of the export trade and you look 
after the European and American?-Yes, and he also looks after other 
markets, such as the Far East, Africa and Australia; I do not touc!h those. 

53,782. Neither of you is concerned directly with the reciprocal trade into 
India P-No, we are not concerned with that. 

53,783. Is anybody directly concerned with that, other than the persons 
interested in promoting trade, either as officials or non-officials, in the 
various countries exporting to India ?--Of course, the various countriea 
exporting to India in many cases have their own representatives in India, 
and they are the people who look after the exports from their respective 
countries; America, Canada, as well as Great Britain have their own 
representatives in India. 

53,784. What oorrespondimts or representatives have you in European 
.countries other than Great Britain, and in America ?-I am a member of 
each of the British Chambers of Commerce at Antwerp, Paris, Milan, and 
I am in close touch with those in Ham-burg and Lyons. 

53,785. Mr. Noyce: Marseilles?-There is not a British Chamber at 
Marseilles; but, in addition to that, of course, His Majesty's Consuls-General 
everywhere on the Continent are prepared to give me information. The 
usual lines would be that an ordinary enquiry as to the standing of a 
Continental firm I should address to the British Chamber of Commerce; but 
if a particular report were called for on some line of trade for which I 
wanted to know the opening for Indian goods, I should in the ordinary 
course go to the commercial attache or other British Consular officer, 
through the Department of Overseas Trade. 

53,786. The Ohairman.: Do you find it possible for you, sitting in London, 
adequately to discharge your functions so far as they are concerned with 
the Continent of EuropeP-No, the arrangement is most inadequate; I 
suppose I do a hundredth part of the work that I ought to be doing on the 
Continent. I have participated in various fairs and exhibitions on the 
.continent as wid.ely 118 possible, but on a fairly small scale in each case, 
and I find from that that Indian goods are not as well known on the 
Continent as they ought to be, and it would not take very much pushing to 
make them better known. • 

53,787. At least, London is the commercial centre for much of the trade 
between India and the Continent, but in the case of America I take it it iR 
more difficult for ~u to discover exactly what might be done and is bein~ 
GoneP-Yes, that is quite true; my relations with America are even slighter 
than with the Continent. 

53,788. Do you think the volume of trade between India and Europe and 
hetween India and America, and the possibilities of expansion in both cases, 
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would justify the Indian Government in incurring heavier expenditure OD 

omploying a larger staff in this work?-Yes, I certainly think so. 
53,789. Do you think the return to merchants in India would be com

mensurable with the expenditure?-I have absolutely no doubt wthatever ou 
that score. One gets repeated evidence that Indian goods are not known, 
there as they ought to be. 

53,790. Have you made recommendations to the Government of Indilll 
through the High Commissioner to that effect P-I was asked for my opinion 
when I was Director-General of Commercial Intelligence in 191'8; I was' 
asked to put up full proposals with a list, in order of precedence, of the 
countries it seemed most advantageous to appoint 'Irade Commissioners in, 
But immediately after that came the retrenchment axe, and the result was 
that, far from any advance being made, my own staff was cut down. l: 
bad that scheme worked out, and I think it was approved by the Govern
ment of India prior to the retrenchment. 

53,791. Do you correspond, in any matters, direct with the Government 
of India in India, or is all your work done through thE! High Commissioner P 
-I correspond direct with the Commerce Department of the Government of 
India every week, and the High Commissioner of course either sees those 
letters or they are letters which I have discussed with him before I have 
written them. 

53,792. But, technically, the High Commissioner is responsible for the 
things which you do?-Yes. 

53,793. What is that scheme which you put up and which suffered death 
by the axe? What did it amount to in terms of men and money, roughly 
speaking ?-I did not get down to details of the pay suggested or the staff' 
snggested in each headquarters; I merely showed that the results would be' 
beneficial to Indian trade; I also made my recommendation of tlie particular 
markets, in order of precedence, where it would pay "most to establish men. 

53,794. Under existing conditions, do you mak43 use of the British 
Consular personnel?-Yes, I do, either' directly or through the Department 
of Overseas Trade. Mostly, I do it through the Department of Overseaa 
l'rade. 

53,795. To come down, in greater detail, to your organisation in London, 
is that adequate, so far as your work in London and in Great Britain is. 
cncerned ?-I cannot say it is; jojJ was very much retrenched as the result 
of the Inchcape Committee's recommendations. The stajf, when I took over 
charge in February, 1923, was, if I remember right, three assistants and 
12 clerks. It now consists of one assistant, a head clerk, two male clerks, 
one woman clerk and a shorthand typist. 

53,796. Do you concern yourself, at all, with the financing of Indian 
exports? Are you in touch, at all, with the City in the matter of financing 
the export hade ?--Questions of finance do not come my way; if I were 
asked, I should certainly do anything that I could to help. 

53,797. You are, in the main, in touch with the merchants?-Yes, and 
of course they do their own financing. 

53,798. What I was concerned to discover was tihis: Ihow far is it necessary 
for you to be provided with a subordinate in close touch with business 
houses and financing houses in the City of Lendon?-I think that is a side 
which is really beyond the Trade Commissioner's purview, the financial side. 

53,799. On the merchant side, are you properly equipped, so far as
personnel goes, for that work? Are you yourself,broadly speaking, familiar 
with the merchants interested in Indian goods?-Yes, I am personally 
familiar with the mer~hants and with their work. The difficulty that 1 
find is chiefly this,that it is very difficult to deal with the technical side
of all enquiries. The direction in which my staff really requires strengthen
ing is on the technical and expert side; the three assistants that I men
tioned, whom I had when I took over charge first were, first of all, a 
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Geological Survey officer who knew the London market for minerals well, 
the second .man was. a Customs assistant who knew the Indian Custom~ 
l'outine weH and. could answer all Customs enquiries, and the third was 
"an Indian assistant who assisted me in the general conduct of the work. 
That Indian assistant is with me now as Trade Publicity Officer and he is 
my only assistant. The direction in which I think the staff might usefully 
.be strengthened would be in ihaving, again, an officer of thEt Geological 
'Survey from India, and, if possible, an Agricultural Service officer; those 
xwo wou'!CI be the absolute minimum. 

53,800, Are you helped by merchants in this country to discover criticisms 
:and faults in Indian produce exported to this country, so that you may 
.convey the information to the Government of IndiaP-Yes, I receive a 
good many complaints in regard to the quality of Indian produce marketed 
'hel'e. 

53,801. It is not always possible to rely upon the self-interest of the 
merchant in a matter of that sort; he may be prepared to make his turn
.over on inferior Indian goodsP-Most distinctly. 

53,802. Is that a phase which is always before your mindP-Yes, it is 
illways there. Also one finds that the complaints increase rather as the 
market goes up; naturally, with any shortage there is an effort to expand 
-the existing crop, and the complaints tend to increase. 

53,803. The merchant is concerned with the volume of his turnover and 
-the margin of profit which he makes; he is not concerned with the excellence 
.of the goods or the price which the grower or the Indian merchant receives? 
-Yes; that is to say, he wants to increase the volume of the turnover and 
-takes his risk of claims. . 

53,804. Are you advised by any group of merchants or advisory committee 
,of persons interested in Indian produceP-No~ I have no recognised 
,advisory committee, but when any, particular question turns up I know 
.at once whom to ask for assistance, 

53,805. Have you ever considered the advisability of forming such an 
advisory committeeP-I remember the question was put to me when I was 
'Director-General of Commercial Intelligence in Calcutta, whether it would 
'1lot help me to have an advisory committee. I went into the thing very 
"thoroughly there, under conditions which correspond roughly to the con
.ditions in which I 'am working here in London. On the whole, I thought 
':it was wisest not to ask for the appointment of an advisory council. 

53,806. Do you still think that P-I still think that. There were several 
reasons. The first was that the questions that turn up in regard to even 
-one line of trade are singularly different and I cannot tie myself down 
-to the advice of anyone expert or anyone merchant on any particular 
'line of trade. . 

53,807. How far has it been possible to carry through a detailed sur..vey 
.of the position in regard to each commodity; the position in the markets 
of this country and of EuropeP-One does it as one goes along, so to speak. 
The Government of India asked me for a detailed survey of the hides and 
-skin trade and I sent them a very full report of that. Those commodities 
-that I mention in my note: cotton, jute, hemp, kapok, tobacco, groundnuts, 
hides and skins, lac, rice, beans and oilcake, I mention as examples that 
have come before me, into which I have had to go in some detail. 

53,808. It is in my mind that, in the ordinary course of your duties, you 
no doubt have come across defects that touch the pecuniary interest of the 
merchants with whom you correspond, but it is not so likely that you would 
come across defects which, 'Yithout prejudicing the merchants in this 
eountry, are in fact prejudicing the grower and the. merchant in IndiaP
I think one comes acroes both; I come across the latter chiefly from the 
manufacturer, the ultimate con8u~er in this country . 
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53,809'. You mentioned, a moment ago, that you have dealt with com
plaint..! and defects in various commodities exported from India to Europe
and America, and you give II> list in your note of evidence, including cotton, 
jute, hemp, tree cotton, tobacco and 80 on. We are hearing the Trade 
themselves in most of these kinds of produce; I do not know whether you 
would like', now, to give us an indication of the sort of complaints that. 
you have in regard to each of these P-I mentioned those specially because' 
they cover Buch a wide range; if you like I can take you in about twO' 
minutes through the whole of these and show you the salient points ill 
each. 

53,810. I think that would be very valuable P-Not that I can give you: 
any details of value, but just to show as instances. The complaints in 
regard to cotton are two-fold: firstly, the shortness of the staple, and 
secondly, the quality of the fibre; that is ,to say, the adherence of smaU 
bits of husk and 80 on which prevents smooth spinning. CoJllplaints with 
regard to jute are not frequent; they come during seasons when the jute 
crop is short, and they are always complaints of poor baling, poor material, 
and adulteration, sometimes, with a view to add to the weight. 

53,811. Professor GanguZee: ·Excess of moistureP-Excess of moisture too, 
yes. With regard to hemp, it is very largely a question of dust; that is to 
say, retting apparently in unclean water, and apparently the use of clay 
in the retting in order to weight the fibre and keep it under water. So 
that there is an instance in which, apparently, the cultivator is following 
a practice which ultimately militates against the price that he will get 
in the market. How that is to be got round I do not know. Kapok is a 
very interesting question; the Mercantile Marine Department of the Board 
of Trade do not accept Indian kapok for the manufacture of life-sa.ving 
appliances for JIlerchant vessels; the only kapok accepted is Dutch from 
the Dutch East Indies. The reason is that they sa,y they cannot be certain 
of the quality of the Indian kapok. 

53,812. What is the difference between the quality of that which we 
produce and of those which come from the DutchP-There is an inferior fibre 
grown in India which. tends to be mixed with kapok. It does not happen 
to grow in the Dutch' East Indies and therefore the Dutch East Indies 
kapok cannot help but be pure. . 

53,813. Sir James Mackenna: What is the extent of the import of 
kapokP-I could not say, off hand. 

53,814. It is not very great P-It is not very great, but I should think 
it is a trade which would expand. 

53,815. Sir Thomas Middleton: Is it mainly from BombayP-No, from 
both sides of India, chiefly Calcutta and Bombay. 

53,816. Is it entirely the Bombaz maZq,baricum or is it a JIlixture ?
Unfortunately, it is a mixture. 

53,817. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is the Bombaz betterP-I cannot" remember, 
at the moment, the name of the other fibre which is eaX"IY confused with , 
kapok and which has no buoyant qualities whatsoever. With regard to 
tobaooo, it is very largely a question not only of the qua "ty of the plant 
but also of the curing. \ It seems to me that the particular conditions on 
which the British duty IS based will have to. be studied rather more care:-" 
fully in India if peculiarities of the London market are to be overcome. 
With regard to groundnuts, the whole question is that of moistening before 
decortication; thll result of moistening is that the proportion of free fatty 
acids rises during the voyage. With the help of the Empire Marketing 
Board, I have instituted a survey in this country of two months' complete 
shipments to all' ports in Europe, including the. United Kingdom, in ord?r 
to ascertain what proportion of free fatty acids is traceable at present In 
the kernels.' I think that will be of use to the Agricultural Dspartment tn' 
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India to show, if one can possibly work it out in pounds, shillings and 
pence, what loss occurs through moistening before decortication. Hides 
.and skins is a very difficult trade, because it is not solely the hides result
,ing from the slaughterhouse which are exported from Ind'ia; there are a 
number of dead and rejected hides. There, it is a question, I should think, 
-of demonstration with a view to proper flaying. With regard to the lac 
industry, the trouble really is a shortage of the raw material; with the 
:tremendous increase in uses for electrical purposes, gra,mophone records, 
'varnishes and so on, the Indian crop is insufficient. The price is enormously 
high and synthetic substitutes are gaining ground every year. 

53,818. The Ohai,'man: How far are they gaining ground because of the 
,shortage and how far because of their inherent excellence as well as cheap
:ness ?-That is a very fair question. I should put it in this way, that, 
price for price, natura] shell ad would hold its own. The synthetic costs 
.about la. per lb., which is 1126. per cwt., and if natural shell&c could be 
got down to that price, which would give a very fair return to the producer 
in India, I think natural shellac would easily hold its own. The price 
-to-day is 230s. 

, 53,819. But when a natural product is threatened by a synthetid rival, 
'you have to be very careful how you recommend. the extension of the 
industry producing the natural product, do you notP-I do not tbink 
anything is going to bring down price except quantity. 

53,820. l','ofessol' Gangulee: Are there any complaints about, the quality 
-of shellac ?-Yes, tbere are complaints of adulteration with sand and sugar. 
A number of adulterants are used. With regard to rice, I had a very 
interesting statement tbe other day from the Haymarket Stores in London, 
pointing out t.hat rice as prepared in India for the London market _does 
not contain what they call the "germ." I do not know the technical side 
.()f this sufficiently to know exactly what that means, but apparently there 
is a great move on foot, on the part of various health societies, to provide 
-what I suppose you might call a whole meal rice. I have been trying for 
60me time to get a rice of that sort for the Haymarket Stores, and I have 
provided them with certainly three sets of samples, each of which has been 
turned down. I am going on trying, but there is a problem which is 
-entirely different from any of the others before us. 

53,821. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do the Stores assert that rice with germs 
is sold in any marketl'-Yes. 

53,822. Where ?~They get it from Siam. In fact, they came to me 
because they wanted a British rice. With regard to beans, there is the 
-old question of the prussic &cid contents in Rangoon beans. 'Vith regard 
to oilcalte there is the question of the presence of castor traces in oilcakes 
:to be fed to cattle . 

.33,823. l'1'o/essol' Gangulee: It is principally linseed, is it not P-Yes, 
,groundnut and linseed, I should think, are the two., 

53,824. The, Ohairman: Would you describe, quite shortly, the steps you 
take to bring these complaints, these alleged defects to the notice of the 
-Government of India and others in IndiaP-Yes, as I come across these I 
.report them to the Commerce Department and to the Commercial 
Intelligence Department of the Government of India. The Commerce 
Department asked me for a full report 011 hides and skins, kapok and 
tobacco, and I will give one on groundnuts as soon as this survey is 
.c'il1:! p l(lted. 

53,825. Sir Ganga Ham: Are your reports published by the Government 
of IndiaP-Summal'ies have appeared in the Indian Trade Journal. On 
-cotton, I communicate direct with' the Secretary to the Indian Oentral 
Cotton Com.mitt~. 
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53,826. The ChaW-man: Before we leave the question of your work in this 
country, Europe enll America, do you think it conceivable that any organisa
tion conducted from London could properly deal with the possibilities of tho 
American market?-No, I do not think it can very well. 

53,827. Is it your opinion that the present exten~ and possibilities of the 
American markets would justify an organisation such as yours being set 'up 
at some suitable centre in America ?-I certainly think so. For instance, the 
interest aroused at the various Indian exhibits in America, such as those at 
the Philadelphia Exhibition, are beginnings which ought to be followed up. 

53,828. 'I see, on page 209 of your note, that you are a member of the 
Imperial Economic Committee and also of the Empire Marketing Board. 
The OommillSion has been told by another witness that the Empire Market
ing Board would be in a pOBition, witliin the terms of its instructions, to 
make grants for certain purposes to institutions working in India.; is that 
soP-Yes, on the understanding that the enquiry and the results thereof will 
be of Imperial interest. 

53,829. Are there openings, do you think, within the conditions that you 
mention, for submillSions to the Board for grants P-I have already got one 
grant through the Board for the survey of the groundnuts position; that 
has been sanctioned and the survey is now being completed and is about. 
halfway through. The next one that I propose to put to the Board is the 
water hyacinth. I have got a memorandum from the Commercial Intelligence 
Department by last mail showing the pOBition of the water hyacinth plague 
in India, and I propose now to get into touch with the other Domimon 
offices and find out whether they would support me in a reference to the 
Empire Marketing Board. 

53,830. Proje88or Gangulee: What do you propose to do with this problem 
of the water hyacinth?-It is a question of research; whether it could be 
undertaken in Kew, or where, would be a matter for the Empire Marketing 
Board to decide; it might be referred to Trinidad; t do not know. 

53,831. The Chairman: What you want is the moneyP-We want the 
money for research. 

53,832. Sir Henry Lawrence: How is that a matter of Imperial import
ance P-It is affecting Canada also. 

53,833. AustraliaP-1 am not sure about Australia; I want to find that 
out; it certainl:v is in Canada. 

53,834. l'ro/essor Gangulee: Your research, I understand, will be directed 
to finding measures for the eradication of water hyacinth?-Yes. 

53,835. How much are you 'expecting from the Empire Marketing BQard'P 
-It may be something very small, if it is only a matter of research with 
existing laboratories and existing staff; but if they have to put special staff' 
on to this it might cost anything. 

53,836. Will the research be conducted here or in India P-That will have' 
to be decided according to the laboratories available, and so on. I think it. 
probably would be research into the possibilities of chemical destruction. 

53,837. The Chairman: Is the position with regard to the Empire Market
ing Board and its grants understood in India P-They are very good on thO' 
pUblicity side; they send out full information with regard to Board activities
to a list of over 100 newspapers which I have given them, and I think the_ 
PrOllS in India has given pretty wide publicity to those activities. 

53,838. For instance, do you think the research officers working under the 
Government of lndia, the provincial officers and their research officers, all 
know of the existence of the Empire ~arketing Board and the f.act that 
there is money waiting, provided the conditions are complied with, t.l gOo 
towards research in Indian subject&P-The Government of India certainly: 
know. 
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53,839. These things are not always as well known as might be supposed; 
;have you not 'notioed that P-I have noticed that, certainly; there is a pub
lic~tion just coming out now, by the Empire Marketing Board, which is 
gomg to be very , freely distributed throughout the Empire, showing their 
-activities. ' 

, 53,840.' Do you suggest that the principle of the Indian Central Cotton 
-Committee should be applied to other crops in IndiaP-Yes, I think 80. 

53,841. What crops are you thin'king of P-I Wa.'! thinking particularly of 
.rice and wheat; in fact, those crops which would contribute towards the 
,scheme. A list is given in the first note that I submitted. 

53,842. That is in your note which we have had before us for some time? 
~Pages 802 and 203. 

53,843. If this principle of the cess on agricultural produce exported from 
;India were to be applied and the resulting funds devoted to the improve
lment of agriculture generally in India, it would, I take it, involve stanaing 
,taxes, levied on one particular crop being spent on crops which made no con
tribution; is that soP-Yes. 

53,844. And, as crops are disposed to some extent geographically, it miglit 
'be that important districts receiving benefits would be making no contribu
.tion; do you think that is possible P-They would make a regular contribu
tion; I cannot think, off-hand, of any Province that would not be. 

53,845. I spoke of districtsP-I cannot think of any distriot which would 
,not be contributing something under this scheme. 

53,846. Mr. Oalvert: You mean to one or other of these P-It would be pro
ducing one or other of these crops. 

53,847. The Ohairman: And it is, broadly speaking, on that contention 
that you found the equity of the scheme P-I believe in a principle under 
-which the man who is going to benefit has got to pay up for the ultimate 
advantage he reaps. That 3,429,000 tons of food grains, for instance, oom
prise a very wide range indeed. 

53,848. Why do you prefer proposals for financing research in India by a 
.cess on produce exported rather than financing such researoh out of general 
revenues P-Because the grant from general revenues is always liable to 
revision at Budget time j this grant would not be. 

53,849. Do you think the principle of special taxation for partioular pur
poses is sound finance P-If you consider the scheme; it is really one under 
which Government does not tax so much as assists the industry to tax itself j 
for example, it woo the cotton industry which went to Government and asked 
Government to impose the cess, collect it and hand it over. I do not call 
that taxation. -

53,850. I suppose the function of the Chancellor of the Exchequer is only 
to show people how to tax themselves, but that does not seem to make his 
-efforts any more popular P-The Road Fund shows what he does with it 
afterwards. 

53,851. With regard to the list of products which you gave us, have you 
had no complaints about wheat P-I cannot remember any complaints about 
wheat. 
- 53,852. Have you any vieWs about the purity of the Indian wheat tnat 

comes into Great Britain P-I believe, on the whole, it is good. 
53,853. You do not think there is deliberate aduIt-eration by dirt and' dusi;? 

-I have had no complaint, anyway. It happens that I have not been thrown 
in close touch with the millers; but 1 think if they had had serious com
plaints they would have been in close touch with me. 

53,854. Sir Gam.ga Ram: What is the standard; when they speak of 
standard wheat' in India dces not it mean wheat adulterated with five per 
cent. barley, two per cent. mud and one per cent. of other thingsP Is that" 
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expreesion not known amongst the merchants here: "standard wheat" p
I cannot remember the exact terms of the contract, but I think it is a clean 
blLBis contract. 

53,855. Are you quite sure P-There may be certain allowances.' 
53,856. The Chairman: However, you tell the Commission that that is a 

erop with which you are not particularly familiar P-I have not been brought 
into specially close contact with the London market for wheat. 

53,857. Sir .Tames Mackenna: ;With regard to your suggestion of a' cess 
on crop!! exported, of a total of nearly 86 lakhs provided by food grains 
the qU8llltity of which is given as 3,534,000 tons, 2,800,000 tons would be 
Burma rice; which means that out of your total, of Rs.l,63,OO,OOO, Burma 
would probably be contributing from 65 to 70 lakhs. Do you think a 
proposal of this kind would be likely to be accepted by the Government 
of Burma with any enthusilLBmP-I had not contemplated that the whole 
of this Bum would, be pooled in one big organisation IIIlld· tl;ten handed out; 
I had contemplated that rice should form a special fund of its own, and 
wheat probably a special fund of its own, and that possibly the other crops, 
Jowar and bajra, might be pooled together. Then the oilseeds might be 
pooled together, hides and skins separately and so on. I think experience 
would have to show what sum was necessary in each ·case, and the actual 
amount of the cess would be varied accordingly. ' 

53,858. Have you considered the possibility of an acreage rate as opposed 
to the idea of an export oessP I am thinking of an acreage rate, on a 
minimum land revenue &SBeIiIlment below which you would not put the rate 
on; for instance, land paying one rupee of land revenue' would pay nothing, 
but land paying revenue abcive that would pay the rate proportionately 
on a sliding scale?-Yes; I considered that, but I think, on the whole, 
it would not be a sound basis for a scheme' of this sort .. I think .it is very 
important that the scheme should work by commodities, 80 that one would 
tend to assess the oess' payable in accordance with the requirements' of 
the industry concerned. You would not get that under a general land 
rate. . 

53,859. It would be too rigid ?-It would be too rigid. AlSo, of course, 
there is the question of whether that addition to the land rate co]1ld go 
into any general pool; each Province would know' it was contributing so 
much and would tend to ask for an equivalent return within itS own 
lloundaries. 

53,860. Do you think the principle of the' Cotton Oommittee would De 
applicable as eaSily to any of these other crops as it was in the case of 
cotton? In cotton you deal with a fixed unit which is the bale·; practically 
all cotton brought to a factory is liable, in addition to exported cottonP
I think it would be almost easier, because you would collect only at the 
point.of export. 

53,861. Whereas, with regard to cotton, you are collecting at bcithP
Yes. With regard to oiIseeds, for 'example, you would assess the cess 
at the point of export of your oilseeds,' oils and oilcake, and the funds 
would go back to various improvements in the crops for deJponstration with 
1& view to the utilisation of the oilcakefor manures. : . 
.. 53,862. But the difference is that in the case of cotton all cotton pays,' 
whereas in the caae of these other crops only the exported portion WQuid 
pay?-That is right. 

53,863. Professor Gangulee: You have stated that you pass OIl to the 
Director of Commercial Intelligence in India any complaints with regard 
to adulteration of Indian produce?~'P!:iat is right. 

53,864. Is there any attempt, do you know, in India to inform the pro
~ucer about the nature of these complaints?-Yes; the Director General 
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of Oommercial Intelligence passes on the information to the authorities 
concerned. For instance, with regard to hemp, to take that as an exampl& 
(I instance hemp because hemp has come into great prominence recently 
and I have been ,very closely into that question): I think, on the whole, 
hemp is an industry which, with care, could be greatly improved. The 
actual quality of the Indian fibre is, on the whole, good; it is 
the method of, preparation which damns it, if I may say so, on the 
London market. Now the information that I have given the Director 
General of Commercial Intelligence about hemp was passed on to the 
various agricultural departments concerned. 

53,865. Do you know what measures agricultural departments in India 
take to disseminate suoh information among the actual growers?-The reply 
that I got was that if the Trade wanted to protect itself it had only got 
to inBert a condition in its contract by which dirty or dusty hemp was 
penalised out of the London market. The agricultural departments replied 
that the London trade had its own remedies in its own hands. 

53,866. You refer to jute a.dulteration. I have never seen a single poster 
or a single lea.flet or any propaganda by the Director of Agriculture to 
inform 'lfue jute cultivators that such complaints arise at the trading 
centresP-I do not know what happens at that end; there has been nO' 
complaint since the crop was a heavy one. 

53,867. To whom, in India" do you refer inquiries relating to agricultural 
produce besides the Director of Commercial Intelligence?-He is my counter
part in Oalcutta and all information that I get likely to be of value to 
the producer in India goes to him; he is the man who disseminates it. 

53,868. You do not deal directly with the Directors of Agriculture ?-No, 
not with the Directors; sometimes I correspond direct with Pusa, and 
sometimes, for timbers, with Dehra Dun. 

53,869. The Ohairman: In cases where you do correspond with Pusa or 
Dehra Dun I suppose you would send a copy of the correspondence to the 
Director General of Oommercial Intelligence?-No, I think, on the whole, 
the tJhi'ngs that I correspond direct with Dehra Dun and Pusa about are 
matters which do not interest the Oommercial Intelligence Department: 
for instance, exhibits of particular classes of goods for the Imperial Institute 
here or anything like that. 

53,870. Profes"or Ganglllee: In March, 1926, you state in your report, 
the inventor of a patent process for baling of oilseeds was advised to 
communicRJte with the Agricultural Adviser, Pusa. Do you know what has 
been doone with thatP Has that been followed up?-That is the McIlwaine 
process; it has been known to the London market certainly for 10 or 15 
years. 

53,871. You transmitted the information to the Agricultural Adviser, 
Pusa, and you do not know what steps are being taken to test itP-I dO' 
not think I transmitted any; I advised him to communicate direct with 
Pusa, but I advised him first to get into touch with the London importing 
firms. 

53,8fl2. Similarly in Bengal, I see the Director of Agriculture was sent 
full particulars of a German process for the extraction of fibre; do you 
know whether that method was followed up, tested or experimented on p
I do not know; in many cases I put the authority in India in direct touch 
with the person from whom I got the information. 

53,873. I also notice that the Director of Commercial Intelligence was 
given sufficient information as to the improved methods of preparing hemp 
for the London market; do you know whut he has done with tha.t informa
tion P-He passed it on to the Directors of Agriculture, and the reply 
came back to me: If the London market wants to look after itself, it has 
the remedy in its own 11ands. 
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53,814. But you have not seen a.ny distinct cha.nge in the qua.lity since 
you reported this ma.tterP-No, absolutely no change, as far as I know. 

53,875. Do you think there is a prospect of bulk stora.ge of wheat in 
IndiaP-I ka.ve had no suggestions from the trade that it would be a good 
thing if that were introduced. I have not made any special inquiries at 
this end 811 to the advantages of a system of bulk storage. I have discussed 
the Oanadian system very closely with the Canadian experts, but I have 
never had any suggestion from the trade that it would be a good system 
to introduce in India. 

53,876. The Empire Marketing Board have prepared a memorandum on 
irrigation; do you know whether the Department of Irrigation in India 
took part in its preparationP-The Empire Marketing Board have prepared 
A questionnaire w·hich is going out to India; it has not actually gone out 
"et. 

53,877. Up till now, how much money have you received from the Empire 
Marketing Board for research on ground nuts ?-I obtained a grant for 
whatever sum might be necessary to cover that; for instance, the Govern
ment laboratory here had to employ a special assistant to analyse all 
!!amples. 

53,878. How much have you had already from the Empire Marketing 
Board for the investigation of oilseedsP-I cannot say; it is only half 
completed. 

53,879. Mr. Calve1·t: In discussing the question of the variation in prices 
for commodities according to their quality, have you worked out whether 
the effect of this range of prices reaches down to the cultivator; is it a 
sufficiently big range to affect the price which the cultivator getsP-To 
take aID example: prime dressed hemp will fetch £40 to £45 a ton in 
London; the ordinary undressed hemp will command a. very much lower 
price; I cannot say off hand what it would be; I should think it would 
be in the neighbourhood of £20, if as much. ,We have to fight the Russian 
bemp and the Italian hemp. 

53,880. Professor Ga'llgulee: Italian hemp is coming. into the market?
Italian hemp is in very good condition, but no better quality; the original 
quality of the fibre is no better than the Indian. 

53,881. Mr. Culvert: You have never tried to work out what the differ
ence per acre is on the range of prices?-No. 

53,882. It is merely a question as to how far it is worth our while to 
bring these matters to the notice of the cultiva.tors, or merely to the notice 
of the larger tradersP-I am thinking of it more from the point of view 
of India's export values. 

53,883. With regard to your proposed cess on exports, who, in your 
scheme, would pay that cessP-The cultivator. 

53,884. Do you think the cess would affect internal prices in India?
Not if it were moderate enough, and if you see the range of rates that 
I propose, such as three annas per cwt., I do not see how those could affect 
internal prices in India. 

53,885. Two annas per cwt. on a sixteen maunds crop, say in a Punjab 
colony, would work out at Re.l-B-O per acre, which is higher than the 
land revenue. Would you still levy a research cess equivalent to the land 
revenueP-They would get more than that back again. 

53,886. You think it would be justifiable to levy a high cess on certain 
people and not on othersP-The cess would operate practically as an addition 
to the costs of marketing, just as much as if you were to put two annas 
per cwt. on the total railway freight from the field to the port; it 1Dust 
be paid by the cultivator. . . 

53,887. The Fiscal Oommission, I think, adopted twelve per cent. as the 
proportion of wheat exported; if that is correct, then an acreage cess of 
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one-eighth of your sum would yield the same incomeP-1 do not quite follow 
that. ' 

58,888. They took a figure of the total produce of India, and fo~nd that" 
twelve per cent .. Wall exported in the case of wheat and five par cent. in_ 
the case of rice. I do not guarantee the .figures; they are the figures 
adopted by the Fiscal OommissionP-1 do not accept, for a moment, that. 
twelve per cent. of India's production of wheat is exported. Certainly. 
that is not so at the present time. 

58,889. That is the figure they gave; I took that as a figure found by 
a previous Commission. It Wall five per cent. in the case of rice. That 
would mean, in the case of rice, that an acreage cess of one-twentieth of 
your proposal would yield the same revenue, and in the case of wheat 
one-eighth wouldP-Yes, that is so. But you would not want the same. 
revenue in both clU!eS. 

58,890. Why notP-Because your problems are entirely different in th&' 
case of wheat from . what they are in the case of rice. 

53,891. I am assuming you want to get this sum you have fixed here: 
85 lakhs of rupeesP-This is only a general scheme showing how much you 
can obtain from a small cess on exports, but the actual amounts you 
require from each particular industry vary with the industry, and your 
assessment of the real rate would depend on your Budget estimate of what 
you require to spend on that particular industry. 

53,892. The Ohairman: Would you, in every case, devote the proceeds 
of the cess on a particular crop to the improvement of that crop and nothing 
elooP-Yes, on the sa·me lines as the Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

58,898. Mr. Oalvert: You do not fear an outcry that certain Provinoes 
would pay the whole of, say, an investigation on rice and other Provinceg 
which do not pay at all would get the benefitP-I think it has got to be. 
faced. 

58,894. Mr. Noyce: The acreage under rice in Burma is 14" per cent.· 
of the total acreage in India, and the exports are over 80 per cent.; so
that Burma with an acreage of about one-eighth would pay four-fifths of 
the sumP-Yes, I quite agree. 

58,895. Sir Henry Lawrence: In some recent debates in the Legislative
Assembly in Delhi, the statement was made by one side that the interest 
of the Indian agriculturist in the imports into India was limited to seven 
per cent. of the total. Do you know of any)nachinery existing in India 
which can either verify or refute that statement P-If it were put as a. 
special enquiry '\0 the Director of Statistics, I daresay he could work it 
out, but I do not know whether he 'Would have to employ a special agency 
to do so; I should think he probably would. I do not know of any existing 
agency which would give that information. 

53,896. Perhaps you noticed the statement made in the discussions on 
the ratio of the rupeeP-No, I have no~ noticed that. 

53,897. It was not disputed, it was not criticised in any way by the 
speakers on behalf of Government, and it seemed to be a fair inference that 
they did not know P-Yes. I do not know; I have never seen that calcula
tion made officially. 

58,898. It would be of some importance to know where the trade goes,. 
whether i'I; goes to the urban resident of India, to the agriculturist or to. 
the industrialistP-The Taxation Enquiry Committee did work out roughly 
what the cultivator paid in duties per annum, I think. _ 

58,899. But do -you not think there is any machinery which observes. 
regularly, from time to time, what are the channels of trade and. 
to what sections of the population the import trade goes P-I doubt if you
would find that machinery in any continental country; you might find it. 
in Germany. 
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53,900. Does the Department of Overseas Trade here give any attention 
to this particular problem? They have their representatives in India, but 
is it any part of their function to watch to what section of the population 

the trade is going?-Yes, of course they particularly watch demands; they 
would, for instance, watch very carefully the substitution of artificial silk 
goods for cotton goods. 

53,901. And have they got the staff and machinery for conducting such 
enquiries?-They have got their own Trade Commissioners in Bombay and 
Calcutta, and I daresay they have their own unofficial sources of enquiry. 

53,902. Do the Trade Commissioners maintain a staff ?-A small staff. 
53.903. Is that Overseas Department still in existenceP-Yes. 
53,904. It has not been recently retrenched?-It has been threl',j,ened, but 

not retrenched. 
53,905. And if it is retrenched, then this l1lachinery ceases to function p

I do not think so; I do not think the idea is absolutely to eliminate the 
department altogether; I think it is to re-amalgamate it with the Board of 
Trade. 

53,906. You are a member of the Empire Marketing Board and the 
Imperial Economic Committee; in that capacity are your functions still 
limited by your scope as Indian Trade Commissioner to observe and con
sider exports frol1l India only, or do you take on your colour from :vour 
surroundings and consider exports from the Empire into IndiaP-The real 
functions of the Imperial Economic Committee are to enoourage the sales 
of Empire produce in the London market. Now, it stands to reason that 
if I can help the Australian in an enquiry for marketing his dairy produce 
in London, I can count on his co-operation in my turn when we are con
sidering the question of tea. But the whole thing is the focussing on the 
London market, on the United Kingdom market. There is no/question of 
the outward drift of trade. The Empire Marketing Board have executive 
functions in two chief directions; research for Imperial benefit a.nd publicity 
which will make home and Empire produce more widely known. 

53,907, Recently there has been a discussion in IndIa as to the competition 
in regard to piece goods between Japan and Lancashire and Indian mills. 
Have you any information or any sourea of information as to whether the 
agriculturists in India derive their piece goods mainly from Japan or 
Lancasliire or Indian mills e-I have the import trade statistics published 
by the Government of India .. 

Mr. Noyce: In self-defence, I ought to say that you will find it all in the 
Tariff Board's report. 

Sir Henry Lawrence: Which was issued within the last few days? 
]fr. Noyce: Yes. 
53,908. Sir Henry Lawrence: That is precisely my point; there is a special 

investigation made by the most able officers in India, to ascertain this poi'!-t, 
but is there any machinery for carrying on the observation of such important 
channels of trade ?-That is entirely an Indian machinery, of course; that 
is not connected with the London market for Indian goods. 

53,909. I am asking you on your previous knowledge of machinery existing 
in India P-As Director General of Commercial Intelligence I had to go 
into questions like that, and I found that the best source of information in 
answering such questions was the trade itself. The trade itself ms always 
very willing to help me. 

53,910. And it is well-informed on the point?-It is its bread and butter. 
53,911. You mean they ought to be well-informed?-One had to choose 

one's expert to see that one got a person who was reliable and who had the 
. information. 

53,912. With regard to markets for agricultural products, do you consider 
that the higher grades of agricultural products in India find their consumers 

62739 R 
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chiefly among other agriculturists, or among urban and industrial sections 
of the population ?-That is to say, in the United Kingdom markets? 

53,913 .. No, in India; I am still going back to your previous experience 
rather than your. present position ?-The agricultural produce of the country, 
so far as food grains are concerned, is chiefly for local consumption, but 
whether it is chiefly for urban or rural consumption, which I think is your 
point, I have never gone into that question. 

53,914. Is there any officer or any machinery in India which keeps such 
a point of view before them ?-There is nobody specially deputed to maintain 
statistics of that sort, as far as I know. . 

53.915. Taking the population in India, broadly, as 300,000,000, 
60,000,000 of that would be urban and industrial, and if . you take the better 
class of agricultural products, spices or fruit or special varieties of scented 
rice, whatever that maybe, do the ryots who grow those things find their 
customers in the cities and in the better-to--do sections of the population, 
·amongst the industrialists and commercial popUlation, or amongst the 
ryots themselves ?-I am afraid that is beyond me; it is five years since 1 
left India. 

53,916. The external market for Indian products absorbs a comparatively 
small percentage of the total products of India P-Yes, I worked it out at 
one time, and I discovered that about one acre out of every eleven is devoted 
to export. That is a very rough estimate. 

53,917. So that the ilnternal market is about ten times as importanG 
as the external marketP-M08t certainly. 

53,918. The Fiscal Commission, a few years ago, found that while 
England was supplying higher grades of industrial goods, India might hope 
to supply the lower grades, and they advocated the encouragement and 
improvement of industries iIn India on that ground and with that view. 
Do you know of any machinery existing in India to discuss the progreSlS 
of Indian industrial effortP-I am afraid the Indian markets are rather 
beyond me; I am interested in the forei~ markets for Indian goods. 

53,919. I know you are now, but you were Director-General of Com
mercial Intelligence in India, and as such were you not concerned with 
Indian trade ilnternallyP-'-Yes, to a certain extent. There was a move· 
ment to divide the work of the Commercial Intelligence Department into 
two parts: the commercial and industrial sides. The 'bulk of the work 
of the department was connected with overseas markets. We worked in 
with the Directors of Industries, with regard to local markets; but in my 
time, I am talking about five years ago, the bulk of the work was ilIl 
connection with overseas markets. 

53,920. T,hen I will leave that. You spoke of the work of the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee; do you think that has been successfulP-l 
certainly think so. 

53,921. A. previous witness told us that its success was largely due to 
the work of the Bombay merchant princes on that Committee; do you accept 
that view?-I do not know that one can really allocate the responsibility; 
I remember that a number of members of the committee, whose advice and 
lIJ9Sistance were extraordinarily helpful, were not necessarily Bombay 
merchants. I can remember the Nagpur cotton mill o"mers, whose advice 
was very helpful. 

53,922. The unofficial co-operation was very important?-Very important. 
53,923. Do you look to obtain .similar unofficial co-operation in regard 

to these other committees, the creation of which you contemplate for rice 
and wheat and so forth?-Yes, certainly. 

53,924. You thilnk the men to do that kind of work would be obtainable 
in India P-I think so. 

53,925. Sir Ganaa Ram: Do you issue any 'bulletin for the guidance of 
people in India as to what things can be profitably exported ?-No; the 
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organ of the Department of Commercial Intelligence in Iindia is the Indian 
Trade Journal which is a weekly 'publication. 
53,~. But that does not give this information; I have sought for it, 

but It 16 nowh~re, to be found. Is there a bulletin to guide the people 
a8 to what thIngs can profitably 'be exported from India. I will giv~ 
you am instance: I observed, the other day, that there was a large export 
of blood from slaughter-houses from India to Germany of a substance 
which was later exported to India in the form of manure. I want to 
know whether there is any machinery in your departlDent to guide the 
people as to what things they can export and what things they cam employ 
for local industry?-I should think that would be the function of the 
Directors of Industries. 

53,927. Do you send any information to Directors of 'IndustriesP-The 
Commercial Intelligence Departmemt pass on, to the Directors of Indus
tries, information as to openings for the development of local industries. 
I can give you an example of that if you like; there is the question of 
the import of artificial butters, vegetable ,butters, into India from Holland 
and other parts of the Contilnent; the import, particularly from Bolland, 
has increased enormously during the last year or' two. 

53,928. I am speaking of stimulating export: do you issue any bulletin 
to guide the Industrial Department in tellmg the people what can be 
usefully or profitably exportedP-I was giving this example of oil seeds 
exported from India to the Continent, made into vegetable butters and 
re-exported to India. That information will have reached the Directors 
of Industries from the Commercial Intelligence Department in Calcutta. 

53,929. Will you kindly inquire from the merchams whether the ex
pression "Standard wheat" is used here as meaning pure wheat ?-I 
think you are going to get that evidence from the London merchants. 

53,930. The exporters in India quote to the cultivators the rate for 
standard wheat, which they regard as 'being wheat with eight per cent. 
of adulteration, five per cent. of. barley, two per cent. of mud, and ,so 
on. Will you kindly make inquiries whether that system is still in VOgUol 
or not. We should strongly object to that system being maiJntained in 
future in the interests of the growers, who always grow pure wheat; 
the adulteration being done by somebody else, though I do not know 
who it is ?-Yes, adulteration does not always take place in the hands 
of the cultivator, by any means. 

53,931. Do you arbitrate between merchants here who export or import 
and the Indian merchants, in case there is any repudiation of obligations 
on one part or the otherP-Yes. I am not in a position exactly to arbitrate, 
but I do bring pressure to bear on importers here who have tried to 
repudiate consignments from India or debts due to India; I try to bring 
pressure on them to make the necessary payments. 

53,932. Is it publicly known in India that any complaint they may have 
in regard to importers or exportens may be brought to your notice and 
will be officially adjudicated uponP-From the number of complaints I 
receive, I should thimk it is very well known. 

53,933. In IndiaP-I should hesitate to handle twice the amount of work 
I have at present. 

53,934. Have you pointed out the inconsistency of the state of thi~gB b.y 
which agricultural implements are admitted into India free, whIle,. If 
any firm starts making implements ion India, they have to buy raw mate~lal 
which has already paid dutyP-That, of course, is on the 'bo~er .h~e 
between development in India and export to India. I have got lllqU11"I';11 
of that sort; if I get an inquiry of that sort, I certainly follow It 
up. 

53,935. Have you ever visited the factories for the manufacture of t.he 
so-ealled vegetable ghi?-Here illl England? 
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53,936. In England, or Holland, or wherever it comes from P-Yes, I have 
visited a factory. 

53,937. It would be an advantage if you could certify that that ghi 
really does not consist of any things which are repugnant to the religious 
sentiment!! of Hindus or l\lahommedans?-I have .never come across that. 
, 53,938. About ten miles from here, there is a margarine factory in 
which they use beef grease and pig lard; I have seen it myself P-If I got 
a complaint from India, I should certainly go into it. • 

If you could certify that the margarine does not contaiJn such ingredients, 
it would 'be a great advantage to the trade and to the people? 

53,939. Sir Hervry Lawrence: These are imports into India, with which 
you are not concernedP-I am not primarily concerned with them, but 1 
amconcermed with the development of the indpstry in India; that is the 
only way in which I come into contact with it. 

53,940. Sir Gwnga .Ram: Do you publish any reliable reports with regard 
to American weather conditions, because that is of great interest in India 
in reference to cotton' IlIDd wheat. At present the weather conditions 
are reported wrongly by speculatorsP-I think the Meteorological Depart
ment in India probably makes its own ~~rangementsfor getting information; 
the Meteorological Department does, not rely QIU me. 

53,941. It 'Would help Indian trade if you published a reliable aoo authori
tative report as to the ~eather conditions in America, as to whether the 
cotton crop in America ~as likely to fail, or was in good' condition' and 
so onP-Yes, I do send out reports on that; I am repoI:ting at the present 
time on the condition of the cotton crop. , -

53,942. Is that published in the Trade JournaIP-'..'Whether it is or, not 
I, do not know; it goes to the Commercial Intelligence Department and. 
the Department of Oommerce. , 

53,943. Cam you. say to what extent the tariffs imposed within' the last 
four or five yean have benefited India? I mean. the Indian people; of 
course I know they have benefited the Indian Finance MemberP-Which 
tariffs do' you mean P 

53,944. Those on &ugar awl so on. For instalnce, has the high tariff 
on sugar decreased t':ie imports into India, because that was the object 
of that tariff P-That is not the side of it with which I am interested; 
1 am interested in Inc'ian exports, not in Indiam imports. 

53,945. But you are ponsidering the development of Indian trade; all 
I say is: Have these tariffs in any way benefited the Indiam people?
My interest is in the overseas markets for Indian goods. 

53,946. Sir ThoTfUbS Middleton.: You have just told Sir Ganga Ram that 
you have taken some inte;rest in the exports of vegetable butter and ghi. 
to India; is it the case that both margarine and ghi are exported, or is it 
margarine only which is exportedP-1 think it is called a vegetable butter, 
or vegetable lard; it is a margarine, but whether it is sold in India as an 
artificial ghi or not, I do not know. I should think it probably is. 

53,947. I want to know whether, when it reaches India, it is converted 
into a ghiP-It is sold for the same purpose, of course, as a cooking butter. 

53,948. You mentioned the great expansion of the trade, and it occurred 
t.o me that the trade could not be a big one unless it was converted into 
ghi P-I did not know that any further process took place in India; I 
rather doubt it; I should think it is shipped from Holland in the condition 
in which it is ultimatelY,'sold in India. 

53,949. Have you taken an interest in trying to develop the margarine 
industry in India itself P-That is exactly the point that I have taken up. 
I have been asked by the Minister for Agriculture in the Punjab whether 
I can obtain for him specifications of plant which will enable the whole 
of that industry to be developed in the Punjab. I am trying to get that 
plant now, and I find the greatest difficulty in getting it. 

Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay. 
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53.950. You made reference several times to the question of fibres, the 
quality of fibres, especially with reference to hemp. Are you in direct 
touch with the Board of Trade Committee on Empire Flax?-Yes. 

53,951. They have accumulated a great amount of information on these 
various fibres?-Yes. 

53,952. And as to persons who have patent processes, &c. ?-Yes, I am in 
touch with the Board of Trade over that. 

53,953. To what"extent has India benefited by the preference on Imperial 
tobacco? Have you followed the increase in imports since that preference 
was grantedP-You will find that in my Report on page 25. 

53,954. There has been, notably in the last year, a great increase in the 
total export' of leal, bu~ the cigar trade, which is the most valuable from 
the Indian point of view, is about stationary?-Yes, that is true. 

53,9515. That of £ourse is due to the method of assesssing the duty in 
this' country ?-The duty is too high and is assessed by weight .. 

53,956. lWhat is the duty on Indian leaf, manufactured into cigars, 
which arrives manufactured? I think it is somewhere about 14s. ?--,-Yes . 
. 53,957. The. general duty is 15s. 7d., while··that on Indian leaf I think 
is about 126.; there is a small preferettce?-yes. There is a 25 per cent. 
preference, . . 

53,958. Has the question of an'ad 1JUJlorem duty ever· been raised with a 
view to increasing the Iridian trade in cigars?-Yes, I raised that in a 
Repqrt whi.ch ~ ·submitted .to the GOvernment of India before the Imperial 
Economic Committee of 1923. ' 

53,959. What was the fate of it ?-That went in as one of the reports to 
the Committee, but I do not thinJs; it was taken up. I doubt if the 
manufacturers here would like it. 

53,960 .. We do not mind about the manufacturers here; we are thinking 
now of Indian tobaCco P-;From the point of view of India, it would be an 
excellent thing. 

53,961. 'I'he method has always been a duty· on weight, except during 
the War, when there was a surtax, I think, on an ad t'alorem basi~?_ 
Yes. 

53,962, If it is possible to impose an ad valorem duty during the War. 
it may be possible in peace time?-Yes. 

53,963. That is a point which I think we must follow up P-I should not 
think there would ·be much difficulty from the administrative point of view. 
I understand the manufacturers bere are averse to any such duty. 

53,964. That is to say, the British manufacturers of cigars are averse 
to it?-Yes. 

53,965. It is quite clear why they should beP-Yes. 
53,966. If you will look at the exports of Indian cigars to the United 

Kingdom and compare them with the exports to the Malay States, you 
will find that the Malay States, alone, purchase four times as many cigars as 
we do?-Yes. 

53,967. There is obviously a market in this country. which we are not 
securing, because of some impediments whiQh are being put on the cigar 
manufacturers of India?-Yes; I do not think it would require much 
reduction to make the Indian cigar popular here. 'I'he Indian cigar.is about 
4d. or 4!d. at present; there would be a demand for cigars at 2!d., which 
is a demand which the Indian cigar could very well meet. 

53,968. A comparatively small reduction would make a great difference 
in the demand, one would Buppose?-Yes, if you call a reduction from 4td· 
down to 21d. a small reduction. 

53,969. That is, of course, a very big roouctionP-It is practically half the 
existing duty. 
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53,970. The reduction will not come from -the half of the duty altogether;
tihe price of the cigar is made up of duty, cost of production, pZ'IU retailers' 
profiteP-Yes. 

53,971. 'fhe duty enters into the retailers' profits at tihis endP-Yes. 
53,972. With regard to your export cess, in reply -to the argument that 

Burma would be paying a disproportionate amount in regard to rice, you 
said in your preliminary note that Burma at present benefits from the 
investigations of the Indian Central Cotton Committee financed by exports 
from India and levied on Indian mills. But Burely, the Cotton Cess Act 
applies to Burma too, does it notP-Yes, but the amount of cotton grown 
there is comparatively small. -

53,973. It is comparatively small, but they export the whole of it, 
90,000 bales or so, and therefore they are paying -their proportionate share. 
Your note seems to imply that they pay nothing on cotton, but they are 
paying on the whole of their exports, and they cannot do more than that, 
can theyP-They are not paying on their exports to India. I suppose the 
Burma cotton, which is ultimately consumed in Indian mills, or exported 
from India, has to pay a duty .. 

53,974. I think the whole of their outturn is exported abroad. The 
Annual Statement of Seaborne Trade only refers to exports abroad, does it 
noH-It does not refer to ooastal-trade. 

53,975. lIhen practically the whole of their outturn goes- abroadP-I must 
admit that: that they are undoubtedly paying on their crop exported 

'-abroad. 
53,976. I am not quite clear about YOllr exad position: do you propose 

that the proceeds of your export cess should be administered by one general 
committee and not by a series of crop oommittees ?-It would be a central 
organisation divided up by commodities. You would have a sort of Develop
ment Commission in the centre, which would have a rice section, a wheat 
section, and so on, and they would have their corresponding committees 
in tlhe Provinces. -

53,977. Would you bring the Central Cotton Committee into thatP-No, 
I would leave it out. 

53,9i8. Why?-On the principle of leaving well alone. 
53,979. Do you think it would be possible to establish a satisfactory 

Jute CommitteeP You have had considerable experience from the inside 
of the jute industry as Director-General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Secretary to the Government of India; we have been told by several 
witnesses that there would be great difficulty in establishing a satisfactory 
Jute Committee, because the interests of the cultivators of the mills, and 
of the exporters are so conflicting : is that your view P-I should not have 
thought they were more conflicting than in the case of the cotton industry, 
where both the grower and the manufacturer are represented on the same 
committee. 

53,980. Yes, but the mills and the exporter are interested in getting a 
better type of cotton, while the idea seems to be that the jute exporters 
are not interested in getting 8, better type of jute; they do not really care 
much about the qualityP-But the Jute Associations have contributed 
towards Mr. Finlow's scheme for the distribution of better seed. Does not 
that show that they are interested in better qualityP 

53,981. Apparently not, because we have had some evidence that they are 
unable to distinguish the better jute in the crop; the representative of one 
of the big jute firms in Calcutta said they were unable to distinguish the 
improved jute in the cropP-I understood that Mr. Finlow's improved jute 
was very generally recommended by the jute mills, and that they were so 
anxious to get it that they have contributed towards this distribution 
scheme. I should hesitate very much before accepting evidence to the 
contrary. 

Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay. 
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53,982. From your knowledge of the jute trade, you think a Jute Com
mittee oould be satisfactorily workedP-I think it could. 

53,983. I think you will agree with me that, thanks to the personal 
contact Sir David Ohadwick established with the City, the Indian Trade 
Commissioner is now able to obtain the best expert advice on any subjeci 
that comes up ?-That is certainly 80. 

53,984. Do you consider it has been a great handicap to the Indian Trade 
Commissioner from the purely commercial point of view, which, after all, 
is the chief justification for his existence, that his office has been moved to 
Grogvenor Gardens from the City?-I think so, most distinctly; it has 
handicapped my work very much indeed. 

53,985. As so, I take it, has tJhe attendance on numerous committees? 
-Yes, that has taken up a good deal of my time. 

53,986. It makes it very desirable that assistance should be given so as 
to ensure that there shall be somebody always in office to answer commercial 
inquiriesP-That is true. 

53,987. I notice that you are on various oommittees connected with the 
Imperial Institute. Could you give us the exact position of India. in 
relation to the Imperial Institute nowP-The relationship is getting very 
much closer; that is to say, the various expert departments in India. are 
placing more and more inquiries with the Imperial Institute. r deal with 
those inquiries as a member of the various techl1ical committees before 
whom they come. 

53,988. Is India subscribing to the Imperial Institute at presentP-£1,200 
a year for the maintena,nce of the Institute, but nothing towards the Indian 
Gallery. 

53,989. Have you any suggestions as to the way in which the Imperial 
Institute could be made of more use to India ?-I think the Indian Gallery 
ought to contain a better show of' Indian goods. The teClhnical committees 
are doing excellent work at the Imperial Institute and are gradually 
becoming better and better known in India. Technical officers in Indi'a are 
coming more and more to place inquiries with the, Imperial Institute, 
particularly with regard to these industries in which the Institute is specially 
interested. 

53,990. Do any of those inquiries relate to matters dealing with Indian 
agriculture?-The Hemp Enquiry certainly does. I beg your pardon, the 
Hemp Enquiry did not come from India; the Hemp Enquiry was develoJ?6d 
on this side. An enquiry from the Director of Industries in the Pun~ab 
for an up-to-date 'Plant for crushing oil seeds, or extracting vegetable Oils, 
is being dealt witJh by the Imperial Institute. 

53,991. I see you are a member of the British Empire Producers Organisa
tion and of the Tobacco Committee. Are any Indian producers members 
of tJhat organisation?-No, they are importing merchants here, representing 
the producing firms in India. 

,53,992. India is connected with the organisationP-Yes, India is con
. neeted. 

53,993. Otherwise, there would be no justification for your belonging to 
it I presume?-I think it is important that India should be represented 
on the British Empire Producers Organisation. . 

53,994. M1·. Calvert: At the time of the late Exhibition, there was qUite 
a sharp demand here for the products of Indian village industries, sucli as 
lacquer work, toys, and small rugsP-Yes. 

53,995. The kind of thing that villagers can turn out?-Yes. 
53,996. Is there any hope for extension on those lines?-Yes, I think there 

is, by means of the cottage industry. I have had an inquiry from the Punjab 
as to the possibility of the de,'elopment of cottage industry with electrical 
power applied in the cottages. As a matter of fact, next week I am to meet 
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a representative of the Federation of British Industries to discuss tl;tat ques
tion and see what plant can be obtained which will be suitable. I certainly 
think that the market is very well worth developing. 

53,997. Is there- any hope at all for the development of handwoven silks? 
~Yes. I should, on the whole, prefer that this came from the Government 
Artware Institute in India. In fact, if those institutes had some method of 
stamping their 'own product, or those products which they themselves have 
passed, they would obtain a very much better sale in this country than they 
do. At present, there is nothing to distinguish them from the work wliich 
they have already rejected in India. They exercise a very valuable function 
in scrutinising and passing or rejecting cottage work. 

53,998. There used to be a considerable import" into this country, of 
wooden toys from Russia and Germany; do you think that trade could be 
captured by the Indian cottage worker?-Not as it stands at present; the 
Indian cottage worker would have to revise his methods considerably. I 
think he would have to specialise in mechanical toys, because the demand 
nowadays is largely for mechanical toys. 
~,999. Sir Thomas Middleton: Are you in touch with the Rural Industries 

Bureau ?-I sent a collection of their publications to the Minister for Agri
culture in the Punjab, because they included some very valuable reports 
which had a bearing on an enquiry which I had received. 

54,000. If you are enquiring into the toy market, I may say that tliey 
have a very good library dealing with the Continental position; you might 
find some useful information there?-Yes, I will remember that. 

54,001. The Chairman: In answer to a question put by Mr. Calvert, you 
spoke of the possible market for hand-woven silks. How far, in these days, 
is it true that cottage industries are capable of producing art silks, and 
materials of that nature, which cannot be produced on a factory loom?
They do produce, particularly in Bihar, silk products which obtain a very 
ready sale in this country.-

54,002. Is it not the tendency to-day for factory mills to expand, and 
expand their variety both as regards form and colour? The range of goods 
produced under factory conditions is growing much wider, is it not?-Yes, 
it is growing wider, and they are actually imitating the roughnesses of tbe 
'hand-woyen products. • 

54,003. They are making cottage industry wares in factoriesP-Yes. 
54,004. Deliberately imitating the attractive minor faults and rougb

nesses associated with handicraft P-Yes, that is so. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. E. SHEARER, Professor of Agriculture at the University 
of Edinburgh and Principal, Edinburgh and East of Scotland 
College of Agriculture. 

NOTE ON AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

'rhe last century has witnesst'd an enormous advance in scientific know
ledge, much of which has an intimate bearing on agriculture, while during 
the same period there has beell a growing consciousness that for various 
political, social and (lconomic reaRons agriculture occupies a position of 
peculiar importance in the national economy. Hence has resulted an almost 
universal fOl'mulation of policies which have in view the fullest exploitation 
of agricultural resources and the maintenance', on the land of the maximum 
population which it l!an support on a dne standard of comfort. With modern 
transport facilitie,;: the products of ~he soil find a world market and, midst 
(',-ery increasing competition, the nation which does not take full advantage 
of advance in knowledge must suffer' serious halllc1icap. It is only natural. 

Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay. 
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therefore, that lD the "arying measures adopted for the fUrtherance of 
Agriculture special prominence has been given to the development of agri
cultural educatioD. 

The initiative, in this respect, has COJIle in greater degree from those 
responsiLle for shaping agricultural and educational policy than from those 
actually engaged in the agricultural industry, who only slowly are beginning 
to recognise that traditional methods, epitomising the hardly bought wisdom 
and experience of the past, can derive substantial ·aid from modern science. 
In th'! East, progress in this direction has been, and is bound to be, much 
slower than in the West. General education is more imperfectly developed, 
the fcrce of tradition is, if anything, stronger and, amidst much excellent 
agricultural practice, there is less professional pride on the part of the 
agriculturist in the efficient management of his holding. Again, in the 
East, economic conditlOlls are generally such that the farmer maintains 
himself not much above subsistence level, and consequently can less afford 
to risk departure from existing practice. 

A complete system of agricultural education makes provision for instruc
tion at (1) elementary, (2) intermediate, and (3) higher stages. It is COD
venient to refer in the first place to higher agricultural education, some 
provision for which has been made frequently at an earlier date than for 
the other stages and which by its fitting into a University system is still, 
perhaps, best provided for. The University ordinary degree course in agri
culture furnishes a grounding in scientific principles in their application to 
agriculture which is well adapted to the requirements of the man of good 
general education who has practical farming in view, but tends to be taken 
advantage of chiefly by those aiming at appointment in the Agricultural 
Services for whom it may be regarded as the minimum professional training. 
In th-a case of specialist appointments the normal qualification is a degree 
with Honours in the subject concerned. 

Agricultul'al Education at the intermediate stage is represented by the 
courses of somewhat varying grade provided in the agricultural colleges, 
most of whiclt Award a diploma on the satisfactory completion of the 
requisite period of study. Most colleges also conduct short practical courses 
in agricultural subjects and specialised courses in horticulture, dairying, 
poultry-keeping and other subjects, while some, by affiliation with Univer
sities, prepare students for a University degree. Hitherto, in this country 
at any rate, there has been an insufficiently clear distinction between the 
Oollege diploma course and that of tJhe University. Tiley have differed 
often less in aim and in scope than in entr,ance qualification and pass 
standard, and the college course, though professedly catering for those who 
would afterwa.rds seek their living on the land has tended, ,alike with the 
University course, to attract the student whose ambition lay in ilie direction 
of an agricultura~ appointment. In A!merica. t.he agricultural college would 
appear to have come much nearer to achieving its true purpose. There it 
is more and more the practice for sons of farmers and others who intend to 
engage in farming to follow first a college course, and the ag~regate attend
ance at the numerous agricultural colleges ,amounts every year to many 
thousands. 

To bring the agricultural college course into line with the needs and 
circumstances of the man who is to. engage in farming two principal oon
siderations would seem to require to be kept in view, firstly, that after an 
already lengthy school education and at an age critical from the point of 
view of initiation into farm practice, the prospective farmer can spare only 
a relatively short period for further study; and secondly, that the course 
it!'(>lf must be planned on thoroughly practical lines. This last does not 
imply that undue emphasis is t.o be placed on manual or practical work. 
ThE' ordinary farm, rather than the agricultural college, is the proper place 
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"for initiation into farm practice. Assuming a school education up to inter
mediate standard, an adequate college course should be covered in about 
two years. While the college course should be thus sharply differentiated 
from that of the University, much is to be gained by an intimate connection 
between University and college. The University will benefit by being 
brought into closer touch with the problems of practical agriculture, while 
the college will profit by collaboration with workers in cognate fields of 
science and should otherwise derive valuable stimulus from University 
aesociation. 

Of very distinctly lower standard than the agricultural college but with 
cognate organisation and object are the farm institute and the farm school 
of the continental type. The farm institute caters for young people of the 
country who, from education limitations or for other reasons, are unable 
to take advantage of an agricultural college course. In adidition to less 
insistence on a satisfactory preliminary education the courses are shorter, 
being limited as a rule to a period of about six months. Students live in 
and are expected to take a considerable share in all operations on the 
farm which is attached to the institute. 

The farm school is comparable in scope and In object with the farm 
institute, but even greater prominence is given to manual work and the 
course may cover as much as two years. 

In recent years, increasing attention has been bestowed on the question 
of ma.king provision for agricultural education, or at any rate of laying 
a foundation for such, within the curriculum of the ordinary rural school. 
One great obstacle to the conveyance of technical information to the agri
cultural community is the unfamiliarity of the average adult with the 
most elementary notions of science. To induce an intelligent interest in, 
and appreciation of, the facts which affect his calling the first steps must 
be taken at a period when his interests are plastic and when his mind is 
readily receptive of ideas, that is, in the day& of childhood and adolescence. 
A system of education designed to meet the needs of the country child 
must fall short unless it has definite aims, firstly, the development of the 
child's interest in things rural, for where his interest is there will be build 
up his principal body of knowledge, and secondly the laying of a satis
factory foundation on which he can later establish the superstructure of 
technical information which is of vital importance to him in his life 
work. 

Nature study constitutes a valuable part of the curriculum in the earlier 
years of &Chool life, leading up, at a:bout the age of twelve years, to more 
systematic instruction in what is commonly called rural &oience. The term 
itself is somewhat of a misnomer for it is altogether premature to introduce 
specifically vocational instruction at this stage. A suitable rural science 
course comprises instruction in the elements of physics, chemistry, and 
biology, a definite rural bias being given by the employment of illustrative 
material of agricultural or rural interest. Work in the classroom is accom
panied by laboratory exercises, outdoor instruction and experimental work 
on the school plots,but care should be taken that undue emphasis is 
not placed on purely manual or practical work. There is considerable 
scope for correlating, with the science courses, the instruction in other 
subjects in the curriculum such as arithmetio, geography and handicraft. 
W·here circumstanoes permit, the rural science course is followed by the 
continuation class in which definite vocational instruction finds its proper 
place. 

In a general scheme of agricultural education such as that outlined above, 
while provision may be made for passing from lower to higher stage, each 
stage may be cOl1sidered also as serving a distinct category of individual. 
Thus the pupil who has followed a course in rural science may proceed to 
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the agricultural college, but if he passes from the elementary school direct . 
to farm work he has received at any rate a training generally useful and 
adapted to his vocation, and of special value as laying a foundation for 
whatever technical instruction 'he may have the opportunity of acquiring 
later. 

Mention also requires to be made of the agricultural instruction of a 
less systematic character which is undertaken by the extension staffs of 
agricultural colleges or district officials of agricultural departments. 
Lectures-either a short series or single lectures on particular subjects
are arranged at snitable centres, field experiments and demonstrations 
are carried out and there is much individual advisory work. Cognate to 
this line of instruction is the issue of agricultural bulletins and leaflets 
and the dissemination of agricultural information by means of the Press. 

To discuss the question of agricultural education in relation to the specific 
circumstances and requirements of India would necessitate a more intimate 
acqnaintance with existing conditions there than can be claimed by the 
present writer whose connection with the country ceased some eighteen 
years ago. A few general comments, however, may be made. 

It would seem to be somewhat characteristic of the East that in selecting 
a line of professional stud.y the student is less influenced by a particular 
interest in the subject concerned than by an estimation of the prospective 
market value of the qualification to which the study leads and espeoially 
its value in securing admission to Government service. Such a statement 
is, doubtless, far from being universally true, but in a large proportion 
of cases a man would seem to follow with equal inclination, or lack of 
inclination, agriculture or law, medicine or engineering. The result is, 
in so far as that is a correct presentment of the case, that the number 
of candidates for admission to agricultural colleges will be regulated, in 
large measure, by the operation of the law of supply and demand in 
respect of public appointments and also that a considerable proportion of 
these candidates will have had no previous intimate connection with the 
Jand. The agricultural colleges do attract to some extent the sons of 
substantial landowners but the day would seem to be still distant when 
any considerable numbers will regard a college training as a desirable or 
effective equipment for the man who is to engage in practical farming. 
A comparatively small number of agricultural colleges would suffice, there
fore, to ]Jleet the effective demand for relatively advanced instruotion in 
agriculture. 

One function of the agricultural college is undoubtedly to provide a suitable 
training for the personnel of the agricultural departments, and for that 
reason, if for no other, the agricultural colleges should be well staffed and 
equipped. In the matter of staffing, the Indian colleges formerly left a good 
deal to be desired. The heads of the more important teaching departments, 
recruited as a rule from this couniry, were well trained men, but, with the 
exception of the Principals, were charged with general departmental duties 
which left leisure for little beyond a general supervision of the teaching in 
these institutions. The quality of the indigenous staff was only moderately 
good. In more recent years, some ilf the colleges at any rate 'have secured 
("niversity affiliation, and this should operate favo~rably in the raising of 
l<tandards. For many of the agricultural appointments the training covered 
by a college diploma course should fairly meet the case, but there will be a 
considerable proportion of posts for which ~t is desirable to recruit men with 
a University qualification. For specialist appointments, the possession of a 
University Honours degree would be necessary. It is probable that the Indian 
Universities are not in too favourable a position for providing such specialised 
training. The alternative would seem to 'be to send men abroad for training, 
which is not, in all respects, a satisfactory solution of the problem. Where this 
prooedure is adopted, the men to be so dealt with should be carefully selected. 
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The inethod of selection followed in Egypt with satisfactory results, was to 
pick locally trained men, who, after a period of some two years' service in the 
Agricultural Department, had given distinct evidence of ability and assiduity. 
Considera.ble discrimination must also be exercised in choosing the particular 
Universities abroad to which men should be sent. 

If Egyptian experience can be relied on, the type of institution represented 
by the farm ~nstitute or the farm school is not likely to prove very effective 
in India. 1.'he idea of a training in which special prominence is given to the 
practical side would appear at first sight to have much to commend it, par
ticularly in a country where book learning is inclined to be more in evidence 
than practical ability. In Egypt it was found that a substantial nJlmber of 
pupils, usually the children of poorer parents, were perfectly willing to enter 
tho farm schools and to engage in all the practical operations prescribed. On 
completion of the course, however, not only they, but also the parents, con
sidered it quite impossible for them to take part in any of the manual opera.
tions associated with an agricultural vocation. They formed in fact an 
undesired addition to the number of candidates for posts. 

There probably would be more scope for introducing some elements of a 
rural science course into the curriculum of the elementary school. The main 
difficulty would lie in finding teachers capable of handling the course in an 
adequate manner. From this point of view, other things being equal, there 
would be a decided advantage in teachers in rural areas being drawn from the 
ll.gricultural classee, but that in itself would not suffice. Teachers would 
require a very special training for this line of work. 

Any attempt to relate agricultural conditions in Egypt to those ill India 
suffers from the ~erious limitation of the enormous difference in conditions 
between the two countries. Egypt is a land which, agriculturally, ihas been 
greatly favoured by nature. Possessed of an extremely fertile soil, a well 
a!lSUl·ed, controlled and, on the whole, plentiful water supply, a climate which 
in the summer is warm but is not subject to extremes of heat, and which in 
winter only rarely touches frost, it grows admirably a very considerable range 
of summer and winter crops. Conspicuous among these is Egy,ptian cotton, a 
crop round which the whole agricultural system may be said to centre, and 
which, since the practical elimination of the Sea Island type, is not only the 
world's finest cotton, but which under Egyptian conditions gives a much 
higher average yield per acre than is obtained in any other cotton-growing 
area. There are other crops which give a high monetary return, such as 
sugarcane (replacing ootton in a considerable portion of the southern area), 
onions, oranges, dates and other fruit and vegetable crops. A.nother crop 
worthy of special mention is berseem or Egyptian clover, valuable not only 
as an excellent forage crop but also as playing a prominent part in the 
maintenance of the soil fertility. Egypt enjoys a comparatively high degree 
of immunity from diseases and pests affecting either man, beast or crop, 
and it has a vigorouB, active and skilful peasantry. Both the country and 
th£' people are homogeneous in character. Broadly, one village is typical of 
the whole country. Under such conditions, only a wise and orderly adminis
tl·ation is wanted to achieve a high degree of prosperity and some idea of 
agricultural well-being in Egy,pt may be gleaned from the fact that ordinary 
good land normally changes hands at anything from ;t150 to £200 per acre, 
or pays an annual rental of £10 to :£15 per acre. 

India is a lalld of highly varied soil, of drought and of Hood, of extremes 
of climate, of diverse peoples, languages and creeds, of numerous diseases 
and pests. Altogether, conditions are much harder there, and its agricul
tural problems are of a much more varied and complex nature than are 
those of Egypt. Nevertheless, it is possible that some points in Egyptian 
experience may be of interest to those dealing with Indian problems. Certain 
subjects are singled out for brief comment in the order in which they occur 
in the Royal Commission's Questi9nnaire. 

Mr. E. Shearer. 
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Research.-Egypt did not organise an Agricultural Department until 
1911, and during the War period there was a complete check to develop
ment. Immediately following the War, there wu considerable advance 
and, altogetber, research was organised on a fairly substantial soale. There 
was, in each department, a nucleus of highly qualified English staff, 
associated with whom were a speciall;y selected Egyptian staff. The latter 
were, for the main part, graduates of the Egyptian Higiher School of 
Agricultu!re, though some few ,had European degrees. Latterly, a 
relatively large number of Egyptians were on educational mission in 
England and America for specialised training with a view to subsequent 
attachment to the Research Department. In usociation with Europeans, 
many of the Egyptian staff were capable of excellent work, though only 
rarely did they display the initiative and sustained interest whioh would 
have made lit possible for them to carry out work of any real value unaidea. 
The department in which research gave most promise of immediate resulbs 
was that of Economic Botany, the staff here consisting of six English 
Botanists and an Egyptian personnel of some twenty agricultural graduates. 
The principal crops under investigation were cotton, wheat and maize. 
The amou'nt of material whioh accumulates in work connected with plant
breeding and plant selection is very extensive, and if any rapid progress 
is to be made a relatively large staff is essential. Anoth!!r large depart
ment was that of Entomology, which not only carried out research on crop 
pests, but had also a numerously staffed organisation for the control of 
the pests, particularly thooe affecting ootton a.nd oranges. A substantial 
amount of definitely fruitful research was also carried out in the Horti
cultural, Chemical a.nd Veterinary Departments. 

Demonstrations and Propaganda.-1!'ield experiments and demonstrations 
were fairly widely employed, but were taken advantage of by the agricul
tural community to only a limited extent. The larger cultivators rendily 
lent their lands for such, usually being guaranteed against any loss. Cir
culars and bulletins were widely distributed, but it is doubtful whether, 
to any extent, they were read or digested. Oultivators came in consider
able numbers to seek advice and were always very I'eady to try any new 
crop variety. 

Soils.-Reclamation of large areas of alkali land has been successfully 
carried out in Egypt by drainage and wuhing, these means being supple
mented in mOre intractable cases by the application of gypsum. The main 
difficulty in making rapid progress with reclamation is the large quantities 
of water required, not only in the initial stages, but also w.henthe salt 
content hu been reduced to the point where the only crop which will give 
a really successful return is rice.' 

Some of the best land in Egypt has suffered serious deterioration from 
lack of provision of drainage. Such land rapidly recovers wihen drainage 
is introduced. 

FertiliseT8.-In the last two years there was, in Egypt, a relatively rapid 
expansion in the use of artificial manures. This was confined almost solely 
to indigenous manures, particularly nitrate of soda, the consumption of 
which in recent years would be from 100,000 to 120,000 tons per annum. 
Wheat wu the principal crop to which these nitrogenous manures were 
applied. Maize, which ordinarily received practically the whole Ilupply of 
farmyard manure, occasionally also received a nitrogenous fertiliser. 

Potash and phosphates seemed to have little effect on Egyptian crops. 
Much of the manure was supplied through the agency of the Khedivial 

Agricultural Society who maintained a high standard of quality. Latte~ly 
the )finistry of Agriculture supplied manures to small cultivators on credit, 
the cost being recovered with the land tax. This facility was largely ta.ken 
advantage of. 
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. Crops.-Egyptian experience, which also would seem to be borne out by 
that of India, seems to show that there is a wide field for improvement 
of indigenous crops by methods of selection, probably also by plant· 
breeding. 

The introduction of new crops from abroad is a possible means of improve
ment, but is beset with oonsiderable difficulty. Crop plants generally .k 
not readily adapt ,themselves to a new environment, but the adaptability 
of any particular crop can only be ascertained by trial. Thus, in Egypt, 
Indian wheats on the whole did well, Australian wheats fairly well, wheats 
from South Africa were not satisfactory, while wheats from America and 
Europe were a oomplete failure. Considerable success in the introductii)n 
of new crops has been achieved in the United States of America. In 
this case, through a well organised plant exploration department, the whole 
world has been brought under toll and, in the widely divergent conditions 
eXlisti:ng within America itself, a relatively large number of new crop plants 
have found a suitable environment. ' 

Distribution of cotton seed was undertaken on a relatively large scale 
by the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture, through the same organisation 
and on the same terms as in the case of manures. Wheat seed was similarlv 
dealt with to a much more limited extent. • 

Crop Protection, Internal CIIIld ExternaZ.-There existed in Egypt an 
organisation for dea.ling with crop quarantine, both external and internal. 
It is a little difficult to judge of its value, but one is inclined to belie\'e 
that it did not achieve very much. 

Implements.---<Oomparatively little progress has been made in Egypt ;n 
respect of the introduction of improved implements. On large estates, 
steam tackle cultivators were fairly common. Tractors, introduced in great 
numbers after the iW&r, soon disappeared. Over the greater part of the 
country the primitive implements of tillage persist, and on the whole 
achieve their purpose very satisfactorily. For water lifting, engine-driven 
pumps are widely used i'n the larger installations. In dealing with smaller 
a.re~ the ancient water lifts of the country, some of them slightly improvefl, 
contmue .to be emuloyed. 

Veterina1'1J.-Egyptian experience would indicate the desirability of tn .. 
Oivil Veterinary Department being under the Director of Agriculture. 

In Egypt there is legislation covering the control of contagious disease!', 
the administration of which in practice works quite smoothly. 

There was no great demand for preventive inoculation except in the 
course of a widespread outbreak of disease, when the demand became .,0 
general lIB to be difficult to cope with. 

Anim,al Husbandry.-On the question of 'live stock improvement generally, 
the same remarks apply as in the case of crop improvement. There is a 
wide field for improvement of stock by judicious selection, and much more 
is likely to be achieved by this method than by bringing in animals from 
abroad. 

Oral Evidence. 

54,005. The Chai1'1nan: Mr. Shearer, you are Professol' of Agriculture at 
the University of Edinburgh, and Principal of the Edinburgh and East of 
SCQt1and College of Agriculture lL-Yes. 

54,006. I think you have had some experience in India, and you have also 
had a period of service in Egypt?-Yes. 

54,007. Will you tell the Commission, quite shortly, what your Indian and 
EgyptIan service wacsP-I went out to India in 1904. I was Imperial Agri
culturist, rather a high sounding title, but it did not amount to very much. 
1 really occupied the post of Agronomist at the Research Institute at Pusa, 
which was then just a.t its beginning. 

Mr. E. SheQll'er. 
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54;008. Sir James lUcKenna: I think they called you the Imperial Agri
IIorticulturist in the old days, did they not?-That was the first title at the 
very beginning. I occupied the post of Imperial Agriculturist for the greater 
part ot my service there. RIght at the end of my time I was Assistant 
Inspector-General of Agriculture. I left India in 1909 and went to Egypt 
shortly afterwards, and I remained in Egypt until 1924. My first position 
in Egypt was that of Principal of the Agricultural College at Gi:oeh, the 
Hi~her School of Agriculture in Egypt. Latterly, I was Director-General of 
the Technical Services in the Ministry of Agriculture. 

54,009. The Chairman: You have provided us with a note of the evidence 
wl.lch you wish to give. Would you like to add to it at thie stage?-Tliere 
is one point in the comparison between Egyptian conditions and those in 
India to which I did not specifically refer in my note, and that was the 
question of agricultural credit. That did not come into my direct purview, 
but I know a little about the conditions with regard to agricultural credit 
in Egypt in a general kind of way, so that if the CommiSSIOn want to have 
any information on the point I shall be very glad to do my best to give 
it to them. 

54,010. I think that information will be valuable. In the first place, would 
you compare the moneylender in Egypt with the moneylender in India?
The moneylender in Egypt is not usually a native of the country. In Egypt 
one gets rather a concentration of a considerable variety of people from the 
Levant-Greeks, Syrians, Armenians and Jews. These constitute the money
lending classes in Egypt. 

54,011. Are they, as a rule, town dwellers or dwellers in the villages ?-They 
generally live in the villages. A Greek, for instance, comes to Egypt and 
starts a little grocer's business in the village. Then he begins to advance 
money to the people round about him on the security of their land. 

34,012. Is he a shopkeeper ?-He is generally a shopkeeper. A great deal 
of the actual moneylending in the place is done by Greeks and Syrians. The 
Commission is probably aware of the existence of the Agricultural Bank in 
Egypt. That was instituted by Lord Cromer, particularly in the interests of 
the small cultivator. The bigger cultivators are fairly well provide!! for by 
various mortgage banks. . 

54,013. Is the function of that bank the provision of long term credit P
Yes. Twenty years was the sort of normal period envisaged, and the creait 
W86 given on the security of the land. The land there possesses a very hig};. 
value. The Agricultural Bank were prepared to advance up to as much as 
£50 an acre on land. That was largely taken advantage of, particularly by 
these very small cultivators. In Lord Kitchenel"s time there was passed a 
measure usuaIJy known as the Five-Feddan Law, which made it impossible 
to expropriate any holding smaIJer than five feddans for a debt. That prac>
tically killed the Agricultural Bank, because having no longer any security 
on their loans they were not prepared to advance the money. The· measure. 
was passed really as a safeguard against the moneylender, but it hit the 
Bank extremely hard. It was not retrospective in its effect, so that. all =the 
business that had been done prior to the enactment of the measure was on a 
regular footing; but practically no new business was taken up. 

54,014. What was the effect of the passing of the Five-Feddan Law on the 
credit of the cultivator P-It really threw the smaller cultivators into the 
ha nds of the moneylenders again. 

54,015. Loans without mortgage securityP-Loans without mortgage 
I!e('urity; but probably the moneylender had ways and means of getting at. 
these people, irrespective of that. -

54,016. Were the loans secured on the cropP-They might have been, or on 
the cattle. 

54,017. Is the Egyptian cultivator as anxious to honour hi9 bond as the 
Indian cultivator appears to be ?-He is never in a great hurrr to· pay up if 
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he can avoid doing so; but, on the whole, I think he pays up fairly well. He 
put off the evil day as long as he can. 

54,018. Has he the same horror of repudiation ?-I think he has. 
54,019. Would you agree that the Indian cultivator is distinguished for 

his disinclination to repudiate a debtP-That hardly came within myexperi
enoe. I would rather not speak as to that. 

54,020. Now that we know the whole history of the Agricultural Bank, 
would you agree that the story is a warning as to the danger of providing 
small cultivators with easy credit until they have been sufficiently well 
educated to grasp the meaning of credit and to make good use of their 
credit P-I do not think so. I think the Agricultural Bank served a very 
useful function in Egyptian agriculture. A man resorted to the bank for 
various reasons. Very frequently a man borrowed because he was in debt 
to somebody, or he probably wanted to get rid of a pressing creditor in place 
of one who was not. quite so pressing. A man also borrowed on account of 
the extraordinary expenses which came on him from time to time" such as 
when a marriage took place in the family, and that kind of thing. That sort 
of thing always involved very heavy expenses. Then a man also borrowed 
quite frequently when he wanted to get a piece of new land in order to in
crease his holding. It was a very useful form of credit in that direction. It 
enabled a man to enlarge the scope of his operations. 

54,021. But before the passing of the Five-Feddan Law, and the COll

sequent restricting of the business of the Agricultural Bank, the cultivator 
depended for short term credit on the moneylender and not on the Bank, 
did he not?-That is so. 

54,022. So that the position as regards the short term credit was hardly 
affected P-There was a certain amount of short term business done by the 
Bank. In addition to loans on the security of land, in certain cases loans 
were made on note of hand, short term loans. These loans would be made 
where the credit of the borrower was pretty good and where he was well 
known to the Agricultural Bank's agents. The Agricultural Bank., naturally, 
had its agents all through the country, and they got to know the people 
pretty well. 

54,023. Is it your personal opinion that the disadvantages the consequence 
of the Five-Feddan Law outweigh the advantages?-Yes. 

54,024. Does that law still operateP-Yes. I may add that at the moment 
there is one of the officials of the Agricultural Bank on leave in this country, 
and I have no doubt that if the OomJllission wanted to get further informa
tion on the matter that gentleman would be only too pleased to give it. 

54,025. Is it your experience ·that the moneylender in Egypt is, as a rule, 
rule, less inclined to foreclose and take over the land where a mortgage 
exists, than is his brother in India ?-There again, my experience in that 
direction in India did not go very far. 

54,026. You do not feel inclined to compare the conditions in the two 
countries P-No . 
. 54,027. As to Egypt alone, was the foreclosing by the moneylender, and 
the taking over of land where a mortgage existed, a common experience P
Fairly common. 

54,028. Is there in Egypt any system of GovernJllent advances, such as 
the system known in India as taccavi P-No. They do not exist in Egypt. 

54,029. No loans by GovernmentP-No, no loans by Government. 
Occasionally, in times of stress, particularly il1 latter years, the Government 
intervened alid bought up part of the cotton crop, for example. That was 
in essenoe a form of Government advance, but beyond that they did not go. 

54,030. Was that in an attempt to stabilise the market?-Yes. When 
prices were low, instead of having to throw all their cotton on to the market 
to meet pressing obligations, the Government bought up a oertain amount 

. .at a fixed prioe. 
Mr. E. Shearer. 
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54,031. You compare the agricultural environmep.t in Egypt with that in 
India, and you point out that Egypt enjoys many advantagesP-Yes. It is 
lIaturally a fairly prosperous country. 

54,032. What do you say as to the comparative skill of the cultivators in 
the two countries, broadly 6peakingP-I should say that in India one got 
a very much wider range of variation in skill. In some parts of the country 
one finds extraordinarily good cultivators. In other parts they are pretty 
primitive. In Egypt the general level is pretty high, though perhaps not 
q:uite so high: ss the best in India, but ;reasonably good everywhere. Oulti
vation is rather a simpler proposition in Egypt altogether. For instance, 
the water supply is assured. The actual routine of cultivation has tended 
to become a kind of standard process. 

54,033. What is regarded, in Egypt, as the minimum area of good agri
cultural land, under irrigati'on, which would provide bare subsistence for 
a JDan, his wife and three children-the average familyP-Under ordinary 
agricultural crops, I think a man would get along perhaps with as little as 
one feddan, that is one acre. 

54,034. That was the figure which was mentioned to me in Egypt. So 
productive is the land that a man can live on one acreP-Yes. 

54,035. You are not referring to cotton?-The cotton would be bringing 
in a considerable part of his returns. 

54,036. Professor Gangulee: You mean he would grow other crops, besides 
cotton, on this one acreP-Yes. In the summer months the man would have 
half of his area, probably, under cotton and half under maize. In the 
winter months he would divide it between wheat, clover, beans and the like. 

54,037. The Ohairman: Would such a man actually buy a considerable 
part of the food which he and his family eat?-They usually groW' their own 
food supply. Maize is the staple cereal there, and that is almost universally 
grown. 

54,038. How many !lropa would he take off his acre in the year ?-Two, 
normally. 

54,039. And in some cases three, where foodstuffs are concerned P-It is 
rather difficult to get more than two, except in the case of vegetable crops. 
About the middle oflJuly the whole country is under either cotton or maize, 
with some portions in the north devoted to rice and with some parts in the 
south devoted to millet replacing the maize.' 

54,040. Professor Gangulee: He grows enough maize out of his one acre 
to feed his whole family, does he P-That is what he aims at, yes, supple
mented by wheat or barley in the winter JIlonths. 

54,041. The Ohairman: I think six million acres is the total area which 
is capable of being irrigated, is it notP-Actually between five and 'six 
million acres are now under irrigation, and there is probably another two 
and a half million acrjlS that could be brought in. 

54,042. Is there any dry farmingP-There is some slight attempt at dry 
farming in the Mariout region, extending from Alexandria west towards 
Tripoli, but it does not really amount ta very much. 

54,043. Is there an important population existing on dry farmingP-A 
Bedouin population. The only crop they atteJIlpt to grow is barley, and 
they get a very poor return indeed. 

54,044. Does the Agricultural Department concern itself at all with dry 
farmingP-In that region, slightly, particularly in the direction of trying 
to take up fruit cultivation. 

54,045. Do they practise any methods of tillage designed to conserve 
moisture in the soil?-No, nothing very definite. Water is pretty plentiful 
as a rule, and they do not seem to think that! their labour is really justified 
in trying to conserve moisture. 

54,046. Under the heading of "Demonstration and Propaganda," on 
page 237 of your note, you compare the agricultural conditions in the two 
countries. You say, "The larger cultivators readily lend their lands for 
eXPerimental purposes, usually being guaranteed against any loss." Do 
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you. remember payments being made on account of loss incurredP-Yes. 
I do. 

54,047. Was it difficult to assess the loss?-Not particularly. For 
example, if a cultivator was growing one particular variety of cotton on 
his farJll, and some new varieties were suggested to him for trial as an 
experiment or demonstration not only for himself but for his district, the 
standard yield would be taken as that which was given by his own cotton 
crop on the rest of his farm, and if the portion under experiment yielded 
less than that, it was made up by an equivalent amount. That could quite 
easily happen, because you do get pretty wide variations in the yield of 
different varieties of cotton. 
. 54,048. Were these experiments carried on entirely by the cultivator, or 
under the close surveillance of the department P-They were carried on under 
the surveillance of the department. . 

54,049. With departmental labour to assist .the cultivator?-No. The culti
vator provided the labour, but the experimental operations at every stage 
were supervised by the agricultural staff. 

54,050. Under the same heading, on page 237, you say, " Cultivators came 
in considerable numbers to seek advice and were always .very ready to try 
any new crop variety." Can you' make a fair comparison between the Indian 
cultivator and the Egyptian cultivator in that respectP-I do not think 1 
can very fairly make that comparison. I did not b.ave the advantage of a 
great deal of district work while I was in India, and I did not personally 
know to what extent cultivators did consult the district officers. 

54,()'5!. It is worth pointing out that communications in the Delta are 
extremely good as compared with India?-Yes. 

54,052. Is that a very important consideration?-Yes, it is. 
54,053. Professor Gangulee: Apart from the factor of communication, 

can you tell the Commission what was the secret of this readiness on the 
part of the Egyptian cultivator to accept the suggestion of the Department 
of Agriculture? Was there any particular factor at workP-The personal 
factor came in very much. A good deal depended on the Agricultural Officer, 
and once he had established confidence in his district it seemed ,to be natural 
for the cultivators to come to him and consult :with him. 

54,054. The Ohairman: Under the heading "Soils," on the same page, 
you talk about the recovery of land from alkali conditions by the applica
tion of gypsum and a large quantity of water, ",nd drainage. Had you 
anything in Egypt in the way of systematic and sustained research on the 
problems of irrigation as touching agriculture generally and the soil in psr
ticular P-Yes, the Ministry of Agriculture itself, particularly in the latter 
years of my stay there, engaged in research on this particular point. The 
Ministry of Agriculture was also in pretty. close touch :with the State 
Domain's Administration, which had large areas under reclamation. This 
was more a matter of routine assistance, of doing estimations of salt con
tent in the water at different stages of irrigation. A certain amount of 
fundamental work was done by the Chemical Department in the Ministry of 
Agriculture. 

34,055. Take the problem of the precise amount of water required to 
grow a particular crop, and its distribution through the growing period: 
was that under investigationP-That was under .investigation also. 

54,056. By the Agricultural DepartmentP-By the Agricultural Depart
ment, and also by the State Domain's Administration. They had, at various 
points, Venturi Jlleters established where they measured the amount of water 
which was applied to each particular crop. 

54,057. Is water paid for on the acreage basisP-The water rate is included 
in the land tax. 

54,058. Is it varied according to the crop grownP-Yes. 
54,0.59. It is a. fixed assessmentP-Yes, according to the value of the land 

itself. 
Mr. E. Shearer. 
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.. 54,060. Is irrigation by wells common in Egypt?-The ·ordinary ca.nal 
supply· is frequently supplemented by irrigation from wells. 

54,061. I mean irrigation by lift from wellsP-The ordinary canal irriga
tion ill very frequently supplemented by water drawn from semi-artesian 
bores. Usually, a steam engine or a.n oil engine is installed and fairly 
large qua.ntities of water are raised; but the well, in the sense of the 
.ordinary well, does not exist. 

54,062. I have myself seen; in Egypt, irrigation from wells by means of 
the ordinary wheel lift driven by cattle power?-I think that is just a 
receptacle for oollecting the water from an adjacent canal or stream. 

54,063. Not in every case, I think. 'Was any investigation being prose-
~llted into that problem, lift and mecha.nical liftP-No. 

54,064. ,Were tube wells in existence when you were in EgyptP-Yes. 
54,065. Deep tube wells?-Yes. , 
64,066. At what sort of depth was water being found?-I would be rather 

afraid to give any exact figure, but, speaking roughly, I should say it was 
not necessary to go down more than 100 feet. 

54,067. Was the department concerned to work out the eoonomics of the 
tube wellP-Not at all. That was entirely a matter for pri'yate enterprise. 
There was a great number of these tube wells scattered up and down the 
country. 

54,068. On page 238 of your note, you suggest that Egyptian experience 
indicates the desirability of the Civil Veterinary Department in India being 
under the Director of Agriculture. How does EgyptiaJ) experience suggest 
tbatP-The Veterinary Department in the Ministry of Agriculture was 
in point of fact under the Ministry of Agriculture, and, personally, I do 
not think things would ·have worked very satisfactorily in any other way. 
It is not only that there are questions of general veterinary policy which 
must be determined by a knowledge of all the agricultural conditions 
ooncerned, but there are questions of immediate policy which arise from 
time to time a.nd which the veterinarian himself is not competent'to take 
up and decide upon. I think the last word must lie with the Agricultural 
Department; for instance, the closing down of markets. 

54,069. Is there any private veterinary practice in Egypt?-There is a 
little in the towns of Cairo and Alexandria. Apart from those towns, there 
is practically no private practice. 

54,070. 'Wihat is the highest post open to the Veterinary Service 1'
Director of the Veterinary Service in the Ministry of Agriculture. 

54,071. Such a post as Director of AgriCUlture would not be open to 
himP-No. 

54,072. Or Deputy Director of Agriculture? How does the salary of 
the chief Veterinary Officer compare with that of the Deputy-Directors of 
AgricultureP-It is considerably higher. 

54,073. But not as high as that of the Director of AgricultureP-There 
was not any post of Director of Agriculture. The man who definitely 
(',on trolled the Agricultural Department was the Under.-8ecretary of State 
to the Ministry. The post of Director of Veterinary Service would come 
in tbe scale not immediately below that, but very close approximating 
to that scale. The actual scale, I think, was one of £1,200 to £1,500 per 
annum, plus 25 per cent. expatriation allowance in the case of a European. 

54,074. That is a problem attaching to the placing of the Veterinary 
Service in a position subordinate, as it were, to the Agricultural Service, 
that you cannot, in the nature of things, presume to offer to the Veterinary 
Service quite the same prospects of preferment that you do to the Agricul
tural Service?-That is so. 

54,075. You refer, under the same heading on page 238, to a demand 
for preventive inoculation against disease. What disease was that?
Rinderpest. 
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54,076. You sa} that immunisation by inoculation was practised. What 
class of inoculation was thatP-The double method. 

54,077. Was that given on a large scaleP-On quite a large scale. 
54,078. Was it' successful P-Absolutely. If it was done while the amimal 

was still growing, only a very temporary immunisation was conferred, but 
if it was done at any tinie after two years of age we had a lot of informa
tion to show tha.t it was absolutely successful. 

54,079. Was the practice which this particuiar method involves, namely, 
of laying up the beast for a period of time, a practical diflicultyP-Not 
at all. One chose ones season when the inoculation was going to be done. 

54,080. You meaJl in the slack season, but the epidemic chose that season. 
You had to inoculate in face of this emergencyP-Quite. 

54,081. You give us some information under the heading of "Animal 
Husbandry." The Commission would like to hear, in some detail, what 
t.he practice in Egypt is in the matter of fodder supply. Is it by fodder 
crDps grDwn on irrigated land P-In the winter months there is nD difficulty 
whatsDever. There is a large quantity Df Egyptian clover grown. That 
1S part of the regular rDtation of the cDuntry. There is usually ample 
fDrage fDr cattle during the winter months. In.sDme parts of the country 
it is quite impossible to eat all the clover. When it comes to the summer 
mDnths, from abDut the middle of June until aODut the end of November, 
there is a period when the cattle are Dn cDmparatively shDrt commDns. 
During that period they have to subsist mainly Dn dry fDdder, particularly 
,,··heat and barley straw. The wheat and barley straw is supplemented, 
in the case of working animals, by a ration of beans, i.e., bean grain. 
Directly the maize cultivation begins .in the latter part Df July, there are 
a gODd many maize thinnings available. 

54,082. Has any attempt been made to pl''6serve the surplus Df grain 
fodder in the shape Df hay or silage P-There is a certain amDunt Df hay 
made from clover, usually known as dreiss, but the cultivator has gDt 
rather a curious prejudice against this hay. 

54,083. 'What is the nature of his prejudice?-He thinks his cattle get 
rather slow and lazy Dn it. Perhaps they dD toO a slight extent, but it is 
certainly an excellent, nutritious fDader. A slight amDunt of wDrk was 
done in the direction of making ensilage, particularly on the State Domain's 
Administration, also frDm this Egyptian clDver. That was a method which 
was not open toO the small CUltivator, because the shrinkage was such in 
thE' making of silage, in small quantities, frDm clover that unless one had 
a fairly big area to put into one's stack it was nDt wDrth while. It wanted 
sDmething like 50 acres to make a stack that was worth while . 

. 54,084. How was the silage made? Woas it made in pits or merely 
stacked P-It was merely stacked. 

54,085. With any air.tight clDsing materialP-Not at all. It settled 
down under its own weight, and it settled down very rapidly. There was 
very large shrinkage and great drainage of moisture frDm the bDttom. 

54,086. Would YDU agree that that is a thorDughly unsound method of 
making silageP-I do not know that I would. There was a certain amount 
of waste round the exterior of the staek, but provided the stack was a 
big .>ne, the proportion of waste to sound stuff was not a very high one. 
When one got down to the small staC'k, the method became quite imprac
ticable. 

54,087. How about the habits of 'the cultivator in the matter of feeding 
the cow in Egypt? Is she fed rea sou ably weIlP-Yes. In the case of the 
!Small cultivator, the cow.is not only a breeder of animals but is also a 
tlraught animal. She is reasonably well fed, just as the bullock would 
be well fed. As a rule, she is not at all a· heavy milker, so there is no great 
strain on her from the milk point of view. 

Mr. E. Shearer. 
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54,088. Is any special care taken of the cow during pregnancy?-No, ] 
do not think 80, nothing special. 

54,089. Is the calf allowed to suckle?-The calf must always be present. 
at milking time. It suckles the cow to start with, and then the milking, 
is done, and the ('.alf finishes off again; so that the calf always gets part 
of the milk supply direct. 

54,090. And has the advantage of seeing the rest taken awayP-Yes; 
54,091. Does the cultivator and his family consume milk and milk pro

ducts?-They consume ('heeee products to a con.siderable extent. 
54,092. And fresh milkP-Not very largely. 
54,093. But the diet of the average Egyptian family is reasonably varied, 

is it not?-It is reasonably varied and reasonably nutritious. Cheese, eggs. 
and beans are highly nutritious, and those are regular articles of diet for 
them. 

54,094. Is any sustained effort being made to improve the breed of cattle? 
-Yes. From quite a considerable time back a certain amount of work 
on the improvement of cattle was undertaken by the Khedivial AgriculturaI 
Society, which was modelled on the Royal Agricultural Society of this 
country. They carried out operations for a considerable number of years, 
not, I think, with a great deal of success because they got right off the 
line at the beginning by importing foreign blood. They did not go very 
far to get it. They went to Syria to get stock for improvement, and a 
good many years were spent on this line without very much result. When 
the Ministry of Agriculture got going, two lines of improvement were taken 
up. One was the improvement of the ordinary type of work animal, and 
the other was an attempt to select a really good milch type. On both 
these lines substantial progress has been made. It is work, of course, 
that takes a very long time to show very muoh effect, but 1 am confident 
that, in time, very good results would have been aehieved in that direction. 

54,095. Was the distribution of water efficient in Egypt, in your 
~xperienceP-It was. . 

54,096. Do you think we could usefully discuss the marketing arrange
me~ in Egypt? Are you familiar in detail with themP-In a general 
wa.t. Markets were controlled by the Markets Company in Egypt, which 
had a concession with regard to the establishment of markets in convenient 
centr;.es all over Egypt. 

54,097. A monopoly or a concessionP-A concession, .1 believe. 1 would 
not be too positive of that; but they provided sites and people brought 
their cattle and other produce there to sell. The people lla.id a toll for 
entry to the market, and then the actual marketing was conducted within 
the market by private bargaining. 

54,098. Were cultivators represented on the b--dy controlling the markets?' 
--No, 1 do not think they were at all. 

54,099. Did the marketing appear to you to be efficient and orderly?
It was a pretty haphazard arrangement altogether. 

54,100. Was- the produce reasonably well put up, packed or baled as the 
case might be, by the cultivators P-Cotton must be. excluded from all 1 
have said. Cotton was marketed under totally different conditions. 

54,101. But in marketing, again, there was good communication all 
through the Delta tractP-Yes. That facilitated the matter very much. 

54,102. It is the key to the marketing situation, is it not?-That is so. 
Usually, in most centres there was a market once a week, so that people 
had frequent and good opportunities of disposing of their produce. 

54,103. Did the average cultivator in Egypt appear to you to have the 
financial resources required to hold up his crop for 'better prices, or was 
the market :flooded when the crop was ripeP-As a rule he could not hold 
up indefinitely. He could hold up his cottOOl crop for one or two months, 
but if it 'Was a matter of holding it up for four or five months beyond 
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the time it wa.s due for marketing, then he experienced difficulty. Often . 
. at the beginning of the season, one found a great slowness in placing 
the ootton on the market, if prices were not promising to be very favour
able. 

54,104. Is there borrowing for the definite purpose of marketing; that 
is to say, of holding the oottonP-Sometimes there is. Sometimes cotton 
will be lodged in ·the stores of the banks, for example, and the banks will 
.advance so much money on every ~ale of cotton. 

54,105. The cultivator will decide when the cotton is actually to be sold? 
-Yes. ' 

54,106. Is that encouraged' as tending to prevent the Hooding of the 
market at Hush seasOI1JilP-It is not definitely encouraged, but it is pretty 
generally done. It is a business which the ·banks regard as part of their 
general routine operations. 

54,107. Is the co-operative movement active in Egypt?-No. T·hat is not 
developed at all. iWithin the last two or three years there has been a 
·Co-operative Section of the Ministry of Agriculture,but actually I think 
the activities have amounted to practically nothing. . 

54,108. Professor Gangulee: 'When the cultivator puts his crop into the 
stores of the banks, and the 'banks allow credit on those stored crops, is 
the crop in the charge of the bank or in the charge of the farmer himself P 
-In the case of cotton, it is usually lodged in the charge of the bank. 

54,109. The cultivator has to deliver his crop to the bank's storageP
Yes. 

54,110. The Chwirman: What is the law of succession in Egypt, primo
geniture P-Y es ... 

54,111. So that the holdings are not split up on suee_ionP-ln the 
>case of a large estate I think the primogeniture will prabably hold, but 
in smaller holdings, where there is no specific attempt to preserve the 
prestige of the family, you would get splitting up. 

54,112. Do you have the problem of fragmentation in EgyptP-:-Yes. 
54,113. To the point of interference with agricultural practiceP-In some 

«If the more closely settled parts it is rather a problem, for instance, in a 
region like Menufia, where there is an agricultural popUlation of something 
like 1,600 to the square mile. The ownership is often reduced to very 
small dimensions. 

54,114. Has any attempt been made to consolidate holdingsP-No. The 
cultivators themselves try to avoid it as far as possible. 

54,115. They realise its disadvantages P-Theyrealise its disadvantages. 
54,116. The problem is very different in Egypt, because, as a rule, you 

have land all of the same qualityP-Yes. 
54,117. -While there may be sub-division, there is not the same demand 

for each small plot to be dividedP Is that the positionP-That is so. 
54,118. So that fragmentation, properly so-called, does not exist to the 

same degree?-No. It is not the same problem in Egypt as it is in 
India. 

54,119. Did you form the view that fragmentation was increasing P-It 
does rather tend to increase as the popUlation increases. 

54,120. And there has been a very considerable increase in the popula
tion in the last half centuryP-Yes, in the last 30 years particularly . 

.. Note by toitness.-On further consideration I 'Would say definitely that 
the law of primogeniture does not operate in Egypt. Sons inherit equal 
shares-daughters smaller shares, but to preserve family prestige, the estate 
frequently is not divided up ibut is administered either by one member of 
the family, usually the eldest son, or it may be administered by trustees 
.definitely named for this purpose. In the latter oase the estate becomes 
what is called a " Wakl." 

Mr. E. Shea1'er. 
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The~ is the same difficulty there that there is in India, namely, that of 
movlDg the people from one part of the country to another. Cultivators 
are very reluctant not only to move from one Province to another Province 
but to remove from one village to the next village. 

54,121. Are there many large landholders in Egypt who cultivate their 
own land ?-Quite a fair proportion. 

54,122. Has the introduction of sugar increased the practice of land
holden! fa.rming their own land?-There are one or two company ent~rprises 
which undertake the cultivation of sugar, but for ordinary crop farming 
there is quite a large number of really big cultivating owners. 

54,123. Sir Ganga Ram: Is it ~t sugar 01' cane sugar P---{}ane sugar. 
We have, in Egypt, millionaire farmers. 

54,124. The Chairman: They are actually farming, the labour being done 
by tIlen on day wageP-Yes, but the man hilDBelf actually supervises at 
every stage. 

54,125. Is there any reluctance, on the ground of social prestige, to take 
a personal part in the operations of a farm?-It depends on the kind of 
education the man has had. The man who has ·been brought up on the
land does not regard it as derogatory to ·his dignity to take part in agri
culture. A man who has been sent to school or to college and comes 
back again has got very much less taste for engaging in that kind of 
work, although I do not think he would lose any social prestige if he did 
engage in it. I saw a good many examples of sons of substantial land
owners (who themselves had taken a great interest in their estates) letting 
things go to pieces pretty badly. 

54,126. SIeasons of severe' dearth are not often met with in Egypt. 
are theyP-No. The cotton crop really dominates everything there. It is
more a question of cotton prices than anything else which determines the 
agricultural well-being of any particular season. 

54,127. Crop failure, leading to actual physical want, is hardly known, 
is itP-No. 

54,128. Would you say that the standard of living and the amenities 
of an agricultural village in Egypt are higher than 1D a village of the 
kind in IndiaP-The standard of living is certainly decidedly higher. 
I do not think the amenities are sU'bstantially better. 

54,129. The houses are l"ery much ·better, are they notP-They are not 
particularly.better !I think. Perhaps they are a little more substantially 
built. 

54,130. Are sanitary practices conspicuous by their abseneeP-They are. 
54,131. What about epidemie disease ?-Epidemio disease is not nearly 

so rife in Egypt. The country does not seem to lend itself to it. It is 
not so much the cleanly h8lbits of the people as that the country does 
not seem to lend itself to it. 

54,132. Is anyone concerned to try to improve the amenities of r~ral 
life in Egypt?-There is a Public Health Service which is pretty actIve. 
They have their personnel all over the country, but I do not know whether 
they count for a great deal in actual village life. . 

54,133. Has anything in the nature of a comprehensive economIc. survey 
of individual cultivators' budgets, or of village budgets, 'been carrIed out 
in EgyptP-I am not aware of anything of that sort. Many of the large· 
estates keep regular hooks, and their operations are open for inspection. 

54,134. In your second note of evidence, you give what you regard as· 
an ideal system of education in .an agricultural. c?untryf .. :-·:~es .. 

54,135. That is hy no means a pICture of the eXlBtmg condItIonsm Europe,. 
it it P-It is not. 

54 136. On page 233 you say: "In America the agricultural college woul~ 
app~ar to have come much nearer to achieving its true purpose. T~ere It 
is more and more the practiee for sons of farmers, and others who mtend 
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to engage in 'farming, to follow first a college C01lX1!e, and the aggregate 
attendance at the numerous agricultural colleges amounts every year to 
many thousands ":-that is to say, a college course before a degree course 
at an agricultural college?-ThOtie people would normally 'attend an agri
~ultural college which was part of the university organisation, and it might 
lead to a definite university degree. 

54,137. Why do YDU say" fDllow first a college cDurse "?-I mean prior to 
.engaging in active farming. . 

54,138. These are colleges affiliated tD universitiesP-Yes. 
54,139. Egypt has not solved the problem of how to educate -a. rural 

populatiDn without causing it to drift tDwards the towns, has sheP-No& 
,at all; far frDm it. 

54,140. Are there two schools in Egypt nowP-There are really four. 
'There is one Higher College of Agriculture and there are three of the 
intermediate type-C-one at a place called Mushtohr; one at DamanhDur 
and one at Shebin-eI-KDm. 

54,141. Professor GamgUlee: Are these called farm schools ?-ThGSe are 
intermediate schools. There was a numoor of farm eohools, but they were 
closed down. 

54,142. The Chairman: There is nDt the slightest sign, is there, in Egypt 
that boys educated at these schools are inclined to go back tD their parents' 
holdings and wDrk?-I would not say that absolutely. There are a few who 
go ,back. 

54,143. It is known?-Yes. Some of them have gone back and done well, 
but they are a comparatively small proportion of the whole. 

54,144. What impreesion did you form of the value Df the technical 
teaching at these institutionsP Was it well doneP-At the Higher School 
of Agriculture at Gizeh it was 'Well done. At these other intermediate 
schools of agriculture I am afraid I cannot claim that it was well done. 
The staff were very indifferently trained. The schools were organised 
rather in a hurry before the staff were ready to be engaged for them; 
and compared with service in the Ministry of Agriculture, the service 
in teaching in these schools was not very popular, so one was inclined 
to be left with rather the dregs of the agricultural graduates for the 
staffing of these schools. 

54,145. Do you see many Indian students at Edinburgh University?
Quite a number. We have a few at present in the Agricultural Depart
ment of the University. 

54,146. ,What do you say a;bout their previous trainingP--GeneralIy we 
find that we cannot assume very much in the way of previous training 
before they come to us; that is to say, it is rather dangerous as a general 
rule to grant much in the way of exemptions from the full degree course; 
but there are exceptions to that. Now and again a. man comes to us with 
.a good science degree from one of the Universities, and obviously, there, 
it is not necessary that he should repeat his whole science course from the 
beginning. As a rule it is wiser to start him right at the beginning and 
carry out the full course. 

54,147. Professor Gangulee: Do YDU hold any entrance examination before 
,,"OU allow a student to come to the UniversityP-Yes. There is a general 
entrance examination applicable to all the Scottish Universities, regulated 
,by a special Entrance Board. 

54,148. The Chairman: What view have YDU formed of the standard of 
-teaching in pure science at the Indian Universities as compared with that 
in our own UniversitiesP-I have no personal knowledge of the Indian 
'Universities. 

54,149. Judging by the students -who come with science degrees?
Judging by the students, I imagine they cannot have the same opportuni
ties or organisation for teaching pure science. 

Mr. E. Shearer. 
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54,150. Are they weak in any particular subject or direction P-I could 
not single out any particular subject. 

1)4,1?1. It has been suggested ,by some witnesses that opportunities of 
work 10 the laboratory and at the ,bench, and so on, are not, in India,. 
what they might be P-No. 

54,152. I do not know whether your experience contirme that?-It' would 
rather tend to contirm it. They are certainly 'Weak in laboratory practice
generally. 

54,153. Sir Ganga Ram: Is the law of succession to property in Egypt 
governed by Mahommedan law or by local law P-In the case of the Mahom
medan population, which represents about nine-tenths of the whole popul~ 
tion, it would be regulated by Mahommedan law. 

54,154. And the land as well ?-The land as well, I imagine. 
54,155. Then one acre would not go far between one family?-Quite so. 
54,156. You have said that the produce of one acre will support a family. 

What is the gross produce of one acre in moneyP-Half that area would be 
devoted to cotton. One used to calculate it, roughly, as a return of about 
£40 per acre. Therefore half an acre under the cotton crop would bring in 
£20. Then half would be under maize in the summer months, and the re
turn would be something like 80 to 100 Iiushels per acre. .The actual money 
value would be somewhere about £6 to £8 for the half Mre. Then the wheat 
crop, again, would give a return of about £6 to £8. 

54,157. What is the average land taxP-The maximum land tax, if I 
remember right, was a little under £2 per acre. That was for first-class 
land. For lowest quality land it might be down to 12s. or 15s. an acre. 

54,158. I think that Egypt exports £5,000,000 worth of vegetables, does it 
not ?-I was not aware of that large export of vegetables. There is a con
siderable supply of vegetables to ships at the ports of Alexandria and Port 
Said; but, apart from that, I do not think there is much export of vege
tables. 

54,159. According to my information, Egypt exports £5,000,000 worth of 
cereals and vegetables. Do you export cereals P-Beans would be the chief 
cereal exported. 

54,160. £5,000,000 worth of vegetables and cereals exported is a large 
amounH-Yes. 

54,1.61. Then I see Egypt exports £56,000,000 worth of textiles. Is thal; 
hand-produced textiles, or machine proauction ?-It is almost entirely raw 
cotton. 

54,162. Cotton is separately shown. The £56,000,000 is represented by tex
tiles and yarnP-There is only one cotton mill in the country, and that deals 
with a very small volume of manufacture. 

54,163. Then that means that there is an immense amount of textiles pro
duced by hand?-No. 

54,164. How much water per 100 acres is given in Egypt generally?-My 
recollection is that, in the case of the cotton crop, the consumptioI1- was 
equivalent to about 40 inches per annum. 

54,165. They do not give water according to the nature of the crop, but 
according to the extent of the land ?-Yes, that is right. But actually thl' 
nature of the crop is important. Thus summer crops like cOtton and maize
require much more water than winter crops like wheat and beans. Rice can 
only be grown in considerable quantity in really good flood years, and 
farmers are advised beforehand how much rice they may grow and corre
sponding quantities of water are arranged to be supplied. Again, no water 
is supplied for maize till about the middle of July, the bulk of the water 
being required for the cotton crop, until the flood season arrives. 

54,166. Supposing there was 100 acres, what would they give?-I am not 
prepared to give a :figure for t'hat now, but I could get. the fig.ure for the> 
Commission if they desired. 
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54,167. There is a good deal of poultry-keeping in Egypt, is there not? 
'The peasants derive a very good profit from the keeping of poultry?-Yes. 
They make sure they incur no loss, by giving the poultry no food. The fowls 
have to forage ,for themselves absolutely. 

54,168. Professor Gang'UZee: But there is no export of poultry products 
from Egypt, is thereP-Yes, mostly eggs. 

54,169. Sir Ganga Bam: When you said that dry farming is also done in 
E~t, do you mean deep ploughing, or special seeding for the dry crops?
''l'he ploughing is not very deep. Probably it was not quite right to say that 
" dry farming" was practised. It was rather farming under dry conditions. 

54,170. Are there any hydro-electric works in EgyptP-No. 
54,171. Are there not plenty of falls in the canals?-No. There are falls 

.at the barrage, but they are not made use of in that kind of way.. In point 
,of fact, there was a big scheme at one time in connection with the waterfall 
at the Assouan Dam" but part of the difficulty was the question of fuel for 
tho burning of the limestone. 

54,li2. Sir Thomas Middleton: In giving us figures of Egyptian crops, 
you stopped short at wheat. What is the yield of wheat ?-It is anything 
from thirty to about fifty-five bushels. Flfty-five bushels would be con
sidered a very good crop. 

54,173. Does the crop, suffer from rustP-To some considerable extent. 
There are two types of rust which they get. The one type affects more par
ticularly the native wheats, and the other type more readily attacks what is 
known lIB the Hindi wheat, which originally came from India. It seldom 
happens that we get the two types of rust operating severely in the same 
year j if the native wheat is affected the Hindi wheat largely escapes, and 
vice versa. 

54,li4. With such a dense population depending on wheat and maize, one 
would suppose that there must be frequent years of shortage P-Rust is never 
as devastating there as it is in some countries. .It causes some loss and 
damage, but never anything like a complete failure of the crop. 

54,175. So far, maize is a safe crop ?-Yes, and it is a very highly manured 
-crop. 

54,176. You told us that on the whole you thought the Five-Feddan Law 
was a disadvantage P-Yas. 

54,177. I want to follow that up j is it because you think the agents of the 
banks were quickly getting to know the people better, and would have been 
able to protect the banks' interests, and also to serve the community in the 
absence of the Five-Feddon LawP-I am not sure that I follow your point. 

54,178. The point is this. The Five-Feddan Law destroyed the mortgage 
security of the banks and led to a great reduction in the banks' business. 
That happened at a period when the banks were apparently training local 
agents, who were getting to know the cultivating population. I want. to ask 
you whether you think it was the interruption of that system whlch the 
banks were building up which was the disadvantage P-The banks' system 
was not actually in the process of being built up. It had been well estab
lished for quite a long time, and was working well. 

54 179. Was the agent's knowledge of the people increasing rapidly P
Probably it was, yes. The banks probably had been working for the greater 
part of 25 years. 

54,180. If the agents had got such a close local knowledge, how was it 
that when the banks' mortgage business was shut down by the Five-Feddan 
Law: they did not attempt to devel~p credit on the security of. move~bles, 
on which the moneylender now subslsts ?-They had been orgamsed slmply 
to deal with mortgage, and anything other than that I do not think they felt 
inclined to touch. 

Mr. E. Shearer. 
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54,181. I think you were responsible for the reclamation of Pusa, were yom 
Dot?-I was. 

54,182. You were in actual chargeP-Yes. 
54,183. What impression did you get of Pusa as a place for experimental 

work P-First of all, the situation was not an ideal one for serving the whole 
of India, in my opinion. It was under conditions which were not altogether 
too representative of India. Geographically, it was not particularly well 
situated to serve India. Then the farm itself was of an extraordinarily 
varied character in the composition of the fields. In the preliminary test 
work which I did in selecting fields for a series of permanent experi
ments, I found the most extraordinary variations in yield all over the farm. 

54,184. We saw these permanent experiments last winter, and the crops 
were extraordinarily uniform. It looked a.s if it were a uniform tract of 
land. So~ethingha.s happened to make it uniformP-It is difficult to judge 
by the eye. I do not know how it actually worked out in yields, but I know 
that, for two seasons at least in succession, before selecting these fields I 
weighed the produce of every acre, and I got most extraordinary variations 
on land which looked reasonably uniform. The land we did eventually select 
was the most uniform we could find. . 

54,185. It certainly now does look uniform, or the crop does. When you 
were in the process of selecting, was it the harvest or was it the appearance 
of the crop that led you to regard the land a.s lacking in uniformity? Was it 
obvious from the crop P-It was not so obvious from the crop as from the 
harvest. 

54,186. At the present time the Pusa Estate is laid out VfSry largely in the 
interests of cattle, with a certain area set aside for experimental work?
Yes. 

54,187. I want to get your opinion as to the value of the farm as an 
experimental station. You have not a high opinion of itP-Not particularly 
high. 

54,188. The present course for the degree at Edinburgh is four years, is it 
notP-Three years for an ordinary degree. For an Honours Degree it is 
four years. 

54,189. How many science subjects are obligatory?-Four-botany, 
chemistry, zoology and physics. 

54,190. How many optionals, in science?-There are no optional subjects. 
54,191. What about entomologyP-Entomology is also obligatory, and bac-

teriology is obligatory. -
54,192. So you have six obligatory subjectsP-Yes; there are actually seven 

obligatory sCIence subjects, including geology. . 
54,193. Are there no optional subjectsP-There are optional subjects, agri

cultural engineering, field engineering and forestry and veterina'7 hy~iene. 
Genetics is grouped either with forestry or with agricultural engmeermg as 
optional. 

54,194. What prospect would there be of getting recruits from the Univer
sity of Edinburgh for service in India if ~here was no permanen~y guaran
teed ?-I do not think there would be any prospect at all. There IS a pretty 
keen demand for graduates from other agricultural departments, and the 
best of our men usually get placed there. I do not think they would at all 
consider a Service with no permanency attached to it. 

54,195. Have none of your people taken up temporary appointments. 
recentlv in IndiaP-None whatever. 

54,196. Do any of the College of Agriculture students take temporary 
appointments abroadP-Ap'art from the University DegreeP It has not 
happened in recent years at all. . 

54,197. Mr. Noyce: Am I right in interpreting your VIew to .be that 
students in this country who go to Universities and Colleges for agrIcultural 
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-study are mainly attracted, as they are in India, by the prospect of some 
·definite appointmentP-Very largely. 

54,198. That te~dency is marked in this country tooP-It is, yes. 
54,199. Professor GllIngu.Zee: Also in AmericaP-Not to the same extent. 
54,200. Mr. Noyce: Just two questions about Egypt. Is maize the usual 

rotation with cotion thereP-It is. 
54,201. Rave you considered the possibility of berseem as a crop ~n Ind~a 

'at aIlP You know both countriesP-1 think berseem should do In Indla 
in reasonably cold winters. It does not stand any severe degree of heat. 
In Egypt, its best period of growth is from January: to about the end of 
May, when the weather is just warming up; but dlrectly we get to the 
'high temperatures of summer it is practically finished. 

54,202. [t would not have much chance really, except in the north of 
India in the cold wel!>therP-No, it would not. 

54,203. The trouble is that it does not seed thereP-No. 
54,204. In order to do anything with. it in India, you would need a 

'Constant import of fresh seedP-Yes. 
54,205. Sir James MacKe1l/1ta: What is the organisation of the Agricultural 

Department in Egypt nowP-At the top there is the Minister of Agriculture, 
who is assisted by an Under-Secretary of State. Then, directly under the 
Under-Secretary of State, come the various departments. The post which I 
myself held there has not been filled since I left the country (the post of 
Director-General of the Technical Services), so that each Service now 
.attaches directly to the Under-Secretary of State. First of all there is an 
Inspectorate Service. The Agricultural Inspector oorresponds to the 
Deputy Director of the Agricultural Services in India. There are 14 
Provinces in Egypt, and each Province has an Inspector. 'Dhese are all 
grouped under the administration of the Chief Inspector of Agriculture 
at the Ministry. 

54,206. Are they all EgyptiansP-Yes. They are now all Egyptians. 
Formerly there were about half Egyptians and half English. Then there 
are several scientific departments---Departments of Chemistry, Botany and 
Entomology, and there is the Veterinary Service. 

54,207. Are they all manned by Egyptia;ns toD?-Mostly. There are about 
five or six English personnel left in the Ministry, and these are all junior 
appointments. 

54,208. Is the Khedivial Agricultural Society as active as it was 20 
years agoP-No. It practically died when the Ministry of Agriculture came 
into being. . 

54,209. They were the people with the biggest scientific staff when I was 
there 20 years &goP-Yes. Directly the Department of Agriculture was 
formed, most of the staff moved over from the Khedivial Society to the 
Ministry of Agriculture. 

54,210. With regard to the question of Egyptian ootton, have you e.er 
visited SindP-No. 

54,211. You are aware of the Sukkur Barrage. They are banking a good 
o(}lO'al on utilising the irrigated land for the growth of Egyptian cotton, are 
they notP-Yes. 

54,212. Is not the market for Egyptian cotton somewhat limitedP-It is 
a good deal limited, but it is difficult to say how limited it is, because 
very often a new supply creates a new demand. It is difficult to predicate 
before hand what the demand is going to be. 

54,213. The correct policy would be a long staple cotton, either Egyptian 
Of' AmericanP-Yes. 

54,214. Hoi! Egypt any Acts dealing with cattle diseases, the move
ment of oattle, the destruction of hides, and so onP-Yes, that is covered 
by legislation. 
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54,215. You say simultaneous inoculation has been fairly successful. By 
what officers is that inoculation performedP--Just as in the Agricultural 
Service we have our Agricultural Inspector, so in the Veterinary Service 
there are local Veterinary Inspectors, fairly senior men, Egyptians all of 
them. 

M,216.Wit,h &. veterinary qualification of any recognised standard P-They 
are trained in the Veterinary School in Egypt. Simultaneously inoculation, 
or double inoculation, is carried on by them. 

54,217. It would not be done at the hands of a Veterinary Assistant, 
would itP-80metimee. Frequently the Assistants actually do the job. I 
ought to say that in one or two cases in the early days rather bad 
accidents occurred, but in recent years nothing very untoward has happened. 
In one or two cases in the early days complete herds were wiped out through 
faulty inoculation. 

54,218. Professor Gangulee: Do I understand you to say that agricultural 
research in Egypt is chiefly in the hands of the Egyptians?-Almost 
entirely. 

54,219. ,'Wnat do you say about the efficiency of the researoh work due 
to this proce.~s of Egyptianisation?-I am afraid such work will go to 
pieces altogether. It has very largely gone to pieces. I would not say 
that is entirely the fault of the Egyptian staff. It is very largely due to bad 
administration generally. With this bad administration the better members 
of the Egyptian staff are not getting the encouragement that they ought 
to get. Apart from that, as a prominent Egyptian once said to me: "In 
many respects I have tried to imitate the European, and I flatter myself 
that in many ways I have succeeded, hut in one particular I have grossly 
failed, and that is not being able to maintain, for any length of time, 
&. sustained interest in anything in the way of research." Tliat is rather 
characteristic of the Egyptian mind. 

54,220 .• Where were the Egyptians, who are now in charge of the 
Scientific Department, trainedP-In many cases they were trained in the 
country. The older men were all trained in the country. They have 
reached their present positions by virtue of their seniority rather than by 
virtue of their academic qualifications. Among the younger men, a good 
many have been trained 'abroad, some in this country, and a good many 
in recent years were sent to America. 

54,221. Sent by the Ministry?-Yes, specially selected,. and the Universi
ties to which they were sent were very carefully selected. 

54,222. Has agriculture, as a teaching subject, found a place in the 
University of Egypt?-It is only within the last two years that a nucleus 
University seems to have been established. Previous to that there was 
no University of Egypt. There was a so-called University of Cairo, but 
it W88 a name really. 

54,223. ,What is the nature of the higher ,teaching in EgyptP-It is a 
series of higher colleges. 

54,224. How many are there of such collegesP-There is a School of 
Medicine, a School of Engineering, a School of Law, &. School of Agricul
ture, a School of Commerce, and a Training College for Teachers. 

54,225. I think Egypt has a research station for investigating soil a.nd 
irrigation problems, has it not? Dr. Prescott was in charge of the station? 
-Dr. Prescott was a member of the 'staff of the KID.edivial Agricultural 
Society. He was OhE'mist to that body. 

54,226. He investigated, chiefly, the question of alkali soils, did he not?
He took that up amongst other things. He was not specifically there for 
that purpose. 

54,227. All that researoh work has been discontinued since the process 
of taking Egyptians into the service has commenced, has it not?-It has 
been very largely discontinued. 
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54,228. Is ,there such a thing as a farm institute in Egypt?-No. We 
had farm sch()()ls, and they were a complete failure. . 

54,229. On page 236 of your note, you say it was found that a substantial 
number of pupils, usually children of poorer parents, were perfectly willing 
to en~er a farm sCihool and to engage in all the practical operations 
prescrIbed. To what do you ascribe the success in interesting the parents 
in thOISe schoolsP What was the secret of that successP-They were prepared 
to· undergo a little pain in order to arrive at a future happiness. Their 
whole ambition from the beginning was to get qualified for some kind of 
post; and in order to arrive at that goal they were prepared to suffer 
unpleasantness for a time. 

54,230. Are you prepared to say that the parents of these Egyptian 
children are satisfied with these schools?-Only from that point of view, 
as leading to a post. 

94,2.31. Who are ,the teat'Jiers in these schoolsP-They were Egyptian 
graduates of the Higher School of Agriculture. 

54,232. Did 1 understand you to say that the yield of wheat per acre in 
Egypt was 55 bllsllels?-That is high. The average would probably 'be nearer 
37 or 38. 

54,233. In EnglllJld the_ highest yield is 32 bu~hels to-dayP-Not the 
highest-the average. 

54,234. From your calculation whiob. you gave to Sir Ganga Ram I gat 
the figure of £34 per acre as a gross inoomeP-Tha.t would be about the 
total return. 

54,235. £20 for cotton, £7 for mruize, and £7 for whootP-'l'hese are the 
returns per half-acre. Part of the land would also be under clover for the 
winter. 

54,236. What would be the rent of that land P-Anything from £12 to £13 
an acre. Immediately after the War, some of that land was being rented 
at £60 an acre, when cotton was booming. 

54,237. You said that a substa.ntial amount of! fruitful research was carried 
out in horticulture. Wihat definite results have been obta.ined ill horticul
tureP-It was very largely a question of variety selection in different classes 
of fruit trees. 

54,238. What are t..h.e chief fruit trees in EgyptP-One of the most 
important is the ora.nge, and then there are dates, figs, gra.pes, apricots, 
plums, and eo on. 

54,239. In answer to Sir James MacKenna, you referred to the declining 
influence of the Khedivial Agricultural Society. W\hat is the reason ~f 
tha.tP-The Khedivial Agricultural Society, lin so far as its research work IS 

concerned, very largely ceased to function when the Ministry of ~g.ricultur~ 
came into being. There was hardly r()()m for both. The Khedlvlal AgrI
cultural Society did not quite accept the situation. 'l"hey felt there was a· 
cerwn amount of prestige attaching to research work, a.nd when the staff 
went over to the Ministry of Agriculture they recruited fresh staff, but they 
have never been able to hold the sta.ff for very long, and there are frequent 
cha.nges. 
, 54,240. You say that this Society was modelled on the Royal Agricultural 
Society in this countryP-Yes. 

54,241. That is, a meeting place of officials and of non-officiills interested in 
agricultureP-Yes. One of its principal objects was the or~anisation. of 
agricultural shows. Latterly they have become very much a tradmg orgaDl_ 
tion for the sale of artificial manures. 
~,242. It had a research branch also, had it notP-Yes, it had. 
54,243. So it had two branC'hes< to its work, one publicity &Ild the other 

rE'6E'arch P-Yes. 
Mr. E. Shearer. 
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54,244. That waa the original idea. of the Khedivial Agricultural Society, 
to ha.ve a central mEleting place of all ~be agricultural interests of the 
couut.ry?-Quite. 

54,245. In regard to the agricultural. organisations of Egypt, I should like 
to get from you how these organisation.~ come in diret,.t touch with the 
actual cultivator. What is the. link, for instance, between the Ministry of 
Agriculture in Egypt and the actual cUltivator?-The link is the Inspector 
of Agriculture, together with his staff. Egypt is a compa.ratively small 
country, and tbe agricultural staff was large rela.tive to ,the oountry and the 
population. The technical district agricultural staff would probably amount 
to about 160 people. 

54,246. Are those Inspectors trained in the Higher School of Agriculture? 
-Yes. Some of them are European graduates, Egyptians who have passed 
through an agricultural college or University in. this country. 

54,247. What is the salary they draw?-&oond-cla.ss. District Inspectors 
got a salary of £540 to £840. First-class Agricultura.l Inspectors were on 
a grade of £720 to £1160, a.nd one could pass from one gradle to the other. 

54,248. Are these Inspectors supposed to bel responsible for the distribution 
Clf cotton seed, or lmve you a. separate orga.nisation for that?-That was 
worked generally by a special department in the Ministry. 

54,249. Under the Ministry?-Yes, and conjointly by this commercial 
department and by the local staff. The local staff actually made all the 
arrangements for the buying of the cotton seed and its actual distribution, 
but the book-k8l.'ping was done ,by the commercial department. 

54,250. You have no organisation for dealing with Cl'OP quarantine?-Yes. 
&4,251. Was a special oflicer engaged to look after that?-It was organised 

under the Entomological Department. 
54,252. The chief administrative head being the Ministry?-Yes. 
54,258. Do the Veterinary Department administer the legislation regarding 

t.he C',()ntJrol of contagious diseases?-Yes, hut under the general control of 
the Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Agriculture. 

54,254. That was also a sepa.rate department linked with the Ministry?
Yes. 

54,255. Is the administration of the Higher School at Giza under the 
Ministry of Agriculture or under the Ministry of Educa.tion?-In recent 
yea.rs it has been transferred to the ]l.finistry of Education. 

54,256. Are these schools staffed by Europeans orlby Egyptian teachers?
They are staffed entirely, now, by Egyptian teachers. Formerly there was 
a nucleus of European staff. About four or five members of the staff were 
Europeans. 

64,257. Dan you tell us the cost pel' head of the pupils in 1Jhese schools? 
They are not free, are they?-They are not free institutions. The fees are 
extraordina.rily low in Egypt oompared with the actual cost of the instit~ 
tions. I think the annual fee was something like £15 for at1lendance at all 
cla.~ses. 

54,258. Surely :£15 would not cover the costP>--No. I think it would be 
nearer £100. 

54,259. The difference comes £;rom the StateP-Y1es. 
54,260. If this CoIllll1.ission decided to vi&it Egypt, 'W.hat would be the 

ilhief points of int-erest which you would advise us to investigate?-That is 
not an easy question to answer. 

54,261. I mean, to! which aspects of Egyptian agriculture would you have 
the Oommission give attention toP-I dare.~ay the Commission would like 
to see the operations of the Ministry of Agriculture generally. T·hey would 
like to know, perhaps, something about the organisation of the ]I.f~nistry. 
'!hey would want to see swnething of the actual working of the dlfferent 
sections. Those are fairly well concentrated r(jund about Cairo. The ex
perimental grounds attached to the diifferent sections adjoin each other. 
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There is a big headquarters station with a fairl,. substantial station attached 
to the Botanical a.nd Plant-breeding Department. Then there is the High 
Bchool of Agriculture with its (experimental farJ;ll, about three miles from 
Cairo. There is· aJao :the veterinary organisation. The Commission might 
like to see the veterinary laboratories and the provision they hav~ for re
search, and the veterinary sclwol also. There is a special Serum Institute 
where they manufacture serum for inoculwtion against rinderpest. Those
are the chief things in the neighbourhood of Cairo. In the districts, there
a·re one or twu experimental farms. The Ministry's main experimental farm 
is down in the helltrt of 1fue delta. That is well worth seeing. The State 
Domain's Administration is of interest, as showing cultivation on a fairly 
large scale undertaken by the Government Farming Department, not by the
Ministry of Agriculture, though I think quite recently the State Domain 
has become attached to the Miuistry of Agriculture; but throughout the
greater part of its history it has been attached to the MJinistry of' Finance. 
It has a two-fold object. It was designed as a profitable method of exploiting 
State property, and at the same time, as a great deal of the land was salt 
land, the department was continually reclaiming land, and as more reclaimed 
land came into use the better land was sold off to cultivators. It was a very 
efficient organisation in many respects, and it still plays a very important 
pa.rt in the matter of multiplication of seed stocks. The bettler grades of 
cotton, for example, are evolved in the Botanical Department. They ar& 
multiplied up to Ilj point at- the Ministry's other \experimental farms, and 
then t'hey 8!re carried on, on a big scale, on thousands of acres of these 
State domains. In that 'Way one is able to let loose pretty large stocks of 
relatively pure S&ed, particularly of cotton and wheat. So that I think that. 
might be of interest to· visit. 

54,262. Should we visit the irrigation systemaP-Yes. I think they would 
probably be of interest. 

54,263. Can we derive any lessons from those systemsP-It would be very 
easy to show you land, which had been among the very best land in Egypt, 
that had gone out of cultivation, almost, for want of pro.vision of drainage. 
That land, .immediately drainage was provided, in the oourse of a couple of 
seasons made a wonderful recovery. 

54,264. Would the Commission see anything about the methods ·of dis
tributing waterP-Yes. I think they could be seen quite readily. Then 
there is a certain amount of research being carried out within the Ministry 
of Public Works at the Delta Barrage. 'l'hey have a small reeearoh staIr 
engaged there investigating particular irrigation problems. 

54,265. Turning to the question of University training in Edinburgh, do 
you consider that the graduates in agriculture from Edinburgh University 
are suitable recruits as Deputy Directors for Indian agricultureP-Yes. I 
think those are the people to whom one would naturally look. 

54,266. Would you give them a training in a oentral institution in India. 
before you gave them a charge ?-I attach considerable importance to the 
training at home from this point of view, that it gives one an opportunity 
of selecting one's men. 

154,267. Having .!IEllected the men from the Universities of this country, 
would you alloWl them tQ go to an Indian oemtral station in order to get. 
experience before you gave them the responsibilities involved in the post of 
a. Deputy Dire-ctorP-I would rather get the experience of him in India. 
before sending him over here. I would prefer to take a man who had gone 
through one of tlhe provincial agricultural colleges, and had done well there. 
and then possibly have worked for some little time in the Agricultural 
Depa.rtment in his own Province, and then send him over here if he was a. 
really first-class man. 
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54,268. You a.re referring to Indian student&coming to Edinburgh?-Yes. 
54,269. I was thinking of the British recruits from Eainburgh to India. 

Do you think it would be necessary for those English recruits to go through 
a training in a central research station or central institute somewhere in 
India before ta.king up their poots?-I do not think it would be a great 
deal of advantage. One used to have that system at Pusa in the old days. 
People came out as supernumeraries. '.rhiey worked for a time at Pusa and 
got some little insight into agricultural methods. 'l'hen tibey were drafted 
out into the districts. I would not say it is not altogether of value, because 
it does give one an opportunity of getting down to actual cultural methods. 

54,270. It familiarises one with the actual problems before the country?
Yes, to some extent, ·but eventually one has to learn one's work, under the 
conditions under which t)h&t work is to be ca.rried out. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Oommission then adjourned till 10.30 a.m. on Monday, the 20th Jwne, 
1927 
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Monday, June 20th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chatrman). 

Sir HEKRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E .. 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH Joint Secretaries. 

Sir STEPHEN DEMETRIADI, K.B.E. (representing the 
London Chamber of Commerce) and Messrs. RaIli Bros.; 
Mr. H. F. PFISTER (Manager of Messrs. Ralli Bros.); Mr. 
C. H. TAYLOR (Wheat Department, Messrs. RaIli Bros.); 
and Mr. L. WILLSON (Freights Department, Messrs. Ralli 
Bros.). 

Oral Evidence .. 

54,271. The Chai1"man: Sir Stephen Demetriadi, you appear as repre
senting your firm. and also the London Chamber of o>mmerce?-Yes. Pos
sibly it might help the Commission if I made a s()rt of general statement 
first, and then that you should interrogat6{ me on that? 

,54,272. By all means?-You have many technicaJ experts coming here, 
and they will be able to answer questions on the technioaJ side. I am 
not a technicaJ expert myself, so that I will, if I may, just give you 
a general survey. I would like to deal first with that very importam; 
article, wheat. I know that exercising the minds of the members of . 
the O>mmission is the fact that the quality is not as good as it might 
be. You feel that Bome improvement is desirable there. I should like 
to expla.in that, in my view, the question of quality is, in a. sense, 
secondary-from this point of view: that if you could get exports of 
wheat on a free scale from India the question of quality would in a measure 
right itself. I should like to deaJ with that a little more fully. Before 
the War, we used to export wheat from India in large quantities, but 
during the War and a.fter the War the exports fell. For a time they 
were prohibited aJtogether, and after that there were only certain quantities 
which were a.llowed to be exported. Then, again, with the increased 
consumption in India. of whea.t, exports fell very heavily, and, as a result, 
there has not been in India that spur which the cultivator used to have' 
of keeping up his quality. I do ,not know whether that is a view which 
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has already been put before this Commission. We used to export wheat 
freely, and if the quality W88 not up to what was expected of that particular 
grade of Indian wheat which we were exporting, we used to get claims 
from our buyers here. They used to be preferred against my firm here, 
and we used to prefer them against our own firms in rndia, and they used 
to Bend them on to the ryot, and he had to pay those claims. That was 
always a spur to the ryot to keep his quality up for the next season. 
On the Bombay side, there has been ,a steady deterioration in the quality of 
wheat. I believe that if one were to concentrate on producing larger 
crops the question of qua.\ity would right itself; because, if you produce 
larger crops, it is rea.'IOnable to presume you would have larger exports 
of wheat, which would give that spur, to which I have already referred, 
to the ryot to keep up his quality. I thought I might say that at this 
stage, because I am not sure whether the point, has been put before 
you already. 

54,273. It is your view that there has been a steady deterioration in 
quality in spite of the spread of the improved varietiesP-Yes. I should 
like to qualify that by saying that there has been a deterioration in 
certain parts of India. I do not think it is noticeable throughout India, 
because Karachi wheat is still to-day a very good wheat. Sometimes it 
contains more damage than it does in other years. That is inherent, of 
course, to the crop. It also contains, sometimes, more red wheat than 
at other times; but my mind at this moment is rather thinking of the 
Bombay side. 

54,274. Is that mainly Central Provinces wheatP-Yes. I would like 
to say that I link that up with this (and this is one of the points that 
J do want to make): that before the War, there was a sort of co-ordinating 
body which was used both for research work in India and also for 
controlling the whole of India, but now that agriculture is a transferred 
subject in India and is now under the local control of the Provinci.aI 
Governments, I think a certain amount of damage has been done to the 
good which was emerging from that central research body which used to 
exist in India, and which was on the way to producing good results. 
Though I fully recognise that it is very difficult (now that the subject has 
been transferred to the Provincial Governments) to get it back to the 
Coentral Govel"Dment, I feel, speaking of the Indian wheat business as a. 
whole, that it would be ... very good thing if some steps could be devised 
by which Provincial Governments should, in their :research work, be under 
the control of the Central Government, because, as I have just explained, 
I feel that in some parts (for instance in the Central Provinces on the 
Bombay side) the quality has deteriorated more there than in other parts; 
and I think that if there had been that central controlling body that 
position might :not have arisen. 

54,275. Is it your suggestion, then, that the central r~arch station at 
Pusa exercised some control before 1:Ihe ReformsP-Yes. That is the point 
I am making. 

54,276. Are you familiar yourself with Indian conditionsP-No. I have 
been in India. I was in India for many years, but I was not primarily 
concerned for my firm with Indian agricultural products. I have with 
me here from my firm Mr. Pfister, who is similarly situated as I am iu 
the firm, and he is, if I may say so, one of the greatest experts on 
Indian agricultural products, from the merchant's point of view, with 
whom you could wish to discuss the subject. He can speak with great 
knowledge of any of the Indian agricultural products with which my 
firm deals. 

54,277. Perhaps you will tell us exactly who these gentlemen are who 
are with yauP-Mr. pfister is one of the managers of my firm in the 
same way as I am. Mr. Taylor came along with me because he is our 
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wheat expert on this side. I thought you might like to put questions 
to !him on the marketing of wheat. He can speak with authority on the 
conditions of the marketing of wheat. Mr. Willson is our shipping expert 
in the firm. 

54,278. Rave you considered, at all, the possibility of organising the 
Indian wheat tr,ade upon the same principle according to which cotton 
is organised under the Indian Central Cotton Committee; that is to 
say, tJhe organisation of research and administration and the organisation 
of the tr,ade generally, from the grower through the distributing interests, 
including, in the case of cotton, the factory itselfP-(Mr. Pfister.) I should 
say that in the case of wheat there is less scope for such organisation than 
in the case of cotton. To begin with, in cotton the proportion of the 
crop that is exported is very much larger than in the case of wheat. 
Also, cotton is an article which has to undergo v·arious processes of 
manipulation before 'it reaches the market, such as ginning and pressing; 
whereas wheat comes to the market ready-made, as it were. 

54,279. You would not have the same opportunity of levying a cessP
Quite, or of exercising any strict control. 

54,280. I put the question to you because I thought you might have 
some views on the particular point, but you do not feel that wheat offers 
any great prospect of organisation on those linesP-No, not on those lines. 

54,281. Have you considered, at all, the possibility of forming, in 
India, a wheat pool such as is in practice in AustraliaP-Yes, but I do 
not think that those kinds of pool are really for the interests of the 
country as a whole. 

54,282. Because of special Indian oonditionsP-Partly. In order to work 
such a pool in a satisfactory manner it would .be necessary to have what 
they have in America and Canada, for instance, namely, large public 
warehouses where the wheat wouId be delivered by the cultivator ,and 
stored, and re-sold and re-delivered afterw.ards to the purchaser. 

54,283. You mean grain elevatorsP-Yes. 
54,284. It is possible to have a pooling system, is it not, without having 

grain elevatorsP The Australian pooling systems are worked with bags, 
are they not?-Yes, but it would make things more difficult; and, on the 
other hand, I do not think public warehouses (where tlie goods, once 
delivered, would lose their identity) are a feasible proposition for India. 

54,285. Because of the multiplicity of small growensP-Because of the 
mUltiplicity of small growers, and the difficulty of having satisfactory 
grading unless at very considerable expense. As the qualities are not so 
even-running as they are in other countries, the grading would pres,ent 
greater difficulties. 

54,286. ,What are the existing grades according to which Indian wheat 
is sold on the London and Liverpool marketsP-It is now all reduced 
practically to two qualities, the Karachi white wheat and the Karachi red 
wheat. The other qualities are only exported very occasionally. From 
the Bombay side it is only after exceptionally good crops (and when crops 
in other countries have :not been satisfactory) that exports in any quantities 
worth speaking of are possible. 

54,287. Is not there & quotation for superior A. &nd superior B., superior 
white and superior redP--'From KarachiP 

54,288. YesP-(Sir Stephen Demetriadi): No. If I may interpose here, 
a.OOut four years ago we had a superior quality of Karachi wheat which 
I think emanated from one of the <:Jolonies, and I think it was sold by 
Colonel Cole. He in fact came over and saw me here about the superior 
quality of Karachi wheat which he wanted to develop; and we did trade 
for a short time illl that 'superior quality. It was called Punjab No. 11. 
We paid, if I remember rightly, 9d. a quarter extra for that wheat. The 
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miller here would only give us 6d. a quarter. Therefore we found we 
could not trade. Trade did not develop by reason of the fact that we 
had to pay more. Whether we paid more to the cultivator than the amount 
of energy and work he put into it or not, I am not sure. Even if we did, 
I am not suggesting it was a bad thing that he should have a reward for 
improving his qua.lity; but we did not get that premium on this side, 
and the trade did 1D0t last for a year. 

54,289. Just for the sake of accuracy, Sir Stephen, waa it in regard to 
the quality or in regard to the purity of the wheat that particular lots 
were Classed Superior A.. or Superior B. P-(Mr. Taylor): It was both. The 
wheat was quite free from anything. It was nothing but wheat. There was 
DO barley or dirt. It waa all of one quality, unlike ordinary Karachi wheat 
which is a mixture of two or three qualities. 

54,290. I have a note to the effect that in the case of Superior A.. and 
Superior B. t'he 5 per cent. barley and 3 per cent. dirt allowances were 
reduced to 2 per cent. amd 11 per cent. respectivelyP-As a matter of fact, 
there is nothing known on this market as Superior A.. and Superior B. 

54,291. iWe are not talking about the same thingP-(Sir Stephen 
Demetriadi): No. There haa been an effort in Karachi to improve the 
quality, and I am sorry to say it 'has not met with t'he success that it 
deserves, beoause the millers oould not pay the premium which was required. 
We ourselves could buy this quality of wheat in Karachi and probably 
mix it with ifue inferior quality and tone up the general standard of our 
shipments; but, per Be, as a quality it ·had a very short life. I do not 
think i.t lasted twelve months. (Mr. Taylor): Another trouble was that 
the quantity available was only about 5,000 tons a year, and it was worth 
no one's attention to bother about. 

54,292. Was this before the War or afterP-8ince the termination of the 
War. 

54,293. What do you say as to the general demand for Indian wheat?
(Sir Stephen Demetriadi): After the War, there 'Was certainly quite a dis
position on the part of the Trade here to buy Indian -wheat, aa it used to 
before; but it 'Was not offered in free enough quantities, the result being 
that the millers were rather ch8lry about buying Karachi wheat, because 
t.hey were never sure whether he would get a regular and frequent supply 
of it; it might at any moment d~ up. When that took place they had to 
change their mixings. They had to change them once or twice, and they 
got rather tired of that, and therefore they ceased to take the interest in 
the Karachi wheat which they used to take in former days. 

54,294. So that the unoertainty 88 to the surplus margin which 'Would be 
available for export is an important factor in reducing the general demand 
for Indian wheatP-Precisely so. That was the point I wanted to make 
when I said I thought the question of quality was rather secondary. The 
question of quantity is, to my mind, of pllll'amount importance, because, as 
you know, the results shown per acre in India are lamentably low as com
pared with other countries. India shows ten bushels to the acre as an 
average; in Europe we show about t'hirty bushels to the aore. In the Plate 
they do not show anything like that, but India is undoubtedly the worst, 
and if India oould he encouraged, if there could he intensive education for 
intensive cultivation, I think India would soon again be a very large wheat
exporting country. The question of quality would look after itself. It 
'Would right itself by the claims that came out from this side in the first 
year, if the quality was not what we had been accustomed to receive. 

54,295. I have a question here with regard to the milling qualities of 
English wheat. Do those wheats supply the strength which is necessllll'Y in 
a wheat to be mixed with English wheat?-The cardinal point about that 
is that the Indian wheat is dry. It is deficient in strength. It is deficient 
in gluten, which is the strengthening element. 
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54,296. NOQooy knows what strength is, do they? Nobody knows precisely 
the quality which brings strength ?-No, it is largely a matter of oonjectu!l"e. 

54,297. Its adv!,-ntage, for mixing purposes, is in its extreme dryness?
Its primary advantage; and its whiteness, too. 

54,298>. Do you conceive it as possible that, by a substantial improvement 
in quality and by a g!l"ading up of the purity, Indian wheat might enter a 
market in Great Britain and other oountries overseas which at present it 
does not enter?-No, f.or the reason that I 'have given you. Exports have 
fallen to suoh a. low level that wheat will soon not be exported. I want 
to see a lar~e export. If you get the quantity increased and get free 
exports we will then get the better quality appreciated here; but, if you 
improve the quality and not the quantity, then that wheat will not come 
here, It will not be put to the test which you have just put to me, as to 
whether it will !l"eceive a good reception here. 

54,299. Let me put the question in another way. Are there any circum
stances inherent in Indian agriculture which make it impo~sible that Indian 
wheat exported should compete, for instance, with good-cJass Manitoba or 
South-eastern European wheat?-(Mr. Pfister): I should say, in that 
respect, that t'here are some qualities of Indian wheat which could compete 
with Manitoba, but those are precisely the qualities which have been taken 
up by the local consumption, and have practically disapptlared as exported 
wheat. 

54,300. You do not see themP-We do not see them. They do not come 
to us. I remember, w'hen I went out to India first, the exports from 
Bombay were very nearly equal to those of Karachi, and the qualities 
exported from Bombay were to a great extent the hM"d varieties, which 
used to go to the Mediterranean Ports. A good many went to Italy, where 
they found them suitable for the manufacture of macaroni. They have 
entkely disappeared now. Ever since the native of India has taken to 
wheat more than to other food grains (which he can do now because he is 
better off than he used to be) he has gone in for these very qualities which 
we used to export. It is only very rarely that we get a very insignificant 
quantity fO((" export. 

54,301. If it were possible to produce, year by year, a steady volume 
of the highest quality wheat for export, then Indian wheat in overseas 
markets would meet an entirely new market, and the consideratoin as 
between quantity and quality, about which you told us a moment ago, 
would cease to apply to some extent P-(Sir Stephen, Demetriadi): Possibly 
yes. Possibly at this stage, it might be well if I drew attention to the 
fact that in pre-War days Indian wheat used to be sold by the quarter 
of 492 lbs. After the War, when I !l"eturned to my firm and I became 
answerable for the wheat business, I always found a great difficulty in 
getting buyers to appreciate that point. Indian wheat Vias always qvoted 
at a price which was unattractive because it was so much 'higher by reason 
of the fact that a quarler·of Indian wheat was 492 Ibs., whereas all other 
wheats---competing wheats-were 480 lbs. Obviously, the price of Indian 
wheat was unattractive. I made it my business to try to got II dian 
wheat put on to the 480 lbs. basis. There was great opposition, but it 
was very important that I should get that brought about. It was .ery 
important for my firm. Take, for instance, a firm whICh deals in, say, 
half a million tons of w'heat: if it does not get that wheat from India it 
does not mind, because it has branches probably in Australia, in the River 
Plate, in America or in Canada, and so long as it gets its 500,000 tons 
of wheat it does not very much care wh;,re it comes from; but in the 
case of my firm, we are practically exclusive traders in Indian wheat, 
and therefore it is very necessary >thM In,lia should get ;l share from the> 
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DOlnt of view of our own pocket9. After a considerable time Indian wheat 
was put on to the 480 Ibs. basis, so now it is readily comparable with 
f<Reign wheats. 

54,302. Did you meet with any opposition from the people who were 
buying at 492 lbs. and selling at 480 looP-Yes. 

54,303. Professor GanguZee: Is that 480 lbs. the unit ~'ecognised in t'he 
I!Pst Indian Wheat <JontractP-It is. The contract now is for 480 lbs. 

54,304. Sir Ganga Ram: Is it 480 lbs. pure?-Yes. They do not pay 
for the dirt, whatever it is. 

54,305. The Ohairman: How does Indian wheat come on to the European 
market in relation to the Antipodean wheat and American wheat. Does 
it, in the main, arrive in Europe between those two crops, the Northern 
hemisphere and the Southern hemisphere crops ?-The Indian crop gener
ally fills 1ihe gap. The Pacific wheats come in August and September. 
We get Manitoba wheat in October, and then we get Australian wheat 
commencing in December. May, June and July are the months when 
India supplies Europe with large quantities of wheat. It is th/il gap 
which has to be filled. India is the one country 1ihat does supply that 
gap. Therefore, it has that definite advantage. 

54,306. It is suggested in some quwrters that bulk storage and handling 
might profitably be introduced into India. Have you any views upon that 
questionP-(Mr. Pfister) On this question opinions vary considerably, even 
amongst the shippers in India. It was suggested at one time that the 
system might work, provided we had elevators all over the country. 

54,307. That is to say, you must have bulk storage for your internal 
consumption as well as for your exportP-Yes. 

54,308. Now that the export has dwindled down t; a very small per
centage, the question to consider is whether from the general point of 
view, internal storing, this storing in bulk would be advisable or not. 
Can you contemplate a. system according to which there would be bnli!: 
storage at the ports, without up-country elevatorsP-No. I do not think 
it would pay. 

54,309. In your experience, at what point in distribution is the' maxi
mum of damage inflicted on the wheat, damage due to weevil and damp, 
and 80 on P-At the harvest period the damage done is the result ot 
cwrelessness on 1ihe part of the cultivator, probably, morE> than anything 
else. The damage as regards weeviling is done mostly at the port of 
shipment, because, by the time the goods have reached the port of ship
mnt, the climatic conditions there lend themselves to the development 
of weevil. 

54,310. You mean, the wheat is infected before arriving at the port, 
but the damage is done at the portP-'--Yes, as !l"egards weeviling; but in 
other respects probably the inferiority of the quality, the question of 
admixture, is simply due to carelessness, first in the seed which is used 
for sowing, and in the harvest. In the Centnl Provim-es, for instance, 
where a good deal of wheat is grown on what is known as the black 
cotton soil, the mixture consists very largely of little lumps of this black 
soil, which is due to the wheat being uprooted and little lumps of soil 
remaining attached to the root. If harvesting were done more carefully 
that mixture could be prevented. It is one of the objectionable features 
in a quality of choice Bombay wheat which would be very much liked on 
this side, otherwise. 

54,311. Have you come to any firm opinion as to whether an elevator 
system and bulk storage would be profitable as regards the internal trade 
in wheatP-I am afraid it would prove too costly, because of the 
'supervision and the sUPllrintending staff which would be required. 
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54,312. If bulk storage were to be introduced, would it require, in order 
that ~ull advantage be taken ~f it, some ~tructural changes in t'he ships 
carryIng wheat from Karachl?-(Mr. ·W~llson): Steamers which carry 
wheat from Karachi are precisely the same il:ind of steamers that carry 
wheat in bulk from all other countries of the world. Tho only difference 
between a tramp steamer which carries wheat in bulk and a steamer 
which carries wheat in bags lies in the "shifting" (regulating) boards, 
and every steamer supplies those when necesswry. A tramp steamer 
could be turned from a bag to a bulk carrier wit'hin a few hours. So 
there is not much difference in the construction. (Sir ,stephen Demetriadi) 
I do not think you need anticipate any difficulty there. 

54,313. The Ohairma'Tb: Would your firm look with favour on a proposal 
to introduce the bulk storage and handling pTinciple?-I do not know 
that we 'Would mind whet'her it was introduced or not, so long as we 
had our trade. We would welcome anything thai was a good thing for 
India. 

54,314. ,Would you, yourselves, feel disposed to step forward and, in 
pm or in whole, finance the elevator system?-That is not Qur method of 
business. 

(Mr. Pfister) :;We would adapt ourselves very readily to any conditions of 
that kind. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi). We are really the Carter Patersons 
of India. Woe aTe carriers. 

54,315. Are you satisfied 'Wit'll the present standard of wheat; that is 
to say, the present F.A.Q. standard?-(Mr. Taylor) The Karachi Fair 
Average Quality standard is the only standwrd which really counts now. 
'I'hat is a fairly good standard, and is regarded here with favour. Other 
qualities become more or less forgotten. tIn the trade, when one speaks of 
Indian wheat one thinks of Karachi wheat. 

54,316. We as a Commission, Sir Stephen, are of course concerned 
mainly with the interests of the grower ?-{Sir Stephen Demetriadi) I 
reoognise that, and therefore that is the point I wanted to make, namely, 
that the grower should be interested in getting larger crops. It is a line 
on w1J.ich a good deal oould be done in order to get back trade which 
has been, not lost, but seriously handicapped in the last few years. There 
should be better methods of cultivation, a f.reer use of fertilisers and a 
lI"esearch department, as I indicated at the beginning, under central 
oontrol. There should be a sort of directing body for the benefit of culti
vators generally in India, so as to preserve a certain amount of uniformity 
t'hroughout the oountry which has not existed since agriculture became 
a transferred subject. 

54,317. Would you agree that, as regards not only wheat, but all agricul
tural produce, improved practioe by the grower is more likely to follow 
from the enjoyment by the grower of a fair share of the increased and 
enhanced value due to imprOVed quality than from any other stimulus p
I think so. (Mr. Pfister.) May I emphasise again what Sir Stephen said 
about the importance of quantity? Take cotton. What the cultivator 
wants chiefly is to grow a crop which will give him a large quantitative 
yield. For instance, in Sind and in the Punjab there has been growing, 
in recent years, what they call the Punjab-American cotton. The cultivator 
got a better price for the cotton, but for the kapas, that is to say, the 
cotton with the seed; he got a lower price, because the yield of this better 
staple cotton is smaller than that of the short staple varieties. Therefore, 
if a cultivator can grow a short staple ootton which will yield him a 
larger yield in kapas and this kapas gives a larger proportion of lint than 
the better variety, he will every time give preference to the variety which 
gives him the quantity quite irrespective of the quality, and he will get 
more money for it. 
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54,318. Mr. Noyce: If that is so, why has American cotton spread so 
large!y in the Punjab~-It did well for the first few years, when the seed 
was mtroduced. It. YIelded a very satisfactory quality, approaching very 
nesrl~ ~ the AmerIcan prototype, but every year it goes on, unless fresh 
seed IS mtroduced, the cotton has a tendency to deteriorate and to revert 
to the indigenous type. 

54,319. Professor Gangulee: What was the incentive to introduce this 
American cotton P-The incentive, it;l the first place, was the very high 
prices ruling for American cotton just after the War .. Now that the 
American cotton has fallen very much in price and now that they have 
had crops of 16 million bales in America, and now that it has come to 
the point that the American cotton produced is in excess of the demand, 
the price has come down to such a level that there is no longer the 
margin which there used to be; and I am afraid, as things go on, that 
we shall have to reckon with ,these .large American crops; and, there
fore, with a reduced margin, the better chance of selling Indian cotton 
is to sell those varieties which are the indigenous ones and which have 
the characteristics of the old Indian types. 

54,320. The Chairman: I should like to ask you one question, Sir Stephen, 
in your capacity as Chairman of the ChaJDber of Commerce. Has the 
Chamber any suggestions to make for the improvement of the organisation 
of the tradeP-(Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) No. I do not think the Chamber 
considers that any improvement is required. 

54,321. Have you anything to say about the efficiency or the reverse of the 
service rendered by the Indian Trade Commissioner or by the High Com
missioner's office generally?-No. The Indian Trade COJDmissioner has done 
a lot of valuable work. I have been in close contact with his office. I must 
say that I feel that in the days when he had an office in the City he had 
a greater opportunity of doing useful work than he does to-day, although 
to-day, I think, under the difficulties with which he labours he does extra
ordinarily good work. 

54,322. You refer to the difficulty attaching to his office being in Grosvenor 
Gardens rather than in the CityP-Yes. When the Trade Commissioner's 
Office was abolished in the City, I myself took steps to help the Trade Com
missioner in the matter of au office somewhere in the City. I happened to 
be closely connected with the London Chamber of Commerce, as I am to-day, 
and the Chamber placed at the disposal of the Trade Commissioner then, 
and it is still at his disposal, a room in the London Chamber of Commerce, 
at which he attends at regular hours twice a week, and people in the City 
know that he is there. How long the London Chamber will extend that 
facility I cannot say. I think I am right in saying that the presence of 
the Trade Commissioner actually in the City is of great importance from 
the point of view of making known the various trade conditions of India 
to people who require that information in the City. I am aware that large 
firms say that they do not require the Trade Commissioner and that all 
information which they want they can get themselves from India from their 
own offices and agencies; but, speaking for the trade as a whole, I' think the 
City Office is rendering valuable service, and service which is to the advan
tage of India. 

64,323. Has it ever occurred to you that the Commissioner JDight obtain 
useful information if he were advised by a small group or committee repre
sentative of the. various interests concerned, at this end, for the marketing 
of produce ?-I think that is essentially the sort of work which the Trade 
Commissioner should find out for himself. I do not believe in a. bureau of 
the description you have just mentioned. 

54,324. I have a. note here to the effect that one of the principa.l objects 
for which the British Federation of Traders' Association was formed was to 
protect the interests of shippers in all matters relating to bills of lading, 
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with particulal' reference to Indian and Home trade, in the system of 
de!er~ed .rebate which is adopted for part of that trade by the various 
shIppmg mterests «oncerned. Is that correct?-That is correct. 

54,325. Has the system of rebates some effect in maintaining high rate 
freights in your opinion?-Undoubtedly. 

54,326. Will you develop that a little?-They do not arise to-day to the
same extent as they did before. The deferred rebate system applies more 
particularly to the Calcutta side o'f India. It does not 'apply to the Bombay 
and Karachi side. I will explain later why. It applies in a way, and is 
enforced in a way which prevents competition between liners and tramp
owners. The system is for bookings to be made during, for instance, 
January, February and March, and for a rebate, which is 10 per cent; on· 
the freight rate, to be paid, not at the expiry-(this is the point I am very 
strong upon}--of the three months' period, January, February and March, 
but on the 1st July, and only then on the condition that you have 
re!llained loyal to the Conference during April, May and June, although 
you are only going to get your rebates on the period January, February 
and March. The effect of that is that you are tied in perpetuity to the
Conference. Therefore, there is no opportunity to bring healthy competition 
into play against the rates which the Conference is asking. I am not saying 
that some tie between the shippers and regular liners who give a regular, 
frequent and efficient service is not desirable. I think it is, but' I feel very 
strongly that rebates should not be deferred in the manner in which, I have 
just des~ribed. There is a conference in Calcutta known as the Pacific Con
ference. It was in force when I was in India many years ago_ It was then 
largely controlled, I believe, by the Apcar line. They have a rebate system, 
but as soon as that rebate is earned it is paid; it is not deferred. You may 
make a contract for six months, but at the end of six months it is paid, and. 
it is not deferred like this pernicious system (I use the word advisedly) which 
prevails now and which has, I fear, the effect (as it prevents shippers from 
going outside the Conference) of preventing rates from coming down as and 
when the market is declining. When the freight market is declining, if 
those Conference rates do not come down the Calcutta trade suffers, and 
more particularly that portion of it which competes with other countries. 
I am thinking at the moment of linseed. Linseed competes 'with the Plate
largely. If the Calcutta Conference rates do not come down to the world's 
level of freights, then Calcutta loses trade, as shippers cannot go outside the 
Conferencal because the rebate offered is so large (it is 10 per cent.) that it. 
is practically' the commission which shippers get upon the linseed business. 
Therefore shippers cannot afford to ignore it, and they remain tied to the 
Conference for that reason. ' I am not suggesting, once the liners are allowed 
to have a rebate system, that there is anything wrong in it from their point 
of view; they are only looking after their interests, but, looking at it from 
the interests of India, I think it is harmful to India to have the deferred 
rebate system in force, and I think it is definitely wrong. 

54,327. You support your view by a specific reference to a comparison of 
the rates as' between Calcutta and other ports?-I must say that since I 
gave evidence before the Imperial Committee some years ago on this par
ticular point, the Conference have Jiept their rates from Calcutta more in 
line with the rates prevailing in the world's freight markets. Therefore, 
the cO!llplaint I had to make some years ago to the Imperial Shipping Com
mittee does not arise, or, at any rate, does not arise to anything like the 
same extent to-day as it did then, because the rates, as I have just said, 
are more or less in line with the world's freight markets. That may be 
due to the fact that the liners have to keep their berths, and export trade 
from India is not very large at the moment. Therefore they must get as 
much cargo as they can; but if trade were to improve and rates were to 
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go up,. if the Pl;ndulum sw.ung the o~her way, I fear the Conference might 
not brlUg down Its rates qwte as readily, and then Indian trade would sufier. 
That applies to the Calcntta side and not to the Bombay and Karachi side. 
Perhaps it JIlay be of interest to know why it does not apply to the Bombay 
and Karachi side. It does not apply there because, there, wheat and seeds 
are exported in Buch large quantities that shippers can do their own charter
ing, BO that they have that as a check on rates being too high. If a con
ference were to exist on the ~mbay-Karachi side, I do not think it would get 
much Bupport, because we shlPpers would be able to do bur own chartering, 
and would have no need to go to the Conference for space that we require 
in their steamers in order to ship our goods. In Calcutta, however, we do 
not ship wheat and liuseed in the quantit~es we do on the other side of India, 
and we are more or less dependent on hner space. Two years ago, a Con
ference was established on the Malabar coast. We have to see what effect 
that will have on the trade. 

54,828. Do you suggest it is within the power of this Commission to take 
any steps or to make any recommendation which might have the effect of 
terminating this principle of deferred rebatesP-I do not quite know what 
)"Our terms of reference are, but I know that this question has been fully 
considered by the Imperial Shipping ComJllittee, and I think they recognise 
the point I have made. They did put in a recommendation then that the 
shipper should have the right, instead of being tied by deferred, rebates, of 
making a contract with the liners. But I am afraid it misfired, hecause the 
oontract was so onerous that it was quite iJIlpossible to accept it. 

54,829. Was there any suggestion that there should he statutory control, 
that there should he, by law, any prohibition of 8111.y particular arrange
mentP-No. 

54,830. Dr. Hyder: Is the Imperial Shipping Committee still in existenceP 
-It is a Committee which is in existence to-day. I think the Trade Com
missioner is now the representative of India on it. 

54,831. The Chairman: When we were in Bombay we had the advantage of 
putting certain questions to your head managers in Bombay, and they gave 
us some evidence over the whole range of the firm's activities in India. Have 
you read that evidence throughP-I have, I cannot say that I have digested 
it all. Probably Mr. Pfister has read it more attentively than I have. 

54,332. I do not propose to take you through it in any great particularity 
to-day. I merely want to ask you whether you wish to comment on any
thing which was said by your firm's representatives there P-I should like 
to say something on the question of the damping of cotton. I know you 
are concerned about the damping of cotton. Speaking for my firm, tra
ditionally we do not damp cotton, but after having looked into the matter 
I personally feel that if I had to take a decision for\my firm I should very 
6eriously have to consider whether the time had not come when we should 
damp cotton in .self defence, because it is affecting our trade. It would 
be a thing that would go against the tradition of my firm, because it is a 
method which we should not like to follow, but it is affecting our trade, 
and unless something is done we may have to reconsider our position as 
regards the damping of cotton. It is a point which has not been decided 
by my firm, but it is a question which we may have to re-consider. I know 
it has been said that legislation in India fu prevent damping of cotton 
would be a good thing, or possihly a combination of shippers to regularise 
their methods of pressing the bales, but I am not at all satisfied 
that either of those suggestions is practicable. I think myself it 
ought to come more from this side, and as you are taking 
evidence from the Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' Association, they 
are the people who would be able to speak more authoritatively on the 
point than I can because they are the receivers of the cotton. I do not 
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know. hut it 'seems to me quite possible, although rather difficult, to be able 
to determine the amount of moisture in a cotton bale when it comes here. 
The amount of moisture in wheat is determined by the analytical chemist. 
1 do not know whether he can determine it in cotton. I imagine it would 
be more difficult, because cotton is more susceptible to the atmospheric 
conditions prevailing on the day when the bale is opened; but a certain 
percentage might be admissible. In the contract on this side, there might 
be penalties imposed for excessive damping of cotton. That may be a. way of 
preventing undue and heavy damping of cotton. On the other hand, one 
has to recognise that in certain parts of India a certain. amount of damping 
may be necessary in regard to cotton, in order to enable one to press the 
bale or preserve the cotton from breaking because _of its brittle nature. It 
is a difficulty of which I do not see the solution. 

54,333. Is it on account of short weight which any damping involves, or 
because of the damage to the cotton which follows the practice of damping, 
that firms on this side are interested in this practice ?-(Mr. Pfister): If 
the damping is done judiciously, without the water being actually thrown 
on the cotton, it is all right. I remember when I was in India the natives 
used to put little earthenware pots full of water round the loose cotton 
overnight, and in the morning the water had been absorbed by the cotton. 
The cotton required just that amount of moisture to enable it to be pressed 
in a satisfactory manner. Far from doing any harm to the cotton, it rather 
tended to improve the staple, because when the cotton is pressed too dry, 
on arrival here the staple is brittle and breaks. Anything of that kind 
is quite legitimate and permissible, but the trouble is that, as the native 
found, apart from the advantage.s of pressing the cotton better and im
proving the staple, he got. also a considerably heavier weight, he started 
using the hose on the cotton, and in some cases now the cotton is probably 
damped to a degree which will affect the staple adversely. It also leaCls to 
the cotton getting a greyish colour and losing its bloom. 

54,334. Sir Ganga Ram: Has a law been framed against that ?-I do not 
know that any measures have been taken. Something was contemplated, 
'but I think it would prove very difficult, if any such law were passed, strictly 
to enforce it. 

54,335. Professor Gangulee: Do you think the water hose is used by the 
cultivators?-No, it is generally used by the middleman or the gin owner. 
(Sir Stephen Demetriadi): We have reached the point, or we are coming 
near to it, when it; is not 80 much a question of competition in cotton as 
competition in the adulteration of cotton I 

54,336. Sir Thomas Middleton: -Would there be any difficulty in adminis
tering the law in cases where one went into a ginning factory and saw a 
2-inch or a 3-inch hose on the premises, and the floor in such a condition 
that it looked like a stable which had been washed outP-(Mr. Pfister): 
It would simply lead to the damping being done further away. (Sir Stepell 
Demetriadi): It is a very difficult matter indeed. I think the respectable 
firms would be the sufferers, because they would conform to the law and 
others would not. 

54,337. The Chairman: You m~an that most firms are damping. Is that 
the !position P-My firm are' not: I would like to put it in that way. 
(Mr. Pfister.) Certainly, most cotton that oomes down during the season 
to the Bombay market from the Berars or the Central Provinces has been 
damped at some stage or other. When we buy in Bombay, as we have to do 
because it is the largest market, we buy cotton which all of us suspect of 
hav,ing been damped, and we have no means of knowing or oontrolling the 
extent to which it has been damped. . Once the bale is pressed it is very 
difficult to determine. . 

Sir Stephen Demetriadi. 
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54,338. Dr. HydeT: It is for you, gentlemen, not to be so meek and 
patient, but to raise a Ihue and cry. If you lie low the practice cannot be 
stopped.-It is difficult to get everybody to act together 'in the matter. 

54,339. The Chairnu£n: Do you wish to say anything about the quality of 
Indian cotton, in particular about the quality of Punjab cotton of the 4 F. 
varietyP-No. I am not sufficiently versed in the technical points of the 
cotton business to give evidence on that. (Sir Stephen DemetTiadi.) I should 
like to refer to our anxiety to increase the export trade of India. I know 
1 am in the minority when I speak in the way ,1 am going to do, but 1 should 
rather have preferred to have seen India go through a bad monsoon before 
the rupee was fixed at Is. 6d., because, with a bad monsoon, I believe the 
rupee would have tended to have gone back to its old point of Is. 4d., at 
which point it would have been an incentive and encouragement to Indian 
exports. It would give a fillip to the export trade which is so necessary 
and what we are looking for. I might be told as against that, "Well, 
if the rupee was at Is. 4<1., as India has so many heavy financial liabilities 
outside and requires money, there would have to ,be something of a counter
balance in the form of possible increased taxation, or something of that 
description," but I believe that that incentive which is wanted would be 
forthcoming if the rupee was at Is. 4d. to-day. I know I am expressing 
my own individual view on that. 

54,340. Do you wish to say anything about the damping of groundnuts?
(MT. PjisteT.) As regards the damping of groundnuts, more or less the same 
thing may be said as with regard to the damping of cotton. There, too, the 
original damping was done for quite a legitimate purpose. Wihen the 
groundnut has to be decorticated, either by the old primitive methOd of 
beating the shell with sticks or by passing the groundnuts through a 
decorticating machine, if the groundnut does not contain a certain amount 
of moisture, whether it is the moisture arising from the freshness of the 
seed or moisture from the atmosphere, if it is too dry the nuts beoome apt 
to be split up; tne skin oomes off, and not only do they presnt an 
unsatisfactory appearence, but they are apt to become rancid more easily 
than when the kernel remains whole. Bo, in order to get the kernel whole 
in passing through the machine, a certain amount of moisture was necessary. 
There, too, they started ,by damping the Hoor round the heaps of groundnut 
before passing them through the decorticating machine. 1.)hen they went a 
little further and sprinkled water on the shell, and in the end they threw 
buckets of water over them, 'and there has been, especially on the Madras 
~ide, a considerable amount of damping done in excess of what was really 
necessary: 

54,341. PTo/essoT Gangulee: The excess of moisture would interfere with 
the process of decortication, would it not? It would soften the shell?-It 
softens the shell, ,but it prevents the kernel from becoming too dry and 
splitting. It is the kernel inside the shell that suffers. If it is overdone 
then there is a difficulty in getting the shell through the machine. But, -as I 
say, it is chiefly in the Madras Presidency that this practice has been 
overdone. On the Bombay side there has been very little t.o complain 
about. 

54,342. The ChaiT1nan: Are you personally familiar with the details of 
marketing in India at the cultivator's end of the chain ?-I am fairly well 
acquainted with them. • 

54,343. Have you read the evidence given by the firm's representatives in 
Bombay?-Yes. 

54,344. Do you agree with what they say?-Yes. (SiT Stephen Demetriadi.) 
I should like to say that the remarks I made about wheat and theneoessity 
of having constant supplies ooming forward, apply not only to wheat, but 
to barley and gram. I say ,barley in particular, because, about three or 
four years ago, we really were making good progress to interest even the 



quality; but suddenly we .could not buy the barley, it was not exportable; 
but there are' possibilities of developing the Indian barley trade with 
Europe. Year ago, I remember we handled about 300,000 tons, which is 
quite a quantity; pow.we do nothing because Indian barley is completely 
out of line. 

54,345. The Ohairman: ,Have you yourself formed any view as to the 
effect which the Sl1kkur Barrage area, when that barrage is in full working 
order and the land is irrigated, is likely to have on these problemsP-Yes, 
we are looking for an increased export trade from India. 

54,346. Does past history show that an extension in the irrigated area 
produces an increase in the surplus available for exportP-{Mr. Pfister.} If 
the Sukkur Barrage is going to do what is expected of it, it will certainly 
increase the quantities available for local consumption and leave over a 
surplus for export. The other canal schemes that are already in full work
ing have certainly yielded very appreciable results. I am referring to the 
Sutlej Canal, the Chenab Oanal and all those canal schemes; they have 
certainly helped to grow very much larger quantities. 

54,347. Have you not found that, from the export point of view, the 
increase in the population following irrigation and also the increasing 
tendency to turn to wheat as a staple food has offset that increased pro
ductionP-Yes. 

54,348. You do not think that process is likely to operate in regard to 
the Sukkur BarrageP-On the lSukkur Barrage they ought to be able to 
keep pace with the internal consumption and have an exportable surplus. 
(Sir Stephen. Demetriadi.) We expect that what we lose on the swings we 
shall more than gain on the roundabouts. 

54,349. Professor Gangulee: Sir Stephen, you referred to the steady de
terioration of wheat in qualityP-I beg your pardon, I said in parts of 
India, not generally. 

54,350. Would you ascribe that to the decentralisation of agricultural 
·research P-I think in a measure, ;yes. 

54,351. Was this deterioration re1l.ected in the price of wheat in any wayP 
-I cannot say, because wheat was not exported; it was consumed locally 
in India and what price it fetched locally I do not know. • 

54,352. So that the deterioration of wheat in quality did not affect the 
trade in any way P:-It affected the export trade. 

54,353. How, you do not sell wheat according to its improved varietie~ 
You sell by quantityP-No, we Bell by quality. 

54,354. When you speak of improvement in quality, are you referring 
to improved varieties of wheat at the present time grown in IndiaP Your 
trade do not recognise the improved varieties of wheat; do you follow meP 
-No, I am afrwid I do not. 

54,355. I should like to know if the export trade do recognise the improved 
varieties of wheat such as Pus a 12 or Punjab 8A and so on P-(Mr. Taylor}: 
There have not been sufficient quantities of these improved varieties avail
able for export for them to come into question at all here; there has been 
a little 8A, but only about a thousand or two thousand tons. 

54,356. The deterioration in quality did not affect the trade materially? 
-Most certainly it did; the deterioration of quality caused people who used 
to buy certain quantities to cease buying it, and in addition to that, we 
ourselves when we found what the quality was like would nat take the risk 
of shipping it. (Sir Stephen. Demetriadi.) That is true. 

&1,857. Hard wheat generally comes from the Central ProvincesP-Yes. 
54,358. Do I understand correctly that the export of that wheat has been 

rioppt'dP-(Mr. Taylor.) That has been stopped, yes. 
Sir Stephen. Demdriadi. 
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54,359. Bave you, at any time, referred to a central research station like 
Pusa, any problem that you would like to have investigated P-{Sit Stephen 
Dcmetriadi.) That would fall within the province of our n1'lIllll in, India; it 
would not be for me. 

54,360. There are a number of commercial associations in India," such as 
the Grain Merchants Association, Oalcutta; are these associations in aDY 
way connected with the British FederationP-No, there is no connection 
at all. 

54,361. You referred to the 480 Ibs. unit lin the export wheat contract. 
Do you think the adoption of a uniform system of weights and measures IS 

likely to facilitate"the export trade development from India?-We have 
uniform weights now. 

54,362. That uniformity is with reference to the unit of wheat export, 
but in the country generally there a.re so many different kinds of weights 
and moeasuresP-{Mr. Pfister.) Yes, I should say if that could ,be done it 
would simplify matters considerably; lilt one time I think it was even con
sidered whether the decimal system should not be introduced in order -.;0 

simplify matters; but I think it will take a very long timoe before the people 
of India as a whole will give up their local weights and mellBUr6S. 

54,363. But I understand the railways have taken a. lead in this matter? 
-They have taken a lead in this matter. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) 
Genara.Jly speaking simplicity and uniformity always tend to. help trade. 

54,364. Have you any suggestion to make as to how one could secure the 
desired uniformity P-I do not think I could possibly makoe a suggestion for 
having uniform weights in India; I know they are different from Province 
to Province. " 

54,365.. If we continue such uniformity, only with regard to weights and 
measures as are in use in the export tradoe P--<I do not know how you could 
differentiate; when you buy you could not say: "I am :buying -wheat for 
export, and therefore it must be so many! pounds to the maund." 

64,366. The maund differs from district to districtP-Yes, from district to 
district and from article to article. (Mr. Pfister.);r should say that, in 
connection with the export trade, the weight units have been narrowed down 
to the maund, the hundredweight and the khandi, and I do not really think 
that, at present, much more could be done on. those lines. 

54,367. Are you familiar with the official crop forecasts of the Government 
of IndiaP-We have had to follow thoem very closely., 

54,368. In what way do these crop forecasts affect the export trade of 
Indian agricultural produceP-The public, of course, do attach considerable 
importance to them, especially OIIJ this side; I do not think that in India. thoe 
people attach the same importance to them. 

54,369. Havoe you any views as regards the accU!l"acy of t~ crop liore.
casts P-1.'he only suggestion tha1i I could make is that they ought to be 
published a bit sooner. 

04,370. In the case of wheat, I understam.d they are publishoed about :five 
times P-Yes. 

54,371. Beginning from January 31st to August lOthP-Yee. " 
54,372. From the expo'rter's point of view, the forecast of which month 

would be most importantP-"! meant in a genoeral way, the publication of all 
the forecasts should be anticipated in order to avoid what frequently happens 
now, that by the time the forecast rea.ches the public conditions have already 
changed. During the course of the monsoon or when it comes to the winter 
rains everything will depoend on whether there are sufficient winter ra.i.ns to 
help the, crops on. Ver! often, the fo~eca.st 8B ~ the hOl?e o~ getting winter 
rains reaches the pubbc when the tIme for 'WInter ralUS 18 passed; BUch 
reports of course are not very helpful. (SiT Stephen Demetriadi.) I take it 
the qu~tion is: ;egarding what period of the year are the crop reports more 
helpful to the exporters P 
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. 54,373. Yes, .,and you see there are five forecasts?~Iy reply to that is that 
It depends on whether the trade is buying, for instance, Indian wheat in 
December, February, March or April or when. That of course depends upon 
the position of their own stocks. If they are buying in December, obviously 
they are more interested in the crop reports at that momenrt; if they are 
buying in Maroh, March is the time when they want more information. ! 
think, in that way, I can answer generally the question put to me. 

54,374. The rush of wheat from Karachi, I think, is during the months of 
June and JulyP-Yes, that is right. 

54,375. What is the position of the home stocks during those two months? 
-That is the time when Indian wheat is wanted, as I explained earlier. 

54,376. The Indian wheat exports commence when the exports from other 
sources, such as those of Canada, a.re not coming to England?-Yes, that is 
the time, as I have already explained, when Indian wheat is required. it 
fills the gap Ibetween the other harvests. Wheat is then required, and there
fore it gets its price. 

54,377. If 'we had a central organisation to go into the research problems 
of wheat, do you think your firm could suggest any definite problem for 
invest.igation as to what you regard as heing a gap in wheat research?-!n 
what respect, may I ask P 

54,378. With regard to wheat production in India, if you were asked ,Wihat 
research problems you would like to see investigated, would your firm he in 
a position tQ indicate any to the central organisatlOnP-No, :because we have 
not the I'cientific knowledge. I was only generalising by saying that if that 
rese..ll'ch body would educate the cultivator to produce, firstly, larger crops, 
and secondly, better crops, and preserve a. certain amount of uniformity in 
India itself, it would be to the advantage of India. That is the point I 
was trying to make. 

54,379. At the present time I understand from your remarks, Sir Stephen, 
that you would lay more emphasis on the quantity otf wheat 1ihan the quality 
of wheatp-Yes, I do, because the one means the other; tha other follows. 

54,380. Mr. Oalvert: In your opening remarks, Sir Stephen, you stressed 
the fact that, aooomrpanying an increase of irrigation and of the area 
under wheat, there had been a decline not only in the quantity but in the 
quality of exports P-Yes; I did say, if you will reoollect, in certain pllirts, 
in oertain districts of India, not generally. 

54,881. The evidence goes to show that there is a. considerably increasing 
demand for wheat for internal consumptionP-Yes, that is so. 

54,382. That is to say, the demand! for internal consumption is offering 
a higher price than is being offered by the exportersP-That is right. 

54,883. Do you think that this higher rprioe for interna.1 consumption is 
attracting a higher quality, in which case your declining quality may he 
due to the f8iCt that you are offering a. lower priceP-I cannot answer that 
question; I have not been to India for many years. 

54,384. It would be natural if yciu have two demands in one market; one 
a 'higher price for internal and the other 11 lower prioe for external, that 
the external should get the lower qualityP-It is quite conceivable, but 
I should not like to offer an opinion. 

54 385. With a situation like that, with your export trade declining, 
what would be the effect of a. proposal which has been made to us, that 
a. cess of two annas per cwt. should he levied on wheat exported?-I have 
never heard of it but I should! think it would kill what little trade remains, 

54,386, AssU'mi~g that we had elevators for bulk trade in India, what 
number of grades would the elevator system have to recognise by separate 
silosP-(Mr. Pfister.) It is difficult to say; in the Punjab it could probably 
be narrowed down to the white and red. 

Sir Stephen Demetriadi. 
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64,387. On the question of encouraging quality, what size of parcel of 
wheat would have to be offered for export to secure a premiumP I think 
Mr. Taylor mentioned only ~,OOO toDS. of 8AP--{MT. TaylOT.) Yes. 

54,388. What amount of higher qualIty can command a higher premiumi' 
-On a quantity of 1,000 tons you will begin to get your premium· but 
you will not begin to get your full 'Premium until the miller is sure 'he is 
going to oontinue getting that quality. 

54,389. The Chai:rman: Year by yearP-Yes, year by year and month by 
month. The ordinary Indian wheat, nowadays, is regarded as a fancy 
wheat; you will not get a higher price until a continuous supply is ensured. 

54,390. SiT GOinga Ram: Some time ago there was an examination in 
London of all the wheats in the world, they were given relative marks 
and Lyallpur wheat was put firstP-(SiT Stephen Demetriadi.) I ha.ve nu 
knowledge of that; it was probably before I interested myself in wheat. 

M,391. Do not you think the holding of such examinations periodically 
is a good method of giving an incentive to cultivators to grow better 
qualityP-(MT. P/isteT.) If this wheat, which you refer to as Lyallpur 
wheat, represented wha.t was currently exported a.nd wha.t the buyer here 
oould always rely on getting, then tha.t wouild be one thing, but if this 
LyalIpur whea.t was only a. sort of fa.ncy crop grown on a. particula.r farm 
in a specia.! position, then it would be different. (SiT Stephen Demetriadi.) 
If that is so, apparently, it has ha.d a reverse effect; it has not encouraged 
the Indian wheat tra.de but ha.s rather done harm to the Inman tra.de. 

64,392. Why?-·Beca.use the tra.de haa gone down; the 'export trade has 
declined. 

54,393. I know it has gone down from 3,000,000 tons to 330,000 tonsP
Yes, to something very small. 

54,394. Why ha.s it gone down P-I think we have developed that argument, 
ha.ve we not, Iby saying it is largely due to the fact that India is a. larger 
consumer of whea.t itself. 

64,395. We grow more wheat now, I think al>out 10 per cent. more wheat, 
but the demand inter-provincially is greaterP-Yes. 

54,396. The inter-provincia.! people have represented to us that the 
freight to Kara.chi is given more favourable terms on the railwa.y, otherwise 
there would be anore inter-provincial tra.de in wheat, The railway rates 
to Kara.chi are more favourable, taking mileage for mileageP-Yes, that iii 
proba.bly true; it is more fa.vourable from the Kara.chi side. 

I may tell you tha.t in the Punjab we are foroedto grow American 
cotton instea.d of d.eshi cotton, although the proportion of lint in deshi 
cotton has increased, owing to the trouble of picking; I learned, however, 
only yesterday tha.t an American machine has been invented for picking 
ootton. The tro1l!ble of picking is growing in the Punjab more and more 
every da.y beca.use the cost of labour is going up. 

64 397. What steps do you think should be taken to increase the export of 
oil ~a.ther than of oilseeds, 80 that we may keep the oilcake in India. for 
manurial purposes and stimulate the oil-pressing industry in IndiaP
(MT. P/isteT.) You are asking us to cut our own throats, but I daresay 
that process cannot be stopped a.nd that the export of oil from India. will 
increase as more modern methods a.re adopted. 

54 398. It could be stimulated to-morrow; that is why I ask you whether 
the ~xporters would help us to stimulate the export of oil rather than of 
oilseedsP-{SiT Stephen Demetriadi.) The reply is no. (MT. P/isteT.) There 
will a.!waye be the difficulty in this way, thst people wil:l not be willing til 
buy here the oil coming from foreign manufa.cturers, whether they be in 
India Fr~nce or elsewhere; every crusher thinks he can handle the seed 
bett~ and produce exactly what is required for his market. 

54,399. Because they want to get the cakeP-To a great extent, yes. 
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54,400. That is. the only reason why we want to stimulate the oil 
. trader P-Yes. 

54,401. Would shipping freights make any difference in the cost?-Of 
course, you would only pay freight on about one-third the quantity on 
which you pay freight now. 

54,402. But would the shipping companies charge more?-Yes, you can 
trust them to charge more. . 

54,403. Two or three years ago, American cotton was largely mixed up 
with deshi the Japanese started it and then your firm followed?-Do you 
mean the mixing of the seed or of the cotton? 

54,404. They mixed. two·thirds of one with one-third of the other, of 
cottonP-I could not tell you. 

I am a grower as well as a gin owner j first of all, I refused to sell it it.i 
tliat way, but afterwards I could not help it. 

54,405. You now export large quantities of vegetable ghi to India, do you 
notP-Yes. 

54,406. [ suggest you should put on top of the lids a statement of its 
composition, so that people would not feel nervous of it in case it might 
contain lbeef or anything of that kind?-We do attach a copy of a certificate 
of chemical analysis showing the exact composition of the ghi, or rather, 
vegetable oil, as we call it; we do not want to use the word" ghi" as it 
might mislead the buyers. 

Unfortunately, I must tell you to my own shame and to the shame of 
the country that we ihave not used it as ghi, but the purchaser uses it more 
for adulterating pure ghi, because he gets more profit in that way. 

54,407. We were told yesterday by the Trade Commissioner that in future 
you will always quote for pure wheat and not for what you used to call 
"standard" wheat?-(Sw Stephen Demetriadi.} Yes that is a change which 
has taken place many years ago. It used to be sold on an unclean basis but 
now it is sold on a clean basis. It is nearly 20 years ago that that change 
took place. 

54,408. No, no ?-Oh yes, with great respect. 
54,409. Pardon me if I say that, within twenty years, I have seen your 

works in Karachi for mixing mud?-I have no knowledge of them; :Mr. 
Pfister was the manager of our firm in Karachi and you can ask him that 
question. (Mr. pfister.) Certainly the mixture was added, and it was only 
when our firm here at this end started an agitation for the clean basis 
that eventually this was put a stop to; but it took us a oonsiderable time 
and there was great opposition here at first even from some of the buyers, 
and without oonoerted action and bringing everybody in it was no use 
attempting it. 

54,410. Still is it a .fact that even now your firms, the exporting 
firms would prefer buying through the middlemen rather than going to the 
grower straightP-We do. both buy from the cnltivator and from the 
middlemen. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) The adulteration of which you have 
been speaking is what I fear may happen in regard to cotton with respect 
to damping. 

It is only two or three years ago that we reported the matter and I 
think it brought about a law though I cannot say wliat law. 

54411. Sir Thomas Middleton: In referring to Indian wheat, one witness 
used'the expression that all Indian wheat was at present" fancy" ?-(Mr. 
TayZor.) Yes, I said it was regarded as a fancy wheat. 

54,412. What, precisely, do you mean by this term as i~ is used at present? 
-Because it is only obtainable occasionally and sporadically. 

54,413. It is the supply that makes it fancyP-Yes, not the quality. 

Sir Stephen Dcmetna,di. 
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54,414. You also referred to the fact that the best Bombay wheats in 
pre-War days would compare with Manitoba hardP-No, I do not think that 
was said; they compared with Australian wheats with regard to quality. 

54,415. But not with the Manitoba hard?-No. 
54,416. What are the special qualities which distinguished the better 

whoats of the past P-If you are speaking of the Bom.bay qualites it was 
especially their whiteness. ' 

54,417. And dryness?-Yes, always dry. 
54,418. But they had not special strength?-No; there are certain varieties 

of Indian wheat which we have almost forgotten, which we bought for their 
value in gluten, but they were not bought in large quantities. 

54,419. It was for that reason that they were contrasted with the Manitoba 
which were much strongerP-Yes, the Manitoba are proba'bly the strongest 
wheats in the world. 

54,420. Your imports are of the Australian typeP-Yes. 
54,421. Of what nature is the falling off in quality of which you complain P 

Is it a falling off in flavour or dryness or strength or whatP-No, Sir 
Thomas, in speaking of the falling off I was careful, if I remember rightly, to 
make it apply more to the Bombay qualities. Those Bombay qualities were 
those qualities which were regarded as practically the same as those of the 
Australian wheat, and, as we remarked just now, they were liked so much 
on account of their pure whiteness. Now, they contain a considerable 
percentage of red wheat and ",Iso of hard wheat. 

54,422. Because the higher. qualities are' consumed locallyP-That we do 
Dot know. . 

54,423. That was the presumption; the actual crops are not changed P
(Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) I 8hould be surprised to hear that. 

54,424. In the Central ProvinoesP-(Mr. Taylor.) We should be more 
inclined to say that the seed wheat has not been kept pure. (Sir Stephen 
Demetriadi.) We think the quality' has deteriorated locally, though we have 
no knowledge of it. I may develop that argument by saying we sold, two 
years ago, some Bombay wheats which had certain characterlstics. When 
they arrived here they had not got those characteristice and we had very 
heavy claims to pay in Italy and here. The Bombay quality has lost its 
characteristics. 

54,425. Had you not bought on sampleP-(Mr. TaylOT.} No, we bought 
on quality and character. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) We buy fair average 
quality of the crop; therefore it does not bear out the view you are holding; 
we may be wrong, but that is our impression. 

54,426. With regard to Karachi does the same hold goodP-Notnearly to 
the same extent; that is why I was ·making the point that the research 
department should be under one control, and so preserve uniformity of 
quality. . 

54,427. :r do not think the departments were operating in those pre-War 
daysP--No, they were just commencing, they were not functioning freely, 
but we had then the corrective of claims arising which kept it up to its 
IStandard; that corrective has gone. 

54,428. With regard to Punjab 11, you stated that for Ii. year or two it 
was classed as superiorP-1 said it was sold as superior Karachi wheat for 
about 12 months. 

54,429. And then it lost its qualityP-No, I did not say that; I said 
that we had endeavouredi to introduce this Buperior quality, which un
doubtedly it was, in the market here. We paid a premium of 9d. per 
quarter for it; we did not get that premium; we only got 6d., and in 
course of time the trade med down and did not develop. We did nOG 

feel disposed to lose the 3d. 
54,430. You are not importing it nowP-No. We were probably 'buying 

it and mixing it with inferior qualities to tone up our shipments. 
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54,431. You have no knowledge that that particular class of wheat has 
deteriorated P-No, I have no reason to think so. There are only 5,000 
tons per year available, and that was not sufficient to keep the trade 
interested in it.' The last we heardi of it was that there were 5,000 tons 
in the year. 

54,432. Profes801' Gangulee: The selling price has been reducedP-No, 
I should think· if it came into the market to-day it would fetch the same 
premium as it got when we started to sell it. 

54,433. Sir Thomas Middleton: What is the particular quality of this 
Punjab wheatP Is its flavour considered good!P-(Mr. Taylor.} Not so 
far as I know; it was clean so far. as dirt was concerned, free from barley, 
and it was wheat of one type only. 

54,434. UniformP-Uniform, one type of wheat only. 
54,435. It was not specially strong?-No. 
54,436. I am told that the Departmettlt of Agriculture have now intro

duced a stronger· wheat than Punjab 11. Reference was made to the 
import of barley for a short period; that was at a time when barley 
was selling pretty well in this country P-Yes, that was three years ago; 
barley was 6carce. In pr&-War days there used to be a regular business 
in barley. 

54,437. Feeding barley, not brewing barley?-(Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) 
That is quite right. 

54,438. There are difficulties in brewing steely Indian barley, are there 
not?-(Mr. TayI01'.} I think the brewers' chemisi:6 have overcome little 
Jifficulties like that. 

54,439. Mr. Noyce: As you probably know, Sir Stephen, one of the com
plaints which is most commouly mlOe in regard to the improvement of 
Iudian agriculture is the difficulty of securing for the cultivator a proper 
premium for any improved variety, whether of cotton, wheat, or any other 
crop that he grows. What have the big export firms dome to help in 
that direction P Have they done anythingP-(llIr. Pfister.} All this comes 
down to the same point: can you rely on a steady supply to interest the 
consumers here; the consumer will not take up a. quality which he can 
only get occasionally; he must be sure ofbeimg able to get the Indian 
wheat regularly. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) I think I have partly auswered 
that in the case of Punjab 11 wheat where we did our best to get 9d. 
and not 6d. for it. Give lliI a. regular supply and we will do all we 
can to encourage the trlOe in better quality, as we are always rellAiy to 
do. 

54,440. But then are you not workilDg rather in a vicious circleP You 
cannot get the regular supply unless the cultivator, on his part, is assured 
of the premium, and you will not give the premium unless you are assured 
of the regular .supply and therefore things go on much as they are?
(Mr. Pfister.) On the whole, I think we have generally lost mOilley in 
attempts to introduce a better quality and I do not think we could do 
more than we have been doing. 

54,441. It is the business of the Agricultural Department and the Co· 
operative Department to work up 8. sufficient supply to give you some con
fidence in its continuityP-(Sir Stephen De1!l-etriadi.) Yes, that is right. 

54,442. With regard to damping, do you .buy any cotton which you do 
not gin and, press under your own· supervisiOillP-Yes, and therefore wa 
do, trade in damp cotton. (Mr. Pfister.) Roughly speaking sixty per cent. 
of the cotton we buy is pressed and baled already. 

54,443. You have really two branches of trade whioh are competing against 
each otherP-(Sir Stephen Demetriadi.} If you like to put it illl that way, 
yes. 

54 444. It strikes an outsider that your buyers over here prefer damp 
cot~n, ·because if they can come to you and be certain of getting it dry, 

Sir Stephen Demetriadi. 
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why do not they buy it dryP-It suggests that a certain amount of dam[) 
cotton is not injurious to their trade. 

54,445. We know that has always been admitted; but the dampi.ng does 
not usually stop at that; if it is damped at all, it is usually pretty heavily 
dampedP-Yes, that is why I suggested some means according to which a 
certain percentage of damping which would be admissible 'Would pass under a 
contract, but anything in excess of that, something inord~nately large, 
would pay a heavy penalty; that might be a way of stopping the undue 
adulteration of cotton. 

54,446. Have you had complaints about the dll.Illping of cotton; I meau 
the part which you do 'Dot gin and press yourseliP-(Mr. Pfister.) No. 

54,447. It would seem to imply that you can buy cotton with regard 
to which these complaints do not arise, if you have no complaints about 
damping of cotton and sixty per cent. of the cotton you sell is purchased 
baledP-If we notice a certain discoloration which leads us to suppoSe that, 
we do not buy it; but, as I say, a lot of cotton that we do buy has 
undoubtedly been damped. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi.) The very fact that 
we ourselves do net damp our cotton prevents our getting unduly damp 
cotton delivered to US; I think that may be taken as being right.-

54,448. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do your agents 'Dot visit the ginneries 
and see what is going onP-(Mr. Pfister.) Yes, they know exactly. 

54,449. They know the size of the hosepipe and so onP-Yes. 
54,450. Mr. Noyce: Under the new Act you can trace the cotton back to 

the original press or ginneryP-Yes. 
54,451. Therefore there is no need for any, buyer, who is dissatisfied with 

the quality of his cotton, ever to buy from that gin or press againP-Yes. 
54,452. That should have a considerable effect?-Yes. 
54,453; The Indian Cotton Committee recommended the licensing of gins 

and presses to stop damping, but the Central Cotton Committee did not 
go so far 88 that, and this Act uooer which you can trace the cotton back 
to its sou1'oe was as far as they were prepared to go; but you are not quite 
certain whether it is sufficiently drasticP-I consider it is the only prootical 
way of meeting this difficulty, just to enable the buyer to trace the cotton 
back to its origin and avoid buying from gins and presses where the 
damping has been over-done. 

54,454. You would not go further and support the Indian Cotton Com· 
mittee's original recommendation for the licensing of gins and pre6Ses ?-l 
do not; I do not think it would be possible to exercise efficient control. 

54,455. Sir Ganga Ram: The question of elevators has been brought very 
forcibly before us this year by the railways. You may take it for granted 
that the growers will not take much advantage of them; I want to ask yon 
whether the exporters will take advantage of them; that is to say, exporters 
might buy from the growers as they are doing ,now, grade it, and put it in 
the elevator at their own riskP-I do not think SO; there would be a real 
difficulty. The exporter would have to supply gunny bags to fetch the wheat 
in and transport it to the shipping port. Then what is he to do with all 
these gunnies P He has to re-sell them or use them again at a loss. 

54,456. Then it will ,not be in the interests of exporters to develop this 
ideaP-Not unless it goes right through, if you can handle it in bulk from 
the interior. 

54,451. It will.not find favour'with the growersP-lt will not find favour 
with exporters eIther. 

54,458. It is our experience that if we send bales through Karachi to 
Bombay there is a. slight increase in weight. How much increase in: weight 
is there from Bombay to London and all these other places P That IS all to 
your advantage, is it notP-I could not say. 

54,459. Could you tell me what percentage you gain in that wayP-No. 
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54,460 .. The Ohairman: 'l'he existing clean terms contract was instituted in 
1906 I think P-(Sir Stephen Demetriadi): That is right. 

54,461. Where mixt,uree are farinace()us, in nature the first two per cent. 
is paid for in weight, .and a. mixture of over two per cent. is paid for at 
half the contract price?-Yes. 

54,462. Does that mean the whole of the admixture including the fir~t 
two per cent. or the 'balance over two per cent.P-(Mr. Taylor): All 
farinaceous mixture over the first two per cent. is taken at half price. 

54,463. Then in non-farinaceous mixture up 1)0 two amd a quarter per 
cent .. is deducted from the invoice at contract price, and beyond two and a 
quarter per cent. the deduction is made ali twice the ('ontract priceP
That is 88 it is now. 

54,464. Are such standards in vogue in the case of Canadian and American 
wheatP-N(). 

54,465. They are practically pure?-Yes. 
54,466. Because they have been through the elevators and have belln 

treated in AmericaP-Yes. 
54,467. But the effect of the terms of the contract in the case of Indian 

wheat is that it does not pay to have wheat cleaner than an adulteration 
proportion of two and a quarter per cent. P-I do not know that that is the 
case. Most of our shipments, at any rate, are under two per cent. (Mr. 
Pj-ister): There will still be a saving in freight oharges on the dirt under 
tW() and a quarter per cent. (Mr. Taylor): It is bought with dirt in it 
owing to the method of harvesting. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi): The 'sug
gestion is that the harvesting is not a very clean process in India and there
fore a certain amount of !it must come with dirt, unless it is cleaned first. 

54,468. The effect of the c()ntract, I understand now since the last answer, 
is that if you could produce at the p()rt in London absolutely pure wheat 
from India, it would pay you to do it; is that the positionP-Yes. (Mr. 
Taylor): It is immaterial. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi): It would save the 
freight; it would pay us to do it, because we would not be paying freight 
on the dirt. 

54,469. One last question to clear up the point raised by Sir Ganga Ram. 
In the case of your own firm at Karachi, is any deliberate adulteration of 
wheat being carried on at this momentP-I should not think so; there are 
definite instructioDSl from our firm not t() adulterate their wheat. 

54,470. Sir Thomas Mi.ddletQ'll.: A question was put to you by Sir Ganga 
Ram to which I. do not quite follow the answer. The questi()n is this: 
assuming there were in existence, in India, a chain of elevators through
out the wheat-growing are88, would that system be of any value to you as 
exportersP-None at all. 

54,471. Mr. Calvert: With railway accessories, wag()ns and everythingP
(Mr. Taylor): It would ·be very slight I think; as things are at prese"lt 
the wheat is shipped, 80S a rule, within three or four weeks of its being 
brought from up-country. (Sir Stephen Demetriadi): In June and July we 
want to get the Indian wheat away from India; we do not want to keep 
it 'in India. In fact, nowadays, our wires to India. are: "At what date 
can you ship your wheat." June and July is the period during which Indian· 
wheat is wanted; therefore elevators will not help. 

54,472. Sir Thomas Middleton: A strong point was made of the fac~ 
that wheat in elevators was not subject to the same risk from weevils, etc.; 
that applied only to wheat between August and November, and there is 
not much wheat available at that periodP-No. . 

54,473. Sir Ganga Ram: A strong point was also made, by the Railway 
Board, of the fact that there is such a. rush for wagons in one particular 

Sir Stephen Demetriadi. 
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month; in that case would it not ·be in your interbst to have these elevators, 
store the wheat and send it at your convenience?-{Mr. Pfister.) No, our 
ilnterest is to get the wheat out of the country as quickly as possible. 

54,474. But then you cannot get wagons as soon as you want them be
causs of the demand; that is the reason why the railway are' pressing this 
questionP-Unfortunately, during recent years, there have been more 
wagons than are required. Let the quantities increase again IIIIld then we 
will tackle that question. 

64,475. The Chainnan.: You must get your wheat early on to the London 
market in order to take advantage of the season of shortage?-Yes, and if 
something could be dOIne to produce a wheat in the Punjab which would 
come to maturity sooner, that would help matters. Fertilisers might 
help it. If wheat could be matured, say, in four or :five months, it 
would make the Karachi wheat available at an earlier date. (Mr. Taylor.) 
As thp Calcutta wheat used to be; it used to ·be exported in April; nolV 
that has gone out of existence and Karachi is rather late. 

(The witne88 withdrew.) 

(Th" Commission then. adjourned till 10.30 a.m. 0fI Tuesday, the 
218t JW1Ie, 1927.) 
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. Tuesday, June 21st, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
a. I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

} Joint Secretaries. 

Messrs. VOLKART BROTHERS, London. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUBSTtON 20.-MARKETING.-(a) The answer is in the affirmative. 
(b) The answer is in the affirmative. 

The grower selis to the village &O'lllcar who probably advanced him money 
at sowing time. The 80wcar may, if the quantity is large enough, sell out 
to native merchants or to European shippers, but the ordinary course would 
be for the sowcar to con~igll the produce to artiyas, who in turn sell to either 
native merchants or European merchants or shippers. 

The remuneration of the artiya would be a slender one, not out of propor
tion to the work rendered. Native merchants may purchase on spec.; there 
Jnay be a profit or a loss. 

The work rendered by the 80wcar, artiya and merohant can be called very 
efficient and cheaply performed with modest margins of profit, because there 
is, as a rule, plenty of competition. 

The highest initial profit is undoubtedly with the 8owcar, but then 'his 
risks are proportionately high (bad crops, bad debts). The native merchants 
look to a fair return on thr-. capital laid out on the purchase of produce. 
Therefore, jf the produce is of the description with keeping quality (linseed, 
wheat; castorseed) he will sit on his purchase for some time until the market 
comes hi~ way, or the new season promises a plentiful harvest which causes 
him to sell out in order to reinvest in new crop produce. 

The financing of transactions is, as a rule, on a cash payment basis after 
w(lighment. 

(c) We have no suggestions to make, chiefly because it is always a 
question of price to determine the value of produce in respect of quality, 
purity, grading or packing. Oompetition on the part of buyers, both 
for Indian markets and export markets, is so keen as to treCtify short
comings. 
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(d) The eXisting news service al!pears to answer requirements; every 
market knows, for instance, how cotton futures are opened and closed, 
and of other produce markets as well. 

QuB8TION 21.-TARll'PS AND 8BA j'BBIGHTB.-The answer to both (a) and (b) 
is in the negative. 

Oral Evidence. 

54,476. The Chairman.: ·Mr. Steiner, you are here representing Messrs. 
Volkart Bros., of London?-Yes. 

54,477. We have your note of evidence before us. Would you like to 
make any further statement with regard to it at this stage ?-I should 
like to Bay something about groundnuts in particular. It was not in the 
Questionnaire, but I see that the scope of your inquiry extends to produce, 
and I should like to state that every effort should be made to extend the 
cultivation of groundnuts-not only to extend the area, but to maintain 
the supply of good seed. It is a well-established fact that groundnuts 
deteriorate after a few years if grown in the same place with the same 
seed. I remember, when I went to India in 1897, there used to be a 
good business in groundnuts from Bombay, but it fell off completely simply 
because there was no renewal of the seed. Only within the last 15 years 
has the trade come back. On the Ooromandel Coast in the South 
particularly, the quality of the groundnuts is falling off. They are geiting 
smaller and smaller. In Khandesh, the production has been extended, and 
a new variety has been introduced which is called the Natal variety. I 
am of opinion that the groundnut, by reason of its prolific return to tne 
ryot, should receive every attention. There is another point about ground
nuts, namely, that there are wet decorticated and dry decorticated. When 
this business started on the Coromandel Coast everything was wet de
corticated. When taken out of the ground, the nuts in shell were steeped 
in water, and when sufficiently wet the husks were beaten with a stick. 
Then the kernel separated from the shell. The result, however, was that 
the oil which came out of these nuts was only fit for soap, and, more often 
than not, when the nuts arrived in Europe they were simply pieces of 
cake. In Marseilles, in particular, they were able to make a very good 
oil. In 1913 or 1914, they commenced shelling these groundnuts by machine 
in the dry state, and this machine shelling has developed to such an extent 
that now the bulk of the groundnuts exported from- India is of such 
quality. Those are the nuts which are -being used by the margarine people. 
The free fatty acids of the oil out of such nuts is about five per cent. 
This groundnut oil, therefore, is just the oil which the margarine people 
want, but there is a "but" in this. Some of the native shellers and 
merchants have started wetting these nuts prior to shelling. My firm, in 
conjunction with other firms, approached the Director of Agriculture in 
Madras last year in order to put a stop to this practice. At the time 
nothing was done, but I understand that a few weeks ago enquiries were 
made on this side as to how the nuts were coming out from the point of 
view of quality. 

54478. Wbo made the enquiryP-it must have been a Government 
enqu'iry. I think it was an enquiry by the Empire Marketing Board. 
I would advocate that research should be continued in order to find out 
new varieties of groundnuts, varieties which give a good return to the 
grower and which have a very h~gh percentage of oil. There are so~e 
nuts which have 49 per cent. of oil; others only have 40 per cent. of oil, 
and the oil content is the most important item of the nut. 

54,479. Does your firm buy groundnuts in countries other than IndiaP
No. ,We buy only Indian ·groundnuts. 
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54,480. Is that because there are no groundnuts in the London market 
except those coming from India, or is it because your firm is mainly 
interested in IndiaP-We are a firm of shippers. We buy the 
produce in India 'and ship it to Europe. We could buy groundnuts from 
other countries in the London market, but that would not be our business 
as shippers. If we did do so, then we should be dealers. 

54,481. You are shippers onlyp-Yes, merchants and shippers. 
54,482. You do not handle any produce on commission, do youP-No. 

Our commission is the difference between the price we pay in India and 
the price at which we sell in Europe. We do not buy on commission. 

54,483. You actually own the produce in the interval between its being 
exported from India and its being sold in LondonP-Yes. 

54,484. As your business is with India only, you are in competition, in 
this matter of groundnuts, with produce coming from other countriesP-Yes. 

54,485. Are the Indian groundnuts holding their own in the British 
market?-They are .. 

54,486. So that the deterioration to which you made reference a short 
while ago has not adversely affected their position in the London market, 
a.s compared with groundnuts from other countriesP-No. 

54,487. How do you account for that?-It is a question of price. 
54,488. How does the actual quality of Indian groundnuts compare with 

that of the Chinese crop ?-I estimate that Indian groundnuts are lOs. a 
ton better value than Chinese. 

54,489. Are groundnuts exported from any other country?-Yes, from 
Nigeria. Nigerian groundnuts are lOs. better than Coromandel. 

54,490. That is 20s. difference between the Chinese and the Nigerian P
Yes. 

54,491. Nigerian groundnut, at an average price of lOs. above the 
O>romandel nut, meets a different market, does itP-No, it is the same 
market. It is for margarine manufacture. Take the big people who buy a 
lot of these nuts for the purpose of their margarine manufacture. For them, 
it is simply a question of price. If I offered them Ooromandel nuts to-day 
at £22 a ton, ex-ship Rotterdam, they will tell me, "Your price is 58. too 
high because we can buy Nigerian groundnuts at £22 5s. or Chinese nuts at 
£21 12s. 6d. or East African at £21 ISs." The price is based on the oil con
tent and on the quality of the oil. It is all a question of market and price. 

54,492. You maintain that, during the period you have known the market, 
groundnuts from India have held their own ?-Yes, particularly during the 
last four or five years. There was a time, about thirty years ago, when there 
were practically no groundnuts from India. Then they introduced, on the 
O>romandel Ooast, the Mosambique nut. Then there was another revival of 
the groundnut-growing industry on the Coromandel Coast, which, at ahout 
1910 or 1912, extended over the Western districts, to the Deccan, Sholapur 
and to the norhh. 

54,493. Are you familiar with the Indian conditions yourself?-Yes. 
54,494. Is it the case that the groundnut is partly a food crop and partly 

a money crop in many districtsP-That is so. . 
54,495. Part of the crop is consumed by the population P-I would Bay that 

part is consumed by the population. It is also sold in order to get food 
stuffs. . 

54,496. That is what I meant by a money crop. You know that in some 
districts the cultivator is actually consuming groundnuts ?-Every village 
has its oil mill. 

54,497. What I want to get from you is this, whether the type of ground
nut which you in the London market, regard as the ideal type is also a 
good type of gr~undnut for internal consumption by the cultivators in ~ndia? 
-1 should think so, because the better the nut and the better the 011, the 
better it is for eating. It has a sweet taste. 

Mr. Steiner. 
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54,498. Is there anything else as to the preparation, packing, marketing, 
or quality of groundnut which you wish to mentionP-It is always a ques
tion of competition. I should like to see better means of communication. 
The more railways you have the more markets are being created for the 
produoe, not only for export, but for interchange amongst the various parts 
of India. 

54,499. Do you take the view, then, that the market in the immediate 
future will be capable of taking up an important increase in the groundnut 
crop of India P-I do. 

54,500. Without any serious decline in prioeP-Yes. Groundnut oil is the 
most valuable ingredient for margarine. 

54,501. There is room for an unlimited amount, is there P-An unlimited 
amount. It beats everything. 

54,502. Sir Ganga Bam:· In manufacturing margarine, do you use the oil 
or the kernel P-The oil. 

54,503. The Chairman: If this decline in quality, which you have described 
to the Commission, continues, will it ultimately threaten the position of 
Indian groundnuts in the world's markets P-I feel oertain that that decline 
in quality will not be continued. Every year we are getting samples of new 
varieties from India. which show that the agricultural farms are busy trying 
to improve the strain of the nuts. It is only the malpractioes of some people 
which has given the Coromandel groundnuts a. bad name. There is another 
point. If there is a season with a. good monsoon, if there is a timelymon
soon, the quality of the nuts is very good. If there is a season with untimely 
rain, if the rain comes down when the nuts are out of the ground, then the 
quality will be bad; it cannot be helped~ 

54,504. Will you tell the Commission, quite shortly, the scope of your 
firm's business. What produce do you ·deal in apart from groundnutS?
Principally in cotton and castor seed, cotton seed, linseed, copra, pepper, 
ooffee, fibres, and everything that India exports. 

54,505. WheatP-No. 
54,506. Practically the whole range of produce except wheat?-Yes. 
54,507. Do you deal in rice?-No. That is a. Burma commodity, and we 

are not established in Burma.. 
54,508. In the ca.se of all these va.rious kinds of produce, your firm acts 

as merchants and shippersP-We buy the produce in India from the people 
there who grow it or who deal in it, middlemen in India, and we sell it to 
Europe. . 

54,509. Have you storage at both endsP-We have big storage in India. 
54,510. And in EuropeP-No. You can rent it in Europe much more 

cheaply. There is no need to hold storage on this side. 
54,511. Do you ship from Calcutta.P-Only hides, no other produce. 
54,512. Have you any views as to the effect of the deferred rebate system 

on freight ratesP-Bombay is a free market in that respect. 
54,513. That is why I asked you if you shipped from Calcutta P-I had a 

lot to do with that. I think a. deferred rebate affects trade in wheat and 
in big bulk commodities, but not in commodities of great value. A con
ference would do no good for the Ooromandel Coast fo~ groundnuts; neither 
would it be any good for Bombay or for Karachi. It could not be kept up 
because, there, the merchants are too strong. 

54 614. The merchants, as a whole, are opposeed to the rebate system, 
are they notP-Yes. It restricts their freedom. I will quote an instance 
from Colombo. Last summer, there was a conference which kept the rate 
at 408. a ton when, on the Coromandel Coast, at the same time we were 
chartering steamers, and liners were taking freight, at 17s. 6d. a ton. The 
result was that the trade of Ceylon was Uipset. . 

54,515. Have you personal experience of buying these various lines of 
produce in IndiaP-Yes. 
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54,516. W1here did you buy as a rule, at the large centres or in the small 
towns?-I have bought in Bombay, Cawnpore, Agra, Madras, Pondicherry, 
and 80 on. Those are the principal places I have been to. We have about 
250 buying agencies in India. 

54,517. Do your buying agencies in any case come into direct touch with 
the cultivator?-Yes, very often. 

54,518. Is that a satisfactory arrangement?-It is, in a. way. If you deal 
direct with the cultivator you get a smaller quantity. Instead of buying 
50 tons or 100 tons at one stroke, you buy from these men two cartloads 
or three cartloads or one cartload. But I find it is a better system because 
you get the real quality if you buy from the individual man. You can look 
at the goods if you are buying one cartload of linseed, or whatever it may 
be. There it is in front of you. Whereas, if you buy 50 tons you cannot see 
the whole lot; it is impossible. 

54,519. Do you regard the marketing arrangements as a whole, which you 
have met with in India, as efficient?-I do. The Indian is wide awake. 
We cannot teach him anything. 

54,520. Do you regard the marketing as orderly?-Yes. I am quite 
satisfied in that respect. I ha.ve only happy memories of my experience of 
India in that respect. 

54,521. I thought you weTe going to tell the Commission that some of 
your experiences had been unhappy 1-N o. Where the diswppointment comes 
in, in our line, it is if you make forward contracts with a man. You buy 
forward for delivery in two or three months, and if the market goes up 
the man wilt not deliver. If I buy from the cultivator a cartload here and 
there, then I have got what I want. He comes with the stuff, I pay him. 
out, I have the goods there, and everything is satisfactory. That is what 
I like. 

54,522. Would you agree that orderly marketing has a most important 
effect in educating the cultivator as to the value of quality?-Yes. 

54,523. Do you think that the Indian cultivator receives an adequate 
premium for qualityP-He does, because if I do not pay the price another 
firm's man will pay it, or some native merchant will pay it. That is com
petition. We have not got it aU our own way in India. There are always 
four or five buyers who play one against the other. Sellers may combine, 
but buyers cannot combine. 

54,524. Dr. Hyder: But buyers are few and sellers are many, and the 
buyer can combine more easily than can the good many sellers?-But we 
must have the goods. Otherwise what would be the object of our going to 
a certain market, when we could just wait in Bombay until the produce 
came down? One reason why we go inland is for the quality, particularly 
in cotton. If we buy at the place where the cotton is grown, we know we 
shall get the right quality. 

54,525. The Ohairman: Following on the last question, you suggest that 
the cultivator does receive value for quality, speaking broadly. Is it the 
case· that an important proportion of the cultivators in India are deep in 
debt P-I am afraid they are. 

54,526. And when a cultivator is deep in debt, is he a free agent in the 
matter of selling his produce, or is he, iI/. most cases, tied to the man who 
has lent him moneyP-More often than. not, the sale of the produce goes 
through the man who has advanced the money. 

54,527. And he cancels a certain amount of the debtP-That is an internal 
arrangement. If a man borrows money at seedtime the first thing he lias to 
do when he has sold his produce is to liquidate his debt, and in his anxiety 
to liquidate his debt it is only human nature that he may be .. done in the 
eye" when the price is being fixed. 

54,528. He would be more likely to be .. done in the eye," as you term 
it, in selling to the sowcar, who is fixing the price and cancelling a certain 
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amount of his debt, than he would be in the case of a sale effected in an open 
market, would he noH-Yes. Let us take a sale in the open market. There 
is a whole crowd of twenty-five or thirty men who can protect him. Sup
posing he is a weak-minded man, if the buyer attempted to sit upon him, 
his fellow villagers round about him would say, "Do not do it." 

54,529. What trade organisation have you in London which could bring to 
the notice of Governments and of the Agricultural Departments in India 
complaints as to the quality of produce? Have you any such organisa.tion? 
-Yes. We have the East Indian Shippers' Association. 

54,530. Take the case of the complaints relative to the quality of ground
nuts which you made. Were those complaints conveyed through a Society or 
from yourselves as a firm ?-That was done in India. It emanated from 
Guntakul in the Western districts: 

54,531. Have you ever come into contact with the Indian Trade Commis
sionerP-Yes. We answer enquiries and give information if asked. 

54,532. Do you know his name?-I know Mr. ABli. That is the gentleman 
with whom I have been dealing at the Indian Trade Commissioner's Office. 

54,533. Professor Gangulee: What sort of information do you seek from 
the Trade Commissioner's office which you cannot get from your own branclies 
in IndiaP-We get all the information we want from our own people. There 
is no need for us to go to the Trade Commissioner. We consider ourselves 
privileged to reply to enquiries addressed to us, and we gladly supply infor
mation which he wants. 

54,534. With regard to these free fatty acids: was that information trans
mitted by the Empire Marketing Board to the trade ?-That information was 
transmitted through our own people in India. We write to them every 
mail, and we also cable. We keep them posted as to what is going on. "Te 
tell them what should be done and what should not be done. 

54,535. The Ohairman: I take it that, in the case of an old-established 
firm .such as your own, you have ample correspondents ana agencies through
out the East to find out all you want to find out, but that might not apply to 
firms of lesser standing: Is that the position P-I find London a very good 
place in which to get information. In the trade circles in London I often 
get to hear things of which my people in India do not know. They get it 
from me. Again, I get to know about things that they have done, but about 
which they have not told me. It is a wonderful place, is London, in which 
to gather information. 

54,fi3? Would you like to say anything about any other particular line of 
produce, oil seeds for instance ?-The export of Malabar c,opra has prac
tically ceased owing to the introduction of the 15 per cent. import duty. I 
do not know whether it is within the scope of the Commission to recommend 
that that duty should be re-considered. 

54,537. Professor Gangulee: You say it is an import duty?-Yes. We 
want to export more copra from India. 

54,538. The duty is an export one then P-No, it is an import duty on 
copra from Ceylon. You are narrowing the market for Malabar copra. For 
Indian consumption, you get Ceylon copra, which answers the purpose just 
as well as Malabar copra. I think it would be a better thing to import 
Ceylon copra and export the Malabar copra, because the Malabar copra 
commands a much better price in the world's market than does Ceylon 
copra. 

54,539. Mr. Noyce: When was that duty imposed?-About four or five 
years ago. India used to buy cocoanut oil from Ceylon and export the copra 
and oil at a profit. 

54,540. The Ohairman: Is it your suggestion that the effect of the duty on 
copra coming from Ceylon to India is to produce a consumption of Malabar 
copra in India which otherwise would be exported?-Yes. When the duty 
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was imposed" the effect it would have on the Malabar copra was probably 
not thought of at all. 

54,541. 'Surely the world prioe is still ruling Malabar copra! Why is not 
the export continuing? Perhaps I have not understood your argument?
By introd~cing the duty, Cochin copra has been protected. Formerly, Ceylon 
used to Shl.p copra to C~lcutta and to K~achi. Now, the copra is shipped 
from Cochm to KarachI and from Cochm to Calcutta. The freight from 
those ports, from Cochin to Karachi and from Cochin to Calcutta, is higher 
than from Colombo to Karachi or from Colombo to Calcutta. The same 
happens with oil: Formerly coconut oil was shipped from Ceylon to Cal
cutta. and from Ceylon to Karachi and from Ceylon to Bombay. Now the 
coconut oil is shipped from Cochin to Bombay, Karachi and Calcutta, and 
costs ever so much more. 

54,542. Do you deal in hemp ?-No. 
54,543. Nor in jute ?-No. 'Ve are only in Calcutta for cotton and sugar. 
54,544. Do you deal in tobacco ?-No. 
54,545. Do you deal in spioe and ginger, and so on?-Yes. We are lead· 

ing shippers on the Malabar coast. . 
54,546. Is the quality being maintained there?-Yes. There is no com

plaint in that respect. They do not grow enough. 
54,547. Would the price fall if they did?-No, not seriously. 
54,548. Are there any other lines of produce as to which you would like 

to speak ?-Not produce exactly, but I would like to comment on the market 
reports. At present, the Government of India is issuing forecasts of coming 
crops, and also final reports. A distinction should be made between the 
quantities available for export and the quantities used for home consump
tion. I have often found that these reports have had a misleading influence 
on the markets on this side. For instance, if a forecast is published in 
India, it is cabled over; it appears in the trade papers on this side; they say, 
e.g., the groundnut crop will be 1,300,000 tons. That has an adverse in

fluence on the market at once. People say, .. Ah I look at this vast quantity 
of groundnuts which is coming," and it spoils the market for a considerable 
time. It should be stated that while 1,300,000 tons is the total crop, there 
would be available for export, say, 600,000 tons. That would clear away all 
doubt, and it would increase the value of the reports. It is curious how 
people always believe the" bear's" arguments and how very slow they are to 
follow the" bull's" argument. When people are told that the monsoou is 
scanty, they take a very long time to be convinced about it, but the moment 
the "Times" reports heavy rainfall in Bombay they say, "Ah, a good 
monsoon; now the price must come down." 

54,549. To what do you attribute the tendency of the market to pay more 
heed to bad news than to good news P Is it human 'nature, 01' experience p
It is human nature. I know that many times it has spoiled my business. 

54,550. Sir Henry Lawrence: From what part of India do you draw your 
ground nuts chiefly?-From Madras and ilie Deccan and Khandesh. 

54,551. You are satisfied that the Agricultural Departments are doing 
good work in improving the quality, are youP-Yes, quite satisfied. 'fhey 
do all they can. 

54,552. Which variety of ground nut is'the best from your point of view? 
-Mosambique is the standing qUality. Now, there is a. new quality called 
the Natal nuts. 

54,553. Do you know which variety of ground nuts is cultivated most at the 
present time in the Bombay Deccan ?-I cannot answer that. I have a sus
picion that the best nuts are not shipped, but are' consumed in India f~r 
eating. I happen to be on the Committee of the Incorporated East Inaja 
Association which has all the samples of every shipment of Indian ground
nuts submitted to it. I have seen some very good samples, some indifferent 
samples and bad samples. Considering the fact that more than what is 
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shipped is consumed in India, I cannot help thinking that some of the best 
outs are kept there. 

54,5~4. When you buy a cartload of nuta, do you pay a different price 
according to whether they are Japanese or Spanish or Natal?-That would 
be done, but when you buy the nuts it would be the admixture of dirt which 
would tell rather than the quality itself. Bome of these people are in the 
habit of putting more dirt into it than others. 

fi:i,555. The ~h.airman: But they all put some in, do they? Is it a 
deliberate admlxture?-It may not always be deliberate, because, in some 
cases, when you pull the nuts out of the ground some soil may stick 10 them .• 
Occasionally, however, deliberate attempta are mane to put'mlld into them 
in order to get something for nothing. , 

54;556. Professor GanguZee: By the cultivator or by the middlemen'?
Both by the cultivator and by the middlemen; they are all the same. 

54,557. Sitr Henry Lawrence: The extension of the arlla l1.1der these nuts 
depends a great deal on the actual growing quality and the habit of the 
nut, does it not?-Yes, and on teaching the cultivator. Nuta are now 
being grown on the Bombay side, where they were not grown before. 
Khandesh has produced, during the last four years, increasingly large quan
tities of nuts of a very good variety and full of oil. I believe attempts are 
being made to extend the cultivation in Gujerat, and perhaps on the Karachi 
side. That may come about later on in the newly irrigated tracts. 

64,558. You Bell your shipments in Europe, chiefly in FraDlle, .10 you not? 
-We sell them anywhere. We sell them to the United Kingdom and to 
France .and to Holland and to Italy. Holland is a particularly big buyer. 

54,559. The consumption in France is five times as great as that in the 
United Kingdom, is it not?-I do not think France IS the biggest buyer of 
groundnuts. Holland is one of the biggest buyers now. 

54,560. According to the statistics given in the book I have before me, the 
consumption in France is five times as great as that in the United Kingdom? 
-For what year is that? 

54,561. They are comparative years from 1915 to 1925?-Things have 
changed sinoe 1925. Last year, France took very much less Indian ground
nuts than ever before, because of exchange troubles. They took the nuts 
from their own French colony of Senegal, because there was no exchange 
risk. ' 

54,562. Sir Ganga Ram: You are agents for implements also, are you 
Dot?-Yes. 

54,563. Are they British-made or American-made implements?-We are 
agents for one British firm, and we have now been agents for the Inter
national Harvester Company, in India, for the last two months. 

54,564. In connection with these implements, cannot you start some 
hire purchase system? At present, it is not within the means of the 
ordinary cultivator to use these implements owing to their high price? 
-That would mean that we would have to be a sort of banker. As it is, 
we merely buy goods and self goods. A hire purc'hase system might be 
cal"l"ied out by the co-operative societies; it would be their business and 
not that of the merchants. Of course it would enhance the cost of the 
goods. If we had to sell on the hire purchase system, naturally we would 
charge for.it in the ptrioe. 

54,565. Is the differenoe in quality, which you have mentioned, due to 
new methods of cultivation or to the new seed?-It is due to the seed. 

54,566. Cannot you import good seed and give it to the ryots ?-That 
would be going too far, I think. A native grower likes to talk with us 
and he likes to deal with us, but When once you begin talking to him 
about his husbandry he says" Hands off; that is my business." It is the 
business of the Government officials, of the Collector, of the revenue 
officials. They can do that kind of thing much better than a merchant. 
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They have ip.fluence with the people. We Me free lances, and we cannot 
influence them. 

54,567. What. sort of protection do you give the nut, because my experi
ence is that it is very liable to attacks from worms and weevils? How 
do you avoid that?--JWe do not shell t'he nuts until we have to ship them. 
If you keep the groundnuts in the shell the weevil will not get into them, 
not so easily; but the moment you have shelled the nuts, away goes that 
protection. Then you must s'hip them, because, particularly in damp 
weather, maggots and weevils will develop and spoil the quality. 

54,568. You know that, during growing time, the stem is very liable 
to disease and that that is the reason why, in the Punjab district, we 
have given up the cultivation of groundnllts ?-Is that so? I 'have often 
wondered why they did not take up the cultivation of groundnuts there. 

54,569. We tried to, and we used to get a very good return, but at 
the time of ripening the stem was attacked by white ants?-That is most 
interesting. 

54,570. Would you co-operate with us in p,roducing oil instead of ground
nutsP-I suppose we would. Why not? Business is business. 

54,571. Is not the vegetable ghi that you are sending to India from 
Holland mixed with groundnut oil?-Yes. That is the main ingredient. 
That is the good thing which is wanted. 

54,572. When you buy forward, do you advance any moneyP-No. We 
must not do that. That is a strict lI"ule. . 

54,573. 'The Chairman,: Whose rule is thatP-The Head Office's rule. 
It may have been done in a weak moment, but it must not be done. 

54,574. !Sir Ganga Ram: Do you think the heavy duty which has been 
put on imported sugar has reduced the import?-I do not think so. 

54,575. I thoug'ht that, even after the tariff, they had begun selling 
it cheaper than before the tariff?-It is t'he world's market for sugar. 
It is chiefly regulated by Cuban sugar and by the beet sugar of Europe. 
The crops have been heavy. The supply is bigger than the demand. 
The consequence is that prices have come down and the import duty has 
had no effect. 

54,576. You generally import cane sugar do you notP-Yes. 
54,577. Not beet sugar?-When the price is right we import beet sugar. 
54,578. Sir Thomas Middleton: Apart from the percentage of oil and 

the admixture of dirt, what other factors affect the price of the gound
nuts which you buy from different countries ?-The price of cake. 

54,579. As between the groundnuts of different countll"ies, can you detect 
any difference in the tendency to go rancid on the voyageP-No. It is 
a question of shelling. There is a fine brown skin round the kernel. If 
that skin is left intact, then the kerna! will not suffer at all, but if 
that fine skin is removed then, of course, acidity sets in .. 

54,580. You have told us that your practice was sometimes to buy 
cartloads of selected produce direct from the cultivator. Is it your 
impression, that the selected crop was generally in the hands of the 
cultivator, or in the hands of the sowcarP-It was in the hands of the 
sowcar more often than not I am afraid. 

54,581. Professor GaflAgulee: Wit'h regard to your criticism of the 
Government Reports, how can the Government make an estimate of the 
export demand without knowing, for instance, the crops coming from 
Africa ?-They should state that the estimated yield of crop is so much; 
that the estimated exportable surplus is so much, and then in brackets 
" This figure is based on last year's shipment." 

54,582. Dr. Hyder: Do not you think the "bears" in the London 
market would be annoyed with the Government of India for issuing that? 
-Let them be annoyed; I should not worry about that. 
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54,683. Mf'. Noyce: Arising out of your last answer, is not the trade 
here in a position to work out the figures of the quantity available fOOT 
export and for home consumption for itself? You have exactly the 
information as the Government of India have ?--Of COU'l"se we have, and 
we have it much earlier. 

54,1584. What is the object, then, of the Government of India stating 
it in the forecast, if you are in a position to work it out for yourselves P. 
-We are interested parties. 

64,585. I am not referring specially to your firm, but to anyone intel"
estedP-We .all have our own Statistical Departments. The only figure 
we have not got is the acreage in India. That is the unknown quantity. 
We have to go upon what happened last year. Last year the price for 
groundnuts was good. IJ; stands to reason that this year the cultivator 
will again plant groundnuts. If the price had been bad last season the 
cultivatO'l" would naturally say "I am not- going to plant any more 
groundnuts; I am going to plant cotton." That is the general assump
tion we go upon. For instance, we estimate the crop to be a twenty
anna crop if there has been general rain all ovm the country. People 
will say "There will be a bumper crop now. Last year the e:x;port of 
groundnuts was 600,000 tons. This year we may estimate that the export
able sU'l"plus will be 720,000 tons, 120,000 tons more." That is an 
important item in the market. If, on the other hand, there is a scanti
ness of rainfall, and we see from the weather cha.rts that the sowings 
may not be successful, then we say there may be 1150,000 tons less, a 
twelve-anna crop; and we operate accordingly. 

54,586. Dr. Hyder: Has there been any change in the method of doing 
business P I understand you are now trading without stocks, whereas, 
in 1914, the trade always car'l"ied large stocks, w'hich had a steadying; 
inHuence on the market priceP-One change has occurred in the business, 
namely, that the buying on this side is concentrated now in about th'l"8E!' 
or four hands instead of about fifteen or twenty in pre-W.a.r days. The 
marga'l"ine manufacturers have, more or less, combined. We call it a 
combine. Formerly we used to do business in parcels of two hundred' 
tons at a time. Now we do business at one to two thousand tons at a 
time. FO'l"merly, we were able to sell here and buy simultaneously in 
India at some if only a small profit. Now, we have to take what we calf 
a "view." We have to go either long or short. If we think the market 
warrants higher p'l"ices, that it will go up for one reason or another, WE!' 
continue buying in India, at, say, lOs. above the price we can get on t'his 
side, waiting for this market to come up, which may happen in a fort
night or three weeks or a month. On the other hand, it may' not happen 
and then we have to take our loss. If we tin ink that markets in India. 
are likely to go down we may ask our buyers" What is your price," and 
we may go short. We may sell to them. They say "We want to buy 
1,000 tons at £22." .We say "Very well you shall have it." This is, 
say, for July/August shipment. We have time to buy until the middle
of August, and we wait for the Indian market to come down. If it. 
comes down to £22 we buy it. We lhave done the business and we havE!' > 
made the turnover. If the market does not come down we have to cover'
at a loss. We have to clllrry big stocks in India. At times, we carry 
a stock of groundnuts of 5,000 or 6,000 tons. Formerly we did not do. 
that. Now we have "to carry the baby all the while" as it is called 
in the market, and it requi·res a lot of finance. . 

54,687. I thought the merdhants of Europe were rationalising their 
business; that is to say, not carrying any risks but depending upon the 
circumstancesP-We wish we could do the same. In our trade in cotton 
~~ K 
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and seeds we ,have to take a "view." We have either to carry a big 
. stock in the hope of selling it when the price comes 'right, or to go short 
.hoping to cover ~ater on. 

54,588. Sir J ame8 . MacKenna: Have you had any experience of the small 
,J'apanese gronndnut, the one that grows above the ground instead of under 
.i.tP-No, I have not. 

54,589. With reference to machinery, I think your firm for a number of 
:years acted as agents for Messl's. Wallace Brothers, Glasgow, for reapers? 
~We are still agents. 

54,590. What has happened to that experimentP-We are still the agents 
at Lyallpur. 

54,591 Is any business being doneP-Yes, a steady business; we are carry
ing on the Wallace businesR alongside that of the American concern, namely, 
the International Harvester Company of Chicago. 

54,592. The early years were somewhat trying to both of youP...,..Yes. 
54,593. What are your views as to the export duty on hides P-That was 

a grievous disappointment; it was IIlbolished and then re-introduced again 
the next day so to say. It shouLd be abolished. 

54',594. Is it your view that, if the import duty on Ceylon copra wenl 
abolished, the Malabar Coast would import Ceylon copra, and then you 
could export the Malabar stuffP-Yes, my view is that Bombay would im
port. Ceylon oopra, and Malabar instead of shipping that copra to Bombay 
.and Calcutta, would ship it to Europe. 

54,595. Would that be to the mutual advantage of both places P-I think 
50. 

54,596. Are you quite sure that, in these forecasts, home consumption 
is not taken into considerationP-Yes, it is taken into consideration; 
that is what makes the figures so big. I am speaking now from memory: 
I think the Government forecast talks about 1,300,000 tons of ground
nuts. 

54,597. That is the total productionP-Yes, and the shipments are 
roughly 600,000 tons from all ports. 

54,598. Do you think it would be easy to estimate the internal c~m
sumption of things like, groundnuts and non-food cropsP-1 do not thmk 
it could be done exactly; it is too big. 

54,599. It would be very difficultP-It is too big a thing. . 
54,600. But still, you think there might be an approximate estimate P

Yes, that is right. 
54,601. Of course, in the case of rice and wheat they can get very 

near it, as you knowP-Yes. 
54,602. P'/'ofessOT Gangulee: Following up that last answer, are these 

crop forecMts of any assistance to you in your trade, as they are now P-
~o. . 

54,603. They are of no assistance to youP-No, because we have our own 
Statistical Department. 

54,604. Mr. Noyce: You can only get the acreage from the crop fore
·casts; your Statistical Department cannot give you figures of acreagesP 
-No, but we work backwards from the shipments 'and on the rainfall, 
.a,nd then we have men travelling all over the place to find out. 

54,605. That is as regards conditiODB; my point is that you are dependent 
on the Government crop forecasts for your figures of acreage, and there
fore they must 'be of some use to youP-As I say,. we go on what they 
say, whether it is going to be a 20 annas crop or a 12 annas crop; 
that is wha.t our ·bMis is, because 'we realise that even the Government 
.officials, with all their power and might behind them, get their infor
.mation through so many channels that their figures cannot be absolutely 
.J·eliable; I mean, with a country iike India. it is impossible to have things 
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cut and dry; it is not like America; it is not like a country witli a big: 
railway syetem and all that; we know what India is. 

54,606. I quite understand that, but my point is that your Statistical. 
Department has no figures of acreage except those it gets from Govern
mentP-No, we could not ,have any other. 

54,607. After all, the figures of acreage are a. very important factor in. 
the crop forecasts, and therefore, to that extent, the Government estimate 
Ijll\st be of some use to you, because those are the only figures you have of 
acreage P-What is of importanCE' to us is the rainfall j we can take it. 
in India that the acreage is about the same. If you take a village, the
village will plant what it can plant, year lin and year out j it is just a. 
question of what it can plant. But what inlluences the size of the
crop is the rainfall; timely rainfall makes all the difference. In a giveu 
place with a ecanty rainfall we may have perhaps a 6 or 8 annas crop, 
while with: a good rainfall you may have a 24 annas crop. 'J1hen the other· 
item comes in: well irrigation. I am afraid I cannOl; quite agree wit]) 
what you say as to the acreage. It is quite interesting to show the 
acreage position for the sake of comparison with a previous yea.r, but li 
think it is the rainfall which is the factor. 

54,608. BiT Thomas Middleton: May we take it that your Statistieal 
Department pays very little attention to acreage figures P-They study them 
very, very carefully j j there is no dou·bt about it. I am talking now hear~ 
to heart j we have always got to learn, you see. 

54,609. PTo/uBor Ganguille: Do you sell ground!lluts on the basis of oil 
('ontentP-No, not yet. 

54,610. ,What is the basis of the contract that you enter into with ~he 
consumerP-We sell sound delivered; that means we guarantee to deliver 
sound stuff, of fair average quality of the season, time and place of 
shipment. 

54,611. On the basis of a particular sampleP-No. The procedure is 
like this: All the samples of each and every month are collected and sent. 
to London to the Incorporated Oil Seed Association. Then a Committee
meets which inspects all the samples and decides as to whether the quality· 
is the right quality for a par,jicular standard; some samples will pas. 
into the standard and some will be rejected being not fit to go into the
standard. 

54,612. How do you settle that standard: on the percentage of oil oon
tentP-No, on the outward appearance of the nuts. 

54,613. The Ohairman: Then, is the purpose of that committee.·to· fix: 
a standard which is" known as " Fair Average Qua.lity" for that particular 
seasonP-Yesj for a particular month; and then on all these shipmenl.8 
the buyer compares his shipment with the standard sample, and if he 
considers his shipment not equal to th. standard an allowance will be 
claimed. 

54,614. Professor Gangulee: The consumer is chiefly interested in the oil 
content P-Yes. 

54,615. Therefore, suppose, in India, we evolve a type of groundnut with, 
" high percentage of groundnut oil; will it not make any appreciable differ-· 
ence in its market price P-It will. There is now one variety which yields, 
about t,,:o per cent. ~ore o.il than the ordinary Coromandel; our firm has
been selling that speCial varIety to the Marseilles market, where they obtain. 
two per cent. better price because the crushers in Marseilles realise that 
there is more oil in it. 

54,616. So that there is the prospect, if we, in India, can produce. a. 
quality of oil-seed with high oil content,. it will get a better price P-Yes,. 
it can be done. 
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54,617. Is Indian production stationary?-I should say it is increasing, 
'but at the same time, I must say that Indian home consumption seems to 
qncrease. 

54,618. The Chairman: So that the export largely remains stationary?
Yes, the crops get higger, but somehow or other there seems to be more 
1IIIoney in India to buy the oil; the standard of living seems to be higher 
than formerly. 

54,619. Professor Gangulee: Your idea is that production is stationary 
but the variation comes in exportP-No, the production is on the upward 
grade, but what is available for export remains stationary. 

54,620. Does the trade in groundilUts suffer very severe lluctuations in 
prices?-At times it does, yes . 
. 54,621. I think you have told the Chairman that the prices of the Indian 
varieties are about lOs. more than the Chinese?-Yes. 

54,622. That is this year?-Yes. 
04,623. For example, I find that the January figure of the sale of ground

nuts on the London market in 1926 is £20 3s. 9d. ?-Yes, Coromandel. 
54,624. W,hile the Chinese variety was being sold in the London market, 

in January, 1926,' at £2'2 5s.; that is £2 Is. 9d. more ?-'J.1here may 
have been a corner; there may be an exceptional state of things. 

54,625. But then again in this year, in February, 1927, the Indian ground
nuts commanded the prioe of £23 in the London market, whereas the Chinese 
price was £21 158. ?-Yes, I will tell you why. The quality of this year's 
Chinese crops is very bad indeed; there have been allowances of 25, 30 
or 40 per cent. on shipments. The Chinese groundnuts of this season are 
.Dot fit for edible oils, but only for soap oils. Last year, the quality of the 
·Coromandel groundnuts was bad; (it was a big crop; the big crop was 
·on account of the heavy rains we had in December and January) the result 
was that the proportion of free fatty acids of the oil obtained from the 
Corollandel ground nuts was very hiigh, whereas the Chinese groundnuts 
of last year were very good quality; hence the abnormal difference in 
price. 

54,626. In your London market, untreated· groundnuts are regularly 
-quoted ?-Yes. 

54,627. I mean not decorticated?-Yes; those ara West A.fricans; the 
groundnuts from India are all shelled. 

54,628. Will you tell the Commission if you have any suggestions with 
regard to tho packing of decorticated nuts? In view of the proportion 
.of fatty acids, do you think any improvement can be effected in the 
method of packing the decorticated nutsP-I do nat think so; a nut which 
is good in India will stand the journey home all right. If the nuts are 
found to be of bad quality. here, it means that the nuts were bad in India 
.already. 

54,629. With regard to your business in India, do you employ your own 
brokeN for buying your produceP-You mean housebrokersP 

54,630. Yes, house brokers, as they are called P-Yes, at every place we 
have our own broker. 

54,631. Recently of course, as you know, the development of the co
.operative movement in India has been proceeding apace: how would you 
view the further expansion of the co-operative marketing organisations in 
India P-I think it would only mean that, instead of buying from the in
.dividual man, we could buy what is produced by half a dozen or a dozen 
Juen. 

54,632. Do you think that would ·be advantageous?-It would facilltate 
.matters jinstead of buying retail, we might buy a bit wholesale; instead 
.of buying one or two carts we should get about twelve or fifteen. 

Mr. Stlliiner. 
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54,633. Just as you said in allBwer to Mr. Noyce that the consumers at 
thia end have combined, it is necessary for the producers: at ·the other 
end of the chain also to combine?-You can say that the producers' shippers 
should combine. . 

54,634. The Chairman: Do not theyP-How can they? I put it to 
you: suppose we buy 100,000 or 200,000 tons of w-oundnut: the con
lumera oan ju~ keepaway from the market, and what are we then going 
to do with the nuts? No, it cannot be done: 

54,635. Pro/ulor Gl1IfIg'llJe6: You say" The existing news service appears 
to answer requirements." Do the actual growers obtain the necessary 
information about the marketP-'Wbat they do not know about the market 
is not worth knowing; they know about !home markets in the early morn
ing. I do no~ know how the news gets about, but anyhow Reuter's cables 
go all over the place. 

54,636. Do you think that, for the requirements of the London market, 
adequate attention is given to Indian products ,by the Empire Marketing 
Board in their publicity workP-Do you mean in connection with the 
India Office? 

54,637. No. There is a Board known as the Empire' Marketing Board: 
do they publish the necessary information regarding Indian produCts for 
the markets hereP-I could not allBwer that. . 

54,638. I want to know whether Indian products are properly advertised 
in the London marketP-Yes. Indian products do not require advertise-
melj.t in· that sense. ' 

54,639. Apparently, products from New Zealand and Canada require 
advertisementP-Those are new countries, but Indian products are known 
and do not require any advertisement. 

54,640. Are you familial' with the publicity work of the Em'pire Mar
keting BoardP-Yes, I have heard of it, but i do not think I have heard 
of it in. (.'Onuection with India. 

54,641. SiT Ganga Ham: Do you often cover your risks by making' a 
one-sided contract with the sellers, that is to say that the offer is open 
for 24 hours; have you often done that?-Yes, of course. Formerly one 
used to get firm offers and try to sell the goods; if the sale went through 
we aocepted it. 

54,642. Do you export cashew nuts?-Yes. 
54,643. Do you export walnuts?-No. 
54,644. Do you export any other kinds of nuts P-No. 

54,645. The Chairman: How comes it that untreated Indian. nuts are 
not regularly quoted on the London marketP-You mean unshelled? 

54,646. YesP-India does not ship any nuts unshelled; they are all 
shelled. There is . no trade for unshelled nuts. The only nuts that come 
in shells are the West African and the Sudanese. . 

54,647. There would be no advantage in initiating a trade in ulIBhelled 
nuts?-No, there has never been any demand for it. , We used to.ship some 
from India to the Red Sea ports for edible purposes. 

54,648. ~ ought to, have asked you whether you wished to say anything 
&bout agricultural Implements. I ~nderstand your firm does a certain 
business in agricultural implements?-Yes, our firm has been for years 
representing Wallace Brothers in agricultural implements, at Lyallpur, 
and in April last, I think it was, we were appointed agents of the Inter
national Harvester Company, a 'big Amerioan concern. 

62739 K 3 
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54,649. You' are not manufacturersP-No, we are not manufacturen~ 
we are only merchants. 

54,650. You do a tr.ade in spare partsP-Yes, that goes with it. 
54,651. Have you depots fOt: special parts and repairs P-Lyallpur is the-

head place. , 
54,652. But do you cater for repairsP-I could not say. 
54,653. You are not familiar with thatP-That is one of the det&ils r 

have nothing to do with; 

(The witne8s withdrew.) 

APPENDIX. 
Castorseed.-The total exportei during the calendar year 1926 from India 

were as follows: - , 

United States of 
United Kingdom 
France 
Belgium 
Italy .. . 
Spain .. . 
Other countries 

America 

Total 

Tons. 
43,370 
25,341 
15,395 
5,435 
9,380 
1,897 
2,460 

103,278 

The United States of America are heading the list as buyers of Indian 
castorseed. This is exceptional, as in former seasons the United Kingdom 
used to be the chief buyer. The crushing of castorseed in the United 
Kingdom is concentrated at Hull. Castor oil is used to some extent for 
lubricating aeroplanes, which use is, comparatively speaking, of recent date. 
The bulk of castor oil is used by Lancashire, where it is employed by cotton 
dyers and printers. The great demand for castorseed from the United 
States of America may be attributed not only to the requirements of the
Flying Service, but also for industrial purposes like the manufacture of 
artificial leather used for the upholstering of motor cars, &C. 

Linseed.-The falling off of shipments of Indian linseed may be attributed . 
to increased consumption of linseed oil in India itself. There are places in 
India where linseed oil fresh from the press is used as an edible oil. 

As to qualities of Indian linseed, there is:-
(a) "Bombay Bold" linseed, the product of the United Provinces, 

the Berars, Khandesh and parts of the Nizam's Dominions. 
(b) "Small" linseed, which is shipped either from Bombay or from 

Calcutta. It is grown in the neighbourhood of Gaya, and it 18 a ques
tion of sea freight, principally, whether the seed is sent to Bombay or 
Calcutta for shipment. 

(c) "BigaT'f8" linseed or "Kabn" linseed, which is a linseed of 
more or less percentage of yellow grains. This is considered the best 
linseed going, and of recent years very little has been shipped from India, 
presumably as it is very suitable for making of edible oils locally. 

In Rajputana Malwa, a linseed of extraordinary bold grain is grown, which 
is also chieJiy used for inland consumption. 

Cotton8eea.-It is remarkable that Broach cottonseed is not liked on this 
side on account of its low oil content, whereas Broach cotton is one of the 
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best. On the other hand, Berar cottonseed, which is well liked by English 
crushers, and which is the seed they would like to have, is also in good 
demand on the part of Indian consumers, chiefly for direct feeding to the 
cattle; in other words, the oil is not extracted. 

Punjab-American cottonseed 4F type produces a seed which is well liked 
by crushers in England, but the inland consumptiou of this seed is steadily 
increasing now that the prejudice on the parll of Indian buyers against this 
bla('k cotton~eed has been Ol"ercome. 

Gingellyseed or Tilseed has been steadily losing grollnd as a seed exported 
from India. It is a precarious crop from the growers' point of view, and it 
enjoys a ready sale in India to local oilmongers. 

Mr. J. E. FROST, Director, the British Oil & Cake Mills, 
Limited. 

NOTB ON INDIAN OILSElIDS. 

I beg to outline below the points I would venture to touch upon in 
regard to Indian oilseeds. 

Generally my experience in transactions affecting Indian oleaginous 
products is satisfactory, the business being conducted on this side by firms 
of the highest standing, who carry out their contracts both in the spirit 
and the letter; consequently I have no recommendations to make in rllgard 
to marketing methods in the United Kingdom. Furthermore, cases of 
dispute or questions of quality are satisfactorily dealt with through the 
medium of the Incorporated Oil Seed Association, under whose rules and 
regulations the transactions are conducted. 

Dealing particularly with the various articles, my Company purchase:

Linseed.-Indian descriptions retain uniformity of quality from year to 
year and are preferred by us to linseed of any other origin; being now 
flold on pure hasis, the 'former rather heavy admixture of dirt, &c., is 
reduced to a minimum. It is regrettable that the quantity exported 
annually from India appears to be declining. 

Cotton-seed.-There is considerable, difference in quality. Karachi is 
always superior, especially the "Black," for which a market is assured. 
From Bombay, the quality known as "Bombay" is good, but there is 
a tendency to mix inferior seed such as Broach and Coromandel, with 
the Bombay, which leads to dissatisfaction and claims on this side. 
Further, we frequently find considerable admixture of dir1;, iron and 
needies, the latter being a great nuisance and dangerous, as our magnets 
are not so e.flicient -,!ith cotton-seed as. with other seeds, and any sIl1aIl 
and sharp pleoes of Iron or steel get Into the cakes and lead to claims 
against us for losses of cattle, &c. In this respect, Indian cotton-seed 
compares badly with Egyptian, Sudanese, &c. 

Groundnutl.-On the whole, the quality is improving, inasmuch as 
machin~shelling is becoming more general. Coromandel are preferred to 
Bombay, but there is often a considerable proportion of broken kernels 
which would be better avoided if possible. 'rhis may be due to careles~ 
handling. 

Copra.-Malabar is of exoellent quality, but little of it comes to this 
country; presumably the crop is consumed at home. 

Gingelly.-A valuable oilseed, but little is now offered to the United 
Kingdom. There will always be a market for this at competitive pri<'.es 
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Btlpeseed.-?-'here have been complaints in regard to this article of 
recent years. Toria, which is a much esteemed description, is more erratic 
in its oil content than formerly and, on the whole, tends to give a lower 
yield, although occasionally very good shipments come to hand. Generally 
in regard to rapeseed there is less care taken in keeping descriptions 
distinct. Toria, Ferozepore, Oawnpore, &c., are found to be occasionally 
blended, so that,such parcels do not conform to any genuine standard. 

Oral Evidence. 
54,654. The Ohwirman: Mr. J. E. Frost, you are a Director of the British 

Oil and Cake Mills, Limited. We have a note of the evidence you wish to 
gir,e: do you wish to make any additional statement at this stage?-I do 
not think so, beyond what I have outlined here. 

54,655. Can you suggest any means by which the demand for Indian oil
seeds might be stimulatedP-I will begin with linseed. As I have stated, 
Indian linseed is preferred by us to any other variety, and we should like 
to have more of it. 

54,656. Could you take it at existing prices P-The premium for Calcutta 
linseed varies; the market really is governed by the Argentine supply. We 
have to put one against the other and buy the cheapest variety, but the 
quality 'of Indian linseed is better; it produces a better quality oil, an oil 
that is preferred by the linoleum makers, paint makers, and varnish makers. 
It. would be to the interest of this country generally, I think, if we could 
get more Indian linseed, as we have to fall back on the Argentine for the 
greater part of our supplies. 

54,657. It would be in the interest of the country generally?-Yes. The 
means of getting a bigger supply of Indian linseed, of course, does not 
rest with us; I can only state that we should like to have more of it, and we 
should buy it always in preference, at level prices. By that, I mean not on 
exactly the same quotation oIlS the Argentine seed, but at the same value. 

54,658. With regard to oil made from cotton seed, the superiority lies 
wit'h American and Egyptian Tather than with Indian, does it not?-Yes. 
We do not get any American cotton seed in this country now; it is apparently 
all consumed in the United States. Our principal supplies come from Egypt, 
and increasing supplies are now coming from the Sudan. 

54,659. How about the comparative quality of Egyptian and Indian?
Nowadays the finest cotton seed that comes to this country is froJI]. the new 
plantations in the Sudan; the next to that is Egyptian seed known as the 
black variety. After that comes the Egyptian Sakalaridi quality; all those 
are preferable to the Indian. At the same time, Indian seed is a very 
welcome seed to us, and particularly what is known as the black seed which 
has come in recent years, ship'ped from the port of Karachi. That con
tains a larger percentage of oil, and it also has the advantage of making 
what we call a black cake. ,We must regard that black seed as quite a 
valuable seed, and we should like to obtain larger supplies of it. It also 
comes very clean. ' 

64,660. Do you associate excellence in the seed with any particular quality 
as regards the cotton?-I have no expert knowledge in that direction, but 
I am afraid the best varieties of cotton sometimes produce qualities of seed 
which are not so good from our point of view. If you take the Egyptian; 
the black seed is better seed, but the cotton, I think, is of shorter staple. 
Sakalaridi seed is distinctly inferior, but I am given to understand that 
Sakalaridi cotton is much superior. I do not know what happens in India 
in that respect, but I presume ~hat this new black seed.is a better variety 
of cotton too. 

54,661. The area. irrigated by the new dam in the Sudan, you say, yields 
particularly high quality?-Yes. The seed comes sound; there is no damaged 
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grain in the new seed from the Sudan, whereas 10 ~~t particularly, and 
in India, sometimes the percentage of damagea gralD Wlll go up, to twenty 
per cent. . 

54,662. Damaged in the ginning?-I do not know when the damage arlses; 
I should imagine it is from inferior cultivation on exhau~ted ground. . 

54,663. Is it a more brittle seed ?-The seeds are sOIDetlmes black, weevd 
eaten and that sort of thing; it is what we call country damage. 

54,664. Not crushed or bruisedP-No, it is not external; it seems to be 
internal damage, inherent inferiority.. .. 

54,665. I dare say you heard the evidence glven by the precedlDg Wltness 
on the question of groundnuts and the ground~ut tradeP-Yes. Before 
proceeding to deal with groundnut,' may I add, Wlth regard to cotton seed, 
that our chief complaint is that the shipments are sometimes not sufficiently 
pure to their description? With regard to shipments from Bombay, the 
old-fashioned Bombay cotton seed is of a dark buff grey colour, which is of 
good quality, and yields eighteen or nineteen per cent. of oil. Of course, 
the oil yield, as you will imagine, is the first consideration with us. But. 
there are other qualities of a pearly grey colour which COIDes from other 
parts, and which contain sometimes as little as fifteen per cent. of oil, and 
I have know them with less. Now those inferior qualities of seed are being 
mixed, and in recent years have been very much mixed, with true Bombay. 

54,666. Where is the mixing going on, do you know P~I have no knowledge 
of what happens on the other side; I only know the seed when it reaches 
here. Also, I do not think proper care is taken in preparing the seed for 
export; I am inclined to think there is at times a deliberate admixture of 
sand and dust, because why should Beed shipped from Karachi come to this 
country! practically dustless, while shipments frOID Bombay lind other places 
sometimes go up to three per cent. of dust and dirt? I cannot understand 
that myself. Of course, it is a very serious matter to us, because, under the 
Feeding Stuffs Act of this country, if our oil cakes contain more than two 
per cent. of sand we are liable to prosecution, and we have got into trouble 
before to-day with regard to our Bombay cotton cakes in that respect. 

54,661. Can you clean cotton seed?-It is difficult; Hi seems to be much 
easier to put din in than to take it out. Also, there is considerable negli
gence at times, the admixture consisting of pieces of iron, etc.; I do not 
know whether they are deliberately thrown in, but it would app~r to be so. 
You would hardly credit the quantity of iron that our magnets take, out of 
cotton seed. ' 

54,668. I suppose that is probably in the ginning P-It is miscellaneous 
pieces of iron, nails, needles and curious pieces of metnl of all kinds. I do 
not know how they find their way into the gins; I do no~ think they do. 

54,669. DT. Hyder: You say there are needles; surely needles cost IDore 
than cotton seed P-That may be so, but they are thore all the same. I 
should think it is due to pure carelessness. 

54,61~. The Ohairman: . As regards groundnuts, ,orJ have heard the evi
dence gl.ven by th~ last ,Wlt?ess: would you say tha't, 'broadly speaking, you 
IIgree wlth that wltness /I Vlew?-Yes, I do' I agree with what Mr. Steiner 
has said. Groundnut crushing in this country. is not II very ancient industry' 
I think it !B only for the past twelve or fif~n years really that, we hav~ 
been crushi~g gronndnuts ~ere.. .My e:x;perlence with regard to Indian 
groundnuts lS that the quahty lS 'lmproVlng. My experience is that dry 
decortication is much commoner now than it used to be. But what I do not 
understand about Indian groundnuts is, why the Coromandel nuts should 
come so very broken. May I explain that the most expensive nuts that 
oome to this country are Chi~ese Hand-Picked. SelectedP It is possible that 
you mar have seen a q.uotatl~n for ~at partlcular kind, apart from what 
Mr. StelDer told you, wlth whICh I entlrely agree. There is a. special quota
tion for Hand-Picked Selected. Of cou:rse, one expects to find those quite 
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unbroken, but if you take Chinese nuts as a whole and nuts that are shipped 
from BOJUbay, they seem to me to come to this country practically unbroken; 
but the Coromandel nuts are very broken, at times. What I cannot under
stand is that in making up the standard, as we do every month, some ship
ments will come almost whole, while other' shipments are broken and full of 
smalls and dirt. . Why there should be such a divergence I do not know; 
to my mind it points to carelessness on the part of some shippers, and I 
should think there is considerable room for improvement there. 

54,671. Does that unevenness tend. to depress. the crop's reputation or 
the marketsP~Yes. It deteriorates the value to us, because when a nut 
breaks and the inner surface is exposed, it oxidises, and up goes the fatty 
acid. An increase in fatty acid, of course, means an increased loss in refining 
the oil. 

54,672. Do you look forward to the day when there will be a definite 
maximum percentage of free 'fatty acids fixedP-We, as manufacturers of 
oil, have the fatty acid already fixed for us in regard to crude oil; we have 

. to sell on a maximum content of free fatty acid. 
54,673. That is the lawP-It is the trade law. 
54,674. The trade ruleP-Yes. But I think it is all a question of price 

with regard to raw material, because seasonal conditions sometimes, it 
seems to me, will dictate the acid content of the nut; it is not always, I 
think, within the control of the grower. 

54,675. If a standard for groundnuts for export from India were fixed, 
let us say of five or five-and-a.-half per cent. maximum would that greatly 
enhance the reputation of Indian produce in the markets with which you 
are familiarP-If you like to fix a standard, the lower you make it of 
course the more it would enhance the value of the product; but as a buyer 
of nuts, 1 do not know that I am particularly enamoured of buying under 
those conditions; we know a good nut when we see it and we are satisfied 
with that. 

54,676. Yes, but from the Indian point of view, it may be that a com
paratively small percentage of very faulty cargoes unduly damages the 
reputation and depresses the value of Indian groundnutsp-rt is quite 
possible. 

54,677. Do you think it is soP-l think they get into the habit, on the 
other side, of blending groundnuts; I believe that much of the oilseed we 
get is blended; the bad is put into the good, and it is just made to pass 
8. certain standard. 

54,678. Where is the blending carried outP-Speaking of cottonseed in 
Egypt, for instance, it is blended there, the good and the bad. 

64,679. And in the case of groundnutsP-In the case of groundnuts I 
should imagine that the same thing is done. 

04,680. In India P-I should think so. . 
64,681. That does not quite tally with your evidence a moment ago as to 

the striking disparity between the qualities of certain specimens that you 
se'B month. by monthP-On the surface it would not appear to do so, but 
all the same, I should think that many of the individual shipments are 
blended. There is a great temptation to a grower to get rid of as many 
nuts as he can, even if they are damaged, and my opinion is that a great 
many nuts are shipped which it would be better for the reputati~n of India 
not to ship. That applies not only to India, but to other countnes as well. 

64,682. The effe"Ct of fixing a s~andard for export is not m~rely ~ p~vent 
certain inferior qualities from bemg exported, but also to brmg dlSClphnary 
pressure upon those whose wrong practices are, to-day, responsible for a 
r.onsiderable proportion of the damaged nutsP-Exactly. 

64,683. If they are unable to amend their practices, they will lose their 
ll11sinessP-Yes. 

~fll'. :T. E. F1'OSt. 



04,684. Do you remain of the opinion that, as a buyer in this country, 
'you are not inclined to favour any proposal for fixing a standard for 
export from IndiaP-Do you mean by the oil content or fatty acid values? 

64,685. PTo/eIlOT Gangulee: And percentage of refraction allowedP-There 
ill a great dilference of opinion in the trade with regard to that; IIOme would' 
like to have every precaution of that kind taken; personally I would not; 
It ill a m&tter of personal opinion. You see, a knowledge of one's trade 
comes in in business, and if you have sufficient knowledge to take care of 
'yourself without these precautions, to put it plainly, you can make more 
money than you can if everything is cut and dried and arranged 
mathematically. 

54,686. Th.e Chai1'mlln: That ill very important evidence. Mr. SteinoM' 
told us that, in his judgment, Indian groundnuts were holding their own 
in the world's market. To what extent do you agree with thatP-In this 
~ountry we have r&ther favoured the undecorticated nut which we get 
from West Africa, because it is very much easier to crush with old type 
machinery and the cake sells well; with modern machinery by improved 
processes the decorticated nut is coming more into favour. My own company 
has put down a. lot of machinery in these last few years to deal with 
decorticated nut and, on that account, I think we shall go more and more 
on to the kernels, and therefore favour the Indian produce accordingly. 

54,687. To that extent, you think the prospects before the Indian trade 
are goodP-Are better, yes. 

54,688. But, up to the present, has not it been the case that increase 
in the world's supply of groundnuts has come, at least during the past 
decade, mainly from IIOUrces other than Indian sources; for instance, there 
has been an increase in the Nigerian cropP-Yes, I think so. 

54,689. So that India has not had a fair share of the increased trade 
in groundnuts P-As I told you, the trade is rather young in this country; 
as far as I can see, India has had quite a fair share; it iii tending now, 
in my opinion, rather to displace other sources of supply, notably the 
West African. 

54,690. So that you do not agree that the exportable margin in India 
has been & stable quantity; you think there has been an increase?-I was 
only speaking of this country; I think Mr. Steiner was speaking of the 
continent at large. 

54,691. Would you like to say anything about the other oil seeds such 
as sesamum, or copr&P-My a.cqua.intance with Indian copr& is very slender; 
I have really nothing to say about that. With regard to gingelly, we have 
crushed it in past years in rather small quantities. That is & seed that 
we should like to see more of, but unfortunately, it is so expensive that 
we can very seldom buy it in competition with other things. It makes 
a beautiful oil and a beautiful cake, but we h&ve to leave it &lone on 
account of the price. Just harking back to cottonseed, it occurs to me 
in regard to what Mr. Steiner was saying in relation to home consumption, 
that we get figures weekly from Egypt showing the &rriv&ls from up country 
into Alexandria, in which the local consumption is shown up to date. 
Of course it is comp&ratively easy to do that in a.. country like Egypt with 
practically only one port, but I suppose those figures would hardly be 
obtainable in India. It is done in Egypt where we know wh&t the 10c&1 
consumption is from week to week. With regard to rapeseed we h&ve a 
complaint to make. Toria is, I think, the earliest harvested; I think it 
is first shipped in Ja.nuary and early Februa.ry. Toria rapeseed, from our 
point of view, is the best rapeseed that comes from Indi&; it makes a 
valuable edible oil, a nice blend oil. The early shipments still generaIIy 
oome pure, like the good, old to'l'ia seed that we used to know' but as the 
seallOn advances, it seems to me in the latter part of February' and March 
tbe Ferozepore comes on the scene, a smaller and inferior seed; we believ~ 
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that this is. mi:x;ed with the. toria, because the shipments la.ter in the 
liell8o.n a.re ~nferIor. The tuna, tha.t comes then is not; in our opinion" 
genume tona seed,. Tha.t is a. practice which certa.inly milita.tes against 
the value of India.ri: ra.peseed. I should like to say tha.t our business with 
India. generally is of the most plea.sa.nt description; seldom, indeed, is 
there any dispute at a.ll with any of the shippers with whom we have the 
good fortune to deal; we really know them all and they are most excellent 
firms. I do not think any~hing could be better done on this side tha.n what 
those firms do. 

54,692. In no case do you buy in India, I ta.ke itP-No. 
54,693. Do you think Great Britain is likely to ta.ke an increasing pro

portion of the world's supply of oilseeds?-My company ta.ke a large 
proportion of the oilseeds imported into the United Kingdom, but the 
quantity we can ta.ke is limited to the quantity of cake that we can dispose 
of. We can a.lways sell more oil, but there is a limit to the demand for 
oilcake. I myself do' not think there is much scope for any substantia: 
increa.se in the quantity of oilseeds crushed in this country. 

54,694. Professor Gangulee: But your livestock farming is being extended 
in this country, and with tha.t extension, do you not think there will be 
a grea.ter demand for oil cakes?-Yes, it depends upon that factor, but 
foreign competition is so intenSIve and severe in the seed-crushing and 
agricultuTal industry that it would be rll6h to predict any considerable 
increase in the oonsumption of home mlllde oilcakes. 

54,695. The Ohairmo/n.: You do get into Denma.rk to some extent do you 
not?-To some extent, yes, spa.smodically; in some years we do not export 
there at all, while in some years we do. 

54,696. Professor Gangulee: With regard to linseed, you say the quantity 
exported annua.lly from India appears to be declining?-Yes. 

54,697. Could you tell the Commission what are the factors which are 
responsible for that decline?-That I ca.nnot say; but if you take the ten 
years from 1907 to 1916, half way through the Wa.r, there was a.n average 
annual export from India of 324,000 tons. In the succeeding ten years, the 
average annua.l export was 262,000 tons. But what the rea.son is I do 
not know; all I know about it is that it is purely a matter of price. 

54,698. Perhaps the British oilseed-crushing industry has not revived 
from the effects of the WarP-I think it ha.s; we crush more. I must admit 
there has not been a very great increase since the War, but I think we 
81'e just about holding our' own. The foreign competition ha.s increa.sed 
enormously. 

54,699. Do you think the Argentine crops ha.ve a.nything to do with this 
decline in the export from ~ndiaP-Yes. 

54,700. To wha.t extent do the Argentine crops a.ffect the Indian export? 
-The Argentine crop is immeasurably larger from the point of yiew ?f 
export. If India. exports a.bout 300,000 to 350,000 tons, the Argentme will 
export perhaps 1,500,000 tons. 

54,701. Tha.t is the quantity, but how about the qua.lityP .How d<?Ss 
the India.n quality compare with that of the ArgentineP-The In~lan quahty 
is superior; it conta.ins about two-and-a-half per cent. more 011, and that 
oil is of a beiter quality. 

54,702. It gets a premium price for that excess of oil contentP-Yes. 
54,703. What are the trade varieties of linseed that generally come from 

India.P-The most expensive, the best kind, is what is known as Bold 
Bombay, large Bomba.y seed. 

54,704. There you do not get any admixture, it is a pure va.rietyP-We 
huy it on pure ba.sis. 

54,705. Is there any system of gra.ding in the linseed trade 1-No; only 
for damaged seed. 

Mr. J. E. Frost. 
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54,706. Do you consider a system of grading would be auvantageous?
I have nothing to suggest in the way of improving the system of market
ing Indian linseed. 

54,707. Yon do not import any linse'ed cake from India?-We do not, 
but some merchants do and, of course, compete against us. 

54,708. I see in your note you do not mention anything about castor 
seed?-No. 

54,709. Is there no possibility of export of castor seed from India?-My 
firm crllSh and extract castor seed, but it is a branch of the business with 
which I personally do not have much to do. 

54,710. There is ~ great deal of demand for castor oil; it is most essential 
for aeroplane engines?-Yes. 

54,711. I see you import only such seeds, for crushing, in respect of which 
yon can get a market for the resultant oilcakesP-Yes. 

54,712. Is there no market for castorseed cake?-Yes, there is a market 
for the castor meal too, not as an edible product. 

54,713. It cannot be used as a food for Iivestock?-It is used as a 
fertiliser. 

54,714. It is not much used in this countryP-No, not so much. 
54,715. May I take it that it is because you cannot get a market for the 

by-product, that is oilcakes or castor meal, that you do not import castor 
seed ?-W e do buy castor seed and we crush and extract it. 

54,716. Not to the extent that you buy linseed, oottonseed and groundnut? 
-No, because, after all, castor oil and castor meal are not of the same value; 
they are not in the same demarid as regards quantity as linseed and cotton
seed. 

57,717. So that we may take it in this way, that the demand for oilcake 
largely affects the trade in oilseeds 1-1t does, in this oountry. 

54,718. Si1' Henry Lawrence: Do I u.nderstand that you would prefer to 
get groundnuts exported from India with the shells on?-No, not neces
sarily; I think the tendency of the trade now is to prefer a decorticated 
cake. The feeders of cattle now want the rich foods; our trade is changing; 
the County Council Agricultural Advisers are now advocating richer foods 
for cattle in order to produce increased milk, and therefore the kernel will 
be more in demand, in my opinion, than in the past. I think it would 
be useless and a waste of money to export nuts in the shell from India, 
on which, of course, the freight charge would be very much heavier. 
The point is that the kernels should be carefully prepared before shipment. 

54,719. The Chairman: Formerly, did you embody the shell in the food 
cakesP-Yes. 

54,720. Giving a ration of celluloseP-Yoo; the cake, as a whole, is quite 
a good food. 

54,721. Sir Henry Lawrence: But you do treat groundnuts which you 
reeeiYe in the shells from Sudan and NigeriaP-No, I think Nigeria exports 
kernels only; we get our shell nuts from Senegal and Gambia. 

54,722. You have no difficulty in dealing with them?-No. 
54,723. But, on the whole, you would prefer to receive the kernels only? 

-Yes, that is how the trade is tending now. 
54,724. Sir Thomas Middleton: How does the post-War demand for the 

Bombay cotton cake compare with the pre-War dema.ndP--80 far quite well 
hut the quantity has not been so great, and I am rather doubtful abou<t th~ 

. future, because many of these Agricultural Advisers now are recommending 
to drop the use of cottoncake, and we are rather wondering what is going 
to happen. It may be that the answer to it is that cottonse",r( will have 
to be decorticated much more than it was. 

54,725. There is very little decortication of cottonseed in this 'country, 
is thereP-None at all, to my knowledge, at the moment. 
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54,726. My p\>int was, how does the value of Bomba.y cake compare with 
the value of EgyptianP Has it about the same relation to Egyptian cotton
cake as before the WlarP-No, that is a fluctuating figure. This year, for 
instance, the enormous crop of American seed has rather frightened the 
world, and a very large crop of Egyptian seed combined with that has 
lowered the vaJue of Egyptian seed in relation to India; the consequence 
is that the Egyp,tian cottonseed has been so cheap that we have bought 
very little .Bombay seed at all. In the ordinary way, we might look for 
a difference, in price, of 30s. to 300. a ton between the two. 

54,727. You will remember the time when buyers would scarcely purchase 
Bombay cottoncake, I suppose?-I remember the first shipments of seed 
to rthis cou'ntry, yes. 

54,728. Do you remember the difficulty of getting it placed on the market? 
-Yes, I do. 

54,729. Has the prejudice lastedP-No, it has quite gone; in fact, live
weight tests were made, and strangely enough I think they were slightly 
in favour of Bombay cake. 

54,730. Has the qua,lity of the Bombay cake been maintained since the 
War; you mentioned differences in the quality of cottonseed; that is what 
makes me ask the question. There is the pearly grey seed that you referred 
toP-Yes. 

54,731. Is that affecting your cakeP-No, it makes a fair cake, not so 
good as the genuine Bombay, burt the oil yield is so small. If you have 
a Karachi seed, a Bombay seed, and this Broach or Coromandel, and keep 
tbem separate, I should say the qualities are quite maintained. There is 
a seasonal variation; this year, for instance, Bombay seed is some of the 
finest tha.t I have ever seen. 

54,732. Was the complaint aga.inst this peady grey seed low percentage 
of oil, nat the increased percentage of fibreP-Both, but principally the 
former. 

54,733. The Ohairman: Have you ever addressed complaints or sugges
tions about any Indian produce to Governments or Agricultural Depart
ments in India, or do you belong to any society which does soP-No; any 
complaints we may have to make are addressed to the shippers with whom 
we deal. 

54,734. Sir If enry Lau:rence: You are not in touch with the Indian Trade 
Commissioner, Mr. LindsayP-No. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. ALFRED WIGGLESWORTH, of Messrs. Wigglesworth & 
Co., Ltd.; Lt.-Col. Sir DAVID PRAIN, C.M.G., C.I.E., 
F.R.S., Chairman of the Advisory Council for Plant and 
Animal Products at the Imperial Institute; Capt. S. E. J. 
BRADY, M.B.E., Board of Trade; Mr. E. J. W. BUCKPITT, 
J.P., representing the Rope, Twine and Net Manufacturers 
Association; Mr. H. A. F. LINDSAY, C.I.E., C.B.E., Indian 
Trade Commissioner; Dr. GOULDING, Secretary; repre
sentatives of the Advisory Committee on Vegetable Fibres, 
Imperial Institute. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE PAOKING AND GRADING OJ!' EAST INDIAN HEMPII. 

(1) East Indian hemp has recently begun to be used on a larger scale 
as a substitute for Russian hemp (Oannabis sativa), which is difficult to 
ohtain, owing to the great reduction m production sinoe the Will' and 
the consequent increase in the consumption of the smaller output by Russia 
herself. 
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(2) A prejudice has always existed that the wear of Indian he~p expos~d 
to water is less satisfactory than Russian. ltecent tests at the Imperlal 
Jnstitute tend ti) dissipate this prejudice, and these are being carried. 
further. 

(3) The consumption of Indian hemps is limited by
(a) the great irregularity. of quality; 
(b) excess of dust and dirt ill. the fibl'e; and 
(c) the unreliability of the packing. 

(4) As regards (a), this is due to differing conditions in the cultivation
in different Provinoes; some growing the crop in the cold weather season 
and others in hot weather; some retting the material in water under 
satisfactory conditions-othel's, such as in the Benares area, over-retting. 
the material and making the fibre so weak that it will not stand the 

• BCutching, resulting in about 25 to 40 per cent. of stick being retained, 
in tho fibre and baled up and shipped to Europe, 

(b) Some districts, such as Philibit and Chandausi, ret the fibre in mud,. 
aud even put mud into the dried fibre after retting, resulting in so much 
duet and dirt in the material that. the factory workers in many countries. 
decline to spin it. 

(c) Relates to unreliability of packing, the grades shipped not always. 
representing what is sold, and fibre of various districts being mixed iru 
the same bale. 

(5) It is of paramount importance thnt hemp should be shipped under 
the name of the Province or district by which it is currently jlmown in 
the trade, and that no substitution of inferior grades or mixing should 
hl' permitted. 

The following are the customary trade designations and they indicate 
fairly accurately the provinces or districts from which the hemp is drawn:

Dewghuddy (Deogad). 
Itarsi. 
Sewnee (Seoni). 
Jubblepore. 
Philibit. 
Benares. 
Bengal. 
Ccconada. 
Gopaulpore. 
Warangal. 
Godavery. 
Palinari. 

(6) Since the dressing or hackling of hemps (a process of purifying by 
passing through pins and extracting the tow and some of the. dust) has 
been adopted, a fairly steady and growing demand has set in, and in this, 
form the material makes a better substitute for Russian hemp than in 
the raw state. It has been stated, however, that the material is not baled 
in a satisfactory way. In some cases the heads of the mater:ial are much 
too small-scarcely more than an 1I1ch in diameter, in place of four or five
and instead of being tied about 6 inches from the. butt .endthey are 
tUI'ued into a plait a~d both ends tied together, thus entailing considerable 
labour and wastage 111 undoing this plait before the fibre can be used by 
the spinners. F'urthermore, the material is put into a powerful hydraulic 
cotton press and is baled to about 50 cubic feet to the ton, thus tiattl;lning 
the fibre to such an extent that when it comes from the bales it has 
lost i~ loose. an~ ~pinl1able character and is flattened beyond recognition. 
To obVIate thlS, It IS suggested that the practice of other producing countries 
should be adopted, and that such material should be balea more loosely. 
In order to ascertain the best cubic caplWity, an experiment would have 
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to be made to ascel'tain whether 60, 70 or 80 cubic feet to the ton would 
be most suitable so as to permit the material to come from the bales 
in a ,way which would satisfy the consumers. It is admitted that the freight 
would be higher, but this should be more than counterbalanced by the 
enhanced value of the fibre. 

(7) Some years ago, Sir David Prain-when he was Director of the 
Sibpur Gardens, Calcutta-inaugurated an experiment in sowing under 
identical conditions seeds obtained from the various sunfi-growing districts 
of India, with the result that the produoe was almost identical and not 
,;nore than £1 or £2 per ton difference ill value could be ascertained. This 
as to be contrasted with the. wide differences in quality to-day, which range 
from £16 for No. 3 Benares-which probably contains approximately 35 per 
,oent. of stick and dirt-to £35 for Fine Dewghuddy. A still further 
.improvement in value is obtaina.ble as the result of dressing and hackling 
·the raw material in India, such material realising a price of £40-45 for 
;prime dressed. 

(8) A reced visit to His l\fajesty's Naval Dockyard at Chatham enabled 
"the Committee to ascertain the requirements of the Navy in regard to 
',Indian hemps, aIJd they were able on the spot to verify the defects alluded 
11;0 in the above report. It is considl'red that no obstacle stands in tJte 
way of a remedy, or these defects, and it is thought that the iwprovements 
could best be effected within tb.e trade itself, without necessitating direct 
action 011 the part of the Government. In connection with· possible action 
by Government, reference is invited to the Committee's letter of the 9th May 
addressed to the Secretaries of tlie Royal Commission. * 

(9) It is realised that the Agricultural Departments throughout Ind~a 
might assist considerably in improving the preparation and growth of 
hemp by disseminating accurate information on the cultivation, quality 
of seed, time of sowing, pulhng of the hemp at the correct moment so 
.as: to obtain the best results, drying the hemp in the sun before immersing 
in the retting pits, carefully instructing the growers as to the correct 
period of retting so as to get the best results, and general instructions 
for preparing the material for the ·market. The practice obtaining in Italy 
.on these and other points is a model which might well be investigated 
in the interest of Indian cultivators. 

(10) A leaflet recently issued by a Department of Agriculture in India 
.on the subject of the cultivation of $unn, conveyed instructions which 
,would not be helpful to the production of good fibre, but it is understood 
.that these instructions were intended to apply to the cultivation of the 
.crop for seed purp06es. It is important that no misunderstanding should 
arise and that instructions which may be issued for the cultivation of sunn 
should clearly indicate the best. means .of producing a good fibre. 

(11) With regard to marketing," we are of opinion that the existing 
06ystem of marketing sunn in India might be considerably improved at origin. 
'I·he small dealers who collect up-country are undoubtedly responsible for 
,prices paid for superior material being low in comparison with those paid 
,for the inferior. In Bombay, better control might be exercised in the 
selection, so as to keep separate the fibres from the various districts. 
,Certain well-known ho1lse$ take great care in this respect and their marks 
· are recognised as high standards. but there are certain other houses on 
,whom 110 reliability can be placed. 

,(12) With regard to marketing in Europe, we are of opinion that since 
· the organisation of the' London Hemp Association, which has formulated 
,a definite and carefully thought-~ut Contract and has established a panel 
· of arbitrators to assess differences in value, the existing houses are capable 

• See Appendix. 
Nr.AI/red Wiggleswo1'th. 
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of carrying out the distribution of the fibre in the European markets In 
8 satisfactory way. 

(13) The following samples are submitted:-
(a) Sample drawn from hemp showing the result of over-tight packing. 
(b) Sample of 8'Ufln (Crotalaria iuncea) as cultivated experimentally 

in Africa by the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation • 
. (c) Sample of Russian Sil'etz (i.e., uncleaned hemp) (Vanflabis 

,ati"a). 
(d) Samples of yarns spun byM:eBSIS. J. & E. Wright, Ltd., from 

various qualities of SUfi" hemp. ' 

APPENDIX. 

LETTBR l'BOM TO SBORBTARY, ADVISORY COMMITTBB ON VBGETABLE FIBRBS, 
TO THB SBCRETARIES, RoYAL CoMMISSION ON AGRIOULTURR. 

Imperial Institute, London, S.W.7. 
9th May, 1927. 

Advisory Committee on Vegetable Fibres. 
DMB Sm, 

With reference to Imperial Institute letter of the 17th November forward
ing a memorandum on Indian hemp which had been prepared by the above 
Committee, I have to inform you that at a meeting of the Committee on 
the 23rd February further consideration was given to this subject. Atten
tion was drawn to the difficulties which are encountered in attempting to 
secure any improvement in the preparation of the fibre and to the need for 
research in this connection. After discussion it was decided to bring the 
difficulty to the notice of the Indian Agricultural Commission and to enquire 
whether it might be possible to Impose a small cess (similar to that imposed 
on cotton under the Cotton Cess Act) on all the hemp produced in and 
exported from India, on the understanding that the cess should not be large 
enough to affect the price of the fibre. The Committee were further disposed 
to think that the fund so created should be applied to research on methods 
of improving the production and' preparation of the hemp and should be 
administered by an organisation constituted on lines similar to those of the 
Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

I am instructed to add that if the Commission intend to take evidence in 
England this Committee will be glad to arrange for evidence to be given 
on the subject of the condition in which hemp is marketed in this country, 
together with recommendations for its improvement. 

Oral Evidence. 

54,735. The Chairman: Mr. Wigglesworth, you are of the firm of Wiggles
worth & Company, Ltd., and you are Chairman of the Advisory Committee 
on Vegetlable Fibres and for the Packing and Grading of East Indian 
HempsP-That is so. 

54,736. You are supported here, to-day, by some of your colleagues on 
that CommitteeP-Tbat is so. 

54,737. Perhaps you will decide who amongst you will answer parncular 
questionsi'-I shall be very glad to answer any questions or refer them to 
my colleagues if n8CeBIIBry. 

54,738. We have a note of the evidence you wish to give us; would you 
like to make any statement at this ·stageP-I propose to enlarge on that 
statement a little, though I think, perhaps, further information will be 
elicited in the course of our statement. I wish to say. a few words briefly 
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about hemp as hemp. Europe was dependent entirely upon Cannabis sativa, 
that is the real hemp, for centuries until other areaa developed, such as 
East India, New ,Zealand, the Phillipine Islands and Mexico, where indi
genous fibres were discovered, which, though not of the real hemp plant, 
were fibres strong enough to be manufactured into ropes where strength 
and size were essential. These became known and gradually, to a large 
extent, supplanted the use of hemp which at one time waa grown in this 
country, which later was obtained almost exclusively from the Baltic Pro
vinces and the interior of Russia, being shipped from Riga. Latterly the 
tendency has been for material grown in other countries to take the place 
of this European fibre, and the War accentullited the movement, because 
the change of conditions in Russia. and the substantial increase in the 
cost of agricultural produce there since the Soviet regime, has brought 
the fibres of India and other countries once more on to a more competi
tive basis than before. The work of my Committee is mainly to enable 
us to direct the energies of the fibre producers in various parts of the 
Empire to producing a quality of fibre which will be more suitable and 
more competitive with these varieties grown in Europe-Italy, Hungary 
and Russia-which are admittedly the very best. India has latterly come 
to the fore with this fibre, produced from a plant known botanically as 
Orotalaria ;uncea, which really has nothing at all in common with this 
Cawnabis sativa or real hemp, except that it produces a fibre which, when 
it is carefully prepared and compared with real hemp, is such that it would 
be very difficult to find any visible difference. Our Committee realises 
that Indin can go a long way further than it has gone in the preparation 
of this material, fir&tly, by better agricultural methods; secondly, by intelli
gent research as to the times when the seed had best be sown; thirdly, by 
research as to when the stalk should be pulled, because the strength and 
quality of a fibre depends very largely on whether you take it in an 
immature condition, whether you take it dead ripe, or whether you take 
it after t,he pla.nt haa seeded and has parted with a very large proportion 
of its natural strength and. quality; and, fourthly, if the Government of 
India assists the Committee in co-operation on these lines and we succeed 
in improving the production of the material, we have to make further 
inquiries as to how far that production may be prepared by selection and 
baling for the European consumers so as to give them the greatest possible 
satisfaction. Now, briefly, we have proof that there are many practices 
in India which might be vastly improved, both as regards agriculture and 
the date at which the seed is Bown, the time and method of retting, the 
selection a'nd grading, and even the baling, In every respect my Com
mittee will 'be in a position to give valuable counsel if we have the support 
of the Indian Government and its Agricultural Department to help us 
to get these ideas carried out, and I have no hesitation in saying that, 
within the next 10 years, we might. double the consumptIon of India;n 
products in the European market., 

54,739, What exactly is the constitution of your CommitteeP-The Com
mittee consists of the Director of the Imperial Institute, Sir David Prain, 
Director of Kew, Captain Brady of the Board of Trade, a representative 
of the Overseas Trade Department, the Trade Commissioner for India and 
other men drawn, aa far as possible impartially, from those who are 
engaged in every process ('ont'Elrning hemp: tha,t is ftom the merchanting 
to the spinning, and rope-making and twine-making, and the various pro
('esses for which hemp is used. Tliere are various associations connected 
with each of these processes from whom we were lucky to secure the services 
of one of the members nominated by the Chairman of that particular 
association, so that you may regard our Committee as by far the most 
representative Committee in this class of material that has ever been got 
together in this or any country. 

Jir. Allred Wigglesworth. 
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54,740. When was the Committee collBtitutedP-Roughly a year ago; it 
is the result of the reconstruction which is going on at the Imperial 
Institute. 

54,741. What channel of communication is open to the Committee between 
this country and India? How do you bring information and advice to the 
proper quarters?-I am sorry to say that the channel of communication has 
not yet been definitely established. There has been, during the time of thiE 
Committee and before, a certain unofficial correspondence going on between 
myself and certain sections in India, such as Dr. Clouston, the Agricultural 
Adviser to the Government of India, whom I know personally and with whom 
I stayed in Pusa during a visit to India in 1925, and occasionally with 
different Departments of Agriculture; for instance, that of Bengal at Dacca 
","here tihey have the all-important ju~ preparation and a very considerable 
trade in the hemps 'which we are now discussing, shipped from Calcutta. 

54,742. Indian hemp stands in a class by itself, does it notP-Distinctly, 
hut Indian hemp, in certain of its grades, is remarkably similar in appear
ance and strength to Russian hemp; that perhaps is the nearest substitute. 

54,743. Do you regard the world demand for Indian hemp as more or 
less stable and fixed P-By no means j you 'have only to regard the figures 
of imports to see how very unstable it is. I think you may account for that 
by tbe fact that, so far, Indian hemp has been used as a substitute fibre, 
and that if we could establish its use as a permanent artIcle used by itself, 
we should stabilise dem3nd and price. 

54,744. In order to do that, would it be necessary both to improve the 
quality and to narrow the range of qualityP-To improve the quality, yes j 
to narrow the range of quality, if you mean .by that eliminating the worst 
and bringing tho 10weF grades up to the better, yes. 

54,74.5. Has your Committee, or have you, ever considered the possibility 
of organising the hemp interests in India from the grower upwards through 
tbose interested in distribution as far as the ultimate consumer, on some 
such plan as that on which the Indian Central Cotton Committee is 
organised ?-We have not on our Committee considered that so far, perhap~ 
betause we have not had time to. Personally I have never considered it. 
because I should have thought the problem was far. too vast to be under
taken by anyone individual. (Oaptain Brady.) Might I interpose there 
to say that the Committee has drawn your Commission's attention to tihe 
suggestion of the Indian Central Cotton Committee that a similar cess 
should be levied for the improvement of hemp, and a copy is attached to 
the memorandum submitted to this Commission of the suggestion they 
make as to a similar organisation. (Mr. Wigglesworth.) I rather think 
we might ask Mr. Lindsay to tell us how far they have got with regard 
to that. 

54,746. The Ohairman: Certainly.-(Mr. Lindsay.) I may say I had beeu 
in close touch with the Agricultural Departments in India before this 
Committee was formed. I ~rote on several occasions to them, pointing out 
the difficulties in methods of collection and preparation of hemp for this 
mark.et; so that the work .of this Committee fits in very well with the 
c1earmg of the ground whIch has already been covered. in consultation 
with Agric~ltural Depa.rtments in India. ~his . idea .of imposing a cess 
on exports 10 order to Improve local productIon IS an Idea which I know 
has been before the Government of India for some years past. Actual effec~ 
was given to it in regard to cotton by the imposition of the ootton cess' 
the tea cess has been. in fo~ce f,?r some time past, but I do not think any 
step has been taken 10 IndIa WIth regard to hemp for the introduction of 
a similar cess. I should like to add that I think, if funds could be collected 
in that way, they could be very profitably spent in India with a view to 
assuring the cutting of the crop at flhe right time and with a view t ... 
improving the conditions! particularly of retting and preparation in India 
for the market. (Mr. Wigglesworth.) I should just like to say in connection 
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with that that only this morning I received, from Dr. Clouston, samplea
of Indian hemps which had been pulled and retted at different periods in 
the life of the plant, and the result is most illuminating. There is, 
undoubtedly, a very'considerable difference in the value of the material a8 
between the plant Wlhich has been pulled immediately after flowering and 
others which have not been pulled until the material was fully ripened. 
Those are technical points which it is an early date to discuss and which 
I would rather submit to my whole Committee for a general discussion 
with other experts; but, briefly, much greater strength, to my surprise, 
was visible in the fibre which was mature, but the fibre was bolder and 
harsher to the feel and would not spin so fine as the immature maLerial; it 
would be for the experts to decide whether the whole output should be 
prepared so as to attain the maximum strength, even at the cost of some 
coarseness, or whether a proportion' of it might very well be made in a 
finer degree for other purposes. That is a tecJhnical point which would 
have to be considered 'and which shows the necessity of the closest possible 
collaboration between our Committee and the authorities in India. 

54,747. Sir Thomas Middleton: You are referring now to the Crotalaria 
juncea ?-Precisely; we do not refer at all to the real European hemp; as Sir 
David Prain knows, its cultivation is prohibited in India, except by 
Government. 

54,748. The Chai1'man: Are any standards of quality and purity in vogue 
in London P-8ince the coming into existence of the London Hemp Associa
tion, founded I think in 1906, they Ihave established a contract which 
stipulates for certain prescrib~d qualities. The standardisation which is the 
direct result of that work, has unquestionably added immensely to the 
popularity of Indian hemps and, I should say, greatly increased their 
consumption. 

54,749. Are you satisfied with the terms of that contract?-The terms of 
the contract are satisfactory as far as the commercial terms are concerned; 
the establishment of grading which is not directed from London, further 
than saying that it should be Grade No. I, No.2 or No.3 of Bengal or 
Benares, for instance, might be consideralbly improved. 

54,750. Have you considered, at all, the feasibility of there being insti
tuted, in India, standards for exports, so that if a particular lot of hemp 
destined for export did not come up to the necessary standard, export in 
the case of that lot would be prohibited P-I am inclined to think you would 
have to go a long way before it would be advisable to establish a regulation 
of that nature; the preparation is so diverse that you might have to 
exclude whole districts if you did that. I would instance a district in 
Philibit where the material is prepared by retting in mud, and it is stated, 
and I believe it to be true, that frequently the growers actually put mud 
into the centre of the material before they ship it. Of course, Government 
can take stringent action in cases like that, but I think, before starting 
any penal clauses, it might be advisable greatly to improve the preparation 
of the material, and we should come to that at a later point. The sample 
which I now produce illustrates material containing a great deal of foreign 
matter Wlhich should not be in it. 

54,751. Dr. Hyder: Does that come from ChandausiP-Yes. 
54,752. Do you know ChandausiP-Yes. 
54 753. Does it occur to you' that there is not much water available in 

Cha~dausi, and it may be that the people have to dip it in the II!-ud P-l 
have considered that, and for that reason have never cared to glve any 
definite opinion as to whether the Government ought to prohibit it or not, 
because I realise that if they did they might be interfering with an estab
lished industry. I agree with you, it is possible there is not sufficient 
water there. 
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54,754. Where does this shiny hemp come from that you have here?-That 
I am going to show you later. It comes from Africa; that shows you wha ... 
can be done in a country which has never grown it before. 

54,755. The Ohairman: In the case of your"own firm where do you buy 
a8 a rule?-In Calcutta and Bombay. 

54,756. Up country as well?-We have our agents up-country in the 
control of the Bombay house and the Calcutta house. , 

54,757. Do you carry out any grading?-Everything is graded before ship
ment. 

54,758. At what stage is the grading carried out ?-In the case of raw 
hemps, selection is made into three qualities; then there will be about ten 
different districts, so that there will be about thirty qualities. 

54,759. But in the case of hemp bought by your buyers up-country, is 
any grading attempted at the up-country centres ?-No, not as a rule 
until it comes down to Bombay or Calcutta. 

54,760. Would it be possible to grade it up-country?-Yes, I see no reason 
why it &hould not be done. For instance, I remember when the whole of 
the Benares crop was graded in Calcutta, but now it is graded just outside 
Benares. 

54,761. Would grading at the up-country centre facilitate giving growers 
all adequate premium for quality?-There is one difficulty about up-country 
gra<ling: in Calcutta and Bombay, but especially in Calcutta, they have a 
number of EuropeallB who are highly expert men and who can control the 
quality, but these men do not reside in the mofussil districts, where tlhey 
woula be dependent upon the Indians who have less experience of the 
European markets. 

54,762. Is it your view that the cultivator is, at this moment, receiving 
a sufficient premium for qualityP-The general view is that he does not 
receive the premium for quality. The view I have always taken wit~ 
regard to that is that seeing that the premium is actually paid by the 
buyers and consumers in Eu,rope, it is the result of some system of pur
chase there through many different thands, so that the first man who 
buys tries to get the best material at the price of the worst. If the 
grower who produces the best were in toudh with the actual house of 
shipment, he would get better prices. 

54,763. Have you any concrete proposals to make for the improvement 
of the Bombay ma.rket in regard to shipping and grading thereP-I do 
not think so. 

54,764. Or as to any other matterP-The baling might be very much 
improved. For instance, in Bombay we frequently find ilhat the grades 
from Philibit or Chandausi may be mixed with those from Jubbulpore 
or !tarsi; my feeling is that if each district were kept strictly separate 
and sold under its own proper designation, you would certainly get the 
real values and you would get a higher ultimate value for the . whole 
crop; because, if you have only 10 per cent. of inferior grade mixed 
with tJhe better, very likely you will only get the price of the lowest grade 
for the whole lot, because the buyer cannot take the risk of selecting 
it himself and must pay you a lower price correspondingly. Then again, 
we have a statement in our memorandum about baling; it is so tightly 
packed that if the material is the least damp, when it comes out of ilhe 
bales it is like a board. This sample illustrates that, though this has 
been beaten and it is much worse than that When it comes out of the 
bale. (Producing a sample of hemp.) If, instead of baling to fifty 
cubic feet to the ton, it were baled to eighty cubic feet to the ton, there 
would be more fuoeight to pay, but the compensating price would more 
than make up for the increased freight. 
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54,765. Have, you made representations on ~at pointP-I have person
:ally instructed our shippers to bale to fifty, sixty and eighty cubic feet 
1to the ton. 

54,766. And, in 'the cou·rse of time, you will be able, I suppose, to 
.come to a firm view as to the appropriate tightness of these bales?-
Yes, I can tell you that at once on opening the bales. . 

54,767. You s{l-y you have to make up your minds whether the ton 
$,ould be sixty, seventy or eighty cubic feet; you are not quite clear 
:yet as to what is the proper pressureP-Yes, I would rather see it in 
practice. I think it should be 80 cubic feet, but it would be far better 
to reserve an opinion until we actually receive the goods. There is 
,another matter of small practical detail. When material is tied round 
the head like this sample, it obviously involves a great deal of labour 
-to tie it and it involves labour whidh costs two or three times what it 
·does in India to untie it. These are small details which there should 
-not be the smallest 'difficulty in overcoming, and yet, in the twenty or 
twenty-five ye8il'S in which I have been interesting myself in Indian 
'hemp, I have found it almost impossible to get instructions like t'hat 
·carried out; they seem to be absolutely _wedded to habits centuries old 
and unwilling to make any change. 

54,768. Have you got the exact particulars of your contract with you 
to-day or could we have thoseP-One has been sent attached to our state
ment. It is a very well thought-out contract dealing wiUb lateness, 
unavoidable delay, declarations of the contract, method of insurance, 
quality conditions, weight, provisions in the case of default, arbitration 
.and so on. 

54,769. Is that in line with the contracts in force in New Zealand and 
-the Phillipines P-It is more in line with the contract in force for Indian 
jute, because being an Indian product, we !have as far as possible adopted 
the practice of the Jute Association, with the necessary variations for 
the hemp trade. I would like to mention that, some years ago, I had 
"Indian hemp sown in Italy under t'he same conditions M Italian hemp, 
which is the best hemp in the world; the result was better than it had 

·ever been grown in India. The improvement in the quality was due, 
first, to the land being properly nourished, secondly, to its being deeply 
ploughed and very well cultivated; thirdly, to its being sown in the 
appropriate season, which in Italy is the month of Mardh just when the 
sun is getting stronger; fourthly, to its being pulled exactly at the right 
season; fifthly, to its being retted in exactly the right number of days, 
because if you !I'et a material two days too long you rot it, while if you 
ret it one day too little you cannot clean it; sometimes a few hours will 
make a difference. Sixthly, it was due to the grading and packing being 

.done on the Italian method. That experiment convinced me that what 
could be done in Italy by intelligent work could be done equally well in 
India. 

54,770. There is nothing in the climatic oonditions?-There is nothing 
in the climatic conditions. 

54,771. Profeasor Gan.gulee: What 8il'6 t,he chief' method.~ in Italy which 
we in India could not adoptP-"I cannot think of any which you could 
not adopt; but may I point out that in Italy, beginning at the top, the 
Agricultural Departments give gratuitous information to all fwrmers, 
firstly, with !l'6gard to the germination of the seed, the percentage of 
germinability of the seed; secondly, they will analyse and give informa
tion regarding 1lhe quantity of fertilisers required for certain kinds of 
soil; thirdly, they supply co-operative assistance, if necessary, with certain 
machinery which is expensive and which is required for the preparation 
.of the crop. I sent one of those machines to 'India some time ago to 
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Sinclair Murray'" Company, and that was sold I believe by Sinclair MUTray 
to the Government of India. Unfortunately it was destroyed by fire, and 
I was told they could not get the necessary vote to put up the £200 to 
replace it, so that the experiment ended. 

54,772. The Chairman: Is your Committee concerned with the British 
aspect only or with the European P-European. 

54,773. How does the reputation of Indian /hemp stand on the ContinentP 
-.Rather low; it contains so much dirt and inferiority that in some coun
tries they have actuaIly legislated against its consumption. 

54,774. Has there been a change in the quality, and so the reputation, 
of Indian hempP Is it improving or deterioratingP":""On the whole im
proving; it is improving in tlhis respect, that materi.als are being hackled 
or dressed in Bombay and Calcutta, and that knocks out a great deal 
of the dust and dirt. That trade has grown; it produces two classes of 
material; one the long dressed hemp and the other the tow, and it 
eliminates ten or twenty per cent. of dust. The proportion of dressed 
is low as compared with the total export. 

54,775. Of the various factors that make for good or bad hemp, is it 
the case that retting is by far the most importantP-I am inclined to 
think that the prepantion of the soil is just as important, and the 
proper class of soil. It is exactly like cooking: if you leave your beef
steak on the fire for 10 minutes too long you do not want to eat it. 
Betting is a thing which can be more easily corrected t1han any other 
fault. 

54,776. Is it necessary that the retting process should be begun very 
Boon after the hemp is pulled P-The very best practice in regard to retting 
is to dry the material out before it is put in the water at all; if it is 
.bundled straight away from the field into tlhe water, it is full of 
chlorophyll, that green material will not be removed in the retting pro
cess and you will never get as good a fibre. By drying, the plant turns 
to a normal yellow colour, loses a great deal of its natural moisture, and 
obviously absorbs the moisture in the ratting process much quicker, and 
gets retted quicker and better. 

54,777. W1hat is the usual practice in regard to that in IndiaP-I 
could not say because it varies in every district. Though I have been in 
India various times, I have never been able to time my visit to be in 
any hemp district just as they were doing this process. 

54,778. Do you do any Tetting in your up-country stationsP-We have 
supervised a good deal of retting in Yorkshire in connection with flax 
some years ago. 

54.779. But never in IndiaP-No, that is all done by the peasant 
grower; there is no retting whatever of jute or hemp in India under 
European supervision; the wthole thing is a peasant industry. In my 
opinion proper co-operation between the Agricultural Department of 
India and the peasants would be invaluable. I do not say a large number 
of demonstrators should be appointed; we must go slowly, but probably 
the appointment of a larger. number of men with sufficient knowledge 
and experience, not merely students, to tell the peasant what to do, 
would be very helpful. I think, if in any particular district only one 
cultivator were converted to improved methods, the fact t1hat his material 
would sell at a better price than the material of other peasants, should 
lead the others to follow his example. 

54,780. Mr. Noyce: If it were merely done by one man, would he. be 
able to sell his material ilG a better price than the o1lhersP-Yes, I think 
so; the difference would be very great in quality. I may say we are 
establishing more up-country agencies for the very purpose of enabling 
the producers of better quality to get the real value of the material, 
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because it is not the desire of the merchant houses of Bombay that a 
man who produces good material should get a low price. 

54,781. The Chairman: Of course it is hard to say, but if a substantial 
imp'rovement could be effected, is it your view that a very considerable 
improvement in demand for Indian hemp might resultP-If you could get 
Indian hemp used, permanently for the production of certain standard 
:articles, you would get an imprOVed demand. 

54,782. So that this is a direction in which sucoessful work by the 
agricultural deplllrtments would be followed, at a very short interval, by 
an important advantage to the cultivators grOWling hemp ?-Yel>, 
-decidedly. 

54,783. Professor GanglUlee: On the question of the standard article that 
'you propose, would you attach a great deal of importance to gradingP
Yes, I attach great importance to grll!ding. 

54,784. Some time ago, I think, the Board of Trade recommended that 
the grading should be controned by legislation. Do you favour such a 
measureP-(illr. Lindsay.) No, I do not think so, on the whole. (ill1·. 
Wigglesworth.) I think it is premature, and I think the system would break 
.down almost at once. What I am pressing and urging is to leave the 
-grading and the packing in the hands of the men who are doing it at 
present, who are not doing it very bll!dly. Improve the production and 
the grading will improve itself. 

54,785. Would you leave it entirely to the tradeP-Yes. 
54,786. In what way can the Government Departments assistP-(Mr. 

Lindsay.) That is rather a point of contact between ourselves and the 
-COmmittee. The suggestion is that Government should enter for the 
,purpose of helping the industry to organise itself. The only method by 
which organisation is possible is by means of funds; you cannot see these 
improvements materialise except by .me'ans of improved methods, demon
station, improved seed and so on, and right through that whole process of 
.organisation is the need for funds. What we believe, on the Committee, is 
that Government can help in thus helping the industry to organise itself; 
that is to say, to subscribe and collect its own funds, and utilise those funds 
through the expert departments. May I just add one word on the subject 
.of mixing, because it is a very important point: as you know, the mixing 
,question has been very serious in India in regard to cotton. The funda
mental principle is this, that, to take the cotton industry as an example, 
'your short staple cotton can secure a higher price it) sold il'1 a district where 
long staple cotton is grown" for the purposes of mixing, than it can secure 
in the ordinary market under its own name. Now, that is the tendency 
which, somehow, under the, ordinary laws of economics we have got to 
-controvert. In the cotton industry they have overcome that difficulty by 
prohibiting the transport of short staple cotton into long staple areas which 
require protection. ' But whether you can ,go as far as that in regard to 
the hemp industry, I should think is very doubtful; I should think some 
measures might be taken at the point of ba.Iing to prevent the mixture 
of inferior with superior grades. That is to say, at the point of the 
'baling pre~s you might ensure the isolation of the two. 

54,787. 130 that the chief directions in which the departments of agricul
ture in India could usefully direct their attention would be the cultivation 
of hemp P-The cultivation, and then, as in the case of ootton, you might 
-proceed up to the point of baling; in fact, up to preparation for market. 

54,788. Referring to the deterioration of the Manila hemp, I think you, 
Mr. Wigglesworth, wrote an artiole in the uTimes " Trade and Engineering 
'SupplementP-{Mr. "Wigglesworth.) Yes. 

54,789. In that a,rticle, you referred to the awakening .of the Philippine 
authorities in this matter of grll!ding, and you say that It has resulted in 
7the scrapping of the old grading institution and the formation of a new 
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Hoard of Graders constituted on wide lines with the representatives care
f~lJ! 8ele«;~ from officials, experts, producers, traders and thus com
bll:llng all lDterests. Knowing the Indian conditions as you do, do you 
thlDk the volume of Indian trade in hemp would justify the formation of 
such a Board?-I think it is premature in India to consider that; but it 
~lIu8trafes the point we made before, that I do not advocate Government 
mter.ference because it was through. Government interference in the 
gradmg of Manila that the whole thing went wrong. It is an industrial 
Board of technical men now. 

54,790. It is not an official Board?-No, the majority 'are non-official. 
Yesterday I had, by chance, a visit from one of the leading men on that 
Board and had an opporunity of discussing the production methods with 
him. He' accentuated very strongly the point that as long as it was an 
official organisation it was a complete failure, but as soon as you brought 
technical men into it the results were very different. 

54,791. Then you think we should have in India a non-official organisation? 
~ think the t.rade itself would have to do that; I do not think tha.t should 
come from Government, except as a recommendation. (Mr. Lindswy.) On 
the lines of cotton. 

54,792. The fluctuation in prices has been, I understand, too excessive 
to ensure steady cultivation of .Indian hemp ;is that criticism correct?
The tendency over the last few years has been for the fluctuations of prices 
on all articles to be very excessive; in fact, they were far too great. That 
is because of certain economic causes we are not here to discuss to-day; but 
under normal conditions, given the production of an article which is well 
prepared and honestly packed, you do not get those fluctuations. I should 
compare the results as regards sisal which is produced in East Africa. on 
the most up-to-date lines, mechanically prepared,' supervised, properly 
graded, not official grading at all but grading by private people. During the 
times when Indian hemp was fluctuating more than fifty per cent. of its 
value, the East African has not fluctuated more than fifteen to twenty per 
cent., with the same economic causes in operation, showing that a great 
deal of the fluctuation is due to an article being so inferior that, the 
moment trade gets bad, it is the first to suffer. In general, in any 
depression the inferior, whether they be inferior workmen or inferior goods, 
are the first to suffer: inferior workmen lIIl'e out of employment while other 
workmen are still employed, and inferior goods cannot be sold while better 
goods keep on going into circulation. 

54,793. I understand from your answers to the Chairman that the Russian 
hemp at the present time is not coming into the market very much?-Very 
little; it is almost impossible to get it. We know nothing whatever about 
the acreage and production in the last three or four years: we are abso
lutely at sea. Mr. Buckpitt, who is a prominent consumer of that article, 
will be able to support me in this: the consumers will be very glad to find 
something upon which they can depend as to export and know they will 
not be left without materia\ when they require it. 

54,794. Suppose Russia has come into the market, Canada is trying to 
grow hemp: when all these countries .put hemp on the market, 'do you 
think India can hold her own 1-Does India hold its own in jute? 

54,795. There is a monopoly?---'-Yes, but why is it a monopolyP Because 
you have the most ideal conditions for producing that fibre in the world; 
the same is true with regard to hemp. With your enormous population in 
India of highly intelligent people-I' repeat, highly intelHgent 'people
capable of learning, capable of doing really good work when properly directed, 
willing to work for moderate wages with whole families engaged in the 
operation, not reckoning so much an hour for their work, you' have ideal 
conditions for the production of a material· of which, if found satisfactory t 
the consumption could be five or ten times what it is to-day. 
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54,796 Mr. Oalvert: Could you tell us wh()ther any commercial use can 
be made of wild hemp ?-What is wild hemp P 

54,797. Wild cannabis that grows all over the Northern Punjab?-I am 
afraid not; I regard nothing that you can get for the picking as of the 
slightest value: To illustrate the point; I remember, some years ago, there 
was great eXCltement when a man was offered a vast concession in India 
of the fibre growing on the sides of the t'ailways 200 miles long; he wanted 
to get up a company with a capital of £200,000, and he was terribly 
astonished wh~ I told him it was not worth a halfpenny. You must con
centrate, you must have fibre properly looked after, grown where there is 
labour available and where conditions are right. 

54,798. Have you anything to say about Indian 1laxP-Indian 1lax has 
been experimented with, I believe in Bihar, and I think near Cawnpore, 
and a very successful quality was produced. Why it was not proceeded 
with I am unable to say. 

54,799. Sir Ganga Bonn.: Do you deal with any other kind of fibre im
ported from India, rhea, for instanceP-On so small a scale that it is not 
worth mentioning; most of the rhea is importe'd from China, not from 
India. . 

54,800. But at one time there was a great demand for Indian rheaP-Yes, 
but there never was a great production of it. 
~,801. Is there any limit to the altitude on the hills at which hemp can 

be grown P-Yes, distinctly, there is, of course, a limit. 
54,802. Up to what height does it growP-It is a crop for the plains; it 

should not be grown on the hills. 
54,803. It will not grow on the hillsP-No. 
54,804. Mr. Oalvert: About 3,000 feet 1-That is the very extreme. 
54,805. Sir Thomas Middfeton: Have you any information as to the total 

crop available in IndiaP-Yes, we have full statistics of it. 
54,806. Both of that exported and that used internally ?-N 0, not that used 

internally; we have tried to get that, but it has been impossible to get 
either the acreage or the actual production. The reason given was that, 
frequently, crotalaria is used for the purposes of manuring the successive 
crop, as green manure. 

54,807. That is its common use in the Bombay PresidencyP-Yes, and the 
peasants when they sow it do not know, depending on the rainfall, whether 
they are going to mature all of it or none of it or part of it. I think that 
makes the statistics with regard to acreage almost impossible and certainly 
unreliable. 

54,808. What is the price of hemp coming from India at present P-The 
cheapest quality coming in to-day is worth £19 a ton; that is from the Chan
dausi districts; the best, from the Dewghuddy districts, sells at £34 a ton., 
That really represents a difference, not in the length or anything of tEat 
kind, but in the treatment of the material. 

54,809. That difference in value arises almost entirely from the reRing, 
does it notP-Yes, to a very large extent; the colour and cleanliness is due 
to that. 

54,810. Is there much difference in the strengthP-Yes, the Dewghuddy is 
distinctly stronger than some of those from Chandausi. 

54,811. Are the weak fibres due to over-retting?-In the case of Benares 
over-retting is the cause of the weak fibre; that is very light in colour. 
Where you over-ret you get a. very white colour. Why I suggested the 
departments of agriculture intervening in this is that you strike an exact 
medium where you get beth good colour and good strength; carry your ret
ting too far and you will sacrifice the strength. 

54,812. Are there any circumstances leading you to suspect that the 
strength of the fibre has suffered from poor cultivationP-No, what would 
happen from bad cultivation would be that you would get a. short fibre 
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_ instead of a long. If you were to pull the material before it is mature, then 
you would get a weak fibre, or if you were to over-ret it you would get a 
weak fibre. 

54,813. Dr. Hyder: You have spoken about Chandausi; it appears to m& 
that much of this loss of quality is due to the fact that there are no water
ponds available; you know the mud is about knee deep; in a district wher& 
you have plenty of water, you have a better kind of fibre after retting?
May I ask if there is much dew in Chandausi? 

54,814. Always in September ?-If the fibre were dew-retted it would hav& 
no dust or dirt at all in it, but they would get a rather darkish material. 
The whole of the American crop is dew-retted and not water-retted at all,_ 
for the same reason, that they have insufficient water; but their material 
does not contain dust and sand and dirt. 

54,815. I have seen it myself; they actually dip it in the mud ?-Dew-ret
ting means laying the stalk Hat on the ground after it is cropped and turn
ing it over every two or three days, so that the effects of the alternate dew 
at night and the hot sun in the day extract the material which makes the 
fibre adhere to the stick and so enables them to clean it. 

54,816. Your Committee is concerned with vegetable fibres of all sorts, is
it not P-Yes. 

54,817. Has the West African thistle any economic importance?-Do you. 
mean thistle or sisal? 

54,818. No, sisal is different. I was talking to a man, in Miilhaus, who is. 
in this business of hemp and jute; I asked him about substitutes, and he 
mentioned West African thistle?-Are you sure he did not mention nettle. 
Sir David Prain is an authority on the subject. Tloo rhea fibre is of the 
nettle family. (Sir David Prain): Yes. (Mr. Wigglesworth.): Nettles in this. 
country also contain fibre, and that fibre was extracted by the Germans 
during the war as a substitute for Hax, -but it is not an industry and never 
will be. 

54,819. Is there anything by way of a substitute growing in Madagascar?' 
-Nothing that will take the place of this; Madagascar is far behind. 

54,820. Is there anything by way of a substitute coming from French 
Indo-China P-Nothing at all. 

54,821. They are doing something at Miilhaus ?-There are specimens and 
samples coming all the time, but we keep records of all the imports and ex
ports of fibre, and they are not coming .in any quantity. The French are 
trying certain fibre developments in Indo-China, but they are succeeaing 
very badly; they are not keeping pace with us. 

54,822. Mr. Noyce: I understand your Committee consider that hemp is & 

suitable crop for an organisation such as the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee?-I think it is. 

54,823. Have you given any consideration to the question of getting a 
satisfactory personnel for suoh a committee in India? One of the reasons
why the work of the Indian Central Cotton Committee has been so successful 
has been the interest the Indian mill industry, generally, has taken in its. 
work P-(Mr. Lindsay): I l!hould think the agricultural experts and the ex
porters between them would form a satisfactory nucleus; and I should think 
also the agricultural representatives, that is to say, the growers' representa.
tives could also be available. The Cotton Committees, as you know, are 
com~osed of growers as well as millowners and exporters. 

54,824. Do you think exporters really: take a. great interest in quality?-I 
think so. I think on the Cotton CommIttee, for example, the cotton brokers 
and cotton shippers do play their part. 

M 825. The amount which has been suggested as a suitable cess for Indian 
hemp is four annas per cm .. ; that is, 7s. 6d. a ton. I presume the price of 
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a ton of hemp is such that that would have no serious effect ?-(Mr. Wiggles
worth): I think it is far too much; my own idea would be one or two annas 
a bale or something like that. 

54,826. I thought you said the price of hemp was about £19 a tonP-That 
is the price of the lowest quality. . 

54,827. Surely 7s. 6d. would not make much difference to tha~ ?-It would 
make an enormous' difference. . 

54,828. That is the point I wanted to get at. If you consider that four 
annas per cwt. is a great deal too much, there would be extremely little in 
the way of funds for this committee to administer, as with four annas per 
cwt. the total proceeds of the cess would lie only a lakh and a quarter ?-That 
is a great deal of money. 

54,829. But if you say that is a great deal too much and you would put it 
at about one anna per cwt., they would only have about Rs.30,OOO a year p
I think Rs.30,OOO a year is the nucleus of a very considerable sum, and I 
would far sooner see the thing grow gradually, instead of having a lot of 
money before they know how to spend it. 

54,830. Do you not think general revenues could put up Rs.30,OOO a year. 
without c'ausing the dislocation to the trade which would be involved in the 
levy of a cess, however small P-(Mr. Lindsay): The trouble is that general 
revenues are liable to re'-Consideration at every Budget time. (Mr. Wiggles
worth): Another thing is that I believe in contributory interests: I think 
it is only right that the trade should contribute a cess of this kind. When 
I was in East Africa, about a year ago, I was very strong on having a cess 
on coffee there, because the coffee people were getting money from one of 
the public departments, and in that case could very well afford to pay a small 
cess as they are doing in tea' and cotton. I think it is a much sounder prin
ciple than taking money from p~blic revenues, even though it is very small 
in India. ' 

54,831. Who would pay the cess if it were imposed: the cultivator or the 
importer P-I do not think you could collect it from the cultivator j I think 
the cess should be imposed in the same way as it is done with regard to 
cotton. Who pays it in the case of cotton? 

54,832. It is actually collected from the mills or the exporter. What I am 
referring to is the question of the ultimate incidence: is it actually paid by 
the consumer or the exporter ?-Every charge is paid by the consumer ulti
mately. I thought you meant who would collect it. 

54,833. No, I wanted to know what your views were as to who would pay 
ultimatelyP-I think that is a question to ask an economist. 

54,834. Dr. Hyder: Supposing the price went up by 7s. 6d., do you 
think fihe 7s. 6d. would remain on the back of the cultivatorP-No, I think 
about 21s. would come on to the ultimate consumer, because obviously you 
will have five or six different people, each taking a profit on that 7s. 6d . 

.54,835. You mean, it will come on to the back of the consumer?-Yes, it 
always does. 

54,836. If you have no more hemp and no substitutes for ihemp and your 
demand for hemp remains unaffected, then perhaps it might all go on to the 
back of the consumer, but not otherwiseP-(Mr. Lindsay.) Might I suggest 
for the consideration of my Chairman on this point that it seems to me 
that, in the matter of hemp, the market is fairly large and that Indian 
supplies do not cover the whole market; tiherefore it is not likely that a 
7s. 6d. cess would affect the volume of India's contribution towards the 
general pool. I do not see how, in those circumstances, the general price of 
hemp would rise j that is to say, that this cess would become an addition 
to fihe particular charges inherent in the trade from India. It would be 
as much a market charge as the cost of transport, i.e., the cost of rail from 
the field to the port, or the cost of steamship freight from the port to 
London; it would be a charge inherent in the cost of marketing, and I do 
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110t see how one can avoid the conclusion that that cess would really be 
paid by .India in the case of a commodity which is so extensively sa1;isfied 
in London from other sources than India. (Mr. Wigglesworth.) That is 
exactly my view. 

64,837. Mr. Noyce: In that case it would be the cultivator who would 
pay and not the consumer P-I have taken precisely vhe other view. 

54,838. I think Mr. Lindsay suggests that the cultivator would pay. One 
of the points Mr. Lindsay mentioned in connection with the cess is that 
the imposition of a cess would ensure the cutting of the crop at the right 
time; I should like him to explain that.-(Mr. Wigglesworth.} If that 
7s. 6d. a ton is going to get one or two pounds more a ton price for us, 
it is an investment; if the charging of a cess of 7s. ed. is going to improve 
the quality so that you get one or two pounds a ton more in the price, 
that will be an advantage to us. In mentioning that figure I am suggesting 
something very small, because I have just shown that it is 9,.uite possible to 
()()nvert the £19 quality into a quality worth £34. When I am .asked who 
is going to pay it, ,I say again it is the consumer who is going to pay it; 
in any case, he will be getting a better quality and will be pleased to pay 
more for it. 

54,839. Dr. Hyder: So that the effect of the cess might be that you 
might have an improvement, and benefit the producer, tlhe ()()nsumer and 
the trade; is that soP-Yes. 

64,840. Mr. Noyce: Mr. Lindsay has not answered my last question. 
You have mentioned, as one of the objects which would be secured by the 
imposition of a cess, that it would ensure the cutting of the crop at the 
right time; I was wondering how it would have that effectP-{Mr. Lindsay.) 
By demonstration. 

54,841. You mean if the cess were spent on demomtrationP-Demonstl'a
tion is one of the most important items in tlhe scheme. 

54,942. You say in your note: ".A leaflet recently issued by a Department 
of Agriculture in India on the subject of the cultivation of sunn conveyed 
instructions which would not be helpful to the production of good fibre." 
What were those instructionsP-{Mr. Wigglesworth.} The instructions were 
t·hat they should sow the seed three feet apart, whereas you cannot produce 
a good crop unless it is sown three or four inches apart. 

54,843. In the circumstances we had peI1haps better not ask which 
Department of Agriculture it wasP-I purposely did not state it. 

54,844. The ordinary distance is about six inchesP-Yes, three to six 
inches; four inches is the usual thing, I think. .I want to accentuate the 
point about the tying of this material. It is a very small matter. To 
twist and plat and tie this material in that way must take a great deal of 
time, and, as I pointed out, a great deal more time to undo. By simply 
twisting it once and putting it in the bale, and then not pressing it so tight, 
it can be taken out and put straight on to the machine, thus saving anything 
from £1 a ton in expenses. 

54,845. ·The Ohairman: You have shown us hemp from other sources 
which is tied in a better wayP-Yes, this is a sample of Russian hemp, tbat 
is perfectly all right; all the sisal which comes from Africa, all the hemp 
which comes from Italy, is packed like that; all that comes from Hungary, 
Mexico, New Zealand and the jute from Calcutta is properly packed. It 
is a mystery why they should adopt this practice of tying it in tiny hank~ 
snd twisting and plaiting it; there is no object in doing .so. It may be 
for transport purposes when they are selling it originally, or it may be 
to conceal what is inside; I cannot tell. 

54,846. Sir ThomlJ8 Middleton: You do not class hiliiscus as a hemp 
at all ?-No, it is not a real hemp. 
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54,847. Do you' class it with juteP-Yes. In America they do not use 
~h,! wOJ'd "hemp," because they have a duty on hemp, but none on 8Unnj 
It IS really a sunn. 

54,848. But crotalaria is sunnP-I thought you were talking of crotalaria. 
64,849. No, hibiscus P-That is jute; I have already answered that. 

question. 

54,850. Do you dass it with juteP-Yes, as jute. (Sir David Prain.) I 
suppose tJhat would be appropriate. The name "jute" is not known lIt 

Bengal, as you know, except among brokers; the cultivator never calls it. 
jute, or they did not 40, 30 or 20 years ago. I have to thank our friend 
Mr. Wigglesworth for having ascertained, though he probably does not 
know that he did, what the real jute was. The real jute is the fibre of 
hibiscus cannabinus, but now it has come into favour again in India, and 
you have got to call. it Bimlipatam jute to distinguish it from the thing 
Wfhich usurped the name" jute." 

64,851. The Chairman: Has colour for its own sake an important bearing 
on valueP-(Mr. Wigglesworth.) The appearance always helps to sell j it is. 
generally regarded as a sign of purity when a thing is white and it is 
tolerably correct. . 

54,852. Professor Gangulee: Is the Department of Agriculture in Benga! 
aware of the experiment which Sir David Prain conducted P-(Sir Davia 
Prain.) That was in the days when the Department of Agriculture was the 
Department of Land Records. What happened in that particular case was. 
this. I ihave to look at these things not from the agricultural point of view 
at all; I am not interested in that so much as in the botanical point of 
view. One knew that there were various ideas with regard to the different. 
kinds of hemp that come from India, and it was my desire to show that. 
certainly it was not in connection with the plant itself, which is as familiar 
to you as it is to me. I could not therefore ask any Government servant, but. 
I seized the opportunity of a visit to India of a man who was interested 
in these things. He was making a tour .of India to get for ihimself seeds ot 
the 8'1.1Rtn plant in every Province that he visited. When lie had done this 
and sent these seeds to me, I got a friend of his who was a fibre broker in 
Calcutta. to oome down to tlhe Botanical Gardens at the .week-end and see
how the plants were growing. Then I got him to select for me one of thOS& 
men who retted the fibre of sunn in Delgarshir district; you know how 
good that is and what a price it gets. That man cut, retted and prepared 
the fibre on all those different plots of plants that came from different 
parts of India. The fi,bre thus prepared was sent out, as chance would have
it, to Mr. Wigglesworth, and he was tlhe broker who was good enough to 
write and say there was not more than £2 a ton difference in value, and I 
think there were about fifteen or sixteen samples. So tlhat clears up the 
possibility of there being any great difference in the varieties of the plant. 
Therefore, it must be something in connection either with the time of 
cutting and retting or with the nature of the retting, and these are two
processes, as you can understand, about whi~h an Agricultural Department, 
and only an Agricultural Department, can advise you. I would like to 
eay that, although accident has made me a member of this sub-committee 
tJiat you have honoured by asking to speak to you to-day, I cannot divest 
myself of the feeling that I have as Chairman of the Advisory Council for 
Plant and Animal Products at the Imperial Institute. In that capacity 
I have listened with great interest to the evidence put before you and to 
the very wise questions that !have been asked. My feeling is that we have 
before us, at this time, an occasion on which this fibre may be dealt with. 
As most of you know, this fibre was very mucJh discussed at the end of the 
18th century and at the ibeginning of the 19th century, when the East India 
Company did its very best to get it taken up by the interests in this 
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country, but found the interests in this country so opposed to it that it 
never made its way in the market at all. Now, for the first time, is 
coming an opportunity when it can come in if India is anxious and willing 
to take an interest in the thing herself. It may now perhaps establish a 
BOund position as against Russian hemp Wlhich it never had before and may 
never have again. If it is once established in the market it will be very 
difficult to dislodge in the future. Another thing I should like to say is 
this: if India refuses to do it, these samples will show that Kenya can do, 
and Africa will do it. (Mr. Wigglesworth.) That is a very strong point; 
we have only to set the ball rolling in Africa, 'and it will go very rapidly, 
because it happens that we have discovered that this crotalaria plant is the 
very best thing to grow as a between-crop with cotton: the boll weevil' is 
destroyed by this crotalaria; it cannot live in the presence of that fibre. 
That is a great discovery. 

64,853. Mr. Noyce: That might also apply to IndiaP-It wilJ certainly 
apply to India. 

(The witnesses witftdrew.) 

The Oommission then, adjowrned till 10.30 a.m. on Wednesday, the 
22nd June, 1927. 
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LONDON. 
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The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENOE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. . 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES ~:lAOKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

Mr. F. NOYOE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH Joint Secretaries. 

Mr. J. SWAN, of Messrs. STEEL BROTHERS & CO., 
LIMITED. 

MEMORANDUM. 

I note that the RoynlCommission particularly desire to obtain information 
as to the position of Indian rices in comparison with rices from other 
countries, and my opinion as to the defects, if any, in the Indian product. 

In replying to the questions put before me, I should like it to be generally 
understood that my C)omments refer directly to Burma. rice as distinct from 
other Indian rices. As will be known to the Royal Commission, the only 
Province of Indi~ which has any appreciable surplus of rice crop available 
for export is Burma. This brings me to the comparison of Burma rice with 
rice from othE.>r exporting countries such as Siam, Saigon, Japan, Spain, 
Italy and 4.merica. Of the foregoing countries it can be definitely stated 
that all, with the exception possibly of Saigon, produce a quality of rice 
superior to the usual qualities produced in Burma.. The value of Burma 
rioe in the world's markets is consequently lower than that of any of the 
c..·untries mentioned with the exception of Saigon. 

Until recent yearo, little money was spent in the Province of Burma in 
educating the people' of the country in the cultivation of superior grains, 
and even now the steps so far taken to diffusE.> knowledge of grain .and 
improved methods cf cultivation amongst the people of the' Province of 
Durma can only bo regarded as a preliminary measure. More intensive 
steps will have to be taken if Burma, as a country, is goin~ to acquire a 
reputation for rice l'qual to the finest rices produced by other countries. 

1 have therefore to suggesb thlllt the efforts of the Royal Commission on 
Agriculture should ,be directed towards recommending the Government of 
India to assist the people of the Province of Burma in their selection of 
grllin and in improving methods of cultivation. 
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In pre-war Y68" the United Kingdom, although in itself not a large con
~umer of rice, purchased a large proportion of its supplies from Burma.. To.. 
day this iB not the case. The requirements of the United Kingdom are 
largely met by imports of rice from America, Spain and Italy, and the 
qUlLlity of grain obtained from these oountries iB preferred to the Burma. 
grain, despite the fact that the latter grain is invariably the cheaper. 

In regard to qutlStion No. 20 on the subject of marketing, I have no special 
Buggestions to make. The well-known larger rice millers in Burma-Messrs. 
Bulloch Bros. & Co. I,td., Messrs. Ellerman's-Arracan RiCil & Trading Co. 
Ltd., Messrs. the Anglo-Burma Rice Co"Ltd., and Messrs. Steel Brothers & 
Co. Ltd.-have full knowledge of the world's markets, and every possible 
source is tapped in order to find a; market for Burma rice. In addition to 
tbt' four firms mentioned there are numerous other organisations who are in 
touch with the world'B markets, and the Royal Commission may rest assured 
that po far 8B markets of the world are concerned the rice products of Burma 
are well known and that methods of distribution at present in eristence are 
fully effective. 

The only point, therefore, on which I haye to comment is, as stated earlier 
in this letter, the quality of grain grown in the Province of Burma. I have 
not commented on rices grown in other Provinces of India. These, with the 
exr.eption of a small quantity of Patna and Beeta rices, are oonsumt;d in the 
Provinces in which they are grown, and while it may be also de.<lrable to 
lecommend that steps be taken to improve methods of cultivation a~d quality 
of .. rain in the other Provinces of India, the fact that these grams find a 
re;dy salt' in their own areas does not point to any urgent neces.sity for 
alteraJtion in quality. Any steps that could 'be taken, however, to Improve 
the yield of rice per acre from the various Provinces of India, including 
Burma, would be of material advantage to the country. 

Oral Evidence. 

54 854. The Chairman: Mr. Swan, you are here representing Messrs. 
Steei Brothers & Company. We have a note of e'O'idence which you are 
til give on behalf of the firm; is there any statement you would like to 
make in addition to that at this stageP-No, I do not think so. The one 
question I desire to labour is that of selection of grain; I think that is 
more important, .even, than improved methods of cultivation. 

54,855. Sir Ganga Ram: You are referring to rice?-Yes, rice only. 
54.,856. Seed grain?-Yes. 
54,857. The ChainR«n: Have you yourself had experience of Burmese 

conditions?-Yes, for 25 years. 
1\4,858. In the main, your evidence applies to Burma rice rather than 1;0 

Indian ricei'-Yes, Burma being the only province of India which haa any 
substantial quantity to export at all. . 

54,859. How about the reputation of Burmese rice in European markets. 
does that stand highi'-No, it stands lowest of all. I will give you a rough 
ide" of the value: BUl"Jlla Two Stars, which is a well known quality is worth 
15s. a cwt.; a similar quality from Siam is worth 17s. a cwt.· that is £2 
8 t.on in favour of Siam. There is not much difference bet weer: Saigon and 
Burma, but taking the European rices, which are on the increase Italian 
ril"e is worth 18s. per cwt. and Spanish rice is worth about.] 98. p~r cwt. 

54!860. Is Burm~ rice meeting a definite demand for a cheaper quality 
of rIce, or would It be to the advantage of the Burmese cultivator if he 
could produl'E! a better .qualityi'-It would be distinctly to his advantage, 
always 3SSulUmg that It was commensurate with output per acre. The 
value of hiB crop can be doubled. There are certain grains in Burma which 
in recent years, have been improved; there is· a grain known as Sugh'lllndi: 
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What the total crop of Sughundi in Burma is I could not say, but I should 
not think it is more than thirty or forty thousand tons, which is a very 
small percentage ,of the Burma crop. Sughundi is similar in appearance 
to Siam gra.in. Sughundi, at the moment, commands a price, you may say, 
of about 2s. pE'r cwt. more than the ordinary rice from Burma. It is a 
popular rice, but, there is not enough of it, 
, 54,861. Has the quality of Burma rice been stable and con8istent over a 
long period of years, or is there deterioration?-The position of Burma rire 
is this: they have stood still, they have neither progressed, nor have they 
gone back; but 'any country that stands still automatically goes ·ballk; the 
other countries have improved their rices. 

54,862. New business goes to the other countries·; is that the position?
That is right. 

54,863. To go to a particular point on this question of deterioration: it 
has been suggested, from one quarter that Two Stars Rangoon rice has 
recently depreciated in size and contains a larger proportion of broken 
grains than used to be the case. Do you agree with that?-No, I do not 
agree with that; that does not affect the position at all. We can give 
l'i'le to any degree of separation if buyers want it; we can give them rice 
with only ten per cent. of brokens. We have tried hard to make a No.1 
rice popular in the market by taking out the" brokens," but they will not 
haVE' it. The householder in this country prefers Spanish and Italian rices, 
and, of course, if he can alford it, the American Carolina rice, which is 
worth about twice as much as Burma; it costs twice as much as Burma. 
lIe will buy these rices every time, because they are better to look at; I 
do not think the nourishment in those rices is any better than in Burma rice. 

54,864. It is entirely a question of appearance?-Yes. 
54,865. From another quarter it has been suggested that there was a 

distinct improvement manifest some years ago as to the quality of grain 
and absence of other grains, but that this improvement has hardly been 
maintained ?-I think I can probably account for that. About two years 
ago, they had very serious Hoods in the Burma delta, and large tracts of 
paddy land were covered by the river water; a considerable deposit of silt 
was left on the land which fertilised it considerably; the crop resulting 
subsequent to the Hoods was a very good crop; it was a large crop, and it 
was extraordinarily good. I suggest to you that the improvement of quality 
was entirely due to that fertilisation. 

54,866. You ,told the Commission that the quality of Burma rice had 
remained about the same over a period of years. What do you say about 
Siam rice; has that improvedP-Siam has its ups and downs; the grain 
varies occasionally, but it always maintains a distinct lead over Burma rice. 

54,867. How do YOlt account for that leadP-It is a better-looking rice. 
54,868. But can you account for it, agriculturally?-No, I do not know 

whether Siam has spent any more money in demonstration farming, or any
thing of that kind, than Burma. They probably started with a better 
record; they probably started growing a white grain, whereas in Burma about 
half the grain crop may be called red. In America, a wholly red grain is, 
I believe, described 3S a "weed." I would say as regards Burma that, if 
the red could be largely elinlinated and a white grain substituted, the value 
of the crop would go up by almost fifty per cent. 

54,869. What. is the tendency as regards world demand for rice; is it 
increasing~-As far as Eastl:'l'n populations are concerned, it will increase 
as the popUlations increase. The population of Japan increases by about 
a million a year, or something of that kind, and they are large rice eaters; 
it is the same in China. . 

54,870. And western populationsP-With regard to western populations, 
I do not know, but as far as I can see, with the exception of Germany and 
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middle Europe, they do not seem to eat l'ice in any large quantities beyond 
what they grow. 

54,8il. Have you any suggestion for the improvement of the trade, either 
in Burma or in this countryP-1 do not think it is a question of the 
improvement of trade; it is a question of improving the cultivation and 
selection of seed. If they would establish a few hundred demonstration 
farms (do not call them experimental farms, call them demonstration farms), 
throughout Burma, of 200 or aoo acres each, and sell the seed produced 
from those farms to the cultivators, you would get in Burma, eventually, a 
grain which would equal some of the best grains grown in other countries. 
As Sir James MacKenna will know, certain grains are produced at Hmawbi 
of very excellent quality, and you get there a pure white bold grain. That 
is an experimental farm; there should be 200 0'1." 300 of those in Burma. I 
think I am right in saying that the Government of India, in past years, 
have rather starred Burma with regard to any improvements for agricul
ture; they have taken it as an accepted fact that paddy grows in water., 
there is plenty of water, and &0 they have let the matter alone. Sir James 
MacKen-na may not be able to commit himself to support me in that state
ment, but I do not think I am far wrong. 

54,872. That is your viewP-Yes. 
54,873. Have you ever considered the advisability of forming some 

organisation in Burma, on the Jines of the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee, to look after the interests of the trade as a whole, from the pro
duoer to the miller and to the ship P-I have not considered it from that 
point if view, because I think there are so many organisations in Burma 
ready to market the grain, ready to exploit any small crop like Bughundi, 
or any special grains there may be. We are exploiting each grain as it 
comea forward and trying to find a market. They have now one crop in 
Burma which stands out by itself; that is the Koukyee crop in Moulmein. 
It is a crop of about 75,000 to 100,000 tons; it is a very large grain and it 
is white. 

54,874. You are probably familiar with the work of the Indian Central 
Cotton CoOmmitteeP-Yes. 

54,875. Do you think anything of that nature for rice would be feasible?
I do not think I am well enough up in the details of tho Central Cotton 
Committee and of their programme, to say whether it would apply. 

54,876. An organisation of the trade which would take up .the problelbs 
of research and demonstration, the organisation of the trade, the fixing of 
standard grades, and 8(1 onP-That is a very excellent thing, but I should 
have thought the Government would take that on. . 

54,877. You prefer that the Government should do it?-I think thElY 
should do it. 

54,878. Are you familiar with the -trade in BurmaP-Yes. 
54,879. What is the position to-day as to the unit of measurement P lias 

the basket been standal'disedP-As far as I know, yes, but noi; throughon:t 
the entire Province. In Burma, in the. marketing centres, the 46 lb .. 
basket for paddy holds good; we measure grain with it, we give allowances 
on weight of anything over that on a graded percentage. 

54,880. Have you any:views as to whether purchase ~hould be by weight 
only, or do you agree WIth the present customary arrangementsP-I think 
the present system of measurement cum weight satisfies all parties. If you 
go into the jungle, of course, their methods there are. a.. little quaint, and 
one village differs from another. They generally gauge their measure by 
80 many milk tins, I think. Weights of baskets vary all over the Province. 
As far as the marketing centres are concerned, we stick. to the 46 lb. basket 
for measuring paddy, with the exception of Akyab where a 23 lb. basket is 
in use. 
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54,881. Beyond that, you have nothing to say about the internal organisa
tionof the trade in Burma, marketing and distributionP-1 think it is as 
good as it is in most other oountries; the~ are middlemen and bro~ers, and, 
with communications . better than they were before, I do not think the 
average cultivator sells his grain below market value. 

54,882. Have you formed the view that the cultivator in Burma gets a 
premium for qualityP-I do not know whether he gets it or not, but if he 
is in touch with the mills, he get~ it every time. 

54,883. It is paid, and someo'ne gets it; is your doubt whether the 
cultivator gets itP-Yes. I cannot be sure, but if the cultivator is remote 
from a market, he may not be able to get the premium which that grain 
is entitled to receive; but that grain, when it comes to the Rangoon mills, 
would receive the premium to which it is entitled. 

54,884. Do you think it important that the cultivator should receive 
quality premium in. order to stimulate him to improve his agriculture and 
the selection of his seedP-Yes. I think it is desrable that he should get 
the most for his produce, and I think the only way he can get it is by 
having these demonstration farms ·throughout the country. 

54,885. With regard to the London Market, have you a definite quality 
cOlltract in vogue?-Ycs. 

54,886. Perhaps you would leave a copy?-There is. an association in 
London called th~ London Rice Brokers Association; they take charge of 
all standard qualities and, along with the shippers, they frame the con
tracts. If any dispute arises with regard to quality, the standard samples 
are in the possession c,f the London Rice Brokers Association, and members 
of that Association are appointed to arbitrate and settle the dispute. 

54,887. Is there a widb range of samples?-Quite a wide range of samples. 
54,888. What is the scope of your own firm's business? Do you buy in 

Burma and ship?-'Ve buy and mill in Burma and we ship all over the 
world. 

54,889. A.nd store in this country?-No; we store a certain amount in 
Germany; we do not r,tore in this oountry, the expenses of handling >ue 
much too great. 

54,890. Do you bring any rice from Burma to this country?-Yes, small 
quantities. 

54,891. When you do store, do you use elevatorsP-No, we store the grain 
in bag form. 

54,892. Is there any .bulk shipping P-ND, there is no bulk shipping in rice; 
it· would not carry. 

54,893. Why not P-It would heat very badly; rice cargo wants very good 
ventilation; it must be packed in bags of not more than 2 cwt. in weight 
and carefully ventilated; it carries reasonably well in fine weather, but if 
YOll leave it till the monf.oon weather, when hatches have to be kept battened 
down, you will eventunlly find at the end of the voyage that the cargo has 
heated. I will give you a case in point. Akyab produces a crop of about 
:.!OO,OOO to 250,000 tOilS, but there is hardly one grain from that province 
suitable to ship to Europe this year; that entire 200,000 tons has only one 
market to go to, and that is India. 

54,894. What is tho ultimate destination of most rice that comes to 
EuropeP Is it used for food or for manufacturing processesP-MostIy for 
food in the central EUl'opean states; there is a lot of rice eaten in Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rumania. 

54,895. Great BritainP-In Great Britain I do not think the oonsumption 
is very large; it does llOt tend to increase. 

54,896. Does any ri!'s flour come into this country, Dr is it entirely in the 
grainP-It is known by the term "rice bran"; rice bran comes to thi~ 
country in large quantities. 

54,897. From wher-e?--From Burma. 
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54,898. Where it is milled?-Yes, it is what is taken off the grain in the 
process of miIling; I should imagine 200,000 tons comes annually from Burma 
to the United Kingdom. 

54,899. That is the shell of the grainP-It is the cuticle of the grain 
taken off by milling in the cone. The cuticle of the grain is creamy coloured 
or red; that is miIIed off in the process of miIling by the cone, and that 
forms rice meal or rice bran. Aiil a cattle food-stuff it is valuable. 

64,900. Is there any rice in the bulk imported into Europe?-No, I should 
fay practically none. 

54,901. Where is the ri(>e ground that we get in our ground rice puddings? 
-Carbntt & Coy. in London do it. We have an interest in that concern. 
They have been doing very poorly and the man who is running the place 
is tired of it, so we nre going to put it into liquidation. 

64,902. Does that lUcan that we shall not have any more ground rice 
puddingsP-I should imagine you can get it elsewhere, because there are 
a few milll; in Liverpool. No ground rice is made in eastern countries, it 
is all done at home. 

54,903. Do you ship from Burma to IndiaP-Quite a lot of rice. 
54,904. Is Rangoon a free portP-There is an export duty on rice, not to 

Iudia, but to other parts of the world. 
54,905. Sir Ganga 1lam: Not to Bengal?-No, India reserves the right 

to take the rice frWh Burma cheaper than any other part of the world. 
54,906. The Ohairmafl.: Have you anything to say on the point of shfpping 

ireightsP-Freight opportunities from Burma are very good, and anything 
that the regular lines of steamers fail to give in the way of shipping 
facilities is always augmented by outside steamers; we charter full ships. 

54,901. h there a deferred rebate system in useP-Not with regard to 
rice; in regard to othp.r products, yes, but not rice; it is a net rate of 
ireight. 

54,908. Do you deal with -any products other than riceP-Yes, quite a 
".umber: teak, cotton, groundnut cakes, and various sundry produce. 

64,909. In the case of cotton, groundnut cake and the like, you are within 
th£- defenf!d rebate systemP-Yes. 

54,910. Have you anything to say about that system, in its effect upon 
freight ratesP-I do not think it has been harmful; the linen; tmding 
between Burma and Europe are careful to see that their rates are, in allY 
case, no dearer than the rates quoted by German, Dutch and Italian lines 
which are also trading from Burma to Europe; as long as they take care that 
their rates are not in excess of the Continental rates, there is no hardship. 

54,911. Dr. Hyder: Have these shipping lines any agreement or under
standing with Continental lines?-I believe they have some sort of agree
ment; whether the Hansa Line, which is the big German line, have gone 
into the Conference again I am not sure, but I should think they probably 
have. 

54,912. Sir Henf'y Lau,-renc8: Why is rice free from this rebate system, 
if the other products are not P-Rice is a vast commodity; it is available in 
much bigger quantities than any of the other products of Burma.; you can 
charter an outside steamer and load 6,000 or 7,000 tons of rice without using 
the liner.], so of course the liners say: "Unless we run level with the 
outside steamer we can get no freight." 

54,913. The Ohsirman: They cannot do it with regard to rieeP-They 
simply cannot do it. 

54,914. Do you do a trade in grlJundnuts from BurmaP-In their ('rushed 
form; WE'" extract the oil there; the oil is used for cooking purposes in 
Burma; the groundnut cake is the residue and is sent to thi~ country and 
is used as cattle food-stuff. 

54,915. Pro/e88OT Gangu.lee: Is there any demand for groundnut cakes 
in Burma for cattle food?-Practioally none. In Ceylon, it is use.d as a 
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manure for cultivation; that is the only thing they use it for there, But 
here, in this country, they are used by the compound cake makers; they 
are mixed with bran and other matter and wId as cattle cakes. 

54,916. The Ohcoir:tT'.an: Have ymt anything to say as to cotton, ",hid} 
crop, as you know, interests this Commission?-I will only express tIn hope 
thnt the crop in Burma will become larger; it is really too small a crop. 
We bave two ginneries at Burma; I think the crop runs from 80,000 Lo 
100,000 bales; it ill a very small crop. But climatic conditions are difficulL; 
sometimes we have unseasonable rain and that spoils a lot of the crop. 

54,917. Sir Jwmes MacKenna: During the greater pedod of your time 
and my time in Burma, the idea of the rice market was rather quantity 
than price. was it not?-,That is undoubtedly EO. 

54,918. I infer from your evidence that that position bas changed?-We 
first want quantity, but quality, is becoming much more important than it 
was ten years ago. 

54,919. You kept yourself pretty closely in touch with the Agricultural 
Depq,rtment while you were {lut there; can you tell us of any lines of 
success of the depa.rtment that came under your notice?-I cannot give YOIl 

the individual names of grains; I know the improved grains by numbers. 
You are Epl'sking of gIains fOl' instance produced at Hmawbi. 

54,920 Yes, anything which struck you, as a miller in Rangoon. as being 
an improvement in quality of grainP-Undoubtedly, m certain grains which 
I only know by numbers, there were excellent improvements; we paid a 
considerable premium for them; they were only availaLle in quantities of 
50 to 100 tons; the quantity was so small that it hardly made its presence 
felt. If W6 had had thousands of tons of these grains, pure Iwhite bold 
grain, thtly would have found a ready market·at excellent prices. 

54,921. But still, it is a fact that it was the policy of your firm and one 
or two other firms to encourage the Agricultural Department by giving 
premiums ?-Absolutely. 

54,922. You will remember, there wns rather an extensive o:ampnign a 
few years ago for the elimination of red grains?-Yes. 

54,923 Did you notice any results from thntP-I am afraid not; I do not 
think tohere has been any material improvem~nt in that respect. 

54,924. Of course, it is a very big problem?-It is a very big problem. 
Red grain as far as I know, can be grown in some of the places where they 
frequently have floods; it _IDS to be B hardy plant which can stand up to 
flood better than the white plant. That has been suggested to me; I am 
not sure whether it is so. 

54,925. Where does this Sughulldi come fromP-It grows mostly in thA 
Henzada district; it has been grown for years, especially in the Moulmein 
IIl'el\. But in the Moulmeill urea it haa a curious mousey smell which 
absolutely destroys its value as far liS the westel'll markets are concerned. 
This Sugh1J.ndi grain is bought by Cuba, Cuba wants it, the West Indies 
want it, the German market wants it. The German market buys it and 
sells it as Siam; they do not ~eem to have IIny qualms in that respect. 

54,926. Is the Moulmein crop keeping up its reputatwn, the Beel1J.gyum 
paddyP-The Bse!1J.gyum paddy is very good; on the whole it has kept up 
its reputation and stand~ out as one of the best grain in Burma. 

54,927. It has been suggefted that what has been called the so called 
Japan type is suitable to BurmaP-I rather ~gree. When Spain went in for 
the cultivation of rice, they looked round the world to see what was the best 
rice to grow. They fastened on Japan, got their seed grain from Japan, 
and they were very su('ce~sful. It is It small round transparent grain; it 
is not exceptionally small, but it is round and nO'b elongated. It looks very 
well. Personally, as far as its value as 1\ food stuff is concerned, I would 
much rather have 1\ l\!eedoung grain from Burma, but Meedoung grain does 
not look nearly so well. 
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54,928. On what lines do you think th£> Agricultural Department should 
go now in BurmaP-I would sug!:est that they should have mallY demon
stration farlU!l; do not call them experimental farms, call them demonstra
tion farms, have a few hundred of these throughout the Province. 

54,929. Seed farmsP-Yes. They should sell seed to the people in the 
neighbourhood, who would see these crops growing and would see that the 
results were good. 

54,930. The Ohairman: Why do you make such a point of their being 
called demonstration and not expel'imental farms?-Experiments are apt to 
be regarded by the people of nUrma as useless .and not worth bothering 
about; but anything in the way of a show and a demonstration they pay 
more attention to. 

54,931. MiT Thoma, :lIliddletun: Why not call them seed farmsP-Demon
stration seed farms if you like. 

54,932. SiT Jame. MacKenna: There is a proposal before the Government 
of Burma to extend these seed farms very extensivelyP-1 think that will go 
a long way to help. 

54,933. And to have godowns to distribute the seedP-Yes. Of course, in 
Burma, where you have the smallholder, the position is much more difficult 
than in a country where there are vast tracts of country under one ·owner
ship; that is a point which can ne\'"er be got over. 

54,934. In that respect however, Burma i., probably better off than they 
are in India?-Yes. 

54,935. PTofeslor Gaflgulee: From your replies, I gather that the appear-
ance of the grain is an important factor?_Very important. 

54,936. Is rice cleaned and polished for the European market?-Yes. 
54,937. It has to go through a special processP-Yes, a special process. 
54,938 .. When you speak of the good quality of the Burma rice, what 

specific qualities do you look for: appl'arance .0nlyP-Appearance. I mean, 
you have got to meet your demand; if the demand says it wants appearance 
and not good natural qualities as a food, you must give appearance. 

54,939. So, when you advise the Government of Burma to improve the 
quality of rice, you simply mean that they should improve the appearance 
of the grain P-If you improve the appearance of the grain you are not 
probably going to harm its qualities as a foodstuff. I do not for a moment 
suggest that you should harm its qualities as a foodstuff, but keep those 
good qualities and improve the appearance. 

64,940. In the contract, d~ you specify certain appearance with reference 
to qualityP-,,:e ",iII sell, any qual.ity that is wanted; i~ the mll.rket say they 
want any quaht-y, we wdl make It for them. -There IS no question of our 
trying to thrust down thl' throat of any possible consumer a quality we wish 
to give him; W8 have to give him the quality he wants. 

54,941. What ia the exact quality your market wants?-The Western 
markets want a well milJed quality: nice white looking stuff well milled. 
('all it highly milled; that is probably the correct way of describing it. ' 

54,942. Japan haa lately entered into the market as a rice. importer?-Yes. 
54,943. As you suggested, her popUlation has increa.sedP-Yes. 
54,944. In the beginning of this century, she used to export rice' now 

she imports rice P-That is right. . ,. 
54,945. Has her entry into the field affected the market ?-It has .enabled 

Burma to get m~re for her rice than she would have got, but Japan will 
only buy what IS called Kanoungtoe grain, which is a white grain, and 
Meedoung. 

54,946. Japan has not affected the market on ihis side?-Yes. Japan is 
buying in t~e East; Europe wants to buy in the. West; they compete with 
each other 10 the matter, and Burma, as a result of this competition will 
possibly get a better price. ., 
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54,947. Patna rice has e~tab1ished a very great reputation in the Western 
market; do you think the export market can absorb a great deal more 
of Patna rioe if it can be'grown P-I think it undoubtedly would. 

54,948. At a 0 premium price ?-Possibly not such a high premium if it 
were obtainable in large quantities; the heavier the quantities you put on 
the market the greater is the tendency to depreciate your price. 

54,949. You refer to the export duty; how much is it now?-Three ann as 
a maund. 

54,950. Is that F.O.B.?-Yes. 
54,951. What is the unit of shipment from Burma P Is it 2 cwt. bags p

It varies a lot; it is 2 cm. to Europe; to India it is all sorts of weights, 
from 168 Ibs., 163 Ibs. and 164 lbs. Bombay takes 168 lbs.; Calcutta takes 
163 to 166. Why, I do not know. 

54,952. There is no definite standardP-No. 
54,953. When India imports rice from Burma there is no definite unit of 

shipment?-No. 
54,954. Mr. Calvert: It iR true that Egyptian rice has a special reputation 

in the Mediterranean countries?-I do not know much about Egyptian rice. 
It is a very good rice; as a rule, they export their own crop and import rice 
from Burma. 

54,955. So that there is a market for quality P-Undoubtedly. 
54,956. Mr. Kamat: Would you care to send a few samples of American 

and Italian rice for the information of the Commission here?-I . will let 
you have any samples you would care to have. 

54,957. You have said that rice is appreciated here by its appearance; 
do you mean its bold appearance or the white colour or both ?-Both the 
bright colour and the bold appearance are appreciated in this market. 

54,958. So that if fine grain of white colour were sent here, it would not 
be appreciated because of its being small in grain; do you follow what I 
mean ?-It it were small in size, yet bright in colour, it would still be 
appreciated, but it might not be .appreciated to the same extent as a fine 
hold grain. 

54,959. Are you aware t.hat, in India, in good families, Burma rice, 
however, bold or white it may be, is noi cared for ana would not be touched 
for table purposes?-That I do know. I am not absolutely certain of the 
reasons, but I know it is the case. 

54,960. And bold Burma rioe is reserved
4 

in such families, for the use of 
servants only?-I agree that is so. . 

54,961. There are tracts of country in India which produce beautiful white 
rice of fine grain; if that were exported here or to other. European countries, 
would it be acoepted P-Undoubtedly, if it were fine white grain. 

54,962. But as there is not sufficient for internal consumption, it would 
only mean that India would have to fall back upon Burma rice to replace 
whatever is exported here P-That is so. 

54,963. But still, rice of that kind would find a good market here P
Equally, as you know, Patna has a wonderful market; it goes because it 
is a wonderful grain; it has got a reputation extending over a long period 
of years. I think good Patna is worth to-day about 25s. per cwt. 

54 964. Do not people here attach any importance to' the digestibility 
of rice P-I do not think they study it; they do not study it in this 
country in the same' way as in Eastern countries, where rice is the 
staple food.. 0 •• • • 

54,965. In India, rice-eatmg people can tell yo'! the dlges~lblhty of rI~e 
in one day by one single meal; the next mormng they WIll. tell you If 
the rice is bad Po-And I suppose they can be reckoned to be faIrly accurate 
in their judgment. . . . 

54,966. Thcy consider that the Burma rIce IS hard to. dlges~P-I can;'1ot 
see that e1l:actly because in Ceylon where we now shIp to In quantIty, 
we have develop~d a very large trade in what is known as parboiled rice_ 
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lforrucrly, ('eylon used to buy all its parboiled rice from Bengal; they 
now buy practically nothing from Bengal; they will not loolt at it; they 
pI'efer the Burma rice. The coolies on the tea estates thrive on it; 
they cook it the night before, they eat some of it, they sleep and when 
they wake up in the morning, there is some of that rice left. It has 
not gone BOur; they simply heat it up. 

54,967. Do not they attach any importance to the flavour of rice in 
this ('.ountry?--I do not think the average cook or chef in this country 
knows anything except the appearance of the rice; it is covered with glaze 
which goes off the moment you put it in the pot, and appearance counts 
lor such a lot in this country. 

54,968. Would it be worth while educating public opinion as to the 
flavour and digestibility of rice in this country?-I think anything of 
that nature that can be done in this country would be of great advantage, 
but whether it is going to tell with the people, I do not know. 

54,969. You do not think it would succeed?-I 'Would not go so far as 
to Bay that; I would welcome any efforts in that direction and I would 
support them: 

54,970. You suggest that good selected grain should be evolved by means 
of demonstration farms. In certain parts of the country it is impossible 
to grow cel'tain strains of rice owing to climate conditions or soil con
d itions P-Yes; therefore, as I say, research must go hand in hand with 
the demonstration farms. It is no use trying to grow, in certwin soils, 
a graIn which will not grow there; it is for the chemist to say whether 
thiB soil will be satisfactory for any particular seed. Soils have to 
be analysed just the same as grains have to be studied. 

54,971. For instance, a certain fine strain of rice would be easily grown 
round about Bombay, but 200 miles down the West Coast it would not 
grow at all?-I quite agree that might happen. 

54,972. So that it is not purely a question of multiplying demonstra
tions farms?-.No, it ill not; research must go hand in hand with it. 

54,973. 8n- He1vry LaWTence: Are the prices, which you quoted, prices 
~n the London marketP-Yes, London or European markets. 

54,974. Does the same rate prevail in the ordinary European markets as 
~n the London marketP-I presume so; of course it is in different 
-currencies. 

54,975. Germany or Yugoslavia give preference to the same grains as 
.London doesP-Yes. 

54,976. And you would find the same variations in priceP-Yes. 
54,977. Do you export from any other part of India than Burma-No, 

-only Burma, but we also export from Siam. 
54,978. With regard to the Indian grains, Bombay, Madras and so forth, 

which vary very much from the Burma grains, do you know anything about 
-their destinationP Does any of that go outside IndiaP-With the exception 
-of tbe Patnas and Seetas which go from Calcutta, I do not think any goes 
-out of India. You will notice however that rice moves from Southern India 
to Ceylon, but. it does not go out of India proper, including Ceylon as part 
-of the geographical area. . 

54,979. Are you acquainted with the movements of rice from one part of 
'India to anot.herP-No, I cannot say that I am. 

64,980. Do you know that you may have rice moving from Sind aown to 
'Western Bombay, and at the same time, the reverse flow of certain kinds of 
Bombay rice into SindP-No, anything that moves on the railway, I really 

·do not have any knowledge of; anything that moves from one port to 
another I can of course get full statistics of. 

54,981. There are markets for special small varities of rice, matters of 
·.taste and so onP-Yes, for instance to Bombay we export a grain known as 
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Yethalay; ,it is a tiny, thm grain. It is appreciated in Bombay; I cannot 
tell you why; but we found they wanted it and sent it there. 

54,982. There was a great shortage a few years ago in Western India and 
rice was imported from Burma; we found rice being readily taken in small 
quantities at twice the price in one shop, if it came from other parts of 
India, while Burma rice was absolutely refused by even the humble classes 
of Indians. What is that due toP-Does not that rather emphasise my 
point about quality. The'Western world and the other parts of the world 
will not take the inferior grain from Burma, so all the inferior grain is 
dumped into India; it is only natural that, in India, they prefer to eat their 
own grains, which I have no doubt are vastly superior to much of the grain 
tha~ comes from Burma. Half the rice of Burma is a red grain and is of 
very inferior quality; it has got to find a market somewhere and it goes 
to India. , 

54,983. In your opinion, there is an immense field of work for the Agri
cultural Department in finding out means of improvement of the various 
kinds of grain grown inside IndiaP-Yes, undoubtedly so. 

54,984. That work has been taken up in Burma; do you know whether it 
has been taken up elsewhere in India?-In Burma it has only been taken 
up on a very small scale; at the present time, I think, there are only four 
experimental farms in Burma. 

54,985 . .sir James MacKenna: They have gone ahead a lot in the last 
three years since you leftP-I have got the 1926 publication of the Depart
ment of Agriculture in Burma in front of me, and those are the only foul' 
1 find in this volume, as far as rice is concerned. 

54,986. Sir Henry Lawrence: What proportion of the rice grown in 
Burma is exported: fifty per cent. ?-I think it is fifty per cent.; the 
crop estimate, as far as I know, is generally about double the quantity 
available for export. 

54,987. And the total amount of rice grown in India, which is exported, 
represents something less than ten per cent. ?-I could not tell you with any 
accuracy. 

54,988. Sir Ganga Ram: Is therl!\ only one variety of rice which is grown 
in Burma, or are, there several varieties ?-l should think there are two 
or three hundred varieties; but the only main varieties that are known in 
Burma. are Ngatsaing and Meedo'Ung. Meedo'Ung is a. round fat rice. 

54,989. What is the difference in price from the highest, the most superior 
quality, to the lowest qua.lity?-I should say about 6s. per cwt. difference 
between the highest and lowest qualities; that is £6 a ton, 

54,990. The lowest price being what ?-If you take your lowest quality 
at lOs. (I am only taking this as a figure) your highest quality would be l6s. 

54,991. Then, do you generally export the lowest quality or the medium 
quality?-I export whtJot my buyers wish me to export; I must be guided 
by what they want, but I can tell you none of the buyers want the lowest 
quality. 

54,992. What is the demand? Is it a. demand for the superior quality?
A demand for the superior grain. 

54,993. The most superior quality?-Yes. 
54,994. Are you aware of the fact that the yield of rice varies inversely 

as the quality; that is to say, the yield of coarse grain is much more than 
the yield of superior grain P-I do not think it is always the case; I know 
it is, occasionally, the case that in yield per acre we get a much bigger 
quantity of coarse grain than- of the better grain, but only sometimes. 

54,995. It is a fact; we grow, in the Punjab, twelve varieties of rice grain 
and I have carefully observed that; it varies inversely as the quality p
Are you talking of wheat P 

54,996. No, rice. We do not grow enough for export purposes. There 
is a place in Peshawar where a. rice is grown which you cannot even get 
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for two .eera a rupee: the quantity produced is so very small that the 
vield is so amall?-The yield is a very important factor, undoubtedly . 
• 54,997. Mr. Calvert: Is it still true t.hat the best rice in India is grown 
iii Peshawar Valley?-I should have to refer to Sir Ganga Ram to answer 
that question. 

54,998. Sir Ganga Ram: When you import rice g:ai~ into England, is a 
portion of it mixed with husks?-N~, the days of S~lpplDg what was k~ow~ 
lUI cargo rice are over, but a certam amount of r1ce known as loonzatn 1S 
still shipped; that. means it has only had the husk taken off but there may 
still be two per cent. of nnhusked grain left in the rice. 

54 999. I know they used to mix unhusked rice with it on the ground 
that' it kept it cool ?-In the <lId days, they shipped it because it remained 
more bulky in the bag; the ordinary bag would only hold 220 Ibs. of what 
was known as cargo rice because it bulked more in the bag. 

55,000. Is it the fact that, in European countries, they do the pearling 
processP-Yes, that is through the cones. 

55,001. Is that only in this country or in other countries ?-In Burma we 
do all that. 

55,002. The pearling process as well?-Yes. 
55,003. For the purposes of export to England?-Yes. 
55,004. And to other European countries?-Yes, and to Ind1a and 

everywhere. 
55,005. Not to India?-Yes, we pearl for India. You have first to put 

the rice through the hullers to take the husk off. 
55,006. The process of pellirling takes away some of the nutritive value 

of the rice ?-I am well aware of that. 
55,007. Therefore, in India they will not take it?-They take low milled 

rice, but they must have something taken off. They will not usually ea.t 
the rice with the cuticle on it. In India, they like it low milled with 
just the cuticle scraped off, whereas in this country they want it well taken 
off and the grain very white. I agree with you that, in removing that 
cuticle and the outer portion of the grain, you are removing a lot of 
nourishment. 

55,008. You say that, by shipping it in bags, the grain is more venti
lated?-Yes. 

55,009. Does that apply to wheat?-No, you can ship wheat in bulk. 
55,010. But why does it not apply to wheat ?-That I cannot tell you, 

but the fact remains that it is so. You cannot, ship rice in bulk, otherwise 
it would swell up and probably burst the ship. 

55,011. Pm/essoT Gangulee: Is it due to the presence of excessive mois
ture?-It is due to inherent moisture in the grain. 

55,012. Sir Gom.ga RatTI.: Do you deal in walnuts from Burma?-No. 
55,013. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do thd' tastes of the British people and 

of the people of Central Europe differ in the matter of rice?-Yes, they 
.do vary; Czechoslovakia is very fond of Moulmein Koukyee rice, big 
bold white grain; Germany will take BOme of the ordinary N gatsaing 
,grain, but Czechoslovakia is one country which prefers this Moulmein 
,J;rnin. . 

65,014. I 'Ilppose you would be in a position to give a specification to 
a plant breeder who was attempting to meet the demands of Europe: 
you could tell him, precisely, what he ought to aim atP-We could find 
-out what he wants aud we could give him anything he wants; from our 
mill in Hamburg we will produce any rice he wants. 

'55,015. The plant breeder has got to find out what you want?-Yes. 
55,016. You would be able to give him a specification to work on?

Yes. 
55,017. How many specifications would be wanted for your clients: three? 

-A good many more than that. 
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55,018. We do not want to give hIm too complex a problem?-I would 
not bother about that; after all, if you grow a nice white grain and 
aim at competing with either Siam or Japan, whichever grain is most 
suitable to the area of cultivation, as long as you have the grains of 
these other countries beside you, you cannot go wrong. 

55,019. Are there fashions in rice consumption? Does the fashion vary 
from period to period in this countl'y?-I do not know, except that I cau 
say that this country, that is the United Kingdom, eats much more Spanish 
rice now than it did before; that is simply because Spain has improved 
its quality, and this country has got used to it and they eat it. 

55,020. Professor GanguZee: When you say improved their quality, that 
is to say their appearance is better?-Their appearance is better. 

55,021. Sir Thomas MiddZeton: Does Spanish rice resemble Carolina rice 
in any way?-No, Spanish rice resembles the Jap~nese rice; it is a round 
grain, transparent. 

55,022. Apart from the appearance, are there any differences in the 
cooking qualities whieh commend certain rices to the British consumer? 
-We cook rice very badly and cooke must have a rice which cooks easily. 
The trouble with Burma rice is that the average cook at home says it 
takes too long to prepare; it has to have longer steeping; with the Spanish 
and these better rices, the process of steeping, I understand, is considerably 
less than with the Burma rice. 

55,023. We were told that Siam is now exporting a rice with the germ 
attached, which is commending itself to the British market?-I have heard 
of that but I cannot trace it yet, I mean, what is meant by this term. 

55,024. There cannot be very much coming into the market or you 
would know about it ?-I have not noticed it; I have brought Siam rice 
to London this year, but what this germ is that they refer to, I do not 
know. 

55,025. The germ is the embryo of the seed?-That is true. 
55,026. That is what it means, but how it adheres to polished rice I 

do not quite understand?-Nor do I, because, as I say, the market at 
home, here, judges rice entirely by appearance and its simplicity in cook
ing. If there is anything specially particular about Siam grain, I am 
not aware of it. 

55,027. Dr. Hyder: What chance is there of the invention of and intro
duction of rice hullers worked by hand, in Burma?-I do not think that 
is going to be of any particular advantage. 

55,028. I think they import these rice hullers from America, do they 
not?-Mostly from Gennany. 

55,029. Are they not very expensiveP-No, they do not go in for hulling 
purely and simply by itself; you can buy, for Rs.20,000 or Rs.30,OOO, a 
small rice mill complete. 

55,030. The Burma people consume rice· and they must have some kind 
of machine to hull the rice; do not you think there is a very large scope 
for the introduction of machinery worked by hand~-I do not think so, 
because every village has its own mill; this little mill produces the rice 
for all the villagers round about. 

55,031. You say that costs about Rs.30,OOO?-Yes; they are ne~t little 
things and very effective. Hundreds of them have been put up smce the 
War, far too many; there is far too much milling power in Burma at 
the present moment. . 

55,032. In what other dishes do you use l'ice?-Curry, and, as far as 
this country is concerne?, rice ,Puddings. . . 

55033. Does the polishmg of nce have any effect on the Vltamm content? 
-I do not think it has been boosted in this country enough yet; I think 
considerable boosting by advertisement might do some good. 

Mr. J. Swan. 
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55,034. Mr. Noy&e: Do you think the cultivator in Burma will respond 
readily to any efforts made 'by the Agricultural Department., to put out 
better vnrif:tiesP-I think, undoubtedly, he will. 

55,035. Both the Indian and Burmese cultivRtorP-Yes. 
55,036. lJr. Hyder: Where should these experimental farms which you 

suggest be placed? Should they be placed near race courseB or near t~e 
riven ?--You have got to put them where it is suitable; w here there IS 

railway communication and where thl're is river communication is probably 
best. 

/kj 037 The race course and the river &rl' the places where the Burmese 
like to goP-After all, they can always have their bullock-cart races in the 
jungle. . . 

55,038. Sir Jame, MacKenna: There are some serIOus mmded BurmeseP 
-I think there are. 

55,039. Have you anything to. say about B~r;'lla beans P-I think the 
Burma bean has acquired a notorIety for contammg a small percentage of 
pl"Wlllic acid. I have eaten these beans frequently and have never suffered 
in any way from them. 

55040. How is the market nowP-It is not a very free market; I under-
stand that the Burma bean is debarred from America as poisonous. 

55,041. It sells in EuropeP-Yes, the home market buys it. 
55,042. Every now and then there is a 6C&re?-Yes. 
05,043. Xhe Ohairman: You go on eating them yourself?-Yes, I 

personally do; it makes no difference to me. 
55,044 Is it the case that milling and pearling remove the germ from 

riceP-It removes much of the nourishment from the rice, 
55,045. Does it remove the germP-It depends how hard you mill it, but 

I really could not answer that question off hand. 

(The witness withdlrew.) 

Mr. D. A. ANDERSON, of Messrs. Caird (Dundee), Ltd., 
and 

Mr. G. ERSKINE SCOTT, of Messrs. James Scott & Sons, Ltd. 
(representing the Jute Importers Association, Dundee). 

Oral Evidence. 

55,046. The Ohairman: Mr. D. A. Anderson and Mr. Erskine Scott, 
)Ou gentlQmen are here on behalf of the Jute Importers Association. You 
have not provided us with any note of your evidence you wish to give. 
Would you care to make. any statement at this stage or to bring to our 
notice any particular points as to which you think there might be improve
ment in the production or marketing of juteP-(Mr. Anderson). In the 
first place, it seemed to us, when the invitation was extended to us in 
Dundee to come here bnd give evidence, that it would be unwise and im
prudent for us not to accept this opportunity, although later on it appeared 
to us that the Questionnaire which was submitted was one which we could 
not possibly devote our attention to, because it seemed· to us to concern 
agriculture more than what we were actually ;nterested in in Dundee 
namely, the spinning of the raw fibre. Consequently, when we saw th~ 
Questionnaire, it occurred to us that the only clause to which we could 
1'0ESibly direct our attention w;as that which coneerned the marketing of 
thl' crop. 'I'hat was Clause 20 in the Questionnaire, if I remember rightly, 
'Ve, in DUlIdee, are coU(-erned with a large quantity of jute; I mean, we 
ore interested in the Fopulation there, who in turn are also interested 
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in jute in so far as it creates an employment for them, and the whole of 
Vundee is really dependent upon the jute industry; that is to say, it is the 
staple trade there, and all other industries are ancillary to it. If the jute 
trade is busy, th~n the engineering shops and ot.her interests in Dundlole 
are likewise busy; on· the other hand, if the jute trade is slack, then the 
c.ther industries are adversely affected. Therefore, we felt that having that 
position prominently before us every day in our lives, it was essential for 
liS, if possible, to bring to your notice the necessity for the quality being 
satisfactory in the fir~t place, and seeing that the irregularities in the 
selecting grading and ·packing of the material were more or less eliminated. 
~\nother pomt, which really affects us in Dundee, is the condition of the 
:jute when it is shipped from India and the condition of the fibre when 
it arrives in Dundee. Then, of course, as I have already said, the quantity 
is a very important thing. In this connection, there is another point to 
which I would refer ill regard to quantity: that is the Government fore
casts, two of which are issued each year. The Agricultural Department 
there, through Mr. Finlow, is due to give us a preliminary one some time in 
July i I think it is the 7th or 8th J.uly. Then that is followed, by a final 
forecast at the end of August or September. There is really little nee·:l 
for me to explain to this meeting, at this time, the multifarious uses to 
which jute is put; I take it you will all understand that. Jute is virtually 
the carrying medium for the trade of the whole world and therefore it 
is important from that point of view. It is used in every trade; sacks, 
bags, and all sorts of containers are made of jute ithe Manchester trade 
takes an enormous quantity of jute. Then, there are our industries at 
home: the linoleum industry whioh takes an enormous quantity, and 
so on. 'rhe quality, however, is the first point to which I would direct 
your attention. It seems to us, in Dundee, that in recent years there 
hai been :J distinct tendency for the quality to deteriorate i in fact, the 
quality of the raw fibre to-day, in my opinion, falls very far short of what 
it was say ten or fifteen years ago. Whether this is due to the seed which 
is employed or to other agricultural conditions, I am not in a position to 
~lIy. I am not aware of the conditions in India to any great extent. But, 
at all events, there is no gainsaying the fact that in almost every consign
ment of marks, the standards of which are of course very well known, 
(we in Dundee do know the standard marks), the quality of the standards 
is certainly distinctly inferior to what it was years ago. The fibre does 
not seem to show the same lustre, and in many cases there is not the 
slime strength: it seems to be brittle. Formerly, also, jute lent itself to 
the spinning process for which it was really introduced i but, as I have said, 
those characteristics are now absent. It is rather difficult for us, of course, 
to decide as to what the reason is for this inferior quality to-day; neverthe
less, the quality is inferior. To give an example of what inferiority really 
means to us in Dundee, I would point out that my own firm have imported 
something like 162 different parcels of jute this year, and of these we 
have arbitrated upon 90 different parcels i that is to say, we have It clause 
in our contract, which is rather a. stringent contract, but which permits 
of arbitration upon thE> quality when we find it arriving in an unsatisfactory 
state, and really about sixty per cent. of the quantity of jute arrived, so 
far as our· own firm is oonoorned, has been distinctly inferior and carried 
aJlowanoos of a very substantial nature. The allowanoes, for instanoo, (In 
those 96 parools upon which we have arbitrated, amount altogther to £8,400. 
We have had that amount in allowances on those different parcels; it is 
equivalent to almost 41 per oont. of the value of the jute that went to 
1I1'bitration. I may tell you also that it is really something 
like 2! per cent. of the value of the whole of the jute which 
I purcha&ed th~s year. That, of course is excluding rejections 

.i\Cusrs. D. A.. Anderson andG. Erskilne Scott. 
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and cuttings, which is. " lower grade type wh.ich we im~ort for . t~e 
c.~arser types of yarn which are produced. .1 mentlon~d, aiso, l:re~la~I~les 
of selecting, grading and packing. That pomt really IS one whl~h 18 gl~ng 
spmner8 in Dundee very grave concern. If we had a parcel of Jute commg 
f .. >rward and we knew that it was an inferior parcel, we should know what 
to do w~th it· that is to say, we could probably put it into a lower grade: 
bllt our trou'ble to-day is that you get one bale containing satisfactory 
material, you get another bale containing material which really ought to be 
put about two grades down; and, in fact, this irregularity is not really 
associated altogether even with bales of different kinds; we find different 
materiaJa in the same bale; we find different materials in the same strikes 
of which the bales are made. Now, that is a most unsatisfactory feature 
so far as Dundee is concerned. We have to arrange our jute and spin 
different quaiities in Dundee, and, after all is said and done, I think YOll 
will agree that Dundee is concerned nowadays, more than it was ever in 
the past, in regard to quality. It is really our only feature on which we 
can work; that is to say, Calcutta now with their multifarious mills are 
producing, in quantity, the ordinary Hessians, but we in Dundee have to 
concentrate our attention upon specialities, that is to say, the better grades 
and better classes of jute, and cloth for the better classes of purposes for 
which those better classes of cloth are used. Then, of course, linoleum 
UeSllians are a most important thing; they are not made in Calcutta. I 
doreMY that is probably due to the fact that the labour in India, and you 
will pardon me if I say so, is not quite 80 proficient as in Dundee; they 
are perhaps more liable to carelessness than we in Dundee. That being so, 
the importers or the buyers of this linoleum Hessian dare not take risks 
where cloth is made up into lengths of something like 1,800 yards, about 
a mile; if you have a flaw in that sort of cloth, you can imagine the sort of 
loss it would occasion to the linoleum manufacturer, because the whole of 
his plant is immediately stopped, his mixing is all in a mess, and, generally 
speaking, he has to scrap the whole length. Those irregularities, therefore, 
are features wbich we distinctly object to at the moment; I 11m afraid they 
ara becoming worse and worse as years go· on. Why it is I do no't know; 
novertheless it is there. The next point which I should like to refer to 
concerns the condition. We all know that jute, as a fibre, contains a certai,n 
amount of natural moisture; in fllct, it has been gauged very carefully, 
and we find that the extent of moisture in jute is roughly about twelve 
per cent.; that is good enough for all purposes. Deshi jute, of course, 
contains more moisture than the white jute from the Dacca districts. That. 
moisture we know; but what concerns us is the amount of aqua pwra that 
i .. put in in India. Whilst creating a great deal of ·diHiculty with us in 
Dundee, in that we have to pay for water· as well as for jute, it has also a 
serious effect upon the fibre itself, which is very much more important.· 
Jute, as you know, is packed in very hard press-packed bales of 400 lbs. with 
bydraulic pressure. If it is packed in this very wet condition in India 
then what happens during the voyage? It is a long sea voyage which tak~ 
~eally a month from India to the United ,Kingdom. We ·find that the jute 
Itself tends to heart damage and to mIldew, and we have serious con
sequences here on that account. If we find, for instance, that the jute has 
not actually heart-damllged, or has notllCtually mildewed, nevertheless, it 
loses a great deal of that splendid quality which jute ought to possess and 
instead of having a bright IU8t~ouS fibre which we should expect, it i~ dis
coloured and becomes dull, and lD many cases becomes lifeless fibre. which is 
not suitable for many of the purposes for which jute is used in· Dundee for 
those finer classes of work to which I have already referred. Another point 
wbich concerns us in Dundee, and this of course is a very important one, 
ill the quantity. Unless we have a large quantity of jute, we must have a 
high priced article. Jute, being the cheapest textile, must of necessity be 
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at a very low price, otherwise we cannot compete. There are so many 
other textiles with which jute more or less competes. For instance, cotton 
to-day is at 0. fairly moderate figure. Last year, jute rose as high as £70 
per ton, but by the end of the year it dropped to £30 per ton. Now, we 
have to buy jute; it is a seasonal crop; we have to buy most of it between 
July, August, and the end of the year. We do that for various reasons; 
early jute has colour and various other features which the latter fibre does 
not possess. We imagined that we had a very substantial margin upon our 
purchases last year, W1hen the margin even went to the extent of probably 
£15 to £20 in our favour; that is to say, although jute dropped £15 or 
£20 per ton, we might have had a substantial margin there to work upon. 
Instood of that, it fell in some ·cases even over £30 per ton, and we 
found that then we were left with jute, which meant to us of course an 
enormous loss, having bought large quantities for our own consumption 
during the year. Our own consumption for our own firm is something like 
60,000 bales a year; that is 12,000 tons. A very simple calculation will 
show you what sort of loss we had to face at the end of this past year. 1 
say that, because I feel you will agree with me perhaps when I say 
that jute must therefore essentially be a cheap article. If jute rises sub
stantia.lly in price, the buyers of jute goods are faced with a problem also, 
and they almost invariably adopt a hand to mouth policy with their buying. 
The consequence naturally is that the jute trade in Dundee becomes slack, 
and, as I have already said, all other industries become slack in Dundee, 
and Dundee then is on the verge of despair. In regard to quantity, I would 
say further that the quantity is indicated each year by the Government 
through the Director of Agriculture. But these reports are not altogether 
what they might be. The Government forecast for 1924-25,. the preliminary 
forecast, was something like 2,700,000 acres; the final forecast exceeded 
this by something like 40,000 acres. The first forecast, I may tell you, is 
issued entirely in acres, but in the final forecast, while it is also issued in 
acres, an estimate of the crop is also given. For this final forecast of 
1924-25 the yield was indicated at 8;000,000 bales. I do not know why it was 
done, but at the final forecast the Director of Agriculture saw fit to revise 
his acreage, and he increased it by something like 80,000 acres, anda instead 
of the actual outturn of the crop being something in the vicinity of 8,000,000 
bales, it was nearer 9,000,000 bales. Now I will come to 1925-26, when the 
position is worse. In 1925-26 the preliminary forecast was 2,900,000 acres: 
the final forecast exceeded that again. We were told, at that time, that 
the Director of Agriculture had taken great pains with his acreage on this 
particular occasion, having revised it on the previous occasion; but again he 
apparently under-EStimated his preliminary forecast and now he had to 
put on something like 14,000 acres and he indicated the yield of the crop 
at 7 800,000 bales. But once again, apparently, he had not taken sufficient 
pain~, because instead of keeping to his. original acreage on his preliminary 
forecast, he decided to revise his acreage again and he gave it as 3,100,000 
acres instead of 2,900,000. 

55,047. D1'. Hyder: Pl~s 14,000P-Yes, plus 1,4,000. But i~ste~d ~f the 
actual outturn in crop belllg 7,800,000 bales, whICh was the. Yield llldICated 
by the Director of Agriculture then on his final forecast, the actual out
turn came to fully 9,000,000 bales. Now, I will come to,th,is present season, 
and I think this is going to be even worse. The prelImlllary forecast on 
last year, 1926-27 was 3,600,000 acres; but again his final forecast in acres 
was increased and he issued a figure of 3,629,000, or almost 3,630,000 acres, 
The yield was indicated at 10,888,900 or almost 10,900,000 bales, and at the 
end of May of this year we find that 11,825,000 bales have alrea~y been 
accounted for with another month to go. Now I submlt that 
in those estim~tes however desirous the Director of Agriculture may be 
to help the trade,' he is doing entirely the reverse, because he is opening 
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up the gate wide for all classes of speculators to come in and specuiate upon 
paper. We find that not only is there the Bhita Bazaoar in India, but 
we find a very strong Bhita Bazaar in' London here, the members of which 
never 688 jute, unless the bales have been sent up here for arbitration 
purposes, having been Bold on a London contract, because the bad bales 
have to be sent to London for arbitration. That is the only jute they see; 
all their contracts are scraps of paper. and it might as well be a stock 
exchange instead of a jute exchange. I think you will see that this 
speculative element, which is really growing in the jute trade, is one which 
is realIy very bad indeed for the Dundee trade. It is helped very greatly 
by thoae erroneous reports and estimates of the crop which are issued each 
year by the Director of Agriculture. We should much prefer having no 
indication of the Cl"Op at all rather than an erroneous one, because it is 
absolutely misleading to everyone in the trade. We should find ourselves 
on, I think, a better basis, we could really work better as we could gauge 
our own requirements better, and we should not have this speCUlative 
element which, after all is said and done, affects Dundee to a very great 
extent: more even than Calcutta. You may say: "Why do not you 
Bpeculate yourselves"? WelI, we have to speculate, unfortunately, because 
it has become a speCUlative trade. Time was, on 'the Dundee jute market, 
when we could sell cloth and yarns and after we had sold perhaps 100 tons 
of either yarns or cloth, we could say: "I will cover that with raw jute." 
Time was when you could do that and make ends meet and probably make a 
profit. Now, if we were selIing yarn at to-day's price of about 26. lId. to as., 
which represents something like £40 lOs .. per ton net, we would require 
jute at £24 lOs. to make ends meet; that is to say, we allow £16 for 
spinning. But to buy jute to-clay at the lowest price for a good mark you 
have to pay £34 to £35 for it. That is where our speculation comes in. 
We are 'now approaching the season when we must buy jute willy nilly, 
because it is coming to the new season; that is to say, jute is cut in July 
and marketed in July and August. We have to buy the jute and imagine 
that, later on, our prices may improve and permit us to make a profit or, 
at the worst, make ends meet; but we cannot do it to-day. That is due to 
this speculative element, more or less, in the market: this Bhita Bazaar 
in India and in London simply speculating on the market and ruling the 
market. You might say: "Why do not you make your own market 
values .. ? We cannot; Calcutta is too big. Calcutta is a big consumer of 
jute. Of a crop of 8,000,000 or 9,000,000 bales they consume about 6,000,000 
while we in Dundee only consume 1,000,000. Consequently in Dundee the 
purchase of a million bales has very little effect upon a market where we 
have another centre consuming 6,000,000 bales. You may say: " Why do 
not you make a price for Hessians" P Well, we cannot, in face of the big 
production in Calcutta. We try to get a better price for our product 
because we think it is a better product; there are less Haws; but neverthe
less, the Indian price both of raw jute and goods has an effect on the market 
price of jute goods in Dundee and raw jute in Dundee, and that is why it 
is rather difficult for us. These are points which I have mentioned, but 
I shall be very glad to answer any questions you care to put. 

55,048. The Ohai1"fl\Olllo: Does your firm in Dundee as a rule buy in India? 
-No, we buy in Dundee through brokers in Dundee; they do not ship but 
they are the direct agents of shippers. 

55,049. Are shippers represented on your organisation, the Jute Importers 
Association?-We have shippers of jute represented here. As a matter of 
fact, my colleague here to-day, Mr. Scott, is also a shipper in India. 

55,050. Do you bring points concerning quality to the notioo of the Agri
cultural Department in Bengal?-We had an opportunity of doing that 
last yeal" when Mr. Finlow was in Dundee; and we had an opportunity 
of meeting Mr. Finlow with Mr. Lindsay of the India Office. We then spoka 
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to him quite .strongly, though in quite friendly fashion, of course, about 
the returns and also about the question of quality. 

55,051. But, as an organisation, YOll are not in touch with the Agricultural 
DepartmentP-We are not in touch directly with the Agricultural 
Department. 

55,052. Is the jute interest in Great Britain represented by any organisa
tion which is in touch with either the Government or the Agricultural 
Department in BengalP-1 think not. 

55,053. You mentioned, in the course of your interesting remarks, that 
you thought you observed a deterioration in the quality over the past ten 
01' fifteen years. You quoted, in support of that, the fact that out of 
162 lots that you had bought you had arbitrated on no less than 96. Is 
that a much higher percentage of arbitration on lots purchased than you 
were accustomed to have years agoP-Yes, infinitely. higher. We used to 
depend on getting parcels of jute in, there were known standards, and the 
standards which came forward were the type of jute which we expected to 
find by the marks. We had o.1casional arbitrations, but not to the same 
extent as we are experiencing now. 

55,054. Are you satisfied that there has, in fact, been a deterioration and 
that what seemed to you to be a deterioration is not due more to a change 
in the practice of spinning in Dundee: a change from coarser work to finer 
workP-No, the standards of jute were used for those particular purposes 
for many years. 

55,055. So that you are measuring the jute against fixed standards and 
not forming your opinion arbitrarily?-Not from a spinning point of 
view, no. 

55,056. It is the case, is it not, that the material spun in Dundee has 
changed ita nature a good deal since the War: that rather a different 
quality of material has been woven P-N 0, I would scarcely say that; I 
mean, our standards in Dundee have always been superior to those produced 
in India; but our difficulty to-day is that the mills in India now are also 
competing in some of our markets and they, in India, are producing better 
qualities than they hitherto produced. 

55,057. Is it not the case that, in recent years, Calcutta has done more 
and more in the coarser grades and Dundee has concentrated more and 
more on the finer gradesP-In Calcutta they have always concentrated on 
the coarser grades; but they are making a better cloth to-day than they did 
some years ago. Our trade in Dundee has really not altered to any 
appreciable extent, so far as quality goes. 

55,058. But the Indian jute mills have been considerably strengthened by 
the War and post-War circumstances, have they notP-Yes, and we find 
also that some of the consumers of jute cloth in the United Kingdom to-day 
are continuing to use gunnies, that is your Indian product, when prior 
tc the War they consumed almost exclusively Dundee products. During the 
'Var, of course, it was very difficult to get Dundee productions, because we 
were under the War Department; we were commandeered, so to speak, and 
we were producing goods for our own armies. The Calcutta goods then 
were taken' up by the consuming centres here and they have perhaps dis
covered that the Indian quality of goods is in a way suited to their purposes, 
not all their purposes but some of them, and they have continued to use 
that class of material. 

55,059. In Calcutta, spinning and weaving are usually carried out in the 
same establishment, are they notP-Yes. 

55,060. Whereas, in Dundee, the functions are dividedP-Not always. 
My own firm do spinning, weaving, finishing and packing. There are, how
ever, firms. who spin alone and there are firms who weave alone; but I 
should think the bulk of our association, I mean from the point of view 
of number of employees, are both spinners and weavers. 
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55,061. Is there any import, into Dundee, of spun juteP-Yes, we have 
&pun jute imported from Belgium and from France. . 

55,062. Not from India ?-No; the wO'Ven ju~, of cou~se, comes from In~la? 
55063. Does any jute enter Dundee grown lU countries other than India. 

-W~ had samples, some years ago, of Eg~tian grown jute but it was not 
~atisfactory' it did not suit the purpose; It was not a success. The only 
jute which is really suitable is the Indi:,n jute.. . 

55,064. In the meantime, the monoply IS complete P-QUlte. . 
55 065. At the same time, it is important to you that quallty should be 

mai~tained P-Quality should be maintained; that is essential. 
55066. You are representing spinning and weaving; is it as important 

to those who purchase and ship jute that its quality should be maintained, 
or are such persons and firms mainly concerned ~ith tu~nove~ and the 
margin of profit which they can m~k9 ?-I. should thmk their mam concern 
i$ turnover and profit on any brokmg busmess they conduct. 

55067. So that, broadly speaking, it is you gentlemen in Dundee who 
"ea;e and spin, who are mostly concerned with the factor of quality P-Quite. 

55,068. At the same time, it; is the shipper who is least concerned or who 
may be less concerned than you are, with the factor of quality, who is more 
closely in touch with the merchant and so the grower in Bengal, is that 
80 ?-That is right. 

55,069. Does it not occur to you that it might be worth while to get 
yourselves, as representing spinning and weaving, into closer touch with 
the cultivator who grows the jute and whose practice controls quality? 
Have you envisaged tlie possibility of some such organisation being set up 
which would enable you to bring the technical requirements of your industry 
to the notice of the Agricultural Departments, of the primary collectors, 
distributors, and, of course, of the cultivator himself in BengalP-We have 
not considered it to any great extent, but I daresay that, as an association, 
we can quite well see that that would be an ideal situation. Our difficulty to
day, however, is that we have no contact, we have no direct communication 
with the actual grower of the jute. The grower of the jute, so far as we under
stand it, is more or less in the hands of the different. people through whose 
hands the jute passes before it actually even arrives at the shippers. 

55,070. Who are concerned, in the main, with quantity and satisfying the 
demand?-Yes. 

55,071. Not with qualityP-Not with quality, I take it. I do not know 
how many hands it passes through, but I "Ahould think perhaps Mr. Scott 
ean tell you: probably six or seven different hands; but I daresay you 
gentlemen would know yourselves. 

55,072. And so long as the supply of jute is capable of satisfying tnt> 
demand, the middlemen and the shipper are not concerned even with 
quantity?-I daresay; he is of course out to make as much as he can in 
whatever way he can. If he can buy jute at a certain price from the ryot 
or from those different people who buy it from the ryot, and make sufficient 
turnover in the process, I think that is his main concern. His concern is 
really not as regards the manufacturing of that fibre into yarns and cloth. 

55,073. From the cllltivatol"s point of view, if the market for jute can 
be satisfied from a smaller acreage by a higher out-turn per acre the 
cultivator would have more land upon which to grow other crops;' but, 
naturally, that consideratiou is not a concern of either the middleman in 
jute, or, for that matter, Qf the shippel'?-Quite. The .middlemen in jute 
are concerned with this speculative element which really has crept in, When 
the jute forecasts are issued now it seems to me, at all events, that, so far 
from being correct, they arll more or less cooked. I mean, it apparently suits 
one man or one section of meu to 6ay that the acreage or the yield is to be 
so aud so, and he Dlakes it his business, then, to have the market on such a 
basis a8 to suit himself; it really does not concern him whether we get jute 
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at a reasonable price or not. Over a series of yean, we have known that 
the actual annual consumption of jute in the United Kingdom or in fact, 
in the world, is, I think, a little 1110re than 8,000,000 bales. 'Vhen we had 
an indicated yield of .less than 8,000,000 bales as happened in 1925-26 it 
was immediately recognised that this was a. f~mine crop; the price co~se
quently rose and rose enormously; it rose to something like £70 per ton; 
but the actual out-turn of the crop exceeded 9,000,000 bales. Jute, there
fore, dropped at the end of the season; but it was kept up during the 
running of the season by those speculators, on the figures which they received 
from the Director of Agriculture. The same thing held good last year; here 
was apparently a crop which, according to the final forecast, was to be 
something like 11,000,000 bales: all enormous crop, exceeding the consump
tion of th.e world by at least 2,000,00(1 bales; in fact it exceeded the average 
on a period of years by 3,000,000 bales; but what happened? The first 
scare that went out.was: no steeping water, crops all damaged, there are to 
be none available. Those were the sort of stories that went round, with 
the result that prices were maintained. Then we find, still with a month 
to run of this year, that instead of being even 11,000,000 bales it is about 
12,000,000 bales. 

55,074. Mr. Noyce: Has there been a drop in prices?-Yes, t.here was a 
drop in price last year. 

55,075. I mean l'ecentIy?-It is fairly level; it is tending to go up again. 
That is the trouble to-clay; the information we are having this year in 
Dundee is that the crop is quito satisfllctory, but periodically, every other 
day, you will find a cable coming in: No water, no rain. Another day it 
will be: Too much rain. This is the sort of information we get. The jute 
market in Calcutta, London and Dundee is like a barometer, it goes up and 
down; but the speculators are suc()es~fl\l in maintaining their position to-day 
'and "bulling" the ma.rket to such an extent that they are not allowing 
it to drop. 

55,076. Projesso1' Ganfl'ulee: Do these cables emanate from the Director 
of Agriculture?-No, they come from Reuter. 

55,077. The Chai7'1tt.a.n: You have pointed out the importance of quality 
to the Dundee trade; you have also told the Commission that it is the 
spinners and the weavers who are concerned with this factor of quality, rather 
than the middlemen and shippers; do you think the jute interests in Dundee 
would be prepared to take a hand in some organisation set up in Bengal, 
designed to carryon research and propaganda amongst cultivators and 
reinforce the acti¥ities of the Agricultural Department in the Province?-I 
cannot say speaking for the Association, but I should think they would 
favourably consider any such scheme that was put before them. 

55,078. Have you considered, at all, allY manner by which an organisation 
of that sort might be finaneed?-We have not really considered the matter 
at all; but' there is one point that I thillk perhaps might be of interest; 
that concerns Mr. Finlow's visit to Dundee in connection with the quantity 
of seed available. At that time he gave us very strong information and 
was rather alarmed about the seed problem; this was just before 1926-27. 
In fact, ho really indicated to us that if we did not support him in this 
Government departmental seed distribution, that he feared the crop would 
simply dwindle away. l.'his was really in view of his former report: that 
is the yield of 7,000,000 for 19'25-2<i. I do not know what steps he took 
01' what success he achieved in regard to his distribution of seed, but we 
did not subscribe to that scheme, and, notwithstanding that, we found that 
in the year immediately following his visit, instead of the crop being less, 
it was something like 3,000,000 bales ID;)re. I do not know whether 'there 
is any call for us to give any more seed; it seems that he has got enough. 
I have, here, a note in connection with a meeting which took place with the 
Indian mills in Calcutta; the mills there gave a guarantee of something 
like £5,000. There has been some expense this past year with the seed 
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distribution and tberefore they, a8 an association, ha~e a liabili.ty ~f £52;'>. 
But the mills in India are really not very keen upon contmumg ~hls, 
according to the report of the meeting with Mr. Finlow and the CommIttee 
of the mills. This meeting was on tho 11th May of this year. 

55,079. Js it the case that jute is held over from one crop to another in 
the case of a surplus?-Yes, they carryover from one crop to another; 
thel'e is always a carry-over. 

55,080. Are you always aware, when you are .p~rch3;sing jute, whether 
it is the current season's crop ?-Yes, we can dlstmgUlsh that; we know 
whether it is new crop or aId crop. 

as 081. You mention various points under the head of condition: moisture, 
method of packing, cleanliness and so on. Is that a direction in which a 
good deal of improvement might be effected?-Yes, but I think it is really 
the press houses which have to look nfter that, and the shippers themselves. 
It more or less rests with the dealers and shippers. But I mention that 
simply because, in this Questionnaire, there was a clause dealing with 
marketing. 

55,082. I was going to suggest to you that if it were possible to set up 
somd such organisation as we were discussing just now, these subjects might 
very properly come within its ambitP-Yes. 

55,083. Can you give the Commission any indication as to the point at 
which tho price of jute, if it rises, begins to admit other fibres P-It depends 
upon the position of the other fibres. 

55,084. You mean the price of the other fibres?-Yes. If, for instance, 
jute rises to a level again of £70, and cotton, of which we understand there 
is a big crop this year, fell to a very low level, then the question of com
petition becomes rather acute between the two textiles. You see £72 per ton 
is 8d. per lb. net. That brings us up to £100 per ton for the produced 
cloth. 

55,085. lIlr. Call16'rt: But cotton would not compete with jute for all 
purpososP-No, not for all purposes. 

55,086. Pro/esBor Gangtilee: Is there any other fibre which is likely to 
compete at any time?-I do not think so, unless hemp, which has been very 
cheap of late; for a certain period of this past year, hemp was very cheap 
and they were able to buy hemp yarns, which, of course, are infinitely 
stronger than jute, and, probably from that point of view might be pur
chased instead of jute when jute was at a high price. But, another point 
that really concerns jute when prices are high, is the extent of the second 
hand trade. When jute reaches an abnormal height, then you find that the 
door is opened again for the second hand trade coming in. When jute' is 
about 4d. a yard or less, there is no inducement for a man to use sacks and 
bags twi~e, because of ~he expense inv.olved in mending and preparing the 
used article for use agam; but when It comes up to double that price, 6d. 
or 7d. a yard, as the case may be, then it would pay the second hand man 
to come in and ~end and generally prepare the used article for use again, 
all to the 'exclUSIOn, of course, of the producer of fresh goods. 

5(j,0~7. The C:hai~7Ilan: Are you aware that there has been a proposal to 
start Jute growing m Java?-1 am not aware of it. • 

55,088. Sir Ga1lga Ram: When was the export duty levied P Only four 
or five years ago, was it noH-Yes, 'I think so. 

55,089. Has. that export ~uty !f1a~e nny difference in the quantity of jute 
grown ?-I thlllk not; I thlDk It 18 a very small duty; I am not sure of 
the duty. 

55,090. It has not made any difference to the growth of jute?-Not a 
great deal. You mean in quantityP 

55,091. Yes ?-I think not. 
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55,092. You do not rely on the forecast of the Agricultural Department; 
you have your own agencies, I suppose, to give you correct information from 
time to timeP-No, we have not; we rely upon the forecasts. 

55,093. Have not you ,your OWIl agents to give you reliable 'information 
from time to timeP-No, we do not have agents there. 

55,094. Do your interests clash, in any way, with those of the Indian 
millsP-In some ways; we find t.hat their goods are used where Dundee 
good~ were formerly used. They do clash to a certain extent. 

55,095. Is the United States a good customer of yours? Have they started 
making bags now from cotton P-In ordinary. Hessian trade the United 
States 'business is not so large as it was years ago; they are not buying 
Hessians; but we in Dundee rely to a great extent on the United States 
for the purchase of linoleum Hessians; we are t.he main source of their 
supplies of those articles. 

55,096. I know the Indian mills now do a large trade with the United 
StatesP-Yes, in Calcutta Hessians, but not in linoleum foundations. 

55,097. Sir Thomas Middleton: Have you Ilny interest in linen?-None 
whatever. 

55,098. I have no doubt you are aware of the fact that the linen industry 
have organised a research association in this country; you have got some 
members of that association in Dundee?-Yes, I understand that has been 
done. 

55,099. The linen industry did that in order to improve the quality of 
of the fibre in which they were ~'pecially interestedP-Yes. 

55,100. You, in Dundee, are interested in getting a good quality of jute? 
-Yes. ' 

55,101. The lower qualities are absorbed by ,the Calcutta market. What 
does Dundee pay for jute in a year ?-noughly, I would take it that Dundee 
consumes something like 1,000,000 bales; that is 200,000 tons, at £30 a ton 
on an average; that is £6,000,000. 

55,102. Has it occurred to people ill Dundee that they might form an 
association, of the type that the linen industry has formed, to look after 
their own interests in the district in which jute is grown, to see that the 
forecasts are carefully made anrl that the right quality of jute is being 
produced for your purpose P-I' daresay, if it were possible to do so, we 
would welcome such a scheme; but we imagined, of course, that, being a 
Governtnent forecast, it would be more or less accurate. I understand now 
that the methods which are employed in the accumulation of all the data 
for this is that they are really obtained through the lo('al policeman. 

Dr. Hyder: That is the chief source of information. 
55,103. Sir Thomas Middleton: What strikes me is this: Calcutta people 

appear to have evinced no special interest in quality while you are showing 
much interest in the quality of the jute P-Yes, because it is really a very 
important point, so far as we are concerned. Is it really not very difficult 
when you consider the position of the ryot or the small farmer. You have 
fully 3,000,000 acres each year under cultivation, and probably the number 
of fields involved would be about three to four fields to the acre j I mean 
I understand that each fyot has small patches of ground. That. would be 
a very great difficulty. 

55,104. But still, the point remains that you have a very great stake in 
this subject, and it does not seem to me that Dundee is taking any action 
to look after its interests in the growing districts of Bengal ?-Our chief 
difficulty WIlS to know what action could be taken; but, I daresay, if it 
were possible, if there were means by which we could take a closer interest, 
that would receive the very favourable consideration of the Jute Importers 
Association in Dundee. 

55,105. You have got, in this country, a Linen Research Association; 
that is one type of association; in India you hiwe a Cotton Committee 
which has been formed to look after the cotton interests; and I am suggesting 
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"to you that something might be donI' in the way of setting up a jute 
association to look after these questions in which you in Dundee are directly 
interested?-I think we should certainly favourably consider that, if it 
were possible. Do you mean that we would then get into closer touch with 
the actual grower of the jute ourselves? 

55,106. Undoubtedly, if you were represented in Bengal on some kind of 
association?-What about the middlemen then who are at present really 
interesting themselves in all this speculation and this gamble with the poor 
ryot, who, '1 daresay, gets very iittle for his production; it really goes into 
the pockets of the middlemen. 

They might comeo into your association; that would be for you to decide. 
I do Dot think they have ('orne into the Linen Industry Research Association 
to any extent. 

55,107. Sir Ganga R(];TfI,: You could easily become the middlemen for that 
purpose ?-I daresay we could; we should probably find it of advantage. 

55,108. Sir Thomas Middleton: In t~e case of the linen industry, the 
traders themselves have put down a certain sum and they have earned a 
Government grant; you can easily ascertain what the position is by making 
an enquiry of the Secretary of the Linen Industry Research Association, 
Belfast?-Quite. Even at present, I daresay, th<>re are conflicting interests 
in the baling and shipping of the jute; you have in one case the Baled Jute 
Shippers Association, and then you have the Calcutta Jute Balers Associa
tion; I think those interests are really not just pulling together as they 
might be. 

55,109. You emphasise the extent to which ,Dundee depends on jute, nnd 
I am only putting it to you that Dundee ought to look after its own 
interests in Bengal?-We should like to very much if we had had an oppor
tunity, but we have been debarred from taking an active interest in the 
jute industry in India, so far as we are concerned with regard to quality 
and quantity. 

55,110. Mr. Noyce: What is there to prevent you establishing your own 
buying agencies?-I question whether it would be prudent, in the first 
place, for us to establish a buying agency when we are only really buying 
one-ninth of the crop; we should be swamped by the other interests in 
India who are consuming to the extent of 6,000,000 bales a year, and the 
rest of the world, say, another 2,000,000 bales. 

55,111. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do not you want to pick aSllecial quality? 
You want to get the pick of the crop of 9,000,000 balesP-We want to get 
the pick if that is possible, but we also want to get it as cheaply as possible; 
otherwise we are going to be knocked out of competition altogether. One 
essential factor in connection with the trade in Dundee is that we have to 
compete against India in many things, although there are specialities i" 
regard to quality which are made in Dundee and which are not made in 
India; but we have a freight from India to Dundee for raw jute to contend 
with, and then we have a fre.ight for our produced articles, say, going to 
South America and the United States, whereas there is only one freight 
involved between India and the United States, as there is from India here. 
We have really a double freight to pay. 

55,112. Dr. Hyder: You have got competitors on the Continent of 
Europe?-We have competitors in some of the mills in Austria and 
Germany. 

55,113. I expect you know Bischofswiller. Do you know whether anything 
is happening on the Continent of Europe in this search for substitutes for 
juteP-No, I have not heard what is being done to-day; but, of course, 
there ,have been efforts made from time to time to substitute, jute in the 
form of paper yarns and so forth. . 

66,114. 'From French Madagascar, French Indo-China and French W~st 
AfricaP_You m~an the growing of fibre there? 
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55,115. Yes?-I do not know about that. 
55,116. I think you had better look out that wayP-Is that so? 
55,117. With regar!i to this question of forecasts, it seems to me there are 

three things involved: firstly, there is the question of area; secondly, there 
is the question of the standard yield; thirdly, the allowance to be made, 
this way or that way, for the condition of the <:rop. Now I think the 
Direcior of Agriculture <:an help you as far as the latter two factors are 
con<:erned: <:ondition and average yield; but he <:annot 'help you with 
regard to a<:reage because there is no land revenue establishment in Bengal; 
they have got to go to the poliooman?-He has to rely on that information, 
accurate or inaoourate? 

55,118. Yes. You are of opinion that these violent fluctuations in the 
pri<:e of jute are, to a large extent, due to these erroneous fOre<:asts?-1 
think they give a great deal of scope to the speculator. 

55,119. He makes use of that?-Ye!!. 
55,120. Mr. Noyce: With reterence to these violent fluctuations in the 

price of jute, is there any system of hedging in jute, as there is in cotton? 
-Yes. I will give you an indication of what really has happened quite 
recently. When jute, for instanoo, started to fall a bit, when there were 
indi<:atlOns of a big crop this year, there were some speculators who held 
perhaps some stocks of old fibre at higher prices tlian what was likely to be 
the price of new crop. Su<:h. a holder might say to himself: I am holding 
this at £40, I will EElll new crop at £30. If, then, the new crop raw jute 
goes down, he can cover his £30 sale at something less and so hedge, or make 
some little profit on that particular sale as against· the loss which would 
aoorue on his holding of old crop. That is really repeatedly done; this 
hedging process goes on all the time. This is the speculator's market; that 
is the sort of Bhita Bazaar we were up against. 

55,121. I was thinking of the hedge contract system in Liverpool, the 
object of which is to enable the manufacturer to avoid speculation as far 
as he is concerned?-We do not have' a Futures market. You buy for 
instanoe to-day; it may be somebody is prepared to "bear" the market, 
and although the market is £34 or £35, he might say: I will sell you 
August and September at £33. He" bears" the market to that extent. 

55,122. So you cannot really protect yourself against fluctuations in the 
way that the cotton manufacturer canP-No, we have a definite contrad 
system; we have a shipment contract and a spot contract whi<:h are really 
agreed upon contracts betJVeen the shippers association in India and the 
Jute Importers in Dundee. It is a stringent contract. I am sorry I have 
not a copy of it with me. 

55,123. Do you work, at all, with the Calcutta Jute manufacturersP
No, we do not work with them. Our interests are different. 

55,124. In regard to the falling off in quality, do you think that may be 
due to the fact that the Oalcutta people being on the spot get the best, and 
you get the worstP-No, I do not think so. There, there are European 
shippers who have an interest in Dundee as they have in India; we buy, 
for instance, from native dealers, from European dealers; we buy from all 
classes of people. The jute marks, as you are probably aware, are multi
farious; they are legion, there is a book of them. And there are certain 
known standards; these we buy and expect to get. The difficulty is that 
there are mixtures that crop up from time to time in the packing. 

55,125. You mentioned double freight as a handicap; have you actually 
worked out the extent of the Iiandicap P-I had occasion to do so, recently 
in connection with cotton. I found that the freight on cotton from Bombay 
to Japan, and on cotton piece goods from Japan·to Bombay, amounted to 
exactly the same as the railway frei~ht on a journey of 300 miles in India. 

55 126. So that the effect of the double freight was obviously very consider
ably' exaggerated in regard to cotton ?-I have not worked it out from that 
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point of view. I only go upon the prices which are quoted for, say, a 
Calcutta Heasian C.I.F. New York from CaJcutta, and a quotation which I 
_s given from Dundee C.I.F. New York, and they are about the same. 
Oonsequently, the freight on our raw jute coming to Dundee must be taken 
into account as an extra in the cost of shipping our manufactured jute to 
New York. 

55,127. Mr. Noyce: But you have not separated out the element of 
freights; the C.I.F. price includes the cost of manufacture and everything 
elseP-ThE'y will quote you a Calcutta price C.I.F. Dundee and C.I.F. 
New York, and they are both the same. That is to say, you can buy 
Calcutta goods C.I.F. Dundee at the same price as they can buy C.I.F. 
New York; consequently we have an extra freight. 

55,128. Pro/eS3or Ganyulee: Have you any source of information with 
regard to crop conditions, other than from the Government forecasts P
We have no reliable information, other than that from time to time the 
jute shippers mayor may not give some idea of the crop conditions, and 
so forth; it is more or less unreliable. 

55,129. In view of your criticism of the forecasts, do you think they 
should be discontinued and the trade left to organise their own reporting 
agenciesP-No, I would say that if they cannot be more accurate we 
would be hette,. off without them altogether. 

55,130. Do you find that the jute rates are largely governed by these 
official forecastsP-Yes, I think so; the speculative element is really just 
waiting on those rumours (you can only call them rumours) with regard 
to the condition of crops and so on. 

55,131. Do you think the absence of any forecast would help to stabilise 
the priceP-The preliminary jute forecast comes out between the 7th and 
9th July. For a week before that comes out there is nothing done on the 
Dundee market; everybody is simply hanging about wondering what is going 
to happen, and very often it has happened beforehand; I mean it is all dis
counted, and then we are just where we were. 

55,132. Mr. Noyce referred to the violent fluctuations in the price of 
jute; have you any information as to what extent such fluctuations affect 
the production of juteP-Do you mean the production of the fibreP 

55,133. YesP-I cannot say. 

55,134. From year to year, if the cultivators get a good price and the 
market is fairly steady, they are inclined to grow a bigger and better 
cropP-Yes, but then again it cuts both ways. If you have a big crop 
then you will get a smaller price for your fibre, while if you have a small 
crop you will get a higher price for your fibre. I can only surmise that 
this is ~he ide~, ~hat the ryot :who is probably dependent upon the money
lender lD India IS told that If he has, say, an acre under cultivation 
he should put in three-quarters of an acre or something of that sort ~ 
that is his idea of the area in order to keep the price up. ' 

55,135. We have been told by another witness that the quality of the 
~ut~ take~ by Dundee, as compared with that taken by the Calcutta mills, 
IS like thiS, that the Dundee people buy mostly Northern Bengal jute, and 
not very much from Eastern Bengal; that is the export jute trade is mostly 
carried on in soft jute fibre; is that what you buyP-Mostly· I prefer North 
Bengal jute myself because it is soft. ' 

5:;,13~. Re~ntly, as you ~now, the Department of Agriculture, Bengal, 
has paid conSiderable attention to the quality of juteP-Yes. 

55,13? They have now a variety known as kakya, which is extensively 
grown III some parts of Bengal?-Yes. 
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55,138. In your market you do not rec.1gnise that qualit.y?-I do not 
Know that quality. (Mr. Scott) Dundee buys on a mark and not from a 
certain district; the, baler in Calcutta buys from a certain district. 

55,139. So that what is now advertised as being an· improved variety of jute 
is not known in the market here?-Not known as a separate mark. 

55,140. Wiih regard to excessive moisture, how much do you allowP
(Mr. Anderson) Roughly, 'We 'Would estimate that in jute it would be about 
twelve per cent. in deshi fibre; that is, I think, the fibre which carries most 
natural moisture. , 
- 55,141. I think you said you buy from various dealers and not from any 
central organisation in Calcutta?-No. 

55,142. You buy from both Europeans and Indians?-Yes. 
55,143. Is it your view that the watering of the bales, that you refer to, 

is dOlle by the cultivatorsr--No,I do llOt think it is done by the cultivators. 
(M1·. Scott.) The cultivators water the jute before it comes to the press 
houses in Calcutta; I have m,tually seen it with my own eyes, going to the 
hats up country, the boats pull alongside the rivel· bank, unload it, water 
it with a watering can, and then put it back in the boat again. The balers 
try to dip the jute, but the weather does not always permit them to dry it, 
and once water is added to the jute it ruins tile fibre as far as the spinner 
is concerned. 

55,144. Lately, co-operative marketing of jute is being encouraged in 
Bengal; how would you view such a movement? Would you be prepared to 
deal with these co-operative organisations direct?-(Mr. Anderson.) It 
depends really what the co-operative movement is; I do not know it. 

55,145. That is a movement aimed at the limitation of selling and buying 
competitionP-(Mr. Srott): Is not that to cut out the moneylender? (Mr. 
Anderson): To cut out the middlemen P " 

55,146. Yes?-If it were to benefit Dundee I should agree with it. I 
have really no knowledge of the system and consequently I am not in a 
position to say. 

55,147. You would perhaps be able to find a co-operative organisation 
which would satisfy your requirements ;in the line, say of grading and 
packing, control of moisture and things of that sort?' Would that not 
be advantageous to the tradeP-(Mr. Scott): But are the co-operative 
organisations to pack the bales or just sell it? " 

55,148. Yes, they are baling now; they deal with the local European 
dealers in CalcuttaP-Hand packed bales? 

55,149. YesP-They do not bale 400 lb. bales though? 
55,150. They are just beginning; they are proposing to have a big baling 

arrangement. In that case they would like to deal direct with the consumer, 
that is, the export market. That would eliminate many middlemen. I 
should like to know what is your view on this question of co-operative jute 
marketingP-(Mr. Anderson.) I am afraid I cannot express an opinion on 
that, because I really do not know what they have in view and how it 
would affect Dundee; it is rather difficult. (Mr. Scott.) I think that move
ment will benefit the grower of jute more than it will the baler or the 
consumer. 

55,151. Mr. Oalvert: I should like Lo have this question of quality versus 
price cleared up. I gather that there is no rival fibre which a lowering 
of the price of jute could eliminateP-{Mr. Anderson.) No. 

55,152. You cannot go further down?-N.o, it is the cheapest textile. 
55,153. And, going upwards :m the question of quality, if quality means 

too great an increase in price, then you come up against cotton P-Yes. 
55,154. So that, l'eaIly, there is a very narrow margin in which you can 

get quality if combined with a higheI priceP-Yes, we do not buy on a 
big margin in that sense; that is to 81:\y. you" must have it cheap; if you 
get it too dear, then you lire up against other competing markets. 

Messrs. D. A. Andel'so'n alld G. l1rs1rime Scott. 
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55,155. There is not much scope for improving the quality if improved 
quality means higher, price?-No, that is right. 

55,156. Mr. Kamat: With reference to your complaint about the Govern
ment forecasts, are you. aware that the Director of Agriculture at Calcutta 
ip. assisted by a Forecast Committee?-I was not aware of that. 

55,151. We have it in evidence bere. Mr. Morgan, for instance, who is a 
broker and Chairman of the Brokers Association, Calcutta, was himself a 
member of the Jute Forecast Committee to assist the Director of Agri
culture. So that, you will see, the forecast is not the official forecast of 
the Director of Agriculture alone; the trade is associated with the Director 
of Agriculture?-Which trade? 

55,158. Or, at any rate, the brokers?-That is not the trade. 
55,159. If you are not satisfied because only the brokers are represented 

on this Jute Forecast Committee, the only other suggstion, which might 
perhaps satisfy you would be that the buyers should be represented on that 
committeeP-Yea. 

55,160. If this advisory committee is made a little more representative 
than it is at present, would you be satisfied P-It is not a question of 
whether I would be satisfied with adequate representation from the trade 
on this committee; it is simply a question of having the forecasts more 
accurate. If that would be a means of arriving at mor~ accurate figures, 
then it would satisfy me. I am not concerned with who is on the committee 
or who is responsible for the production of the figures; what I am concerned 
about. is that the figures produced should be correct figures, or approximately 
correct figures. 

55,161. What the Government of Bengal is concerned with is to have as 
correct a forecast as possible, and to attain that, they have done everything 
that was possible. There are 'many factors which might throw the calculation 
out, so that it is not possible to have an ideal forecast ?-I am not upbraiding 
them, in any way, in regard to the desire they have to provide satisfactory 
forecasts; but it seem~ to me that although they have done everything 
possible, the forecasts are still uDsatisfactory. It may be quite impossible 
for them to do anything better. Consequently, 1 say, if it is impossible 
for them to do anything better, rather tllan put out such an erroneous 
forecast, stop it altogether and save tht' money. 

55,162. A second poin!. which has emerged in the course of this evidence 
in India is this: Mr. Morgan has told us that, in his trade at any rate, 
the brokers do not depend entirely on the Government forecast; whatever 
the forecant may be; they have private sources of information as to the 
jute growing, and they depend on these private sources in addition to the 
Government forecast P-Yes. Mr. Morgan represents one firm; but theH) 
are a great many differ('nt firms, and the' trouble with Dundee is that you 
p:et all sorts of information from all those different firms as well as the 
Government forecasts, and we never know where we are; 'that is our trouble. 

55,163. But, just 4S dealers in India do not take the Government forecast 
as gospel truth, what prevents the Dundee people from doing the same, 
having also private sources of information?-That is our difficulty. Again, 
we do not take it as gospel truth; from our own past experience we feel 
it would be quite wrong to take it as gospel truth; but we are then left 
in a dilemma as to what to take: whether we should take that or some 
other course which is also indicated by the other sources of informa.tion 
from these different brokers; we are left with a maze of information. 

55,164. There is, in Calcutta, a Jute Balers AssociationP-Yes, that is 
right: the Calcutta Jute Balers Association; it is composed mostly of 
Indians. 

55,165. The jute comes from v-arious middlemen in small quantities, and 
it is not possible to have a uniform quality while jute is coming in from 
small fields; but what prevents the Jute Balers Association from sorting 
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out to a uniform quaility before they bale and send it out here ?-That 
is really their duty, and they are failing in that duty. 

55,166. Your complaint that the quality is not uniform probably traces 
the whole fault to the Jute Balers Association?-Yes, there may pe a great 
deal in that; that is why I said that I did not know what was the reason of 
the quality no~ being uniform. I was really concerned with the fact that 
it was not uniform, and I wanted some alteration if possible in that 
direction. 

55,167. Would you now agree that there is something which the Jute 
Balers Association have to do to remedy matters, rather than the Agricul
tural Department or any other organisation in India?-Yes, I quite agree, 
they are really at fault to a very large extent, and that is why I mentioned 
it, because it came under this clause on marketing, and they are implicated 
under this particular clause. 

55,168. Well then, so far as the improvement of the' actual strain and the 
quality of jute is coricerned, as Sir Thomas Middleton has pointed out, 
it is for the trade here to organise themselves on the lines of something 
like the Central Cotton Committee in order to have better research for the 
improvement of jute?-Yes. . 

55,169. In fact, about all the three points you raise it is for the trade, 
mainly, to take up the matter and organise themselves?-Yes, I quite agree. 

55,170. Sir Ganga Ram: Are you aware of the Germans having invented 
some synthetic method of making jute?-I am not aware of that, no. 

55,171. The Ohairman: Is the use of fabric made from jute extending 
into fields that, up till recently, had not been exploited-for instance, ill 
the backing of. carpets and fabrics of that sort; is that something new?
No. that is old; when jute was· first introduced into this country, it was 
used for binding threads for carpets in Abingdon; that is about a century 
ago; that is the first use to which jute was put in this country. 

55,172. Then there was developed the bag?-Yes, sacks and bags and all 
kinds of containers. 

55,173. But is there no prospect of finding new uses for jute?-Very 
little; the most recent I think, is wallpapers, where jute has been employed 
for putting on walls; they are doing that in America very largely and then 
painting it over. It makes. quite a nice wall paper. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

The Oommission then adjourned till 10.30 a.m. on Thursday, 
the 23r'd June, 1927. 

MessTa. D. A.. Anderson and G. En1tme Scott. 
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Thursday, June 23rd, 1927. 

LONDON. 

Present: 
The MARQUESS 01' LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairlltan). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadar Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MAcKENNA, Kt .. C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.LE., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. B. S. KUIAT. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } Joint Secretaries. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

Colonel CEO. A. MALCOLM, D.S.O., and Mr. E. HENRY 
(representing the London Jute Association); 

Oral Evidence. 

55,174. The ChaiTlnan: Colonel Malcolm, you· are Chairman, and Mr. 
Duffus is Vice-Chairman of the London Jute AssociationP--(Colonel 
Malcolm): Yes. Unfortu~ately Mr. Duffus was unable to be present to-day. 
He was called away. 

55,175. Mr. Henry, you are the SecretaryP-(Mr. Henry): Yes. 
55,176. You have not supplied us with a note of the evidence you wish to 

give us, but I understand you are willing to give us your views on the 
marketing of jute in London and also on certain experiments in jute-seed 
raising carried out by the Department.of Agriculture in BengalP-{ColoneZ 
Malcolm): Yes. 

55,177. First of all, would you tell the Commission the constitution of 
your AssociationP-I have a short statement here. It will not take me 
very long, if I may read it to you. 

55,178. That will be very convenientP-The various duties that the London 
Jute Association try to carry out are to support, protect and enhance the 
jute trade (these are part of the Memorandum of Association), to encourage 
and secure by all lawful means nnited feeling and action among importers, 
exporters, Ilpinners, maonufacturers, merohants, brokers and dealers engaged 
in the jute trade in London and elsewhere; to watch over all questions 
affecting the jute trade; to encourage the settlement by arbitration of 
disputes arising out of transactions in the jute trade and the appointing 
of arbitrators, umpires and experts for this purpose, and to hear and 
decide appeals from such arbitrators and umpires and to make awards and 
give decisions; to promote and maintain uniformity in rules, regulations 
and usages of the jute trade. This Association is in direct touch with 
the Calcutta Baled Jute Shippers' Association and the Calcutta Baled Jute 
Association. The latter consists, chiefly, of Indian balers and shippers. 
Many members of the London Jute Association have been brought up in 
the jute trade, their fathers before them having been pioneers of the trade 
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in its infancy; I mention these facts to show the deep interest the London 
Jute Association has in the welfare of the trade in general. Owing to> 
various circumstallces, the jute trade plll3sed through two very critical yean 
in 1925 and 1926. Prices rose to extreme heights, and first marks touched 
the excessive value of £55 in 1925 and £65 in 1926, and, as usually happens 
in strong markets with active demand, jute wae deliberately watered. The 
result was a grave danger, not only to the jute trade in general, but; more 
especially to the ryot in Bengal. Very successful attempts were made t() 
grow substitutes in other parts of the world, and a most excellent sub
stitute was produced in Madagascar. The lower grades of American cotton 
also repla.('ed jute to a very large extent in the United States of America, 
and considerable quantities of spinning hemps and flax tow grown through-. 
out Europe and eloowhere were very largely substituted. That I can say 
of my own knowledge, because my firm deal in pretty nearly every 
fibre that is produced and we dealt with very large quantities of jute with 
the Continent of Europe to replace jute grown in Bengal. Over and above 
this, spinning machinery wae closed down throughout Europe and America, 
with the result that at one period the spinning capacity of raw jute was 
reduced by fully fifty per cent. In 1926 Mr. Finlow, the Director of 
Agriculture, Bengal, was in London. I saw him personally, and he attended 
a meeting of this Association, together with the Trade Commissioner for 
India, Mr. Lindsay. The result of this conference was a donation on the 
part of the London Jute Association to the Department of Agriculture, 
Bengal, of £1,500 for the improvement of jute seed. We received, this 
spring, a leHer from Mr. Finlow giving the results and how he managed 
these experiments. If J: may, I will just read you a short extract from his 
letter. It is dated Dacca, the 30th March, this year: "The distribution 
has been in progress during the last two months and the operations have 
now been completed. I described the scheme when I interviewed the 
members of your Association in London; but it may be of interest to repeat 
that the essence of the scheme is to make the cultivator do the last multi
plication of seed himself. This is necessary because it would be impossible 
by any other means and within a reasonable time to produce sufficient 
seed to materially affect the capacity of the country to increase its produc
tion of jute. The system is not new to us, and in former trials it has 
been successful in introducing the use of departmentally-improved jute 
over considerable tracts of country. It was on this account that I had 
no hesitation in recommending the scheme to your Association. In the 
present case, 500 ml&'uoos of departmental jute seed, after testing, was 
packed into 160,000 quarter-pound bags which were then distributed in 
portions of tho following districts: -Rangpur, MaIda, Bogra, Mymensingh, 
Tippera and Noakhali. Magistrates and Collectors of the various districts, 
with their .suh-divisional Officers and other members of the revenue staff, 
have taken personal intere.~t in the distribution and have greatly helped 
agricultural officers in its successful prosecution. The same applies to 
presidents of Panchayats, District Boards, and to many officers of the 
Co-operative Department. Before the. distribution, agricnltural officers 
toured in each tract with magic lanterns and gave lectures which were largely 
attended, and listened to with great interest, on the object of the distribu
tion. Many thousands of leaflets in the vernacular were also distributed 
at the lectures and elsewhere. In the distribution itself, as far.as possible, 
the name and address of every man receivi;ng a packet of seed has been 
taken. I should add that the contents of each of the 160,000 packets of 
seed, if multiplied aa intended, will result in one acre of departmental jute 
in the season 1928. In other words, 160,000 acres of ordinary jute will 
be replaced by dE'partmental jute in 1928. .As each acre of departmental 
jute is capable, on an average, of yielding three maunds (240 Ib9.) more fibre 
than a similar area of ordinary jute, the increased capacity of the area 

Colonel Geo. ·A. Malcolm and Mr. E. Henry. 
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affected by the.> distribution would amount to 480,000 maunds or 17,000 
tons." In reference to that, I think that it is only right to say that our 
Vice-Chairman, Mr. Duffus, who is unable to be here to-day, asked me to 
state the following: "In support of the suggestion that the Government 
of India should allocate to the Agricultural Department, Bengal, for pur
poeeB of experiment, a certain proportion of the funds levied by taxes 
on jute, it is advisable to point out that it is doubtful if seed as presently 
raised by the Agricultural Department is producing a fibre suitable for 
the requirements of spinners and manufacturers, as from deliveries made 
in Dundee during the past season the finer qualities of jute have contained 
an admixture of a harsh fibre not containing the essential oil properties 
of the fibre received 80me years ago. The fibre referred to resembles 
Jlluhta, and is brittle, and this fibre is believed to be the product of seed 
supplied to the ryots by the Agricultural Department. Further, i·t is 
reported that after two crops Government seed shows an inclination to 
revert to type." That is largely a question of opinion. I know that Mr. 
Duffus has that opinion, and I believe that Messrs. George Henderson & 
Company have, too. On the other hand, it has to be remembered that 
many consumers prefer the harsher type of jute, and that is almost entirely 
80 in the United States of America. I mention this to show how essential 
it is that funrls should be provided to further experiment with this seed 
question. However, what my Committee desire me to urge is the absolute 
necessity of propaganda a.mong the ryots of Bengal with regard to the 
proper handling of the crop, and to point out that the quality of jute 
produced in Bengal has been steadily deteriorating for some years past 
largely owing to bad handling and want of proper cleaning. I gwther that 
the Bengal Chamber of Commerce informed the Royal Commission that 
there is practically no agricultural education in Bengal, and that they 
were not sufficiently in touch to feel assured that instruction could be 
adopted with advantage. I also gather that the Chamber did not feel 
qualified to offer an opinion as to how the scheme in rural areas should 
be administered. With all due deference, I would submit that the machinery 
is there as well as the money. OIose on three million pounds sterling is 
obtained annually from export duties on raw jute and manufactures, and 
if only a small proportion of this sum, say :£100,000, was allocated annually 
to the Department of Agriculture, Bengal, for propaganda purposes, an 
enormous amount of good would accrue, not only to the ryot of Bengal, 
~ut to the benefit of the jute trade in general. As regards the machinery, 
It has been proved by Mr. Finlow's report to De that the task could be 
nndertaken by him through Magistrates and Collectors with their sub
divisional OffiC('rs, throughout Bengal. I think that that is roughly all that 
I have to say. 

55,179. There are one or two questions that I should like to ~k you. 
In the first place, I should like to ask you whether you have yourselves, 
as an Association, or whether you, as an individual, have thought out at 
all any organisation which would have the effect of bringing all those 
interested in the jute trade together for the purpose of consultation and 
for the purpose of bringing to the notice of the Agricultural Department; 
and so of the growers, in Bengal, the requirements of the trade; whether 
anything, for instance, in the nature of the Indian Central Cotton Com
mit·tee could be arranged. You know the organisation whlcli. is at work 
in India to-day in regard to cottonP-Yes. No, we have never been in 
touch in any way with them. Of courst', in a way we are in touch with 
various bodies, such as the Jute Association of Dundee and with the Associa
tion in Ha.mburg, and we are also in touch with various associations in 
all countries in Europe concerned with the jute trade. Also as I have 
already stated, we are in touch with the Baled Jute Shippers" Association 
and the Baled Jute Association, with whom we are in constant cont·act 
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with regard to the improvement in the trade, in the way of the marks 
they ship and the qualities. 

55,180. You raise the specific point of quality of the jute grown from the 
seed distributed'in Bengal by the Agricultural Department ?-Yes. 

55,181. That seems to be a point of very great importance and one as to 
which, at this stage, there ought to be no doubt. It ought to be known 
what the precise spinning and weaving qualities of jute grown from that 
seed are ?-It is known to a very large extent. One sees that by the quality 
that comes to Europe, and it is well known to the Calcutta mills.: 

55,182. Is it the case that the fibre grown from that seed does not suit 
the British market?-I do not say that entirely. I do not entirely agree 
with that. There are oertaiI1 consumers who require a very soft fibre. On 
the other hand, the United States of America and many consumers on the 
Continent of Europe prefer a harsher fibre. It is ahnost impossible to 
please everybody in that respect. They buy according to mark, the sort of 
mark they find produces the class of fibre they prefer. Is not that your 
view, Mr. HenryP (Mr. Henry.) Yes. 

55,183. Professor Gangulee: Perhaps the purposes for which American 
mills utilise the jute are quite differentP--{Colonel Malcolm.} No, it is all 
used for certain yarn purposes, and I think most yarn mills find the harsher 
fibre suits them better, whereas the Dundee spinners tell you that they 
prefer the softer fibre for, roughly, the sam6! purpose. 

55,184. The Chairman: You have to ensure that the buyers get what they 
require ?-Yes. 

55,185. Will you tell the Commission whether these various types of fibre 
are available to buyers on any particular mark or designation ?-Yes, very 
largely. There are various types. They buy and they know these various 
types that suit their purposes. Personally, I do not think that this is a 
serious matter, this question of the harshness of the fibre. In any case, 
we have drawn Mr. Finlow's attention to it, and no doubt he will go on 
experimenting. The great advantage of the departmental seed which Mr. 
Finlow is so anxious to grow is that, without interfering with other crops, 
it will turn out a very much larger yield per acre. 

55,186. Tha~ is a cultivator's point P-A cultivator's point, and a very 
strong point in their favour, naturally. I do not know whether the crop 
just now corne to an end has been rather too much to handle, but the want 
of cleaning has been exoeedingly bad in jute this year. It may also be 
partly put down to the climatic conditions early in the season, when the 
Brahmaputra went ten feet below normal at the very period when large 
quantities of water were required. 

55,187. Is your London contract the same as the Dundee contractP-It is 
nearly on .all fours. Dundee ask for Dundee arbitration, and, of course, 
naturally, our own is London. 

55,188. Has there been, in your experience, any progressive deterioration 
in the quality of the jute during the last twenty yearsP-Personally, I think 
so, undoubtedly . 
. 55,189. In what particular respect?-Possibly one is inclined to think that 
the jute produced twenty, twenty-five or thirty years ago was a very much 
finer fibre than to-day. It may be partly imagination, but I do not think 
so. I think that the actual fibre has deteriorated. Undoubtedly it has 
deteriorated from lack of proper washing and cleaning. But you must 
remember that thirty years ago the jute crop in India was a comparatively 
small affair compared with what it is to-day. To-day the consumption of 
jute when it stands at a reasonable price is enormous. The whole rauon 
d'etre of jute is that ill must be the cheapest fibre in the world, and when 
it gets to a low level of price compared with other fibres, as it is to-day, the 
increase in consumption is extraordinary. 

Colonel Geo. ·A. Malcolm and Mr. E. Henry. 
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55,190. Is it the cheapest fibre ?-It is by far the cheapest fibre to-day. 
55,191. How does still further cheapness open up new markets ?-I have 

discovered, myself, that when jute gets to a low level or a reasonable level 
of price a very large demand springs up for it from the various rope makers 
throughout the world. Jute, when it is cheap, takes the place of very larg;e 
quantities of spinning hemps, and it is JDade into twines. 

55,192. Is hemp ever cheaper than juteP-When jute goes to a high price, 
very much cheaper. 

55,193. So, to that extent, jute is not always the cheapest .fibre ?-No, far 
from it. In 1925-1926 it was one of the dearest. That 1S what nearly 
killed it. 

55,194. Do you think that the impression that there has been progressive 
deterioration may be due in some measure to the fact that finer standards 
of spinning and weaving are in force to-dayP-No, I do not think so at 
all. I am sure not. 

55,195. Is that true, that finer spinning and weaving are in use to-day? 
-To a certain extent; but I think that they turned! out equally good cloth 
twenty and twenty-five years ago. Is that your experience, Mr. Henry? 
(Mr. Henry.) I do not think that the fineness of spinning has increased. 
The machinery has been improved to produce a better article out of a lower 
class material. 

55,196. My point was as to whether the impression that there had been 
deterioration was due rather to a more critical test in spinning and weaving 
than to any actual decline in quality of the fibre ?-My experience in India 
is, practically, that as the crop has grown the quality has to a certain extent 
deteriorated. In forlDer years, thirty or forty years ago, the ryot practically 
did all his own work. He sowed his jute, and did the weeding with the aid 
of his family. He retted it and prepared it. Now it has got too big for 
him, and he has to employ outside labour, and he draws largely on the fisher
men on the rivers for his labourers during the jute season. At one time, I 
think somewhere about 1907 or 1908, there was an absolute scarcity of 
skilled labour on the boats because the men were getting a very much larger 
wage from the ryots to assist them in cutting and retting their jute. I 
think that it was 1907 or 1908. I think that the depreciation in quality 
is due really to the want of labour, or, rather, the want of skilled labour, 
and the want of proper attention. Then also, to some extent, as with every
thing else in ilie world, cheapness is really the ruling factor with everything 
more than quality now. 

55,197. To what extent does quality affect the marketP Is quality an 
important factorP--(Colonel Malcolm.) A very important factor. Naturally 
some consumers buy their jute expecting it to turn out the quality for th~ 
purpose for which it is required. When the stuff comes forward they very 
often find that seventy per cent. or fifty per cent. is not suitable -for the 
purpose required at all, and they have to enter the market and buy some
thing better. That is usually the spot market which occasionally stands at 
a premium. 

55,198. Does ~hat suggest ~hat the trade is i.ncapable of improving in the 
matter of gradmg and packmg?-I do not thmk so. Certainly, as far as 
the native baled jute is concerned, a great deal could be done, and it would 
improve their trade enormously if thlly could pack more regularly. That 
is why the big European ~ippers get a preJDium for their own packing. It 
can be relied on. 

55,199. Do you feel that the channels of communication open to you, as 
representing the trade in London, for the purpose of bringing the require
ments of your trade to the notice of persons interested in India, are 
sufficientP-I think so, in view of the fact that we are in touch with the 
Baled Jute Association and the Calcutta Jute Shippers' Association. They 
have their meetings. The Indian balers attend these meetings, and any 
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complaints we have to make, I presume, are put before them, and then 
they know perfectly well what the requirements are. They also know per
fectly what the faults are. 

55,200. Has it been your experience that when an important criticism 
has been brought to the notice of the authorities in Bengal ,by your Associa
tion, 'an improvement follows ?-Occasionally, but not always. Of course, 
we legislate for the quality, and I suppose that the great bulk of the jute is 
shipped under our contract. It is a question of tightening up the guarantee 
clauses. In that way we are able to legislate very considerably. 

55,201. Has the percentage of arbitration under the contract to lots bought 
increased of recent yearsP-Yes, especially labt year. This year has been 
rather better. (Mr. Henry.) There have been fewer arbitrations but more 
private allowances. When the spinner oomplains, the packer says, "I will 
make you a slight, allowance," and instead of having an arbitration they 
settle privately. ( Colonel Malcolm.) Still arbitrators are kept pretty busy 
in London during the height of the season, day after day. 

55,202. The Chairman: The figures before us suggest that there has been 
a very substantial increase in that matter in Dundee; but perhaps they are 
more litigious up there than they are in London ?-I do not wish to say 
anything against the Dundee Association: I know them well; but, though 
I am a Scotsman myself, I may say that perhaps Scotsmen are sometimes 
rather difficult. 

55,203. Will you tell the COlllmission what the scope of your London busi
ness is? Have you spinning and weaving factories in London?-No. We 
are merchants, practica.Ily, and merchant bankers. Large quantities of jute 
oome to Europfl which have to be financed. It is not a trade where you can 
get cash against documents. In very many parts of Europe, more especially 
since the War; a considerable amount of assistance has to be given, and 
that is done generally through London. 

55,204. Are there no users of jute in London ?-No. It is entirely con
fined to Dundee. As I said, when jute comes ro a reasonable price there 
is undoubtedly 'an increase in consumption throughout the United Kingdom 
on the part of rope makers.' who are not usually jute spinners. 

55,205. Do most of the firms represented by your Association store in their 
own warehouses?-Yes, in the public warehouses in Dundee, Dunkirk, 
Antwerp, Rotterdam, Brclllen; Hamburg, and in the South to a small 
extent, in some Spanish ports, in Marseilles, and to a certain extent in 
Genoa in Italy; but the largest port for the storage of jute is Hamburg, 
because Hamburg is looked upon as the speculative market. A very large 
proportion of the jutl! that comes to Hamburg is not required for the 
German ma.rket. The countries who buy jute are Germany, Czecho-Slovakia, 
Yugo-Slavia, Austria, Poland, Scandinavia, and Russia to a small extent. 

65,206. Is the bulk of the trading in jute in British hands?-Practically, 
entirely. 

55,207. Sir Heflll'Y Lawrence: You spoke of the very rapid expansion of 
consumption of the recent crop. Can you give us the figures of the 
recent cropP-You mean for export from India? 

55,208. YesP-~ere has already been exported from India, out of 
this present crop, over four million bales of jute. 

55,209. Is that a big increase on former yearl\ ?-I should say that it 
is almost as large, with the exception of perhaps about one year, or at 
the outside two years, as any since the foundation of the trade. You 
must remember that there is one point with regard to that: that owing 
to the inflated prices of 1925 and 1926 and the great shutting down of 
machinery generally throughout the world in consequence of jute being 
too dear fibre, stocks everywhere were practically down to the last bale 
of jute when tJhis crop opened. Therefore, there was a considerable 
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amount of room for expansion or replacing stocks which every wise con~ 
sumer has to keep beside him for assorting purposes. No mill can bring 
itl stocks to below three months' supply. Many of them, of course, ought 
to have six. A large number of mills usually run on at least six months' 
surplus supply. In Europe it got down to a question of weeks, and in 
some cases almost days. The big increase in the consumption this year 
may partly be caused by the replenishment of those depleted stocks. ,Still, 
I maintain that when jute is at a reasonable price compared with other 
fibres, there is a very large increase in consumption always. I have 
said it over and over again. 

55,210. Continually going on P-Continually going on. 
55,211. But at present, mills everywhere a.re working short time, are 

tlhey notP-In Calcutta, of course, they have been working short time 
for some years. In Dundee, I do not think short time is anything very 
serious at the present moment. If so, it is purely tempora.ry. I should 
say now that Central Europe is working full time. Belgium is working 
full time. In fact, I think that a short time ago 'Belgium Wa.! even 
working double shifts. France, on the other hand, is very mudh down 
in her oonsumption for various rea.sons, such as Exchange, and I think 
that France at the present moment is not working more than possibly 
sixty per cent. Italy is down very much just now, but that is entirely 
an economic question, entirely owing to her Exchange. The big appre
ciation in the Italian lira is preventing, the Italian consumer from export
ing his manufactured goods to South America and elsewhere. That also 
is a temporary matter. That is not affected by the price of jute, whether 
it is high or not. It is affected by the economic situation in Italy at 
tbe present time. ' 

55,212. Your view is that there is room for expansion of production 
in Bengal to an unlimited extent or to a very considera'ble extentP-No, 
I will not sayan unlimited extent. 

55,213. A considerable extentP-To a considerable extent, provided it 
remains and cootinues the cheapest fibre. 

55,214. One view put before us was that only a certain amount of jute 
was required, and that the effort of the Agricultural Department at 
improvements in Bengal should be especially directed to growing that 
amount of jute on a smaller area. That is rather different from your 
viewP-Yes. I do not entirely agree with that view. I oonsider that 
if jute is to remain at a reasonable level. of price, you require fair size 

. crops every year. Everybody realises that if jute went to too low a level 
is is only a question of time and the output would be reduced, and then 
you would see a high level of prices. 

55,215. Sir Thomas Middleton: What proportion of the jute sold on 
the London market is taken by Dundee?-The great bulk of it is done 
through London. 

55,216. I do not aSk what proportion of the Dundee jute is bought 
in London, but what proportion of the London trade goes to Dundee? 
-I do not quite follow what you mean. 

55,217. Suppose that you have four million bales of jut,a exported from 
India?-Dundee takes roughly a million bales. 

55,218. How much is handled on the London market?-I should say 
90 per cent. of the crop. (Mr. Henry): Ninety per cent of the exports .. 
(Colonel Malcolm): I should say ninety per cent. of the exports. 

55,219. You say that there were about four million bales exported. 
Dundee would want about a million ?-Out of this crop Dundee have, 
roughly, taken a million. 

55,220. Is that about the usual demand, or 
larger buyer ?-No, that is about the average. 
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have taken less than a million bales. They have averaged about 900,000. 
That is approximate. I have not the figures in front of me. 

55,221. The Dundee view appears to be that the market for. an in
creased crop is decidedly limited; but we have other parts of the world 
to think about, and your view is that, given a low price or as you said, 
a reasonabl~ price, there might be a very big market ?-I feel convinced 
of it. You have only to see that the machinery is gradually inoreasing. 
Before the War, everything pointed to the consumption increasing and 
increasing and increasing. A.bout two years before the War I suppose 
we had about as big a crop as we had seen, yet in 'spite of that it was 
all absorbed, and prices at the end of the season were 'higher than at 
the opening. The War checked it. My own view is that provided the 
world gradually recovers from the ravages of the War you can do with 
a very much larger orop of jute, because the consumption is going on 
increasing. 

55,222. What would you call a reasonable priceP-It is difficult to 
say. I unde1'6tand iihat as compared with pre-War it costs now, to pro
duce jute or to deliver it for export, fully £10 per ton more. You have 
the export tax on jute and you have the rupee at h. 6d. against Is. 4d. 
before. Those two points alone add very nearly £6 a ton to the cost 
of jute. Of course, freights are higher, and the cost of loading in India 
is higher. The railway 'l'ates and t'he steamer rates are up in India. 
Then I suppose that the ryot requires more to live on than he did before 
the War. So you can 'l'oughly calculate that it is costing you £10 a ton 
more. In pre-War days one looked upon £18 as being a reasonable 
price. We have seen it considerably lower. WIe have seen it £14 and 
£15. £18 to-day is t'he equivalent of £28. A few weeks ago jute was 
below £28 in the London market. So, below £30 for the first marks, 
I consider that jute is at a reasonable price, and the consumption at that 
figure, that is below £30, will increase. 

55,223. This year's crop is about IIi millions ?-I should think between 
12 and 13 millions. 

55,224. You anticipate that, at the price of £28 to £30 a ton, it is 
going to be absorbedP-It has actually been absorbed. The exports are 
as large as ever they have been, and yet, in spite of that, the supplies 
of jute in second hand and in warehouses throughout Europe are smaller 
than probably they have even been with the exception of the last two 
years. It is almost unobtainable. There is no doubt about that. 

55,225. From your experience, could you give us any indication of what 
the effect on the consumption would be if the price went, say, to £35P
£35 is not what you would call a very excessive figure. It begins to be 
dear. I do not think that t'he price at £35 would hurt jute. It is when 
jute gets to £40, £45, £50, £55, £60 and £65 t'hat the thing is so 
serious. £35 would not hurt the trade. 

55,226. You might still take 11 or 12 million bales at £35P-You might 
see yOU'l' consumption down a little, because people probably would not 
stock to the same extent at £35. You might start competing at £35 
with some of the lower grades of spinning 'hemps, though at the moment 
spinning hemps are fairly high. Jute at £35 a ton is comparatively 
reasonable with kindred fibres standing at a comparatively high level 
to-day. 

55,227. The Chairman: I did not understand an answer that you gave 
to Sir Thomas Middleton about the percentage of the crop exported being 
han-died by firms in Great Britain. Did you say that ninety per cent. 
of the crop exported is handled by British firms P-I should say that 
ninety per cent. of the crop exported is handled by the firms in London, 
members of the London Jute Association, ninety per cent. of the exports, 
the raw material. . 
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55,228. Does that mean ninety per cent. actually imported into Great 
Britain either for consumption or re-export or ninety per cent financedP 
-I think you could say both, financed and sold to the consumer. When 
you ship, jute it is financed in this way, that bills are drawn by the 
shippers in India on t'he receivers here. 

65,229. The jute does not necessarily come to London P-No, none of 
it comes to London, unfortunately. London in pre~War days was the 
distributing centre for jute throughout the world; but the jute that 
oames to London now is nil, practioally, except arbitration bales. You 
now get direct shipments to the continental ports. Direct steamers go 
from Calcutta. to Dunkirk, from Calcutta to Antwerp, from Calcutta to 
Bremen and from Calcutta to Hamburg. 

56,230. Ninety per cent. of the export of raw jute from Bengal is 
financed by London P-I should say fully ninety per cent. 

65,231. Mr. Noyce: We have had a report from the Oldham Master 
Cotton Spinners' Association about spinning tests with certain improved 
varieties of Indian cotton as compared with American. Can you tell U~ 
whether any similar tests have been carried out with the improved varieties 
of jute in Bengal as compared with the ordinary varieties. Have sample 
bales ever been sent to Dundee for test P-I think they have only been 
tested to find out the proportion of water that there is in the jute. 

65,232. That is not the only test of an improved varietyP-That is the 
only test that I know of. 

66,233. Would it not be well to have some definite authoritative test ot 
every aspect of the improved varieties of jute put out by the Agricul
tural DepartmentP-I quite agree, to a certain extent; but you have to 
remember when you are talking about an article like cotton that cotton 
is a comparatively expensive material. 'J.1he whole raison a'ewe of jute is 
its cheapneee. It is a. comparatively cheap article, and! I do not know 
that it would pay to go into all these elaborate tests. If you had the 
tests I do not think that they would lead to any improvement. They 
have their methods in India, and I do not think that they are likely 
to change them. The only method of changing them is to put the matter 
into the hands of an expert like Mr. Finlow, the Director of Agriculture, 
and get him for propaganda purposes to point all these things out. 

65,234. I cannot see the object of putting out an improved variety unless 
you have some definite report on its comparative advantagesP-There is 
a very large consumptiGn of the commoner grades. If you are only going 
to produce fine jute it will kill the crop. I always refer to first marks. 
T,hat is the bulk of the crop. It is a comparatively moderate quality of 
jute. Though first marks may be standing at £30, you can get something 
like £40 to £46 for fine. But that is used in comparatively small quan
tities. 

65,235. It comes to this: Is it worth while for the Agricultural Depart
ment, whose. resources and funds are distinctl;r, limited, to work on im
proved varieties rather than on propaganda' for improved methods of 
dealing with the jute P-I think that the fibre is wetted to a large extent. 
We want a better method of harvesting the crop and cleaning it. That is 
the chief point. 

65,236. You consider that really much more importantP-Yes, much more 
than improving the quality. After all, out of your crop you get a certain 
proportion of the crop selected by all the ·big balers in India. for their 
finer markets. That is put on one side. You want to get the fibre liS 

it is to-day but better handled. I consider that that can best be done 
by propaganda work, like Mr. Finlow did in regard to the seed, whic!l 
comes direct to the ryot. Tha.t is the best way of dJealing with it. That 
iR what we WaJIt, and that would do an enormous amount of good to 
the trade. (Mr. Henry.) I should like to say this: With regard to the 
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experiments iiI seed by the Agricultural Department in Bengal, what they 
ought to direct their attention to is the production of a seed that is 
more immune to, the ravages of the climate than the present seed is. 
We have seen in India, in my time, the disappearance of indigo owing 
to the want of chemical analysis in order to keep the indigo up to it.s 
standard. We have seen the Bengal linseed trade go down owing to the 
ravages on the seed. We have seen the silk trade of Bengal absolutely 
disappear owing to the ravages of insects on the silkworms. In all those 
cases, the Government of India stepped in too late. The trade had gone 
by the time they came in to try to recover it. That is what they ought 
to do now. with regard to the jute .seed of Bengal. As far as shellac is 
concerned, they have done absolutely nothing. The merohants of Calcutta 
have had to establish a Research Department of their own in order to 
try to find out where and how the ravages of the insect can best be 
countered. In all these things, the Government practically from tim~ 
immemorial have stepped in too late. Now is· the time. Their exped
mente in seed have been carried on now with four different types grown, 
evolved, one from the other. For want of funds, the experimental work of 
the Agriculture Department in Bengal is absolutely starved. They have 
no money. You, as the Government of India, take out of the jute exports 
practically two millions sterling. We merchants in London have had to} 
give a donation of £1,500 to have the experiments carried out. Is that 
the British way of doing it? . 

55,287. Sir Thomas Middleton: The point you were making is thiil . 
. that Mr; Finlow's object is to grow a. big crop, a certain crop P-(Colonel 
Malcolm.) I am talking of the scientific p~rt of Mr. Finlow's experiments, 
the object of which is to produce a seed which is more immune to the 
ravages of the insects. It naturally follows if you can do that that YOIl 

get a bigger crop. 
55,288. Mr. Noyce: With reference to lac, I think that you are incorrect 

in stating that the Calcutta merchants started their own committee. Tho 
Lac Committee was the result of a Government enquiry, and it is financed 
by a Lao Cess imposed under Government auspicesP-(Mr. Henry.) All 
through my time when I was in India they never did it, only the last 
three years. 

55,239. They have now done itP-They have left it. It is a. question, 
even to.day, whether the Government of, India have not stepped in to'> 
late over the lac. The lac trade with America. has decreased by fifty per cent. 
in the last two years owing to synthetic lao being produced in America, 
which would never have· taken place if experimental steps had been taken. 

55,240. Sir James MacKenna: Is there any reason why the trade itself 
should not take some hand in doing what they desire? Shall I tell you 
what the cotton people are doingP-{Colond lIlalcolm.) Please. 

55,241. The cotton trade has organised itself, from the producer up to 
the manufacturer, by means of an Indian Central Cotton Committee on 
which every branch of the Industry is represented, from the grower to the 
mill. The Committee is financed by a cess of two annas on every bale 
of ginned cotton. With that fund they have set up a Central Research 
Institute in Bombay, where spinning and weaving tests are carried out, 
in addition to which they financl' the experiments in the improvement of 
cotton all up and down the various Provinces by giving grants from the 
fund received from this cess. Do not you think that the jute crop lends 
itself as well as any. other crop to the same kind of thing?-Yes j but 
there are so many interests involved in jute. Is that to come out of 
the funds of the Jute Association? We do not possess great funds. Are 
we to a.pproach France, Germany, and in fact every country in Europe 
which uses jute, every country with the exception of Turkey? Also, as 
I said before, cotton is a. very much more important and expensive article 
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than jute. I cannot see why a small allotment could not be made out of 
the export tax impOlSed by the Government of India. Surely,. if it comlls 
off jute, a small proportion of it might be earmarked for the benefit of 
jute. Where does it go to P Into the general taxes of India I I would 
suggest that if that cannot be done a further small tax should be' imposed 
on jute in case of need to obtain these funds. Then everybody would pay 
hi. share. It would be in the price. 

65,242. The Chairman.: On jute exported?-Yes, and manufactured· 
goods exported too. You have already got a tax on raw jute of four 
rupees eight annas a bale. If you put on four annas and ·made it four 
rupees twelve annas, instead of four rupees eight annas, and. let those 
four annas be earmarked for the improvement of the jute, I think thai 
would never be felt. 

55,243. T,hat ia exactly the' way in which cotton was dealt withP-Has 
cotton got a big export tax upon it which the Government se,il!!o? . 

65,244. Sir James MacKenoo: NoP-We have already got a tax. If the 
Government will not agree to give any of that to the improvement of 
jute generally in Bengal, then I say put on another four annas. I do not 
think that would be felt very much on the price. 

55,245. That ia a step forwardP-{Mr. HfAII1'1I.) You will also then levy 
a cess on jute consumed in Bengal. (Colonel Malcolm.) 11his tax is 
levied, I understand, on raw jute, plUB so much on the manufactured goods 
turned out by the Calcutta mills. It would have to be on the same lines 
M the present tax on the raw jute and the manufactured jute. 

55,246. Dr. Hyder: Is it known to you that, the moment we expon 
jute to Australia or America, there are high dutiesP..,.-What is going to 
compete with the Calcutta manufacturer? 

55,241. These countries admit raw jute with no duty, but the moment 
we send manufactured jute; to them they put on ahea.vy tax P-That must 
be a very small affah·. There is no jute spinning in Australia worth 
speaking about. (Mr. Heflry.) You cannot compete with the labour in 
Bengal. 

55,248. Sir James MacKenna: All cotton consumed in India is also liable 
to pay the cessP-Yesj I do not see that there would be any difficulty at 
all. 

55,249. Surely your Association would support such a cessP-{Cownet 
Malcolm.) I a.m sure it would, ,because they feel that it ia eventually 
going to ·be for the ·benefit of the trade as a whole, and not only of the 
trade but of the ryot. 

55,250. The fund would be entirely devoted to juteP-Yes to that and 
nothing else. ' 

55,251. 1'ro/e8sor Gang'Ulee: You have now suggested sources from which. 
funds might be obtained for the improvement of juteP-Yes. 

55,252. It is not quite. clear in my mind what improvement you want. 
Do you want a larger Yleld or better quality?-Wihat we want is better 
ha~dling of t~e jute, better cleaning,' better retting, more attention paid 
to It at the tlme of harvest, so that instead of getting great black runners 
you can get clean jute. 

55,253. Your suggestions regarding jute research would then be directed 
mainly to questions of harvesting, retting, baling, packmg and so on?
Not baling and packing to any great extent. 

55,254. GradingP-Grading, yes. 
55,255. You would not emphasise the botanical side of the work at all?-

No. : ' 
55,256. You have no information whether these improved varie:li.ies of jute 

have any better strength in fibre than any other quality known in the 
trade?-You mean the finer grades? 
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55,257. Yes.-Undoubtedly it is very much stronger fibre and well 
handled. It is simply picked from the whole of the crop. Every man who 
buys large quantities o,f jute s~lects it, and in the course of, say, six 
months, he gets· a certam quantlty of really beautiful stuff which is baled 
separately. . 

55,258. Do you have special marks of identification of jute from the 
districts where, it is grown ?-We buy Dacca jute, Tossa jute, and so on, 

55,259. They all come to Calcutta to the balers?-Yes. 
55,260. They do not get mixed up?-Yes, occasionally they have' got 

mixed up, and in such a disgraceful fashion and deliberately mixed (I will not 
use the word" swindled," but partly in that way) that we had to legislate 
for it in the' contracts. 

55,261. When you want to make a contract for Serajgunge jute you want 
pure Berajgunge jute; you do not want any mixture of Dacca?-Dacca 
would not be so bad, but they were mixing very large quantities of Daisss 
and Tossa. Very many consumers in Europe cannot use Daisse or Tossa. 

55,262. These jute marks bearing names of We'll known districts get 
premiums on the market 1-It varies very cQnsiderably. Dacca, certainly: 
You can always get a premium on Daoca, a very considerable premium. 

55,263. You have not stated, in your remarks, anything about jute fore
casts?-No, there has been a good deal of ill feeling in the' past few years 
about the jute forecasts. It was largely caused, I oonsider, by the horrible 
figures given which proved to be so terribly wrong. That was largely 
caused, I am convinced, for three or four years after the War, by the 
large quantities of jute which, owing to the War, could not be exported and 
.were held up country. The Government of India never took into account that 
such very large surpluses were left over through the War years from, say, 
half a dozen crops of jute. I consider that the guess is a very fair one, 
considering the difficulties they have. This year, they are under the mark 
again. They thought that the crop was going to be one of 10,000,000 bales. 
It is going to be over 12,000,000 bales. After all, one realises the difficulties 
in a country like Bengal, where jute is grown by so many people, and it 
is exceedingly difficult for the Government to estimate the crop. I do think 
that the Department of Agriculture in Bengal should, before they actually 
issue their figures (perhaps they do so) get figures from people who deal 
largely in the interior of India with -their up-country buying agencies, 
such as Ralli Brothers, Hendersons and Sinclair Murray, who get their 
own information. . ,. 

55,261. Do you get information from these private agenciesP-Certainly. 
55,265. Independently of the Government forecasts?-Yes, and very often 

it is better than the Government's. Gentlemen go up country and cast their 
eyes across the fields and they can guess as to whether it is a good crop 
or not. 

55,266. With regard to the Buggestion that improved varieties of jute 
grown in Bengal are immune from insect pests, is that established ?-(Mr. 
Henry.) I do not think so. iWhen Mr. Finlow was here he talked about 
II. new seed that he was then hoping to get which would be immune from 
a certain insect. Whether he succeeded or not I do not know. Ht' got one 
seed which produced a very fine jute, after the third experiment, clean, 
bright jute, but it lost its oolour after about a month. After that hE> 
experimented again. I think that it was with a seed called "404" or 
something like that. He got the jute that he called Kakia Bombai, but that 
jute was a sort of hairy jute. It was not clean and smooth like the Dacca 
jute. The fibre was hairy. 

55,267. Rather coarseP-No, it was not ooarse. It gave the appearance 
of being hairy like a caterpillar, only not quite so bad. He was experiment
ing again after that. I rather think that something stopped it;· whether 
it was 'Want of funds or not I do not know, but he did not carl'f on for 
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another cultivation from that seed, which he was very anxious to do, as he 
thought he could get a seed that would grow all the qualities of- Dacca jute, 
without the objections that were raised to Kakjil. BQmbai. 

55,268. Mr. Ka"~at: You told the Commission just now that you were 
in favour of an export cess of, say, four annas on jute. Are you keen on 
earmarking that cess for the improvement of jute onlyP-(Oolonel Malcolm.) 
Absolutely; otherwise we would rather not see it. I do not urge the four 
annas. What I urge is that four annas should be taken out of the present 
export tax; but if that cannot possibly be done I say, in case of need, in my 
opinion, the jute trade could bear the tax of an extra four annas, but 
it must be devoted to jute only. 

55,269. And not to problems like marketing and other kindred problems? 
-No, that is not wanted. That would come in. 

55,270. The donation of £1,500, which your Association gave, was a 
private arrangement with Mr. Finlow?-What exactly happened was that 
we were all suffering from this acute crisis and we saw tha.t there was a 
great danger to the tra.de. I heard that Mr. Finlow was in London. I 
got hold of him and asked him to come to lunch with me. I said: "The 
position is a very serious one. Is there anything we can do as an Associa.tion 
to help you, because we see the red light?" He said: "Wha.t I should 
like would be if we could get £1,500 a year for five years. Then I think that 
I could do a great deal of good." I said: "I could not promise you 
£1,500 a year for five years, but the position is so critical that I peTSonally 
will guarantee you £1,500 out of my own pocket in case my Association 
do not agree to it, but I should like you to meet my Association. I will 
put the matter before them and see what they say." He and Mr. Lindsa.y 
came and met my Committee. My Committee agreed to give £1,500 for this 
one year, but there it ceases. We tried to get the Dundee Associa.tion to 
join us and we tried to get the Calcutta Mills Association to join us and 
guarantee that £1,500 for five years. But Dundee would not agree to do 
80, because they thought that it was a Calcutta matter, and the Calcutta 
Mills Association did not agree to do so. We sa.id: "We think tha.t it is 
hardly right. Why should we pa.y the whole thing out of our own private 
pockets? " 

55,271. Pro/eBlOT Gangulee: Did you get any report from Mr. Finlow 1-
Yes, that report I read just now. He begged for a.nother £1,500 a. year for 
another four years. 

55,272. Mr. Kamat: As regards your suggestion in respect to packing and 
baling, are there two separate a.Bsocia.tions in Calcutta.?-Yes, there is the 
Calcutta. Baled Jute Shippers Association, which consists chiefly of European 
houses, and there is the Calcutta Baled Jute Association, which consists 
chiefly of the Indian balers. -

55,273. Have you found any distinct difference in the quality of the 
bales of the European balers as opposed to those of the Indian Association? 
-Yes, a very great distinction, but you have to pay two or three pounds 
a £On more for it: It is very much better jute altogether, selected, indeed. 

55,274. Do you say that what you receive from the European Balers' 
Association is faultless ?-There are very seldom complaints. Occasionally 
there are arbitrations held, but that is very seldom, nothing like to the 
same extent. 

55,275. Most of the arbitrations are in connection with the bales received 
from the indian baler ?-Almost entirely, but there are certain balers in 
Ca.lcutta who do their best to bale up to sta.nda.rd and succeed very fa.irly 
well, and very seldom are arbitrations held on their jute. The result is 
that they usually get a premium for their own marks. 

55,276. Have you reason to believe that, in this matter, the fault chiefly 
lies not with the grower but with the baler?-Usually with the baler. 
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55,277. The remedy, therefore, is to educat,e him to send proper balesP
To a large extent, but if he cannot get a. ,suitable quality from the grower, 
owing to bad cleaning and bad handling, what is the poor man to doP It 
is not entirely his fault. 

55,278. You have just told us that the European bales are perfect, and 
that the others are notP-They are better. They are properly handled 
and cut, whereas in most cases of Indian-packed jute they do not pay the 
same attention to the handling and the cutting. 

55,279. So far as the harvesting methods are concerned, they are common 
to bothP-They are, but of course it usually means that you have to buy 
a higher grade of jute altogether and select it. All these big European 
shippers select so carefully that they can grade their jute down, and 
after baling for a couple of months they get a. certain quantity of the 
superior jute in hand, which they sell, at a high price. , It is largely a 
question of selection. 

55,280. You have no reason to believe that the faulty baling is 
deliberately doneP-I am afraid in some cases (I do not wish to make any 
assertions) undoubtedly. If you ask me honestly, yes. I will tell you 
why. It is so irregularly packed that they gamble on the bales going to 
be selected. When you select bales for arbitration, ten per cent. is left 
at the port of discharge and out of that ten per cent. you select, say, 
fifteen bales or sixteen bales for arbitration purposes. They must be 
unopened and absolutely sound bales, and they are selected at random. 
Then they come to this side and they are arbitrated on. You open these 
bales, and the result of it is tha.t you may get an allowance of sometimes 
£1, £2 or even £3 a ton on quality. There may be another parcel of the 
same mark in 'the same steamer and the same bill of lading date but going 
to another consumer, and arbitration is claimed on that parcel. It comes 
to London and is arbitrated on in the same way, but perhaps the con
sumer in that case has been unfortunate and rather better bales have 
been sent for arbitration, and, instead ,of an allowance of £3 a ton, it 
may be an allowance of 15s. ' 

55,281. Would you be in favour of legislation to stop this sort of game? 
-How can you do itP-(Mr. Henry.) I do not think that by legislation 
you will ever teach the Marwari anything that he does not know. 

55,282. Sir Thomas Middleton: In reply to Professor Ganguloo, you ex
pressed the view that botanical research might not be required ?-(ColoneZ 
Malcolm) I think that you want botanical research, undoubtedly, as it is 
being carried out by Mr. Finlow; but we want propaganda with regard to 
how to harvest the crop properly. 

55,283. What you want is a large crop and a certain crop per acre, and 
in order to secure a full crop per acre you want to pay attention to the 
varietyP-Undoubtedly, but whether you are going to get a large 
crop and a full crop per acre depends entirely on the Almighty and 
the weather conditions. The other matter is one where the human element 
comes in, and with proper propaganda and teaching you can improve the 
harvesting of the crop, whatever the weather conditions may have been. 

55,284. Professor Gangulee: Can you say that the yield from superior seed 
would be about the $ame as the yield from ordinary seed sown by culti
vators P-No, the yield from the Government seed per acre is undoubtedly 
larger; not only that, but Mr. Finlow maintains that it stands the weather 
conditions better. When' you get adverse weather conditions, the ordinary 
feed put in by the native is apt to droop and wither, whereas his seed, he 
maintains, stands the weather conditions better. , 

55,285. Is It more immune from plant pests than ordinary racesP-That 
I caDlwt tell you. 

55,286. Mr. Noyce: Why did not the Calcutta Association join you in 
your guarantee P Did not they see the red light ?-I think that the reason 

Colonel Geo. A. Malcolm and Mr. E. Henry. 
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they refused to, join us was that they had already given some sort of 
guarantee to the Government with regard to seed. It was a very, much 
larger grant than £1,500, though, in my opinion, the guarantors did not 
Btand much risk of losing their guarantee. 

55,287. Sir Henry Lawrence: Can you tell us why the Calcutta mills are 
working only half time and the mills in Europe are working full time?
European countries, 'for one thing, or nearly all of them, with the exception 
of this unfortunate country, have "Proiection," and Calcutta cannot com
pete, for ilUltance, in the French market or the German market, because 
they have protective tariffs. If there had been no protective tariffs in 
Europe, Dundee would stretch for fifty miles of jute mills or more. When 
Germany first started jute spinning, in the early seventies, they could not 
compete with Dundee, even though Dundee had to spin their jute in Dundee 
and send it across the water to the interior of Germany. The mills in the 
interior of Germany could not compete. The result was that someone went 
to Bismarck and said: "Our trade is ruined unless you put a tariff on to 
protect us from Dundee. If you give us a tariff the jute industry in Ger
many win increase." Bismarck saw the point and promptly put a tariff on, 
with the result that mills have been springing up all over Germany. Calcutta 
cannot compete, because of the import tariff. 'I'he same applies to France. 
Calcutta goods cannot come into France until the French mills have sold 
their production. 

55,288. You do not suggest that there is any bad management in the Cal
cutta mills P-I do not suggest that for a moment., I do not think that the 
management can be bad, considering the dividends they pay. I am not a 
shareholder. 

55,289. Tile Chairman: Do you think that the practice of holding heavy 
stocks is likely to recur P-I do not think so, because not only in, jute, but 
in all trades, everybody realises that the position is very different since the 
War. The difficulty of carrying large stocks is largely because of the enor
mous lluctuations in most articles of produoe. The risk is too great. You 
put jute into a warehouse at any port in Europe to-day.' You have to land 
it. You promptly get lOs. a ton added to your price by putting it into a 
warehouse. Unless you can get a rise in the market, how are you going to 
get your lOs. a ton back P 

55,290. Sir Henry Lawrence: How long does jute keep stored P-It is a 
wonderful article ,in that' respect. It ,will keep for years and years. '1 
remember that many years ago there was a rummage sale at the docks in 
London, and at the back of a warehouse on the south side of Victoria Dock 
,(it was in the days of the old sailing ships) they discovered some jute wrapped 
in hessian cloth. My father went down to see it. It had been there for 
about a ,qu!,rter of a oentury. He s~id that it was absolutely perfect, as 
good as if It had come there the prevIous week. Jute does not deteriorate 
to any extent. 

55,291. The Chairman: Can you distinguish, the current year's crop from 
previous years' crops by appearanceP-In this respect you can, that the 
colour always goes. In the case of jute packed in the month of August and 
the first half of ~epte~ber, owing to the ample supply of steeping water, the 
oolour is almost Invanably good. When you come to the months of October 
and November, because the water gets 'dirty or because of' want of steeping 
water, the colour begins to go at once. 

55,292. Sir Henry Lawrence: Does the colour command a higher price P
Very much i~ some quarters. A parcel of good coloured jute, if it was 
brought to thls country and stored for six or eight months, entirely owing 
to its exoellent colour, would fetch a premium of 308. to £2, as against jute 
.6hipped late in the season, say, between December and March. 
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55,293. To that extent, jute stored for years will deteriorate ?-It all 
depends on how it is packed. I am simply referring to jute packed in 
August or September lIS against December-February. 

55,294. The Chair1llAJhl,: To the extent that the practice of holding stocks 
is being resumed, is that likely to tend towards stabilising prices?
Undoubtedly it will tend that way. 

(The witnes.~es withdrew.) 

Mr. JAMES LITTLEWOOD, representing The Oldham Master 
Cotton Spinners' Association. 

NOTE OF EVIDENCE. 

This Association proposes to give evidence only on the subject of cotton 
grown in India which is exported for the use of spinners in England. 

If this tJrade is to be expanded, attention in India should be concen
trated on the cultivation of such varieties of cotton as can be substituted 
in English Mills for American cotton. 

The style of cotton required is white or creamy in colour, good grade 
(i.e., free from leaf, seed, neps and stains), staple tf-inch to !i-inch 
with diameter of fibre similar to American l and packed to a density not 
higher than a standard 400 lb. bale. . 

A point to remember is that few mills use Indian alone, but mix with 
American. 

Some of the troubles experienced by English spinners who use Indian 
grown cotton are as follows:-

Mixed seed.-'l'his results in irregularity in th~ characteristics of the 
bulk cotton, haorsh and strong, soft and weak fibres, mixed together and 
variegated color. 

Deterioration oj seed.-Well-known standard types of seed which 
formerly produced say good I-inch staple have gradually deteriorated in 
the last few years till only bare i-inch is now the result. As an instance, 
Broach cotton has for several years been growing shorter and coarser than 
formerly and not lIS easy to spin. It is suggested that this may be the 
result of excessive crops being grown Nom the seed of previous crops on 
th~ same ground, and that more frequent renewal of seed f'1'om Govern
ment farms might restore and maintain the old quality. 

Mixed 'taple.-Too much attention cannot be paid to the desiil'8bility 
of keeping the longer staples from the shorter. _ Cotton which shows a 
fai'1'ly even I-inch staple is of greater value to the spinner than cotton 
which varies from i to !i-inch. The mixing in of short stapled cotton 
causes excessive waste to the spinner and he at once condemns the cotton. 
If staples of different lengths oould be kept separate, it would tend to 
impTove the value of each staple and ultimately the farmer would reap a 
greater II'8ward· where his care sucoeeded in producing a better staple. 

Crushed seed.-This is a serious cause of trouble ~ause of the stains 
produced by the natu'1'al seed oil. 

Ginni114g.-Increased care is necessary in this process. Inefficiency is 
responsible for quantities of crushed seed, excessive broken leaf and seed, 
besides quantities of whole seeds left in the cotton. The roller gin is 
predominantly in use in India, but we find that there are some types of 
cotton which are much improved by being saw ginned. 
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Denaity.-The standard Indian cotton bale is one of 400 Ibs .. condensed 
to about 10 cubic feet. This is much higher than the density of the 
American bale which as a rule does not exceeod 30 Ibs. per cubic foot. 

The English spinner who normally UBejl Americ.an cotton ~nds difficulty 
in opening the harder pressed Indian bales Without sp~lany: adapt~ 
machinery pMticularly if he receives the 500 lb. bale. ThiS difficulty IS 

much inc;ea.sed for the normal user of Indian cotton and is almost a 
certain deterrent to a new user if there is an excessive amount of da.mp
ing of cotton before compressing, as this produces caking. We think that 
the 400 lb. bale should be the maximum. 

Marketi11lg.-8pinners in England using various kinds of cotton require 
a continuous supply of each kind during the whole year, so as to main
tain regularity in thaiT yaorn. The seasons for the principal kinds of 
Indian cotton are short. If a spinner desires a continuous supply of 
say Punjab Am.e.rican he must buy during the season his estimated require
ments for the yeaor. This needs extended financial Tesources. This- diffi
cultywould be overcome if some sort of Standard Deferred Delivery 
Contract could be established. For this purpose it. would be necessary 
to establish grades of cotton somewhat similar to the Universal Standards 
for American cotton. A great drawback has _ been that spinners have 
not been able to rely upon getting consistant shipments as regards quality 
e1len during the same season. Formerly there used to be a spot mM"ket 
in England for Indian grown cotton, but buying now has almoot all to 
be done on the basis of standard type numbers. The establishment of 
reliable standard types with confidence that shipments could be depended 
upon would be an important factor in attracting more spinners of American 
cotton who are accustomed to seeing the cotton offered for sale before 
purchase or in being able to rely with safety upon placing a deferred 
delivery contract in American Cotton that they would get what they 
had bought. 

Marketing oj bale, with the name of the ginnery has only recently 
been put into operation. W1e trust the system will be quickly extended 
to all Indian grown cotton. -Faults and complaints can then be more 
easily and quickly traced and remedied. 

Complaints.-We suggest that it would be an advantage if a sort of 
clearing house for complaints were established in this country to which 
complaints of a general nature could be addNissed by spinners and dis
seminated to the appropriate quarters for noting and ool'lrection. 

Spinning tests.-Actual spinning tests were carried out in 1925 and 
1926 by members of the Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' Association on 
samples of vaorious growths of cotton Bubmitted by the Indian Central 
Cotton Committee. The comments of the spinners may be useful to show 
what is desirable and what is undesirab}e. Reports were published in the 
El!lpire Cotton Growing Review, April, 1925, and October, 1926. 

Spare copies of the 1926 tests are 8uibmitted herewith. * 

Oral Evidence. 

~5,2!J5. The Chair~~: Mr. Littlewood, you are of the Roy ton 
Spmmng Company, Limited, and you are before the Commission on behalf 
of the Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' AssociationP-Yes. 

55,296. Ho~ far does L.an~as~ire distinguish the improved- varieties of 
cotton, that ~s to s~y, varl~tIes Imp~oved by the efforts oftha agricultural 
departments 18 IndlaP-It IS very difficult to say for this reason that we 
find the greatest difficulty in being able to trace 'how to get hold' of them. 

• Not printed. 
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I personally have written to Mr. Burt and one or, two other people to ask 
where we could find these improved varieties, but we have not been successful 
in finding them, and in. knowing them when we have found them. 

55,297. It would be. very satisfactory to all concerned if you could dis
tinguish improved varieties for what they are and could get them on the 
Liverpool market?-It would. There is one lot, in particular, in the lis~ 
that we sent you, about W1hich I wrote to Mri Burt. I suggested that he 
should appoint some recognised broker or merchant as an agent for this 
particular lot, so that we should know where we could find it; but he di<:i 
not agree. 

55,298. lIfr. Noyce: Which one was that?-That was 1027 Surat; I think 
that is the best I have seen, the most improved type I have seen. 

55,299. The Ohairman: Is it the case that during the past year there has 
been a very narrow margin in price between Middling American and F.G.F. 
Tinnevelly; and if that is so, has it reacted unfavourably on the market 
for Indian raw cotton in this country?-Very considera hly; the price of 
l!'ully Good Fair Tinnevelly bas been at times higher than the price of 
Middling American; it is only at a discount that it interests the 
spinners here, because there always a greater loss in using the Indian as 
we get it, than there is in' using the American. 

55,300. So that the narrowness of that margin does react unfavourably on 
the market for Indian raw cotton, just as it reacts unfavourably on the 
market for the product, the cloth of the Bombay millsP-Undoubtedly. 

55,301. Is your Association satisfied with the spinning tests carried out 
by the technical laboratory of the Indian Central Cotton CommitteeP-The 
Association as an association has not ~ad an opportunity of studying them. 
I personally only saw the booklet, I think .one day in this week, but they 
largely confirm the tests that we, as an association, Ihave made. I am 
referring now to the tests made for the Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

55,302. There again it might be satisfactory if more information. were 
available to your members?~Undoubtedly there are many things tha~ 
particularly require to 'be done with the Indian cotton before it can really 
spread among the users in Lancashire. There are one or two things we have 
mentioned, in the outline of evidence given here, as reasons why the 
ordinary Lancashire spinner cannot !handle it; it really requires very heavy 
machinery. There is the high .density, which is a very serious matter, 
particularly with the heavy pressed bale, the 500 lb. bale; it really requires 
~'ery heavy machinery indeed to open the cotton sufficiently well to spin. 
It will spin, but it spoils the American. We have to bear in mind, as is 
mentioned in the outline of evidence, that there are very few spinners in 
Lancashire using Indian cotton alone; it is used along with the American, 
mixed in at the hopper, and of course the hopper takes the lighter density 
cotton first, and leaves the heavier density cotton behind; the result is that 
you do not get a perfect mixing. Also, in the 500 lb. bale, we notice a lot 
of obvious damping of the cotton, with the result that the cotton is 
clagging right through to the spinning machine, and you do not get a 
perfect yarn; you get it coming through with thick pieces in the yarn 
breaking and making a thick piece in the cloth. That is why we recommend 
the 400 lb. bale of cotton. Personally I use a lot of Indian cotton, and I find 
the 400 lb. bale is better; the density approximates more to the American 
bale and we can mix it better. . 

55,303. Would you go so far as to say that the damping which is going 
on to-day, in India, is seriously prejudicing the reputation of Indian cotton 
in the Liverpool market P-I should not put it in that way; I should say 
it is seriously prejudicing the spread of the use of Indian cotton. The 
nverage LanclIBhire spinner has not sufficient opening machinery to tackle 
it. Two years ago, when Indian cotton was cheap and some of the 
Fpinners were trying to use it, they. were debarred from using it because 
they could not open it. 

Mr. Jame, Littlewood. 
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55,304. On page 365 of your note, under the head "Ma:rketing," you 
suggest the institution or BOme sort of standard deferred dehvery contract. 
Has there been any active movement towards anything of that sort?
Nothing that I know of. 

55,305. Is such a contract recommended by the Association?-Ye/! it has 
been, where they have considered it. 

55,306. But the other interests concerned have not been approached by 
the Association ?-They have not been approached. 

55 307. Is vour Association in touch with the Indian Trade Commissioner's 
Ofti~?-No, ·be has not been approached by us. in any way. 

65,308. You have not used the machinery of that Office as a clearing house 
for complaints?-No. 

55,309. Would you consider whether that would be convenient to you 
as an Association? I think you are anxious to ha.ve some channel through 
which your complaints on technical points can be ~nveyed to the proper 
persona in India?-We should be very pleased; I did not know ~he Indian 
Trade Commissioner, but I was thinking more of tJhe Empire Cotton 
Growing Corporation. I think the channel you have mentioned would be 
far better. 

55,310. In the matter of marketing of bales, you are satisfied with the 
result of the practice recently put into force, and you are anxious that 
that should be extended?-The marketing, yes. 

55,311. Have you been able to use the opportunity of identification 
afforded by these marks in any particular instances?-I personally have; 
I do not know about other spinners; I have used it this season. 

55,312. With good results and good effect?-I do not know what the 
result will be; the result that I am seeking is to prevent the fa1,llts arising 
on future occasions that have arisen this time. I have put the complaints 
through and I have had the necessary allowanCe/! for the faults, but we do 
not seek allowanCe/!, we want the goods; we cannot spin allowances. 

55,313. You have been good enough to send us a copy of the spinning 
tests for Indian cotton; those are the tests fixed by the Oldham Master 
Spinners' Association?-Yes. 

55,314. How long have those tests been in existence?-We made two 
principal lots of tests in 1926 and 1926, and one or two of the 1926. tests 
have been repeated. 

55,315. Can you tell the Commission whether those tests were fixed upon 
in consultation with the Indian Central CottOn Committee?-NQ, they were 
&'Iected by the Indian Central. Cotton Committee, and the bales sent on 
to us. 

55,316. The tests?-No, the particular lots which had to be tested were 
selected by the Indian Central Cotton Committee and sent on to us for 
testing; we had nothing to do with the choice of them. . 

55,311. Projesaor Gangulee: On the question of the marketing of cotton, 
could you tell the Commission what significant changes have been effected 
since the' inauguration of the Indian Central Cotton Committee? You 
have mentioned that the marking of bale/! has been improved and that has 
been very helpful to the trade; hesides that, what other changes do you 
think have been the result of the work of the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee ?-I do not know of any, because, as I said earlier we are not in 
a position, and have not been in a position, to telr which ~f the lots have 
come from the control of the Indian Central Cotton Committee· I have 
applied through the leading &hippers, Messrs. Yolkart Brothe~s; Ralli 
Ilrothers, and so on, but have not up to now been successful in ascertaining 
what we can know as Government-grown cotton because each big shipper 
insists on selling his cotton under some known type or type number and 
with that we 'have to be satisfied. ' . 
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55,318. On what evidence do you suggest that deterioration of seed has 
been noticeable?-Personally, I have suffered. We have to speak, largely, 
personally. There are not many large users of Indian cotton even in tho 
Association. I peJ:sonally have noticed a very marked change in the Punjab
American cotton during the last three years, particularly this year j thi~ 
year has been a very bad one: one of the worst I have ever known both 
in regard to diJ;t and in regard to mixed staple; when the staple has 
arrived it has been of a different character from what we have had 
previously, and the spinning results have been really bad. 

55,319. Dr. Hyder: What variety is this?-4 F.,. largely. 
55,320. Professor Gangulee: With regard to the mixed staples of which 

you speak on page 364 of your written evidence, has that been improved 
since the Indian Central Cotton Committee undertook the problem of 
cotton cultivation in India?-It may have been improved in certain lines, 
but the lines that I largely use are not under the control of the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee; they are controlled by the large shippers who 
have their own buying agencies and their own ginneries, and they are not 
under any control, as far as I know. . 

55,321. Is your Association well aware of the activities of the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee?-Very closely in touch. 

55,322. Mr. Calvert: Is there any touch with the British Cotton Growing 
.A.~sociation?-Yes, because the contact with the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee has really come through the British Cotton Growing Association 
and the Empire Corporation. 

55,323. The British Cotton Growing. Association is largely a Lancashire 
.A.ssociation, is it noH-Yes, it originated in Oldham. 

55,324. You mentioned the difficulty of getting real samples of the new 
types of cotton; the British Cotton Growing .Association has a large farm 
ill the Punja.b for these cottons?-I did not mention the difficulty in getting 
the samples; we have no difficulty in getting the samples; it is in getting 
the bulk we have difficulty. We have had any amount of samples; we ha,e 
had a bale for the Liverpool .A.ssociation,. the Manchester Association and 
so on; but we do 'not get any further than that; when we ask: "Can 
we buy this particular type?" nobody has it. 

55,325. MIT'. Kamat: On page 365 of your memorandum, you suggest, in 
order to establish grades of cotton, some similar arrangements like the 
universal sta.ndards for .American cotton;, will you please amplify that a 
little?-May I ask first if you have any knowledge of tlie system of the 
American cotton, the universal standards? 

55,326. That is exactly what I want to know; what is the suggestion 
rontained in your memorandum a.bout the universal standards that they 
have established?-Thl!'re are certain specified grades for the American 
o:otton, commencing at about "mid-fair," coming down to "fully good 
middling," "strict middling," "middling," "low middling," and so on. 
This is how we buy our cotton in Liverpool: when I go to a merchant 
in Liverpool and say I want to buy 100 bales of " striot middling," I know 
I shall get strict middling from him; he will sell it against his type and 
deliver to me what I have bought. His method of buying is very different 
from the buying of Indian cotton. He may buy a thousand bales of, say, 
.. strict middling," and then he makes his selection from tha.t; he may 
have fifty per cent. of "strict middling" in his thousand bales; he may 
have twenty-five per cent. of 0 fully gcod middling" and "twenty-five 
per cent. of something below; so that he gets a premium on anything that 
is above his purchase, and of coune he gets his discount on the other; 
but on the average he gets a " strict middling" purchase, and he delivers 
to me out of that pun'hase what I have bought: "strict middling" cotton 
with very little variation. 

lIlr. James Littlewood. 
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55,327. In India we have not got a system exactly like that, but certain 
grades have obtained a reputation, for instance, Dharwar, Broach and 
Oambodia. If your suggestion were aocepted, would it upset our present 
grades which have obtained a definite reputation in the marketP-Not 
necessarily 50, because you could establish those grades as aefil'lite grades. 
But our quarrel is not with your grading; our quarrel is with the fact that 
.-hen we have purchased, we will say good fair Tinnevelly, a certain known 
type (I have a certain type in mind, but I will not name it), when it arrives 
it is vastly different, and we are put to the trouble' of arbitration and 
claiming, and, as I Raid a little while ago, it is no good to U,S: we cannot 
spin allowances, and the yarn suffers in consequence. 

55,328. It beoomes, then, a question of improving the ethics of the trade? 
-F..xactly; what we, as spinners, ask is that when we buy something we 
shall know when it arrives it is there or thereabouts. 

55,329. Not a question of re-marking'existblg types such as "fully good" 
BroachP-No. 

55,330. Sir Ganga Ram: Does high density injure the fibreP-N(), it 
does not injure the fibre, but the spinner, as a general rule, has not suffi
ciently heavy opening machinery to open it to mix along with his American. 

55,331. What is the density of the American balesP-About thirty Ibs_ 
against forty or fifty Ibs. of the Indian cotton. 

55,332. Have they similar presses or different kinds of pressesP-I have 
not been to America, but they may have a different press or they press 
to a differflnt density; what their press is, I do not know_ 

I may tell you they have different kinds of presses in which the air is 
expelled m()re than in the Nasmyth Wilson press in Iridia; it is the air 
which causes the pressure on the Indian cotton, rather than the material 
itself; the more air you exclude, the less pressure there will be. 'I have 
seen that machinery; it was exhibited in the Paris Exhibition. 

55,333. Last year, a lot of American and deshi was mixed; did you buy 
allY of those bales P In the Punjab the Indian cotton, the deshi, and 
American were mixed together; really the Ja.panese started that idea. Did 
you buy those bales as wellP-Not intentionally. _ 

55,334. I know that a large quantity was exported to EnglandP-It may 
do for certain trade, but not for a. really good yarn_ 

55,335. Indian mills als() mix American cottonP-Yes; there is -no diffi
culty in mixing the American cotton and the Indian cotton, provided you 
h.ave sufficil'nt opening machinery or if th.e bale is not too hard pressed 
to be opened by the machinery that you have. The difficulty is getting the 
('Orrect blends of the two. 

55,336. Do you import cotton from the Colonies; for inst,. cc. Uganda 
and Kenya P-I have used the West African cotton. 

55,337. Have you used UgandaP--I have not used Uganda. 
55,338. A large quantity comes to Bombay and is sold at Rs.200 per 

1chandi over and above BroachP-Yes, but the Uganda cotton we buy in 
Liverpool. If we buy' African cotton of any description, we buy if from 
the ordinary merchant in Liverpool or Manchester; how he gets it we 
do not know. 

55,339. Kenya has now commenced to grow. cotton and it is of very good 
qualityP-It all dep~nds upon the staple; personally I am a short staple 
user, roal"'El count spInner. 

55,340. Thl're is a very good description of the various kinds of cotton 
.in the Imp~rial Institute ~agazines; I suppose you get themP-Yes. 

55,341. Szr Thomas Mtddleton:. Reference was made to the ethics of 
the trade .in aceounting f~r ~ariations in the cotton exported from Bombay; 
but may It ,not be that It IS not so much the ethics of the trade as the 
want of a definite standard; you have got a shifting standard. I may 
point, for example, to your reference to the deterioration of Bro~ch cotton, 
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which you ascribe to the change in the seed. There has been a great; 
variation in the quality of Broach cotton over a period of yearsP-There 
has. 

55,342. The standard has been departed fromP-Yes. 
55,343. The difficulty is that you have no fixed permanent standard to 

which you can referP-That would be one of the advantages, that we 
,suggest, of the universal standard types on the American system. 

55,344. That is what the Americans have aimed at doing in their universal 
standard typesP-Yes. 

55,345. We have no such standards in IndiaP-No, not so reliable. With 
regard to the Americ8:n, each exchange has an exact copy of these standards; 
they can be matched anywhere. 

55,346. In India, we classify our cottons according to the districts from 
which they come and the cottons from these districts vary over a long 
period of years in quality ; therefore the meanings of the terms vary: the 
standards are departed from P-Yes, but that could be overcome as it is 
overcome with regard to American. The standards are revised every two 
years: it would not matter if the standard were revised every year, provided 
the buyer knew that a certain standard for that year was right. 

55,347. I quite see that by following the American method we might 
accomplish wha·t they have done; what I am pointing out is that it is not 
merely a matter of ethics but a matter of fixing standards; you must 
have definite standardsP-You must have standards. But the question 
of ethics also comes in, when you get the mixed staples and fibres as well. 

55,348. You say that this Broach cotton to which I have referred has been 
growing coarser?-Yes. 

55,349. You think that this must be due to some deterioration in the 
seed P-That is our suggestion; we are not authorities on the growing. 

55,350. You make the suggestion that fresh issues of seed should be made 
from Government farms, in order to counteract that tendency; but Broach 
cotton maintained its reputation for many years, long before there were any 
Government farmsP-Yes; but from a Lancashire spinner's point of view, 
we claim it has lOst that reputation. 

55,351. What I suggest is that it is not the deterioration in the seed, 
but a change in the variety which is grown in the locality which is respon
sible ?-To us it is the change in the type which has made it so that we ean
not use it; we were a large user, and BOW we cannot use it. , 

55,352. It is, in fact, a somewhat different variety from that formerly 
grown, which is now being cultivated in the Broach district P-A coar.;er 
fibre. 

55,353. Thirty years ago there was very little of this coarse type which 
has since become very common P-Yes. The state of things thirty years ago 
has still remained in our minds, because we were large users of it at that 
time. 

55,354. Dr. Hyder: You advocate the use of saw gins for some varieties of 
cotton; are there any disadvantages in the use of saw gins P-The disadvan
tages are rather by report tha.n actual experience. I have gone in for the 
saw-ginned for ma.ny years now. If one may use private names, I am speak
ing of Messrs. Ralli Brothers. I was the first to JIBe the saw-ginned cotton 
in bulk when it was first introduced into Liverpool, and I have kept on for 
many years. I have found it a very great advantage for opening and mixing. 
I have asked to have several other types saw-ginned, but I have been in
formed by Messrs. Ralli Brothers that theitpeople did not think ihey were 
suitable for' saw-ginning. But last year I had at my own expense twenty 
bales I think it was, of Cambodia cotton taken up country and saw-ginned. 
It w~s a perfect success; so that I am rather inclined to think that it is 
more the fact of not having the saw gins on the premises ratner than that 
the cotton will not be successfully ginned. 

Mr. Jame3 LittlewQod. 
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55,355. 1s there no difficulty in the heckling or cutting of the fibre?-In 
the two kinds I know, that is the Punjab American, of which I buy about 
16,000 bales a year, and the Cambodia, up to now I have found no difficulty, 
no cutting and a better yam. 

55,356. Sir Thoma, Middleton: They are both American types?-Yes. 
55,357. The only saw-ginned cotton that previously existed in India was 

the Dharwar saw-ginned, which alsl} was American?-Yes. 
That is what you must have been buying. 
55,358. Sir Ganga Ram: Messrs. Ralli Brothers have started saw gins now 

in Sind; they have put up a factory in Sind ?-During the last year. 
55,359. Xo, during the last two. years, I think, and your Manager, Mr. 

Roberts, is putting up saw gins now. I suppose you get cotton from there? 
-Yes, we get it from there. 

55,360. Do you find any difference in .quality between the saw-ginned 
cotton and the other cottonP-Undoubtedly I should much prefer the saw
ginned; I will never again have roller-ginned cotton for my use if I can get 
saw-ginned. 

55,361. Saw-ginning takes away more fluff, and if they are both purchased 
at the same price, it yould not pay the man to put up a saw gin ?-But I 
think they can make more money from the saw-ginned;. personally, I would 
pay more money for it. 

55,862. Mr. Noyce: How much India.n cotton is used in Lancashire?-Not 
much. That is a question I have not come prepa.red to answer; I think it is 
only on the top side of 100,000 bales. I am speaking from memory. 

55,363. With regard to these spinning tests on Indian cotton, "twist" is 
the same as .. warp," is it. not?-Twist and warp are synonymous terms, 
yes; they are the same. 

55,364. I was always under the impression that you could. get a higher 
weft out of cotton than you could ·warp; but according to your tests, take 
Gadag No.1, for instance, you get 40s warp and 25s weft; how is that? 
-The reason is this: we always put in a test that gives a higher count of 
weft you can spin a higher weft count than you can twist, for this reason, 
that you must have a stronger thread for the twist because it is the body of 
the cloth. 

55,365. That is the reason why I should have thought if you could get a· 
30s warp you could get 35s or 36s weft?-You have ·weft 25s and twists 80s 
in Gadag Xo. 1. 

55,366. I was looking at the nominal counts?-I should take rather the 
comments. The counts that are spun in the tests here are necessarily the 
counts that the spinner was doing at the time; he had to ·fit it in with the 
counts that he was spinning with his own ordinary settings; the comments 
give an expression of opinion of what the yarn would be really marketable 
at. 

55,aGi. I wanted to bring that point out?-I will take a count here. Take 
the Sircar cotton, the two lots 148 and 25s; th\l counts that are tested 'there· 
are only 12s, 16s and so on. It does not necessarily follow that· that is the 
best count that th~t would spin, but the spinner was that sort of spinner; 
he was a coarse spmner. . 

55,368. These counts were what you actually got, not what you were try
ing to get ?-Not what we were trying to get. 

55,369. That is the point. Do you consider that any of these cottons that 
you hal'e been testing are fit for anything above 3Os?-Yes, I believe the 
Punjabs are well above 80s. There is a later test than' this which, I am 
sorry, has not been sent on. We have tested the 285 and 289 Punjabs since 
this, at the request of Sir William Himbury .. The counts that both of those 
were put to were in the neighbourhood of 50s and 60s. As Sir William con
sidered that at the time the samples submitted of the 285 and 289 were not 
eorrect samples, we did a further test. 
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55,370. What\ is the best you can get out of Oambodia ?-This partIcular 
Oambodia that was tested here is something that we do not see in England, 
except in samples. .It is a remarkably fine cotton, a marketable yarh up to 
30s counts alone. 

55,371. That is not much use to Lancashire, is it? You do not want any. 
thing below 30s, do you ?--Oh, yes. Our particular district is the home of 
the coarse count trade; we are all coarse counts. There are a lot of coarse 
counts done in Lancashire still. 

55,372. What do you call coarse countsP-My average is 15s to 165, and 
the whole of the district is that too. 

55,373. Where does that go to ?-Largely home trade and the Continent. 
55,374. You do not send much to India, do you?-I do not send anything 

at all; I should think 32s to 40s is where the market starts there in bulk. 
55,375. From LancashireP-Yes. 
55,376. With regard to the troubles you experienced in using Indian 

cotton, I suppose you are perfectly well aware that every matter that you 
have mentioned here is under the consideration of the Indian Oentral Ootton 
Committee, which is doing its best to improve things?-Yes, we have dIS
cussed these matters with them, so that when this enquiry came along we 
were compelled t.o use almost the same information that we have used with 
them for two years. 

55,377. They are doing their best; I suppose you get their annual reports 
and see what they are doing ?-Yes. 

55,378. You do not get many bales of 500 lbs. from India, do you ?-In the 
Tinnevellies and Oambodia quite a lot. 

55,379. It is peculiar to the South of India; you do not get it from the 
NorthP-No. 

55,380. Would there be any special advantage in having a clearing house 
for complaints in this country? Cannot you send them on either to the East 
India Cotton Association or the Indian Central Ootton Committee to deal 
with ?-That is merely a suggestion for having a clearing house here, because 
we do not know that any complaint made to our own shipper here ever gets 
further than the shipper. 

55,381. Cannot you send it to the Indian Oentral Cotton Committee; they 
would deal with it?-We would not care to whom we send it. 

55,382. I should suggest you do, beca.use they ·would be quite prepared to 
take action in order to stop a.ny abuse you bring to their notice ?-The gin. 
ning is a very important point; of course, ·we have stressed that. That is 
one of the difficulties that the American' user in Lancashire finds: the 
amount of leaf and dirt that is left dn, that ·is taken out at heavy loss, and, 
what is worse, the heavy amount that is left in th~ yarn. You will notice 
from some of the cotton losses in the test that is submitted here, they are 
very heavy. 

55 383. That will depend, of course, lwrgely on the part of India the 
cott~n oomes from; you get a very dirty leafy cotton from these Sircar 
types grown in the SouthP-Yes; I have used a Sircar. 

55,384. Have you brought this question of establishing reliable standard 
types to the notice of the Indian Oentral Cotton Committee ?-N 0, that 
is a thought that was put forward here for the first time. 

55,385. That again is a point which is worth bringing to their notice? 
-Yes, we could do that. 

55,386. The point is that in the Indian Central Ootton Oommittee you 
have got an excellent machinery for dealing with every aspect of the 
cotton trade now, and therefore it is worth 'Your while to keep in close 
touch with them; I think you will find they will do all they can to help 
you P~Yes, I can readily see that, but up to now our discussions with 
the Indian Oentral Ootton Oommittee have been purely on quality. 

55,387. They are concerned with every aspect of cotton ?-Yes. 
lIlr. James Littlewood. 
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55 388. Tlte Cit airman : Would it be an advantage to you if there were 
an ~ccr~ited representative of the Indian Central Cotton Committee in 
Liverpool to whom you could go ?-I do not think it would be much use; 
I should think it would be a waste of time. 

55,389. I thought he might save you the pains of corresponding at a 
distance, and might also act as a clearing house and afford a comparison 
of your complaints on particular points with complaints from other firms; 
but you do not think it worth whileP-1 think if they occasionally would 
communicate with the Oldham Association and ask for comments from 
the users of Indian cotton periodically, we could supply those. 

55,390. From whom do you buy your Indian cotton P Who ships the 
Indian cotton that you buy: a fiorm handling only Indian cotton, or a 
firm handling Indian cotton and American tooP-The bulk is bought from 
firms handling Indian cotton alone. 

55,391. So that it is to their direct interest to encourage the consump. 
tion of Indian cotton 88 far as possibleP-Undoubtedly. 

55,392. Do you think as much is being done as might be done to adver
tise Indian cottonP-No, perhaps there is not as much being done as 
might be, but it requires the Indian cotton to be improved before it is 
really worth while advertising it too much. The best of the Indian 
cottons are extremely difficult to get for the people who want them. 

55,393. But if it were possible to improve quality, and so to increase 
demand, then it might be worth while doing some rather active adver
tising; is that your viewP-I think so, because I think there is a big 
market for Indian cotton of the right type. 

55,394. Professor Gangulee: That is long stapleP-1 am speaking of 
staples from H-ths of an inch upwards; possibly tths could be used in our 
own district. 

55,395. Sir Thomas Middleton: I understand you mix Indian and 
American cotton frequentlyP-Always. 

55,396. Wlould a difficulty arise in mixing a saw-ginned cotton with 
a roller-ginned cotton P Do they mix easily?-They will mix, but you 
do not get as good a result 88 you do with all saw-ginned; you do not 
get as level a yarn, nor do you get as good a strength test. 

55,397. The pulled saw-ginned cotton is more fluffy than the roller
ginned cotton; is not that soP-Yes, it makes a fuller thread. 

55,398. So that if India desired to participate largely in the Lancashire 
mlllrket and did improve its varieties, it 'll<olJld II'SO bt' neressary to alter· 
its method of ginning and w a.!Qjlt saw gin.·P-I shonlJ certainly say 
yes. 

55,399. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is ail American cotto:} ~lIw-ginnedP
No, it is not all saw-ginned; in fact it is principally roller-ginned but it 
comes in a different form; it is a lighter density cotton and opens' betttH' 
It is the opening we are concerned with; we find the Indian oroller-ginned 
cotton does not open so well; we cannot treat the fibres in the preparatory 
machinery in the roller-ginned as we can in the saw-ginned. 

55,400. Then you would still have the difficulty which .sir Thomas just 
mentioned of the roller-ginned mixing with the saw-ginnedP-,-No I wa& 
referring to the mixing of two Indian qualities. ' 

(The witness 1.I;itltdl'ew.) 
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Sir HERBERT ROBSON, K.B.E., 
of Messrs. Ross T. Smyth & Co., Ltd. 

NOTE OF EVIDENCE. 

My remarks with regard to the marketing of Indian grain refer to wheat, 
barley, gram, pulse" Inaize, etc., of which by far the most important is 
wheat. I regTet that I have no knowledge of the marketing of rice. 

It is pleasant to be able to state:-
(a) That in my opinion Indian grain is well marketed. 
(b) Broadly speaking, Indian grain is sold on European markets by large 

European merchant shippers who purchase the gTain either from the farmer 
or from the dealer in the interior of India. Only a small portion of the grain 
<!xported is purchased from dealers who trade in the ports of shipment or 
is consigned to European markets by native shippers. The' European 
merchant shipper not oIlly has his own purchasing houses in the interior of 
India, his own shipping houses at the ports, but has his own importing 
houses in the principal ports in Europe. In those importing ports where 
he has no place of business of his own the merchant shipper employs a broker. 
A very large proportion of Indian wheat which is milled in England is sold 
uirect by the mere·hant shipper to the miller, while on the Continent vf 
Europe the merchant shipper sells to the miller through a broker. 

The merchant shippers are few in' number i mest of them are firms with 
very large financial ra::ources. 

The farmer or the dealer in the interior of India receives a cash payment 
upon delivery of his grain. 'fhis cash payment is often still made in silver 
rupees and not by cheques or by notes. The merchant shipper procures the 
funds, which he needs in India, either by telegraphic transfer from London 
or Paris 01' by, selling three months or Morter-dated bills on his London 
Hcuse, such bills being negotiated by tho large British banks established 
in India. 

(c) I consider that Indian grain is most excellently packed and graded. 
Indian grain is almost the only grain which is always sold on a basis of 
analysis for impurity. The quality of it is usually very even, and the 
allowances which have to b9 paid by the seller to the buyer for inferiority of 
quality are usually only of minor importance. The bags in which Indian 
grain is packed are bettel' t.han any other bags used in the grain trade and 
the stowage on ships is an example in excellence. 

(d) The market information which the Indian cultivator and dealer now 
obtain is far superiol' to what was 'the case in years gone by. I believe that 
the movements of the principal 'markets of Europe and of America are 
known in the bazaars in Inci.ia within a few hours of tho close of these 
markets. The crop reports issued by the Prm"incial Governments in India 
(lompare for accuracy favourably with crol? reports issued in other countries. 

I hope t~at the Royal Commission may consider it to be satisfactory that 
I am unable to makE> any suggestions of It constructive lIature for the 
improvement of the marketing of Indian grain, because I feel that th'3 
marketing compares favourably with the marketing of grain from any other 
(lountry. 

Oral Evidence:' 

55,401. Sir Henry Lawrence: Sir Herbert -'Robson, you are of Messrs. 
Ross T. Smyth &, Company, Ltd. You have kindly given us this note of 
your evidence, and I observe from the conclusion of it that you oonsider 
the arrangements for marketing grain in India so satisfactory that you 
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are unable to make any suggestions of a constructive nature. Is ther&' 
any further statement you wish to make on the subject of the wheat or 
other grain traflicP-1 deal in grain in all parts of the world, North 
America and Bouth America, and I have in days gone by dealt in grailll 
in Russia; I have visited all those countries; 88 you know, I was for 
many years in India; and my deliberate conclusion is that the I!lethods 
of handling grain from the merchant's point of view, and I think I may 
say from the Indian dealer's and the Indian agriculturist's point of 
view, probably involve the intervention of fewer middlemen than in any 
other country, and the grain is dealt with more directly between the' 

. Indian producer and the British or other European consumer than is th& 
case with regard to any other grain anywhere in the world. 

55,402. That is a very interesting statement; you say there are fewer 
middlemen in this grain traflicP-That is what I would say. 

55,403. When your firm used to buy wheat in India, did they dear 
direct with the producer or did you have your agencies up countryP..,
We had our own men employed in various parts of the United Provinces, 
the Punjab and Bind who bought sometimes direct from the producer, 
and, if not direct from the producer, direct f.rom the producer's Indian: 
dealer, who lived in the small bazaars in' these various places in the' 
Punjab and elsewhere. So that we got very closely in touch with them. 
There was only one middleman between us and the producer at the most~ 
and in many cases none at all. 

55,404. Could you offer any opinion as to what percentage of the world 
price of the grain actually went to the producer P-My experience in India 
is that the native of India is so extremely clever in his marketing that, as 
a rule, he was able to secure a better price on the day in India than th& 
relative price at which the grain could' be sold in Europe. 

55,405. That opinion you base on ten years' experience of the. markets of 
IndiaP-Much more than that; I went out to India in 1899; I was there
for thirteen years, and since then I have been very actively engaged in: 
the business from this end; therefore I have had nearly thirty years' experi
ence, and it is always the same: you can buy Karachi wheat to-day in' 
Loudon a great deal cheaper than you can buy it in Karachi or -in th& 
Punjab, counting in the rate of freight, the exchange and' the charges. 

55,406. Mr. Noyce: Who stands the loss?-The loss sometimes is stood by 
the exporter, but I say" on the day." This difference between the import
ing price and the price in the country of origin is a phenomenon that occurs 
in all classes of grain trade. 

55,407. And in cotton?-And in cotton I have no doubt also. 
55,408. Sir Ganga Ram: All over the world-All over the world, but it 

is more marked in India, I think, than anywhere. 
55,409. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is the price of Indian wheat dependent on 

the price of Canadian or Argentine wheat, or has it got a separate market. 
of its own ?-Indian wheat has, to a certain extent, a market of its own. 
The price of all wheat is, of course, to some extent dependent upon the pric& 
of every other kind of wheat. It would be impossible to get a very much. 
higher price for Indian wheat than for Canadian or -Australian wheat; but. 
I have known the times when the price of Indian wheat has been almost
aa high, if not a8 high, as Australian or No.1 Canadian. At other times,. 
when Indian wheat has been rather a glut on the market, the price has 
been very much lower. The price of Indian wheat can only be considered 
relatively to other classes of wheat. 

55,410. I suppose it is always used blended in milling?-It is never used 
by itself in this country; it cannot be; no wheat fr\lm anyone country is 
ever used by itself in this country. 

55,411. Sir Ganga Ram: For milling, do you meanP-For milling. That. 
statement must be . qualified ; when I say never, I mean commercially never. 
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There are a few mills still left in England that grind nothing slse but English 
wheat. , 

55,412. Professor Gangulee: What is the advantage of that mixing?
The advantage of the mixing is this: Indian wheat is very dry; it does not 
contain a very high percentage of gluten. If you have a loaf entirely 
made of Indian wheat it has rather too much of a nutty or a pea flavour 
about it, and the loaf is· of poor size. If it is not mixed with some strong 
wheat, some glutinous wheat, such as Oanadian wheat, your loaf will not 
have such a good appearance as it would have if it were mixed with a strong 
glutinous wheat. At tl1e same time, you cannot use Canadian wheat by 
itself, nor can you use Australian wheat by itself. Flour, in this country, 
il\ always made froJll a mixture of various sorts of wheat; the proportions 
of that mixture vary from time to time according as one wheat is relatively 
more cheap than the ether. 

55,413. Sir Henry Lawrence: The exports of Indian wheat haye been 
going down very considerably, have they not, in recent years?-Yes, un
fortunately. 

55,414. To what do you attribute that ?-I think there are two main 
reasons. I think the principal reason is that the consumption of wheat in 
India has undoubtedly increased; that is one reason. 

55,415. Owing to a rise in the standard of livingP-Partly owing to a rise 
in the standard of living and partly owing to the increase of population; 
chiefly, I should think, owing to the rise in the standard of living. Secondly, 
India has been very unfortunate during the past few years; she has not had 
as.good harvests as she might have had. Last year, and again this year, the 
harvest in the North-West Provinoos, the United Provinces and in the 
Punjab, have been to a certain extent deficient. 

55,416. That has especially affected the wheat crop, has itP-Wheat, gram, 
jOUJar and bajri are all to some extent interdependent; if you get a bad 
gram crop, there is naturally a bigger ~emand for w~at. 

55,417. Do you expect an increasing export trade to grow up again in 
wheat ?-That is a very difficult thing to estimate. The GovernJllent of 
India, as you know, have a very big scheme for a barrage. at Sukkur, with 
an enormous area to come under new irrigation. That will probably have 
BOme effect, for a time, upon the export of wheat from India; one would 
hope so. But the tendency seems to be for India. to consume more and more 
wheat. During the past four or five years there have been two or three 
periods during the winter when India has taken Australian wheat. Now, 
in days gone by that was almost unknown. India seems now to have got 
to a state where there is a very much larger population who eat wheaten 
bread under all circuJllstances. 

55,418. Do you remember, at all, the figures of that import of Australian 
wheatP-I cannot tell it off hand; I could let you have it very quickly. 

55,419. Sir Thomas Middleton: Was that in 1921 and 1922?-There was 
some during recent years; I do not mean only 1921 and 1922; there has been 
some during the last six months; during the last six months I should say 
50,000 to 60,000 tons arrived in India about March-April. 

55,420. Sir Henry Lawrence: I think it would be interesting if you would 
let us have the reoont figures P-I can let you have those figures since the 
War at once.* . 

55,421. Thank you.-Most .of that wheat goes to BoJllbay and Calcutta. 

* Shipments of Australian wheat to India:-
1st August to 31st July, 1924/25 

" ,,1925 / 26 
. " ,,1926/27 

Sir Herbert Robson. 

4,198 tons. 
35,420 tons . 
40,467 tons. 
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55,422. Have you noticed any visible results as to the improvement of 
wheat through the introduction of what is known as Pusa varieties, or any 
other improved varietyP-I cannot say that I have. What has happened 
in India, and I think it is the result of the new contract which was intro
duced in London about 1911 or 1912, is that I have' noticed that the per
centage of barley mixed in Indian wheat has tended to diminish very much 
indeed; Indian wheat, in other words, contains much less admixture than it 
used to do in days gone by. I may be wrong in my year, but before 1911 
and 1912 all Indian wheat was sold without any analysis for dirt aamixture 
or barley admixture; but the London Corn Trade Association introduced a 
new contract whereby Indian wheat, alone of all wheat in the world, on 
arrival in Europe was analysed for admixture; if it contained any valueless 
admixture such as dirt or valueless seed such as cockle, an allowance was 
paid for each percentage. With regard to barley, for every percentage of 
barley over two per cent. an allowance of half the contract rate was paid. 
It was very soon discovered that it did not pay you to pay ocean freight 
on things like dirt and seeds which were worth nothing, and it did not pay 
you to pay ocean freight and receive froJll your buyer half the value of 
wheat for barley mixed in wheat. That tended to stop the admixture of 
barley into wheat and to ensure the cultivator sowing a seed which was 
cleaner, whereby the wheat was not grown mixed with harley to the same 
extent as it was before. 

55,423, Has that result been proved of recent years P-Indian wheat now 
arrives in this country with a very low admixture of valueless stuff such as 
dirt and seed, and the percentage of barley throughout the year probably 
does not average more than three per cent.; a good deal of it comes in at 
about three per cent.; it is unusual to see more than four pel' cent. That 
is a great improvement on twenty years ago, a very marked improvement. 

55,424. But that wheat is not as pure as wheat from Canada or the Argen
tine P-I would not like to say from the Argentine; Canadian wheat does 
not contain any admixture as a rule; good Canadian wheat contains no 
admixture. Argentine wheat, ,unfortunately, in recent years, has tended to 
contain a certain percentage of black oats. 

55,425. Professor Gangulee: What percentage of refraction do you allow 
in the trade ?-U nder the London Corn Trade Association you are allowed 
no refraction of dirt; all dirt is paid for at its full contract value, two per 
cent. of barley is allowed free, and anything over two per cent,. pays at half 
tho (>ontract rate. 

55,426. Sir Henry La.wrence: Is there any suggestion you can make which 
would lead to extension of wheat cultivation? Do you know of anything 
that hinders or handicaps the cultivation of wheat in India P-I do not. 
The a\Terage number of bushels of wheat per acre in India is low. 

55,427. What do you think it is?-I cannot let you know exactly, but it is 
a m~tte~ w:hich can be very easily ascertained. My impression is that in the 
PunJab It IS about twelve bushels to the acre; I am no·t quite sure. 

55,428. And in other parts of the world ?-It varies enormously' Australia, 
which produces most beautiful wheat, has the lowest number of bushels per 
acre; .it is a vo:y remarkable thing. In this country, in a good year, it is 
~ometlmes as hIgh as thirty-five bushels; I have known it as high as forty 
III Canada, and I have known it as low as eight in Canada; Canada varies 
more than any other place. The Argentine is about fifteen. 

55,429. Sir Ganga Ram: You made the statement that no milling can be 
done without mixing; do you mean mixture of foreign wheat or only inter
provincial wheat?-I am referring to the milling which is done in this 
country. As a matter of actual practice, the flour in this country is always 
milled from an admixture of wlieats from various parts of the world. 

55,430. Not several parts of India?-No. 
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55,431. Do you know what is the freight of Australian wheat straight from 
Australia to LondonP~That varies very much indeed; at the present moment 
it is about 40s. a ton from Australia to London. 

55,432. And from Australia to Bombay P-I cannot tell you off hand; it 
would probably be about 28s. to 30s. 

55,433. From Au~tralia to Karachi I know is eight annas a ma'Und P-It 
would vary very much indeed. 

55,434. Sir Henry Lawrence: That is 21s. a tonP-;-1 am surprised to hear 
it is as low as that. 

55,435. Sir Ganga Ra11l: When you see a quotation of wheat in the 
London market, is that quotation for pure wheat or with admixture of 
barley?-When you see a quotation on the London. market, that is London 
contract terms; that is to say, pure as regards admixture of dirt or seed, 
but with two per cent. of barley. It allows two per cent. of barley. 

55,436. Is that what·you call standard wheat?-That is the standard con
tract under which the Indian wheat is all sold. 

55,437. Do you give a premium if it is a pure wheatP-No, it is not 
customary to give a premium for wheat which contains no barley. 

55,438. You charge a discount if it is more than two per cent. ?-Yes. 
55,439. Is not that one-sided ?-No, I do not think >it is, because verr 

little Indian wheat comes over to this side without two per cent. of barle~ 
in it; it is very rare to see it. 

55,440. What iI:; your opinion about elevators? Do you think the spread 
of elevators in the Punjah will help you to export wheat at your con
venienceP-I think I was the first person in India who ever mooted the 
point about elevators; I hOO a long correspondence with various Gilvernment 
~fficials and with trade officials on the subject of putting up elevators in 
Karachi. 

55,441. Are you in favour of itP-We were largely responsible for the 
erection of the elevator in Lyallpur and worked the elevator in Lyallpur 
for many years, in fact 1liIItii last year. 

55,442 .• Which firm do you belong toP-My firm in India was Messrs. 
Clement6, Robson & Company. My own view is that in the present state 
{)f the export trade from India in wheat, with the possibility of India dis
appearing as an exporter from the international market, it would not be 
wise to put up elevators. 

55,443. Sir Henry Lawrence: Are they not required for the internal 
tradeP-I do not think they are required for the internal trade.· 

55,444. Sir Ganga Ram: When you buy the next crop forward, in the 
mouth of January, on what basis do you put your rates to the cultivators? 
Do you advance money to themP-No, never. 

55,445. Yet you buy forward in the month of JanuaryP-Not very often. 
55,446. Very often in the PunjabP-It is often done, but it is not done, 

you will find, by the bigger firms. 
55,447. What I want to know is whether you do it merely on a speculative 

basis or whether you makE' contracts hereP-1f we do buy it lin India, 'We 
make contracts here more or less at the same time. If we do not make 
contracts here, we sell an equivalent quantity of some other sort of wheat: 
either of actual wheat here or of wheat optwns at Liverpool, or w1heat 
options in Chicago. It is not· our business, and you will find it is not 
the business of any large firm of wheat merchants, to take. up a broad 
spt'Culative position; it is too da.ngerous. _. 

05,448. Sir James MacKenna: Your considered opinion is that India 
does not give any great scope for the elevatorP-That is my view. 

55,449. Is it a fact that the Indian wheat comes in at a time of the 
year when supplies from other sources are not so ample, and fills the gapP-
Yes, I think it is safe to say that. 

Sir He1'bert Rob~on. 
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55,450. The point is to get the wheat on to the sea as quickly as possible? 
-That .1U!ed to be more true than it is to~ay; in days gone by the 
Australian wheat crop, which is reaped in December-January, was a 
oomparatively small affair; now it is a very important affair. Australian 
wheat is ~hi~ped freely during February, March, April, May; it is a long 
voyage; It IS a two months' voyage by an ordinary tramp ship, anti 
Australian wheat, owing to the short· supplies of Indian wheat in many 
years, has takelP the place of Indian" wheat. 

55,451. It overlaps the period in which Indian wheat used to fill tlle 
gap?-Yes. " 

55,452. Have you had some experience of dealing with Indian barley?
Yes, not so much as wheat, but I have had a certain amount. 

55,453. Does much of that CQme over seas?-Not at the present moment. 
There have been years when. it has ·been exported very freely. 

55,454. What are the round figures?-I have all the figures here for the 
exports of the la.'!t few years. 

55,455. Will you give them us?-These are in quarters. It varies 
enormously. 1913, 1,210,000 quarters. The War years I have not got, 
because it was all under Gover"nment control and it was not done on 
a commercial basis. 1919, only 72,000; 1920, 28,000; 1921, 62,000; 1922, 
45,000; 1923, 253,000; 1924, 2,940,000: practically 3,000,000 quarters 

55,456. Sir Henry Lawrence: Was that a new demand for a new pur· 
poseP-No, 1924 was a year when barley and all food"grain crops all over 
Europe were very short. There was" a most abnormal demand for any 
form of food grain for the feeding of cattle. Barley, in particular, was 
very short; barley' was so short in May, 1924, that I asked one of my 
brewer friends if he could secure me my supply of beer during the next 
year, because I was afraid there would be no beer. They brought barley 
out of every known quarter of the world and from places which had 
never exported barley before". India, of course, has always exported barley; 
but there being this most unusual demand, more barley was exported from 
India. 

55,457. Sir Ganga Ram: Your firm do not buy barley in IndiaP-Ylls, 
we do. 

55,458. Very little?-Yes, very little. 
55,459. We have often offered it to thein, but they will not buy?-We buy 

very little barley, but still we have bought barley. 
65,460. Why do not you buy masur (lentil)? It all goes to France. It 

makes a very good malt they say P-We have never exported that our
selves. 

55,461. Sir Henry Lawrence: Was this Indian barley found suitable for 
malting ?-Some of it is very suitable. 

65,462. The Sind and. Punjab varieties in particularP-Yes. 
55,463. Rewari barley is usedP-Yes. 
55,464. Sir James MacKenna: What was the 1924 figure?-2,940,000 

quarters. That is easily the top." In 1925 it Wa.'! 540,000 and in 1920 
10,000. I have never seen a bigger variation in any set e-f figures. 

55,465. It is a most extraordinary variation; what do you think was the 
causeP-The cause was that the price of barley went sky high in 1924. 

Sir Ganga Ram: Although our production of wheat was so high that 
year, the export of wheat was small. 

55,466. Mr. Noyce: We exported nearly as much barley as wheat?-
Very nearly as much barley as wheat that year. 

55,467. Sir Henry Lawrence: It is purely a question of priceP-That was 
purely a question of price. The price of barley at one time went very 
nearly to the price of wheat, and' good barley fetched a good deal more 
than the price of wheat: barley that you could malt well. 
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54,468. Sir James MacKenna: How does the Ind~anbarley stand in the 
market in EuropeP-It varies very much. You see you have two classe9 
of barley generally used throughout Europe: you have barley which will 
malt and make ,beer, either good beer or bad beer; and you have barley 
which you use for feeding animals; in other words, for grinding. If you 
get a really fine barley which you can sell to Mr. Bass or somebody of 
that sort and get a fancy price for it, you may get three times as much 
for that barley a.s if it bas been in any way deteriorated, .or was originally 
of a poor quality so that it has to be ground for pig or. cattle food. 

55,469. Mr. Calvert: That is used for brewingP-Yes. I know the barley; 
it is a very good barley. 

55,470. SiJr James MacKenna: In a normal year, in what proportions 
would the barley be used for brewing purposes and for cattle food? I 
suppose the use as cattle food would predominateP-Yes, as a rule in a 
normal year; but when you have very little English ,barley and very litt!e 
Pacific Coast barley, -you have got to look round to see what barley you can 
get. 

55,471. Is there a. big export of gramP-Gra.m varies very much. I have 
not got the figures. Gram in 1924 wall very important, but in normal 
years the trade in gram is comparatively small. 

55,472. Professor Gangulee: It is chiefly used for feeding stuff, is it 
notP-It is entirely used for feeding stuff, and it is not used for feeding 
horses in this country or in Europe. The principal use for gram is for 
feeding young lambs; it makes a very good lamb food. 

55,473. Sir James MacKenna: It is a very important horse ration in 
IndiaP-It is. 

55,474. Is there any great export of Indian pulsesP-There is a very 
large trade done in Indian pulse from time ill? time. 

55,475. Fairly steadyP-Fairly steady, yes; they come chiefly from Cal
cutta. and: Bombay. 

55,476. And maizeP-Maize varies very much. 
55,477. What is maize used for: cornflour and starch P-Oh no, the princi

pal use of maize is for feeding pige, partly cows and partly horses, but 
principally pigs. They feed maize to ,horses in Europe and they feed 
it to lots of horses in this country. 

55,478. I suppose a certain: amount is used for starchP-Yes, they make a 
certain amount, but that is negligible; the starch which you put in your 
~hirt is not made from maize; it is made from rice principally. The 
cornflour that you make into a pudding is made from white maize, and 
most of that white maize. is white North American maize. The Indian 
maize is rather too flinty, rather too hard, for making cornflour. 

55,479. Does maize suffer much from dirt and adulteration?-No, the 
maize trade from India is more or less a. negligible trade; it is a trade 
which only comes on when the maize crops in other parts of the world 
are poor. It fills a gap. 

55,480. Professo?' Gan.gtdee: Of these grains that you have mentioned, 
which has the greatest futureP-Undoubtedly wheat. 

55,481. It has been represented to us that there are signs of a steady 
deterioration of quality in wheatP-I do not think that is correct. 

55,482. You do not subscribe to that view P-I do not think that is correct. 
Indian wheat varies in quality to a very, very small extent from year to 
year. We had one bad year in wheat from India in 1924, but that was 
because of heavy rain immediately after the harvest. 

55,483. From the miller's point of view, what specific qualities in wheat 
should receive special attentionP-That is a question I cannot answer, 
because a miller cannot use only Canadian wheat, only Australian wheat, 
only Argentine Wlheat or only Indian wheat; he must have a blend; he must 
mix them together. 

Sir He?'bert Rob30n. 
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55,484. When millers buy Indian wheat, what particular quality do they 
loo~ for: softn~ss of the wheat?-No, the first point is that it is very dry. 
Indian wheat IS grown in an ,unusually hot climate, and Indian wheat is 
very dry. Secondly, a certain proportion of Indian wheat mixed in the 
grist before it is ground, that is to say, a certain proportion of Indian 
~'beat among your flour, is very good for producin~ yeast in the bread; 
d promotes the growth of the yeast wthen the bread IS fermented. 

55,485. Have you any views on the system of grading wheat now in 
vogue ?-Where ? 

55,486. In the export market wheats are graded, Rre they notP-In North 
America they are graded; only in North Alnerica. 

55,487. Indian wheat is not gradedP-No, no other wheat is graded except 
North American wheat. 

55,488. Do you think it would be advantageous to Indian trade to have 
the wheat graded?-No, I do not tlhink so. We have got a Commission 
over from the United States and another Commission over from Canada 
now, going into the whole question of their grading.· 

55,489. It has been suggested by a witness that in your grain contract 
in London, the unit has been changed from 492 lbs. to 480 lbs. ?-Yes. 

65,490. Has the change made any difference in the market in grain?-I 
do not think it has made any great difference. The only thing that has 
arisen is tlhis, that Indian wheat used to look dearer than it really was. 
American wheat was quoted for 480 lbs. j the Argentine wheat was quoted 
for 480 lbs.; there was no discount off that. In the case of American wheat 
there was none at all, and in the case of Argentine there was a small 
discount for interest. In the case of Indian wheat it used to be sold for 
492 lbs. and 21 per cent. discount, and it made the quotation higher than 
it ought to have been j it was purely a question of quotation. 

55,491. Do I correctly understand you to say that you think India may 
cease to be an exporting oountryP-I do think so; I tlhink it is within the 
bounds of possibility. 

65,492. Why P-Because of the internal consumption of wheat in India. 
55,493. There may be an extension of the area under wheatP-Yes, but 

the population of India is very large j the proportion of people in India 
who eat wheat is comparatively small j your area which you can cultivate in 
wheat is to a large extent limited; you can have a new Sukkur Barrage 
scheme which is a wonderful thing, but you are apparently coming very 
near to the point when you cannot irrigate any further larger areas; 
there are no more areas that you can get at. I think your grand
"hildren may be importing wheat into India. 

55,494. That is your prophesy P-It is not a prophesy; I think it is within 
the bounds of possibility. 

55,495. In the United Kingdom the average yield, as you say, is as high 
as thirtv-two bushels to the acreP...,...Yes. 

55,496. In Canada the average is not more tlhan fourtgenP-I think it 
is more than that. You have got 1924 in that, which throws your average 
all out. 1921 was a disastrous year in Canada. 

55,497. At any rate, the yield per acre in Canada is distinctly lower than 
the yield in the United Kingdom?-Yes. 

55,498. Could you explain why the English wheat cannot compete with 
the Canadian wheatP-But I think it does. In II'hat way do you mean 
cannot competeP 

55,499. It cannot compete in price?-No, because Canadian wtheat contains 
a very much smaller percentage of moisture to start with. 

65,500. That is one of the cries of your English farmer, that he cannot 
compete with the imported wheatP-I know that is so but the English 
farmer ca~ always ~ell his wheat at a price.. He cannot expect to get as 
good a price for his wheat under normal circumstances as the Canadian 
farmer gets, because his wheat is not so good and it is not so dry. 
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55,501. ,T~e p~int is that the increased 'yield' does not necessarily mean 
a better prlcei'-"-It may mean more money per acre. 

55,502. GrossP-G:ross. 
55,503. MT. Oalvert: Not netP-No, the difference between fourteen and 

thirty-two per acre would certainly mean a bigger net yield per acre. 
55,504. PTo/es80T Gangulee: -l think, in answer to Sir Henry Lawrence, 

you suggested that we buy a good deal of wheat from Australia now?-You 
buy some wheat at certain times. 

55,505. But only in the case of failure' of the monsoon, not in normal 
years?-Not in normal years, nO'.· . 

55,506. In 1921 and 1922 there was' a failure of the monsoon ?-1924 and 
the beginning of 1925. 

55,507, That affected us and imports of wheat into India from Australia 
and the United States amounted to 440,000 tons?-Yes. In the end of 
1924 and the beginning of 1925 India imported Australian wheat, and again 
at the end of 1926 and the beginning of 1927 they imported Australian 
Wlheat, 

00,508. India, imports wheat only in times of scarcityP-Yesj and it nearly 
all comes inoo Bombay and into Calcutta and is consumed there or there
abouts; it goes to the big mills. 

55,509. One of the difficulties from which Indian agriculture suffers is 
that of introducing a better variety of grains in the ma'rket and getting a 
good price for it. Can you tell the Commission how a new variety of wheat 
'may enter into the marketP-Wheat is a very funny grain; if you take 
No.1 Manitoba wheat and sow it in England, you will get the most extra
ordinary looking grain that you have even seen in your life j it bears no 
relation at all to its parent; it becomes inferior English wheat. If you 
sow the same Wlheat. again in the Argentine, you get wheat which looks 
like an Argentine wheat, but it is not as good. If you take it over to 
Russia and sow it there, you get the. same sort of result. It immediately 
reverts to the native type; it does not revert as a rule to the improved 
native type; it seems to revert to an aboriginal native type. If you were to 
sow the very finest wheat from any other part of the world in India, during 
your first season you would probably get something inferior to what YOll 

get now. In your second season, if you carefully selected the seed, you 
might be &ble to improve upon it. It is the soil and climate which determine 
the nature and quality of the grain, not the seed. 

55,510. Let us assume we have evolved a new variety of wheat and that 
that wheat is better grain, its gluten percentage is higher and its milling 
qualities are superior to those of other existing varieties; how will that 
particular variety, call it Pusa 12 or Punjab No.8, gain ground in the 
market?-It will very soon be discovered. Every big miller in EUrope, and 
certainly every miller in this country, has a laboratory; lie tests every lot 
of wheat he gets, most carefully. If he were to get a lot of Indian wheat 
which was superior and his neighbours got a lot of Indian' wheat 
which was superior, you would soon find the market would respond. The 
millers would be bidding against each other rather higher prices to get 
that particular variety of wheat. 

55,511. Looking through a Canadian report, I found that the Fife variety 
was superseded by another variety, the Marquis wheatP-Yes. 

55,512. Recently they have evolved a new type, the Garnet type ?-Yes. 
55,513. Which is I understand again replacing the existing varieties?

No, I do not agree. The Garnet Wlheat is a wheat which ripens very 
quickly, but I do not think, in the long run, it will be used very freely in 
Canada, because the quality is not so good as that of the old type. Marqui~ 
is a variety of the Red Fife, and the Marquis wheat is used and sown very 
freely, but it would still be described as Red Fife. 

SiT HeTbeTt Robson. . 
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55,514. Our difficulty is to know how we can push a new variety into the 
marketP-But why do you want to push itPYou want to keep on improving 
your own seed, naturally; but you will never, in' India, produce a highly 
glutinous wheat; otherwise you would have done so before now;. it would 
have happened of its own accord. All your wheat are comparatively soft 
wheats without much gluten. 

55,515. We have hard wheat from the Central Provinces?-I think the 
main reason why you will never produce a glutinous wheat' is that your 
climate will not allow you to sow in the spring. The Canadian wheat is 
sown in May. Indian wheat is a winter-sown wheat; it has to be sown in 
October, November, or at the latest December. It IS a winter wheat, and 
winter wheat all over the world is a soft wheat. 

55,516. Mr. Oolvert: I have not quite understood this apparent conHict 
between the statement that all wheats are :mixed for Hour, and the other 
statement that the Indian Wheat fills a gap .here?-A miller wants, in his 
mixture, a certain proportion of strong wheat, glutinous wheat, and a 
certain proportion of lower glutinous wheats, softer, weaker wheats. 
Your main source of supply for strong wheat is Canada. Your' next supply 
of strong wheat is the spring wheat States of the United States; that is to 
say, North and South Dakota and Minnesota. Beyond that you have 
Russia, which is doing practically nothing nowadays. The soft lower 
glutinous countries are Australia, Argentine, India and the Pacific Coast 
of the United States .. A miller will :mix some of these strong wheats from 
the three countries I have mentioned with a proportion of the weaker 
wheats from the four countries I have mentioned. If he cannot get any 
Indian, he will use more Australian or more Pacific Coast. 

55,517. But the Indian wheat is said to come in a time gapP-It does 
come in a time gap; it begins to arI'ive here in the beginning of June, and 
it arrives in full volume in June, July and August. That is the normal. 
time of its arrivel, just before the North American new crops are avail
able. The North American new crops are reaped from the beginning of 
July to the end of August. They do not get over here much before the 
end of August. Australian wheat is beginning to become less plentiful 
than it was, we will say, during March, April and May;' it is tending to 
tail off. Therefore Indian wheat used to fill, and does still fill to a small 
~tent, a most important gap. 

55,518. The gap in the soft wheatsP-Yes. 
55,519. In the Punjab, gram is second in area and second in value of all 

our produceP-Yes. 
55,520. And latterly the price of gram in the Punjab has risen almost 

to equal wheat?-Yes. 
55,521. In fact the price of gram is higher, sometimes, than the price of 

wheat the year before or the year after?-Yes. 
55 522. So that there has been an enormous rise in the price of gram, 

and' as it is our second largest crop, it is very important to know what 
pr~pects there are for further marketing. There must have been a big 
demand to lead to such a huge rise in price?-There was a big demand in 
1924, which was a freak year. You will find it is 1924-25. 

55,523. The actual rise was 1918-19; in 1920-21 it was a very high price: 
Rs.6-5 a maund?-They were not actual War years but the world was 
suffering from the effects of the War. 

55,524. In 1924-25 it went up and was higher than wheat used to be?
That was simply owing to the terribly bad feeding-crops they had all over 
Europe; there was no barley; the oat crop was more or less a failure 
everywhere; there was no hay; the potato crop was a disaster in Germany; 
the rye crop was one of the lowest on record in Germany, Poland and 
Holland. The world had to get food for cattle from where it could get it, 
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regardless, to, a certain extent, of price. But an export trade in gram is 
a trade which will not flourish . 
. 55,525. Actually, the last twenty years has seen a very marked increase 
m the export of, gram P-That may be, but there is no trade in gram 
being done at all at the present moment; there was practically none done 
last ye'ar. You have got to have a failure of some importllJlt crop before 
gram is going to' be used. 

55,526. You do not think there is a steadily increasing demand for gram 
outside IndiaP-No, I do not. Gram is used because people cannot get 
something else, because they cannot get maize. Gram is used to take tbe 
place of maize. The country which supplies us with maize is the Argentine; 
the shipment during the past seven days from the Argentine is 1,100,000 
quarters of maize; that is in one week. I have not the gram figures here, 
but I am quite sure that that is considerably greater than the greatest 
export of gram that India has ever done in a year. 

55,527. Sir Henry' Lawrence: To what extent is gram used for human 
consumption in Europe 1-It is not used at all. ' 

55,528. Mr. Oalvert: Not even to adulterate wheat f1ourP-No, you 
cannot adulterate wheat anywhere in Europe. 

55,529. For poor people I meanP-No, no, if you were to mix gram flour 
into bread here you would spend the rest of your life in jaiL 

55,530. Even in European countries?-In France they have certain 
regulations with regard to the admixture in bread; all bread has to have 
a certain admixture; but you must not mix gram flour in with bread flour, 
because it does not cook at the same rate, and you get very bad stuff. 

55,531. Sir Henry Lawrence: ,When gram is used in Europe, it is 
entirely for cattleP-It is entirely for cattle food; for practical purposes it 
does nothing more than take the place of maize. 

55,532. Mr. Oalvert: We have nearly' 6,000,000 acres under gram in the 
PunjabP-Yes. ' 

55,533. It must go somewhereP-It is used in the Punjab, or it is eaten 
in India; it goes all over Northern India. 

55,534. Sir Henry Law'rence: In India, it is chiefly used for human 
consumptionP-It' is, very largely j I should say, chiefly j but it is not so 
in Europe. 

55,535. Would it not prove a nutritious and cheap food for EuropeP
You cannot make the Englishman eat anything else but wheat. 

55,536. What about the Continent and ScotlandP-Italy is the only 
possible place where they might eat it; there they eat Pelenta, as you know, 
which is made from maize, and they might possibly eat it there j but it 
is very difficult to get a population nowadays to take, up any new form of 
food. I believe that even the Scots are giving up the use of Gats to a 
large extent. ' 

55,537. Professor Gangulee: Would the development of sheep breeding 
in India perhaps cause a greater demand for gramP-Yes, but you cannot 
breed she'Elp in India j it is too hot. 

55,538. Sir Ganga Ram: If wheats of different countries are placed 
before you, can you distinguish by the look of themP-Yes, at once, unless 
somebody put up some freak wheat that I had never seen before; but in 
ordinary circumstances, the wheats which are in daily trading I could tell 
at a glance. 

55,539. Is not it a fact that people here do not know how to prepare 
,gram for eating P In India. we make the best sweetmeats out of gram p
I know. 

55,540. And it is largely used for frying purposesP-Yes, and it is very 
good. 

55,541. I suppose if those things were introduced here they. would not 
goP-No, they would not look at them. 

Sir Herbert Robson. 
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55,542. Dr. Hydl!ll': There is a, French sweetmeat in the making of which 
they use gram?-Yes, they may do that, but the quantity which is used, 
for that is negligible: a couple ,of hundred wnsprobably in a, whole' 
year. 

55,543. Mr. Noyce: One of the witnessesliefore us has advocated' an 
earlier ripening wheat. He said t11at if you could secure an earlier ripen
ing wheat in the Punjab and the United Provinces it would fill a gap in 
the European market. Have you any views on that?-No, that is" a very 
short-sighted view, with all deference to the, previous witness. You can 
get a premium, as a rule, for May shipment over June and July shipment;" 
the sole reason that you can is because wheat is less plentiful; and there 
are certain millers in this country who very much prefer Karachi wheat 
to other wheats of the same type, and they will-buy Karachi wheat when" 
ever they can get it, provided t11ey can get it at a reasonable price. 
Therefore, when Karachi wheat is scarce, as it very often is, in May, they 
will pay a small premium on May shipments over those of June. They 
would probably be prepared to pay a small premium on April shipments 
over May shipments, but it is very small. 

55,544. It is not sufficient to justify the, Agricultural ,Department iii 
making any special effort to fill the gapP-No. If you do t11at, you will 
~~~~b~~~~~~b~~~~~ 
get the May demand supplied; you will get a premium for the earliest 
lot. 

55,545. Dr. Hyder: When did the Russians sow'wheat?-They sow two 
crops, a winter crop and a spring crop. 

55,546. That is to say, the wheat is sown in winterP-The ,wheat is sown 
in Russia in October and November, say the 15t:h September to the 15th 
November; that is the Russian winter wheat. Then they sow again when 
the frost and snow are off the ground, say at the end of March or begin
ning of April. 

55.547. When does it ripen and coine to the market?-The winter 
Russian wheat ripens in July, and the spring Russian wheat ripens in 
August. In pre-Bolshevist days the Russian wheat used to move out 
from South Russia about the 15th August; it varied from year to year; 
I would say the 15th August would be about the average date when it 
pegan to move. , 

55,548. That is to say, the Russian came after the Indian?-Yes. 
55,549. What comes before the Indian; is it the Canadian?-No, the 

Canadian does not come on until September; the two crops which come 
before the Indian, and almost togethe1', are the Argentine orop and the 
Australian. 

55,550. They are soft wheatsP-Yes, the Australian wheat is a particularly 
soft wheat and a white wheat, the same as Indian wheat is. 

55,551. When do the American wheats come?-The winter wheat from 
America starts moving overseas about the middle of July; the Canadian 
wheat comes next, moving overseas at the end of August. 

55,552. You have a continual supplyP-Every moment of the year there 
is some man sowing wheat in some field, and every moment of the year 
there is some man reaping wheat' in some field; there is not a day which 
passes without wheat being sown or wheat being reaped somewhere or 
other in the world. 

55,553. If there is a deficiency in one quarter, then that deficiency will 
reflect itself in higher· prices obtained fpr crops from other countriesP~ 
That is what usually happens. 

55,554. M1'. Calvert: If it is important to get the Indian wheat on to 
the market at certain periods of the year, is it then open to objectiou 
to encourage the Indian cultivator to hold up his stocks for three or four 
months in the hope of getting higher prices?-Why should you ask the 
Indian cultivator to speculate in the wheat market? 
~m N 
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05,555. One. of the commonest things we hear is that he should be 
encouraged or assisted to hold up his crop for higher prices P-How does 
the Indian CUltivator, or I myself who am in the middle of it, or the 
greatest genius tha.t has ever lived in the world, know what the weather 
is going to be like in the next few ruonths? From the 15th .April to the 
15th July the American crop is made or marred. If the American crop 
proves to be a bad one, the Indian cultivator who has liQld up his crop 
will get a better price j if the American crop proves to be a good one, 
he will get a lower price. It is pure speculation. 

55,556. It is actually better for the wheat trade as a whole, including 
the CUltivator, that he should market it as soon as possible?-He should 
not throw his w'heat on to the market and take any price for it; he 
wants sufficient power to be able to oresist slumps caused by a glut. 

55,557. But your actual export season is more or less confined to three 
months?-May, June and July; yes. 

55,558. So that all these suggestions we hear as to encouraging him 
or enabling him to hold up his stocks are really not in his own interests? 
-I should say not in 'his own interests. 

55,559. Sir Thomas lIliddleton: A ~eat part of his stock is_ consumed 
iii India?-Yes, a very high percentage is consumed internally. If he 
rushes it on to the market, he cannot expect to get his price. 

55,560. Dr. Hyder: You have mentioned the critical period of the 
American market; from what month does it begin ?-I should say from 
the 15th May to the 15th July j that is the most critical period. 

55,561. Sir Henry Lawrence: The Indian export of wheat can never 
have any large effect on prices of the world, can· it ?-It used to have, 
but it has not had for some time. 

55,562. Taking the broadest possible figures, I suppose the production 
of wheat of the world -is about 100,000,000 tons; the Indian crop produces 
about 10,000,000, the maximum export being not much over 1,000,000 tons, 
that is one per cent. of the world's production. Are those figures fairly 
accurate P-The world's production of wheat is much more than 100,000,000 
tons. . 
. 55,563. Sir Thomas lIliddleton: Would you say 120,000,000 tonsP-I can
not tell you j nobody knows. You have certain wheat sta.tistics put before 
you for the principal countries of the world; but there is a great deal of 
wheat grown in. all sorts of places which never comes into commercial 
figures at all .. There is the mass of wheat grown in China, for instance .. 

55,564. Sir Henry Lawrence: China is always left out of t'hese calcula
tions?-Yes." There is a lot of wheat from time to time sown in CentJral 
Asia which never entersanybody's calculations, but it would come out 
quick enough if the price got high enough. 

55,565. The output of India is known more or less accurately?-Yes, 
the output of India we know accurately: more accurately probably than 
that of any other country. 

65,566. What would you put that at ?-It ,,"aries from time to time; one 
might say 10,000,000 tons. 

55,567. And the biggest export we have had is about 1,500,000 tons?
No, nearly 2,000,000 as long ago as 1904. 

55,568. Sir Ganga Ram: In pre-War days it used to be 3,COO,OOO tons?
No, the biggest export India has ever had was on the 1904 crop, that is 
1904-5. 
- 55,569. Sir Henry Lau'rence: In recent years, it has fallen well below 
l,OOO,OOO tonsP-Yes. 

55,570. Down to what?-In 1922 it was just over 100,000 tons; in 1920 
it. was not muc'h oveor 50,000 tons; in 1926 it was under 200,000 tons. 

55,571. My point rather was this, that the Indian export trade is not 
of sufficient necessity to thE' w!)rlq' to enable it to control the prices in 

Sir Herbert Robson. 
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any degree P-No. From 1904 to 1910 India had an effect, particularly 
in 1904 when it had a very marked effect on world prices of wheat; but 
of recent years it has had a comparatively small effect. 

55,572. That reinforces your own a<rgument that anybody in India who 
speculates in wheat is doing a very rash thing?-Yes. , 

55,573. Sir Thoma, Middleton: With reference to barley, was any con
siderable quantity of that imported from India sold for brewing?-Yes, 
quite a proportion that year, in 1924. 

55,574. Was the quality very steely?-It always is very steely. 
55,575. Have the brewers succeeded in getting over the steely difficulty? 

-That I could not tell you. 
55,576. I was' told by a previous witness t'hat they were more successful 

in dealing with steely barley, than they had been before the WarP-The 
hrewer is the most conservative individual in t-he world. If you take 
five samples of barley and go to five brewers, they will all of them value 
them completely differently. A brewer buys barley like a; woman buys 
clothes: one brewer likes a barley because it is' one colour, just ru;; a 
woman says she wants a pink d·ress while another wants a. blue. You 
cannot argue about brewing ,barley; you cannot argue with a brewer 
about what particular barley he wants; he says: "I want tha.t barley," 
and if he does not get it there is a row. 

55,577. The enormous export of barley, you have pointed out, was 
the effect of price. There is a potential supply in India. If prices were 
to rise to the 1924 level, would you always expect ,a big export from 
India ?-Yes. 

55,578. Has t'here 'heen no similar soaring .in price in whea.t since the 
War P-Yes, in 1924, thE! same yea-r. 

55,579. What was the effect on Indian trade in 1924?-India. had not 
a very good wheat crop in 1924; what India did in 1924 wru;; to sell her 
wheat after harvest and then buy Australian wheat about December and 
January to repla.ce to a certain extent what she 'had already sold. 

(The witness w~thd1'ew.) 

The C07llmiuion then adjo'Ur1led till 10.30 a.m. on Friday the 24th June
1 

1927. 
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Friday, June 24th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairrnan). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, Kt., 
C.I.E., M.V.O. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E 
I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } Joint Secretaries. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

Mr. L. T. CARMICHAEL and Major NORMAN McLEOD, 
representing the INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION (LONDON). 

(See also the evidence of the Indian Tea .4ssociation, Oalcu.tta, pages 
386-413. Volu.me IV, Bengal.) 

NOTB ON THB TEA Csss CoMMITTEEI'S OPERATIONS IN THE! UNITED 
STATES 011' AMERICA AND FRANCE. 

Before reviving a campaign in the United States of America, the Tea Cess 
Oomtnitteedeputed Mr. H. W. Newby (who was in charge of the Tea Cess 
work in India) to visit the U.S.A. and report on the prospects of commencing 
an advertising campaign in favour of India tea in that country. Mr. 
Newby reported that it would be inadvisable to undertake a campaign with 
a smaller sum than £20,000 per annum and $trongly advocated an expendi
ture of double the amount. The Committee of the Indian Tea Association 
(London) supported Mr. Newby's idea and recommended the Tea C88IiI 
Committee to vote an annual allotment of £40,000. 

The work was begun on the 1st January, 1924, and it was decided that 
the bulk of the funds should be expended in newspaper advertising. Sir 
Charles Higham, the well-known pUblicity agent, was consulted and his 
proposals for expending the funds were adopted. The selection of the 
newspapers to be utilised was left in his hands and the programme has 
heen concentrated as much as possible in the largest cities. 

In 1924-1925 the lWork was confined to New York, Boston and Philadelphia. 
In 1925-1926 Chicago was included. 
In 1926-1927 San Francisco, Los Angeles, Detroit, St. Louis, Cleveland 

and Baltimore were added. 
In 1927-1928 about a quarter of the allotment is being expended in 

additional newspapers circulating in the Southern States. The remainder 
of the funds in newspapers as previously used covering the above-mentioned 
towns. 
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Special attention has been given to the question of distribution and w 
encouraging chain-stores and grocers to put on sale packets of India tea, 
or blends containing a large proportion of India tea. 

Sir Charles Higham pays annual visits to the States and has secured mu~h 
free publicity for India tea in this way. He has delivered several radlo 
talks on India tt>a and attended conferences of the prominent tea distributors 
in most of the principal cities. 

In support of the newspaper advertising, a special grant was made hy 
t'he Tea Cess Committee of £10,500 for an exhibit of India tea at the 
Sesquicentennial Exposition, Philadelphia (June to November, 1926). An 
attractive stand was erected and cups ot' tea and small sample packets were 
given away free of cost to. visioors. Many of the large distributing house3 
assisted in this work by supplying the sample packets of tea and helpin~ 
in other ways. 

Expenditure in the U.S.A. has been as follows:-

1924-1925 
1925-1926 
1926-1927 
1926-1927 (Special 
1927-1928 

Grant to Philadelphia Exposition) 

£ 
.BO,OOO. 
40,000 
40,000 
10,500 
35,000 

The aim of the present advertising is to create a general desire for tea 
drinking in the United States and India tea in particular, also to get as 
many packet tea people as possible to advertise their brands of tea next 
to the Tea Cess advertisements and to put packets of pure India tea, or 
a blend, on the market. 

Some progress has been made in this direction, but the distributors have 
not taken advantage of t'he Tea Cess advertising to the extent expected, 
and the matter is now under further consideration. 

While it is generally considered that, so far as newspaper advertising is 
concerned, the money has been well spent, there is some opinion that the 
time has now arrived w'hen other methods should be tried, such as advertising 
in magazines to a limited (>xtent, by means of demonstrations, etc. 

Major Norman McLeod, the Vice-Chairman of this Association, has 
recently paid a visit to the United States to make enquiries on the spot 
as to results and to find out whether any improvement might be made in 
t'he methods of advertising. He has made certain suggestionS and these 
are now under consideration. 

The exports from India and Ceylon to the United States for the years 
prior to the advertising and since are as follows:-

India. 

1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 

(Lba.) (Lba.) (Lba.) (Llis.) (Lba.) 

Direct Shipmenta 4,660,186 6,355,559 6,367,132 5,015,139 6,227,294 
Re-exporta ... 2,439,017 2,767,957 3,886,702 7,549,508 4,384,747 
Transhipmenta ••• 2,511,336 3,324,854 4,655,369 5,610,325 4,600,982 

9,610,539 11,448,370 14,909,203 18,174,972 15,213,023 

62739 NS 
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Oeylon. 

I, 1922. [ 192:l. 1924. 1925. 1926. 

I (Lbs.) (Lbs.) (Lbs.) (Lbs.) I (Lbs.) 
Direct Shipments 14,212,554 14,956,508 16,185,026 15,415,717 15,273,126: 
Re.exports "'17,774,688 6,13],658 8,532,852 8,291,5281 9,024,605-
Transhipments ••• ~4,106 578,000 627,332 610,354 268.371 

i-----
122,561,348 21,666,166 25,345,210 24,317,599 I 24,566,102 

The fiscal figures for all teas mto the Umted State/\ SInce 1921 are all 
follows:- J 

~India. I Ceylon. I Japan and China. ',Java and I Total. I Formosa. Sumatra. 

lbs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. Ibs. 
1921 7,814,500 20,516,913 24,650,362 .11,023,026 6,923,998 71,501,250 
1922 12,052,488 21,432,865 26,992,448 16,597,054 8,561,338 85,778,059 
1923 10,869,266 23,803,702 36,920,877 14,278,116 9,821,079 95,990,816 
19:14 15,133,262 25,094,681 34,093,773 1",714,087 9,927,750 104,429,584 
1925 15,747,89? 26,090,471 30,597,882 10,227,183 9,330,566 92,841,333c 
1926 16,858,348 27,094,863 30,198,199 13,604,224 . 9,940,392 98,094,277 

The total for each year includes blended India and Ceylon and teas from 
all ot.her sources. 

France. 
This campaign was commenced in May, 1922, and 

been as follows:-
the allotments have 

£ 
1922-23 11,500 
1923-24 20,000 
J924-25 .... 22,000 
1925-26 15,000 
1926-27 10,000 

'the methods adopted included domonstrations in grocers' shpps and cafes. 
cups of tea being given away and the proper method of brewing tea fully 
explained; Various means: were utilised to attract people to the oafes a.nd 
shops including advertising in thE' local press, circulars delJivered in the
streets, and notices on ha1ld c.arts aDd sandwich boards taken through the
streets. Efforts were made to get pastryoooks and confectioners to seU 
liquid tea and proprietors of. mills and factories were approached for
permission to introduce tea to the workpeople. Operations were commenced 
in the Loire section and, as one section was finished, am. adjacent section, 
was commenced until the whole country was covered, the sections beilllg: 
re\'isited at intervals to keep. the campaign before the public and to. obtaill! 
the continued interest of the shopkeepers selling India tea. At the demon
strations sample packets were given awa.y and packets of Distributors' teas~ 
approved by the Commissioner, were also on sale. 

The following are the consumption figures of all teas:- lbs. 
~ ~m~ 
1922 2,736,580 
1923 2,978,360: 
1924 3,657,500 
1925 3,832,840 
1926 3.564,00() 

Mr. L. T. Oarmichael and Major N&rman McLeod. 
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The. exports (rom India and Ceylon to France from 1921 to 1926 are as 
followl:-

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

India. 
lbs. 

181,544 
308,508 
471,409 
403,580 
430,146 
398,753 

Ceylon. 
lbs. 

658,848 
1,307,428 
1,300,321 
1,098,726 
1,112,910 
1,477,349 

As the rate of, progress was not considered satisfactory the work in F~ance 
was abandoned at the 31st March, 1927, and it is proposed to revive the 

eampaign in Germany where progress was being made prior ~o the war. 
l\Iy Committee would like to point out that the Tea Cess advemising has 

10 be general advertising of a suggll6tion to drink India tea or more .India 
·tea and as no trading ~n tea is done by the Tea Cess Committee it becomes 
vital to obtain the support of distributors. 

If the advertising could be oollcentrated on pushing a particular packet 
there is no doubt that more rapid progress would be made, but it will be 
\Inderstood that on~ distributor cannot· be helped to the prejudice pf all 
the rest and, for this reason, the Tea Cess Committee have not countenanced 
8ubsidising distributors. The linking-up of the advertising with the distri
bution has been the chief difficulty. Iti is not easy to persuade distributors 
to put up a special paeket of India tea but some success has been obtained 
in this dirt'ction; until this becomes more general however results must 
ne~es88rily be slow. 

Oral Evidence. 
55,580. l'he Chairman: Mr. L. T. Carmichael and ~Iajor Norman 

I\IcLeod, you are attending on behalf of the Indian Tea Association of 
London, accompanied by Mr. Pease, the Secretary of your organisationP
Yes. 

55,581. When we were in Calcutta we had the advantage of hearing 
-evidence on behalf of the Indian Tea Assooiation and the Indian Tea Cess 
Committee. I think that you are closely linked with the first of those 
bodies, are you notP-(Mr. Carmichael.) Yes. 

55,582. In your view, is there sufficiently close touch 'between the organisa
tionsP-Yes, I think so. We are in weekly correspondence with them, 
and on most subjects references are exchanged between the two bodies. 
'Tohey are, in fact, identical in interest, I think I may say. 

55,583. I think that the facts in relation to your organisation and the 
trade as a whole are before the Commission; but there are one or two 
-questions of a general nature that we should like to ask you. The first 
is as to whet'her the reputation of Indian tea and the sales of Indian tea 
.are holding their own in the lYorid a8 the trade increases. Is India getting 
8 fair share of the new business that is 'going?-Answering that generally, 
1 should say yes. . The ahar? of bUBin~ss one gets in tea is. very largely 
-governed by the price; that IS to say, If tea from North India is short in 
foupply and therefore dearer than usual in this market, it is apt to affect 
the' volume of our exports to other markets. Our general experience Iha~ 
been that when tea is dear our exports fall off to 1>ther I!larkets apart from 
.the home market, wthich. is, of course; the principal market. . 

5~,{i84. As far as the 9.uality, grading, packing, and so on, of tea in 
~ndla ~re concerne~, I thmk you .are in close touch with the organisations 
m Ind~a and so Wlt~ the trade In In~ia, and you are able to bring any 
c.?mplaJT~ts to the notice of the appropnate persons in the ordinary wayP._ . 

.. 1: es, entIrely. 
62/:i9 N 4 
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55,585. You are a completely organised industryP-We claim to be. In 
fact, it has struck me that tea, as grown in India, is one of the few 
Empire . commodities handled by the grower until it reaches its ultimate 
market. We take care of ;it until it is put actually on the market; we do 
not sell it in the country of origin, as a rule, to middlemen or others who 
make what use ,they like 'of it. On that account it is a less speculative' 
oommodity than most others. 

55,586. To deal for a moment with the campaign of advertisement which 
has been undertaken by the Tea Cess Committee, are you satisfied as an 
Association with the results that flow from that campaign P-(Major 
McLeod.} Generally speaking, I think we are. The shipments to America 
in 1922 were 9,600,000 Ibs. In 1926 they were 15,000,000 Ibs. In 1925 they 
were 18,000,000 Ibs. 

'55,087. Professor Gang'lilee: Do you ascribe this increase to the advertising 
ca.mpaign or to market prices, competitive prices, with Java and other 
countriesP-I should say that lit was ,both. I ascribe the decrease in 1926 
to the very high prices ruling during that year. When, in the beginning of 
this year, prices were low there was a decided increase in the exports to 
America. 

55,588. The Chairman: In the case of the advertising campaign in 
France, although the percentage increase looks attractive, the cost of the 
campaign in relation to the increase of business that followed was not quite 
so impressive as in the case of America?-No. We decided to stop on that 
ground and possibly try other countries, like Germany. 

55,589. Do you advertise in Australia?-I do not think that it is neces
sary in Australia, because there is a very big demand for tea in Australia. 
It is something very large. 

55,090. Does the Indian Tea Association comprise practically all the firms 
dealing in Indian tea in this countryP-(Mr. Carmichael.} All the growing 
firms. 

55,591. Is it mainly concerned with the regulation of sales by auction, in 
this country, of consignments direct from tea gardens in India?-Not 
entirely. 

55,592. Will you develop that a little and let us hear the scope of your 
activitiesP-We are ready at all times to deal with any matters that may 
arise in connection with the industry. 

05,593. You also administer the funds placed at your disposal by the 
Indian Tea Cess Olmmittee for the campaign of advertisement to which 
you made reference a moment ago?-Yes, subject to their direction. 

55,594. I take it that, in most cases, the personnel of your London 
Assooiation are members of the same firms that provide the membership of 
the Indian Association?-Very largely so. In the main I might say they 
are retired Anglo-Indians, men who have been in India themselves, in many 
('ases, and have now come home. 

55,595. So that the interlocking is complete ?---Quite complete. 
55,596. Are there any points which you would like to 'bring before tbll 

Commission other than those set out in your memorandum?-Your 
Questionnaire spoke about the question of marketing Indian tea. 'l'here 
is one point there that has occurred to me, and that is tbat there is nQ 
obligation on the ,buyer of tea (I am speaking particularly of this country) 
to indicate, in regard to the tea he puts before the public, what percentage 
of that tea is Indian or from elsewhere. We have often felt that it would be 
no detriment to our tea, but rather the reverse if the contents of a packet, 
say, were indicated as to the percentage of Indian tea, Ceylon tea or 
Java or Sumatra tea. 

55,597. Where would the advantage lie, exactly, in that ?-The consumer 
would then know what he was buying. At present iIIe is not to1d anytbing 
aF to what is oontained in the packet of tea. It may be called by any 

Mr. L. T. em'michael and Major Norman MeT.eod. 
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name. I think, speaking from an Empire point of view, that might be an 
advantage. 

55,598. Have you any indications that consu~ers in this c~unt~ .are 
influenced, in their choice, by patriotic considera:lllonsP-Not spec!fic mdi~a.
tions; but I think that there is a general feehng that that might weigh 
with a fair number of consumeR. , 

55,599. There is nothing that you wish to say about labour. questions on 
the tea plantations in IndiaP-Nothing in particular. I thmk that t~at 
has been dealt with fairly fully by Calcutta. We are all, naturally, hopmg 
that the restrictions on the recruitment of labour for tea estates in India 
will be removed. It is the only industry, as I think your Commission has 
been told, that suffers from such restrictions. It is rather an invidious 
distinction, which we do not think is deserved. 

55,600. Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you consider that those restrictions 
were imposed owing to conditions of labour that are now obsoleteP-Yee, 
more or less obsolete. I think that labour flows now quite readily of its 
own accord according to economic conditions. We only ask for freedom to 
recruit labour where we can and as we can. 

55,601. The tea industry affords a wide field for the employment of Indian 
labourP-Yes. 

55,602. Have you any idea as to the number of Indian labourers employed 
in itP-I think that about three-quarters of a million people are employed 
in the industry in one way and another, and pl"obably indirectly a good 
many more, the families and dependants being resident with them. 

55,603. They come and go; it is a fluctuating labour foreeP-Yes. They 
are free to come and go as they like. 

55,604 • .As regards the law, your complaint is that there is not freedom 
of incomingP-Yes, but we !have no means of preventing them from going 
as they please and when they please. 

55,605. Is the fluctuating portion of the three-quarters of a million large 
or smallP-Fairly larg.e... I should say. 

55,606. So the actual recruitment of new men to take the place of men 
who go out is a heavy financial charge on the industryP-Yes, very heavy. 

55,607. I understand that you addressed the Government of India in 
September last in regard to the alteration of the lawP-Yes. 

55,608. Has any reply been received from tlhe Government of. India in 
regard to that representation P-J do not think so. 'l1here has been no 
definite reply so far. That letter, of course, was sent from the Calcutta 
Association, but they naturalIy keep us informed. 

55,609. You do not know what further stage the negotiations may have 
reachedP-I understand that the Government of India is in consultation 
with the Provincial Governments on the whole question of the recruitment 
of labour for the tea estates and has invited their opinions, but beyond that 
1 do not know what has happened. 

55,610. So there is some chance of your getting these restrictions modified? 
-We hope so. 

55,611. What proportion of the capital which is employed in the tea 
industry is subscribed by Indians?-I have not the figures offhand but 
there is a considerable numOOr now of estates owned and manag~d ,by 
Indians themselves, particularly in the Daoars district, and very pro,sperous 
many of them are. 

55,612. Have you any view at all as to the proportion that capital bears 
to the total P-J have not actual information, but, speaking offhand, I 
should imagine it is at least 10 per cent. 

55,613. Is there a. tendency, now, for Indian capital to be attracted into 
this industry when new gardens are opened?-There has been this tendency 
within the last ten or fifteen years, certainly, owing to the fairly prosperou.~ 
condition of the industry. It has been attracted, no doubt. 
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55,~14. Is that a growing tendency ~-I think so, yes. I certainly know
of qUlte a number of new estates opened out within that period by <Indians. 
Ilnd managed by Indians. . 

55,615. As to the new gardens being opened up, a considerable proportion 
are Indian owned and Indian worked?-Yes. 

55,616. Is it the case that the existing ~estrictions bear most heavily on 
the opening of new gardens ?-N ot most heavily; equally heavily, certainly. 

55,617. I see that it is stated in 'that letter that new gardens are par
ticularly handicapped because they have no sirdars in 'existence whom they 
can send to recruit?-To that extent they are. They have no nucleus, as· 
it were, th~ough which to form new connections. 

55,618. When there are no sirdars, how does a' new garden start to get. 
labour ?-Generally, by attracting labour from its neighbours by induee-· 
mente of various sorts. 

55,619. I'rojessor Gangulee: Better wages?--Sometimes; but not so much. 
wages as payments, that is to say, a bonus for the recruitment of new 
coolies, new labour. But our experience is that labour as such is attracted. 
to new gardens, because they know that there is plenty of work going and 
good wages, and I think that it is quite a general rule that a new garden. 
fills up more quickly than an old garden. 

55,620. The Chairman: Attractive promiSes as to grants of land after a 
certain number of years' service?-That is not the determining factor, or' 
1 should not think so. They can always get that. (Major McLeod.) They 
are very very fond of a change, and they say, "There is 8 new estate. Let us. 
go along and 'try it." Without any particular reason, they very often go. 
to a new garden. In fact, they like a new garden. It is a change for them. 

55,621. Si'r He'1l1'Y Lawrence: It was suggested to me in 'Calcutta! that the· 
difficulties which the Government of India have experienced in modifymg. 
the law are more largely due to political prejudice 'than to the actual 
economic conditions existing now. Is that y()ur viewP-(Mr. Ca1·michaeZ.) 
It is certainly my view that the economic conditions are not the objection to. 
any modification of the law. 

55,622. It is said that the political prejudice is based on the previous 
history of the industry and that it is largely due to lack of knowledge of the
conditions now existing ?-I think that that is so. The Minister of Labour 
there went for a tour, I believe, through the tea districts, and was very 
favourably impressed with the conditions. 

55,623. The present Minister for Labour ?-Yes. 
55,624. Does your Ass()('iation do anything to bring before the public in. 

India a more correct view of the existing conditions?-We have done so in 
various ways through the Tea District! Labour Association. It has 
issued, in half a dozen different dialects at least, pamphlets dealing. 
with the conditions of the tea estates and telling the people whom we hope
to recruit what the conditions are. 

55,625. I am thinking more of propaganda in political circles?~That has· 
not been very active hitherto, as far as I know. 

55,626. It is alleged against the industry that it is paying very low wages? 
-Yes. 

55,627. On the other hand, it was said to me in Calcutta that these low' 
wazes represent a very small amount of work and that the labourers are' 
free to devote a good deal of time to their own allotments ?-That is so. 

55,628. Is that a universal rule that they all have time! to devote to theil~ 
allotments?-Yes. 

55,629. And they all have allotments to which they can devote time?-If 
they want them. Some classes of labour do not take to that form of work 
,very much. The Madrasi people and South Indian people, for example (we 
have a few up in North India) are not so keen on agriculture or on having; 
their own plots as the Central Provinces men, for example~ 

Mr. L. T. Carmit'hael and Major N()I/"rTlJOln McLeod:. 
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55,630. For anything over a certain fixed time of work the labourers :get 
overtime allowanoos, do theyP-Yes. It is, perhaps, unfortunate that our 
method of wage expression has given rise to the feeling that wages are low. 
We as a rule state that the day's task is 'l"orth .so much. As a matter of 
fact, the day's task is accomplished usually in a very few hours. . . 

55,631. That is a very vital fact which does not seem to be ve~ Widely 
"known ?-It is becoming more known now, because we have ~eahsed the 
disadvantage to which we are put by .that fo~m of ~age expressl~n: 

65 632. SiT Thoma. Middleton: In connectIOn With your publICIty work, 
are' you in contact with th? Empire Marketin~ Board~-We have 
endeavoured to be in contact With them, but they did not gIVe us much 
encouragement. We wrote them a ~etter on the formation of t~e Board, 
suggesting that we were a worthy object for support, and, to b!l qUIte blunt, 
we were turned down. 

55,633. W&II any reason givenP-No, no reason was giv!3n. 
55,634. Perhaps, from the fact that yo~ had been finding money for 

publicity yourselves, they thought that you had enough to ~pend 0": pub
licity?-I do not know what may have actuated them; they did not give us 
any reasOn for it. They thanked us for our communication and hoped to 
keep in touch with us, but that was all we got out of them. 

65,635. The room for expansion in tea consumption Se8IDS to be very great 
indeed?-Yes, we hope that it is. . . 

65,636. H&II any survey been made of the possibilities of the future? If 
you take the past fifty years, Indian exports have gone up from about 
100,000,000 lb. to about 300,OOO,000?-350,000,OOO. 

65,637. That is to say, exports have increased 250 per cent. in fifty ye!).rs? 
-Yes. 

55,638. Is there anyone in your Association who is trying to survey ;tnd 
estimate the future expansionp-As to the possibilities? 

1>5,639. Yes?-We are doing it by this propaganda work in. America, 
which we regard as a big field for expansion. It has a large population and 
a well-to-do population. They are able to afford tea. That was one of the 
troubles in France, that we felt that they could not afford to buy tea. But 
that does not apply in America, and we hope that it will not continue to 
apply all the time in Russia, which is also another very large potential con
sumer. (MajM McLeod.) There are weU over 100,000,000 people in America 
drinking three-quarters of a pound up to a pound of tea, and if you were 
to double it you would not have enough tea to go round. 

65,640. You employ, in India, a considerable number of experts. Tlie 
Indian Tea Association have a laboratory at Jorhat?-Yes. 
55,~1: H~w are these experts proc.ured? Are they engaged through your 

ASSOCIation 10 London?-(MT. CaTm1chael.) Yes, usually. I think that we 
have sent out through our Association every one of the men now e)llployed 
there. (MajoT McLeod.) We used to have the assistance of Professor Lefroy. 

55,642. What is your usual method of setting about it? Do you approach 
the Appointments Boards of the Universities?-(MT. CaTmichael.) That is 
one way. We have done it in that way, and we have consulted well-known 
experts in their own line in this country and endeavoured to get into touch 
with suitable men. 

55,643. The Indian tea gardens are now consuming considerable quantities 
of fertilisers. Do you take any steps on this side to aid them in procuring 
their supplies, or do you leave it to the individual planters ?-To the agents 
in Calcutta generally. There are several firms in Calcutta who have taken 
up the importation of fertilisers. . 

55,644. You are never .being called upon to assist in that direction?-No, 
we have not been. !Ma1oT McLeod.) We scnd out from this end usually in 
the case of gardens controlled from London. (Mr. Cal'michael.) But not as 
an Association. 
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55;645. Dr. Hyder: Is Indian tea losing ground- in the Australian market 
as against Java tea and other varieties of teaP-Yes, undoubtedly. 

55,646. To what is this due P-They tell us that it is a matter of price. They 
can get Java tea cheaper. It is nearer the source of supply, and the people 
in Java have been making strenuous efforts to capture new markets in order 
to provide for their increasing crops. 

55,647. What about the Russian marketP-We are hoping to get that back 
when they have money to buy tea with. ' 

55,648. Did they drink tea of a particular variety, say, green teaP-No, 
mainly black tea. 

55,649. Not green tea?-They drink a ceI'tain amount of green tea round 
the Caucasus and that way, but in Russia proper it is mainly' black tea. 

55,650. With regard to the recruitment of labour, is this recruitment done 
on behalf of and for the employers by the Association, or is it carried on by 
the individual employers P-It is done through the medium of the Tea 
Districts Labour Association, which is kept in being and subsidised by the 
different Tea Companies in India in order to avoid competition amongst 
ourselves. 

55,65l. With regard to the pushing of tea on the Continent, do you think 
that there is any scope in connection with coffee shops, cocoa shops, con. 
fectioners' stores, on the OontinentP-We have had a man who is conversant 
with the tea market in Germany over there lately, and he gives us a very 
encouraging report of the conditions t.here, and he suggests that we might 
start a campaign in Germany with great success. I think that I am right 
in saying that. (Mr. Oarmichael.) Yes. 

55,652. Mr. Noyce: What are the relations of the tea industry in Southern 
India with your Association P-They are affiliated. They have their own 
organisation; but, for example, in the case of the Tea Cess they contribute 
their proportion of that according to their production of tea. 

55,.653. The United Planters' Association of Southern India is a separate 
organisation, I know. Are you in the same relation with it over here as 
you are with the other organisation in CalcuttaP-No; they have their own 
organisation in London. 

55,654. Would it not be an advantage to have a combined Association 
for the whole of the Indian tea industryP-That is &. useful suggestion. 
It may come about in time, I think. I 'do not know that it has ever been 
seriously considered hitherto. It is a growing country; that is to say. the 
production of tea in South India' is increasing. 

55,655. I should have thought that the interests of the Indian tea industry 
could be taken 116 a whol~, so to speak, and that, though distance makes. 
it advisable to have two separate Associations in India, one Association 
could perform all _the work that is required in this countryP-Yes. As far 
as their external relations are concernea they do participate equally with 
us in the Tea. Cess and they also contribute to our research laboratories, 
and so on, .in Tocklai in Jorhat. They get the benefit of the scientific 
knowledge acquired there. 

55,656. Your relations are perfectly friendly; there is no question of 
competition between the two parts of IndiaP-Perfectly friendly. 

55,657. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is there a Ceylon Association P-Yes. 
55,658. Is that linked up with youP-No. We occasionally consult if there 

is a point of common interest, but we are not affiliated in any way whatever. 
55,659. You are rivals, not friendsP-Friendly rivals. 
55,660. Mr. Noyce: With regard to these figures of exports, you show 

the exports from India under three heads, direct shipments, re-exports and 
transhi pments P-Yes. 

55,661. Are the re-exports the re-exports from this countryP-Yes. 
55,662. And the transhipments P-They are also from this country. It is. 

merely a distinction. They are also re-exports; but they are dealt with. 
separately by the Board of Trade, and that is why we show them separately. 

Mr. L. T. Oarmichael and Major N()I1'ma'tl. McLeod. 
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55,663. Si,' Jam!!. MacKenna: Is not Java tea rather inferior in quality 
308 compared with Indian and CeylonP----Speaking very generally, yes .. There 
are certain qualities of Java tea that are as good as any produced In other 
countries; but the bulk of it, I should say, is inferior. 

55,664. What is Australia taking: the cheap teaP-The cheap tea, we 
are informed. 

55,665. Does it score in the matter of freight through being somewhat 
nearer P-I should 8ay 80. 

55,666. What about the big areas in Japan and Formosa: what is the 
quality of the tea from there P-Mainly green tea or semi-fermented tea. 
They have a very big grip on the United States. (MajOT McLeod): Largely 
in Central America. 

55,667. How does Indian tea stand with regard to Ceylon tea.?-As regards 
quality? 

55,668. Quality and price P-The qua.lity and price of Ceylon tea have been 
above Indian for some time past. 

55,669. Twopence?-Up to fourpence, even, at one time. 
55,670. How do you account for that?, Better climatic conditions 1'

Mainly because the bulk of the Ceylon tea is grown at higher elevations. 
Most of the low-grown tea was replaced by rubber at the time of the 
depression in tea. 

55,671. As to this allotment system, has it not ~ather "come back" on 
you; that is to say, where allotments have been established for a long time 
the tendency is for labour now to turn more attention to its allotments and 
break away from the estatesP-Yes. 

55,672. Has that been an important factor?-Yes, particularly in places 
like Assam. I think that we may claim to have peQPled Assam. 

55,673. At the expense and to the detriment of the estates?-Yes. 
55,674. Sir Henry Lawrence: The estate retains control of its allot

menteP-When they are on its own ground; but many of the time-expired 
coolies have taken up land immediately adjoining the estate. 

55,675. Does that hurt the tea estate?-We get casual work from them 
sometimes. Some gardens depend a good deal on what is known as busti 
labour, outside labour; but it is not a dependable source of supply. 

55,676. Bir Jame, MacKenna: They make enough money while they are 
employed on the estates to acquire land outsideP-Yes. 

55,677. P,'ole,'3f11' (';an!1ulee: Recently there has been a good deal of con
troversy over the question of the quality versus the quantity of tea 
produced ?-Yes. ' 

55,678. What, exactly, ill the policy of the Association?-To produce as 
good quality as we can and not to go for quantity. 

55,679. It is mentioned in the Report of the Food Council that the public 
taste for tea in Great Britain has greatly improved, and you, I understand, 
sell better quality tea in the English market; but for quantity you look 
to the Continental market: is that right 1'-1 would not quite put it on that 
ground. The quality is taken by people who appreciate quality. Possibly 
the lower grades of tea may make an entry into the Continent on account 
of their cheapness; but we do not deliberately set out to make a cheaper 
quality for other markets than for this market. 

55,680. The demand for cheaper quality is,' elsewhere, not in the United 
Kingdom 60 muchP-Mainly. ' 

55,681. With regard to the competition by all the other countries that 
are now producing tea outside India, which country or countries, do you 
think, would enter into competition with us seriouslyP-Java and Sumatra 
and in the future mainly Sumatra. Considerable areas of tea have ~ 
put out there during the past 10 to 15 years, and they very soon will be 
coming jnto bearing and will, be producing ~ l,arger crop. 
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55,682. What about the quality? India hopes to retain her position by 
quality P~We hope to. 

55,683. Not by quantity?-Not by quantity. 
55,684. In Ceylon there has been, in recent years, an increase of about 

five and a-half million pounds?-Yes. 

55,685. Ceylon is not likely to enter into serious competition with India? 
-Not beyond that extent. They are at about the limit of their productive 
capacity. . 

55,686. Even Kenya Colony is going to grow teaP-We do not fear com
petition from there. I think that the production there will be :very small 
for many years to come. 

55,687. I find from thefigu.res that the per clIpita consumption of coffee is 
about eleven pounds ?-Yes. . 

55,688. Do you think that coffee growing is going to be a serioUB com
petitor to the tea industry?-(Major McLeod) ~ should say that tea would be 
the serious competitor of coffee in a few years. 

55,689. Jamaica, Tanganyika and other countries are extending their 
coffee plantations enormously. I was wondering whether coffee would enter 
into the market and compete with tea. Do you think that there is a ten
dency that way?-The Americans are essentially a coffee drinking people, as 
you can see from the figures. The figure is nearly twelve pounds a head. 
(Mr. Carmichael) And the coffee growers are very active in their campaign 
;to push their owu goous. 

55,690. As to the' Continental market, has it reached its pre-war level?-
,Germany has. . 

55,691. And other countries have not ?-Other countries have not yet. 
55,692. RUBsia used to consume about 160,000,000 lb. of tea per year P-

Yes, • 
55,693. Out of which, I find, 70,000,000 lb. were grown in British terri

tories P-Yes. 
65,694. Are you doing anything to recapture that marketP-(Major 

McLeod); We are not all9wed, to do anything. We would be only too glad 
to trade with Russia. .H ,is a Government monopoly. They will not even 
allow us to send any tea there free as an advertisement. 

55,695. It is an enormous marketP-Yes. 
55,696. And a very good market if you were allowed to work it. Is your 

Association making any representation to the Government to that effect p
I was interested in a small Oompany that was sending tea into Russia, and 
when they fo,!-p.d that we were making a profit ~hey shut it down and said, 
e< You cannot send any more." 

55,691. Sir James MacKenna.; You mean the SovietP-Yes. 
55,698. Professol' Gangu./'ee; As to the advertising campaign, I see a 

rather interesting ~ote here saying that you utilise radio for propaganda P 
-Yes. ' 

55,699. Is that a 'very eff~ctive means of propagandaP-Very. (Mr. 
Cal'michael); It reaches a very large number of people. What the direct 
result is we cannot yet say. 

55.700. We have some information about the constitution of the agency 
which collects this Tea Cess; but I am not quite clear whether any repre
sentative of the Indian growers sits on the Oommittee?-I think that there 
,is one, certainly. 

55,701. And the amount' of money that is produced by the Cess is entirely 
devoted to propaganda workP-Entirely, both in India and in other 
countries. (Major McLeod); There are a very large number of Indians 
employed in India in the propaganda there. 

55,702. With regard to the question of labour, to which Sir Henry 
Lawrence referred, have you any definite suggestion as to how the Govern-

Mr. L. T. Cal'mic'hael and Major Norman McLeod. 
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ment 'Of India can modify their restrictions?-(Mr. Carmichael): By re
moving the Dhjection they have tD our recruiting in certain areas. 

56,703. YDU dD nDt prDpose the indenture system 'Of labDur, I hDpeP
ND. We want labour to be free. 

156,704. What difference does the restrictiDn makeP-It is more and mDre 
difficult and mDre and mDre expensive tD get labour in that way. 

56,705. Is it more under Government supervisiDn ?-ND; but the GDvern
ment dD restrict us, that is tD say, our area 'Of recruitment is restricted. 
We are nDt free to ask a labourer in any part of India to gD tD Assam Dr 
Sylhet. 

55 706. Mr. Calvert: FrDm t'hese competing cDuntries, such as Japan, 
For~Dsa, China, Java. and Sumatra, does there emanate any similar 
sort 'Of 'Organised campaign 'Of advertising in. the same area as that in 
which YDU are wDrking?-In the ca.se 'Of Japa.n, Java and Sumatra, they 
are advertising in the United States very largely. 

55,707. In the same area in which YDU are wDrkingP-Yes. (Major 
McLeod): NDt quite. I have just come back frDm t'here. They are 
advertising entirely through magal'lines. We are advertising entirely 
thrDugh newspapers. (Mr. Carmichael): They are touching the same 
pDpulatiDn. 

55,708. YDU do nDt have the field to YDUrSeJf?--.ND. 
50,709. You have mentioned that a great deal depends upDn the price. 

DDea the fact that a tea cess has been taken.in any wny handicap YDU 
in priceP-NDt the least. It is a. question 'Of supply and dema.nd entirely. 

55,710. Mr. Kamat: Wihat, rDughly, has bellO the total revenue frDm 
the tea cess fDr, say, the last tWD yearsP-AbDut twelve lak'hs 'Of rupees 
per annum, about £90,000 yearly. It depends 'On the extent of the crDP, 
'Of course, because it is levied a.t 8'0 much a PDund. 

55,711. ,Six anna.s per 'hundred pDundsP-Yes; SD it varies to the extent 
that the crop varies. 

55,712. The !bulk is spent chiefly 'On advertising and publicityP-'-The 
whDle 'Of it in pulblicity in different fDrms. 

55,713. Are YDU precluded frDm spending anypDrtion 'Of it 'On tbe 
welfare 'Of the labDur YDU emplDyP-Yes. The cess is administered under 
an Act 'Of. the Government 'Of India and it is 'One 'Of the conditiDns 'Of 
the Act that it is entirely fDr publicity pUrpDSes f'Or prDmDting the sale 
'Of Indian tea. SD far as I remember, speaking 'Offhand, it is entirely 
fDr publicity. 

55,714. On. the CDmmittee which administers the fund is there any 
representative 'Of labDur P Has t'hat stage come yet P---'{)f labour as labDur P 

55,715. Yes?-N'O. . 
55,716. YDU think that the time is nDt yet ripe fDr that?-I do not 

think that there is any particular Connection between lalbour and the 
Tea Cess Act. The cess is raised for 8 specific purpose. 

55,717. I see. Apart frDm the Act, dD YDU lDDk tD the welfare 'Of the 
).abDurers, ,their sanitati'On and 'Other 'things?-Yes, very large sums are 
spent 'On the welfare 'Of labour, and the heal1(hof the labDnor 'On tea estates 
is, I think, withDut excepti'On very much abDve the health 'Of the surrDund
ing country in every district. 

55,718. ~DU look to t'h~ health ()f the labour; but d'O YDU lool!; also to 
the educatIOn of the children ?-Yes; schools. are established ''On most of 
the tea gardens, 'On almost every 'One, I should say. . 

55,719. Reference wa.s mnde to the pDlitical prejudice about the treat
ment 'Of labour and to the propaganda carried 'Dn to remove that political 
prejudice. Can YDU amplify that and .telI u~ how you 'have 'tried to 
remove that prejudice?-I think that we have endeavDured to show that 
the conditi'Ons of labour 'On ~a estates are, as I say, equal tD, and in 
most cases better than those In agricultural areas. 
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· 55,720. Have you shown in that propaganda that the ra.tes of wages 
you pay, to your labour are on the same level as, or on a better level 
'than, the w,ages which ,the' men get elsewhere in other industriesP-We 
have tried to show that. 

· 55,721. Ha.ve you clearly pointed out t'hat the level of yourr wages' is 
perfectly satisfactory as compared with the level of wages in other' indus
tries P-Yes. 
, 55,722. Dr. Hyder: To what extent does Ceylon tea compete with 
Indian tea, and' to what extent are these two teas blended together and 
sold as one kind of tea P Is Ceylon tea mainly a rival of Indian tea 
or is it oomplementary to Indian teaP-I should say that it is both. 

55,723. IWhich element .predominatesP-One is not essential to the other; 
'that is to say, each can be drunk separately with pleasure. 
· 55,724. Why cannot. the tea. interests of the whole of't'ha British Empire 
have one common organisation and push tea all over the world P-(Major 
McLeod): That is just the very thing we -BJre trying to get. It is one 
of the things I have recommended on coming back from America, t'hat 
'the whole of the tea producers should combine together and organise an 
enormous publicity campaign. 

55,725. Ther& is this tendency to combine in other industries, and here 
you Me isolated, each pus'hing his own wares and wasting moneyP-(Mr. 
Oarmichael): We have been endeavouring, for some time past, to con
-vince Ollr friends in Ceylon that they should join us in a campaign of 
publicity for Empire tea' generally. 

55,726. Sir Henry Lawrence :To what extent is the Sumatra tea com
peting with you now P What is their production P-About 18,000,000 lb . 

. per annum at present. 
55,727. About five per cent. of your Indian teaP-Yes, not more than 

that at present. 
55,728. And Japan and FormosaP-About 40,000,000 lb., I think it is. 

'It is difficult to get figures of production. All we can get is figures of 
export. Perhaps it is more than that. 

55,729. Of these the Sumatra crop is growing most rapidly in size p
It will grow J]lost rapidly, probably; That is our feeling. 

55,730. Japan and_Formosa are, not coming up P-Not so largely, no. 
55,731. Sir James MacKennn.: Which is the greater producer, Ceylon 

or IndiaP-(Major McLeod): India. (Mr. Carmichael): India, undoubtedly. 
55,732. The Chairman: Do the firms who are members of your Association 

do an important business with the Co-operative Wholesale Society in this 
country?-The Society buys- very largely in the tea auction!. . 

. 55,733: Have they their own tea plantations in India ?-I believe that 
they have l,oiIght a few estates. (Major McLeod): ,I know one they bought. 
They paid an enormous suJ]l of money for it. 

55,734. Perhaps it was a very good garden ?-It was a splendid sale for 
the then proprietor. . 

55,735. Where does the Russian Government buy its tea?-(Mr. Car
michael): Anywhere. They have bought 1\ certain amount in ihis country, 
through the Centrosoyuz, I believe, mainly. 

55,736. From members of your Association P-They may have. 
55737. Where do. the Centrosoyuz buy?-In the auctions, in ·the ordinary 

way; through a broker. I am giving information that I cannot verify, 
but that is what we learn by common rumour. 

55 738. I was only concerned to discover whether the deJ]land of Russia 
for tea wa's still being satisfied by the Indian market?-We shipped about 
12000000 lb. of Indian tea to Russia last year. That is only one-tenth. 
0.' les~, of what they used to take. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. L. T. Carmichael and Major NCYrmall McLeod. 
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Sir DAVID CHADWICK, C.S.I" C.I.E., Secretary, Imperial 
Economic Committee. 

MBHORANDUH. 

General. 

Eleven years have elapsed since I was closely associated with the work of 
the Agricultural Departments in India. Consequently I do not feel co)n
petent to speak either about the details of their recent work or the organisa
tion of those Departments. I have especially been asked questions connected 
with trade and commerce. 

Before I deal with those particular questions, I would draw attention to 
a few general points connected with 

(a) the foreign trade of India; 
(b) domestic trade in India. 

Foreign Trade. 
Indi.a, in the total value of its foreign trade (imports plus exports), ranks 

fifth or sixth among all the countries of the world. This enormous trade 
rests primarily on her capacity to export surplus tropical agricultural pro
duce and the readiness (almost eagerness) of the world to absorb such pro
duce in increasing quantities. For many years she has enjoyed exceptional 
facilities for developing such trade. That position is not in the future 
likely to be 80 unchallenged as it has been in the past. 

A comparison of the values of imports of food, drink, tobacco and raw 
materials into the United KingdoJll in 1911 and in 1925 (a period of only 
14 years) from India, and the Crowll Colonies with the Mandated Territories 
respectively indicate the trend of events. ThuB:-

Total value of imports into United Kingdom of these commoditiee. accol'd-
ing to Board of Trade returns. ' 

In 1911. In 1925. 
From India ... 39 million £ 66.6 million £: 
From Crown Colonies and 

Mandated Territories 24.8 
" 

£: 78.4 
" 

£ 
Deductions should not be pressed too closely from these figures because, 

clearly, they are subject to many qualifications, but they do indicate the 
likelihood (practical certainty) that in many of her cOJllmodities India must 
expect in the future to meet greater competition in ,the world's markets. 
It is not a matter for alarm, because:-

(a) India has, and will have for many years, great advantages over 
these new countries, owing to her established world oonnections and her 
settled condition. 

(b) The competition which she will have to meet should have the effect 
of causing her to take greater care over the preparation and ship-
ment of her produce. , 

(c) The further opening of several of the new countries should afford 
increasing outlets for Indian manufactured goods. 

(tE) If, iu the course of time, agricultural research is developed in 
these tropical countries, the experience and results then attained should 
be of advantage to India, as the results and experience attained in India 
should be of advantage to those oountries. ' 
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Domestic Trade. 

Great as is the importance of India's overseas trade in surplus agricul
tural produce (an.d it is almost impossible to exaggerate the importance of 
that trade to India), 'yet the chief market for Indian agricultural produce 
is the home one. It is sound business for a country to export its best (the
" best" can bear the fixed charges of freight, commissions, &c., more easiiy) 
and consume locally that which is not so good, yet for many commodities 
the home market is almost the only, or certainly the preponderant one, e.g., 
rice, the millets, fruit, vegetables, milk, poultry, eggs, &c. A farmer stands 
to gain increased returns for his efforts and inevitable expenditure mainly 
in two ways. . 

(i) From increased yields; 
(ii) from better prices for quality, as and when delivered to the con

sumer. It is not enough that the quality at the time of production on 
the farm is superior; it has to be recognisable as superior at the time of 
ultimate sale for consumption. 

It is also a truis!D in regard to agricultural produce that the primary 
producer is the man who ultimately bears the loss arising from waste and 
deterioration between the time of production and of ultimate sale. 

Many markets are under Health regulations, but I am not aware of con
sistent efforts being made to improve the return to the agriculturist by 
encouraging better methods of preparing, packing, grading, transporting: 
of farm produce to the markets and of seIling it there. That is the work 
really of an agricultural department, not of the co-operative department. 
Where co-operative sale---one of the JDost difficult of all things to establish· 
-is possible, the co-operative department may, and probably should, take
over the work connected with it, but my point is that the improvement of 

. the methods of preparing for market, transporting and of marketing of 
agricultural pl'oduce is, and should be, the concern of the agricultural depart
ment. Problems connected therewith need careful local investigation in 
each case (for hasty deductions are frequently wrong) to determine what is 
necessary, and then what is possible. It is not a question of studying agri
cultural economics, which generally means dissertations on taxes, rents and 
yields j it is a question of understanding the methods and details of ordinary 
day to day trade and of realising where waste and loss occurs and how it. 
can be !Det. 

It may be that agricultural departments are giving regular attention to
marketing in the domestic trade, but that was not the case in my time, and 
my contention is that this duty should be recognised as one of the most 
important functions of an agricultural department. An agricultural depart
ment which is only in touch with the farmer, and not with the trade and 
traders in agricultural produce (whether for foreign or domestic markets), is 
only half equipped. The Royal CoJllmission ask for illustrations from wit
nesses' own experienl'es. :My experience is largely out of date. But when
I left Madras we were engaged on such questions connected with potatoes 
from the Nilgiris, milk, ghee, but we had had no real study of market. 
methods and practices. 

Yery elaborate work is being done in England at present on this aspect 
of their agricultural problema (vide the reports on the Marketing of Agri
cultural Produce now being issued by the Ministry of Agriculture). I do
not suggest that such work in the Provinces of India should be so elaborate, 
but work of that character well done often makes definite action possible
not only to secure direct economic benefit to the farming community, but. 
also to prevent much of the work on "quality" done by specialists, from 
being largely rendered useless. As an instance in India, of the last I would 
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.,ite the trade and legislative measures taken as a result of the enquiry by 
the Indian Cottoll ComlDittee. 

The reputation oj Indiam. Prodiuce on the London market and suggestion. 
Jor impro'll~nt. 

The general tendency of modern trade is to insist on higher standards of 
purity, uniformity and condition. Several Indian products, e.g., wheat, 
barley, have been improved in recent years by trade action. The adoption 
of definite trade standards is the most potent and satisfactory method of 
ensuring improvements. It is, in my opinion, the only one possible in 
regard to many crops in India. I mistrust the general practicability' or 
advisability of official export certificates especially for quality. What is 
required is to encourage or assist the formation of trade organisations 
sulficiently strong and united to insist on standards. 

Indian produoe has often very rightly had a bad name on the London 
market but in several cases very considerable improvements have been 
effected; but the probability of increased competition to which I have 
alluded above makes the observance of high standards of quality all the 
more necessary by India. I have not reoently been in the City, but I 
should expect that the Indian commodities which are tlHlay most open to 
criticism on these points are hemp, hides and skins, groundnuts. In each 
case the first need is to get at the facts, as is now being done with ground
nuts. Thereafter if the case is established two courses are possible. 

(i) for the Trade Association, if it can, to insist on a standard which 
is possible of achievement yet avoids the main disclosed defect; 01' 

(ii) for some exporting firm to endeavour to put on the market a 
better uniform article and try to secure a higher ,price and so establish 
a brand or grade. ' 

In the former case agricultural departments can help by letting farmers 
know the specifications required and how to obtain them; in the latter case, 
sometimes, by helping the firm to know where to try to get the produce of 
the required standard. 

The Indian Trade Commi.8Umer's Office in London 

This office is undoulltedly under strength for its purpose. Close touch 
with the trade in London and England had been established when the 
establishment was cut down drastically owing to the need of retrenchment 
and for the same reason the office of the Trade Commissioner was moved 
from the City to Victoria. These two results have unavoidably weakened 
the connection with trading interests, which to be of real avail should be 
continuous. 

Another fact which has hampered the work originally started has arisen 
from the great increase in the number of Committees dealing with economic 
questions which have been formed sinoe the War. The High Commissioner 
for India has to be represented on many of these--it is not to India's 
interest for him to stand out-&nd much work falls largely on the' Trade 
Commissioner. . 

I do not think the whole office needs reorganising so much as the Trade 
Commissioner needs more assistanoo and that this office be moved nearer 
to the City. The last will be done with the completion of India Houre. 
for (1) with a proper India House I consider it inadvisable to ""ive the 
Trade Commissioner a different habitation and (2) I do not ~ee "'how he 
could be moved at present from the High Commissioner's Offica without 
giving the High Commissio~er an assistant of similar type in his "lace, 
which would lead to confUSIOn as the Trade Commissioner should be in 
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touch with much of the committee work in progress and the Trade Com
missioner should be the High Commissioner's chief adviser rm economic 
and trade questions. My recommendation is to push 011 wi;;h India. House 
and then give the Trade Commissioner assistanco from India. 

I am not in favour of an Indian Trade Council. It is only another 
committee. 

INDIAN TRADE COMMISSIONERS IN OTIlER COUNTRIES. 

I believe they would be useful and become iu('xeasingly so as Ir.dian 
produce experiences increasing competit,ion, proTided that they are sent 
to selected countries and have had pr~vious training with the Indifian 
Trade Commissioner or experiences in Londo!:. This, at present, I 'can 
only see possible after India House is opened. Indian produce, in its wide 
range, qualities, defects, is best known in London. Also London is the 
best centre in which to oocome familiar' with the methods and conditIOns 
of trade therein. 'Without the knowledge and experience which can be 
so obtained the Trade Commissioner nbroad would be liable to raake more 
than the usual number of mistakes and would not so well know wha.t to look 
out for. The two centres I should be inclined to 6uggebt are:-

(i) Southern France and Northern Italy. 
(ii) Germany. 

ADMINISTRATION. 

Agriculture is a provincial subject and' I do not suggest for a moment 
that it should be made a Central one. Great sides of its work are purely 
local in character and must be adapted to local conditions. But it is not 
so local in its character, as for instance is education. 

Crops and trade ignore provincial boundaries, and though Madras and 
Bombay may be very im,Portant in themselves and in Indla yet outside 
India they are just parts of India, and the reputation of their produce is 
the reputation of Indian produce. 

2. Again work on some particular crops can be most effectively done as 
the result of joint effort by all the departments in India-a case in point 
is cotton. 

Or it may be that no progress can be made with a problem in one part of 
India unless work is done in another, for example, the breeding of new 
canes suitable for Northern India. In all such cases a Central Department 
is required to take the lead alld give coherence and continuity to the effort. 

3. An extension of the last case of clHlperative work between different 
departments is where it is desirable to try to get part of a problem studied 
in another couutry. Here I would refer to the report on Research at the 
Imperial Conference of 1926 and to the proposal to develop a "chain" of 
research stations throughout the tropics. The question will, I understand, 
be further discussed at the forthcoming Imperial Agricultural Conference. 

4. There is always the danger in Provincialising research that the research 
worker there becomes isolated and in some cases it may result in his 
devoting his attention to very minor questions and falling behind the 
progress of world thought. I would draw attention to the report of 
Lord Lovat's Committee of 1926 on the Agricultural Departments in the 
African Colonies and to the resolution passed at the Colonial Conference 
last month advocating the interchange and almost amalgamation of parts 
of the Agricultural Services of the African Colonie'S. 

5. I do not question the Provinces in India keeping control of their 
agricultural departments,. but the fact that they as parts of one whole
Indi8.-i!hould facilitate and not retard their co-ordinating much of their 
agricultural effoo:ts, espec.-ially tin research. 

Sir David (,h.adwic~. 
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6. An a~icultu~al staff~onsisting of an Agricultural Adviser and 
resea.rch workers-under the Central Government is needed-

(a) to take the lead in cases such as those indicated in paragraph 2 
above; 

(b) to facilitate co-operation abroad, Iif any scheme is worked out, 
as may possibly ~esult from the references given in paragraph 3 above; 

(c) to facilitate co-operative work in the Provinces and be in touch 
with that work, as suggested in paragraph 5 above. 

7. It ought not be imposs~ble to secure a large measure of co-ordinated 
effort between the Pl"ovinces and the Central Dep~ent without impairing 
ultimate Provincial control. I do not know to what extent periodical 
meetings of officers in the Provinces and Pusa engaged on the same branch 
of research are ooDt4nued, but in my opinion they should be encoul'l8ged 
with the Agricultural Adviser present or in the chair. The work in pro
gress or to be undertaken in the Provinces and by the Central Department 
should be freely discussed. There should Ibe no timidity either on the part 
of the Provincialll"epresentatives or on the pant of the officers of the Central 
Deplllrlment in suggesting schemes of work to be undertaken by 
the Central officers or to be undertaken by the Provincial 
officers. If, as a result of the Imperial Agricultural Conference, 
some machinery is devised for ensming closer contact in agricultural re
search work throughout the Empire than occasionally leading men engaged 
in the particular -science and familiar with the work in progress elsewhere· 
should be invited to attend and assist in the considention of work in p!l"O
gress and lin contemplation. In carryang out a piece of research work the

.possibility of securing the co-operation of other depall"tments, e.g., Forest,. 
Medical and of outside bodies, e.g., the Universirties or countries outside 
India should always be considered. The work allotted to the CeII1tral 
Department should as far as possible ibe of more than significance to one
Province. 

S. I have not had the time nor facilities here to work the quesrtion out, 
but I suggest the a;nnual allotment of a fixed sum by the Government of 
India in which balances at the end _of the year are not retu!l"nable or that 
a fund should he established from which 

(a) would !be mart contributions to Imperial Organisations the. 
maintenance of which is helpful to research generally throughout 
the Empire, e.g., Imperial Bureaux like those of Entomology, Myco
logy, &C. 

(b) would he met expenses incu!l"red in securing aid in investigat-
ing particular problems, whether 

(1) from abroad, 
(i~) from Universities or private institutes, 

(iii) by engagi.ng for a period speci.al scientisbs. 
The Secretary to the Government of India in the· Department should: 

be Chairman of the Committee allocating allotments from the fund. 

This should be supplementary to work undertaken at the Central Re-. 
search Institute by the regular officers of the Central Government. 

Oral Evidence. 

55,739. The Chairman: Sir David Chadwick, you are at present secretary'
of the Imperial Economic O>mmittee and in the past you have held the· 
appointments of Indian Trade Commissioner in London from 1917 to 1922 
and Secretary of the Commerce Department, Government of India frau. 
1922 to 1926?-That is correct. ' 
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55,740. We have your note of evidence: is there anything you would 
like to add to that in the way of a statement at this stage ?-It is so 
long since I was in diTeCt touch with the work of the ILgriculLural depart
ments that I have avoided details IIIbout their organisation. The points 
I wish to bring out with regard to general matters aN two or three. 
I want to emphasise the danger ,)f the agl"icultllml .departments becoming 
isolated in theirr work, the desirability of kEeping connection between 
them and the Central Department, 'intI, stilI more, with the work that 
is being done or may be done in other countries overseas. I have sug
gested, -and probably the Commission have already hnd the sugge~tion 
put 'before them, that similar difficulti.cs in adulinistration have been 
occul"lring in other countries with faderal or seJTli-federal Governments, 
as, for instance, i:n AustraLia, where they are still endeavouring to work 
out -a system of bringing the agricultural departments more together 

. and more in touch with some central organisation, so as to get 
some "team" 'work .and direction in the research work that ought to 
be done. I know research workers from experience. The men I had 
with me did their work well, but they naturally object to control, and 
are afraid of it. I do not think control in the oroinary executive and 
administrative senses is desirable in regard to research workerrs, but I 
do believe they need some outside influence to be Ibrought to bear on 

· them in reference :to the problems which they tackle. I do not believe 
in leaving them entirely to their own devices. 

55,741. II think the Commission will be interrested to hear, quite shortly, 
: what cis the scope of the work of the Imperial Economic Committee; we 

.have not had direct evidence upon that ?-I joined it last March. The 
90mmittee itself is peculiar; it shares with the Imperial Shipping Com-

· mittee the distinction of having a regular constitution upon which all 
· the Governments of the Empire are represented in a fixed proportion. 
'fhe United Kingdom has four members; every other Government has two. 
The two committees in their respective spheres--shipping and economic 
questions--are appointed to consider economic questions of interest to 
the Empire as a whole. It is perfectly clear that at present no Govern
ment would give to such committees which have a fixed Constitution and 
sO far ha.ve been continued, one for six years, the other for four, the. 
consideration of questions of high policy. The Shipping Committee deals 
with shipping questions; the Eoonomic Committee has been charged with 
the function. of enqui'l"ing largely matters in relation to production, 
marketing and preparations for market, first of all into food stuffs with 
a view to their greater sale in the United Kingdom in competition wcrth 
foreign goods. But in ."their enquiry, of course, the Committee consider 
the Brritish producers as standing on a perfectly equal Ibasis with any 
Dominion or overseas producer. They make their recommendations to 
all Governments of the Empire and nat to any Department of the Home 
Government. Being an Imperial Committee, they quite rightly have 
not, and cannot have, any executive functions in carrying out such 
rr8Commendamons; those functions must be left to each Government. In 
Great Britain the Government have established the Empire Marketing 
Bbaro to give effect to such of those recommendations of the Committee 
and others, which it considers desirable, and to carry out similar work 
which, in' the cou'l"se of carrying out it.!! early work, it finds desirable. 

55,742. So that you have no funds as a Committee?-We have no 
funds as a Committee for executive work. 

55743. Do you make recommendations to the Empire Marketing Board? 
-N~, we address our .report to the eight Prime Ministers of the EmpiN, 
to the Secret3'l'y of State for India and ~ ~he S~retary of State for !he 
Crown Colonies. It is left to those admmlstrahons to take any achon 
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on those reports that they see fit. In the past, certain of. the recom~ 
mendations have been directed towards advising the provision of funds 
for research on particulwr economic questions of importance for the trade 
in that commodity. 

55,744. The Commission had the advantage of 'hearing evidence from 
Mr. Lindsay, the present Trade Commissioner in London, a few days 
ago. There are one or two points relative to the organisation under 
Mr. Lindsay which I should like to ask you about. It has been suggested 
in some quarters that an advisory body consisting of merchants and 
traders interested in Indian produce in London or ot'her towns in Great 
Britain, might Ibe formed with a view to advising the Trade Commissioner 
on technical trade points. Have you any views as to the usefulness, or 
the reverse, of Buch a body?-I really cannot see of what use such a 
body would be f.rom my own experience. 

55,745. You find no difficulty in obtaining detailed information on 
technical subjects touching various line~ of Indian produce, the require
ments of t'he markets, and matters of that sort?-Practically none; I 
think I was able to obtain more by direct oontact and seeing those 
engaged in the trade and industry, than I could have obtained Nom any 
oommittee. I found all the merchants in all the trades extremely ready 
to see me and very helpful. Of oourse one iearns as one goes on, and I 
found, as a matter of faot, that I could never, so to speak, give them 
sixpennyworth of information Which was useful to them, without deriving 
Nom them about a shilling'l! worth which ca.me in useful to me later on. 

55,746. Is it the ease that it is, in the main, the firms of lesser sta~ding 
who oome to the Trade Commissioner for information? Bigger firms 'have 
already so many channels of communication a,nd knowledge, that they 
do not require his assistance ?-That is quite true, especially as far as 
the bigger fiTms are concerned, in regard to the trade in which they 'have 
already been at work for a long time; they necesSarily know more about 
that than the Trade Commissioner himself; but what J did experience 
WRS that the larger firms do not maintain libraries in London, of Il"efer
ence books on India and ot'her matters; if they receive a recommendation 
or proposition from their Indian offices to branch out into another line, 
they are as anxious asa.nybody else to obtain information regarding it. 
If they find an office in which some of th·at information is readily avail
able, they soon learn to' use it. That is exactly the point. 

55,747. You give it -as your opinion that ultimately it may be necessary 
to initiate other offices in different parts of Europe in order to cope with 
the work ?-Yes; I do not think there is need for it at present, and it 
is a case of development; you have got to pick your men and train them. 
I ha\'"e mentioned Southern France, Northern Italy, and Germany. I men
tioned those three for these reasons: at present the trade with the 
United States is mostly in jute; which is the most established of our 
trades, and as you have heard, there is a trade with the United States 
.to a certain extent in tea. There are also skins in Southern France and 
Northern Italy. India has more diverse trade connections: hides, oil
seeds, and cotton. Also in these markets, especially in oilseeds, there 
is considerable competition to be 'met from the West African Colonies 
and from West Africa generally. Germany has also a rather diverse
trade with India. 

55,748. Do you wish the Commission to undell"stand that it is your 
\'"iew that, for the present, the Trade Commissioner in London is able 
adequately to look after the interests of Indian trade all over Europe?
No, I consider that the Trade Commissioner in London is at present 
considerably undell"-staffed. Although I ha\'"e been Trade Commissione!" 
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myself, it was unfortunately my lot as Secretary of the Oommerce Depart
ment, on account of retrenchment, to cut his staff down; but he is under
staffed. What I do think is that it would be unwise to send men out to 
a distance either. in Germany or in Southern France, until you have 
been able to give them a tr.aining in London, where, after all, I have 
found a man can pick up his trade information, in the commercial. 
sense, much more rapidly than in any other centre. 

5~,749. When you were Trade Oommissioner were you responsilble for 
IndIan trade interests in AmericaP-No; as I said before we had left 
America largely out of the question; we could not go there. i: am speaking 
from memory, but I do not think our trade with America is at present 
very diverse. 

55,750. Have you formed any view as to whether an organisation might 
be ilet up in America to do the work there that the Trade Ooonmissioner 
is doing in EuropeP-No, I have not examined the American position very' 
carefully. The Trade Commissioner performs two functions; one is helpi.,ng 
trade generally, the other is sending information back, which is quite as 
important, both to the Government and to trade associations in the Pro. 
vinces in India. At the same time, a full day's work for a man is 
necessary; otherwise he gets lazy. There may be under the second head, 
as our trade develops, enough work for him, but I have not examined 
the matter in detail. 

55,751. I see from your note of evidenoe that you are quite definite 
in your view that the Trade Commissioner's office should be moved from 
Grosvenor Gardens as !lOon as there is a place for it in the new India 
HouseP-Yes, quite. 

55,752. When do you think the new India House will be prepared to 
receive the Trade Commissioner?-That ·is the difficulty. There I must 
ask you to take evidence' from the High Commissioner, but I am very 
'glad to say that I think the preliminary money has been voted and the 
idea has been accepted. 

55,753. But you think, until India House is ready, it is necessary to 
house the Indian Trade Commissioner in Grosvenor Gardens, so as to be 
conveniently placed for the High Comm.iSsioner; is that the idea?-Yes, 
that is the difficulty. I do not say it is essential, beca.use I dare say with 
a little care and thought and good will, it could be got over, but undoubtedly 
the committee work, which falls to a High Commissioner's office, has 
devoooped in an extraordinary way in the last. few yoo,rs. It may be 
reduced; the High Commissioner has many interests; he's a busy man; 
he is bound to use somebody on his economic staff· to do a good deal of 
that work for him. The Trade Commissioner ought to be in touch with 
it· he might perhaps be given another senior assistant to do that, but 
I do not want to bring about a divorce between this sort of semi-Govern
ment committee work, done by a Trade Oommissioner, which has its great 
utility, and the trade portion in the City as if they were two distinct 
things. 

55,754. On page 401 of your note, u~~er the head. "Foreign Tra.de •. ') 
you suggest that the trend of IndIa s exports mto Great Bntam 
between 1911 and 1925, as compared with the tren~ in the total value of 
imports into the United Kingdom, suggests that IndIa has not had her full 
share of the increase in business P-Perhaps so. What I do believe is that 
India must expect greater competition from the other tropical p.ortions 
of the wOI'ld, I think, in the past, trade has been too easy for IndIa, and 
I do not think extra competition will do her any harm. 

55,755. In 1911, the imports into Great Britain from India were 
:£39,000,000 sterling; in 1925, :£66,600,000; the imports from th? Crown 
Colonies and Mandated Territories in 1911 were £24,800,000 sterhng, and 
:£78,400,000 in 1925P-Yes. 
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55,756. Is it your view that those figures are any warning to lndia~
I think they do carry a warning; they must not be pressed too closely 
as proportions; I do not want anything like that to be done with them, 
for the simple reason that one ought to remember that India, in these 
commodities, has an enormous direct trade with other portions of the world 
to an extent to which the Crown Colonies have not developed, as yet, direct 
trade; so that I do not say they have cut into India's markets in the whole 
world to that extent, but I certainly think those figures constitute a 
warning. 

55,757. What is your experience, speaking very broadly, of the reputa
tion of Indian goods on the European market? Is the word "Indian" 
a good word in European markets?-No, though its credit is improving. 
It has got a long history behind it, and old opinions cling :round words, 
even when the justification for them is decreasing. A good many of 
India's commodities in the past have n~t had a good reputation. 

55,758. Mainly because of the unevenness of the produce?-Mainly because 
of the unevenness of the produce, and originally, though it is lessening, 
on account of the quantity of dirt which used to come over with the 
produce. I do not say that that dirt was added entirely deliberately; a lot 
of it was due to pure carelessness and the sandy conditions in India. For 
instance, that was one of the big difficulties with wheat, and a very big 
difficulty at one time with regard to indigo, before the artificial indigo 
came in. 

55,759. So that you attach very great importance to better cleaning, 
grading and packing of Indian produceP-Yes, in the broadeSt way.-

55,760. But at the same time, again speaking in a very broad way, you 
are not attracted by the suggestion of enforcing any particular standards 
at the ports of export in India ?-'I have often tried to think that out on 
the administrative side, and I find this extraordinarily difficult to apply. 
There is one instance in which it is being to some extent done in India 
recently; that is with regard to coal under the Coal Act of a year or two 
ago. By that Act there is very careful restriction that the certificates only 
apply to a statement of fact, viz., that the coal comes from a particular 
colliery, or a particular seam in a colliery which has a certain accepted 
analysis; the certificate does not say what that coal is, it only says whence 
it came. If there was a majority demand among the producers in a trade, 
for Government assistance in that way, I should not suggest that Govern
ment should sternly refuse; but I cannot see that Government could usefully 
lay down administrative standards for quality without the good will of the 
bulk of the producers. They are on safer ground when the tests to be 
applied relate to easily ascertainable facts; e.g., in grading of eggs or 
actual presence of dirt in some kinds of produce. 

55,761. On page 405 of your note, in answer to Question 4 you say: "if, 
as a result of the Imperial Agricultural Conference, some machinery is 
devised for insuring closer contact in agricultural research work throughout 
the Empire, then oocasionally leading men engaged in the particular science, 
and familiar with the work in progress elsewhere should be invited to 
attend and assist in the consideration of work in progress and in contempla
tion." Your suggestion there is that experts from outside India might be 
called into conference?-Yes, the idea that was in my mind was that those 
at work in different branches of the agricultural sciences in India should 
get together and review what lines of work they were contemplating, and 
it would be a very useful thing if on those occasions, not every time, but 
from time to time, men at work on a similar science from abroad were 
also brought in, and one or two of them given a share in the deliberations. 
It is a difficult problem, but my idea is to try and avoid the possibility of 
the workers in India being isolated. . 
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55,762. You have not worked the scheme out in any detailP-I have not 
worked the scheme out in any very great detail, but I do not think it is 
impossible. 
, 55,763. '.fhe condition most likely to bring about visits from distinguished 
research workers in the field of agriculture in other countries to ~ndia, 
would be- that the research workers in India should be of the highest 
calibre t.hemselvesP-Undoubtedly; and that is one of my points in inviting 
the men out to attend in that manner. One of the complaints of research 
workers in scattered portions of the Empire, is that they do not always 
receive the recognition they desire. I am now speaking of recognition in 
the scientific sense. I think they receive stimulus by such visits. 

55,764. Sir James 11IacKe1l!na: Your idea, in suggesting a central fund 
administered by the Government of India, is that it should meet the cases 
which you envisage, where an outside worker of distinction is brought in 
to work out a particu,lar problemP-Yes. , 

55,765. Other matters, lIke the sugarcane work, you would keep under 
central control? What is your view of the sugarcane work which was done 
in your own Province, in MadrasP-May I take the first que'Stion first. It 
was to try and get some elasticity in the taking up of problems for research. 
It is not an easy matter, as you know, to have to justify to a central 

. administrations expenditure upon each particular and different problem. 
At the same time, you need selection from amongst the probable problems 
that can be taken up for investigation; I mean selection as to which are the 
more important and which should be adopted. By the limitllotion 'of their 
~nance, you impose upon those who are already interested in these problems 
the need of making the selection. If you do not put on some limitation, 
they will want to investigate every possible problem. I can cite an 
experience, similar to some extent, of the Empire Marketing Board. It 
has the funds that it is prepared to give for a certain class Ilf research 
problems. It meets either the Medical Research Council, or the Agricul
tural Departments, or Universities, and works out a sort of scheme of 
territory, distributing the wO,rk out; but each proposal has not got to 
gil to the 1'reasury for complete sanction, and the limitation on its funds 
causes it to be very selective of the scheme'S it takes up . 

. 55,766. At present, with. the organisation of the India Central Cotto II 
Committee, certain aspects of research there may be said to be controlled. 
Sugarcane breeding is also now under control, that is to say, the work at 
Coimbatore?-Yes. 
, 55,767. Another matter with which the Central Department is dealing is 

dairying: do you think that is a subject for central direction, or should it 
be left to the Provinces P-Qua dairying, I can see very little difference 
Iletween it and the improvement of a rice crop; on bed rock principles, dairy
ing I shouid have put down as a provincial subject. You have got the 
diff\culties that it. rl'quires a. tremendous amount of finance, it is an expen
sive ,business, and there may be other reaSOIlli based upon its history and 
old associations with the military farms, which may lead it to be regarded 
as a central problem. In its essential principle I should have thought it 
was primarily, as there is no export trade in it, a provincial question, but 
I should have liked to have seen it tackled co-operatively by the Provinces. 
'fhere is a fundamental research, which is being done on it in this oountry. 
I do not see that that same work should be attempted in India, but dis
coveries may be made here which may be of the utmost importance to India. 
For instance, there is no question of being able to fortify ground, nut and 
vegetable oils for margarine with vitamius, so as to make the margarine 
absolutely as good a food as butter. '.fhat is a. v~ry important question. 
If anybody tackled that question, or similar questions in India, that 'Would 
be what I should call fundamental research" which would be primarily for 
a central authority, and not for a Province. I should use my fund in such 
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ease, so 8S to have the power to put some of the work out and probabiy get 
it done by men in England; at any rate to get it done where ih can best 
be done. 

:>5,768. Then there are the questions of animal nutrition?-The funda
mental principles of animal nutrition I should regard as central; I should· 
not attempt to copy the work that is being done somewhere else. I should·· 
endeavour to make &. contribution and to combine with workers in Australia 
or England. to get the work ,paid for and done. It is extremely difficult 
to bring up each of such problems to a standing Finance Committee. 

55,769. Professor Gangulee: Following up that last answer, broadly 
speaking you would ask the central organisation to pay more attention 
too all-India problems?-Certainly, that is the idea. 

55,770. Problems which concern all the Provinces?-Yes, what are known, 
more or less, as fundamental prdblems.· The central organisation, as far 
as possible, should look to the really fundamental questions; it lhould 
do work which is advantageous for the whole of India, also even, for 
instance, t'he compilation and exhaustive collections of samples, etc. in 
entomology and so on. Indian insect life is not a question of Provinces; 
a lot of the work is done in the Provinces, but that is a thing to be 
published by the central organisation. Similarly with regard to mycology; 
Again, the central department ought to be· able to take a lead where an 
economic question is going to be tacked for India lIS a whole, as for 
instance, it did the cotton work. 

55,771. You suggest that it ought not to Ibe. imposSible to secure 8: 
large measure of co-ordinated effort between the Provinces and the central 
Government, without impairing ultimate provincial control?-Quite. . 

55,772. ,What. organisation would you set up to bring about this measure 
of co-ordinated effortP-It depends upon the personality of youor men, 
of the heads of your departments. I do not see what machinery you 
want. 

55,773. Would you have a permanent organisation or would you just. 
depend on the personnel of t'he Provinces?-No machinel'Y and no extra. 
organisation is required; you have got the heads of your various sections. 
I have not been in touch with the Provinces recently j" these things, 
but I should still like to see them have practically the right to go round 
the Provinces and inspect the work and talk with the Minister about 
what is being done. 

55,774. Just periodical meetings of. Agricultural experts of the pro
vinces; is that the idea?-Yes. It depends on the personality of your 
men; paper organisations will not do it. But if there is a man Who will 
take a lead and do it, he should be encouraged to try. 

55,775. You would not have any central organisation of any sort with 
the object of bringing various agricultural interests together ?~i do not 
quite follow; you must have the central reseapch organisation stilI there; 
vou must have those men . 
. 55,776. But if the Provinces do not wish to co-operate with the central 
organisation, what thenP-Then I should be extremely sorry for Indian 
agriculture, Indian trade and Indian economics generally. 

55,777. Are you aware of the conditions of Pusa at the present time?
I have not been to Pus&. for many years. 

55,778. On page 403 of your note, speaking of the improvements of market
ing conditions, IOU say that that is the work really of the Agricultural 
Department an not of the Co-operative Department ?-Quite. 

55,779. Are you aware of t'he development of co-operative marketing 
organisations in IndiaP-I have not seen its work very recently, but some. 
of the marketing societies, that is the sale societies, have not done well. 
But I think I may not have my point clear: when you come to the actual 
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organisation and running of the sales society, if it is to be run co-opera
tively, that is the work of the co-operative society, and I t'hink I say so' 
in my note. My point is that the work of the Agricultu!ral Department 
does not end with the improvement of agricultural practice and the 
improvement of the 'crop; it carries through to an examination of the 
way in which that p<roduce ultimately reaches the consumer. The Agricul
tural Department may come with the recommendations to be made for 
others to carry out. I do not suggest that the Agricultural Departmeut 
should take control of ma<rkets and seIling for instance; it may be that 
same markets are badly built and Ibadly organised; that is for the 
Municipality. But an Agricultural Department must know in detail 
how the farmer's crops are sold and be prepared to aid him or agitate 
for better methods. 

55,780. You would ask the agricultural department to look to the 
questiJns of packing, grading and so on?-Yes. 

65,781. And not to the co-operative departments even when they a're 
sufficiently developed P-The Agricultural Department ought to know that, 
to be adequate to carry out its functions. 

55,782. You know the agricultural departments in India; do you think 
they are adequately staffed to carry out that workP-They were not in 
my time; but, as I have said I have not been in direct touc'h with their 
staff and I do not know how many men they have now got; but I very 
much dou'bt if they are adequately staffed; I should be very much sur
prised if they were, and I ,should be rather su<rprised if the Commission 
'have received very much detailed and sifted information in answer to 
Question 20. l do not know what you got in India. 

65,783. Mr. Oalvert: Have you in your mind any rough idea as to 
what, percentage of the total produce of India appea.rs in the overseas 
trade P-No, I should not like ~ say that off hand. You mean of the 
agricultural produce, not the mineral, of course. 

55,784. The figures you give are of the total produce1'~No, those are 
raw materials, food and tobacco. Of the agricultural produce it is only 
the surplus, as I have said again and again, which is exported. 

55,785. For the sake of the argument which you have set forth here, 
WIOuld you accept a rough figure of something like two-t'hirds of the 
agricultural produce as being consumed, by the p<roducer and of the 
remaining one-third, about twenty-two per cent., as being consumed in 
India, and the remainder going overseas?-Very possibly. 

55,786. Actually it is somewhere about those figures 1'-I am - quite pre-
pared to accept the <result of your investigations. ' 

55,787. The main point is that the home trade is immensely more im
portant than the overseas tradeP-Yes, I agree; in many commodities, 
it preponderates; that is why I consider the Agricultural Department 
ought to !be in touch with it and try to examine it. 

55,788. Then I p'resume you agree that the main point in raising the 
standard of living of the people is to raise their standard of consumption? 
-I put it that a great point in raising t'he standard of living of the 
people is to increase their wants and thereby, their consumption; let 
them go to the cinema if they want; increase their wants and desires. 

55,780. Sir Henry I..alITenu: And their ability to satisfy them ?-Then, 
in that way, you get the spur to satisfy them. 

55,790. Mr. Calt·",.,: And the fact that India import.~ such a considerable 
amount of treaSUle every year is an indication that she does not want to 
consume overseas commodities i'-I would not accept that statement at all, 
if I msy be allow eO. to say so. It is one of the characteristics of the last 
twenty years of India.n import trade that it has not only increased in 
quantity but extended still more in variety, which shows the growth in 
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to I hell· knowledgo and wIthin their sC9pe and they obtain suflic'.ient 
'3OOnomic power t.o buy them; I mean it is common knowledge to all of 
us: from the Singer sewing machine to the bicycle, the motor car, the 
gramophone, the cinel1)1\, and everything else. 

55,791. You do not think the main reason for the import of treasure 
is because there is no demand for other commodities ?-I should put it that 
the big demand for treasure is attributable to the preference of the prudent 
mM in India to what he, by long tradition, believes to be one of the 
6afest forms of investment for his nest egg. It is human to endeavour 
to save; it is not always possible to achieve it. 

50,792. Dr. Hyder: Are not &old and silver commodities ,also ?--Quite 
righ::, they are commodities. 

55,793. Mr. Calvert: They do not usually appear in the figures of the 
balliLce of trade; they are reckoned separately. Is it your opinion that 
marketing is so important as to require really a separate expert branch 
of a departmentP-If I were Director of Agriculture at present in Madras 
and I could get the funds and so on, I should certainly develop a marketing 
section; I might not succeed in persuading those that supply :the funds 
that it is necessary, but I should endeavour to do so. 

50,794. You rather stress the point that marketing is an important 
function of an agricultural departmentP-Certainly. 

55,795. It is very largely a.question of how you define agricultureP
Certainly. 

55,796. Your idea is t'hat mllll"keting and technical agriculture should· 
be more or less under the one controlP--Certainly. 

55,797. You are not suggesting that marketing is tho ·function of ·a 
botanist or a chemistP-Certainly not; but then I never imagined that 
an agricultural department consisted solely of botanists or chemists. 

55,798. As a matter of fact, the Directors of Agriculture in the different 
Provinces are in many cases chemistsP-I said I was not in touch with 
the more recent developments of the departments in India; I p,resume 
they were selected because they were the best men. 

55,799. The main point is that more attention should be paid to market-
ing P-Undoubtedly. . 

55,800. ,Would you go so far as to press for some one whose sole duty 
would be the study of this problemP-I do not think you could do that 
regularly. If I were endeavoull"ing to develop it in Madras: one learns 
to some extent by trial and error, what I should endeavour to do would 
be to get a really good assistant such as I already had on my agricul
tural staff, who had a tendency that way, to get to know and study markets 
and marketing generally. Then, when we come to a particular crop, I 
should probably get the agriculturist who is working on that crop to go 
into it in detail and let the member of my staff who is dealing with 
agriculture generally check him, check his results and advise him. But 
I do not believe in trying to divide up the Agricultural Depllirtment too 
much into watertight compartments. 

55,801. It may be a question of relieving the Director or head of the. 
Agricultural Department for work more immediately connected with 
agricuIture?-M.ay I give an instance from foreign trade? . When I took 
over as Director of Agriculture in Madras, we had a good team in the. 
department. Those who knew it at that time will say that we were at 
that time very fortunate. They got started on some of the most obvious 
pIl"oblems and were doing extremely well on the. pure agriculture side: 
1I91ection of types, improved implements, &c. They. were almost entirely 
out of touch wit'h the trading interests and economic side. The farmer 
was getting no more for producing the better quality article,· unless also 
he was getting a better yield. That !Dade it 'my special function to 
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endeavour, as Di·rector, to do that work myself, to try to get into touch 
with foreign trade. It was purely on account of that that I have got 
diverted from agJ"iculture to commerce, as it turned out. Having got 
that. I am certain I was able to help my men by giving more direction 
to their efforts and in getting for t'hem the very c106E! sympathy of 
important trading communities, but that merely touched the fringe. 
. 55,802. Looking back on your connection with India, do you think 
that this, roughly, eleven per cent. of produce which goes overseas, 
is not really distracting attention from the eighty-eightper -cent. which 
is consumed internally?-No; what I say is that, for an agricultural. 
department, it was the natural thing for them to set to work first of aU 
upon that eleven per cent. It is not India alone; but wherever you have-. 
got an export trade it means you have trade going through organised 
c'hannels and it is then easier to find out what Me the requirement.& of 
that trade: it is thus always easier to tackle an exported commodity in 
the first instance than it is to tackle a home commodity. Take the 
export of chickens from France to this country; you have exactly the 
same thing. But n'.lw I think they ought, in India, to get on to the 
home work, to the crops which have big domestic importance. They 
would be leaving out of consideration the greater bulk of the agricul
tural produce of India if they concentrated solely on the export crops, 
of t'hat I am certain. -

55,803. You still adhere to your opinion that it is almost impossible 
to exaggerate the importance of the eleven per cent. even to the neglect 
of the eighty-eight per cent?-I do not agree we have neglected the 
eighty-eight per cent. I did not quite follow your point. 

Sir HenTY Lau'Tence: I nnderstood' Sir David to say that was t'he 
best thing to take up first. 

MT. Calved: He says "it is impossible to exaggerate it," and my 
point is that the fascination of overseas trade has misled the Government 
of India and is mostly responsible for the neglect of agriculture. 

55,804. Dr. Hyder: Is not it a fact that the work which is done on 
the eleven per cent. trade also comes to the advantage of eighty-eight 
per cent. P-In certain commodities, yes. 

55,805. Take rice P-Yes, and cotton. i see you .a.re on that first sen
tence under the heading "Domestic Trade." I am quite prepared to 
be criticised upon its wording in which I say it is almost impossible to 
exaggerate the importance of one thing, and then in the next line I go 
on to say t'he other thing is the chief one. I am quite prepared to agree 
that it is not happily worded grammatically. 

55,806. Mr. Calvert: Taking the a.ctual constitution of the Government 
of India and of the Provinces, do not you think far more importance is 
being given to the small proportion of produce which goes into overseas 
trade P-Yes, that is what I said to begin with, and it is natural. 

55,807. The Government of India is devoting more attention to the over
seas trade than to internal agriculture P-Do you mean the Government of 
India as distinct from that of the Provinces? 

55,808. Governments in IndiaP-I say the agricultural departments have 
been, yes. I do not know why you say" Governments." The agricultural 
departments, yes. 

55,809. Governments in India have been devoting more attention to the 
overseas trade than to the agricultural departmentsP-I do not think so. 
The Governmente really do very little a.ctually in overseas hade; l;hey do 
practically nothing to overseas trade but put on duties and take them off 
and keep a. Trade Commissioner; that is about all they do in actual overseas 
~~ . 
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05,810. Mr. Kamat: Is it within the province of the Trade Commissioner's 
duties to assist firme in India if they wish to send suitable students here 
to learn manufacturing processes, to help them to get admission to factories 
here ?-No, I helillve that is with thll Students' Department of the Hig):t 
Commission, i.e., under another branch. 

55,811. To your knowledge, does that branch help firms or students 
-coming here to learn manufacturing processes ?-I believe it has done a 
great deal. I think that aspect has already been enquired into by Lord 
Lytton's Committee, and it is also for the High Commissioner to say. 
Of course, the Trade CommiSl!ioner exists primarily for the export of Indian 
produce: he does not exist for the export of British goods. Therefore he 
gets into touch more with the manufacturers who use Indian produce; those 
are the men he is more in touch with rather than with the manufacturer 
of steel and engineering goods who is exporting the goods to India, anll 
it is this last class of manufacturers from whom the student wants to get 
his teaching, as a rule. 

55,812. At the present stage in India, at any rate, big firms do know 
where to export and what to export and very little assistance is necessary 
from the Trade Commissioner &0 far as export is concerned; the real 
assistance necessary now, at the present stage, is with regard to the 
second process: to convert their raw goods into some manufactured article? 
-I can only recall my own experience; that is that when they appointed 
me Trade Commissioner in the City of London I was not at all happy, 
because I could not see that I was going to get anything to do whatever 
or be of any use to anybody; it seemed to me there were these big firms 
with their connections with India, staffed in London by men who thad 
served in India, on one side; there was the India Office, with its libraries 
and publications, on the other side, of an extent and more complete than 
I could ever collect together. But before I left, people seemed to think 
a Trade Commissioner had been of use. As I said, the firms often had 
not the information outside their own experience; the India Office libraries, 
etc., are quite rightly -not organised with the direct objective of giving 
commercial information quickly. Of course, as I said before, the firm had 
the information of ita own particular lines of experience, but did not always 
know where to look for information if it wanted to go a little further out. 

55,813. The chief thing India wants is to turn its raw material into 
finished articles, and for that purpose they want to send their boys to 
England to be taught these processesP-1 think you will find that the High 
Commissioner's Office tries to do all it can in that way. You must remember 
that firms, and especially big firms, if they take a young man on are taKlng
him on and training him in the hope that he will stay with them; very, 
very few actual commercial firms anywhere who are making their living 
by their commerce want to convert themselves into training institutions. 

55,814. Sir llenr1l Lawrence: You have agreed that the internal con
sumption of the country is the greatest concern of the Indian agriculturist? 
-It is the biggest market for his produce; it is the most difficult thing to 
tackle. 

55,815. You accept those figures which indicate that tlhe internal con
lIumption is about ten ti~es the external tradeP-Yes. 

55,816. You agree that the improvement of that market for the Ilgri
('ultural products would lie chiefly with the prosperity of the consumer?
Certainly. 

55,817. That is, the local consumer in India?-Primarily, yes, and. 
secondly, with avoidance of waste which I am pretty certain would be found 
to be going on under present circumstances, in many cases: i.e., wasts 
in h?tween the producer a.nd the ultimate consumer, owing to deficient 
gradmg, carelessness, handhng, delay, &c., &c. Waste in tlhe handling of 
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all these primary products ultimately comes back on to the man who grows 
them. 

55,818. The prosperity of the consumer is necessarily one of the most 
impo:rtant considerations for the improvement of the agricultural marketP
Undoubtedly. 

55,819. Taking the population of India quite broadly, out of some three 
hundred millions, some sixty millions are urban, industrial 'or commercial? 
-Quito. 

65,820. Would you consider that the higher class of agricultural product 
is consumed more in the oities Iby the industrial and commercial classes 
than by the rest of the ;population in proportion P-By the higher class of 
agricultural produce, you mean the better quality? 

55,821. YesP-In all probability, yes. In any farming country anywhere, 
you get a certain amount of poorer produce; you cannot help it. It is real 
business to sell the .better and eat the worse at home; it is not always done, 
but that is the business side of it. The best quality will tend to go the 
further: it can bear more cost of transport and it will go where the price is 
highest; therefore it should go to the towns. _ 

55,822. You ha,e heard complaints that village industries are not prosper
ing under the present economic system?-Yes, certainly. 

65,823. And that there is a considerable lack of employment amongst the 
commercial and industrial classes in IndiaP-Yes. 

55,824. Is there any machinery existing in India that observes the pros
perity, the improvement or falling off of village industries, and the con
ditions of life of the urban industrial . classes ?-I think nothing more than 
what may be done by the provincial departments of industry or your 
Department of Labour in Bombay. 

55,825. The provincial departments of industry are not yet very effective? 
-No, they are not, I agree with that, but I do not know of anything else. 

55,826. The Indian Fiscal Commission issued a report about five years 
agoPl-Yes. 

65,827. You are no doubt acquainted with itP-Yes, I know it very well. 
55,828. Do you think that sufficient action has been taken to carry out 

those recommendations ?-Yes; I am bound to say that I 
55,829. You set up a Tariff Board?-Yes. 
55,830. A very good thing no doubt, but does that Tariff Board deal with 

any industries other than organised industries which are able to make out 
a case P-As far as the Tariff Board is concerned, when I left India we 
had got practically no applications pending with the Government which had 
not been referred to the Tariff Board, so that, to that extent, I must say, 
to which applications have been received it has met the demand. 

55,831. But it is only from an organised industry that you can get an 
application; these small village industries which are not organised are not 
in a position to apply to the Tariff BoardP-No, they are not. 

55,832. So that there is no machinery to observe their decay or flourish
ing condition P-To watch their progress is left mainly with the provincial 
industrial departmt'nts; we have nothing in the Oentral Government to 
watch that. 

55,833. The vast bulk of Indian exports consists of agricultural raw 
productsP-Yes. 

55,834. I would ask your attention to three particular industries in which 
the policy of the Government of India has not been entirely equal. Take 
the case of iron and steel. There, in some measure, protection has been 
applied P-Y €IS. 

55,835. Now take tea.. We have heard Nom the tea industry that, so 
far from being in any way encouraged, they are seriously .hampered by 
restrictions in matters of recruitment of labourP-Yes, I daresay they 
are. 
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55,836. A. third instance of some importance is sugar. I think probably 
that must have oome before your department in particular. Now sugar 
is not protected ?-No. 

55,837. The Government of India have never agreed that suglllr is a 
proper object of protectionP-No. It has not had a full enquiry before 
the Tariff Board, and I doubt if the industry has applied for it. I cannot 
remember an application from the sugar industry for it; the duties on 
Bugar though considerable do not come in the protective section of the 
tariff. 

55,838. Those are three particular products of India, one mineral and 
the other two agricultut"al, in which India is able to deal with the raw 
product and put it on the market in a finished stateP-Yes. 

55,839. In regard to those three, in one case the Government of India 
gave protection, in the second they gave revenue duty but not protec
tion, and in the third they definitely proposed hampering t"estrictions; 
is that a fair view of the policy of the Government of India P-Not' of 
t'he policy; it may be a fair summary of the results; I will not say fair; 
it may be a very short summary of the results, but it is not a statement 
of the policy. 

55,840. Because there has not been any definite policy applied to all 
thTee?-No, those results have arisen from very different oonsiderations 
of policy. The results in regard to iron and steel flow from a definite 
attempt to protect an industry. The questions with regard to labour 

. in the tea industry probably arose out of political or semi-political or 
other considerations. I am not familiar with the historv of that. With 
regard to sugar, as I said, we have not had an application by the sugar 
industry for protection. The primary reason for the turn over from an 
ad "alorem to a specific duty, which was very beneficial to the sugar 
industry, was one of revenue. It was done with the knowledge that it 
would probwbly help the sugar industry. 

55,841. They say it saved it P-Yes, it saved it, and there is very little 
doubt that had the ad valorem duty been left and the change not made, 
an application by the sugar industry would have been made for protec
tion, which would have been dealt with on its merits. 

55,842. Mr. Kamat: Do you admit the statement that the tea industry 
has been hampered by the restrictions on l8lbour?-They say so; I do 
not know anything about it; I never had anything to do wit'll it. 

55,843. Sir Henry LalVTence: Do you oonsider that the importations 
of fOt"eign sugar into India affect the cane cultivator? Do they lower 
the price of gur and diminish his profits ?-Theoretically they should and 
possibly they do. I expect the point is dealt with in the Sugar Com
mittee's Report. It is very difficult to say off -hand what is the result 
of the competition of one grade of article on another. Old and established 
customs and other matters of habit came in. I prefer to leave that to 
what the Sugar Committee found out by their investigation into the 
point, and I really do not remember what they did find. Theoretically, 
I should. expect it to do so. 

55,844. How long ago is it since the Sugar Committee's Report was 
issued?-l921. 
55,~5. Has there been any change in the conditions of the sugar 

trade since thenP-Yes, the sugM' trade went through a very bad slump 
and latterly, thanks very much to the specific duty, it has got going 
again in Bihar and the North, and also it has profited very much by 
many of the better canes from Coimbatore. 

55,846. Sir Thomas Middleton: You referred to the isolation of the agri
cultural worker in India j beyond arranging for conferences as frequently II>! 

may be ~~d a fr~ excha~ge of publ~cations, is there anything that one can 
do to mItIgate thm P-It IS a very dIfficult problem ta mitigate it· I do not 
know to what extent the experts in the Government of India d~ visit the' 
~~ 0 
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Province.s now: whether they do it as freely as they did in the past; but 
I think it is desirable that they should. The only other thing I can 
sugge.st is for the Central Department to endeavour to keep in touch with 
any of the developments over here towards co-ordination; they have been 
tackling this question in Australia to some extent. The Director of their 
Scientific Industrial Research Board is in England at present; he arrived 
last week and! I was talking to him on the subject yesterday. 

55,847. Can you say whether the interchange of publications has been 
free in India?-I believe so. I do not know. How do you mean? 

55,848. When you were directly connected with the departments, was there 
a free interchange of publications between the agriCUltural depalftments p
I think so, very. 

55,849. What may have happened is that all of them received the publi
cations of the United States of America, and get to know of each other's 
work through Washington?-You mean from Province to Province; oh, no, 
anything that was published was quite well known through India. 

55,850. Through the Agricultural Journal?-Direct from Province to 
Province. Perhaps not our very local bulletins, but, speaking from memory, 
anything that was published from Coimbatore or any reports of the depart
ments of Bombay, the Punjab and so on, were all on our list and were 
exchanged direct. 

55,851. Do you know whether Indian departments were in close touch 
with departments at home who published similar information?-With many 
of them they were. 

55,852. It was through personal contact; a man coming, say, from Cam
bridge would receive all the Cambridge publicationsP-There was a certain 
amount of exchange in which the provincial departments gained very much, 
as what they received was very often the better article; the vexed question 
was one of funds. 

55,853. I was thinking of the exchanges between India and this country. 
As a matter of fact, we had no good system of effecting exchanges?-I think 
you will find the system of exchange has developed very considerably in the 
last twenty years. . 

55,854. The isolation you refer to need not have existed if there had been 
adequate means for promoting interchange of publicationsP-There I hardly 
agree; I do not think the exchange of publications is sufficient. 

55,855. It may not be in itself suflicientP-I think you can exchange 
pUblications pretty nearly till Doomsday but neverbheless a. research 
worker in a particular, place may lose his initiative, get off on minor 
problems and go on in that way until he retires. He needs the stimulus 
of outside visits. 

55,856. The isolated research worker is, in fact, allxious to secure 
records of experimental work, but he has often had a difficulty in getting 
themP-Yes. 

55,857. Dr. HydeT: On the first page of your note you give the trade 
of India in the year 1911 as £39,000,000, and in 1925 as £66,600,000; 
then you go on and give the figures for the Crown Colonies for those 
two years. Are those two sets of figures comparable or have some millions 
to be deducted from. the figures for 1925* in view of the fact that there 
were no Mandated Te:rritories in 1911 P-That is & fair criticism, ·but I 
only gave thOBe figures as general indications, and I do not think the 
trade from the Mandated Territories at those dates was very large. After 
all, if you take Tanganyika, it was left, after the War, in a very disorganised 
state; its exports are only beginning to grow now. In 1924-25 what came 

• The witness subsequently supplied figures showing that the value of Imports into the 
United Kingdom in 1926 from the Mandated Territories was .£4,888,000. Against a deduotion 
on this accouut must be set imports from these areas in 1911, the preoise value of whioh 
cannot be stated. 

SiT Da1lia Chadwick. 
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from Irak I am very doubtful about. These exports were mostly from the
Crown Colonies. 

05,858. On the last page of your note, you suggest the allotment of a 
fixed Bum by the Government of India for fin~ncial research ~hether 
carried on by the Imperial station or whether carried on at these dlffe!e~t 
pl&cel! you have mentioned. This is to come out of general revenue, IS It 
notP-Certainly. . ' 

55,859. You have no idea of cesses, &c., for the Improvement of parti-
cular crops?-No. . . 

55,860. I take it that you would strengthen the centr~l ser.Vlces 1D so 
far l1li they relate to agriculture under the Government or India, but you 
do not think of creating more posts under the Government of India?-You 
mean more branches of science? 

65,861. Yes ?-I should not think so at present; of course, . as time
goel on, you get 80me scienoea splitting up. For instance, I do not know 
about biological chemistry, but I should not have thought 80 at present. 

55,862. The proper thing would be for the Govllrnmcnt. of India to 
strengthen its PUY organisation and then take part. in the Imperial· 
organisation; that is to say, the financingP-Financing 01' wherever they 
can help. Of COU'l'68, it cannot be done at present, but ultimately I should 
like to see some of the work done at the Indian Universities and not 
have it all done by Government. . 

55,863. For co-ordination you would rely upon the men working tt.nder 
the central Government and the men working in the Provinces having 
frequent meetingsP-Yes. It depends on the personality; I should like. 
not only that the men should have frequent meetings but also that they 
should see the Ministers. 

55,864. You would not like the central Government to encroach upon. 
the present division of administration ?-I do not think it is possible at 
the moment. 

55,865. Mr. Noyce: What are your views on the possibility of financing 
agricultural development in India by elllport cessesP-I think it is perfectly 
legitimate where you have a large organised trade .prepared to do it and 
the cesses are being devoted to a particulaF purpose; I do not believe in a. 
general cess upon all agricultural produce for general agricultural purposes .. 

55,866. For B«ricultural development generallyP-No. 
55,867. Only for the purposes of the particular tradeP-Yes, and then 

it ought to have the interests of that trade in view, and the bigger the 
export of that commodity the more its efficacy. 

55,868. Obviously, the amount the Government of India can spend on 
Trade Commissioners for some time to come must be limited. Do not you 
think it would be better to have Trade Commissioners in East Africa' or 
Mesopotamia than in Germany and Southern EuropeP-We had one in 
East Africa, and there ought to be an increasing trade from India, 
especially in Indian manufactured goods, to both Irak and East Africa; it 
is growing and that trade will be mostly \n manufactured. goods; there 
ought to be an outlet in cotton and iron and steel. That being so, you have 
almost covered the articles in which that trade will be big,. except perhaps 
sugar and rice. That is hardly going to give enough work for a Trade 
Commissioner, and I suggest that really the better way to tackle those. 
questions is by deputations or visits from the trade. But I agree with you 
that it would be a great pity if the possibilitie'S for an lOutlet of Indian 
manufactured goods in East Africa, and so on, were overlooked. But I do 
not think there is work for a Trade Commissioner twelve months in the 
year. 

55,869. Professor Gallgulee: You were familiar with the meetings of the 
Board of Agriculture in IndiaP-From 1912 to 1916, yes. 

55,870. Did those meetings serve to mitigate the isolated position of 
the research workersP-Yes, to a very considerable extent. They helped. 
~m 02 
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Sir James MacKenna and his assistants used to come and see us in 
Madras. 

55,871. Mr. Calvert: Is it any part of your argument that it matters at 
all to the producer in _ India whether his produce is consumed in India or 
overseas, provided he gets the satisfactory price for itP-I do not think 
it matters a great deal where he sells it, as long as he gets the best price 
for it. 

55,872. The overseas trade is merely a matter of getting -a priceP-Yes, 
and so is the home trade, if I may say so. 

55,873. Chairman: So that, if a falling off in the demand for Indian 
produce overseas resulted in a serious fall in internal prices, by that much 
the produoors of those particular money crops would be the worse off and 
their purchasing power and standard of living would go down P
Absolutely. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Right Hon. W. G. A. ORMSBY GORE, Under Secretary 
of State for the Colonies. 

Oral Evidence. 

65,874. The Chairman: Mr. Ormsby Gore, you are Under-Secretary of 
State for the Colonies. I think you have been applying yOUI' mind recently 
to the problems of agricultural research, to the organisation of research ser
vices, and you have also had the advantage of a tour round the Crown 
Colonies and the Mandated Territories, and so onP-Three tours. 

55,875. Would you tell the Commission whether there are any proposals 
afoot for the formation of a permanent cadre of research offioersP-Yes; 
we have felt for some time past that one of the main difficulties in regard 
to carrying forward fundamental research and even applied research in 
tropical agriculture has been the fact that we have been de-aling with more 
than twenty different Governments. In the -Colonial Empire we can leave 
out the areas outside the tropics as mainly small. The chief agricultural 
problems are in the large mainland territories of East and West Africa 
and the big areas such as Ceylon and Malaya in the Far East. One of 
our difficulties in getting the necessary research work done, and not only 
done locally but in such a manner that the work in one area will be of 
use to the work in another, and that it is not lost sight of but is followed 
up throughout the tropical Empire, has been the fact that, as I have said, 
we have been dealing with about twenty different Governments, and the 
scientific officers are in the servioe of each of those Governments and not 
in a common service for all. That is to say, they go in, become established 
officers with pension rights in a particular Government with its particular_ 
scale of salary and increments; the result is that transfer and exchange of 
personnel has been difficult and nearly all these agricultural departments 
have been apt to work in watertight compartments. This was brought up 
at the reoont Colonial Office Conference that has only concluded a few 
weoks ago, and we there envisaged a wide project, namely, the creation of 
a single research service for the various branches of scienoe. This is clearly 
not yet practicable, but we are now contemplating the creation of one 
service for what may be called the research officers of the agricultural 
departments: the men whose duties are not administrative but are 
investigatory: that is to say, the agriculturaL chemists, the economic 
botanists, the entomologists, and such additions as we have from time 
to time in the way of bio-<:hemists and the like. The four main elements 
in the staff required in dealing with tropical agriculture are of course, 
the soil scientist, the plant genetios, the insect and fungus problems. 
Our idea now is to try and form those into a sin-gle cadre, all entering at 
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the same basic rate of salary with local aIlowanoes adjusted to meet local 
conditions. 

55,876. And all the positions pensionableP-No, we are proposing not 
to have any of them pensionable. We propose to have a separate pro
vident fund contributed to by the Governments or by the pooled contribu· 
tions of Governments. This seems the best way for working this scheme, 
because, apart from the question of transfers, we think a provident fund 
8cheme is better than the permanent establi.e.b.ment with pension right& 
for people like research officers and scientific workers. We think tha.t 
in order to attract the type of brain and the type of experience you want, 
you have got to have a fairly easy flow in and out, so that a man can 
realise that if he has done a good job af work in a Government depart
ment, say in West Africa, he has got a chance, without loss of rights, 
of going off, say, into private employment or working on his own. We 
think that is very important. It is different from the administrative staff. 

55,877. Taking with him a reasonable sum on account of -the money he 
has paid in?-Yes, it would be worked out on an. actuarial basis like 
most of these provident fund schemes. The Empire Cotton Growing Cor
poration have got one for their soientific workers, and though our plan 
could not be probably quite identical with that, it would be more or less 
on those lines. Shall I go on describing this? 

55,878. Please do. I think the point that interests us really is the extent 
to which this cadre, when it is formed, is likely to attract research workers 
and so to tighten the market?-By offering a career with fixed prospects 
in a service af wider scope th&n can be offered by &ny single Colonial 
Government, we hope to attract from the Universities all over the Empire 
more and better men to go in for agricultural research in one of its 
branches as a profession. I mean that if you go to &ny University now, 
and you say that in two or three ye&rs' time an Entomologist or a My~olo
gist will be wanted they m&y or may not h&ve a man, &nd there IS a 
risk. But if you c&n say that there is a cwe a couple of hundred men 
strong t'hat has got continuously to be kept up, then the tTniversity 
authorities will re&lize th&t there is & Ibigger service and &n assured 
career; and it will be easier for them to get the young men, and the 
young women too in some cases, on to work of this kind and begin 
training them for & career on those lines. So th&t I think we shall be 
the me&ns, indirectly, of creating greater interest t'han alTeady exists, 
and so a greater flow of candidates. 

55,879. Is it possible for you to give us any indication as to the s&l&ries 
you will be paying? Is that published yetP-No, that i& nat settled; a 
Committee was formed as a result of the reoommend&tions of the Con
ference &nd they are considering such details. We realise that it h&9 
probably got to be something a little better than now, llnd we 'have got 
to make it clear that, just &s in the administr&tive services, wh&t is all 
important from the point of view of recruitment ie to have a few well 
paid posts at the top to which all may think they are going to attain, 
though few actually do get there, similarly on the Tesearch side of our 
~olonial cadre, if we form it, we have got to h~ve one or two well paid 
Jobs at the top. There should be some plums lD a service of this kind 
if we are really going to attract the enterprising youth of the country 
with the scientific mind. 

55,~BO: A~e you familiM wit'h the College of Trinidad?-Yes, I have 
~een !t lD ~ts early .stag~s, and of ~ou~se ~ have followed its growth and 
Its difficulties. It IS stIll a new Institution but I think the standard 
is st.eadily improving. Although it is only four years old, it is already 
provlDg of enormous value compared to anything we had before in giving 
a man who has been through an agricultur&l college in this country or 
m~ 03 
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taken an agricultural degree say in Cambridge, contact with the Tropics 
and the wide outlook of tropiCal agriculture' that he mIght miss if he
were dumped straight into a job from a University in this country. It 
is mainly post-graduate at present; there are a few people who go there
for t'he three years' diploma, but for the most part T'rinidad is . occupied 
now by t'he Colonial agricultural studentships. They go t.here for a. year, 
they do a year at Oxford before they go to T'rinidad; they get their 
degree either at Wye, Reading or Cambridge. They then do a year at 
Oxford at the expense of the Colonies who form the pool for this scheme, 
there being seventeen Colonies in it. They do crop statistics, and agricul
tural economics. After they have done a year at Trinidad, they are posted 
t!l different Colonies: Ceylon, Gold Coast, or whatever it is, from Trini
dad. Not until they have got to Trinidad are they posted out. It is 
the Imperial College which at present feeds the Crown Colonies, Protec
torates and Mandated Territories with the technical staff of the agricul
tural departments, administrative as well as specialist. 

55,BB1. In these. tOUI'6 that you have recently undertaken have YOll 

studied the veterinary problemsP-Very much SO; it leaps to the eye. 
I am afraid, speaking only for the Colonies, one of the Cinderellas has 
hitherto been veterinary activity. "When you go to a country like Northern 
Nigeria and you see a fine cattle country with probably about 4,OOO,OO() 
cattle and an equivalent number of sheep and an equivalent number of 
goats, you seethe tiny body of veterinary workers and the gigantic 
problems in front of them. You can also see how little investigation 
there has been into native types, t'he genetic side of it, the nutritive
side, apart from the actual attack on the. diseases that periodically come
down and sweep off thousands of these animals. When you see that. 
you realise that we have done little to cope with the problem. Of course, 
we 'have only been in the country for twenty years: here again, it is 
the problem of getting the men. The man who is just an ordinary 
veterinary surgeon in this country, who may .be able to deal with the 
well kn<*"n diseases of horses and dogs, is no good in dealing with the 
difficult problem of the Fulani with their' nomadic herds combined with 
Rausa cultivation, or when he is faced with the tsetse fiy or other tropical 
diseases which he has never experienced before. We have not got, in
side the Colonial Elnpire, anyt'hing like the anlount of research .and still 
less the amount of training facilities that are necessary to make the 
veterinary profession as highly scientific as it has got to be if the veter
inary prablems of the tropical Colonial Empire are to be properly faced' 
and solved. . 

55,BB2. Is rinderpest a problem in most of these areas?-Very much SO; 

it is almost the first problem that the small veterinary staff we have got 
has to tackle. In fact, until rinderpest is done with we do not get on 
to mUc'h else. We ha.ve had, I think, twelve veterinary officers in Uganda, 
and their first job was to deal a.nd finish with rinderpest; they have just 
got this year practically to that stage, and now rinderpest is under con
trol; it can always be resuscitated by the pig and the wild buffalo, but, in 
the main, we have overcome rinderpest, and the veterinary workers can 
now get on to the ot'her urgent problems. 

55,BB3. Has rinderpest been overcome by m86Sed immunisation P-I know 
it, as a non~xpert, more particularly by what theyeall double inoculation.' 

55,BB4. Serum-simultaneous inoculationP-Yes, the active vi'l'uS with the
non-active virus. 

55,B85. And that has been used on 8. large scale P-It has been used on 
a very large scale; we have produced large quantities of serum; we have 
had the building up of a native staff as well as the European staff for the
administration of it. 
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55,886. Where hu the serum been prepM"ed p-It is being prepared ~n 
the central laboratories in each territory. As a matter of fact, In 
Tanganyika, I think we have prepared a certain amount of serum for 
-export, as well, to neighbouring territories. 

55,887. Can you give the Commission any indication of the numbers of 
(lattle inoculated in one of these a.reas ?-I could get tha.t for you, but I 
(lannot give it out of my head. 

55,888. Large numbersP-Yes, running into six figures in more than 
Qne territory. 

55,889. Necessarily, or the result would not have been achieved?.-,
Quite. 

55,890. So far lIB you are aWM'e, was the percenta.ge of deaths not 
alarmingly highP-No, it was remarkably low. Of course, in certain· 
parts of Africa there is a certa.in amount of immunity· already in the 
(lattle of the country; there have been periodic waves of rinderpest; it 
romea in great cycles, and there have been survivors in nature of those 
(lycles which have carried on not only their immunity but very probably 
there is a oertain hereditary immunity. I am touching on dangerous 
ground when I talk about hereditary immunity. The whole subject of 
immunology requires further. research. 

55,891. It suggests that the introduction of cattle from overseu and 
a.ny attempt to improve the breed is not likely to be very suocessful?

Qf course, that is being done in Kenya by the European settlers. 
55,892. For milk mainlyP-Yes, mainly with a. view to the da.ity indus

try; but elsewhere our general policy in regard to the native cattle is 
not to attempt to cross with exotic breeds, but to breed up. We have 
done all too little of it at present, from the best of the indigenous types. 

55,893. Has there been any opposition by the native popUlation to 
inoculation against rinderpestP-I do not think so; there wa.s in the 
early days, but recently the whole popUlation has got used to the idea 
Qf inoculation. They are themselves being inoculated fcr va.rious things 
and they have seen the advanta.ge of it on themselves and they have 
begun to think it is a good thing for the cattle too. The story of yaws, 
for example, in East Africa has gone into the remotest PM'ts of the 
rountry: the amazing clearing up of yaws with the new bismuth inocula
tion. There is hardly a native in the whole 4,250,000 in the country 
who does not know that the white man's medicine consists in putting 
something into you with a needle and 80 clea.ring up human disease. 
The same is true of many other remedies. In ·West Africa they ha.ve a 
passion for N.A.B. for everything; if they come to a hospital a great 
many of the natives are not satisfied, whatever their ailment is, unless 
they have an intravenous injection of N.A.B. They are accustomed 
to the idea of inoculation for themselves, and it is not often that the~e 
has been much difficulty in inoculation of cattle. 

55,894. I think the Imperia.l Institute in London is working out some 
of your problems in the technological field, is it noH-Yes. The Imperial 
Institute, in the main, helps us in two ways. It helps us more on the 
oommercial side: that is to say, telling us what the va.lue of a particula.r 
grade of tropical production is in the world market, where that market 
exists and where tha:t market is extending. !t also helps us by being 
able ~ place a Co~omal Government ~r a Colomal Depa.rtment of Agricul
ture Into touch With the best authority, not necessarily itself where the 
necessary scientific work that cannot be done on the spot cou'ld be done 
if at all, either in this country, or elsewhere. ' 

55,895. It is a post of!iceP-Yes, mainly. 
55,896. Is it the ca.se that all recent experience suggest that, quite 

apart from the need for oollecting scientific information, there is an 
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u'l'gent need for its free dissemination in all directionsP-Very much so, 
and it is one of the things that 'has come most to my notice in going 
round the Coloni~, in what watertight compartments they do work and 
how little is exchanged. 

55,897. The exchange of publications is not sufficientP-It depends where 
those pUblications go and whether they ever reach the destination that 
they should reach. I discovered that the Gold Coast was not getting 
the PUBa agricultural reports, 'but was getting the vElte'l'inary reports. 
The Gold Coast is a wonderful agriculturaI country but has very little 
veterinary work; there are Vf!fry few cattle. I forget which Colony in 
t'he East Coast it was, but its major agricultural problem is connected 
with veterinary work; it was not getting the Pus a vElterinary Teports 
but was getting the Pusa agricultural reports. 

55,898. Have you .formed any view of the value of the Pusa agricul
tural bulletins and reports P-Yes, I certainly think all the specialised 
ones that I have seen are quite first class; those are really useful. I 
do not know whether the general reports are quite so valuable. The 
truth is that the exchange of publication is not enough; the only thing 
that is thoroughly satisfactory is t'he exchange of informa.tion and know
ledge effected by the ad hoc Ibureaux, notably, the Bureau of Entomo
logy and the Bureau of Mycology, where you do get a brief review of 
all the publications, and the workers can get, without wading through 
a mass of reports, a condensed vision of t'he. work that is going on in 
their parlicular field. We want in agriculture a bulletin of the kind 
that is produced by the Imperial Bureau . of Entomology in the other 
agricultural fields as well; I think that is the only way of solving the 
problem. The mere exchange of annual reports, and things of t'hat sort, 
is not sufficient. 

55,899. Professor GanguZee: We want something like the experimental 
reports published by the Federal Government of the United States?
Yes, they are useful; but the regular quarterly or monthly review of 
the work being done and the pUblications issued in a pBlrticular field is 
t'he thing that is of most value. 

55,900. The Ohairman: In your opinion is it the case that, at any active 
research centre, there are usually very important results not available to 
other research stations because they are awaiting the stage in which 
official publication is thought desirable, but which might most usefully 
be communicated privately to other research stations engaged on kindred 
work P-Certainly; I think where you 'have any important research station, 
without waiting for the final results of & particular investigation that 
may take three years to work out, it is up to the head of that research 
(.rganisation to let the kindred or collateral research organisations kn:>w 
what his organisation is working at, so that there may be an exchange of 
opinion in regard to programmes as well as results. 

55,901. My question was designed rather to discover whether you thought 
the early communication of actnal results, before those results had reached 
a stage which justified publication, was advisable P-Yes, I agree; I oer
ta.inly think more could be done in that direction than is being done. It 
is so difficult for me, as a layman, just to say how far it is being done 
and what the gaps are. All one can observe is that if you take a crop 
like cocoa which has been established for a very long time in a great many 
of these places: Trinidad has been doing work on cocoa, the Gold Coast 
has been doing work on cocoa, and Ceylon is doing work on cocoa j but I 
have never seen any reference in any of those three places to the work 
which is being done elsewhere. Trinidad, for instance, has certain con
clusions in regard to cocoa, namely, that it is largely a problem of plant 
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genetics rather than a manurial problem or anything else. I cannot tell 
you whether that is the opinion of the agricultural' people in the Gold 
Cout or Ceylon. 

05,902. Do you judge, from conversation with these research workers, 
that they are in fact unaware of what is going on in these other centres? 
-Very often that is the case, yes. They get terribly isolated; they may 
keep in touch for a year or two when they start; but when they have been 
in a particular colony for any length of time it is extraordinary how 
quickly they do get out of touch. It is partly psychological, I think. 

55,903. It is plain from what you tell the Commission that the research 
question in the Colonies and Mandated territories is receiving much atten
tIOn, and it appears that the organisation is likely to be strengthened; 
would you regard it u of great importance that, just as there should be 
active touch between the various centres in the 'Colonies, there should 
also be touch between research workers in the Colonies and research workers 
in [ndie P-I think that is vital, absolu~ essential. After all, we are 
working very often on the same crops and very often on identical problems. 
Many of your problems, salting of soils, irrigation and all that sort of 
thing, are absolutely common to us. The problems of colloidal soil, laterite 
and all that are identical with us. Then there is the question of the 
increased loss of nitrogen under tropical conditions; all those things are 
absolutely common to our tropical Empire and India. We are both about 
the same area; we are both about 2,000,000 square miles, and again and 
again we overlap andl there has not been sufficient contact, though I admit 
we have drawn on India for many of our best men. 

55,904. Pro/e88or Gang'Ulee: You have taken our best men: for instance, 
Dr. Leake?-We have taken many of your men; for instance, Mr. Faulkner, 
DiNlctor of Agriculture in Nigeria. 

55,905. The Chairman: And now you are seeking to improve the bait?
We want to improve the base as well as the bait. 

55,906. Following on your answers, do you think that' some permanent 
body to ensure discussion and the interchange of information between 
persons working in various parts of the Empire, including the Colonies, 
might well be set up, or do you think there is some existing body which 
can meet that need P-I think we are still some way off a single body; 
the field is BO wide !lnd the branches are so many that one cannot imagine 
an omnium gathering apart from a conference such as is going to be 
held this autumn, the Imperial Conference, which is an admirable oppor
tunity for people to meet and discuss things in general. A permanent 
body, especially a permanent directing body covering the whole field, is 
not yet, and I think will not be for some time, a practical proposition. 
1 should like to see the extension of the bureau system. The various 
sciences dealing with agriculture and agricu1tural researdh should be 
('overed in the same way as the entomological field is covered by the 
Imperial Entomological Bureau. . 

55,907. Pro/e380T Gangulee: That bureau is located in' London ?-When 
it comes to veterinary science, I am not at all sure that England is 
the right place for the central locus of that bureau. I do not believe 
In having a bureau of too elaborate organisation; I think these bureaux 
can be rU,n comparatively cheaply, .like the Bureau of Entomology; all 
you want 18 a small nucleus staff, WIth a man who knows the job and the 
~ience at the head of it,. who is. himse!f linked, and through his publica
tIOns and correspondence IS the lInk, WIth the progress in that field. 

55,908. Sir Thomaa Middleton: You want to follow the British model 
and not the American model of bureau ?-That is right. 

55,909. The Chairman: A first..class-man in the specialised subject spend
ing his whole time on the business of collecting information and collating it? 
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-Yes, and sending it out and keeping the workers in touch with each other. 
We shall get a" bureau of bio-chemistry I suppose one day; but the next. 
two, it seems to me, are BOil science and plant genetics. 

65,910. Sir Th011la8 Middleton: Reference Will! made to the difficulty of 
getting veterinary officers; do you have scholarships for veterinary officers· 
as you have for the othersP-No, not yet. Our first committee is going to 
deal with the carrying out of the practical steps in regard to this research 
corps and its necessary headquarter organisation and finance; then we
propose to go on to tackle the veterinary problem, as far as the Colonies 
are concerned, over the whole field: recruitment, training, study leave, and 
the whole veterinary problem. We are not quite ready for that, but. 
we realise it hIllS got to be done. 

55,911. In speaking of the cadre of scientific workers, I think you said 
that it might be 200 or about that numberP-Yes. 

55,912. Have you gone into the probable number of the different types: 
chemists, botanists, mycologists and entomologistsP-I do not know whether
you have seen the paper I prepared for our Colonial Office Conference. 
There, in seventeen Oolonies, we have got roughly a quarter of each. 
We ihave got ninety-one whole-time researoh workers j that is to say ~ 
people who have no administrative connection; some twentY-Eix of those 
are chemists, twenty-six entomologists, nineteen mycologists and eighteen 
·plant geneticists, one soil bacteriologist and one micro-biologist. That. 
is our existing cadre for those seventeen Colonies. It is not one service 
yet, of oourse. 

00,913. And you have in mind the doubling o{ that service in the near 
futureP-There is certainly the need and the opening for double the 
number of staff. At the moment there are ,not the men. 

66,914. Your scholarships are parallel with the scholarships offered in 
this country, but I think the scholars are selected separately, are they 
notP-Yes. 

55,915. Is there not BOmething to be said for pooling the scholars at 
the selection stage so that you get a bigger poolP For example, the two 
Departments of Agriculture at present require six or eight scholars II 
year; the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research may offer 
as many as two hundred scholarships annuallyP-I think so. 

65,916. I forget how many you offer; is it twenty a. year P-About that; 
the number is increasing. 

55,917. Instead of three selections from among candidates all of the 
same type, could we not have one selectionP-That is a suggestion; it 
is the first time it has l)een brought .to my mind and I cannot express 
a final opinion. Our system at the Colonial Office is purely selective; that. 
is to say, we go for character and personality. We should be very loath 
to give up the system by which before any man is given a s('holnrship, 
his fitness from the point of view of personality and character for the work 
in a native tropical colony is carefully considered. That is the difficulty: 
you will get a. man who is a first rate man at science, but who eithel' 
by reason of physique or something of that. kind, is not the sort of maIl" 
who w.ill be happy in a place, for example, like Nigeria or will succeed. 
That is the qualification that occurs to me in reference to your suggestion .. 

55,918. That is the sort of thing that could be taken into acoount by 
a joint selecting bodyP-Yes. 

56,919. The bigger we make the chances of employment, the easier it 
will be to get candidates?-Quite true. 

55,920. Even with your service of something like two hundred there will 
be great practical difficulties raised for the University teacher in advising 
his students; the wider you can make the objects for which the student 
works, the better the chance of a good list of candidatesP-I agree; the-
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wider the source of supply the better, and the more _ we c~perate· with 
the Universities and the colleges in improving that source the better. 
'55,921. Until quite recently the scholal"llhips offered in Agriculture were 

the only ones of the kind P-I believe so. 
55,922. Originally we used to select some twelve scholars a. year P-I 

believe 80. 

55,923. In this oountry we oould estimate pretty well what appointments 
would be openP-1 believe that is the case. 

55,924. But your difficulty, I think, will ?e ~uch. greater than ours 
in estimating?-Far greater; one way- of estlmatmg IS the curve of the 
'Ilxpa.nsion of revenues. You can see th~ cu.rve of th.e expansion of r~ve~lUeB 
in a place like the Gold Coast or NigerIa, and 10 those places It IS a 
help to forecast. 

55,925. Do you think you will be able to forecast the demand about 
four years ahead for agricultureP-I think we might be able to do that 
for what I call the research side; I am not sure whether we shall be 
.able to do it for the agricultural administrative officers quite so easily. 

55 926. Take a student of Cambridge who has passed his tripos; he 
'has then to make up his mind whether he is' going in for agriculture or 
not; it will take him two years to get his diplomaP-'-Yee. 

55,9ZT. And there must be two years post-graduate training or possible 
threeP-Not necessarily, in cases where the diploma has been taken. 

55,928. So that he will want to know the prospects about four years 
aheadP-That ill right; we should lJike to work to a four years' previous' 
-estimation. We have urged it on our Governore that previous estimation 
is all important, for example, in forestry, and some of them say they 
-can do it. I think, if we press them enough, they will be able to do it 
in agriculture. 

55,929. Your service is to be .. graded servioe, just like the graded service 
we have for reeearch workers in this oountry P-That is our idea. 

55,930. You have not yet fixed the scaleP-Not yet; we'shall be going 
into that iu the next few weeks. 

55,931. :What sort of work do you contemplate for the persons who are 
:to have what you called the plums P-The heads of our central research 
,establishments. If we continue we shall have a. chain of oentralised research 
stations: one, at any rate, in the iWest Indies, possibly on a side of Trini
-dad other than the traiDJing side; one in West Africa; one in East Africa; 
and one for the Far Eastern group of Colonies, and possibly one in the 
Middle East. 

55,932; It will be directors' workP'-:"'Yes. 
: 55,933. The difficulty is that ",hen you make this·the plum for the research 

'Worker and he becomes a Director, he does no more research or very 
little P-Yes, that is so; he is organising other people's research;' but that 
is a fine research job in itself, if one may say so. 

59,934. Very often a man who is a very good research worker is poor at 
the other type of workP-Yes, that is true. 

55,935. That is a very,definite difficulty in organisation?-Yes; it is. 
,51;,936. Have you thought of any scheme for relieving the Directors of re

:search sex:nc~s of r0.utine work P 'Yhathas happened in practice in the existing 
research l~stltuteS lS t~at the Director gets swamped with routine workP-
Yes, I thmk he certamly ought to be more free than he is· one sees it 
already. in su~h ~~a.rch institutions as we have at prescent. They are 
largely 10 an mdlvldual colony and! are under the Director of Agriculture 
who u;terely sets t~e problem to his team at the central laboratory and central 
--experimental station to work out, and he has administrative workers to do 
the r.oatine, so that the ~esearch workers can car:ry on, having the admini
;stratlve stat! and the Director of Agriculture to do the routine ~ work for 
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them. Directly we get to these central research stations like Amani, yeur 
problem will be right en top ef us. 

55,937. [ 'Was wendering whether you were considering the provision ef a 
special salary fer eminence in researoh? I have in mind peeple whO' are 
most valuable as research wO'rkers but quite impossible IlAS Directers ?-That 
is quite' true. 

55,938. They may be the moat valuable re.search werkers in many cases? 
-Yes. In the discussiens at the GovernO'rs' Conference and the Sub-Com
mittee the questien came up as to whether we should have anything, to' U6" 
a military term, like a. " Passed Staff College," so that if a man had dene 
a particular thing he couLd: get some special letters after his name er seme
thing that would pick him out as shewing he was a special research werker, 
and that sheuld carry with it a certain higher emelument. 

55,939. The provident scheme you referred to in connectien with pensiens 
is of the same type as the University scheme?-Exactly. 

55,940. 80 that if a.' man Il'esigned frem ene of these research institutes 
and went as a teacher to a University, he weuld carry his pensien rights 
with him?-Yes. 

55,941. Yeu have given a good deal ef attention to the questien ef the 
circulatien ef publications; I have seen some ef your memera.nda on the 
subject. Yeu feund, I think, that the position was really very bad in seme 
Colenies ?-I am afraid I did, in seme cases. 

55,942. Did you find that the men in eur eut-of-the-way Colenies were 
more in touch with American work than they were with the werk at home? 
--Certainly; of ceurse the Department ef Agriculture at Washingten broad
casts its publications a great deal more than we de, and the result is that 
a geod many more peeple get access to them and get cepies; that is an 
impertant factor. And undoubtedly the geographical factor comes in: in 
the West Indies they get mO-Te from America than frem anybedy else. 

55,943. They can get many useful publicatiens frem Washington by asking 
fer them ?-Yes. I feund a remarkable absence in all the Celenies I 
visited, with possibly few exceptiens, ef knewledge ef the enormous ameunt 
of work that is being done ,by Buitenzerg in Java, though that institutien 
and its <lerivatory institutions in Java have dene such werk en the very 
problems and werk we are engaged en. Their publicatiens have not been 
appreciated in the way I think they ought to 'be. The Dutch are extra
erdinarily good now in issuing a great deal ef their stuff in English as 
well. There are a certain number ef papers that are issued enly in Dutch, 
but they dO' issue a gre,at <leal in English, and I always think that ene ef the 
functions ef the bureau that I am sO' keen en sheuld be to follow those 
pUblications; they sheuld have semebody at the he,adquarters of the bureau 
to' translate, I de not say the whele ef them, but should abstract them. 

55,944. Until the bureaux of mycolegy and entomology were set up eUT 
isolated Celenial workers had to depend almest entirely en the Jeurnal of 
Agricultural Science fer informatien en investigations made in this country? 
-Yes. 

55,945. Dr. Hyder: Hew many students will you draft into your Celonial 
Agricultural Service every year? 'What is your estimate of yeur require
ments for recruitment ?-It is difficult to' say; all ene can say is that each 
year it is increasing. At the present moment, as L say, it is abeut twenty 
a year, and that is going to increase. . 

55,946. SO' that there will some available for ether pertions of the werld? 
-Yes .. 

55,947. What is the value of this scholarship tenable at Trinidad?-It has 
recently been altered; I think it werks out at reund about £3()() a year. 

55,948. Sir Thomas Middleton:, It WIlAS £250?-Yes, I think an additienal 
£50 hllAS been given fer fees in the secend year. 
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55,949. Dr. Hyde'l": You recruit these graduates who have ~keJ?- a. degree 
either in natural science or in agriculture at one of these institutes and 
send them for training at TrinidadP-Yes. l 

55,950. What is their age when you recruit them into your serv:ice, after 
two years' probation, one passed at OXford and; one at Trinidad ?-I shoulU 
say they are posted to their colonies not younger than 28: from 28, 24, ~. 

55,951. You will entrust such a. man with research work too, when he .;s 
of this age: 23, 24 or 25 P-No, I admit I am rather mixing up the 
administrative agricultural officers With the research officers: The research 
officers may be a little older. When officers are first appointed .of course 
they go fil1lt to the laboratory, to ~he headq~arter8, where they are still 
learning; and they may take part In· a partIcular ~esearch under sup~r
vision. I call to mind the type of man I saw working on the productIOn 
of this new cotton in Southern Nigeria, which is called Improved Iahan 
cotton' its first consignment reached this country this year. Tha.t was th~ 
result' of three ye,ars' work, which required practically all the research 
staff working collectively upon it. .. . 

55,952. 1 suppose the initial pay is equal both for t~e admIm~tratIve 
officers and for the research officers ?-No, not necessarIly; I thmk our 
entom'Ologists certainly enter at rather higher rates; but at the present 
moment the salary varies in nearly every colony. The idea of the general 
service is to obviate that and to have them all on a uniform basis and 
so more readily transferable. 

55,953. But when you have your cadre and this interchange of officers 
throughout the oolonies, will you make any differentiation in favour of 
research workers ail compared with purely administrative officers?-Yes, 
the research workers will certainly get rather more, partly because of the 
labIlity to transfer. 

55,954. I come to this question of rinderpest and immunity in Kenya.. 
I should like to be quite cle.ar about the factors of success. Is it not a fact 
that in Kenya you have been successful. because of the existence, in fairly 
large 'numbers, of Europeans owning very large herds, and you have the 
same case as regards cattle in tribal ownership ?-As a matter of fact, it 
is not true to say th~t the cattle are really in tribal ownership; it is one 
of the fe"W forms .of definitely private· property that you get. in some of the 
primitive tribes. Admittedly, the tribal element comes in; but if you take 
the purely pastoral people of Kenya and Tanganyika, there may be 10,000 
head of cattle in the big lierds, but you will find that a large number 
belong to one individual. As to your first question, whether it is due to 
the European: undoubtedly the necessity and the vocal urge of the 
European demanding protection for his high-grade cattle that he had im
ported, led to an early attempt on the problem which was very welcome 
and benefited others as well; but in other places, Buch as Nigeria Tangan
yika and Uganda, the~ is no European-owned cattle and the sam~ problem 
has been faced and is being tackled entirely with native herds. 

55,955. My point is that there you saw the problem on a large scale and 
you were able to attack it ?-That is true. 

55,956. But in India we have millions of small cultivators owning one 
or two head of cattle each?-Yes, that is a much more difficult problem. 

55,957. I should like to have your opinion as to the financial results of 
this policy of cro~ breediJ?-g, especially for milk; does ~hat policy pay in 
the long run ?-It 18 very dIfficult to say. Among the natIve cattle in Africa 
we Jiave had no economic dairying, that is to say, no production of dairy • 
products for sale i. that is practically non-existent in these places. r n fact, 
the only pr~uctlOn 0: daIry produce for sale, taking Kenya, is the Euro
pean enterprIse, makmg cheese, ibutter and so on. A certain amount of 
rat~er in~ifferent ghi is pr~duced. There are a good many Indians in' East 
AfrIca who would rather Import ghi from India than. consume the ghi 
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which is produced by the tribes round Lake Victoria. Of course, the bulk 
of the natives have never looked upon their animals from the point of view 
of milk at all; they have looked on them from the point of view of meat 
for themselves, .as..a form of wealth, as their cash balance, for doweries 
and as giving a status' in life; practically, the only economic purpose for 
whICh they look to their cattle is the sale of the hide. But still, that is 
changing. -

55,958. But is this policy, as followed by the Europeans, of crossing the 
country cattle with imported cattle successful in its financial aspects?
Yes, 1 think quite certainly that there are -a considerable number of pas
toralists in Kenya who have made considerable sums of money out of that. 
They can buy the na.tive gwmbi, .as they are called locally, very cheap; 
they get a good imported bull, they do improve the animal generally for all 
purposes, and they are successful. .It is one of the industries that is paying. 

55,959. But after the second generatwn, if the operation is repeated, the 
cross-bred animal is no gOod?-You are asking me a question that is a. 
little beyond me; 1 have heard this qu'estion discussed, .going into further 
generations. All I know .is that I was told in Kenya that in some cases 
they have graded up too far. I was talking to one of the leading pastoralists 
there, and he said that he .made that mistake and he said he was going 
to grade down, meaning that he was going to breed so as to have a higher 
proportion of the native, on the ground that it was definitely better for the 
circumstances of the country. 

55,960. With regard to the scheme for the expansion of Imperial bureaux, 
1 understand you have at present only two: Entomology and MycologyP
Yes. 

55,961. Do you think .it would be good to have a bureau dealing with 
crops, so that information would be available at a centre for the various 
parts of the EmpireP-Yes. The whole question of crops is a big one. 
There are two that 1 think we want definitely at present. We want a 
Bureau of Soil Science; that is ,to say for the chemistry, physics and 
biology of soil, namely, putting the Rothamsted work on an Imperial basis. 
'I'he other.is the questwn of plant genetics. From the point of view not 
only of the food production for local consumption in all these colonies, but 
from the point of view of the economic crops, it seems to me the biggest 
thing we have got is the work on plant genetics. Whether you are dealing 
with ooconut palm, with rice, or the guinea corn, the crux is not merely 
seed selection, though seed selection is one aspect of it, Ibut the whole 
improvement of the yield and bearing of the crop and the breeding of the 
new types. 1 mean we wILnt II Biffen wheats" in every single product. 
'I'hat work is gigantic and the .experience of the whole world ought to be 
pooled in that article. A Bureau of Plant Genetics seems to me to be 
alisolutely essential and vital. 

55,962. In this scheme of locating imperial research centres throughout 
the Empire, are you going to locate some imperial centres in India?
'l'hat is for you; I am only speaking about the Colonial Empire. 

55,963. What relationship should we have then ?-I hope that we shall be 
linked up tbrough this Bureau and by much more frequent personal inter
course than we have had hitherto; that is to say, men from your stations 
could come and visit ours, and men from our statioIlll could go and visit 
yours; there should be personal contact between the workers as well as 
through the Bureau. 

55,964. Mr. Kamat: Would you like the idea of having joint conferences 
of research workers in India and in the Colonies ?--Certainly j I see no 
reason why conferences oould not m-ove about the Empire, just as the 
Forestry Conference does; it met last time in Ottawa; it is going to meet 
next year in Melbourne. I think it is very important that these con
ferences should meet throughout the Empire. 
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55,965. Sir Jamea MacKenna: I think you told us that you have insti
tutes for the manuiacture of anti-rinderpest serum?-Yes. 

55,966. In what sort of climate are these institutes l'!catedP-I have 
,·isited two or three of them. The Tanganyika one is at a place called 
Mpapawa j that is about 150 miles inland from Dar-es-Salaam, up the 
central line straight in from the coast j and I should say it is situated· at 
about 2,500 feet above sea level j the latitude is about three degrees South 
of the Equator. 

55,967. What is the maximum temperatureP-It is often 100 in the 
shade. 

55,968. Do they work all the year round thereP-Yesj there are cooling 
arrangements, and 80 on. . 

55,969. But the actual climate itself is hotP-Yes, it is hot. The insti
tute in Nigeria is on the only plateau. in Nigeria j that is about 4,000 feet 
up; that is in some of the hottest country. I will not say that works all 
the year round, because in the wet season there, which is on now, very little 
movement of anything takes place. 

55,970. Is this anti-rinderpest Ilerum manufacture done by veterinary or 
by medical officers?-V8terinary. 

55,971. Has this simultaneOl.a inoculation been done entirely by European 
a88istants, or is it done by native assistantsP-We have native assistants 
doing the actual inoculation of these big native herds. The preparation 
of the serum and teaching of these men is done by Europeans, and there 
are a certain number of Europeans doing the actual inoculation, too j 
but in Northern Nigeria it is carried out by the local Hausas. 

55,972. I ask that question because, in India, we are always told that 
it is such a diffi.eult operation that it can only be entrusted to a highly 
skilled oflicer ?~h, no. ' 

55,973. Proteuor Ga'l'lfluZs8: Do you know if the Departments of Agri
culture in the Colonies make charges for inoculation of cultivators' cattle?
I forget; I cannot tell you that without reference. 

5.5,974. The serum is supplied free to different stationsP-That is right. 
It is prepared centrally in each territory and then sent out to distributing 
centres. 

55,975. I think there are some Indian catt1e in JamaicaP-Yes, I have 
seen them, the Mysore cattle. ' 

55,976. Can you tell us how they Hourish in that country?-They are 
the only cattle that I thought did 'flourish there. I believe others do; 
but, of course, there the enemy is the tick; the tick-borne fever is the 
trouble in Jamaica, and undoubtedly Mysoro cattle are immune. 

55,977. Do you think there is a great deal of scope for the export of 
Indian cattle to these various partsP-Yes, I. think more could be done 
in that way. Certainly, the vast Nigerian herds are cattle. of an Indian 
type; they are the humped Indian type of ox. How or when they came 
there, I do not know 

55,978. Do you have a central research station to go into the question 
of animal breedingP-We have done aU too little about that j we are only 
just beginning. 

55,979. And there you combine the veterinary research and animal 
geneticsP-Yes, I hope BO. 

55,980. You com·bine the two branches of animal husbandry in the one 
research station?-Yes, and animal nutrition; too. 

55,981. So that the three branches of ammal husbandry are combined 
in the one stationP-Yes. 

55,982. Is Trinidad affiliated to any UniversityP-I am afraid I do not 
know offhand whether it is or not; I do not know whether its degree. 
are accepted by any other University. 
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55,983. You give post.graduate tl"ammg there?-Yes· there is also a 
three years' course, which entitIes a man [0 the diploma' of that college. 

55,984. '~re the students who work there, in the post-graduate depart
ment, entitled to. any degreei'-No, the !,tudents who are' working there 
as poat-graduates, 'with ~ vi('w to ent€riIJg the Colonial Service ha'l'e 
already got their degrees or dJplomas before they go there. ' 

55,985. But they do not gilt the .a1.Ae. ?-They do not get anything 
further. To the best of my recollection, the Trinidad degree is only given 
after a three years' course at Trinidad, and most of these past.graduate 
students only t.ake a one-yeax's ('>UTse, havmg already got a degree. , 

55,?86. For mstance, an M.Sc. student from Cambridge carrying on 
ce:tam work at Trinidad would not receive an advanced degree ?-I do not 
'thmk so. 

55,987. In the Imperial College at Trinidad some research is going on, 
tooP-Yes. , 

55,9~8. ~o ~hat there is the advantage of post.graduate training in the 
same mstltutlOn where researches are being conductedP-Yes. 

55,989. The Director is also the Director of ResearohP-Yes' the staff 
is mainly a teaching staff, but there are one or two people doi~g research 
there, and a certain number of these are put up by individual workers 
there. As' you see, it is a new institution; we have developed it mainly 
as a training institution at present. We shall have to develQII the actual 
research side. It is very much needed. Some of the problems of tropical 
fruit we dearly envisage as being done at Trinidad by' research workers 
at the College. 

55,990. Would you like to see the research and poat-graduate training 
developed at the same institution?-Not universally, by any means; in 
fact, I am not sure that at the present stage I want any other of our 
proposed chain of research stations to take on training; I want to con
centrate the, training, as far as the Colonial Empire is concerned, at 
Trinidad. 

55,1191. With, of course, a central research organisation in Trinidad?
Yes, with a research organisation in Trinida.d. But at Amani in Elast 
Africa that will not be a training institute; that will be a research station. 
Similarly Ibadan in West Africa, one of the biggest research stations in 
West Africa, may become the central researohstation for the whole of West 
Africa,. I should not imagine that training would necessarily go 011 there 
at the same time. 

55,992. Is it your 'fiew that for post-graduate- training the research atmo
sphere is fundamentally necessary ?-I think it is important. 

55,993. If you have a number of bureaux as you suggest, do you think 
it will be necessary to have a directing agency?-You mean a common 
directing agency for all the bureaux? 

55,994. Yes, just ali' they have in America ?-I am not sure of that. I 
should like to have that considered when we have got all the othel' bureaux 
established. 

55,995. You are thinking of a concerted agricultural research policy for 
the Colonial Empire; are you thinking of formulating a policy for agricul
tural education in Africa?-Yes, quite oertainly and in the broadest 
sense; not only do we realise the fact that we cannot really get the results 
of research applied or get the agricultural departments adequately staffed 
with European officers, but we have got to train African natives through all 
grades of the work of the agricultural departments. But, in addition to 
that, of course we realise that we' have got to deal with agriculture in the 
schools for the mass of the people as well. There are no industries and 
there are practically no towns, and therefore all education has got to have 
a far stronger agricultural bias than it has hitherto had. 
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55,996. Teaching agriculture in ordinary schooIsP-Yes. For instance, 
it is already established in Sierra Leone; our Teachers' Training College for 
'the native teachers in all the village schools throughout the Protectorat,e 
has been established at a place called Njala, which is also the central agrL
-cultural research station and experimental farm where the native agricul
tural assistants are being trained by, and for, the Agricultural Department. 
TIl£! IOl'dinary teaoh.ers have got their oollege in those grounds in close 

-contact with the agricultural work that is going on, and that is being 
followed in the two new ~vernment training institutes in Southern Nigeria; 
we are placing our new training college for ordinary teachers in close contact 
with the two principal agricultural stations, and we are forgingj every link 
we can between our Agricultural Department and our Educational Depart
ment. 

56,997. M,·. Kamat: You know that for the whole of India we have one 
·central research institute at Pusa?-Yes. 

55,998. By way of analogy, I should like to know what is the bIggest 'area 
in the colonies which is served by a singI,e central research institute?l-
Nigeria is one-third the size of British India; that is to say, it is seven 
times the size of England. T·hat is the only example of where we have one 
lltation at the present time trying to cover an enormous area. We have got 
to deoentralise . 

.55,999. In the matter of choosing the problems for research, do you allow 
the fullest latitude to your research officers to take up those problems, or 
do you set them problems which the native popUlation want to be solved 
.according to your requirements? Do you give priority in that way?-lt 
is bound to be to a certain extent a little of both; you cannot make that 
absolute dichotomy, it seems to me. In the main, I think at our present 
.stage in the Colonies such researches as are undertaken have got to be 
undertaken in the order of priority as the DireCtor of Agriculture responsible 
for the agricultural policy as a whole sees their urgency. The same is 'true 
in veterinary moatters; that you deal with the rinderpest fi:rst and then go 
on to deal with the other diseases. l'here mu.st be an element of priority; 
you concentrate on problem after problem in the order of their' urgency. 
But quite frankly, we must look beyond that; we have got to look 110 the 
Tropics, India and the British Colonial Empire, to make a very distinctive 
contribution to world knowledge in all these matters. 'l'hat is why I think 
an extremely fine field is open to research workers in these places. If a 
research worker sees a problem in the course of his -investigations on one 
particular crop, it may have immense ramifications which ought to be 
followed up. There ought to be somebody watching to see where these 
V'aluable lines can be followed up. 

56,000. The Chairman: You are probably aware that many of the .appoint
ments of European research workers tQ India in recent years have been for 
either five or ten years. A five or ten years' appointment is a little unat
tractive to the research worker sometimes, because it does not afford the 
degree of security for his future which he requires. Would it be con
-ceivable, do you think, that these five or ten years' appointment men could 
be members of the pool which you have been describingP-You mean members 
of our pool where we oould link up fairly soon with an Imperial pool? 

56,001. Yes?-Of .c~urse, ~e envis~e getting our OWD pool started first, 
and then anybody hklDg to hnk up WIth the pool. We should consider it as 
they put it up to UB. 

56,002. Naturally; but one sees no reason why, if the proper financial 
arrangements oould be made, Europeans, at any rate those who might be 
available for these five or ten years' appointments, should not be members 
of y~ur colo;'1ial p.ool P-Quite; that might be possible, though it would 
reqUlrecoDSlderatlon; but let me say unhesitatingly that there may be in 
'Ollr service, openings for Indian research workers. I have ~een' at 
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Rothamsted in Hertfordshire a first-clas& Indian research worker working illl 
the laboratories there. I do not see why a. scientific service of the kind con
templated should be absolutely confined to Europeans, for science knows. 
no boundaries, racial or otherwise. 

56,003. Are you personally iDterested in the Empire Marketing campaignP 
-I am the Vice-Chairman of the whole Board, the Chairman of the Publicity 
Committee and a member of the Research Grants Committee. 

56,004. Have you any indications yet as to how far the patriotic motiv& 
influences buyers in this country: how far the term" Empire goods" is a good 
selling description P--8ome people on my Publicity Committee say that that 
is so very decidedly. 

56,005. Already P-Already. I think certainly that you can see from som& 
of the more enterprising of the big distributors of this country and the 
type of advertisements that they are using that that is so. I think that 
element does enter in with an increasingly large section of the population.. 
Of course, the main difficulties are regularity of supply and uniformity of 
quality, which we have not yet got. 

56,006. Do you see any re880n why India should not have its fair shar& 
(>f any benefit which is likely to accrueP-No, I think they should; I think 
India will. You are very admirably represented on all those Committees. 
by Mr. Lindsay, and he keeps us up to the mark. I think India certainly 
should. 

56,007. Sir Thomas Middleton: Do you think it will be possible to adher& 
to your policy of one tropical training centre for your scholars P-No. it. 
may not be. We had an opportunity of getting a start at Trinidad owing 
to the patriotic efforts and energy of one or two individuals, and I think 
probably the time will come, and come rapidly, when Trinidad which 
suffices just for the moment, will have to be supplemented by something: 
else. 

56,008. Our policy here is to select for the scholar the station to which 
he is to go; it entirely depends on the man himself .and his outlook and 
llltentions as to what research station we send him to. I think it will be
essential for you to send your scholars to the men who are best qualified 
to look after them and train themP-Yes. Of oourse the main point. 
about Trinidad was this, that we had before to send out a considerabl& 
number of people straight from the English Universities who were quite 
good scientists but they had learned with the background of British condi
tion: with frosts and all the things they had grown up to; and then 
they were certainly put into conditions which were absolutely different. 
The fundamental science no doubt is the same, but the oonditions wer& 
so different that they were like fish out of water. Now tbey have got. 
a place to which we can send them where they. can be introduced to 
tropical oonditions. 

56,009. It might be possible' to introduce them to the tropics and to their 
special problem at the same timeP-Ye~ they are introduoed to the 
problem and to the type of crops. I will hand in, if you like, a state
ment- of the agricultural products of the principal Colonies for the year 
1926 which were exported. 

56,010. The Chairman: May we have thatP-Yes, that shows the amount 
and the values for last year, and the order of importance by groups of 
Colonies. 

66,011. Are you familiar with the advertisement ('ampaign designed to 
lncrease the consumption of British tea P-Of course, tea advertising is 110 

tremendously undertaken already by the trade, and the trade is so big in 
the major tea oompanies that it would be very difficult to do anything 
except through the trade. 

* See Appendix on page 486-
The Right Hon. W. G. A. Ormaby Gore. 
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56,012. Do you think there would be an advantage if, for instance, various 
4tssociations concerned with this business would join together in one central 
.association? You have the Indian Tea Association, the Ceylon Tea Associa
tion, and 80 on, advertising, not directly each against the other, but in 
oome degree of oompetition ?-I think it would be a very good thing if, you 
could bring the trade BS6ociations together. I think there is a great deal 
in that. . 

66,013. It cheapens advertising?-Yes, I should think so. I believe the 
tea people say, that tea advertising' is one of the examples of an almost 
~xact mathematical return for' the money spent on advertising; that 'it can 
be almost worked out. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commis8ion 'then adjourned tin 10.30 a.m. on Monday, the 27th June, 
1927. 

APPENDIX. 

CoLONIAL AGRIOULT'UIIoAL EXPORTS • 

.statement 01 Tropical Crops in. order 01 importance to different groups of 
Colonie8, based on relative value of hports f(R' the year 1926, or if not 
yet available, 1925. 

(a) Carribean. Group. 
(Comprising Jamaica, Trinidad, British 

Honduras, Windwards, Leewards, BarbadOB 
Guia.na., British 
and Ba.hamas.) 

(1) Sugar 
(2) Bananas 
(3) Cocoa 
(4) Coconuts and Copra. 
(5) Coffee 
(6) Cotton 

£ 
4,215,532 
2,094,119 
1,618,910 

46'6,628 
347,051 
188,171 

(1925 figures only available in the case of Trinidad, British 
lionduras, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Leewards and Barbados.) 

(b) We8t A.frican Groop. 
(Comprising Nigeria, Gold Coast, Sierra Leone and Gambia.) 

(1) Cocoa 
(2) Nuts (chiefly gr()und nuts and palm kernels) 
(3) Palm Oil 
(4) Cotton 
(5) Hides and Skins 

(c) East African. Group. 
(Comprising Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, 

Northern Rhodesia and Zanzibar.) 

(1) Cotton ... ... 
(2) Sisal (Fibre and Tow) 
(3) Coffee 
(4) Coconuts and Copra 
(5) Tobaoco 
(6) Hides and Skins ... 
(7) Ground Nuts 

£ 
10,423,798 

9,496,914 
3,767,897 
1,182,614 

630,023 

Nyasaiand, 

£ 
3,582,366 
1,507,591 
1,392,711 

580,112 
519,043 
446,640 
291,869 

9 milli()ns 

25 millions 

8 millions 
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(d) Far Eastern Group. 
(Comprising British Malaya, Ceylon, Mauritius and Fiji 

and Western Pacifi,c.) 

(1) Rubber 
(2) Tea ... 
(3) Coconuts and Copra 
(4) Sugar 
(5) Fresh and Oanned Fruits 
(6) Cocoa 

£ 
97,617,865 
16,055,299 
10,066,612 
4,982,775 
1,077,050 

228,491 
---- 120 million .. 

(1925 figures only availllible in the case of Mauritius. Figures 
for Fiji and the Western Pacific relate to years between 
1923-24 and 1926.) 

The IUgllt Hon. W. G. A. 01'msby Gore. 

162 millions. 
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Monday, June 27th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOHAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Sir JAMES l\:lACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULEE. 
Dr. L. K~ HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 
Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E.,. 

I.C.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

} Joint Secretaries. 

Mr. JASPER KNIGHT, representing Messrs. Jurgens, Ltd. 

Oral Evidence. 

56,014. The Chairman: Mr. Jasper Knight, you are a Managing Director 
of Messrs. Jurgens, Limited, a firm engaged, I think, in the manufacture· 
of margarine?-Yes. 

56,015. In the course of their trade, Jour firm handles large quantities. 
of groundnuts?-Yes. 

56,016. Is that the principal source of oil supply for the manufacture· 
of margarineP-For the best grade of margarine it is almost 100 per cent.,. 
for the top grade margarine; but it does not enter into the cheaper brands. 

56,017. Are you satisfied with the quality of the groundnuts that you 
are able to buy in the London market?-The Ooromandel groundnuts would' 
certainly realise a better price if means could be found to reduce the fatty' 
acids and keep the quality more uniform; they are the least uniform 
of all the ground nuts that we buy. 

56,018. Do you buy in London or Liverpool or do you buy in IndiaP-
Almost exclusively in London for tne whole of our factories all over Europe. 

56,019. You never buy in IndiaP-No, never. 
56,020. Do you find it necessary to inspect each parcel of groundnuts. 

or do you buy on the designationP-We buy entirely under designation; 
we are buying, for insi;ance, new crop at the present IDoment for December
January shipment, so that of course we have no opportunity of seeing
them. 

56,021. Do you buy on a definite contractP-Yes, on the contract of the· 
Incorporated Oil Seed Association, and consignments are judged by the 
standard of that month's shipments; they make up a standard at the 
Incorporated Oil Seed Association for the shipments from the Coromandel 
coast for each month, and then each individual shipment, if there is a. 
claim for allowan~, is judged in comparison with the standards for the 
shipments frOID India for that month. There are two distinct descriptions 
of groundnl!ts; ~ry dec~rtica~d and t~e or~inary Ooromandel groundnuts, 
and there IS qUlte a Wide difference lD price. We have the feeling that 
when we get an exceptionally bad shipment of dry decorticated' Coromandel 
in all probability a certain quantit~ of ordinary Coromandel have bee~. 
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mixed with them. If anything could be done to prevent that, it would 
certainly help the dry decorticated to realise a better price in comparison 
with Chinese and Nigerian. 

56,022. Do you associate aD excess of free fatty acids with damping tor 
the p,urposes of decorticationP-Certainly. 

56,023. Would you regard the fixing of a maximum percentage of free 
fatty acid in India, that is to say, under some scheme by which an export 
standard would be insisted upon, as IIIdvisable?-You JIlean that they should 
not be allowed to leave India unless up to a certain standard? 

56,024. Yes; have you any suggestion of that sort in your mind?-No, 
I do not think so, because anything or that sort would have to be 
mutual; we should have to have a basis with a payor receive. You see, 
from my figures here* the free fatty acids of Cor:omandel are practically 
the highest of any description of groundnuts that We buy. Of course, the 
Bombay are much better, but then the oil content in Bombay is very 
low. I really do not know why the oil content of Bombay should be so 
much lower than in Coromandel. If anything could be done to maintain 
the oil content of Coromandel and reduce the fatty acids, that would 
certainly secure a higher average price for the crop. 

56,025. You also attach great importance to uniforJIlity?-Absolutely, 
~L . 

56,026. How long have you been buying groundnuts P-I have been in 
that market for about 27 years. 

56,027. Have Indian groundnuts improved generally in that periodP-I 
should say they have improved rather. 

56,028. Have they held their own in competition with groundnuts from 
other parts of the world?-The whole trade has increased so enormously 
of late; since the War the whole groundnut production of the world has 
increased. Do you mean in quantity? 

56,029., ·In the most general way, I JIleanP-I should say there has been 
a far bigger increase in production in' India than in any other country 
in the world, and they are now the price-making crop of the world. I 
would say the Indian groundnut crop governs the price of the groundnut 
crop of the world . 

.56,030. You say there has been a very important increase in the world 
production; do you think India has had a fair share 'of that increase?
Certainly. 

56,031. Professor Gangulee: Has the quality improved ?-I have only 
been connected wi th Jurgens since 1919; before then I was a broker in 
oils and oilseeds on the Baltic, and when I was a broker I did not have 
the opportunity of knowing so much about quality as I do now; as between 
1919 and the present, I should say there is very little change. 

1i6,032. The Chairmwn: . I see that, in the table provided by you, the free 
fatty acid percentage in the case of Chinese groundnuts is very low?
Extremely low, except this year; this year, for some reason or other, they 
have been extraordinarily bad; I do not know why. 

66,033. Have you any suggestion for the better packing or marketing 
of grounduuts ?-No, absolutely nothing; only the. question of measures to 
prevent any mixing of ordinary Coromandel with the dry decorticated. 
The difference in appearance is very very difficult to detect; we cannot 
help feeling that a certain amount of that is done, and some of the shippers 
certainly are of opinion that ~t is. done by the less scrupulous shippers. 
Of cOurse it may not be true. 

56,034. Do you recognise any of the newer improved varieties of ground
nut which have been recommended by the agricultural departments lD 

certain Provinces in India? Would you recognise them when they appear 
on. the London JIlarket ?-I suppose Khandesh is one of the varieties to 
which. you refer; we have had a few Khandesh .. 

Mr. Jasper Knight. 
.. See Appenuix on page 446. 

I 
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56,035. Do you like them?-Yes, certainly; they are better than the 
Coromandel, as you see from the figures. During the first three months 
of this year what we have received in Germany (the Khandesh), go nearly 
4 per cent. better than the Coromandel; but there, again, the oil contents 
are lower; that seems to be the difficulty: to maintain the oil contents with
out increasing the fatty acids. That is the problem. 

56,036. PTo!essOT' Gangulee: Do you associate high percentage of free 
fatty acids with the prevalent practice of moistening the nuts before 
shelling ?-Yes. 

56,037. So when you get nuts undecorticated, you would not have these free 
fatty acids?-Certainly. You see the Senegal groundnuts and the Gambia 
gronndnuts are shipped exclusively undecorticated, and there the free fatty 
acids are enormously lower; they are very often under 1 per cent. 

56,038. Is the moisture figure, that you give us here in the table, on the 
sample that you obtain p-It is. 

56,039. Do you associate the high percentage of moisture with the excess 
of free fatty acids?-No, I do not think they necessarily go together. 

56 ... 040. So that the only point as to these free fatty acids is this, that 
if you could have the nuts undecorticated or decorticated without moisten
ing them, the percentage of free fatty acids would naturally go down p
Yes. Dry decorticated are decorticated without moisture, are they not? 

56,041. Quite ?-That is why the percentage of free fatty acids in that 
case is lower than in the ordinary Coromandel. 

.'56,042. The groundnuts containing a high percentage of oil get a premium 
price in the marketP-They would if you knew it, yes; but you buy on a 
forward contract, and the price of Coromandels and Nigerian is more or 
less the same, partly because the Coromandel contract is a more favourable 
one to the buyer than the Nigerian contract; but that is a matte.r of 
detail. The Nigerians are aclually worth more if the contract terms were 
the same. 

56,043. In the contract terms, you do not specify the percentage of oil 
contentP-No. 

56,044. So that, for instance, if the agricultural departments in India. 
were to evolve a. type of groundnuts with a high percentage of oil content, 
that would not bring a premium price P-Certainly it would; we should 
soon find out by experience that the quality of the Coromandels was improv
ing and then they would certainly obtain a premium over Nigerians in the 
market. 

56,045. Have you any views with regard to regularity of supply? 'Uiat 
is a very important factor. Are you satisfied that the supply of ground
nuts from India is regular ?-Of course it is shipped more or less in certain 
months; it is not spread equally all over the year. It would naturally 
suit us better if the shipments were spread allover the year because, as 
it is, we have to buy vastly in excess of our immediate requirements and 
store them in Europe from January to March, because the shipments are 
considerably lighter later on. 

56,046. Do you have to store here?-Yes, we store here very largely. 
56,047. And you lose a great deal on account of storage?-I do not think 

we lose oil, but the free fatty acids go up. 
56,048. That interferes with your process of manufacturing margarine 1'

To a cert,ain extent, yes. 
56,049. Have you any views as to how this regularity of supply can be 

obtained ?-I do not think that is possible; when the groundnuts come in 
they want to sell them; the shippers do not want to hold them up. I do 
not think you can alter that. It applies to every crop as well as groundnut.~ 
when you have a heavy shipping period. 
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56,050. Does the shipping period from India coincide with the shipping 
periods of other countries P-Yes, absolutely; in the whole world the s'hipping 
period is more or less the sa)Ile. 

56,051. 80 that' there is a glut in the market at that time P-Absolutely. 
56,052. Do you think it would be a good thing to hold a part of our 

groundnut crop in India so that our shipments would- not coincide with 
the shipments from other places P-If that were practicable it would probably 
enable a better price to be obtained. 

56,053. Sir Henry Lawrence: Can groundnuts be kept for a long time 
without deterioration P-They keep better in India than they do over here 
on account of the drier climate. 

56,054. While still unshelled P-If they stored them unshelled they would 
keep better still j I was thinking of the decorticated groundnuts. 

56,055. Would not they shrivel up inside P-No, I do not think SO; they 
have got a red skin inside which I think would prevent them shrivelling. 
It is the damage to the nut in decorticating that causes the generation 
of free fatty acids. 

56,056. Mr. Oalvert: I think you said that groundnut forms about 
100 per cent. of the better quality of margarineP-Yes. 

56,057. Does copra come into the other qualitiesP-Yes. 
56,058. Are there any firms dealing in margarine who owns estates in 

IndiaP-No, I have never heard of any. 
56,059. Is there any touch between firms dealing in margarine on this 

side with Agricultural Departments on the otherP-Not that I know of. 
56,060. You are not informed of what is being attempted there to improve 

the groundnutP-Only by firms such as Ralli Brothers, Dreyfus and Volkart 
Brothers; not by any Government Departments. 

56,061. Do you know, for instance, whether the efforts of the Agricul
tural Departments out there are being guided as you would wish them to 
be guided P-I think the shippers know perfectly what is required, such as 
RaIli Brothers, and if any Government Department applied to RaIIi 
Brothers for advice they would get it just as well as they would from any 
margarine- maker. 

56,062. Mr. Kamat: You say the Khandesh variety is goodP-Yes. 
56,063. Are you referring to the new lKhandesh variety or the variety 

which we used to ship from India some years agoP-1 am referring to 
the arrivals, as you see on this list here, between 1st January and 31st 
March of this year j you see they run three and a half per cent. below 
Coromandel. 

56,064. That variety is not an indigenous Indian variety j it is called 
the Spanish peanut j it has been introduced by the Agricultural Depart
ment during the last few yearsP-Is that soP 

56,065. Do you like that varietyP-Yes, certainly. Our opinion of the 
groundnuts is aIbsolutely indicated by these figures; we want the lowest 
possible free fatty acids but not too much reduction in oil contents. 

56,066. The point I am trying to make is this: There is So regular indi
genous variety in Khandesh and there is a newly introduced variety called 
Spanish peanut, which is more or less a fo"reign varietyP-Yes. 

56,067. Out of these two, which I presume you have tried, which is 
the better P-I do not know; I have not heard of two varieties of Khandesh. 
--56,068. You have !been in the trade for some yearsP-Yes, certainly. 
56,069. Have you any recollection of the quality of the variety which 

you used to get from Khandesh or Bombay, say, ten years agoP-No, 
because, as I say, at that time I was a broker and I never saw the ground
nuts· now being a consumer, I do see the groundnuts. When you are a 
brok~r yo~ only hear about them when there is trouble, when there is a 
claim or something. In the ordinary way you hear nothing. 

Mr. Jasper Knight. 
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56,070. With regard to this question of a regular supply groundnut 
cannot be held in stock in India in good condition more than six months; 
after that it goes either rancid or loses greatly in weight; that is the' 
experience?-Is that in the shells or with the shells off? 

56,071. With the shells off?-But with the shells on you could probably 
hold them much longer. 

56,072. I am telling you from experience; the experience of merchants 
is that, beyond nine months, one is bound to lose if one stocks groundnuts, 
either shelled or unshelled; therefore, one likes to ship it off as quickly 
as possible to get the best price. Would :you suggest any method by which 
the stock can be held without losing either in weight or going rancidP
No, I can only tell you that we can hold them over here for six months 
very easily, practically without any effect on the quality, if they are properly 
handled and kept on the move. We keep them on the move all the time; 
keep drawing nuts away from the bottom of the silo and putting them 
in again on the top. If we keep them on the move, holding them decor
ticated like that, it prevents any possible heating or anything, and we 
get better results, holding them in that way, than if we do not keep them 
on the move. 

56,073. By constantly keeping them on' the move you can maintain the 
quality much longerP-That is right. 

56,074. In India, merchants keep them in the godowns and, I believe, 
have not the idea or have not the means to keep the whole stock on the 
moveP-That would make a lot of difference. 

56,075. That is a suggestion, I think, that India ought to take upP-If 
you have facilities for keeping them on the move it will certainly enable 
you to hold them longer. 

Sir Thomas Middleton.: You have no trouble until the end of May, have 
you, Mr. Kamat~ 

Mr. Kamat: No, not till the end of May; until then they are safe. 
56,076. Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you know what the quantity of ground

nut exported is, as compared with the quantity locally consumed in the 
country P-I have no idea, in India; I believe figures are published in the 
Rome International Statistical Department, but J have never noticed 
them. 

56,077. Is the nut equally valuable for your purposes, for the extraction 
of oil and for eating?-The nuts that are used for confectionery, and in 
other ways of that sort, are almost exclusively Chinese hand-picked. I 
do not know why, but those are the species that are preferred for that 
purpose. 

56,078. They are probably much more expensive, are they noH-Yes, a 
little, not enormously more. After all, if they are selling them in the 
way they do, a pound or so a ton does not really make much difference 
when they are used for confectionery and that sort of thing. 

56,079. You want as much oil as possible in the nut, do you notP
Certainly, because every ton of oil we produce is worth £40 and every 
ton of cake we produce is worth about £9; so that every one per cent. of 
oil in the groundnuts makes a difference between £40 and £9; every extra 
one per cent. of oil increases the value of the groundnuts by 6s. a ton. 

56,080. That extra quantity of oil Ipay make it less palatable for eating? 
-You mean for eating without crushing? 

56,081. Yes?-You see, from the figures here the Chinese are slightly 
lower: forty-four per cent. of oil against nearly forty-eight; three to four 
per cent. lower; but provided the free fatty acids are not high; I do not 
think the extra oil content would make it less valuable for eating; .it is 
the free fatty add that makes it unpalatable. 
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56,082. SUP1?osing three-quarters of the crop is eaten in India, can we 
then ask the cultivator to grow a nut that is mo,re suitable for you, when 
threequarters of 1!.is crop is eaten locally and becomes unpa,latable? Have 
you looked at it from that point of viewP-No, I have not; but the point 
we are mostly concerned with is the free fatty acids, and a reduction of 
that would make them more palatable for eating; we are not so concerned 
about increasing the oil content. If the free fatty acids could be reduced 
in Coromandel nuts without reducing the oil content, that would be an 
improvement. 

56,083. Are you acquainted with the operations of the Tata Oil Mills 
in India?-I have heard of them and I know the firm of Tata, but I do 
not know much more about it. 

56,084. Did they attempt to deal with groundnut or coconut chiefly p-
I think coconut. 

56,085. Groundnut did not come into their operationP-I think not. 
56,086. Do you deal in. coconutP-ln copra, certainly. 
56,087. Copra from the coconutP---Certainly . 
.56,088. Do you export coconut from India for that purposeP-We 

import copra from all over the world, principally the Straits and Dutch 
East Indies; we have oil mills all over Europe and we buy copra from all 
over the world and crush it. 

56,089. Is any of the Indian coconut exported to youP-1 have never 
heard of it, no; we buy, very occasionally, a certain amount of Cochin 
coconut oil, 'which, I believe, is Indian, but never copra. Malabar is 
Indian copra, but we practically never buy it. It is the highest grade 
of copra there is. -

56,090. What is that used forP--J:t is used ,principally by people with 
very antiquated methods who are incapable of producing a refined oil 
except out of the finest copra; it goes principally to Scandinavia. 

56,091. Mr. Kamat: Malabar copra is the same as Cochin copra; Malabar 
is the tract and Cochin is the portP-It principally goes to Scandinavia, 
because they are not very up-to-date in their methods. 

56,092. Sir H~rvr'IJ Lawrence: The Tata Oil Mills are putting on the 
market in India a form of vegetable ghi?-We sell vegetable ghi in India 
to a very large extent; we make it in Bolland and export it to India.. 

56,093. Is there a distinction between vegetable ghi and margarineP
Yes, we make it as nearly as possible to resemble the native ghi,' we try 
to produce as nearly as possible the flavour of the native gh.i. I am not 
a technical man; I cannot tell you exactly what difference there is in the 
process of manufacture; it is made from exactly the same materials but 
there is a difference in flavouring; they like something fairly strong. 

56,094. How does the Tata oocogen differ from margarine ?-I expect 
it is very much the same as what we produce; I have never seen it. 

56,095. Mr. Kamat: Cocogen is a liquid productP-Oul"S is a solid. 
Native ghiis almost solidified. . 

Professor Gangulee: I think it depends on the weather whether it is 
liquid or solid. 

56,096. Mr. Kwmat: Oocogen can never be solid; even in the worst of 
winter cocogen in India is always a liquid; it is made from coconut oil 
refined P-COconut is a hard oil; it is quite solid at a temperature of 
70 to 75. ' 

56,097. Cooogen can never look like margarine; it is purely for cook. 
ing purposesP-Ours is made as near as possible to look like native gh.i. 
1 do not know anything about Tata, but I do not know how they make 

Mr. Jasper Knight. 



a liquid product from coconut oil. Would it be liquid at a. temperature 
of 70 degrees F'ahrenheitP 

Yes, at ordinary temperature it is liquid; it cannot stand on the plate 
like a pat of butter. 

56,098. Eir. HIlMy LatwTence: Is any animal fa.t mixed up with your 
vegetable ghz P--:-No, because it is objected to, IIUld it is far too expensive. 

56,099. Is there any vegetable ghi, imported into India, which contains 
ammal fat P-I should say absolutely not; apart from the fact that it is 
guaranteed not to contain animal fa.t, there is no inducement from a price 
~oint of view, because the only anima.! fats that are ever used are premier 
JUice, neutral lard and oleo, all of which are far dearer than the vegetable 
oils. 

56,100. That is a very important point. Is there any prospect for the 
export of coconuts from India, or is their price too high for intemal 
consumption to enable them to compete with the world ma.rket ?-I do not 
know anything of conditions in the copra, business; all I know is that the 
export of Malabar copra is very very small and always has been; it never 
could be big. At the price the stuff realises now, if the shipments were 
bigger the value of M'alabar copra would come down nearer to the level of 
i:!traits and Dutch East Indies, because the people willing to pay the 
present high premium are not very numerous. It is quite a small thing; 
Malabar copra is a fancy 'article and only bought iby a few small people. 

56,101. Is the demand for cooonuts unlimited P, Is there room for much 
expansion of cultivation in India?-Yes, the copra crop to-day is the 
biggest thing in the world, so far as oils and oilseeds go; it is roughly 
round about a million tons, producing about 630,000 tons of oil; a few 
hundred thousands of tons more or less would not matter; the, demand is 
constantly expanding. 

66,102. Then why is it that various compa.nies are rooting up their coco
nut trees and substituting other things?-In India? 

56,103. I was thinking of Ceylon and the Federated Ma.lay StraitsP--;
I have never heard of that; we find the production of copra constantly 
increasing. I had no idea that anybody was rooting up coconut trees. 

56,104. It may not be a common praotice but that seems to be the state 
of things with certain companies?-I ca.nnot tell you. 

56,105. Sir Thomas Middleton: I see one of your shipments of groundnuts 
in 1927, Red Natal, had eleven per cent. of free fatty acids. What 
becomes of material of that sort? Can you use it for making margarine? 
-No, probrubly not. You cannot lay down a hard and fast rule about 
free fatty acids, bilt the cost of manufacturing margarine from groundnuts 
with that percentage of free fatty acids would be very high. The Red 
Natal is an Indian groundnut; it comes from India. We had only one 
shipment from Messrs. Ralli Brothers and they turned out very badly. 

56,106. :l suppose it got damaged badly P-I suppose so; it was only a 
small lot and it was really no guide. 

56,107. What is the highest percentage of free fatty acid YOIl can deal 
with in the ordinary way: five per cent. P-No, we ,can deal with higher 
than that: ! think eight or nine per cent.; it would only mean increased 
cost. It means a higher yield of acid oil, which goes for soap making, 
and an increased use of ingredients. 

56,108. The variation in the oil in your purchases is somewhere between 
441 per cent. and 49 per cent. ?-'fhat is right. 

56,109. Do YOIl not buy on the unit, systemP-No, because that would 
have to be mutual and we ~u,ld not really gain much; I mean if we get 
a better groundnut, you cannot have an oil basis without having mutual 
payor receive. 
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56,110. 1 s40uld have thought it would pay you to buy on the oil <basis. 
>It may be that the nuts which contain the lower percentage of oil are 
·.the tiest cropping nuts, and the most profitable to grow; and if the trade 
oJ5ought on the oir basis it would pay the cultivator to grow big crops with
-out reference to the percentage of oilP--Our feeling in the crushing trade 
IS that, if you remove every element of risk, you make. the competition 
worse than it is at present. You see what I mean P 

56,111. I understand quite. Do you use palm kernels now to any extent? 
-Yes. 

56,112. How does the margarine made from palm kernels compare with 
·that made from copra, for exampleP-Palm kernel oil and coconut oil 
are practically interchangeable. 

56,113. And with regard to groundnut P-The groundnut is in a different 
-category; it is a different liquid. Palm kernel and coconut are hard oils. 
When we make margarine from groundnut oil exclusively we use it partly 
liquid and partly hydrogenated, hardened with hydrogen, so as to get the 
·butter texture. 

56,114. Has the production of pure vegetable margarine for the British 
market increased in the last ten years or so P-I should say it has. It 
·depends entirely on the production of butter. Whatever butter is imported 
is used, and margarine makes up the difference. You can say in round 
figures that the consumption in the United Kingdom is a.bout 12,000 tons 
a week of butter and margarine, and roughly it is 50-50: about 6,000 tons 
·of each; but if butter is plentiful the consumption of margarine goes down. 

56,115. That is as regards the total consumption of margarine?-In 
England, yes. 

56,116. If you go back to the period before the War, the more expensive 
"Varieties of margarine all contained premier jus and oleo, and the cheapest 
varieties were purely vegetable; during the War the percentage of vegetable 
m'argarine was worked up very rapidly. What I ask you is whether there 
has been a continuous rise in the use of vegetable oil for margarine as 
-compared with these made partly from animal fatsP-Yes, but the sale of 
the top grade margarines is a very small thing in the United Kingdom as 
-compared with Germany; in Germany there has been a veryhig increase 
in the demand for top grade margarines owing to a big amount of money 
.baving been spent in advertising, and we and the other makers of this 
nigh grade margarine have found that we get better results from 100 per 
-cent. groundnut oil than we do from the animal fats, particularly in regara 
to keeping qualities. The sale of top grade margarine in England is very 
.small. 

56117. That means that you are now able to make a top grade margarine 
fron: pure vegetable sourcesP-Not only cheaper, but better quality than 
we can with the use of oleo and neutral lard. 

56,118. Tliat was imp08sible in 1915 and 1916 P-Yes, I should say so. 
We have made a good deal of progress in the refining of groundnut oil. 

56,119. Sir Henry Lawrence: That statement applies equally to veget~ble 
ghH-The vegetable ghi is a business that has only developed really SInce 
the War. 

56 120. But the statement that you can make better grade and cheaper 
vegetable ghi out of vegetable material than out of animal material h.olds 
goodP-We have never tried wi~h anim~ material. b&<:au~e we are obliged 
to give a guaranteee that there IS no ammal material In It. 

56,121. Sir Thoma.! Middleton: I do not think there was any vegetable 
ghl in 1914 and 1915P-I do not think so. 

Mr. Jasper Knight. 
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.56,12.2. Mr. Calvert: You have used the word "guarantee" P.-Yes . 

.56,12a. rou say you give a guaranteeP-We give a guarantee . 

.56,124. To whom P-I fancy Me&&rs. Ralli Brothers give it. They are 
-our agents for the sale of ghi in India. The guarantee is stated on the 
tins. 

56,12.5. Sir Henry Lauwence: How can that guarantee be enforcedP
Do you mean how can it be detected P If animal fat were present in ghi, 
1 think it could be detected by analysis.* 

56,126. Sir 2'homaa Middleton: What are the relative percentages of 
mOisture in margarine and in vegetable ghi? Margarine is limited to 
aixteen per cent. P-That is right. Ghi I do not know. 

56,127. You stated that all the nuts which are used for eating come 
from China and are hand-pickedP-Yes. 

56,128. Is it the hand pickIng or the original quality that makes the 
-difference P-I rather think "hand picked" means picked out by hand. 

56,129. So that if Indian nuts were hand-picked they might sellon the 
British market as against ChineseP-Yes, but it is a very very small 
matter: the confectionery trade in this country, selling on the street 
flarrows and that sort of thing, must be a. very small matter. 

56,130. You do not think it is worth looking afterP-No, I do not; it is 
far to small, I should say. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

APPENDIX. 

Analysis of figwres of '!Jariow descriptions of groundnuts received 
by Messrs. Jurgens' German and Dutch Factories. 

(The German figures cover the period from the 1st March, 1924, to 
31st January, 1926, and also the period from the-1st January to 31st March, 
]927. For the period from the 1st February, 1926, to the 31st December, 
1926, we .have no figures. . 

The Dutch figures cover the period from the 31st December, 1924, to the 
31st March, 1926, but we have no figures for the period since then). 

1. Ground1luts received by owr German Factories during the period 
1st March, 1924-31st January, 1926:-

. Description. 
Coromandel 
Niger 
East African 
China 
Bombay 

Bags. 
431,272 
363,107 

13,495 
56,107 
12,669 

Oil. 
Per cent. 

48·44 
48·95 
45·80 
46·58 
46·82 

Moisture. 
Per cent. 

5·54 
5·23 
5·12 
5·98 
5·57 

Free fatty acid. 
Per cent. 

5·13 
2·58 
3·25 
1·64 
3·92 

• Note by lVit1less.-Apart from the question of commercial morality. there 
could not possibly be any question of a large manufacturer breaking such a 
guarantee, for thre.e very good reasons: firstly, there is no price inducement 
whatever to use a01mal fats; secondly, there is no advantage whatever from a 
quality point of view; thirdly, any manufacturer who put a product containing 
animal fats into a tin guaranteeing the product free from animal fats would be 
lit the mercy of the first eIl]ployee that he dismissed. 
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2. G1'oU'ndnuts received by our German Factories from 1st Jq.nuarYr 
1927-31st March, 1927:-

Description: 
Coromandel 
Niger 
Red Natal... 
East African 
Khandoish ... 
Bombay 
China 

Tons. 
17,158 
13,082 

711 
725 

1,157 
2,090 
1,536 

Oil. 
Per cent. 

47·83 
47·96 
47·64 
45·85 
45·64 
45·50 
44'54 

Moisture. Free fatty acid. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

5·7 6·1 
4·6 2·4 
4·1 11·0 
6·2 2·1 
6·0 2·5 
5·4 1·5 
7·6 4·4 

3. Grollndnut.1 received at Amste1'dam during period from 27th December .. 
1924-31st December, 1925:-

Oil. Moisture. Free fatty acid .. 
Description. Bags. . Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

Niger 130,079 48·5 5·2 4·0 
Coromandel 169,094 47·9 6·3 4·8 
Bold Bombay 21,439 45·5 6·3 1·7 
China 41,198 46·0 6·6 1·6 
Coromandel (d.d. 

. '; 

Khandoish) 49 49·0 6·1 2·0 

4. Gro'U1Hinuts received at Amsterdam from 1st January, 1f126-31sC 
March, 1926:-

Description. 
Khandoish d.d. 
Coromandel d.d. 
Niger decorticated 
China decorticated 
Bold Bombay decor-

ticated ... 

Tons. 
4,128 

29,238 
18,149 

1,260 

666 

Oil. 
Per cent. 

47·1 
47·9 
47·8 
45·6 

Mi·l 

Moisture. Free fatty aCid. 
Per cent. Per cent. 

6·6 2·4 
6·0 4·9 
5·6 2·5 
7·0 1·5 

6·7 3·9 

Mr. G. E. ROWLAND. 
Chairman of Agricultural & General Engineers, Ltd., Richard 

Garrett & Sons, Ltd., James & Fredk. Howard, Ltd.~' 
President of The Agricultural Engineers Association, and 
Member of the Advisory Committee of the Department of 
Overseas Trade. 

Note of Evidence. 

1. Agricultural and General Engineers Ltd. (herein called the Group} 
controls the 14 firms named 'below, who are actively engaged in the manu
facture of agricultural machinery, implements and allied products. 

Aveling & Porter, Ltd., Rochester 
Barford & Perkins,Ltd., Peterboro' 
E. H. Bentall & 0,., Ltd., Heybridge 
Blackstone & Co., Ltd., Stamford ... 
Peter Brotherhood Ltd., Peterboro' 
Chas. Burrell & Sons, Ltd., Thetford 
Burrell's Hiring Co., Ltd., Thetford 
Clarke's Crank and Forge Co., Ltd., Lincoln 

Establi.lh ed. 
1850 
1840 
1805 
1837 
1867 
1770 
1887 
185~ 
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Davey, Paxman & Co., Ltd., Colchester 
Richard Garrett & Sons, Ltd., Leiston 
J ames and Fredk. Howard, Ltd., Bedford 
L. R. Knapp & Co., Ltd., Clanfield 
E. R. and F. Turner, Ltd., Ipswich 
Bull Motors Ltd., Ipswioh ..• 

Establish84. 
_1865 
1778 
1813 
1745 
1837 
1898 

The products of the Group, as will be seen, cover an almost complete range 
~f agricultural implements and machinery, and of other engineering 
'products ranging from a split pin to a bridge. 

2. The constituent firma in the Group have for D;lany years had their 
interests and agencies looked after by merchant houses of first-class standing 
in India. 

3. Individual members of the Boards of Directors of the leading firms in 
the Group, together with their experts, have Vlisited India and the East, 
.and are fully acquainted with the demands of agriculturalists, not' only in 
India and the East, but in each market of the world. 

,. To C(H)rdinate and assist on the spot, the agents of the various firms 
in the Group, the parent company recently decided to esta.blish its own 
.organisation and offices in India, and appointed Sir C. E. Low, K.C.I.E., to 
take charge. This course had been previously adopted with success in 
.the Argentine, and a similar step recently has been taken in South Africa. 

I regret that time did not permit of my obtaining Sir C. E. Low's views 
upon the matters which I later refer to. Sir C. E. Low, K.C.I.E., will 
have the assistance of a first-class engineer of full and long technical 
Knowledge of the Group's products, who will be sent from here. 

5. The Agricultural Engineers' Association (hereinafter described as the 
Association) consists of over 50 leading engineering firms all for very many 
years concurrently with, and in oompetition with my Group actively engaged 
in the manufacture of agricultural machinery, implements or allied products. 
The remarks in clauses 2, Sand 4 apply with equal force to the firms in the 
Association. 

6. The firms constituting both the Group and the Association have at 
.all times shown their w.il1ingness to cater for the special requirements of 
.the Indian agriculturalist. 'l'esthnony appears in Part I, Volume I, of the 
Royal Commission on Agricultue in India, and special attention is dr81Wn 
to the very heavy expenditure incurred by Messrs. Ransomes, Sims· and 
Jefferies in this connection. This firm has been associated with the manu
facture of ploughs and implements for the Indian market for the last 
Jifty years. . 

7. The leading firms in the Association and Group have for very many 
'years devoted considerable time and money to research, and to manufacture 
of machinery and implements particularly suitable to the special demands 
and requirements of each market. In my address of 5th May, 1927, to the 
members of the Association on succeeding to the Presidency, I stated:-

" I view with apprehension the continued and increasing barriers that 
are being erected, not only on the Continent, but in our Colonies, 
against the imports of our machines and implements. The action ot 
certain of our Colonies in not only placing heavy and almost prohibi
tive duties, but also in offering to manufacturers in their protected 
markets substantial additional advantages by compelling, under 
penalties, local municipal bodies to place their orders with such home 
manufacturers is much to be deplored. 

Bearing in mind the heavy incidence of taxation and the very heavy 
sum per head that this country willingly defrays for the defence of our 
Colonies, the latter should seriously consider what the e1rect of their 
policy will ultimately be~ 
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We are asked to buy Dominion fruit and produce. Should we not. 
in turn ask the Colonies to support those who buy from them, by in. 
turn purchasing the machines and implements produced by their best. 
customer, viz.; this country? There are not better machines and im-· 
plements made. The British manufacturer is as willing as any other. 
supplier to give the Dominion buyer the type and design which he has. 
by practice found to be most suitable. 

British Empire machines and implements for Empire soils I " 
M~mbers of the Group and Association ,both view with concern the 

manner of operation of Indian Governments' policy of local preference by' 
Government departments and local authorities, which tends to encourage 
the production in India of very cheap and inferior implements sold at more 
than their true value, which while benefiting the local manufacturer is, 
detrimental to both consumer and British manufacturer. 

S. The manufacture of agricultural implements and machinery is a highly 
specialised industry, and the high standard attained has only been accom
plished after over a century's practical experience and co-operation betweenr 
the manufacturer and user, and at . very considerable research expense and. 
loss to the former. 

To illustrate the difficulties of standardisation of implements, I would 
point out that for use in different parts of Great Britain and Ireland, a 
firm within my own Group-Messrs. J. & F. Howard Ltd., still found it 
necessary after 115 years' experience, to manufacture over 150 different. 
types of ploughs, and an even greater number for the export markets or 
the world. The following report has been drawn up after consultation with 
the firms chiefly concerned in the Indian ,market belonging to both the· 
Group and the Association. 

9. British manufacturers have been repeatedly informed by Indian Govern-. 
ment agricultural officials and users that implements and machines now 
supplied by British manufacturers are suitable. 

10. Anything more elaborate in design than is at present being offered by 
British manufacturers would, in our opinion, be beyond the means of all. 
but the large land owners. 

The latter are separately catered for. 
11. No difficulty exists with regard to production of the required imple-· 

ments by British manufacturers, but if larger orders could be placed, the 
cost of manufacture could he reduced and the cultivator would reap the 
benefit. For example, if orders were placed for ten thousand of a type,. 
instead of for hundreds as at present. 

12. No difficulty is experenced in finding sound importing agents in India,. 
but the latter have considerable difficulty in finding reliable small 
up-country distributors, who could be entrusted with small stocks of imple-, 
ments on consignment. 

13. The' experience of British manufacturers is that different Directors 
of Agriculture are not in agreement as to types of implements. Promo
tion or transfer of a Director has shown that a successor holding different 
\'i£>ws desires costly alterations in design. 

The agricultural development of India is severely handicapped through 
the desire of well-meaning Government officers and others oonnected with 
agriculture to invent new types of ploughs-all of which are generally 
claimE'd to be superior to other types and likely to sell in tens of thousands. 
Frequently it is found that similar designs have already been experimented 
with by the manufacturers and found to be either unsatisfactory or too
costly to manufacture for the intended market. 

Mr. G. E. Rowland. 
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14. Im'entol's who have had models made in private workshops generally 
ullderestimate the actual ultimate cost of practical manufacture, through 
being unaware of the heavy overhead charges which every modern factory 
has to meet. 

15. The initial order for a new design or type is not infrequently for an 
insignificant number of newly designed implements and no further orders 
are received because another officer becomes concerned with the distribution 
of the implement, and discovers that the merits of the design are over-rated. 

16. lIakers are then requested to get out revised designs to his idea, 
and so the proceSli goes on . 
. 17. Agents meanwhile are expected to carry spare parts for the original 
Im~le~ents soon ~ become obsolete, or are co~demned for their unprogressive 
pohcy If they dechne. Spares, etc., of many Implements are too complicated 
to be made in India. Sitocking of spares for India is particularly difficult 
owing to the large variety of designs, and the almost complete absence cif 
any standardisation. 

18. It has been reported to one firm in the Association by their Indian 
agent that in one Province at least, ploughs--copies of British designs on 
which very large sums of money have been spent by British manufacturers 
-are being made in the workshop of the Agricultural Department and are 
being sold in competition with British made ploughs. Reference in this 
connection is made by the firm concerned to the. United Provinces Agricul
tural Department Report, pages 6 and 7, for year to June, 1926. 

19. The same agent points out that the Government department makes 
no charge for the cost of their services in distributing implements, but that 
they themselves have to meet such distribution and agency charges. 

20. Bearing upon the existing efforts of the Agricultural Department 
(who are the principal distributors of ploughs) the following figures have 
been supplied me by a firm in the Association. 

INDIA. 

1924/1925 Census of Live Stock. 
Total number of bullocks in India 
Total number of male buffaloes in India 
Total number of ploughs in India 

In Punjab 
Central Provinces 
United Provinces 

. Madras Provinces 

Pwughs Sold. 
1922-23. 

2,683 
1,983 
1,318 

613 

45,790,000 
543,900 

24,937,000 

1923-24. 1924=--25. 
5,329 
7,672 
2,633 
1,834 

8,415 
7,966 
1,422 
1,341 

6,597 19,144 17,468 
The total number of ploughs in use in the four Provinces is 13,364,000. 
Without discounting in any way the work of the departments, the results 

are almost insignificant, and assuming that it is desirahle to replace- wooden 
implements with iron or steel ones of improved design, the rate of progress 
after m!lny years is hardly noticeable. 

One difficulty which stands in the way of bringing agricultural implements 
within reach of agriculturists is " terms of payment." 

21. One Indian agent in this connection stated: -" Certain Provinces met 
their bills within one or two months from date of supply. In other Pro
vinces where arrangements are not made to enable Directors of Agriculture 
to purchase implements outright and to carry district B.tocks,. condit!ons 
of business are that the department should be kept supplied WIth conSIgn
ment stock and the goods paid for as taken off by the ultimate buyers. 
Accounts for comparatively trivial amounts have been outstanding two 
years after goods supplied." 

62739 p 
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22. The business ill oil engines has been developed on quite a large scale by 
British makers for many years past because Indian buyers have accepted a 
comparatively small number of standard makes and designs. Users have, as 
a result, generally been able to count on an efficient service with regard to 
selling up the designs and subsequent supplieR of spares when required. 

23. British boiler makers point out that although special Indian boiler 
laws exist, there is no official representative in England. Some of the rules 
and constants in the Indian boiler laws to be applied are left to the discre
tion of the British designer and maker, who is never certain that his 
interpretation agrees with the official design. Insurance companies here 
will give an opinion without responsibility. 

To send the design to India and to await the reply would cause such 
delay as is quite out of the question. It is recommended that an official 

• representative resident in England be' appointed to approve such designs and 
constants. 

SUMMARY. 

The suggestions offered, by the writer in the names of the Group and 
Association are as follows:-

(1) The task of educating a population of some hundred millions is not 
one which belongs properly to undertakings run for commercial profit. 

Even in advanced countries in Europe and America the necessary 
mechanical knowledge required to Bet up a pump or engine is possessed by 
only a small section of the population. 

(2) The only sound method in our opinion of approaching the problem 
is for the Government agricultural departments to co-operate to the fullest 
extent with British makers and for the Government of India to extend 
greater financial assistance to the agricultural departments for this purpose. 

(3) As the ryot has no purchasing power, having to support his family, 
and is frequently in the'hands of the money lender, it is suggested that any 
lien on land should be stopped as in Servia and Russia. In the latter 
countries a lien can be given by an agriculturist on mov~ble property but 
not on his land. 

(4) If existing social and economic conditions are to continue we also 
suggest that large landowners should be induced to purchase and place, at 
tenants' disposal a more complete range of cultivating and labour saving 
machinery the landowner to rely on the greater yield of the crops effected 
to refund his outlay and still incre'ase his revenue from rent based on a 
percentage on the total tonnage produced, 

(5) An alternative is an entirely new social status by the ryot being' 
backed by Government contr~lled co-operative societies and land banks, 
and being placed in a position to purchase up-to-date implements by payment 
on instalment plan. 

(6) The suggested agricultural banks (preferably guarantee'd by Govern
ment) would arrange loans at reasonable interest rates instead of at twenty 
per cent. and more, as is now charged by the native money-lender. 

(7) If such banks were established with branches in every town, they 
could advance money not only for the purchase of implements, machines, 
tools, se'8ds, etc., but finance sales. 

Profits would thus go to the ryot instead of the native money-lender. The 
final result would be encouragement to produce more and better crops with 
general benefit to the country. . 

(8) Actual demonstrations of modern methods a,nd up-to-d~te, machmery 
should be given by fully qualified demonstrators 11l every dlstnct. Small 
schools or depots in charge of native instructors in every up-country town 
are recommended. 

(9) Such demonstrations oould b~ give,n on exp~rimental farms o~ plots, 
thus showing in actual demonstratlOn differences 11l the crops obtaIned by 
the new methods as against those on adjoining farms or plots by the old 
methods. 

Mr. G. E. Rowland. 
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(10) The number of training centres are considered to be too few, and the 
scope of the educational work done by the agricultural colleges in India could 
advantageously in our opinion be considerably extended. 

(11) Whilst appreciating the difficulties through the great distances to 
be covered, cheap and quicker transport to main ports is suggested. 

(12) The development of irrigation schemes on a large scale by the Govern
ment and of smaller installations by private owners is strongly· suggested, 
bearing in mind the very successful schemes already completed. 

(13) For cotton cultivation it is felt that there is a need for a machine 
much heavier and more powerful than the standard tractor. For such 
cultivation implements would need to be still more robust in construction 
in order to withstand the heavy stress inseparable from mechanical traction. 

(14) The extension to India of the export credits facilities, which have 
in other markets proved of much benefit to our trade, would assist British 
manufacturers in catering for this market. 

CONCLUSION . 

. (15) I wish to assure the Commission of the full and active co-operation 
of the British manufacturers of agricultural implements and machinery in 
this matter. Certain publicity has been given to unbalanced statements of 
very general character with regard to the failure of British manufacturers 
and their agents to make the mo.st of a market of enormous potentiality. 

My purpose will be served if my evidence proves to the Commission that 
British makers are not only fully alive to the possibilities, but that, given 
the necessary support-financial and otnerwise-as is suggested, they can 
cater for this market as well as they do for the other markets of the world. 

The main problem in India being one of distribution, we feel that if 
development in India is to speedily proceed on a scale commensurate with 
the immensity of this market it is necessary that the Government agricul
tural departments shall be provided with adequate grants for financing the 
purchase from British manufacturers of their implements and machines. 

Without this assistanee the progress will be slow and take several genera,. 
tions. Meanwhile the British manufacturers' century's practical experience 
is at your command. 

Oral Evidence. 
56,131. The Chairman: Mr. Rowland, you are Chairman of Agricultural 

and General Engineers Limited, you are President of the Agricultural 
Engineers Association, you are Chairman of Messrs. Richard Garrett and 
Sons, Limited, and you are Chairman of Messrs. James and Frederick 
Howard, LimitedP-That is so. 

56,132. Mr. Goodwyn, you are a Director of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and 
JefferiesP-(Mr. GoodWY1l): Yes. 

56,133. We have had, as perhaps you know, a certain amount of evidence 
from various witnesses who dealt with the question of introducing improved 
agricultural implements into India from various points of view. How long 
does your experience of this problem go backP-(Mr. Bowland): To 1920, 
but Messrs. Howard's experience dates back a considerable time, in fact to 
1813, and Messrs. Garrett celebrate, this next year, their 150th anniversary. 
l'he Agricultural and General Engineers Limited was formed in 1919. 

56,134. To what extent have the firms with Wlhich you are familiar carried 
out in length of time, and through their own agents, any detailed and 
technical survey of this problem in India P-I should say for at least fifty 
years. I am. sIJ:83king now, not with regard to my own firms, but also 
for the ASSOCIatIon. I should prefer to speak on behalf of the Association. 

62739 P i 
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56,135. In the main, have they depended more upon investigations carried 
out by their own, agentsP-Chiefly, witJh occasional visits from Directors 
accompanied by their experts. 

56,136. Although, to some extent, I take it they have depended upon the 
advice of officers, of the Agricultural ServiceP-And their own agents on 
the spot. I may say that I am very largely indebted to Mr. Goodwyn for 
many of the points in this Report. The investigations which the firms 
have conducted on the spot have been as thorough and as technical as 
the investigations devoted to other equally large markets. 

56,137. You are satisfied that that side of the work has been thoroughly 
carried outP-Quite. 

56,138. The next stage I take it is, first, the popularising of a particular 
implement, and thereafter, if the implement is at all complicated, there 
arises the problem of repairsP-That is so. 

56,139. Have you experienced difficulty in reaching the individual culti
vator by means of advertisement or selling agenciesP-In our opinion, 
advertisement would not solve the question at all; it must be done purely 
by demonstration on the lines that we have suggested in tihis Report. It is 
altogether too big a market to be dealt with by advertising. 

56,140. That is in line with all experience in IndiaP-Yes; that is why 
(speaking for my own group) we appointed Sir Charles Low now resident 
on the spot, to keep in touch with the various phases of this matter as they 
may arise in the future. 

56,141. Are you in touch with the provincial agricultural departmentsP
T·hrough our respective agencies and, we hope, through our own office in 
Calcutta. 

56,142. Have you experience of the hire-purchase system in relation to the 
improvement of agricultural implements in IndiaP-No. 

56,~43. Would it be feasible, do you thinkP-It would be very largely a 
questIOn of finance. 

56,144. But the purchasing power of the individual buyer is usually 
limited, and his difficulty in finding cash is so considerable that any ease
ment in that direction must be an added attraction from his point of viewP
Yes, I am afraid it must come from the State rather than from the manu
facturer. 

56,145. WihyP-It is too big a question of finance, I think, for anyone 
group or firm to handle effectively; it would only just touch tihe fringe of 
it. 

56,146. Would you care to say anything more about the problem of 
agencies and repair depots, than you have told us in your Note?-No. 

56,147. This Commission is, of course, concerned with the interests of the 
cultivators in India and it is immaterial to us where he gets his agricul
tural implements, so long as they are good and are obtained by him as 
cheaply as possible P-Quite. 

56,148. How about production in India in competition with production 
from overseas P Do you regard yourselves, as manufacturers, as enjoying 
some particular advantage over manufacturers in IndiaP-I should say the 
experience gained during a ihundred years of practical manufacture in this 
country would enable us probably to supply tihe implements that you require, 
whereas the Indian manufacturer I think, would have to experiment anu 
make the same losses that the British manufacturers have had to face in 
the same experimental stages. 

56,149. You say that, although there is before your mind the completely 
different conditions existing in IndiaP-Quite; I quite reaIi~e we have 
to overcome the cheap labour and the other advantages which tho I!ldian 
n18uufacturer may be deemed to possess, but I think the British maIlU
facturers could meet that competition effectively, provided they were 
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satisfied that the orders would come in bulk for certab types, instead of 
jn driblets for special types, as at present. I think that is the view of 
the trade as a whole. 

66,100. So much for your alleged advantage in terms of experience: now 
how about your position on the metallurgical and technical sideP-I should 
lIay we have an advantage in that respect as well. 

66,161. Are you making parts of implements, cutting edges, and things 
()f that Bort, and selling those to manufacturers in India, who are building 
them up into the completed machineP-The experience of Mr. Goodwyn's 
firm, I think, might be taken as the experience of my group, and I should 
say of the Association too; they are supplying the metal parts in certain 
IImall quantities and they are being made up in India. 

56,162. Is that particularly in hardened steeIP-(Mr. Goodwyn): Yes, and 
chilled iron; we are lIupplying complete ploughs, but we also supply the 
complete sets of metal work for other types. 

66,153. Have you anything to say about the railway racilities, afforded 
or any other points on the distribution sideP-(Mr. Rowland): I think 
if it were possible to reduce the cost, it would assist us very much. 

56,154. Have your investigations into the requirements of last year's 
supplies to India brought you to the point where you can fix upon a definite 
range of typesP-Not yet. 

56,166. You have not reached that stageP-No; we could, if required, 
narrow the number of types to a definite number. (Mr. Goodwyn): We 
I,ave been told several times that we have all the tyPes that are required 
for India; but that of course will be modified by the statement that there 
are very few types which are within the purchasing power of the ryot. 

66,156. And some are outside the pulling power of the bullockP-Yes; 
what I mean is that the types for India are very very simple. 

66,157. I was not concerned to discover whether you had enough types; 
I was concerned to discover whether you had not too many; whether you 
have been able to satisfy yourselves that your present Btate of knowledge 
may not enable you to narr-ow the range so as to give you the advantages 
of mass production P-I do not wish to criticise the agricultural officers, but 
if they had not asked us to make so many things, and so many modifications 
of a number of ploughs, there would probably be fewer types. We find that 
there are a number of different soils in India and they do require different 
types and different weights of ploughs. The black cotton soils require a 
much heavier plough than some of the other soils in India; but I think 
the number of types, if there are more types than are required, is due to 
the fact that we have been asked to make them. We have always fallen 
in with the wishes of an agricultural officer to produce a type of plough 
that he required. 

66,158. Has your firm depended more upon the opinion of the agricul
tural officers than upon the advice of your own agentsP-We have been 
very largely in the hands of the agricultural officers, because it has been 
mainly through Government institutions, such as grass farms schools of 
agriculture, or model farms that the sales have been made' up to the 
present; therefore, obviously, we have endeavoured to car;y out their 
wishes. 

56,159. But your object as manufacturers must be I take it to reduce 
the number of different types as far as possible, ~o as to i~crease the 
numbers of anyone plough that you can make, in order to cut down over
h~ad chargesP-As ~griculture imp~oves in every country, it becomes more 
~hfficu~t to standardise on any partlcular type; as agriculture becomes more 
mtenslve, we fi!ld that mo~e designs ,,:i11 be sold concurrently in every 
cou!ltry; th~re IS no exceptIOn to that m any country of the world. As 
agrICulture lmproves and becomes. more intens~ve in any country, .you will 
~nd that the types of plough~ which are used In that country will increase 
In number. Take a progressive country like the Argentine; twenty years 
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ago, there were only five types of ploughs sold in the Argentine, to-day 
there are probably between twenty-five and thirty types. One can never 
standardise in agriculture. Our efforts, as manufacturers, have always been 
directed to making exactly the plough that suits the soil, the cultivator, 
his habits, and his capital. If he is a man of capital, he probably goes in 
for labour-saving devices with tractors and so on. You can standardise 
for a few years, ,and that will probably be advantageous in India, because 
the ryot will get his ploughs cheaper, and then, as agriculture improves in 
India, you will start mutiplying again to suit the particular soils and the 
conditions of the various districts. 

56,160. In the class of manufacture in which you gentlemen are engaged, 
are the advantages of mlll:ls production very greaH-The .advantages of 
mass production are always very great when you are able to undertake it. 
I am now speaking for one firm in this Association. We are making some
where near 350 different types of ploughs to-day; that is to say, we are 
making an entirely different plough for nearly every country we deal with. 
There are a number of countries which we simply do not tackle, because 
it means an entirely new range. Of those 350 types that we are making 
at present, I should say we are on mass production blll:lis only with about a 
dozen types. (Mr. Rowland): That is bo.rne out by my statement on page 
448 of the precis, and I think it is the experience of the trade as a whole. 

56,161. Do you view any partiCUlar type of agricultural implement or 
machine in India as offering particularly good prospects to British manu
facturersP-(Mr. Goodwyn): There are a number of types which are pro
duced exclusively for India, which are sold in certain quantities. I believe 
that Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers are also producing those types; they were 
copied really from one of the British manufacturers. There are several 
types j the type that goes in greater quantities, I believe, is tlhe plough that 
we have always called the Meston Plough. 'We still supply a great number 
of sets of ironwork, but when I speak of a great number, it is a very 
small number in proportion to the enormous number of cultivators. (Mr. 
Rowland): A similar type of plough is produced by other firms in the 
Association. 

56,162. I take it, Mr. Rowland, that the firms you represent comprise 
firms engaged in JDaking prime movers for power water liftP-Undoubtedly. 

56,163. Do you think that is a direCtion in which development may be 
expectedP I think SO; it is engaging the attention of my group. 

56,164. Do you know that the irrigation scheme on the lower regions of 
the Indus, the Sukkur Barrage Scheme, will mature within a reasonable 
number of years? Are you taking any particular steps to assay the posi
tion there P-I think the appointment of Sir Charles Low is an indication 
that our interests will be looked after; we have had th6 privilege of supply
ing for these other dams quite a considerable quantity of machinery. 

56,165. Do any of your large group manufacture any in IndiaP-Not 
in India. Distinct. from my group, Messrs. Marshall do. 

56,166. Do you think that practice is likely to increase in the future p
I doubt it verv much. 

56,167. Wouid you develop that answer a littleP-That matter has already 
engaged the attention of my group. If we considered the opportunitIes 
were favourable, we should certainly go into the matter a bit more than 
we have done. I think finance enters into that question very largely also. 

561168. At first sight, it appears to offer a possibility of combining the 
advantages of your experience with cheaper labour and with a readier 
access to information as to local requirements l'-The problem of distribution 
still remains; I think that is the larger problem. 

56,169. Distribution and financing of the purchaseP-(M·r. Rowlands): 
Quite. 
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56 170. Both of which are bound to be difficult where you have a large 
ma~ of very small cultivators on a very narrow margin of financial powerP
Yes. 

56,171. Are there any other observations that you would care to makeP
The point is purely a technical one and it is rather involved, but the sugges
tion is that all-steel ploughs should be advocated by Government institu. 
tions, by the Agricultural Department. It is a highly technical point, 
and we should not like to trouble this Commission with two or three hours' 
address on that point. 

56,172. Do ;fOU think that heavy power tillage is possible at all except 
in the case of large estatesP-I am afraid not. (Mr. Goodwyn): I am 
afraid, on small holdings, you will find it is a very difficult thing to worK 
it economically, be:!use everybody wants the plant at the same time. 

56,173. You mean any system of arrangement or clHlperationP-The large 
estates can make a more economical use of a certain supply of implements 
for cultivating, whether for power, or animal draught, because a big 
estate always rings its changes with the crops, so that it will not have 
to cultivate a large area for one crop at the same. time; it makes good 
use of its implements and machinery all the year. round; whereas, on 
small holdings in any particular district, everybody is growing either rice, 
or cotton, or something of t.hat sort; they all want the machinery at the 
same time, so that you require a much bigger sum of money to get the 
same produce out of the land. 

56,174. And you mush have elbow room; small fields are against the use 
of heavy machinesP-Yes. With regard to the use of all-steel ploughs, 
I do not know that we can really put that forward as a recommenda
tion; it is a great advantage if you can introduce them, but with the 
hahits in India of direct yoking of bullocks and so on, it is rather difficult. 
It is very difficult to get the ryot to change his methods. In most of 
the small ploughs that are made, instead of making the adjustment with 
bolts and nuts and that sort of thing, adjustments are" usually made by 
means of a simple wooden wedge hammered in to shift the position of 
the plough; that is the only thing they can understand. We have 
endeavoured to introduce a' more up-to-date method of adjustment of 
ploughs for 30 years, but we have made very slow progress, and, even 
now, Bome of the most. popular types are the very simple ones. Therefore, 
while I am in complete agreement with Mr. Rowland as to the advantage 
of eventually adopting all-steel ploughs, I think it is a very difficult matter. 
(lIlr. Rowland): It is a matter for 20 years ahead. 

56,175. "'hen you are working out the construction of a plough or other 
instrument of tillage, how do you get the pulling power of an Indian 
bullock P Do you put it in terms of percentage of horse power in this 
country, or how do you prooeedP-(Mr. Goodwyn): If we send an expert 
out, one of the things he will have to report on in any district lie goes 
to is the size of the bullock, because we have to arrange our catalogues 
with regard to that. We publish in our catalogue the number of oxen 
r~quired f?r each type of plough a~d imple!"ent, based on the average 
sIze of anllnal used III the country In questIOn, then we give a margin 
?f sa~ety. If a plough could be hauled by two large oxen, we should state 
In thIS catalogue" two to four oxen required." 

56,176. You t«:st the tractive power required for the plough or imple
ment by mechamcal means, I suppose?-We very often put a dynamometer 
on, but we more frequently use a dynamometer for mechanical draught 
tests, because everybody knows roughly what a bullock can do. If it is 
~ound n«:oess~ry to put four bullocks on, it does not prove anything definite; 
In certaIn tImes of the year a man has to put two or more bullocks on 

. according to the weather, varying conditions to whether the forage is 
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particularly good at that time of the year; also it is a question of fatiguer 
and so on. 

56,177. Do you regard the Indian market for agricultural hnplements 
as likely to be one' of increasing importance in the future?-(Mr. Goo'dwyn): 
I think that very largely depends on the Government; given the organisa.
tion, the financing and the distribution, there is no reason why it shoul4· 
not be a very big country for agriculture. I have read very carefully 
through this book entitled, "Evidence of Officers serving under the Govern
ment of India," and it makes me realise the appalling difficulties that 
officers have to meet to set the country in order; it is going to take a 

. long time. Personally, I think one of the great difficulties is that of t.he· 
small holdings; I believe India would get on quicker if you could have 
big estates, and if a large number of ryots who are now working on their 
own in an unintelligent fashion could work actually for the big landowners. 
That is true of all small holdings; it does not matter whether it is pre
War or pos1;.War. We have several lessons in the world in regard to· 
that during the pos1;.War period. Take Roumania and the Baltic States; 
wherever they have split up the land, agriculture is going backwards. 
The great difficulty in. India is going to be to work the great mass of small 
holdings economically. I think everybody in the Association will agree' 
with me with regard to that. (Mr. Rowland): The Association would be· 
in agreement with those views, as well as my own group. 

56,178. Sir Henry Lawrence: Have you examined the ploughs that are
put out by Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers?-(Mr. Rowland): Personally, I 
have not. (Mr. Goodwyn): We have; we have had our experts out nearly 
every year in India. 

56,179. What do you consider is the life of a Kirloskar plough as com
pared with one of yours?-I should not like to say. 

56,180. Tlley break /Uuch more easily?-I think so. WIien we make 
ploughs we have our own metallurgical laboratory and we make shares of 
various grades of steel, variously tempered for every market in the world. 
I hope we never shall start manufacturing in India, because we want to 
manufacture in England; we have our own unemployment and labour ques
tions here; it would be a very -expensive matter. Our chemical laboratory 
is shared by all the departments of our works, and there we are making 
a great variety of things; but if the organisation. in India had to include 
a laboratory, with the increased salaries that have to be paid for men 
to live in that climate, we shoula increase the cost of manufacture enor
mously as compared with the facilities that we have in this country for 
highly-skilled labour and highly-skilled foremanship at low prices, and the 
met~llurgical laboratories and that sort of thing, which attend manufacture 
in this country. 

56,181. Sir Thomas Middleton: The first point is on the prospects of the 
Indian trade. When Dr. Voelcker reported on Indian agriculture 35 years 
ago, and when Professor Wallace visited India about 40 years ago, their 
conclusions were that there was not likely to be any considerable market 
for iron implements in India. If you visit India now, you will find 
thousands of iron implements in many different localities; there has been 
a remarkable increase in their use in that time. So that in estimating 
a future market, I think we must regard the experience of the past 35 
years as being very satisfactory from the point of view of the implement 
manufacturer. I recognise that the implement manufacturer has done a 
great deal of experimenting and been put to a great deal of cost in that 
time, but the result is that there are now, in India, a far larger number 
of ploughs, for example, than anyone 35 years ago would have anticipated? 
--(Mr. Bowland): 1 hope that will be so in another 35 years; I hope the 
progress will be even grenter. . 
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56,182. 1\Iy point is that I do not think you should be disappointed with 
the result that has ;heen achieved. Although the effort has been great, 
a great deal has been done?-.We are not disappointed. I should like to 
Bay that no statement in this precis is intended as a reflection in that 
direction at air; but what we feel is this, that the progress can be even 
greater with the necessary support for which. we are asking. 

56,183. I think you point out the difficulties that have been caused to 
manufacturers by the constant change of .design ,by different Directors of 
Agriculture iI-That is so. _ 

56,184. That is the sort of thing you must expect in the development of • 
.an IDduatry of this kind; we recognise that difficulties have been placed 
upon the manufacturers, but if you closely examine the conditions you will 

1!ee that it is inevitable that there should be these difficulties?-Yes. 
56,185. 80 that I do not think you can complain of the action of the 

agricultural ollicers?-We are not endeavouring to do so. 
56,186. 1 rather read into your evidence a suggestion that they were 

too much given to experimenting with new implements and too 
much given to troubling the manufacturer with new designs ?-(Mr. 
Goodwyn): 1 should be very glad to remove that impression. Speaking for 
my own firm, we are very grateful indeed to the agricultural officers; it 
is mainly through them that we have been able to do what we have done 
from the point of view of distribution. May I ventilate one point. I have 
read through this book very carefully, particularly the evidence of Dr. 
oClouston and other officers and advisers. There is one point that I do 
not see ventilated: that is the wooden native plough which is made for 
splitting the soil. In Egypt, as you know, in the big cotton areas they do 
not plougb: they only split the soil with a similar wooden plough of home
made construction. 

56,187. The Chairman: By ploughing, you mean inverting the soil?-They 
do not turn the soil over; they simply split it. On the other hand, the big 
'Cultivators do plough the land; they plough _ it fairly deeply and they get 
:a much better yield from that land. I believe I am right in saying this; 
-the fellah in Egypt, if he is going to change over from shallow ploughing 
to deep ploughing under the Egyptian conditions has to lose one year's 
-crop; that he will not do; therefore he will continue as he has continued 
.for thirty years; we have gone to endless expense in giving demonstrations, 
"in presenting them with ploughs free for thirty years, and we have made 
no progress at all. In this case it is a question of disturbing the silt and 
-the sand and mixing them; if you plough deep you have to allow time for 
the sand to settle; that means losing a whole year's crop. Does anything 
-of that description hold the Indian ryot to his simple plough with which 
he splits the land much in the same way as they do in Egypt. Is there 
a renson for that, or is it purely that he cannot or will not purchase a 
better implement? 

56,188. Is it your suggestion that in Egypt a whole year's crop would 
be lost P-I do not like to make that statement quite categorically j 
I understand that is so in many districts; possibly it depends on 
-the depth of the silt before you reach the sand. In a very large area I 
lielieve that is so. 

56,189. If y~u will ~ad our subsequent productions as faithfully as you 
nave the first, you wIll see, I hope, a good deal about the relative a(ivant
ages of splitting and inveTsion in ploughing?-Did I understand you to 
sav it does? 

'Yes. to somE' extent. 
56,190. Sir Thomas Middleton: The position is this: the Indian plough 

doE'S tne work of a one-time "cultivator." The ryot would like to have 
1iotb the Inverting plough and a cultivator; he must have the cultivator j 
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that is the implement that is most useful to him, and usually he cannot 
afford both. 'l'here are certain purposes for which the inverting plough 
is the better, but he must have the wooden type for stirring his land?
(Mr. Rowland): :Are you suggesting that we ought to build a combination 
implement that would do the two things P 

56,191. An implement of that sort might be usefulP-(Mr. Goodwyn): 
Our experience, generally speaking, is that combination implements are 
not as a rule very satisfactory. You have so to design them that they 
can be used for a double purpose and you spoil them for one purpose in 
trying to make them fulfil the other purpose. 

56,192. The Chairman: Does it usually mean extra workP-Not necessarily, 
but it means fittings that are detachable. 

56,193. Sir Thomas Middleton: The Planet Junior type is very common 
In many parts of India; that is a combinationP-Yes, but that is a cultiva
tor, not a plough. 

56,194. There seem to be two things essential: one is getting your right 
design and the other is facilities for marketing. If you· examine these 
iron implements and machines which have made progress in India, the one 
which has done best. is the small sugar mill. How has that been intro
duced to the cultivatorP-I am afraid I cannot answer that question; we 
do not make sugar machinery. 

56,195. A great deal of work in introducing the small sugar mill was 
done on the hire purchase systemP--(Mr. Rowland): Have any British 
manufacturers made a success of that? 

It was handled by British firms. 
56,196. D1". Hyder: As regards the difficulties of introducing your imple

ments, do you know how the Singer sewing machine people do hire purchase 
business with India ?-I do not. 

56,197. What IS the cost of the plough which you send outP-It varies. 
56,198. WIthin what limitsP--(Mr. Goodwyn): &.13 is the price of the 

simplest implement of all; that is a simple tiny little plough. Of course 
this type is only for very shallow cultivation. &.24 is the price of a 
good simple plough of medium weight. The hill side ploughs are, of 
course, more expensive. The best plough for cotton lands has to be a 
stifHy built plough to stand up to the heavy soil and that costs much more. 
A plough which could really deal with the black cotton coil of India on 
sun baked soil costs &.90. 

56,199. Do you mean to say you could not sell ploughs at those prices 
and give credit for from three to six monthsP-There is no difficulty in 
the willingness of the British manufacturer generally to give credit; 
anyhow, some of us are willing to give credit. 

56,200. I think the Singer sewing machine in India costs rubout Rs.125, 
and they are selling these machines on the hire purchase system or by 
eleven or twelve instalmentsP-'-I believe the British manufacturers would 
be very pleased to consign machinery to a properly orgsnised concern in 
India, either a Government concern or a company with capital raised in 
India; supposing you wanted to finance a very big thing in the way of 
distribution, the British manufacturer would help you by giving you 
so many months credit. 

56,201. What 1 have in mind is this: you say you have got some kind 
of an organisation of your own; you consign your ploughs to that organisa
tion and that organisation sees to the spread of that plough in the country
sideP-Yes. 1 think if you are going to sell small ploughs costing thirteen 
to twenty-four rupees on the instalment system, the whole world's paper 
supply would be inadequate for your book-keeping records. I do not think 
the hire purchase system can be adopted for plough implements of small 
value. 
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56,202. 1 think perhaps the Continental p~ple would adopt such .a 
system?-! will not contradict YOU, but my fnend Mr. Caoul, who IS 

here, knows a good deal about selling implements in Siberia hundreds of 
miles away from the railways, and I think he would probably tell you 
better than anybody else present about CODBignments of ploughs to people 
300 mile away from the nearest railhead. He knows exactly what tlie 
International Harvester Company lost; stocks have been sent to small 
dealers who are hundreds of miles from the railway, these dealers disappear 
and nobody has known where they have gone. When it comes to selling, 
on the hire purchase system, expensive manufactures like threshing 
machinery sets of the value of £500, it is a very, very different thing, 
because you are dealing with responsible members of the community when 
you are dealing with men who can purchase such sets. The hire purchase 
system is all right for them, but not for the sale of thirteen rupee ploughs; 
! do not believe it is possible. (Mr. Rowland): It is impossible; the cost 
of distribution would be too great altogether. (Mr. Goodwyn): You cannot 
do the bookkeeping; we can consign to the Government provided the 
Government will take the financial responsibility. 

56,203. Sir Thomas Middleton: But why do you take, as an example, 
your lowest priced plough? Why not think of something that costs more? 
-Are you going to supply India with expensive ploughs costing forty 
rupees each, or are you sticking to the simple plough. 

56,~04. I am suggesting you should not base your estimates on thirteen 
rupee ploughs?-l should be very glad if every ryot in India would buy a 
tractor with a small tractor plough. 

Sir Jame. MacKenna: The point is, that Singer sewing machines are 
sold mainly in the towns and not to the cultivators. 

56,205. Dr. Hyder: You say ·if the big zamindar farmed on his own 
aocount there would be some chanoe of the introduc<-ion of machinery 
for his estate; is that your idea?-(Mr. Good'W'lfTl,): I think the remark I 
made was that I believe it to be a very difficult thing to make a financial 
success out of agriculture carried on by a mass of smallholders such as 
you have in India. There' is a good deal about education in your· first 
volume of evidence. I believe that until education has gone much further 
you will not be able to CArry on agriculture eoonomically in India. If 
the Government is going to spend large sums of money on machinery, it 
would be better if that money were used by people who could manage 
large estates; and the existing big landowners would do better to carry 
on large estates rather than rent the land out to thousands of small people, 
many of whom have plots of land about as big as this room, which is not 
economical. I do not know that that is possible; if it is not possible, then 
it is no use putting it forward. 

56,206. May I say this to you: you have got to look at the social 'factors 
in India: the large zamindar on whom you are relying in the future ca.n 
have, under his own control, only a small portion of his land as home farm; 
the rest has got to be given out to the tenants, and therefore this question 
of small holdings arises?-I think one of the remarks we made in replying 
to the Questionnaire was that we suggested that progress might be made 
if the zamindar would purchase, on his own aooount, large qua.ntities of 
agricultural machinery and loan it out to his peasants, taking in pay
ment an increased percentage as rental payment, because the peasant 
would get an increased output with more up-to-date machinery and deepel 
ploughing; the landowner would therefore get his money back in an 
increased percentage of the crop which he. takes in payment of rent. 

56,207. Let us paSB to another point. I think you are under the impl'lis
sion that either the Central or Provincial Governments should become 
actively interested in the sale of machinery. What is your idea? Do 
yoU want the Government to buy ploughs from you and sell them out to 
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the C'ultivators?-It is hardly for me to express my opinion as to what 
the Governmerit should or should not do. 

56,208. But what is your ideaP-We say there has been very great diffi
culty: manufaoturers in this country have taken it up with their agents, 
and the agents say: we cannot find a sufficiently large num'ber of reliable 
small up-{lountry dealers to handle this. That is the difficulty. We come 
back again to the question of distribution; the whole difficulty from the 
point of view of the British manufacturer is the question of distribution: 
that and nothing else. We can make anything you like . 
. 56,209. That I understand, but what help could the Government give 
you? I should like to be clear about the part you want the Government 
to play in helping in this work of distributionP-ln educating and in dis
tribution; but, as far as we are concerned, we are prepared to consign 
to the Government, to give them time for payment if they want it, but 
we wiII not take the finanoial risk of whole~ale distribution in every village 
in India. For instance, if I were invited, we wiII say by a group in 
England, to undertake the actual distribution in every village in India 
of agricultural implements and take the financial risk, I would not recom
mend the group to go in for it at present. 

56,210. But would you recommend your own group to deal with a body 
of people organised co-operatively P Is that a sensible and reasonable pro
position?-Yes, I think so. 

56,211. I gathered, from what you said in the course of your oral evidence, 
that you had some extraordinary idea Ilibout the powers of the Govern
ment?-The Government has in the past made grants from time to time in 
connection with agricultural machinery, not only with reference to its 
own grass farms, but grants have also been made in all sorts of ways. 
I mean small grants. I now understand that the Government has in mind 
doing something on a much bigger scale. I do not know. (M1·. RO'wland): 
It has e"en been suggested that a bounty be given to Indian manufac
turers for new and improved implements. 

56,212. On page 447 of your note you say: "I view with apprehension 
the continued and increasing barriers that are being erected, not only 
on the Continent, but in our Colonies against the imports of our machines 
and implements." You make a number of complaints there. What is it 
that the Local or Central Governments do of which you complain?-That 
speech did not refer to India in particular; actually it referred to Australia; 
but the Association of which I am President do view the closing or partial 
closing of certain of our Dominion markets with concern. The reduction 
of our output can only have one effect, and a very serious effect, upon home 
agriculture. I am referring to British agriculture. 

The ChairTTuIn: I am afraid we cannot go into that; we have enough to 
do in India. 

56,213. Dr. Hyder: On page 449 of your evidence, item 19, you say: "The 
same Agent points out. that the Government Department makes no charge 
for the cost of their services in distributing implements, but that they 
themselves have to meet such distribution and agency charges." What do 
you mean by distribution costsP-They have their estaiblishment charges 
to cover, their salesmen. 

56,214. You make a distinction later on between your distribution 
oharges and agency chargesP-(Mr. Goodwyn): I believe what is meant 
is this. It is a thing which, of course, has been of considerable momem 
for us. The ploughs that have been sent out from this country have 
been ,-ery largely distributed through the Government farms, the Directors 
of Agriculture and agricultural officers in India. No Government ever 
laid itself out to pay a dividend; their services in that way are gratuitous, 
as it were. I believe it has been usual to add on, in an ordinary way, 
about five per cent, to thp land~d cost to cover office expenses of that 
Government Department, but no profits hOl'e been made. Now, in the 
ordinary commercial way, a firm, an importing C'llmpany or an Indian 
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merchant have to market their goods; if they are going to have a lot of 
up-(l()untry agents, spare parts depots, which they must have all over the 
country, and 80 on, then it is obvious that if they are going to back up 
their organisation, send travellers and commercial men round to check 
the stocks and so on, send demonstrators round to carry out trials, to 
repair tractors, and anything of that desoription, then the office expenses 
will be, absolutely at a minimum, fifteen per cent. Supposing we had 
endeavoured to create an organisation in India running parallel with the 
distribution of these ploughs by Government officials, I should have to 
tell the Government I would not supply them or I have g<Jt to go to the 
Crown Agents for the Colonies and say we caqnot sign the usual under
taking that the prices charged are the lowest wholesale terms, because 
I am going to charge ten per cent. more. You cannot set up a sales 
organisation, which is a costly matter, concurrently with the Government 
organisation, because the Government prices would obviously be lower than 
those that any private concern would be able to offer; and even the 
co-operative societies would not undertake it when they found themselves 
being undercut by Government distribution. Commercial organisation is 
an expensive matter. 

56,215. I understand that in the year 1924-25 you supplied 17,000 ploughs? 
-The British manufacturers between them. 

56,216. To that extent, you are on the same footing as those who are 
selling ploughs made in India; the Government does the same amount of 
work for you as for other manufacturers? There is no discrimination 
here?-I believe the Indian officers have always been willing to help tho!,e 
manufacturers who help them; that is to say, if you make what they want 
for them, they will be very useful. I am not speaking about one firm; 
any firm which has attempted the Indian market has had that support 
from Indian officers. 

56,217. Could you tell me how many ploughs were sold altogether by 
your combine, through Government and other agencies?-I could give 
you my own firm's figures. The following figures extracted from the 
Agricultural Department's reports will show the number of iron imple
ments sold to agriculturists in the years 1923, 1924 and 1925, by the 
following four Provinces whose agricultural departments account for 95 ]ler 
cent. of the sales.· 95 per cent. of these sales have heen made through. 
the Government agencies in India. 

56,218. Mr. Calver·t: Government agencieR including co-operative 8Ocie-
ties?-Yes. • 

56,219. Sir Henry Lawrence: You say It has been suggested that a bounty 
should be given to Indian manufacturer~ for new and improved imple
ments. By whom was that suggestion made?-(Mr. Rowland): May I refer 
you to Dr. Clouston's evidence at Simla on page 14 and also on page 90 
Question 553 of Volume II, Part I. ' 

56,220. By whom was the suggestion madeP-By Dr. Clouston in the 
first place. 

56,221. Dr. Hyder: You mentioned something about the extension of 
('xport credit facilities. What is the system in operation in other parts 
I)f the Empi~?-You ~n go ~ the Government, tell them that you have 
all opportUnIty of gettmg busmess on certain credit lines; the Govern-

In the Punjab ... 

" 

Central Provinces 
United Provinces 
Madras 

* Ploughs sold. 
1922--23. 

2,683 
1,983 
1,318 

613 

1920-24. 
8,415 
7,966 
1,422 
1,341 

1924-25. 
5,329 
7,672 
2,633 
1,834 

6,n97 19,144 17,468 
The total number of ploughs in use in the four Provinces is 13,364,000. 
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ment will finance up to a certain percentage if they are satisfied that the 
business can be conducted without risk. 

56,222. Mr. Noyce: Does that apply to ·the Dominions or only to 
Continental countriesP-1t applies to quite a number of markets. 

56,223. To Dominioll marketsP-Certain Dominions, yes. 
56,224. With regard to the question of starting the manufacture of 

agric,ultural implements and machinery in India, have not you already got 
an advantage over the Indian manufacturer in that agricultural implements 
and machinery are subject to no duty on entry in India, whereas the 
manufacturer in India has to pay duty Oil his raw materialP-I am not 
satisfied that that overcomes the difference in the cost of labour. 

56,225. You have that advantageP-Yes. 
56,226. I take it that neither of you gentlemen has any personal know

ledge of the land tenure system in IndiaP-That is a big question and we 
are very busy men. I should like to know all about it. 

56,227. My reason for asking is that you have made a definite suggestion 
on the point: you 'suggest that large landowners should be induced to 
purchase, and place at their tenants' disposal, a more complete range of 
cultivating labour-saving machinery and recoup the expenditure by increas
ing the rentP-Yes; that is always on the assumption that it can be done. 

56,228.·1t is only in a comparatively small area in India that the rents 
are based on produce, that the landlord gets his rent in the shape of a 
share of the produce, and where the rent is paid in cash, improvements in 
cultivation do no~ entitle him to any increased rentalP-Is the rent paid 
in cash? 

56,229. Over the greater part of India, yesP-That is news to me; I have 
always understood that in the majority of case'S it was the other way about. 

56,230. The Punjab is the only Province in which produce rents are in 
the majority. Therefore your suggestion is hardly applicable?-No. 

56,231. Again, you very strongly support the development of irrigation 
schemes on a large scale. I take it your suggestion is not based on local 
knowledge?-(Mr. Rowland): No, it is based on the success of the other 
schemes. 

56,232. The Government of India have done an immense amount in the 
way of irrigation and will doubtless do, in future, all they can in that 
direction. An Agricultural Engineer who gave evidence before us told us 
that he considered that three or four types of the various implements were 
all that were required in India. I take it, from the trend of your evidence 
to-day, that you would hardly agree with thatP-Was he a British 
manufacturerP . 

56,233. He was an officer of the Indian Agricultural Department?
Generally speaking, I believe three or four designs might become popular, 
but it would not meet the difficulties you have to face. That has not been 
our experience even in Great Britain. 

56,234. You mentioned the competition of certain ploughs produced in 
the Agricultural Departments' workshops, based on copies of British 
designs. Are there any patents in agricultural implementsP-(Mr. Goodwyn): 
There are, but they only last for a limited period. There is no question 
of bringing out a patent for the Indian plough. It is the simplest thing 
you can possibly design. There is no question of a patent of any form of 
plough, unless it is on its particular patented adjustments on the more 
complicated ploughs, which do not come into the question at all except for 
tractor work; the only persons who buy them are the big estate owners and 
Government farms. 

56 235. Are not you expecting a lot from the Government when you 
exp~t them to send over an official representative here to see that the 
boilers made in England comply with the Indian boiler lawP-(Mr. Row
land): I think the Government would recoup that money very soon. 
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56,236. In what wayP-Because, at the present time manufacturers .have 
to provide in their cost and consequent price against the risk of the design 
and oonstants being wrong. 

56.237. Sir lame. MacKenna: With reference to the relationship of the. 
agricultural departments to the extension of the use of improved implements 
would you prefer that the agricultural departments should confine them: 
selves to experimental examination of implements and propaganda and 
leave the distribution to the agencies which your firma will be setting up, 
or for the time being should the present arrangement continue by which the 
agricultural departments are largely the distrihuting agenciesP-(Mr. 
Rowland): I should think the present system should continue for the time.
being. 

56,238. Is the agency system ~eveloped to any extent in your business iII 
IndiaP-Yes. 

56,239. I will give you a concrete instance. About twenty years ago, 
when I was Director. of Agriculture, I saw in a local paper an advertisement 
of local agents for a very big firm of manufacturers in England. I shall 
not mention their name. I was out to get a very large piece of machinery 
costing a very considerable sum. I wrote to the Rangoon agent, who 
referred me to the head office, and the head office referred me back to the 
Rangoon agent. Of course, no business was doneP-(Mr. Goodtwyn): Most 
of the English firms have had first-class merchant agents in Calcutta and 
Bombay for upwards of thirty years; there are quite a number of good 
merchant firms available for that purpose. 

56,240. But do these firms know anything about, or take any particular 
interest in, the particular agency they have taken onP-(Mr. Rowlancl): If 
they did not they would lose their agency. (Mr. Goodwyn): I believe that 
the distribution of agricultural machinery has been a v6ry difficult thing. 
Speaking for my own firm, our agency is held by quite big people whose 
name would be known to everybody in this room. They cannot see their 
way to undertaking the distribution of ploughs and implements by the 
appointment of a very large number of small up-country dealers who would 
have to hold consignment stocks both of ploughs, implements and spare 
parts; they cannot do it and they are not prepared to do it. None of them 
will do it. Probably the best way is that the distribution should go on as 
it has been done, pending something better being made possible. 

66,241. At the present moment, I think, the only large firm of agricul
tural implement manufacturers who have their own direct representation in 
India are John Fowler; but then they are dealing with very big machineryP 
-I believe we have all sent out people to India from time to time. (Mr. 
Rowland): Not only has my group agents of the class mentioned by Mr. 
Goodwyn, but they have already established their own office in Calcutta and 
propose to establish other offices for t'he purpoee .of liaison with these 
agencies and the home manufacturer. 

56,242. I take it from the evidence and from the appointment of Sir 
Charles Low that there will be a considerable developmentP-We are 
hoping so. 

56,243. Professor Gangulee: Mr. Rowland, you told us at the beginning 
of your oral evidence that you have belln carrying on a series of investiga
tions through your agencies in Indiai'-Yes. 

56,244. I should like to get from you the nature of those investigationsP
As to the possibilities of the market, as to the suitability of the implements 
and machines which we are already manufacturing, or, if we are not 
manufacturing the type necessary. in fact exploring the market as a whole 
and its potentialities. 

56,245. Have you carried on tests and trials in India with regard to the 
suitability of farm implements in Indiai'-Yes, tests have been carried out. 

56,246. By your agentsP-By our agents, yes. 
56.247. On your agents' own farmsi'-Either on their own farms or on 

farms conneeted with them. 
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56,248. Tests something like the dynamometer tests that you carry out 'in 
this country?-Yes. 

56,249. Are you satisfied that· the widest publicity has been given to the 
tests and results obtained by your agencies?-We hope in the future, 
anyhow, that we shall have that publicity through the steps we are taking. 
_ 56,~50. I am ~nterested in agricultural development in India and interested 
m ~ultable agrICultural implements; but it is very difficult to get data on 
whICh one can base conclusions as regards their efficiency?-Quite. 

56,251. I am therefore interested to hear from you that you have,· in your 
possession, Ilidequate data relating to agricultural machinery?-I would not 
say Ilidequate, but we have certain data in certain districts; I am not 
satisfied that we have sufficient. (Mr. Goodwyn): A great number of 
demonstrations have been carried out; we have spent a considerable sum 
of money, we have given a very great number of demonstrations in India. 

56,2.52. Demonstrations 'by your agents?-No, demonstrations by our 
agents and by our own expert from England; the demonstrations la ve been 
given sometimes at Government farms, sometimes at Poona and Pusa and 
so forth; but very frequently we have received the reports :back from our 
people to the effect that it hardly seems worth the trouble; the only people 
at the demonstrations were British officers; there were very few Indian 
cultivators attending the trial. I believe that was partly due to the 
Indian cultivator talcing the line: "This is all very well at the Govern
ment farm; they have got plenty of money; they can buy this, that and 
the other; we are poor men, we cannot ·buy these things; what is the use of 
going to see them." I know that in some of these demonstrations there 
was the expense of getting the machinery there, sending expert mechanics 
out from England, going to the whole way. round India, travelling these 
ploughs about, leaving them in stock, and so on; we spent hundreds of 
pounds on a single demonstration, and it has done very little good at all, 
it is money out of pocket. When I say it has been no good at all, of 
oourse one never knows; it is just the same as newspaper advertising: you 
cannot tell; you do not get direct enquiries immediately after you have 
advertised; it may do-good in the future; but I would say this, tbat demon
strations have been extraordinarily discouraging. 

056,253. Have you carried out demonstrations on the farmers' own land?
That has not been so easy; on a few· bigger estates we have, but I believe 
the great majority of the demonstrations have been carried out lby agricul
tural officers, or rather with their co-operation, at Poona and Pusa and other 
similar establishments. 

56,254. On the question of demonstration, we hllid a very interesting note* 
from Messrs. Duncan Stratton & Company; I think they are your agents? 
-They have been our agents in Bombay for over thirty years. 

56,255. They told us: "I do not think that demonstrations carry much 
weight; at most of these there is an expert at the plough; it is his skill 
rather than the excellence of the plough which is demonstrated." Have 
you any views on that P-I do not know that I quite make that; criticism; 
but, of course, Messrs. Duncan Stratton's criticism ought to be taken 
seriously, because Mr. Edward and Mr. Frank Harwood have put a con
siderable amount of their personal time into following up these demonstra
tions and attending them; therefore I should not like to criticise any remark 
they made, because they have the experience. 

56,256. Harking back to your investigation work: have you in your pos
session data showing the oomparative efficiency tests between the country 
plough and the plough you want to introduceP-(Mr. Rowland): To a certain 
extent, yes. 

56,257. Do you work out, for instance, the cost involved in using your 
plough, as compared with the plough used by the cultivator?-We have an 
approximate idea, yes. 

* Not printed. 
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56,258. And of the yield resulting from the use of your plough and- that 
resulting from the cultivator's own plough?-Fairly approximately, yes. 

56,259. I suggest that these data are necessary before you can push certain 
implements on?-I am not so much concerned with the pushing of anyone 
kind of implements as I am with pushing British implements. 

56,260. Any implement for that matter ?-I am looking at it really from 
the point of view of the British manufacturers as a whole. 

;;6,26]. What led your firm to form this new organisation that you pl'O
pose to establish? What is the idea behind it?-We are not satisfied that 
we are doing sufficient business in India, and, without interfering with our 
existing agencies, we wanted some one on the spot who-would be virtually 
one of ourselves and in a position to deal with any problem on any point 
which arose. 

56,262. The object of this organisation will be to keep in touch with the 
Government agricultural departments, other existing agencies and the cul
ti\'ator?-Yes. 

56,263. You will have a central office?-In Calcutta, yes. 
56,264. And your own experts?-Yes, we shall have our experts, 
56,265. And your own firm to test your implements?-That will probably 

follow later. 
56,266. You are not quite sat!sficd with the information which you have 

re('eived from the agricultural departments and your agencies; that led you 
to establish th's new organisation?-I do not say that. 

56,267. "llat is, then, the idea of the new organisation?-We were not 
satisfied with the amount of business done. 

56,268. With regard to the question of standardisation you referred to the 
Argentine cultivation; is the multiplicity of types due to soil variations?
(.111', Goodu:yn): Yes, and more intensive cultivation. What I mean is 
-that as agriculture goes on and time goes on, ploughs change in types. For 
instance, to take a country where virgin soil has possibly been broken up 
mainly by disc ploughs, farmers eventually adopt the mould board plough. 
When they come to the mould board plough they have probably got to 
bave three or four different types of mould board plough of different weights 
to suit various climates. One of the most interesting instances of that is 
Algeria, That is also a country where Mahummadans are doing the cultiva
tion. In Algeria if they get early rains the light plough is sold there, 
out if they do not get the rains until late in the season, they want ploughs 
~f about twice the weight in all the different types that are used there. 
That is to say, it is not only a question of intensive cultivation; it very 
much depends upon climatic conditions, which vary from year to year. 

56,269. The question of standardisation is an important one, We are told 
oy another firm in India tha.t standardisation of designs is a matter of 
('()nsiderable importance and the standardisation of implements and spare 
parts would do much to popularise their adoption. What are the precise 
difficultlies in the way of standardisation of certain types?-We have no 
difficulty; we should be only too delighted. We propose to go on; our 
suggestion for the moment was that you could not do better than distri
oute through agricultural officers. Most of the variations and the new 
-types, or the modifications of old types, have been at the sug
gestion or at the request of agricultural officers. We have from 
time to time pointed out, of course, that if you modify this 
plough you are going to alter all the spare parts, Then we 
m,ake a plough to the design of a particular officer and he is changed, we 
1nll say, from Pusa to M/adrag, the following year ; his successor does not 
approve of that particular type, Of course, you must carry out what the 
new Director wants, and we have always dorie so. We are then landed with 
a new type and have an order for two or three hundreds; we cannot expoot 
your agent to keep spares for a type which has become obsolete within 8.' 

few months. That is a difficulty we have been -up against for years in 
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India. I do not want to criticise the agricultural officers at all, but those 
are the circumstances which make things difficult. 

56,270. Would you like to see a central experi:mental station in India. 
where this problem of standardisation and all problems connected with agri
cultural implements and machinery would be undertakenP-W~ believe it 
would spoil any chance of ever making any progress in Inelia. I will state 
that very definitely.-(Mr. Rowland): Yes, that is my view. 

56,271. Then you might get adequate information from the agricultural 
diepartmentsP-(M1'. Goodwyn): Ploughs are not designed by Goverhments; 
ploughs are designec;l by manufacturers like ourselves who have been doing 
it for 130 years. It is obvious that a lot of good has been done by agricul
tural officers in India, but we do not want any assistance in designing 
ploughs; we will make what the agriculturists want. In every country we 
do it; that is what we live on. 

56,272. Design depends on agricultural dataP---iWe can settle those data 
with our own experts. If you call Government experts in, experts who 
change from time to time, the result will 'be a variety of opinions which it 
is impossible to deal with; you will never standardise by those methods. 

56,273. Supposing you had a number of Government experts who were 
to be definitely engaged in agricultural engineering investigations, could 
not you get continuity of work then P-If you ask my oplDion, I am very 
much against any centralisation of experimental departments where ploughs 
shall be decided upon by a Government. You cannot do it. 

56,274. Yo~ would leave that to the tradeP-Leave it to the trade and to 
the agriculturist; if the manufacturer does not make what the agricul
turist of the district wants, then :he does not get the trade. 

56,275. Do you want any assistance from the Agricultural Department to 
test your ploughsP-No, we do our own testing. For instance, if we are 
sending a representative out to India and he is a commercial man, we do 
not trust him to make a test of a plough. We send out our own experts 
who have been born and bred in it. A man who has been through a 
University and read a tremendous amount about agriculture may be a good 
theoretical man, but he is not often a. plough expert. 

56,276. What would be the relation of your proposed organisation with 
the departments of agriculture in IndiaP-To work in co-operation but I 
think you must leave the design to the experts, that is the manufa~turers. 

56,277. You rightly tell us that the main problem of India. is one of dis
tribution, and therefOl'e you suggest that the Government agricultural 
departments should provide grants. We were told by Messrs. Duncan 
Stratton & Oompany that they endeavoured for some years to sell their 
implements through agricultural departments by placing these implements 
on consignment basis with several agricultural departments in the country; 
this arrangement does not appear to have met with any success. .can you 
explain why that is soP-It is a very difficult matter. I think really the 
whole reaaon for the slow progress is the very small purchasing power of 
the ryot. 

lIfr. Kamat: That is exactly the whole point. 
56,278. The purchasing power of the Moroccan peasant is certainly not 

greater than that of the Indian peasantP-I come back to my point: in 
Morocco there are big landowners; the Moors are big landowners. In 
Algeria there are big French Colonial landowners and there are the Arab 
landowners. The same is true in Tunis. 

56,279. Have you had business in EgyptP-We have a business in Egypt, 
yes. 

56,280 .. Do you find any difficulty there in introducing your implementsP 
-~or ploughs very great difficulty, because they do not use ploughs; i;hey 
spht the land generally. But threshing machinery is in demand and for 
!IiI engines for irrigation it is the biggest market in the world. ' 
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56,281. Could you tell WI what arrangements you enter into with the 
Egyptian cultivator P His purchasing power is surely not more than the 
purchasing power of the Indian peasantP-I believe, in a very large number 
of cases, one of the bigger men in a district puts down an irrigation plant, 
we will say, with a 100 horsepower engine and a pump, and he charges so 
much for helping all his neighbours. I think that is the system under 
which it works generally in Egypt. 

56,282. Do you deal in cream separators or dairy appliancesP-I believe, 
in the aombine, there are firms who do. (Mr. Rowland); One firm in the 
Association reported as follows ;-" Cream separators. Usually the milk 
supply is very poor owing to the low grade of cattle; an average full sized 
cow is about the same size as an English calf. There is no cream to separate, 
and if separated there would be no market, and, owing to the climate, it 
would be liable to go bad ·before it could reach the larger towns." 

56,283. So that there is not much scopeP-Not very much. 
56,284. Mr. Calvert; In the evidence given to-day, a great deal has been 

said which I do not think is quite 00rrect. I have been wondering whether 
your difficulty really is, not as you think of distribution, nor anything to 
do with the plough, but whether you, in designing these implements, have 
forgotten the incidental points; that is to say, the handiness of an imple
ment to get round a right angle corner with only about three or four inches 
.separating one man's property from that of another. The other thing is 
that an Indian cultivator, certainly in the Punjab, does not like nuts and 
screws. Is it possible to design a plough which could have the point renewed 
without nuts and screwsP~(Mr. Goodwyn); Yes, that is how we are making 
them. I have explained that already. With regard to corners, we make 
the simple ploughs il'ight and left handed, so that in varying districts some 
of these ploughs will turn to the right and others will turn to the left. 
India is the only country for which we have to build ploughs right and 
left handed to suit the habits of the natives. 

56,285. We have established agencies all over the Punjab and put these 
ploughs in front of the cultivator, but he will not use them (a) because of 
nuts and screws, and (b) because he likes, at the end of his day's work, 
to drag his plough along the ground to his hut; but your steel plougths 
break if they are dragged along the ground. He drags the wooden part 
of the local plough along the ground and no harm is doneP-We have made 
ploughs for Greece of a weight suitable for a man to carryon his back, 
because as a rule he is borrowing a mule; he takes the mule back to its 
owners; he dare not leave the ploug'h in the field, and he carries it home 
on his back. That is what regulates the weight of the plough. l'he Indian 
ploughs are, many of them, lighter than the plough for Greece. We will 
make anything you want; if you will criticise us and give us the right 
criticism you can have anyt!hing you like; but will the next man agree 
with youP That is the trouble. 

56,286. You did give an answer to one of my colleagues that you would like 
the Agricultural Department to go on establishing agencies and selling these 
ploughsP-No, not establishing agencies; we have our own agencies. We 
will supply all our manufactures through our agencies. The Government 
schools and farms and all the Government institutions order through ou!' 
agencies. We do not ship to the Government; we ship to our agents. 

56,287. I was th~nking of agencies in the villages. Have you not reported 
that one of the big obstacles to the sale of these ploughs in the villages 
through co-operative agencies is that the co-operative agency has to pay 
the cost of distribution and the Government depa·rtments have not, so 
that ~our Government departments can under-sell the co-operativ~ agencies 
established through your own travellers P-I think that is obvious. After 
all, a good administration with its depots of spares must cost more than 
a Government department di,stributing when the Government department 
is not out to make a profit. And, of course, the Government has never 
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pretended that it is undertaking the complete disnibution of ploughs to 
India; it is'. only to people who are near the schools or who may get in 
touch with the 'Director of Agriculture and say: "Here are a dozen ryots 
in the place; will you send them a dozen ploughs" P But there has been no 
proper organised distribution of any description. When I say organised, 
I mean complete with its depots of spare parts in every district. 

56,288. There have been great efforts? There have been heavy monetary 
losses in trying to establish such distribution p--one of the witnesses, as 
appears in this book, said that one of the reasons why the co-operative 
societies had not made the progress that they should have made waS because 
the moneylender always comes along and prevents the ryot going to the 
co-operative stores. I suppose that is due to some more tempting offer for 
the moment. That is a rather interesting piece of evidence. I should think 
that has probably had something to do with the co-operative stores not 
having taken such a prominent part in the past as they should have done. 

56,289. You are dealing with a market for 24,000,000 ploughsP-Yes. 
56,290. I think you mentioned that out of the number of types of ploughs 

you are making, only about fifteen types are on a mass production basis. Is 
it fair to ask you roughly what you mean by a mass production basis P
Firstly, manufacture on a mass production basis may be undertaken, when 
orders are in sufficient quantities to warrant the capital outlay of jigs, dies 
and automatic labour saving machinery, by which means the cost of assembly 
is avoided; the various units only are fitted and assembled, dipped in paint 
bath and then packed for export. To ensure interdhangeability careful 
inspection is necessary and from time to time a complete assembly of the 
plough, implement or machine is made from parts in progress. Secondly. 
you cannot mass-produce economically if you are faced with having to 
produce a small quantity only of drop-hammer forgings; again you cannot 
purchase steel sections economically unless you are prepared to give the steel 
mal,ers orders for not less than 5,000 pieces of the same pattern. 

56,291. Mr. I(amat: Mr. Rowland, on page 448 of your memorandum you 
say: "Members of the Group and Association both view with concern 
the manner of operation of Indian Government's policy of local preference 
by Government departments and local authorities, which tends to encourage 
the production in India of very cheap and inferior implements sold at more 
than their true value, which while benefiting the local manufacturer is 
detrimental to both consumer and British manufacturer." From the point 
of view of the Britis<h manufacturer this may be perfectly right, but I will 
just ask you to look at it from the point of view of the Ind~an Government 
and the Indian taxpayer. Do you mean that when the Indian Government 
or the local consumer gets either American or British articles or Indian-made 
articles, the policy of the Government of India, as officially laid down, 
should be that local agricultural departments should encourage only British 
manufacture P-(Mr. Rowla'TId): No. 

56,292. You do not seriously mean to say thatP-No; but assuming that 
the British manufacturer can, as we maintain, give better value and work
manship, we suggest that the British manufacturer s<hould have the pre
ference. 

56,293. The Government of India, after a good deal of consideration, 
have laid down their policy in the Stores Purchase Rules to which Mr 
Pitkeat1hly has referred ?-Quite. 

56,294. His department has discretion to consider quality for quality, 
price for price and all the other factorsP-Yes. 

56,295. Do you mean to say that that policy, as laid down by the Govern
ment of India, is faulty if, after due consideration of the quality and price, 
the Indian article is encouraged ?-It evidently has not been very successful 
because of the references in this book to the number of appliances that have 
failed; there are distinct statements here that many appliances have failed 
and a bonus for very good implements is suggested. There is another 
reference that it does not pay to manufacture on a large scale in India. 

Messrs. G. E. Rowland and J. A. Goodwyn. 
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56,296. That may be perfectly correct from the British manufacturer's 
point of view, but do you mean to say this Commission should call in 
question the policy laid down by the Government of India after full con
sideration ?-I do not say that at all. I simply say we view it With con
oern. The policy Illay be quite right; we are looking at it from the point 
of view of its effect on us. 

56,297. On page 451 you say: "The main problem in India being one of 
distribution, we feel that if development in India is to speedily proceed 
on a scale commensurate with the immensity of this market, it is neces
sary that the Government Agricultural Department shall be provided with 
adequate grants for financing the purchase from British manufacturers 
of their implements and Illachines." Here, again, do you expect the Govern
ment of India to finance the purchase of British manufactures when they 
have three or four different manufactures coming into the countryP-The 
experiences of British manufacturers who specially catered for this market 
have not been particularly fortunate, inasmuch as one firm in particular, 
after spending a considerable sum on the development of this market, 
have found that their implelllents and research and experience which they 
put into the working of this market have come to nothing through being 
copied by the home manufacturer. 

56,298. The Chairman: Being copied?-Yes. 
56,299. In breach of patent rights?-No, I do not say .that. There is 

not, on a simple plough, anything which you can patent; it is simply the 
experience which enables you to judge which is the right appliance to 
use. 

G6.300. Mr. Kamat: The Government of India or Local Governments gh'e 
financial assistance; they give taccavi for the purchase of implements by 
the culth'ator and then leave the cultivator to choose his own manufac
turer; whether British or Alllerican, it does not matter which to the 
Government of India 01' the Local Government?-Quite. 

56,301. Is not that quite adequate? Do not you think that is the right 
policy?-They have not made much use of that up to now, if these figures 
that are given are correct. 

56.302. What I am trying to point out is that the Local Government or 
the Director of Agriculture concerned has this difficult'y: he cannot either 
on his own demonstration farm or on his experimental farm, dictate t() 
the culth'ator that the British manufacture should be chosen by him; is 
not that quite a fair attitude for any Director of Agriculture t() take up?
(JJfr. Goodwyn): I think it has been a matter of price, mainly, that has 
persuaded the cultivator to buy the Indian-Illade plough. 

56,303. Taking human nature as you know it, either in this country or 
anywhere, do you think any Director of Agriculture can induce a culti
vator, when he can get a particular plough, say, for RsAO, to reject that 
and go in for a plough which costs, say, Rs.60?-I do not think we are
expecting that. Our feeling is that if the Government of India are going 
to make a big plunge with regard t() agriculture in India, then it will 
probably mean an increased purchase of a considerable range of machihery: 
implements, ploughs, oil engines, pumps, &c., &c. The balance ()f trade
cannot, in tliis world, all be on one side. Do you expect to make things 
f()r y()urseh'es and sell also everything you produce in the country? You 
will get wrong with your finances, will you not? Would not it be better 
for you to purchase certain things in England and sell England your 
produce, and not do all the selling and making. If the Government said 
to Messrs. Kirloskar Br()thers: "You have got t() make certain machines," 
there are certain machines which Kirloskar could well Plake. There are 
other implements, however, which it probably would not suit Kirloskar 
"P.rothers to make with such labour as they have at their disposal. There 
is no reason why s()me kind ()f combination ~hould not arise oui; of this~ 
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whereby thll aspiration of the Indian manufacturers would not be prl>-
judiced and the British manufacturer would still have a reasonable share 
of this very important trade. 

56,304. Certainly, there are certain implements such as these which you 
have referred to, e.g., potato diggers, which you can really push on the 
Indian market, because they seem to. be extremely suitable, but are you 
carrying on sufficient propaganda for that business?-The propaganda is 
entirely & question of the customers j it depends whether you have got 
literate customers or not. In Russia all the propaganda we did was with 
show cards at the stations with pictures of threshing machines, etc. What 
do you' mean by propaganda in India? 

56,305. I have here one or two catalogues of your manufacturers. I have 
looked into them, and, as far as I can see from this paper, there is a 
machine called a potato digger j I think that is very little known in India 
and it could be pushed by effective propaganda through the agricultural 
departments or through your agents ?-Some of the firms have got them. 

56,306. Here is a line which you can really push without coming into 
_ conflict with anybody?-(Mr. Rowland): That is being done through Messrs. 
James and Frederick Howard, as a matter of fact. I happen to be 
Chairman of Messrs. Howards. 

That will leave elbow room for both Indian and British manufacturers, 
and your difficulty, I hope, will be partially solved. 

56,307. The Ohairman: Who are your most formidable competitors in 
India.: manufacturers of agricultural implements in India. or manufacturers 
of agricultural implements in America and other foreign countries ?-I should 
say the home manufacturer; American competition is comparatively small 
in implements, small ploughs and small cultivating machinery. In harvest
ing machinery, the competition is American. 

56,308. And in prime movers ?-To a certain extent the Americans. 
56,309. lIlr. Kamat: Do you mean that as regards prime movers you 

are holding your ground against the American competitionP-No. 
56,310. Sir Henry Lawrence: What about German competitionP-1 believe 

the German competition is stronger than the American with regard to prime 
movers. 

56,311. Sir Thomas Middleton: In explaining to you the reason why the 
Indian culth'ator adhe-I.ed to his wooden plough and did not buy a second; 
I do not want you to suppose that there is not a large potential market 
in India for the iron plough; I think' I made that clearP-(Mr. Goodwyn): 
Yes. 

56,312. What I was thinking of was that· we have in India something 
like 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 ploughs in use, and the great majority of 
those will for many years to come be wooden ploughs; but there is a big 
potential market for the iron implement P-Were you referring to an entirely 
wooden plough or simply a. steel mould board and share with wooden 
handles and beams? 

56.313. I was referring to the country plough entirely wooden except 
for a pointed tine P-I have not, at any time this morning, been referring 
to an entirely wooden plough. 

56,314. You were referring to the stirring implements; you asked whether 
a stirring implement or an inverting- implement was wantedP-Yes, my 
mind then was running on the Egyptian reasons for wishing to stick to 
the native entirely-wooden implement. 

56,315. Any inversion implement wIiich comes into India must displace 
the original implementP-Yes. 

56,316. The displaC'ement costs money j if you take the 30,000,000 to 
40,000,000 users of wooden ploughs in India, relatively there are not many 
among them who can afford to have two implements j that is, there is not 
a large percentage, but if you take the actual number who could and would 
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employ the inversion plough, it is very large. A very small percentage 
of 40,000,000 makes a big order for ploughs?-Yes. 

56,317. Sir Henry Lawrence: You have no suggestion to make with regard 
to competition with countries with depreciated currencies?-I do not quite 
follow you. 

56,318. There is a growing competition, is there not, of German imple
ments; is that. in any way favoured by their depreciated currency?-They 
have got a gold currency nowl but, of course, at some post-War periods, 
particularly in 1921, 1922 and 1923, before their gold currency caPle along, 
when they had & depreciated currency, it did act against the interests of 
British manufacturers very severely in certain continental countries where 
we had business, but not to any great extent in the Colonies and British 
Dependencies. 

56,319. There is no other country with a depreciated currency with which 
you are in competition?-There is Czechoslovakia, which is our. most serious 
continental competitor in implements to-day, I think. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Mr. F. C. O. SPEYER, Gener~1 Manager, Nitram, Limited, 
and British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Limited. 

NOTE OJ!" EVIDENCE. 

1. In a. memora.ndum dated August 30th, 1926, copy of which I a.tta.ch, * I 
attempted to give a general a.ccount of the scope and aims of the work we 
have nnderta.ken in India with a view to creating and increasing the demand 
for artificial fertilisers. 

2. The information contained in that memorandum has since been 
supplemented by the evidence given before the Royal Commission in India. 
by Mr. O. M. Hutchinson and Mr. F. E.Maurer.t A copy of this evidence 
was sent to me a.t the time by these witnesses. I may perhaps remind the 
members of the Commission that Mr. Hutchinson has been appointed Obief 
Scientific Adviser to Fertiliser Propaganda of India Ltd., & company created 
by Nitram to popularise artificial fertilisers in India, and that Mr. Maurer 
represents Messrs. Shaw 'Wallace and Co., who form part of Nitram's selling 
organisation in India~ 

3. The statements above named deal with the main commercial and 
scientific aspects of the problem and emphasise that:-

(0) The agricultura.l problem cannot be dealt with from the point of 
view of one factor alone; better agricultural education, better seed, 
better methods of cuitivaticn, larger supplies of cheaper fertiliser, larger 
water supplies, must all play their part. 

(b) The progress made in providing better seed and in improving 
methods and implements of cultivation is alreaody calling forth an in
creased demand for fertilisers to replace the increased quantities of 
plant-food removf'd from the soil in the larger crop-yields. 

(c) Both scientific research and scientific experiments and ocular 
demonstrations on a large scale are required to previde information as 
to the effect of fE'rtiliser~, which is at present far from complete. 

(dj The agricultural departments throughout India must 'be provided 
with largel· financial resources if they are to carry out, on an adequate 
scale, t.he researches in regard to the effects of fertilisers which are the 
essential hasis of sound propaganda . 

• See page 477. 
t See volume iv (Bengal), pages 302-318. 
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(e) While the value of artificial fertilisers is appreciated in the planta
tions, only a small beginning has been made in inducing the ryot to use 
them. 'rhey ,are at p'reecnt being used by ryots mainly for sugarcane 
and irrIgated cotton. ' 

(I) The economic factor is of prime importance. The ryot can only 
be expected to adventure expenditure on fertiliser if there is a very 
wide margin bAtween the cost of the fertiliser and the average return 
in increased yields which he obtains over a series of years. This margin, 
exists in European countries to-day. 

(g) As the agricultural lind economic conditions in India under which 
it is safe to recommend the use of artificial fertilisers come to be better 
understood, ther!! is every reason to anticipate an enormous demand for 
artificial fertilu.ers. ' 

(h) Availability of supplies, economical methods of distribution, cost 
of transport and provisiclI of credit facilities are also important factors. 
The practice of the Egyptian Gilvernment is cited. 

(i) Effective collaboration between the agricultural departments and 
the fertiliser industry is required. 

4. I now wish to deal more in detail with some of these points, with a view 
to putting forward definite proposals. 

The Royal Commission will no doubt wish to have information as to (i) the 
means by which we propose to carry our proposals into effect and (ii) the 
experience on which we base them. 

(i) Nitram Limited, although a separate company in form, acts primarily 
as the joint selling department for all forms of nitrogenous and other ferti
lisers produced by British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation Limited (repre
senting 92 per cent. of the production of sulphate of ammonia in Great 
Britain and India) and by Brunner, Mond & Co.'s subsidiary Synthetic 
.Ammonia & Nitrates Ltd. Brunner, Mond & Co. have, in turn, been merged 
in Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., a company with a capital of 
£65,000,000. I am authorise~ to state that Imperial Chemical Industries 
approve of the proposals I am about to put forward, and are prepared to 
.enable Nitram Ltd. to carry them out. 

Owing to its friendly relations with continental groups of makers of 
'fertilisers, Nitram is ill a po~ition to sell a number of new fertilisers which 
its own producers are not yet., but will shortly, be making. 

(ii) Our experience of agricultural propaganda work extends over a. period 
of over 29 years. At the outset, its sole object was to increase the use of 
sulphate of ammonia at home and abroad, and partly as a result of this 
work (though partly also due to conditiona during the War), the cousumption 

.at, home has risen from about 00,000 tons before the iWar to 170,000 per 
annum now. We have, at the same time, oo-operated with foreign groups 
in propaganda, and these joint efforts have played an important part in 
raising the consumption of sulphate of ammonia in the world from about 

.1,200,000 tons in 1913 to OV.H 3,000,000 tons per annum to-day. 
Although we have been principally interested in sulphate of ammonia, 

we have always advocated the use of phosphates, potash and lime and, in 
recent years, we have broadened the basis of our work to include all economic 
forms of nitrogen. 

Our propaganda work has, in the past, been based and must continue 
·to be based on the results of experiments carried out by official institutions. 
'We have supported experiments at such institutions by grants in money 
and in kind and we propose to continue to do so. 

As examples, I may cite contributions to Rothamsted and to agricultural 
I)olleges at Home, and to several of the Chinese Universities and the Palestine 

-Government abroad. 

Mr. F. C. O. Speyer. 
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A similar policy has been pursued in getting trials carried out in Spain, 
Canary Islands, Italy, Egypt, Canada, Kenya, Nyasaland South Africa 
Sierra Leone, Java and the Malay States. ' , 

For ocular demonstrations and personal CGntact with farmers, we rely 
on a staff of about 15 to 20 qualified agricultural ·advisers at home, and 
on European and native advisers in the overseas countries. named. 

Latterly, with the advent of many new forms Gf fertiliser .and the possi
bilityof making them ourselves, Nitram, with the active suppGrt of Imperial 
Chemical Industries, has found it necessary largely to extend its research 
and advisGry department, and while continuing tG . look to research insti
tutions for advice and infGrmation on research problems, it has established 
a research statiGn and experimental farm of its own near Wargrave. The 
nameq of the Director and the Scientific Officers respGnsible ·for this work 
of agricultural research are set Gut at the end of this nGte. 

Thp.S6 facts are mentioned in order tG show that, although located in 
Enghnd, the function of the Agricultural Research Department of Nitram 
is to promote and undertake research, experiment and trial in trie use of 
fertilisers throughout the Empire and in other part;; of the world. The 
home staff is available for the investigation of all problems in connection 
with fertilisers both at home and abroad. 

Our total expenditure on agricultural research and propaganda is now 
upwards o~ £100,000 per annum. Of this we are at present spending about 
£23,000-£26,000 per annum in India. 

This total sum is allocated approximately as follows at the mGment:
Per cent. 

Expenses of head office at Calcutta and branch offices at 
Madras and Bombay, including European and Indian estab-
lishment lWld travelling expenses ... 33 

Advertising and literature ... 8 
Advisory and demonstrational work carried out mainly by 

Indian staff, including fertilisers for experiments, and 
conduct of experiments ... 59 

The total Indian staff at present employed is about 109. 

5. Our general method of approach to the cultivator in India is the 
fGllowing. Aided by the knowledge based on local conditions, supplied 
by the local Agricultural Department, we arrange experiments and demon
strations by means of our Indian agricultural advisers. They choose the 
best cultivator in the village and try to induce him to allow a demonstration 
to be made on his land. 

Successful demonstration is followed' by the establishment of a selling 
depot in the village. The native agricultural ·advisers then canvas the 
village or district intensively and tell the cultivator he can get supplies 
from the store. 

The price at the store is a fixed price for cash or for credit, and we 
control the extras charged by the depot agent or storekeeper when he sells 
on <'redit. The depGt agent receives a commission for selling. 

We realise the absolute necessity of supplying the ryot at the lowest 
price possible, whether he pays' cash or requires credit, and our method 
of selling aims at the elimination of all unnecessary middlemen and 
expenses. 

This system of selling has already been remarkably successful as regards 
the sale of soda ash and other derivatives of ammonia and soda in India, 
and Brunner, Mond and Co. (India), Ltd., who also form part of our 
retail selling organisation for fertilisers, have increased the sales 'of 
ammonia soda products from 36,000 tons in 1922 to 52,000 tons in 1926. 
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Indo-AgriLtd., another retail selling orgMlisation formed by Shaw 
Wa,llace and Co., works on a slightly different principlle of a fixoo. profit 
per Ton and fixed allowances to depot agents. 

Between them the- two retail organisations have working about 156 
depot~ situated in the following spheres:-

Calcutta sphere comprising Bengal, Bihar and 
Provinl"es and United Provinces 

Bombay sphere 
Madras sphere 

Orissa, Central 

A. iurther Karachi sphere is in process of creation. 

Depots. 

98 
28 
30 

It is our intention to conduct the sale of our fertilisers in India, both 
wholesale and retail, by the most economical methods possible and not 
to attempt to make any profit on the distribution. We propose to adopt 
as a general principle that our agents or organisations should work for 
a morlerate percentage selling commission, so that they have every incentive 
to develop sales. 

Nitram itself makes no profit on the sale of the sulphate of ammonia 
made by its producers. . 

The manufacturing profits of those producers, including Synthetic Ammonia 
and Nitrates Ltd., are limited by the fact that we are only one among many 
fertiliser-producing groups in the world. 

Our selling organisations are prepared to sell any fertilisers of which the 
agricultural departments approve, and our Research Department is aJready 
engaged in testing the suitability, for Indian conditions, of certain of the 
new combined fertilisers recently put on the market. 

6. The rate of progress of our work in India must depend on adequate 
knowledge and adequate means for its dissemination. For the latter 
purpose trained native advisers are essential, but we have, so far, been 
unable to obtain a sufficient nnmber of them. 

1.'0 meet this want, we have just set up a training centre of our own at 
Tollygunge. 

We feel that the need for fuller information can only be supplied by close 
co-operation between the various agricultural departments inter se on the 
one hand, and by tht'lir oo-operation -with the fertiliser industry on the 
other. 

We believe that the cumulative effect of such co-operation would be greatly 
in excess of the sum of individual efforts by individual departments or firms, 
bearing specially in mind. that the magnitude of the problem is largely due 
to the vastness of the country. 

I have shown above that we are actuaJly spending a sum of money, large 
in itself, but small when compared with the requirements of India. 

We put forward the following proposal as an illustration of the means 
which we think might be employed to secure the co-operation to which we 
have referred above. If some such proposal is adopted on lines with which 
we are in sympathy, we a.re prepared very considerably to increase our 
allocation of funds for fertiliser propaganda in India. 

7. We suggest that Government should establish a Central Fertiliser Office 
on which would be represented the Central Government Agricultural Depart
ment, the Provincial Agricultural Departments, and also Nitram Ltd. and 
any other important fertiliser interests. We wish to make it clear that 
we seek no monopoly and that we are prepared to co-()perate with bodies 
representing any {lther fertilisers likely to be useful. 

Mr. F. O. O. Speyer. 
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The functioDl! of this office would be,-
(a) To serve as a clearing house for the collection and disseminatloll 

of all information, on fertilisers and their use, which was likely to be 
useful in India. This information would be contributed primarily from 
Indian sources, but information from other countries would also be 
circulated. * 

(b) T(J recommend lines of research to be undertaken either by central 
or provincial research stations. 

Ce) To nlCOmmend Rtandard methods for the carrying out of scientific 
agricultural experiments and for recording results. 

Cd) To give careful consideration and to make recommendations as to 
the m.oat suitable form or forms in which information in regwrd to 
fertilisers should be published. Responsibility for pUblioation might 
rest with the Central Fertiliser Office itself or might be provided for 
by grallts from the Central Office to the Provincial Agricultural 
Departments. 

(c) To remove one of the chief impediments to progress, namely the 
lack of co-operation between the agricultural departments and the 
fertiliser trade. 

The Central Fertiliser Office should be under the charge of a first rate 
Scientific Officer, to be appointed by Government, who would devote hiE> 
whole time to the work of the office and be given such clerical and Qther 
assistance as was required. 

8. If the Government so desires, part of. the contribution from us, referred 
to below, might be used towards the establishment and maintenance of the 
Central Fertiliser Office, but we think that contributions. from us would be 
more suitably devoted to assisting to finallce schemes of research-and experi
ment recommended by the Central Office. 

9. Besides the establishment of the Central Office, we contemplate pro
vision, on the largest possible scale, for simple experiments and demonstra
tioDl! on the use of fertilisers which experience has already shown to be of 
value in increasing crop production, and we also propose to institute trials 
of a somewhat more elaborate nature, the results of which should provide 
information not yet available as to the use of fertilisers. 

These activities would, of course, be crowned by the pure research work 
undertaken by the various Provincial Agricultural Departments in India. 

If the principles underlying these proposals were adopted by the Govern
ment, we should be prepared substantially to increase our expenditure in 
promoting the knowledge and use of fertilisers in India, and I am authorised 
by Imperial Chemical Industries to state that we would be willing to contri
bute on a £ for :£ basis to agreed schemes until our total expenditure for 
propaganda in India reached :£50,000 per annum, provided that similar 
sums were forthcoming from other sources. We would propose to continue 
our own present expenditure of £23,000 per annum in the meantime so that 
the immediate sum we would be prepared to allocate on the :£ for :£ basiR 
would be :£27,000, but the effect of the work done by the Central Fertiliser 
Office would no doubt tend to enable us to cut down a part of our own 
expenditure in time, and we would be willing to contribute any saving thus 
effected by us on the £ for :£ basis. Thus if our own expenditure 'Vere 

* Tho staff of Nitram includes an Intelligence Department whioh deals 
exclusively with the collection and dissemination to our other departments 
at home and abroad of all information relating to fertilisers. Experience 
has shown that such a department, staffed by officers with high scientifio 
qualifications, is of the greatest "alue in providi.ng sound! material on which 
to base propaganda. Needless to say, the Intelligence Department of Nitram 
will lend all possible assistance to the proposed Celltral Fertiliser Office in 
India. 
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reduced to '£20,000 per annum, we would be willing to contribute up to 
£30,000 on the £ for £ basis and so on. The sum which we would .1l!ocate 
on the £ for £ b~sis would not in any event be less than £27,000. 

10. Suggestions have been made from time to time by various bodies, 
including the Indian Sugar Committee in their report of 1921, that effortll 
should be made to increase the supply of home-produced nitrogen in India. 

Since that report was published, nitrogen prices in the world have fallen 
by about 50 per cent. and we are satisfied that the requirements of the ryot 
in artificial forms of nitrogen can, for the present, be met most cheaply by 
imports of suitable forms. 

At the moment, the fertiliser trade is being revolutionised by the manu
facture at the air nitrogen works of very high-testing forms of nitrogen and 
by the synthesis of compound fertilisers such as di-ammonium-phosphate and 
di-ammonium-phosphate-potash, which contain up to 70 per cent. of plant 
food instead of the 15 per cent. to 20 per cent. compounds hitherto available. 

The possibility of making nitrogen from the air in India has been the 
subject of an exhaustive examination by Synthetic Ammonia & Nitrates 
Ltd., and the conclusion re'ached is that under present conditions it is not 
economic. 

At the present low price for nitrogen, and in view of the prospect of still 
lower prices in the future, only very large-scale units with a minimum 
capacity of about 150,000 tons of pure nitrogen per annum can be expected 
to pay, even under the most favourable conditions in Great Britain and 
Europe. Conditions in India are far less favourable from an economic point 
of view. 

Neverth~less, if the demand for artificial fertilisers in India should 
~evelop to an extent which made it unsafe- to rely on importable supplies, 
Imperial Chemical Industries are prepared to consider the erection of air 
nitrogen works in India. 
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MBMORANDUM ON THB NI!lBD POB. Au.TIl"lClAL FERTILISBRS IN INDIA AND 

VARIOUS PBOBLBMS CONNECTED WITH SUPPLY, DISTRIBUTION AND CB.EDlT. 

1. Statistic. omitted.-In order to make this memorandum as succinct 
88 possible, it is assumed that the Members of the Commission will have 
been provided with full statistical information in regard to the growth 
of population, aoreage of crops, methods of cultivation and credit facilities 
available on t.he one hand, and the (l'eBults of the scientific experiments 
on manuring carried out by the various agricultural stations at Pusa. 
Poona, Tocklai, &c., on the other. 

2. Function of artificial fertiZisers.-The proper use of a-rtificial ferti
lisers is so little understood at the present time, even in the greater part 
of Western EU(l'ope, and knowledge of the true Telationship between condi
tions of soil and climate, the application of fertilisers and plant growth 
is so scanty (in spite of the vast amount of experimental work already 
done) that it may perhaps not be out of place to formulate one or two 
elementwry but fundamental propositions. 

3. The chief function of aTtificial fertilisers is to restore to the soil the 
essential plant foods which are removed from it in the crops. The popular 
view, stilI unfortunately held by many farmers in England, is that arti
ficial fertilisers merely act as a stimulant and that oonsequently thei,r 
~ontinued use ultimately "ruins" the soil; the analogy appears to be 
drawn from human abOBe of alcoholic stimulants. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. While certain forms of nitrogen 
have a remarkably rapid effect in promoting leaf development and the 
plant therefore appears to have (l'eceived a stimulant, the development 
is, in fact, due to the supply of the right plant food at the right time 
and in a fOTlD which is available to the plant. . 

The three principal foods required by the plant are nitrogen, phosphoric 
.acid and potash,· and the soil must always contain a sufficiency of lime 
or other basic material. In order that the plant may attain its full 
development, it is neoessaTY that all these plant fOO!is should be p,resent 
in the soil in the correct proportion and in available form. 

4. Scientific experiments needed.-Analysis of the soil can show what 
~Iements of plant food are lacking and what elements are present, but 
no method of soil analysis has yet been evolved which will indicate what 
proportion of the plant foods Me present in available form. 

The only safe method of arriving at the plant's requirements is to oon
duct scientific -experiments spread over a period of years. The !results 
of such experiments will show in what proportion it is necessary to supple
ment the available supply of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash in the 
soil, and the best form in which to p!rovide these plant foods, taking into 
account the conditions of soil and climate in each experiment. The experi
ments should whenever possible, be conducted on a "field" scale and 
under actual farming conditions as far as possible. Small plot experi
ments are useful for certain purposes, but the !results obtained and 
especially the calculations mooe from them are likely to lead to erroneous 
~onclusions if applied without considerable qualifications to "field" con
ditions. 

Now, the carrying out of scientific experiments is always a oostly matter 
and it will be specially costly in countries like India, in which you have 
an uninstructed farming class, lia,ble to make elementary errors at every 
stage of the experiment and there £Ore requiring minute supervision by 
qualified persons. 

To attempt to carry out, all over the vast continent of India with its 
varyi'lg climates. and .multifarious conditions of soil and CUltivation, experi
ments on anything like the Bcale and the standard of scientific accuracy 
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practised at lWthamsted for over eighty years, would mean an increase 
il1 the personnel and expenses of the Agricultural Departments which it 
would be Utopian to hope fo!' under present conditions. 

5. Experience of other cou,ntries.-Forlunately, however, it is possible 
(a) to profit by the experiments made in other countries in determining 
the needs of a particular district, and (b) to arrange a series of experi
ments or demonstrations on a field scale in that district which demonstra
tions, while making no pretence to scientific accuracy, nevertheless will 
indicate those elements of plant food which are lacking. 

(a) A consideration of the results of experiments carried out in both 
tropical and temperate zones is lea-ding modern agricultural chemists to 
the conclusion that nitrogen is by far the most important factor in promot
ing increase in yield of crops. If the best possible result is to be obtained, 
all the three essential plant foods mentioned a-bove must be available in 
the proper proportion to the plant, and it is, of course, assumed .here 
that good seed and proper methods of cultivation are employed. But it 
is in regard to w·hat constitutes all! economic optimum in the relwtionship 
of the three plant foods that modern agricultural theory and practice differ 
most markedly from the theory and practice still currelllt only a decade 
or so ago. Thus, for example, up to 1913 the usual proportion in use in 
Germany was about 1 put :nitrogen (N): 3 parts phosphoric acid (p.o): 
and 2t parts potash (K.O). The actual quantities used successfully during 
the last two or <three years in Germany give a relation of 
1 N: 1.1 P,O .• : 2.1 K.O. 

This change ibas led to the formulation of the proposition that only 
sufficient quantities of P,O .• and K.O (in available form) should be present 
i:n the soil or added to it, to enable a maximum result to be obtained from 
nitrogen. 

The economic problem of manuring is thus essentially a. nitrogen problem. 
(b) Demonstrations.-While the accurate scientific experiment will alone 

show the maximum quantity of nitrogen which will yield an economic 
result under any given set of eonditions, the demonstrations above mentioned 
will serve a.s a. useful praetica.l guide a.s to what quantity of nitrogen can 
be relied upon to yield a profit on an average in the IDJI.jority of cases. 

6. Endow the AgriC1.l.Dtwral Departments. of India.-The Agricultural 
Departments throughout India should <therefore be provided immediately 
with adequate financial resources to ena-bIe them to increa.se their staffs 
to a point which will allow them to undertake as many accurate scientific 
experiments as possible with a view to determi:ning the manurial require
ments of the districts under their charge 

It is desirable that all the departments should adopt a uniform plan in 
regard to trials on eaeh crop, so that comparable results may be obtained 
from as many different centres as possible. 

The field dflmonstrations can be left to respectable commercial under
takings between whom and the Agricultural Departments there should 
exist a close c().()peration. If the Agricultural Departments can undertake 
to supervise the demonstrational activities of the commercial firms, so much 
the better. 

7. Economic impol·tance of jertilisers.-lt is almost impossible to over
state the economic importance of the problem of increasing the yield of 
crops in India. The population has increa.sed by over 100 millions during 
the la.st half century, and better economic conditions, greater freedom from 
famine and the inculcation of more hygienic Wl:.jS of living will probably 
promote a. still larger increase in population during the present half 
century. 

Mr. F. O. O. Speyer. 
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Nevertheless, a .very large proportion of the population may still be said 
to be I'n a chrome state of under-nourishment, and this is no doubt the 
real cause of. the .&pp~ling ~ortality occasioned from time to time by the 
ravages of epidemiCS lIke the mfluenza. attack in 191B when about 7 millions 
d~. ' 

No permanent relief can be expected from an increa.se in eX'tensive cultiva
tion, and many large agricultural areas in India are already more densely 
populated than Belgium. 

The only permanent remedy is to increase the yield of the existing crop 
areas and the essential requirements in this respect are better seed, better 
methods of cultivation, and Hberal use of artificial fertilisers, especially 
nitrogen, which must of course be oavailable at an economic price. 

The economic result of an increase in crop yield is two-fold: it enables 
a. given area. to support a Larger popUlation, and it sets free a larger 
proportion of the total population for activities other than agricultural. 

The more intensive the methods of cultivation, the greater will be the 
proportio-n of the popUlation set free for industrial and commercial pursuits. 

B. U8e 01 artificial8 m lndia.-Up to about two years ago the use of 
artificial fertilisers, and especially of nitrogen, in India was infinitesimal 
and was largely confined to tea, and to a lesser extent to rubber planta
tions. Oeylon was responsible for a large proportion of the total consump
tion. 

(a) Nitrogen on plantatioDs.-This was a natural development, for the 
advantages of using artificiais on plantations are striking. 

Recent experiments show tha.t a judicious use of artificials will shorten 
the period of preliminary growth-in a plantation by up to 50 per cent., 
and will greatly lengthen the life of all permanent tropical crops which 
require a considerable amount of nourishment. To give examples: the 
period of preliminary growth for ban·anas in gentral AmerIca is normally 
20 to 24 months: the use of artificials, in whioh nitrogen has predominated, 
has reduced this period to 12 to 14 months. The normal life of a coffee
tree is usuaily assumed to be about 60 years; properly-manured coffee-trees, 
however, are known to give satisfactory yields when over 100 years old. 
In Central America unmanured coffee is not reOOy for picking un.til the 
fifth year, but manured trees come into bearing in the third year. 

An important subsidiary function of nitrogen in promoting heavy leaf 
development is to afford the soil shade at an early period. This stops the 
growth of weeds and eliminates the cost of one o.r more weedings. 

The reluctance of tea-planters to use nitrogen, because of the alleged bad 
effect on quality, is gradually disappearing with the realisation that the effect 
of the nitrogen is to promote earlier and more rapid leaf development, and 
that therefore earlier and more frequent pickings must be arranged if it is 
desired to obtain leaves in the same stage of grawth as on unmanured 
plantations. 

EX1)eriments now being carried out on rubber at ·Mundakayam, Travancore, 
by Mr. Herbert Ashplant, the Rubber Specialist, indicate provisionalIy that 
certain forms of nitrogen may play a very important part in helping to 
prevent defoliation through secondary leaf fall disease. Details will be 
found in Mr. Ashplant's Annual Report. 

(b) Nitrogen lor fIIltive-grown crops.-AltJhough a considera-ble amount of 
experimental work had been done by many of the Agricultural Departments, 
and efforts had been mOOe ,y the propaganda organisations of the producers 
of certain forms of nitrogen, such as cyanamide and nitrate of soda to 
introduce these fertilis~rs on a practical scale, no considerable attempt to 
pro~ote the use of Ul~r()gen and other artific~a.Is on crops cultivated by 
natIves was mOOe until the effort of the BritIsh Sulphate of Ammoni.a 
Federation, Ltd., in 1923. 
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Up to that date, more than two-thirds of the production of ammonium 
~ulphate by ,the coke-ovens north of Calcutta had been regularly exported 
t(, Java, in order to assist tJhe Javanese sugarcane growers to obtain the 
large increase in yield which enabled them to sell sugar to India. The' 
economic effect of this exchange was to deprive India of an essential raw 
material for the growing of sugar and thus unnecessarily to increase the 
toll which India pays to Java. 

Sugar position.-The position in regard to sugar is sufficiently surprising 
t<l deserve detailed notice. Before the War India was the third largest 
importer of sugar in the world ,and has regained that position since 1921. 
India imports annually about 500,000 tons of sugar of the value of £18-
million. Java has 400,000 acres under sugar, uses about I5,ODO tons of 
pure nitrogen for it and produces 1l million tons of sugar per annum. 
India has 2imillion acres under sugar and produces 3 million tons of 
" gur " equal to about Ii million tons of Java sugar. '.Dhe yield per acre· 
in tons, 90 per oo'nt. of which is obtained as refined sugar, is 4 ;12 in J avil., 
4;6 in Hawaii and 1 ;96 in Cuba. In India the total yield is only 1 ;07 
tons per acre and of this only 0 ;57 tons per acre is obtained as refined
sHgar. 

Federation's organisation.-The Federation through their agents, Messrs. 
Shaw, Wallace & 00., of Calcutta, Bombay, etc., and with the co-operation 
of the late Mr. A. B. Modak of Poona, who had made an intensive study of 
the problem of the use of artificials for many years under the guidance 
ot the Department at Poona, determined to endeavour to put an end to tJhi~ 
economic anomaly .. 

Arrangements were made with the producers in India by which they 
entrusted the sale of their product to the Federation, and the Federation 
immediately arranged for an intensive propaganda campaign among the
sugar and cotton growers in the Bombay deccan, under Mr. Modak's super
vision and with the assistance of a Indian staff of about 40 persons. 

Indian ou-tpnt of' ammonium sulphate consumed locally.-The results of 
this campaign have been surprisingly rapid and successful, and have already 
stimulated similar activity in other provinces. 

Not only is the whole local production of ammonium sulp'hate in India 
being readily absorbed in the country at the present time, hut increasingly 
large quantities of nitrogen are being imported. The local production 
amounts to about 3,000 tons of pure nitrogen per annum, and the import\> 
for the coming season are likely to amount to at least an equal quantity. 

9. Future prospects.- The experience gained in this ·brief period of under 
three years is of course far too meagre to permit of any definite conclusions 
being drawn from it at present. 

Moreover, it does not necessarily follow, because the use of nitrogen in 
<.-.anjunction with other artificials has been found to yield an economic 
profit in the Bombay Deccan, that it will prove economical to use it in other 
parts of India, even if its use is beneficial to the crop selected. 

Owing to the enormous variations in soil and climate and economic 
con.ditions, generalisations 'Il.bout "India" are likely _ to prove almoot 
worthless. 

Nevertheless, the prospect held out by the information already obtained is 
sufficiently encouraging to warrant steps being taken to increase the scope
of the }'ederation's propagllnda and selling orWLnisations. 

E'nlargement 0/ Federation's Organisation.-This has necessitated an 
alteration in the conception of the scheme. The original problem was 
whe~her and how the limited output of ammonium sulphate in India could 
be consumed locally. 

Mr. F. O. O. Speyer. 
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The problem now is to provide an' ~ganisation which will be in a position 
to supply India not only with amm'Onium sUlphate and other forms of 
nitrogen, but also with the quantities of phosplloric acid and potash required, 
in suitable form. . 

The Federation has therefore formed an Associated Oompany called Nitram, 
Ltd., in which Brunner, Mond & Co., Ltd., are largely interested as makers 
of nitrogen products from the air. Between them, t'he Federation and 
Nitram, Ltd., are in a position to provide nitrogen in both ammoniacal and 
nitric form. While ammonium sulphate has proved a valuable form of 
nitrogen in mauy parts of India, it seems likely that other forms will be 
required to satisfy all the "arying needs of the country. 

An arrangement llas also been made whereby Messrs. Shaw Wallace & Co. 
will, in the meantime, supply the well known forms of phosphates and 
potash. At a lailer stage, it may be found advantageous for Nitram, Ltd., 
to supply a complete fertiliHer to he made at the Air Nitrogen Works. 

lie tail Selling OTganiaationa.-At· the same time the Federation's dis
tributing machine in India is being expanded by the creation of two retail 
selling organisations, Indo.Agri., Ltd., and Brunner Mond & Co. (India), 
Ltd. 

One hundred up-(lountry village selling depots are already in being at 
which ryots can purchase any quantit'y of fertiliser from a small bag 
upwards, and it is proposed to increase the number of depots as occasion 
requires. It is contemplated that in a few years' time from 5,000 to 10,000 
of suo::h depots will be required and available. 

The effect of all these a.rrangements will be to enable the two retail 
selling organisatieus to inform the Agricultural Departments t'hat they are 
in a !lOsition to stock and sell any fertiliser whioh the department considers 
desirable. No attempt will be made to foist fertilisers on the ryots which 
scient·ilic experience condemns in the particular circumstances. It is fully 
realised that permanent success can only be achieved by supplying t'he needs 
of each district, 88 determined by scientifio research. 

P·rQpaganda.-A separate ('ompany called" Fertiliser Propaganda Company 
of India, Ltd.," is being set up to deal with propaganda. This company will 
graduaHy build up local propaganda organisations, on the lines of Mr 
Modak's organisation at Pooua, throughout those districts w1lich appear to 
offer a prospect of profitable results from the use of fertilisers. 

The Fertiliser Propaganda Co. of India, Ltd., will keep in close touch 
both with the retail selling orgall.isations and with t'he Agricultural Depart
ments. 

In cases in which the. Agricultural Department desires the active 
co-operation of the Propaganda Company, this will be readily afforded, 
but no attempt will be made to obtrude tlle work of the Propaganda Company 
on any Agricultural Department which prefers to conduct its scientific work 
entirely independently in it,s own area. 

The services of Mr. C. 111. Hutchinson, late of Pusa, have been secured 
for a limited period with a view to strengthening the scientific direction of 
the Propaganda Oompany. 

10. Price FactoT.-No useful purpose is 1!.Chieved by advocating tlle use 
of artificial fettilieers unless it can be shown that they give an economic 
return . 
. The relation between the cost of the fertiliser and the monetary value 

of the increase in crop :field is therefore vital. 
In European. countries at tlle present time, while phosphoric acid and 

potash are about on a pre-'Var level of price, the selling price of nitrogen 
is considerably below the pre-War level. A complete fertiliser is therefore 
obtainable either at or slightly under pre-War level. At the same time the 

62739 Q 
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index figure for almost all agricultural produce is far in excess of the pre
War index. 

The following, table has been compiled to show the eoonomic results of the 
use of nitrogen in Germany in the year 1925-26, and is based on the results 
!If a large number of experiments. 

Profit to be derived from 1 kg. of nitrogen costing Mk., 1,10. 

Average increase in weight 

Financial result ... 

Percentage return' on capital 
.. ontlay in nitrogen. 

Wheat. 

20 kg. grain 
30 kg. straw 
Mil:. 4,90 

345 % 

Potatoes. l' Sugar Beet. 
, 

100 kg. 
100 kg. tOfB 

... I' 150 kg. beet 

Mk. 3,10 to I Mk.5,70 
Mk.6 .• 

182 - 445% 418% 

Under such conditions, there is clearly an enormous economic advantage 
In using 'nitrogen. Some British results and comparisons will be found at 
the end of this memorandum. * 

Oost o/transport and distribution in India.-The high cost of transport 
and handling in India greatly affects similar calculations for Indian 
conditions. While India is alble to obtain supplies of nitrogen a.nd other 
fertilisers delivered to her ports at little over the prices ruling in European 
countries, the freight and insurance only amounting to about 24s. per 
ton, the price which the ryot has to ,be asked to give, even for cash 
payment, is regrettably high. 
'. The inability of the Indian railways to deal· promptly with cargo on 
~rrival at the port involves',storage of the goods at the port with consequent 
heavy handling charges. The actual railway rates are very high-it costs 
more t,han double the freight from England to any Indian port· to transport 
ammonium sulphate from the works near Calcutta to the Bombay Deccan. 
A further set of heavy charges is incurred in delivery from the inland 
railway station to the village depot, and, to these have to' be added the 
not ';nconsiderable cost of collecting and remitting the price. 

In many cases the firial 'price to' the ryot is about 75 per cent. higher 
than the cost price of the goods, in England. . 

Better railway facilities and checpe'r r~te8 wantea.-Jt is .therefore 
earne~tly to be hoped that the Royal Commission will draw attention to 
the I!eed for better carriage facilities and a large increase in the number 
of trucks on the railways, and will reoommend that preferential and 
favourable rates be granted on the transport of fertilisers . 
. 11. Oredit.-It is difficult to see how an adequate consnmption of nitrogen 
and other fertilisers can be obtained in India unless the credit facilities 
at present open to the ryot are greatly extended and cheapened. The 
aowcar' 8 rate of interest is considered moderate at 20 per cent., normal 
at 50 per cent., and he often obtains 75 per cent. The rates charged 
by the Co-operative Banks seem to vary between 8 'per oent. and 18 per cent. 
, No'lV, quite apart from the social customs of the Hindus, which often 

involve virtual mortgage of their labour for indefinite periods; the normal 
prooodure throughout. the East, and probably among a majority of farmers 
in the West, is not to pay 'for their fertilisers and seeds until they have 
received payment for their crops. .. . 

If India's needs in respect of fertilisers are to be satisfied on this basis, 
cOlossal capital resourceS will be required. 

, -A.ppendix I. 

Mr. F. O. O. Speyer. 
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The Federation is prepared to give credit in indir~t forD:! by holding 
·fertilisel'l in stock at the depots mentioned., above.. If the numbe;r of 
depotll is inf!reased to 10,000 and a minimum;. stock of only 10. tona .of 
ammonium Rulphate, e.g., is kept in each depot, that involves locking 
up a capital value of about £li miliioilS. It' is iLot impossible that tb~ 
total consumption of nitrogen in India during the 'next decade may reooh 
the equivalent of 500,000 tons of ammonium sulphate, representing !Po capital 
value of abent £7 millions. And nitrogen is only one element in the 
ryot'. reqnirements. 

It eeemB hardly likely that private producing interests will care to 
take the risk of giving credit to such an extent. 

The problem seems capable of solution by a combination of (a) increa.se(] 
Gove!"nment financial support for the c(H)perative movement, which hill 
impruved its position 80 remarkably within the. last few years, and (b) 
direct or indirect grant of credit by the Government, . 

The Royal Commission will receive ample evidence in regard to (a) froJ!! 
the c(H)perative movement itself. 

The following suggestions are offered: in regard to (b). A large pro
portion of the ODe to eight acre holdings of the 167 million cultivators 
in India are the property of the· Government, the revenue. derived being 
equivdlent to rent. T·he I18S8SSments are made every 30 years and rise with 
the increased value of the land. The Government as landlord therefore 
has a direct interest in the increase. in productiveness of the land. 

In Egypt, where a similar state of. affairs .exists; the Government DOW 
buys fertilisers in bulk and distributes them to the fellaheen on credit 
terms. Payment is collected together with the payment of the rent of 
the land, ani! the Government has the power. of sequestration if the fellah 
fails to pay. . 

2\1 ethoa adoptea by tile Egyptian GO"8rnment.~pies. of the forms used 
by the Egyptian Government are appended. * .. 

The collectors are the Sarrais, who work under the Moudir or Governor of 
each provinoe 'and the Inspector of Finance. ·The Budget for the Sarra! 
Rervioe amounted to £ E.186,752 for 1924. Their main work is the collection 
of land tax, which provided revenue to the extent of £ E.5,200,300 for 
1924-25. 

Each taxpayer is given a tax-paper which shows the sum due to the 
Government and the due date for each' instalment. In the event of failure 
to pay the tax or the amount due for fertilisers a system of administrative 
seizure is allowed, which is regulated by the Decrees of March 25th, 1880, 
November 4th, 188-5, August 8th, 1892, and Maroh 26th, 1900. . 

Requisition form No. 1 signed by the Sheikh of the village, the Omdah, 
the S.arraf and the Provincial !nspector of the Ministry of Agriculture, 
oon~~ns the l;'ames of the applicants and ·full details of the quantity of 
femhser reqUired and the amount of land-tax fixed, together with a 
certificate of respectability. 

Requisition form No. 2 is a delivery order for the fertiliser signed by the 
individual applicant, the Omdeh, and the Sarra!. 

The amount of land-tax is settled by land valuations which hold good for 
30 years. 

An alteTnatille l'Uu!]e3tion.-Jf it is considered undesira.ble that the 
Government of India or the Provincial Governments should go lUI far lUI' the 
Egyptian Government in engaging in the actual purchase and sale of fert~
li~ers, p~rhaps the Government might be willing to grant facilities for the 
dll'C?~nting by the Banks of trade billil drawn against delivery of approved 
~ertllisers and to undertake to bear a definite· percentage of any bad debtJl 
lllcurred. 

* Appendices II and III. 
62739 Q .2 
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If the traders had 10 tB/ke a substantial portion of any loss, the Govern
ment M.are of actual losses w?uld almost certainly be more than compensated 
by the mcre~ revenue derived during the next period of 30 years. 

Government intervention should have the effect of bringing down the 
ext.ravaga.nt rates obtained by the 80WCa1'S. 

The initial difficulty in many cases will be to get the ryot out of the 
clutches of the 8owcar. 

It is understood that the Siamese G()Vernment has ad~pted successful 
'measures in this respect with the help of the local co-operative societies. At 
the time of writing, the papers giving details of these mea~!Ures are un
fortunately not to hand. 

12. A.dulteration.-As the use of ·artificial fertilisers expands and more and 
more middlemen enter the trade, as they have done in all other countries, 
the opportunities· for the abuse of the ryot's confidence in the matter of 
adulteration will increaee. The difficulties of adequate inspection are 
sufficiently formidable even in the 'United Kingdom, and it seems doubtful 
whether the regulations embodied in the Fertiliser and Feeding Stuffs 
Amendment Bill recently introduced in the House of Lords oould be applied 
in India, or whether, if applied, they would successfully cope wiiJh the evil 
they are designed to combat. 

Probably the only successflll method of dealing with this problem in cases 
w~re the agricultural popUlation is largely illiterate is to foster a spirit of 
reliance on the Agricultural Departments. 

This system has to a very large extent prevented fraud and adulteration 
in .r apan, where the farmers are accustomed to send samples for analysis to 
th~ agricultural experimental stations of the Government, whose advice on 
tllis and other matters is readily sought and appreciated. 

The Agricultural Departments in India should be put in a position to make 
such analyses and to give Buch advice to the ryot. 

13. Inigation.-No attempt has been made in this memorandum to deal 
with the question of water supply, as it is felt that the Royal Commission 
will have ample evidence from better-informed sources at their disposal. 

It <hould be stated, however, that an adequate supply of water, either by 
precipitation or by irrigation, is an essential pre-condition to the successful 
use of artificial fertilisers, and in many cases limitation of water supply 
means a reduction in the an:ount of fertiliser which would otherwise prove 
profitable. . 

'fhis generalisation may be regarded as of universal application in spite of 
the fact that recent experiments on cotton by Mr. Modak and others indicate 
that ammonium sulphate possesses the quality of helping to conserve the soil 
uloisture available for the plant and thus assists it to tide over temporary 
periods of drought. 

14. Plant breeding.-For the reason gjiven above, the problems of seed 
selection and plant breeding have not been dealt with, although they too are 
of supreme importancG in creating the possibility of deriving the maximum 
advantage from the fertilisers used. 

Recent researches of Professor Baur of Berlin and Professor Nilsson-Ehle 
of Lund University, Svalof, have established to their satisfaction that it is 
possible to create new types of plants which will respond to far greater 
doses of nitrogen than it is safe or economical to apply to existing types. 

Lengthy, laborious and costly research work is require'd for this purpose. 
The Federation will be happy to place at the disposal of the Royal Com

mission the evidence of Mr. D. B. Modak of Bombay, who is carrying on 
his brothel'. work, and can supply details of the results of his experiments 
if required 

Mr. F. C. O. Speyer. 



APPENDIX I. 
80ME RESULTS OBTAINED IN UREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

Economic adllantage 01 u8ing 1 ewl. Sulphate 01 Ammonia. UJld6r cM'lairacircu11l8tarace.th, addition _I a .ecorad cwt. 01 Sulphate 01 
Ammonia gille8 a greaur proportionate increa8e. 

Crop. 

Wheat ••• 

Oats 

'Barley ... 

Potatoes 

Meadow 
Hay .•• 

Clover ... 
Hay 

Swedes ... 

Mallgolds 

Year. 

1914 
1925 

1914 
1925 

1914 
1925 

1914 
1925 

1914 
1925 

1914 
1925 

Average Price. 

4/41 per hushel of 63 Ibs. 
6/10 " " ,,63 " ... 

2/71 " 
3/8 " 

3/41 " 
5/106" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 42 " ... 
" 42 " ••• 

" 56 " ... 
" 56 " .•. 

66/- per ton ... 
£8 Os. 6d. per ton 

59/6 per ton .•• 
£4 Os. 6d. per ton 

71/6 per ton '" 
£4 12s. Od. per ton. 

Cost of 1 cwt. 
S/Ammonia. 

•. d. 
13/3 (959£, pure) 
13/11 (20·79£,N.) 

13/3 
13/11 

13/3 
13/11 

13/3 
13/11 

13/3 
13/11 

13/3 
13/11 

1914 20/6 per ton •.• •.• 13/3 
1925" jI5/- per ton Ministry Fig. 113/11 20/- per ton Rothamsted" f 

Value of increased crop. 

46 bushels @ 4/41 = 
41 " @6/10 = 

£ 8. d. 
o 19 8 
1 10 9 

7 " @2/7I = 
7 " @3/8 = 

o 18 46 
1 5 8 

6 " @3/41 = 
6 " @5/106 = 

1 0 41 
1 15 3 

1 ton 
1 " 

10 cwts. ••• 
10" ••• 

10 " 
10 " 

1 ton 

1 " 

... = 3 3 0 

... = 8 0 6 

... = 1 9 9 

... = 2 0 3 

... = 1 15 9 

... = 2 6 0 

... = 1 0 6 
_ {O 15 0

0 .,. - 1 0 

•.• 1914 17/6 per ton ••• ... 13/3 ..•. 1 " ... = 0 17 6 

1 " { 
0 12 0 ... = 018 0 

Net profit 
from the use 
oU cwt. 8/ '-• 

£ •. d. 
065 
o 16 10 

o 6 16 
o 11 9 

o 7 16 
1 1 4 

2 19 9 
767 

o 16 6 
1 6 4 

1 I! 6 
1 12 1 

073 
o 1 1 
o 6 1 

043 
-0 1 11 
+0 4 1 

Percentage 
return OD 

outlay. 

48'4 
120'99 

38'68 
84'4 

53'77 
15S'3 

450'94 
1053'29 

124'5 
183'2 

169'8 
330'5 

54'7 
8'0 

43'7 

32'1 
-13'8 
+29'34 I 

1925" 112/- per ton Miuistry Fig.} 13/11 
18/- per ton Rothamsted " 

a __________ -L ____ ~ ________________ ~ __________ ~ __________________ •• --~------~-------

'" 



MINISTRY OF AGRIOULTURE. 

CommerciaZ Section. 

(Requisition Form No.2. 
" Fertiliser".) 

Serial No ........................... . 

Village ............................. . 

Markaz ............................. . 

Mudirieh .......................... . 

Delivery Order for Sulphate 
of Ammonia. 

Bags. 

Applicant's Name ............. .. 

Folio in JournaL ............... . 

Mr. F. C. O. Speyer. 
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APPENDIX 'II. 

MINISTRY .oF AGRICULTURE. 

CommerciaZ Section. 

(Requisition Form No.2. "Fertiliser".) 

Mudirieh ............ Markaz ............ Village ............. .. 

Serial No ............ . 

Delivery Order for Sulphate of A.mmonia. 

By this, authority is given to deliver to ................ .. 

Bags 
inhabitant of this village quantity ...................... .. 

C ........... Bags) Sulphate of Ammonia from ....... : ...... . 

£) M/ms 
station at .................................. ( ............... ~ounds 

............. m/ms), who undertakes to settle their cost in 

one payment together with the tax instalment for 

May and June 192 ... and in faith of which he has 
" 

signed this with us and must sign once again at the 

time of delivery . 

.............................. 192 ... 

(Signature of 
the Applicant) 

(Signature of 
the Sarraf of 
the village) 

A/c. folio in Journal 

Docu.ment of Receipt. 

(Signature 
of the 
Omdeh) 

I have received the Sulphate of Ammonia anq 
undertake to settle the cost in the way mentioneq 
above. 

(Signature of the Applicant) ................................ ~ 
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APPENDIX III. 

MImSTRY OJ' AGB.IOULTUlIJI. 

(Requisition Form No.1" Fertiliser".) 

Commercial Section. 

Statement of fertilisers ordered on credit for cultivators of the village 
..............•..•...... l\larkaz ..................... Mudirieh .................... . 

Each of the nndersigned bought from the Ministry of Agriculture the 
quantity of fertiliser shown against his name and undertakes to pay the 
cost shown on the left, in one instalment, in the hands of the Sarraf who 
haa the right to collect same in. the usual way together with the tax instal
ment for the month of ................•.......... 192...... The Inspectorate of the 
Ministry of Agriculture haa the exclusive right of decreasing or cancelling 
the quantity which anyone of us bought without any responsibility whatever 
on the part of the Government occasioned by such a decrease or cancellation. 
And in case anyone of us does not take delivery of the whole or part of the 
fertiliser, which would have been authorised, after thirty days from the 
fixed date of acceptance of the oroers, for the .•........... '" ........... manuring 
season, he will be obliged to pay twenty piastres per bag not taken delivery 
of, by way of settlement as a. oompensation for damages and for transport 
expenses, &c., which the Ministry would have incurred,and the Ministry 
will have the right to sell it to any other cultivator. In case also it will 
be proved that any of us will be trading in the quantity which has been 
delivered to him or not using same for the manuring of his own crops, he 
will be obliged to pay to the Ministry by way of settlement, besides the 
price shown, a sum equal to half of the cost of the fertiliser by way of a. fine. 

r:I I ..: 

I 
.... I< • ..!. .; <I> 0 - . 0 .~ .. 

<I> os <> .. 
:;0 "'0 -a ...... ~ C Eo! 'oi ..: r:I = . 
:3~ .~'"d I'lo <I> ...... 

:;0 I>.'~ r:I <I> -< :'S os r:I = . ~.~ ~:;; .... .. bl) r:I oj 
0'0 0-

.. 0 = '" III .~~ <I> .S~ <I> "Z tog: .... 0 <I> .... .. 
r:l::l a .... <>~ ... ~ ~ 0 "'I:>. 

.~ oj 0 01::<1> =.0 <I>~ 
.... .. "" .9 . . S 0 ...... ..... ai .. III = '" <I> 0< 00 r:I '" '" <I> os 

dr... os III = " I'lo<l> o I< a oj <> . _<A 
=.~ 

~ 
.;:: =- SOl:: '0 '0 oj <> oj oj 0 

Z Cf Il-o rI.l < r... r... z i5:: <I> 
rI.l 

Bags 
I 

£M/ms i F.K.S. £M/ms 
: 

I I 

I I , 

I 
I 
i 

TotaL 

I 
62739 Q4 



Kinds' o//ertiliser 

Bags. 
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Sulphate of Ammonia. 
Nitrate of Soda. 
Superphosphate of Lime. 
Nitrate of Lime. 

Total. 

Only ........................... bags, at ............ pourds., ................ m/ms. 
This statement has been made out in detail. The store of delivery 

is ...................... and we declare that the applicants mentioned are not as 
a rule late in the payment of what is due to the Government, and have not 
had any previous dispute with the Government, the property deed of their 
land is not being withdrawn, nor is their land seized and there is nothing 
which may create doubt that, the land is their property . 

Signature of 
the Sheikh. 

..................... 192 ... 

Reviewed, 

Signature of Censor. 

... 
Signature of 

the Omdeh . 
Signature of 

the Sarraf. 

Approved .................. 192 .. . 

The Inspector of Agriculture of 
Mudirieh ................................ . 

Oral Evidence. 

56,320. The Chai1'man: Mr. F. O. O. Speyer, you are General Manager of 
Nitram, Ltd., and of the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Ltd. P 
-Yes 

56,321. You have given us a Note of the evidence which you wish to put 
before the Oommission. Would you like to make any addition to that by 
any statementP-No. 

56,32'20 As you mention in paragraph 1 of your note of ,evidence, we 
-have had the advantage of hearing the views of Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. 
Maurer. I think you have seen their evidence. Do you agree with it? 
-Yes. 

56,323. On page 474 of your Note, you mention Messrs. Indo-Agri, Ltd., 
as being another retail selling organisation. That organisation, you say> 
was formed by Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & Co. Is that organisation in 
competition with your ownP-Yes, and no. !We are trying out 'the two 
different systems of retail selling in India at the present time. Messrs. 
Indo-Agri, Ltd., was the idea of Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & 00., and they 
al'e working on the basis of a fixed profit, as Mr. Maurer mentioned in 
his evidence. They are also 'Working on a system of fixed allowances to 
the holders of selling depots. With our experience of selling in other 
countries, especially in China, we have come to the conclusion that a 
system which avoids these fixed charges and whioh lbases the remuneration 
of the selling agent and the depot holder on a commission basis propor
tionate to what he sells, is going to be a hetter system of selling than 
the system inaugurated by the Indo-Agri Oompany; but we have had 

Mr. F. C. O. Speyer. 
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some experience of the &eCOnd system of selling, that is to say, the system 
of selling on commission in India, because Messrs. Brunner Mond & Co., 
India Limited have succeeded in selling a very large quantity of soda ash 
and ~ther am~onia-soda products on that system in India. We do not, 
however feel that the two systems have been tried out side by side long 
enough ~t present to enable us to make a complete decision on the point. 

56,324. Does the question of holding large stocks in advance depots touch 
thiB Issue at all ?-I do not think so. We are prepared to hold stocks 
either in this country or at the ports in India or at the up-country 
depots. n does not make very much difference to us where we hold the 
atocks. 

56,325. To what extent are you not in competition with Messrs. Indo
Agri ?~To this extent: that Indo-Agri and Brunner Mond, India, Limited, 
the two retail selling organisations, have to sell at the same prices. 

56,326. By agreement?-Yes. 
56,327. From what you have stated, I gather that in your view the 

wllole problem of the selling machinery designed to meet Indian condition, 
is still in the stage of experiment P--To some extent, yes. 

56,328. You mention un page 474 that Nitram makes no profit on the sale 
of sulphate of amnwnia; that is to say, Nitram themselves, after deduct
ing the cost to Nitram of the product plus selling and transport charges 
in India?-Yes, that is the exact position. Nitram is simply a selling 
department of the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation and Synthetic 
Ammonia and Nitrates, Ltd. 

56,329. You formed a Company to finance and carry out that work?
Yes. 

56,330. Does this point as to Nitram making no profit apply to Nitram's 
operations everywhere or only in IndiaP-It applies to Nitram's operations 
everywhere in sulphate of ammonia. 

56,331. In India, does it apply to Nitram's operations in all fertilisers 
or only to sulphate of ammoniaP-There again it would apply only to 
sulphate of ammonia. 

56,332. In India onlyP-Yes. Its application to other fertilisers would 
depend to some extent on the domestic arrangements be17ween ourselves 
and Synthetic Ammonia and Nitrates, Ltd. 

56,333. So that as regards other products handled by Nitram, a profit 
may ,be made by NitramP-Yes. 

56,334. In paragraph 7 on page 474 you suggest that a 'Central Fertiliser 
Office under Gover!lment sliould be constituted and that representatives 
of tiie Central Government, of the Agricultural Department, of the pro
vincial agricultura.! departments and also of Nitram, Ltd., shourd sit upon 
the controlling bodyP-Yes. . 

56,335. Are there, within your knowledge, any organisations in countries 
other than India exactly parallel to that arrangementP-I do not think 
exactly parallel. There is something very much like it in the Soudan at 
the present time. 'rbe relation between the Soudan Government and the 
Soudan Plantation Syndicate is very similar in a number of respects to 
what we are suggesting here, although, of oourse, that is more of a com
mercial arrangement than what we are venturing to suggest here. 

56,336. Do you know of any cases in America which are in any way 
parallel P-There is a certain amount of collaboration now between the 
various State agricultural stations and the fertiliser trade. That has not 
so far produced very marked results, so far as we can make out. 

56,337. You mean in terms of increased salesP-I should say rather in 
terms of improving the extraordinarily low grade fertilisers which are sold 
in the United States. 
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56,338. But those Instances are analogous to this extent, that they are 
typical of an arrangement between the Government on the one hand, and 
concerns trading, for profit on the other handP-Yes. 

56,339. Is it your view that a simple fertiliser office should include, within 
the scope of its enquiry, the use and distribution of natural manuresP
r think that would be a very important part of it,!! function. It is quite 
obvious that artificial fertilisers cannot be permanently satisfactory as 
substitutes for natural fertilisers. You must replace the humus in the soil 
and you can only do that by using natural fertilisllrs. Therefore that would 
certainly be necessary. 

56,340. 'rhe use ~f natural fertilisers is complementary rather than com
petitive with the use of artificial fertilisers. Is that what you say P-Yes. 
Our idea 18 to use artificial fertilisers to eke out the deficient supply of 
natural fertilisers in India. 

56,341. An experiment designed to work out the agricultural and technical 
problems involved would have to take cognisance of those problems attached 
to the use of natural manures in conjunction with the artificial article P 
-Olrtainly. 

56,342. If it was thought well to include amongst those who will form 
the membership of the body controlling the Fertiliser OfIice, and there
fore the body responsible for recommending that particular pieces of 
research work should be taken up, a representative, for instance, of the 
cultivating class or representatives of parties interested in the owner
ship of land in India, would you have any objection to that ?-None at 
all. We should welcome it. 

56,343. Is it your idea that research work recommended by this body 
should be carried out wherever conditions and facilities seemed to make 
it desirBible that they should be carried out P-I think so'. I tliink the 
natural centre point for the experiment would be the provincial Agricul
tural Department to start with; then the Central Office would have to 
rely on the experience of the Central Department to suggest other places 
where experiments might be profitably carried out. 

56,344. You are, I think, already spending £23,000 per annum?-Yes, 
that is so. 

56,345. Is any of that £23,000 being spent on research work carried out 
by Government oflicers?-No, it is not. We have been in a difficulty with 
regard to that. When we started work in India the agricultural depart
ments maintained a rather reserved attitude, and quite rightly, I think, 
because there was evidence that they had been very badly let down in the 
past by people selling. fertilisers. Therefore we hesitated to approach 
them by way of offering them assistance, in kind or money. We thought 
it was better, really, that the Agricultural Department should indicate 
to us on what lines we could usefully carry out experiments, and that we 
should carry out those experiments ourselves. The attitude of the depart
ments is now, however, changing very considerably, and we have had offers 
from the departments to carry out experiments with our assistance. 

56,346. Under your present Buggestion in this paragraph, would the 
£28,000 be available for research work (of course undet the conditions 
which you stipUlate) to be carried on by the Agricultural Department just;, 
as tile new money, the £27,000, would be available?-Yes, within the limits 
of the total sum which we bye suggested. We are spending that £23,000 
at the present time very ISl'gely on the Indian organisation, as you will see 
by the percentage of expenditure which I have given. The £23,000 is 
therefore being absorbed in our present activities. 

56,347. That is what I want to get at. How much would be available 
for new researchP-We are prepared to go on. I prefer to say that none 
of the £23,000 would ibe available for new research, but that we would 

Mr. F. O. O. Speyer. 
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be willing to put in the next £27,000 for research and experIment, provided 
similar suma were forthcoming from other sources. 

56,348. PTofflB8or Gangulllll: In that case you would give· this £50,000 
en€irely into the hands of a central organisation P-No. In that case we 
should allocate £27,000 for expenditure in connection with the Central 
Ollice while continuing to spend £23,000 ourselves. It may be more. I 
am not limiting it to that. 

56,349. The Chairman: It is just as well to have it plain; that would mean 
that if the Government gave £ for £ on what you are willing to spend 
at the discretion of the central organisation, the Government would be 
giving £27,000, and not £50,000. Is that soP-Yes. 

56,350. You would be prepared to proceed on that basisP-Yes. 
56,351. On page 476 you touch on the question of the feasibility of making 

nitrogen from the air in India. You say that after exhaustive examination 
the conclusion has been reached that under present conditions it is not 
economic; and then in the next paragraph you point out the limited demand 
in India for that class of product. Are there any other factors which make 
the manufacture of nitrogen from the air in India an uneconomio proposi
tion P-Do you mean technical factors P 

56,352. YesP-That is really a difficult question on which I am not very 
well qualified to give evidence. I understand that the temperature of the 
water has a great deal to do with the possibility of making air nitrogen. 

56,353. Is cheap power another factorP-Cheap power is certainly a factor. 
56,354. Are you taking into consideration the prospective supply of 

cheaper power which is likely to result from the development of hydro-
electric schemesP-When we went into' 'it we had to look at the matter 
simply as a commercial proposition. If surplus power is going to be available 
that might alter the situation. You have rather an analogous position in 
Italy at the present time. A great deal of air nitrogen plant has been put 
up on the basis of water power, and it is now becoming clear that it will 
be more profitable to sell a portion of the electricity produced by that power 
for industrial purposes than by turning it into synthetic nitrogen. 

56,355. Are you receiving as much help from the agricultural departments 
as you think you are entitled toP-The attitude of the agricultural depart
ments has certainly changed very considerably of recent years. We have 
certainly met with no refusal on the part of any department in India to 
assist us, and a number of the departments are showing enthusiasm and 
every desire to be helpful at the present. time. 

56,356. Is it your view that much further research requires to be done in 
the field of the economic use of fertilisers on Indian crops, in order to 
ascertain whether it is going to payor notP-Yes. I th.ink we want a 
great deal more evidence about that, in addition to the evidence acquired 
on the purely agricultural side. 

56,357. You have a world-wide business. Do you think that the informa.
tion acquired by you in the course of that business is, to some extent, likely 
to make a contribution towards these technical and economic problems 
which we have been discussing in IndiaP-To some extent. One has to be 
very careful in applying the agricultural or scientific experience gained in 
one country to a totally different set of conditions in another country; but 
world experience does help one to realise that there are certain general 
propositions connected with fertilising agriculture which are true of ·al. 
tropical countries to a limited extent. On the economic side, of course, the 
experience of other countries is very valuable indeed. The experiment which 
we have been making in China during the last five years induced us to try 
the same system of selling in India. It was because we had been so 
successful in this up-country selling of small quantities at depots in China 
that we decided to try the same system in India. In that sort of way the 
experience is useful. 
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56,358. Where are you bagging in the case of these small up-country 
depots ?-I t is all bagged in this country . We are using a special bag of 
maund size equivalent to 80 Ibs. gross. It is bagged at the works here 
and sent straight out to India sealed. 

56,359. Is it cheaper to bag in small quantities in this country?-Yes, 
very much cheaper. The moment you begin handling the goods in India, 
the expenses pile up. Then, of course, there is always the risk of aAlultera
tion. It is very much safer to use a very good package here and to seal 
the bag and send it out. 

56,360. What, are your bags maAle oiP-Jute. 
56,361. Jute is bought in India, brought back to this country and made 

into bags, and you find, in spite of the expensive labour here that it pays 
you better to fill a lIu/ltL'TId bag maAle of jute and to pay the carriage all the 
way back to India?-Yes, it is more economical to do so. 

56,362. Professor Ga.ngulee: Are there, in India., aAlequate experimental 
data on which you can base your definite recommendation of artificial 
fertilisers for a particular crop in a particular area ?-I would hardly like 
to say so. There is a certain amount of experimental evidence 'as a result 
of the work of the departments, but I should say it was quite insufficient 
at present. 

56,363. Do you think a uniform plan in regard to manurial trials is 
absolutely necessary?-Yes, I think that is absolutely necessary. 

56,364. Otherwise' you cannot correlate the results ?-Quite so. 
56,365. You say you want to have a Central Office in India. A proposal 

has been maAle by Mr. Hutchinson for the formation of a Central Bureau 
of Information. Have you heard of that proposal?-Yes, I am aware of that 
proposal. w:e received a copy of it just after we had prepared the scheme 
which we ourselves have put up to the Commission. I would like to say that 
our own original idea was very much like Mr. Hutchinson's idea. Naturally, 
it was an attractive idea from our point of view to suggest that the Govern
ment should utilise our propaganda organisation out there as its Centra) 
Office with the possibility of a subsidy; but on reflection we came to the 
conclusion that there would be good reasons of public policy against such a 
suggestion. That is why we have put .,forward the essence of Mr. 
Hutchinson's proposal in the form in which it appears in this printed Note. 

56,366. Therefore you differ to that extent from Mr. Hutchinson's pro
posal?-To that extent we differ from Mr. Hutchinson's proposal, and we 
would like you to take our proposal in substitution of Mr. Hutchinson's. 

56,367. If you had a Central Office, would you be prepared to institute 
trials and investigations through that office? The direction for making 
experiments would be entrusted to the proposed Central Office?-We have 
rather conceived the Central Office as not being an executive office. We 
think the executive work would be better carried out by the provincial 
department. But we do not want to be dogmatic about that. We are simply 
putting this proposal forward as an illustration of what we think might be 
a workable scheme. If other suggestions are maAle which are also workable, 
we do not in the least rule them out. 

56,368. On page 475 you say, .. Besides the establishment of the ~entral 
Office we contemplate provision on the largest possible' scale for expenments 
and demonstrations on the use of fertilisers. . . . and we also p-ropose to 
institute trials of a somewhat more elaborate nature .... " Through 
what agency would you carryon that work?- That would depend to some 
extent on the funds which were available to the Central Office. We mean 
by that that we ourselves, in any case, intend to go on with these simple 
and complicated trials. If sufficient money is available to the Central Office 
to enable it to organise a very much larger series of trials and researches 
we shall be only too happy ~ 'l"e would naturally be quite prepared to make 
Imy scheme of ours conform to the general scheme prescribed by the Centrat 
Office. 
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56,369. What method do you 'follow in China, where you have been doing 
a good deal of propaganda?-Are you referring to selling? 

56,370. No, for experimental purposes?-What we do there is this, First 
of all, we send out a qualified European who gets into touch with the 
educational bodies in China, such as the Universities. Then we endeavour 
to find Chinese who have graduated in those Universities, in agricultural 
problems or in fertiliser problems. Then we train other Chinese unde)' 
those educated Chinese and send them into the villages. 

56,371. I see that you make contributions to several Chinese Universities 
and to the Palestine Government, and so onP-Yes. 

56,372. Do they carryon the work on your behalf?-Yes. The work in 
China is partly carried on by the Universities and it is partly carried on 
by our own people in the villages. 

56,373. Have you your own farm in ChinaP-We have a small experi
mental farm near Shanghai, but we prefer to rely mainly on ocular demon
strations carried out on the land of cultivators in or near the villages. 

56,374. That is to say the demonstration side of the work is in your 
hands?-Yes. 

56,375. And the experimental side of the work, in part, is in the hands 
of these subsidised institutions?-Partly, and partly in our own hands. 
We are making experiments ourselves at our own experimental farm. 

56,376. On page 472 you say, "We have supported experiments at such 
institutions by grants in money and in kind, and we propose to continue 
to do so." Have you' offered similar grants to any Indian experimental 
station?-We have not yet, for the reason which I explained to the Chairman 
a little earlier to-day, but we are prepared to offer grants in kind or in 
money if such were acceptable. 

56,377. Has no such request for grants come to you from any of the 
provincial Departments of Agriculture?-Not as far as I am aware. The 
nearest approach to it has been a request from one of the Provincial Govern
ments to us to supply staff to help them to supervise some experiments 
which they are making. 

56,378. In answer to the Chairman, you described to us your two methods 
of retail sale. Have you formed any estimate as to the merits of the 
alternative methods of retail sale to which you have referred P How do they 
compare in cost one to the other?-Up to now the Indo-Agri system has 
been more expensive than the Brunner Mond system, but it is a little too 
early for us to make a final judgment on the results of the two systems. 

56,879. I understand from your note that you have a number of agri
cultural advisers. Who are they and where were they trainedP-You are 
referring now to the agricultural advisers in India. 

56,380. YesP-They are trained at the Universities. A good example was 
the late Mr. A. B. Modak, who had studied for twelve years at Poona 
College, and we secured the services of a number of friends of his who 
had also studied at Poona and other colleges. 

56,381. They' are all graduates from agricultural colleges in India are 
they?-From the agricultural colleges, yes. ' 

56,382. Are all the 109, at present employed by your Indian agency, 
graduates?-I do not say they are all graduates. 

66,383. They are students from agricultural collegesP-Yes some of them 
would certainly be students. They are all people who have passed a longer 
or shorter time at agricultural colleges. We are finding great difficulty in 
getting sufficient trained men. . 

56,384. What salary do you give to the agricultural adviser P-That varies 
a good deal, but you can take it that the expense of the man and his 
moving about is somewhere between £60 and £80 a year. .. . 
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" 56,385. Who supervises their workP Have you any central office from 
where the work is being directed nowP-We have the Central Office in 
·Calcutta which, is 'supervised by Mr. Hutchinson, and we are proposing to 
create branch offices <lr, at any rate, to have inspectors in Madras, Bombay, 
Karachi, and probably other places. 

56,386. You say you have a training station which you have recently 
started near OalcuttaP-Yes. That is a small training school in order 
to try to multiply the number of trained Indian demonstrators. 

56387. Do you utilise the co-operative societies for the purpose of effecting 
salesP-Bales have been made to the co-operative societies. 

56,388. You have not extended that activity very much, have youP-We 
; are quite prepared to work with the co-operative societies and to support 
them, provided that the result, in the long run, to the ryot is as favourable 
as the result of our own system of retail selling up-country. 

56,389. You wOldd be prepared to give credit to the co-operative societies, 
would youP-We are prepared to do that, yes. 

56,390. What happens to the bulk of the sulphate of ammonia which is 
produced in India now P-The bulk of it is consuJIled in India. The total 
production is about 13,000 tons to 15,000 tons a year. Something like 
10,000 tons is actually being consumed in India. The balance goes to 
Ceylon. 

56,391. OomplaiRts have often been made that the percentage of free 
acid in the sulphate' of ammonia produced iu India is excessive. Is that 
80 P-That was the case some years ago, until the Indian producers joined 
,the British SUlphate of Ammonia Federation. We were able then to gIve 
them the benefit of our working experience here, and I 'think I am right 
-in 'saying that practically the whole of the Indian output of sulphate of 
ammonia is now free of this free acid. It is all of neutral quality. 
, 56,392. Of recent times, there has been a considerable increase in the sale 
of artificial fertilisers in India. Can you give the CoJIlmission figures illus
trating the consumption, of sulphate of ammonia, for instance, by planters 
and by ryots P-The bulk of the consumption in India is still by planters. 
Out of the 10,000 tons which I have just mentioned, about 2,000 to 3,000 
tons would be consumed by ryots, the balance being consumed by planters; 
but we hope and expect that those figures will be reversed very shortly. 

56,393. The tendency to increased consumption by ryots is quite notice
able, is it notP-Yes, certainly. 

56,394. Have 'you' any information to give the Commission as to the Pro
vinces in which you find that tendency quite distinct P-The greatest progress 
so far has been made in the Bombay Deccan in the irrigatea sugarcane 
'growing districts. And wherever you have irrigation you will find l;hat the 
sale of fertilisers proceeds more quickly than where there is no irrigation. 

56,395. Is that the case in the Punjab P-To a much more limited extent. 
56,396. On page 483 you estimate that in a few years' time the total con

sumption of fertilisers will be about 500,000 tons P-I was trying to indi
cate there the sort of possibilities there are in regard to India. We have 
received from India estimates far in excess of that figure, estimates show
ing a possible sale' of 3,000,000 tons of aJIlmonia sulphate a yesr. Very 
great deductions have to be made from figures of that kind, however. 

56,397. If the consumption amounts to something like 150,000 tons of 
nitrogen, then you say there is room for production of synthetic nitrogen 
in India, and not till thenP-Under present conditions I should say, yes 
to that question. Of course it will depend on the level of nitrogen prioos 
in Europe as to whether it is going to be profitable, even then, to make 
nitrogen synthetically in India. 

56,398. Reference has been made to natural fertilisers. In China they 
use nighwoil. To what extent has nighwoil been replaced by artificial 
fertilisers P-The habit of using night-soil is an immemorial one, and 1 
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should not like to say that the effect of the introduction of artificial ferti.Ji~rs 
has been to diminish the use of nigh~il. I should rather say that artlfiClal 
fertiliser. have been used to supplement the night-soil. 

66,399. It haa been represented to me that the use of sulphate of aJDmonia 
with night-soil tends to kill hook-worms which ·may exist in night-soil. Is 
that soP-We made some experiJ:nents in China in that· respect, and we found 
that if a certaiD> solution of ammonium sulphate were .added to night-soil 
it did kill the hook-worm. 

56,400. Going back to India once more, I should like to ask you about 
freight rates. You refer to the necessity for lower freight rates on the 
railways. Have you any suggestion to offer on the reduction of ratesP~. 
There is a certain difficulty in regard to that. I think it must be admitted 
perfectly frankly that if you compare the Indian railway rates per toli 
per JDile with the rates in Europe and in this country, the advantage lies 
entirely with the Indian rates; that is to say, the Indian rate is very much 
lower; but t'hat really is not quite a fair comparison. _What you want to 
do is to compare conditions in India with conditions in a very large country 
like Canada. I think the lesson one learns from perusing the Canadian 
rates is that the Canadian railways are willing to make' exceptional rates 
in exceJltional circumstances; that is to say, if they can be assured that 
the, tra1li.c is likely to increase they are willing to give specially favourable 
scheduled rates. If the Indian railways were more ready to grant scheduled 
rates, which in themselves are quite satisfactory, I think a great deal could 
be done to assist fertilisers. Of course, in India the present rates on small 
quantities, on I-ton lots, are very high compared with the rates on truck 
loads. We are trying to get over that difficulty by consigning nothing 
less than a truck load to our depots. That, of course, in SOJlle cases involves 
us in extra expellse, because we have to store the goods there. But I would 
rather hesitate, at this stage, to recommend a lowering of the rates on 
small quantities in India, because one does realise how important it is 
to get the traders to fill up a whole truck wherever possible. 

56,401. You suggest that the Commission should recommend that preferen
tial and favourable rates should be granted on the transport of fertilisers. 
What have you in mind when you suggest this?-I understood at the time 
that that was writte'1 that fertilisers were not always in the lowest class 
of goods in India. What I had in mind there was that fertilisers should 
always, on all occasions, be put into the lowest class of goods. 

56,402. You make a reference to Egypt in your note of evidence. 1 
understand that in Egypt the Government buy the fertilisers from you 
and then distribute theJD ?-Yes. The Egyptian Government issue tenders 
for fertilisers, which run into very large quantities. They buy anything up 
to 20,000 tons of Chilean nitrate of soda, and similar quantities of SUper" 
phosphate, at a time. They buy those quantities 'outright, and then they 
oonvey the fertilisers to a central store at a port or· up-country, and they 
distribute them themselves on the system which I have outlined' in my 
note of evidence. 

56,403. Do the Egyptian Government pay you on three-months overdrafts, 
or do they pay you outright ?-They pay outright; within a fortnight of 
the arrival of the good,!! at Alexandria. 

56,404. Do you know what organisation they have set up through which 
they distribute the fertilisers to the actual CUltivators, and realise the 
moneyP-1 have indicated the machinery in my' first note of evidence. 
They get the chief man of the village to certify that the cultivator is 
a fit person to receive the fertiliser, and then they have a complete control 
over the cultivator, because they collect the money for the fertiliser when 
they collect the land tax; and there is a systeJll of administrative seizure 
if the cultivati>r fails to pay. 
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56,405. Dr. Hyder : Is it known to you that if ,the crop does not mature, 
the Egyptian Government has to forego the land taxP-Yes. I was aware 
of that. 

56,406. And do 'you lose your money alsoP-No. l1he Egyptian Govern
ment pays for the fertiliser, and takes its chance with the crop. 

56,407. Professor Gangulee: Can you tell us whether the time has come 
in India for any Act for the purpose of preventing adulteration of fertilisers? 
-That is rather a difficult question. An Act certainly could do no harm, 
1 think. Whether it will do any good remains to he seen, because you are 
dealing with such very different conditions from the conditions with which 
you are dealing Ihere. I think the best safeguard at present is that the 
sale and distribution of fertilisers in India is in the hands of a few com
paratively large bodies which can follow out their sales right from the point 
of manufacture here to the point of sale to the actual ryot. That is a 
certain safeguard; ,but supposing you get the fertiliser trade in India 
becoming a very popular one, with the incursion of a very large number of 
small merchants and people who buy outright from producers or middlemen 
and who sell, then undoubtedly there will be a tendency towards adultera
tion, and probably the only way of safeguarding that would be to register 
the dealers in fertilisers and to subject their stores to regular inspection. 

56,408. Mr. CaJvert: With regard to tlhis £: for £: offer, the £: from other 
sources need not necessarily come from Government, I understand ?--Oh, no. 

56,409. It can come from any sourceP-Yes .. 
56,410. On the question of the local manufacture of nitrogen, your 150,000 

tons minimum is only a quarter of a cwt. per irrigated acre in the Punjab, 
is it notP-Yes. I know it is a very small figure compared with the possible 
total acreage. 

56,411. The expansion of the use of SUlphate depends largely on price, does 
it not?-Yes. 

56,412. Do you think it worth while exploring that further, with the 
possibility of local manufacture ?-I think it is always worth exploring, 
especially if you are going to have a condition of affairs in which there may 
be what I may call surplus power available. That would certainly alter 
the economics of the proposition. 

56,413. The map on the wall shows the line of density of population. It 
is tlhe same thing ~s the line of ,intensive cultivation. You have not to 
go far beyond Calcutta hefore you strike a point which is 750 miles from 
any port, and beyond 750,miles or even 500 miles you are reaching a point 
where freight charges become too heavy. Do you tlhink, therefore, it is 
beyond all reasonable possibility for local manufacture to, be started ?-I 
would hesitate to express a definite opinion on that subject. You would 
want very careful investigation by fully qualified technical people. 

56,414. But in the absenoe of such local manufacture, do you think it likely 
that prices will be so reduced as to bring fertilisers within the reach of 
those outlying districtsP-There has been an enormous reduction in the 
price, especially of nitrogen, during the last four or five years. To-day, 
ammonium sulphate is being sold at something like 230 rupees a ton in tlhe 
interior. Four or five years ago it was nearly double that. I do not pretend 
for a minute to say that we have reached the lowest possible price for 
nitrogen. I think probably prices will go 'still lower. Then it becomes 
purely a question of economics as to whether the cost in India is lower 
than the lowest possible cost in Europe plus the freight charges; and a 
very important feature in that oonnection is the amount of concentration 
of tlhe fertiliser. 

56,415. Mr. Kamat: With regard to employing trained Indians for tlhe 
distribution of your product, you said there was some difficulty in getting 
rnenP-Yes, that is the case. 
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56,416. What sort of qualifications do you expect in those trained men?~ 
You want .. man who has gone through a course at an agricultural college, 
and who has therefore, .. working knowledge of agriculture and of the 
elements of agricultural chemistry. 

56,417. Are you quite sure that your best man, the late lIr. A. B. Modak. 
was an agricultural graduateP~He told me that he had studied at Poona 
college for 12 years. 

56,418. Was Ihe an agricultural graduate?~I understand -he was. He was 
a pupil of Dr. Mann at Poona. 

56,419. I am not 8ure that he was an agricultural graduate, but the point 
is he was a very capable shrewd man of business, which is really what you 
want. On page 474 you Bay" We seek no monopoly, and tWe are prepared 
to c(H)perate with other fertilisers interests in India" ?-Yes. 

56,420. At the present moment is it not a fact that you hold a practical 
monopoly in fertilisers?~No. I do not think that is correct, because, for 
example, the Chilean Nitrate Committee has a propaganda office in India, 
and the Cyanamide people have an organisation called Fertilisers Sales 
Limited, whidh is doing propaganda work in India. 

56,421. Is it a fact that sulphate of ammonia turned out at Tata's factory 
is sent out of India P~ome of it goes to Ceylon at the present moment, 
and it is quite conceivable that it might be more economical to export a 
certain amount of the sulphate of ammonia which is produced immediately 
north of Calcutta, rather than to send it very far into the interior of the 
country, because it is possible that we might be able to reach certain 
points in the country from here 'more cheaply than the railway rates charged 
from that place. 

56,422. Do they export to JavaP~They used to, but they have not ex
ported to Java for years now. 

56,423. They have joined your Federation I think ?-They have. 
56,424. In your seheme you suggest that the G<>vernment should partly 

finance the purchasing of sulphate of ammonia for purposes of distribution? 
-I suggested that as one possible means of the distribution of fertilisers. 

56,425. This morning we had a suggestion that the Government of India 
should finance the purchase of implements from British manufacturers. 
You are making .. similar suggestion in regard to fertilisers. Do you think 
it is a sound general principle of policy that the Government should come 
in to aid in the matter of financing a particular industry?-It depends very 
much on the particular conditions. 'Dhere again, I would like to refer 
to t-he experiment which is being made in the Sudan. Under the conditions 
such as you have them there, I should say it was very BOund for the Govern
ment to do such a thing. In Egypt, under the particular conditions which 
had grown up there before the Government intervened, I should also say 
it was quite sound from a public point of view. But in this country of 
course a proposition of that kind would probably be entirely unsound. 

56,426. In Egypt, do they buy only your productp-oh, no. 
56,427. And shut out othersp-oh, no. In fact our particular product, 

ammonium sulphate, is only a very small item in the total fertiliser require
ment of Egypt. The nitrate form of nitrogen is more suitable for Egyptian 
Boils. 

56,428. As you Bay you do not seek a monopoly, your suggestion therefore 
comes to this: the Government of India or the Local 'Government should 
purchase, on the Egyptian model, any fertiliser they ohoose, or different 
fertilisers in different proportions ?-The Government would naturally be 
guided by advice from its scientific advisers as to what purchases were 
required, from whatever sources, and from the cheapest source available. 

56,429. Then, ·how would that scheme help your Federation if the Govern
ment were allowed the fullest possible liberty to buy any fertilisers they 
liked?-We are prepared to take our chance. 
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56,430. You also suggest some other facilities in the matter of discounting 
by the banks of trading billsl'-'Dhat is a system which is at present being 
very successfully employed in Germany. Something like two-thirds of the 
nitrogen business in Germany at the present time is being done on three 
months acceptances which are discounted by the Reichs Bank. That system 
!has worked admirably in Germany. 

56,431. You further suggest that a percentage of any bad debt should 
be borne by Government. Do you think that is also soundl'-Our experience 
of agricultural trade is that the bad debts, on the Wlhole, if you are reason
ably careful do not form a considerable item in the bill; but, of course, 
in dealing with a country like India the conditions are very different, and I 
was merely suggesting that the Government should, in that case, bear a 
definite percentage of any bad debts which occurred in order to enable 
the trader to make a lower initial price. If he knows that 11he Government 
is not going to bear any portion of the debt, !he will naturally try to cover 
himself by raising the price for credit. 

56,432. This principle of sharing liability with a private firm or a federa
tion seems to me rather too large an order for a country like India! Re
garding your suggestion to have a special central bureau for fertilisers, do 
you mean to say the present machinery of Government in India is inadequate 
to do the task which you suggestP-I would not like to suggest that. All· 
I am saying is that the present machinery, if it exists, !has not been used to 
t.he required degree. 

56,433. You want a special officer, with the Central Govemment, to investi
gate fertilisers. That is exactly what it comes to, is it noH-Yes. I think 
it is absolutely necessary that there should be a special department and a 
whole-time officer to deal with fertilisers, because experience has shown 
that if fertilisers are simply left as one of the problems which have to be 
dealt with by the chiefs of the agricultural stations, fertilisers are rather 
apt to become the Cinderella of the piece. 

56,434. The Chairman: You are not impressed by the work already done 
in fertilisers; is that the position?-I would not like to put it in that way. 
I do not want to appear to be casting any reflection on the agricultural 
departments. All I say is that not enough work has been done. My impres
sion is that they have been too over-worked to do it. 

56,435. Mr. Kwmat: There are other factors; as well, which otheT people 
think are also the Cinderellas of the Government of India. It would be 
very difficult to give preferenoe to one particular factor in agriculture as 
against another, would it notP Do not you imagine that that is a diffi
cultyP-I should say it was a question of the relative importance of the 
various factors, and it seems to us that fertilisers are a factor of supreme 
importance. 

56,436. Sir Henry Lau,Tence: You send out these products pack~ in 
maund bags with jute covers. How long will they keep. without deteTlora
tioll l'-A fertiliser like ammonium sulphate does not deteriorate at all. 

56,437. Not even if exposed to wet?-There will be a certain variation 
in weight. If it is exposed to wet there will be a certain increase in bulk, 
but the percentage of nitrogen is fixed and constant. If it is not brought 
into contact with lime, for instance, or something which will make the 
nitrogen or ammonia escape, no loss will occur. 

56 438. So that they can be stored in up-country depots without very 
great care or expensel'-Yes, quite easily. 

56,439. For an indefinite periodP-Yes, quite easily. 
56440. Sir Thomas Middleton: The object of your Central Office, I take 

it i~ to bring into direct touch your own staff and the representatives of 
the depal'l ments who work for the spread of fertilisers in Indial'-That is 
one of the objects. 
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56,441. ,It 8~ms to me th~t it,is t~e main object which you have in view? 
-The mam object we have m Vlew IS really to get the whole fertiliser work 
in India very much better co-ordinated. 

56,442. You want to bring all the interests together with the object of 
co-ordinating the work?-Yes. 

56,443. I have, s0Ill:e difficulty in seeing how you will accomplish your 
purpo~ of co-ordmatlOn by a Central Office such as you indicate. There is 
m IndIa not one Central Department of Agriculture but about a dozen 
departments of agriculture. It seems to me that if y~u want to get their 
work clH)rdinated with your work, you must be in touch with each of 
them in their respective Provinces?- We thought the effect of the establish
ment of a Central Office, on which the Central Government itself and the 
provincial departments and the fertiliser trade would be represented, would 
be to give an impetus to research' and experiment in the fertilisers, which 
impetus we could not hope to give if we, as an individual unit, tried to 
work directly with the provincial departments. 

56,444. It is the provincial departments which are really engaged in using 
these fertilisers and in making experiments. The Central Government 
makes no experiments at the present time outside Pusa. It is just the same 
as the position in this country: there is the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries in England, there is the Board of Agriculture in S'cotland, and 
in Ireland they'have two similar departments. You have got to get into 
direct touch with each Province in India in the same way as you would 
approach the departments here. You state that it would be necessary to 
have at least one man, or more than one man thinking of fertiliser questions 
from the central point of view?-Yes. 

56,445. I think you might want one man or probably several men in each 
Province to tackle the subject. The work involves important questions 
in crop production?-Yes. 

56,446. I do not see where your Central Office is going to help your-We 
assumed in this scheme that the staff and establishment of the provincial 
departments would be increased to such a point that they could carry out 
experiments and research on a very large scale. It does seem to us that, 
over and above that, you want some sort of co-ordinating office to see that 
all these experiments are being tried out on the same lines. I do not see 
how any purely private organisation like our own can approach the pro
vincial departments in the confidence that it will receive their co-operation. 
It seems to me that unless you have some compelling force which, in our 
scheme, is represented by the Central GoveTnment, you"may get a situation 
in which the provincial departments will say, " We do not want to co-operate 
with the fertiliser trade at all." 

56,447. You want a letter of introduction from the Central Government? 
I do not know whether it would help you very much if you got it. Have 
you instances of any considerable quantities of sulphate of ammonia being 
used for other crops than sugarcane in India?-You are ruling out tea, of 
course? 

56,448. I am ruling out planters' crops. I am thinking of the ryots' 
crops?-We have a certain amount of evidence with regard to irrigated 
cotton, and rather less with regard to rice. Sugarcane is the main crop at 
present. We think that irrigated cotton will be a very large consumer. 

56,449. I see that you propose supplying mixed manures for such things 
as irrigated cotton and sugarcaneP-Yes. 

56,450. And that these mixed manures would be made of the most highly 
concentrated materials whicn you could get on the market hereP-Yes. 
They would almost certainly be made at our air nitrogen works here. The 
simplest type of a mixed fertiliser would be a dual fertiliser like di-ammonium 
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phosphate, which would contain upwards of fifty per cent. of phosphoric 
acid and twenty per cent. of nitrogen. 

56,451. That is a, very much higher concentration than you could possibly 
get from ordinary superphosphate?-Much higher. 

56,452. For potash, would you depend upon pure sulphate of potash, fifty 
per cent. quality?-Yes; mainly. You could also utilise chloride of potash. 

56,453. The great difficulty which I .see is the one which has already 
been pointed out, namely, the cost of transporting manures of this sort to 
such places as the Punjab. The freight charge'S would be very heavy?
Yes, but that would be met to a very large extent, I think, by the introduc
tion of dual fertilisers and triple fertilisers. With the dual fertiliser you 
would require four tons of ammonium sulphate and superphosphate to make 
up one ton of a concentrated fertiliser .such as I have just referred to, so 
that the saving in freight in that case would be enormous. 

56,454. That is what I wanted to bring out.-We have not to look at the 
cost here, or at the cost at the port in India; we have to look at the cost 
on the ryot's land. 

56,455. It is the case, is it not, that the possibility of producing these 
highly concentrated manures is the result of quite a recent development. 
in the manure trade?-Yes, that is so. 

56,456. You say that you hold stocks of sulphate of ammonia. Doos the 
holding of stocks not present a great difficulty? To what extent can you 
hold stocks of sulphate of ammonia? I am thinking now of the War diffi
culties of storage of sulphate of ammonia ?-During the greater part of the 
War you had acid ammonium sulphate containing up to one per cent. of 
free acid which rotted the' boxes in storage. That difficulty has now been 
completely eliminated. We are producing a product now which contains 
only a trace of free acid; it is less than .025 per cent. When you get a 
product like that there' is no physical difficulty whatsoever about storage. 

56,457. I was thinking of the other War difficulty, that of financing the 
storage. That must be a big problem?-Yes, that is a problem, and that is 
why I intimated in my memorandum that when you get into millions of 
tons probably some special arrangement would require to be made to finance 
these quantities; but at present that problem is not a serious one for us. 
We have to keep a stock somewhere, and ·we might just as well keep it in 
India. 

56,458. But if you ran into this 500,000 tons, there would be much 
financing to doP-Yes, there would. Finance then would play a very 
important part. 

56,459. You are rather guarded, I see, in your estimate. You say, .. It 
is not impossible that the total may reach 500,000 tons in ten years." I 
do not think you expect it to, do you?-I made an armchair calculation. 
on which I arrived at a very much bigger figure. From our limited experi
ence in India, it is quite clear that one has to be very cautious in making 
any estimate. 

56,460. In the last ten years we in Britain have increased our consump
tion of sulphate of ammonia from 60,000 to 170,000 tons, a three-fold 
increase. We can hardly look for a fifty-fold increase in the next ten years 
in India, can we? You made use of the expression that an Act to regulate 
the trade in fertilisers could at least do no harm, but you indicated the 
great difficulty of enforcing the Act and controlling the sale of fertilisers 
as it is controlled in this country. If you have an Act which is not 
enforced, do you not think it would do more harm than good? Honest 
traders would conform to it, but others would not. It would only hit the 
best class of trader ?-If you registered them and inspected them they 
would not be able to do it. 
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Yes, but that means expensive machinery. 
56,461. Dr. Hyder: Referring to your appendices, you will admit that 

the improvement which you claim by the use of fertilisers depends not 
only upon the efficiency of the fertilisers, Ibut also upon the price of wheat 
or whatever the crop may be?--Quite so. 

56,462. There are two sides to the question, firstly the price of fertilisers 
and their capacity for increasing the product, and secondly, the price of 
the commodity itself. The percentages which you set out in your appen
dices are based on a certain assumption with regard to the stability of 
two Bets of prices?-Yes. The price relation must always be a favourable 
one. The economic factor is always of supreme importance in the ultimate 
result. It is not the slightest use trying to get a ryot to use a fertiliser 
even if you tell him he is going to get forty per cent. increase when that 
forty per cent. increase will not give him an economic result. 

56,463. Mr. Noyce: Am I right in understanding that your Federation 
now handles the whoie of the sulphate of ammonia turned out at Jamshed
purP-Yes, the whole of it. 

56,464. With regard to high railway rates, have you worked out the 
rate per ton mile in Canada as compared with the most favourable raw 
in IndiaP-Yes, I have worked it out. If you take the Indian schedule 
rate, the m'OBt favourable Indian rate, and the most favourable Canadian 
rate, they are on about the same level. 

56,465. So that there is not much scope for further reduction in India P 
-No, except that the schedule rates, as I understand, are not very 
universally applied. If you take the standard rate in India, then the rate 
IS very much higher than it is in Canada. For instance, here is an 
example: 832 miles in Canada at 33s. lid. per ton, and the same distance 
in India 6Ss. 7d. per ton. That is on the ordinary classification rate, but 
there is a schedule rate in India for 1,000 miles of 30s. a ton. Therefore, 
if the schedule rates were applied more frequently, that would help us 
out of the difficulty. 

56,466. The Chairman: On which railway is that standard rate?-This. 
is the North-Western" Railway. 

56,467. Mr. Noyce: If I recollect correctly, the scheduled rates vary 
between a maximum and minimum. What you call the standard rate must 
De somewhere ibetween the two. Is that so P What you want is the 
minimum rate permitted by the schedule applied, I take itP-I was under 
the impression that the lowest rates of all were what are called scheduled 
rates. 

56,468. Sir Thomas Middleton: Is Java taking much sulphate of 
amfnoniaP-The consumption is about 110,000 tons per annum. It is not 
increasing much because the Government there have to prevent more than 
a certain acreage being grown under sugar each year in order to set free 
enough land to gow rice for native consumption. So we do not expect. 
any very large increase in Java. 

56,469. Is Spain taking much more than before the WarP-Spain has 
increased enormo~sly. It uses 160,000 tons a year now. 

56,470. Is that for riceP-For oranges chiefly, and also for rice. 
56,471. The Chairman: The exports from India of, for instance, sulphate 

of ammonia exceed the imports into India of the same oommodity, do they 
not ~-I do not think so to-day. They did a few years ago. There was an 
import for 1925-26 of 5,700 tons from this country, and out of a total 
quantity of .13,000 tons produced there was consumed locally nearly 9,000 
tons, accordmg to the figures I have got. This year we estimate that the 
total consumption (that is to say, for the fertiliser year ending the 31st. 
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May) was about 10,000 tons in India, and of that about 2,000 tons was 
imported from Great Britain and the United IStates, and about 2,000 tons 
of Indian production was exported to Ceylon. 

56,472. How do you compare the quality of the sulphate of ammonia. 
exported with that imported P-At present it is practically the same, 
because tne Indian makers are now making neutral quality, the same 
quality as we are making. 

56,473. Then how do you account for the fact that there is this export of 
sulphate of ammonia from India in face of the local demand P~Because of 
the enormous distances. The whole of the production in India is con
centrated about 100 miles to 150 miles north-west of Calcutta. It is a 

. question of freight. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commission then adjourned untiZ 10.30 a.m. on Tuesday, the 
28th June, 1927. 
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Tuesday, June 28th, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 
The MABQuE8s OP LINLITlIGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HBNRY STAVELBY LAWRENOE, 
K.C.S.I. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Sir JAMES MAOKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULEE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 
Mr. F. NOYOE, C.S.I., C.B.E., I.C.S. 

Mr. :r. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

;Joint Secretaries. 

Lieutenant-General Sir WILLIAM FURSE, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Director, Imperial Institute, London. 

NOTB OJ' EVIDENOE. 

PABT I.-CONSTITUTION AND FUNOTIONS OP THE IXPHRIAL INsrITuTE. 

Under the lM'ovieions of the Imperial Institute Act of 1925, the Institute. 
has been reorganised and placed under the control of the Department of 
Overseas Trade. The Parliamentary Secretary of that department ie the 
responsible Minister and is Chai!l'man of the Board of Governors. Thie 
body consists of the High Commissioners of the Dominions and India, 
representatives of the Colonial Office and other Government Departments, 
and of the Crown Agents for the Colonies, with additional members 
representing scientific and commercial interests. 

Function3 of the ImperiaZ Institute. 

The report of Mr. Ormsby Gore's Committee on the Imperial Institute, 
which was &dopted by the Imperial Economic Conference of 1923, stated 
that: 

"116. (4) The most essential function of the Imperial Institute is 
that of a Clearing House for collecting and diSISeminating information, 
and for conducting through the appropriate scientific, technical and 
commercial organisatioJls, enquiries and investigations regarding the 
raw materials of the Empire. 

(5) The work of preliminary analysis and technical investi
gation of raw materials carried on in the laboratories of the Institute 
is almost as important, and should be retained." 

The purposes of the Institute, as defined in the first schedule of the Act 
of 1925, are appended. 

Present organisation. 

For the purpose of carrying on the work of the Institute two principal 
depM'tments have been established, viz., a Plant and Animal Products 
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Department aml a Mineral Resources Department. An Advisory Council for 
each of these groups of products has been appointed, Sir David Prain, 
O.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.S., being Ohairman of the Plant and Animal Pro
ducts Council, and Sir Richard Redmayne, K.C.B., ChaiTman of the 
Mineral Resources Council. 

Advisory Council and Techmca! Committees.-The principal functions 
of the Advisory Council on Plant· and Animal Products are to advise. the 
Institute on all matters relating to the utilisation of these groups of 
EmpiTe raw materials and to initiate schemes of work which might be 
undertaken by the Institute. In order to facilitate this work, the Council 
has appointed a number of advisory technical committees to deal with 
special subjects on the lines of the Institute Committees on Silk and 
Timbers which were established in 1916. The oommittees at p'resent 

·('onstituted are aTe follows:-

Subject. 
Silk. 
Timber. 
Vegetable Fibres. 
Animal Fibres. 
Oils and Oil-seeds. 
Essential Oils and llilBins. 
Tanning Materials. 

Chairman. 
Sir Frank W~rner, K.B.E. 
MT. H. D. Searles-Wood, F.R.I.B.A. 
Mr. Alfred Wigglesworth. 
Thle Hon. Sir George Fai,rbairn. 
Dr. A. W. Hill, C.M.G., F.R.S. 
Mr. A. Chaston Chapman, F.R.S. 
Sir David Pirain, C.M.G., O.I.E., 

F.R.S. 

Committees on other products will be formed as and when required. 
Each of these committees has a member· ot the Advisory Council as 

Chairman and includes scientific and technical authorities as well as repre
sentatives of the trades and industries concerned in the particular group 
of products. Liats of the members of the Advisory Council and of the 
several committees l8.I"e attached (Appendix 2).· 

The High Commissioner for India is represented on the Advisory Oouncil 
by Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay, the Indian Trade Commissioner, who is also a 
member of the Committees on Silk, Vegetable Fibres, Oils and Oilseeds 
and Essential Oils and llilBin. Sir Peter Clutterbuck has also been nomin
ated by the High Commissioner to be a member of the Committees on 
Timbers and Tanning Materials. 

Intelligence Section.-This section of the department deals with enquiries 
for technical and commercial information respecting the production, 
utilisation and marketing of Empire raw materials of plant and animal 
origin. The section is also responsible for the collection and indexing of 
published and other information on plant and animal products which is 
likely to be of service in connection with the above-mentioned enquiries 
and the work of the department as a whole. During the year 1926, the 
Intelligence Section dealt with 929 enquiries, varying widely in soope and 
character, and emanating from, or relating to, many different parts of 
the Empire. 

Investigations Section.-This section undertakes the chemioal and tech
nical eXlIJlJlination of Empire raw materials with a view to determining 
their composition and value, and the possibility of their utilisation in 
industry. Small scale trials are mooe in the case of promising materials. 
The investigations are not carried beyond this point and no purely scientific 
research is undertaken. During 1926 reports were furnished on 490 samples, 

* Not printed. 

Lieut.-GM/em! Si·r William l!'urse. 
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most of which were received from Government Departments of Agriculture, 
Forestry, or Industries, in practically every country of the Empire. 

BuUetill.-Information relating to the production and utilisation of raw 
materials is disseminated through the medium of the quarterly Bulletin 
of the Imperial Institute which contains reoords of the principal investiga
tions conducted for the Dominions, Colonies and India at the Imperial 
Institute, and special articles, notes and abstracts, chiefly relating to pro
gress in :tropical agriculture, the development of mineral resources, and the 
industrial utilisation of all classes of raw materials. 

Public Galleries.-These galleries form a permanent exhibition illustrating 
the natural resources and scenery of the Dominions, India and the Colonies 
and the life of the people. Since the re-organisation of the Institute 
the galleries have· been re-decorated and the exhibits re-installed on a new 
basis with a view to rendering them more attractive to the general public, 
especially tho younger generation, and of greater educational value. A 
special feature has been made of pictorial representation, including 
illuminated dioramlUi, transparencies and. photographs, and a cinema has 
recently been constructed for the display of Empire films with funds pro
vided by the Empire Marketing Board. Conducted lectures and demonstra
tions are given daily by the Guide Lecturers to school teachers, children and 
88sociations. 

Further improvement> in the galleries are contemplated and it is hoped 
to form a comprehensive and attractive exhibition under one roof which 
will convey to visitors an adequate and accurate representation of the 
resources and possibilities of all the oversea~ countries of the Empire. 

Oolonial Scientific and Rel5earch Service.-In connection with the organisa.
tion of the Imperial Institute, reference may 'be made to the resolutioJIB 
adopted by the recent Colonial Conference in London regarding the estab
lishment of a Colonial Scientific and Research Service. The scheme, which 
was approved in principle 1y the Conference, provides, inter alia, for the 
appointment of a Central Agricultural Rroearch Council in London, includ
ing a representative of the Imperial Institute, to advi.,e the Secretary of 
State on the following matters:-

(a) The broad lines on which research in the Colonial Empire should 
be carried out. 

(b) The esta'blishment and maintenance of such of the proposed 
Empire chain of research stations as are to be situated in the Colonies, 
and the maintenance of liail<On with the Empire Marketing Board in 
this task. 

(c) The creation of a clearing house of information. 
(d) The organisation of a small pool of scientific workers .. 
(e) The organisation and general principles of administration of .a 

Colonial Agricultural Research Service including questions relating to 
study leave. 

It is furthel' proposed that the offices of the Council should be situated 
at the Imperial Institute. 

Should this scheme come into operation the Institute will be brought 
into closer touch with the agricultural research conducted in the Colonies 
and Protectorates, and would therefore be in a position to serve as a 
clearing house for information lUi to the activities of the various Colonial 
agricultural departments and research institutions. This information 
could not fail to be of value to the agricultural departments in India and 
the Dominions, and the Bcheme would therefore greatly enlhance the value 
of the services which the Imperial Institute can render to India. 
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PART II.-AsSISTANOE WHIOH THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTE OOULD RENDER TO 

INDIAN AGRIOULTURE. 

In considering this question, it should 'be ,borne in mind at the outset 
that the prinoipal funotions of the Institute are :to serve as a clearing 
house for information relating to the production and utilisation of the 
raw materials of the Empire and to provide for the preliminary investigation 
of suoh materials in ita laboratories. The Institute is not primarily con
cerned with the methods of cultivating the various crops, but rather with 
the products themselves, and deals specially with questions relating to 
their composition, quality, suitability for industrial or commercial use, 
marketing, and to the methods of preparation as affecting the quality 
and value. 

The Institute therefore does not undertake to advise on the purely 
agricultural probleIns involved. in the production of the various crops in 
India or to carry out research thereon, this work being the recognised 
sphere of the agricultural departments and research institutions in India 
or this country. The direction in which the Institute can assist Indian 
agriculture is in connection with the utilisation and marketing of Indian 
products, by supplying technical or commercial information relating to 
particular products; iby undertaking, if desired, the preliminary examina
tion of Indian raw materials; or by investigating through the appropriate 
Technical Committee or in association with manufacturers the industrial 
possibilities of such materials . 
. tluch enquiries and investigations can, in many cases, be best carried 
out in this country, and the Advisory Council on Plant and Animal Products 
and its associated. technical committees, in conjunction with the Intelligence 
.and Laboratory Sections of the department, constitute an organisation 
specially designed for this work. The Institute will therefore welcome 
enquiries relating to any products which may be under consideration by 
Agricultural Departments in India. 

The Institute is now in close touch with Government departments and 
other institutions engaged in research, and, when necessary, materials 
requiring scientific investigation, or specialised. enquiries, are at once passed 
for action to the appropriate body . 

. The nature of the assistance which the Institute can render to India may 
be best illustrated by examples" of recent work on Indian products. 

TBCHNICAL COMMITTEES.-These committees have dealt, or are dealing, with 
the following Indian questions;-

Silk CQmmittee: 
Indian Silk (Report to Government of India). 
Assistance to silk industries in Mysore and Kashmir. 
Market for Indian eri cocoons and waste silks. 

Timbera Committee: 
Indian timbers (Report to Government of India). 
Utilisation of Indian woods as standard timbers for motor body 

construction and for other purposes. 
Indian timbers for axe and tool handles. 

Veglltab!" Fibre, Oommittee: 
Indian hemp; improvements in preparation and marketing. 

Oil$ and Oilseeds Oommittee: 
Assistance in connection with establishment of demonstration 

oil-mill in the Punjab. 
Tanning Material, Committee: 
. Utilisation of Indian tanning materials in this country. 

Deterioration in the quality of East Indian tanned hides. 
Lillutllnant-General Sir William Furse. 
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INTBLLIGlINcB.-During the period 1st January, 1926, to 31st May, 1927, 
the Institute furnished information to Government officers and others in 
India on a" variety of subjects of which the following are examples:-

Director 01 Agriculture, Burma.: 
(1) Equipment for manufacture of citrus products, the best 

varieties of lime to plant, and marketing of products; (2) prepara
tion and marketing of papain; (3) machinery for manufacture of 
" puffed" rice. 

Director 01 Industries, Punjab: 
(1) Essential oil plants for cultivation in the Punjab and par

ticulars and prices of suitable stills; (2) utilisation of waste bones 
and blood. 

"Director 01 In&ustries, Travancore: 
(1) Manufacture of "pearl" and "fiake" tapioca and grading 

of the products; (2) value in London of nativtl'-made baskets and 
hats; (3) machinery for lozenge manufacture. 

Forut Research Institute, Dehra Dun: 
(1) Production of power alcohol in Australia and South Africa; 

(2) sources, characters and market V18lues of a number of essential 
oils; (3) market position and prospects of "rasha" oil. 

Chief Chemist, Gwalior: 
Importers and users of cutch who might be interested in supplies 

from Gwalior. 

INVBSTIGATIONs.-During the same period the following investigations of" 
Indian products were carried out in the Laboratories in order "to determine 
their industrial or commercial possibilities. 

Indian Trade Commissioner in London: 
FiCIU. ela8tica rubber; fibre. 

Director 01 Fisheries, Madras: 
Sardine oil. 

Director oj Industries, Travancore: 
Kwpok j kapok seed; tanned goat skins. 

Other investigations related to the comparative strength of twines made 
from Indian and European hemps in connection with the enquiry of the 
Fibres (Jommittee; camphor and camphor oil from Burma; origanum oil 
from Madras; and Terminalia Arjll'llQ, bark. 

Public Galleries.-':'The Indian Court in the Public Galleries could be made 
of much greater value if the exhibits" were brought up-to-date and the 
methods of their display improved. In both these. respects the (Jourt 
compares most unfavourably with those of many other countries, such as 
that of New Zealand, which is situated in the adjoining gallery. Unfor
tunately, the Government of India withdrew its annual contribution to 
the upkeep of these galleries in 1923. Without this special contribution 
it is impossible for the Institute to meet even the overhead charges of the; 
galleries, much less to reorganise 1ihe exhibits in the Indian Court, as is, 
being done for the Dominions and Colonies. 
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APPENDIX. 

IMPERIAL INSTITUTIII AOT, 1925. 

First Schedtule.. 

PURPOSES OJ!' THE IMPERIAL INSTITUTIII. 

1. To promote the commercial industrial and educational interests of the 
British Empire. 

2. To collect and disseminate:-
(a) information relating to possible uses of and markets for new raw 

materials or semi-manufactured products; 
('b) information relating to new uses of and markets for already 

known raw materials or semi-manufactured products; 
(c) information relating to sources,production, supplies, cost, con

sumption and requirements of raw materials and semi-manufactured 
products and legislation relating thereto; 

(d) information relating to the best means of incre'asing supplies or 
of creating new sources of supplies of such materials and products within 
the Empire; 

(e) information relating to the best means of treating such materials 
and products and of preparing them for marketing; 

(I) technical and scientific information bearing upon the industries of 
the British Empire. 

8. To advise on the development of the resources of the Empire in raw 
materials in order that such resources may be made available for the pur
poses of industry and commerce and of Imperial defence. 

4. To conduct in the laboratories of the Institute preliminary investiga
tions of raw materials and when it may be deemed advisable to arrange for 
more debiled investigation by appropriate scientific or technical institutions. 

5. To collect samples of raw materials having a definite value in industry 
and commerce. 

6. To co-operate with other agencies within the Empire formed for similar 
purposes. 

1. To maintain for public information and instruction, in the exhibition 
galleries of the Imperial Institute, exhibitions illustrative ofthe resources and 
development of the Empire and of its scenery,. life and progrees, and, where 
practicable, to organise from time to time temporary exhibitions of a 
similar nature elsewhere. 

8. To do anything incidental to or conducive to carrying into effE"ct all 
or any of the foregoing purposes. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir DAVID PRAIN, C.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.S., 
formerly Superiritendent of Cinchona Cultivation in Bengal. 

NOTE ON CINOHONA BARK AND ITS ALKALOIDS. 

European acquaintance with Peruvian bark has been traced to the cure 
in 1638 of a vioereine of Peru, who had contracted malaria., an,d whose 
name is perpetuated in that of the genus Oinchona. This bark became a 
forest product exploited in Loxa, now Southern Ecuador; it appeared first, 
in a London pharmacopoeia in 1677. 

Exploitation of forest products may lead to narrowed supply, increased 
cost, and substitution. After 1753 the red bark of O. S'Uccirub7'a, from 
Chimborazo in Northern Ecuador, competed with the pale bark of 

Lieu.t.-Oolonel Sir David Prain. 
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c. officinaZu from Loxa, which its exporters now termed crown bark. 
Europe thought red bark, although cheaper, as useful as crown; red became, 
and still remains, the only cinchona bark recognised as officinal. Trade 
suhstitution did not end here; the grey barks of C. micrantha and C. nitida 
from Hua.nuOD in Central Peru competed with red, and their exploitation 
extended BO 116 to include the yellow bark of C. caZisaya from Bolivia. 
Scarcity of yellow bark led to the commercial exploitation of Colombian 
bark, obtained from C. Zanci/olia. As this was the last bark of importance 
to pharmacy that the rain forests of the Andes could supply, Europe under
took the cultivation of cinchona. 

Conversion of forests products into crops is subject to limiting factors. 
When labour is unprocurable, the crop must go where labour exists. France 
tried this crop in Algeria in 1849; Holland tried it4 in Java in 1851; England 
did so in Ceylon, the Nilgiris, and the Eastern Himalaya. in 186l. 

After labour comes environment. The sail and climate of Algeria did not 
1Iuit cinchona; those of Java proved satisfactory. Ceylon and South India 
provided a Buitable climate but a less satisfactory soil; in the Himalaya 
even the climate is marred owing to there being a distinct dry season. 

After environment comes adaptability. Colombian bark is unwilling to 
thrive, even in Java. Red bark and grey prove accommodating, even in 
the Eastern Himalaya. Yellow bark can .be planted in the Eastern 
Himalaya; it refuses to thrive in most parts of South India. 

There are limiting factors connected with utilisation as well as with pro
duction. .Among the 40 cinchonas of the Andes, only six have proved of 
importance to pharma.cy because of the alkaloid-content of their barks. 
Even in these important barks the alkaloid-content may vary naturally; 
three per cent. means a poor, six per cent a good, nine per cent. or over, 
a rich sample. Under cultivation, environment may induce further varia.
tion; barks" rich" in Java may be only" good" in South India or the 
Himalaya. This alkaloid-content fa.cior has not inhibilted the cultivation 
of IIny kind of cinchona; j,; has, however, rendered the careful selection of 
Btrains essential. The equally careful selection of kinds that, under exist- . 
ing conditions, are imperative, depends on the allied factor of alkaloid 
nature. 

The alkaloids of cinchona hark may be amorphoWi or crystallisable. All 
are remedial against malaria, the physiological a.ction of ·the amorphous 
being more, rapid than that of the crystallisable, and the efficiency of the 
arystallisable being aooentuated when administered in an uncrystalliseid 
state. The chemical relationship of the amorph9uB to the crystallisable 
alkaloids is less clear than the inter relationships of the crystallisable, whose 
remedial powers are believed to differ. 

The crystallisable alkaloids in officinal cinchona bark were separated 
oollectively for the first time in 1815. In 1820 this collective derivative 
yielded the specific alkaloid known as quinine; by 1852 it became known that, 
besides quinine, the .. cinchonino" of 1815 includes other alkaloids
cinchonine, cinchonidone, and quinidine. The relative proportions of t'hese 
alkaloids in particular kinds of cinchona remain unaffected by. the varia.
tion in their percentages. In any sa.mple of red bark, one-half of the 
alkaloid-content is cinchonine, one-third quinine, one-sixteenth cinchoniline, 
only one-eightieth quinidine; the remainder-about one-eighth-is amorphous. 
~ut the relative proportions of these alkaloids differ in different kinds of 
clDcbona bark. In red bark, quinine forms but one-third of the alkaloid. 
,,?ntent; in crown bark it forms three-fourths. In yellow bark the propor
tlon of quinine is higher than in crown; in grey bark that proportion is 
10W(>1' than in red. 

When quinine was first isolated in 1820, yellow bark was the kind of most 
importance to pharma.cy; quinine therefore became, and still remains, the 
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only cinchona alkaloid that is officinal. Being the officinal alkaloid, quinine 
is the one chiefly prescribed and the one chiefly separated from cinchona 
bark in the factory,. The manufacturer, when purchasing bark, pays for it 
in terms of its quinine-conhmt; the planter, when eStablishing a plantation, 
stocks it with the kind of cinchonll his environment will permit to .thrive, 
that is richest in Quinine.: It costs th~ manufacturer about as much to work 
up, and it costs the planter about as much to produce, a bark poor from 
the quinine standpoint, as it does to produce and work up a rich bark. The 
cinchona planter !!!till grows some' red bark because. this is still required by 
pharmacy for officinal" bark preparations." But the quinine ma.nufacturer 
nQ longer purchases red bark or grey, and the planter no longer raises any 
grey, nor will he grow crown if the environment and adaptability factl!r~ 
do, not inhibit cultivation of yellow bark. Such, then, are the economic 
relationships of cinchona bark and its alkaloids. 

Theserelationsbips' are sometimes ,misunderstood. It has been said that 
bark production 'Was abandoned in Ceylon because" cinchona, planted with
out scientific advice, began to deteriorate." It is believed tha.t this has 
happened in. South India owing to the establishment of a cinchona monopoly 
by Java. What happened in Ceylon was that, when coffee cultivation came 
to an end, cinchona cultivation was taken in hand. Ceylon, like South 
India, had to grow crown. bark. When Ceylon began to harvest her 
cinchona the prices received were lower 'than the prices paid to Java for 
yellow bark. Ceylon, without hesitation, gave up cinchona and cultivated 
tea. The same economic factor has led to the a.bandonment of cinchona 
cultivation by private enterprise in South India. 

What has been described as a cinchona monopoly in Java. is no more than 
a quinine monopoly. That monopoly is not the creation of Java; it is a 
oonsequence of the fact that yellow bark, which does not thrive in South 
.India., grows better in Java. than in any area, outside Bolivia, where it 
has been trioo. The pre-ference of the planter everywhere for yellow 
bark is a result of the fact that the quinine-maker pays a better price for 
that bark. 1.1he action of the quinine-maker is itself a. result of the acci
dent thlllt the hygienic relationships of quiniine differ from those of the 
other alkaloids of cinchona bark. These hygienic relationships themselves 
appear at times to be misundel'stood. Quinine may be the most valuable of 
the crystallisable alkaloids of cinchona. bark; it certainly is not more valu
able than the amorphous. Were this appreciated, we might be spared 
oomplaimts as to the world-shortage of quinine. The manuf.acturer, who 
ought to know, seems to think these complaints exaggerated. Meanwhile 
the Java planter is less than content with the price he receives for his 
bark and explains that he cannot market all that he grows. This suggests 
over-production rather than shortage. Java, so far from establishing a 
monopoly, must have lost control of the bark market. 

One consequence of this particular misundersta.nd~ng has been that o~r 
own domi'nions are unable to produce all the cmchona bark and Its 
alkaloids that they require. To some, this does not appear a serious matter; 
shortage of a remedy ~or m~aria !ends vigour to, th~ crusade against it;! 
cause: We can appreClate thIS feelIng: "Prevention IS better than cure .. 
But others feel that, until malaria prevention ihas beoome more ge~e.ral, 
the provision of a recognised remedy remains a public duty., Medlcm~. 
therefore, urges the State to elctend the cultivation of cinchona, within 
the Empire, wherever it can be grown. 

The appeal of medicine might carry greater weight if fuller account "!~ 
taken of the effect on the economic relationships of cinchona of its hygIenIC 
relationship!!! for which she is ultimately respot;Isible. M~icine d?es not 
overlook these entirely; she regards all the alkalOIds of one kmd of cmchona 
as wortlly of use, so long as they remain unseparated from the bark. It 

Lieut.-Colonel Sw- David Prain. 
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is only after the alkaloids have been separated' from their bark that medicine 
feels constrained to regard all but one of them as unimportant. Even if it 
were true that quinine be a more effective remedy for malaria than its 
oompanions, it remains for consideration whether the treatment of these 
other alkaloids .. , waste products of no value be wholly justifiable. It is 
to this action on the part of medicine that ilie economic relationships which 
now exist owe their origin. If medicine can see her way to some modifica
tion of her present attitude, conditions that hamper State action and distress 
U8 all might disappear; fnll advantage could then be taken of cinchona bark 
and its alkaloids. 

Lieut.-General Sir WILLIAM FURSE, K.C.B.~ D.S.O., and 
Lieut.-Colonel Sir DAVID PRAIN, C.M.G., C.I.E., F.R.S. 

Oral Evidence. 

The Chairman: Sir William Fuse, you are Director of the Imperial 
Institute, London; and Sir David Prain, you were formerly Superintendent 
of Cinchona Cultivation in Bengal. I will address myself first to General 
Sir William Furse. 

56,474. In the second part of your note, Sir William, commencing on 
page 506, you outline the directions in which, in your view and experience, 
the Imperial Institute might render service to Indian agriculture. Has 
any advantage been taken of those facilities so farP-Yes, certainly. I 
think I can best answer your question by giving, lin just the briefest outline, 
the different headings under which we have helped, and are trying to help 
India. First of all, we have a Silk Oommittee. The production of silk 
in India has much decreased, and, with important exceptions, the quality 
of the silk is below the standard which we find is required by the manu
facturing market in England. We tried to help in the matte;r, and our 
Committee's recommendations were embodied in a Report on Indian Silk 
which was prepared in 1918 in connection with the Indian Trade Inquiry 
at the Imperial Institute. That Report was transmitted to the Govern
ment of India, and· was subsequently published. Since then we have 
given practical assistance towards improving the silk production in Mysore 
and also in Kashmir; and as far as we can tell from the correspondence we 
have had, that assistance has been welcomed and made use of. With 
regard to timbers, a report was also prepared some years ago, in 1919, on 
teak and other Indian woods already established on the English market, and 
the Committee's recommendations included a nu.mber of new Indian timbers 
which were not known over here; and some of these have been marketed 
in this country in reoent years. For instance, there is a London firm of 
motor body ,builders which has adopted a number of Indian woods as standard 
timbers for their construction of motor bodies. That was the result of 
trials conducted under the auspices of our Timbers Committee at the Insti
tute. This Committee has also made enquiries as to the possibility of obtain
ing satisfactory supplies of oak from India for use in this country. It has 
just recently dealt with an enquiry referred to us, not from India 'but from 
the Admiralty, in connection with the use of Indian timbers for the new 
floating dock at Singapore; and some good, I think, might come out of 
that. We are also considering the question of utilising Indian timber at 
the present time for axe and tool handles in place of American hickory. I 
do not see at all why something valuable in the way of trade might not 
Come out of that enquiry. Turning to the work of some of our new Com
mittees which have been formed during the last twelve months under the 
Oouncil, over which sitts as Chairman Sir David ;Prain who is with me this 
morning, I may mention the Vegetable Fibres Oommittee. I need not 
tell you very much Bboutthat, because you have already had evidence only 
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the other day \in connection with Indian hemp; but I think that is a very 
important question in which our Committee hopes to be able to help India.. 
I think you have ~ready been given evidence as to what we are doing wirth 
regard to trials in connection with the Admiralty and 80 forth, and I need 
not say anything more about that. Then we have an Oils and Oilseeds 
Committee. We had a request from the Director of Industries in the 
Punjab for information and advice regarding the equipment of a demon
stration oil mill which it is proposed to erect in order to demonstrate the 
possibilities of manufacturing, in the Punjab, refined oils and vegetable fats, 
especially artificial ghi. The principal oilseeds used will be cotton, rape 
and sesame. The ultimate object is to replace by local manufacture the 
large quantities of artificial ghi which, I believe, are now imported from 
Holla.nd. This question was referred to the Committee, and they carefully 
considered the most suita.ble equipment for the purpose. They have 
obtained plans a.nd estimates for suitable plant from three different manu
facturers in this country. Those estimates are now under consideration, 
and a report will shortly be made to the Punjab embodying the recom
mendations of the Committee. There is another of our new Committees 
in which I think you will be interested, and that is the Committee on 
Tanning Materials. This Committee is going to investiga.te two Indian 
materials, namely, the leaves of anogeissus latijoZia and carissa spinarum, 
and the Director of the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun has been 
asked to furnish samples for trial. At the request of the Federation of 
Curriers, Light Leather Tanners and Dressers, the Committee is investigat
ing the deterioration which has taken place, since the War, in the quality 
of the hides shipped from Southern India. The falling off in the quality 
of the hides is said to be so serious that, if it continues, English tanners will 
be compelled to discontinue using. them. As the United Kingdom is prac
tically the sole buyer of these hides, the loss of this market would have 
a verv serious effect on the Madras tanneries. The deterioration o.n the 
quality of the hides is due to an alteration in the tannage. Avaram bark 
which was formerly used has risen considerably in price owing to the 
increased cost of collection, with the result that wattle bark has been used 
instead, with most unsatisfactory results. It is proposed to invite the 
attention of the Madras Government to the matter with a view to ~eter
mining the steps which can be taken to remedy the present position, in. the 
interests alike of the Madras and English tanners. The fm'egoing are some 
of the matters which axe definitely being looked into and carefully investi
gated, not only by my staff but i;ly some of these Advisory Committees. I 
thirik I have explained in my note of evidence how these Advisory Com
mittees are formed, and I need not go into' that; 'but I have put down in 
my additional note the total number of enquiries relating to India with 
whioh we have dealt. in the last eighteen months; that is, since I became 
Director. During 1926 I find that the number of enquiries relating to 
India amounted in all to seventy-one; that is to say, on this side of our 
work,name!y~ on the plant and animal side. I need not bother you with 
the mineral side. So far this year, between January and May, the number 
has kept very much the same level, namely, thirty-five. 

56,475. How many of these enquiries came from India, and how many came 
from Great Britain ?-Out of the seventy-one, twenty-two were fr01ll Govern
ment officials in India, and two were from Indian officials in London. I 
can leave these notes with you; I brought them for that purpose, and they 
may Ibe of use to you. The number of unofficial enquiries amounted to forty
seven, three of which were from India and the other forty-four from the 
United Kingdom. 

56,476. Is the Institute prepared to act as a Post Office; tha.t is to say, 
would you welcome some advertisement of your readiness to help corre-
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spondent6 in India to get into touch with the appropriate interests or insti
tutions in this country ?-I should welcome it very much. If I may speak 
rather more broadly about my Institute, what I feel is this. I have only 
been there for eighteen months, and I feel very strongly that, great as the 
,'alue is of the work which is being done and which has been done there for 
&ome time past (and I have got very good evidence of that) it can be multI
plied five or tenfold if more people who require the Institute's help o~ly 
knew oj its existence and where to go to. In other words, and put qUlte 
ohortly, ""hat is needed in connection with the Imperial Institute is publicity 
of the rig.ht kind. . People who have, in the end, benefited from our opera
tions, have repeatedly said to me, "Why on earth. did not I know of the 
Institute before; why do not you publish more about it; why do not you 
a,h'ertise it?" and 80 on. I have replied, "Give me the money, and I 
will advertise in the front page of "fhe Daily Mail' every single day." 
Lnfortunately, however, we only have a very small income, and we cannot 
,10 that sort of thing. Therefore my answer to your question is, "Y~s, 
indped, I should welcome any allusion which you can make to the ImperIal 
Institute in that sort of way." 

56,477. What is the constitution of the Institute and how is it financed? 
-It is financed in this way. There is an Endowment Fund which still 
brings :n an inl'ome of about £3,500. I am giving you approximate figures. 

56,478. This is not private, is it?-Not in the least. The Home 
Treasury give us an annual grarut of £12,500. India and the Dominions 
between them give us, I think I am right in saying, about £10,000 a year, 
and our Colonies between them, another £10,000 a year. 

56,479. How much does India give of that £10,000?-India gives £1,200. 
In ('onnection with that, perhaps I may just say this: the figures I am giving 
you 110'90' are mAde up of two parts; one, the upkoep of the Imperial Insti
tute less the exhibition galleries, and the other an additional gift both 
from the Home Treasury and all the Dominions, with the exception of South 
.UriC'a and, I am' sorry to say, India also, for the upkeep of the galleries. 
India and South Africa give us no extra annual contribution for the upkeep 
cf the galleries. Since I was appointed to my present Host, we have trans· 
formed, and are still transforming, those galleries entirely. Even if we had 
India's ('ontribution, and South Afri~a's contribution as well as the other 
C'ontrihutions, the total would barely cover the overhead charges of the 
upkeep of those galleries. At the present time I am not left with a penny 
piece (in fact without Ind:a and South Africa's contributions I am distinctly 
down) for putting in new models or new exhibits, as we are trying to do 
now, in order to make the place really attractive and educationally useful; 
in fact, to make it a sort of permanent Wembley in the way of teaching 
the people of th:s country, and especially the younger people through the 
s('honls and colleges, what eaeh and every part of their Empire looks like, 
what it does and what it produces . 

. 56,4S0. Have you Rny hopes of help from the Empire Marketing Board? 
-The Empire Marketing Board have helped us very finely indeed. ,Our 
Board of Governors are most gra.teful to them, because they gave us the 
money, which we wanted very badly (in fact ~e could not work w:thout it) 
hy which we were able to turn one of our galleries into a cinema hall for 
the purpose of showing moving pictures of each part of the Empire. The 
Empire llarketing Board gave us that money, and I am glad to say that 
the scheme has been completed in accordance with that Board's desire when 
they gave us the money, namely, that the project should be ready in time 
to be shown to the delegates to the Educational Imperial Conference next 
Thursday evening. Thenceforward it will be open mornings and afternoons 
free to the public. All our galleries, of course, are free to the public. 

56,481. Your constitution is a Board of Governors, is itP~Yes a Board 
of Governol's, of which the High Commissioner for India is one. ' If he hy 
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any chance cannot come, Mr. Lindsay, the Trade Commissioner, always 
represents him. Mr. Lindsay, I am glad to say, is one of our most active 
members on more than one of these Advisory Committees about which I have 
spoken. HlI helps, me in every possible way. 

56,482. Is the work you are doing being overlapped at all by the work of 
any other institution or group P~As far as I know, not at alI; I think 
I can say thwt quite honestly and with conviction. That fear of over
lapping was the, raison d'etre of Mr. Ormsby Gore's Committee, which went 
into the whole matter and which made its Report in 1923. The big step 
which was then taken does not really affect your Commission, and that is 
why I have not alluded to it before. It simply brought in the Imperial 
~fineral Resources Bureau, in connection with which there 'had been defi
nite overlapping. The Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau was born during 
the War in 1917, but as a result of Mr. Ormbsy Gore's Committee, that body 
has been part and paroel of my Institute for the last two years, under the 
scheme of re-organisallion recommended by Mr. OrJrulby Gore's Committee. 

56,483. There are a great many points in connection with the work of 
the Institute about which I would like to ask you, but we must necessarily 
confine ourselves to Indian agriculture?-Yes. That is why I left that 
point out. I have only mentioned it now because you asked me about over
'lapping., I can really honestly say that, as far as I know, there is "no 
overlapping in that respect. I say it for this reason. Not only doea every
body on my staff know that I am determined to avoid it, but I tell every 
visitor who comes to me from overseas, " Now, if, when you get back to your 
place you meet with some difficulty, do not hesitate to write to me in regard 
to it, whatever it is. I will promise y,?u that I will not write back an 
official letter saying , I have the honour to advise you that you should apply 
to so and so,' and then let that communication travel to you for three 
months, and then let another comm'unication come back again taking 
another three months j I will send on your request to whoever is the proper 
person to deal with it." We do try to do that sort of thing, which does 
save an enormous amount of time. We do endeavour to send it at once 
to the right quarter; and our relations with those other quarters are of the 
D;lost pleasant deacription. 

56,484. Sir James MacKellna: Were any reasons given by the Govern
ment of India for withdrawing their contrrbution to the upkeep of the gal
leries in 1923 P-I cannot tell you whether they gave any reason, but I know 
what the reaaon was, because the man who advised the Indian Government 
(I will not mention his name), told me himself what it was. He said that 
he considered the galleries at that time and for yea,rs past were dull and 
stupid. He said he had tried over and over again to get them improved. 
until at last he had said to ,his Government, "Withdraw the money and 
then let us see what will ·happen." That was a very practical suggestion, 
but the trouble is that while it was very easy to lose the Government of 
India, it is vm:y difficult for me to get them back. If YOll gentlemen can 
help me in any way, I should be more than grateful. 

56,485. What sum would it take to get these galleries into a respectable 
. condition P-If I could get a grant of £3,000 from India I could make the 

Indian Court every bit as good as the New Zealand Court, for which New 
Zealand gave me £1,700, and I would do it in six months' time. 

56,486. What annual maintenance would you requirel'-About £650 a 
year. 

56,487. Professor Gangull't: Are these public galleries acceasible to the 
tradeP-They are acceasible to the public, including the trade, between 
10 o'clock in the morning and 5 o'clock in the evening of weekdays, and on 
Sundays between 2.30 and 6. I cannot do much, as I have explained to you, 
for the whole public generally, but what I am always trying to do is to get 
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a better and more widespread organisation to induce schools, which are· 
lIuflieiently near to be able to afford the expense of the necessary tra,·elling, 
to have their Empire geography lessons in my galleries rather than in their 
own schoolrooms. I am glad to say that that is working ,,-ery well. To give 
you some slight indication of that, I may say that I opened the galleries 
on the lBt October IMt and the figures, into which I looked only three days 
ago, show that from that time to this the average daily attendance of schools 
has been four classes per diem. I do not think that is bad. That means 
that a good many people are getting anyhow a more intelligent idEla of what 
their Empire is than they had before, and people of the right sort and of 
the right age. In the same way we try to get into touch with big federa
tions. To give you an in8tance of what I mean, there is a Federation of 
Certifieated Grocers. That is a federation which does a very excellent work 
in the way of training, examining and teaching people for various certificates 
in the different grades of the profession. These people never knew of our 
place at all until about six montha ago, when I got into touch with them, 
and they are all over it now; in fact next week they are going to hold 
their Congress there. I can say with confidence that we are getting known 
to what I ('all the right quality of visitors. We are not bothering too 
much about the quantity. 

56,488. The situation of the galleries is such, is it not, that people living 
in the centre of the city cannot always convenliently visit your Institute?
That is so, but with reference to that it may be of interest to your Commis
sion if I stated that only the other day we settled at the Timber Committee 
that we should send down to a certain office in the very centre of the <.;ity, 
for one year our representative planks. We shall t1mB be able to see 
whether the people in the trade will be willing to go merely fifty yards and 
not all the way to the Institute. 

56,489. On page 504, under "Intelligence Section," you refer to the 
marketing of Empire raw materials of plant and animal origin. The 
Empire Marketing Board also has the same function, has lit not. You say. 
" This section of the Department deals with enquiries for technical and 
commercial information respecting the production, utilisation and market
ing of Empire raw materials of plant and animal origin." I should like to 
get from you what is the link between your Institute and the Empire 
Marketing Board in this matter?-These links for avoiding overlapping are 
generally best if they are personal, and perhaps I can answer your question 
by telling you that as soon as they got busy last July, exactly a year ago, 
they made me, as the Director of the Imperial Institute, one of their 
eO-<lpted m8Illbers on what they call their Publicity Committee, under the 
chairmanship of Mr. Ormsby Gore. At our second meeting we found that 
it was necessary to didde up so as to do the Empire Marketing Board work 
best. 'We divided that again into Press and posters-that sort of thing on 
one side, and on the other side, education. They did me the honour of 
making me the Ohairman of the Educational Sub-Committee, so that I am 
in constant personal touch, and have responsibility as a member of their 
Executive Committee as well as holding my position as Director of the
Institute. 

56,490. With regard to these investigations which you have mentioned, 
now that the technical departments in India are 'better equipped than they 
have been in the past, do you think that the work which you are carrying' 
on here on behalf of. 'India may not be better carried on in India by the
Institutions there ?-I think that is more than reasonable, if I may say so,. 
and I shall not be surprised or indeed worried if and when the enquiries. 
from India 'cease altogether. I do not think they are likely to cease alto
gether, for this reason. The people in India know better than I iknow 
where Pusa is, and where these other places are, 'which they -have under 
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their own realm, but as Government officials make use of us, I imagine that 
'before they do so they consider whether their local places can fill the bill. 
For one reason or another they think we may be able to help them. I say 
that advisedly, because it is not only India, but the Dominions as weil. 
As they become stronger entities as industrial nations, as weil as producers 
()f raw material, and have their own re.'learch organisations and so on, they 
naturally will not require our help as much as they did in the past. 

56,491. Are the Dominions more independent of the Institute now than 
they were formerlyP-They are more independent of us now than they were 
before, but we have done some very important work, particularly for New 
Zealand, during the last twelve months. 

56,492. It seems t<l me you must take into consideration two factors, first, 
that there are commercial representatives of the Dominions and of India 
now living in London, and ~econdly, with regard to the technical side, 
countries like Canada, New Zealand and India have greatly strengthened 
their technical departments. When those two factors are in full working 
order, I should like to get from you your opinion as to what will be the 
position of the Imperial Institute?-The Imperial Institute will still ha.e 
more work t<l do than it can comfortably manage, lind for the very good 
reason that as the need for our help in India and in the Dominions 
diminishes, so the need for our help will increase monthly and yearly, in our 
tropical Empire. Those Colonies are giving us more and more work to do. 
'That was made very clear to me the other day at the Colonial Governors' 
Conference. I am glad to be able to state that each and everyone spoke 
with conviction of the real practical help which our Reports were giving 
them. That is the answer, I think, to your question. 

56,493. With regard to the Colonial Scientific and llesearch service, the 
proposed relation of your Institute with that service is that the offices of 
the Council would be situated in the Institute. Is that aUP-Thwt is all. 
That will 1Iot come about, great DS it is, probably for another fifteen months. 
They have a lot to do between now and then. It has to be referred to each 
of the Governments and so forth, 'but if and when it does exist, it is clear 
that, as they set a great importance on their tDSk DS a clearing house, it 
would be ridiculous to have two clearing houses, especially under one roof, 
and you will find it will make use of our intelligence staff, with such addi-
tions as may be found necessary. . 

56,494. Do I understand that these investigati~ns into Indian silk, 
Indian timber and vegetable fibres are proceeding now, or are they finished? 
Is the ,,~ork continuous?-Yes; it is continuous. 

56,495. Mr. Kafltat: Out of these seventy-one enquiries which you told 
lIS YOIl received in 1926 from India, how many have materialised into some
thing tangibleP-1 could not say offhand. No one explElCts to see fruits 
.emerging as the result of our enquiries within a few months. I ha,e made 
a few notes here as to the nature of these enquiries, and I shall be pleased 
to hand them in. 

56,496. With n>gard to the questi()n of overlapping between your Institute' 
and some of the technical advisers in India, 1 should like to know what 
would happen in one eventuality. Supposing a non-official enquirer, say a 
private firm in India, sought advice from Dehra Dun regarding a particulnr 
.forest product or a particular timber, and he received certain advice which 
.he considered as not satisfactory. Supposing he appealed to you further 
to investigate the indwstrial possibilities of the product, and that your 
Institute gave advioo contrary to the advice of Dehra Dun. What would 
llappen P Would the G<lvernment take your report as the final authorita
tive gneP-(Sir David Praill): 1\:Iay I answer that? There would be no 
cifficulty of that sort ot all. There ane two bodies in this country-the 
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Forest Products Research Board, which is engaged in that kind of work 
on the scientific Bide, and there is also the department of the Imperial 
Institute which does that kind of work. Those two bodies are in the 
CI06est poesible touch. The closest liaison has been esta;blished between 
the Forests Products Research Board and the Imperial Institute regarding 
everything which relates to timber or to forest products of any kind. The 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, in connection with its 
FOl9lst Products Research Board, is in the closest touch with Dehra Dun. 
It knows exactly what is being done at Dehra. Dun. I dare 
say you are aware that everything that is done at Dehra Dun ~s 
doue by agresment, in the same way as all the work carried out in South 
Africa, Australia and Canada is. The whole of the work is done acCording 
to standards which have besn set, by accident .as it so happens, hy the 
United States. who ·had the sense to begin first to investigate forest products 
at Madison, Wisconsin. All our places in the Empire follow the methods 
which have been adopted at Madison, ·Wisconsin, and they know exactly what 
is being done in every place about every fonest product and every class of 
timber. 

56,497. Do you mean to say there is no possibility of any honest conflict 
of opinion betweeu Dehra Dun and your Institute?-I dar.e say there would 
be conflict of opinion, -but it would be put to the test. It would not be 
merely a statement of opinion, it would be a statement of fact as to what 
happened with a particular product; what it contained, what happened with 
a particular timber, what tests it withstood; what uses it had, and- all the 
rest of it. The whole matter is thoroughly organised. 

56,498. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is your Bulletin very widely distributed in 
IndiaP-(Sir William Furse): Not as widely as I should like. I speak 
from correspondence which I have lately had with Dr. Clouston. I am 
sorry that I have not yet met Dr. Clouston personally, but I haV'8 had 
very friendly correspondence with him during the last few months, .and I 
gather from him that he is disturbed at the amount of weight which agri
culturists in India give to American publications, and how little they 
know of our publication. 

56,499. Is your Bulletin distributed only to subscribers?-The biggest 
bulk of the distribution is by exchange with the bulletins or periodicals of 
other institutes all over our Empire, and indeed all over the world. In 
that way we distribute something like 1,100 copies of each number of the 
Bulletin. The number which we sell to subscribers is, I am sorry to say, 
excesdingly small. I do not think it amounts to 200. 

56,500. I should like to see your Bulletin very widely distributed to 
every kind of official.-A great number go to India. They go to all the 
different Provinces as well as to Government headquarters, and to the 
different institutes which I have mentioned, like Puss. and Dehra Dun. -

56,501. When I was Director of Agriculture in Bombs.y I used t!) obtain 
your Bulletin by subscribing for it, but my successors .found they could 
not afford to do so, and cut it off. It was very unfortunate, I think?
Speaking merely from the financial point of view, it is a very serious maiter 
to me in making up my budget and my accounts. I want to spread the 
Bulletin as much as possible, but it is very difficult to get subscribers who 
will put down the 15s a year which is necessary. It is extraordinarily 
difficult to get it to the right people. We have lately published a small 
excerpt of it dealing with silk in Cyprus, which I thought might show 
people the kind of work which is going on. 

56,502. I quite agree it is a very valuable Bulletin, and you ought to 
get the Provincial Governments of India to give you a contribution towards 
itP-May I address the Chairman and say ~hat if the Oommission can help 
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us in that way in its 'Report we shall be very grateful. It is only through 
these Commissions and so on that one does get the kind of help which 
is necessary from. outside. 

56,503. You have a' very useful Library in your building, have you 
noH-Yes. 

56,504. Is that open to the public on special application or by ticketP
I have had notices put up outside the building to the effect that the Library 
is free to the public, but as a matter of fact anyone who really wants to 
use it either goes direct to the Librarian or to me, or to one of my 
principal officers and states the sort of subject he wants to refer to. Then 
we get him on to the people who know all about it, and give him every 
assistance. 

56,505. Shall we be able·to visit your Institute if we wish to?-Most 
certainly. 

56,506-7. WouM you deal with a problem such as the followingP We 
are often troubled with plagues of rats in India, and many years ago 
I applied to the Natural History Museum for some information as to 
whether the skins of rats could be used in trade here. After some 
onquiry, they told me that they saw no probability of the skins being 
used, and very confidentially added that there was a very severe competi
tion and opposition from the vested interests in the trade. Has the 
problem of the utilisation of the skins of rats ever been put before you P 
-(Sir David Prain.) iWhen an /enquiry concerning a rat-poison 
came, the principal officer consulted me and I said that perhaps the 
appropriate department in the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries might 
be able to help us. I knew that they had a Rat D'epartment at the 
Ministry, but on enquiry we found that that Rat Department had been 
suppressed, and there was no further information to be got from them. 
We learned, however, that there was somebody at the University of Leeds 
who was dealing with the question of rat poisons, and the matter is with 
them at the moment, they are investigating that particular point. If an 
enquiry of that sort came to the Imperial Institute, although the Imperial 
Institute does not deal with rats, it would take any amount of trouble to 
find out the proper place to which to forward the enquiry. There would 
thus be a great saving of time and an absence of cir(1umlocution. 

(Sir William FfUrse.) That was the sort of thing I had in mind when I 
mentioned just now about promising, on receipt of any enquiry, to send it 
forward to the proper place, if we did not ourselves deal with it. 

56,508. The question of poisoning rats is being investigated, is it P-(Sir 
David Prain.) We do not know yet. 

56,509. From our point of view the plague of field rats would be best 
dealt with if ~t could be made an advantageous operation for men to 
trap these rats and receive some small payment for the skinsP-{Sir William 
F'It1'se.) There is an analogy between your case of rats and the rabbits in 
the Antipodes. ,We have a very interesting show-case in the New Zealand 
Court showing how that pest, and it was nothing but a pest for years, has 
new been turned into a very fine industry. We show how men's hats are 
made out of rabbit skins and how our wives' sables are also made out of 
rabbit skins. Rabbit skins are coming over in their millions now from 
the Antipodes, and it is a very big industry. I do not know whether the 
Same thing could be done with rats. 

56,510. At any rate you would not regard it within your purview to 
assist in the matterJ-No, but we would not leave any stone unturned to 
try to get it taken up by the proper people. 
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56,511. I gathered from your remarks that the Ind,ian ~allery had not 
been improved because the annual grant had been dlscontmuedP-It was 
taken away from UII in 1923. 

56,512. Wae not the Institute largely built with grants obtained from 
IndiaP-Yes, undoubtedly. 

56,513. Do you consider that India has a claim on the Endowment Fund 
and on any other revenues which may be appropriated for the upkeep 
of the Institute, somewhat in excess of other parts of the Empire from 
which the initial grants for the building of the Institute did not come?
To some extent, but I do not think you can really take that Nery far. 
t'nfortunately in years gone by, at the start, the place got into trou~le 
financially, with the result that the Government took over the debts, which 
amounted to a large sum. It took over the building with the debts, and 
took half of it away from us and give it to the University of London, 
1 am glad to say that now it is only a matter of time before we get it back 
again. We shall do 80 when the new buildings are ready for the University 
of London, which will be in six or seven years' time. But I do not think 
you can carry your argument very far. J am doing what I can. 

56,514. Sir Thoma, Middleton: Sir Henry Lawrence asked if your 
Bulletin was widely distributed. I think you replied that you doubted 
whether it was widely distributed. I want to follow that point. You 
explained that you had a large exchange list of about 1,100 copies, but that 
the sales amounted only to about 200 copies. Have you any free list so that 
you may place the bulletins where they are likely to be well used? Dr. 
Clouston referred to the importanoe attached to American bulletins in 
India and how one applied to Washington for information. Washington 
has a large free list and places its bulletins where they are likely to be 
skilfully employed. Have you any similar system P-I am afraid none at 
all. The difference between Washington and London is a matter of the 
Exchequer. As long as America has all its riches it can do very much 
more than we can. 

56,515. Do you consider it wise to collect all the information you do and 
not to see that it gets into the right hands by means of a liberal distribu
tion of your Bulletin to the right people P Do not you agree that your free 
list might well be made much larger P---Certainly, if somebody will find the 
money. 

56,516. You want funds which will enable you to do it?-That is what I 
mean. 

56,517. You have explained how you maintain touch with the Empire 
Marketing Board. I think you are in close touch with the scientific 
departments, suc'h as the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
and other similar departments. Will you explain what your general 
method is of keeping in touch with them?-There again it is a personal 
touch. The head of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 
is a member of our Board of Governors, just as the High C;ommissioner for 
India is. To avoid any possibility of overlapping it was definitely laid 
down in the Report of the Ormsby Gore Committee that that official should 
be the Chairman of a small Laboratory Committee which should be part of 
my organisation, and I have made use of him in that sort of way with 
regard, for instance, to the matter of extra machinery and so on which may 
be required in our laboratories. We are constantly in touch with each 
other on Buch matters. . 

56,518. You have two methods of getting information out to the public, 
as I understand, the printed Bulletin and direct correspondence. Which is 
the most fruitful in your experience?-It is very hard to say. One leads 
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to the other .. The Bulletin serves the purpose of letting people know what 
we are doing. Somebody reads it or hears of it, alights on some pa-r
ticular thing and says, "These people Me the people I ought to write to 
about so-and-so,"'·then they follow it up with a visit or an enquiry. 

56,519. Has the correspondence grown in the la-st few yeMs ?-Slightly; 
there has not been very much difference. 

56,520. Do you anticipate a considerable increa-se in correspondence 1'
No, I do not think so. I should welcome it, but I do not anticipate any 
early increase. 

56,521.. When you were approached by the Punjab Government for aid 
in setting up oil machinery, did they put to you any question relating to 
the oilseeds which they proposed to useP-Yes. I t'hink I mentioned just 
now that the oils were to come from cotton seed, sesame and rape seed. 

56,522. w;hen you are answering a question like that dealing with oil 
machinery, do you 'confine yourself to the question raised, or does you!!' 
Committee take up the subject a-s a wholeI' Thl you ask yourselves: "They 
propose to use rape seed oil for vegetable ghi. To what extent is this oil 
desirable in vegetable ghi "P-May I ask Sir David Prain. to reply to that P 
He is the Chai'l'man. of the Council and knows the matter intimately. (Sir 
David Prain.) The Committee did go into the matter very carefully and 
were very critical indeed of the suggestion. 

56,523. My object is to find whether your Committee, thinking that the 
Punjab Government might not have all the information which they should 
have, volunteered infO'l'mation and criticism, or whether they merely replied 
on the particular point respecting machinery which wa-s put to them p
I think they went into the whole subject and made a. report on the whole 
subject. (Sir William Furse.) You have a list of t'he actual members of 
that particular Committee. You can see the sort of people with whom we 
consult. * I think that any of you gentlemen who attended one of the 
meetings of these Committees would be astonished, as I am every time, at 
the wonderful way in which these gentlemen, who are really the highest 
authorities in these matters, give their time and their full interest and 
knowledge voluntarily to the wO'l'k. I attend all these meetings for my own 
education, and in order to see how the work is carried out, and I am 
astonished at the work which goes on there. The Reports of the Committees 
must be exceedingly valuable. 

56,524. Mr. Noyce: Does the Imperial Institute levy any fee for any 
work doneP-Only Nom private individuals; never from Governments. We 
always tell the private individual when the enquiry comes in what it will 
cost him. It is something very small. We naturally do not charge any fee 
to Governments, because we get their subscriptions, and we a'l'e their 
servants. 

56,525. ISo that if a private individual in India goes to a Government 
department and gets that Government department to make the enquiries 
for him, he escapes any fee P-That is so. 

56,526. Professor Gangulee: Is India entitled to a certain number of 
copies of your Bulletin in view of the Bubscription which they payP-I can 
let you know how many we actually send to India if you would like that 
information. 

56,527. The number of bulletins which is sent does not depend on the 
amount of subscription which India paysP-Not in the least. 

56,528. Is not the cost of the bulletin rathEYI' prohibitive to private 
personsI' Is there no way of reducing the cost of printing and publishingI' 

-------_.------------------------------------------
* See Appendix. 
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-We went into that most carefully during the last year. So far fro~ 
reducing the price, at one time we had to .-aise it, but we have brought It 
down since, I am glad to say, to the original price of 3s. Bd., but we have 
only done 60 by reducing its bulk in a. way which we thought would not 
diminish its quality or value. I do not think you can get it any cheaper. 

56,529. I notice that it is printed on very good quality paper. I was 
wondering whether you could .-educe the cost in any way P-All that was 
gone into by our Publications Committee. 

56,530. SiT Henry Lawrence: Could we. have a copy of your distribution 
list for India?-Certainly. 

56 531. The Chairman: Sir David Prain, would you like to make any 
obse~vations on the general questions which we have discussed So far P-(SiT 
David PTa in) :, No, I have nothing to say. 

56,532. I will confine myself to your memorandum on the production of 
quinine on page 508. Would you like to add any statement to that memo
randum at this stage?--Only this, that I have to apologise for its shortness. 
As a matter of fact, three years ago a body in this City asked me to deliver 
8 lecture. I chose this subject as it was then interesting to Government 
and the League of Nations. I spoke for an hour without having notes, 
which perhaps was unwise, but the body seemed to ihave good reporters 
and made a good newspaper report, and I thought I wouLd: let it go at 
that. I think the easiest way would be for you:, Sir, or for any melnbers 
of your CommiBBion to put to me :any questions on. any points which they 
think are obecure, because my remarks are condensed. I will try to explain 
8ny point 89 briefly 8& I can. 

56,533. I greatly admired your note, which covers the ground very fully. 
The p<l6ition 89 it exists to-day is already before the. Co.mmieBion, but there 
are one or two points which I should like to ask you. Do you, at this 
stage, favour the suggestion that the oinchona tree should be grown as an 
enterprise by the Central Government on 8 large scale ?-My -mind is 
perfectly open. There is one thing the Government of India must remember. 
Chemistry has been endeavouring for forty years at le.ast to make synthetic 
quinine, and it may make synthetic quinine any day; and when it make., 
symthetic qu.inine then it will not be worth the while of the Government 
of India to grow cinchona, and it will not be worth the while of the Govern
ment of India to separate quinine; 'but if public opinion insist that it must 
be grown, then I think the Government of India, like the Governments 
of all our other Colonies, will ·have to do something until synthetic quinine, 
or some substitute for quinine whioh is equally good, comes along. I am 
sure that Professor Gangulee knows, although I do }lot know, whether any 
of the other members of the Commission are likely to know, that in Ger
Dlany not synthetic quinine but a. synthetic su:bstance as a substitute for 
quinine is said to !have been found which is as good as quinine iIi dealing 
with malaria. We do not know at what pruce it can be put on the market, 
but the moment it is put on the market at a cheaper rate than that at 
which you can purchase quinine, then there will not be the same necessity 
for growing cinchona. On the other hand, as you know, Sir, one great 
difficulty which one had all the time that one was ~n the service of the 
Government of India was that the Government of India's fina.n.oial officers, 
just the same as the Home Government's financial officers, said that we 
should not separate quinine in India, or grow cinchona bark, because 
one could purchase quinine separated from cinchona 'bark grown elsewhere 
at as oheap a rate as that at which it could be separated by the Govern
ment of India. itself. One ,had naturally to point out that there might 
be a danger if that attitude were carried. into action, because the time 
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might come when we should be at war and when we &hould not have 
control of the seas lind when we should not be able to get either supplies 
of bark or quini~ for our soldiers. That plea, which I ventured to put 
forward in 1903, was accepted by the Government of India, and in deference 
to that opinion, it was said: "Let cinchona still be cultivated and quinine 
be separated by.us." There is another point in connection with that. One 
reason why the price of quin4ne ·became so low as it did was that the 
traders of quinine in Europe were anxious to get once more the trade of 
the Government of India in quitnine; and if they could reduce the price 
to a iigure which w,as lower than that at which it was possible for the 
Government of India to separate quinine from its own cinchona bark, 
then at the momen'~ at which the Government of India ceased to grow 
cinchona and ceased to separate its own quinine, up would go the price 
against India. That was not considered a very serious argument by the 
Government of India, but the other one which was put forward at the 
same time, with regard< to political and perhaps other possibilities in 
war time, was listened to, and it was said: "Let us go on." 

56,534. Setting aside the possibility of a synthetic substitute being devised 
and placed upon the market, would you advise at this stage, having regard 
to all the circumstances, that Governments in India should take active 
steps to grow the plant P-I think eo. I think the Government of India. 
have acted very wisely indeed in sending my successor all over India to 
look for places where .it might be possible to extend the cuThivation. I 
cannot speak of my own knowledge at all, but I understand that an uea. 
has been found in Burma wh&r& they are doing it. I understand also 
that the prospocte there are good. I think that is a thing which certainly 
should be continued until such time as it b&eomes unnooessary. Besides, 
it does not matter if, in the end, cinchona is no longer grown by th& 
Government of India. I had the figures dlll'ing the twenty years I was 
associated with the cultivation of cinchona, and I know that, from the time 
that these cinchona plantations w&e started in Bengal until the time I left, 
they had repaid themselves eleven times over .. 

56,535. Do I underst.and that you IU'e not familiar with what has tran
spired since you left India i'-No, I am quite unfamiliar with that. 

56,536. On page 510 of your note·, you say that no monopoly in cinchona 
is enjoyed 'by Java; in fact, the monopoly is a quinine monopolyP-That is 
80; I have triedi to explain it. 

56,53i. I want to ,be sure that I understand that. Is that bocause the 
price which the public is prepared to pay for quinine is not sufficient to 
finance the growing of the tree and the preparation of the drug in other 
parts of the world P-It means this, that ther& is not one cinchona tree: 
there are at least three cinchona trees. I leave ou~ of consideration a 
fourth one; there is a fourth, which we do not think of in India at all. 
The three are the red bark, the crown bark and the yellow bark. In 
the case of all three you may get the same amount of alkaloids; suppose 
yo~ get six P?r cent., they are equally rich in alkaloids; but only one
thIrd of the SIX per cent., that is two per cent., will be quinine in the 
case of red bal'k; in the case of crown bark four and a.-half p& cent. 
will be quinine, and in the case of yellow bark th&a will be still more 
quinine. 

56,538. So that the prodnct which pays exists in larger quantities in the 
case of the yellow than in the case of the other two varieties?-That is 
so. It costs just as much to olear a. piece of foretlt, raise the seedlings, 
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put them into the ground, cultivate the tree, and harvest the bark, in 
the one C868 lUI in the others; but the bark is paid for, not on the basis 
~f so much weight of bark, but on the basis of the quinine unit. In 
Java they have the volcanic soil and the humid conditions which are 
_actly the conditions in the Andes where the plant is wild. In the 
South of India they have the same climate, but they have not got the 
volcanic soil. The same applies to Ceylon. The planter in Java finds 
he can grow yellow bark, but the planter in the South of India finds 
that he cannot, and he finds he is only going to get 41d. for every ad. 
that the man in Java gets for the same amount of bark produced on 
the same area with the same amount of labour; therefore, when the 
people who are separating quinine reduce the price to a level when it 
no longer pays the man who is getting 4id., the man who is get~ing 6d. 
can go on. That is the e:s:tent to which there is a monopoly; that is the 
only monopoly there is; it is not a monopoly of quinine but a monopoly 
of the yellow cinchona, whioh is the kind that has that high percentago. 

56,539. What capacity for expansion has Java?-That I do 1D0t know; 
they can go to Sumatra where they ·have the same kind of soil. At present 
I expect they are not growing muoh cinchona in Sumatra because rubber 
and tobacco and other things are paying them better. I might explain 
that the diffioulty, as I understand it, and the thing that ·has led to this 
outcry that the Empire is not producing sufficient quantity of quinine 
is this: I have said that the Java planter says he does not get enough 
for his bark; I am quite sure he does not get as much as he used to. 
At the end of the War an arrangement had been come to between the 
Beparators of quinine and the planters. The arrangement was this, 
that if in a year the separators of quinine bought from the 
planters in Java, as much cinchona bark as would yield them, say, 
1,000,000 kilos. of quinine, then the separators in Europe undertook to 
purchase in the next year as much ibark from the Java planters as 
would give them the amount of quinine they had separated the year 
before. In Russia and the Balkan States, in the catchment areas of the 
Volga and the Danube, during the War there appeared a kind of malaria 
more severe than the malaria they had previously been accustomed 1;<) 

in that are&. The Soviet Government went to the European separators of 
quinine and saidi: "'Here is money, here is gold; we give you this gold 
in order that you may give us quinine; we are dying and we want· quinine." 
When asked: "How much quinine do you want?" they replied: <;! 
million kilos." Then the separators of quinine said to themselves: "But 
if we give R1lI!Bia 8IllOther million kilos., tJhat will be 2,000,000 we shall 
be issuing this year, and the planters in Java will say to us next year: 
.. You gave out 2,000,000 last year; you must buy enough bark to separate 
2,000,000 this year; rather than have to face the risk of having an extrA 
million kilos. of quinine in stock next year, we will tell Russia we have 
not the quinine"; and they did not supply the quinine. That, as 1 
interpret the situation, was the beginning of the outcry that the Briti~h 
Empire was not producing sufficient quinine. 

56,540. In what year did that oocurP-The complaint arose two or three 
years ago. 

56,541. After the WarP-Yes. The difficulty is this, that except in the 
Eastern Himalayas where we can grow the yellow bark, the same bark 
as is grown in Java, there is' no place in our Empire that I know of 
where you can grow it. And even in the Eastern Himalayas, where we 
can grow the same kind of cinchona, there is the fact that we have get 
five months of dry weather. Professor Gangulee will know what that 
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means. That pute us behind in our output as compared with Java. There 
are some few trees that are extraordinarily rich in quinine; in Java, 
they do not harvest those trees, 'but raise seedlings on to which they graft 
twigs from the very rich trees; their maZis are so skilful that tney can 
graft in the open and 97 per cent. of the grafte will hold. Now, as Pro
fessor Gangulee will tell you, our malis in Bengal are just as clever as 
the malis in Java; but if we want to do grafting in the Himalayas, we 
have got to graft in frames, we have got to plaint out the grafted plants; 
and, although we can get just as good a percentage of grafts to hold 
in frames, when they ,hav!! got to face the five months of dry weather 
a large percentage of these grafts fail in '~he field. Therefore you have 
two handlings, because you have to graft in the frames instead of in 
the fields, and then you have the percentage of loss which we cannot 
avoidi with mangoes, cinchona or anything else. that we graft in Bengal. 
The result is that what is a. profitable thing in Java ceases to be a 
profitable thing in Bengal. Then there was another matter which you will 
not find referred to in the reports. In 1879 the Government of India 
decided that it was not necessary a.ny longer to 'have a Government 
Quininologist. During the years that they ·had a Government Quinine
logist they had a very able man who enabled thf'm to separate the total 
alkaloids from the red bark, whioh was quite a good thing to do; he aLso 
established the relationship between the morphological features of various 
cinchona trees and their alkaloid content. lWhen that had been done, the 
Government of India said: "iWe do not need to know any more; we da 
not want a Government Quininologist any. longer." [But since those days, 
as Professor Gangulee will tell you, we have learned a good deal about 
genetic.s, and when we made a systematic survey of our barks, we found 
that our barks which had an average yield of six or seven per cent. ill' 
the year 1879, by the year 1899 had gone down to between three and four 
per cent., so that these morphological features were no longer related to· 
the quinine content. When this was pointed out to the Government 
of India, Government listened to the representations and re-appointed 
the Quininologist. Colonel Gage will be able to tell you what they have 
got the percentage up to; I believe the percentage is now up to what it 
was in about 1879 or 1880. 

56,542. I understand from your note that you do not 'yourself feel satis
fied that the curative virtues of quinine itself have been not exaggerated at 
the expense of the other contents of the bark ?-Of course, you must remember 
that I am in a. difficulty there, because I am a member of the Indian 
Medical Service, and I cannot cast that away from me. When YOll are 
a servant of the Government of India, and in a particular Service, you do 
1I0t criticise your senior officers, because if you did they might say you 
were pestilent and would not listen to you; and you do not dare to say 
nnything to junior officers, because they have come more recently from a 
medical school and know everything. But you can speak to those who 
are your colleagues and contemporaries in the Service. I used to ask them 
how much quinine they gave their patients. Their view was that if a 
patient was suffering from malaria. it did not matter if they ga\'a the 
patient a little too much quinine. I pointed out to them that although 
that might be so from their point of view when prescribing for the patient, 
it was unsatisfactory from my point of view because I was responsible to 
the Government of India for the supply of quinine, and every extra grain 
they gave, imnecessarily, to any patient meant that some othElr suffering 
person was deprived of that relief. Nor could I ever get them to tell me 
whether quinine was really any better than the other alkaloids. The bark 
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preparations are made from red bark, which, as I have already explained 
to you, has only one-third of the alkaloid quinine content; the o-ther alka~oid 
c-ontents may be just as useful as quinine itself. The fact that the medlcal 
profession will insist on always prescribing quinine, and quinine 610ne, 
makes it essential that a man who is growing bark should grow the bark 
that is richest in quinine, and makes it necessary for the separator to 
purchase the bark that has most quinine in it. The other barks can be 
grown in East Airica, West Africa, Malay Peninsular, on the West side 
of India along the Ghats. I may say now that the Medical Research 
Council h88 recently been very actively engaged in investigating tne relative 
merit. of the various alkaloid9 of quinine, and I dare say, as time goes 
on, they will be able to make reports that will perhaps stoongthen the hands 
of the Government of India in connection with the growing of the barks 
other than the yellow bark. It is an extraordinarily complex subject; 
very little attempt has really been made to understand either the hygienic 
relationships, the eoonomic relationships, or, indeed, any of the relationships 
of these alkaloids. 

56,543. Sw- Henry LaWTence: Do I understand correctly that the bark 
that has been grown in all the plantations in India is -the same whether 
lU Darjeeling, Burma or Madras; it is all the yellow barkP-No, in the 
South of India they could only grow, profitably, tlie crown bark. There 
is a &mall area where they can grow yellow; but in Travancore all the 
planters who at one time grew cinchona grew crown bark. 

56,544. That is greyP-No, crown bark, i.e., the original Peruvian bark. 
56,545. New plantations are being made also P-I cannot tell you what 

they are planting; there is the possibility that they are planting largely 
a hybrid. We had hybrids which are fairly useful; the object being to 
get a cross between a strong growing kind, a k.ind that would certaiuly 
thrive, like succirubra, red bark, with the high quinine content of yellow 
bark, calisaya. 

56,546. The amount now being grown by Government in India is about 
4,000 acresP-I cannot say. Does that include the new Burma planta
tion? 

56,547. I understand soP-We had nothing like that between us, in 
Madras, and the Eastern Himalayas when I was there. 

56,548. You recommend that the whole of the amount of quinine 
that is required in India should be grown in India P-I think it would be 
wise if it were possible; I think it would be a good thing to be able to 
make that an ambition and get to that point. 

56,549. But you do not anticipate that that would -be possibreP-It all 
4epends on whether you can get enough ground suitable; there may be 
more land in Burma; but I understand there is very little in tlie South 
.of India that you could bring into cultivation of cinchona.. 

56,550. Mr. Noyce: In Madras they are opening up a big new plants,. 
tion P-I am glad to hear it. 

56,551. Sir Henry Lawrence: Does the cultivation require much skillP
A good deal in the earlier part; it requioos a great deal of skill and care, 
especially in the raising of the seedlings. 

56,552. Is that skill in supervision or skill in the actual handling P-8kill 
in the actual handling; only women and children can do it properly. We 
used women and children for pricking out the small seedlings; men were 
too clumsy. 

56,553. Then the Government of India will Nlquire a. very carefully trained 
stalIP-You can always get a good supply of quite careful native gardeners 
jll India quite easily; we had no difficulty at all about that. 
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56,554. It has been suggested that the plantations in Burma are not very 
popular with' emigrant ooolies: that people from India are not prepared 
to go there to work P-That may be; we heard the same thing about 
Malaya; service there was not very popular; the rice was difl1erent for one 
thing, and that might be enough. 

Bir James Mackenna: The difficulty in Burma is due to the competition 
of rubber and timber against the cinchona plantations in regard to labour. 

56,555. Bir Thomas Middleton: You mentioned that yellow bark succeeded 
in Java because the soil was volcanic and similar to the soil of Bolivia P
Yes, they were careful to grow it in volcanic soil. I have not been there
myself, but Sir George King, who was my chief, described to me the kind 
of soil: you could put a walking stick Idown into it to the very top quite 
easily; it was that sort of Boil. 

66,556. The soil of the Anamalais, derived from gneiss, is probably acid 
as compared with the volcanic soils of Java; do you know whether any 
attempt has been made by adding lime, or lime and potash, to convert the
soil into a suitable one for yellow bark P-I do not know whether they 
have done that in ,Madras; we did not need to do that in the East 
Himalayas. 

56,557. You do not know that any attempt has been made to modify the 
soil to suit the treesP-No; but the difficulty is this: although this is 
only prophesy, it is prophesy which is certain to be right: they will be
able to grow cinchona there as well as in the Nilgiris; that is to say, it 
will be crown 'bark; crown bark grows perfectly well. 

56,558. I understood the percentage of quinine from crown bark was
mu<,h less than from yellow bark P-That is the difficulty; it is not the 
question of the soil so much, but that the yellow bark will not grow in 
that soil. 

56,559. If you can so treat the soil as to grow yellow bark, you get 
over the difficwtyP-Yes, that would be an excellent suggestion to make to 
those in charge of plantations. 

56,560. Bin- Heillry Lawrence: Is this yellow bark the one known as 
quinine LedgerianaP-Yes, that is the kind we like to grow. 

56,561. ProfessOT Gangulee: That is a hybrid, is it not !,-No, the yellow 
is not a hybrid; it is the one native in Bolivia; it is furthest South in 
the Andes; it is of the same richness in alkaloids as the other kind, but 
it has made up its mind that. it favours the alkaloid which is quinine. 

56,562. Mr. Noyce: I am not sure what you mean when you say quinine 
still remains the only cinchona alkaloid that is officinal. That means that 
it is the only alkaloid admitted to the phlllrmacopreia. Is that the reason 
for the botanical name: officinalis P-Medicine is so illogical that the bark 
that is officinal is the one which is not ric'h in quinine. I hoped you would 
not notice that. 

56,663. I did notice it and I wanted you to explain that. Were they 
making much cinchona febrifuge in your time?-Yes, quite a good deal; 
the people who were wise used it in pTeference to quinine; medical mis
sionaries used it. When we found that there was a. much increased demand 
for quinine, which we had to separate from our yellow bark, we had to g() 
to the South of India and purchase a quantity of crown bark. The Iresult 
of the crown bark was that, as Sir Thomas pointed out, we got only 41 
parts of quinine. I was at the trouble to separate cinchonidine, which is 
the next most plentiful alkaloid in crown bark, from the Iresidue, but the 
Medical Department of the Government of India said it was not to be 
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W!ed; therefore it W38 no use going on separating it. What we did then 
was to use the residue, after we had got the quinine out of the crown bark, 
like the alkaloids of the !red bark; cinchona febrifuge became in that way 
not only the alkaloids of red bark, but all the alk~loids of crown b~rk aft.er 
the quinine had been taken out. That was not~ced by the medlcal mlS
sionaries on whom we -relied for a. large qnantlty of our demand; they 
found that the crown bark febrifuge was a. better medicine than the old 
red bark febrifuge. I therefore suggested the missionaries trY.ing for their 
dispensaries simply the waste !r6sidue from crown bark; that IS to say, all 
the alkaloids after both the quinine and the cinchonidine 'had been taken 
away without bothering about red bark febrifuge at all, because they 
~an have that waste residue at a lower price, especially if we did not purify 
it. They told me they did not want it purified, because t'heir patients 
preferred medicine with a nasty taste and a brown colour. They found 
again that this was more effective as a medicine than the crown bark 
~inchona febrifuge was. The difference between those, if you work through 
them, is not that you have got less and less quinine in each, but that you 
have a greater and greater percentage not of the crystallised alkaloids but 
of the amorphous alkaloids which will not crystallise. The amorphous may 
have something of the relation to the other alkaloids that molasses have 
to sugar. These alkaloids that will not turn into orystals are absorbed 
more readily by the system of the patient, and perhaps affect the malaria 
parllBite more readily. Reliable medical missionaries went into this ques
tion clinically on my behalf very carefully, and the conclusion to which 
~ne WIIB driven was that the greater the percentage of thEi amorphous 
alkaloid in the substance you gave your patient, the more effective it was. 

56,564. There is a very large demand for cinchona febrifuge nowadays; 
I think the new Madras plantations have been designed to meet itP-I am 
glad to hear that. You will all know the name of the firm of Kemp & Com
pany in Bombay. The senior partner of that firm once paid a visit to 
Calcutta, and he came down to the Calcutta gardens and talked to Sir 
George King and myself about many things in which he was interested. 
After Sir George and I had given bim all the information we could, Sir 
George said: .. Now you have asked us a lot of questions; do you mind 
my asking you one? Is it a faiqo question to ask why it is that you take 
100 lbs. of cinc'hona febrifuge every month in the year from us?" The 
Teply was: .. It is a perfectly fair question. You do not see the' Times of 
India': but if you did you would see every morning that we have an 
advertisement there of Kemp's Famous Fever Remedy. That is a solution 
·of your cinchona febrifuge, and I submit it is the best remedy for fever 
that is offered by anybody in India." Professor Gangulee will be able to 
tell you that there was an able countryman of his who had a chemist's 
business in _ Calcutta; he purchased from us not quite as much but still 
a large quantity, and he made a similar preparation. I forget his name 
'but I know the preparation made him rich; so rich that when there wa~ 
!' marriage in his ~ous~hold a theatre ~as taken by him for three nights 
10 order that all h18 frlends and the frlends of the bride and bridegroom 
$hould be enteqotained. 

56,565. Professor Gangulee: Your advice to the Government of India is 
-that they should go on with the cultivation of cinchona; has there been 
sufficient ~xperimental w~rk to i~dicate, firs~, the climatic, and ReCl<'l1dly 
the edaphlc factors assoClated wlth the cultlvation of cinchona ?-Yes I 
think we have done sufficient. For instance, we find that the rainfall m~st 
not be too small and not too high; we found that if we 'had more than 

-twenty inches it was not good foqo cinchona. 

56,566. ~as there been a general survey taking into consideration all 
-the edaphlc factors ?-I cannot tell you that, but I think perhaps Colonel 
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Gage may be able to say what has been done during the twenty years he
was in charge." 

56,567. Such research must precede the further extension of cinchona 
cultivation in India; if you want to use the new areas, one must know what 
conditions Me necessary. On this question of plant genetics applied to. 
cinchona cultivation, do you think adequate research has been conducted 
by the Government of India to o'btain the number of suitable strainsP
They thought they had in 1879, and they found they were wrong j but I 
think we have been doing that steadily ever since we detected that the 
average alkaloid percentage had diminished. In 1905, the Government 
Quininologist asked for was appointed j that has I believe been one of his 
duties all through. 

56,568. Are you familiar with his work now P Is he going on with this 
plant genetic question?-I imagine SO; but I do not know whether he is 
still in Bengal or whether 'he has gone now to Madras. 

56,569. M".. Oalv6Tt: Would you kindly make clearer a sentence at the 
bottom of page 509: you say: "The relative proportions of these alkaloids 
in particular kinds of cinchona remain unaffected by the variation in their
percentages" ?-That means this: you may have a strain that has only 
three per cent. of alkaloids altogether, and you may have another strain 
which has six per cent. of alkaloids, you may have another that has nine. 
I have known iIlBtances of individual trees that went as far as twenty per 
cent. of alkaloids. There is that variation in the total alkaloid content. 
But you will never get more than one-third of the alkaloids quinine in any 
red baTk; no matter how rich it is, no more than one-third will be quinine; 
in crown bark no more than three-quarters will be quinine; in yellow you 
will always expect to find about fivc-sixths at least to be quinine. 

(The Witnesses withdrew.) 

APPENDIX. 

Aldvisory Oowncil on, Oils and Oilseeds. 
Dr. A. iW. Hill, C.M.G., F.R.S. (Chairman). 
John Allan, Messrs. Joseph Crosfield & Sons, Ltd. 
Roland J. Bayley, O.B.E., Met1srs. Goodlake and Nutter, nominated by 

the London Oil and Tallow Trades Association. 
W. B. Bibby, Messrs. J. Bibby & Sons, Ltd., nominated :by the Seed 

Oil and Cake Trade Association, Liverpool. 
E. R. Bolton, F.I.C. 
A. Braae, Erith Oil Works, Ltd., nominated by the London Oil and 

Tallow Trades Association. 
A. Chaston Chapman, F.R.S. 
Alex. A. Cowan, The .Airican and Eastern Trade Corporation, Ltd. 
W. H. Fenwick, nominated by the Incorporated Oil Seed Association. 
W. S. Ferguson, nominated by the High Commissioner for New 

Zealand. 
J. E. Frost, The British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd., nominated by th€' 

London Oil and Tallow Trades Association and the Incorporated Oir 
Seed Association. 

Robert L. Holt, Messrs. John Holt & Co., Ltd., nominated by the
Liverpool United General Produce Association. 

William C. Job, Messrs. Job, Ivory & Co., Ltd., nominated by the' 
High Commissioner for Newfoundland. 

H. A. F. Lindsay, C.I.E., C.B.E., nominated by the High Commissioner-
for India. 

H. A. Treganowan, nominated by the Department of Overseas Trade_ 
G. T. Bray, A.I.C., Imperial Institute (Secretary). 

Lieut. (l£neral Sir William l'uTse and Lieut.-Oolonel Sir David Prain. 
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Mr. W. A. WILSON, 
Agricultural Products Representative of the Federal Government 

of Canada. 
NOTE ON AGB.IOULTURAL LEGISLATION, ADUINISTRATION AND RESEARCH 

IN CANADA. 

1. As far as Canada is concerned, the centre of authority is at the Capital, 
but each Province is sUbstantially independent. 

2. The control of contagious diseases amongst live &tock is a matter for. the 
Federal authorities entirely, whether the disease occurs in anyone ProvlDce 
or is general throughout the Dominion. 

All quarantine measures in regard to live stock are under }'ederal control. 
3. As·to Finance, Finance follows authority; when authority is central 

tiO is Finance; when it is provincial, Finance is also on a provincial basis. 
4. With regard to research, the Federal Department of Agriculture carries 

on a considerable amount of research work in connection with the experi
mental farms which come under its jurisdiction, and which are scattered 
throughout the Dominion. In addition to this, the Federal Department 
maintains Laboratories in connection with Plant Pathology, Entomology, 
Animal Pathology, Seed Testing and Dairy research at a. numoor of points, 
at all of which research problems in connection with particular phases of 
agriculture are ca.rried on. 

The Provinces also ihave the right, and do carryon research work along 
agricultural lines, particularly at the various Agricultural Colleges con· 
nected with the Universities. This research work is frequently carried Oll 

in co-operation with Federal Institutions operated by the Federal Depart
ment of Agriculture, but is also in some cases cl),rried on independently. 

In addition to this, there exists in Canada a body known as the Research 
Council of Oanada, which functions in a general, although rather desultory, 
advisory capacity in connection .with research work, not only in agriculture 
but in otlher fields as well. The Research Council. co-operates by the furnish
ing of funds to various institutions, both Federal and Provincial, and in 
some cases to individuals for the purpose of assisting in carrying on some 
particular line of research. The Council, however, does not operate any 
research Institutions of its own. 

Education is purely a matter coming under Provincial jurisdiction. Each 
Province has its own Department of Educaj;ion, which administers educa. 
tional matters in its own boundaries. The Federal Government has no 
control over education, this being one matter set "aside by the British North 
America Act as coming under the jurisdiction of the Province. 

ExTRACT FROM REPORT 011' THB CoMHITTEB 011' THE PB.IVY" COUNCIL FOR 

SCIENTIFIO AND INDUSTB.IAL RESEAROH II'OR THill YBAR 1924-25. 

Oanada. 

The report of tlhe Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial 
llils~arch of Canada for tlhe year ending March 31st 1924, has been received. 
DUring ~h~ yea~, Dr. F~ank D. Adams, who had rendered conspicuous service 
a~ AdmlDlStratlve ChaIrman for nearly two years, retired from that posi
tIon,. and Dr. H. M. Tory, President of the University of Alberta, W8B 

appolDted to fill the vacancy. Special reference is made to the extent to 
which ~he activiti~s. of the Research Council are carried on by its members 
who, ~th~ut recelvlDg ~ny re.muneratio.n for their sorvices, give generously 
of tlhelr time ~nd experience lD furtherlDg the work of this Council because 
they are convlDced that the programme of the Council affords them an 
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opportunity to make a very definite contribution towards jndustrial and 
national progreSs in Canada. The Research Council has continued to co
operate in every possible way with the various departments of <the Federal 
Government and it ,is intended that the Council shall be the co-ordinating 
agency for the promotion and development of research wherever possible 
throughout the Wihole of Canada. 

As in previous years, the Council has concentrated its activities on the 
following three lines of work :-

(a) The training of research workers through the provision of bur
saries, studentships and feUowships. 

(b) The investigation of a number of special problems by the aid of 
grants to investigators, known as "Assisted Researches." 

(c) The encouragement of development of research by the organisation 
of the research workers of Canada into Standing Associate Committee 
of the Research Council-and by the appointment of Special Committees 
to the same end. 

(a) Training of Research Workers. 
During the year 1923-24, 12 fellowships, eight studentships and 25 bur

saries involving a total expenditure of $37,730 were granted. During the 
seven years since the inauguration of the scheme 103 grantees have com
pleted their training under these awards. Of these, 21 are continuing their 
studies, 29 are engaged in the teaching profession, 17 are employed in in
dustry, and 15 ;have accepted appointments in .foreign countries. 

(b) Assisted Researches. 
The principal investigations conducted with the aid of grants from th& 

Advisory Council during the year 1923-24 are the following:-
Means of increasing the nitrogen content of the soil. 
T·he cultivation of drug-yielding plants of British Columbia. 
The cascara content of the wood and back of Bhamnm Pu.rshiana. 
Corrosion of iron pipes in alkaline soils. 
Preservation of structural steel. 
Fog signalling by radio. 
Colour vision defects. 
Surface energy of crystais. 
Spectrum of infra-red rays. 
Helium researches. 

(0) The Standing Associate Committee. 

The Associatl! Biological Oommittee.-Researches undertaken by the Com
mittee, in collaboration with the Committee on Marine Ning Investigations 
of the National Research Council, on the geographical extent of the spread 
of "ship worm" (Teredo Navalis) on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of 
Canada have been continued. 

The Committee has arranged for a chemical investigation of the problems 
relating to the curing and handling of fish. 

The Associate Oommittee of Ohemists.-The subjects considered by this 
Committee include the following:-

(1) Chemical aspects of fuel supply. 
(2) The patent laws in relation to dhemical inventions. 
(3) Sulphide ores of British Columbia. 
(4) Denaturing of alcohol for industrial purposes. 
(5) Corrosion of iron and steel pipes in alkaline and clay soils. 
(6) Utilisation of wood waste. 
(7) The compilation of a catalogue of scientific periodicals. 

Mr. W . . 1. Wilson. 
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Th. Aa.ociate Committee on Phy,ic, and Engineering Physics.-The Com
mittee haa been engaged chiefly with problems relating to radio and aero· 
nautics, in c<Hlperation with the Departments of National Defence and 
Marine and Fisheries. Other questions under review by the Committee 
included the publication of scientific papers in Canada, the status of radio 
engineering as a profe88ion, and the necessity for the provision of a National 
Research Institute. 

Th. Associate Committee on Mining and Metallurgy.-Arising from the 
work on the utilisation of low grade iron ores of Canada, a Sub-Committee 
has been formed to investigate the design and construction of blast furnaces 
neceSSBry to meet the changed conditions arising form the use of benefici.lted 
orea. 

Th. A"ociate Committee on Food Research.-The Committee has con
tinued its work in connection with the following investigations:-

(1) The preparation of vitamin B. 
(2) Relationship between the yeast activator and the anti-neuritic 

compound. 

The Associate Committee on the National Problems 0/ the Foz Ind'ustrlJ.
Experiments dealing with the food requirements of breeding foxes have been 
continued with the cordial support of the Fox Breeders' Association. 

The Allociate Committee on New Brunswick Forest. Problem8.-Acting 
on representations made by the Department of Lands and Mines of the Pro
vince of New Brunswick, the Research Council has formed this Committee 
and made a grant of $5,000 to determine, if possible, methods and costs 
of reseeding recently burned land, old burns not restocking, and certain 
type!! of cu t-over lands. 

Preliminary results have been reported. 

The As.ociate Air Research Committee.-During the year under review 
research· bas been carried out in the following subjects:-

Deterioration of lubricating oils at low temperatures. 
Behaviour of rubber sbock absorber cord at low temperatures. 
Use of anti-freeze mixtures. 
Development of radiators designed for use at low temperatures. 

The reronstruction of the four-foot wind cbannel at the University of 
Toronto has been completed. 

Finance.-As in previous years, Parliament granted an appropriation of 
$120,000 for the use of the Council during the session. The actual expendi
ture during the year was $125,311.06, and included the following items: 

.Assisted Researches 
Fellowships 
Studentships ... 
Bursaries 
Salaries 

Travelling Expenses 
General Expenses 

Research Council Act, 1924. 

$ 
59,854.04 
13,380.00 
1,200.00 

11,250.00 
15,091.31 
1~942.24 

4,599.41 

$125,311.06 
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Since the issue of the report of the Honorary Advisory Council referred 
to above, the Research Council Act has become law (19th July, 1924). 

The Council is constituted a body corporate and itA3 membership is limited 
io 15, who shall be appointed by the ~vernor in Council on :the recom
mendation of the Committee of the Privy Council on Scientific and Indus
trial Research. It is enacted that the President of the Oouncil shall be 
t.he chief executive officer of the Council and shall have supervision over, 
and. direction of the work of the Oouncil and of the officers appointed for 
the purpose of carrying on the work of the Council. 

It is declared that the duties of the Oouncil shall include the charge 
of all matters affecting scientific and industrial research in Canada which 
may be assigned to it, and also the duty of advising the Committee of 
the Privy Council on Scientific and Industrial Research on questions 
of scientific and technological methods affecting the expansion of Canadian 
industries or the utilisation of the national resources of Oanada. 

The Oouncil is authorised to undertake in such a way as may be deemed 
advisable:-

(i) The promotion of the utilisation of the natural resources of 
Canada. 

(ii) Researches with the object of improving the technical pro
cesses and methods used in the industries of Canada, and of dis
covering processes and methods which may promote the expansion of 
existing or the development of new industries. 

(iii) Researches with the view of utilising the waste productA3 of 
said industries. 

(iv) The investigation and determination of standards and 
methods of measurements, including length, volume, weight, mass, 
capacity, time, heat, light, electricity, magnetism, and other forms 
of energy, and the determination of physical constants and the funda-
mental properties of matter. . 

(v) The standardisation and certification of the scientific and 
technical apparatus and instruments for the ~vernment service 
and for use in the industries of Oanada; and the determination of 
the standards of quality of the materials used in the construction of 
public works and of the supplies used in the various branches of the 
Government service. 

(vi) The investigation and standardisation, at the request of any 
of the industries of Oanada, of the materials which are or may be 
used in, or are the products, of. the industries making such a 
request. 

(vii) Researche6, the object of which is to improve conditions in 
agriculture. 

(viii) The direction or supervision over researches under condi
tions to be determined in each case by or for single industrial firms, 
or by such organisations or persons, as may desire to R\'ail them-
selves of the facilities offered for thie purpose. . 

Discoveries and inventions made by members of the technical staff of 
the Council become the property of the Council and are made available. 
to the public under such conditions and payment of fees or royalties or 
otherwise as the Council may determine, subject to the approval of the 
Governor in Council. 

Mr. lV. A .. Wilson. 
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l\IEHORANDUH RELATING TO SOME FORMS OJ' ORGANIZATION OJ' AGRICULTURE IN 
CANADA. 

As a matter of information to the Committee it may be interesting to 
give a few general facts about Canada that may lead to a better under
standing of conditions and work relating to agriculture. 

Canada's area is 3,739,655 square miles, or 111,992 square miles larger 
than the United States, including Alaska. The land area is 2,306,502,308 
acres: 358,162,190 acres possible farm land, 140,887,803 acres occupied. In 
eastern Canada, 60,095,406 acres occupied, 70,168,784 available for settle
ment. In the four Western Provinces, 90,792,397 acres are under occupa
tion, and 147,106,603 acres, suitable for agriculture, await settlers. The 
gross agricultural wealth in 1925 was placed at $7,832,942,000, and by 
provinces :-

Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia ... 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Saskatchewan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 

$ 
89,876,000 

169,351,000 
177,037,000 

1,364,403,000 
2,196,152,000 

696,495,000 
1,826,833;000 
1,092,187,000 

220,608,000 

The gross agricultural revenue in 1925 was $1,708,567,000, and the per capita 
income of farmers was, in round figures, $2,000. 

Co-operative Organisation jor ¥arketing Wheat and Ooarse Grains. 

The Oanadian Wheat Pool is a non-profit co-operative association with a 
membership of a hundred and thirty-eight thousand farmers in the three 
prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. There are three 
provincial pools, each one a separate entity, self controlled in every respect, 
with its own plan of organization and management, its own officials adminis
trating its own internal affairs and collecting its own grain. The Central 
Agency handles the grain collected by the three pools. This Central Selling 
Agency handled during the crop year 1925-1926 the enormous total of 
215,016,000 bushels of grain, made up of ,187,500,000 bushels wheat, 
11,024,000 bushels oats, 13,221,000 bushels barley, 1,597,000 jJushels flaxseed 
and 1,674,000 bushels rye. 

The three provincial wheat pools handled more that 56 per cent. of the 
entire wheat crop of Western Canada. The approximate gross returns to 
the provincial pools was $271,500,000, of which $22,500,000 went to Manitoba, 
$188,500,000 to Saskatchewan and $60,500,000 to Alberta, This did not, of 
course, all go back to the farmers, as it included, for example, freight and 
local handling charges on wheat shipped through private elevators. Of the 
grain handled, 27,000,000 bushels went through Pool terminals. Shipments 
were made to 25 different countries. The overhead selling cost of the 
Central SeIling Agency amounted to one-fifth of a cent per bushel. 

The movement for a voluntary wheat pool was started as soon as the 
western farmers had to abandon their efforts for re-establishment of the 
Dominion Wheat Board, which handled, very much to their satisfaction, the 
entire wheat crop of Canada in 1919. Organization campaigns were con
ducted in the three provinces in the summer and fall of 1923, with fifty per 
cent. of the wheat acreage in each province set as the objective. 
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The Alberta. Pool was the first to commence operations, with approximately 
46 per cent. of the wheat acreage of the Province of 1923, or a total of 
two million, six hundred and two thousand, seven hundred and ninety-seven 
acres under contract.. The first carload of Pool wheat was accepted on 
October 29th, 1923, and the world's largest co-operative marketing enter
prise had hung out its shingle and started on its business career. Both the 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan Pool commenced operations the following' fall. 

Membership in the provincial Pools is open to those who are directly or 
mdirectly engaged in the produc£ion of wheat. Every Plember on joining 
the pools pays $2.00 fee, which goes to pay organization expenses, and also 
pays $1.00 'for a nOlDinal share in the organization to comply with the com
pany laws of the province. He signs a five-year contract binding himself 
to deliver all the wheat which he produOes directly or indirectly to the Pool. 
All present contracts terminate with the 1927 crop. Those who joined the 
Pool since the first 'year have, therefore signed only for the balance of the 
period. An exception to this is the case of members signing a contract with 
the Manitoba Pool in connection with the acquisition of pool elevators. All 
such contracts are for the full five-year period. 

These contracts form the foundation of the organisation and through 
the democratic' methods which prevail, in the election of delegates and 
directors to the central bodies, members are in continual touch with, and 
control of, the entire organisation. Each provincial pool is self-governing 
and while the general form of organisation, the terms of the contracts and 
the jD.ethods of business are similar in all three pools, there are certain 
differences in detail. 

The provincial pool has full control of its members' wheat from the time 
of delivery at the country point of shipment until it reaches the terminal 
elevators at Fort William, of Vancouver, as the case may be. At these 
terminal points the grain is turned over to the Central Selling Agency which 
is under the control of a board of directors consisting of nine members, three 
from each of the provincial boards of directors. 

The federal charter for the Canadian Co-operative Wheat Producers, 
Limited, the official title of the Centrat Agency, was issued in August, 1924. 
The keynote of the whole movelDent is outlined in the eecond clause of this 
charter, which states the purpose of the Central Selling Agency as follows:-

" To be an agricultural organisation for the purpose of mutual help to 
serve as the Central Marketing Organisation for the corporations and per
sons mentioned in section A thereof, but for no others; to improve methods 
and reduOe costs of marketing grain, to reduce speculation, manipulation 
and waste, and all unnecessary transactions in such marketing; to increase 
consumption, build up new markets and develop new uses for grain;. to 
market same directly and with regularity, so as to furnish it economically to 
the users thereof, and to preserve for the growers and the public their 
proper profits." 

The Canadian Wheat Pool had no elevators when they started operations, 
but a clause in the contract provides for a deduction of two cents. per 
bushel for the purpose of acquiring facilities for the handling of grain. The 
Saskatchewan Pool constructed or purchased outright 90 elevators in 1924-25, 
and by an agreement with the shareholders purchased in 1926 for a little 
over eleven lDillion dollars the Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Com
pany's system, and now owns and operates 587 elevators including several 
terminals. The Alberta Pool already has 42 elevators under their control 
and have now decided to build or acquire one hundred additional country 
,elevators in the province in time to handle the 1927 crop. 

Mr. W. A. Wilson. 
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The )fanitoba Pool now owns 30 elevators and should double this number 
by the end of the present year. 

In addition, the Alberta Pool has leased the terminal elevator at Prince 
Rupert, and another at Vancouver. The terminal elevators owned by the 
Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company system are included in the 
deal of eleven million dollars between the Pool and this company. The 
Central Selling Agency has three terminal elevators at Fort William, 
Ontario, with a total capacity of more than two million bushels. 

Referring to the relationship of the Central SeIling Agency to the 
Provincial Pools, E. B. Ramsay, member of the Central Board and secretary 
of that body, writes:-

" The Central Selling Agency is not an institution apart from the Provin
dal Associations, but is owned-lock, stock, and barrel-by them. The 
ownership is based on capital stock which is owned in the proportion of one
third by each of the three prairie pools, irrespective of the proportion of 
grain handled in the individual pools. The Central Selling Agency is 
directed by a Board which is nominated annually by the provincial associa
tions, and each member pool nominates from its own board three repre
sentatives. These nine men constitute the governing body of the Central 
Selling Agency, and this system enables the Provincial Board to keep in 
close touch with all the policies and activities of the Central SeIJing Agency 
in a manner which would be impossible to a. separate Board of Directors at 
Central. It also insured that the viewpoint of the country will be the 
guiding factor in determining the policies of the Central Board and main
tain a unity throughout all pool developments which is an essential part of 
an organisation which, in three short years, has developed business activities 
in all parts of the wheat importing world." 

Some Other Subject Headings Relating to Agriculture in Canada on which 
the witness is prepared to offer evidence. 

Varied conditions in soil, climate, markets, etc. 

Federal Government Activities concerning production, grading, 
standardising, markets and research. 

Respective Provincial Government activities covering: production, 
education, research. 

The relationship between Federal and Provincial official activities. 

Wheat: grades, storage, transport, and marketing. 

Other farm products: production, grades, storage, organisation and 
markets. 

Oral Evidence. 

56,570. The Chairman: Mr. Wilson, you are the Agricultural Products 
Representative of the Federal Government of Canada?-Yes. 

56,571. Are you a member of the High Commissioner's staff?-Yes. 

56,572. We have notes that you have heen good enough to provide; would 
you like to add anything to those?-I would like to make a general staj;e
ment. My purpose in opening this memorandum as I did was in a very 
brief way to show the diversity of the conditions in Canada with respect 
to agriculture and probably to give the Commission some idea as to the 
ciifficulties that would face anybody in preparing a. general memorandum 
on agricultural work and organisation in Oanada, because that organisation 
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and our marketing actlviti~, prodllction activities, education and research 
activities, vary according to the conditions that obtain in each Province. 
So that I set out those general conditions and the opening paragraph is 
a preliminary explanation of those circllmstances, rather as an excuse for 
the memorandllm that I did not prepare on general agricllltural conditions, 
and also in the hope of bringing out the conditions in the discllssion. 
Following that, I prepared a memorandum on the marketing activities in 
so far as they related to wheat and coarse grains, because that is by far 
thE' biggest organisation of its kind in Canada; I took that as an example 
and set it out more or less in detail. I merely made notes of some of the 
phases of agriculture that might be touched upon in the discussion. 

56,573. We might take research first. I think you have a. Central 
Research CounciIP-Yes, we have what we call the National Research 
Council, which is composed of officers from all the Universities in Canada; 
that embraces thp Universities of the nine Provinces. I have a list of the
officials of the National Research' Council with their titles; I should be very 
glad to leave that with the Secretary if it will be of any value to you. 
This National Research Council has not very large funds at its disposal, 
and it acb more or less in an advisory capacity to anybody in Canada who 
is seeking advice, and acts as a pivot in Canada to distribute research 
work to thp institution that is probably best fitted, both from the stand
point of mell and equipment, to carry out that research work. 

56,574. Has it funds at its disposal?-A very limited amount; I am 
speaking from memory; they had about 125,000 dollars in the fiscal year 
1925-26. 

56,575. Are there other funds available which are disbursed to son._ 
extent, at a,ny rate, upon the advice of the National Research CouncilP
Not that I know of. 

56,576. There is a Federal Department of Agriculture and to some
extent a research staff under the Federal Government, is there not P
Yes, the Federal Department of Agriculture has jurisdiction over the 
t"xperimental farms in Canada, and those experimental farnts again are 
located in every Province in Canada, a oentral farm being located at 
Ottawa. They are all rather well equipped for carrying on agricultural 
research work. 

56,577. Do the Provincial Governments take any part in the conduct of 
these central research stations in each Province P-Not so far as the 
F~deral activities are concerned; Provincial Governments have their own 
research. stations in conjunction with their agricultural colleges., 

56,578. They are always quite separateP~They are always quite separate 
so far as administration is concerned; but they are always ()()-operating so 
far as discussion and arrangements and work are concerned. 

56,579. In practice, is there friction between the officers of the Federal 
Gm'Elrnment and the officers of the Provincial Governments P-I think not; 
1 think there is a very happy situation throughout Canada in that 
respect. 

56,580. What is the general policy of the Federal Government in the 
matter of research? Has it set down certain areas of research for itself, 
or does it seek to supply deficiencies in the provincial organisations ?-It 
does both; for instance, in the case of rust in wheat in Western Canada, 
there is not only enlisted the help and co-operation of the Provincial 
Governments, but there is also ()()-Operation with the Government of the 
United Stat~, and conjointly they are carrying out work at the Agricul
tural College at ,Winnipeg on rust in wheat. That is only an example of 
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~he means of co-operating between the Federal Government and the vanous -
Provincial Governments. These activities continue according IUl to whether 
a problem arises in any particular area in Canada. 

56,581. Your Central Research Council is not responsible, in the adminis
trative sense, for the conduct of these central research stations?-No. 

56,582. On the other hand, it would -be open, I take it, to tlie National 
Research Council to express an opinion as to the manner in which a 
pal·ticular field of research might be allocated as between provincial research 
stations and the federal research stations ?-Quite right. 

56,583. That would be an expression of opinion?-Yes, and sound tech
nical advice because of the qualifications of the men who are in a position 
to give advice in that respect. 

56,584. So that the prestige and authority of the National Research 
Council depends, to a very great extent, upon the reputation 8f the men 
who serve upon it ?-I think you are quite right. 

56,585. In practice can you tell the Commission whether the research 
departments in the Provinoes are able to make detailed arrangements with 
the Federal Government's research stations in their department for team 
work on any particular problem ?-I think there is very little active team 
work; the team work consists in consultation 'and arrangement. I know 
one particular clUle where the Federal Government staff has been drawn 
upon for conducting work in provincial fields; but these provincial colleges 
are fairly well staffed, and it is very seldom that they do call upon men 
from outside to assist them. The co-operation usually ends with the 
consultation, or in case any other problems come up during the conduct 
of the research where they require further advice, the actual carrying out 
of the work is usually done by the particular staff of the institution to 
which it is assigned. 

56,586. So much about the help from the federal organisation to the 
provincial in terms of men; does the Federal Government give anything 
by way of grants to the Provincial research centres?-No; finance and 
authority are closely associated. 

56,587. Is there a definite Research Service? So far as the personnel 
goes, are they members of a Servioe?-No, there is no definite research 
branch of any of the research stations. 

56,588. Each department engages 'a man on a particular contract p-
Yes. -

56,589. And these positions do not carry pensions?-No. 
56,590. Professor Gang'Ulee: From where do you recruit these scientists? 

-They are recruited from many sources; some of them come from this 
country~ Bome of them come from the United States; oome of them come 
from the Continent; but most of them are our own production. 

56,591. The Chairman: ¥ou have provided us with a memorandum entitled: 
.. Note on Agricultural Legislation, Administration and Research in 
Canada," and on page 529 of that note you say the Research Council co
operates by the furnishing of funds to various institutions, both federal and 
provincial, and in some cases to individual persons, to enable them to 
conduct oome line of research. Do all those funds come out of the 125,000 
dollars which you ha'l'"e mentioned?-Yes. 

56,592. That does not go very far in Canada?-No, it does not go very 
far; it really bears out what I have said, that the function is largely 
advisory, because they cannot do much with 125,000 dollars. • 

56,593. Is the Nationa.l Research Council in touch with kindred bodies 
.' in Great Britain?-I think I can answer that in the affirmative but I do 

not know to what extent. 
56,594. To leave for a moment the field of researoh, there are oertain 

functions in the agricultura.l and veterinary field definitely committed to 
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- the care of the Federal Government, are there notP-No; that is hardly. 
correct. 

56,595. I said outside the field of research P-Yes, you are quite right; 
the Federal Government hae full jurisdiction over animal diseases, plant. 
diseases, and so on. 

56,596. Control in· inter-provincial marketingP-Yes. 
56,597. Oontrol- in export P-Yes, it covers the whole field of control. 
56,598. Is that function of the Central Government one that is growing 

in importanceP----:1 wo:lld not say it is growing in importance; its importance 
bas been recogmsed m Canada for a good many years and the line of 
demarcation of authority has been fairly well defined for a good many 
years, so that I hardly see how its importance could grow. I mean it is 
well recognised already. 

56,599. I was thinking of the extension of the principle of fixing standards 
of export P-That is entirely under the control of the Federal Goverll
ment now. So far -as exports are concerned, with all commodities it is 
purely under federal jurisdiction, and its development of that control in 
the export -business is growing aocording as the sentiment of the people 
will permit it to grow. For instance, the export business in grading 
started in wheat a good many years ago. Now it has extended to hog 
products, to fruit, to canned fruit and vegetables, to dairy products, to 
poultry and eggs. We have pretty nearly covered the field, so far as 
regulation and standardisation of our farm products are concerned. 

56,600. At least, the exercise of the control is tending to grow as time 
proceeds?-Yes, that is quite right. I think the world competitiolh in these 
commodities is probably the secret of the whole development; it is a ques
tion of the survival of the fittest on the basis of the quality of 
the commodities. 

56,601. You have a wheat pool in CanadaP-Yes. 
56,602. That is controlled by GovernmentP-No, there is no official con

nection whatever. There are three provincial pools, those of Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Then the central selling agency, which is 
the Oanadian Co-operative Wheat Producers, Limited, has a Dominion 
Charter. Outside the charters, there is no official connection whatever; 
they are purely commercial organisations. 

56,603. Is the co-operative movement in Canada making headwayP-Yes, 
it is growing quite rapidly; more, comparatively, in Western Ca.nada. 

56,604. Rae the credit 60Ciety movement made headway in Canada? I 
am thinking of societies designed for the provision of credit to agri
()ulturistsP-Yes, it has made some headway; it is only progressing slowly. 
They have legislation in the three Western Provinces for agricultural 
()redits; but that has only been within the last _ three years; I understand 
it has been quite popular and has been of very great benefit. 

56,605. Rave selling societies grown in number?-Yes, throughout Canada. 
They are of a. varied character, depending upon the conditions that obtain 
in the respective areae in Canada. In the maritime Provinces they are 
rather small groups; the same applies in the Province .of Quebec. ~en 
you come to Ontario they are somewhat larger. There 18 one co-operat1ve 
romp any which is handling all lines of farm products and selling them for 
its clientele, which is second in volume to the Ca.nadian wheat pool. When 
vou pass on to Western Canada, they have pools relating to livestock, 
pools relating to dairy produ~ts, and poo.1s :elating to poultry an~ eggs . 
.. Pool" is a common word lD Canada; 1t 1S really synonymous WJ.th co
operative organisation, as spoken of in this and other countries. 

56,606. Are these pools operated by co-operative societiesP-~es, producer,,' 
organisations, not assisted in any way by the Government, w1th one excep
tion: the co-operative stockyards where livestock is concentrated for selling 
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by auction have received grants from the Provincial Government of Saskat
chewan; that is the only co-Operative organisation that has actually been 
assisted by grants. They are assisted by loans which are repayable over 
long periods and at a low rate of interest. Then, their business is conducted 
purely on a commercial 'basis; the directorates are largely composed of pro
duoers themselves, with a manager of wide experience. It is very seldom 
that a man is taken from the agricultural field to conduct these, although 
in the case of the wheat pools they are. 

6660;. In the case of the wheat pools, who carried out and financed 
the preliminary propaganda required to assure the support of the sufficient 
proportion of produoers to make a sucoess of it?-Ea.ch Provincial Govern
ment gave an advance to the provisional directorate of the pool for organi
sation eXpell68S, which I understand was given without interest but was 
repayable, and in all cases has been repaid. 

56,608. I think fifty per cent. of the total production was thought to be 
the minimum ?-It was based on acreage: fifty per cent. of the acreage· 
was their minimum before they commenced operations; that was in each 
Province. 
• 56,609. Can you tell us whether experience has borne out that view or 
whether rather lese than fifty per cent. would ·have been sufficient?
They succeeded in getting the fifty per cent. before they started, and it 
has evidently proved to be enough, because they are approaching seventy
five per cent. of the acreage this year. I mean in 1926. 

66,610. Within the pools?-Yes, within the pools. It evidently proved to· 
be enough to make a satisfactory financial return on the product, otherwise 
they would not .have had such a large acreage increase signed up
subsequently. 

66,611. Are the groups conducting the pools formed under a special Act 
of Parliament?-Yes, a Provincial Act of Parliament for each Province, 
The selling agency has a Federal Charter. . 

56,612. It is a combined selling agency under a Federal Oharter?-Yes. 
there is only one selling agency for the three pools. When the wheat iSo 
delivered at the terminal elevators, the central selling agency takes charge 
for all three Provinces. 

56,613. Does the central agency administer the terminal.elevatorsP-No. 
Both terminal and up-country, or internal elevators, are operated by one· 
or other of the provincial pools. 

66,614. How 8Ibout the element of management? Has that been a diffi-· 
culty?-H it has been a difficulty, they have succeeded in keeping it from 
the public, because there has been no disturbance whatever. 

56,615. W.hat type of man supplies the managerial experienCe in the
case of the poolS ?-In the case of the pools it is an actual farmer in each 
case. It is different when it comes to the selling agency; the selling agency 
manager is a man who has been taken from the oommercial trade but is. 
under the directorate, and every director is a farmer. 

56,616. It is a farmers' committee in the case of the pools is it?-· 
Yes, each Province is divided into a certain number of 'areas. I~ Alberta 
for ill6tance, there are sixteen. Each area selects a Director to represen~ 
the central body, and from those sixteen central Directors, nine are elected 
for the Provincial pool. For the central selling agency three Directors. 
are taken from each provincial pool and they form the directorate for the
selling agency. All of these men are farmers themselves. The actual sales. 
agent for the central agency is a man of wide experience who has been 
taken from the grain trade. The same applies to their overseas sgents' 
they are all men who have been in the trade. ' 

66,617. Are you familiar with the workings of any of the provinoial, 
colleges. of agriculture?-Not intimately. 
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56,618. DC? you know whether there is a tendency to confine appOlm
ments in those colleges to citizens of the particular Province in question p
I can answer that question quite defilnitely; there is not. They are 
looking for the best men. The one University and College that I know 
in particular has drawn some men from Scotland, it has drawn some 
men from two of the States of the United States; and the balance from 
Canada; but very few men from within their own Province; but I will say 
this, that where they have a student who shows promise, they have no 
hesitation in giving him a chance on the staff; they encourage that. 

56,619. Proje.'so'r Gangulee: The cattle quaranltine and inspection in 
Oanada, you say, is under federaloontrol?-Yes. 

56,620. What machinery has the Federal Government set up for its 
administration ?-At certain ports of entry' they have areas set aside which 
we call quarantine stations; they are used entirely for the receipt of cattle 
or livestock. We have a resident qualified veterinarian at these stations; he 
has the necessary staff, but he is also able to call upon any outside staff 
of the Federal ~vernment in case of necessity. 

56,621. That is, the federal authorities have to maintain their own staff 
in tne Provinces P-Quite. 

56,622. Is there any relationship with the provincial authorities ?-None 
whatever. 

56,623. I should like to get from you an idea of the experimental farm 
system of Canada. Under the Federal Government you have one central 
farmP-Yes. 

56,624. That is situated at OttawaP-Yes . 
.56,625·. You have a number of special experimental: stations such as horse

breeding stations; are these stations managed by the Federal Government? 
-We have not got any special stations for horse-breeding or for cattle 
breeding. 

56,626. You have tobacco stations?_"'Oe have one, I would not call it a 
&tation, in Western Ontario which is really a subsidiary to the tobacco 
branch of the experimental farm at Ottawa. 

56,627. Then each Province maintains a number of farms and experi
mental stationsP-Yes. 

56,628. Are the farms and the stations situated in the same localityP-
, The farms and the stations are together. Each college, for instance, will 

have a certain area, probably a thousand acres of land; they carry on their 
experiments in field husbandry, animal husbandry and so on; but it is under 
one Head and under one Board of Governors. 

56,629. Is any experiment, suggested by the Central Government, being 
carried on on those provincial experimental farms P-Not that I know of. 1 
should like to'make one point clear. I am not sure that I underst<lod your 
question. The Fedoral Government's farms in the respective Provinces 
conduct their work entirely on the programme laid out by the experinemtal 
farm at Ottawa; they are all federal farms; but in addition to tbat there 
are provincial agricultural colleges which have their farms; but they are 
under provincial jurisdiction and carryon thtlir own work. 

56,630. What relationship is there between the federal and provincial 
farms?-There is no connection, except in the matter of advisory and ('on
sultative capacities. 

56,631. How do they divide the work? Is there no overlapping of "orkP 
-I presume there is some overlapping; there is bound to be; but I think 
that is at a minimum. 

56,632. Do you say that in each Province there is one central farm?
Each Province has its agricultural college, yes. 

56,633. A central farm P>-Yes. 
56,634. Under the Federal GovernmentP-No, in the federal field there 

is the central experimental farm which is at Ottawa; they have their branch 
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experimental farms located in the different parts of Canada in the respec
tive Provinces. 

56,635. Under provincial management?-No, under federal management; 
then, in addition to that, each Pl'Ovince has its own agricultural colleg>e and 
farm where the experimental work is carried on lIB well, aud cdveational 
work. These colleges were primarily estllJblished for educating the farmers' 
sons and others both for professional service and for going back to fauns. 

56,636. ,With regard to this wheat pool, what I'ercentage of the total 
wheat production is marketed through this pool sJstemP-I have not got 
the figures .for production; but it is approximately ~eventy-five per cent. 
of the aversge of wheat that is sown. -

66,637. Does the grower get a part of the value of his produce on deli
reryP-Yes. 

66,638. So that if prices fall at the time of actual sales he has to suffer P 
-I do not quite follow your question. 

56,639. Supposing that at the time of delivery prices rule high; if after 
three months the prices fall, what happensP-His original price is only an 
advance on aooount. 

56,640. But he would have got the good price at the time of delivery 
if 'he sold his grain instead of joining the pool ?-But he never gets a price 
equinlent to the market price. 

56,641. What price does he get?-They have advanced one dollar as an 
original payment for the three years they have been operating. 

56,642. At the time of delivery the grain is valued according to the market 
pri('e?-~o, they only get an advance. To show that this advance is based 
on the safe side: in the first year the final payment on the basis of No. 1 
wheat was one dollar, sixty.six cente., but thE!! only advance was one dollar. 
The pool made three subsequent payments. On the second year· they hava 
got a final price of one doll a r forty-six cents.; so that the pool was 
advancing on the safe side. 

56,643. Mr. Kaf1~at: Is the farmer at harvest time bound to bring his 
wheat into the pool ?-The farmer signs a contract, the actual signing of 
the contract is purely voluntary, but when he does sign it it is binding for 
five years; then he can bring in his wheat at any time he likes after haa-vest. 

56,644. Professor Gangulee: It is purely on a commission basis then?
Yes. 

56,645. Do you think the pool system in 'Canada exercises any influence in 
preventing a bad slump in prices P-I would say yes, very likely so. 

56,646. How do you maintain the purity of varieties of wheat?-Our 
Canadian Wheat Growers' Association and our seed farms are doing a great 
deal to maintain the varieties, and of course the commercial value is 
influencing the farmers to such an extent that it needs very little control. 
The greater yield from the better varieties and the greater vitality of the 
seeds are factors which are determining the situation in a natural way. 

56,647. Mr. Oalvert: Could you give ns a rough idea of the area of arable 
land which a Canadian farmer would hold? ;What would he plough a year? 
-J cannot give you that off-hand; I gave the Secretary some documents and 
that information iB contained in them. 

56,648. The Ohairman: The typical holding?-Yes. 
Sir Thomas Middleton: It varies very much in the Eastern and Western 

Provinces. 
66,649. Mr. Kamat: Could you give UB an idea of the total federal 

expenditure for the help of agriculture in Canada ?-I am afraid I cannot 
give you tbose figures either; it is rather difficult to get out estimates for 
agriculture. 
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06,650. With, regard to your system of marketing, is there any control, 
either by legislation or otherwise, from the Provincial Government P-None 
whatever, there is freedom of trading in every respect. 

56,651. There is' no legislative or executive contt:ol whatsoever P-None 
whatever; the only measure of control is after the farmer signs this wheat 
contract: then he is bound for five years to put his wheat through that 
channel; but he signs the contract voluntarily. 

56,652. As regards the grading of wheat, in case of dispute what is the 
machinery provided for settlementP-From each load under mutual agree
ment, or in cases where there is disagreement between the owner of the 
grain and the elevator operator in regard to the grade or dockage, wheat 
Dlay be delivered to the elevator subject to inspector's grade and dockage. 
In this case a sample is drawn from the load, which shall be satisfactory 
to ,both the owner and the elevaioor operator, and is forwarded to the chief 
inspector for his decision as to the proper grade and dockage. The Canada 
Grain Act, however, :has the following clause respecting the handling of 
grain by this method:-

" Where the disagreement as to grade and dockage arises on the sale 
of the grain by a farmer to such country elevator, the farmer shall be 
paid on the basis of grade aud dockage offered him by the elevator, 
but the final settlement shall be made on the basis of grade and dockage 
given by the chief inspector." 

56,653. Had your railway administration anything to do with elevators 
at the initial stage P-If they had, it was before my time and only in a very 
small way. I think probably the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in the 
very early stages had a few elevators, but they have none now and have 
not had any for years. 

56,654. So that the present elevator system is almost independent of the 
railways?-:Absolutely independent. 

56,655. Sir Thomas Middleton: In connection with seed distribution, has 
the Oanadian Government made use of schools for distributing seed, by 
giving the boys and girls new varieties?-No. 

56,656. Was there not a considerable movement of that sort in Canada 
before the WarP-There was a movement amongst the boys and girls, bu~ 
it is altogether of an educational nature. That is growing very largely. 

56,657. I understood that new varieties of seed were given to these 
children, that they were encouraged to grow them and to bring th('m to 
the notice of their parents P-That is quite right, but it is done for educa
tional purposes. 

56,658. But, as a matter of fact, it led to the introduction of a good many 
new varieties, especially of vegetable seeds, I think?-l'hat I cannot say. 

56,659. How long has the Research Council been in existenceP-I think 
it was set up in 1918. 

56,660. The main federal centre for both educational and research work, 
I think, is at Guelph, is it notP-No, the Guelph institution is a provincial 
institution j it is under the Ontario Government. 

56,661. Does it not get federal grantaP-No. 
56,662. Canada has been expanding ita area under tobacco in recent years 

a good dealP-Yes, very much so. 
66,663. It is mainly pipe tobacco I understandP-Very largely so, yes. 
56,664. But you have had a substantial growth in the volume of cigar leaf 

trade, have you notP-Yes. 
56,665. Your market is the home marketP-Yes. 
56,666. In fact, you have a large home market, and you are not seeking 

an export market to any extentP-No, we are seeking an export market 
very much. Our production h88 increased so much this last five years that 
our export business has grown from a little less than a million pounds in 
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1920 to approximately five million pounds in 1926; I am speaking of exports 
to this country. 

56,66i. Of cigars or tobacco?-I am speaking of the raw tobacco. 
56,668. My reference was to cigars; in that case your home market is 

sufficient and you were not exporting your cigars ?-No, the duty is too 
heavy. 

56,669. Mr. Noyce: Is agriculture mentioned in your ConstitutionP-I am 
afraid I cannot answer that question. 

56,670. I was wondering if you could tell us whether there was a definite 
reference to it in the Act, showing ~ow it was divided up between the 
Federal and the Provincial G<lvernments?-No, I think I am correct in 
saying that in our Constitution, the British North America Act, there is 
no line of demarcation of activities set out as between federal and pro
vincial authorities. I think the only point that is covered in the British 
North American Act is education. 

56,671. Would you send us a copy of the British North America Aet?-1 
shall be very pleased to make a note of it and in due course I will send it. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. A. E. JARRETT, of Jarrett Bros., London. 
Note of Evidence. 

Our firm of Jarrett Brothers, 91 and 93, Bishopsgate, E.C.2, has h~ndled 
Indian cigars and cheroots for over 40 years and we are rather consIde~ed 
the East Indian Cigar Importing House. During tJ~e year 1892 we I~
ported two million cigars from India, since when our Imports have steadily 
declined, until in 1925 they only reached just over ~ree quarters of .a 
million cigars (786,000). In our opinion the outstandmg cause of thIS 
decline has heen the steady raising of the duty in this country from 5s. 
per lb. in 1897 to 12.1;. Hid. to-day. When the duty was 6s. per lb. a g?od 
Indian cigar or cheroot was sold at 2d. or 3d. each, but the same artICle 
can now only be sold at 4d. and 6d. 

The following are the duties imposed since 1892:-
5s. 6d. per lb. to March 6th, 1900. 
68. per lb. on April 2Obh, 1904. 
78. per lb. on April 30th, 1909. 
lOs. 6d. per lb. on September 22nd, 1916. 
14s. per lb. on May 3rd, 1917. 
12s. 3d. per lb. on July 16th, 1917. 
15&. 7d. per lb. on April 23rd, 1918. 
Empire five-sixths of 15s. 7d., September 1st, 1919. 
15s. 7d. plus 50 per cent. ad valorem Foreign,· April 20th, 1920. 
ISs. 7d. plus 33t per cent. ad valorem Empire, April 20th, 1920. 
15s. 7d. No ad valorem from May 10th, 1921. 
ISs. 7d. Empire, 1 Preference from July 1st, 1925, and silk duty. 
16s. lOd. Foreign, April 11th, 1927. 
12s. IUd. Empire, April 11th, 1927. 

The next cause which we consider bas sent the consumption down, is 
decline' the u' of the Indian tobaooo. In our opinion the quality 
noways is very inferior to that of, say, the '90's: the Indian tobacco is 
coarser in flavour and rougher in texture than it used to be. 

Another cause we think has been the enormous increase in the consump' 
tion of cigarettes by the smoking public. 
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It must he borne in mind tlhat the liking for Indian cigars is very much 
of an acquired ta.ste, and the roughness and appearance of very full flavour 
that all cigars made entirely of native Indian tobacco only possess acts as a 
~eterrent to sales.' For many years the cigar manufacturers in India have 
been meeting tlhis difficulty by using imported tobacco for wrappers and 
blending purposes, and have succeeded in producing an excellent cigar of 
somewhat similar type to cigars made in England and they do, we under
stand, a very considerable trade in them in India, but unfortunately the 
duty on the " manufactured" Indian cigars of 12s. 11id. per lb. comes up 
.against 88. 2<1. on the " unmanufactured" tobacco used in the British cigars. 

Oral Evidence. 
56,672. Th.e Chairman: Mr. A. E. Jarrett, you are of Messrs. Jarrett 

Brothers, London; I think your firm handles Indian cigars and) cheroots, and 
you yourself have !had a long experience in trading in those commodities P
Yes. 

56,673. You say in your note: "During the Y8ll.r 1892 we imported two 
million cigars from India, since when our imports have steadily declined, 
until in 1925 they only reached just over three quarters of a million 
()igars " ?-That is so. 

56,674. You give it as your opinion that the outstanding cause of that 
~ecline has been the steady raising of the duty in this country from 5s. per 
lb. in 1897 to 12s. 11id. to-day. You think, however, that another and quite 
different cause of this decline in imports has been a deterioration in qualityP 
-Yes. 

56,675. Can you account, at all, for tlhat deterioration in quality? Is the 
tobacco that you used to get not now grown in India, or is it going some
where else?-It is grown in India, but it seems to be a poorer quality, 
rougher, stronger, coarser. 

56,676. You do not think tiIle better quality leaf is now going somewhere 
elseP-No, I think not, because Spencer and Company of Madras, the 
biggest manufacturers of Indian cigars, secure the very best leaf obtainable. 

56,677. And yet another cause may, in your view, be a change in the 
public tlisteP-Yes. Probably you may have noticed the great quantity of 
()igarettes that are now smoked; since the War, practically, it seems -to have 
come very much more in vogue. 

56,678. You point out that cigar manufacturers in India have been meet
ing this difficulty attaching to a change in the public taste, by using 
imported tobacco for wrappersP-Yes. 

56,679. And that by that means they have succeeded, to some extent, in 
satisfying the change in public tasteP-Probably you might like to see 
the difference between the original oountry tobacco that used to come over 
and what comes over now. This box of cigars .(produced) is called 
Trichinopoly tobacco, country tobacco. It used to come over like that, 
except that it was better; it was not so coarse; you never saw these 
rough grains in the tobacco when it came over from 1887 to 1892. No~ 
this box (produced) is what is more satisfactory to the taste of the pubbc 
here; that is a mixture of foreign tobacco with the Indian tobacco. 

56,680. The foreign tobacco being outsideP-Yes, and no~ o~ly o~tsid~ ~ut 
probably a good deal inside. I do not know that I am Justlfied In gIVIng 
the percentage, but the Customs know it, 80 you mar as well. In th~t 
particular cigar there is seventy-one per cent. of IndIan tobacco, that IS 
TO say, the Trichinopoly tobacco. The remaining twenty-~ine per cent. 
is what we call foreign tobacco; what the Customs call foreIgn tobacco. 

56,681. Sir Thomas Middleton: Is that the same percentage as in the 
" Torpedo" cigar P-There is very little difference; it is a matter of one 
cr two per cent. There is a difference of shape; the "Torpedo" is of 
(''aurse shaped like a torpedo, while this is more a bouquet shape. 

JIr. A. E. Jarrett. 
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56,6S2. Spencer's cigars will go up to a higher percentage than ~hat?
We have one which goes up to sixty-four per cent. Of course the" Gold 
1I0hur" is & hundred per cent. j that is to say, we get the full preferen
tial duty on that. On the " Flor de Spencer No.1" we get seventy-one per 
cent. preference and twenty-nine per cent. foreign; that is to say, we have to 
pay on seventy-one per cent. 128. Hid., and on the twenty-nine per cent. 
the full duty of 16s. lOd. 

56,683. The OhaiTman: Would it be true to say that the opportunity for 
Indian cigars in the British market reste in a. peculiar degree upon their 
eheapnesa?-It used to & great deal: on their cheapness and good value. 
In the days when the duty was 5s. and 5s. 6d. per lb., the " Gold Mohur .. 
cigar used to be sold in the shops at 5 for & shilling or 3d. each. Now those 
cigars are sold at 6d. 

56,684. Is the public prepared to pay that price for that- class of cigar?
~o, they are not; that is the trouble; there is a great deal of falling off. 
I do not know whether you gentlemen find in your smoking that cigars 
lire expensive. 

56,685. Dr. Hyd.eT: When you say there has been a change in taste (you 
63y somewhere in your note that there has been an increase in the number 
('t people who smoke cigarettes), do you mean - that people who smoked 
cig~rs have now turned to cigarettes, or do you mean that the increase in 
the total quantity of cigarettes consumed is owing to the extension of 
6mokingP-Yes, there are a good- many more smokers of cigarettes, for a 
good many reasons; one is that they like them better. I do not know 
whether you have noticed that if you invite young men to a dinner 
party and offer them a cigar or a cigarette, they will invariably take the 
cigarette, while older gentlemen will take a cigar. 

The objection to a cigar is that you cannot get rid of it so easily. 
56,686. Sir James Mackenna: The old cigar-smoker now smokes a pipe 

because he cannot afford a cigar, while the man who i" starting smoking 
takes to cigarettesP-The younger men who went to the War started smok
ing cigarettes then and they have stuck to it. I think that is one of the 
l·easons. There has been a falling off in the quality of Indian cigars, 
but I think the decrease in sales has been largely caused by the change of 
fashion. Here is a British cigar which pays about Ss. 10d. duty; the 
preferential duty on the Indian cigars works out at 128. Hid., so that 
we have to pay practically fifty per cent. more .duty on our Indian cigars, 
which is something in itself. 

56,687. DT. Hyder: What is the price of this English cigarP-That cigar 
ia sold to the shops at somewhere in the region of 45s. per hundred, while 
one of the dearest cigars that Spencers make is sold at 41s. A great deal 
.of foreign tobacco is contained in it to make it palatable here. 

56,68S. The ChaiTman: When I said that the opportunities of this class of 
tobacoo depend in a peculiar degree upon cheapness, what I was thinking 
of was this: in the -.case of a man who is _ prepared to pay Is. 6d. for 
a cigar, he is going to have a cigar anyhow, but I should imagine there 
are peopLe who smoke cigarettes, but who, if they ~uld buy a cigar of 
the class you have shown us at an extremely cheap rate, might be willing 
on occasions to) treat the~selve~ to oneP-I think so distinctly. 

56,689. Instead of smokmg ClgarettesP-Yes. In 1890 the working man 
on a Saturday night used to go into the shop and buy seven cigars for a 
shilling. Probably you would not like to walk behind him while he was 
smoking one of them, but that is what he bought. A man in a sphere 
of life a little above him would buy cigars at five a shilling, and 80 on. 

56,690. In this matter of duty, the present position is that the natural 
rate of duty stands at 16s. 10d. per lb. P-Yes; it was 15s. 7d. 

56,691. Have you considered, at all, what the effect of a change in the 
hasis .of taxation from one of weight to one of value might beP-Of course 
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it would make B very great difference as far as we are concerned, dealing: 
in I.' Indians." They had an ad valOTem duty in 1920; I think Mr. Bonar 

-Law was the Prime Minister then; I am not certain whether Mr. Austen. 
Chamberlain was 'the .chancellor of the Exchequer. It was Buch a ghastly 
failure that they removed it the next year; the trade was practically crippled 
through it; but that told more particularly on the Havana anJd the dearer· 
cigars. 

56,692. What effect did it have on the sale of your Indian cigars ?-It 
very much dlllCreased it. I wrote a letter to Mr. Bonar Law on the subject. 

66,693, Sir Thomas Middleton: But that ad valorem duty was in addi-· 
tion to the weight duty?-Yes. 

66,694. It was the very heavy total tax that nearly killed the cigar 
tradeP-Yes, the total tax. In that year the duty was 16s. 7d., plus 
60 per oent. ad valorem duty, except on the Empire, and that was Wo. 

66,695. The Chairmwn: There is the other possible course, of shifting the
existing. rate of taxation in part or in whole, from the basis of weight to 
the basIS of ad vaIOTem?-That would make a very great diffierence 
altogether then. . 

66,696. That would favour the Indian cigars?-Distinctly. I will not 
give the figures as to the price in bond, because it is a little difficult to 
get at it right off, but W1El will suppose that country tobacco cigars are sold 
now at 7s. 6d. per hundred; the ad valorem duty would make it very 
considerably less. Havanas would probably cost 60s. in bond, anll Indians 
would cost 7s. 6d. But the trade would never agree to ad valorem duty; 
they would say we were favoured and that it was all against British 
pIanufar.ture as well, the British manufactured paying Ss. lOd_ duty. Of 
course, it would be very, very much better for Indian cigars if we eould 
have an ad valorem <iuty. 

56,697. Have you considered, at all, the organisation of the tobacco-growing 
industry in India? Are you familiar with thatP-I would rather not enter 
into that, because we have never professed to know about the growing of 
the tobacco out in India. We ha~ ouly seen the raw leaf coming m-er 
here. I should know a country tobacco cigar by opening it; I should know 
that was Trichinopoly; but beyond that I do not know anytning about it 
beyond the ordinary growing of tobacco. I only know this, that the 
peculiar tobacco of India is probably caused by the atmosphere and climatic 
influences, and also the Boil; because in every country you go to you find 
a difference in the flavour of the cigars. 

56,698. Have you any means by which you can bring the demands of the 
consumer in this count" to the notice of those in India whose interest it is· 
to suit that demand P-That cigar I have shown you has been the result of 
cur suggestions in the past to get something more suitable to the taste of 
the public. 

66,699. How have you achieved that P-At one time there was quite a 
boom in these cigars. 

56.700. How have you achieved the connection P-By appealing to 
Spencer & Company, our friends, to go into the question of blending. 
'I'he actual tobacco· itself you could never get more popular than it is. 

56,701. You have corresponded with the Indian manufacturers of these
dgarsP-Yes; they are personal friends of ours, and we can speak to 
them as comfortably as one would to a brother. We did all ~e coula to· 
assist in that way to make them popular. Of course, there IS always B 

certain amount of roughness in the ordinary tohaoco which does not appeal 
to the smoker. The smoker when he takes a cigar looks at it to see if it is 
a good shape and so on. Some cigars condemn themselves to look at though 
they are not bad cigars. 

66,702. Have you any s.uggestions ~o mak~, apart from. t~ose in y~ur 
note, as to how this declIne of. the Import Into Great Bntam of IndIan 
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(;igare might be arroested and the process, if possible, reversed?-We ~re 
always struggling to improve business in the best way we can. We trled 
propaganda some time ago, but it was an expensive undertaking without 
any result. At the moment, cigar-smoking is on the down gradte, there 
is no doubt about it; whether it is because cigars are too dear or whether 
it is that it is not fashionable I do not know. Perhaps it is that a man 
wants to sit with the ladies after dinner and smokle cigarettes together 
for the sake of companionship; I do not know what it is, but the result 
is that cigars are not as popular as they were. The cigars themselves are 
~quaJly as good as they were in the past. I am not referring only to 
our Indian cigars, because it refers to Havan!!!!, which we deal in, Manilas 
and every branch of the importing trade. There is a falling off in the 
consumption of cigars; we all put it down to one cause: the dearness of 
cigars. Men nowadays go out in their cars; they do not smoke cigars in 
their cars; they smoke a pipe. In the old days there were no such things 
as care and they stayed at home and enloyed smoking a cigar. That 
falling off is not. peculiar to the Indian cigar; it is general. 
When you have a falling off from two millions to three-quarters of a million, 
it must make a great difference to our profits, 

56,703. If it is not an indiscreet question, was it your firm that carried 
out the very expensive campaign advertising "Flor de Dindigul " cigars? 
-We (i.e., Spencer & Co.) made the" Flor de Dindigul." When they 
were sold at five a shilling they went by the hundreds of thousands, in. 
fact by the million; but the duty went up and now they are in as bad 
a way as any other cigar. 

56,704. Have Indians fallen off more than other makes?-No, I do not 
think so. 

56,705. They hare had their share of the bad times, but no more than 
their shareP-Yes. 

56,706. Sir Thm/'-as Middleton: If you take a eigar such lIB this "Flor 
de Spencer"; it is sold, you say, at about 458. per hundred ?-It is sold to 
the shops at about 458. 

56,707. What is the weight of a hundred of t.hese cigars?-The dut,\' 
.on that particular one would be in the region of £1 lOs. 

56,708. That is to say, two-thirds of the retail price in this country is 
dutyP-Two-thirds On that particular one. 

66,709. Now if you take, say, a Corona of ahout the same size, about 
-one-tenth will be duty?-The Coronas, duty paicl in bond, would pro'bably 
work out at aboui 177s. The duty would 'be abont 30s. on 177s. 

56,710. What wDuld be the shop priceP-I am giving you the shop pri-ce 
now: 1778. 

56,711. That is about one-sixth ?-A fifth or a sixth. 
56,712. In what way does the duty affect j;he total consumption of 

-cigars?-It not cnly increases the cost to the london retail shop, but it 
increases the cost of retailing, and therefore you have not; only an addition 
of 30s. to the pri1l6 for duty, but you have an additiO.Ill of a sum which the 
retailer requireshecause of the reduction in his tIIrnover and the inoreased 
locking up of his capital. 

56,713. What ,«ould be the effect on the retail price if the duty, instead 
.of being 30s., were 15s.? Have you from your experience any idea how that 
would affect the consumption ?-It would bring down the net cost of this 
·cigar to 3Os. I think it stands to reason if those are sold probably at 
7d. or 8<1. now, as they are, and they could be !lOla, as you say, at your 
price of 30s., they would then be sold at about 4d. or 5d. 

56,714. I was thinking of what you told us about the pre-War sta~ 
~f things, when. cigars were bought. by the working man for seven a shilling 
~n Saturday night. These were CIgars at 208. n hundred. Taking cosio 
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of living generally as hav~ng gone up by fifty per cent. and cigars from 
20s. to 30s., do you think you wouldl have the same custom for these cigar" 
as you had befor~ the War if you could sell them at 80s. ?-You have· 
got to bear in mind the change of fll6hion. Of course, it would be very 
helpful to the cigar trade if the duty were reduced, because without a 
doubt, the cheaper the article the better the sale j but there is the fashion 
to he considered as well. 

56,715. You do not think the faahion has been largely made by the 
pr~ce?-No, I think the fashion really and truly was caused! by the War; 
the men got into the habit of smoking cigarettes duriJng the War and it 
has increased everywhere. 

56,716. You said that an ad valO1'emj duty would upset the manufacturers 
in this country, but the lowest point of duty would lhe that on unmanu
factured tobacco?-I do not think they put the ad valorem. duty on the 
raw material; they put it on the imported cigar. 

56,717. That is so, during the War j but if, instead of a duty by 
weight, we had now an. ad valorem. duty, that ad valorem duty on manu
factured goods could not start below 8s. lOd., which is the duty on the 
foreign leafP-Yes, as it is used by the British manufacturer. 

56,718. So that, except that it would bring him into competition with 
the Indian cigar maker, I do not see that the British cigar maker would 
have anything to grum,ble about?-No, not a.t all, if it was started on thE' 
basis of, we will say, 8s. 10d., he should not have anything to complain 
of, because other things are equal, except that they are not quite equal 
in this respect, that our Indian tobacco is one of the cheapest tobaccos 
in the world. 

56,719. He can use it too ?-He can use it too; he has a chance of using 
it if he chooses. 

56,720. As it brings him fresh competition he would object to it, but 
he has no other reasonP-No, he has no reason at all, because he is on 
all fours with the importer. 

56,721. The Indian manufacturer now has a very wide range of qualities; 
he has greatly extended his range in cigars in the last thirty years or so? 
-Yes. 

56,722. He makes cigars ranging from a hundred per cent. Indian leaf 
t,o twenty or thirty per cent. Indian leaf with seventy or eighty per cent. 
foreign ?~We have actually got two cigars up to ninety-one per cent. foreign, 
but there is no sale for them. Take it roughly at from twenty-nine to thirty
six on. the ordinary selling stuff. 

56,723. The Indian cigar trade to this country is a very small one P It 
is about 39,000 lbs. annually at preselDt; it has varied from this amou,," 
up to about 80,000 lbs. in the past five years. These are the total British 
imports of Indian cigars. But there is a large market for Indian cigars 
in other parts of the worldP-Yes. 

56,724. The Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States is the chief 
marketP-My son is in the Civil Service there and he tells me they smoke 
mostly Manilas. 

56,725. They took 250,000 lbs. weight of Indian, cigars in 1925-26; that 
is about six times as much as Britain tookP-I am not quite certaittl what 
the duty is into the Federated Malay States, but it ~ very small except in 
the. protected States, and they put more duty on. 

56,726. It is evident that the Indian manufacturer can suit the tastes 
of quite a wide range of customersP-Yes, but then you must bear in mind 
that the Indian cigar is a cigar that ;is smoked by men out in the East. 
It is a curious thilng that when they smoke the Indian cigars they come 
over here and say there is nothing like the Indian cigar; they stick to 
that opinion for about six months or a year; but then, in this climate they 
find it does not quite suit their 'palate so well and they gradually go off 
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t.o a Havana. On the other hand, out In. the East the Indian or ~lrunila. 
cigar is more suitable, because it is the cigar of the c~untry, ju.;t the 
~ame a8 the wine of a country is suitable to the people In t~at coun~ry. 
That is why I think the Federated Malay States take that faI·r quantIty. 
The Havana cigars would not keep out there. 

66,727. Dr. Hydu: Is the whole of this trade concentrated in the hands 
of your th'm or are there mamy other firms importing Indian cigars p
I think the only other firms ~n London besides ourselves are Bewlay's 
and MacDowell's. There are a few in Glasgow who import Burmas . 
. 56,728. You import Madras cigarsP-Yes. 

56,729 . .And the people in Glasgow import Burma cigars ?-They imJlort 
Burma chiefly. We import Burma's as well, of course. 

56,730. I find from figures here that the share of the United Kingdom 
was ill 192~23, 16.6 per cent. of the total quantity exported, and the rest 

'went to the oountries which have 'been mentioned by Sir Thomas Middleton. 
Those figures relate to the export of Indian tobacco. The share of the 
United Kingdom seems to be constant; it does not change very much. 
Is that not so ?-Since about 1923 it has ·been. practically stationary; it has 
'not gone ahead or gone back much. 
~6,731. What is the value of these cigars when they are la,uded here 

before you pay Customs duty?-'Jhe duty on the "Gold Mohurs," with 
preference, would 'bet £1 3B. 6d. They are sold" in the shops at £1 13s. Gd. 
The tobaoco is grown, manufactured, sent over hert, sold by us to the 
shops and stores, all for' the sum of lOs., so that I do not think we are 
profiteers. 

56,732. Mr. Noyce: The po;;ition is that if you buy a. Havana cigar you 
get fi"e-sixths value and you pay one-sixth dutyP-I do ·not say you get 
five.aixths value; you get five-sixths of oost. 

56,733. You get five-sixths of wlaat we might ca.I~.commercia.l value?-Yes. 
56,734. It is th'e-sixths cigar and one.<!ixth duty?-Yes. 
56,735. With an India cigar it i.s one-third value and two-thirds dutyP-

Yes, that is about what it is. 
56,736. Do not you think the consumer in this country must realise that 

.rund know that if he buys a good cigar he is not presenting Government 
with much the greater part of what he pays for itP-They should realise 
that, but unfortunately they say they cannot afford to smoke cigars. 

56,737. That lis exactly the point; if two-thirds of the cost of the cigars 
gOel! to Government in duty, they are not prepared to smoke it?-That; 
is so. 

66,738. Am I right in the inference that practically the whole' of the 
·export of cigars from Indialll proper to this country is in the hands of ono 
firm; that Spencer & Company are practically the only exporters ?-I do 
not know whether theY' do now, but. som~ little while back Spencer & Com
pa:oy had a tho~and men working daily making cigars; they supply all the 
raIlways of India, all. the restaurant cars and practically all the East: 
Australia, South Africa and ourselves. 

56,739. I am r~ferring to exports. to this country; they are the only firm 
that export to thIS country?-PractlCally the only one. 

56,740. Sir Thoma. Middleton: There are MacDowell's alsoP-We look 
up~n l\facDow~lJs as a competitor, hut we do not look upon them a" a verv 
serIOUS competItor. • 

56,741. M1·. Noyce: Have you a~y experience of Indian pipe or cigarette 
t~baccoP-We have ·had some CIgarettes, but it is rather strong for 

-i:lgarettes; they use a great deal of it in France' it is black. . 
.56,742. After all, there· is an enormous ~onsumption in India. of 

'CIgarettes manufactured from Indian wbaccoP-Ym, but they are chiefly 
.,smoked by Indians, are they not ?-I think you will find none of tAte 
..Europeans smoking them. 
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56,743. Sir ,James lIIacKenna; 11:1 there any export of cigars to ·the Con-
tinental counti'ies, say Frotnce P There used to 'be during the War; is there 
none now ?-N (), they do not allow us to now; we can get in just a couple
of hundre-d to the'men on the Rhine or iDi the Ruhr District, a'nd that sort 
of thing. Officers in the Army gel; them over; apart from that they do not 
allow any of them over. We cannot export to Europe at all. 

56,744. Have you any experience of that very finished product, the Burma 
cheroot ?-Yes. . 

E6,745. Do you import any of themP-Yes, hundreds of thousands. , 
56,746. Not now?-Yes, hundreds of thousands. I dare say we import 

a great many more "Burmans" now than "Indians"; I do not know 
why it is. Scotch people smoke the Burma cheroolls; we sell JIlany of them 
in Glasgow, but unfortunately they cut the price very heavily. 

56,747. Is the trade still big?-Very big indeed. 
56,748. Your total last year was threc-quarters of a million of " Indians". 

if you sell "Burmas" by the million, what you lose on the swings you 
must make on the roundabouts?-We get 20 cases at a time of 10,0'00 each, 
Scotts No.1, P.W,E. No.1, and Pathans. We have three brands. 

56,749. It takes a man to smoke a Scott No. 1 P-Yes, it does. Scott 
No. 1 spoils the shape of the mouth, it is so big, but the Scotsmen like
them. 

56,750. The duty 0ll them is very heavy, they weigh so much?-Yes, they 
weigh heavy; they weight two-and-a-half lbs. to the ·hundred. The duty on 
Scott No.1 is £1 12s. 6d. on a box of a hundred. 

56,751. We must infer from the supply of "Burmas" into Scotland 
that the local customs in Scotland, are rather different from those in 
England ?-The Burma is more suitable in Scotland where the air is clearer 
and the, whisky is stronger; whieh makes the cigar more palatable. 

56,752. That is the one gleam of hope in the Indian cigar industry?
It is. As a matter of fact, honestly, our best brands of "Burmas" we 
cannot get over qui«kly enough; we pay for the goods in advance and 
we cannot get them over. We only go in for the very best tobacco. That 
would be grown by the individual farmers; we then take all that they 
make, whatever it is. 

56,753. Is the outside leaf Burma too ?-Absolutely; they do not add 
anything foreign in Burma at all. 

56,754. Do you know what the retail price of Scott No. 1 is; I mean 
the top price? Before the War I got them at five for Is. Old. in Glasgow? 
-That was No.2; you would not get No. 1 at that price. 

56,753. Wbat do they sell at now; at 9d. !I-They should, but Glasgo,," 
is a peculiar place; they cut the price, and I believe you can get them 
anywher(, from 7d. to 8d. 

56,756. Professor Ga1lgulee: Judging from advertisements, it appears 
that the tobaeco trade lives on publicity. Has Indian tobacco received its 
share of pUblicity in the London marketP-I suppose there is no trade 
that advertises more, if you think of the cigarettes that are advertised. 
If you cut away aIL the "Woodbines," "Gold Flake" and all the Wills' 
tobacco, then I will not say anything about· whether you get enough 
publicity; bllt I do not think there is any trade which is more advertised 
than the cigarette trade. After all. is said and· done, one only advertises 
an artide that goes; if YOll want to push an article you advertise it. 

56,757. Do you know anything about the Empire Marketing Board?
I know we sent an exhibit to the High Commissioner. 

56,758. That was nt the last tobacco exhibition at OlympiaP-Yes. 
56,759. The great bulk of your export froin India is unmanufactured 

tohacco, not cigars ?-We import cigars. 
56,760. But tobacco is exported from India in an unmanufactured con

dition, the raw leaf, rather ·than in such forms as cigars P-Yes. 
Ur. A. E. Jarrett. 
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56,161:. I find, for instance, that out of 38 million pounds of total tobacco 
exports from India, 12 million pounds were taken over by the United 
Kingdom?-Yes. 

56,162. So that the bulk of your import trade in Indian tobaccO is in 
raw leaH-Yes. 

56.163. Have you any experience of the raw leaf imported from India? 
Could you tell UB something about its quality?-I know a good piece of 
-Indian tobacco, naturally, because that has been my business for the last 
40 odd years; bllt I know nothing about the growing of it; I only know 
the quality of it. 

56,164. What do you think of the present methods of curing? Are you 
satisfied with the quality of tobacco obtained from them?-Now you are 
going into the manufacture on the other side, which I do ~ot. like to go !nto 
beCause I am not fully competent to do so. Of course, It IS only a pIOUS 
opinion, but I imagine it could be very much improved; but whether 
it could be made a paying proposition I do not know. 

56,165. Is your market satisfied with our raw leaf tobacco?-Yes, because 
it answers the purpose. 

56,166. Are you satisfied that tIie grading is satisfactory?-I believe the 
grading is satisfactory. 

56,161. India is described as the senior partner in Empire tobacco 
growing?-Yes. 

56,168. Under what conditions of trade will she be able to retain her 
position as such? I am referring to unmanufactured tobacco imported 
from India P-I am not talking about the European tobacco, but I imagme 
that Indian tobacco would be the lowest grade of any tobacco that comes 
into this country. 

56,169. You have been in the trade for a large number of years; do 
you find any improvement or any deterioration in the quality of Indian 
tobacco?-I imagine it has not improved, because if it had improved, our 
trade would have improved. _ 

56,110. So that it has not improved?-Our cigars have not improved, 
Bnd I take it that they select from the very best tobacco. 

56,711. In recent years Rhodesia, Canada, Nyasaland and all these 
countries are growing tobacco on a large acreage?--'-Yes. 

56,712. Do you think that India will be faced with serious competitors, 
in the future, in these countries?-It is rather a peculiar thing, but in 
Rhodesia and that part of Africa they bring seeds over from Turkey, 
from Havana and from Virginia; they plant them there, and reany they 
have been most successful in getting a similar character of tobacco as 
is grown in those countries I have mentioned. But if you grow a Virginia. 
seed in Havana, you will get the flavour of the country of origin in 
that year. If you ,take the seed from that first year's growth of the 
plant tha~ is grow~ iII; India from t~at ~e~, we will say Virginia, in 
the followmg year It will go back to Its ongmal flavour that is to say 
Indian. flavo~r. That is one of. the tr?ubles we have got'to try anu uV'Ilr: 
come 1D India: to get somethmg whICh will compete with the tubllooos 
from ~hese countries j we mus~ try to discover some means of making 
the soil develop the seed and give the tobacco a flavour like that of the 
country of origin, because our experience is that it dies out in the second 
year. 

56,773. Have you come across any improved variety of tobacco in your 
~rade with India, any improved leaf?-<No, we do not 'touch the leaf except 
In the manufactured form, and we have not seen any improvement in 
that. 
_ 56,774. Mr. Kamat: Is t~e ~igar manufac~ure~'s trade here an organised 
trade? Have you an assoCIatIOn or a combmatJon?-We have an Associa-

62739 T 
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tion of Havana Importers; there are 16 or 17 of us who are Havana 
importers; there are no other hnporters in the country. 

56,775. As importers, not as manufacturers hereP-We are an Importers' 
Associa'tion in Havanas, but as far as India is concerned, there is no 
need for an organisation, because we are 'alone, exceptlIlg, as Sir Thomas 
Middleton said, MacDoweIls and Bewlays. 

56,776. May it not be that this is one of the causes of your being pushed 
to the waIl in the sphere of publicity, as compared with cigarettes P-No, 
I am afraid it is not so. 

56,777. Is not it due to the fact that you are a weaker organisation 
-compared with tho cigarette manufacturers P-Our traveIlers call round on 
,every shop of importance in the United Kingdom and they do their level 
best to push Indian cigars, because we have got a bigger stake in the 
Indian' branch of the business than any other firm, but I do not think, 
with all that pushing, that it can be increased. 

56,778. Has your'Importers' Association ever tried to carry on an agita
tion or a campaign in the Press against this heavy duty on Indian cigarsP
Yes, last year we had a cOJIlmittee, and we saw the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer; he smiled at. UB, bun the duty was put up. We also saw Lord 
Birkenhead; we had him to lunch; he was very pleased to be with us 
and said he would do his level best for UB, but he increased the duty 
Is. 3d. We approached every source we could. 

56,779. You have explored every avenue?-Yes, and we pointed out most 
of the things that I have pointed out to you gentlemen, but it had no 
effect. 

56,780. Sir Thomas Middleton: What did you ask the Chancellor af the 
Excheqller to do: to reduce the duty or to iJIlPose an ad 'Valorem dutyP
No, when we saw the ChanceIlor of the Exchequer it was oIily with 
reference to Havanas, not with reference to "Indians." But previously, 
when Mr. Bonar Law was Prime Minister, we wrote him a letter pointing 
out the difference, that whereas in a Havana cigar the first cost is 
five times more than the duty, the reverse is true of the Indian cigar, 
where the duty is five times the cost of t.he cigar. The ad 'Valorem duty 
would do very well in our case, but it killed the trade at the time in 
Havanas. 

-56,781. The Ohairman: Sir Thomas Middleton suggested that the decrease 
in the turnover in Indian cigars ;must necessarily increase the selling cost. 
I suppose, in practice, the retailer makes up on the increased sale of 
cigarettes what he loses in the decreased sale of cigarsP-Yes, otherwise 
you would not find that the Customs revenue had gone up so much. 

56,782. The contraction in the business in Indian cigars must to some 
extent increase the cost of selling, must it notP-Yes. 

56,783. But from the retailer's point of view, since he seIls not only Indian 
cigars but also cigarettes and other tobacco, that increase is not an 
important considerationP-No, he does not mind much; he does not 
particularly care whether he sells pouches, pipes, cigarettes or anything as 
long as he gets a sufficient turnover all round; and, as has happened, the 
cigarettes have made up for the falling-off in the sale of cigars, and more, 
because women now smoke cigarettes. 

56,784. Sir Thomas Middleton: But the retailer does not like to stock 
boxes of cigars which are not sold; he must look to the turnover of 
cigars 1'-Yes. 

56,785. And if he makes more profit on cigarettes, obviously he will deal 
more in cigarettes and reduce his stock of cigars 1'-He does and h,as done so. 

56,786. My point is that a. retailer looks at the increased cost due to 
the duty ,as an impediment to his sale; therefore he adds ,to the difference 
between his ",holes ale price and his retail price to recoup him for the 
reduced turnover. At present the retailer adds probably 00. a. hundred. 
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to Flor de Spencer cigars, but if he could sell three boxes instead of on& 
ill the day or the hour, he would reduce his 5s. charge to something like 
311. or 2&. ?-Yes. 

56,181. The Chainnan: Has the retail margin on Indian cigars increased 
.. a consequence of the restriction in business in Indian cigars?-No, I think 
not; I think the average shopkeeper expects to make twenty-five per cent. 
gro88 profit. 

56,188. How does that compare with the gross profit he aimed at before 
the increase in duty and the decrease in consumption P-I think they 
alwaY8 went on the Bame lines of making the same profits. . 

Sir Thoma, Middleton: He has got to make his profit on the duty as 
well as on the raw material. 

Mr. Cal'lll!rt: He is getting more profit per cigar; he is not cutting 
hi. profits down because of the increased duty. 

Sir Thoma, Middleton: No. 

(The witneB8 withdrew.) 

The CommiBlion then adjourned till 10.80 a.m. on Wednesday, the 
29th June, 1921. 
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Mr. F. W. H. SMITH. 

} Join.t Secretaries. 

Sir THOMAS WARD, Kt., C.I.E., M.V.O., and 
Sir FREDERICK GEBBIE, Kt., C.I.E. 

NOTE OF EVIDENCE. 

We are of opinion that it is very desirable that there should be co-ordina
tion in matters relating to irrigation between the various Provinces in 
India, so that the information and experience gained in one Province may 
be readily ava.ilable in others. This has hitherto been aocomplished through 
the Inspector-Genp.ral of Irrigation in India. It may be noticed that the 
~ost of SeC'retary to thE' Government of India, Public Works Department, 
and of Inspector-General of Irrigation in India was a combined appoint. 
ment until about 1905, whElu the large increase of work brought by the 
recommp.ndations of the Inigation Commission necessitated a separation 
oi the duties. Since the lWforms the ·Inspector-General of Irrigation has 
been replaced by the Consulting Engineer who, as an official of the Central 
Govern,ment, is not in a position to obtain the information. 

Although the Government of India still provide funds on demand they 
are loans to the Province concerned, not, as formerly, sums paid to construct 
works that becamil thfl property of the Government of India. The Con
sulting Engineer, therefore, cannot go to inspect works as a matter of 
right. 

We nnderstand the present. proposal is to appoint two Chief Engineers 
from the Provinces to sit 'With the Consulting Engineer as a committee to 
adVise on the projects .submitted and to advise on irrigation matters in 
general. The Inspector-General of Irrigation in India was the final 
authority on the techniC'al side of projects, but now that the duties of 
Ocnsulting Engineer are combined with those of the Deputy-Secreta.ry he 
may not be of sufficient technical experience to discharge this responsibility, 
hence perhaps the proposal to appoint the committee. 

Ordinarily speaking, technical information is obtained by altruistic 
institutions from its ~embers and opportunities are provided for criticism, 
aud the Inspector-General of 'Irrigation in India obtained his information 
and rendered his service of advice in much the same way. The stimulus 
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in the first case, beyond the altruistic appeal that exists ill all good crafts
men, was an appreciative audience and valuable and highly pri;"ed .medals; 
in the latter the pElrsonality of the Inspector-General of Il'IrlgatlOn.,. If 
the information is ordered, as for instance by the, editor of a techDlcal 
puhlication, payment will be expected: should Local Gover~inents be called 
on to furnish this, questions of staff are almost sure to arJ.Be,' S()me form 
of authoritative order will be needed or the request will, soon be evaded. 
No stimulation can be hoped for from counsels of perfection where routine 
duties are required to be rendered to the shelves of a record ,room, 

Some of the most important information is statistical, which is ,only 
valuable if collected methodically over a long series of years. In the past 
the statistics to be included in the annual irrigation administration reports 
of the Local Governments was laid down by the Government of India and 
was the same in all the Provinces. A feature of a canal in one Province 
could be readily compared with ,that of one in another. Projects for new 
canals were, and still are, prepared from the statistics thus maintained of 
similar existing canals. When the Assistant Inspector-General of Irrigation 
in India was appointed in 1920, it was intended to utilise the opportunities 
of the Inspector-General of Irrigation in India to obtain technical informa

'tion,' to co...ordinate this in a series of technical papers somewhat similar to 
those issued by the Railway Department towards' the end of the IMt century, 
that O\nd their inception and existence to the person~lity of the late Mr. 
C. W. Hodson, C.S.I., and which were, abolished by the Railway Board 
when it was constituted as being outside the soope of a governing body . 

. It should perhaps be noticed, here, that the Inspector-General of Irrigation 
'in India organised irrigation conferences in 1904 and again in 1913 to provide 
the same service and in addition criticism; it 'was, intended at the time to 
hold these as the accumulation of material demanded and opportunity 
offered. 

It would seem necessary, therefore, to consider the respective responsi
bilities of the Supreme and Local Governments in the irrigation works; the 
organisation for this should, and doubtless will, provide the information 
officially needed. What more is required from the irrigation authorities for 
the general good of the country and the well-being of the people can perhaps 
best be considered and dealt with under stBJtistics and research. 

ORAL EVIDENCE. 

56,789. The Chairman: Sir Thomas Ward, you were Inspector-General of 
Irrigation from 1917 to 1920?-(Sir Thomas Ward) Yes. 

56,790. And you, Sir Frederick Gebbie, were Inspector-General from 
1921 to 1923?-(Sir Frederick Gebbie) Yes. 

56,791. You were also Olnsulting Engineer to the Government of India 
from 1923 to 1927, .the date of your retirement?-That is not quite correct. 
up to April,' 1925. ' 

56,792. Sir Thomas, perhaps you would give us the details ()f your previous 
service in India?-(Si'r Thomas Ward) I have been connected with the 
Punjab thro.nghout my service. I was on some deputations, while in Iridia, 
to the Foreign Department and to the Home Department and so on With 
regard to special matters, and then I went down to Siam. ' 

56,793. May we have your previous service, Sir Frederick ?-(Sir Frederi~k 
Gebbie) I was mostly in Sind. I was there for 22 years. Afterwards I was 
in Bombay as Chief Engineer an? Secretary to the Government, and after
wards to the Government of India. 

56,794 I understand it is convenient for you two gentlemen to be 
E:xamined together. I should like a little more enlightellment upon your 
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views as to t,he need for some officer or body responsible to the Government, 
of India, whose principal function would be to adjudicate as between two 
Provinces when the interests or those two Provinoes in the matter of irriga
tion are not exactly, parallel; that is to say, when differences of opinion 
arise, and when the two Provinoes are not able to come to a full and friendly 
settlement between themselves. Do you think that is best obtained by an 
individual officer responsible to the Government of India, or do you think~ 
under existing constitutional conditions, it is better to rely upon a Com
mitteeP-(Sir Thomas Ward) Sir Frederick Gebbie has more recent experI
ence than I have, and perhaps it would be more convenient if he gave his 
views, and if I added any remarks which I found necessary. (Sir Frederick 
Gebbie) If the conditions now are the same as they were when I was In 

India (although I understand they have gone a stage or two stages further), 
I do not think the Government of India. has any authority to appoint 
anyone to adjudicate between Provinoes. I know of one case which is 
coming on in which neither of the Provinces concerned show any desire
to have the Government of India interfering. 

56,795. You know the history of these matters in Federal States for 
instance. There comes a point when the interests of two State~. or 
Provinces, are in collision, and someone has to decide. Universally, that 
is the function of the central body P-That will ha.ve to come about in the 
particular case to which I am referring, but it has not got to that stage 
yet. As things are now, however, the Provinces do not want the Inspector
General or anyone else interfering in their private affairs, as they say. 
They did not welcome the Inspector-General in my time, in the very least. 

56,796. Is it your view, then, Sir Frederick, that there is no need at 
this moment for any authority to settle these matters P-There is every need. 
It ought to' be done at once. The dispute to which I am referring ought 
never to have been allowed to get to the stage it has: Every da.y the 
Government of India. postpone stepping in is going to make the matter 
more and more difficult to settle. 

56,797. You think the Government of India should take active steps to 
appoint either an individual or a body capable of arbitrating, and of giving 
a. decision in the matter. III that your viewP-Yes. 

56,798. Do you think an individual, or a group of individuals acting 
as a Committee, is the most appropriate arrangementP-I should sayan 
individual. 

56,799. Have you anything to add to that, Sir ThomasP-(Sir Thoma& 
Ward) The Inspector-General of Irrigation was extremely useful in pre
venting disputes, by helping the Provinces to clear up the technical side 
of the question. The way it was worked in the case of Bahawalpur was 
that the Government of India first had a meeting of the Governments 
nnder the Hon. Member, at which the technicians sat outside of the 
meeting; they were merely called in to give advice. That settled the 
administrative lines. Then the technical side was made over to the 
Inspector-General, who had conferences, discussions and so on with perhaps 
the same officials, but as Engineers. The Secretaries of Government watched 
the proceedings, sitting outside of the m~ting. They knew what was going 
on. We ,acted on the idea, which is accepted in India, that if technicians 
can keep together and discuss things, they can settle them at friendly, 
round-table conferences. 

56800. Sir Henry Lawrence: What were the circumstanoes of the 
Bah~walpur disputeP-It was a dispute between the Punjab, Bikaner and 
Bahawalpur as to the allocation of the supply. It had been going on for 
years. 

56,801. That was' a matter beh"ean tlie Provincial Government and two 
Indian StatesP-¥es. 
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56,802. It waa not on all fours with a dispute between two Provincial 
Governments?-Not quite. In the case of Madras the matter was referred, 
to arbitration, with disastrous results. There the Inspector-General might 
have acted, but unfortunately they thought the matter would be setl;led 
quicker by arbitration. It was hoped to get through with it in about three 
months, whereaa it took 10 years. . ' 

56,803. That again waa a dispute between a Provincial Government and 
an Indian State?-Yes. 

56,804. Mr. Culvert: What about the Jumna River between two Govern-' 
ments?-That is a remarkable case. The Jumna River is divided two-thirds 
to the Punjab and on~third to the United Prov:inces. The file is still only 
one of a few pages, and it has been going on now since the separation, 
of the Delhi district from the Unitea Provinces; that happened about 70 
years ago. I have been on the Jumna several times during my service, 
and I do not now recollect any matter concerning. the distribution of the 
supply ever going as far as the Superintending Engineer. I went down 
to Seistan in 1903 where there was a water dispute. An arrangement was, 
made (in 1870) by a Royal Commission which went there, and that worked 
happily until the Russians came just before the war with Japan and stirred 
up strife for political reasons. 

56,805. Mr. Kamat: The Madras dispute is 'now satis(actorily solved, is 
it notP-I do not know. (Sir Frederick Gebbie) I think it is. 

Mr. Kamat: If it is satisractorily solved, by what method was it solved? 
56,806. The Chairman: In the event of some one officer being placed once 

again in the position of having to advise the Government of India in 
eases where the interests of two Provinces conflict, is there some danger 
that the fact that that officer must necessarily, one presumes, have done 
most of his service in one Province, would be likely to suggest to other' 
Provinces that his views were biased and coloured ?-;Some Provinces have 
that idea, but I do not think it is the case. I have had to deal with 
&everal Inspectors-General and I never found them in any way biased. 

56,807. I am not suggesting that the pias is therei'-But certain Provinces 
have that idea.. 

56,808. 80 far as that holde, is that rather a point for a committee as 
against an individual appointmenti'-It might be, but I do not think it 
has any real existence in fact, because, after all, everyone knows that 
the final decision does not rest entirely with the Inspector-General. 
His Member may be a Member of the other Province I-(Sir 
Thomal Ward) : The point is whether the people are at liberty 
to bargain or whether a ruling is required. If the interests concerned are 
free to bargain it is all right; they can settle it in that way, but if it is 
a matter of obtaining a ruling, then you have to have a very formal 
procedure. 

56,809. But there comes a moment in these matters, as in many others 
yo'hen a decision, even if it is not a perfect decision, is a blessingP-That 
IS so. In the case I referred to at the commencement of my evidence the 
question of how the water WBS to be divided WBS settled in formal' con
ference, after which ,th,e technicalities w,ere left to be bargained over. 

56,810. The Commission has heard a good deal of evidence on the more 
te~hnic.al questions of irr~gati~n. I do not know whether there is a.ny
thIng In that field to which either of you gentlemen wish to refer such 
as pr~bl~DIB. of research in relation to deteri?ration of land oons~quent 
upon lITigatIOn, and matters of that Bort?-(Str Frederick Gebbie): That 
is more a ~atter for a soil phy:sicist than an irrigation officer. 

56,811. Did you form any VIew as to whether research in certain of 
these problems might be carried on on an all-India basis or whether 
research would be better carried on Province by Province?~1 think it is 
better carried on Province by Province, but the Goverl'.lment of Indillo 
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ought to be Sn a position to obtain all the information which the Province;; 
have collected, and distribute it all over India. 

56,812. You think there is a real danger that' the Provinces may work 
in watertight cOmpartments, and that the experience of one Province
may not be made available to the other Provinces?-That is so. At pre
sent there are only two Provinces going in for research in purely irriga
tion matters, l'egarding :Bow of silt and things like that. The other 
Provinces do not take any interest lin it, because I do not think they: 
know anything about it. . 

56,813. Which two Provinces are those?-Punjab and Bombay. 
56,814. IWhat do you say about the current classification as between 

productive and non-productive schemes? Are you satisfied with that?
As far as I could see it was good enough. It served its purpose. 

56,815. Do you think that, in that classification, sufficient account is 
taken of the indirect increase in revenue likely to result from the irriga.
tion of a tract of land?-No, I do not think there is. That is a question 
which is occupying Bombay very seriously now. 

56,816. So that, to that extent, you are not satisfied with the existing 
classificationP-I thought you rather meant as regards the actual con
struction of the works. They ought to take the good of the whole country 
far more into consideration than they do, and not merely the good done 
to the particular tract. Aleo they do not take particular notice of the 
indirect advantages that come from it. 

56,817. Is it the case th&t many schemes of irrigation in being to-day, 
8dld regarded as quite indispensable, would never have been constructed 
if the costs at the time when they were constructed had been equal to the 
present post-War costeP-That is so. They are many instances of that.' 
The Lower Swat Canal would .never have been constructed, and none of 
these protective schemes in Bombay would have been constructed, if cost 
had merely been taken into account. 

56,818. Sir Henry Lawrence: Was the Lower Swat Canal constructed for 
political purposesP-No. It was constructed for famine protective work 
origin-ally, and now it is one of the most paying works in India. 

56,819. The Ohairman: Does that suggest that the present rules governing 
the classification as between protective and non-protective schemes might 
well be examined with a view to their being amended?-To a certain 
extent,but I think the real thing is that no one can really foresee what 
is likely to happen. In' the 'case of the Lower iSwat, the main cause of 
its success was that it caused the tribe to settle down; they found' it 
paid them better to cultivate than to go raiding. It was not originally 
constructed for that purpose; it was constructed originally as a famine 
protective work. 

56,820. Were you satisfied with the degree of touch between the Irriga.
tion and the Agricultural Departments in India? Is it sufficiently closeP
It is in Bombay; in some cases perhaps too close. 

56,821. What about the Punjab P-(Sir Thomas Ward): It depends, I' 
think, upon the personality of the officers. On one occasion my colleague 
said, "This is a very serious business--all this friction." I said, "What 
frictionP You and I are t,he best of friends." "Yes," he said, "I 
mean the friction down below." I replied, "There 'cannot possibly be any 
friction down below if there is no friction up above. It always starts 
a.t the top." It is a matter of the personality of the individual directors. 
A lot of the work must be done on the spot, in the fields with the farmers. 
It was suggested to me in my time that the Irrigation Department should 
haye an agrieulturist attached to it. but at that time it was not a 
practical proposition as there were not a suffieiellt number of trained 
men. 
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56,822. Sir Henry Lawreflce: Do you consider, Sir Frederick, .that the 
position of the Inspector-General, subsequently Consulting Engineer, was 
weakened after the new Government of India .Act was introduced?-Yes. 
He had no reason to exist after the Reforms came in. 

56,823. iWhyP-BecaUBe he had nothing to do. 
56,824. W88 he not able to obtain information from the provincial 

officersP-Very rarely; and only if he happened t-o be on good terms with 
the man from whom he was trying to get the information. If he did not 
know him he just got what the other man pleased to give him. I found it 
very difficult to get any information at all. 

56,826. Had he no authority to demand information P-None. I could 
not go to a Province unless I was asked. I had to ask for permission to 
go. 

56,826. Whose permission P-The Obief Engineer of the Province. 
56,827. Could you not be authorised by the Irrigation Member of the 

Government of India to visit a Province and obtain informationP-No. 
56,828. Do you mean that he had not the power, or that he would not 

exercise the powerP-I am afraid I never asked him. I understood that 
he could not do anything. If I wanted to go and see . anything I had to 
ask the Obief Engineer if he had any objection to my doing so. 

56,829. Would you turn to Section 45 (1) of the Government of India 
Act? It says, .. Subject to the provisions of this .Act and Rules made 
thereunder, every Local Government shall obey th~ Orders of the Governor
General in Council and keep him constantly and diligently informed of 
ita proceedings, and of all matters which ought in its opinion to bs reported 
1,0 him, or 88 to which he requires information." Could not the Member 
<If the Viceroy's Council give you authority to go and obtain what infor
mation you required under that Section of .the .ActP-Yes, it would appear 
.eo. 

56,830. The necessary orders were not issued by the Government of 
India?-No. Possibly they did not want the information, or any infor
mation, when I was there. Even 50, I think in connection with any 
order issued under this Section, if the man who had to comply with 
it was not willing, he would merely give the m~nimum amount of informa-
.tion.· . 

56,831. No doubt, but what I suggest is that no alteration of the law 
is required to enable an officer of the Central Government to be autho
rised to obtain the information.. If he· does not get that, informa.tion, that 
is a matter for subsequent negotiation between the Central Government and 
the Provincial Government?-That would appear to be so from this 
Section. (Sir Thomas Ward): In my time the Inspector-General wli.s 
responsible; he was the filllal ~echnical authority on· projects when they 
carne up. Therolfore the Provmces were only too pleased to give him 
information. , For any question outside the projects, the Provinces could 
ask ~or sdv~ce, if th(>~ wished. The Inspector-G?neral had no responsibility 
to glvs adVIce unless It was asked for. A rule Ilks the ons just quoted was 
never discussed in my time . 

. ~6,832. The .differenoe DO!" is a financial. one. The financial responsi
blhty rllE'ts wI~h the Pro,!mce and not with the Imperial Government. 
Is tha.t your pomtP-'l':hat 1& wha.t I u:,-dersta.nd. I had no experience with 
the Reforms. My busmess was to finish up before the Reforms came in. 
Everyone knew what the right a.ction was with reference to an irrigation 
project under the old regime, but no one knew what the, correct procedure 
would be under the new. 

56,833. Looking at the problem now, would you consider that it is th'a 
alteration of financial responsibility which weakens the oontrol of the 

-Central Government?--:-Yes. 
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56,834. Bu!; even now the rules provide that schemes over a certain size 
and cost must receive the approval of the Central Government and of. 
the Secretary of StateP-(Sir Frederick &ebbie): Yes, anything costing 
over 50 lakhs. ' 

56,835. To perform that function, the Central Government must still 
maintain BOme technical control and technical advisers. Do not you think 
so, Sir Thomas?-(Sir Thomas Ward): I think so, yes . 

.56,836. At the present moment, there are being carried out schemes 
costing several crores of rupees. They are being carried out in the United 
Provinces, the Punjab and in Sind. Others are projected in Madras and 
·Bomlbay. Is it not advisable that the Government of India should have 
Rome technical adviser with full authority to investigate the preliminary 
.teps of those schemes and to study the oourse of their construction?-I 
think myself that that is very advisable, but it is very difficult to see 
how you are going to keep such a man in training in a slack period. 
He must have something to do. In my time, and up to my time, the 
Inspector-General of Irrigation was on the side of being an over-worked 
official with £60,000,000 worth of projects going backwards and forwards 
between Provinces. Naturally the Irrigation Department in all the Pro
vinces then took a great interest in the Inspector-General. Nevertheless, 
it was very carefully impressed upon me that I must be' extremely careful 
how I conducted myself when I was in the Provinces. I was told never 
to give a,n order or anything of that sort. 

56,837. But you could obtain your information?-TheChief Engineers 
were only too glad to give it to me. 

56,838. The point I want you to give your attention to now is whether 
you consider that that Section of the Act does empower the Government 
of India' sufficiently to exercise vigilant supervisionP-1 think BO. It 
seems quite a practicable rule that the Government of India should be 
kept informed, and should have power to obtain information as required. 
It is only necessary to make rules as to how the Order should be carried 
out. 

56,839. Will you turn to item 7, Part II of Schedule I to Rule 3 of the 
Devolution Rules? You will see the subjects which have been devoluted to 
the Provinces. Amongst them are" Water supplies, irrigation and canals, 
drainage and embankments, water storage and water power; subject to 
legislation by the Indian Legislature with regard to matters of inter-pro
vincial concern or affecting the relations of a Province with any other 
territory." Did that point come before you, Sir Frederick: that in order to 
deal with any question in dispute, this rule requires legislation by the Indian 
Legislature P-(Sir Frederick Gebbie): That is what I always understood. 

56,840. Is that convenientP-No, I should not think so. 
56,841. Do you think that control by the Governor-General in Council 

would be a better and more effective method than legislation by the 
Indian LegislatureP-It would be much quicker, any way. Legislation 
might take years. 

56,842. Which would be the more liable to errorP-1 should think the 
Legislature. 

56,843. It is a point for consideration .whether a dispute between two 
Provinces can be more effectively dealt with by legislation than by Execu
tive Order of the Governor-General in Council under Section 45 of the 
ActP-Before the Reforms, any dispute between two Provinces was dealt 
with by the Governor-General in Council. 

56,844. And no great disaster followed from thatP-I have never heard 
of any. 

66,845. Sir Thomas Middleton: When we were in Bombay our attention 
was drawn to the work of Mr. Lowsley, who has been appointed to con
eider the utilisation of small rivers and tvu.Uahs in connection with small 
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irrigation schemes., I do not know, Sir Frederick, whether you are aware 
~f what Mr. Lowsley is doing nowP-(Sir Frederick Gebbie): I talked 
to him several times about his work. 

56,S46. Do you think there is scope for similar work 'in other Pr-ovincea?
There might be scope for it in certain parts of Madras. I do not think it 
would be of the least use in the Punjab or Upper Provinces, because the 
-conditions there are entirely different. 

66,847. You think that. there is no part of the United Provinces or of 
the Central Provinces where such work would be of value?-It might be 
in the Central Provinces. 1 do not know them sufficiently well to give 
an opinion about it. There might be parts of the Central Provinces 
where Buch work would be useful, but the only places I know of are those 
parts of Madras bordering on Bombay, that is to say, in the Ghat section 
-of Madras. 

56,848. Sir Henry Lawrence has pointed out that power exists, or 
appears to exist, Iby which an Inspector-General, if there were one, could 
,get information. The question is, what sort of reception would the 
Inspector-General get at the present time if he went to a Province with 
a view of demanding information?-I should think, very bad. 

56,849. He has no money a.t his disposal; he has nothing to offer except 
good advice, and you thhik good advice is not always acoeptable?-Not 
unless it is asked for. (Sir Thomas Ward): I think even bad advice is 
good. It is a matter of criticism. Unless you have critioism you can never 
be certain where you are, but in India., unfortunately, people are very 
sensi ti ve of criticism. 

66,850. You point out that criticism in this country comes from altru
istic institutions, by whic'h I suppose you mean institutions like the 
Institution of Civil Engineers?-Yes. We also get it in the Press. 

56,851. Is there anything in India which corresponds to the Institution 
of Civil Engineers in this country? Are there means of getting criticism 
in India. in the same way as you get it hel'e?-Yes. There is an Institu
tion with local organisations. 

56,852. Does that Institution meet in sections in the different Provinces? 
-(Sir Frederick Gebbie): They have periodical meetings. Last year the 
meeting was held in Bombay. This year it is to be held in Madras. Then 
they always have an Annual General Meeting in Calcutta, which is the 
'headquarters af the Institution. 

56,853. Is it an unofficial institution, or is it an official conference?
It corresponds to the Institution of Civil Engineers here. 

56,854. Any engineer in practice can become a member if he has certain 
qualifications, can heP-Yes. (Sir Thomas Ward): It was formed ~nder 
the EgiS of the home Institutions. 

56,855. Is it affiliated to the home Institution?-No. The first idea 
was to start a section of the home Institutions in India, but at a joint 
meeting of the home Institutions, which was called for the purpose, 
the conclusion was come to that as money would have to be raised the 
authority must go with the money, and we were told that we wouid be 
much better advised to form our own Institution and run it on parallel 
lines with the home Institutions as far as possilble. It is under the regis 
'Of the home Institutions, and it is run on paranel lines; but it, is entirely 
independent. 

56,8{i6. What number of people attend a meeting if a technical paper 
is discussed? Is it a large gathering or quite a' small meeting?-(Sir 
Frederick Gebbie): At the last Bombay meeting I do not know exactly 
how many attended the meeting, but there were over 200 at the dinner 
which fonowed, and I take it that most of th06e who attended the dinner 
were at the meeting. (Sir Thomas Ward): The Local Governments anow 
-travelling expenses to the meeting, 60 it is now a rendezvous for engineers. 
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once a year. The Governor generally addresses them and they have a 
dinner, and a large series of papers are discussed. 

56,857. Reference has been made to the possibility of the Inspector~ 
General acting as an adjudicator; do you think there is room for the 
Inspector-General as a stimulator of work in the Provinces, if we could 
get' over the difficulties ~ which YOll have referred?-(Sir Frederick 
Gebbie): I, think so. I do not say that he should originate schemes of 
his own, but he might very well go round and get into touch with the 
local people, who would tell him what they would like to be done, and 
who could tell him their difficulties. He could help them to get over those 
difficuties. In the case of a project which the Chief Engineer would not 
think worth touching because of his difliC'Ulty in getting it through, the 
Inspector-General' might assist him greatly. 

56,858. I know nothing about the technical details of irrigation schemes. 
I have merely listened to the evidence which has lbeen given in India, 
but the impression I gained was that the position of irrigation in the 
different Provinces is very unequalP-Yes, it is. In Bengal, for instance, 
it is a mistake entirely to call it an Irrigation Department. They have 
only two irrigation canals. 'I1heir whole time is spent in inland navigation . 

.56,859. Dredging?-Yes, just keeping the navigation channels open. 
56,860. From that point of view, an officer of the Government of India 

might serve a very valuable function?-Yes. 

56,861. Dr. Hyder: With regard to disputes between Provinciai Govern
ments, two possibilities of settling those disputes were mentioned by the 
Chairman, one, by a decision to be made by -an individual officer; and, two, 
by a decision made by a committee of individuals. In the case of the latter 
body, would you have something in the nature of a former tribunal with a 
preponderance of lawyers on it, and also people who know something about 
irrigation; in other words, a committee composed of practical men and 
lawyersP-That is what led to all the trouble in Madras and Mysore, having 
a tribunal of that nature. 

56,862. How are these disputes settled in other countries in the world? ' 
Take the case of the Sudan and Egypt?-They did have a Co=ission there, 
but that was not so much to settle the question of water supply as tu 
whether the Sudan was to have -any water or not. 

56,863. There are two things in my mind, firstly, disputes, and secondly, 
distribution in future. With regard to disputes, would you have the 
whole matter settled by an Inspector...Qeneral of Irrigation, or would you 
give the parties a chance of bringing their disputes before a Tribunal of 
WatersP-If you had an Inspector-General at the head as in the old days" 
it would probably never get to the point of a dispute. It would be settled 
before it became a real dispute. Do not you think so, Sir Thomas?-(Sir 
Thomas Ward): I think so. That is what usually happened. 

56,864. With regard to the control of the Government of India in the past, 
was that control extended to matters like the sanctioning of schemes and the 
fixing of rates, or did it go beyond thatP-(Sir Frederick Gebbie): What 
rates do you mean? 

56,865. Charges for water P-The whole project had to go before the 
Government of India. 

56,866. I am asking you this because there is some impression that the 
Government of India was very efficient in the past as regards forcing its 
will on the Provinces, but it appears to me that, in this matter of fixing 
the rates, they were not so very powerful. The rates remained fixed for 
long 'periods. The Government of India laid down certain principles, but 
those principles were not carried out in their entirety by the Pl'o"inces. Is 
that soP-That 'is a revenue matter, and I cannot say anything about that. 

56,867. I am discussing the question of the operations of the Go,'ernment 
Sir Thomas Ward and Sir FrederirX' Gebbie. 
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of India lIS regards control in irrigation matters, and it appears to me that 
in one particular matter, at any rate, the Provinces defied the Government 
of India, and the Reforms have created nothing new in this matter?-They 
could not defy the Government of India in irrigation matters, because if 
they did the Government of Lndia would cut off supplies. The man who 
controls the purse is top dog. 

56,868. Have you anything to say about ·the methods of distribution of 
water: bow water should be distributed to the cultivators? Could the 
existing methods be improved upon, or do you think we had better leave 
matters where they are?-That is one of the things on which the Punjab and 
Bombay are experimenting now: the best system of distribution to the 
cultivators. 

56,869. Professor ('}Q/fIf/ulee: They are experimenting on the volumetri{'. 
method, are they not? Is that an economic method?-One cannot help 
thinking that people would make better UBe of water if they had to pay 
for what they actually used. 

56,870. Mr. Noyce: One of the Chief Engineers in India who appeared 
before the Commission suggested an All-India Irrigation Congress. I think 
the idE'a was an annual meeting of Irrigation Engineers with a more or 
less permanent secretariat at Delhi. Have you any views on thatP·-What 
would they be supposed to do: merely to distribute information P 

56,871. I think the idea was to discuss with each other what was hap
pening?-That would 'be valuable in its way. It might be worth while 
considering holding it in the Cold weather at some place where works were 
under construction. 

56,872. Have you any views 8S to which department should carry out well 
irrigation? Supposing it was oonside~ed wise to start an intensive cs,m
paign for well sinking, should that be under the Irrigation Department or 
under the Agricultural Department ?-Personally I should say it should be 
under the Agricultural Departmeut. 

56,873. For what reason ?-Heoause it is a matter which is entirely out
side of the ordinary Irrigation Engineer's duties.-(Sir Thomas Ward): I 
think well irrigation, in order to get a really fair start, should be put 
under a. department like the Agrioultural Department. It is or has not 
been a. very big question in the Punja.b. 

56,874. ;Well~ have disappea.r~d from the irrigated tracts in the Punjab? 
-In the PunJab they have disappeared altogether in some tracts that I 
know of. Some of the tracts would have been very much better irrigated 
by wells, but as years have gone by wells, somehow or other have disap-
peared in spite of orders to the contrary. ' 

.56,875. Professor Gan!fUlee: On this question of co-ordination in matters 
relating to irrigation between the various Provinces in India, I notice that 
you say in your note of evidence: "l'his has hitherto been accomplished 
through the Inspector-General of Irrigation in India." I want to koow 
what was the exact machinery through which this oo-ordination 'W8S acoom
plished?-(Sir T.homa~ ·Ward): I am afra~d this note is ratherbadlywritten. 
It had to be W1'ltten in a hurry, 'but I thmk the fourth paragraph attempt.! 
to deal with that. It was done by personality more than anything else. The 
Ins~ector-.General, .after all, wa~ a practioalofficer. He had to get projects 
r~Vlewed m good time, a.nd he did not want more information than was prac
bc~'ble .. There W8S no kmd. of reo;ea:ch work done by the Inspector-Generalolf 
IrrigatlOJ?-' It w~ a practical appoi;Dtment in every way.. There is, behind 
~he. q~estlOn, t?e idea of resear~h; thIS is providing for posterity, whereas 1;he 
mdlvidual engmeer only proVldes for himself. That is the practical diffi
culty. Wherever I have been, the young engineers, whether in Bra.zil or 
the ~rgentine or III;dia,. say: "Cannot we. have this worked up? " At 
meetmgs of tbe InstiwtlODS the same questlODi often arises: "Cannot; the 
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Institution tackle thisP" One would have thought it would be a quite 
simple thing, but when I came to be a Chief Engineer myself and since 
discussing it with other Chief Engineers, the position seems to be that 
the Chief Engineer- usually has brought up with him by personal research 
work all that is required for the work that he has to tackle, and he is 
brought there to get on with the job, as is said, and not to do research for 
future work. That, I think, as Sir Frederick Gebbie suggested, should be 
under a physicist, if possible, or some man who will devote his whole life to 
research a.lone. If you put an engineer on, so soon as he has found out 
what he himself wants to know he wishes to get on to the job. 

56,876. Apart from the question of research on matters of irrigation in 
general, there is co-ordination P-That is so, getting an idea from one Pro
vinoe adopted in another, and that sort of thing. 

56,877. When you suggested co-ordination in matters relating to irriga
tion, what had you in mind'P-The same co-ordination that the Royal Com
mission on Agriculture had in mind in asking us the question; it was in 
the Secretary's letter and we had a long discussion over it. We should 
have to sit down and think out a definition; I think it is really in this note. 

56,878. You referred to researoh problems. When you suggested oo-ordina
tion in matters relating to irrigation, I want to know what matters you 
were referring to; is it the engineering aspects or the agricultural aspects of 
irrigation, or both ?-In a project arise questions of finance, revenue, agri
culture, engineering and so on, but I understand the reference is really to 
engineering; that is our particular business. 

56,879. Have you any suggestion with regard to the irrigation research~s 
on such questions as the formation of alkali soils, waterlogging and so on P 
Could they 'be efficiently undertaken by the Central Government or by 
ProvincesP-{Sir Frederick Gebbie): It is being done now by the Provinces 
to a certain extent. 

56,880. Do you consider that problems such as the formation of alkali 
soils and. waterlogging are problems of all-India importance P-They are of 
all-India importance, but I think they are better done by the Provinces con
cerned, because now, for example, in Madras, there is not much trouble with 
that, nor is there in the Central Provinces; but in the Punjab and in Sind 
that problem arises to a grea1J extent. (Sir Thomas Ward): Even within thS! 
Province it is sometimes a purely local trouble. A matter of research of 
that kind is rather like medicine; you have got a disease; it would 'be: no 
use studying that disease exoept at the actual point where it is mani
fested. In the Punjab, one man will tell you that the wholE' Punjab is 
becoming an alkali swamp if he happens to have been where it is a great 
trouble; another man will say there is no such trouble at all in the Punjab. 
The problem should be studied locally, I think. 

56,881. The symptoms must be studied locallyP-Yes. 
56,882. But the fundamental problems of the question must be studied 

centrallyP-That is the whole point with regard to ll'BSearch: whether each 
Province can afford to keep up a sufficiently capable staff to deal with a 
question of that sort. For instance, in the Punjab what was required was 
a physicist to work out this problem (in the War we got sanction, but, of 
oourse, the man could not be got). Had the work then been done, probably 
the physicist would have passed on to another Provinoe, and so on, or he 
might have passed into the Government of India to work out these problems. 
I think that is a matter which would have to be gone into as the problems 
arise. 

56,8S-3. I think the Irrigation Commission recommended the adoption of 
the volumetric system of distribution; could you tell us what are really the 
difficulties in regard to the adoption of that systemP-(Sir Frederick 
.~bbie.) One of the difficulties is that you have not got an efficient meter 
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to measure the volume of water. :We have got, now, certain m~~les which 
are fairly accurate, but if you get one that is what is called a rIgId m~ule, 
which will let us Bay always distribute two cusecs whatever quantIty of 
water com~ down th~ distributary then if the water falls slightly, all 
the outlets at the head will contin~e to take two cusees, with the result 
that the ones at the tail will not get any; on the other hRnd, 'if ~e ~ater 
rises, thCl66 at the head will not take any more, and those at the tail wlll be 
flooded out. We want a rateable module Which will not distribute a rigid 
two cusecs, but will distribute the water in the canal ratably. ,That 
means, of course, that a particular man will not always get his two cusecs; 
that is the difficulty. 

56,884. Do you envisage any administrative difliculty?-I do not see any 
administrative difficulty, but you get all sorts of opinions about that. (Si'r 
ThofTIG8 Ward.) We went into this in the Punjab, on the Shahkot distribu
tary of the Lower Chenab Canal in 1915, and it was the opinion of the 
Financial Commissioner at that time that the !l'evenue difficulties were much 
greater than the technical engineering difficulties. 

56,885. Yes, that is what we are told?-Unfortunately, the modules were 
found defective and the experiment had to be postponed; but it was con
tinued after I len, not perhaps in that particular place; what the result 
of the exp6!l'iment was I do not knaw; perhaps they are still on it. 

56,886. Mr. Oalvert: You know, of course, the main details of Sir Ganga 
Ram's hydro-electric scheme in the Punjab, using canal fall power to lift 
water up for irrigation purposss?-(Sir Frederick Gebbie.) Yes. 

56,887. Do you think there is much scope in other parts of India for 
similar schemes ?-There might be in the Bombay Deocan, where you can 
get heavy fall in the canal bed without losing command and where they 
only irrigate on the down-stream !lids of the valley. In the Deccan they 
are all contour canals; they only irrigate on the down-stream side of the 
canal. But there, there is no more than enough water for the land which 
is commanded. It can be done in the Punjab, because there you get a fair 
fa.I1 in the bed of the canal. In Sind most canals have no falls at all, so 
that you have not got your fall available. 

66,888. Mr; Oal'llert: Do you think the problem of drainage should be 
under the Irrigation Department?-It should be a part of the original pro
ject; the drainage system should be included in the O!l'iginal project of, the 
canal. You ought not to wait till the waterlogging ooeurs and then titart 
draining; you ought to try and stop waterlogging from the beginning. 

56,889. We were told that Indian soils require far more d!l'ainage than 
they are at present receiving; it was said that drainage was a very im
portant problem?-It is. (Sir Thoma8 Ward.) That is agriculturai 
drainage? 

56,890. YesP-That would be under Agriculture I should think. It is, 
all the world over. Agricultural drainage is a~ art in itself; but our 
drainage is main drainage, surface water drainage. 

56,891. Taking a specific problem in dispute between Provinces, as to 
whsth6!l' the water taken out from the canals does or does not return to' 
the river, what sort of machinery would you establiSh to settle a dispute 
of fact of that kind?-(Sir Frederick Gebbie.) A man made that statement 
in a certain Province; I told him he could keep all the water that came 
back and let us have the water in the river; but he would not listen to us 
when it was put in that way. He said quite enough came Iback fO!l' us but 
when I offered it to him he would not have it. ' 

56,892. There is a dispute as to actual fact which apparently is a bone 
of contentionP-Yes. " 

56,893. :what sort of machinery should be set up to solve the actual 
proble~P-You would want gauge observations taken for many years to 
determme how much water comes back and haw lonll it takes ~oming bat'k. 
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Water does come back; you have only to look at those weirS at the lower 
canals in the Punjab, the Chenab and Jhelum, to see that. A river below 
a weir, say, in January is absolutely dry, while five or six miles below 
there is quite a big flow of water, which must be all seepage water. 

56,894. But we are told that does not apply to the river lower down in 
Sind P-They have got now, I think it must be, nearly twenty years' obser
vations there, an~, instead of having an increase of supply at Sukkur, 
there is generally a diminution of twenty-five per cent. between the volume 
measured at the junction of the Panchnad and the Indus at Mithankot and 
what passes Sukkur. Twenty-five per cent. less passes Sukkur than comes 
in therlJ at the junction of the Panchnad and the Indus; there is a loss of 
water 'between the Punjab and Sukkur of twenty-five per cent. 

56,895. Speaking generally, would you say that the progress of irrigation 
in India is ,satisfactory?-I think so. 

56,896. Mr. Karrwt: It has been alleged in certain quarters that, com
pared to the Punjab, .the Irrigation Department in Bombay has not utilised 
the rivers in the Bombay Presidency to the fullest extent for the benefit of 
the cultivator; what is your view P-I take it when you say the Bombay 
Presidency, you really mean Sind? . 

56,897. I mean the Bombay PTesidency proper, excluding SindP-In the 
Bombay Presidency proper, they have made far more use of the rivers than 
the Punja:b has, because the Punjab has no storage. projects at all, while 
the Bombay Presidency has many. 

56,896. So that you think there is no truth in the statement that the 
Bombay Presidency l<rrigation Department is not giving its fullest assistance 
from its natural sources to the cultivator in that respect ?-Of course I will 
not agree to that; I am a Bombay man myself. 

56,899. With reference to this alleged lack of touch between the Irriga
tion Department and the Agricultural Department, I believe one of you 
gentlemen replied that it was all a question of pereonality?-(Sir Tho1YUl$ 
Ward.) Yes, ~ did. 

56,900. I want to know, instead of leaving such matters of friction to 
personality for the moment, whether you can suggest any system by which 
any possible friction between the Irrigation Depa<rtment and the Agricul
tural Department could 'be solved, say, by some such machinery as a 
common Board or a joint committee or something like thatP-I think in 
the Punjab they have a board; I am not sure; there was not in my time; 

. we worked by what I have called personality or round table conferences; 
but I think later on a more or less formal board was established. 

56,901. You .know, disputes often arise between the Agricultural Depart
ment and the Irrigation Department as to how much water is required for 
sugarcane per acre, or as to the sizes of different 'bunds, and so on, for the 
distribution of water to fields. You know that the outlook of the INiga
tion Department or of the staff of the Irrigation Department is entirely for 
revenue, whether under the productive or unproductive canals, as you call 
them, wheeas the outlook of the Minister of. Agriculture is entirely different. 
That being the position, can you suggest Q method by which the ryot can 
have justice from both these departments, without depending on the per
sonnel or the personality for the time beingP-(Sir Frederick Gebbie.) You 
might put agriculture an~ irrigation under the same Member. ._) 

56,902. That is exactly what I was coming to. From your own point of 
view you see no difficulty, constitutionally speaking, in placing agriculture 
and iNigation under the same Minister?-I 'believe there is, because agri
culture is transferred and irrigation is reserved; but I take it that will 
not be so for ever. 

56,903. We will not discuss whether it will be far ever or for a short 
time; we will look at it, so far as your irrigation officers are concerned, 
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only from the point of view of the administration of the two departments 
and for the greatest benefit of the cultivator. You think it would be better 
from his point of view that they should be under the same man?-Possibly 
Jrom the cultivator'll point of view, yes. 

56,904. And from the administrative point of view there would be no 
difficulty?-I do not think so. 

56,905. On the other hand, we are told that irrigation schemes would 
suffer if they go into the hands of a Minister; you· would not agree with 
that statement?-Sulfer in what way? 

56,906. Suffer from the point of view of efficiency or finance and so on ?-
I do not see how they would suffer from the point of view of efficiency. 

56,907. They would not?-I do not think so, not if you had a Chief 
Engineer who knew his business. 

56,908. From the point of view of efficiency in irrigation, there would be 
no difference whatever you think if they were under the control of the 
same Member who administers agrjculture ?--'I never found that the Member 
in charge of the Public Works Department had very great effect on the 
efficiency of the internal administration of the department. (Sir Thomas 
Ward): Of course, we had not a Member in the Punjab; the Chief Engineer 
was himself on the Council. I do not think my experience is the same 
as that in Bombay and Madras. 

56,909. But in principle would you think it an anomaly or not ?-I should 
like to say a wOl'd on one of your assumptions which have so far passed 
for granted: that the Canal Department are obviously out for higher water 
rates. I onoo had occasion to Tead· every file ali water rates (they all go 
up to the Government of India, they are all there; you have only to pull 
them out of the records). It was about a fortnight's reading, and in most 
C,lbllf' it WIU' th<3 Chief Engineer, i.e., the Canal Department, who made 
the difficulLies about raising the raws, beginning with the Ganges Canal, 
right up to my time. 

56,910. That means his outlook was only for revenue; that supports my 
statement?-No, for keeping to the low rates. The suggestion to raise 
the rates usually came from the Revenue Departmnt; the difficulty lay in 
persuading the Chief Engineer to go in for a higher rate. The Chief 
Engineer was liable to be obsessed with the technical difficulty of running 
water in an irrigation work if the farmers were not taking the supply. 

56,911. But, in any caSe, beyond the question of the total collection of 
revenue, they never looked at it from a broader point 'of view?-I do nab 
say they ne-ver looked at it from a broader point of view; I say it IlIPpeared 
in these files that the Chief Engineer· felt this difficulty, that if you raised 
the rates so that the demand, as it is called, fell off, there was the technical· 
difficulty of working the canal satisfactorily. 

56,912. Then would you agree that this question has to be looked at not 
only from this point of view, but from a larger point of view, namely, the 
improvement of general agriculture: not merely as to the limitations of 
:ro~r r~tes and how they. affect your productive or unproductive schemes of 
IrrlgatlOn?-I do not think you can expect the Chief Engineer to look at 
the water r~tes from the poin.t of view of what effect higher rates may 
have on agnculture, although In that same reading I noticed that it was 
p?inted out, not only by Chief Engineers but by Revenue Officers, that 
hlgher water rates made for better cultivation, more especially in the 
Bombay Deccan. 

56,913. You mean, the higher the rates the better the agriculture?
Yes; I suppose because the weak men were squeezed out. 

56,914. Sir Henry La.wrence: Provided the water is taken?-I think the 
idea. was that the rates were 80 low that any sort Of agriculture could 
pay the rate; if the rate was very high a farmer would have to be a very 
.good farmer or he could not make it pay. The Obief Engineer has to look 
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at the question purely from the canal point of view; it is the business of 
the Agricultural Department to look at it from the point of view of 
agriculture. If they think the canals ought to earn more money than they 
do, so that they-may get an allotment from them, it is their business to 
point this out of course, and thus you obtain criticism and discussion and 
are able to arrive at a decision more or less just to the actual cultivator. 

56,915. Mr. Oalvert: Is it your opinion, as I gather from answers given 
to various questions, that the Irrigation Department should confine itself 
to irrigation from canals? You told Mr. Noyce you did not want to take 
on wel.ls and water lifts, and you said you doid not want to take on drainage, 
and Slr Thomas Ward referred to it just now as a Canal Department. Is 
it your idea that the Irrigation Department should be exclusively a Canal 
Departmlent? 

Mr. Noyce: You would inolude large tanks I suppose? 
Mr. Oalvert: Yes.-(Sir Thomas Ward): My experience is that 

the Irrigation Department in India (when we talk about the Irrigation 
Department wlith a great big capital "I ") is a very specialised department 
in the Punjab, the United Provinces and Bombay. Attempts have now 
and then been made t() make over small works, as in the case of the Gurgaon 
works which were once in the Irrigation D€(partment, but it was found 
more satisfactory to put them under the district. 

56,916. They have gone back to the department ?-Perhaps they will go 
back again to the district in a few years. It just depends what the work is. 
,56,917. We are faced with this question of water lifts, the further utilisa

tion of the subsoil water; that is a highly technical matter P-All through 
my time in the Punjab, the tendency of the department was not to under
take any class of work that could be more eflicientily organised in some 
department working directly under the Deputy Commissioner. 

56,918. That is to say, you would prefer to have a separate department 
rather than attach it to the Irrigation Department?-I would be inclined 
to go into it; I am quite certain, if such a question had been put before 
me as Chief Engineer, I would have looked at it in that way to see whether 
it could not be run by some department likely to be more in touch with it. 
~at is in the Punjab, of course; I do not know the other Provinces, where 
it may be quite different. 

56,919. Sir Thomas MiddZeton: The canal engineers are essentially civil 
engineers in our senseP-Yes. 

56,920. Whereas the question of water lift is a mechanidal engineer's 
problemP-Yes, there is a great deal of mechanical en~neering in that. 
In the Punjab, water lifting from tube wells was done by our mechanical 
engineers. There were two mechanical engineers who took a great interest 
in it, and in fact it could not have been made the success ~t (has but for 
their great mechanical talent. 

56 921. Sir He'fltry LaiWrence: Your mechanical engineers were membel'lll 
of'the Public Works Department and under the Ohief Civil EngineerP
Yes, he controlled them. 

56,922. Sir Thomas Middleton: Sir Frederick Gebbie, I think you men
tioned that volumetric distribution was theoretically desirable ?-(Si·r 
Frederick Gebbie): I said that was my opinion, but I know mots of people 
diller from me. 

56923. Does it not resolve itself into this: Water can only be provided 
by v'olume for an area of II.: cemi!! size; you must h.ave, say;, fou: or five 
thousand acres as a workmg unit; could' you pOSSibly delIver lD small 
quantities for, say, ten acres by volume?-The .experiment they m~de in 
Bombay was on a.bout 1,500 acres, and usually 1D the Bombay Presidency 
and the Punjab it does not; much exceed 2,500 acres; you never haTe more 
than that on one outlet. 

Sir Thomas Ward and Sir Frederick Gebbie. 
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56,924. You could deliver volumetrically to a Cl>-operative society of 
villagers, for example ?-Tha.t is one of the difficulties, as to getting 
payment. 

56,925. It is the practica.l difficulty of distributing to separate indivi
duals that prevents adoption of the volumetric basis of supplyP-Yes, you 
would have to diRLribute it to the wllage; you could not do muoo to eacb 
individual cultivator. 

(The witnesse& withdrew.) 

Mr. G. F. KEATINGE, C.I.E., I.C.S. (Retd.). 

NOTE OF EVIDENCE. 

1. My personal knowledge of India is now six years out of date, and I 
propo~ tC' confine myself to a few fundamental points in which, I believe; 
no material change has occurred since I left India. 

2. While serving in the Bombay Presidency I' had opportunities of 
observing the economic condition of the peasants and forming an opinion 
as to the fundamental causes of their poverty. The outstanding feature 
of rural India is the over-population, resulting in excessive pressure on 
the soil. Analogous to this is the position of the cattle, the number of 
which is greater than the normal fodder supply can maintain. In either 
case the facts are obvious. The remedies also are obvious, but not such 
as would commend themselves to Hindu sentiment. 

3. Arising out of over-population, but greatly aggravated by law and 
custom, there occurs a distribution of land amongst the cultivating classes 
which is most prejudicial to production. The problems involved are 
generally referred to as the problem of subdivision and fragmelltation of 
holdings. The facts are, doubtless, well known to the Commission. I 
would merely call attention to the fact that in the case of a small and 
fragmented holding, uneconomic in size and shape, having no perma.nence 
or stability, effective cultivation is not to be expected, permanent improve
ment is impossible, and production is, of necessity, very low. Perhaps 
the worst effect is to be seen in the helpless and indifferent attitude which 
it produces in the cultivator himself. In many tracts the number of tnese 
uneconomic holdings is large and is increasing. The position is as though 
a large number of the farm hands in England were trying to live on 
the produce of their allotments, which are intended (and, in fact, serve) 
merely to supplement the resources which they derive from their wages. 
It is this hopelessly uneconomic situation which prevents men of capital 
and enterprise from taking to agriculture, which discourages owners of 
agricultural land from carrying out improvements, and which deters 
middle-class youths from studying or taking up agriculture. At present, 
it is very difficult to find a farm of suitable size and distribution, and it 
is impossible to keep one in such condition. I can recall tracts in the 
Deccan where the rare holdings which happened to have a suitable size 
and shape stood out from the surrounding ineffective cultivation like 
bright stars. Ten years late~ they have probably been split up and reduced 
to the level of the surroundmg average. I also remember an outstanding 
example at Utarsanda in Gujarat. . 

4. The remedy that I would suggest for this state of affairs is legislation 
permitting the creation of economic holdings which would be permanent 
and impartible, but subject to transfer by .sale, gift or bequest. The 
creation of such holdings might be facilitated whenever suitable occasion 
occurred, e.g. when irrigation schemes are introduced and land values 
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enhanced by the creatIOn of water rights, or when Government is asked 
to intervene tci save a family from financial ruin. Encouragement might 
also be afforded by giving the owners of such holdings a priority of claim 
to ta~ca'l)i or help' from the Agricultural Department. A fund allocated 
to thIs purpose would do much to assist matters. 

5. On economio holdings production may be doubled under ordinary 
circumstances, and where the creation of an irrigation well is possible 
it may be mUltiplied five or 10 times. I am not suggesting farming on a 
large scale as opposed to farming on a small scale, nor am I suggesting 
anything like uniformity in the size of holdings. On the contrary my 
experience in other tropical countries has impressed on me the value of 
extreme diversity in the size of holdings, ranging from production on 
a. large plantation scale down to the tiny peasant holding. 

6. In some localities the depredations of wild animals are very detrimental 
to agriculture. By far the worst offenders are wild pigs. It is not merely 
a question of the crops that they destroy, though this is very large, but 
of the crops which the cultivators are deterred from planting by the 
knowledge that they will inevitably be destroyed by pigs. In large tracts 
of the Southern Maratha country, cultivation is seriously prejudiced by 
this, and areas which should be a garden are a waste. In view of the 
pressure of the popUlation on the soil in India, the position is very 
remarkable. Wild pigs are to be found in the cultivated parts of South 
Africa and South America, but are kept within reasonable bounds by the 
sparse population. In India it is otherwise. The reasons are:-

(1) To a small extent the religious sentiment of some classes. 
(2) Apathy on the part of cultivators. 
(3) The fact that the cultivators have not got effective weapons. 

The remedy for the pig nuisance is to destroy the pigs. This presents 
much difficulty to the individual cultivator, but not to organised effort. No 
doubt the destruction of pigs is more difficult in the vicinity of large forests, 
and I am aware that pigs will travel long distances at night, but I have no 
hesitation in saying that it would be perfectly easy to reduce the number of 
pigs very greatly in the vicinity of forests, and to eradicate them altogether 
in selected tracts. 

In particular, I may mention the monstrous case of the canal tracts of the 
Deccan where large droves of wild pigs live in the sugarcane, doing immense 
damage, year in and year out. . 

7. Some ten years ago, the Bombay Agricultural Department undertook 
the destruction of pigs on a small scale in some localities, in the absence of 
any other agency to undertake the work, and met with considerable success. 
The work was done on a very limited scale, since the department had not 
got the requisite staff or funds to undertake it on a large scale. I do not 
know how far the work has progressed since that time, but I may mention 
that it is not economical to employ trained agriculturists on such work, to 
the detriment of their legitimate duties. 

8. When considering concrete proposals to assist'Indian agriculture it is 
difficult to suggest anything that does not present social, political or special 
difficulties. Here, however, is a matter which, so far as I am aware, pre
sents no such difficulties or disadvantages. It is a simple job, perfectly easy 
to do and would be welcomed by almost the whole popUlation of the tracts 
conce~ned, except in Gujarat and some other parts where there are Jains. 
The cost involved would return a hundredfold in the shape of enhanced 
crops. The extraordinnry thing is that it has ne.er been done before. 

11k G. F. Keatinge. 
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Oral Evidence. 

56,926. T1.e Ohairman: Mr. G. F. Keatinge, you are a retired Moonber 
of the Indian Civil Sen'ice, and you were, for some time Director of Agri
culture in the Presidency of Bombay?-Yes. 

56,927. What were the dates of your service there?-I joined t~e service 
in 1894 and I left in 1921; for the last thirteen years I was Director of 
Agriculture in the Bombay Presidency; that would be from 1907 to 1921. 

56,928. You were good enough a year ago to provide us with a note on 
the size, diAtribution and equipment of the agricUilturalooldings in Western 
India, and I think most of us have had the advantage of reading two of 
your books: "Agricultural Progress in Western India" and "Rural 
Economy in the Bombay Deccan." You have also been good enough to 
provide us with a note of evidence for to-day. I do not know whetJher you 
would like at thil' stage to make any statement ?-No, I do not think so. 

56,929. Have you any suggestion to meet the problem of dry cultivation 
in the Deccan P Do you regard that as one of the most pressing and, at 
the same time, one of the mo~t difficult problems before the Agricultural 
Department in BombayP-It is, undoubtedly; the lack of rainfall and the 
variability of the rainfall is certainly, especially in the East Deccan, the 
greatest difficulty; it is the limiting factor, the lack of water in many 
seasons. 

56,930. Do you think there is any hope that a method of tillage might 
be disoovered and popularised which would have the effect of oonserving 
what moisture is availableP-They already know a great deal about it, the 
best cultivators do; it is merely a question of degree; there is nothing 
entirely new to suggest. The so-called "dry farming" :methods are not 
entirely suitable to heavy black soils, the oost involved is so great. The 
places I have seen where they do it mOijt suocessfully in the United States 
are places where there are vr!ry peculiar conditions; in Utaih and Idaho, for 
instance, the soil is such that there are very few like it in the world; it 
is extremely deep, very uniform, holds the water very well, and has great. 
capillary powers of lifting the water. They certainly make a very great 
success of it there; but even there, the success they make of it is done by 
alternate fallows, which would be hardly suitable to a country where the 
popUlation presses so heavily as in India; and also they do get an averagt> 
of thirteen or fourteen inches of rain in a year, and there are certain 
climatic conditions, namely, the melting of the snows in the spring, which 
do facilitate this work very considerably. 

1i6,931. Is the system of alternate fallows in that country an essential 
part of the scheme P--Certainly; you store up practically the whole' of one 
year's rainfall, keep it and use it in the next year. . 

56,932. You use two year's rainfall in one year's cropping P-Yes; that 
is hardly applicable to a oountry where there is such a large popUlation on 
the Boil; but even that is done to a. great extent in the Broach District 
where they have alternate strips of cotton; it is practically the same 
system. 

56,933. Professor Gangulee: But the Americans also have the method 
knowt;t as subsoil p~kingP-:Yes, they. do; they have many things; but 
that 18 not :the mam op~ratlOn to 'Yhich the farmers trust; it is simply 
deep ploughmg and keepmg the mOlsture in wit.h a good mulcih' that is 
what the ordinary farmer in Utah and Idaho trusts to. ' 

56,934. The Ohairman: Is it .>'our view then that very little can be done 
for the cultivators on these precarious tracts in the DeccanP-I do not 
think more can be done in this direction than to get the bad cultivators 
to adopt the practices now followed by the best. 

56,935. You think the best cultivator knows all there is to be knownP
I think he knows his own soils very well. 
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56,936. As tc? varieties of crops: do you think the Agricultural Depart
ment has devoted a fair share of its attention to the problems of the 
dry area in the Deccan ?-No, I think on the whole we probably did not. 
It is a very slow process. .In the first instance we looked for places where 
results were more easily obtainable. We did try this syetem of dry farm
ing, and the great trouble was not only the shortness of the rainfall, 
but the extreme variability. I remember once in the Ahmednagar District 
we had a dry farming' plot; we ploughed it very deep and got it into the 
most marvellous state of tilth, at quite an absurd expenditure; then I 
think we got about twenty inches of rain in about a month, and the 
result was that we could not get on to the land for a very long time 
afterwards. It is not only the lightness of the rainfall, but its extra.. 
ordinary variability; we were much worse off than the people who had 
not got their land like that, because we could not get on to it. 

56,937. I think you left :behind you a Bill framed on permissive lines in 
()rder to enable cultivators to constitute their holdings as permanent 
and impartible units?-Yes. . 

56,938. Have you followed the history of that Bill?-I understood at the 
time I left that it was dead for the moment; the Government of India 
refused to allow it to be introduced; that is the last I heard of it. 

56,939. Had you had time before you left to gather the trend of public 
opinion on the Bill?-I think the Bombay Legislative Council was, on the 
whole, quite f.avourably disposed to it; certainly a great many cultivators 
were. Oultivators all over the Presidency expressed their opinion that 
so long as it was permissive, they would warmly support it; but many 
people I spoke to were certainly actively opposed to anything like oom
pulsion. 

56,940. T.he difficulty is, I suppose, to bring into line on any permissive 
basis all the various co-owners and persons who have interest in the land? 
-Yes. 

56,941. Acoording to your Bill they all have to come into line voluntarily, 
have they not?-Yes. I think it could be done in a great many cases. 

56,942. You think they would have come hlP-In a great many cases. 
In every case, of course, of self-acquired land j the purchaser is the com
plete owner in the case of self-acquired land. Similarly, many cases 
()ccur when oft, fa.mily is in distress, and if anybody comes along with the 
money" on the table," they will agree to almost anything rather than go 
under, and there are many intelligent cultivators who would fully realise 
the advantages of it, who have enough land to divide up amonst their 
family after creating one or more impartible economic holding. 

56,943. Are you familiar with the terms of the measure now projected 
in the Bombay PresidencyP-No, I a.m not. 

56,944. Sir James MacKenfla: Are you in 8. position to speak about the 
-changed position that has arisen, by reason of the introduction of the 
Reforms, with reference to central research and matters of that kindP-No, 
I am not. 

56,945. You 'Would !rather not express an opinion? You left, I think, 
before the Reforms were introducedP-They had just been introduced but I 
left within a few months. I am afraid I have no special theory on the 
subject. 

56,946. Pro/el.,or Gangulee: On this question of excessive pressure on 
the Boil which you referred to, have you any suggestion as to how that 
-could be relievedP-It is due, of course, to the excessive population of 
India. I suppose in the long run nothing but some scheme for reducing 
the popUlation, such 86 birth control, would make 8. clean job of it; but 
in the interval there are various palliatives; emigration would be one. 

56,947. Dr. Hyder: Where toP-To the whole of South America. except 
the Argentine. 

MT. G. F. Keatinge. 
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56,948. Pro/e&sor Gang1.tlee: Is there any scope for subsidiary industriesP 
-For cultivators do you mean? 
• 66,949. YesP-I often heard it talked about but I oould never hear of 
anything which struck me sa being practicable. Livestock is a farmer's 
subsidiary industry, and unfortunately that does :oot apply in India to 
anything like the same extent as it does in me;l.t-eating countries. 

66,950. You say that your experience in other tropical countries has 
impressed you with the va.lue of extreme diversity in the sizes of hold
ings. What is this value you have in mindP-The value of this diversity 
is that there is a great diversity of capacity and desire amongst farmers 
and would-be farmers, and you must have a great diversity of means 
to enlllble them to carry out their practice of farming; for instance, 
in a oountry like India, which is practically all small holders, a large 
number of cultivators are not fit to run any business, even the tiniest 
holding, themselves; I mean except something w-hich is merely an allot
ment. Lots of men who would make quite good labourers for, we will 
say, a plantation company or for a. big farmer, &re really too indifferent, 
too listless or possibly too lazy to work for themselves; but if they can 
find work with a. big man they will very often do quite well. Secondly, it 
is a. very educative thing to have a big company or big progressive farmer 
working in a tract. 

66,951. During the time you were in the Bombay l'residency as Director 
of Agriculture, what was the relation between the Irrigation Department 
and 'the Agricultural DepartmentP-I should say, extremely friendly. 

56,952. There was no hitchP-Not the least that I am aware of. 
56,953. Did you carry out any experiment jointlyP-Yes, certainly. 1 

am not sure whether I can think of anyone where the actual management 
was technically joint, but we used to work together. They had a farm 
on the Mulla.-Mutha Oana.l which we used to go .and look at and give them 
a.11 the advice and assistance we could, a.nd we carried out some experiments 
on the Nira Oanal with which they helped us. 

56,954. These experiments were planned by the departments conjointly? 
-Yes, I think so; we certainly talked it over. 

56,955. Have you any views on the matter of the Veterinary Depart
ment being under the Director of AgricultureP-I do not know why 
necessarily they should be under the Agricultural Department; but they 
ought to be closely allied under aome head. I do not thi,nk it much matters 
whether you ca.ll a. ma.n Director of Agriculture and put him over three 
or four things, or whether you have a Minister of Agriculture and let him 
combine them; it is a. matter of convenience, I think. 

56,956. Should they be combined .under one departmentP-I would not 
object to them being combined in the least. . 

56,957. :Would you place veterinary under the Agricultural Departmenti' 
-It depends whether you have a technioal head; if you have a technical 
head of any department, there is always difficulty in combining with him 
people who regard themselves as rather outside his scope; but if it is a. 
non-technical head, I think they certainly might be combined in ons 
group. 

56,958. Do you think there is any scope for the development of the dairy 
industry in the PresideneyP-There is certainly a great demand for milk 
and d.airy products; and therefore J should say there must be a scope 
for developing it; but it is a very difficult thing to do; it is a very diffi
cult thing to reoommend anybody to put private capital into it. 

66,959. Mr. Oalvert: You have just spoken of a demand for dairy produce' 
demand means demand at a price, does it noH-Yes. ' 

56,960. Do you mean to say there is such, a demand for dairy products 
in Bombay as to lead to an import of dairy products from other Provinces!' 
-Dairy products would mean ghiP 
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56,961. Yes ?-l mean, you cannot import milk; that is the trouble with 
l'egard to dairy'products such as milk in India, that you cannot move them 
long distances without better facilities for cold storage i but as to ghi ,I 
should think there is probably an import. I am afraid I canuClt bay off.hand, 
but I should think there is probably an import from CenLral India. 

56,962. But is not it really a demand at a low price?-Everybody wants 
it at lIB low a price as possible, but I should think there is probably a 
demand for quite costly dairy products in cities like Bombay, and possibly 
Poona. 

56,963. If there were, in Bombay, a demand for ghi at a price higher 
than that prevailing at Lahore and Lucknow, naturally the ghi at present 
being consumed in Lahore and Lucknow would go to Bumbay?-I cannot 
say; so many products of Indian manufacture are slightly different:' the 
taste is slightly different, and the question of taste is of great importance. 
That is certainly so .with regard to food grains. I am afraid I do not 
know sufficient about the fashion in ghi. The cost of carriage wculd I,ot 
be very much in the case of ghi, but I cannot speak with accuracy. 
Presumably if ghi were very cheap in Lahore and very dear in Bombay, 
it would go to some extent to Bombay, unless there was somethin~ in 'its 
taste and quality which the Bombay people did not like. 

56,964. It is really a demand within a very limited range of prices/'
I think dairy products used to oommand a very high price in Bombay. 
At the time I remember, the price in Bombay of good dairy products was 
at least as high as it is in London, or higher, I should think. 

56,965. Looking back on the time you have been in India, would you 
say that the Deccan villager has improved in material prosperity 1'-Yes. 

56,966. Will you say exactly in what way?-I would say that he seems 
to be able to resist famine far better than he could when I first went out; 
I am now thinking of the 1899-1900 famine. I would say he wears far 
more Clothes; the statistics show that he buys a good deal more hardware, 
articles ·of comfort and petty luxury. He certainly appeared to me, except 
in times of famine, to be somewhat better off. I would not say there was 
anything that you could point to which is very marked. 

56,967. Would that be due, do you think, to the higher prices which 
he is getting for so much of his produce as he sells?-Very largely. 

56,968. Do you think there is much scope for improvement on similar 
lines? Can you look only to higher prices for further material improve
ment ?-No, I think you can look to other things. The main thing to look 
for I think, IS to get more produce out of the lllolld; you can only do that 
in my opinion by liberating the productive energy of the people which now 
to a very large extent is running to waste. 

56,969. Do you mean, finding soope to employ more time on the land?
Yes, and more energy: putting more heart into them. The condition of 
a very large part of the cultivators is such that you cannot expect £hem 
to put their backs into it. 

56,970. Putting further energy into the land is again limited by the 
rainfall ?~Oh, no, by having a. decent-sized farm, by having a holding 

, that you can develop .and work properly; that is the main thing that is 
wa.nted. ' 

56,971. You come up then against the question of the displaced populatIOn? 
-I do not think you would displace any popUlation; on the contrary, 
well-tilled and well-cultivated land requires more people to do it than the 
present quarter- and half-tilled land. You would certainly have less nominal 
owners, but not less population on the land; on the contrary, there would 
be a greater demand for labour. 

56972. You think you could still employ the same population on the land 
if y~u had your "conomic holdings?-Certainly. 

Mr. G. F. Kenti1lge. 
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56,973. But the majority then would be labourersP-A large number 
would be, yes. As it is, I should think the majority of them are labourers
to some extent when they can get work, which is very seldom. 

56,974. If you enacted that holdings should not be divided below a certain 
limit, do you think such a law would have the slightest effect on the actual 
number of people working on the land P-You mean all holdings? 

56,975. Yes?-It would be a very difficult thing; that is not a law that 
I would suggest. It might have some effect; I cannot say; but it would 
be impossible to enforce a law of that sort, I think; it would be inoperative. 

56,976. Do you think there would be any use in enacting that partitions
reducing the holding below a certain limit should be ignored by the revenue 
authorities ?-That would be absolutely useless; in fact it would be 
pernicious; it would simply be trying to live in a fool's paradise, pretending 
that partition was not going on. We did that originally in the Bombay 
Presidency, and the result was that in a short time our records bore no 
resemblance to the facts, and we had to go in for a completely new system 
of records. 

56,977. Supposing you had an attempt to introduce something on the 
lines of primogeniture, do you think in actual practice the younger sonl 
would leave the land or would remain on it?-I think they would have to 
remain on the land; there would be nowhere eLse for them to go. 

56,978. There is practically no way out of the present subdivision 0' 
holdings by inheritance amongst sons ?-I have suggested that what 1 
consider to be the way out is the permissive creation of impartible holdings 
in cases where the people wish to do so. 

56,979. But your impartible holding accepted by the owner of to-day 
would not necessarily remain impartible by his grand-children ?-It would 
on the proposaLs I made: it would remain for ever impartible. 

56,980. In fact as well as in theory ?-Yes, I think so certainly. They 
might arrange to partition off amongst themselves, but it would n.ot be 
recognised by law. I think it would remain. 

56,981. Mr. Noyce: If they did partition among themselves, would not 
you be back to the old stage in which the records would not coincide with 
the facts ?-No, because under the system I spoke of the Revenue Depart
ment did not recognise the partition, but the Civil Courts did; so that the 
people had civil rights in the partitions. According to my proposal the 
people would have no civil rights in them and anybody who claimed the 
right could be ejected except the one registered holder of the Impartible 
holding who could show his title deeds. His title deed would simply show 
that it was acquired by inheritance, by purchase or by deed of gift. 

56,982. Mr. Calvert: You know, of course, that an attempt at the 
impartible holding has been tried in the Punjab colonies?-I have seen 
it stated. 

56,983. In actual practice you get younger sons, in spite of this im
partible holding, living on the land as partners and ultimately claiming 
a share ?-I do not know on what principle they work: whether these 
impartible holdings were merely to be created and then the ordinary Hindu 
law of inheritance was allowed to operate; if that was so, I should regard 
it as a waste of time to attempt it, b·ecause it simply means the whole 
thing would start splitting up again immediately, and in another- generation
all the good which had been done at- some trouble and expense would be 
undone. If that was the case I should regard it as useless. 

56,984. Did you ever, in the course of your economic investigations, try 
to ascertain whether in fact this fresh sub-division of holdings is really 
going on to any appreciable extent ?-Oh, yes, it is to a very great extent. 
Sometimes, of course, the pieces come together again, but that is the 
general tendency. An instance wae given by Dr. Mann in a paper he 
wrote on a village about eight or ten miles outside Poona in which he 
gave the actual number of holdings and of separately-owned plots in the 
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village. He got them for about a hundred years. :For the last twenty 
years the increase in the number of separately-owned plots had been very 
great. 

56,985. That is to- say, the actual number of cultivators per cultivattld 
a·rea is increasing?-Yes, of cultivator owners. 

56,986. Mr. Kamat: On this point of over-population, are there any tracts 
in . India where the density is less and where people could be migrated to 
from territories where the density is greater ?-If you consider simply the 
density per square mile, it would not give you a good figure to go on, 
because in some places the cultivated land and the fertility of the land 
is much less. In the Deccan it would probably only work out at two or 
three hundred to the square mile, which does not seem, compared with 
other parts of !India, a very large amount; but still, the density there is 
considerable ",ith reference to the productive capacity of the land, the 
rainfall and the amount of cultivable land. There is no part of the Deccan 
that wants filling up' that I know of. There are parts of the Southern 
Maratha country which are malarious and suffer from wild animals, where 
the density of populatIon is small. 

56,987. Have you made any observations from census figures that the 
agricultural classes are multiplying fast, or whether this multiplication is 
only confined to the middle classes of the population ?-I know from census 
figures that the town population is going up faster than the country 
population; but whether that means middle or lower classes I really minnot 
tell you. There is no such division, I think, made in the census figures. 

56,988. It means tnat the evil of over-population you speak of is not so 
acute, then, in the case of the agricultural people a.s in the case of the 
town people, taking the census figuresP-You say the pressure on means of 
subsistence is greater amongst the middle-class people? It may be so; 1 
do not know. If, however, the suggestion is that the agricultural population 
has almost reached its limits, and that we may assume that it is unlikely 
to increase much more, I am not able to accept the suggestion. It is true 
that over a large part of India the rural population has in recent years 
been close to saturation point, and has been unable to increase materially. 
This must not be regarded as a permanent phenomenon. Saturation point 
is not a fixed one, but a constantly shifting one, with advances in security, 
communications, irrigation and administrative organisation, the saturation 
point of population for India has moved during the past century from (say) 
200 millions to 320 millions, and the actual numbers of the population 
have rapidly followed the advance of the saturation point, thereby 
neutralising many of the economic advantages that were anticipated from 
the progress made. The pace has necessarily slowed down after the rapid 
progress made in the initial stages, when advance was made on the most 
obvious and accessible lines; but it is certain that the limit has not yet. 
been reached. Scientific and administrative effort has still much to do. 
1£ we suppose that by such means the agricultural produce of India can be 
doubled, the result would be to shift the saturation point of population 
for India to (say) 600 millions; and there is no reason to suppose that the 
actual population of India would not move hard on the heels of the 
retreating saturation point. 

56,989. In your time, with regard to the consolidation of holdings, did 
you try consolidation under the co-operative methods ?-Nc.. 

56,990. It was not tried thenP-I do not think that consolidation is any 
use without some change in the law which will make it permanent. Per
manence was one of the things I thought was most important. Therefore 
I did not think it was worth while attempting any consolidation unless 
you had some guarantee of permanence. 

56,991. Which under the co-operative system could not be achieved?
No, not without a change of the law. Also, I think it is rather straining 
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the co-operative system to get them to undertake a thing of that sort at 
this stage in India; I think there is other work which is much more suitable
for them and much less difficult. 

56,992. With regard to the Deccan, you think all methods of ,better 
farming, 'better implements, ·better seed and all that, would be of very 
little avail as long as the holdings are as small as they are at the moment? 
-No, certainly not; but it would be mainly on the holdings which happen 
to be economic holdin~. that these improvements could be introduced. 

56,993. Any advice as to better farming or better means of farming to 
other holdings would be simply a counsel of perfection?-Yes, to many of 
the existing holders. 

56,994. Since you left the Bombay Presidency, I believe public opinion 
has advanced and that your legacy of a Bill has now been taken up by a 
Hindu ex-Minister, who is now a Member of the Executive Council in the 
Bombay Presidency, to find out how far Hindu sentiment would like to 
have the principle of compulsion accepted so far as consolidation is con
cerned. Have you seen that BillP-No, I have not. 

56,995. The point there is that a certain element of compulsion is intro
duced for creating an economic holding if, say, three-quarters or two
thirds of the owners of the holdings in a village agree; that is just the 
first stage of compulsion. Would you agree that that is the right way 
to proceed P-I am very much afraid that any element of compulsion will 
defeat its own objects by raising opposition. 

56,996. That is why this Hindu Member is trying to take his courage 
in his hands and make a trial how far the new reforllled Legislature would 
go with him ?-I quite see the point of it, but I cannot understand why 
they should not commence on a permissive scheme and assist it in every 
way. 

56,997. Simply because it is feared that the permissive way would be 
a dead letter P-I do not think it would be a dead letter; I think it could 
be made to go by a certain fund being put aside and certain people being 
interested in it. At any rate, if it were a dead letter, it would do no 
harm; I think you would get quite a number of holdings in, and having 
once got them in you would never let them out; they would go on dribbling 
in by degrees and in time there would be Illany. . 

56,998. With regard to dry farming: another recent development in 
the Bombay Presidency is the appointment of a special officer to see whether 
intensive farming could be done, particularly along rivers or small sources 
of water. Do you think, from your experience of the United States, that 
even that kind of dry farming would be a failure P-It really depends 
entirely on the soil. In a great part of the Deccan, at any rate, the soil 
is thin, there is no depth of soil, and you have it lying on '1/I/UT'f'U,m and 
a very pervious well-drained subsoil. You cannot store water up. Where 
you have a very deep and heavy soil you can do it no doubt, but these 
Deccan soils are such that it is very difficult to get this fine mulch, and 
in many places the people never plough them .. SOllle of the soils; as far 
as I know, have never been ploughed for a hundred years. 

56,999. I gather from your remarks in the first stage of your evidence 
that you are rather pessimistic about the American method of dry farming, 
on account of the nature of the soil P-There is nothing special about the 
American method except that they boom it. I think the Indian culti
vator has been doing all that they talk about, probably several thousands 
of years ago. 

57 000. As we know, in certain parts of the Deccan he knows the advan
tage' of putting up bunds or .tala and conserving waterP-The wheat culti
vator every year does it; as the rain falls in the Illonsoon he preserves 
1;~" water until the lind of the monsoon, when he sows his wheat crop, 
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and will often get a yery good crop without a single drop of rain having 
fallen between seed time and harvest. 

57,001. If, then, in Bombay, we are seeking a~ything ~ew .from so-cal~ed 
American methodll. of dry farming, are we' huntmg an Imagmary. hare.
Yes, certainly. I should like to make it clear,. however, that ~ ~hmk that 
in certain special tracts of the U.S.A. the agncultural authonties deserve 
great credit for, the way in which they systematized good metho.ds of 
cultivation and introduced them amongst farmers who were preVIously 
ignorant of them. No doubt there are parts of India where much work 
of the same kind can be done with advantage. 

57,002. Sir Hem'Y Lau"Tence: You have seen emigrants from India in 
various parts of the world I believe ?-Yes. 

57,003. Are the conditions in which they live any better than the con
ditions in which men of the same class live in India?-In some parts, 
certainly . 

. 57,004. Which parts ?-The part I think of chiefly is the one I saw most: 
British Guiana and Trinidad: they are extremely well-to-do. 

57,005. Is there free emigration to those parts now?-No, there is no 
emigration. 

57,006. What is the obstacle which is preventing itP-Speaking now of 
British Guiana, the people there made a very liberal offer. I was asked 
to im'estigate it; I went out and strongly recommended that it should be 
taken, 

57,007. You were asked by whom?-By the Government of India. 1 
strongly .recommended that there was an enormous opening for emigration 
into not only that part of America but surrounding tracts. 

57.00B. Brazil?-Yes, Brazil, cer£ainly. The Japanese are making great 
use of that opportunity. . 

57,009. Are they welcomed by the Government of BrazilP-Yes, they are 
welcomed. 

57,010. And wen treated?-Excellently treated. You will find on the 
biggest coffee plantations in Sao Paolo they have their cinema, dancing 
hall, electric light in their houses, water laid on. The labour scarcity 
is. so great there that labour rules the roost in those tracts. As regards 
British Guiana, the Government there made a very good offer which would 
have afforded excellent opportunities for emigrants from India; but an 
attempt was made to get a much better offer. My experience is that there 
is no good trying to get a one-sided bargain in this world; nothing comes 
of it. The Government of British Guiana then said: "We want the men 
very badly; if you must have better terms, we will offer them." They 
offered all sorts of terms~ that they really could not carry out; they were 
too difficult and too costly; I think they were absurd terms. This was 
accepted and emigration was 'opened again to British Guiana. But I told 
them at the time it was no good asking for too much; you cannot get a 
one-sided bargain to go through. It simply lapsed; nobody is going there 
at all. 

57,011. Is there room in those countries for emigrants by the thousand 
or the hundred thousand, or what?-By the million. 

57,012. Do you think it would be of very great advantage to the people 
of India if some negotiations could be brought to a successful concluSlOn 
to enable these emigrants to go from India to South America ?-I certainly 
think so. 

57,013. Do you include Chili and Peru ?-I am afraid I have no experience 
of Chili and Peru. I ('an talk about British Guiana. The West Indian 
Islands welcomed them; Venezuela was taking all it could get from British 
Guiana. I found there "'ere no Indians going to Brazil; down in the 
South of Brazil, where there are excellent facilities, where it is very 
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civilized and there are enormous masses of land going, there was not an 
Indian in the place that I saw, but the Japanese were pouring over by 
the shipload. 

57,014. Are there any specific steps which you would suggest should now 
be taken to open this form of emigration ?-Yes, I should let them go to 
British Guiana straight away on the original terms offered and not stickl .. 

. for impossibilities. I think the terms they asked for, 'and to which finally 
the Government of British Guiana agreed, were something to the effect that 
the Colony was to pay the cost of the passage over; when the people arrived 
there they were to be looked after and given clothes; then they were to be 
given a piece of land, they were to be financed to carry out the cultivation, 
and then, after five years, if they wished it, they were to be given a free 
passage home. No Colony could do such a thing, and after they had agreed 
to it they saw it was rubbish, they could not afford to do anything of the 
kind, and so the thing has remained. They badly want the Indians; 
enormous opportunities await the latter there, but nothing has happened 
because they asked for'too much. 

57,015. Is there opposition in India from the land-owning interest to the 
loss of sources of cheap labour ?-Not in the parts that I know; I do not 
think 80. In the parts I know.they are inostly small men; I do not think 
they would mind at all; I think people would be glad to get rid of a lot, of 
them, say, in the congested tracts of the Deccan .. In Gujarat there might 
be some big landowners who would object; I cannot say; but I do not think 
there would be any appreciable opposition in the Bombay Presidency. 

1;7,016. The trouble .ariseS out of some form of political sentiment, does 
it ?-I do not know what it arises out of. It is trying. to get too much. I 
do not know what they object to over there; the people are very well treated. 
I have made a report to the Government of India about it. Some of the 
people go to the wall badlJ' over there. There is a very sharp break in 
(:ustoms and in life between what they are accustomed to in India and over 
there. The capable ones go up very quickly, but the condition of the in
·capables and unfortunates is very bad; they have no one to faU back upon 
when they go under and they go under very badly; but, after all, that is 
not a large proportion. . 

57,017. Can that be dealt with by any Government machinery by appoint
ing a protecter of immigrants?-Yes, it can be. 

57,018. I think you have dealt with the question of sugarcane cultivation 
in the Deccan ?-Yes. 

57,019. Sugarcane cultivation is of great importance. to the finance of 
the Deccan canals?-Yes. 

57,020. It is the main stay of som-e canals?-Yes. 
57,021. Do you find that sugarcane cultivation increases in area when 

the price of gUT goes up ?-Yes, certainly. . 
57,022. It varies according to the price of 9UTP-Mainly, yes; it is like 

every other crop: if prices go .up the people all want to plant sugarcane. 
In the War, when prices were very high, there was an enormous rush to 
plant sugarcane. 

57,023. Does the price of gUT become affected by the price of refined 
sugar coming into Bombay?-Yes, certainly; it works in close relation to 
it; it does not vary entirely with it. 

57,024. The increase of importation would have II tendency to decrease 
the price of gUTP-Certainly .. 

57,025. There are some people who sometimes eat gUT and sometimes eat 
Tefined sugar?-Yes. . 

57,026. And they shift from one to . the other according to the price ~f 
one or the other?-Yes, to a certain extent; quite enough to make all the 
-difference in the price of gUT. 
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57,027. And enough to affect the desire of a cultivator to grow caneP-Yes. 
57,028. It is 'an important matter for the general prosperity of the culti

vator in the Deccan and for his protection against famine that cane culti
vation should be e,ncouraged P-I do not know how it would protect him; 
to some extent it would protect him against famine. That is a more 
doubtful point. I think it certainly is desirable that sugarcane cultivation 
shall be encouraged, provided that it is good cultivation. 

57,029. Does that cane cultivation provide employment for surrounding 
villages when there is no crop on their landP-Yes. 

57,030. To that extent does it protect them against famineP-Yes, it does. 
57,031. Sir Thomas Middleton: North Gujerat, which was formerly con. 

sidered to be free from risk of famine, is now a precarious tracH-Yes. 
57,032. Difficulties arose, I think, during the time you were in India. 

When you were in the Agricultural Department was any consideration given 
to the possibility of increasing the storage of monsoon water in that area 
by bunding 'lllUllahl, or by the formation of bu.nds P-The Agricultural De
partment did not consider it, certainly; but in the famine time many of the 
existing tanks were improved and the guiding walls for the water were 

'lengthened and so forth. 
57,033. That was done as a famine relief workP-Yes. There was a 

Famine Commission. It was exhaustively discussed then. The Famine Com
mission did discuss it for Northern Gujerat, but I do not remember, except 
as a famine relief work, anything material being done in Northern Gujerat. 

57,034. Have you yourself any views on the possibility of retaining a larger 
proportion of the monsoon water than the soils do naturally P-My general 
feeling is that it is only worth constructing tanks in the ghat area where 
you get a very heavy rainfall always. My experience of some of the tanks 
in the East Deccan was that, in the years of drought, they had no water 
in tnem. If you have a reservoir in the ghats where there is normally about 
three hundred inches of rainfall, even if the rainfall goes down to two 
nundrd inches, there is plenty of water in the tank; it always fills; but in 
East Deccan many of our tanks did not fill in drought years. The same 
would be the case and is the case in Northern Gujerll.t. I have seen the 
tanks empty in a year of drought. 

57,035. They are very shallow tanksP-Yes, but I have seen them practi
caTIy empty and the rice crop lbeing spoiled £.<>r want of water. 

57,036. But no attempt has been made, I think, to bu.nd any of the 
smaller rivers P-No, not that I know of; I do not know about that. 

57,037. rthink there was a project in the Ahmedabad District some years 
ago; I do not know whether it has been carried out or not P-I do not know 
of anything. 

The Sabar Mati scheme. Has this project been carried out or not? 
Si7' Henry Lawrence: No. 
57,038. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have not much hope in co-operation 

as a means of dealing with fragmentation of holdings P-N 0, I have not. 
57,039 Are you aware of the fact that in the Punjab, in the last year 

or two, about 60,000 acres have been dealt with by co-operation P-In the 
Year Book of India just published I have seen it stated. 

57,040. It has been taken up, I think, by about 250 villagesP-Yes, those 
would be irrigated villages, I take it, canal villages P 

57,041. No, they were well-irrigated villages or unirrigatedP-It 
apparently has possj,bilities, but if the law is not altered it is merely tem
porary; these holdings will at once be split up again. 

57,042. That is assuming the population increases steadily, which in 
that area it has not done ?-But in any case, though one family may have 
no children at all, another family will have five or six, even if the general 
popUlation is not increasing, and then that holding will be split up into 
five or six. 
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57,043. MT. Call1eTt: We are discussing fragmentation, not sub-division? 
-Fragmentation is a matter of custom of course. Possibly co-operative 
ellort among the intelligent people may do something for that. It is a 
thing for the people to do as a. body. I am thinking of the ordinary co
operative society which, I must say, I prefer to regard more as a business 
organisation, and this strikes me as being a thing outside ordinary business 
,.·hich 1 never regarded as essentially work for a c()..()perative society such 
88 we knew them. 

57,044. Sir Thomas Middleton: Now to come to sub-division: in thinking 
o ... er that subject in connection with your Bill, had you in mind the possi
bility that there were any districts where it could be used f01" prevention, 
although it might ibe impracticable as a cureP-Yes. 

57,045. There are such districts P-,Yes, certainly: East Deccan especially. 
Sub-division has not gone very far, as. yet, in the East Deccan. 

57,046. The figure you gave us just noWl of 300 persons io the square mile 
would mean something like an average holding of ten acres?-Yes. You 
cannot judge by that, because half of that area might be rocky hill unfit 
for cultivation at all. That is the trouble .about the Deccan figures. It 
always looks on paper as though the Deccan were not highly populated, but 
in point of fact we have so many rocky hills there that if you take the 
actual area of cultivable land it is highly populated. 

57,047 •. But, taking the Bombay Presidency as you know it, would you say 
there is scope for an Act, even if it accomplished prevention only and did 
not cureP-Yes, there is. 

57,048. You mentioned emigrants to British Guiana. From what parts of 
India would they chiefly comeP-From the congested districts of Bihar and 
Orissa and Madras and a few from allover the country, but those were the 
two main tracts. 

57,049. In the past ten or fifteen years, the Departments of Agriculture 
in India 1iave very much increased in size; I would like you, if you feel 
able to do so, to give me your view as to the relative advantages of a civilian 
and a teclinical Director of AgricultureP-I may say, in my case I combined 
-the two. 

57,050. I know you did, that is why I ask youP-It w·as a pretty full job 
for a man without his dabbling much in any technical business. It is 
chiefly a matter of terminology whether you call him Director of Agrcul
ture; there must be somebody who will co-ordinate the functions of the 
departments dealing with the interests of the cultivator from different 
points of view. It may be the Director of Agriculture or you may put it 
to a Minister of Agriculture. 

57,051. But if you shift direction further up, and rely on a temporary 
l\Iinister, will you get equal efficiencyP-It is more remote; he has not the 
opportunity of going about and seeing things on the spot in the way the 
Director has. 

57,052. Mr. Noyce: We have heard a good deal about co-ordination at 
the top; is there any possibility of co-ordination at the bottom P One of 
the complaints which was made to us in India was that the ordinary cul
tivator has to go to far too many departments to obtain advice and assist
ance; he has to go to the Agricultuoral Department, the Veterinary Depart
ment, the Co-operative Department, and so on. Is there any possibilitv, 
in your view, of combining the work of the three from the point of vie"w 
of the villager ?-I think there might be, not from the point of view of the 
investigator but of the oridin&ry man who brings technical matters to the 
knowledge of the cultivator. The difficulty, in my experience,- was, very 
of~en, that a man. would come ~ound to show the cultivators one thing, we 
.wIlI say, how to pIckle seed agamst smut, or something of ·that sort; he had 
this one t'hing to show them and one thing only. I think he should have 
been a more all-tound man, something' like the old inspectors under the 
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Congested Dilrbricts Board in Ireland were, who would go round and be 
prepared to give the cultivator advice about anything. If you could get 
the right class of men, that type would be very useful; he would be able 
to advise the cultivator about everything. 

57,053. How are we to get hold of that type of manP-It is a. difficult 
type to get hold of; these men in Ireland were mostly Scotsmen. 

57,064. You cannot contribute to the solution of the problemP-No; I d~ 
think there was a tendency often fm- too many people to go round, each 
doing one small job. A lot of our men used to say they had to travel a 
long way, and wlhen they got to the end of the journey there was very 
little to do. Of course, these are many different things, and one man very 
often has not the technical knowledge to deal with all these things; but 
it :is the thing to aim at if you could get the right type of man. . 

57,055. What were the objections raised by the Government of India to 
the introduction of your BillP~They refused permission; I do not think 
I ever saw their letter refusing permission, but they did. It is the same 
objection that gets in the way of everything in India: the economic con
siderations always have to give way to political ones. 

57,056. Professor Gangulee: Have you any views on the Loni type of 
agricultural schoolP-It was experimental in my time; it created a lot of 
interest; but we did not find it easy to get people to send their sons there, 
beyond a few men w'ho were really progressive, a few of the village patel 
class. But though they had their education, board and lodging and every
thing free, we had to go round hat in hand to implore people to send their 
sons there. I do not know 'how it has turned out. 

57,057. The Chairman: Do you regard accurate economic surveys of a 
village or of the individual cultivators' holding as the essential foundation 
of policyP-You mean a survey of small units? 

57,058. Yes?-I do not know that they are any .better than a much more 
general survey. I have always doubted it myself. 

57,059. You tlhink false conclusions are likely to be gathered from such 
surveys?-I think so. I do not think you can get the certainty. Per
sonally I have always thought you could get a more correct view by a 
general survey on a much larger scale, provided it was done carefully. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

~r. V. A. GRANTHAM, of Messrs. Forbes Forbes 
Campbell & Go., Limited. 

NOTE OF EVIDENOE. 

My e:'l:perience is confined almost entirely to the cotton industry, and I 
Ehould be happy to answer any questions arising out of my connection with 
t.he Indian .Central Cotton .Committee, The East India Cotton Association, 
Ltd., or my firm, Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & Co., Ltd., which has
fur many years dealt in Indian cotton. 

My views Oll the agricultural development in India generally, and its 
co-ordination and the part the State should play in this co-ordination, 
are contained in a speech delivered by me at a Meeting of the Associated 
Chambers of India and Ceylon., held in Calcutta on the 14th and 15th 
December, 1925, a copy of which is attached hereto. (Appendix I.) As 
regards cotton specifically, the following points appear to me to require 
special attention. 

Apart from the main questions of how to increase the quantity grown, 
(I()usideration must be given. to the possibilities of disposing of the surplus
crop and to the question of the improvement of the quality of the existing 
:.-rop. As regards the former, the Indian Central Cotton Committee has. 
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taken steps, from time to time, to ascertain the average overseas demand 
for cotton of different staples, and it would appear that there is a fairly 
consistent market for a certain proportion of short staple, but that over 
production of short staple must react on the price paid for the In~an 
crop as a whole. The findings of the Board that has recently exammed 
the Bombay Mill Industry indicate that increased production by the Indian 
Mills i. more likely to be successful if yarns of higher counts are spun, 
the corollary being that the Indian Mills are likely to require more staple 
cotton. It wonld appear, therefore, not only that it is desirable to improve 
Ule growth of the existing crop, but also that a.ny increase in the growth 
C>f the crop would best be confined as far as possible to staple cotton. 

As regards the price paid for Indian cotton, it should be borne in mind 
that, while the price of Indian ootton is inlluenced almost completely by 
1I"orld prices, that is to say mamly by American prices, the parity between 
.. Indians" and .. Americans ,. is variable, and the marketing of the sur
plus of the- Indian crop must depend almost entirely on tha.t parity. 
Continental and Japanese mills cam, to a considerable extent, substitute 
.. Americans" for "Indians" and vi~versa, a.ocording to existing price 
levels, and Indian staple cotton, in particular, is only saleable in large 
quantities at competitive prices. In this connection, it should be noted 
that there is still no useful hedge contract in Liverpool for Indian cotton, 
lind, inasmuch liS a large portion of the European ootton business is trans
aeted on the basis of American prices, either on call or fixed, exporters 
of Indian ootton are at a distinct disadvantage as compared with exporters 
of American cotton. The Liverpool Empire Futures Contract is not likely 
t4 be of use to Indian exporters unless considerable modifications are made 
in it. 

The next point to be considered is the possibility of improving the 
quality of the Indian ootton crop. One of the prime reasons for the creation 
of the Indian Central Cotton Committee was in order to improve the 
quality of cottc.n grown in India, and under this heading may be con
.idered:-

1. Improvements in picking. 
2. Improvements in staple. 

Obviously, any improvements made in these directions are not likely 
to be maintained unless the financial benefit derived can be secured for 
the grower of tlie ootton. In soort, the grower cannot be expected" to 
play his part unless it pays him to do 80. The grower's position may be 
materially improved by increased outturn, consequent upon research work, 
as also by a wholesale improvement in the etaple of a complete area, but 
he will not obtain a full oompensating price unless he can afford to sell 
his produce in his own time, and unless he has favourable channels through 
which to market his cotton. 

As regards finance, recent inquiries by the Indian Central Cotton Com
mittee tend to show that the question of finance is not the paramount 
one that it has always been considered to be. In short, a fair percentage 
of cultivators can afford to sell their cotton in their own time. 

As reg~rds m&rke~, I consider that without open cotton markets, 011 

the conllDit~s of whlch the grower has an effective voice, it is impossible 
to ~n~ure hlm a square d~. ~n open market, with rules property 
a.dml~lstered, should e.nsur~ fair welgh.ments and fair prices, and, broadly 
speakmg, I do not think It can be Bald that the cultivator obtains either 
at present. He is to a great extent uneducated and is liable to exploita
tion by buyers of all classes. The absence of markets, moreover, usually 
means an absence of godowns and storage spaces, which may compel a 
grower who has carted his kapaa to market to sell at a poor pric"e rather 
than cart it back to his village. Absence of markets, on the other hand, 
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does not seriously incommode the buyer, and very often directly benefit~ 
him, as it may be accompanied by absence of competition. 

'.Dhe next srop, after marketing, is ginning and pressing, but as the 
grower very lal'gely sells his produce in the form of kapas, he' is not. 
!" .. sponsible for the results of bad ginning, although bad ginning may have 
repercussions on the price paid for cotton in his area. 

The cotto,n, when ginned and pressed, is either exported or sent to a. mIll 
or sent to one or other of the terminal markets for sale, Bombay being 
by far the largest terminal market. Here the rules of trading are 
ooministered by the East India. Cotton Association, Ltd., and, during th(. 
past few years,numerous reforms have been carried out. 

A recent i.nnovation, viz., the introduction of "on" allowances up to 
two classes ahove the basic grade is a direct incentive towards the pro
duction of cleaner and better cotton, and this incentive must infiuenc'il 
the price paid by exporters and millowners and should, in consequence, 
bring about better picking The chief problem is how to ensure that t!:le 
grower gets the full benefit resulting from the production of good cotton, 
and the question is complicated by the almost invariable custom of selling 
ungraded kopas. As long as this system obtains, it is difficult to see 
how the grower can be protected, unless a particular market produces 
better cotton as a whole. One particular grower producing good cotton 
;1\ a centre producing otherwise poor cotton is unquestionably handicapped, 
and his only hope is the help of co-operative sale societies. 

I doubt the practicability of growers attempting to gin their own cotton, 
in view of the fact that the quantities handled by each grower are so 
small, and the fact that small ginneries are usually badly run. Moreover, 
it suits exporters best to buy kapas and grade their cotton themselves 
according to the types which they have established in the overseas markets, 
and they prefer to buy kapas because it is easier to select cotton in the 
form of kapas ihan in the form of lint, w·hich may be mixed. 

The main features that militate against the ultimate su('('ess of Indian 
t-'Otton are:-

1. Excessive leaf, &c. 
2. Bad ginning. 
3. Mixing. 

As regards No.1, improvements can only be carried out by the grower, 
and will only be carried out if he can be convinced that they will pay 
him. 

As regard:! No.2, the remedy lies with the factory owners, and the 
difficulties with whioh the average buyer has to contend in this direction 
ue innumerable. Bad ginning means the presence of oil, seed and cuu 
seed in the lint. 

As regards 3, much has been achieved by the Cotton Transport Act, but 
the problems of mixing i.n areas where different staples are grown in 
aC:joining fields is a far more difficult one. 

In my opin:on, mixing by growers and middle-men has only been resortell 
to on a largf' scale in places where poor staple has been imported into 
areas where good staple is grown, and this problem, which has to a large 
e~tent been solved by the Cotton Transport Act, certainly !has the effect 
of very quickly depreciating the value of the cotton grown in the area 
where the mixing takes place, owing to the fact that buyers never know 
exactly what they are getting and cannot risk paying a. full price for their 
I. urohases. 

Mixing by exporters. for specific export types, which is carried on in arellS 
'ihere good staple is grown in fields adjoining those where poor staple 
is grown, has not the same immediate effect, as it does not cause exporters 
to pay lower prices for all classes of cotton grown within the area, but 
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it probably eventually reacts on prices, as a false impression may be 
ereated in overseas markets as to what cotton is grown in India. In 
both cases, of oourae, there is the risk of mixed seed percolating iI)to the 
fields for the nen eowing, and thus deteriorating the crop. On the. other 
iland, the mixing would appear to facilitate the sale of cotton when the 
parity is against India. 

It has beeu suggested that the practice might be stopped if exporters 
could be perauaded to discard private types and to sell on the tradd 
descript'ons recognised by the agricultural departments, but this 8u~ges
tion, I think, is impracticable. Quite apart from the fact that private 
types clearly safeguard the interests of the exporter, the step would be 
a retrograde one F.quivalent to a narrowing of contracts, and I think it 
will be generally admitted that, the broader the contracts, the more stable 
prioes are likely to be. In my opinion, it is important to discourage the 
11~e of station names, such as was in vogue some years ago and to, promote 
the aale of cotton on its merits. The suggestio!}, moreover, would be 
impossible to enforce, and it is probable that good shippers would be 
penalised to the advantage of bad shippers if they attempted to carry 
it out. Then again, when a mixed type is sold, the overseas buyer knows 
what he is getti·ng so that no question of fraud is involved. The larger 
exporters are not likely to risk losing a reputation built up over a period 
of years, by shipping cotton inferior to type, and it should be remembered 
that these shIppers do now sell on pure as well as on mixed types. Finally, 
exportera cannot bo9 expected to sell only on pure types, as long as a large 
quantity of mixed cotton is sent by middle-men and ginners to the terminal 
markets for sale, which may be sold for export in direct competition with 
them. The records of ownerships obtained through the Ginning and Press
ing Factories Act really only cope with false packing and cotton tendered 
Q!lder one of the Bombay hedge contracts. It does. not, and cannot, touch 
('Otton delibe .. ately mixed for export purposes and shipped direct, as long 
as that cotton is equal to type. 

If it is held that the practice is one that should be stopped, the only' 
remedy would appear to me to be the licensing of gins and presses and 
~he declaring of the mixing of different growths in ginneries to be illegal, 
'nd a practical example of how this would work is to be seen in Rajpipla 
State. I can see no other remedy that would be both effective and 
immediate in its effect. 

The system of hedge contracts in Bombay is still, to my mind, defeotive, 
liP the contracts are not sufficiently interlinked to prevent wide price 
fluctuations. Unnatural fluctuations must be inimical to the interests or 
the grower, who should be able, as far as possible, to be sure of marketing 
hill produce at prices sta.ble in relation to world pricEl!. The interlinking 
of contracts could be achieved, I think, without unduly broadening them 
and without we riRk of price depression. 

As this question is one of great importance, I have attached hereto an 
extract from my presidential address to the Sydenham COllege Students' 
Cotton Association on the 16th January, 1926. This extract sets out the 
various pointe clearly. (Appendix II.) 

The channels for marketing cotton overseas are very 'highly organised 
and may safely be left in the hands of the exporters whose prime interest 
it. is to sell as much cotton as possible. 

Information as to market conditions, both in India' and overseas is, I 
think, amply a.vailable to merchants and traders, but the grower, of course, 
is not in such a favourable position. The utmost that could be done in 
this direction, in my opinion, is to publish Bombay hedge contract prices 
in the up-country markets where they are not already available, as they 
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would serve .as some guide to the trend of prices. A:ny attempt to give 
further information would, I feel sure, lead to confusion. 

Properly constituted market committees might, however, take steps to 
compare local prices with those of neighbouring markets. 

The a.vailable crop statistics and forecasts are, in my opinion, not as; 

at'Curate as they should be as regards yield. The introduction of rail-borne 
.statistics a.nd the system of collecting pressing figures, now in force under 
the Ginning and Pressing Factories Act, should help to effect improvement 
but complete improvement cannot be achieved without more extensive 
crop-<lutting experiments and the presence in the districts of trained 
statisticians. 

APPENDIX I. 

SPIIECH DELIVERED AT A MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATED CHAMBERS OF INDIA 

AND CEYLON, DECEMBER 1925. 

Mr. President and Gi!ntlemen,-The resolution I wish to move on the 
subject of agriculture reads:-

"That this A.srociation, recognising that the prosperity of trade and 
industry in India depends to an overwhelming degree upon the pur
chasing power of the people, and that such purchasing power cannot 
be increased materiaJ1y exoept by the development of agricultural 
productivity in India, welcomes the decision of the Government of 
India to oo-ordinate the activities of agricultural development in the 
various Provinces." 

In moving this resolution, I am impressed with a sense of my own 
temerity in endeavouri·ng to deal adequately with so important a subject 
and one which embraces so many interests in the short time at my disposal, 
and I realise only too well the impossibility of doing full justice to it. 

In the first place, let me say how much we, in Bombay, welcome the 
pronounoements made by the Secretary of State a.nd His Excellency the 
Viceroy after the latter's reoent visit to England. These pronouncements 
indicate that the Government of India propose to co-ordinate the activities 
of agricultural development in the various Provinces, and it is with this 
decision that I wish to deal to.day. 

I propose to open my remarks with the saying of a wise man called 
Markham some 300 years ago. He wrote:-

" A husbandman is the master of the earth, turning barrenness into 
fruitfulness, whereby all commonwealths are maintained and upheld. 
His labour giveth liberty to all vocations, arts, and trades to follow 
their several functions with peace and industry. What can we say 
in this world is profitable where husbandry is wanting, it being the 
nerve and the sinew which holdeth together all the joints of a 
monarchy. " 

These words in themselves explain my resolution, for agriculture in India 
is by far our most important industry and, apart from the wealth it 
brings to the State, it provides three out of every four people in India 
with a me8.'ns of livelihood. What wonder then that we should say thnt 
the prosperity of India cannot be increased materially except by the 
development of agricultural productivity, and taking the matter a step 
further, is it not equally true that unless the purchasing power of the 
people of India, which to an overwhelming degree means the agricultural 
population, is substantially increased, modern methods of manufacture in 
this country, with or without the artificial stimulus of tariffs, will rapidly 
reach their limit of expansion? It follows then that all of us, whether 
our primary interest is to sell goods to India or to sell India's crops, or 
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to manufacture goods in India, must be vitally concerned with the progress 
and development of agriculture in this country, and that we should 
leave no stone unturned to attract brains, enterprise and capital to it. 

That takes WI a step further along the road, for if brains and enterprise 
and capital are to be attracted, it follows that the State must ta,ke steps 
to co-ordinate the various activities of agricultural development Bind must 
realise its responsibilities for the provision of means for agricultural 
research, for the agriculturist cannot be expected to work out his own 
salvation on empirical lines. India is an illiterate country, and agriculture 
presents a large number of highly specialised problems which ca,n only be 
solved by highly trained specialists, research being the founda.tion of r.1l 
progress in this as in other industries. 

Much, of course, has already been accomplished by the small staff of 
research workers of the Imperial and Provincial Depa.rtments of Agricul
ture, and India owes much to this small and loyal band of men. But 
we have now to examine the future of agriculture in the light of the 
Reforms and conaider how the full driving and organising power of the 
State, which is so necessary to agriculture, can be obtained under the 
present system. 

It must be remembered that agricultural problems do not coincide with 
administrative boundaries, many of them being common to large tracts, 
and their proper solution may be necessary to the welfare of the country 
a.. a whole. The need, therefore, for ()().ordina,tion will at once be obvious. 

Co-ordination is frequently associated with centralised control, but clearly 
this is not the form of co-ordination which is necessary. Wha,t is needed 
is some organisation promoting free co-operation between those engaged 
on identical or allied work. 

So far as cotton is concerned, there is suoh an organisation in the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee, on which all connected with cotton, whether 
from the commercial, industrial, agricultural or scientific point of view, 
are represented, and this committee is in the unique position of possessing 
funds of its own for the promotion of research. But it is at once apparent 
that there are comparatively few crops to which this particular form of 
organisation is applicable. Ootton is unique in tha,t there are ·no less than 
seven cotton-growing Provinces and several very important cotton-growing 
Indian States, while the cotton mill industry is of the first magnitudi 
as is the export trade in cotton. Jute is, to some extent, a parallel, except 
that it is largely the monopoly of two Provinces. Sugarcane is manu
factured in the country, but factory methods only apply to a relatively 
small portion of the whole, while there is no export trade. 

But, though it is probably not possible to provide parallels to the Central 
~tton Oommittee to deal with other crops to the extent of possessing 
Independent funds for the promotion of research, one side of that organisa
tion might be copied with advantage in connection with general agricultural 
problems, for the outstanding success of the Central Ootton Committee 
bas been due to the sustained effort in which the commercial community 
the grower and the agricultural departments have all taken pa,rt and t~ 
the mutual trust that has accompanied that effort. Conseque~tly the 
problems which they have tackled have been properly examined from every 
point of view and, when a recommendation has been put forward to 
Government, it has included a practical and. generally acceptable working 
scheme. 

IIl:dia is an important exporter of wheat, oil, seeds, fibres, &c., and whell 
the Improvement of an export crop is being dealt with there would seem to be 
eveIJ: advantage. in ena.b~ing the Agricultural Department and the com
merCial commuDlty to dISCUSS matters together. Whatever organisatioll 
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may be decided on for the oo-ordination of agricultural effort, this is 
... point which should be kept constantly in view. 

Another very important function which such an organisation as has 
been foreshadowed could perform, is the spreading of agricultural knowledge 
amongst the educated classes as to what agricultural improvements have 
been introduced and what they mean to the country, and in particular 
the Agricultural Depa,rtments want the backing of the Legislatures. The 
burden of this duty cannot be placed entirely on provincial agricultural 
departments, for when it is realised that they not only have to undertake 
research, experimental and development work, but also act as seedsmen 
and occasionally as dealers in implements and manures, and have, more
over, to organise village demonstrations and publish simple vernacular 
pamphlets, it will be realised that they have little time for general pro
paganda, and yet such propaganda is always necessary, for without it 
the strong public opinion which is so necesw;;ary if adequate funds are to 
be provided for agricultural departments is likely to be lacking. 

'1'he problem which faces the agricultural investigator is not so much 
how agricultural research can assist Indian agriculture as which of a 
number of pressing problems should be taken up first, for the amount 
spent in India up to date on agricultural research and experiment is 
quite insignificant compared with the enormous value of the interests 
involved, and the amount of work waiting to be done is out of all pro
portion to the funds provided or the number of workers, and it must be 
remembered that this statement applies not only to local problems, but to 
a number of fundamental problems. 

It is well to remember in this connection that only a. small percentage 
of the scientific agricultural work carried out in other countries is directly 
applicable to India, a point best illustrated by reminding you that in 
temperate countries the bulk of the rainfall occurs during the growing 
period of the crop, whereas as far as the cold weather crops of Northern 
India are concerned the rainfall occurs almost entirely outside the growing 
period, thus establishing a fundamentally different set of conditions. 

It follows that, with so much work waiting to be done, the most rigid 
economy of funds and effort is called for and, as agricultural crops do not 
observe. provincial boundaries, there is good reason to think that more 
rapid results might be attained if the basis of our organisation were the 
crop rather than the Province. 

If agriculture in India is to develop then as the needs of the country 
require, it is imperative that the Government of India. should realise its 
responsibilities for the provision of means for agricultural research. Central 
research is, specifically, one of its responsibilities under the Government 
of India Act, and I personally regret the tendency shown till recently to 
treat such matters as agriculture and' irrigation as purely provincial 
subjects. India is moving, I think, towards some form of federal govern
mentl and it so happens that the country with the most highly developed 
form of federal government, to wit, the United States of America, is also 
the country which has devoted most money to, and achieved the bigge6t 
l'esults in, the improvement of agriculture by scientific means. It is most 
significant that, despite the independence of the various states, each of 
which possesses its own Agricultural Department, the Federal Government 
in America has found it necessary to maintain the strongest Department 
of Agriculture in the world. 

In India we have had several marked instances of work at central stations 
producing results applicable to a large area, such as Mr. Howard's work 
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on wheat at Pus&, that of the central sugarc&ne station at Coimbatore 
and the building up of a valuable pedigree herd at Pusa, while it is 
aatiafactory to be able to record that the Government of India has recently 
adopted a definite policy in connection with cattle and dairying in con
nection with the All-India institute at Bangalore. This work shows what 
can be done by central effort, but it must be borne in mind that much 
of it was done before the era of the Reforms, and that the Central 
Government hae not at present an Agricultural Department either large 
enough or sufficiently endowed with funds to function as it should do. 
Research work in connection with fundamental problems, propaganda, 
educational work, the co-ordination of provincial effort and promotion of 
schemes for the general advancement of agriculture in India would appear 
to be the special responsibility of the Central Government, and we must 
bear in mind that a system which makes it difficult for the various agricul
tural departments to keep in touch with each others' efforts and to benefit 
from their failures and successes, and which tends to make each Province 
follow its own policy and go its own way, is fraught with danger. 

Another direction in which the help of the Government of India i~ 
required is in. the initiation of measures to introduce improved and 
standardised designs of agricultural machinery. The development of 
agriculture in India must <lepend to a large extent on efficient machinery 
and the CUltivators, who are numerous and poor and have no natural 
leaders, rely on Government for guidance in this matter. Moreover, 
mechanical engineering and its application to agriculture, as Sir Alfred 
Chatterton rightly pointed out in an able article in the" Asiatic Review" 
this year, presents a field open to immediate exploitation; this is IL matter 
which will not be without interest to the commercial world, but it should 
also attract the serious attention of young India,ns of a mechanical turn 
of mind; for India is not rich in the numbers of her indigenous engineers, 
and here, surely, is full scope for those who wish to earn a living and 
the gratitude of their country. 

The only remedy would appear to be a strong centrIL] organisation backed 
by the Central Government with funds and workers, which would supply 
the organisation and the driving power necessary to co-ordinate and 
develop the working of the industry as a whole, and I therefore commend 
,my resolution to the Meeting in full confidence that it will meet with your 
approval. 

APPENDIX II. 

EXTRACTS FROII: PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO THE SYDENHAII: COLLEGE 

STUDENTS COTTON ASSOCIATION, JANUARY 1926 . 

. I now propose to put befor~ you. my own idea& on this subject of !hedging 
In the Bombay market, but lD dOlDg so I would a&k you to bear in mind 
that they are regarded with suspicion by the more conservative elements 
in the market, and you must not a.ccept them therefore without deter 
mining their value for yourselves. ' , 

The ch.ief ~ritiCB of ~h~ existing hedge contracts have all along favoured 
a reductIOn lD the eXlstlDg number, and it is desirable that the motive 
underlying this criticism should not ,be loot sight of. It is contended that 
the present hedge contracts do not provide a real hedge against up-country 
purchases of ootton or against forward sales of cloth and that these 
contracts (and. ~pecially the Broach contract) are ~ speCUlative in 
character th.at It IS dangerous for any legitimate trader to use them as a 
?ove~. ObViously, the cr.itics h?,ve in mind the single contract availabld 
In Liverpool. and would hke a slDgle contract in Bombay. 
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Before discussing the advisability or otherwise of making a change in 
the existing,' Bombay contracts, I propose to examine rather more closely 
the Liverpool hedge contract which is the model which so obviously appeals 
t,o the critics. 

Under this contract, any quality of American cotton, if of fair staple 
or better, may, be tendered, provided it is not lower in grade or value 
than Low-Middling-Grade, and value in Liverpool has reference to the 
amount of leaf and dirt in the lint and to the dullness or brightness of 
the cotton. Fair staple, which is a sine qua non, is not defined in inches, 
but is a term well understood in the trade and means the shortest staple 
generally used by the Lancashire trade. 

The next important point to notice is that as the average buyer (and 
in particular the mill buyer) in Liverpool dare not risk being tendered 
any cotton from Low-Middling to something for which he might have to 
pay 1!d. premium, he usually buys the exact spot cotton he requires and 
sells his hedge contract before the tender date. The result is that ready 
cotton is pra.ctically always at a premium over the current contra.ct, the 
balancing feature being that the ordinary cotton dealer usually wishes to 
buy back his contract rather than tender against it, in order to secure the 
full benefit of the spot price. 

Finally, I would refer you to the speech delivered at the Wembley 
Exhibition by the President of the Liverpool Cotton Association. In this 
~peech he said, in describing the Liverpool system:-

"It is imperative in such a system to have a free trading market 
. It is necessary to have professional jobbers, willing to make 

a price at any moment. . to have speculators who will carry 
heavy stocks when they are weighing down prices and who will sell 
contra.cts ahead when they believe prices are. too high . . . to 
have manipulators who will keep the relations of spot cotton and futurell 
together. " 

Obviously, the Liverpool contract presents immense attractions. The 
contract is wide enough to prevent cornering, while the system of marketing 
is such as to prevent the possibility of undue depression, it being recognised 
that spo<t rates practically always stand at a premium over contract rates. 
If we could introduce such a system in Bomhay it would be to everyone's 
advantage--mill-owners, expot.ters and traders alike. The question is 
whether the system can be applied to Bombay, and in order to arrive 
at a conclusion the points you must take into consideration are:-

1. Are the cottons tenderable under the hedge oontracts to-day 
sufficiently alike in charaocter to permit of amalgamation of one 01' 

more of the co<ntracts on the lines of the Liverpool model? 
2. Does our system of arbitration enable us to say with a fair degree 

of certainty that a correct premium will be forthcoming (a) for staple, 
and (b) for grade over and, or, below the standard or standards? 

3. Is our spo<t market sufficiently develo<ped to permit partly or in 
whole of the Liverpo<ol system? 

4. Is the Indian banking system sufficiently developed to permit 
of spot co<tton being freely " held" while free trading takes place in tho 
contractP 

5. Have we got a "ring 0, as in Liverpool to enable the correct 
recording and fixation of contract ratesP 

6. Have we got the requisite number of jobbers and speculators, and 
are they of the right type? 
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1Iy own answers to these points would he as follows:-
1. A limited amalgamation of contracts ie possible. A single hedge 

oontract, embracing all descriptions, would appear to be an impossi
bility, but we might gradually a.rrive at one broad contract embracing 
half of the Indian crop. 

2. I oonsider that the present system of arbitration does not lend 
itself to broad oontracts, and that broad oontracts could not be 
established unless there were confidence in the system of arbitration. 
At present that confidence is lacking. 

8. The spot market ie sufficiently developed to introduce, in part, 
the Liverpool system. 

4. I doubt whether the Indian banking system ie sufficiently developed 
to permit of spot cotton being freely held in the manner described. 

5. Clearly, we have no "ring" as in Liverpool. 
6. We have the requisite number of jobbers and speculators, and if 

they would consent to be controlled by a proper "ring" system it 
oould also be said that they were of the right type. 

My answers to these questions will make it clear to you that I agree 
with the principle of broadening existing contracts and to a gradual reduc
tion of their number, ,but that I do 'not think the time is yet ripe to 
carry out extensive alterations, especially alterations that are only palliatives 
and do not go to the root of the trouble. 

Ooming, next, to a detailed criticism of the proposal to reduce the 
number of hedge contracts and to broaden those that remain, I would 
point out that as long as we are not, or cannot be, comned to a single 
hedge contract, there will always be the da.nger that speculators may ring 
one contract by straddling it with another. That is obviously the difficulty 
which the critics have in mind, and as it is a real danger to legitimate 
traders, and, as in my opinion the proposal to widen the existing contracts 
is only a palliative and not a complete remedy, I feel that an attempt 
should be mooe to meet the danger in another way, especially as on their 
own showing the mill-owners would be more likely to' use a brooo contract 
for selling purposes t.han for buying, which would be a source of weaknesa 
to the contract. 

The only way to meet the difficulty, as far as ,I ca.n see, is not to widen 
the contracts by linking two similar styles together, such as Fine and FuUy 
Good Oomras, but to widen them by linking the different contracts where
ever possible. By thie I mean making O.P. No.1 for example, tenderable 
under both Broach and Oomras, Tinnevellies and Cambodias tenderable 
under both Broach and Southerns, and 80 on. This arrangement would 
tend to make the three main BUtta contracts, viz.: Broach, Oomras and 
Southeros move, more or less, together instead of independently and the 
contract prices and the whole tone of the market would be dep~ndent to 
a far greater degree on spot prices, which would in their turn regulate 
automatically the differences between the contracts for tendering purpose.~. 
I cannot see how BengaIs can be linked with any other contract but then 
Bengals do not provide a really popular BUtta contract. ' 

Bearing all thie in mind, it will be clear that I do not think that the 
number of hedge contracts could be reduoed below 4 for the moment, and 
J think the following 4 would be most practicable:-

(a) F.G. BengaIs, as at present. 

(b) F.G. Broach, as at present, but with the option of tendering 
O.P. No.1, Tin·nevelliea and Cambodia. 
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(c) Fin\! Oomras, 86 at present, but Jalna and Fine Khandesh to 
be included and option of tendering any cotton that is tenderable und~l' 
the Broaoh box. 

(d) Good S~utherns, 1I8 at p'resent, but with the option of tendering 
any cotton tenderable against the Surat and Punjab-American boxes. 

Oral Evidence. 

57,060. The Ohairman: Mr. Grantham, you represent lIessrs. Forbes, 
Forbes, Campbell & Co., LimitedP-Yes. 

57,061. You were the first Vice-President of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee, President of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce, Director of the 
Bom'bay Cotton Trade .Association, a Member of the Cotton Contracts 
Board, and Director and Vice-President of the East Indian Cotton 
Association P-Yes. 

57,062. Your firm submitted a memorandum to the Governm~nt of India 
last year on the influence of freight rates, protective tariffs, and the rate 
of exchange on prices of agricultural produce. You yourself, I take it, have 
had long experience of conditions in IndiaP-I was sixteen years in 
Bombay. 

57,063. From your experience of the working of the Indian Central Cotton 
Committee, do you judge that the principles upon which that Committee 
is constituted might be applicable to other lines of produce P-I think it 
might be applicable 86 far 86 its meiihod of working is concerned. I do 
not know whether it would be applicable if you are Il'eferring to the cess 
which is directly levied on the cotton 'bales to provide for the cost of it. 

57,064. Financing an organisation of that nature is one of the difficul
ties, and obviously cotton does offer certain facilities in the way of finance 
which other lines of produce do not afford P-That is true. What I l1'eally 
had in mind Wll8 that, possibly, agricultural activities would be greatly 
improved by co-ordination by a central body, even if no further money 
were spent on them than is at PTesent spent. 

57,065. Are you familiar with the practice of up-<lOuntry marketing in 
cotton P-I have come into contact with it through my firm buying up
country. We buy very freely in up-country markets. 

57,066. Have you fOTmed the view that in cotton the cultivator receives 
a reasonable premium for qualityP-No, I do not think he does, except 
in those markets where the whole arrivals are of equally good quality. If, 
in a market, the producers of good quality are in the minority I do not 
think they do !!'eceive the premium which they ought to get. 

57,067. If the cultivator is to be encouraged to lay himself out to attain 
quality as well as quantity, it is very necessary, is it not, that he should 
obtain a reasonable premium for quality P-That is quite essential. 

57,068. You point out in your note that the narrow margin between 
AmerIcan and Indian staple cotton limits the demand for Indian staple. 
Is it you!!' experience that a fluctuation in the market, due to that or other 
causes, is almost immediately felt by the cultivator, in terms of price ;:'0 
himP-Yes. Fluctuations in Bombay are to a large extent felt by the cul
tivator, except in the early part of the reason when the quality arrivals 
are exceptionally good. During that p6!l'iod, very often, up-country 
markets are considerably higher than the Bombay market, which is a 
typical terminal market and which is governed very largely by world p!!'ices. 
As the se860n progre8ses and arrivals are more free, then t)he price 
fluctuations are passed on fairly accurately to the cultivator. 

57,069. So that the cultivator, finding he does not receive a sufficiently 
atwac£ive price for long staple in one one year, leans towards the growing. 
of a short staple cotton in the following year P-Yes, for varying reasons hi' 
would do that. 

Mr. V. A.. Grantham. 
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67,070. Do you think that hedge contracts affect the situation from the 
cultivator's point of viewP-You mean the effect of hedge contracts on the 
market!' 

57,071. Yes.-I think they do, because if they are manipulated and not 
.table, they provide fluctuations which the cultivator has no means of fore
_ing. 

57,072. And fluctuations of that nature are particularly disturbing and 
demoralising to the cultivator, are they notP-They are very disturbing to 
him if he has to clld his cotton in from a long distance. 

67,073. It has been suggested to the Commission by some witn€6s that 
it would be to the advantage, both of the market in this country and to 
the indu8try as a whole in India, if improved varieties, a8 such, were 
recognisable by· merchants in this country. That would involve their being 
sold under some special mark or designation. Do you think that is a. 
feasible proposition P-I do not think it is feaaible because, in the first 
place, I do not see how you are going to enforce their sale on the Con
tinent on the description which you put on them in India. A merchant on 
the Continent is not compelled by the laws of his country to sell under 
IIny description other than the one he wants to sell under. I do not tJhink 
it is desirable, apart hom that, as I have stated in my note .• because there 
are one or two districts now producing .very similar types of improved 
cotton, and as the improvement of cotton growing continues in India, I 
think that feature is likely to increase, and it is very desirable, if a mer
chant makes forward contracts of a particular type of cotton for delivery 
on dle Continent or eleewhere, that he should be able to supply an equally 
good cotton from another district if he finds the particular market from 
which he made 'his original type is being squeezed agaillll1: him. If you 
pin a merchant down to selling cotton from a particular market he is very 
liable to be squeezed. He has to buy it because he has to sell it in many 
cases before it is even grown. 

57,0741. Is it the case that if an improved variety ill. produced in sufficient 
hulk, and if it is baled in a pure state and in good condition, it very soon. 
creates for itself a demand in the marketsP-Yee. I t'hink there is a 
distinct demand in the various markets for the different types which are 
sent forward by the export merchants. Many of those types are pure 
cotton or 118 near to the pure cotton as can be bought by the ordinary 
merc'hant, and there is a demand for those types because they are pure. 
I do not think it really makes any difference to the buyer on the Continent 
or in England what a cotton is called as long as he knows exactly what he 
is getting. 

57,076. On page 583 of your note you recommend the open ·cotton markets 
on the managing Committees of which t'he grower has an effective voice' 
as being necessary to assure to the cultivator a square deal. From you; 
pra~tical experience, do you think. it is possible to find, amongst actual 
cultivators, men who can hold their own and look after the cultivators' 
interests in a committee P-It is not easy to find such men. There 'has' 
been a difficulty in the Indian Central Cotton Committee to find men who 

. Me really cultivators, and obviously there would be still greater difficulty 
in connection with quite small up-country markets; but I think men could 
be found who would more truly represent the cultivators' interests than 
the men serving at present on the various market committees. 

57,076. Was it your experience that the cultivator's point of view and 
interests were sufficiently before the Indian Central Cotton CommittseP-Yes 
I should say that the cultivator's interests and point of view were mor~ 
before the Committee than anybody else's. The whole efforts of the Indian 

. Central Cotton Committee have been directed towards improving the cul
tivator'. interests, because it was recognised very early that unless those 
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interests could" be improved there would be no improvement in the growth 
of cotton which would be permanent. 

57,077. Will you turn to page 589 of your note. I see that you definitely 
favour research carried out by the Central GovernmentP-Yes. I think 
there is a good deal of research which must be carried out by them. 

57,078. Do you mean because of the nature of that research, or because 
no Province is inclined to do itP-Largely because of the nature of the 
research. I do not think it is always possible now to co-ordinate the efforts 
of the various Provinces, and if they cannot be co-ordinated then the 
research goes by the board. 

57,Oi9. At present under the Reforms, the Central Government has no 
power to enforce, on Provinces, its views in matters of research. Do you 
think it possible to devise someo means by which the opinion, not necessarily 
of the Central Government, but of some body envisaging the problems from 
the all-India. point of view might bring their advice to bear upon the course 
of research throughout IndiaP-I think it would be possible, but probably 
only by having commercial men sitting on a central advisory body. The 
presence of co=ercial men acting as a form of liaison between the pro
vincial agricultural officers is desirable. 

57,080. In order to bring l-esearch into ·line with the hard facts of the 
marketP-Partly that, and partly because, I thin!k, speaking quite frankly, 
there is a certain amount of inter-provincial jealousy in agricultural 
matters. A central committee on which there are commercial men sitting, 
so that the members of the committee are not entirely agricultural, would 
be helpful. . 

57,081. Would you hope to mitigate . the ill effects of such professional 
jealousy as exists by introducing a. non-professional element?-That has been 
the practical effect on the Indian Central Committee. 

57,082. Would it be necessary, or advisable, do you think, to endow the 
central body, whatever it is called, with fundsP-Yes. I think a. 'body 
which is purely advisory and without any executive powers '01' money behind 
it, is not likely to go' very far. 

57,083. Executive powers are rather beyond the reach of any central body 
in the nature of the existing constitutional position, are they notP-Yes, if 
they have not got money of 'their own. 

57,084. Sir Thomas Middleton: On page 583 of your note, you refer to the 
fact that there is a fairly consistent market for a certain proportion of 
short staple cotton. Can you give us any indication of what proportion 
this market bears to the total exportable ?-I have no figures with me, but 
the Indian Central Cotton Committee did collect figures of the shipments 
of short as opposed to long staple. The Central Cotton Committee and the 
East Indian Cotton Association are the only bodies which could supply 
those figures. 

57,085. Can you tell me whether it is a large proportion? Is there a 
market for three-quarters of the total Indian export crop as short staple p
It is difficult to venture an opinion from memory. I should say a fairly 
large proportion of what is exported now. 

57,086. The demand formerly came largely from the Continent, I under
standP-It came from Great Britain first and then from the Continent. 

57,087. Now, I hear it comes from Japani'-Yes. the largest exports of 
Indian cotton are to Japan now. 

57,088. Especially for this short staple P-The largest amount exported to 
Japan is composed of what we call, in India, medium staple. 

57,089. When I asked about short staple I was thinking of some of the 
Central Indian cottons, like the Berar cottons. At the present time you 
find in Central India a good deal of short staple cotton, do you not P-Yes. 
The Berar staple is not looked upon as a. long staple in India. 

Mr. V . . 4.. Grantham. 
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57,090. Shor~ staples are now being increasingly grown in the Central 
Province6, are they not ?-:-" Short staple" as a trade' term would be more 
applicable to the Bengal and Sind types. We should call the Central 
Provinces and Berar staples a medium staple, and the 'biggest amount sent 
to Japan are these medium staples, which are clean and white. 

57,091. Borne years ago the Central Provinces and Berar had a medium 
staple; but is it not the case that most of it is now a short stapleP-Yes, I 
think that is so. I should say that the staple in the Berar and the Central 
Provinces first deteriorated when the big demand for yarn in China sprang 
up. I IIUpPOse the cultivator was also largely influenced by the rain factor, 
in that he is far less open to trouble from a shortage of, I'ain if he grows a 
short staple. 

57,092. There has boon a large increase, in my own memory, of the amount 
of short staple cotton grown in this area, and what I want to know is 
whether the world's markets are likely to continue to ahsorh such short 
stapleP-No, I do not think so. If one goes back a little further still, it was 
the rapid growth of the American crop whioh put the Indian staple crop in 
the backgr(;und. The growth of the American crop is a fairly recent factor, 
I do not think there is an unlimited demand for short staple cotton .. 

57,093. I read into your note your opinion that we ought to aim, as a 
policy, at the longer and medium staplesP-That is perfectly correct. We 
shall ouly sell the produce of India in: really increasing quantities if we 
compete with American cotton, which is a staple cotton. 

67,094. Yon refer to the difficulties that arise in connection with picking, 
and to improvements in picking cotton. What are the chief complaints: 
leaf and dustP-Chiefly leaf. 

57,095 •. That is largely a question of variety, is it notP-&me varieties are 
very much more leafy than others. 

57,096. This is a difficulty which the plant breeder may be able to breed 
out, is it not?-I have always been told by agricultural men in the districts 
where leafy cotton is grown that enormous improvements could be 'brought 
into effect if the cultivator picked his cotton at a different time in the 
mornin~. 

57,097. The cultivator could do more no doubt, but the fact is that some 
cottons have very large bracteoles, and these are what cause the troubleP
Some must be more leafy than others. 

57,098. This is a point which the agricultural departments are now attend
ing toP-Yes. 

57,099. Yon refer to bad ginning. To what extent have you handled saw
ginned cotton P ....... We have handled it to a fairly large extent. 

57,100. Do you conEider it better ginned on the average than roller-ginned 
cotton ?--.It is cleaner ginned, but I think it has a tendency to cut the 
staple. 

57,10~. Is tho machine defective?-The effect of saw-ginning as suoh 
&eems to cut the staple of Indian cotton in a way which perhaps it does not 
do in American cotton.. I have tried experiments with saw-ginning cotton 
from various parts of India, and the reports I have had are distinctly against 
saw-ginning. 

57,102. The difficulty is that when the lint aaberes firmly to the seed you 
may cut itP-Yes. 

57,103. With some varieties you get a very firmly adhering lint and then 
there is damage done P-Yes. ' 

57,104. I think the Cotton Transport Act now requires each ginnery to 
mark. its own ~ales ~tq its own stamp P-That is the Cotton Ginning and 
Pressmg Act; It reqUIres each press to put a mark on its bales. 

57,105. That mark enables you to trace the bale back to the particular 
press or gin P-To the particular press. 
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57,106. Cannot you get at the gin P-It was found impossible to improvise 
legislation to get back to the gin. 

57,107. You say that licensing of gins and presses has been tried in 
Rajpipla StateP..,...Yes, in effect; the rules are very strict there against 
mixing in the ginneries; if mixing is carried out there are very heavy fines 
and, I believe, imprisonment. 

57,108. Mr. Noyce: Have not they got over the difficulty by forbidding 
more than one kind of cotton to be grown in the StateP-That may have 
been done in the course .of years, but ·in the beginning, when this was 
started, there were two different kinds of cotton. 

57,109. Sir Thoma3 Middleton: Rajpipla cotton was originally of rather 
low qualityP-Very low quality. . 

57,110. And now the State authorities have replaced it by superior cotton? 
-Yes. 

57,111. They have, in fact, tackled the question at the cotton-gin; what 
is your view as to the meaSUTe of success they have achieved P-The measure 
of success is enormous; the Rajpipla crop has improved out of all recogni
tion; it fetches very high prices in the Bombay market. 

57,112. If you take a gin in say the Central Provinces, coming into that 
gin you may have four or five quite different types of cottonP-Yes. 

57,113. I bhould haye supposed that, from the merchant's point of view, it 
would be a very grea.t advantage to have the types ginned separatelyP-It 
is very difficult to make arrangements in a crowded ginnery. 

57,114. Unless it were licensedP-Yes. 
57,1]5. From the cultivators' point of view, there is nothing that leads 

faster to deterioration than mixing of seed cotton in the ginsP-;lt must 
'eventually affect his seed supply. . 

57,116 . .Do you consider the difficulties of enforcing a licensing system like 
the ltajpipla system would be impracticableP-1 think there would be diffi
culties; I do not think licensing would 'be impracticable. 

57,117. By the system of control followed in the State of RajpiplaP-The 
real trouble, of course, is inspection; the whole problem is. whether the 
results are worth while. 

57,118. There is everything to be said for the merchant being allowed to 
adjust his special type for export, but what one would like to do would be 
to deliver into the merchant's hands definite types of unmixed cottons, 
because this would allow of the seed being kept separate P-The merchants 
huy largely in the form of kapas. 

57,119. If th~y do so, and mix the seed cotton, it is just as bad as if the 
up-country gin does soP-That is so. As a matter or practice, buying is 
largely in the form of kapaa. 

57,120. Supposing merchants buy largely in the form of kapas and desire 
to produce a particular type for export, do they mix before ginning or gin 
and mix afterwardsP-They mix ~fore the ginning. 

57,121. Then we are faced with the difficulty of mixed seedP-Yes. 
57,122. That is a most serious difficultyP-I consider it is serious, yes. 
57,123. You say the available crop statistics and forecasts are not as 

accurate as they should be as regards yield; do you think they are as 
8.ccurate as they could be P-I think they could be made considerably more 
accurate, yes; the figures show a very wide discrepancy between the eventual 
production and the forecast that is issued earlier in the year. I cannot 
see why the forecasts vary as widely as they do. I took ont the figures for 
fifteen years up to 1924-5. In the first group of five years the discrepancy 
was sixteen per cent.; in the second group of five years the discrepancy was 
ten per cent.; in the third period of five years the discrepancy was se~n
teen per cent. It seems to me it. is possible to estimate even a forecast at 
a time when the crop is half marketed closer than seventeen per cent. 

!lIr. V . .4.. Grantham. 
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57,124. I suppose it is the late pickings that upset the estimates; there· 
ia always unoertainty 88 to the amount of late cropP-Yes, that probably 
would be 80 to some extent, but my own impression is that the Govern
ment officers who make up the forecasts have to rely largely on their district 
officials in each village, and those district officials are all a little conserva
tive; they would rather err on the right side than on the wrong side. 

57,125. You mean there is always an under-estimateP-Yes. 
57,126. Mr. Noyce: Your statement about the conservatism of the village 

reporters is undoubtedly correct, but how are you going to get over it? You 
propose to get over it by the presence of trained statisticians in the dis
trict. Is not that asking for rather a 10tP What do you mean by a 
trained statistician in the districtP-I mean a permanent official on statis
tical work only. 

57,127. You do not mean one for each district, do youP-It could be 
a group of districts.' . 

57,128. I quite agree that each Director of Agriculture should have 
Ii statistical assistant attached to his staff; would that meet the case?
'I'hat would very largely meet the case, because at present I understand 
the Director of Agriculture has to make up his statistics purely on the 
figures of the village officials and he has no professional help from a 
,tatistical point of view. . 

57,129. That is so, except in Madras. You are large exporters of cotton, 
I believeP-Yes. 

57,130. And also users in IndiaP-We also use it in our mills in India. 
57,131. Do you export your own typeP-Yes, we do. 
57,132. If I may say so, your remarks in regard to mixing by exporters 

to secure their own specific types for export seem to me to· be a very 
able defence of a practice the justification for which you are not quite 
sure about; that is the impression I got from reading it. I am not quite 
sure if the inference is correctP-I think the inference is a little wrong. 
What was really behind my note is that I think fundamentally all mixing 
of different growths' is wrong and must react on the cotton growing industry 
in India; but I think it is the wrong end of the stick altogether to tackle 
it by saying that the difficulty will be overcome by exporters exporting on a 
farm ,name or a district name from India. I doubt if the mixing was begun 
by exporters; it was begun by middlemen who served the terminal market;;. 
and naturally exporters followed suit, finding there was a market for mixed 
cottons and that they had to compete with people who bought their cotton 
in the terminal markets and shipped from them; and so the practicE' 
has grown. 

57,133. Does not it come to this, that the sole justification for exporting 
a mixed type is that other people are doing itP Your only justification for 
I>xporters doing it is, 88 far as I can see, that other people do it, too, and 
if they did not do it they would find themselves in competition with mixed 
cottonP-If I may say so, I have not attempted to justify the practice. 
If you ask me what exporters gain from it, I think unscrupulous exporters 
('8n V8r,: the qua~tities of their mixing and can get tempor,ary advantages 
over their competItors. It reduces the whole trade to one of who is the 
cleverest in I!'-ixi~g. I am not attemptiD;g to j~stify the practice of mixing; 
all I am sa'yn~g 18 th;at the exporters WIll do It, as everybody else does it, 
08 long as It IS permItted. . 

57,134. Is there any mixing of American cottonP-Do you mean in 
America itself P , 
. 57,135. Yes, I mean ,,:hen the Liverpool purchaser is buying American 
cotton, does he get a mlxtureP-No, because the growtH's in America are' 
far more akin. 

57,136. Exactly: then he knows what he is getting, while he does not 
know what he is getting when he buys Indian cotton; does not that 
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"react against Indian cotton?-I have said in my note that it does ulti
mately react;\ but the buyer knows what he is getting in a mixed type, 
because he usually tests it first, and if his tests, do not work out regu
larly, he will not buy from that particular exporter on that particular 
type. " 

57,13". I do not quite see how mixing facilitates sales when the parity 
is against Indian ootton ?-It comes to the case of the unscrupulous 
E'xporter who is mixing in a little more of lower cotton. , 

57,138. I had not grasped that that 'Was the way in whj..ch the sale 
was facilitated. I take it that your view is that there is a demand for 
Indian short staple cotton outside India, but that it is limited?-Yes, 
that is so. 

57,139. The proportion of Indian cotton relatively to American that 
Japan is taking has fallen in recent years, has it noH-Yes, the Japanese 
demand is regulated very largely by American prices. 

57,140. Japan has ,been going in for the higher counts of late years, 
and that reacts against Indian cotton, does it notP-That certainly reacts, 
but the price of American has been more favourable, especially this last 
~~. " 

57,141. Have you any close acquaintance with the Punjab 4FP-We have 
shipped it. 

57,142. What has been your experience of 'it in the last few yearsP-
4F, if I remember rightly, is the second; 285F is the longer staple. 

57,143. 285F and 289F are the longer onesP-Yes, 4F was the old 
standaro one that was introduced. 

57,144. YesP-I should say it has deteriorated during the last few 
years. 

57,145. That ~ms to be the general experience, though the Agricultural 
Department are not prepared to admit it. Have you any idea to what 
the deterioration is due P In what way hIlA! it shown itself P-It 'has 
appeared to us in trying to buy pure staple tbat the staple is more 
mixed, in what is sold as pure cotton. It may be we are not getting 
entirely pure cotton. 

57,146. Do you think the deterioration is due to more mixing or that 
there is an actual deterioration of the quality of 4F ?-I think it is in 
the staple; I do not think it is in the strength or colour of the cotton. 
It is in the staple of the cotton, but whether that is due to mixing or the 
result of mixed seed I am not prepared to venture an opinion. 

57,147. It must be due to the fact that the strain is wearing itself out?
Yes, it may be. 

57,148. That, I suppose, 'Would be too technical a matter for you to 
express an opinion onP-Yes, I could not say. 

57,149. It is hardly necessary to examine you on the question of hedge 
contracts. I suppose you know that your views on that point have recently 
been supported by'another Oomm,itteeP-I was delighted to see that. 

51,150. Sir Jame& MacKen'lla: What is the real attitude of Lancashire 
to Indian long staple cotton? Do they regard it as an insurance against 
l\ failur~ of the American crop, or do you think tltere is a. regular, constant 
and general demand for itP-I think it is entirely a question of price with 
the Lancashire mill. 

57,151. Whichever they can buy cheaperP-Yes. I do not think they 
have got a fundamental objection to Indian ootton. 

57,152. Has the demand for longer staple ootton increased during your 
residence in India, during the sixteen years you have been there: the 
(''Ilnsumption in the Bombay millsP-The consumption in the Bombay mille,<-~ 
has increased, yes, in the higher counts I should say, definitely. . 

57,153. So that from the point of view of the Bombay mills there would 
bo a considerable demand for a long staple cotton in India apart alto
gether from eXPQrtP-Yes, I think that woul~ be the tendency. 

Mr. V. A. Grantham. 
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67,154. 1 suppose price would hardly come in thereP I mean the cost 
of importing American to India would be too great P-It only comes in 
after an exceptional year like the present one. 

57,166. As a member of the Central Cotton CommitiJee, do you think 
the expenditure of the large amount of funds you are giving the Indore 
Plant Breeding Station. is a legitimate use of your fundsP-Yes, I do. 

67,156. Is cotton bulking very largely in their investigationsP-Yes, quite 
largely. 

67,157. And I suppose that was the reason why you gave this moneyP
Not the )entire reason; we took the view that in a central research station 
it was just as well to find out something about other crops and their 
rotstions when we were dealing with cotton, and that we could very well 
combine the two with advantage to ourselves. 

57,158 •. That was thle contribution of the Central Cotton Committe ... 
to the large amount of cotton grown in the Indian States, reallyP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Commission then adj01krned till10.aO a.m. on Friday the 1st July, 1927. 
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Friday, july 1st, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 
The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.L, I.C.S. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, Kt., C.LE., 
LC.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.LE., LC.S. 
Professor N. GANGULEE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 
Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.L, C.B.E., LC.S. 

Mr. J. A. MADAN LC.S. I. . 
1'1 F W H S " Jomt Secretaries. "' r. . . . MITH 

Mr. VAUGHAN NASH, C.B., C.V.O., Vice-Chairman, 
Development Commission. 

NOTl!I OF EVIDENCE. 
1. The Development and Road Improvement Funds Acts, 1909 and 1910, 

eet up the Development Commission (a 'body consisting. of eight members 
appointed by Royal Warrant) to carry out certain specified measures for 
the economic development of the United Kingdom. The area is now 
restricted to Great Britain. 

2. With respect to the purposes to be aided from the Fund which are 
mentioned in the Act, the following paragraph may be quoted:-

" Aiding and developing agriculture and rural industries by promoting 
scientific research, instruction and experiments in the science, methods 
and practice of agriculture (including the provision of farm institutes) 
the organisation of co-operation, instruction in marketing produce, and 
the extension of the provision of small holdings, and by the adoption 
of any other means which appear calculated to develop agriculture and 
rural industries." 

3. A sum of £2,900,000 was provided by the Act for the purposes of 
development. The total amount paid from the Exchequer into the Develop
ment Fund up to the 31st March, 1927 (including a special grant of £850,000 
for use in England and Wales made under the provisions of the Corn 
Production ActB (Repeal) Act, 1921), has been £4,540,000. 

4. The procedure prescribed for applicants for grants from the Fund is 
as follows:-

Applications for advances under the Act, whether by way of free 
grant or loan, are sent in the first instance to the Treasury and by 
them are referred to the Government department concerned, which 
forwards them, together with their report, to the Development Com
missioners. Willen Government departmentB are themselves applicants, 
theill' applications Me sent to the Treasury and by them remitted to 
the Development Commissioners. The Commissioners consider every 
application .so received and report to the Treasury. The Treasury may 
veto the recommendations of the Commissioners, but is not empowered 
to make advances from the Fund except on the recommendation of 
the Oommissioners. 

Mr. Vaughan Na3h. 
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5. The bodies qualified to receive advances are:
(a) Government Departments. 
(b) Public Authorities, Universities, Colleges, Schools, Institutions 

and Organisations or Companies not trading for profit. 
In the case of the second group, advances may be made either tkTollgh 

• Government department, in which case the whole sum approve.d is granted, 
or lent, to the applicant; or as in the C&Be of most advances for research 
and education, an inclusive grant is made to the Government departmenr 
and is distributed to the various beneficiaries. 

6. The Commissioners are also empowered to frame schemes with respect 
to any of the matters for which advances may ,be made under the Act ~ith 
a view to their adoption by a Government department or a qualified 
applicant. 

7. It will be seen that the Development Commission:-
(a) Ie essentially, and in its usual method of conducting business, an 

advisory body to the Treasury. 
(b) That it differs from an ordinary advisory body in controlling a 

fund which cannot be used without its sanction. 
(c) That it has no executive powera in the usual sense. Once a 

particulu grant has been recommended, the money passes beyond the 
control of the Commission; but as most grants are recurrent, and are 
made yearly it can, in fact, control expenditure; for, if money paid 
from the Fund is not used in an approved manner, renewal can be 
refused. Further, by attaching conditions to the advances recommended, 
a directing infiuence over the administration of these advances may be 
exercised, even when the grants or loans are not recurrent. 

(d) That it occupiea a position distinct from Government departments 
in the sense that it is free to report without !reference to a Minister, 
that its recommendations are not strbject to confirmation by Parliament, 
and that its status and procedure are laid down by statute. 

8. Reference to the Parliamentary debates of 1909 shows that the Develop
ment Bill was intended to supplement existing activities and to provide 
a method elastic enough to permit of the endowment of experimental work 
~lRd, at the same time, so related to the general machinery 011 finance and 
administration as to make feasible the introduction of greater cohesion and 
eontinuity into the work of Government departments, local authorities and 
scientific and educational institutions, so far as this was concerned with 
.agriculture. 

9. The position when the Commission came into being was as follows:-
(i) Three areas, each with its own Agricultural Department, came 

within its purview, England and Wales, Scotland, . which had recently 
obtained its own Board of Agriculture and had accordingly severed 
its connection, excepting in .the case of cattle disease administration, 
with the English Board, and Ireland with its Department of Agriculture 
.and Technical Instruction. 

(ii) The agricultural departments in each country were dependent 
on money voted by Parliament, most of which was devoted to routine 
services. Provision for research and experiment was meagre and un
certain, and indeed the whole conception of State-aided constructive 
work remained to be formed and adopted and carried out. No advice 
or assistance was available for rural industries. 

10. It may be thought that the Development Commission was a somewhat 
fragile instrument for dealing effectively with such a situation. Constitu
tio~ally it wa~ something of an anomaly and the Ministers responsible for 
.agrIculture mIght at any moment have taken exception to the terms and 
-conditions attached to grants which it fell to them to administer. Difficult 
.questions were certain to arise in the apportionment of a limited sum amongst 
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many claimant~. Agriculture, though far the most important, was not 
the only benefiCIary. The task of financial irrigation also had to be carried 
out, if possible, without doing injustice to the claims either of England 
and Wales, Scotl~d or Ireland. 

11. Pains, however, had been taken, in framing the Act to equip 
~he Co~mission .f<?r its task. . A recom~ending body to the Treasury, 
It occupIed a pOSItIon of ~~eat strength as Its recommendations, if adopted, 
becllJlle the Treasury decISIOns; and though it was a. new thing for terms 
and condttions to be attached to supplies, ihe eagerness of the depart,. 
meJ.lt~ to push forward with constructive work generally outweighed any 
6ense of rest'ntment. 

Further, the Act strengthened the Commissioners by dispensing them from 
the doctrine of territorial quotas, under which given percentages must be 
devoted to each constituent part of the United Kingdom and also by 
provi:ling them a I!.iche within the constitution which gave them protec
tion from political pressure. Thus they were left completely free to deal 
with questions on their merits and but for this freedom, which entitled 
them, with great advantage to the subsequent scientific researches, to 
regard the United Kingdom as a single unit, they would have been gravely 
if not fatally handicapped. 

12. It may also be noted that the methods of the Oommission are not 
in any sensa those: of a super-department or an over-riding authority 
which, in the nature of the case, must present 81 la.rge exposure to friction. 
It hl\9 been pointed out that the Commission may originate schemes, but 
in practice it has rarely done so. The schemes that come before it originate 
with the applicants and are discussed with them. Differences of opinion 
may and do a.rise as to validity .and urgency of particular applications, 
the s"aie on which they should be undertaken, the amount of non.-Govern
mental aid to be sought, and so forth. But such differences do not, as 
a rul'3, prevent a friendly negotiated agreement which can be recommended 
to the Treasury. 

While it is natural for departments to take a departmental view, and 
institutions and societies which desire grpnts an institutional view, it 
is thE' business of the Oommissioners to take a general view. They must 
consider the relation and possible reactions of a new scheme on existing 
schemes see that the scale of sala.ries proposed is in IWOOrdance with scales 
for anaiogous services, make sure that duplication or injurious overlapping 
is avoided, that reasonable economy is observed and that the particular 
scheme is administratively feasible. They must keep an eye, at the same 
time on the resources at their disposal and eschew anything that savours 
of l~rO"esse or doles. It remains the case when all these sources of difference 
are t:ken into account that. the method of collaboration-necessarily 
tempered by criticism-has worked satisfactorily. 

13. This team-work method, if it may be so described, has been facilitated 
by the circumstance that most of the grants paid out of the Development 
F,und have become indistinguisha.ble to the public eye from other Trea.sury 
payments. So long, therefore, as the recip.ient observes the conditions, 
the schemes or services so 'aided bring such credit as they may ea.rn to 
the department or body administratively responsible, in precisely the same 
way as if they had been paid for out of the Vote. 

14. The O>mmission is empowered to constitute advisory committees and 
to obtain expert assistance. This power has been freely used. Standing 
committees on agricultural science and on fishery research have been set 
up, and from time to. t!me tempora.ry ~omm~ttees, .such ~ tha~ which in 
1921 examined the POSItIon of research III ammnl diseases III thIS country, 
'have been constituted. 

Mr. 'Vaughan Nash. 
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15 ConsidE'rable additional sums have been made available for develop
ment purpoees owing to the p()licy adopted by the Commissioners of 
requiring some measure of local assistance as a condition of an advance. 
·rher.. are exceptional cases where a c()ndition of the kind coula n()t in 
fairnp88 be enf()rced, but as a rule the principle works well and inci
dentally provides the Commission with evidence as· to the genuin .. ne88 
of the local demand for the particular pr()jects put forward. 

16. When the Commission was first appointed; a number of provisional 
grants were made to enable investigations then in hand to be rontinued 
under more fav()urable conditi()DB. The whole system under which research 
and educati()c in agriculture was being carried out was then reviewed. and 
certain oomprehensive schemes were adopted and received the sanction 
of the Treasury. These schemes ronstituted a settled policy towards the 
fulfilment of which the Oommission has since worked. 

17. In broad outline, it may be stated that in 1910 when work was ibegun 
it was found that the main wants of educati()nal institutions were for 
suitable buildings and farms, that methods of providing local instruction 
were very un""lually developed in different districts. and required. strengthen
ing, and that there was almost a complete absence ()f facilities for research. 

The scheme prepared and initiated involved:-
(1) The creation of a group ()f research institutes to w()rk on specific 

branches of agricultural science. 
(2) The f()rmation of an advisory (or consultative) service to assist in 

bringing c()lleges, research institutes and farmers closer together. 
(3) The pr()vision ()f research grants to assist scientific w()rkers n()t on 

the regular staff of any research institute. 
(4) A scholarship scheme to assist in the training of new workers in 

agricultural science. 

18. Full particulars of the working of these schemes will be found in the 
Commissioners' Annual Reports. The following notes indicate their general 
character. 

19. There are (1926) twenty-six research institutes and experimental 
stations in Great Britain dealing with the following subjects:-

Soils: Rothamsted Experimental Station, Aberdeen University and 
College ()f Agriculture. 

Plant Physiology: Imperial College ()f Science, Lond()n. 
Plant Breeding: Oambridge University Institute, Aberystwyth 

University Institute, Scottish University Society. 
Seed Testing QI/Id Distribution: National Institute of Agricultural 

Botany, Cambridge. 
Fruit Industry Institute .• : Long Ashton, Bristol, Chipping Camp den 

(Sub-Station), East MaIling, Kent, Cambridge University, Chesliunl; 
Glasshouse Station, Wisley Fruit Testing Station. 

Plant Pathology: Rothamsted, Cambridge University (Special for 
.. Silver Leaf "). 

Animal Breeding: Edinburgh University, Cambridge University, 
Department of Genetics. . 

Animal Nutrition: Cambridge University, Rowett <Research Institute, 
Aberdeen University. . 

.inimal Pathology: Cambridge University, Royal Veterinary College, 
London, Animal Diseases Research Association, Edinburgh. 

Entomology: Rothamsted. 
Parasitology: London School of Tropical Medicine. 
Engineering: Oxford University. 
Economics: Oxford University. 
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Grants in respect of capital expenditure on buildings, land and equipment 
were formerly made direct to the institution aided, the payment being passed 
through a Government department. In recent years it has been found to be 
more conve~ient .to make such grants to a Gov"ernment department, so that 
the ex~endlture IS brought under review on the department's Vote. Grants 
for maIntenance have always been made to a Government department. For 
the year 1925-26 the following sums were allocated from the Development 
Fund in respect of research work: _ , 

England and Wales. Scotland. 

Agricultural Research Institutes 
Special Researches 
Foot-and-Mouth Disease Inquiry ... 
Miscellaneous agricultural research 

£ £ 
223,800 31,200 

4,000 6,482 
15,000 

schemes 2,010 
Grants of £5,300 for England and £1,130 for Scotland were also made for 

ire.~earch scholwrships a.nd fellowships, for the expenses of representation at 
international conferences. 

20. Grants for advisory work in England and Wales are made to the 
Ministry of Agriculture and for work in Scotland to the Scottish Board. 
Special research grants are recommenaed and Scholars and Fellows selected 
by the Commissioners' Advisory Committee on Agricultural Science. When 
the recommendations have been approvea, sums sufficient to meet the expen
diture are placed at the disposal of the aepartments and they distribute the 
research grants, and pay the stipends of the Scholars and Fellows. 

21. The Commissioners have also recommended grants, over and above 
those made for specific and technological purposes, towwrds cwrrying out 
a large number of demonstrations, tests and experiments, ancillary to, con
sequential on, or independent of', the research work of the institutes and 
stations. These include large schemes for livestock improvement, surveys 
and work in connection with arterial drainage (both services are now 
fin&nced from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries' Vote), trying out 
methods of reclamation, testing crop varieties, examining new farming 
metiliods, experimenting in arable dairydng, fruit preeervation, milk
recording, electrical development of rural areas and many others. 

22. Since the War, the Commissioners have taken the initiative, with 
the concurrence of the departments concerned, in promoting a movement 
in aid of rural industries. In 1921 the Rural Industries Bureau was set up 
under a Trust Deed by the Minister of Agriculture and under the control 
of a representative committee, and it has received annual grants from the 
Development Fund to enable it to obtain and disseminate information and 
advice to village craftsmen 'and others on equipment, materials, marketing 
costing, etc. A useful series of practical papers has been issued, and there 
is a quarterly periodical which pays its way. By working through thu 
newly-formed Rural Community Councils, several of wthich are in receipt 
of grants from the Development Fund, the propaganda and advice prepared 
by the Bureau are percolating into the villages with good effect. Village 
industries have in this way received assistance which is highly valued, with 
appreciable results. The Development Fund has provided the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Fisheries with two motor vans containing smiths' 
mechanical equipment which are lent to County Councils for short terms, 
maintenance charges being met and an Instructor provided by the Council. 
'I'heir visits have been appreciated by the blacksmiths, who travel in on 
their bicycles to the centre at which the van is halted. The local education 
authorities arrange visits of school children with Wlhom tJhe demonstrations 
of acetylene welding are popular. In several instances C().()perative societies 
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of smiths and other craftsmen have been formed in order to acquire eqUIp
ment Buited to the needs of the day, and the Development Fund has 
guaranteed a sum sufficient to nnance the nrst comers, the plan adopted 
being to supply the equipment on the instalment system.. At most of the 
agricultural shows exhibits of country industries are now to be seen and 
an enlarged market for products has by this and other means been secured. 

23. Women'/! Institutes ihave been aided since the War in respect of their 
headquM'ters expenditure (now borne entirely by the organisation) ·and 
handicraft training and organisation. This movement has done great things
for the villages by d·rawing out and enlisting the talents and energies of 
,,"omen and girls of all classes. It has given a powerful impetus to drama, 
music, handicrafts and the study of local affairs, and the effect of its. 
r.ctivities on village life and interests is very marked. Scotland has its 
own movement, which is no less successful, and an annual grant from the 
Development Fund is made to its Handicraft Section. Reference might be
made to other schemes of the same nature aided by the Commission, which 
make for the development and amenity of the village. 

24. For several years substantial grants were !I"OOommended in .aid of 
agricultural co-operation in England, Ireland and 'Scotland. The Scottish 
Agricultural Organisation Society is now the sole recipient of such aid. 
Under the new regime in Ireland, the Organisation Society was split iBID 
a Northern and Southern Society, each of which has been in receipt of 
grants from its respective Government. In England 1Jhe promotion and 
oversight of co-operation has, within the last few years, been taken over 
by the National Farmers' Union. 

25. One important feature in the machinery for carrying out the pur
poses of the Development Commissioners may be noticed, namely that 
where an advance is made for a purpose which involves the acquisition of 
land, the body to whom the advance is made may acquire land for the pur
pose, and where such a body is unable to acquire the necessary land by 
agreement on !reasonable terms the De~elopment Commissioners may make 
a compulsory order for the purpose. The compensation to be paid is settled 
subsequently by an arbitrat.or. The Act exempts from compulsory acquisi
tion certain kinds of land. e.g., grounds held with a mansion-house, or 
held by a company for purposes of a public undertaking, or forming the
site of an object of archreologicai interest. It also provides that the Com
missioners in making a compulsory order shall avoid taking an inconvenient 
quantity of land from anyone owner and shall avoid displacing any con
siderable number of persons employed on the land. 

The compulsory powers referred to have been very seldom exercised, but. 
they alford a comparatively cheap and expeditious means of acquiring land 
for development plH'p0ee8 should such land be unobtainable by negotiation. 

26. 'l'lie Act which set up tho Development Commission also dealt with· 
road improvement, for whil'h a Road Board (afterwards the Ministry of 
Transpon) and a Road Fuud were established. The Development Commis-· 
sioners have nothing to do with road improvement as such. They 
act as an independent tribunal empowered to grant compulsory orders for 
acquisition of land by the Road Board or the Highway Authority where 
land Us required for road improvement purposes and cannot be obtained. 
by agreement on reasonable terms. The Commissioners have dealt with a 
considerable number of appiications of this kind. 

Procedure is laid down fer receiving objections from owners. The pro-
visions of the Act enable the p!rocess of compulsory acquisition of laIid for 
road improvements to be carried out much more simply and cheaply than 
under previous statutes. It has been found in practice that the mere-
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publica.tion of the draft of a proposed compulsory order frequently has 
the effect of \ bringing tlie parties to terms. Similarly under the Forestry 
Act, 1919 (which transferred the promotion of afforestation from the Develop
ment Commission.to a separate Forestry Commission), the Develop1pent Com
mission were constituted as the body to whom the Forestry Commissioners 
oould apply for compulsory orders for acquisition of land for afforestation 
if thoy were unable to acquire it by agreement on reasonable terms. 

27. Two further points of general interest may be noted in conclusion. 
By insisting on outside contributions towards capital expenditure and 
endeavouring to apply thll same principle to maintenance expenses the 
State has been enabled to secure very large sums in aid of research work, 
and to MOUse the interest and ()().()peration of many societies and individuals. 
The same principle is applied in other departments of the Commission's 
work. The Oarnegie TruRtees and the International Education Board, 
founded by Mr. John D. Rocklefeller, jun., are co-operating with them in 
.certain directions and a gut of £10,000 was received from the Red Cross 
Society in connection with a scheme for enabling disabled ex-service IL.'en 
to taKe up rural industries. The general effect of the grants made has, 
it is suggested, been stimulating and not pauperising. 

28. Reference has been made to the unified system of research which 
the. Commissioners have taken part in building up (both in the case of 
agriculture and fisheries) and the advantages such a system offers over 
one diviaed into territorial compartments. It remains to add that by 
the adoption of this method the way has been kept open for establishing 
effective central contact with medical and industrial research at the points 
where concerted study and inquiry are likely to be fruitful and, similarly, 
for co-operating with the EmpiI9 Marketing Board in its efforts to utilise 
the home scientific stations for Overseas purposes. 

Oral E.vidence. 

57,159. The Ohairman: Mr. Vaughan Nash, you are Vice-Ohairman of 
the Development CommissionP-Yes. 

57,160. How many years of experience have you had now in oonnection 
with the CommissionP-It is a.bout 16 or 17 years. 

57,161. With that experience to judge of, do you think your particular 
public is satisfied with the working of the Oommission and satisfied that 
its principle is soundP-Our public .is a very limited public. So far as the 
recipients are concerned, I dare say their approbation is to a certain extent 
qualified by the amounts that they have received and the oonditions attaohed 
to them. They ma.y have hoped for more than they have got; but, speaking 
generally, I should say that the working of the Commissi?n i~ regarded with 
satisfaction and that those who have been connected wlth It, though they 
may critici~e points of detail, are not disposed to quarrel with the general 
principle for whioh it stands. I do not k~ow if that quite meets ;rour 
point. I may say we have not a large public, because we are really, 1Il a 
sense a somewhat anomalous looking body: we have no executive powers, and 
a gr~at deal of our work is therefore unknown to the public. 

57,162. I think the Commission has seen every political party in tIns 
country in office since it itself was bornP-Yes. 

57 163. Has there been much Parliamentary criticism of the principle 
invoivedP-No there has been hardly any; it is rather remarkable, but 
I should find it very difficult to recall any cases .in which the Development 
Oommission has come l\P for criticism. . 

57,164. It was an entirely novel principle when it wall first introducedP
Absolutely. 

Mr. li'aughan Nash. 
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57,165. There were no ohanges during the WarP-No, the effect of the 
War was rather to hang things up; we had to go very slow. 

57,166. I t,hink you make the working of the Ooonmission very plain in 
your note. Does it ever fall to the Commission to suggest or initiate ~y 
scheme and, more or less privately, to oonvey that' soheme to a possible 
applicantP--Our suggestions, so far as they go, would probably be made 
in an informal way; we spend a great part of our time in negotiating and 
talking to applicants, and it has happened, I think not infrequently, that 
we have suggested that a particular oourse should be taken or even that a 
particular IiCheme might usefully be carried out; but that, of course, is 
different from introducing formally schemes to be carried out by other 
people; if we had embarked on that course, there would have been a good 
deal of friction and jealousy As it is, our powers .of initiative have only 
been very rarely exercised formally. 

57,167. Has experience shownth'at the Act, as framed, is adequateP-I 
should say on the whole, yes. There are certain points in the Act which 
we should like to have had drawn up sOUlEllWhat differently. I do' not know 
whether you would like me to refer to. those now or later on, but in the 
main, I think, a device was oonstructed whioh has served its purpose 
effectively. 

57,168, On page 602 at paragraph 14 you say: "The Commission is em
powered to constitute advisory committees and to obtain expert assistance." 
Are those advisory committees constituted of persons altogether outside the 
CommissionP-Yes, entirely out&ide. 

57,169. Including the Chairman P-Yes. 
57,170. And they ad\-ise the Commission; is that the p06itionP-'rhey 

advise the Commission. The question is now under discussion as to whether 
another advisory committee, dealing with agricultural scientific research 
on its broad lines, should not be set up. The Fishery Research Committee 
has been a very great success in bringing the different departments into 
line and in keeping a general view of fishery qlJJE!Btions, aJ).d we are oi 
opinion that a similar committee dealing with agricultural researeh might 
be quite helpful. 

57,171. Is it your opinion that the principle of the .£ for .£ grant lhas 
made available, from the public, new money for scientific research which 
otherwise would not have emergedP-Yes, I should say so emphatically; it 
has been the means of raising very considerable sums of money. I have 
not got the exact figure, but certainly, if there had been. no provision of 
the kind the money would not have been forthcoming to tnat extent, nor the 
interest nor the sense of responsibility aroused on the part of those, whether 
societies or individuals, who have contributed the money. I should Bay 
that in every respect it has been successful. 

57,172. When you co-operate, if that is the word, with bodies such as the 
Carnegie Trustees or the International Educatien Board, do you discuss 
matters with the authorities representing those organisations, and do they 
claim 8 share in the direction of the business, or how do you workP-In 
reply to your second question I should say; I do not remember cases in 
wihich they have cla~med 8 share in the direction, but the ,preliminary 
negotiations would usually be carried on by the applicant body with, say, 
the Rockefeller people or the Carnegie people, and when they came to us 
they would ask us for £ for .£ according to the promises of ,help received. 
So that we are not brought very much into contact with them, though of 
course we see them from tiane to time and we know what is going on. As 
regards any dual control or clushing of control, I cannot recall any cases 
where that has even arisen on the horizon. 

57,173. Are you familiar with Indian conditions at aliP-No I should 
hesita.te to say I was familiar with them; I have been to India for two 
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or tlhree months but I. cannot say I know India. I have a very general 
idea of India. oonditions; it is twenty-seven years since I was there. 

57,174. Do you find that some such organisation as the Development 
-Commission and' Fund might fit into the Indian world and enable a bodr 
of men taking the all-India point of view to keep the Provinces, as it were, 
in line on the broad questions of research, and generally to do for research 
in India what you seek to do for research in Great BritainP-With my 
limited knowledge, I should say that there was no reason whatever why 
that should not De so, and from our experience, which of course \has not 
dealt with more than three territorial UnIts, because Ireland came in 
originally, I can see no reason why eight bodies, I think that de the right 
number, in India should not equally be brought into line and enabled to 
ilO-operate for such common services as research, and this without anv 
detriment to their individuality and their own powers of initiative and 
administration. ' 

57,175. Any institution which dislikes any suggestion or oondition that 
the Development CoJIlmission may make is at liberty to decline the grant 
and to close negotiationsP-Absolutely; we do not exercise powers of 
compulsion. 

57,176. But, as a rule, they try to be reasonable because you have got 
the money; is that the positionP-Yes, generally speaking that would be 
so. Of course, at the start there would very likely be difficulties, but our 
experience ls that as time ihas gone .on and people have got accustomed to 
the Commission and accustomed to working with us, they have come to 
realise, which perhaps they did not at first, that we are not in any sense, 
as I have said in my note, an over-riding authority or super-department: 
that we are there really to work with them, to co-operate with them, and 
a large number of our schemes .have been arrived at by give and take; they 
are quite often what you might call agreed schemes by the time our 
negotiations come to an end and are ready to go up to the Treasury. 

57,177. The strength of your position lies in the fact that you are never 
called upon to give an order: you are never empowered to give an order 
to any institution ?-Quite. 

57,178. II any institution misbehaves itself, all you can do is· t.p dis
continue the grant P-That is 80; we have no inspectors, we have no system 
of saying: "you are doing wrong," or anything of that sort. The 
administration is left to the department. 

57,179. Has any friction arisen in the matter of inspection of the work 
on your behalf or by your agentsP-No, I do not think so. We do not inspect. 
I should be inclined to draw a distinct line between inspection and visiting. 
If I may take the case of our Advisory Oo=ittee on Fisheries Researc\h, 
they are men of high scientific position, and they go from time to time, 
or a sulHlommittee goes round and visits institutions and talks Ito the 
people; but they do not call them to account. Any inspection, as such, 
would be done by the departments and not by the Development Commission. 

57,180. The Commission as such satisfies itself, firstly by these visits and 
seoondly by the reports of the departments concerned; is that soP-Yes, 
that would be generally 80. Also, of oourse, there is literature and there is 
personal touoh. The ;Directors of the institutes are often in London, and 
of course Sir Thomas Middleton is frequently in touch with those. We 
are enabled by one means and another to keep, I think, a fairly clear 
general· view as to what is happening. What we are hoping is iJhat if an 
advisory committee is attaohed to the Commission, we shall be able to 
get a better particular view and a better scientific appraisement of the 
development of the work. 

·57,181. Mr. Noyce: Am I right in thinking that only two of the Develop
ment Comissioners are paid P-That is so. 

Mr. Vaughan Nash. 
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57,182. How much work do the others who are unpaid do? How is your 
work divided up ?-It is not divided up in any formal sense. Representa
tion on the Commission is based on the idea. that Scotland would have a 
member, that Ireland would have a member, and Wales, that landownera 
and farmers, f8.l'Illers especially, shonld be represented on the Commission. 
Ireland now no longer comes in to our field. The Irish representative is 
still on the Commission. Usually, what would happen would be that if 
something connected with Scotland came along we should ask our Scottish 
member not only what his opinion was, but if he would go and look into 
matters, talk to people and then come and tell us about it. 

67,183. Sir Henry Lawrence: Does Northern Ireland not come. in?
No. 

57,184. Mr. Noyce: Is the active work of the ·CJommission carried out by 
the two paid members and are the rest more or less advisory?--8ubstantially 
that would be so as regards the first part of the question, but all come 
to the meetings and share equally in the decisions. 

57,185. How often do you hold your meetings?-About once lin six weeks 
or possibly once a month sometimes; we have no fixed interval. 

57,186. The Chairman: You pay their expenses?-Yes. 
57,187. Dr. Hyder: Are there any other statutory bodies like the De

velopment Commiseion created by Parliament, or is the Development Oom
mission the only statutory body of its kind in the United Kingdom?-When 
the Development Commission was appointed there was nothing else like it; 
since it was appointed there has been a body called the l!'orestry Com
miseion which took over our work on forestry, but that is differently ('om
posed. It has financial and administrative powers of its own. It does 
not work through departments; it does its own work. Tlie nearest analogy 
I know of to the Development Commission is a body known as the Univer
sities Grants Committee. It is not a statutory body in the sense that we 
are, but it was appointed by the Treagury to make recommendations to them' 
as to the State grants for Universities. 

57,188. Apart from the functions which such a body fulfils, what is the 
constitutional principle involved in the creation of ~lIch a body?-T!he chief 
reason why the Development CommissIon was Ilppointed was that the class 
of work whicJh it had to attack, experimental, pioneering, constructive work, 
""as unfamiliar to the State at that • ime, and provisi:m was ollly made by 
the Treasury in an occasional and capricon8 way for meeting it. It was 
felt that if a .body .could be set up, with sufficient elasticity and sufficiellt 
discretion to deal with things which the more conventionally-minded depan
ments would not easily adapt themselves to under their more 
stereotyped conditions, a move might lbe made. In addition 
to fiexibility it was felt that it would be a great thing to 
have more continuity in this work, that if you were basing your finance 
on estimates made from year to yea!", a new Minister might ct)me in, things 
might happen, your structure might suffer. Therefore it was felt that if 
you had a body at once sufficiently fiexible and enabled to put up pro
grammes and carry them through over a period of years, also a body tllat 
was not amenable to political or departmental pressure, a fair start migh"t 
be secured. Does that meet your point? 

57,189. Yes, that was the point I had in mind, that Parliament wished to 
interpose such 6 body, firstly to make the Development Commission act as a 
buffer against political pressure, and, secondly, to have continuity?-Yes, 
that is so. It may possibly interest the Commission if I read them d. word 
or two on that point from Sir William Anson, who, of course, is a great 
constitutional authority. When the Development Bill was first· brought in, 
it was proposed to set up a body of the nature of a committee, but purely 
advisory to the Treasury. Sir William Anson moved an amendment and in 
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the course of his speech he said he wished "to make this body as inde
pendent of political influence as it can be"; he went on to say that he 
was afraid of influences being brought to bear upon the Treasury which 
might be reflected on the Commission which, as the Bill stood, would be a 
mere creature of the Treasury. The Rouse of Commons then passed what 
I might call a self...denying ordinance; it distinctly restricted its powers 
in order to secure, amongst other things, that the Development Com
mission might have a free hand, free from political pressure. Lord Robert 
Cecil took the same line strongly with, I think, very useful results to us. 

57,190. In a country in which the executive is not responsible to the 
legislature, there is no fear of any interference or pressure being exerted by 
the legislature on the irremovable executiveP I am speaking about th(' 
circumstances of IndiaP-I take that from you, of course. I can only say 
that we felt the danger existed or might arise at any time, and we felt 
ourselves considerably protected by being able to tell Members of Parliament 
and others that we were not amenable to political pressure. I have known 
cases in which very powerful Ministers who have been asked for particular 
grants, and so on, Ihave found it an advantage to say: "Oh, well, this is ~ 
matter for -the Development Commission." 

57,191. Dr. Hyder: Apart from the political and constitutional aspect& 
of the matter, to what extent is it true to say that such a body was created 
because the Ministry or Ministries concerned had no institutions directly 
under them for carrying on research ?-Their institutions were very limited, 
and the English Department of Agriculture, I know, had been greatly con
ce~n~d as to how agri~ulture was to be developed, because under the 
eXIstmg arrangements WIth the Treasury the money was not forthcoming. 

57,192. The Ministry of Agriculture Ihad no agricultural research institu
tion or agricultural college sudh as the Government of India hasP-I would 
not like to say it had none; its provision was extremely limited. 

57,193. Under what Ministry does this expenditure figure· which is incurred 
by the Development Commission? Is it distributed over a number of 
MinistriesP-No, not a number; it is mainly concerned with the two 
agricultural departments, the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in 
England and Walas, and the Scottish Board of Agriculture and the Fishery 
Board for Scotland in Scotland. 

57,194. Is it subject to review when the Vote is presented to Parliament!' 
-No, not in the ordinary course. It cannot be Il.uestioned, in the sense 
that a Vote for which a Minister is responsible can be questioned. 

57,195. I understand the Road Board has been merged into the Ministry of 
Transport P-Y as. 

57,196. How much could the Road Board spend in anyone yearP-I am 
afraid I am not in a position to tell you that. 

57,197. May I refer you to Section 13 of the Developm~nt and ~oad 
Improvement Act (handing same to the witness)P-Yes, but thIS was entIrely 
a matter for the Road Board, although it came under this Act; we had 
nothing to do with that. 

57,198. The Chairman: Is there anything to prevent a hostile majority 
in the House of Commons from repealing your Act and raiding your funds 
to-morrowP-No, they can repeal our Act to-morrow; I am afraid they would 
not get much if they raided our fund. . 

57,199. D-T. Hyder: Apart from this fund with which Parliament started 
the Development Commission, are you given any annual funds granted by 
ParliamentP..-The position is this; we have so far received, since 1909, the 
sum of £4,540,000. 

57,200. Mr. Calvert: Does that include interestP-No, I was going to 
say I would like the Commission to know that, including interest on 
Exchequer bills, and so on, of which the funds consist, and also on loan8 
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made by UB, plus instalments repaid, the total available for development 
services has been about 51 millions. 

57,201. DT. Hyder: My point is this: are any additions made to this 
year by yearP-Yes, we discuss that with the Treasury. Of course, I may 
say that what the Commissioners would have liked would be a recurring 
grant, on the same scale or approximating to the same scale, on which Tihe 
fund was started. But financial conditions have not allowed of large 
increments to the fund, and therefore we have to be content with such 
annual payments as we can persuade the Treasury to put on their estimates 
for the year. 

57,202. Are there any years in which you receive no money and the 
Treasury say: "Well, there are other things whidh are more important" P 
-So long as our Development Fund lasted we had no occasion to ask for 
supplements. 

57,203. Sir Thomas Middleton: A point has been mentioned by the 
<.,'hairman in connection with the negotiation with bodies like tbe Carnegie 
Trustees and the Rockefeller Foundation; I do not know that it was quite 
clear that in connection with the Rockefeller Foundation there has been a 
large amount of personal negotiation before anything is doneP-Yes, I ought 
to have made that clear; I might have called it unofficial personal touch. 

57,204. The Rockefeller Foundation consult us, and a scheme is discussed 
with them before any formal steps are taken by the FoundationP-Yes, 
quite so; but at the same time I do not think I am wrong in saying that 
the applicant authorities perhaps do the actual negotiation with. these 
bodies, rather than the Development Commission. 

57,205. That is so: the formal approach is by themP-Quite. 
67,206. Sir Henry LaW1'ence: You spoke of theae meetings of the Advisory 

Council taking place about once in six weeksP-That is the Development 
Commission, not the Advisory Council. 

07,207. But you have two paid members and six advisersP-No, they are 
all of the same status; they are all Commissioners, but of those Com
missioners two are paid. 

57,208. How often do you have meetings of these Commissioners?
Roughly about once every six weeks, sometimes more often. 

57,209. Would it be possible to carry on that work with your fellow Com
missioners without these personal meetings P Could it be done by cor
respondenceP-No doubt it could be done by correspondence and, sometimes, 
when urgent cases arise the work is done by correspondence; the application 
and papers are circulated and we receive replies. But of course there are 
obvious advantages in meeting, which perhaps I need not particularise. 

57,210. You are familiar with the distances in India?-Yes. 
57,211. It would be very difficult, in India, to organise personal meetings 

of gentlemen representing different Provinoes of IndiaP-I suppose that 
might be fatal really to frequent meetings. 

57,212. Do you think the work could be done by correspondenceP-I should 
have said a large amount of the work could be done by correspondence, but 
if it could be supplemented by a meeting now and then, it would be very 
advisable. The correspondence would necessarily be very lengthy, points 
might be missed and useful suggestions that might be hit upon when pe>lple 
met together might not arise owing to a meeting not taking place. 

57,213. You have travelled in India, have you not? You know what the 
diffi8ulties of travelling in India areP-Yes, I have travelled through the 
hot weather on a journalistic mission once, and it was not at all pleasant. 

57,214. Was that in the famine of 1900?-Yes. . 
57,215. Professor Gangulee: On page 603 you tell us about the for!D&o

tion of an advisory or consultative service to assist in bringing colleges, 
research institutions,. and farmers closer together; could you tell the 
Commission the composition of that service P-The advisory service is briefly 
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this: It has gradually grown and there are now some sixty advisory 
officers attached to agricultural centres, mostly agricultural colleges or 
universities, and the function of these advisory officers is firstly to advise, 
the advice being given very largely to the agricultural County OrganiseI', 
who passes on to the advisory officer conundrums sent to him by farmers 
and others with which he does not feel able to cope. Probably you are 
familiar with that part of the work. In the second place, the advisory 
officer is there in the course of his work to undertake particular pieces 
of research connected with the advice that he gives which can be usefully 
undertaken locally; but taking the broader view, the advisory officer is 
a necessary link between the research institute and the people through the 
Organiser; he is a link in the chain. -

57,216. Was there no such service before the Development Commission 
came into existenceP-No. 

57,217. So that, since the formation of the Development Co=ission 
you have evolved this service, this link between research and the peopleP
We have developed it in collaJboration with the departments and the 
institutions concerned. I add that because I am anxious that the Com
mission should not think we are sitting up in the sky, 80 to speak, 
evolving things; it is done in collaboration, as you know, with depart
ments and institutions. 

57,218. Why do you say that one of the reasons for the success of the 
Development Commission is the absence of executive powerP-I should cer
tainly say so; I would say so for this reason, that if you had executive 
power, you would h~ve an almost certain clashing and friction with the 
existing executive bodies and you could not fit in the two to any executive 
machine that I can see. 

57,219. With regard to research schemes, suppose you have a p;oblem 
of investigation which you cannot entrust to some suitable body, are you 
not able to set up an independent organisation, an organisation of your 
own direotly under you P-Probably what we should do would be to con
sult the departments concerned, or perhaps some particular institution 
and say: "Cannot you go to work with A, Band C and produce a body 
which would be equal to carrying out this particular scheme or job." 
I do not see any difficulties about it. We have frequently had to take 
measures to get some suitable .body into being, 'perhaps for doing some 
bit of wcrk ancillary to research or consequential upon it, or some par
ticular bit of pioneer work. Would you care to suggest a concrete case? 

57,220. I will take a most important problem before you now, the 
drainage question which a Royal Commission is considering. The problem 
of waterlogging is a serious one, and I do not think you have any ins'£itu
tion in the country at the present time which is conducting researohes 
on that particular problem of soil and water relationship. What is the 
position of the Development COJIlmission in regard to that questionP-As 
a matter of fact, this work has gone over very largely to the Ministry of 
Agriculture, who are now obtaining funds direct from Parliament for work
ing it out, so that we have rather passed out of the picture. Things harl 
to be done on an immense scale and changes had to be made in local Govern
ment for coping with the drainage question, so that I should rather hesitate 
to pretend to inform you of that. 

57,221. Do lOU say that the Development Commission has developed the 
team-work method of investigation P-I use the expression "team work" 
in a rather informal sense. I wanted this Commission to understand not 
only how the Act looked on paper, but how it had worked out in practice, 
and in practice we have found that instead of writing a lot of official letters 
and conducting things in a strictly official manner, it has. really developed 
into a system of collaboration largely between the departJIlents. Of course, 
we have to see that the functions are not mixed uP. and so on. 
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57,222. Perhap8 that team-work method is developed in this way: your 
decision whether a scheme will be approved or not l is based on a survey of 
the p08ition and the needs of the whole country in relation to that particular 
subject; is not that the ca~-Yes, that would be so. 

57,223. Therefore, you do not recommend a schellle unrelated to the general 
scheme of things?-It would certainly be part of our business to see what 
its relations were and what its reactions would be on the general scheme, so 
far as our powers admitted. 

57,224. So that you first take a comprehensive survey of the problem and 
allot, to various institutes, different aspects of that problem for thorough 
investigations ?-That would be, roughly, the method. 

57,225. That develops the team-work met.hod, of courseP-Yes, I have no 
doubt you are right. 

57,226. You say the Development Fund has become indistinguishable to 
the public eye from other Treasury paYlllents. Is it important that it 
should be indistinguishable from the other Treasury .payments ?-It all 
depends. I will put it in this way: A department, quite rightly, likes to 
get full credit for its work, and all I meant was that a grant from the 
Development Commission in no way derogated from its credit; that the 
Minister in making his speeches does not say: "Thanks to the Development 
Commission we have been able to do so and so "; he says: "Owing to the 
wisdom of the department, &c., &c., this great work has been done." 

57,227. Does this process of submitting your approved schemes to the 
Treasury involve considerable delay?-No, I would not like to say consider
able. Now and again, of course, difficult questions arise which may result 
in the scheme being held up for a considerable time; but in the regular way 
I should say about a fortnight or three weeks. 

57,228. Do you take cognisance of -applications from bodies other than 
Government departments?-Yes, we do; they are specified in paragraph 5: 
.. The bodies qualified to receive advances are :-(a) Government Depart
ments; (b) Public Authorities, Universities, Colleges, Schools, Institutions 
and Organisations or Companies not trading for profit." 

57,229. How does an institute which is not a Government institute pro
ceed to get a grant?-It is the same procedure; they have .to apply in a 
specified way. I think I have handed in the paper on that to the Com
mission. The Treasury refers it to the department most closely concerned; 
we get the report of the department, and we consider the application in the 
light of that, though we are under ,no obligation to act on the advice 
tendered by the department; we must use our own discretion about that. 

57.230. Mr. Oalvert: Would it be correct to say that the restriction from 
the United Kingdom to Great Britain was due to an extension of provincial 
autonomyP-Yes, entirely. 

57,231. Do you actually make any grants to financially autonomous 
Governments P-I am rather wondering as to the sense in which you use the 
word autonomous. Our only grants are made now to institutions or depart
ments in Great Britain. 

57,232. Exactly why were the two financially autonomous GovernJ[lents 
of Ireland omi.tted from your s.cope ?-Because under the Act which set up 
these new bodies that was speCIfied; we had no say in that at all, that was 
decided by the higher powers. ' 

57,233. The higher powers decided that the Development Commission were 
not suited to give grants to financially autonomous GovernmentsP-No it 
""as owing to the new financial arrangements;, Ireland under the new Act 
I think I am right in saying, had to finance her own services. ' 

57,234. The sum expended in the year,. on ~he average •. is. practically no 
percentage at all on the total revenue r&lsed ID Great BntalD ?-No 'tliere 
IS no relation to that as far as I know. ' -" 
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57,235. There is no glory awaiting some enterprising politician who might 
abolish your ComJllission and then reduce taxation P-He might expect glory; 
he would not get it. 

57,236. It does' notolier any attractionP-No,-it is quite inconsiderable. 
57,237. In paragraph 5 of your note you divide the bodies qualified to 

receive advances into (a) and (b). Which receive most from you: (a) or (b)P 
-(a). 

57,238. Government Departments?-Yes, they reoeive most, but perhaps 
I ought to say, as conduit pipes for feeding colleges, institutes, &c., &c. 

57,239. Then, ultimately, (b) receives most of the moneyP-Ultimately, 
yes. . 

57,240. Could it be said that the grants to (b) drain away finance required 
for actual Government departmental work P-I do not think 80; I think if 
that question were put to a representative of the departments of agriculture, 
he would say no. 

57,241. Of the work which falls within your scope in Great Britain, the 
greater part is being done by the institutions mentioned in (b)P-Yes. 

57,242. So that, really, in the absenoe of (b) entirely you would not have 
very Jlluch work to do?-No, not unless the Government departments them
selves became the research authorities and built their own laboratories and 
undertook to supersede (b). 

57,243. The note seems to me to bring out t.wo rather important points: 
(a) that the formation of your Commission presumed the existence of 
activities referred to in paragraph 8 to supplement existing activities, and 
Ib) it also presumed sources of origin of schemesP-Perhaps the words" sup
plement existing activities" ought to have been, in its terms, supplemented 
by SOJlle such phrase as: "to make good gaps and deficiencies"; because in 
addition to supplementing, of course, a great deal of constructive work had 
to be undertaken. 

57,244. Apart from the theory of the Act, in actual practice has your 
Commission done much work which could not have been done by a special 
section of the Ministry of AgricultureP-It is difficult to say what might 
have been done if we had not been in being, but I should be inclined to 
answer that if there had not been a general, not overriding but overlooking, 
authority, having regard to the needs of the Kingdom as a whole and the 
bearing of one scheme on another, there would have been a great tendency 
to get a departmental and particularist view of agricultural requirements, 
and I think our function has largely been exercised in bringing things into 
line, in seeing that there was not unnecessary duplication or oVeTlapping, 
and in resisting "'hat is a. frequent matter for resistance, a particular 
departmental view or mood. In my experience, things may go rather in 
moods and cycles in departments. It is possible that the Development 
Commission migqt not be immune from that, but I do attach importance 
to having a. somewhat detached body which is not bound to take the depart
mental view, which takes rather & critical view of the question. 

57,245. The impression I got was that the main value of your body is not 
so much in being outside the Ministry as that it is a permanent body 
charged with certain specific duties, and that those duties would receive 
constant attention; is that more or less correctP-I think that is correct, 
but at the same time we were put by PMliament outside the departments, 
and if we think a department is putting up an unreasonable or too lavish 
applioation we should have to ask them to modify their ideas. 

57,246. Mr. Kamat: This Development Commission came into being about 
1910 by a special statuteP-Yes. 

57,247. That was perhaps because of two things: the agricultural con
dition of England then, and, secondly, because you had to be invested wi~h 
certain special powers; is that rightP-Yes. 
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57,248. If that is the case, let us try to apply the -analogy to India. 
Supposing a Development Commission were created for India, the sat;ne 
point is likely to arise, namely, whether this should be done by speCial 
statute if the 'Development Commission is to be given oertain special 
powersP-Yes. 

57,249. For instanoe, on page 601, 5ub-clause (d), you say that this Com
mission "occupies a position distinct from Government departments in the 
lienee that it is free to report without reference to a Minister." Now that 
raisea the point which has some bearing on India at the present moment. 
If a Development Commission were to be created and invested with power 
to report irrespective of the Minister, that would have to be done by a 
special statuteP-Yes. -

57,250. You agreeP-Of course I agree. I bow to your knowledge of 
Indian conditions. 

57,251. Yes, the facts being as they areP-I do not suggest for a moment 
that this is a model, say, for other countries; you may be able to make 
modifications in this Wihich will suit the Indian conditions, 

57,252. I do not mean to say that you are laying down a definite state
ment of policy; I only want to find out whether there is any analogy. In 
this country in order to invest this Development Commission with special 
powers, a statute had to be passedP-That is so. 

57,253. Similarly, if special powers are to be given to a Development 
Commission in India, the point will !have to be investigated whether with 
the existing machinery it could be done, or whether a special statute would 
have to be passedP-I imagine so. 

57,254. Again, with reference to some conditions which were existing here 
when this Commission was called into being, I should like to know how far 
there is any similarity PTo tanto, between· the conditions prevailing in 
England, say in 1910, and the conditions prevailing in India. from the 
agricultural point of view at the present moment. At that time in England 
there was a scramble, so to speak, in Parliament from two or three Boards 
of Agriculture in England, Wales, Scotland, and so on, for money; that is 
to say, your oentral legislature was being worried for grants by three or 

-four different geographical Boards ?-Quite. 
57,255. In India I do not think the central legislature will be concerned 

to the same extent with this scramble wihich will take place, perhaps, in the 
ProvincesP-I see. As we are on an analogy of the two sets of conditions, 
may I say that it was not only the Parliamentary scramble, to use your 
phraseology, but the Ministers were having pressure exercised on them for 
expenditure, and the Treasury was being bombarded in the same way, so 
that, if pressure had not existed in Parliament, pressure would still have 
been brought to bear on Ministers. 

57,256. But am I correct in assuming that the Treasury in 1910 wanted 
to get rid of this attempt by various Agricultural Boards or Ministries to 
worry them for money, and that was Wihy they interposed this separate 
Development CommissionP-I think we are getting very near to the point. 
I should say that the Treasury did not interpose this body simply, as you 
say, in order to avoid worry; it interposed a body which was capable of 
advising them on a group of questions whioh the Treasury was not, without 
special advice, qualified to pronounce upon. 

57,257. That is the second object, as you have described it, with which 
this statute was passed; but the first was, as far as I can see, what I was 
hinting at just now. On page 601, in paragraph 9, you assign two reasons 
why this Committee was called into being: the first was the territorial 
distribution, and the second was the advisory function?-Yes, quite. You 
understand that, through the Treasury, the departments have to be fed 
from year to year, but the arguments put up for, say, giving a Vote for the 

. Colonial Office, or the Board of Education, would not turn on the merits 
~m X 
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of particular sohemes; it would not be complicated by all kinds of technical 
and scientific considerations. The Treasury does not make grants, so to 
speak, on the merits of particular schemes; it makes grants for blocks of 
national service. Here was a group of problems involv.ing experiment, 
involving constructive work, involving a mass of novelties; therefore it 
wanted advice. 

57,258. To turn for a moment to the second set of conditions: W,hen this 
Commission was called into being in 1910, there was no sufficient provision 
lor research, or agricultural education, and such servicesP-No, I must 
qualify that to a certain extent. There was very limited provision indeed 
for research work, but educational services of sorts were being conducted, 
partly under the Board of Education, and partly under the Department of 
Agriculture, but they were in a somewhat elementary condition compared 
with things at the present day. So that first statement would apply to 
research perhaps, rather more than to education. 

57,259. Applying that to India, we have a Central Research Institute 
under the Government of India, and the rest of the research, for some time 
to come, willihave to be left to the ProvincesP-Quite. 

57,260. India is divided into nine .more or less autonomous Provinces? 
-Yes. 

57,261. And anything that is to be directed, 80 far as research is con
cerned, cannot entirely be undertaken by the Central Government, but 
has to be done partly by the Central Government, while a good deal has 
to be left to the Provincial Government?-Yes, I quite follow that. 

57,M2. Now, I bay, that is not so here in England, where you can de 
whatever you like with regard to mUltiplying research institutions under 
one central authority P-Are you suggesting that a particular scheme of 
research work should be laid down? 

57,263. No, I am suggesting that your Treasury has ample authority, if 
so advised by the Development Commission, to go ahead as much as possible 
with as many institutions as they like, without any complications and 
entanglements wit/h Provincial GovernmentsP-Yes, I think that is so. The 
nearest analogy of course to your Provincial Governments would be the 
division between Scotland and England; but complications would not arise 
there, because we should see and advise the Treasury to take such measures 
as would be necessary to carry out a unified system. 

57,264. With regard to the internal working of this Development Com
mission: you have a system of two salaried Commissioners and some nOll
salaried Commissionersi'-Yes. 

57,265. With regard to that, again I want to know whether this half-way 
house system works wellP-I think it works admirably. 

57,266. And it could be applied to IndiaP-With regard to that, you see 
I am very ignorant of Indian conditions. 

57,267. And Indian sentiment also of coursei'-I am afraid so; I think 
my opinion would be worthless. 

57,268. Here, although you are given the fullest authority to allot grants 
to applicants, you have, after all, to depend on sub-(:ommittees. You make 
the statement in paragraph 14 of your note: "The Commissioner is 
empowered to constitute advisory committees and to obtain expert assist
ance." Although you are appointed as a special body of experts to deal 
with the all-England or United Kingdom problems, you have after all to 
appoint certain sub-committees. My point is: Are not sub-eommittees 
inevitable, although a Development Commission is set up ?-I should say 
absolutely. The range of questions is so wide that you must call in 
experts. 

57,269. If that is so in a comparatively small country like England, in 
India, which is perhaps six or seven times as large, do not you think you 
will have to carryon the administration of a Development Commission 
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through numerous sub-eommitteesP-I think you will have to have a larg! 
number. 

67,270. Either on specific problems or on geographical investigationsP-I 
should 8ay it is inevitable. 

67,271. What therefore is also inevitable is delay, and an euormous 
amount of expenditure for sub-oommittees to travel aboutP-I do not 
know. There would be delay certainly, but I think delay is of the essence 
of the case, for delay is necessary for a good survey to start with, and 
a good faundation to build on. I will not say that if the Development 
Commission, had to do its work over again, it would go much slower than 
it did, but I do not think, looking back, it would regret such delay as 
took place in getting a good 8urvey and a good understanding of 'the 
situation. 'You cannot rush this kind of work. 

57,272. You are prepared to tolemte delay, but what about the other 
point: oostP-I do not like throwing out suggestions, but I should have 
thought a large amount of sub-committee work could be done without any 
great amount of travelling expenses. Perhaps you might get work which 
could sometimes be concentrated in a particular Province. I hesitate to 
express an opinion. 

57,273. You are right in a way; you were 8uggesting that a particular 
kind of work can be done in the first instwnce in a ProvinceP-Yes. 

57,274. If that is BO, I come to another possible ol1jection; I am not 
stating it as a fact but I suggest that if a certain amount of spade 
work through a suh-committee of a proposed Commission is to be done 
in the Provinces, after all, it is only another way of duplicating what is 
perhaps done under an existing machinery in the Province, through its own 
agricultural officersP-Tben I ask myself this question: Would it not 
be open to the ceutral body, if something analogous to the Development 
Commission is set up in India, to say .to the Provincial. Government: "we 
want information on a particular class of pests," or whatever the case 
may be; "we know you have a good man at your Research Institute; can
not you form a sub-committee and report to usP " 

57,275. You are assuming that the sub-oommittee of the Development 
Commission is necessarily a superior body to the kind of officers local 
governments have in the Provinces. Let us take a concrete case: suppose 
a problem has to be investigated in Bombay. The Bombay Agricultural 
Department has experienced officers to go into the general principles of 
the problem. The first spade work in any case they will do. No !Super
imposed body from Delhi will be brought ab initio to look into that 
problem; all the spade work will have been done in the first instance 
through the officers of the Bombay Government. Now they apply for a 
gran~; a sub-oommittee of this proposed Commission will be deputed from 
DeIhl to 'Bombay to see whether the 8pade work done by the provincial 
officel'6 has been done properly, or has gone wrong, or could be' improved. 
Am I right in saying that that would be the situationP-I imagine that 
before the setting up of a sub-committee there might be a visit from a 
membe~ of the Dev:elopment Boa~ or Oommission to Bombay, which would 
result 1n consultations between him and the provincial authorities' that 
as a result of those conSUltations, it might be found. that the p~ple o~ 
the spot could organise it advantageously. 

57,276. T~at the people on t~e 6pO~ could orgwnise it advantageouslyP
I should thIDk BO. I .do not thl.nk It 1S essential to the idea of development 
that everr 8ub-Commlttee appolDted should be brought into this particular 
constellatIon; I should have thought you could h·ave. got sufficient variety 
and lIexibility without it.' , 

57,277 •. I should have thought that inevitably the provinces would have 
to orgaDlse the spade work themselvesP-I cannot speak of. things being 
inevitable in a country like India. 
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57,278. There are already certain Imperial officers to advise' the Central 
Government at Delhi on technical questionsP-Yes. 

57,279. What will be their position when members of this Development 
Commission, or 'a supposed 8ub-committee deputed by this Commission, 
goes out to the Provinces to investigate a particular pro~lem?-It would 
help me to answer if you could kindly tell me what functions are exercised 
by these officers or Ministers that you are mentioning. ; I. 

57,280. At the Central Government, for instance, for forests, for irriga
tion, or for the veterinary department, there are AII-J:ndia officers who 
assist the Government of India with technical advice?-Technical officers? 

57,281. Yes; they are supposed to be highly experienced, knowing their 
subject, be it' irrigation, agriculture, forestry, or veterinary, far better 
than the provinciaJ officers?-Have they got executive powers, or advisory 
powersP , 

57,282. I think both. They advise the Government of India so far as 
technical questions are concerned, and they have under them a department 
in which they are to a certain extent aJso executive officers. They carry 
out a certain policy. Supposing a sub-committee or sub-committees of the 
Development Commission were to be the working agency for investigation 
of provinciaJ problems, how would that fit in with the work of th~ 
ImperiaJ expert officers who are already in existence and advise the Member 
in charge of agriculture at Delhi or Simla?-It seems to me the answer 
to that question and to similiar questions would depend very much on 
the kind of relationship which the Development Commission, as time went 
on, would come to form with the officers concerned. I think, in its early 
days, the Development Commission in England might have had a similar 
question put to it: How are yOil going to function with the big officers 
attached to the departments? How are you going to get on with this 
government and that government? I think the only thing to look to is 
that in practice you get an atmosphere, so ,far as you can, of collaboration, 
and that you do not use your powers, if you can help it, in a way which 
will bring you into conflict with others. 

57,283, It was not of the conflict that I was thinking; I was thinking of 
how to fit in these existing officers; just as you have here a scientific 
technicaJ I!>dviser to your Ministry of Agriculture, so also, in India, attached 
to the members in charge of the Government of India there are these 
various officers. It was not the ·conflict I had in mind; I was trying to 
find out 'how, with the existing machinery, collaboration could be achieved, 
and if that could not be achieved, whether you would rather abolish those 
officers ?-Oh, no; a.t least I should hesitate at the first blush to do it. 
Might I ask you a. question: whether you foresee any serious difficulties 
in fitting those officers into a scheme where you would have something 
analogous to the Development Commission operating? 

57,284. My own difficulty, to tell you frankly, is this: how to fit in with 
an existing machinery, where there is ample provision for technical advice, 
a machinery of a Development Commission which is aJso intended for 
technical advice and disposal of grantsP-Cannot the new body, when it 
is set up, avail itself of the information in the possession of these technical 
advisers without duplicating such officers and without encroaching on their 
staffP 

57,285. Mr. Calvert: Is the chief technicaJ adviser at the Ministry of 
Agriculture one of your CommissionersP-No, but we constantly see him 
and, no doubt, we have benefited by his advice. 

57,286. Mr. Kamat: I mean, speaking a priori, you would not advise the 
abolition of the posts of the existing technical advisers to the OentraJ 
Ministry of Agriculture if t.he Development Commission were created p
I find it very difficult to figure out to myself the state of things in which 
that would be 'necessary. 
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57,287. Now, with regard to the existing financial machinery in India 
and the question of how any new machinery would work: . I find y~ur 
Development OommillBion here is practically the final recommendmg 
authority to the Treasury?-Yes. 

57,288. That is to lIay, any recommendation that goes from you to the 
Treasury is final and it is practically beyond the control of the Ministry?
That is the procedure, the final word being with the Treasury. 

57,289. Supposing I were to tell you that with the Government of India, 
at the centre, there already exists a sort of financial advisory body called 
the Standing Fim •. nce Committee, may I ask how it would be possible 
to give finality to the recommendations of a Development Commission in 
India when, already, an existing financia.l advisory committee has the 
power to turn down, or to uphold, certain recommendations?-Is that the 
position in India: that you have an advisory financia.l committee?-Yes. 

57,290. Dr. Hyder: That body is on the same lines as your Standing 
Committees of Public Accounts and Public Finance; that is the position p
I see. Am I to understand that any proposal for expenditure would have 
to run the gauntlet of this Advisory Oommittee before it would get to what 
corresponds to our Treasury here, but which I suppose is your Finance 
Minister? 

57,291. Mr. Kamat: I do not know, but, assuming that your supposition 
is right. If you had a statute on the matter, in order to facilitate it, could 
you make provision that the Development Commission could communicate 
direct with your Finance Minister? 

57,292. Whether that has to be arranged. or not I do not know, but I 
presume some special power will have to be given by new rules, or by 
statuteP-Of course, on that I hesitate to express an opinion. 

57,293. I am not sure whether I am right, but it seems to me the existing 
financia.l advisory committee may not like to be divested of its present 
powers, unl6SB a special statute or something of that sort is passed. I am 
only speaking subject to correction from the legal point of view P-All I 
should like to say is that at the beginning when the Development Act 
was first passed, I think anybody would have been justified in saying: 
You have got an anomalous and rather absurd looking body, you are adding 
a fifth wheel to the coach, you will have friction with this man and diffi
culties with that man and so forth, and we do not envy you the job. But 
in practice, great pains were taken in getting the device set up properly, 
and thanks to our having a very elastic constitution and elastic powers, 
we have settled down with very little friction into our place. 

57,294. You have been invested with certain powers regarding road 
development, acquisition of land, and such thingsP-Yes. 

57,295. I doubt whether, in India, a Development Commission would be 
invested with similar powers: is it necessary that the powers of the 
Development Commission should go hand in hand with these powersP-Not 
a bit; it was a pure accident that it happened in this way. 

57,296. Your Development Commission here appears to have done a great 
,deal for rura.l industries P-It has tried to do what it could, it has made a 
beginning. 

57,297. In the beginning it didP-I mean it is makimg a start at it; I 
will not say it has accomplished much, but it ill trying to lay the foundations 
.(If some useful work. 

57,298. Am I to take it that during the last seventeen years, a.lthough 
it bas had the powers, it has not been able to do much in rural industries P 
-The position is really this, that when the Development Commission was 
iirst set up, it was very much preoccupied with other matters. The War 
-eame along and it could only do a very little, because the money was not 
th,ere, and the time was not there; but as soon as the War was over, the 
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Commissioner,s applied their minds to the question of the rural industries 
problem. It was very muoh what the French call a terrain vague. It. 
took a lot of time really to find out exactly what the problem was. 

57,299. You mean you are not very enthusiastic about the progress made 
either during the 'War or after the lWarP-I am extremely hopeful that, 
with the steps that have been taken, extremely useful work may be done; 
but it ha.s taken a long time to get the machine going, ,and the oountry
ma.n here is somewhat slow; it takes him a long time to get acted upon 
by advice or propaganda. All I say is, I do not put forward extravagant 
claims for the work done,but I should be only too delighted to give you 
information as to the lines on which we have operated. ' 

57,300. I am looking to the main point first; supposing a Development. 
Commission of this sort were to be invested with powers, or rather, to 
put it the other way, if it were to be saddled with duties to encourage
rural industries i'nIndia, can we expect much illy the analogy of what hIlS 
been aohieved here through this Commission P Is it too much to be laid 
upon the ,backs of the Development Commission, or not ?-No, I should 
say not; and I say not, because I think the step taken by the Development. 
Commission to set up, and here it did exercise initiative, a small Lnstitu
tion which it subsidises to carry out the work-the Rural Industries Bureau 
~has ibeen the means of taking a great load off its back. If you can get; 
a suitable organisation of a central kind set up, operating through suitable 
provincial organisations, to carry on the work and get it to percolate 
through to the actual peasa.nt artificers, or whoever they may be, on that 
general pattern, the thing should go. 

57,301. In other words, you mean that even with a special branch of rural 
development in this- Development Commission, you will have to fall back 
upon the ProvincesP-Yes, I think you are so very remote, if you sit at 
headquarters and devise schemes and plans for benefiting the remote
wnit where somewhere out of your sight it is to operate; it is hopele~s 
unless you get a good local organisation, oo-operative society or otherwise, 
to deal with it. 

57,302. In India, what is of great importance is rural development, apart; 
from technical agricultural development of the villagersP-Yes, we feel that 
here too. 

57,303. That is the chief problem?-Yes. 
57,304. Now if a Development Commission were asked to set up a special, 

branch, or a Development Commissioner especially charged with the problenl 
of rural welfare, do you think it would be too far off in distance to do
direct good in the Provinces alnd in the villages, or do you think it could 
achieve muchP-I suppose he could travel about;. How far do your villages. 
in India conform to a general type? How far would what is true of a 
village in the Punjab 'be true of a village in the Deccan as- regards economic 
conditions P 

57,305. There are certain oommon features, but they differ in other 
respects. The point is not the difference of variety, but ca.n one man 
at the centre in a big country like India acl:iieve much through the inter
position of the provincial departments, through whom he will have to work 
for the regeneration of the villages? Can a special ibranch of the Develop
ment Commission for the whole of the country do so P-I am incli'ned to· 
say yes, I think it could; if you got the right man on the spot and 
then operating with sympathetic people in the Provinces, I think at 
the start of a movement like this, his initiative ought to be extremely 
useful7 

5i ,306. And if a Development Commission is worth anything at all, 
you think there should be a special branch concerned with local welfare 
and local industries for India?-It depends very much on the extent w. 
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which you feel in India that; the existence of the village and the encourage
ment of rurai orafts c:.nnected with agriculture are an essential part of 
your agricultural civilisation and development. I should be i=!ined to 
68y that in England the existence of the village is very vital to agriculture. 
Bo long as agriculture requires men and people require food, you want to 
have a village which is sufficiently attractive to your labo.urer to ~eep 
him there more or less content; that means you want SOCial condilao':ls 
and 80 on of a satisfactory kind and I imagine agriculture in India 
would like' to have supplementary ~nd subsidiary industries to help thinga 
out, for the sake of the family, for the sake of the village, and for the 
aake of the farmer. 

67,307. In this country you deal with a.n average, per annum, of grants 
to the extent of something like £300,OOOP-About that, yes. 

Sir Thoma. Middleton: Between £400,000 and £500,000. 
57,308. Mr. Kamat: Say about £400,000. How much do you deal out 

on an average ?-I have got our last annual report, which I should be 
glad to hand in. 

Sir Thoma. Middleton: It has varied since the Wall from about £800,000 
to £400,000 pounds. 

57,309. JIr. Katmat: Considering the size of India, if a Developmer.t 
Commission is worth having, there must .be funds nearly four or five timE'!. 
88 much a8 this before we can think of a Development Commission in 
J ndia: do you agree ?-Are you doing a sort of rule of three sum and 
saying that, if this little country wanta so much, India ought to have so 
mu<,h more? 

57,310. I am ·not speaking strictly in arithmetical proportions, but if a 
highly technical advieory body ought to be created at all, I am thinking 
of the funds which would be at its command ?-I find it extremely difficult 
to 8ay what would be reasonable for India, because I have not the data 
at hand, but may I 8ay that a little money spent in this way may go 
a very long way in the early 8tages of survey and so on. 

67,311. Do I correctly understand you to say that with a little money 
.1\ Development Commission would be of uae?-I am inclined to think so. 
May I put it in this way: that if it comes in stages, your first stage m!1y 
mean a lot of enquiries and survey work, which would not necessarily 
require very large sums. 

The Chairman: Could you tell me approximately what proportion of the 
£400,000 is spent on agricultural research P 

Mr. Calvert: Do yO'U mean apart from buildings? 
67,312. The Chairman: Yes. It seems to me that the proportion which 

the amount 8pent annually by the Development Commission bears to the 
total from all 8OUroeS spent on research in the country is the important 
point P-I am afraid I could not say with regard to research paid for from 
all sources. We could look into that and hand in a. statement. 

57,813. Plainly the important point is what proportion of the total ex. 
penditure you require to have in the hands of your Development Com. 
mission in order effectively to influence the course of the wholeP-Exactly. 

57,314. Dr. Hyder: ;Will yon please look at Section 3 of the Act. There 
is nothing laid down i·n the Act as regards . the qualifications of the six 
-other members. Judging from experience, on what sort of persons has 
His l\I~je.sty's choice fallen P I want to know especially in its application 
to India. iIlave men been selected who are high in the scientific world 
-or high in public life, or Members of the Houses of Parliament or who 
.are notable in business and industry?-I think perhaps- the most c~nvenient 
plan would be if I were to refer you to the present list of Commissioners. 

67,315. I do not wish to go into the qualifications 1)f these gentlemtln p
I am only too glad to try to answer your question. 
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51,316. SIlPpose we decided to set up a Commission of this sort, what 
sort of advice would you give aa regards the qualification of the membera 
of such a .body for India?-You would want to have somebody who knew 
something about the job, would you not P 

51,311. The job would be connected with agriculture, rural development 
and industries; you see we have not many men to choose from in India; 
what advice would yOUl give us P-I should have thought 1ihe great distances 
in India would have made the selection of honorary members extraordinarily 
difficult. 

51,318. Then in your opinion it would be 'better .. policy to have a Com
mission consisting of four or five members and all servants of the Crown? 
-Of course, I do not know how far, in your centres, you would be able
to get sufficiently representative men to act on behalf of India aa a whole~ 
without bringing them up from very long distances. I do not like to say 
too much Ilibout this, 'because I know so' little of Indian conditions, but 
I imagine that if you had simply two or three paid Commissioners without 
their unpaid colleagues, the work would suffer. If you sit round a tabl" 
discussing things with a farmer, a landowner, a. scientific man and so. 
on, you get very great advantages over a meeting of two or three officials. 

57,319. Then it would be desirable, in your opinion, to have honorary 
members representing different aspects of national life P-I think if you 
could get them it would be extremely useful. 

57,320. Judging by the size of the country to which this idea migh~ 
be applied, do you think it would be desirwble to have a Development. 
Commission in eoob of the ProvincesP-1 should have thought not; I 
should have thought you would do far better to start, at a.ny ra.te, by 
ha.ving one central body getting into touch with the Provinces and helping. 
them in their work. 

57,321. Your function waa to co-ordinate these various activities, but at 
present this co-ordination is llliCking in the C8iSe of two countries: Northern 
Irela.nd and the Irish Free State; I mean there is no co-ordination with 
themP-No. 

57,322. The only kind of co-ordination that is a.t present being carried 
on is lbetween Scotland, England and Wales. Do not you think cDnditioM 
here a.re very favourllible because all the strings are in the hands of 
the TreaauryP-One Treaaury. 

51,323. You have got one TreasuryP-Yes, it would be complicated if 
you had more than one Treasury, I agree. 

51,324. Sir Henry Lawrence: Has it been an importa.nt function of your 
Commission to sa.feguard the Treasury from wild cat echemesP-Yes, I think 
it has distinctly. 

51,325. Has that been as important as the initiation and encouragement 
of schemes which would otherwise have llliCked encouragementP-No, I do
not think 'I should say that, but I think I could pick out quite a. good 
bundle of more or less wild cat cases which we have spared the Treasury 
from helping. I do not. like to particularise. 

57,326. Professor GanguZee: Has anything been done by your Develop
ment Commission for afforestation work in this countryP-Yes, when we, 
were set up we were given powers to deal with afforestation, but as time· 
went on, during the War, the Government came to the conclusion that a 
separate a.fforestation body was needed, a body that would have its own 
officers and its own executive power and its own finance; so the powers 
were transferred from us to the Forestry Commission; we no longer function; 
in that respect. 

51,321. Do you publish anything besides your reports? Have you any 
scientific publication P-No, we publish an annual report which I will' 
hanu in if I may. 
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57,328. Have you any scientific publications on research?-No, we are not 
a research body; we are a research grants recommending body. If they 
are of interest, may I hand in some papers? 

57,329. The Chairman: Thank you very much. Your work in the villages 
may be divided between rural industries, I mean the village blacksmith, 
wheelwright, and so on, and spare-time occupations of the ordinary farm 
labourer living in the village?-Yes. 

57,330. In which have you been most successful: in the first or the 
second group ?-I think we have been fairly successful in encouraging both 
groups. The second group were chiefly members of the women's institutes 
both in England and in Scotland, a large number of whom are practising 
handicrafts of sorts, and by making a grant to ,the Federation they have 
been able to do a lot of organising, judging and educational work, which 
would otherwise not have been done. 

57,331. How about the ,marketing and organisation and sales arrange
ments P Has that been difficult with regard to spare-time occupations? 
-All I can say about that is that by rousing local opinion and getting 
people to exhibit at agricultural shows, organising exhibitions here in 
London, and 80 on, we have been enabled considerably to widen the field 
of marketing and stir up a good deal of interest amongst the consuming 
public. 

57,332. Have you been able to form oo-operative societies for the purposes 
of organising villages?-Not to any great extent; but as regards people 
like blacksmiths, wheelwrights and so on, the Development Commission 
have given guarantees of small sums, say £500 to (l(H)perative societies to 
be used for equipping blacksmiths, wheelwrights and other people with suit
able equipment. The appliances of a lot of these people of course are 
very elementary and they could do much better if they had a little more 
machinery, and special societies have been set up with the object, and, 
DB time goes on, they are co-operating for other purpooes besides the credit 
aide. 

57,883. I understand how you get to work in the ~ase of the village 
tradesmen, the blacksmiths and carpenters; my difficulty is to see how 
you are arranging for the sale of things like rushwork and the products 
of typical spare-time occupationsP-As a matter of fact, we are not doing 
very much on those lines; it is so largely in the hands of women's 
institutes, whioh are much more concerned with getting into the houses 
of their people: what I call renovating their houses. Their handwork 
is done more to keep the house nice; I mean the making of mats, baskets 
and w~atev:er it may be, is not dO;De ~ much to sell the things as to get 
the thlDgs lOto use. The women's lOstItutes are very keen on keeping that 
side uppermost. 

57,884. That, no doubt, is an excellent object, but, after all, you cannot 
found a local industry in rush mat making on the local demand for rush 
mats~-The tt:endency amon~st the women's institutes is that if they get 
suffiCIently. s~Illed people or If they get a surplus amount of part-time work, 
after provIdIng for the needs of the home to make their own local arrange-
ments for the marketing. ' 

57,885. Mr .. Va~1Iert: Asauming for a moment, on Dr. Hyder's idea, that 
~e were consIderlO~ a Developmen~ ~ody for each Province, do you think 
It would be essentIal that the MlOIster should stand outside and divest 
himself of his power and controlP-Yes, absolutely .• 

(The witness withdrew.) 

* Note by Witness.-The point I had in mind was that on the British 
model, Ministers would stand aside from the allocation of a Development 
Fund. 
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Mr. E. GODFREY PELLY, 
(of l\:1essrs. John Fowler & Co. (Leeds), Ltd.). 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

QUESTION 8.-D.EllONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA.-(a) Demonstrations 
calculated to impress upon cultivators the value of deeper and more efficient 
cultivation ha.ve been carried out by the Government of India and by 
various Provincial Governments in the only practical way, i.e., by operating 

. the machinery continuously under ordinary working conditions and 
demonstrating the improved results obtained. 

Work has been done on these lines with Fowler cable ploughing tackles 
by:-

The Government of India at the Imperial Agricultural College, Pusa. 
The Punja,b Government at the Agricultural College, Lyallpur. 
The Bombay Government. (Two sets of tackle.) 
The Central Provinces Government. 

In the two latter cases work is done on the cultivators' own land by 
('ontract. The machinery is run on a self-supporting basis and the culti
vators are themselves able to judge of the value of the work from the 
improved results obtained. 

We suggest that this system of continuous demonstrwtion on a self
supporting basis should be extended to other Provinces and that Indian 
Rulers should be approached with respect to introducing modern and up
t~date machinery in a similar manner. 

One object of such demonstrations is to induce local contractors or associa.
tions of cultivators to take up the working of such machinery for them
selves and suggestions for financing such undertakings are given in reply 
to Question 14 (d). .As instances of the success of these plants may be 
mentioned the fact that when, in 1920, it was proposed to Bend one of the 
Bombay tackles to Mesopotamia, the cultivators in the district where it 
was working petitioned the Government against its removal. 

The Pusa Agricultural Institute which have used their ploughing tackle 
since 1913 publish figures of the cost of working every year, from which 
it appears that the cost of ploughing works out at an average of Rs.5-S-0 
per acre and of deep cultivating at Rs.2-1-7 per acre. 

QUESTION 9.--SOILs.-(a) Suggestions for the improvement of soils. 
1. Draillage.-This can be carried out most economically by hole draining 

with cable ploughing tackle. 
In clay soils the mole drains will keep their form and continue to carry 

off water for many years. 

In lighter soils where mole drains would silt up, tiles may be inserted by 
means of the Fowler patent mole tile ram. 

If open ditches are required either by themselves or to act as collectors of 
the water from mole drains they can be made with the ditching machine 
operated by cable tackle at a very low cost. 

2. More thorough ("ultivatio1l,.-In dry tropical climates marked improve· 
ment in the yield of nearly all crops is obtained by deeper and more thorough 
cultivation. This is found both on irrigated and unirrigated land. 'l':he 
more deeply broken land is better able to absorb moisture and retain it for 
the use of the crop, while the crop roots can spread further in search of 
nourishment. 

On irrigated land much better use is made of the available moisture. In 
Peru, for instance, it is found that after ploughing eighteen inches deep, 
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one irrigation every fourteen days has the same effect as an irrigation every 
five days after ox ploughing. This means that with deep ploughing nearly 
three times the area can be irriga.ted with the same quantity of water com
pared to OK ploughing. 

On shallow soils where the subsoil should not be brought up to the surface 
by the plough the subsoil plough may be used or the normal ploughing may 
be followed by the deep cultivator or knifer working from fourteen to twenty
fonr inches deep. 

3. Pulverisation.-{i) Thorough breaking up of the surface soil forms a mulch 
which is the only effective method of preventing undue drying of the ground 
by evaporation. This work is most effectively done by the cable tackle 
because of the high speeds of working, up to six and even eight miles an 
hOlJr. High speed multiplies the effect of such an operation many times, 
whether it is carried out with a disoer tyne harrow or spring tyne 
cultivator. 

All the implements mentioned above have been used very sucoessfully in 
India and several of them have been specially modified to meet Indian con
ditions. 

(ii) Reclamation of alkali and other uncultivable land. 

1. .tlkali land.-The following prooedure has been employed. First drain 
the land with mole drains at a depth of twenty-four inches, leading the main 
drains into tanks where the alkali may be evaporated out and recovered. 
Then cultivate the surface thoroughly and apply irrigation water to wash 
out the alkali. . 

In one case in the Punjab where this process was tried, a record crop of 
wheat was afterwards obtained from the land and a valuable deposit ot 
alkali salts was also recovered from the evaporating tanks. 

If the alkali shows signs of working its way up again from the subsoil, 
as may happen after a few years, the operation must be repeated, but pro
vided that the irrigation water is available the cost is only small when cable 
mole draining is employed. 

2. Other unt:ultivable land.-(i) Land infested with hariali, kunda or kana 
grass. The following procedure has proved effective for eradicating these 
grasses. 

Plough up the land to the greatest depth to which the roots penetrate so 
that all the roots a.re turned up to be dried in the sun. 

In the Bombay Presidency, hariali and kunda grasses have been eradicated 
successfully in this way by ploughing sixteen inches deep. 

In the Central Provinces .... ca.ble ploughing tackle was started last year 
for dealing with kana grass, ploughing ten to twelve inches deep. 

(ii) Virgm land.-This can be broken up by cable ploughing tackle work
ing with knifers, breaking ploughs, or in special cases railway irons 'have 
been used for tearing out large tussocks of rough grass. 

For pulling down trees and uprooting stumps the Fowler special forest
clearing engine may be used and the roots may be subsequently extracted 
with the knifer. Bamboo roots can also be torn up with the knifer. 

(iii~ Soi.la underlaid with. h~rdened 81£bsoil or pa1J,-1n'lM"lhm, a very ,hard 
subsOil lymg at depths from 8ll[ to fourteen inches below the surface has 
been successfully broken up with cable ploughing tackle on the esta~s of 
the Belapur Sugar Company near Bombay. 
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Black cotj:.on soil with a hardened pan three inches below the surface can 
also be successfully broken up in the same way. 

Hardened subsoils such as these make successful cultivation impossible and 
the cabl~ plougliingtackle with its powerful implements is the only methOd 
of breaking them up properly. (c) Measures which the G1>vernment might 
take to encourage the reclamation of areas of cultivable land which has gone 
out of cultivation. 

This depends. of course. upon the reasons why the land has been left 
uncultivated. 

In many cases it may be because the top few inches of soil only have been 
cultivated by primitive implements until their fertility has been exhausted. 
Deep and thorough cultivation will bring fresh virgin soil to the surface. 
renew the fertility, and make the land again attractive to cultivators. 

In other cases, .it may be that the land has become infested with grasses 
or weeds which may be destroyed. as explained above. 

In most cases where there is nothing radica.lly wrong with the land. 
proper cultivation with up-to-date machinery will put it again into a con
dition to produce profitable crops. 

Such work could either be undertaken by the ~vernment direct. recover
ing payment from the cultivators after the following crop. as has been done 
in the Dharwar District, Bombay Presidency. or they could encourage con
tractors to undertake the work by subsidy or financial assistance in buying 
the tackle. Even if the whole cost of cultivation cannot be recovered. the 
G1>vernment will gain from the increased revenue obtainable from the larger 
area of land under cultivation. 

Work of this kind with the object of increasing revenue has been under
taken by the Maharajah of Gwalior in Gwalior State. 

QUESTION 12.-CULTIVATION.-(i) We suggest that the cultivators should 
be educated up to replacing ox cultivation by mechanical cultivation with 
machinery which has proved to be suitable for Indian con<litions. 

QUESTION 14.-IMPLElIt:ENTs.-(a) Attached is a list of implements which 
have been specially designed or specially modified to meet Indian condi
tions. Such special implements have been designed after perscnal l"isits 
by OUT expert representatives in India to view the actual working condi
tions and make recommendations. The intToduction of such special imple
ments also involves other visits. after the machinery has been started, to 
make sure that the 'Work is thoroughly satisfactory or to make any altera
tions or adjustments necessary to obtain the best possible <results. 

(b) The two chief difficulties are: 1. Ignorance and lack of appreciation 
of the benefits obtainable with improved implements. This can only be 
overcome by actual demonstration of the improved results obtained. 

2. Lack of capital. The G1>vernment can help to overcome this difficulty 
by means of loans or credit faCilities. Such arrangements can easily be 
made for cable ploug'hing tackle. owing to its long working life. Payments 
can be spread over a number of years and the plant always remains 118 

security for any outstanding accounts. 
An alternative method is for the Government to !remain owners of the 

plant and to hire it out to users, whether contractors or individual culti
vators or co-operative associations. Under such ciTcumstances the Govern
ment 'Would have to exercise enough supervision to see t'hat the plant was 
kept in working order &nd operated ,by men who understood how to work 

i'. 
Mr. E. Godfrey PeZly. 
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LIST 01' UlPLIlHIINTS SPIlCIALLY DIIBIGNIID POR WORK IN INDIA OR SPECIALLY 

HODIPIIID TO MEET INDIAN CONDITIONS. 

Date. 

1926 ..• 

1914 

1920 

1913 ... 

Description. Customer. 

Five Furrow 
or Marsh 
Plough. 

Fen Punjab Irrigation De-
Land partment, Lahore. 

Mole Drainer 

Combined Disc and 
Flat Harrow, and 
Grader. 

Six / Seven Furrow 
Disc Plough. 

Punjab Agricultural 
College. 

Punjab Agricultural 
College. 

Agricultural Research 
Institute, Pusa. 

1914 ... Four/14" Furrow Zig- Bombay Government, 
zag Frame Plough. Poona. 

1920 ... Eleven Tyne Special Turner, Morrison & 
Colonial Cultivator. Co., Ltd., Calcutta. 

1912 ... Three/16" Furrow Zig- Smith Estate, Kolassy 
zag Frame Plough. 

1913 ... 

1920 

Two Furrow Trench
ing Implement. 

Three Furrow Ridger 

Eastlndia Distilleries 
& Sugar Factories, 
Ltd. 

Belapur Sugar Co .... 

1914 Seed Drill for jute, Birkmyre Bros. 
wheat, etc. 

1920 Jute Reaper Birkmyre Bros. 

Oral evidence. 

Special features. 

A specially light ma
chine fitted with 
skids and double 
wheel. 

Specially designed 
grading gear. 

New type of grader 
for land levelling. 

Entirely new design 
of discs and disc 
bodies. 

Specially light type 
designed for Indian 
work. 

Extra strong type 
with types 12" apart 
instead of 10". 

Specially deep plough 
bodies for ploughing 
in jungle grass. 

New design. 

For cane rows at 
special centres. 

Specially designed. 

Specially designed. 

57,336. The Ohairman: Mr. E. Godfrey Pelly, you are of Messrs. John 
Fowler & Company Limited. This Commission has had the advantage of 
hearing evidence a day or two ago from gentlemen speaking for t'he 
Agricultural Engineers' Association; is your firm a constituent member 
of that association?-Yee, but we are members of it for other machinery 
than the machinery of which we are talking to-day; tbat is, we are not 
members in our capacity as makers of heavy mac'hinery. 

67,337. We have your note of evidence; would you like to make any 
statement at this stage or to make any correction?-I would like to make 
it quite clear why we asked you to allow us to give evidence lI"ather than 
through the Agricultural Engineers Association. That is an association 
of makers of light agricultural implements and also, in the heavy sections 
of road rollers and traCtion engines for threshing machines and so o~ 
which we also make, but they do not represent us in any way, nor have 
they any section for this partiCUlar double engine cable lIystem of oultiva
tion. 
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57,338. It ~s as to tha~ that you desire to give evidenceP-Yes, it is as 
to that partlcul8ll' machlnery and the uses to which it has been put in 
India already, and the further uses to which we t'hink we might put it in 
the future. 

57,~39. Are you familiar with Indian conditionsP_I am personally to a 
certam extent, not a very large extent, but, from reports of the machinery 
that we have already had working t'here, we are very familiar with it as a 
firm and have numerous !!'eports and accounfi; of the work our machinery 
has been doing. 

57,340. What is the smallest field to which that heavy type of machinery 
could be appliedP-It is applied in this country to fields of ten acres, but it 
is not very economical on a large scale to work fields of that size. I 
prefer a field of not less than 400 yards square. 

57,341. W1hat is that in acresP-That is 33.06 &C!I'eB; that is to get 
the maximum efficiency from the machinery. Smaller fields can be worked 
and worked efficiently. 

57,342. Wha.t types of farms in India have you in your mind as possible 
users of that class of machineryl'-At the moment I have not any parti
cular type of farm in mind; I have more in mind the reclamation of 
land which is not producing what it Should: land which has gone out 
of cultivation, and land which can be brought into cultivation which 
has never been in cultivation before. As far as farms are concerned, 
India, as far as I know it, is divided up into small areas being worked 
by cultivators who rent the land; they naturally cannot possibly afford 
to buy large machinery of this type. They could be induced to improve 
their cultivation by hiring this machinery in exactly the same way as it 
is done in England to-day, but before that can be done somebody 'has got 
to give the lead to the man who will eventually buy the machinery and 
hire it out to the cultivator. 

57,343. Do you contemplate the ryot who is cultivating seven to ten 
acrEe of land being in a position tG hire t'his class of machineryP-No, 
he is not the size of cultivator that I should have in mind; the smallest 
area of cultivator I should have in mind would be the fifty acres man. 

57,344. How large a unit do you think is necessary! unde~ Brit~ con
ditions; for the economic employment of heavy machmery hke thls, that 
is to say, the total size of the farmP-2,OOO acres. 

57,345. Nothing less than 2,000 acresP-In England. 
57,346. So that you have to get a group of farmers together, o~ arranl?e 

for the hire by individual farmers before you can usefully mvast m 
the heavy type of machinery in this country!'-Certainly; that is what is 
done with practically all the sets in t'his country. 

57,347. Are they owned by private enterprise and leased out to furners!' 
-Yes. 

57,348. Are there any cases where farmers, organised l'o-operatively or 
on a joint stDCkbasis, have usea. the impleDients?-Yes, there a·re cases 
of that. As a rule, those co-ollerarive farmer& do not pay a dividend. 

57,349. In the ma;n, you look to the re,hmation of land as the DIObt 

likely directionP-Th",t is where our machinery is most u~efnl and satis
factory in India. 

57,350. Have you any business in Ihdia at allP-We have an enormous 
businass there; we haTe ou!!' own house there and our own men, and 
duplicate stores for this double engine machinery of which we have 26 
sm in operation, many of them by the Government, at the (>resent 
time.' 

57,351. Are' there, any owned by private individuals ?--Yes, I have 8 

list, of them here. There are fouTteen private owners, companies and 
individuals. 

Mr. E. Godfrey Pelly. 
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57,352. Pro/ellm" Gang'Ulee: Including tea estates?-Including oompanies. 
57,353. Sugar and tea estates?-Not on tea estates. . . 
57,354. Mr. Kamat: Including also the Ruling Princes or bIg zammdarsP 

-Yes, leaving out all the Government departments who own sets. 
57,355. Are the ruling States also excluded from these fourteenP-No, they 

are included. 
57 356. The Chairman.: What are the indications as to the trade and 

busi~6SIl in this class of heavy machineryP Is it increasing?-It increased 
considerably last year with India. In the Oentral P~ovinoes ~ere was a 
M!t delivered early this year with which they are ploughIng for hue amongst 
the culth·ators. 

57,357. Sir Hen"." LaW1'ence: Can you give us the Provinoes in Wihich these 
lets are workingP-Yes, in the Bombay Presidency. they have two sets, both 
working for hire. 'fhe Agricultural Research InstItute at Pusa have a set 
which they use on their own farms entirely for experimental work. I have 
a report here which has not been copied written by Mr. Musto, who w~s 
Agricultural Engineer of the Bombay Presidency, on the work whICh thIS 
machinery has been doing there. This was written in 1913. 

57,358. The Chairman: Perhaps that is a little out of date for our pur
posesP-! do not think it is. The figures may be a little out of date, but can 
be adjusted; but on the other hand the same machinery is at work there 
to-day. 

57,359. DT. Hyder: You were giving the figures: Bombay two, Pusa one? 
-The Assam Government have a set; that is not one of these. The Central 
Provinces have one; the Director of Agriculture, Lahore, has one; the 
Punjab Agricultural College have two, and the Punjab Irrigation Depart
ment, Lahore, have one. 

57,360. And the rest are in the hands of individuals?-Yes. 
57,361. The Chairman: You told us you have a system of agencies in India 

where spare parts are carriedP-<>ur own house. 
57,362. One (,entreP-Bombay and Calcutta, where duplicate parts are 

carried. 
57,363. Are you satisfied with the assistance given you by the agricultural 

departments?-Yes, "'e are in very close touch with them; they give us the 
renditiolUl under ,,·hich they want machinery to work extraordinarily 
accurately; but, nevertheless, we always send a man to visit the site where 
the machinery is to work before supplying it. 

57,364. Do you make standard typesP-No, all (lur machinery is made to 
suit the conditions under which it has to work all over the world. 

57,365. So that there is no question of mass production ?-None whatever; 
it is an impossibility. 

57,366. Do the Americans make this machineryP-The Americans do not 
make this class of machinery at all. 

57,3fYl. Ra.ve you a world wide market?-Yes. 
57,368. AustraliaP-Nearly every country in the world' we have not our· 

own house in Austra~ia at the "!o.mentj we closed it two' years ago. This 
system that we mentIOned, the hIrIng system, was started by us in Germany 
in about 1880. To-day we dc, not hire any machinery on our own acoount 
in Germany, but there are 1,500 sets of steam ploughing tackle of our make 
on the Continont to-day doing this work. 

57!369. Have you any sys~m of easy terlDS of purchaseP-Yes, we give 
credIt to ~eople who lire satIsfactory, ~ut the .terlDS which we can give are _~ 
hardly satISfactory to the average cultlvator In India. We would be pre-' 
pared, I think, to consider terms to any contractor who started to do the 
work and that sort of thing, properly, and we would give every assistance. 
to anybody who ~anted to. start this w?rk by contracting to the agriculturist: 

?7,370. What IS the prIce of a typIcal double set in this country?-The 
prICe f.o.b. would be between £4,000 and £6,000 according to the size. There 
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are several sets in India now thirty years old, still working well. That IS 

one of the reasons why we bring it to your notice; on account of the life of 
the 'lI!achinery, it is a thing that can be financed; a thing that lasts a year 
or two or five years is difficult to finance. 

57,371. What life do you give with good treatmentP-Thirty years for 
absolute efficiency without any very heavy repairs; but there are four sets 
of machinery in Peru, handled by Peruvians, which we supplied in 1869 and 
1870, which are still doing good work, and there are forty sets of engines in 
this country which are over fifty years old still working. 

57,372. Sir James MacKenna: How many English ploughmen do you keep 
out in IndiaP-IWe have five there at the moment, but they are concerned 
with delivering ma,chinery; they go for six months to deliver each set. 

57,373. What import duty do you pay on your machinery into IndiaP-I 
think it is 21 per cent. 

'57,374. That is quite reasonable, is it notP-Yes. 
57,375. Mr. Noyce: Does not it come under the head of agricultural 

machineryP-Yes, I was wrong. It is 21 per cent. on road rollers and 
nothinp; on agricultural machinery. 

07,376. Professor Gangulee: Is is 21 per cent. on the prime moverP-No, 
nothing on the agricultural machinery, no duty at all. 

57,377. Sir James MacKenna:, How old is that Pus a setP-I can tell you 
exactly; it was 'bought in 1912. 

57,378. Was it new when they got itP-Yes, it was delivered in 1912. 
57,379. Professor Gangulee: To what extent are your machines used for 

the reclamation of alkali landP--.We used a machine in the Punjab for three 
years; it was perfectly satisfactory, but at the end of the three years the 
alkali began to rise again in the soil. It should have been washed again, 
but that was not carried out. ' 

57,380, Who carried out thEll'e experimentsP-It was done by one of the 
Government departments, the Punjab Agricultural College. 

57,381. After three years' work you say the alkali re-appearsP-Yes. 
57,382. Do you know what has been done since?-That I do not know. I 

know they did not re-mole drain the land and wash it again when the alkali 
reappeared. 

57.3'33. Do you do any business in EgyptP-Yes, tremendous; we have 
something over two hundred sets in Egypt. 

57,384. Did you have any success there in reclamation of alkali lands 
through the utilisation of your machinesP-Nearly all the Delta has been 
done in the same way. I will not say it has been done with mole drains, but 
it has been washed by tile drains and other methods of drainage. 

57,385. This reclamation work in Egypt was done by your machinesP-No; 
as I say, the drainage methods which were ,used in the Punjab are not 
nooessarily used in Egypt; some other type of drain is being used, but the 
washing system has been. exactly the same. 

57,386. Is the reclamation in Egypt, to which you have just referred, done 
by Government agencies or by private agencies P-As a rule by private 
individuals; a lot of it was done when the country belonged to nobody but 
the Government. 

57,387. Mr. Kamat: Have you any idea, if the tackle is used on hire by a 
contractor in India, how much it costs him per acre to plough the land P
That is, of course, entirely according to the oonditions; but to plough out 
hariaZi grass sixteen inches deep he would make a profit doing the work at 
Rs.25 an acre. 

57,388. It is not the' hirer's profit I am thinking ot, but from the culti. 
vator's point of view, how much will he have to pay P-IRs.25 an acre. 

57,389. And supposing hariali or ku'nda were uprooted sixteen inches deep, 
it would never grow again P-No, he can keep his land absolutely clean with 

Mr. E. Godfrey PeZly. 
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light. implements afterwards, with ordinary bullock implements, after it has 
onlle been done. 

57,390. After it is once eradicated, the land remains in a fairly clean con
ditionl'-Yes, provided always that the man is a good cJIltivator. 

57,391. &.25 per acre would be the coet of eradicating ~ariaZi for the 
ordinary cultivatorP-That ia a gue88 on my part, I should like that to be 
quite clear. I could estimate it for you more closely, but I think &.25 
should cover all expeIl888. 

57,392. I should be glad if you could give an exact figure later on from 
the point of view of eradicating the hariali, which is a permanent nuisance, 
aa you know 1'-1 can give you a figure for Rajpipla State; that is dated in 
1924. The price offered by the cultivator for ploughing practically similar 
land to hariali was &.40 an acre; that was what he was ready to offer. 

57,393. He was ready to offer ReAO if the land was once rid of the gr.1BSBsP 
-Yes. 

57,394. What about the difficulty of small bUMs which are put round in
dividual holdings in certain parts of India, especially in view of the fact 
which you just now told us, that the ordinary unit is about 2,000 acres in 
England for the proper working of this tackieP You see in India each 
cultivator has got small holdings, say about ten or twenty or thirty acres, 
or something like that, and then there is the nelghbonring man's land; in 
between the two is a small bund. If the cultivators in a pal'ticular village 
agreed to rid their lands of the 1 .. 1riaZi grass, ther~ would be the difficulty of 
individual demarcation buMs between their holdings; what about the diffi
culty so far as your tackle is concerned, in view of the fact that you require 
2,000 acres, at least, as the smallest nnit to work your tackle inP-No, the 
smallest unit is ten acres in which I can work the tackle. Two thousand acres 
is the paying proposition; if you have got 2,000 acres on which you can put· 
it to work it is a paying proposition for work of the type generally done in 
England. For deeper work such as eradicating han-iali grass, a smaller area, 
say, 1,000 or 1,500 acres, would keep a 8Pt of 1;ackle fully employed. 

57,395. You can work it on a ten or twenty acres pieceP-Yes. With 
regard to the bunds, are they definite boundaries P 

57,396. YesP-Wouid it be impossible to re-make those to a small extent? 
57,397. That means additional cost and Bome family disputes P-In L'hina 

we cannot use steam ploughing tackle because they cannot do anything in a 
straight line. 

57,398. The difficulty I am asking about is that of these demarcation bunds 
which are laid down practically at the end of a settlement between two 
brothers, for instance, which it is not possible to remove without further 
trouble; how would your tackle work, even supposing the smallest area were 
twenty or thirty or forty acres, without disturbing the bunds P-With a gOOd 
deal of trouble, yes. 

57,399. That is the difficulty in IndiaP-This big machinery cannot pos
sibly work unless it is worked on a co-operative basis if the cultivators are 
small, or by a contractor. The cultivator is usually there' to see that his 
land is properly done and that 'his area is properly ploughed. 
. 57,400. It is ~ot t~e proper ploughing of the land that ·is the difficulty: it 
IS the dema.rcatlon dISputes ii-That I could not tell you anything about. 

57,~O1. Str Henry Lawrence: Is ther? any difficulty in moving your 
machinery from one area to another P-It LS entirely self-contained' it travels 
o~ its 0w:n w:heels and hauls all its own plant. Difficulties with bridges some
tunes anse If the canals are very wide; but if the canals are not wide we 
can usually span them with a 12 by 8 timber and take the engines over that 
way instead of going over the bridge at all. They move about all parts of 
the world without very much difficulty. 

57,402. They are not liable to be bogged in wet landP-All engines are 
liable to bog in wet land if it is very wet, but we can travel under any 
reasonable conditions. 
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57,403. They are not too heavy for the culverts on the small rural roads? 
-No, we have a big width of wheel, which spreads the load very consider
ably; naturally we have to have that for travelling over the land when we 
go off the road, and therefore when you come to culverts your spread anows 
you to travel over them without doing damage. 

57,404. Sir Thomag Middleton: Do you collect costs of working from your 
house in India?-Yes, we try to get them from all the owners of our 
machinery, but they do not all keep them very accurately, I am afraid. 

57,405. The figure you gave to Mr. Kamat was a rough estimate of &.25? 
-That is, I think, a figure 'on which we should be prepared to contract if 
somebody put us up a proposition to do it. 

57,406. Was that blU!ed on examining the reports that have come to you 
on the actual cost?-Yes. 

57,407. Are you furnished regularly with reports as to the working of 
your machines from the separate Provinces P I am thinking now of the 
Central Provinces.' Have you had any report from the Central Provinces 
recentlyP-We have had reports through our Bombay house, yes, but so far 
the reports have been very meagre; they have not said a great deal about it. 

57,408. Do you know whether they are attempting to eradicate kans in 
the Central ProvincesP-Yes, they are; that is what the machinery is there 
for. 

57,409. Can you tell us what success they have met withP-There has not 
really been time; it has only started in the beginning of this year; you 
could not tell whether the kana has actually been eradicated or not. 

57,410. Sir He'TIry Lawrence: They had some machines working some time 
ago in the Dharwar region of Bombay?-Yes, that was the Bombay Presi
dency test. 

57,411. Are they still working?-Yes. 
57,412. And popular with the ryot P-Apparently very; the Government. 

wanted to send one to Mesopotamia, and the ryots would not let it go. 
That is a fact. 

57,413. That particular instance occurred in the Dharwar District?-Yes. 
57,414. Sir Thomas Middleton: Is there any district other than the 

Central Provinces where they are using' your machinery to eradicate kans? 
-No; the machinery, I think, is only being used for that particular weed 
in the Central Provinces; it is being used for kunda grass and for hariali 
grass in the other Provinces. Lahore are using another set for drainage 
now; it went out this year. 

57,415. You have no machines in the Bhopal State or eLsewhere north of 
the Central Provinces?-I do not think so. 

57,416. Dr. Hyticr: What is this process of mole drainageP-I ~hink 
perhaps I could illustrate that better by these photographs. (Handmg a 
number of photographs to Dr. Hyder.) 

57,417. Are your ploughs and steam tackle of use in clearing la~dP-Y~s, 
undoubtedly; if it is small jungle scrub you can clear land qUlte sa~ls
factorily with the ploughing engines that are used on the double engme 
cable system. 

57,418. When largo areas for colonisation under irrigation schemes are 
taken up, do you approach the different Governments in India with a view 
to their buying your machinery. have land for oolonisation cleared of scrub 
and levelled, and then give it to the cultivators to take upP-I do not 
know how far the Indian Government have been approached by our Bombay 
department. . 

57,419. Take the Sukkur Barrage scheme; they will have to level that 
and clear it of scrubP-We have approa.ched the Government of India 
about that. 

57,420. Do you think there is soope for the employment of your machinery? 
-Undoubtedly. We make a special engine which pulls a tree down complete 
and pulls the roots clean out of the ground. 

Mr. E. Godfrey Pelly. 
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57,421. Mr. Noyce: Your mAoOhinery is distinctly expensive for Indian 
8i!:ricultural oonditi.ons, is it notP-It is expensive in first cost. 

57,422. The point that occurs to one is that the only way to reoommend 
it to inunding purchasers is by obtaining the fullest information in regard 
to the 00Iit. of worltinl!; and the way in which t1!e .machinery works- under 
Indian conditiOllls. Have you thought of compiling a fairly exhaustive 
report on that aspect?-Yea. There are reports here which are issued by 
the Government of India from Posa. with regard to our machinery. There 
is a further report here from Bwnbay and Dharwar. 

57,423. I mean a report that you, for instance, could now hand over to 
this Commission and say: T.his is the result of 30 years' experience with 
our machinery.in India, there are the oosts and that is what it has done?
A report entitled .. Mechanical cultivation in India" ,has already been 
handed in by our Indian branch. This is a copy. (Handing same to 
Mr. Noyce.) I think you will find the costs are sta.ted there. That has 
been handed in in India to this Commission. 

57,424. It would be worth while having that printedP-Yes. As a matter 
of fact it is so very difficult to give an idea of the oost of doing worki in 
India or in any other country until you are actually given the conditions 
under which you have got to work. Somebody may afterwards say to you: 
You say in such and such a booklet that you can do this at five rupees an 
acre; but it may be that hiB conditions make it that you cannot work .for 
le88 than twenty-five rupees. Therefore it is extraordinarily difficult to 
give anybody any idea of what it is going to cost without. aeeing the land 
yourself. 

57,425. Can you, when you see the land yourself, give a falirly accurate 
estimate of what it will cost to work it ?-I can; I .have travelled all over 
the world doing it. 

51,420. Can your people in IndiaP-Undoubtedly yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

Mr. C. A. JULIUS, 
(Chairman, Australian Commonwealth Council for Scientific 

and Industrial Research). 

AGRIOULTURAL AnHINISTRATIOS IN AUSTRALIA. 

(Note prepared in 1926 in the office of the High Commissioner 
for Au .• tmUa in London.) 

1. In the matter of agricultural legislation and administration in 
Australia each Stau is practically independent. The Federa! Government 
exercises no control except in the matter of quarantine of animals, plants, 
etc., brought into Australia from any pla<:e outside the Commonwealth. 
In regard to inter-state movements of animals and plants the Quarantine 
Act, which is administered by the Commonwealth Government Department 
of Health, beoomes operative only if the Governor-General be of opinion 
that Federal action is necessary for the protection of any State or States' 
in the meantime the administration of inter-state quarantine of animal~ 
and .plan~s is left in the hands of the States. The COmmonwealth possesses 
statums 10 each State for the .purposes of human and also ·of animal 
quarantine. 

2. Financo follows authority, being provided by the respective State 
Governments, except for the administration of the Quarantine Act which 
is provided by the Federal Government. ' 
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8. In the l1latter of agricultural research the States are also independent. 
Each State has its Department of Agriculture, controlled by a Minister. 
With a view to co-ordinating agriculture and other research in Australia, 
the Federal Government in 1920 passed The Institute of Science and 
Industry Act under which the Commonwealth Institute of Science and 
Industry WIU! established. The powers and functions of the Institute are 
set out in the Act, a. copy of which is a.ttached. A Director (Sir 
G. H. Knibbs) a Provisional General Advisory Council and Provisional 
State Advisory Boards were subsequently appointed. The State Govern
ments are represented on the State Advisory Councils by the Minister for 
Agriculture. Owing to the limited vote available, the functions of '1lhe 
Institute have been restricted, but it has undertaken 81 considerable amount 
of agricultural research work, the result of which hlU! been published in the 
Bulletin issued by the Institute from time to time. 

In research work the Institute's investigators have the active co-opera
tion of the State agricultural experts. 

The Institute is now being reconstituted and last year, on the invitation 
of the Prime Minister, Sir Frank Heath, of the Department of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, visited Australia and made recommendations for 
the reconstruction of the Institute. 

As a result a bill was introduced in the Federal Parliament on 28th May 
1926, which provides for the reconstitution of the Institute along the lines 
suggested by SIr Frank Heath. 

Sir }'rank recommended that the reorganised Institute should be con
stituted 'IU! follows:-

(a) A respousible Minister. 
(b) An Advisory Council consisting of a Chairman and eight members, 

with an Executive Committee consisting of 'tihe Chairman and two 
members. 

(c) An Advisory Committee in each State, two members to be 
nominated by the State Government, two representatives of the State 
University and two representatives of the IPrincipal industries. 

Sir Frank Heath also recommended that there should be established inter 
alia, under the oharge of special scientific officers, an Agricultural Section, 
attached to which there shall be in the first instance a. Dairy Research 
Institute. 

Details of the bill now before Parliament are not' yet available, but 
according to cable advices, a sum of £250,000 is provided for scientific and 
industrial investigations and £100,000 for an endowment fund to enable 
research students to be trained abroad. 

4. Apart from this latter arrangement, agricultural education in 
Australia is entirely a State matter. State Agricultural Colleges under 
Government control are established in each State. 

Note of Evidence. 

I.-POSITION BUORB ESTABLISHMENT 01' TBB COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL I'OB 

SCIENTIl'IO AND INDUSTRIAL REsBARo:a:. 

(a) Relations between Oommonwealth. and State Governments. 
In the constitutional relations between the Commonwealth and State 

Governments of Australia, the development and supervision of all land 
within State boundaries is the concern of the State Governments. 

Mr. G. A. /IUZi'Ul. 
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(b) Agricultural Of'gafllzation in the Statu. 
DePartment. 01 AgricultuT6.-Each of the six States of Austraha. main

tains a Department of Agriculture, the functions of whiCh are devoted 
mainly to educational, demonstrational, and extension work, and to the 
administration of various Acts of Parliament affecting agriculture. A 
limited amount of research work is also carried out liy the larger depart
ments. 

Associated with the New Bouth Wales, Victorian, and South Australian 
Departments of Agriculture, there are a number of research and demon
stration farms. These include Glenfield Research Station (in New South 
Wales), and the Werribee Resewrch Farm (in Victoria). Under the 
control of these departments, there are also agricultural training colleges, 
the chief of which are Hawkesbury College (in New South Wales), Dookie 
College (in Victoria), and Roseworthy College (in Bout'll Australia). 

The propaganda and demonstrational work of the departments is 
effected mainly through experimental farms. 

The Univ6Tlitie •. -Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth have, within their 
lI'espective Universities, Schools of Agriculture in Whi(lh teaching and 
research work are carried out. In Adelaide, there is attached to the 
University a special research organization-the Waite Agricultural 
Resellll'Ch Institute-at which the Whole of the staff concentrates on 
research work, and are free from all teaching duties. 

(c) Po.itiOfl. 0/ Re.eaTch in DepaTtments 01 Agricultwre. 
It has become apparent that because of the large amount of attention 

necessarily given to demonstrational, extension, and administrative work 
by the officers of the State departments, fundamental research has been 
forced into the background. Although the staffs of the departments 
consist in most cases of thoroughly competent men, it has therefore so 
far 'been impossible to include much necessary fundamental work in t'he 
programme of departmental activities. 

Further, it has been inevitable that overlapping has caused a serious 
waste of effort, and the energies of investigators, considered nationally, 
have not always been used to the best advantage. 

For these two main reasons it became apparent that there was a 
definite need for a national body, equipped wit'll experts of the highest 
standing, whose energies should be devoted to the correlation of work 
carried out by the States, and to the planning and execution of such 
fundamental work as is necessary within the Commonwealj;h. It was 
evident, too, that the functions of the national body of experts should 
be to keep in the closest and most sympathetic touch with the State 
departments, and to try to Wlsist those depwrtments tn divide up the 
investigational work in such a manner as would utilise the limited number 
of fully qualified investigators to t'he fullest advantage. A further benefit 
to be derived from the organisation of the attack on scientific problems 
on a national basis is that the application of results should thus p!l"ove 
to be more effective than if such work were undertaken independently 
in the six States. 

II.-THE GENESIS OP THE COHlllONWIlALTH COUNCIL POB BOIBNTIPIC AND 
INDUSTBIAL RBsBABCH. 

At the outset certain grave difficulties confronted the setting up of 
t'lle Commonwealth Council. One of the greatest was the suspicion held 
in various States that the Council was seeking to usurp State functions 
and that discouragement would be offered to the efforts of the State~ 
in attempting to build up their own scientific research organization. The 
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attempts to )develop the earlier Commonwealth Institute of Science and 
Industry whlCh had been made during the ten to twelve years prior to 
the establishment of the Commonwealth Council, had Lean seriously 'handi
capped, largely,through the failure to secure State sympathy and 
co-operation. The result was that the members of the Federal Parlia
ment representing constituencies situated in different States were not 
interested, imd' the Institute was starved financially. 

The Commonwealth Government, when reorganiv.ing the former Institute 
of Science and Industry into the new Commonwealth Council for Scientific 
and IndUtltrial Re.seWrch, laid it down as axiomatic that, before the 
initiation of any new Commonwealth establishment for research purposes, 
no effort was to be spared to utilise to the fullest extent existing State 
organization and establishments. (During the past twelve months the 
activities of the Commonwealth 'Council have proceeded entirely along 
these lines.) 

(A) Oonstitution of the Oommonwealth OounciZ for Scientific and IndustriaZ 
Research. . 

Under the Science and Industry Research Act, 1926, provision is made 
for a Council consisting of:-

(a) Three members nominated by the Commonwealth Government. 
(b) The Chairman of each State Committee constituted under the 

Act. 
(c) Such other members as the Council, with the consent of the 

Minister, co-opts by Ireason of their, scientific knowledge. 

(1) The three Commonwealth nominees form an E;r:ec'llti'IJe Oommittee 
which may exercise between meetings of the Council all the powers and 
functions of the Council. 

(2) The Oommonwealth OO'lLncil consists, as stated above, of the three 
members of the Executive Committee, the Chairmen of the State Com
mittees, and of such other p1embers as wre co-opted by reason of their 
scientific knowledge. 

(3) ,The State Committees consist of the following:-
(a) Chairmen selected by the Commonwealth Government after con-

sultation wi~ the State authorities. 
(b) Three members .appointed by the State Governments from the 

staff~ of theilr scientific departments. 
(c) Three members representative of (lure science, of which at least 

two must be from the local University-all three to be selected by 
the National Research Council. 

(d) T'hree (or in exceptional eil'cumst.nces, more) other members 
co-opted by the Chairman and representative of primary and secondary 
industries within the State. 

(4) Sub-Oommittees on special subjects are appointed fl"om time to time 
as desi!red. 

(B) The Activities of the Oommonwealth OounciZ jor Scientific and Indus
trial Research. 

From many sources, evidence has been afforded that the confidence 
and coo()peration of scientific institutions in the States have been fully 
secured. Under these conditions, investigations in many directions have 
been started. 

Mr. G. A. J'Ulius. 
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The first efforts of the Commonwealth Council have been Ia-rgely directed 
towards the stimulation of the investigational work of the States. When, 
however, problems arise t-hat are unsuited for investigatil)n by any parti
cular State, it is the function of the Commonwealth Council to take over 
such wc.rk. 

The esperience gained in the last twelve months has emphasised two 
facts:-

(1) That ~ere is a definite need for a group of co-ordinating 
esperts in order to obtain the maximum efficiency from the various 
groups of investigators in the States: 

(2) That there are a hlll"ge number of fundamental problems with 
which it is abundantly clear the State departments of agriculture 
are unable to deal, at present at least. In many cases the problems 
are long dated and, needing as t'hey do the intense and entire atten
tion of very competent investigators, the men in the State depllll"t
ments have not the opportunity to engage on such problems. (If 
desired, a verbal statement of the present activities of the Council 
can be given.) 

I1I.-Co~OPIlRATION IN AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH IN XUSTR.ILIA. 

An agricultural conference was convened in March, 1927, by the Common
wealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Resellll"ch, and wit'h the con
currence of the State departments of agriculture, was attel!.ded by the 
permanent heads and other officers of these department!!; the Professors 
of Agriculture of the various Australian Universities were -also preBent. 

At this conference, a definite scheme was planned setting out bro&dly 
t'he directions in which the Commonwealth or national organization should 
develop. The main features of the resolutions passed lit this conference 
are as follows:-

(1) _That Commonwealth participation in agricultural resellll"ch is desir
able. 

(2) That problems which are national in scope and fundamental in 
character, and which require concentration of effort and highly specialised 
rese8ll"ch for their solution, are specially suited for investigation by the
Commonwealth. 

(3~ That the Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Re
search could rende-r great service by the Agricultural Institutions of t'he
Commonwealth by acting as a clearing house for information on 'l"esearch 
projects in progress in State Institutions and Universities. There should 
be an interchange of scientific (research) information between the States. 
and the Commonwealth. 

(4) That the Commonwealth could render a service to Australian 
agriculture by issuing a journal of Australian scientific research which 
should include papers on agricultural science which are too technical for 
~e departmental jou'l"nals, and yet are not of sufficient international 
importance to justify inclusion in scientific journals abroad. 

(5) That the Council should &dopt a scheme which will enable the 
Universities to attract students to the Faculties of Agriculture and of 
Veterinary Science by notifying that appointments will be available for 
suitably trained men. 

(6) That the ways in which the Commonwealth Council can best serve 
AustlTalia in its agricultural development are by co-operation and colla
boration with State departments of agriculture, with the Universities. 
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and with the institutions concerned with agricultural and hvestock 
interests. 
"It is understQod that such co-operation would be compatible with the 

independence of individual organizations undertaking ifesearch activities." 

(7) To effect the desirable co-operation and necessary collaboration, it 
is considered that the Council should bring into existence a Standing 
Committee on Agriculture, comprising the permanent heads of the State 
departments of agriculture, and representatives of the Council, such 
Standing Committee on Agriculture to act as the advisory and consulta.
tive body on matters relative to agricultural and livestock research under
taken by the Commonwealth. 

(8) The research pToblem confronting the agricultural and livestock 
industries may be classified broadly into these categories:-

(i) Investigation of principles underlying the practice of farming 
and the rearing and feeding of stock. 

(ii) The produ-ction of new varieties Oil breeds of plants and 
animals. 

(iii) The investigation of diseases of plants and animals with a 
view to control. 

(The conference has indicated the special phases of these 
problems which should be investigated either by the States or 
by the Commonwealth body.) 

(iv) Co-operative AgriculturaZ Research in the Empire.-The 
Commonwealth Council considers that there is a definite need for 
co-operation and collaboration within the Empire, and that this need 
is parallel to that which exists between the States and the Common
wealth Government of Australia. 

(a) Location of Reaearch Station,. 
In any scheme of collaboration in research work between the 

various PaTte of the Empire, the Council considers it of paramount 
importance that the location of researches on particular problems 
must be determined only after the most careful consideration has 
been given to every factor concerning the position and conditions 
obtaining in the different parts of the Empire. In this connec
tion, the proposal for the formation of a tropical agricultural 
research institute in Northern Australia is of interest. 

It is largely for this reason that the Council welcomed the 
suggestion of the Ministry of Agricultu!l'e for the holding of an 
Imperial Agricultural Conference, at which there will be an 
opportunity for the discussion of this and other matters affecting 
agriculture within the Empi!l'8. 

(b) Training of Research Workers. 
Not only throughout Australia, but also throughout the Empire, 

there appears to be & serious shortage of trained men for agricul
tural research work. This position, we consider, necessitates a 
judicial distribution of research problems in order to avoid unneces
sary duplication of effort, and to utilise to the fullest advantage 
the limited scientific man-power at the disposal of agricultural 
research within the Empire. 

Mr. G. A. ,T""ZilU. 
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APPENDIX I. 

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 

INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY. 
No. 22 of 1920. 

AN ACT BJlLATDlG TO TJIB CoXXONWI!IALTH INSTITUTE OP SOIENOE AND 

INDUSTRY. 

[Assented to 14th September, 1920. 

BB it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, the Senate, and 
the Hause of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Auatralia, as 
follows:-

PART I,-PRELDDNARY. 

1. This Act may be cited as the Imtit1£ts 0/ ScisMs CIfId IndtustTY Act, Short title. 
1920. 

2. This Act is divided into Parts as follows:
Part I.-Preliminary. 
Part II.-The Commonwealth Institute of Science and Industry. 
Part III.-Powers and Functions of the Director. 
Part IV.-MisceIIaneous. 

Parts. 

3. In this Act, unless the contrary intention appears- Definition . 
.. Institute" means the Commonwealth Institute of Science and In-

dustry; 
.. Officer" means any person employed by the Director under this 

Act; 
.. The Director" means the Director of the Commonwealth Institute 

of Science and Industry. 

PART II.-TBB COHHONWEALTH INSTITUTI!I Oll' SOIBNOE AND INDUSTRY. 

4.-(1) There shall 'be a o,mmonwealth Institute of Science and Industry, The~titute 
consisting of the Director, which shall be a body corporate wiifu perpetual 'l :mence and 
suocession and a common seal and capable of suing and 'being sued. n uetry. 

(2) All Courts, Judges and persons acting judicially shall take judicial 
notice of the seal of the Institute affixed to any document or notice, and 
shall presume that it was duly affixed. 

(3) The Institute· shall, subject to this Act, have power to. hold lands, 
tenements and hereditaments, goods, chattels and any other property for 
the purpose of and subject to this Act. 

(4) The Institute shall have power to acquire by gift, grant, bequest 
or devise, any such property for the purposes of this Act, and, in the 
abBolute discretion of the Director, to agree to any conditions of such gift. 
grant, bequest or devise. 

(5) The powers of the Institute under the last preceding sub..section shall, 
subject to the regulations and the approval of the Minister, be exercised 
by the Director on behalf of the Institute. 
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5. The Institute shall esta'blish
(a) a Bureau of Agriculture; 
(b) a Bureau of Industries; and 

(c) such other .bureaux as the Governor-General determines. 

Appointment 6. The Governor-General may appoint a General Advisory Council and 
of Advi8ory~: d' . Council and A vlsory Boards in each State to advise the Director with regard to-

Boards. (a) the general ·business of' the Institute or any bureau thereof; and 

A~pointment 
of Vireotor. 

Salary and 
expense. of 
the Director. 

Suspension of 
Dire..ror. 

Director to 
devote whole 
time to hi. 
duties. 

Powers and 
function. of 
Director. 

(b) any partic~lar matter of investigation or research. 

7.-(1) The Governor-General may appoint a Director of the Institute. 

(2) On the happening of any vacancy in the office of Director of the 
IIIl3titute the Governor-Gilneral may appoint a person to the vacant office. 

(3) The term for which such appointment is made shall be five years, 
and any person 50' appointed shall, at the expiration of the term of office, 
be eligi'ble for re-appointment. 

(4) In case of the illness, suspension or absence of the Director, the 
Governor-General may appoint a person to act as Deputy-Director during 
the illness, suspension or IIIbsence, and the .Deputy shall, whIle so acting, 
have all the powers and perform all the duties of the Director. 

8.-(1) The Director shall receive such salary as the Governor-General 
determines. 

(2) The salary of the Director shall be paid out of moneys appropriated 
by Parliament for the purpose. 

(3) Travelling expenses as prescribed shall be paid to the Director on 
account of his expenses in travelling in the discharge of the duties of 
his office. 

9.:-{1) The Governor-General may at anY' time suspend the Director from 
his office for incapacity, incompetence, or misbehaviour. 

(2) The Minister shall, within seven days after the suspeIll3ion, if the 
Parliament is then sitting, or if the Parliament is not then sitting, within 
seven days after the next meeting of the Parliament, cause to be laid 
before both Houses of Parliament a full statement of the grounds of sus
pension. 

(3) A Director who has been suspended shall be restored to office unless 
each House of Parliament within forty days after the statement has been 
laid before it, and in the same session, passes an address praying for his 
removal on the grounds of proved incapacity, incompetence or misbehaviour. 

10. The Director shall devote the whole of his time to the performance 
of ,his duties, and shall· not accept or hold any paid employment outside 
the duties of his office as Director or be a director of a company. 

PART IlL-POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OJ' THBDIRECTOR. 

'11. The powers and functions of the Director shall, subject to the regu
lations and to the directions of the Minister, be-

(a.) the initiation and carrying out of scientific researches in con
naxion with, or for the promotion of, primary or secondary industries 
in the Commonwealth; 

(b) the establishment and awarding of industrial resea.rch studentships 
and fellowships; . 

(c) the making of grants in aid of pure scientific research; 

Mr. G • .4.. J-uliw. 
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(d.) the recoguition or esta:blishment of associations of pers?ns en
gaged in any industry or industries for the _pur~ of ca.rrymg ?ut 
industrial scientific research and the co-operation wIth and the makmg 
of grant. to such assooiations when recognised or established; . 

(s) the testing and standardisation of scientific apparatus and Inst~.l
ment., and of apparatus, machinery, materials and instruments used In 
industry; . ' 

(I) the estwblishment of a Burean of InformatIon ~or the collec~lon 
and diBsemin-ation of iuformation relating to SQientlfic and technical 
matters; and 

(g) the collection and dissemination of information regarding 
industrial welfarte and questions relating to the improvement of 
industrial conditions. 

12. The Director shall, as far as :possible, oo-operate with the existing 
State organisation in> the co-ordination of scientific invllstigation, with a 
vie1lt to-

(a) the prevention of unnecessary overlapping; and 
(b) the utilisation of facilities and staffs available in the States. 

PART IV.-MISOELLlNEOUS. 

Go f S Arrangements 13. The Governor-General may arrange with the vernor 0 any tate with· States. 
for any of the following purposes:-

(a) the utilisation for the purposes of this Act of State Research 
Department. and Laboratories and Experimental Stations and Farms; 

(b) the co-operation in industrial and scientific research with State 
Government Department., Universities and Technical Schools; and 

(c) the co-operation with educational authorities and scientific 
societies in the Commonwealth with a view to-

(i) advancing the teaching of science in schools, technical 
colleges and universities where the teaching is determined by 
those authorities; 

(ii) the training of investigators in pure and applied science, and 
of techical experts; and 

(iii) the training and education of craftsmen and skilled artisans. 

14.-{1) The Governor-General may, on the recommendation of the Appointment 
Minister, appoint such officers as he thinks necessary for the purposes of of Officers. 
this Act. 

(2) Officers employed under this Act shall not be subject to the Common
wealth. Public Service Act, 1902-1918, but shall be ,engaged. for such periods 
and shall be subject to such conditions as are prescribed. 

(3) An officer of the Commonwealth Public Service or of the Public 
Service of a State who becomes an officer under this Act shall retain all 
h;s existing and accruing rights. 

15. All ~iscoveries, inventions and improvements in processes; apparatus Discoveries by 
and machlDes made by officers of the Institute shall ,be vestled in the Offioers. 
Institute as its sole property, and shall be made available under. such . 
conditions and payment of such fees· or royalties or otherwise as the 
Governor-General determines. 

16.:-(1) The Director may pay to successful discoverers or inventors Bonuses for 
work1ng as officers of the Institute or under the auspices of the Institute discoveries by 
such bonuses as the Governor-General determines. . . Officers. 

(2) ~nuses payabl~ under this section shall be paid out of moneys 
approprIated by Parhament for the purpose. 
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Fees and 17. The Director may charge such fees and may agree to such conditions 
:=entsfor as he thin~\ fi~ fo~ sJilOOial inv~st!gations carried out at the request of 
investigations. any authorIty, lUstltutlon, assoclat1on, firm or person. 

Annual report 18. The Director shall, once in every year, make a report to the 
of Direotor. Minister containing a summary of the work done and researches and 

Reports to be 
presented to 
Patliament. 

Power to 
publisb 
mformation. 

Regulations. 

investigations made and proceedings taken by the Institute during the 
preceding year. 

19. The Minister shall cause the yearly report of the Director to be 
laid before both Houses of the Parliament within thirty days after the 
reoeipt thereof if the Parliament is then sitting, and if not, within thirty 
days after the next meeting of the Parliament. 

20. The Director may publish such information relating to any matter 
investigated by him as he thinks fit, except where such publication would 
be contrary to conditions agreed to under section seventeen hereof. 

21. The Governor-General may make regulations not inconsistent with 
this Act, prescribing all matters which are required or permitted to be 
prescribed or which are necessary or convenient to be prescibed for carry
ing out or giving effect to this Act, and in particular for prescibing such 
additional powers and d~ties of the Director as he deems desirable. 

APPENDIX II. 

THE OOl\IMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY RESEARCH. 

No. 20 of 1926 . 

.AN ACT TO AllEND THill INSTI'IUTB 01' SCIENCB ANn INDUSTRY AOT, 1920. 

[Assented to 21st June, 1926. 

BE it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, the Senate, and the 
House of IUlpresentatives of the Commonwealth of Australia, as follows:-

Short title and 1.-{1) This Act may be cited as the Science and Industry Research Act, 
oitation. 1926. 

Parts. 

(2) The Institute of Science and Industry Act, 1920, is in this Act referred 
to as the Principal Act. 

(3) The Principal Act, as amended by this Act, may be cited as the 
Science and Industry Research Act, 1920-1926. 

2. Section two of the Principal Act is amended-
(a) by omitting the words" Institute of Science and Industry" a~d 

inserting in their stead the words" Council for Scientific and Industnal 
Research" ; 

(b) by omitting the word" Director" and inserting in its stead the 
word "Council "; and • 

(c) by inserting before the words "Part IV.-Miscellaneous." the 
words" Part IIIA.-8tate Committees.".-

Mr. O. A . .T-uli1U. 
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3. Section three of the Principal Act is amended- Definition. 
(a) by omitting the definition of "Institute"; 
(b) by omitting from the definition of " Officer" the words "by the 

Director" ; 
(c) by inserting after the definition of "Officer" the following 

definition: -
" • The Council' means the Commonwealth Council for Scientific 

and Industrial Research."; and 
(d) by omitting the definition of "The Director". 

4. Part II, consisting of sections four to ten inclusive, of the Principal 
Aot is repealed and the following Part and sections inserted in its stead:-

"PART II.-THB OoKllONWBALTH CoUNOIL FOB SOIBNTU'IO AND INDUSTRIAL 
RB8BABOH. 

"4.-{1) There shall be a Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Council for 
Industrial Research, which shall be a body oorporate with perpetual Scientific and 
suoceasion and a common sool and oapable of suing and being sued. Rlndustr'h.al 

"(2) All Courts, Judges and persons acting judicially shall take judicial 
notice of the seal of the Council affixed to any document or notice, and 
shall presume that it W8B duly affixed. 

" (3) The Council shall, subject to this Act, have power to hold lands, 
tenements and hereditaments, goods, chattels and any other property for 
the purpose of and subject to this Act. 

" (4) The Council shall have power to acquire by gift, grant, bequest 
or devise, any such property for the purposes of this Act, and to agree to 
a'Dy conditions of such gift, grant, bequest or devise. 

" (5) The powers of the Council under the last preceding sub-section shall 
be exercised subject to the regulations and the approval of the Minister. 

" (6) Any property which was, immediately prior to the commencement 
of this section, vested in the Commonwealth Institute of Science and 
Industry shall, upon that commencement, become vested in the Council. 

esearc 

" 5.-{l) The Council shall consist of the following members:- Members!rip 
(a) three members nominated by the :Minister and appointed by the of Council. 

Governor-General, one of whom the Governor-General shall appoint to 
be Chairman of the Council; 

(b) the Chairman of each State Committee constituted under this ,Act; 
and 

(e) such other members as the Council, with the consent of the 
Minister, co-opts by re8S0n of their scientific knowledge . 

.• (2) The members appointed by the Governor-General on the nomination 
of the Minister shall hold office for a period not exceeding five years and 
shall be eligible for re-appointment. 

" (3) A member .co-opted in pursuance of paragraph (e) of sub-section (1) 
of this tiectlOn shall hold office for the period specified at the time of his 
co-option. 

"6.-{1) The Council shall meet at such times and places RS the Minister Meetings of 
determines. the Council. 

'~(2) Five members of the Council shall constitute a quorum for the trans-
achon of the business of the Council. 

" 7.-{1) The Cha.irman and other members of the Council shall receive Remuneratioll. 
such remunera.tion and expenses as are fixed by the Governor-General. 

" (2) The Consolidated Revenue Fund ie, to the extent necessary to 
provide for payment of the remuneration of members of the Council, hereby 
appropriated accordingly. 
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"·8.-(1) There shall be an Executive Committee of the Council consisting 
of the members of t.he Council appointed by the Governor~General on the 
nomination of the Minister. 

" (2) The Executive Committee shall have and may exercise, between 
meetings of the Council, all the powers and functions of the Council. 

" 9. Upon the death or retirement of any member of the Council during 
his term of office:-

(a) in the case of a member appointed by the Governor-General on the 
nomination of the Minister-the Governor-General may on the like 
nomination appoint a person to hold the vacant office until the expira
tion of the term of the member who has died or retired; and 

(b) in the case of any other member-the deputy Chairman (if any) 
of the State Committee shall hold the vacant office until the appaint
ment of a. Chairman of that Committee. 

"10. In case of the illness, suspension or absence of a member of the 
Council the Governor-General may appoint a person to act as the deputy 
of the member during his illness, suspension or absence, and the deputy 
shall, while so acting, have and may exercise all the powers and functions 
of the member. 

" lOA. The Governor-General may at any time remove a member of the 
Council from his office for proved misbehaviour or incapacity. 

5. The heading to Part III of the Principal Act is amended by omitting 
the word " Director" and inserting in its stead the word " Council". 

6. Section eleven of the Principal Act is amended-
(a) by omitting the words" The powers and functions of the Director 

shall, subject to the regulations and to the directions of the Minister, 
be--" and inserting in their stead the following words:-

" (1) The Council may make recommendations to the Minister as 
to:-

(a) its policy and work; 
(b) the funds required for carrying out the work of the 

Council; and 
(c) the allocation of funds made available for carrying out 

that work. 
" (2) The powers and functions of the Council shall, subject to 

the regulations and to the approval of the Minister, be---"; 
(b) by inserting in paragraph (b) before the words "the establish

ment" the words "the training of research workers and"; 
(c) by inserting in paragraph (e) after the words" instruments, and " 

the words .. the carrying out of scientific investigations connected with 
standardization" ; 

(d) by omitting from paragraph (I) the word" and" (last occurring); 
and 

(e) by omitting paragraph (g) and inserting in its stead the following 
words:-

" and alsa that of acting as a means of liaison between the Common
wealth and other countries in matters of scientific research.". 

7. Section twelve of the Principal Act is amended by omitting the word 
.. Director" and inserting in its stead the word "Council". 

Mr. G. A. Julius. 
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8. After Part nI the following Part and sections are inserted:

" PART InA.-BTATB CoMMITTEBS . 

.. 12A.~I). ThefGovehrnor-Ge
b 

neraI
f 

maYbappoin~ a StaU:bCdommittee in each ~n~!::ment 
State consUlting 0 suo num er 0 mem ers as IS preserl e . Committees. 

" (2) The terms of the appointment of members and the method of 
appointment of the Chairman of each S.tate Committee shall be as 
prescribed. 

"128. The function of each State Committee shall be to advise the Council !ts::~~n 
with regard to:- Committees. 

(a) the general business of the Council; and 
(b) any particular matter of investigation and research.". 

9. Section fourteen of the Principal Act is repealed and the following 
sections inserted in its stead:-

" 14.-(1) The Council may, with the approval of the Minister, appoint Investiga.tors 
such Investigators and Comn;tittees of Investigation as it deems necessary a.cnd 'tt f 

. omml eeB 0 
for the purposes of th18 Act. Investigation. 

" (2) Investigators and Committees of Investigation shall be appointed 
upon such terms and conditions as are approved by t.he Minister. 

" 14A.-(1) The Council may, with the ·approval of the Minister, appoint Ap80intment 
such officers as it thinks necessary for iilie purpos.es of this Act. of ffieers. 

" (2) Officers employed under this Act shall not be subject to the Commo'1&-
wealth Public Se'l'lIiu Act, 1922-1924, but shall be engaged for suoh periods 
and shall be subject to such conditions as are prescribed. 

" (3) An officer of the Commonwealth Public Service or of the Public 
Service of a State who becomes an officer under this Act shall retain all 
his existing and accruing rights. 

" (4) An officer appointed under this Act shall be deemed to be an 
• employee' within the meaning of section four of the S1£pe'l'an'IIIUation Act, 
1922-1924, unless the Oouncil, at the time of the appointment of the officer, 
notifies him in writing that he is not to be deemed such an employee." 

10. Section fifteen of the Principal Act is amended by omitting the w,ord Discoveries 
" Institute" (wherever occurring) and inserting in its stead the word by officers . 
.. Council." 

11. Section sixteen of the Principal Act is amended- Bonuse. for 

(a) by omitting the word "Director" and inserting in its stead the :!:fi:;:.ries by 
word .. Council'" and . 

(b) by omitting the word "Institute" (wherever occurring) and 
inserting in its stead the word " Council." 

12. Section seventeen of the Principal Act is amended- Fees and 
(a) by omitting the word .. Director" and inserting in its stead 

word .. Council"; and 
the agreem".nts 

for speCIal 
investigations. 

word (b) by omitting the word" he " and inserting in its stead the 
" it." 

13. After section seventeen of the Principal Act the following sections are 
inserted:-

.. ~7A. For the purpo~es of scientifio and industrial investigations carried Appropriation 
ou~ 1D pursuance of thIS Act there is hereby appropriated from the Con- ~or . . 
60hdated Revenue Fund the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand pounds. mTestig .. tlOns. 
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" 17B.-(1) The amount appropriated by the last preceding section shall 
be paid into and form part of a Trust Account to be known as the Science 
and Industry Investigation Trust Account. 

" (2) The Trust Account established by this section shall be a Trust 
Account within the meaning of section sixty-two A of the Audit Act, 1901-
1924. 

" (3) No money shall be expended from the Trust Account established b, 
this section except in accordance with estimates of Elxpenditure which have 
been passed by both Houses of the Parliament." 

14. Section eighteen of the Principal Act is amended-
(a.) by omitting the word" Director" and inserting in its stead the 

word "Council"; and 
(b) by omitting the word" Institute" and inserting in its stead the 

word "Council." 

15. Section nineteen of the Principal Act is amended by omitting the 
word" Director" and inserting in its stead the word" Council." 

16. Section twenty of the Principal Act is amendoo.-
(a) by omitting the word "Director" and inserting in its stead the 

word "Council"; and 
(b) by omitting the words" him as he" and inserting in their stead 

the words " it as it." 

17. Section twenty-one of the Principal Act is amended by omitting the 
word" Director" and inserting in its stead the word" Council." 

Mr. G. A. JUliU3. 
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APPENDIX III. 

THE OOMl\IONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 

SCIENCE AND INDUSTR,Y ENDOWMENT. 

No. 21 of 1926. 

AN ACT TO OoNSTITUTB A FUND TO BB UTILIZED FOB THE PURPOSES m' 

SCIBNrIFIO AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH. 

[Assented to 21st June, 1926.J 

BB it enacted by the King's Most Excellent Majesty, the Senate, and the 
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia, as follows:·-

1. This Act may be cited as the Science and Indu.stry Endowment Act, Short title. 
1926. 

2. In this Act, unless the contrary intention appears, "the Fund " mean~ Definition. 
the Fund established by this Act. 

3. For the purposes of this Act there is hereby appropriated out of the Appropriation. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund the sum of One hundred thousand pounds. 

4.-(1) A Fund is hereby established which shall be known as the Science The Fnnd. 
and Industry Endowment Fund. 

(2) Tlhe Fund shall consist of-
(a) the amount appropriated by this Act and of income derived from 

the investment of that amount or any part thereof; and 
(b) gifts or bequests given or made for the purposes of the Fund and 

the income derived from or proceeds of the realization of the property 
80 given or devised. 

5. The Fund lihall be vested in and placed under the control of thl' Control of 
trustees appointed by this Act. Fund. 

6. The members for the time being of the Executive Committee of the Trustees of 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research appointed the Fund. 
under 1Jbe Science a1ld Indn.tstry Research Act, 1920-1926, shall be the trustees 
of the Fund. 

? So much of the capital of the Fund as represents the amount appro- Investment 
prlated by this Act shall, and any income derived from the investment of of Fund. 
th~t capital which is not immediately required for the purposes of 
thiS Act may, be invested by the trustees in securities of the Commonwealth 
or of the States or in any other manner for the time being allowed by any 
Act or State Act for the investment of trust funds in Australia. 

8.-(1) The income derived from the investment of so much of the Fund Application 
as r~E!ese~ts the amount appropriated by this Act shall be applied to of Fund. 
proVlde assistance-

(a) to persons engaged in scientific research; and 
(b) in the training of students in scientific research. 

(2) Assistance provided under the last preceding sub-section shall be 
provided in such cases and subject to such conditions as the trustees 
determine. . 

62739 y 
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9. The trustees flhall deal with and apply so muco. of the Fund as 
represents gifts or bequests or the income arising from the investment 
thereof in accordance with the conditions upon which tJhe gift or bequest 
was given or made, or, where no· conditions are attached to a gift or bequest, 
~hall deal with' and. apply so much of the Fund as represents that gift or 
bequest, in the manner provided by sections seven and eight of this Act. 

10.-(1) The accounts of the Fund shall be audited from time to time 
by the Auditor-General for the Commonwealth. 

(2) A report of eadh audit shall be made to the Treasurer who shall 
cause a copy of the Report to be laid on the table of each House of the 
Parliament. 

MI'. a. A. Ju.ti" .• 
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APPENDIX IV. 

STATt"TORY RULES, 1926. No. 125. 
(W"ith Amendments of Statutory Rules, 1927, No. 38, incorporatM in 

italics.) 
REGULATIOS8 UND. THE SCIJ!NCE AND INDUSTRY RESEARCH ACT, 1920-1926. 
1. These Regulations may be cited as the Science and Industry Research Short title. 

R~gulations. 

2. In these Regulations. unless the contrary intention appears, "the Definition. 
Act" means the Science and Industry Research Act, 1920-1926, as amended 
from time to time. 

3.-{1) A State Committee shall consist of a Chairman and not more than C"Dstitution 
fifteen members, exclusive of ex-officio members. C~!:.~tees 

(2) The Chairman shall be appointed by the Governor-General on the and terms of 
nomination of the Minister. appointment. 

(3) The State Government shall have the right of nominating three 
members from the staffs of its Scientific Departments. 

(4) The Australian National Research Council shall have the right of 
Dominating three members, eminent in science, of whom at least two shall 
be members of the staff of the University in the State. 

(5) The Chairman and such members as may ha"e been nominated under 
sub-regulations (3) and (4) of this regulation shall have the right of nomi
nating three members associated with industry. 

(6) A State Committee, with the consent of the Executive Committee of 
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, may co-opt further 
members, not exoeeding six, by reason of their special qualifications. 

(7) :lIembers of the Executive Committee shall be ex-officio members of all 
State Committees. 

(8) Co-opted members of the Council shall be ex-officio members of the 
State Committees of the States in which they reside. 

9. :lIembers of the State Committees, when travelling on the business of 
the Council. shall be paid the cost of their conveyance, together with an 
allowance at the rate of two guineas per day. 

4.-(1) Subject to these regulations, officers employed under the Act shall Salaries and 
be engaged for such periods and shall be paid such salaries and allowances perio.ds of 
and 8h.al~ be subject ~o such conditions as the Council, with the approval of ~f~':fi~~~nt 
the :lflD1ster, determmes. 

(2) All officers employed under the Act shall hold office subject to good 
behaviour and compliance with these Regulations. 

5. Where ~he terms of appointment of an officer do not provide for the Increments. 
payment of l~C\:ements, su~h increments may be paid, subject to the neces-
sary approprIatIOn by PariIament, as the Council with the approval of the 
:llinister, determines. ' 

6. The provisions of the Regulations under the Commonwealth 
Sprvice Act, 1922-1924, for the time being in forC'e in regard to:

(a) Leave of absence; 

Public Applications 

(b) Travelling aiiowances; 
(e) Attendance of officers; 
(d) Performance of duties; and 
(e) Overtime payment, 

shall apply to officers appointed under the Act, subject to the 
modifications :-

of Com moD.
wealth 
Public ServIce 
Regulations. 
Rule 6 is 
repealed by 
Statntory 

following Rules, 1927, 
No.3S. 

(i) In regard to 
the Public Service 
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the Council, and the powers and functions of the Permanent Head ami 
the Chilif Officer shall be exercised by the Secretary of the Council; and 

(ii) In cases where the Council considers it desirable in the interests 
of the Council that leave of absence be accumulated for more than two 
years, leave of absence may be so accumulated. 

7. The Council shall have power to expend at its sole discretion, from 
moneys standing to the credit of the Science and Industry In¥estigation 
Trust Account, sums not exceeding One hundred pounds in each case, on 
any matters or subjects of investigation or on apparatus connected with any 
work of the Council, for which provision has been made in the Estimates of 
expenditure which have been passed by both Houses of the Parliament. 

,1Ir. G. A. Julius. 
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APPENDIX V. 

OOMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. 

SCIEXCE AND INDUSTRY ENDOWMENT FUND. 

NOTES ON THB ADMINISTRATION OP THE FUND ESTABLISHED BY THE SCIENCE AND 

INDUSTRY ENDOWMENT ACT, 1926. 

A.-Genera!. 
1. By the Science and Industry Endowment A.ct, 1926, a sum of £100,000 

11'88 appropriated out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund, and a fund, known 
as the Science and Industry Endowment Fund, was established. The fund 
consists of-

(a) the amount appropriated and the income derived from the invest-
ment of that amount, or any part thereof land . 

(b) gifts or bequests given or made for the purposes of the fund and 
the income derived from or proceeds of the realisation of the property so 
given or devised. 

2. The fund is vested in and placed under the control of trustees, who are 
the members for the time being of the Executive Committee of the Common
wealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. 

8. The income derived from so much of the fund as represents the amount 
appropriated by the Act is to be applied to provide assistance--:-

(a) to persons engaged in scientific research; and 
(b) in the training of students in scientific research. 

Iucome from gifts or bequests is to be similarly applied unless it be other~ 
wise provided in the conditions under which such gifts or bequests are. made. 

4. While the trustees consider it advisable to retain considerable freedom 
in their administration of this fund, particularly during the first years of 
its application, and hence do not propose at this stage to frame set regula
tions, they think it desirable to lay down a few general rules for their own 
guidance, aud for the information of those workers in science who will, it is 
hoped, take an active interest in making this fund of real value in the 
dpvelopment of research work in Australia. 

5. The present income from the fund is approximatel:)' £5,000 per annum, 
but it will be some months before sufficient interest has accumulated to 
enable the trustees to set their plans in full operation. 

B.-The Training 0/ Students tn Scientific Research. 

1. The main obstacle in the way of development of the Council's activities 
is, and will be for some years, the lack of trained scientific workers. The 
trustees, therefore, are of the opinion that for the present their main object 
ill administering the fund should be the provision of assistance in training 
A ustralian students for positions as research officers of the Council. It is 
anticipated that about four-fifths of the present income of the fund (i.e., 
ahout. £4,000 per annum) may very properly be applied to this end by the 
estabhshment of Research Studentships tenable by distinguished honours 
graduates of Australian Universities or Technical Colleges who have proved 
to the satisfa~tion of their professors or other supervisors that they are 
capable of takmg full advantage of an opportunity for intensive training in. 

62739 y ~ 
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scientific research. As a rule, such studentships will be held abroad, but the
trustees do not wish to debar themselves from choosing an Australian 
University or ot~er institution as a field for training. 

2. It is proposed that such studentships shall be tenable for two years 
and shall carry an allowance of £300 per annum, together with such 
additional allowances for travelling fares outwards and homewards as may 
be required. It is estimated that on the average £150 will cover the latter, 
so th~t the annual cost .of a student will be about £375, or, say, £400, after 
allowing for any. specJaI expenses (fees, travelling, &c.) incurred :,"hile 
abroad, and not rightly chargeable as personal expenses. The expenditure 
of £4,000 per annum will thus permit the maintenance of ten student.> 
abroad. Such students will be expected to give the Council an option upon 
their services for three years, on their return to the Commonwealth, at 
salaries specified at the time of appointment. In the app'ointments already 
made. the minimum salaries proposed have been £400 for the first vear, 
£450 for the second, and £500 for the third year. • 

~. The trustees will make appointments to studentships as occasion arises 
and as men or women of the requisite ability are available. They will be 
grateful to University professors or other teachers who will bring to their 
notice students of outstanding capacity, whether or not at the time public 
announcement has been made of a.n intention to make appointments. 

4. In making appointments the trustees do not desire to receive from candi
dates formal testimonials from a number of teachers or others. They prefer 
to rely almost wholly upon the personal report of the professor or other 
supervisor under whom the candidate has received his higher training and 
carried out investigations. In effect, this means that leading scientific men 
of the Commonwealth are asked to assume personal responsibility in ad.ising 
the trustees as to the selection of suitable men. 

C.-The A.ssistamce 0/ Persons enga.ged in Scientific Research. 

1. At first the trustees wiIi have about £1,000 per annum available for 
the assistance of persons engaged in scientific work; but in the course of 
time the pressing need to send students abroad for training will no doubt 
abate, thus freeing further money for the other main object of the fund. It 
is hoped, too, that public and private benefactions will materially add to the 
sum annually available for this purpose. 

2. The trustees retain the< right to obtain what in their opinion is the hest 
advice available to assist them in dealing with any applications under this 
head. 

'They propose, for );he present, to follow somewhat closely the lines which 
have been proved satisfactory by the British Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, a.nd to invite applications for grants for any of the 
three following objects:-

(i) To provide personal payments to investigators to enable them to 
give whole or part time to a research C'onducted independently or in 
collaboration with a professor or person interested in the de.elopment of 
such research; 

(ii) to provide laboratory, cleriC'al, or other assistance to persons 
engaged in research; 

(iii) to provide grants for special equipment and other special .ex .. 
penses incidental to research. 

3. In no case will the trustees entertain applications for assistance when, . 
in their opinion, sueh assistance should be prm-ided by existing institutions. 

lJfr. G. A.. J1,zius. 
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Thus, they will not consider applications for persona.l payments to member .. 
of the staffs of Universities or other institutions having research as one of 
th.eir functions, holding, with the British Advisory Council, that. " research, 
no less ~han teaching, is a primary function of these institutiollB, and the 
s~laries attaching to posts on their staffs ought to be sufficient to enable the 
holders to devote a reasonable proportion of their time to the advancement 
of knowledge within their respective departments." Nor will they provide 
technical or clerical assistarwe of a general kind in a research lalboratory, or 
apparatus which should be part of the normal equipment of a laboratory 
ll,ed for teaching purposeo. 

4. Applications should be made by the 1st of November in any year so that 
decisions may be announced well before, the commencement of the next 
academic year; but, subject to funds 'being available, applications will be 
received after that date. 

5. The results of research may be published as may be deemed 'best, and 
a copy of the pUblication mus~ be sent to the trustees. 

6. Xo commercial US!l may be made by the investigator of the results 
obtained unless the consent of the trustees has been obtained. 

7. Forms of application may be obtained from the secretary to the trustees. 

The following additional rules apply to the three types of grant respec
tively:-

I.-Personal PaYI11,ents to lnve-stigators. 
1. Personal payments will 'be made only to investigators of proved powers 

to enshle them to devote to some specific research time which would other
wise be given to paid work. 

2. Preference will 'be given to persons whose careers lie in research work. 
It is not intended, for example, to assist persons who are seeking research 
degrees as avenues to employment which will not include research. 

3. At the end of the period for which payment is made, the investigator 
1I·ill be required to submit to the trustees a report on the progress of the 
investigation. Interim reports may be called for if the trustees so determine. 

H.-Grant. lor the Provision 01 Labo'ratoryol Clerical Assistance. 
1. The trustees will recommend grants under this heading only for the 

purpose of assisting an investigator in a specific research in which he is 
peT60nally engaged. 

2. The trustees will require a report at the end of each· year upon work 
for which they 'have provided assistance. 

IlL-Grants lor Equipment, &c. 
1. All apparatus of a permanent character purchased out of a grant is and 

J"emains the property of the trustees, who will determine in consultation 
wi th the investigator, its disposal when the research is completed. 

The trustees will be glad a1; any time to receive suggestions calculated to 
render more effective their administration of the fund. 

G. A. JULIUS, Chairman} 
W. J. NEWBIGIN, 

A. C. D. RIVETT, 

GER_~LD LIGHTFOOT, Secretary. 

314, Albert Street; East lIelbourne. 

February, 1927. 
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Oral Evidence. 

57,427. The Chairmf1ln: Mr. Julius, you are Chairman of the Australian 
Oommonwealth 'Council for Scientific and Industrial ResearchP-Yes. 

57,428. We have a written note froll). you. Would you like to make any 
statement in addition to it at this stageP-I have only stated the position 
very briefly in that note. I did not quite know how far you wished me to 
go in the matter. 

57,429. Perhaps you will amplify it by answers to questions, and then if 
you wish to add anything at the end of the examination perhaps you will 
please do so. Your note on page 634 describes the position as it was before 
the establishment of the Commonwealth Oouncil for Scientific and Indu.strial 
Reo.earch. Would it be true ~ say that there was no centralising of 
research worll: following the inauguration of the Federal system until the 
Commonwealth Council for Scientific and Industrial Research was founded; 
or had 1Jhere been some measure of interest, at any rate, sbpwn by the 
Federal GovernmentP-Yes. The Institute of Science -and Industry was 
formed about ten years ago as a Commonwealth body, and was intended to 
meet the same requirements as the present Council. That was carried on 
uninterruptedly until its complete reorganisation in the formation of the 
present Council. 

57,430. Was the Institute of Science and Industry founded on an Act 
of ParliamentP-Yes, the Scienoe and Industry Act, of whidh our present 
Act is an amendment. There were certain fundamental difficulties with the 
old Institute which prevented it from functioning as it was intended to 
function. ,It did not receive the support that was essential from the 
Commonwealth Government. Its vote was steadily reduced from year to 
year. It started with an expenditure of the order of £40,000 a year, and 
in the last year of its life its vote was under £10,000. It chiefly failed 
because it did not secure and hold the support and sympathy of the State 
peoples and Governments, which is vital in Australia under our rather 
peculiar conditions. 

57,431. In the Federal Constitution, and in the Act constituting the 
Federation, it is, I think, the functions of the Federal Government which 
are laid down. Everything else not so laid down falls to be dealt with by 
the States P-That is so. 

57,432. It is precisely the opposite arrangement in comparison with 
Canada P-That is so. 

57,433. Had the Institute of Science and Industry, directly or indirectly, 
any authority over provincial research Institutions P-None whatever; nor 
have the present Council. 

57,434. There was no tinge of executive authority to account f~r the .un
popularity of the first bodyP-No, none whatever, but there was lmmedl~te 
anxiety on the part of the States as to whether the Commonwealth was gomg 
to usurp some of the States' functions. Victoria and New. South Wal?B 
have very strong organisations at wor~, and very many a~~lrable men m 
their employ on research, and I thmk they were Su.sPICIOUS that the 

: Oommonwealth were going to step in and usurp the functions, and reduoe ~he 
standing of those State organisations. Unfortunately, instead of disarnung 
1Jhat feeling by pulling in these State officers and State departments and 
making them a. pa.rt of the controlling body of the new Council, tha:t was 
not done. In fact they did appoint what they called State Commlttees, 
but they never ca.lled them together to discuss matters with them. T~e 
State Oommittees were in being during the last five years of the (lId hfe 
of the Institute but were never once called together. In tiha.t way they 
completely lost the whole of the support and sympathy of the States. This 

- fact was reflected in Pa.rliament by a failure to give them any money, and 
their funds were steadily reduced. 

Mr. G. A. Julius. 
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67,435. As the result of the years intervening be~ween 1900 ~nd .the 
formation of the Institute of Science and Industry, it became eVldent, I 
688 that there were certain fundamental types of work which no Sta1"'\l. 
wa~ able to deal withP-Yes. That has become increasingly evident as the 
year8 have gone by. 

67436. Since the Institute of Science and Industry was founded?--:-Yes. 
I we'uld not like it to be thought that the Institute of Industry. and SClence 
did not do good work. They did. In many directions they did very fine 
work, but they were hampered all through by this lack of support and 
funds. 

57,437. Can you cite one or two instances of work of 1ili.at nature, 
necessary fundamental work, which was not in fact undertaken by .the 
StatesP-A typical inst:mce is that of animal nutrition. ?-,hat is recogDl~ed 
a8 being work of enormous importance to Austraha, to determllle 
fundamentally the factors which govern the growth and development of the 
frame the wool and so on .. That was work which was naturally very 
long-dated. The States are very loth to take on research which is long
dated. ,])hey are not able to offer their politicians sufficient "plums" to 
"scure an adequate vote. They have also a difficulty in acquirin~ men 
of the calibre required for long-da.ted fundamental research. Agalll, by 
tohe very nature of the States organisations, the time of these men in the 
State bodies is very largely talten up by routine work, by inspection work, 
by propaganda and by oducational·work, whereas fundamental work requires 
the undivided and continual atention of the most eminent scientists you 
can possibly get. It is recognised that the Commonwealth can do that work 
very much better than any State. It is further ~gnised that it is not 
a particular obligation on one State to do that 'Work for the rest of 
Australia, but that it is essentially a national problem. That is one of 
the works we have already put in hand. We are alrt!ady committed to 
quite heavy expenditure. We have got one of the' five men in the world 
available on that particularly difficult work. We are working in co-opera
tion with the authorities at this end, the Rowett Institute at Aberdeen,: for 
instance, and the States are whole-heartedly hehind this particular work. 
Th at is one instance. 

67,438. May we pursue that a little further before you go to other 
instances P At what institution is this work being carried on P Is it being 
.. arried on at an institution owned by the Central ·G<lvernment or by a State 
GovernmentP--8tate mostly. It is rather a peculiar position. The instru(}. 
tions given to me by our Prime Minister, Mr. Bruce, in organising this new 
Council, were that in order to regain the confidence and help of the States 
and to assist them in every way, I was to utilise existing State organisa
tions, State universities and agricultural departments wherever practicable, 
and to "tirnulate the work in those departments as far as possible. Only 
when I asce-rtained they had neither the men nor the material nor the 
buildings, suitable for any particular piece of work, were we to s~p in. It 
was to be done only after exhausting all the possibilities of doing it in exist
ing organisations in the States. With regard to the particular piece of work 
to which I have referred, namely, animal nutrition, we have decided to 
carry that out in the City _ of Adelaide, South Australia, for the following 
reasons. The man we have put in charge was, at the time, Professor at- the 
Adelaide University. He has now severed his connection with that Univer
sity, and has come wholly under our control, retaining for the present the 
rank of Professor in the University. We have the permission of the Univer
sity Council for us to erect 'he necessary buildings in the University 
grounds, our men, of course, being subject to th~ir discipline, and their 
leader getting all the ordinary facilities which a University Professor gets 
from otlier university departments, in tests and so on. This has 
strengthened and increased the standing of the University -of Adelaide, so 
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f~r 'as research is. ('oncerned. Although we, in that particular case, are put
tmg up our bUlldmgs on the grounds of the University, as soon as they cease 
to be of use to us they become their property, under the terms of our 
" Gentleman's" agreement with them; we also cannot cliange the kind of 
work we are doing there without their consent. In addition to that, some 
few years ago a squatter in ,South Australia made a great endowment to the 
University of Adelaide. He handed over to them all his property just out
side Adelaide, and this has now become the Waite Agricultural Institute 
controlled by the University Council, it being the only one in Australia of 
that nature. It is under the direction of two extremely capable men, one a 
general agriculturist and one a soil expert, with a fairly stx'bng staff. It is 
a most valuable adjunct to the fundamental work which is being carried out 
for us by Professor Robertson at the University, to have this Agricultural 
Institute right alongside of him, -and for him to be able to carry out prac
tically development and experimental work with men there who are 
thoroughly conversant with practical conditions and in touch with agrieul
turists and pastoralists. The combination is very strong. Again, we have 
given money to the 'Vaite Institute, we are erecting buildings on the ground 
of the Institute, taking the risk of those buildings falling into other hands 
than those of the Commonwealth Government. There is no legal agreement 
between us, and we are carrying out our research on the grounds of the 
Waite Institute in buildings put up by us, but which will Ultimately be 
owned by them. 'That, I think, is going to work admirably. We are doing 
the same in a minor way in New South Wales, at Glenfield, for the State 
Agricultural Department. 

57,439. Will your ~nimal nutrition experts at Adelaide University be 
allowed to do any teaching?-We have in that particular case agreed that 
the Professor shall be allowed to -give ten lectures of one hour each during 
the year-for two reasons, one because we recognise the serious loss to the 
Adelaide University of Professor Robertson, and, secondly, because we 
believe that there is a certain amount of ,-alue in keeping a man in contact 
with the educational side. 

57,440. Do you find that the Constitution of the Commonwealth Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research is satisfactory, and that it satisfies 
the constituent States of the Federation ?-Yes. We have found it admir
able. It has, we believe, within the twelve months of its operations, re
gained the support, and sympathy of public and scientific bodies in the States 
of the Commonwealth. They are now working with us most whole
heartedly. 

57,441. The distance .. in Australia are considerable. How often does the 
body meet ?-The body consists of an Executive of three, of which I. am 
Chairman. Although I live in Sydney, I have attended some fifty meetmgs 
in Melbourne in twelve months. The Council met in its first year three 
times but normally we expect the Council to meet twice a year. My chief 
ExeC\~tive Officer, Dr. Rivett, is one of the three members of the Executive, 
and he makes it his business to travel round Australia lD order to keep in 
intimate contact with the members of the Council -and with the government, 
industrial, and scientific, organisations in each centre. 

57 442. Do you regard it as essential that the Federal Government, or its 
rep~sentatives at the centre, should have at its disposal a ~hole-ti~e officer 
touring round Australia in order to keep you in touch WIth detaIls ?-No, 
not altogether. Originally, under Sir Frank Heath's scheme, there was to 
be an Executive of three and a Chief Executive ()fficer who was to be a man 
of lesser standing than ~e have got now. We altered that scheme with the 
permission of the Prime Minister, suggesting that, just as in the case of an 
industrial organisation we should make one of the three members of the 
Executive a sort of m~naging Director, make him Chief Executiye Officer, 
influenoed, of course, very largel~' by the character and personalIty of the 
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Iliall we had available on the Executive, Dr. Rivett. In the first year' it; 
has been Dece,sary for Dr. Ril'ett and myself to travel round a very great 
deal, but part of our organisation, whole-heartedly endorsed by the States, 
is to get round U8 a body of six or seven of the very best men that we can 
obtain in the various branches of 8Cienoe and to utilise these men in two 
ways, ~ to do research work themselves, fundamental work, where it is not 
being undertaken by State departments, but secondly and for the present 
more particularly to travel round, and to keep in intimate touch with the 
research men in the "arious States. At present there is a certain amount of 
unavoidable dissipation of effort and of overlapping, and we hope to be able 
to get the whole of the research work throyghout all the departments in 
Australia carried forward in a well-considered and more nationally efficient 
way. We are influenced in this by the fact that the supply of trained men 
is extraordinarily inadequate. We have only got two of our six or seven 
men so far, but as soon as those six or seven men get to work Dr. Rivett 
then would undoubtedly not have to travel round as much as he· does at 
present. 

57,443. Do you aim at getti~g one or two of these six or seven men 
in each State?-No. These six or seven men will nominally be at the 
headquarters of the Council, which for the time being is in Melbourne, but 
"'hich undoubtedly, in perhaps five or six years, will be moved to Canberra. 

57,444. 1'hey will be whole-time officers?-Yes, and there is an abundance 
of work waiting for them. 

57,445. They will be in the position of officers travelling about in order 
to survey the situation in the States, and to keep the centre in close 
touch with everything that is going'onP-And generally to advise arid help 
these men working in various parts of the country, and to correlate' the 
work generally throughout the whole Continent. 

57,446. Mr. Noyce: Will they do any research work thems:elves?-Yes. 
07,447. The Chairman: It is perhaps worth mentioning that you have 

very varied conditions of climate and agriculture in Australia?-We have. 
57,448. What funds are at the disposal of the Scientific and Industrial 

Research Council to-dayP-In the first year, lallt year, Parliament voted 
us £250,000 to spend as we found necessary; the only condition being 
that we should submit estimates, not in detail,through our Minister. 
'Those estimates have to be approved. None of the money unspent reverts 
to the Treasury. 

57,449. It is a non-lapsing fund?-The money nlever leaves the fund. 
In addition to that,. they gave us a trust fund, vested in the name of the 
three members of the Executive, of £100,000', the interest of which is ·to 
be devoted entirely to the training of research workers and to making 
.. grants-in-aid." Since that date, about three months ago, owing to the 
experience we had gained, we made strong representations to Mr. Bruce 
that we ought to have a larger sum available, the reason being that we 
were faced with great difficulty in obtaining men, and in trying to attract 
them from permanent positions in Universiti_men who had a life 
appointment there, with perhaps retirement at the age of sixty or seventy 
with pension rights. We were trying to attract them to a. new Government 
department, dependent to a certain extent upon political vicissitudes. 
Therefore it is extremely difficult for us' honestly to take a man away 
from a life j.ob and to put ~im i~to s?mething which wte feel might not 
endure suffiCIently long to gIve hIm tIme to prove 'himself. We there
fore urged that Parliament should make a sufficient sum available to us 
FO that w:e might have sufficient to prove ourselves. We all feel that we 
c'an make such a showing after five years that neither the Government 
nor the people will want to make any alteration. We asked 'Mr. Bruce 
:for a further £500,000, and we understand that it was, discussed by the 
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Cabinet and agreed to. Mr. Bruce made a public announcement that at 
the first meeting of Parliament he was going to secure Parliamentary 
consent to make a further substantial grant to our funds. If ~ get what 
we asked for, it- will bring our funds up to £750,000 to be spent directly, 
together with the trust fund of £100,000, for the training of research 
workers. As an off-set to that, last year, the first ~ar of our existence, 
our estimate was £50,000 and we spent £40,000. This year our estimates 
will run up to something like £110,000. We understand definitely that 
a suhstantial grant is to be mad~. 

57,450. Reconsidering the position later onP-Yes. All we are anxious 
to see at the moment is that there are enough funds available to prove 
the organisation. 

57,451. In terms of annual income what do you expect to spendP-Prob
ably, after we have got going, we shall be spending not less than £150,000 
a year. 

57,452 .. Will you give the Commission. some idea as to how that will 
be s~nt? How much will go on salaries of offioersP-'Our overhead central 
organisation· vote is of the order of about £18,000. 

57,453. Then you have this grant-in-aid of work being carried on in 
Universities or research institutions under State controlP-Yes. I am 
sorry I have not a copy of our estimates with moe. 

57,454. It will he very interesting to us if you will send us a copy? 
-I will. It is extremely difficult, in an organisation such as this, to 
separate what are salaries in the way of overheads, from actual l'Iesearch 
expenditure, because, after all, all these leading men are research men. 
They are doing part of the work for which we are constituted. Our 
clerical organisation is small. 

57,455. How far do you think your authority and advioe in the 'States 
is rendered palatable by the fact that you have certain funds at your 
disposal ?-I do not think it has very much bearing. There is a very 
real feeling in the Commonwealth that the only thing which can saVl& 
agricultural work in Australia is scientific research, and I think almost 
all the people interested have a very clear I'eCognition of the fact that 
the work must be done. As an instance, let me mention three things. Within 
the last four months we have been offered by one of the State Govern
ments, free of all taxation charges and on a 99 years' lease, 30,000 acres 
of the best sheep country in that State, to do what we like with as an 
endowment for our work thiere, provided that we continue research work 
in connection with wool. It is right to say that that has not yet been 

. accepted, because there are certain fundamental difficulties in the way, but 
it is an evidoence of the real interest which is being taken in the work. 
Secondly, we have just completed arrangements under which the British 
Australian Tobacco Company furnish a sum of £20,000 contingent upon the 
Governments finding £10,000, making a total of £30,000, for investigation 
into the possibilities of growing satisfactory tobacco leaf in Australia, 
without condition, the whole organisation to be controlled by tlie Develop
ment and Migration Commission, by my Council, and by a third man, a 
nominee of the two bodies. If, at the end of that time, the work appears 
to be developing satisfactorily, the Tobacco Company will make available 
a further £30,000 contingent upon the Governments of Australia contri
buting another £30,000, bringing the total research fund on tobacco 
culture up to £90,000, without any condition whatsoever on the part of 
the Tobacco Company as to how we are to do our work. They Leave it 
absolutely to us to carry out that work. Again, the pastoralists of Australia 
hav41 decided to try to raise a fund of a quarter of a million to be devoted 
to research in connection with the. wool industry in collaboration with liS. 
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Thoee three cases clearly indicate, I think, the steadily growing con
viction that research work must be done, and that it has got to be done, 
Ilationally rather than by Independent StateB wherever practicable. 

57,456. This recognition of the need for research on a national basis sur
prises me a little. After all, these States are extremely conscious of their 
autonomous position and jealous of their rights. They have vast territories. 
Do they never claim that central research should be central in the States 
sense rather than central in the national sense?-No, because I think each 
of them realise that finance is an ever-present difficulty, and that each 
State feels "Well, is it not just as much the other State's duty to do 
tl,is partIcular bit of work?" That is always standing in the light. For 
instance, the problems in Western Australia, so far as sheep are concerned, 
are precisely the same as they are in New South Wales and Victoria and 
Queensland; and Western Australia says" Why should we saddle ourselves 
with thi8 expenditure." 

57,457. It is never suggested that if the Federal Government reduced 
Federal taxation by the amount they are spending on research, the States 
could reooup themselves by increasing their's?-It has, so far as I know, 
not been suggested, and I do not think, in the very nature of things, it 
would be likely to be suggested. We think we are now on excellent terms 
with the Statee and that they realise that we can get, nationally, a better 
organisation and a better team together than any individual State can ever 
justify. That lies at the root of the whole thing. 

57,458. How long have you known Australia?-I left London for 
Australia 44 years ago, and I have been there ever since. 

57,459. Will you tell the Commission whether you think that, at an 
earlier stage of the life of the Commonwealth, a proposal of this sort would 
have been well received by the States? For instance, let us say in 1910, 
ten years after the Commonwealth was founded, do you think the Sta~s 
would have ,been willing to ta.ke this sort of view?-No, I do not think 
they would. 

57,460. It is a question of time and experience?-Yes. 
57,461. And of a growing breadth of view?-Yes, and growing pressure 

from the public themselves. 
57,462. A rellection of the economic pressure?-Quite. I do not think It 

would h8\"e been welcomed in 1910. 
57,463. Would you like to see your funds expanded to a point which 

would make it possible for you, as a central organisation, to give grantA, 
let U8 say, on a .£ for .£ basis for particular work 1;0 be carried out by 
the States and by their own institutions?-<We are not doing it on any 
definite .£ for .£ basis, but we are now making grants to them. We make 
grants, for instance, to the Agricultural Department of New South Wal18. 
We are paying for, and supplying them with, two of our men who aCIl 
helping them out on the blow-lly problem. These men are under thci;o 
discipline entirely. We hand them over to them. If they like to diBmi~s 
them they can. We have simply said to the Agricultural Department of 
New South Wales: "We think ibetter work can De done in connection 
with blow-lly. Can you stimulate that work? iWhat is wanted?" Thev 
say: "We want more men." We say: "All right, we will give you 
the men." We have given three men to the Glenfield Research Station 
in New South ,Wales for further work in. connection with certain diseases 
of stock, notably one which is giving very great concern to Australia at 
the present time. We are Bubsidising work at the Melbourne University, 
at the Sydney University, at the Brisbane University, and at the 
Perth University. We have made arrangements with the Government of 
Western Australia. to pub up .£ for .£ with them in connection with certain 
work on tanning, Western Australia having given much more promise in 
that regard than any other State. But in general, the principle of £ fo'r 
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£ grants hail not been (.'Onsideroo. We have discussed'the matter frankly 
with them, found where the need exists, and if we have been a·ble to 
help we have ha~lded over money; always with some definite understanding 
that in some way we must Ibe linked with the work. We have refused 
absolutely to be put in the position of having to go to our Ministry anJ 
say: "We have granted £5,000 to the Agricultural Department of New 
South 'Wales, but have not any knowledge of what they are doing with 
it." Take the blow-fly investigation as an example. That is a trouble 
which, in a bad year, has cost New South Wales over £4,000,000 per 
annum. They have, in the New South Wales Agricultural Department, 
what. they call a "Blow-fly Committee," which directs the investigations 
which are in hand to tackle that trouble. On our suggestion to tho 
Minister of Agriculture of that State, they at once agreed to add to that 
Committee one of our representatives, so that he may at all times be 
conversant with what is 'being done, and keep us in the closest touch 
with it. As soon as we get our Entomologist, we have promised to put 
him also at their disposal, to discuss the work they are doing with the 
Government Entomologist in New South, Wales, and so on. 

57,464. You are able to achieve all this within an annual expenditul'6 
of £150,000. Is that soP-Our present estimate is £120,000. I would 
not like to forecast too closely how far that may grow, because the 
problems in front of us are tremendous. 

57,465. ,What is the constitutional position of this Fund which you 
administer? Is it made over to YOll in the shape of a lump sumP-Yes. 

57,466. Over a certain number of years, or capital put down P--Capital 
put do",-u for us to spend. 

57,467. Do you spend it by the authority of any particular Minister P
Yes. Both the Development and Migration Commission and my own Council 
were transferred to the Prime Minister's department under Senator Peal'(.'6, 
who is Vice-President of the Executive. Mr. Pearce is acting for the Prime 
Minister, as the Prime Minister is unable to give his own time to the 
details. 

57,468. Ht! is responsible to Parliament for the expenditure which is 
made ?-Yes. He gets our estimates approved year by year. Our estimates 
are put forward in as elastic a form as possible because it is almosl; 
impossible to tie down research work. 

57,469. Have you found Parliament jealous of these arrangements?-No. 
The Act W86 passed unanimously by both Houses of Parliament; the only 
comment from the Opposition was that the vote instead of being £250,000 
should have ·been a million pounds. That W86 from the La·bour side. 

57,470. You do not anticipate any friction in Parliament in the mattcr 
of the administration of the FundP-Not at present; I will not say any 
more than that, at present, there is no evidence of it whatever, and I 
honestly think that Parliament has made up its mind, firstly, that the 
work is badly wanted, and secondly, to give us a fair trial. 

57,471. You have no security in the future. Parliament can either con
tinue or withhold the necessary funds when the time comes when you 
have disposed of the present sumP-Yes. That is why we have asked for 
another £500,000. We believe by the time we have spent £750,000, no 
Government in Australia will be able to shut down such essential work. 

57,472. After how many years from the year you started do you think 
further funds will be required P How long will it take you to spend ~'our 
present monev?-At the present rate as far as we can forecast now, I think 
the £;50,000· ought to see us through five or six years. 

57,473. You have fi\'e or six years securityP-Yes. 
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57,4i4. The Treasury cannot raid this fdnd?-It is a definite appropria
tion of Parliament for this specific purpose under the Act, and we are able 
to make our estimate. fairly higli because anything unspent goes back 
into our Fund. . 

57,475. Is there anything like unanimity of opinion amongst research 
workers in Australia as to the need for centrally conducted research, or 
is there a strong party which takes the other view?-I do not think there 
are more than a few individuals who take the other view. I think that 
IS evidenced best by the resolutions which were carried at the Conference 
which was called last March with the consent of the Prime Minister and 
of the Premiers of the States. At that Conference, the thr-ee members 
of the Executive represented the Commonw-ealth. The permanent head 
"f each of the State agricultural departments, its Chief R-esearch OfIicer 
and the Professor of Agriculture at each University, or the corresponding 
position, were present, and after three days' deliberations we came unani
mously to certain conclusions, which, I think, very clearly set out the 
extraordinary unanimity of opinion amongst the three groups, the' Com
monwealth as represented by us, the State Departments as represented by 
the permanent heads of those Departments plus their scientific officers, 
and the '("niversities as represented by their Professors. We agreed 
definitely upon the functioll8 of the Commonwealth and of the States 
throughout the whole programme of agricultural research. 

57,4i6. Is much research work being carried out by institutions not 
under Government control in Australia?-Not a great deal, in fact rela
tively little. 

57,477. Do you include the Universities in the category of institutions· 
not under Government controlP-No. 

57,478. Between the Universities and other Government institutions?
There is quite a lot between Universities and other Oovernment institu
tions. There is not very much outside those two kinds of organisations. 

57,479. The Universities are doing a great deal, are they?-Some of 
them. The great disability in the Australian -Universities is their short
ness of staff and their shortness of funds. No Professor, practically with
Ollt exception, hu sllfficient time to devote to real research work. There 
are, on the other hand, younger men under them in certain cases who 
are doing quite remarkable work. 

57,480. Are you dependent, in the main, upon research officers trained 
in Australia for your recruitment, or are you drawing from the whole 
world, Great Britain in particular?-We approached' the Chancellors of 
the Universities before our Act was passed, telling them that we wanted 
to send ten men away that year for certain specific work, and asking 
whether they could give us the names of selected graduates who had done 
at least a year of research, preferably Honours men, the applications tD 
be accompanied by personal letters of recommendation from their Pr~ 
lessors to the !effect that they were exceptional men. We were able to 
&ecure eight quite capable men out of the ten we wanted. Five of those 
ure in Great Britain; and four are in America. We propose to send away, 
if we can get ~he men, eight this year. It is already clear, however, that 
we are not gomg to get them. 

57,481. In AustraliaP-No. 
57,482. Why notP-Because the men who are wanted are those who have 

received biological training in botany, entomolDgy and veterinary science, 
and not so much those trained in physics and chemistry. The whole tendency 
of the educational system both here and in Australia seems to be by 
the teaching of physics and chemistry at the schools, tD divert the hest . 
men into those sciences, so that they have easy subjects when the go to 
the University. Another reason which has operated has been that in 
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the past it has been almost imptlssible for Entomologists and ,;Mycologists 
to earn a decent living. They were paid a year ago in Australia Tess 
than we pay our mechanics. We took a first-rate Entomologist who 
was in the Museum of Victoria, a man of 45, and an extraordinarily 
capable person, and his salary at that job was about £400 a year. We 
are paying many fitters £8 a week. That ill one reason. 

57,483. wm you be able to get your men elsewhere?-The Royal Com
mission will be as aware as I am of the acute difficulty of getting first-class 
scientific workers, especially on biological subjects. So far, we have 
experienced great difficulty, but we expect to succeed. There is one thing 
which perhaps I have not made clear. We urged, when we took up this 
work, that we were not to be under the Public Works Act or the Public 
Service Commissioners. We pointed out that in dealing with scientific 
research one must be able to get the very best men one could and to pay 
what was necessary in order to get them, and that anything short of 
that was of no use to us. Under our Act it is specifically and definitely 
provided that we are not in any way governed by tne oonditions of the 
Public Service Act. 

57,484. Is there any feeling amongst the public in Australia against 
bringing in men from overseasP-No, if you honestly advertise the posi
tions in Australia and show a real desire to give an Australian a chance. 
Up to the present eighty per cent. of our appointments have been 
Australian. 

57,485. Professor Gangulee: They are trained in Australia, are they?
Most of them were originally traiDJed in ,Australia. Some of them have 
been imported into Australia many years ago. 

57,486. The Chairman: 'What precisely are the restrictions in service 
coming within the Service Commission, from which you desire to escape P 
-The whole matter of appointments is graded.-

57,487. It is a question of control of salaries, is itP-Yes, and oonditions, 
and a host of other things, such as seniority. It all makes it almost 
impossible to get a man from outside. 

57,488. Is there any stipulation that you must recruit men born in 
Australia P-N 0; it is not provided that they must be born in Australia, 
but preference is always given to Australia born men, if they are avaIlable. 

57,489. Sir Thomas Middleton: When you approached the University of 
Adelaide with the object of setting up a Nutrition Institute, 'I understand 
that you took from them their Professor and established him in the pre
cincts of the University as your man P-Yes. 

57,490. Was there any discussion as to the other policy of attempting 
to get the University of Adelalcle to take up the work as a University, and 
to keep their Professor, and to develop the research as part of their normal 
functions?-Yes, that was very carefully considered. 

57,491. What induced you to take the course you did P-It arose in rather 
a curious way. An offer was made to the University Council of Adelaide 
that money would be made available to them on a £ for £ basis if they 
would take up certain work, but the University of Adelaide found them
selves unable to take it on or to accept the offer. It was agreed also 
that nationally it was better that all such grants should 'be handled by a 
national body, as such a body would be in a better position to avoid over
lapping, and to determine just where the right men were located, and 
just what organisation had the right equipment. That has now been 
generally accepted. It was thus agreed that the offer in question should 
be transferred to us. We took it up, and we developed from that, with the 
complete co-operation of the University Council of Adelaide. 

57,492. The primary reason in the mind of the University authorities 
was a financial one, was it?-Yes; at that stage; but there were other 
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reasons. For instance, in the University of Adelaide, just as in other 
t:niversities, there are certain provisions regarding the uniform payment of 
Professors. It simplifies the operations very materiaIly. In our case. we 
are bringing in men who, first of all, have to work twelve months. agaI.nst 
nine months. The w40le position is thus altered, and they, the UDlversIty, 
would, I think, prefer that they were our employe~s rather th~n the 
t:"niversity's employees. Further, also, it was recognISed that ultImately 
much larger sums would be involved, and this was easier for us to face. 

57,493. That same position has arisen here, but our Professors. recognise 
that if a research man works twelve months instead of nine months there 
may be some ground for diff~rentiation in salaryP-We have had some 
trouble with the Universities in that regard. We recommended the Com
monwealth Government to offer a seat on the Executive of the Council 
for Science and Industry to a Professor attached to one of the Univer
sities. The University Council finaIly agreed to the suggestion, but the 
main stumbling block was that we insisted that the Professor should 
receive a fee for his services on the Executive. This was objected to at 
first on the ground that it disturbed University practices, but it has since 
been agreed to. 

57,494. Your present pool of research men who are free to go out to 
different States consists of about five or six members, does itP-We have 
110t got them all yet. We have Professor Robertson, and we have. an 
arrangement with tbe University Council of Melbourne University to allow 
their Professor of Veterinary Science to be our adviser pro tem. they 
freeing him as we require him. We have also the same arrangement with the 
Senate of Sydney University in regard to the Professor of Agriculture, and 
we are carrying on unde~ those circumstances until we can gradually fill 
up our team. 

57,495. You do not think of continuing that plan of borrowing from the 
Universities the mOflt suitable men for your particular work for a temporary 
period P-No. It does not suit the Universities and it does not suit us. It 
does not suit the Universities because it interferes with their teaching work, 
and it does not suit us because vital problems requiring immediate atten
tion arise, and we cannot get the man because he has urgent University 
duties. We have up to the present been borrowing wholesale. 

57,496. You mentioned the case of New South Wales and the blow fly 
pest. How did that arrangement arise P Did they approach you, or did 
you approach them on that subjectP-1t was neither, quite. We borrowed 
the Professor of Veterinary Science for Melbourne University, and asked 
him to obtain the considered opinion of the leading veterinary men in the 
Commonwealth as to what should be tackled, and how we could help. Pro
fesBor Woodruff was commissioned by us, with the consent of his University, 
to form a Committee represenlative of the State Agricultural Departments 
and of the State Universities. That Committee met several times and 
finally submitted to us a programme of work which they thought could .be 
tackled at once; how it should be done, and what we should do by way of 
financial help and in getting men. With some modifications, that report 
was adopted as a first step. Amongst the items in that report was the 
development of the work on "blow fly" research, by the provision by us 
of two extra men for the State Agricultural Department of New South 
Wales. 

57,497. How did that application reach youP Did it come direct from 
the rniversity or did it come up by the Minister of Agriculture for New 
South Wales?-No, it came through this Committee. 

57,498. Direct?-Yes, but we then interviewed the Under Secretary for 
Agriculture in New South Wales. We formulated a programme, which 
after discussion with his Ministers, was adopted. In certain cases, State 
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Go~ernm~n!-S ,have ma~e definite application to us, through the Federal 
PrIme i\l1mster, for assIstance in certain re;;earches. 

57,4~9. Have y~u formulated some sort of definite policy as to the amount 
of assIstance that would be given in approved schemes? Do you adhere 
closely to the £ for £ basis, or may you vary it anything from twenty five 
per cent. up to seventy-fi,:e per cent. just as you wishP-We are entirely 
free. In some cases we gIve a hundred per cent. In others it represents 
only a small pe~en.tage. We are entirely free to use our own judgment 
lind have no lImItation whatever except the approval of our Minister. 

5~,500. A~e .ther.e ~ny cases in whic~ you hav~ ~iven a,hundred per cent. P 
-We are gIvmg It lD the case of ammal nutrItIOn. We have just started 
a large research at the Waite Institute on virus diseases of plants. We 
have put up greenhouses costing £2,000, and are supplying the monev for 
the investigators. The Waite Institute is giving us the service ~f it~ 
Director in the control and organisation of the work. ' 

57,501. Can you remember a case where you have given fifteen or 
twenty pl'r cent. as opposed to the whole hundred per cent. to a scheme 
w~ich is es~entially a S.tate scheme? Have any such come before you?
WIth certalD problems lD Queensland we have done that, certain banana 
diseal'e problems which are peculiar to Queensland and Northern New 
South Wales. There we have given varying amounts, depending upon the 
agreement which has been come to between the three Governments. We are 
giving about twenty-five per cent. in two cases there. 

57,502. To go back to this group of scientific men, the five or six men 
whom you are attempting to secure at the present time: It is clear, I think, 
that if your work extends in the directions which you indicate, those 
five or six men will not go very far over the Continent of Australia. Have 
you contemplated enlarging their number con6iderably?-The five 01" six 
in every case involves the supply of the necessary assistants in each of the 
branches. One of these fi\'e or six would be our Entomologist. He may have 
six or seven entomologists under him, depending upon the needs of the 
work. If we get a "Chief" for the entomological work, we already have 
two junior men available on the spot, and two more in America under
going special training there. 

57,503. On your Central staff?-Yes. 
57,504. Dr. Hyd.er: With regard to the question of the division of powen 

between the Federal Government and the States Governments, what powers 
are made over to the Federal Government and what are made over to the 
States?-I do not remember it in detail, but under our constitution certain 
definite powers are given to the States. This cannot be varied except by a 
referendum of the people. Such 'matters as customs, postal arrangements, 
telegraphs, weights and measures and others, are Commonwealth functi.ms. 

57,505. They are definitely mentioned in the Act, are theyP-Yes. Th .. 
States almost exclusively deal witlh roucation, land, mining, transport, and 
a great many other things .. 

57,506. JI r. N oyu: Is agriculture specifically mentioned in the Act ?-l 
cannot remember. The Federal Government have never had any Department 
of Agriculture, nor of Mines, nar Education. There is a. feeling throughout 
Australia that a Federal Geological Survey should be made, but there is no 
Federal Geological Department in existence to undertake it. There is also 
no Federal Education Department. These are all StOlte functions. 

The Chairman: We will get the Acts. 
57,507. Dr. Hyd.er: What is the point of gIvmg the same salaries to all 

the Professors in the Universities?-It eliminates a lot of argument. I 
should like to malq) it <'lear that the same salaries are not given to the 
same Professors in all the Universities collectively; it only applies to the 
Universities singly, but every Professor, in one University at least, receive>' 
th!l same salary. 
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57,508. What are those agricultural training colleges for? For what do 
they train men? Do they train men to be officers in the State department? 
-Very largely. 

57,509. Or do they train them to become Professors at these different 
Faculties?-Xo. They train men chiefly to take inspectorships, and to 
undertake research in the State agricultural departments, and also for thE' 
positions in the veterinary services. 

57,510. What is the relationship of these agricultural colleges to the 
universities in any particular State?-In most cases there is no direct; 
association between the agricultural college and the university. 

57,511. These agricultural colleges are State Government departments, are 
theyP-Yes, under the Agricultural Department. 

57,512. And are the universities also State Government departments?-
They are State universities. 

57,513. But there is no connection?-No. In three States there is " 
definite Faculty of Agriculture at the University in New South Wales, 
Victoria and Western Australia. 

I was wondering whether you have interested yourself in the affairs of 
India, SO that I might put to you one or two questions, if you are willing; 
to answer them?-I am afraid I do not know sufficient of Indian condition& 
to make my replies of any value, except on the general need for agricultural 
research work. 

57,514. How do you find out when a problem is not It national one, but; 
is confined to a certain tract? How do you determine when a problem is 
II national one and when it is not a national oneP-We decided at the 
Agricultural Conference that the permanent heads of the State Agricultural 
departments and Professors of Agriculture should be an Advisory Committee 
to our Council for the consideration of such prohlems as that, so that when 
matters came up, we might refer them to the Committee for advise. as to 
whether thE'Y thought it was something which could better be done by an 
individual State, or by a group of States, or by us. It is an Advisory 
Board to our Council. 

57,515. Pro/e83or Gangulee: In each StateP-No. I am speaking of an 
Advisory Board W1hich includes the permanent heads of the agricultural 
departments of the six States. It is fairly clearly set out in the agreement 
which has been come to between the Council and the heads of the agri
cnltural departments and the University Professors. It is all clearly defined 
in this document which I have before me, but which I am afraid is too long 
to read. I tlhink, however, it might be of interest. 

57,516. The Chairma-n: Will you put that in for our informationP-I will 
send you a copy. 

57,517. Mr. Noyce: Are the members of your Executive Committee of 
three whole-time officersP-No. I am not a whole-time man. Professor 
Richardson is not a whole-time man. It was not intended that any of them 
should be, but recently Professor Rivett has been made Chief Executive 
Officer, and is also a Member of the EiXecutive, so that he now is the only 
whole-time man of the three. 

57,518. What are your other duties, if I may ask that question ?-I am a 
Consulting Engineer in Sydney. I hold certain other pOSItions, but that is 
my profession. 

57,519. The Chairman: You are not a Government servant?-No, oniy 
partly. 

57,520. Sir James MaoKenna: Can you define the scope and the object 
of the Commonwealth Council a little more fully P-It is defined in the Act 
very briefly, of which I sent a number of copies here. 

57,521. Will you just develop it a little for usP-8ub-Clause 2 of Olause 11 
of our Act ~efines the p~ers and functions of the Council and, its provisions 
are very WIde. (The lVttness here read the Section in question. See pages 
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640 and 644.) Our Council has now definitely been entrusted with nearly all 
Commonwealth research work outside Public Health, and the work of the 
Defence and Cu~toms Departments. 

57,522. The Ohairman: Then it would not be open to you to make a 
grant for education, outside agricultural education, or anything of that
sort, would it.?-:-I do not think that was contemplated. We have, however, 
a definite duty to assist in the training of men, and that can be stretched 
to cover a certain amount of education. 

57,523. Sir James MacKenna: Do you think the unanimity which exists 
between the Commonwealth Council and the State's workers is due to the 
fact that you can employ a superior type of research worker, or is it due 
to the fact that you can take up subjects like mycology, entomology, biology, 
chemistry, and the more abstruse subjects on which the individual States 
are not in a position to employ experts ?-In all those three sciences they 
have officers in the agricultural departments of New South Wales and 
Victoria, but it is very difficult in the State departments, which are 
governed by Public Service <Jommissioners, to offer salaries sufficient to 
attract front-rank men, particularly now when there is such a wide demand 
for such men. 

57,524. So the unanimity which has taken place is largely due to the 
superior staff of officers which you are in a position to get?-Our Act enables 
us to get the best men, and generally gives us a freer hand, wherell8 the 
States are not so free. 

57,525. Supposing you had well-developed departments in the States with 
fairly senior officers, do you think this Central Commonwealth Council idea 
would have worked with so much harmony? Supposing you had thad State 
departments which had been running for twenty years, and which were 
staffed with men who had attained high standing in their subjects, do you 
think then that you would have obtained the unanimity to which you have 
referred?-Yes, I think so, because there is a growing recognition of the 
fact that so many of these problems are essentially national, and that each 
State, after all, is only a part of Australia. 

57,526. Pro/esso·r Gall!lulee: Was there a serious waste of effort resulting 
from the overlapping of research before the Council was set . up P-There 
has sometimes, I think, been a waste of effort. There are men in four or 
five centres tackling the ·same problem. 

57,527. And now, under your system, you have evolved this judicial 
distribution of research problems?--We are trying to assist in the utilisa
tion of the men available to the best advantage, bull I would like to make 
one point quite clear. Each research organisation, or each department, 
remains in fact an absolutely free agent to undertake any research which 
it cares to undertake. The agreements we have come to with them are 
simply to the effect that we propose and hope to work with them. We 
have no power to say to the Agricultural Department of New South Wales, 
for instance, that they should not undertake r(>s(>nr("h in any dir(>ction the~' 
like; 1l0r can they say the same to us. 

57,528. But the Council undertakes to distribute the research problems, 
does it?-We have agreed that that is what we are going to try to do, and. 
that is what we are doing. 

57,529. You say: "This is national, and that is State" ?-Yes, but we do 
that in consultation, and not of our own initiative. 

57,530. What specific organisation has the Council set up for the correla
tion of work carried on by the States?-We have, in each State, the Statr· 
Committees of the Council, consisting of three representatives of the 
scientific dppartments of the StaLe Governments, three from the University 
of that State and three or more from the industries of that State. 'I1h!\t 
covers State interests, and the Chairman of i!ach State Committee is 1\ 
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member of our Council, so that it pulls each State right into the
organisation. 

5'1,531. Yon refprred, in the course of your evidence, to the Conference
which was held in March, 1927. I see that there you proposed to develop 
something in the direction of a clearing house for information and research. 
Oould you deal with t'hat a little more fully?--That was at the definite 
request of the heads of the agriculutral departments, who said that much. 
good reseaJ'ch work wo.o being done by their officers, but there was the 
greatest ditliculty in getting thiS effectively published and distributed 
amongst scientific workers in the Commonwealth. They thought the work 
could be very much better handled by a national body, and they asked us 
to undertake it, whioh we agreed to do. 

57,532. }'urther on you say: "The Council should adopt a scheme which 
will enable the Universities to attract students to the Faculties of Agricul
ture a.nd of Veterinary Science by notifying that appointments will be· 
available for suitably trained men." What is the scheme which you have
in mindP-There are two ways. In the past, most men have been attracted 
to phY'liC's or chemistry. At the present ID£Jment the Universities of 
Australia and the Governments, are extraordinarily generous in regard to· 
the free Scholarships and Exhibitions wlhich they give, but it has beocme
the custom almost in every University for the best men to go to iPhysics
or to chemistry, and frequently only those that are left go to veterinary 
science and to agriculture. We hope that by making available good 
appointments, and by paying adequate sums, we may attract good men who 
may perhaps have already graduated in physics or chemistry, and by
giving them a special two years course in some biological science, to fit 
them for our work at our expense. 

57,533. Do you guarantee them postsP-We guarantee and pay for the 
training only. 

57,534. But you do not guarantee that after they have got the training 
you will appoint them 8Omewhere?-We never guarantee that. None of 
our research workers are guaranteed a post. We have an option on their 
services at certain .minimum rates of salary. 

57,535. I understand you also propose a form of tropical agricultural 
research institute. Has that idea been developed ?-That is a Pl"O!Posal 
which has emanated from Great Britain. Enquiry has been made whether 
we are willing, on a £ for £ basis, to establish, in Northern Queensland, a 
Research Institute as part of a chain of tropical agricultural research 
stations, the other two being Trinidad and Kenya. They wish the third, 
dealing particularly with animal husbandry (which is a matter of very great 
interest to us) to be located in Northern QueElnsland. That matter is now 
under consideration, but the details have not yet been finally settled. 

57,536. On the question of livestock research in Australia is this problem; 
tackled nationally or by the StatesP-It is tackled by both. Such livestock 
research covers fundamental research in many directions, .and all questions. 
of animal diseases, and so on. The States are doing a great deal of 
extremely valuable work. We are also doing work. 

57,537. The Central Government undertakes fundamental research on. 
livestock, does it?-Yes, and we are also subsidiBing a considerable aanount 
of research into particular diseases in various State organisations. 

57,538. Mr. Noyce: When you refer to livestock research, are you not. 
referring only to research on diseasesP-No, animal genetics, and animal 
husbandry generally. 

57,539. Professor Gangulee: Is the control of contagious cattle disease,;. 
entirely under Federal authorityP-Yes, I believe so. 

07,540. How do you enforce the Act: through your own agencies ?-That. 
I do not know. 
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57,541. Jf.r. Calvert: Would you tell us exactly what the difference IS 

·between the old Institute and the new Council that has brought about the 
popularity of the Council?-I think it is largely d~ to the fact that in 
some way they did not appear to consult State opinions, or State men, 
upon what should be done. They called committees into being but in recent 
years discussed nothing with them, and ~Ilbmitted nothing to them. 

57,542. It was in the Constitution ?-It was in the Constitution that there 
might be State committee.s, and they did, in fact, appoint State committees, 
but for se,·eral years past they were ne,·er asked to meet, which possibly 
was worse than if they had never been appointed. l\Iany excellent men 
were associated with them on those comlIlittee~. 

57,543. The cause of the unpopularity was more in the method of work 
than in the Constitution of the Institute ?-No, not altogether, because 
fundamentally, under the old Act there was almost au autocracy. There 
was to be a Director, in fact the old Act really 'prescribed nothing but 
the Director. The whole of the power lay in his hands. Now the States 
play a very definite part in the control of the organisation through 'the 
Oouncil. . 

57,544. ill 1'. Kamat: In the Amending Bill which has been introduced in 
the }'ederal Parliament to reconstItute or to reconstruct the old Institute, 
is there any other special feature improving the old Act, in addition to the 
particular feature which you just now mentioned ?-The Bill was passed 
twelve months ago by both Houses of Parliament. It was passed somewhere 
about the middle of last year. 

57,545. I lost sight of that, but in this amended Act, I ask what were the 
special features in addition to the one which you have just mentioned which 
were provided in order to eliminate jealousy on the part of the States, for 
instance ?-The new Act defined clearly the new Constitution and the methOd 
of control. The powers and functions were somewhat modified. Provision 
WIl6 made that the organisation should be independent of the Public Serriee 
Act. Clauses were introduced regarding fees, appropriations, superannua
tion and so 011. Beyond that there were few alterations. They did not !Jass 
a new Act, but amended the old Act. 

57,.5.16. You mentioned an Endowment Fund?-That is under a separate 
.Act. 

5i,547. An Endowment Fund for sending students abroad for training 3IS 

research workers?-Yes. 
57,548. That is a Federal Endowment Fund, I take itP-Yes, of £100,000. 

57,549. ""hen students are trained under a Federal Fund, do you allow 
that they should be taken up in the States if necessary, or are they reserved 
for Federal sen·ice only?-That is a ,"ery difficult question. It is under dis
cussion between our Council and the States at the present time. ""estern 
Australia has quite legitimately claimed that if we select a boy from the 
'Vestern Australian Uni,·ersity, we ought to give that State the first call on 
that boy. We are trying to do that, but we can hardly agree definitely that 
the boy whom we have trained and paid for should necessarily go back to 
the State if WII feel that he can do better work nationally in another state. 
We have 'agreed with the States that, 3IS far as practicable, we will try to 
arrange that their own lads go back and do work in their own particular 
part of the Continent. . . 

57 550. So that you find a knotty point there. May I ask also, III thIS con
nection, whether the States have contrihuted to this Endowment Fund in 
anv manner?-No. . 

57,55l. It is purely Federal P-Yes. . . 
57,552. You think a large fund of this character conllng. solely out of 

Federal funds is of immense importance to keep up the cont1l1uous stream 
.of properly trained men for research work P-I do. It is vital, I think. 
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57,553. It is not only necessary to have research stations, but to keep up 
this flow of competent trained men?-Yes. The greatest disability at the 
present time is the supply of men. 

57,554. If you have a . Federal Fund, do you agree that it should be in
tended not only for agricultural advance, but also for the training of young 
men ?-Quite so. 

57,555. The Chairman: Is there nothing in the nature of an indenture 
between the graduate who is chosen for training and the Federal Authority P 
Is there nothing to prevent a man after he is trained from going off to Tim
buctoo?-He has signed an agreement that at the end of two years' train
ing he will put his sen' ices at our disposal for a minimum period of three 
years at a minimum salary. 

57,556. Has that legal forceP-No, but we are picking men only after very 
careful disclbSsion. 

57,557. If a man does not do it, it means you have chosen the wrong mani' 
-Exactly, that we have chosen a bad type of man. 

57,558. Sir James 1IlacKenna: Do the Members of the Executive Com
mittee or of the Commonwealth Council get any honorarium ?-The members 
of the Executive are paid. 

57,559. Professor Ga'ngulee: There are three such members?-Yes. The 
Members of the Council also get five guineas a day when they are actually 
bitting, plus travelling expenses, on a scale approved by the Government. 

57,560. Sil' Thomas Middleton: What about the State Committees?-They 
are e'ntirely honorary, except that if a member of a State Committee is 
asked by U8 to go and make any enquiry he gets his travelling expenses plus 
a daily allowance to cover board, etc., but no fees other than that. 

57,561. Your fund is not only available for agriculture, but for all indus
tries in the Commonwealth ?-Yes, practically for everything outside Public 
Health. 

5i,562. Has there been any criticism of the allocation to agriculture as 
distinct from the allocation to engineering, let us say P-Engmeering has had 
none, and has in no way complained. 

57,563. What about geological work?-We have one very important 
appointment in geological work which is operating well, but it is recogmsed 
generally that the crying need in Australia at present is agricultural 
research. 

57,564. lh. Hyder: According to the new agreement which Mr. Bruce is 
negotiating with the State Premiers, your Commonwealth makes over cer
tain sums of money annually to the State Governments, does it ?-Not in 
that form, so far as research is concerned. We have certain Commonwealth 
funds at our disposal and we have certain committees at work. We discuss 
with those committees and with heads of State departments where work can· 
best be done. If we come to the conclusion that, say, a State research 
station in New South Wales can do work in connectIOn with a particular pig 
disease better than anywhere else, we enter into an agreement with that 
department to assist in that research and we hand over our contribution to 
that department. 

57,565. Not in regard to the allocation of the funds which you control but 
as regards the general question of Federal and State finance, what u: the 
position P Does the Federal Government make over certain annual contribu
tions to the different States?-An arrangement in force for many years pa&t 
has now been terminated, and the methods to be adopted in the future are 
I believe, now under consideration. ' 

57,.566. We have a worse position in India. The States there have to con
tribute to the Central Government. The States in Australia do not have 
to do thatP-We do indirectly, very lleavily, but not dirertiy. . 

57,567. Mr. Kamat: There is one point about the State committees. Did 
the Federal Government have the power to nominate two members to the 
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State committees?-No, only the Chairman; and that was done after con
sultation with the authorities in the States. We discussed with Govern
ment men and with scientific men in each State to determine the kind of 
mall who would, be suitable and who would be welcomed by the people of 
that State. We thei! recommended to the Commonwealth Government that 
that man should be offered the chairmanship. That is the only Common
wealth nominee to State committees. 

57,568. I would like to know whether, under the new Act, this principle 
of nomination by the Federal Government is retained, or whether it has· 
been found unworkable?-No, that is exactly what we do, and it has, I 
think, been entirely successful. We have had no trouble with this federal 
nomination of chairmen. 

57,569. It is not resented by the Minister of Agriculture in the State? 
-No, the State Government has the power to nominate three members to 
the State committee. 

57.,570. But that is their inherent right, is it not? It is not in con
sequence of the nomination by the Federal GovernmentP-That is merely 
a provision under our regulations; the Act does not prescribe it. The 
State has no inherent powers in the matter. The Act prescribes that there 
may be State committees, and the Executive recommended how State com
mittees ,should be constituted. We prepared those recommendations with 
.a view to securing the whole-hearted co-operation of the States and to make 
the States feel that they had a definite part to play in the organisation. 
The only thing we said we could not agree to was the State nomination 
()f the Chairman, because under our Act the Chairman becomes a member 
of our Council, and if the States elected their own Chairman we might 
:find that six members of our Council were all engineers, for instance. 
It would almost certainly be a hopelessly unbalanced Council. Therefore, 
in order to secure a balanced Council, the Government approved that we 
should make the nomination for the Chairman in each State after con
sultation with the State authorities. Then the regulations which we drafted, 
and which are not a part of the Act, laid it down that the rest of the 
Committee should consist of three representatives of the State Scientific 
Department appointed by the State GovernJIlents; three from the State 
University, nominated by a national scientific body known as the National 
Research Council; three representatives of industry in that State, nominated 
by the preceding six, plus such other men as might be· co-opted from time 
to time with the permission of the executive, and because of some spE'cial 
services that they migbt render to the Committee. That is the Constitution 
of State comJIlittees. The only Commonwealth Government nominee is the 
Chairman. All the rest are State men. 

57,571. The Ohairman: Are you carrying on research into animal genetics? 
-Not yet. Dr. Finlay visited AustraJia; an Australian by birth and 
trained there, receiving subsequent training in America and Great Britain. 
He has aohieved considerable fame in animaJ genetics and was brought out 
to Australia early lasb year by the Royal Agricultural Society of New 
South WaJes. We secured his services temporarily to make a report on 
the stock position in Tasmania. That report was just complete when I left 
Melbourne. It has not yet been decided whether Dr. Finlay shall be 
()ffered a position to carryon work in animal genetics or not; although 
such has defi'nitely been snggested. 

57,572. DoE'S the ca.ttle industry in Australia think in terms of many 
breeds?-Yes, and indiscriminate breeds very largely. There is no doubt 
that the industry is in a deplorable condition up north. 

57,573. Do you regard the research work necessary for an improvement 
in that position as belonging properly to the Federal field or to the States? 
-Nothing material has been done by the States in this direction. I think 
it has been definitely decided that it is our field; in fact the Australian 
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representative on the Imperial Economic Committee has urged that that 
is a problem of first importance for our OlUncii. 

57,574. Are we thinking of the same thing?-The fundamental problems 
of genetics is one thing. The actual improvement of breeds is another. 
I was thinking of the fundamental work. 

57,575. Would the improvement of breeds be left more to the StatesP-
1'hat is left to the States, yes. 

57,576. Are the States still jealous of each other in AustraliaP-I do not 
think it is as bad as it was, but there is lID doubt it still exists, as. between 
two States, at any rate. 

57,577. Are the States jealous of the Federal authorityP-1 think so, 
particularly certain States. 

57,578. I ask because I wished my colleagues to learn how much magic 
there is in your wand. 

The Witness: With regard to the point you raised a moment ago, there 
were two resolutions cwrried at . the Agricultural Conference and bearing 
upon the question, as follows:-

II Animal Genetics.-The genetic analysis of the economic characters 
of lh'estock, including the meat quality and milk yield of cattle, wool 
quality and yield of wool and carcass of sheep, egg and meat quality 
and yield of poultry and the like constitute a group of research 
problems whioh are of national importance and require highly 
specialised research for their solution, and form an appropriate field 
for Commonwealth investigation. . 

"Animal Rreeding.-The application of existing knowledge of 
principles to the breeding and improvement of farm animals, This 
field of work should be left to existing State Departments of Agricul
ture." 

57,579. The Chairman: Will you send me that whole reportP-Yes. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Rev. Dr. E. M. MACPHAIL, C.LE., C.B.E. 
Oral Evidence. 

57,580. The Chairman: Dr. Macphail, you are ex-Vice-Chancellor of the 
Uni .... ersity of Madras and ex-Principal of the Madras Christian CollegeP
Yes. 

57,581. The Commission is extremely interested in the question of whether 
it will bo possible to suggest directions in whioh the Indian Universities 
can play a more active part than they do at present in agriculture in 
the widest sense; and it is in that direction that we hope you will inform 
us to-day. I do not know whether you would care to make any statement? 
-I am very sorry I was not able to submit any written statement, but 
1 ha"e been tra .... elling about, and I got your invitation in Paris, and 
was not able to write out anything. The fact is that I do not know I 
have really very much to say to the Commission on the subject, because 
in Madras we have only very recently hrought the College of Agriculture into 
the Cniversity. It was a separate Government institution and had nothing 
to do with the University until about five years ago. I was at Home at 
the time. At that time it was affiliated to the Madras University. It 
now has its representatives on the different University bodies, and we give 
a. degree. If I remember rightly, there is a very small Faculty of Agricul
ture consisting of two members. That is about all the connection we have 
with agriculture directly, except in so far as we are training people who 
may take up agricultural work.· . 

57,582. Is a. Madras a residential University?-No. It is an affiliating 
University. The University of which I was Vice-Chancellor aims at beoom-
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ing wha-t I ,might call a localised 1:'lliversity; that is to say, it will consist 
entirely of the colleges ill Madras when it is complete; but at present it 
has affiliated to it colleges scattered over the whole of the Presidency, with 
thjl _exception of thE! northern oolleges which have recen.tly been cut off and 
formed into a separate Andhra University. 

57,583. Are you familiar with any other Universities in IndiaP-I know 
something about them. I was on t'he Inter-University Board, and I attended 
the conference at Simla in 1924. 

57,584. Have you anything to tell the Commission 116 to the means which 
might be taken to bring the Universities into closer touch with agricultural 
matters, or to place the Universities in a position in which they might 
make a larger contribution to the solution of research problems that lie 
before IndiaP-I 'have been thinking over that matter. The difficulty is 
with regard to the old Universities. Almost all the teaching work was done 
in the colleges, and it is only very 'I'ecently that anything of the nature 
of University chairs hll6 been instituted. In Calcutta they 'have a large 
number of post-graduate courses, but in Madras they are only beginning 
that. When the University w~s re-organised four years ago, the idea was 
to start a number of University professorships, but they are only making 
a beginning with regard to t'hat. One of the chief ideru;; with regB'l'd to 
the Reforms which were brought in was -that there should be a great 
development of science. I have not been much in Madras for the last 
two years, but w'hen I retired from the Vice-ChancellorShip they were just 
beginning to start the idea of having a Science Institute where there 
would be a' number of branches of science taken up and developed. It 
would be in that connection only that the University might do something 
for agricultural work. It would be chiefly in the way of encou'l'agement 
of agricultural chemistry and things of that sort. The fact of the miller 
is that there is a difficulty with regard to finance; it is want of money. 
Very gTeat difficulty hru;; been found in getting money sufficient to endow 
chairs or to pay tlle salaries of competent men. I do not know how soon 
it ill likely to be possible to develop on the lines of having a Professor of 
Agriculture, such as we have in Edinburgh Uni.ersity. 

57,585. Wiha~ do you think of the idea of instituting a degree of rural 
economic.sP-I 'I'ather think we have already a degree of Bacbelor of 
Science in Agriculture in Madras. I have not my calendar with mE', and 
I cannot trust to my memory. 

Jlr. Noyce: That is given to the students of the Agricultural (,ollege. 
It is not quite the same thing as that to which the Chairman is rE'ferring. 

57,586. The Chainnan: That is not the same thing as .a degrE'e of rural 
ecollomicsP-You mE'an you would have sE'parate courses for it. 

57,587. I suppose that would be necessaryP-What occurred to mE' was 
that thE're might hE' diplomas. The danger, to my mind, in connE'ction 
with all University courses in agriculture is that a mall who takE'S a dE'gree 
in agTiculture may simply look upon it as creating an opening for a 
career for himself in something else. Take, for example, the men who 
have -taken up biology with us. They pass a degree in biology, and the 
nE'xt t'hing you find is that they ha.e bE'come lawyers or have gone into 
Government service. If one could get the people of India to look upon 
Universities as placE'S which provide learning rather than place.s for pr!>
viding dE'grees, and if one could get it into people's minds that they might 
attend classes without the desire of taking a degree, or of graduating in 
anything, a great deal would be done, but it is a. very difficult thing to 
do. Hitherto, the one idE'a in connection with University courses has 
been - that of taking a degrE'e with a .iew to a future career in some 
dE'partment of public life. 

57,588. Has it occurred to you that the Government of India might 
Dlake some contribution towards the financing of a chair -of AgTiculture 
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in a particular (,niversity?-That has occurred to me. I think if any
thing of that kind is going to be done it will have to be done through 
the Central Government. The difficulty is t'hat Education is a transferred 
subject, and there you have the danger of interfering with the Provinces. 
On the other hand, I do not see how the Provinces are going to supply 
the necessary funds for anything of that kind unless they get it from the· 
Government of India. I think it must be a centralised scheme. 

5i,';;89. Do you see any signs of inter-University organisation appear
ing? Do you think the Universities are together in these matters at all?-. 
We had a conference in Simla in May 1924, and it was ~. very successful 
confeorence. It was called by Government, and at it we appointed an 
inter-University Committee, which body met in Bombay in .1925. I was 
the Chairman of the Committee, and most of the Universities joined in. 
Oalcutta held out for some time for some reason, and I think Allahabad. 
and Lucknow kept out, I do not know why; but all the other Universities 
came in, and we formed this Inter-University Board with a Chairman 
and Secretary. It was not decided at that time where the office was to 
be. We came to the conclusion, both at Simla and at the meeting of the 
body, that we had to go carefully, because the Universities were extremely 
jealous of their autonomy; in fact that was why, I think, Calcutta . kept 
out. At Simla there was a certain feeling of alarm that there might be 
interference on the part of this central body with 1ihe individual Univer
sities. It was quite unfounded. I think it was also borne in upon us that 
it was extremely difficult to standardise examinations. Some .Univer
sities are notoriously mnch more lax in thei'!" examination .standards than. 
others. Oertainly we do not want to bring down the higher standard, and 
the "['"niversities with lower ones were afraid of interfeorence. 

5i,590. Is there a general tendency towards a progressive relaxation of 
the standards of education?-There has been, I am afraid. It has .been 
a thing against w'hich I have had to fight all my life in Madras. We 
have heen trying to keep the standard high, but there is always a danger·, 
because there is a sort of feeling on the part of people that if the standard 
is stiff then boys are "plucked," and 1ihey are looked upon consequently 
as being prevented from entering on a career in life. It is a great temp
tation with a popular body to favour a lowering of the standard. I do not 
know whether it has been very marked,but I think it is a thing which 
has to be fought against steadily, the tendency being to lower the passing 
mark and generally to increase the number of passes. In Madras we ha,·e 
8uCCI'ffied in keeping up the standlllrd to a very considerable extent. 

57,591. Professor Ganyulee: Reference has been made to the teaching 
of TU1·al economics. I think Dr. Slater when he was at the University of 
Madras, introduced a course of rural economics in the B.A. class, did he 
not?-What Dr. Slater did was to get a number of students to conduct 
rural local surveys. The results were brought out ultimately in a book by 
him. Several other students took up the same thing. My own belief is that 
it would be far better for that kind of thing to be encouraged by Govern
ment than for Go,·ernment to do it itself. I think it is much more likely 
that information would be obtained by students who belonged to the differ
ent villages and who went about and who knew the people. They would be 
ahle to give much more valuable information than if 1lhe Government 
collected it, as it would be suspected that the Government had some t"eason 
for doing so; whereas, if the work were done by students I think very 
valuable results might be obtained. '. 

57,592. Has Dr. Slater's work been disoontinued?-Dr. Slater left. He 
was only appointed for five years, but the kind of work he introduced 'has 
b~en done by oth~r p~ple. OM of the I~turers in the Christian College 
did a very extensive piece of survey work lD Malabar and sent it up as a 
thesis for the doctor's degree just before I left. So that the work has 
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been carried on, and I think would be further carried on if it received 
a little encouragement. 

57,593. Your suggestion is that economic surveys could be better 
organised in the Universities through the help of GovernmentP-They would 
be better done through the l;niversitiea, certainly; and the Government 
might encourage it by giving grants or prizes for the best survey, some
thing to encourage the men to do the work. 

57,594. Si-r Thoma" Middleton: You heard the last witness refer to the 
difficulty of getting biologists in Australia. He said the reason was that 
biological teaching was neglected very largely. I am afraid this 'has been 
the case in India in the past, but in recent years there has been a distinct 
improvement, I believe, in the biological teaching in colleges?-Biology 
was introduced in Madras University the year I went out, in 1886. The 
Governor, Sir M. Grant Duff, was very interested in natural science, and 
he ent'Ouraged the establishing of a Biology Professorship in the Madras 
Christian College and in the Presidency College, and ever since 1886 
biology has been taught in those two colleges. I do not know whether it is 
taught for the degree in any other college, except -perhaps in one or two 
where it has been introduced; but natural science has been introduced for 
the last fifteen years as one of the subjects in the Intermediate Examina
tion, and it goes with chemistry and physics. A very large number of 
students take it up because it is preparatory for going into the lIedical 
Oollege. 

57,595. It enters into the fina.I examination, also, does it not ?-After 
the Intermediate you specialise, and you can specialise in natural science. 
In the Christian Oollege we have courses in botany and zoology. In the 
Presidency Oollege they have botany, geology and zoology. 

57,596. You referred to the fact that when young men take their degrees 
in biology and geology they find there is no work, and therefore go in for 
law or some other subjectP-That is so. There is no special opening for 
them along the lines of biology or geological research. One man, I know, 
got into the Museum, and another one is now head of the Fisheries. 

57,597. Did the Agricultural Department not absorb many of themP
Not very many, r think. 

57,598. Has a system of intermediate colleges been introduced in Madras? 
-It has not been introduced. We had them before the Sadler Commission. 
We had a number of InieNnediate colleges which only taught up to the 
Intermediate, and we have a number of the...oe still. There was an attempt 
made to elimate them from the University by the new Act, but it did not 
succeed, and there are still a number of these Intermediate colleges. 

,507,599. The positi.on has not changed since the Sadler Commission 
reported P-Not in practice. 

57,600. Mr. Noyce: I take it, then, it is your view that it is not really 
possible to bring a non-residential University in India in closer touch 
with agriculture, to any marked extent P-I do not think so myself. I do 
not see how it is to be done. Of course, you have landowners. A great 
many of the students who COlne to the colleges own land, and it might 
be possible to devise some means of interesting them in agricultural 
problems, but I am afraid that the majority of the students who come from 
the land to the Universities do so, not with the purpose of bet'Oming 
agriculturists, but with the purpose of engaging in other pursuits. That 
is the difficulty. There are occasionally men who are interested in their 
lands, but most of them have not that interest. 

57,601. It would probably be equally difficult to give anything like an 
agricultural tinge to a residential university, as those are all in urban 
centresP Is not that soP-Yes. What you want to do is rather to develop 
primary education. That seems to be the great need for improving agri
culture. If you t'Ould develop elementary education, and get the people in 
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the villages able to read and write, then you would be able probably to. do 
something in the way of giving information. With regard to the questIon 
of improving hygiene and general well-being, when we had a publicity 
board in Madras, we used to get people to come and give us an account 
of their work. I remember one ell.tremely interesting talk we had from a 
man from the Agricultural Department. He told us especially about green 
manures. We had these things printed in t'he vernaculars. During the 
War, when the Publicity Board was set up, we had established a system 
of honorary correspondents. We had thousands of them all through the 
Presidency to whom we sent our literature; and it occurs td me that more 
might bl! done, in that way, in spreading knowledge amongst the villagers 
with regard to public health and with regard to agriculture by means of 
vernacular leaflets, which might be sent to accredited persons like school
masters or sub-assistant inspectors and local people of that sort, who might 
try to assist the ryots to understand tbings. I think something of that 
kind could be done with regard to the ryots, but it would be better still 
jf he could be 80 educated up to be able to read tlwse things for hlmself. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

7'he Commil8ioll then adjourned its public meetings til! 10.30 a.m., on 
Thursday, the 14th July, at Cambridge. 
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~IEMORANDUM ON TRAINING FOR RESEARCH AND' ADMINISTRATION IN 

AGRICULTURE. 
The official questionnaire circulated by the Royal Commission is framed 

predominantly upon strictly Indian considerations. It does not therefore, 
give opportumty for a statement of general questions of agricultural train
ing with which, the SC~lOol of Agriculture at Cambridge is specially con
~eTned. Al,cordlllgly tillS memorandum has been prepared as a presentation 
)f specific considerations of importance in connection with agricultural 
training. 

1. The Scope of Agricultural Training at Cambridge. 
2. Training for Research. 
3. Training for General Agricult.ure and Agricultural Administration. 
4. Recruitment in England. ' 
5. The Policy of Agricultural Training. 
6. The 'I'raining of Indian Agricultural Students in Cambridge. 
7. ~Iemorandum for Candidates for the Diploma in Agricultural Science 

and Regulations for the Ph.D. Degree (by Research) and certain other 
pamphl6ts. (See Appendix.) 

1. The Scope (./ Ay-ric1lltural Training at Cambridge. 
During the past few years the range and number of agricultural students 

IUI\'e been continuously augmented. Additions to the teaching and- r~sea~ch 
staffs and to the equipment have made it possible to create an orgamsatlOn 
a"equate to the increased demands for teaching and research. This organi
sation provides for three principal forms of training:-

(i) The B.A. Degree in Agriculture-a three years' course in practical 
agriculturo and the sciences which find application in agriculture. This 
is an ordinary (as opposed to an Honours) degree: but it differs frolll 
the ordinary degree of the University. It is of higher standard and 
affords for Agriculture what the M.B. examinations afford for Medicine. 

(ii) The Diploma in Agricultural Sl'ienC'e. Normally, this is taken 
by men who have first passed Part I of the Natural Sciences Tripos. 
It occupies two years. The first is spent in a study of practical agricul
ture and the application of the cognate scienC'es. In the second year 
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the candidate specialises under a personal Supervisor in some selected 
branch, e.g., crop husbandry or plant breeding or mycology. 

The diploma course thus seeks to equip a man in the fundamentals 
of the scIences, in the practices of agriculture, and in the knowledge 
and technique of some specIal branch. The memorandum mentioned 
in § VII fully explains the regulations for and ambit of the course. 

Modern standards of agricultural technology make such an all-round 
training essential for the recruit. 

(iii) Advanoed Training and Research for men who have had some 
research experience. 

In every branch of agricultural science progress is now swift. Many 
men, after some years of work overseas, feel the need of a period of 
study and research in which they may ~uip themselves. Some have 
spent a single year in Cambridge for this purpose-a shorter period 
is not of practical value. For them efforts are made to provide specific 
facilities. While this is done with pleasure, it is not always done 
without inconvenience. For both the members of the staff here and 
for the visitor himself, at least six months for pre-arrangement is highly 
desirable. 

For those able to spend two or three years the degree of Ph.D. 
(or M.Sc.) may be possible. [Recent candidates have been Mr. V. K. 
Badami and Mr. K. Ramiah-now in residence.] The Regulations 
mentioned in § VII explain conditions 'of admission. If other Indian 
students are likely to seek admission to the Ph.D. course the regula
tions and circumstance attaching to it should; be made far more widely 
known to the departments and individuals through whom students 
are sent. 

To meet the increasing demand for advanced training in the School 
of Agriculture a Director of Advanced Students has been appointed. 
He E'xercires general control and arranges for personal technical super
vision of every advanced student by an appropriate member of the 
teaching or research staffs. 

2. Tmillill!l /0" Research. 

The science schools of the university afford courses of Honours standard 
in all the sciences and thus give, 1.hrough the Natural Sciences Tripos, 
wide facilities for fundamental training in pure sCIence. 

The School of Agriculture IS able to give facilities for advanced teaching 
Jllld for research in:-

Plant Breeding (Genetics; Cytology, and the Policy and Practice of 
Breeding). 

Plant Pathology (Mycology, Entomology and the Chemistry of Fungi
cides and Sprays) .. 

Statietics (the need for which is now very strongly felt in every 
department of scientific Ilnd agricultural work). 

Animal Nutrition. 
Animal Physiology (reproduction and growth). 
Animal Pathology. 
Crop Husbandry. 
Allimal Husbandry. 
Agricultural Economic8. 
POllltry IJusbandry and Nutrition. 

These subjects may be pursued by·· immediate post-graduates (for the 
diploma) and by men of previous research experience (Ph.D. degree 
1!tandard). 
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3. Training for General Agricultu1'e and Agricultural Administration. 
The courSes for the B.A. degree al'e intended to equip the farmer and 

landowner. Corresponding courses exist for forestry and estate manage
ment. Men reading for the degree may, either in their three degree
years or by residing for a fourth year, attend additional courses in poultry 
husbandry and nutrition and in tropical agriculture. 

4. Recruitment in England. 
The type of man best equipped for the overseas agricultural services 

is the man who combines a sound training in the sciences, a good 
acquaintance wit.h agricultural practice, and specialised knowledge in his 
own technical branch: Tripos men can be drawn to agriculture if the 
conditions are as good as in the commercial and other fields of occupation 
to which Tripos men normally go. In the past, demands for agriculturists 
and foresters have come in a purely. spasmodic manner. There has been 
no attempt to fO'recast requirements, either numerical or categorical. A 
service in which openings are so irregular and undiscernable is naturally 
,'iewed by the young science-graduate with misgiving. If recruits are. 
expected from the University' the strength and technical nature of on
coming requirements should be constantly estimated and made known to 
those through whose hands men in training pass. 

5. The Policy of Ag1'icultural Training. 
There has appeared, in recent years, an altered view upon technical 

training, Specialisation has become inevitable, but early specialisation 
is not, therefore, of necessity a sound policy. Demands for "specialist 
courses" are sometimes made. In many.cases the candidate for a specialist 
course lacks broad training in fundamentals. Upon such a one a 
"specialist course" i& wasted: it may indeed be harmful. It appears 
desirable to sound a warning. Experience has again and again pro,'ed 
that the competent agricultural technologist cannot be produced without 
a thorough grounding in scientific fundamentals. Accordingly, it is 
suggested that fundamental training and not specialist teaching should 
be the foundation of policy in agricultural training. A man well equlpped 
in the bcience~ and tho fundamentals of practice will speedily acquire for 
himself the specialised and local knowledge his specific appointment demands. 
A man who has specialised narrowly and upon a poor general foundation 
may, start successfullY. But he cannot be expected to build up a career 
of usefulness in the varied field which must await every overseas agricultural 
technologist. 

6. The 7'raining of Indian Agricultural Students in Cambridge. 
The following observations are made in the light of past expenellce. 

They are of great importance to both the Indian student and the teachers. 
and administrators of the University:-

(i) Even in England the peculiar dual constitution of Cambridge
a University and the Colleges-is often misunderstood. Applicants 
experience much difficulty through ignorance of this constitution. Where 
communication is a matter of some weeks these difficulties are very 
serious. The High Commissioner's Office in Lonl1on should establish 
a closer liaison with the University and make itself thoroughly 
acquainted with the circllmstances of teaching and administration. It 
would, further, bea great help if an old Cambridge man in the Indian 
Agricultural Service could act as adviser to Indian students intending_ 
to study agriculture in Cambridge (whether the B.A. course, diploma, 
or Ph.D.). With his advice (by correspondence or interview in India) 
the actual application to Cambridge could be made with far more
security than is at pl'esent possible. 

Pro/e&80r T. B. IJ'ood alld Mr. F. L. Engledf)w. 
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(ii) The demands upon the School of Agriculture for teaching a'ld 
fasearch facilities are now very heary. Short-notice applications from 
ove ... e~specially in the case of advanced students-have become a 
matter of serious difficulty. If Indian requirements could be forecast 
and cO-ordinated the benefit to the School and the students would be 
very great. 

(iii) Indian agricultural students who come to Cambridge have varied 
considerably in ability. For advanced training, facilities exist in tht> 
School for only limited numbers. Great expansion of facilities cannot 
be contemplated because of the inevitable detriment to teaching 
standards which undue expansion must necessarily occasion. Careful 
selection of applications in Iudia is therefore very desirable. There is 
a tendency among Indian students to attempt too much. Enthusiastw 
in their studies and anxious to derive the utmost from their Cambridge 
career~, they often seek io cover too wide a field. Superficial and hasty 
study with 110 leisure fOl' reflection are the result. While zeal in a 
student can, in principle, call for nothing but commendation, uncon
trolled enthusiasm has its dangers, and it appears desirable to impress 
this fact upon students embarking on a course of advanced training 
or research. 

(iv) Difficulties concerning admission have been discussed in (i) 
(supra). Attention is invited to §12 of the Memorandum to Candidates 
for the Diploma in Agricultural Science (sent herewith). As will be 
seen, efforts have been made to ensure smooth working, but a complete 
review of the whole question is desirable. 

APPENDIX. 

MEllORANDtl'JlI: TO CANDIDATES FOR THE DIPLOMA IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE, 

AT THE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSI1;Y. 

AlElIIORANDUlII TO CANDIDATES FOR THE DIPLOMA IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE. 

(N.B.-The enclosed blue-covered pamphlet gives the form.al regulations.) 

1. The Examination. 

The e .... amination is held once a year, in the Easter Tefln. It consists of 
two written papers and a practical or oral examination. 

In addition' a thesis or essay has to be presented. A candiuate whose 
thesis does not satisfy the Examiners cannot pass the Examination. 

It is no longer possible to take a Diploma in Agriculture by examination 
only. 

2. Entrance. 

N ames of candidates must be sent hy the tutor .to the Registry not Jess 
tban three weeks before the day fixed for the beginning of the examination 
together with:-

The fee, 
The subject in which the candidate desires to be examined 
The candidate's essay or thesis, ' 
A certificate of diligent study signed by the Supervisor, 
(For Forestry candidates only) Evidence that they have resided for 

ilix months in a forest at horue or abroad. 
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3. Admission to the Course. 
A form of 'applicatiun will be sent to candidates:-

(a) To those who have taken courses and examinations prescribed by 
the Degree Committee----when the examination result is communicated. 

(b) To those for whom preliminary courses and examinations have not 
been prescribed-as soon as they are accepted by the Degree Committee. 

In all cases the application should be completed and returned without 
delay. The last day for application is the day before the division of the 
Michaelmas Term (usually about Novembor 10th). 

4. Choice of Subject. 

The subjects are set out on p. 15 of the blue-covered pamphlet sent 
herewith. 

Candidates should bestow great care upon the choice of suhjeet and should 
seek advice from those to whom their work and capabilities are best known. 
There is no one best nor most profitable subject. Apart from special circl1m
stances, the candidate will be wise to select that subject towards which he 
most inclines because of its intrinsic interest. 

5. Nature and Object 0/ the Diploma Coul'se. 

By Ordinance the course "shall extend over one academic year and !.hall 
include attendance at lectures and practical work as directed by the Sl1pel'
visor, and the preparation of an essay or thesis under his direction." 

The P'8Sential objects of the Diploma Course are to ensure that tho 
candidate :-

(a) Learns to make proper use of scientific literature. 
(b) Gains such a sound general knowledge of his Diploma subject as 

will fit him to specialise in some department of it. 
(r) Acquires skill in the technique of his subjet't and especially in thd 

department of it to which the matter of his thesis is related. 
(d) Carries out practical and investigational work of a kind and to an 

extent that will enable him to study and present his thesis-subject with 
critical discrimination. 

(e) Gains experience in the presentation of scientific matter. 

(/) Learns to think and work for himself. 
The degree Committee naturally recognises that only in exceptional cases, 

as of candidates who have a.lready been engaged ill research for some years, 
can the investigational work of the Diploma year yield final experimental 
results. This work is, in fact, to be regarded as an apprenticeship. 

6. The TheM'. 
Ohoice of a thesis-subject is of the first importance. It is for the candidate 

to choose. Be must consult his Supervisor as to the prel,.jse scope and form 
of the subject; but unless he himself is impelled by interest to s,ome defimte 
subject he is not likely to prove a successful student. Tbe subject must be 
such as can be profitably studied with the resources at the candidate's 
command. 

Successful theses have ranged from some 8,000 words to over 50,000. No 
limits are set and none can be advised; but it is important to remember 
that mere length is no recommendation. 

Diagrams, appropriately used, are an asset and a bibliography of cited 
papers should be included. 

Professor T. B. Wood and Mr. F. L. Engledow. 
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Simple compilation of abstracts of papers, however relevant to the subject, 
is of little value. T,he presentation of results, whether of original investiga.
tion or of the published work of others, must bear evidence of sound under
standing and critical study. ' 

On exceIlence of presentation and general care and skill in. dealing with 
the material and evidence, the candidate's" success largely turns. Accordingly 
a generous amount of time should be set apart far the compilation and 
arrangement of matter and the final writing of the thesis. Examiners pay 
close attention to literary form. 

The date of handing in the thesis is given in 2 above. By regulation the 
thesis must be printed or typewritten. Candidates should realise that type
writing and final correction may take two err three weeks. 'l1he manuscript 
of the thesis ought therefore to be completed by the beginning of the Easter 
Term. 

1. The Supe1"llisoT. 

Advice and help are willingly given by Supervisors. But help should be 
sought only when necessary and in such a manner as not to render the 
Supervisar's task unduly burdensome. Reading and investigational work 
should be pursued under the guidance of the Supervisor, but primarily on 
the candidate's own initiative. It is entirely outside the Supervisor's duties 
to find a. thesis-subject for the candidate who, with clear ideas and motives 
of his own, should simply look to the Supervisor for expert advice and 
assistance in major difficulties. 

8. PTelimifllJlT'!/ ATTwngements. 

As soon as the candida.te is admitted to the Diploma Oourse by the Degree 
o>mmittee he should start to make preliminary arrangements. The subject, 
e.g. Soil Science or Crop Husbandry, etc., must 'be selected and a Supervisor 
found. Mr. Engledow (Room 14, School of Agriculture) gives administrative 
assistance to candidates in these matters. Candidates who are members of 
the University should complete their preliminary arrangements before going 
down at the end of the Easter Term. For them residence in the Long 
Vacation is, subject to the directions of the Supervisor, usuaIlyessentia1. 

9. Eligibility /OT the Diploma CO'UT8e. 

This is defined in the Supplementary Ordinances, 1'926, p. 996, 2 (a), (b), 
(c) and (d) (reprinted on p. 13, (a), (b), (c) and (d) of the blue-covered 
pamphlet). 

For non-members of the University difficulty sometimes arises over the 
interpretation of: 

.. 2 (c) present to the Degree Ooonmittee of the Faculty of Agriculture 
satisfactory evidence of previous training in Agriculture and the aIlied 
sciences." 

It is natill'ally impossible to define "satisfactory evidence," and the 
custom of the Degree Committee is to examine in detail the record and 
claims of every individual candidate. Broadly, they demand:-

(i) Such a training in the sciences aIlied to Agriculture as Wtill enable 
the candidate to make fuIl use of scientific method and knowledge in 
dealing with agricultural problems. 

(ii) SuCh a knowledge of the $eneral principles and practices of 
Agriculture as will make it proper for the candidate to attempt to apply 
scientific method and knowledge to agricultural problems. 
62739 2 A 
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No formal' qualification (i.e., degree, diploma, or oertificate save as specified 
in 2 (ct) and 2 (b) above) is specifically accepted or rejected as satisfactory 
evidence. As a',rule the Degree Oommittee will not exempt from prescribed 
qualifying courses (as a preliminary to the actual Diploma tOourse) anyone 
who does not hold an honours degree in Agriculture. When application has 
to 00 made solely by letter the candidate's claims should be fully and clearly 
specified, having in mind the broad requirements (i) and (ii) set out above. 
A practical experience in husbandry ~s not necessarily a sufficient qualifica
tion for the Diploma Course. 

Normally, the Diploma Course commences in the Michaelmas Term (about 
mid-October). W·hen application is by letter, particularly from overseas, it 
should be made at least three months before this date. Late applications 
inevitably occasion serious inconvenience to all concerned. 

10. EntTY to the University. 

Candidates for the Diploma must be or become members of the University. 
To beoome a member of the University it is necessary to matriculate: 

anyone approved for the Diploma Course by the Degree Committee of the 
Faculty of Agriculture is accepted by the University for Matriculation. 

Admission to the University must be preceded by admission as a member 
of a College or as a Non...(Jollegiate Student. Collegiate and Non-Collegiate 
regulatioILS are fully explained in The Student's Handbook to Oambridge 
(Cambridge: at the University Press: republished annually) which is obtain
a'ble from booksellers and is to be found in most University libraries. 

There are eighteen colleges; and in addi~on, Fitzwilliam House, which 
may be joined by Non-Collegiate Students. 

Application for admission should be made to the Senior Tutor of a College 
or to the Censor of Non-Collegiate Students, Fitzwilliam House. There is 
great pressure on accommodation in all Colleges, and it is desirable to make 
application twelve months before the time desired for entry. 'Residence 
ordinarily commences at the beginning of October. 

It is impossible to set out here the various considerations as to choice of 
a Olllege, and applicants are urged to seek the personal advice of someone 
acquainted with the, College system. 

When making application to a College candidates should also make the 
necessary application to the Chairman of the Degree Committee, Sohool of 
Agriculture, a'nd should make clear to the Tutor that they have done this. 

11. Fees. 

Oandidates taking prescribed courses as a preliminary to the Diploma 
Course pay the lecture and laboratory course fees specified in the Lecture 
List. -

For the actual Diploma Course there is a fee of £7 7s. (seven guineas) per 
term, which covers payment to the Supervisor, attendance at lectures and 
laboratory courses in the School of Agriculture, and bench fees. No rebate 
or remission of any kind can be made from these fees. 

12. lndian Student,. 

A special Adviser has been appointed at Oambridge to help and advise 
Indian Students as to admission to the University. His address is-The 
Adviser to Indian Students, 22, Fitzwilliam Street, Cambridge. It is 
essential for applicants to get in touch with the Adviser as soon as possible. 
To this end there are sent, herewith, a copy of the memorandum from the 
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Jnter-Q,llegiate Indian Students' Committee and a l'orm of Application for 
AdmiBsion to the Umversity of Cambridge. This form should be filled in 
with care and I18nt as 800n as possible to the Adviser. Intimation that this 
form has been 8ent to the Adviser should be made to the Chairman of the 
Degree Committee, School of Agriculture. 

Letters and replies between Cambridge and .India take several weeks, amI 
for this reason the following matters are very important:-

(a) Admission to the University must be completely arranged with the 
Adviser BEl'ORE the applicant sets out for Cambridge. (It is quite 
impossible to commence the Diploma Course or the preliminary pre.. 

scribed oourses until admieaion has been arranged.) 

(b) Application should be !II1ade twelve months before the desired time 
of commencing residence. 

(c) All applications must be in strict accordance with the regulations 
which govern them. 

(d) Admission cannot be guaranteed even to applicants with the 
strongest claims; for in anyone year the number of admissions, for the 
combined students of all kinds, is regulated by the available laboratory 
and other faciliti£'8 of the School of Agriculture. 

Oral Evidence. 

57,602. The Chairman: Professor Wood and Mr. Engledow, you are 
both of the School of Agriculture, C •. mbridge University. Would you 
first, Professor Wood, and then afterwards, Mr. Engledow, give us 
the exact terms of your appointment in the UniversityP-Profes8or 
Wood): I am Drapers Professor of Agriculture in the University. Under 
the new Statutes the University has to recognise someone as head of 
every department and they have recognised me as head of the School of 
Agriculture. I am also Director of Animal Nutrition Research Institute. 
(,lir. Engledow): I am Assistant to Professor Biffen in the Plant Breeding 
Institute, I am Director of Advanced Students in the School of Agriculture, 
and University Lectur<er. 

57,603. [s it your opinion that if there were, in India, in the future, a 
demand for the type of student that you describe in these pages, that such 
men would be prepared to go to India, and, if so, what terms do you think 
would be most likely to attract such men: long-term engagement or shon
term engagementP-(Profe~8or Wood): I think there would be a supply and 1 
should think, on the whole, they would rather go for a long-term engagement 
than a short one. (Mr. Engledow): I certainly think a long-term engage
ment of an assured character would be preferl'led; but with regard to 
the supply, of course, a new factor is operating now, namely, the extended 
Service of tbJe Colonial Office; that will' create a very strong competition. 
Terms mean, at bottom, financial terms on the one hand; and of course 
what the Colonial Office offers must necessarily give us an idea of what 
would have to ,be offered in India, simply from a competition point, of 
view. On the other hand, of course, the question of tenure and security 
arises, and there again what is offered in other parts of true Empire would 
have to be taken into account. The experience of the Q,lonial Office is 
one of very great difficulty in finding really well trained men. 

57,604. Do you see signs that young men are reacting to that demand? 
-Slow signs, yes, but I think definite signs. The difficulty in the 
~m 2A2 
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past has been one of obtaining information: a man has heard in his 
third year, \t'hat a post is available, say, in Nigeria or at PUM or somewhere 
in the Punjab; he has experienced difficulty in finding what are the con
ditions of service and the' other circumstances he would like to take 
into account. The Colonial Office is making a very firm endeavour to 
supply that information and that is a very important thing. When 
the . facts become better known I think there will be a reaction and 
young men will come forward. (Pro1es80r Wood): I think there has boon 
one other difficulty; that is that one does not know, in advance, what 
type of men are required: I mean what subjoot. That reacts in this 
way: men come at this time of year, after they have taken their lICience 
dlElgree; they come for advice either to me or to Mr. Engledow, asking 
about the -prospects of an agricultura1 career and asking flar advice 
lIAS to what subject they should take. You see tHey have taken three 
or four subjects in their Science Tripos and then want to know which 
will give them the best chance of advancement and employment; we will 
say agricultural chemistry, or plant -breeding, or entomology or whateVlar 
it may be. One advises them to take chemistry and next year the 
vacancies are all for entomologists. Thte chemist does not get a job, 
he is disappointed, and that sort of disappointment is the most desperately 
contagious thing you can possibly find. (Mr. Engledow): Yes, the 
Forestry services show that eVlan more sharply; the recruitment figures have 
fluctuated very markedly .from year to year; in a year when there have 
bleen very few appointments that has meant that in the next year students 
have nat looked for those posts. 

57,605. Is it your view that it is possible to gauge from a survey of 
the world market as to where vacancies are likely to occur ?-It is very 
difficult because in our )experience Government departments themselves 
have had very uncertain foreknowledge of vacancies. The knowledge 
must really oome from them; they have tbe poWllr of appointment. 
(Professor Wood): I think that is one of the strongest factors that has 
depressed the supply of suitable men. 

57,606. On page 678 of the memorandum, you deal with the training of 
Indian agricultural students in Cambridge. Would you describe, quite 
shortly, the examinations that a student has to pass when he comes in: 
in fact, what happens to him from the moment he doecides to come to 
Cambridge? He has to take his "Little..Qo," has he?-(Mr. Engledow): 
Would it agrtee with your purpose if I went back even further, to the 
question of admission? 

57,607. It would be useful?-A typical case would be of this kind: a 
man writes, or someone on his behalf writes, and says he would like 
to come to Cambridge and read agriculture. Now, first of all, it is often 
not lIOOognised many times by Indian applicants that the School of Agri
culture, like every other school of science or arts in Cambridge, has no 
power to admit to the University. Membership of the University implies 
first membership of a College, and that is entirely in the hands of the 
Colleges, which are self-governing bodies. Consequently, the first step 
anyone from India should take is to get into touch with a College and 
gain admission to the College. He will then, provided he can pass the 
Previous examination or "Little-Go," be accepted by the College and 
become a member of the University. It is not until he has done that that 
the School of Agriculture is really able to deal with him. There, un
iloubtedly, difficulties have arisen simply through lack of knowledge at 
the other side. One ought to point out thal; the pressure for admission is 
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extremely heavy on all the Colleges and great numbers of applicant~ have 
tc be refused. As this Commission no doubt knows, a special advlSer to 
Indian students lias been appoinbed in Cambridge; he is supposed to be 
the liaison between applicants from India and the Colleges in Cambridge; 
but proper use is not made of that adviser because his existence even, and 
&tilJ 1El88 hiB functions, are not sufficiently known in University and school 
circles in India. 

57,608. Does he communicate with the students' advisers in the Pro
vinces in India or with the High Commissioner's office in London P-I 
think with the High Commissioner's office in London, invariably; but it 
is quite certain that, as we see in connection with agricultural applicants, 
his functions are not properly understood and his task is made more 
difficult. Assuming then that a College is willing to take an applicant, 
be llext has to pass the "Litt1&-Go"; that is IDIerely a general entrance 
uamination, and I cannot attempt to give yo'! the regulations for it. 

67,609. What subjects does he have to takeP-That depends largely on 
the man. In the case of Indian students I think Latin is not compulsory, 
but I cannot speak authoritatively of that, because, of course, the Littl&
Go" is no affair of Ule School of Agriculture at all; it is entirely an 
entrance examination. 

57,610. Do you happen to know whether he has to take a second Euro
pean language as well as EnglishP-Yes, I think he has. 

57,611. Please go onP-Assuming he has passed his" Littl&-Go," then his 
future in Cambridge is exactly like that of a man from a school in 
England: he can take one of two options. If his training and his capacity 
are really sound scientifically, the best thing for him to take is the natural 
sciences TripOlI, Part I, over which he may spend either two or three years; 
I think in the case of a candidate from India, as a rule, three years would 
be necessary. At the end of that time he is eligible for the diploma in 
agricultUl'll, provided he spends one preliminary year in certain non
specialised agricultural course. So far he will be trained scientifically 
He presents himself before the Degree Coonmit1lee here who prescribe 
certain departments of agriculture and agricultural science; he must devote 
one year to those and pass the necessary examinations. He is then at 
the end of his fourth year residence. Afoor that he is eligible for the 
diploma in agricultural science, which occupies another year which is 
spent in one department of agricultural science. It may be animal 
nutrition or plant breeding; there are nine separate departments in which 
he can take the Diploma in Agricultural Scienoe. That is looked ujlon 
as the ideal training for a man who is to devote himself to one of the 
technical branches of agriculture, for example, in a Government agri
cultural service. On the other hand, there is the case of a man whose 
capacity is not of the highest scientific order, or, let us put it in another 
way, whose mentality is rather of the practical than of the scientific cast, 
and who looks to find employment in some way or other in the adminis
trative aspects of agriculture or in the actual farming of land. This 
applies equally to a candidate from an English as from an Indian school. 
In the case of the practical man there is a B.A. course in agriculture 
which occupies three years; it deals with the practices of agriculture 
and with the applications of the various sciences to agriculture. At the 
end of each year there is an examination; all three examinations must 
be passed, and if they are passed, the man gets his B.A. degree in 
agriculture. They are the two principal courses. I ought perhaps to 
mention another degree with which we frequently have to deal with 
candidates in India, namely, the Ph.D. degree. That may be taken in 
one of the departments of agricultural science. It involves as a rule 
three years' residence in Cambridge; it is taken, of course, by graduates 
of Indian Universities. There are a number of regulations which al'e 
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somewhat t~hnical, and I think I need not mention them. To sum up 
then, we may say there are three courses; first of all, the B.A. in agri
culture, for the practical man, the diploma in agricultural science for 
the technical or' official agriculturists, and the Ph.D. which is for the 
post-graduate student who has already a knowledge of agriculture, a good 
grounding in science and a degree from an Indian University. 

57,612. Sir Henry Lawrence: Does the B.A. in agriculture take three 
years from the" Little-Go" or six yearsP-Three years. 

57,613. Oorresponding to the degree in natural sciencesP-Yes, but not 
to an Honours degree; the B.A. in agriculture IS not an HOllours degree; 
it is a pass degree, but it is on a different standing from what is called 
the ordinary or poll degree here; it corresponds somewhat to the medical 
degree. 

57,614. The diploma in agriculture involves two years sfteJ' taking a 
degree in natural science P-Yes, after an Honours degree in natural science. 

57,615. The Ph.D. degree takes three years in alIP-It is essentially a 
post-graduate course. (Professor Wood): If a man comes over from India 
who has already done a considerable amount of sciende in India and 
does not want to take the Ph.D. (perhaps because his line is not research) 
then he may be admitted and take the diploma in agricultural science in 
two years. If he can satisfy our Degree Committee that his knowledge 
of agriculture and his general all-round knowledge of agricultural science 
if: good enough for him to start specialised work, then he may take 
the diploma in agricultural science straight away, and he can do it 
in two years. (Mr. Engledow): That is !explained in the memorandum. 
It is necessary to emphasise that for this alternative entrance to the 
diploma, that is to say, not taking the Tripos first, but having an 
Honours degree or an agricultural degrelS in India first, permission is not 
granteq. by the Degree Committee unless they are well satisfied that th'e 
man is thoroughly competent. It is necessary, I think, to emphasise that 
to applicants. (Professor W()od): Yes. 

57,616. The Chairman: On page 679 you tell us something of your 
experience of Indian agricultural students: you say they vary con
siderably in ability. What view do you form of t'heir previous training? 
Has that been generally adequateP-(Mr. Engledou:): It is difficult to 
answer that question directly, but I think the simplest answer j,; this: 
our general impression is that where their early training fails is ill !ts 
scientific basis, in its fundamentals. 

57,617. In the pure sciences?-In the pure sciences. Of couJ;:se, naturally, 
an Indian agricultu!rist coming over here is entirely ignorant of English 
agricultural p'ractices, as we should be if we went out there; but that is 
not the point at issue; it is rather the grounding in fundamental sciences. 

57,618. Will you develop that a little? It is a very important point. 
In what direction are most of t'hese students deficient as far as the pure 
scienre goes? Is it in book work?-No, much more, I think, on the 
practical side.' Even those that we feel in general are not satisfactory 
are often extremely sound in book work. One ought llot to judge too 
hastily, but .it is necessary to judge, of course, and tbe impression one 
gets is that book work rather in t'he form of mere memorising has played 
too big a part in the training. 

57,619. Too much work at the book. and too little work at the bench; 
is that it?-Yes, and too little tiJne for reflection over what is learned 
from the book, and for observation. 

57,620. How about laboratory techniqueP-That varie'S very much; the 
advanced student who comes over is extremely good and very competent, 
but in the more elementary students the laboratory technique is not 
I think. on the whole, very well developed. 
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57,621. Ia the average student BO weak in these subjects of which you 
complain that he is seriously handicapped in his wqrk at CambridgeP
I think if he were better equipped he would derive much more advantage 
from the time he spends here. 

57,622. It takes him BOme time to get into the way of things hereP
Yes, that is so. 

57,623. Ia it possible for you to supply any of the fundamental know
ledge which he should possess when he comes here P-That, of course, is 
what we always make an effort to do; it can be done, but this brings 
us to another difficulty. There is a tendency, a very natural and in 
BOme ways praiseworthy tendency, to attempt to do too much during the 
period in Cambridge: to get a. three years' degree in two years and 
hasten on to the diploma. That may be possible for a ruan with a very 
retentive memory and who works very industriously, but it is not in the 
interestl of true education. That, however, is frequently the tendency;. 
BO much so, that mention is made of it in our memorandum. 

57,624. Do the majority of Indian students who come 1('11"e work hard?
The majority work very hard. Occasionally one has the Indian student, 
as one hal from this country, who does not work very hard; but I would 
not for a moment suggest that the percentage of Indian students who 
neglect their studies is very much higher thaR that of any (lther nationality. 
(Pro/e88or Wood): It is not as high. (Mr. E1U!Jledow): No, it is probably 
not as high. Of course, it should not be so high, because they are, 
presumably, selected students. 

57,625. Have you gentlemen formed views as to the most appropriate 
training for Indians who want to go in for agricultural science? WOuld 
you rather see their Itrarining carried on, in the main, in India? If so, 
would you like to see them finish their education, including their post
graduate period, in India, or would you think thwt experience abroad, 
in this country or in other countries, is a help P-That is difficult to 
answer in the abstract. It is largely a question of numbers. The numbers 
in any science school, of what nationality soever, are naturally limited. 
Here, for example, the pressure from advanced students is very heavy 
indeed. We bave recently extended this building, but without .any 
difficulty we could fill up another extension of the srlme siy.e with advanced 
students. (Pro/easor Wood): That is very much so. (Mr. Engledow): 
TheTefore numbers are a consideration. 

57,626. At what period in a man's career do you think the experience 
abroad may best come: early in his career or after he has got well into 
the way of his work P-I am inclined to say after he is well into his 
work. (Pro/e5sor Wood): I should be very much inclined to say that 
the proper man to go abroad from India would be the man who has 
taken his degree, got a considerable amount of knowledge, and comes 
over as an advanced student. 

57,627. He has something to measuTe against that which he is seeing 
abroad: he has a background of experienoe P-Yes, I think those are the 
people who would gain most from a spell abroad. 

57,628. Do you think that type of Indian at Cambridge, men who have 
taken their degrees in India, is prefel'l\ble ?-On the whole, we get more 
of those than any other, I think. (Mr. Engledow): Yes, that is so. 
(Pro/eluYr Wood): I think a small number of Ind;an students come m'er 
to begin; many of the men we have had have not only taken a degree 
in India and done a regular course of training in India, but have held 
some junior post. 

57,629. 1.1hese shortcomings in the matter of pure science apply to both 
categories, do theyP-(Mr. Engledow): Yes, I think they do. (Professor 
Wood): Mr. Engledow sees more of them than I do, hecause n.08t of 
them tend to take botanical subjects rather than to take tny subjects, 
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but those few I have had s'how exactly what MI'. Engledow has mentioned, 
that they know a good deal about their applied work, but they do not 
Teally know the fun~amentals of scienl'e which are the basis of it all; 
t'hey are not sound In that respect. 

57,630. How about their natural gifts for original Tesearch work? Have 
you for~e:a any view on that point?-l do no>t think we have had anybody 
very brllhant up to the present. How many Indian advanced r(,search 
students have we had? We have not had enough to judge. (Mr. Enf/ledow): 
No, I think it would be impossible to judge; one must have ~ larger 
population befOTe judging. (Pro/essor Wood). I mean we have not had 
enough to make a fair sample. (Mr. Engledow): No, we could do no 
more than discuss individual cases. 

57,631. Mr. Noyce: Exactly how many Indian students have you at the 
moment in the different branches ?-In the School of Agriculture we have 
only one advanced student at the moment; he is a plant bleeder. I do 
not know the undergraduate populati'1D; they do not ('orne under me: 
they go through the normal course. I should think the nllmber might 
amount to five at the most. (Pro/essor WOo>d): Yes, it is quite a small 
number, at present three. (Mr. Engledow): It nover 'has been a very 
great one. 

57,632. Dr. Hyder: Three for the ordinary degree and one !.dvanced 
studentP-Yes, I think that is so. 

57,633. The Ohairman: Have you gentlemen formed a view as to whether 
the qualifications of the Indian student Who comes to Cambridge ale im
proving, aTe stationary, or is t'here a decline?-{Pro/es.lor ·Wood): I do 
not think we have had enough experience to say. (Mr. ElIgledow): No, 
there has not been a sufficiently steady stream. (PrOfessor Wood): In the 
present lot, which, as we have already said, is not large enough to form 
a fair sample, the ordinary degree people are below average at the present 
time, I think. 

57,6344. I was really thinking of the deficiency in pUTe science: whether 
you can see signs of that being remedied?-I do not think the ordinary 
degree people have done any pure science before they come, or very, very 
little. You see there is only one research student at the pTesent time, 
so that obviously you cannot· take him as a sample from which you can 
draw conclusions. 

57,635. Mr. Noyce: He is a plant breeder from !lfadras, is he not?
(Mr. Engledow): Yes, and there was a cOrTesponding on9 last year from 
Ooimbatore. 

57,636. The Ohairman: Have you seen any Indian students here for 
refresher courses ?-The present student is taking a refresher course. He 
took a diploma in India; his college was not then able to give 
degrees, but he got his college qualification. He has been a plant breeder 
for ten years or mOTe now; so that 'he, in a sense, is doing a refresher 
course. He came over with the intention of taking a Ph.D. degree; but, 
after discussion with him, it seemed more desirable that he should take 
the diploma in agricultural science, and then, if all went well, go on to 
the !If.Sc. degree which is a sort of stepping stone to the Ph.D. One did 
not want him to attempt the impossible. 

57,637. Sir Henry Lawrence: You say he is from the Coimbatore Oollege? 
-From !lfadras; he is a plant breeder in the Provincial Service. 

Mr. Noyce: He is being trained to take !lfr. Iliffe's place for paddy 
work; his training was originally at CoimbatOTe. 

57,638. The Ohairman: Are either of you gentlemen familiar with Indian 
conditions?-We. hardly claim that; I have been to India; I went in the 
early part of the War, but I was not an IIgriculturist theTe. I took a 
great interest in it in so far as my duties allowed, but I was not always 
in the most favourable places. That is the only knowledge I can claim 
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of it. Later on I had experience of Mesopotamian conditions which are 
somewhat the Bame; there I was an agriculturist. 

57,639. Mr. Engledow, your main work, I think, lies in plant breeding, 
does it not P-That is 80. 

57,640. What are your views as to the ideal organisation for that and 
cognate work? Do you like to see your workers specialise on a particular 
cropP-Up to a point. One must specialise because the problems in any 
crop are very big ones and a specialised knowledge is necessary; but I 
believe there is the gravest danger forom over-specialisation or an early 
specialisation. I think every plant breeder, whatever his experience, may 
well work on more than one crop. If, for example, you work enti<rely on 
barley, sugarcane or paddy, the whole of your botanical and biological 
outlook is moulded by one crop. If you turn to the potato or groundnut, 
you might get some 8u<rprises, and many things which you conceive as 
fundamental might be overthrown by experience of another crop. Therefore, 
I think experience of two crops at some time or another is essential. 

57,641. And it is the rule to attempt that in Oambridge, is it?-Yes, 
always. 

57,642. Sir Henry La'wrence: Can you tell us what is being done to obtain 
men for the Colonial Service? You &ay'the Indian 'Service will have to 
compete with the Colonial Service?-Yes. 

57,643. ·What is the organisation or arrangement against which the Indian 
Servioe will have to competeP-It is two-fold. First of all, there is a 
8cholarship scheme somewhat similar to that started by the Emlpire Cotton 
Growing Corporation. This latter scheme seeks men of two types: either 
those with an agricultural degree, or those who are graduates in pure 
science. They offer them junior scholarships of £200 a year, and during 
that year they send them, as a rule, to Cambrid'ge for a. year's advanced 
training. In the case of a pure science man, the training is in; agriculture; 
in the case of an agricultural graduate it is mainly in certain of the pure 
sciences, notably in statistics and applied botany. At the end of that first 
junior year, they send them with a grant to the Imperial College of Tropical 
Agriculture at Trinidad. That was the scheme developed by the Empire 
Cotton Growing Corporation. It has been in operation for four years. Two 
years ago the Colonial Office decided to have a scheme of its own, and it has 
adopted a similar scheme. It is unnecessary, I think, to give you the 
details. The men they draw on are the same kind. The training is on 
the same lines: one year in England and one year in Trinidad. At the 
end of that time they go to posts in the Colonial Services. That is one 
side of their activities; the other side is the creation of a new Agricultural 
and Scientific Research Servioe; it is to be made one scheme for the whole 

of the non-self-governing Dominions; that is to say, a man who goes as an 
agricultural chemist and finds himself in an out-of-the-way place, say lD 

British Honduras, where i.n the old days there would be no hope of promo
tion because the place is so small, is now part of a Service which extends 
to th,:, who!e. of Western and Eastern tropica.l Africa, and if his work is 
good. lD 1:lnt~sh Honduras he may get promoti~n and find a superior post, 
say, lD .~Igerla; so that the prospects of promo~lOn are very much improved. 
In addition to that, the scale of emoluments IS made favourable with the 
intention of getting a really good type of man. ' 

57,644. Do you know what the Beale of emoluments isP-1t is under 
Teview. 

57,645. The candidates for those appointments will be principally derived 
'from men who have taken the science degree and the diploma in agricultural 
·scienceP-Yes, I hope a good many of them will be. 

57,646. Men Who have already done five years in Oambridge will then have 
.another two years training?-No, in the case of a Cambridge man, 
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probably he will have spent here, we hope, three years in the normal way, 
then a year in advanced work, then a year in Trinidad, making five years. 
Our feeling here is very strongly t'hat a young man destined for overseas 
employment shouJd not spend too long in a University atmosphere. It is 
very bad for such a young man to spend say six University years being 
taught and being dependent; five years is quite enough. I imagine that 
five years is likely in time, to be the period; that is to say, fro~ the day 
of coming up to 'his University, whether it be this, or Edinburgh or IlOme 
other University, to the day of leaving Trinidad .and taking up a post will 
be five years. 

57,647. What would be your advice to the Government of India: to 
establish a similar system of scholarships and to announce beforehand how 
many appointments of such scholarships will be made year by yearP
Subject to their requiring men in sufficient numbers. Undoubtedly there 
is great difficulty in getting the men. This goes back to a big question 
which perhaps I ought to mention. It has been tJhe recent experience of all 
Universities that there is a great dearth of biologists, botanists, zoolo'gists 
and so on. Of course it is to the biological side tba1i agricultural services 
have to look for their recruits. When you go back to the reasonS' for this 
dearth of biologists, you have to go a long way. Biology is not taught in 
the schools in the same way as chemistry, mathematics and physics are; 
it is more difficult to teach. Then again, the openings in industrial chemistry 
and for physicists in industry have been so good that very great numbers 
of men have been attracted away from biology into chemistry and physics, 
so that, as I say, the experience in all Universities in this country !has been 
that there is a dearth of biologists. One of the things to which the scholar
ship scheme of the Colonial Office must address itself is 1lhe encouragement 
of an interest in biology; it must be demonstrated to young men that 
biology does offer a good opening in life. 

57,648. Has that to be demonstrated to the headmasters of public schools 
tooP-That is most essential. 

57,649. Is the University doing soP-It is doing its best. It has no 
definite machinery for the purpose; there is no very form&! connectwn 
between the Universities and the schools; but, in so far as it can exert its 
influence, it is doing so; but, of course, the competition from the bUSIness 
world is very hard to over-ride. 

57,650. For men with biological experience is there a demand from the 
business world P-By no means so great as for chemists and physicists. 

57,651. Will that demand open upP-Not, I imagine, for some years. 
67,652. Sir Thomas Middleton: The course of study which you have put 

before us, Professor Wood, is, I think, the result of evolution depending 
upon long experience; is not that soP-(Pro/essor Wood.) Yes, certainly 
it is. 

57,653. Would you indicate the directions in which the curriculum of 
studies has been altered in recent yearsP-Our first big alteration took place 
about 1907. Before that we had no degree in agriculture; we had only 
a diploma examination, and when a student came up to Cambridge with the 
intention of doing agriculture he was advised to learn his sciences, going 
for general elementary science to the same lectures, broadly speaking, as 
the medical students. The result of that was that a small number of 
agriculturists started off doing the ordinary chemistry, physics and biology 
with the medical students; they lost themselves completely and one never 
used to see them again. What it came to was this, that a man who comes 
up primarily to do agriculture wa.nts rea.Ily to see the agricultural bearing 
of his work straight away, or else he deserts agriculture. So, in 1907, the 
University consented to a change; the change was that we in the School of 
Agriculture should give courses corresponding to the course in elementary 
chemistry, botany, physics and so on, that is given- for the medical students, 
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giving those courses in our own building with an agricultul'al bias from the 
very first. 1 do not think It is exactly logical, but we found it waa the 
only method that would really keep our agriculturists together. The man 
who comes up really intending to do agriculture, agriculture being his 
main interest in ooming to the University, is generally of the landlord class 
or the farming class, and he feels he does not wa.nt to spend even one year 
doing pure science with no agricultural bias. Directly after 1907 we started 
teaching elementary science with an agricultural bias and that turned out 
to be most 8uccessful; instead of three men out of four w'ho came for advice 
about agriculture being lost to. agriculture and going off without doing any 
more, practically every man who start6 now pUTsues the subject right 
through; our attendance is good: about 1lhree-quarters of our men who start 
out with that end in view uiLimateiy get the agricultural degree. I think 
that is the moet fUlUlamental change we have mnde. 

li"l,654. That IS with regard to the ordinary degree?-Yes. Then with 
regard to the diploma, the examination used to be in two parts, the first 
part being maillly on scientific subjects and the second part. mainly on 
applied 8ubjecte. Then the University made a regulation which excused 
the scientific subjects in the first examination to men who had already 
taken an Honours degree. The result of that was that & man who had taken 
an Honours degree in the Natural Sciences Trip08 was practically excused the 
first part of the diploma and took the second part of the diploma. a.£ter one 
year's work. That was the system that was followed practically up to the 
beginning of the War. It certainly produced a lot of very good men; I 
mean men who made their mark in India for instance. 'I1hen after the 
War we thought it was rather a short traiuing, just one year in agriculture, 
and we made it two years. As Mr. Engledow has explained, a man now 
who want6 to take his diploma after he has done his science Tripos works 
for one year after his degree on a courS81 prescribed according to his special 
needs by the Degree ColIlJlllitbee, passes his examination in that, end then 
in his last year he specialises on one particular branch of ·agricultural 
science. 

57,655. The Ohairman: How did your course of estate management fit 
in with what you h·ave been describing?-That goes on all fours with the 
pass degree in agriculture. It fits in in this way, that during the first year 
the estate managers and the agriculturists take exactly the same subjects; 
they aU go together in the first year. After the first year they can bl'anch 
off into agriculture or estate management or forestry. 'Dhey all three begin 
.exactly the same and they branch off after their first year; they still have 
some common subjects, but there are special subjects for each of them. 

57,656. Sir Thoma, Middlettm: You have, in effect, three courses lead
ing on to the oroinary B.A.?-Yes, the three courses beginning in common 
for the first year and branching out afterwards. 

57,657. To go back to the Tripos men: how many subjects is it now 
usua.l for the well-pl'epared student to take in his Tripos?-Four is the 
rule. (Mr. Engledow): I am afraid three is becoming. now more common, 
possibly owing to the extension of the subjects. (Pro/ellor Wood): Cer
tainly more take three now than used to; everybody used to take four. 

57,658. I do not think tbat is quite correct. I remember the Univer
:sity when three was a common number; three for the best students and 
four for the doubtfuls was the policy?-(Mr. Engledow): That had altered 
in my undergraduate days when four was quite oommon for a scholar of 
.a College. 

57,659. You are really reverting to the previous practioe?-Yes. 
57,660. What is now the usual time for the well-prepared British student 

to take Part I of the Tripos? Is it the end of the second year or does 
be go on to the end of the third yearP-A well-prepared man, at the 
4lnd of the second year. In saying that one must remember that 811 a 
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well-pr4lllared man one counts the one who gets an entrance scholarship, 
and he will have a fair grounding in some of his subjects when he comes 
up to the School. 

57,661. That means that the complete course takes him four years if he 
follows on with the diploma?-That is so_ 

57,662. Do many men who take the ordinary B.A. proceed to take up 
a. diploma oourse ,afterwards?-(Professor Wood): Yes, quite a number of 
them. They get very much interested ;n some particular branch while 
they are doing their B.A. degree and then they stay on and take a diploma. 
Those people are allowed to take it in one year. I mean, if they have 
got their B.A. degree in agriculture, that is supposed to be evidence that 
they have got an all-round knowledge of agriculture and agricultural 
science, and they are admitted to specialise for one year in one branch 
and take the diploma. 

57,663. Have you had enough samples to express an opinion as to the 
quality of these diploma men as compwred with the Tripos men ?-(llIr_ 
Engledow): Those who take the diploma via the B.A. take it on the prac
tical side, animal husbandry or crop husbandry. No encouragement is given 
to a man to attempt to become, let us say, a mycologist and take a diploma 
in mycology who has learned his science in the B.A. course. 

57,664. You regard the Trip'os as essential for the men who are specialis
ing in a science subject?--(Professor Wood): It is very much more prefer
able, although there are exceptions. 

57,665. Have you had many British students who have taken the diploma 
ana have oome back after a period of experience to pursue a Ph.D. or 
an advanced course?-Yes, a few of them. The Ph.D. has not been going 
long enougo., :first of all, for them to know enough about it, and, secondly, 
for it to accumulate sufficient numbers; we have not had more than one 
or two who have come back and taken' the Ph.D. 

57,666. That is the type of student you get from India, the student 
who has taken an ordinary degree, has gained some experience in India, 
and then comes to you for an advanced course?-Y es. 

57,667. I wanted, if possible, to get a comparison?-I do not think we 
have had enough to strike an average, ibut those who have come back 
have done well. 

57,668. In going round India we found ;the same difficulty as that to 
which Mr. Engledow has referred in his evidence. Teaching in biology 
in Indian schools does not exist; there is, to a limited extent, teaching 
in chemistry and physics; there appeared to be a tendency on the part 
of students to neglect biology in the Universities. I was prepared, there
fore, to hear Mr. Engledow's views on the preliminary training of the 
studeuts of whom he has had experience, but I should have expected that 
the Indian student who. came to this country would have been found 
to be much better prepared in chemistry and physi<,s than in biology. I 
do not know whether either of you can tell me whether that view is correct? 
-I think we have had extraordinarily few Indian students who have come 
here to work at chemistry and physics. They nearly all oome for some 
biological study. I have one man who worked at a chemical subject last 
year, but I think that is about the only Indian I can remember who 

- took anything but biology. They are nearly all plant breeders. 
57,669. It is quite clear that, from your point of view, the desirable 

type of student is the one who, having graduated in India, has done a 
fE'W vears' work. and then comes over to take the advanced course?
(Mr. "EngZedow): Quite. (Professor Wood): Yes, I am quite clear on that.· 

57,670. I was unable to discover, in India, anything that corresponds to 
your diploma in agricultural science; the student takes the B.A. degree, 
or what oorresponds to the ordinary B.A. degree, and he immediately takes 
up a post without any post-graduate training at all. Do not you think 
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that, after the ordinary degree training and before a young man enters 
an agricultural department as an assistant, it is necessary that he should 
have some post-graduate training of the type which your diploma course 
in agricultural science givesi'-(Mr. ElIgledow): I think the answer to 
that is that if it is contemplated that India should fall into line with 
the practice in this country and many other parts of the Empire, then 
it is essential, because no one now finds a place in an agricultural service 
either here or.in Africa, or the West Indies, who has not had post-graduate 
training. 

67,671. With regard to the new Colonial Service to which reference haa 
been made, the training proposed is quite comparable to the training 
which you give for British students in. Cambridge, in this sense, that 
you take the Tripos man and give him his diploma course in agricultural 
science not purely in British surroundings but in tropical surroundingsP-
That ill so. . 

67,672. So that if we wanted some parallel in India we should have 
to adopt a similar method for the Inaian student, giving him the training 
in Indian surroundingsP-Is the argument quite the same? The Indian 
student will be going into a. service in his own country while the student 
from this countJry will be going into a service in a country with which 
he is quite unfamiliar. 

57,673. To that extent it is different, but each of them requires, before 
going into service, some more training than he can get in his ordinary 
undergraduate course?-Yes. 

57,674. And it is for that purpose that we must imitate the methods 
that have been adopted in this country P-Yes. 

67,675. It is an exact parallel with your method of training men for 
work in this countryP-Yes, that is so. 

57,676. Mr. Engledow, you indicated the desirability of the plant breeder· 
dealing with more than one crop. I think what you had in mind was 
that when the plant breeder is being trained he ought to take on. more 
than one crop ana lbe trained on more than one cropP-Yes, that is the 
essential thing while he is training; afterwards it is for him to decide; 
but, speaking personally, I should always want to have more than one 
crop. 

57,677. I was thinking of such a crop as paddy, and I was wondering 
how a man who had more than paddy improvement to attend to could 
get through his day's worki'-It would have to be a very subsidiary crop. 
Of course, a man can easily find a very full day's work if he. is a paddy 
breeder. 

57,678. Suppose a young plant breeder were to start on an Indian crop 
on which no previous work had been done and was given a five years' 
period, now much would he accomplish in that periodP-Itwould depend 
on his policy; I think in 8uch a caBe his right policy would be to set 
aside all thought of hybridisation and to find out all about the crop; how 
extensively it was grown, what were the special features of its cultiva
tion, what features governed its value on the market, how many existing 
varieties there were, were the varieties of it aa grown by the cultivators 
already pure line or was selection the first thing. If he went about it. 
in that way, in five years he might be at .the beginnings of some usefuf 
work. 

57,679. As regards hybridisation or any other workP-Yes, I suppose
at t1).e end of five years he would be contemplating making hybrids some
day; he would have started some useful selections. 

57,680. Fifteen or 20 years later he wonld be seeing some of these· 
hybrids which he began in his fifth year?-Yes, if you say five years for' 
the work I suggested and 10 years after that to have a hybrid ready-
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for first distribution. Fifteen years from the start he mlght have II 

hybrid ready 'for distribution. He would be extremely fortunate if he was 
quicker than that. 

57,681. You are aware that most of the work which has been done in 
India is by selection P-Yes, and I imagine will remain so and correspond-
ingly so in Africa. ' 

57,682. You yourself have had a pretty wide experience in handling 
crops; would you expect to find a wide field for selection in Indian crops 
which are numbered by the hundred P-It has always struck me from con
versation with men from India such as we have had here and from the 
little I was able to see in India, that there ill a very great field, because 
~l~arly many of the seed-stocks of India are Iby no means pure, but much 
mixed. 

57,683. Dr. Hyder: Is there any idea of instituting a competitive exami
nation for the Colonial Service on the lines of the Civil Service examination P 
-No, none whatever at present, I believe. 

57,684. Then on what basis would these candidates be chosenP-On a 
rather elastic basis; certain qualifications are specified, but it has been 
found desirable to make that specification somewhat vague. Really it comes 
to this: a man must either have had an agricultural training of three years 
and obtained an agricultural degree or he must have had a training 
ill pure sciell~e for three years and obtained an Honours degree in science. 
After that everything turns, first on the recommendations that come from 
his Professors and those who know him, and next upon the decision of a 
Selection Committee appointed by the Colonial Office; the Coronial Office 
relies to a very great extent indeed on the opinion of this Selection Com
mittee. The candidates are interviewed by a committee of about half a 

. dozen who consider the personality of the man, the likelihood that he will 
settle down to life in a tropical country, and the likelihood that he has got 
good common sense whjch will ensure vhat he applies his scientific know
ledge; those things weigh very heavily, but of course it is always subject 
to the proviso that he has got a good degree. A man with a third clas~ 
degree has no chance. ' 

57,685. I imagine there would be two kinds of posts available in the 
Colonies: in the administrative agricultural service and for research 
workers P-That is so. 

57,686. As regards degrees there are the ordinary B.A. degree, the 
diploma in agriculture, and the Ph.D. degreeP-Yes. 

57,687. Are those the only three degrees which are obtainable at 
CambridgeP-That ill so. 

57.688. You would not recommend a candidate who has only taken the 
ordinary B.A. degree for a research post in the Colonies, would youP-We 
should never put his name up unless the circumstances of the man or the 
post were exceptional. 

57,689. Would you recommend a man who has taken the agricultural 
diploma P He must have taken the natural science Tripos and then de
voted a year to obtaining this diplomaP-Two years after Part I of the 
Tripos are needed to obtain tJhe diploma. 

57,690. That has been changed? I thought you could take it in one 
year before the WarP-Yes, before the War, but you cannot now. This 
is a diploma ip agricultural science as distinguished from a diploma in 
agriculture, and it takes two years. 

57,691. Would you recommend such a candidate who has takeb an 
Honours degree in natural science and this diploma in agricultural science 
for a research post in the ColoniesP-(Professor Wood): In his final exami
nation for the diploma, or together with his final examination, he !has to 
present a thesis embodying the result of a piece of work he has carried 
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out under somebody's guidance, though not necessarily anYthing. very 
original; from the way he discusses that you can judge whether he should 
be recommended for a research post. 

57,692. There can be no doubt about the third man, who has got a Ph.D. 
degree?-Yes. 

57,693. Such a man ought to hold a research post in the ColoniesP-(Mr. 
Engledow): Ordinarily he will not. 

57,694. He will not go?-I think not. 
57,695. He will aspire to a post at one of the Universities hereP

Probably. 
57,696. Then we have to fall back on the next best kind of manP-I do 

not think it altogether fits the facts to put them in the one, two and. three 
order of merit. I think perhaps this is the more appropriate way of looking 
at it: the B.A. in agriculture is the purely practical man with no scientific 
aspirations and no very great scientific interests. The diploma man is the 
keenly llCientific man who is interested in the application of science to 
agriculture, but who is essentially a scientist. The Ph.D. represents an 
older man. If any of our second men had the opportunity of spending a 
further two or three years in Cambridge we mould expect to find them 
naturally obtaining a Ph.D. degree; so that it is a difference of age rather 
than of merit between two and three. 

57,697. How many years have you been here in charge of teaching, Mr. 
EngledowP-1 did a little before the War and I have done it continually 
since the War. 

57,698. What type of man has gone out to India for research postsP
Very few have gone lately. Before the War, of course, we had no diploma 
i!l agricultural science; the man who took the Tripos and then came to the 
School of' Agriculture was the sort of man who usually went from Cambridge. 

57,699. I suppose you are not familiar witih the details of this scheme 
as yet, but would there be any differentiation with regard to the emoluments 
of research workers and purely administrative 'officers in this Colonial 
scheme?-That point has I believe been considered, and on the whole the 
tendency is to make the research posts worth more; but at :the same time 
it is recognised that it would be unwise to put the research man and the 
practical man in very different positions; it would antagonise the practical 
man who is doing useful work and may be a man of equally good intellectual 
gifts but of a different kind; in fact !he may have the rather more rare 
gift, a lot of common sense. 

57,100. Could a well prepared student who was a studio.us and earnest 
man take a natural science Tripos in one year?-(Pro/e88or Wood): ·No, 
the University does not allow you to take it in less than two years; you 
may not take it before the end of your second year. I suppose if you were 
an affiliated student you could; if you came from a University which was 
affiliated and you had done a recognised course there I think you might, 
if you availed yourself of the privileges of affiliation. (Mr. EngZedow): 
Yes, that would be an exceptional case. 

57,701. With the majority of these students, affiliation to Cambridge means 
having obtained an Honours degree elsewhere?-That is so. (Pro/essor 
Wood): Yes, a University that is affiliated has made the necessary arrange
ments with Cambridge to entitle its students to the privileges of affiliation. 

57,702. From the point of view of the University of Cambridge it means. 
B.A. P-(Mr. EngZedow): It usually means a first class degree though. 
there are one or two exceptions to that rule. '. 

57,703. With regard to the question of agricultural economics, you do
not give any training in economics, you link it on to the economics courseP
No, quite a number of our men take economics as a subject for the diploma 
in agricultural llCience. 
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57,704. Where do they go for lecturesP-They go to some of the Tripos 
lectures in Economics, but they get their agricultural economics train
ing from Mr. Venn, who is University Lecturer in Agricultural History and 
Economics. 

57,705. I am entu-ely. ignorant on this matter, but I suppose that the 
economics course deals with costs and things of that 60rt P-(Projessor 
Wood): I will give you a syllabus. (Mr. Engledow): You can obtain a 
good impression from Mr. Venn's book which he wrote largely for the sake 
of his own students, feeling there was no suitable book; it covers marketmg, 
land tenure, agricultural legislation, labour and so on. Actually Mr. Venn's 
lectures are officially reoognised by the Board of Economics of the University 
.as providing part of the instruction for candidates taking Part II of the 
Economics Tripos. Moreover, there is a course on "National Aspects of 
.Agriculture" by Professors Wood and Biffen and two courses by Pro
fessor Wood and Mr. Venn for the ordinary degree. These are open to 
the University at large. 

57,706. That is the sort of thing they are taughtP-Yes. 
57,707, Who gives these lectures?-Professor Biffen and Professor Wood. 
57,708. The Ohairman: Where are the lectures on agricultural book-

keeping given P-That comes into the third year of the B.A. course. 
57,709. Dr. Hyder: I see that there is a regulation with regard to the 

forestry candidates that they must produce evidence of having pursued 
diligent studies in a forest at home or abroad, under the supervision of 
somebody associated with forestry in a UniversityP-A party is made up 
here by the Reader in Forestry who takes them for six weeks, usually in 
Germany. 

57,710. With reference to your aIlBwer to a question put by Sir Henry 
Lawrence, would you or would you not be in favour of instituting a scheme 
of scholarships for students who might be recruited for the Indian Agricul
tural Service?-(Professor Wood): I am rather doubtful as to the need for 
scholarships. I think an advance knowledge of needs is more important 
than scholarships. It'the Universities were informed a year before vacancies 
occurred. what line the vacancies would be in, I think the men would be 
forthcoming all right. 

57,711. 'fhere are no corresponding scholarships for the Indian Civil 
Service po-Quite. 

Sir Thomas Middleton: I thought Dr. Hyder's question referred to a 
scheme for scholarships in connection with Indian training: not a scheme 
for providing British students for India. 

57,712. Dr. Hyder: You can take it both ways?-:-(Projessor Wood): I am 
handing yoQ. the schedule for the ordinary degree examination in agricul
tural history and economics. The advanced course would be on the same 
lines only more advanced. It gives you an idea of the line on which Mr. 
Venn lectures. 

57,713. Mr. Noyce: I am especially interested in the statement, Mr. 
Engledow, of your view that specialisation in one crop is to be avoided if 
possible. The tendency in India nowada.ys is to appoint crop specialists to 
work on octton, rice, the millets, and so on. You are not altogether in 
favour of thatP-.(Mr. Engledow.) No, I am not. 

57,714. It is a very important point to the ilndian Agricultural Depart
.mentP-Yes; I ought to make that quite clear. My personal feeling is t.hat 
if I spent all my time on wheat I should get rather tired of wheat. l\fure
over it has only the habit of growth of wheat and of nothing else. If one 
turn~ to peas or 'beans or mangolds, the whole habit of growth and physiolo~ 
are entirely different, and one's outlook is broadened and one's thought IS 

stimulated by having a different crop. That is what is at the back of my 
mind. 
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51,715. It keeps a man fresher, you thinkP-Yes. At the same time you 
must remember that in studying any crop of serious importance one's full 
time can readily be occupied; the two crops may come to harvest at the 
same time, the worker wants to be in two places at the same time, and it is 
rather distracting. One should always keep that in mind in considering 
any suggestion that a breeder should handle more than one crop; but at the 
Bame time, I firmly believe in the value of having a subsidiary crop. 

57,716. Would you think that 10 millets would provide a sufficient variety 
of work, or ara they too close together to furnish exactly what you have in 
mindP-This again is a purely personal point of view, but if I .bad to do 
work on the millets, I should rather like to do a little on a subsidiary crop, 
Bay ground nuts, the habits of which are entirely different; because one must 
remember that trying to produce an improved variety is not a straight
forward task; one has to go aside into many sll'bsidiary considerations. 
That takes one into questions of fundamental science, and it is in connection 
with those that it is so stimulating to have a live interest in a subsidiary 
crop; but it should be a subsidiary crop from the point of view of its 
demands on time. 

57,717. I think you probably know, Professor WlOod, that it is, to say the 
least, extremely probable that India will draw less in the future for manning 
its Agricultural Department on this country than it has in the past; the 
tendency will be to send selected .Indians over here for training. Could 
you give us any idea as to how much room you would have for them? What 
your limits are in that direction?-(Professor Wood.) Weare terribly full 
at the present time, and of course the Oolleges are very full too. As Mr. 
Englenow explained, the first stumbling block to any great increase in 
numbers is to get them into Colleges. If they get into a -College we are 
aomehow or other bound to do the best we can for them, because you see we 
are a department of the University; anybody who is admitted by a Oollege 
is a member of the University, and if he turns up here we have to find room 
for llim somehow. 

51,718. Do J;he Colleges pJ'efer the ordinary undergraduate to the maD 
who is coming up for a more advanced training, do you think ?-I think the 
College would stretch a point in favour of the advanced man if they could. 
(Mr. Engledow.) Subject t.o his being really good. There are lots of dis
advantages attending the short period advanced man; he comes for a year, 
and all the trouble has to be taken a., though he were earning for three 
years; but the Colleges open their doors to advanced students provided the 
standard of the applicant is a high one; they are very insistent on that. 
(Professor Wood.) I think the most important thing is to make Indians who 
think of coming .over to British Universities fully understand they have got 
to t,ackle the question of entry before they start from India, and as long 
before as possible. They should get in touch with the Indian residents in 
Oxford or Cambridge or wherever it may be, and,asking through the 
Adviser, get help in finding Colleges. If they are good enough there should 
be no further trouble. We might easily get crowded, but we should have 
to meet the situation. (Mr. Engledow.) '1'he question of numbers is very 
important. India is a large place, and if it set to work it could swamp us. 

51,719. For some time to come, I take it, the men you would get would 
be men who would be selected by the heads of the Agricultural Department, 
as these two from Madras have been ?-Yes. 

51,120. So that from that point of view you would be fairly certain of 
getting the required standard?~Yes . 
. ~1,72~. Bow do you hear of appoint~cnts vacant in India? What is your 

lIaison In tbat respect? Does the notice come to the Appointments Board? 
-(Professor Wood.) Yes, I think the Appointments Board. That is how 
it should corne, anyway. Sometimes we hear from our own people out 
there; some old pupil or somebody like that writes and says: "I shall be 
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having a vacancy in my part of the world in due course; will you look out 
for somebodyP," We hear sometimes like that beforehand; but officially it 
should oome through the Appointments Board. (Mr. Engledow.) It usually 
comes from India at the last moment and in great urgency, just as it does 
from every part of the Empire. (Professor Wood.) I do not think one can 
illBist too much on that. That is the thing which in my case makes recruit
ing more difficult than anything else. If one could only know a year before
hand, so as to divert the men into the right direction, it would be a great 
advantage. If you tell a man that chemistry is his best line, and then they 
ask for entomologists and the man is stranded without a job, it puts off men 
in future years. 

57,722. You mig,ht be able to get better men if you had longer noticeP
Yes, if we had notice long enough in advance to enable us to divert the 
proper man in the right direction. 

57,723. I notice you say you think the High Commissioner's office has not 
sufficiently close liaison with the University. Does not the Adviser of 
Indian students keep the two in touch P-I can show you a letter concerning 
a man whose parents or guardians wish him to corne to Cambridge which 
shows that the method of admission to Cambridge is not understood and the 
functions of the Adviser are unknown. 

57,724. Dr. Hyder: The method is perfectly well understood, but they find 
that t.he door of entry can be more easily opened 'by coming to you direct? 
-(Professor Wood.) Yes, I think they think we can exert pressure which the 
official representative cannot do, and I think that is perhaps one's own 
fault, because occa,~ionally one has persuaded one's College to take in men 
who found difficulty in gaining admission. (Mr. Engledow.) The form in 
which the letter is written displays the most ingenuous ignorance. 

57,725. Mr. Noyce: Is that letter from the High Commissioner's OfficeP
Yes. ,It necessitates my writing the sort of letter I have written a great 
many times saying the School of Agriculture has no power to obtain ad
mission to a College. It is one of those little routine difficulties which it 
would be useful to get rid of. 

57,726. AB an old Cambridge man I should like to ask you what is the 
difference between the standard of the M.Sc. and the Ph.D. P-That is a 
matter of degree. If a man would like to go for the Ph.D. and is told he 
is not up to standard, he goes in for the intermediate, the l\LSc. degree, 
which he can subsequently convert into a Ph.D. 

57,727. It is swallowed up in the Ph.D. P-Yes. 
57,728. Mr. Kamat: You spoke about the Colonial Services; is there any 

such system as that of short term appointments in connection with those 
ServicesP--{Mr. t.ngledow.) There are normally no temporary appointments 
which it is understood will terminate at the end of five years in the agri
cultural research services. I think it is right to say that; no case has ever 
corne to my knowledge, nor from the system do I think it is possible; the 
whole aim is to obtain permanency. 

57,729. On page 677 of your memorandum you state thai! men who have 
had some years of work overseas and corne here, say, for a year are provided 
with specific facilities. Will you explain what those specific facilities are P 
-Let us take the case of plant ibreeders, as we have had most of those. We 
usually find that men of that kind from any part of the Empire, for example 
w.ho have had service in 'West Africa, feel themselves in need of more know
ledge in such matters as yield trials. Yield trials constantly have to be 
('arried out, and methods have developed very rapidly in the past ten years. 
That is a typical subject. We take the opportunity here of allowing such a 
man to take part in dealing with the statistical data from yield trials. 
T'ben, again, it is possible that a man may like to do some purely genetic 
work; he has been a plant 'breeder, he has had to give way to very practical 
considerations, and he feels he would like to strengthen his hold on the 

Professor T. B. Wood and Mr. F. L. Engledoto. 
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theoretical side. Then we can arrange for him to ·do some actual genetic 
work; it may be microscopic work or dealing with actual hybrida. We offer 
arrangements for that. Statistics is a subject which ia troubling all 
biologist! nowadays; it ia not a thing to which most men take naturally, 
and a special course in statistics for advanced students has been arranged 
here; it is being given by the {.rniversity Lecturer in Statistics (Mr. G. Udny 
Yule), and it ia specially for agricultural students. 

57,730. You spoke of the difficulty you experience of information being 
furnished in advance to you as to vacancies and Indian requirements. Sup
pose the Government of India or the local Governments collectively arranged 
a system of scholarships for Indian agricultural students here and gave you 
long notice of intending dolars, is there any guarantee that .the Colleges 
would take all the students for whom scholarships may be provided by the 
Government of India P-It is beyond our power to answer that; the Colleges 
are autonomous bodies. This School is a part of the University which has 
no control over Colleges at all. If a College admits a student, he becomes 
a member of the University, and we are compelled to let him attend, at 
any rate, our formal lectures j that is the extent to which we are concerned. 
(Pro/eSlor Wood): But I imagine that if a scholarship scheme was started, 
the India Office, acting through the Director of Indian students here, would 
be able to come to an agreement with the Colleges to reserve places for 
scholars j I should not think that would be an extraordinarily difficult thing 
to arrange. (Mr. Engledow): No, I see no reason why it should not, but 
t.hat would not be our work. (Professor Wood): It would be the work of the 
India Offioe, acting through the Adviser to Indian students. 

57,731. I am not asking whether you could yourself arrange it. The pOlDt 
is that if there is any system of scholarships and an endowment fund for 
India, there must be a sort of assurance that the India Office could come to 
arrangements with the Colleges here for a reasonable number of scholars 
to be admitted every yoarP-We could give no assurance, but I do not think 
it would be difficult to arrange. 

57,732. You think an arrangement ia reasonably possibleP-(Mr. 
Engledow): There I am not competent to speak; I am not a. College officer 
and am not ~oncerned with adlIlission to· Colleges. I do not know the 
problems as the teachers and masters of Colleges do, and therefore really 
any answer I could give would carry no weight. (Professor Wood): One 
could not give an assurance as to that. 

57,733. Professor Gang'Ulee: What assistance is obtained from that depart
ment of the office of the High Commissioner of India which looks after 
students P-(Mr. Engledow): In some cases that department has no cognisance 
of these applicants. A man may write direct from his own college 01'1 school 
in India. In other cases, as I have just suggested, it has appeared to me 
that in the High ComlIlissioner's office the circumstances of admission to 
Cambridge are not understood, and an alternative suggestion to that has 
been made which seems to me to be a very feasible one. 

57,734. Are you in touch with the High Commissioner's office?-Only in 
so far as replying to his letters; we have no formal connection with him. 

57,735. Thfl Chairman: What do you say about the association of training 
and research when one and the same man is asked to do both P-(Pro/essor 
Wood): My experience is that it is an extremely useful thing for a teacher 
to do a certain amount of research because it keeps hilO interested in the 
subject, and I think it is extremely useful to a research worker that he 
sll.ould have to do a little teaching. 

57,736. Not too muchP-Not too much. 

57,737 . .And the right sort of teachingP-Y(,s. 
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57,738. Nothing elelllllntary?-I do not know; I do not see why not 
elementary. I do not think he wants to do III vast amount of routine teach
ing so as to fill up all his time, but I think a man who is doing research 
gets help in more than one way by doing a little teaching. 

57,739. Can you give the Commission any idea of the amount of teaching 
which you think a man engaged whole-thne on research should do?-It is 
extremely difficult to fix the time, except by 'what one can manage oneself. 
I manage to lecture three times a week all the year round with considerable 
comfort and without· interfering with my research work; I should be 
extremely sorry to give it up. 

57,740. Does that mean three hours lecturing apart from the prepara
tion?-Yes; it means running a continuous course right throughout the 
year. Lecturing is exhausting to some people, and it is not to other people. 
It is very difficult to fix a time limit, but I should be very sorry indeed not 
to do that much, because, first of all, one sees all the students, and, secondly, 
one has a chanoe of stimulating some of them to try to be interested in one's 
own subject. 

57,741. Sir Henry Lawrence: Professor Wood, could you tell us something 
of the cross-breeding experiments in sheep in the Falkland Islands and the 
effect of nutrition on their success?-(Professor Wood): Yes, I will so far 
as I know. The story is something like this: Dr. Orr, of Aberdeen, and 
ourselves at Cambridge have been collaborating for the last three 
or four years on the question of the effect of mineral deficiencies in 
various pastures on the livestock that feed upon them. We got on to it 
originally through Major Walter Elliott of the Scottish Office, wthose people 
have, been sheep breeders for many generations now, and who is steeped in 
the litera.ture of that subject. He told us of several instances where sheep 
farmers' in Scotland find it necessary to move their sheep periodically. I 
am sure Lord Linlithgow knows about it. It is found that a farm will not 
support sheep for more than so many months without their going wrong; 
at the end of that time, if you do not move them on to a different pasture, 
their health suffers. That was the first thing we had to consider. We formed 
ourselves into a committee of Dr. Orr, Major Walter Elliott and myself, and 
_ put people on to sample the grasses of these, what you might call, com
plementary pastures, and we JIlade analyses. We found no differenoe in 
the protein, carbo-hydrate or anything of that kind, but we found very big 
deficiencies in things like lime, the phosphates and chlorine. In the case of 
those pastures where the sheep have to be moved from one pasture to another 
to preserve health we found that if one pasture was deficient in phosphorus, 
the other was not; they are complementary. It was at that stage that an 
enquiry came from the Falkland Islands with regard to. the failure of 
imported sheep to do any good ,there at all; they said that their little sheep 

. which had become acclimatised after many years, although they were 
miserable little creatures, could live there, while imported aniJIlals or the 
progeny of imported animals went wrong, died off and got all sorts of 
diseases. They asked if we could throw any light on it. We got samples 
of the herbage from there, and we found that the Falkland ISlands herbage 
was very, very deficient in the same sort of things that we found deficient in 
some of the hill pastures of Scotland and Wales. The idea that we have is 
that these small sheep that have existed there for a long time have a very 
low rate of growth, perhaps a little over half a pound a week, whereas a 
normal English sheep grows at the rate of 21 lbs. a week, about five times 
as quick; the minerals in these pastures in the Falkland Islands appear to 
be sufficient to support a growth rate of half a pound a week, but entirely 
insufficient to support a growth rate of 2 or 21 Ibs. a week, such as would 
be the normal growth rate of the kind of sheep they have tried to import 
there. It seems to mE!! that that is a quite general state of things: if YOl1 

Professor T. B. Wood and Mr. F. L. ElIfJledou:. 
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try to introduce these quick-growing modern breeds. to any new country 
you should make quite sure before you start that the mineral constituents 
of the pasture, or whatever you have got in the country for feeding, are 
sufficient to support the growth rate of the kind of animals you propose to 
introduoe. 

57,742. The Chairman: Do you suggest it would be a business proposi
tion to try and supply the deficiency &rtificiallyP-We are trying that in 
Scotland at tbe present time. We have had a lot of disappointments 
because the shepherds and people of that kind have not used the stuff 
with which we supply them. In one place, for instance, the report came 
through that the stuff was no good; Dr. Orr's assistant, Mr. Creighton, 
went down there to enquire and was told it was no good. Dr. Orr then 
went down himself; on arrival at the shepherd's place the only person 
about was & small child. Dr. Orr rather suspected that this stuff had not 
been used. He therefore said to the small child: "I sent some bags 
with white labels on them here some time ago; where are they?" The 
child replied: "They are up in the loft"; and ,there in the loft were the 
bags which had never ·been opened. That sort of thing has happened a great 
many times and it has ruined a great many of our experiments. We 
have had cases in which we have sent men down to see that the animals 
had the llltuff, and it has been entirely successful. irn the Isle of Arran one 
of Dr. Orr's junior men was living; he took oharge and saw that th<l 
animals actually had the mineral mixture that was designed to replace 
or make good or supplement the deficiencies of the herbage on this par
ticular sheep run, and there it was entirely suooessful: I mean there have 
been practically no delLths and the animals have since grown of the order 
of twice as fast as the growth rate they have been accustomed to in the 
past. 

57,743. Do they show avidity for the artificially supplied deficiency ration? 
-J: t has been found difficult to get the animals to eat it at first. The 
same sort of work has been done by Sir Arnold Theiler in South Africa 
with regard to the phosphate deficiency; they had great' trouble in getting 
their animals to start eating ,bone meal, but when once they had tasted 
it there was no trouble. 

57,744. Sir Henry Lawrence: It is artificial food that you supply?-There 
are two ways of doing it. We want to try it by the direct method to 
see whether, if you do give them the particular lime or phosphate or 
whatever it is that is deficient in the 'herbage, it effects a cure or pre
vents the OllE'et of the undesirable symptoms. In the instances in which 
we are quite sure the animals have actually eaten the stuff it has been 
successful. Another, and it seems a much more simple way of doing it, 
is to manure with those things. 

57,745. Has that been tried?-It has not ·been tried because before trying 
mn.nuring we want to be quite certain that if you supply the deficient 
constituents it is going to prevent the symptoms. I think we are pretty 
sure of that now. 

57,746. Is the deficiency of one particular constituent more serious than 
that of another P-iI do not think so, but they produce rather different 
results I think. A very frequent deficiency is calcium, a fairly frequent 
deficil'ney is phosphorus; occasionally iron is deficient, and occasionally 
chloride of sodium. 

57,747. Sir ThomaB Middleton: What you !have heen saying as to the 
relation betwee';l the rate o! growth and mineral deficiency applies equally 
to energy defiCiency, does It notP-We have analysed now I think three 
?undred samples of pasture grass and the variation in the energy content 
18 not more than five per cent. at the most; ibut the variation in the 
mineral content is two or three hundred per cent.: one ma.y have three or 
four times as much as the other. 
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57,748. But, if .you are having a more rapid rate of growth, you must 
have a more rapld supply of energyP-Yes, that is undoubted. 

57,749. That is, the prime difficulty in India: it is energy that they 
cannot get P-Quite. 

57,750. It is not mineral deficiency: starvation is the problem P-Then 
of course the mineral question does not arise. 

57,751. There are however a good many districts in which the mineral 
question does ariseP-It is astonishing to notice the number of plaoes where 
the mineral deficiency does arise. With regard to ordinary pig feeding, 
when a pig gets to factory size in six months you have practically got 
to give a mineral supplement unless you are prepared to delay the growth 
rate. 

57,752. Sir Henry Lawrence: It is a practically universal law that ill 
these cases of improved breeding there is a greater rate of growthP-·ln 
all improved breeds, if you get high production either in growth rate or 
in milk, you nearly always have to look after the mineral content of your 
ration. If you are going to have a cow giving seven or eight gallons of 
milk a day, a bullock that puts on three pounds live weight a day, or 
a sheep that puts on three pounds a week, whatever it may be, you 
have always got to make sure that your mineral supply is not checking 
the growth rate. 

57,753. Sir Thomas Middleton: A cow at Hissar Farm giving a.bout five 
pounds of milk a day has got to walk eleven miles a day in order to support 
itselfP-Yes. 

57,754. iHow many miles a day would i.t have to walk if it gave two 
gallons a day P-I do not know; 1 have not tried to find out that. 

57,755. You will find that it would have to be on the trot all day 10ngP 
-Yes. No amount of mineral adjustment will make good the energy 
deficiency. 

57,756. The point is that in India some 'breeders aim at the dual pur
pose animal; they want to get two or three gallons of milk where they 
are at present getting half a gallon; they do not consider that. the animal's 
power of securing the necessary supply of energy is limited P-Quite; but 
is there no food exoept pasture grass for them P 

They have to live on pasture grass, and in the Hissar case I men
tioned, cows, we were told, have to walk eleven, miles a day on a pasture 
which for India is a good pasture to keep up their condition and provide 
some five pounds of milk a day. 

(The witnesses withdrew.) 

Sir ROWLAND BIFFEN, Kt., M.A., F.R.S., 
Professor, Agricultural Botany, Cambridge University. 

MEMORANDl1M ON THE PLANT BllEEDlNG INSTITUTE, CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, 

FOR TBR RoYAL COMMISSION ON AGRICtTLTl1RE. 

The functioD of the Institute is to investigate the possibilities of improv
ing the types of plants grown as farm crops in this country and where 
practicable to produce improved types for general distribution. It is 
maintained by annual grants from the Development Commission. Its average 
annual expenditure is about £4,000. 

The Staff consists of a Director, two first grade assistants, one second 
grade assistant and one or two third grade assistants. The third grads 
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posta, both of Which are temporarily vacant, are probationary, the second 
and first grade posts are permanent. The salaties attached to the .posts 
are:-

Third grade £300-£350 with a yearly increment of £20. 
Seoond grade £400-£600 with a ~early increment of £25. 
First grade £600-£800 with a yearly increment of £25. 

All of the graded posta are pensionable. Each member of the Staff 
contributes 5 per cent. of his salary towards the pension fund to which the 
Institute adds a further 10 per cent. 

The staff ia recruited in the main from holders of Development Grant 
Scholarship.!!. 

In addition there is a non-graded staff consisting of a statistician (part
time) and laboratory and field assistants. 

The research work is carried out partly in the School of Agriculture where 
a number of rooms have been especially equipped for the purpose and partly 
on the experimental farm where simple accommodation is provided for 
BOrting the various crops, threshing, seed cleaning, etc. 

Each of the senior membel's of the staff specialises on one of the more 
important crop&-wheat, barley, oats. With these the problems to be solved 
have been clearly defined as the results of previous work, the genetics of 
each crop hsve been investigated in some detail and the work of improve
ment is in full progress. They also take a share in the investigations on 
the possibility of improving other crops such as potatoes, sugar beet, swedes, 
beans, peas and vetches. At present the work with these crops consista 
mainly of genetic studies but where knowledge of the subject justifies it, or 
as with the potato crop work is specially urgent, efforta are being made 
to produce results of eoonOJpic value. An essential part of all genetical 
studies, pursued with the object of breeding more valuable forms of the 
staple crops is to collect as many of those in cultivation as possible. In 
the case of cereals cultivated over a wide geographical range the numbefs 
grown are very large. Though, so far, the extensive collections made have 
not resulted in the discovery of a single form suitable for growing as a 
crop under English conditions, the work has proved profitable, for a few 
varieties of especial value to the plant breeder-owing to excellence in 
80me special feature such as disease resistance, grain quality, etc,-have 
been found. The work in progress with the wheat crop illustrates this 
clearly for grain quality is being provided by the Canadian Red Fife, rust 
resistance by an American wheat, mildew resistance by a wheat from Persia 
and a Ohinese, wheat is being used as a source of early maturity. More
over some of the forms collected have proved useful to colleagues in other 
parts of the world. 

Diaea81l Reaiata7lcll.-At an early stage of the investigations designed to 
test the possibility of improving the forms of wheat in cultivation in this 
country evidence was found that resistance and susoeptibility to yellow 
rust were separately inheritable factors and that the way was open to 
definitely br~d rust-resistant forms. Sinoe then, whenever an opportunity 
has been avaIlable, further studies on the inheritance of disease resistance 
have been made with results that show that the same state of affairs holds 
w;ith regard to the. inhe,ritancc of, resista;,!ce and susceptibility to other plant 
dIseases, The subJect IS developmg rapIdly and the prospects of controlling 
outbreaks of ~sease by growing non-.susceptible crops are unusually hopeful, 
Thus the hybrId descendants ?f the Chinese wheat are designed to control 
the brown rust of the ,Argentme. , Crosses are now being made with others 
to produce early-matUring rust resIStant types for growing in Kenya Colony 
and yet others have been sent out to India for trial. 
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Testing New Varieties.-;-An essential and in some ways especially difficult 
part of the Institute's work is to test. out new varieties before distributing 
them for general cultivation. In order to !have an ample range for select
ing from, large nUipbers of new forms are raised. It is not unusual, for 
instance, to have to decide which is the best of some three hundred. wheats 
or barleys to work up stocks of. To grow all of the6e on even in 1/10 acre 
plots is impracticable and the first selections !have to be made on plots a 
yard or so square in which the plants are uniformly spaced and growth con
ditions are made as similar as is practicable. Observations made on these 
small plots throughout the growing period form the basis on whidh the 
first selections are made. Actual measurements are more or less 
impracticable and moreover, on so small a scale, they would be unreliable. 
The first selections then are determined largely by the judgment of the 
plant breeders and personality inevitably plays a considerable part in 
making them. Some five to ·ten forms may be considered to' be worth more 
accurate testing. The chess board method is used to determine their 
'l"6lative yielding capacity, some well-known standard variety being used 
as a control. 

Two such trials give fairly reliable data as to the cropping capacity 
of the series under test. Concurrently in the cases of wheat and barley, 
small stocks are worked up in order to determine the quality of Ule grain. 
This is becoming of increasing importance, especially in wheat, for much of 
the English crop is of indifferent quality from the bakers' point of view and 
the demand for better grades is becoming marked. A full scale milling and 
baking trial requires more grain than can be grown on before a final con
clusion has been reached as to the suitability of a variety for general culti
vation. Consequently, methods of making small scale tests have 'had to be 
devised and, as in the case of yield trials, sufficiently accurate results for 
the purpose in view can now be obtained. 

The investigation of questions concerning quality have proved difficult 
owing to the lack of detailed knowledge on the subject. Much of it is 
purely empirical and neither bakers nor maltsters are at all unanimous 
amongst themselves as to what their requirements are. 

As a consequence, the work on each of the crops becomes a specialist's job 
and the man in charge of it has to pick u.'P, as best he can, information 
which will aid him in his work of building up new types which .will meet 
with the approval of both producer and consumer. 

In the early days, the distribution of new forms was undertaken by the 
Institute. This entailed large scale growing on the experimental farm and 
growing under contract with neighbouring farmers. It was found difficult 
to supervise the cultivation and harvesting satisfactorily and to provide for 
the labour of cleaning and despatching seed, which came at a time when 
both the scientific lind field staff \\er" particularly busy, was an almost 
impossible task. 

Growing on and distribution is now carried out by the National Institute 
of Agricultural Botany. '.!This makes large scale trials of the new forms for 
two or three season.~ and arranges, where necessary, for commercial tests 
as well. The seed crops are grown on a large scale and distributed 'Via the 
seed trade at an agreed price to farmers. The whole of the work is financed 
by the National Institute and any profit resulting from the operation is 
shared between the two Institutes. 

Oral Evidenc". 

57,757. The Chairman: Sir Rowland Biffen, will you please describe 
exactly your appointment 'here ?-I am Director of the Plant Breeding Insti
tute and Professor of Agricultural Botany. 

Sir Rowland Biflen. 
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57,758. Are you familiar with conditions in IndiaP-Very little; it is 
simply indirect knowledge which one has picked up from one's students who 
have been working there; I have no persona.! experlence. 

57,759. I think your own time is devoted mainly to plant breedingP-That 
iB 80. 

57,760. A previous witness has just told the Commission that in his view 
specialisation to the extent of one crop only, wlthout any interest in any 
other crop, may narrow the research worker's outlook and to some extent 
sterilise hiB mind. Do you agree with thatP-To a certain extent, yes. On 
the other hand, so many of these plant breeding problems are of such extent 
that it is almost necessary for a man to specialise. With a single crop l'ke 
wheat, for instance, there is quite enough to be done to keep a man very 
busy for the whole of his lifetime. 

57,761. Perhaps refreshment oomes with a very small amount of time 
devoted to other crops. Is it worth while, simply for the sake of relaxation 
and a little change, to do a small amount of work on other crops?-We make 
a practice in the Institute of a man specialising on one crop, giving up the 
greater part of his time to it, and working on a crop of some minor import
ance too. We have, for instance, three senior members of the staff, and they 
are specialising on our three most important crops: wheat, barley and oats. 
Then they take up more or less minor investigations on peas, vetches, beans 
and 60 on. . 

57,762. Do you see much of the Indian students who oome here?-We have 
had a number of research students, some of whQm have been working under 
iny direction. 

57,763. What about their calibre and equipment when they come here?
Very varied; 60me men come over with a passably good training and Ilome 
are certainly inadequately equipped. 

57,764. Do you share with the previous witness the view that it is in pure 
science that Indian students as a rule fail P-It is difficult to say; I have 
had two men who have done very satisfactory work with me, but the rest, I 
think, have been more or less under average. . 

57,765. It has been suggested that it is 10 the practical work and labora
tory technique that, in the main, the short-comings lie: there has been 
enough book work, but there has not been enough time given to reflection 
and digestion, not enough experience at the bench and in laboratory tech
nique; is that a fair statement of the positionP-Yes, I should say that is 
generally true; they are men who pick up a very thorough book knowledge 
of their subjects and are rather apt to fail on the practical side. 

57,766. Have you had Indians engaged on research work?-Yes, several. 
57,767. How have they doneP-The last one who was working with me was 

doing quite satisfactory work, really good work; but I have not been too 
pleased with the work which has been carried out by others. 

57,768. Was this man trained in India?-Yes, he is an older man than the 
average line of them; he has occupied a research post in, if I remember. 
aright, Madras for some years now. He came over here to investigate the 
genetics of earth nuts; the subject, of course, was one of his own choice, 
but naturally it is a fairly difficult subject to investigate 'here where earth 
nuts will not grow; he was undoubtedly handicapped from the start. 

57,769. Do you think that, as a general rule, Indians come over here for 
post-graduate ~rainil!g at the most appropriate moment, or do they come 
over too early 10 thelr careers ?-Too early in most cases, I should say. 

57,770. It would be better that they should remain in India for anolber 
year or two P-I think it would be a fair statement to make that our general 
experience is that they are inadequately trained in research work when they 
come here, and it is advisable to put them on to one of our advanced courses 
say the diploma course. ' 
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57,771. Could,you give the Commission any idea of the number of Indlan 
students who have passed through your hands P-Somewhere about a dozen 
at various times. 

57,772. Not enough toprovida any firm indications, perhaps, of the general 
run of qualification and equipment?-No, it would not be fair to generalise. 

57,773. Are you in touch with the Agricultural Departments and workers 
in India?---:With the men who have gone out from this department, yes, but 
not otherwlse. 

57,774. Has much good on the technical side come from that association? 
Have you been able to help them, or have they contributed anything to your 
knowledge ?--Our problems are so different; practically the only crop we have 
in oommon is wheat; there, I think I have Lean able to help the Howards 
perhaps, and they in turn have been useful to us. 

57,775. Have you been able to assist them in any particular department 
of the crop ?-By exchange of material, yes; and we have been able to do a 
certain amount of hybridising work for them on this side. 

57,776. On their own seed ?-The problem is rather a curious one. In 
India, losses from yellow rust are very serious; it so happens that that is the 
common plague in our own wheat crop, and we have been able to work jointly 
on the problem. Further than that, Howard of Pusa came to the conclusion 
that it would be advantageous if crosses could be raised between some of our 
English resistant types and wheats native to India. It was found that those 
crosses could not be made there because the English forms mature so slowly 
that they could not be brought into flower at the same time as the Indian 
wheats. We oould, of oourse, grow the English wheats here easily, and by 
sowing the Indian wheats very late in the season we managed to flower the 
two together, make the crosses and lSend the produce out to him for further 
work. 

57,777. How long ago was that?-That would be before the War, some-
where about 1912. . 

57,778. Have those varieties been successful?-I believe they have bred 
some quite useful crosses from them. 

57,779. Do you know whether they have a high resistance to rust?-Yes, 
I think so. Again, last year, one of the Indian student6 (a man named 
Sawhni) made a somewhat similar series of crosses between some of our 
heavy yielding rust resistant types and some of the Indian wheat6. Those 
are now being grown out there. . 

57,780. How long does pollen extracted from the flower remain active?
In the case of wheat I know it will retain its vitality about three weeks; 
whether it will last longer than that I cannot say. 

57,781. That helps you to bridge over difficulties of bringing varieties to 
flower at the same moment ?-Yes, it does; it helps considerably. 

57,782. To what extent is the general planning of your work dependent 
upon practical experience of farms run for commercial purposes; in other 
words, on the views of the ordinllllj' farmer P Do you regard it as important 
that that aspect of the work should ·be kept in view?-I think it is essential. 

57,783. Is there some danger that work being carried on at a research 
centre where commercial oonsiderations do not arise may get out of touch 
with the day-to-day needs of the farmer P-It ought not to. We find the 
farmers are, as a. rule, pretty severe critics of the material we produce; they 
come round our experimental plots and they almost invariably pick out the 
types which they prefer. 

57,784. Do you get the pUblications issued by the various Agricultural 
Departments in India?-I think all of tnose oome into the laboratory. 

57,785. Have you formed any view 'of the work at present being done at 
Pusa, for instance?-It is difficult for us on this side to gauge its actual 
value; I do not think we know the conditions well enough. 

Sir Rowland Billen. 
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67,786. What do you say about the association of teaching and research?
I am afraid it is a neceasary association, but--

67,787. But it is a nuisaneeP-It is a nuisanoe. The teaching takes up a 
great deal of the time one would rather be giving to research; on the other 
hand, teaching is very good for a research worker. 

67,788. Proleuor Gangulee: On the question of plant breeding, ~~ Y0"!l 
thint; uniform methods of testing a _w variety in different locahtles IS 

desirable?-Testing the finished product? 
67,789. Yes; when you get certain new varieties, is it necessary befol'fe 

YOll pass them on to the farmers to try them out in different centresP
It i. certainly advisable if you can do it; but if you do so it will probably 
hang np the distribution of the crop for perhaps three or four seasons 
while the fiesta are being made. 

67,790. How do yon maintain the link between the plant breeders and 
actual farmers?-As a matter of fact, we do make tests like that. 

57,791. In diffel'fent parts of the country under different Boil conditions?
Yes; I should say they are made for us now by the National Institute of 
Agricultural Botany. Those tests are probably far more essential in 
India where you have a much wider rangle of conditions than they are 
in this country. 

57,792. How do you carry out that scheme of. co-<>perative and co-ordi
nated trials in different localitiesP-From the National Institute of Agri
cultural Botany. 

57,793. So that your department has nothing to do with those trials?
No; I am thankful to say I just hand my material over to that organisa
tion and ask them to get on with the job; they have about half a dozen 
stations scattered 'over the country and they carry out those tests. 

67,794. Is it done on a uniform basis?-Yes, absolutely. 
57,795. Are the results presented to you or to the Institute?-They 

go to the Institute first and then come on to me. 
57,796. Is there any independent concern working in association with 

the InstituteP-No, not working in association with it. There are a 
number working in the country, but they do not work with us. 

57,797. Is there any private plant breeder working in conjunction with 
your plant breeding institute?-There is one we are in very close touch 
with, but he is not associated with t.he station, in any way;. he is a. man 
who has specialised on the barley crop .. 

57,798. Could you explain to the Oommission what are the agencies you 
have through which new varieties actually pass on their way to the farmer? 
-Yes, tbe stocks of seed which we raise are handed over to the National 
Institute of Agricultural Botany. After testing them for some two or 
three years, testing them both from the farming and from the commercial 
point of view, they raise large stocks of seed, anything up to 20,000 
bushels. Those stocks ane then distributed to the seed trade, who in 
turn hand them on to the farmer. It is a very indirect way of getting 
seed on to the market. 

57,799. The Chaiffma.n: Does the farmer get any guarantlee of the purity 
of the seedP-The purity and the germinating capacity are guaranteed, 
yes. 

57,800. By the 8eledsman P-By the Institute. 

57,801. Not by the seedsman ?-The Institute hands the seed on to the. 
seed trade in sealed sacks and the packag<es are sold in an unbroken form. 

67,80~. And do the trade themselves multiply it?-A£ter the .first year, 
yes. 

57,803. Does the Institute continue to sell bagged selections through 
the seedsmen after the first yearP-Not after the first year, no. 

57,804. Pro/e33m: GO'll!fUlee: But the'tradesmJen are bound by your Seed 
ActP-Yes, they Simply take the guarantee of the Institute that the seed 
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is 99.5 per cent. pure or whatever it may be, and that the germination 
is, say, 98 per cent. 

57,805. When they sell to the farmers they themselves do not . give any 
guarantee ?--They, hand that guarantele on. 

57,806. How is this National Institute of Agricultural Botany financed? 
-Partly by the Development Commission, and it hllB funds of its own 
which come from capital which was collected partly from the seed trade 
lind partly from thle millers and kindred· organisations. 

57,807. ·What is the relation of this Institute with, say, the testing 
station in Scotland or in Northern Ireland?--4We have no connection with 
the Scotch station or the Irish station, except that the Directors of course 
mleet casually. 

57,8OB. Is any "Yeoman II" grown in Scotland at allP-Yes, there is 
0. certain amount in the Lowlands and I have seen it further north. 

57,809. Have you obtained any financial assistance from the Development 
Commission?-Yes, the Plant Breeding Institute is financed by the Develop
ment Commission. 

57,810. Entirely ?-Entirely, yes. 

57,811. Mr. Calvert: Can you suggest any means whereby the research 
worker can be led a little more n,arrowly along !thle 1'000 of direct 
economic profit? The tendency is for him to get on to some intellectually 
interesting problem and rather forget the cllBh point of view to the actual 
farmer?-Is that so? 

57,812. The newspapers are at present talking about agriculture in 
England being on its IllBt leg and the DevelopIll/ent Commission for many 
yel/Js has been pouring out millions of pounds on research workP-Yes; 
I should have thouglit from the plant breeding point of view the wormrs 
were concentrating on perfectly definite economic problems rather to the 
!exclusion of pure research. I know, in our own CaBe, there are dozens 
of obvious scientific problems which are simply pushed on one side so 
that the staff can be kept on economic work. 

37,813. The Ohairman: Do you think it possible that were it not for 
science the last !<eg might have collapsed long ago 1'-1 do not know; 
the work is making a difference, but one cannot say to what extent. 

57,814. Mr. Calvert: You do not think there is any tendency for the 
research worker to lose himself in the problems of more intellectual in
terest, to the neglect of the problems of more direct economic interests? 
-I think not. I think you will find that my people are more or !<ess au 
fait with all the technical details of malting, Hour milling and so on. 

57,815. Mr. Kamat: I understand from you that the seed trade here is 
the link in the distribution of seIed. Will you explain the extent and 
the ramificatiom of the seed trade in this countryl'-The ramifications as 
far as we are concerned with them as distributors of new wheat P 

57,816. Yesl'-Thleir function is simply to hand on 'the stocks which 
have been grown by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany to 
their own special customers, incidentally making a profit out of the trans
action. 

57,817. To reach the villages in the different parts of the country have 
they branches of organisations all over the country?-Yes, the seed trade 
can distribute in all directiom. 

57,818. They are not concentrated merely in certain localitiesP-No. 
57,819. They are well distributedP-Yes, they can reach practically every 

farmer in the country between them. 
57,820. The seled trade is based on private enterprise with private 

capital ?-I think absolutely. 
57,821. Without any assistance from GovernmentP-No. 
57,822. Is there any control exercised by Government over the seed 

trade to sea that there is no adulteration ~r malpractices on their part in 
Sir Rowland Bille'll.. 
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the distribution?-Through the Seeds Act, yes; everything the seed 
merchant aells now has to be sold under a guarantee of purity and germina-
ting capacity. . 

57,823. Do you think the Seed Act, or legislation of that nature, is a 
Jleoessary accompaniment of the seed trade in the country?----We carried 
on for a very large number of years without it, and before the Seed 
Act the trade as a whole was in a very satisfactory condition here; but 
malpractices were known and since the passing of this Act I think there 
is no doubt that the standard of quality has improved quite markedly. 

57,824. The Act must have come into existence because the malpracticoes 
were so aerious ?-I do not know; I often wonder whether it would have 
come into existence if it had not been for the ·War. Our larger seed 
firms are very satisfactory organisations, but the less said about the 
smaller ones once upon a time, the better perhaps. 

57,825. In India, seed distribution is done more or less by the depart
mentsP-Yes. 

57,826. But. supposing it were left to be done by private enterprise, 
/I Seed Act would be absolutely necessary?-It would be essential, yes. 

57,827. Sir Thomas Midclleton: In reply to Professor Gangulee you 
mentioned that you did not, in your plant breeding work, oo-operate 
with trade associations. That is of course strictly correct, ·but as a mattler 
of fact you are very closely assocated with members of certain associations? 
-Yes; I was thinking of seed trade associations. 

57,828. I· am also thinking of work that has been done in conn'ection 
with your work by the Incorporated Association of British and Irish 
MillersP-Yes; of course, in connection with wheat work we are in the 
closest possible touch with both millers and bakers, and in conn~ction with 
barley work with the brewers. We have to be to acquire technical 
information. 

57,829. I only want to bring out the fact that While there is no formal 
association, you arte in fact in the very closest touch with the customers 
for your new cereals ?-Certainly. 

57,830. Dr. Hytl;er: Could you give us some advice as to the organisation 
of our resewrch work in India? My point is: should we organise research 
according to crops or should we pool the rteSearch on the different crops?
It I had to direct the work I should suggest that one worker ahould 
concentrate say on cotton, one on millet and so on, and I take it you 
would almost want aeparate stations for each crop. 

57,831. The Chairman: Why separatoe stations ?-Would you be able to 
grow them all at a single station? I wru; thinking of such diverse crops 
as cotton, sugar, millet and so on. 

57,832. That is on the CJ.uestion of agricultural environment and not 
of the convenience of the research work?--Fro~ the research workers' 
point of view have them all on one farm If possible. 

(The w.itness withdrew.) 

(The Oommission then adjlYUrned till 10 a.m. on Friday, the 15th July.) 
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Friday, July 15th, 1927. 
CAMBRIDGE. 

Present: 
The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE, 
K.C.S.I. 

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Professor N. GANGULEE. 

Dr. L. K. HYDER. 

Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 

Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., I.C.S. 

Mr.J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH Joint Secretaries. 

Professor J O. S. BUXTON, M.A., F.R.C.V.S., 
Cambridge University. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

15. Veterinary. (a) In my opinion the Civil Veterinary Department 
should be independent. 

(d) LegislatiWl dealing with notifications, ~egregation, disposal of 
diseased careases, and prohibition of movement appears to be highly desir
able. 

(e). Adequate provision s'hould be made for the proper storage of serum 
at a number of centres. 

(g) Thl' proviaion of further facilities for research into a.nimal diseases 
is very desirable. 

(i) I strongly recommend the appointment of a Superior Veterinary 
Officer with the Government of India. 

Oral Evidence. 

57,833. The Chah'man': Prof6ssor Buxton, will you tell us the t'xnct 
appointment you hold hereP-I am Professor of ComparatiYe Pathology 
in the University and Director of Animal Pathology. 

57,834. Have yoU! experience of Indian condi,tionsP-Not first hand know
ledge. 

57,835. You say that, in your opinion, the Civil Veterinary Department 
should be independent; would you care to develop that a.nd to give us 
some of the Teasons for your opinion P-The principal reuson at the back 
of my mind /When I ma.de that statemeut was the fact that in this and 
other countries it has been found that many difficulties arose when one 
technical department ,,'as under the control of another, or partly ,.nder the 
control of another, technical department: that it did not make for the 
smooth working of either department. That has been evidenced in America 
to a far greater extent than I think in any other country, where every 
endeavour has been ma.de to give as much freedom all possible to their 
various technioal departmen,ts. 

l'ro/easor J. O. Buxton. 
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57,836. Then you go on to say: "Legislation dea.iing with notifications, 
eegregation, disposal of diseased carcases, and prohibition of. mov:ement 
appears to be highly desirable." Have you the facts of the situation as 
they present themselves in India before your mind P-I think I have some cf 
the more sa.iient facts; I appreciate many of the difficulties which arise 
in connection with legislation. 

57,837. It is often easy to pass laws but difficult to administer themP
It is extremely difficult I understand, especially under conditions in India, 
but I must say it appeared to me thad; possibly one might be able to 
avoid some of the more controversial points to start with, because it seemed 
to me to be impossible to have any organisation controlling disease unless 
you hOO some legislation. 

57,838. No doubt you appreciate the difliculties attaching to the E'xistence 
of areas in the Indian States contiguous to British II.dia nnd with no 
natural barriers?-Yes; but, of course, difficulties like that have been 
overcome; for example in outbreaks of foot and mouth disease in the 
United States of America where the boundaries, as you say, between States 
are not very well defined. I think we all have it liresh in OIU minds that 
two years ago they were faced with an exactly similar problem during the 
outbreak of root and mouth disease in the United States, a.nd tha.t by 
exercising a considerable amount of ingenuity they were to a large extent 
a,ble to overcome that problem. 

57,839. But in India you bave the added difficulty tha.t there is a different 
system of government in the Indian States, over which the Governmeut 
of India has, of course, no detailed controlP-That is true, but there is 
also a slight difference, of course, in the Government of the various States 
of the United States of .America': one State made laws which another 
State did not make; they were confronted with that difficulty, but in a less 
degree, 1 think. 

57,840. Were those difficulties overoome by exercising the authority of 
the Federal or Central GovernmentP-No, the Central Government did 
little in overcoming the difficulties j they were overcome really by the legis
lation of the respective States. 

57,841. As the result of conferenceP-Yes. 

57,842. Then you say: .. Adequate provision should 'be mOOe for the 
proper storage of eerum at a number of centres." Perhaps you would 
develop thatP-There have been instances, I believe, in which the uee of 
serum, particularly anti-rinderpest serum, has not been extraordinarily suc
cessful; one of the principal reasons was the loss of potency of the serum 
because there were not adequate facilities for its cold storage; another 
was the length of time taken in transit. I have been told that if OOequate 
fa.cilities for cold storage were provided, the potency of the serum would hg 
very much better maintained. 

57,843. How about the value of the seru~alone as compared with that of 
the serum-simultBneous methods of immunisationP-Undoubtedly if you can 
get ove~ the ~k of the seru~im~lta!leous method you get a very much 
better ImmunIty than by the passive Immunity given by the serum-alone 
method. In the serum-alone the passive immunity is extroordinarilv 
tran~itory, and. I ~o not think it ever pays to use a method of producing 
passive ImmunIty if you can get an active immunity' but in sOme cases 
particularly i!1 t~e cas? of such di.seases as rinderpest, there is a certai~ 
amount of nsk In. USIDg the active method j there must 'be a certain 
mortality. 

57,844. Mr. Calvert: MustP-tMust •. Perhaps I may qualify that word 
"must." My reason for saying that 18 that when you produce an active 
immunity which is of real value you are getting very near to the point 
where you produce the disease in the animal or the human being. 
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57,845. The Ohairman: It hM been suggested to the Commission that the 
length of timi! of immunity conferred by t'he serum-llimultaneous method 
in Egypt is more than twice as long in terms of years as the same in 
India; do you think views of that sort can 'have been founded on sufficient 
experiment, or do you think that is likely to be an errorP-I should say 
that that view is not founded on a very lengthy experience; but on the 
other ha.nd there. may be a considerable amount of truth in it: for this 
reason, that the degree of immunity which is conferred: depends to a larg~ 
extent upon the virulence of the virus ·which is being used for the purpose, 
and I understand tha.il the virus which is being sent out for the serum
simultaneous method in Egypt is of greater virulence than the virus 
which is sent out for the same purpose in India. But that is a diffi
culty whioh can eMily -be overcome. 

57,846. Mr. Noyce: Wh81'e do they get their virus from in EgyptP-From 
Cai,ro or near Cairo, I think, where Rabagliatti was doing it. 

57,847. The OhaiT'lnan: You mean that the indigenous strain of rinder
pest organism is more virulent in Egypt than in India?-So I am told, 
and I think it is probably the explanation. 

57,84~. You could work up the virulence of the Indian organism, could 
you not?-I do not see why not; but it increMes the risk. 

57,849. Have you any detailed knowledge of the campaigns of immunisa
tion by the simuIta.neous method that have been carried out in certain 
of the Crown Colonies?-I have no details of them, no. -

57,850. Have you in mind any large scale effort of that sort?-Not along 
~imilar lines. 

57,851. In your opinion, is the technique of administration under the 
serum-simultaneous method so difficult as to make it improba.ble that an 
unskilled subordinate service would 'be able adequately to carry through 
the work?-No, it is only a question of slight training of the people who 
are going to carry out the work. 

57,852. A man need not be a skilled clinician to carry out the work:> 
-No. 

57,853. So that there is no reason why a large service should not be 
trained for a special campaign of that sort ?-No, there is no reason at 
all; we have to. do it in this country not on such a large scale but on 8. 

fairly large scale, and we have to use ordinary farm labour occasionally; 
we have not had any serious trouble. 

57,854. For the simultaneous work?-Not for rinderpest, of course, but 
for a simultaneous method which we use for the immunisation of sheep. 

57,855. Sir Henry Lawrence: What percentage of loss will be anticipated 
on this system? Apart from any difficulties arising from the administrators 
of the serum being inefficient, what would be a reasonable moderate per
centage of loss ?-The mortality is said to be from two to three per cent. ; but 
it is now said to be higher and probably is higher in the case of rinderpest. 

57,856. If anybody said five per cent., you: would regard that as normal? 
-I think up to five per cent.; it probably is round about five per cent. 
But the difficulty is that you get a very much high81' mortality percentage 
in some areas than in others; it may be ten per cent. in one area and 
one per cent. in another, which rather upsets the ten per cent. area. It 
does not 'happen that you get a level percentage over tho area; that is 
never so. It was exactly the same with pleura-pneumonia. 

57,857. The OhCllirman: To what is death due in the -majority of cases?
In the majority of cases it is due actually to the virus, but of course in 
some instances it is due to secondary invaders. 

57,858. That is to say, the serum does not provide a sufficient immunity 
early enough to save the lifeP-Yes. 

Professor J. O. Buxton. 
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57,8.59. Going on, you say: "The provision of further facilities for 
research into animal diaeases is very desirable." Have you formed any 
view Be to whether that research should be carried on at a centre by the 
Government of India or in Provinces under provincial administrationP
I do not think it is possible for adequate research to be carried out at 
one centre in a country such as India. Apparently it is not possible in 
any other country. I should suggest some organisation such as the Bureau 
of Animal Husbandry as the system one should apply. There might be 
a central station, but there certainly should be a number of subsidiary 
research stations. Linking them up ill a- matter for consideration, but I 
think that is certainly 80. 

57,860. How about teaching and its effect upon research and vice ver.sa? 
Do you recommend the association of teaching and researchP-Yes, so long 
88 the men who are engaged in research are not taken off that work too 
much for teaching. 

57,861. Do you think the benefit is mutualP-Yes . 
.57,862. You go on to recommend the appointment of a superior veterinary 

officer with the Government of India. What have you in mind all to the 
functions of that officerP-I take it that in the event of there' ever being 
legislation he would be the officer who would be primarily responsible for 
suggesting the lines along which legislation in connection with animal 
diseases should go. I should think there can be little doubt but that 
a man of that kind is necessary in a wise administr!'tion. Then, again, 
another important question, I think, is that of the promotion of the junior 
officers; it seems to me that a man must have a fairly intimate know
ledge of the officers in order to make wise promotions. Then, again, in 
dealing with purely veterinary questions, it seems to me that a man of 
that standing would be a very great advantage. 

57,863. Where the subject is provincialised and the personnel directly 
under the head of the Imperial service is limited to the research staff at 
the one or two central stations, there would not be much work in the 
way of controlling appointments and promotion, would there ,?-I do not 
know if the promotions are made actually in the Provinces. 

57,864. Do you regard research into the problems of genetics as im
portantP-Yes, undoubtedly. 

57,866. Is that particular area of research one which might well be 
undertaken by a central station, or should it be local, do you thinkP
I think it would be ibetter if it were local, and that was one reason why. 
a moment ago, I suggested that the organisation might resemble the Bureau 
of Animal Husbandry, because there the various different types of research 
are kept more or less together, so that there is a considerable amount 
of economy effected in general running expenses, and their genetic research 
would naturally go along side by side with, say, pathological research. 

57,866. Pro/e880T Gangulee: But the Bureau of Animal Husbandry is 
a centralised organisation, is it notP-There is a central organisation, but 
then there is the State organisation as well; that is the attraction of the 
bureau system l think. ' 

57,867. Sir Henry La'U1l'e1WJ6: You spoke of the control of these technical 
departments of the United States as having given some difficulty; can 
you tell us how they overcame that difficultyP-By having independent 
heads of departmente who actually worked together and sat round a table 
together but had no actual control over the work of each other. 
~7,~8. Was. there no coml!l0n authority over the total number of these 

techmcal adVIsers P Where IS the control centred: in the Secretary to 
the Governme~t, or whatP~No, there is a Director of the Bureau and 
he acts 88 ChaIrman of the round table conferences. 

57,86~. Is not t~at Director a technical man himeelfP-No he is not 
a technIcal man hImself ' 

62739 2B 
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57,870. Purely an administrator P-Purely an administrator. 
57,871. Sir Thomas Middleton: I think the serum-simultaneous method 

is applied to a group of diseases; it is not a method that is confined 
rinderpestP-Not by any means. -

57,872. Have you been working on any diseases in which this method 
is largely employedP-Yes, in a variety .)f diseases in which It simultaneous 
method is used: -

57,873. What is your general view as to the character of the method 
from a pathological point of view? Is it a satisfactory method?,-No, 
obviously it is -an unsound method. As a matter of fact, in every instance 
that I am aware of it is an old-fashioned method; it goes back to the 
time of Pasteur: no alteration has been maGe. There has been no research 
carried out, as far as I know, to improve that method. I am thinking 
at the moment of swine erysipelas, for example. 

57,874. The aim of those engagea in veterinary research at the present 
time is to substitute some other method for the serum simultaneous?
To try to get as 'firm an immunity by a safe method. 

57,875. Could you de,scribe to us any parallel case in which you yourself 
ha"e worked and indicate the kind of work that is wanted along those 
lin('s ?-As yon know, I am a member of the Foot and Month Research 
Committee. We dare not suggest a serum-simultaneous method in this 
country; we simply dare not do it; we did not give it any thought at the 
beginning, hut we ~et to with an -idea of finding some modified virus 
which would give us a firm immunity and which would be safe. I think 
probably we may succeed. 

57,876. Following that lead you would suggest, as an important subject 
for research in India, parallel research for a safe method of dealing with 
rinderpest?-I think so, certainly. -

57,877. You said you thought we could do nothing to control epidemic 
disease unless there was some form of legislation. If one is unable to· 
control movement, or to enforce a stand-still order, can one get any con
siderable value out of legislation in dealing with epidemic disease?-I 
should have thought that isolation and segregation could have been enforoed 
without a wholesale stand-still order, and that surely must be better 
than having no isolation and segregation. But I should have thought that 
segregation would -be a most valuable thing. 

57,8i8. Dr. Hyder: In the absence of cold storage facilities and under 
the Indian conditions, - what period or time do you think reasonaJble for 
serum to retain its efficacy?-That is impossible to say, because the drop 
in value is & slow and steady process, and one cannot say that serum 
kept at a certain temperature will lose a certain potency in a given -time. 
You can send out two batches of serum of known potency under exactly 
similar conditions, and one batch will drop very much more in potency 
than another, without any apparent reason. 

57,1179. Would it be a year 01' two years?-It is impossible to say. 
57.880. Professor Gangulee: You refer to vhe organisation in the United 

States of America; is not it a fact that tJhe control of legislative measures 
dealing 'rith diseases of animals such as quarantine is entirely under the. 
Federal Government?-Yes. 

57,881. Do you know how they really bring their measures into operation P 
What is the relation of the Federal Government with the States in respect 
of such controlling measuresP-The Federal legislation allows the States 
to enforce legislation of their own, and it is supplemented by legislation in 
the States themselves . 

.57,882. The fundamental questions relating to animal genetics are dealt 
with by the Bureau of Animal Husbandry, are they notP-Yes. 

57,883. Actual tri~ls in stockbreeding are done by the States; is not 
that a factP-That IS 80. 
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57,884. Have you formed any idea as to what should b~ the ~iilk.between 
the centralised research station and the other research statIOns, JudgIng from 
the experience, for instance, that you have ha:d o~ A~eric~n orga~isation~ P 
-I think there should be a central research InstItutlOn wIth a dIrector In 
charge; there should be other research institutions wit~ directors in charge; 
but it is quite evident that you cannot have a suffiCIently large and com
petent staff at each small centre. In order to get over that difficulty, 
apparently the best thing to do is to have a fairly complete staff of workers 
at the central institution, and when necessary draft out the men wlho are 
to undertake a particular piece of research: in other words, you send out 
the necessary team from your central place to assist the local Organisations. 

67,885. Therefore in the centralised research. station which you visualise, 
on the question of animal husbandry, you would have three distinct de
partments: animal nutrition, animal genetics and animal pathology?-Yes. 

67,886. What would be the link between all the research stations and 
actual stockownersP-I do not know wlhether you could work it in India, 
but the agricultural advisory officers are usually the link between the 
research station and the actual stockowner. 

57,887. In this countryP-In this country and of course in America. It 
is the adviser who has helped in the eradication of tuberculosis in various 
States. 

67,888. Coming to your own work here: in this country veterinary re
lIearches are carried on at the Royal Veterinary College and other institu
tions; what led to the establishment of a new institute for the purpose in 
Cambridge?-'Dhat is a question which I am afraid I cannot very well 
answer; I really do not know what led to the establishment. of this institu
tion, but I have no doubt that Sir Thomas Middleton could tell you. 

57,889. Do you think the close association of research organisations in 
the Universities is advantageous to both?-To the University and the in.
stitution, undoubtedly, yes. 

57,890. Further, the Institute of Animal Pathology in Cambridge is of 
great help to the agricultural studentsP-Yes. 

57,891. So that this association of veterinary research with the University 
is a help to both research and trainingP-Yes, undouhtedly. 

57,892. From where do you get your financial support for the Institutei'
That comes from the Development Commissioners and is administered through 
the Ministry of Agriculture. I may say. I belong to the University and 
that I am loaned as Director of the Institute. . 

57,893. Now about the preparation of serum: how are these sera distri ... 
buted to the stockowners P What is the agency for the distribution ?-In this 
country we are particularly fortunate because we have a large number of 
veterinarians and they really act as distributing agents. 

57,894. Th.e Ch.airman: In private practice P-Yes; but in the North of 
Scotland, where ther~ are very few,. and in the North of England, we 'have 
to make use of agrIcultural orgamsers, of veterinary advisory officers of 
whom we have several, and sometimes, as I say, actually the stocko~ner 
himself; otherwise we could not get the stuff used. 

67,895. Pro/e&8OT Gangu.lee: The private practitioners pay for the serumi' 
-llhey pay for it, yes. 

67,896: But ~part from the private practitioners, how do these sera reach 
the eultIva~r If he cannot get the service of a private practitioner? Is 
tnere any dIrect connection between the Ministry and the stockowner?
Between my department and the actual stockowner there is always direct 
communi~ation with?ut any link at all, because I have a research depart
ment which deals dtrectly with stockowners if necessary. 

57,897. And you charge for the expenses incurred in connection with this 
serum P-Yes, in supplying material like serum or tuberculine we do make 
a small charge. 

(,2.39 2B2 
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57,898. When you investigate problems such as that of foot-and-mouth 
disease, which is a very important problem in this country, at several re
searoh centres, what organisation have you to co-ordinate such activitiesP
We have a Res6l!-rch Committee which meets at intervals; a number of 
research workers are· employed by that committee; they are detailed to 
work on certain lines, and they make frequent reports to that committee. 

57,800. So that you have one definite committee for that particular 
problemP-Yes, we have definite committees for most diseases which we 
are investigating. 

57,900. On such problems you are in touch, for instance, with Northern 
IrelandP-Yes, we should be in the case of Northern Ireland. 

57,901. And also ScotlandP-Yes, certainly. 
57,902. What is your organisation for carrying on extensive field investi

gationsP-Even in a country as small as England it is impossible to get 
materials sent to a central place; therefore when I came here I started 
a motor laboratory. and my organisation admits of the collection at a 
moment's notice of men working in different fields of research and sending 
them out to investigate in the field; they can sit there for two or three 
months and carry out their work actually on the spot. 

57,903. Mr. Calvert: Granted a system such 86 we have in India, where 
you have Government veterinary officers in charge of outlying dispensaries 
and ;hospitals, then above them administrative officers, and then a certain 
number of research officers, would you recommend the recruitment of research 
officers ad hoc for research, or would you draw them from the general 
cadre P-I think it is preferable to have your research officer actually as a 
research officer and not to draw him from the general course. I may 
perhaps quote the system which obtains in the British Army at the present 
moment where men do a very short tetm in the research laboratory and 
then are supposed to know all about research work. Other men are brought 
in wtho know nothing about it, and they are supposed to take up research 
work in the state in which it was left and carry it on efficiently. I do not 
see how it can be done. 

57,904. In recruiting reselj,rch officers we should look for men of higher 
qualifications than that ordinary men recruited?-Yes, 1 certainly think that 
is wise; tlhey should be men who have had experience in laboratory work. 

57,905. If you have this separate cadre for research workers, would there 
be any counterbalancing draw-backs in baving an administration separate 
from research P-l do not think so. 

57,906. Would you then have separate cadres for research and admini
stration P-Yes. 

57,907. You do not think there would be any frictionP-No, 1 do not 
think there would; 1 do not see how there could be. 

57,908. You would recruit the research workers at an older age than 
your general cadreP-Yes, they would want to be a. little older, in any 
case, to have done their post-graduate work. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Oommission then adjourned. its public flteeti.ngs until 2.30 p.m. 0110 
Tuesday, the 2nd August, 1927. 

Professor J. O. B=ton. 
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Tuesday, August 2nd, 1927. 
LONDON. 

Present: 
The l\IA.RQUII88 OF LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chai1"lIlan). 

Sir HIINRY STAVBLBY LAWRBNCB, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOIU8 MIDDLBTON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Bir JAMII8 MACKENNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVBRT, C.LE., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULBE. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KAMAT. 
Mr. F. NOYCE, C.S.L, C.B.E., I.C.S. 

l\Ir. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } J . t St' otn eCl'e artes. 
Mr. F. W. H. SMITH 

Professor S. H. GAIGER, F.R.C.V.S., 
University of Liverpool. 

Replies to the Questionnaire. 

(,JUE8TION 15.-VETBRINARy.-(a) In my opinion the best can never be 
got from the Indian Veterinary Service until it is placed under the control 
of a Director-'General with the Government of India. 

No system of dual control in matters inV'Olving contagious diseases can 
ever he successful, and the appointment of a Director-General sho~1d involve 
removal of district officers in the Provinces from control by Directors of 
Agriculture. 

l'he position of the old Inspector-General was that of a mere figure-head. 
He had no district officers and no schools directly under 'his control. The 
only men directly under his control were those on the staff of the Muktesar 
Laboratory. District staffs only took orders from the lay Directors of 
Agriculture, and if an expression of views by the Inspector-General was 
interpreted by any of these staffs as an instruction to act, the Directors 
of Agriculture took exception and explanations had to be offered by the 
Inspector-General. i1his led to a state of affairs bordering on the farcical, 
the post of Inspector-General ibecame a sinecure and was eventually 
abolished. 

I believe that better work will be got from the veterinary officers by 
working under a professional man who understands their· difficulties in the 
fight against disease, and who can discuss the work with them, than by 
working under a lay head. 

(d) 'I'he policy against contagious diseases must be one of centralisation 
of control if. it is to succeed, and not of decentralisation as at present. 
Preventive measures against animal diseases in India must be directed by 
one head, more especially if,as the QuestiDnnaire suggests, there is some 
thought that the time. may have arrived to introduce legislative control. 
Legislative control of disease can only be effective· if uniform for the whole 
of India. An analogy to this is found in this country where the continuance 
<If the old Board of Agriculture Veterinary Service is necessitated by out
breaks of contagious disease, and where it is found impossible to separat& 
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Hcotland from England for these purposes, bi' divide the country into counties. 
with different regulations. The chaotio state of meat inspection in England, 
as compared with the uniformity of the Scottish system, serves'as another 
illustration of what is possible and impossible with regard to diseases. 

It would be a waste of money to appoint another Inspector-General, but 
a great step forward would be to appoint a Veterinary Director-General,. 
witili suoh deputies and staff as he might require to make his central 
organisation .effective. 

The teaching schools might be semi-independent of the Director-General'~ 
organisation. They are probably better left under Provincial Government 
control with a Principal and, specia.lly-recruited teaching and research staff, 
but there should be some liaison between the schools in the various Pro.inces 
and the Director-General. The schools need a Veterinary Inspector of 
Schools to keep them up to' standard. His recommendations and observa.-: 
tions would be made through the Local Government. 

(g) Yes. 1 do not advocate an extension of l1he Muktesar Institute except 
in so far as this is necessary to provide for a larger output of biological 
products. I fear it must now be admitted that it is almost impossible
for much research to be done by the Muktesar staff, other than that which 
bears on the development and improvement of laboratory products for field 
immunisation. The output of the Muktesar Laboratory has to be so enormous. 
that the staff, of neclj,Ssity" becomes buried in routine, and even if a special 
research staff were employed it appears to me more than doubtful whether 
anyone man could effectively direct so much routine and at the same
time guide a large output of research work. 

I would advocate the setting up and extension of accommodation and 
staff for research in 1:)he various schools. I think it would be a mistake
to set up provincial institutes specially for research; I am of opinion that 
better results are turned out by research departments of teaching institu
tions than by institutes devoted solely to research, provided the research 
&taff of teaching institutions is not overburdened with teaching duties. 
One cannot divorce teadhing and research without both suffering. Teaching. 
without research is dead and uninteresting. Research without a certain 
amount of teaching is apt to be narrowed and restricted in outlook. The 
research worker cannot step aside and look critically at his results unless. 
he has to impart the new knowledge to others. 

I think accommodation and all facilities should be provided at the 
Muktesar Institute for research workers from provincial institutes to take
their investigations there, if they wish to, during the summer term and 
vacation months when the hot weather renders laboratory work almost 
impossible in the plains. 

(h) As already indicated, I am of opinion that a policy of decentralisation 
of research will give the best results. 

I think the best results will be got by carrying out any special investiga.
tions, say in the Punjab, with research officers from the research depart
ment of the school in that Province, rather than sending officers from the
Muktesar Institute for that purpose. 

It is quite impossible to accomplish as much in. a vast area such as India 
by centralising research in one institute, (!IS can be aocomplished by. 
encouraging research in every centre where there is a school. 

Oral Evidence. 

57,909. The Chairman: Professor Gaiger, I think you are Professor ot 
Veterinary Pathology at the University of LiverpoolP-Yes. . 

57,910. You' have had considerable experience in India. Will you tell 11& 

the particulars of your service thereP-I went out first in 1906, and was. 
for some six months on the administrative side of the Civil Veterinary 
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j)epart.lllent in the Punjab; then I was transferred to the staff of the Punjab 
Veterinary College in Lahore, where I 1Ia.ught Pathology and was in charge 
d the Contagious Diseases Ward, as it was called. I remained on. thest~ff 
tilll finally retired in 1914. 1 had to leave the Government of Ind1a serv1ce 
lie<:aWie I got laboratory infection a.t my work; a.nd during those eight yea.rs 
1 was Bome three years on sick leave. During tha.t time 1 spent some of ,my 
vacations up in Muktesa.r, being specially delegated there for cer,tain 
.research work. , 

57,911. Have you had experience in other tropical countriesP-~ have 
been to South America, to do some work in Peru, I1P on the Andes; and 
1 have seen a certain amount of animal disease in the West Indies. 

57,91l!. I think you know, from the correspondence which ll.as passed 
between us, t.hat one of the matters in which the Pommission is interes~ 
~ the problem of the immunisation of cattle against rinderpest on a Il/orge 
.ecole by the serum-aimultaneous method; and I understand that you would 
be willing to prepare a note which would give us a, digest of the ma.terial 
at your disposal, and a statement of the pO!liti(;ln as you see it to-day. 
Could you do that for us P-I would be very pleased to do it. It is an 

'immense problem to eradicate it from all India.. On the other iha.nd, to 
.do 1t piecemeal simply allows the infection to return to the areas which 
are freed; but there are many technical difficulties in the way of mass 
inoculation. ' 

57,913. You are probably familiar with the action that ,has been taken 
in Africa on this matterP-Yes. Rinderpest was getting into the South 
quite recently from Central Africa, and they ma.naged to put a barrier 
of immune animals to prevent it spreading to South africa. 

57,914. In India, I take it that one difficulty a.bout using the barrier 
method would be the transport of cattle from cattle-breeding territory to 
the non-cattle-breeding a.reasP-Yes, it would mean a very large staff and 
'. considerable organisation to do it on that scale, with so many cattle ,&8 

there are in India. 
67,915. Do you tbink that much permanent good is likely to follow from 

the use of the serum-alone methodP-No, I do not. I think it is only 
picking at the problem. With the serum-a!one method you are bound to 
leave a. portion of the animals still susceptible to the disease, which become 
infected later. The serum-alone method is simply a poor edition of the 
simultaneous method. You endeavour to infect on top of your serum by 
natural means, rather than by actually giving the disease by inoculation of 
virulent blood. 

5i,9I6. It has been suggested to the Commission from more than one 
source that the immunisation conferred by the serum-aimultaneous method 
is substantially longer in time, in Egypt, than that conferred by the same 
method of inoculation in India. Perhaps you would address yourself to 
that point when you are preparing your memorandumP-Yes: 

57,917. I observe you are in favour of centralisation of responsibility, 80 
far a.s the control of veterinary diseases is ooncernedP-That is right. I 
do not think much good is to be expected unless the whole department 
throughout India is co-ordinated under some head who has the power. 
t'nder the old system there was an Inspector-General, who really had no 
power over the officers in the different Provinces. 

57,918. Your suggestion would not meet the case of the Indian, States, 
would it ?-No, it would not touch the Indian States. 

57,919. Would the fact of their existence be a serious limitation upon the 
-efficiency of any all-Indi!!, scheme which omitted those Indian Sta.tes P-N 0, 

not if co-ordination were arranged for. The trouble in the past was that 
there never has been an effective head in British India, let alone in th$ 
Native States. 
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1)7,920. I see you are of OpInIOn that veterinary research may properly 
be left. to the Provinces to carryon; and you suggest that this research 
should be carried out in the veterinary schools rather than in veterinary 
research st-ations pure and simpleP-Yes, largely. I think it should be 
developed in the' different Provinces. I think it is still going on in Mukte
sar. If I may say so, I tliink research in Muktesar is very hrundioapped,. 
from the fact that it has to be provided for out of the profits of the station, 
so to speak. They have no special research grant; the consequence is 
they cannot arrange for any definite programme with any prospect of 
carrying it through. They are up against the same difficulty that medical 
research was up against in this country, when there was a grant of 1d. 
per head of the insured population. They never knew what money was 
coming in from that, and the grant was stabilised by Parliament in tho 
end; I think a fixed research grant would be a great help at Muktesar. 

57,921. Do you regard the veterinary problems in India as being local in 
character P-They _are local in the sense that they are provincial. It 
naturally follows, I think, in a country of that size. 

57,922-3. The parasitology is vastP-'some parasites may be almost common 
to ilie whole. 

57,924. Is that likely in the case of a country of that size?-I think many 
of the so-called animal parasites are likely to show a general distribution;. 
but so far as bacterial diseases are concerned, there are certainly some 
of them which are almost limited to certain parts of the country, for 
example, hremorrhagic septiclIlmia is very much a disease of the Punjab. 

57,925. When you suggest that research should be carried on in schools 
rather than in institutions not connected with the schools, is that because 
you value the effect of teaching on research and vice versaP-I do. I feel 
very strongly that the one helps the other. The man who has to teach has 
to take up a very much wider outlook than the man who does not. If 1 
may give a definition of a specialist which I came across the other day (and I 
think it is a very true definition): the specialist is one who gets to know 
more and more about less and less. I think that is a bad state to get into. 
Speaking from experience, I think it does the research man a great deal of 
good to have to teach his particular subject. 

57,926. Have you had experience in teaching India students in Veterinary 
Science P-Y es. 

57,927. iWhat do you say about the quality of the men whom you have 
taughtP-I think it is very poor indeed; at least, in my time, !it was. I 
think the standard is going up; but the standard cannot go up much until 
the standard of general education is raised. At the time I was teaching there 
was no preliminary examination in general education at all. The men were 
simply selected. 

57,928. Professor Gangmee: When was thatP-From 1906. I did not 
teach after 1913. 

57 929. The Chairman: Have you come across Indian students as veterin
ary ~tudents in this country at allP-Yes, I have had a few in this country. 
I had one last session, Bin undergraduate at Liverpool University; but you 
cannot judge by one, of course. 

57,930. You are probably not in a position to speak about existing teach
ing in veterinary matters in India, or .about the qualifications or the 
capacities of native students undergoing training?-Not at the prese~t 
moment. I believe the standard is going up there; but the problem 18 

the same there as it is here. We want to raise the status by raising the 
general education. 

57,931. Do you thin~ it advisable tha.t Indians who have been. ~rained in 
India should, if pOSSIble (I am assumlU~ that they are promlsmg. m~n), 
come to this country or to other countnes for the purpose of contmumg 
their educationP-1 certainly think so. Without it one cannot look for-
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much progresa. I think they W8lllt experience lin other countries, just 
like graduates in this country want to get experience in other countries 
and in the Oolonies. It is simply a case of broadening their scientific 
outlook and acquiring experience. I do not think they ca.n get the same 
standard of post-graduate instruction in India which they can get in 
this country. For that reason alone, at any rate, if they are going.to 
take teaching posts out there, they ought to come over here for post
graduate instruction. 

57,932. Bir Thomas Middleton: To continue the subject of tra.ining Veter
inary Burgeons, I think at the College which. you knew at Lahore, the 
_trance haa now been raised to the Matriculation standard and there is 
a four-years' course?-Yes, I think that is eo. 

57,933. Do you think that, in a. four-year period, a student who has 
p88S9d the Matriculation ha.s sufficient time to qualify as a. veterinary 
Burgeon, always remembering tha.t he ha.s got to study in a. foreign 
langoageP-Well, in this country it is a. four-years' course to get the 
membership diploma for the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, but it 
is in the minds of a. good many that four years is too short a period. 1 
think a four-yea.rs' course in English for the Indian student is about a.s 
short a.s it oould possibly be. It bears 'on what the man is intended for. 
If he is intended ror district work in India it is sufficient; but if you are 
training the man for teaching posts, and the higher posts, and to do 
research work, then it is not enough. 

57,934. I think provision is made for post-gradua.te work in Lahore at 
the present time. The four-years' course ends the training of the general 
practitioner P-Yes. 

57,935. In view of the great amount of veterinary work that has to be 
done in India, a.nd. the difficulty of getting men who can qualify by t&king 
a four-years' couree of study, is there a.ny possibility of having a. shorter 
course for the subordinate serviceP-With what object in viewP 

57,936. With the object of increa.sing the number of men who are 
-qualified to deal with the ordinary diaea.ses that are met with in the dis
trictBP-I do not think there is much possibility of that if they are going 
to work on their own. If you mean simply to train men Its inoculators 
against rinderpest, for example, that might be so, but a. ma.n placed in' 
charge of a. dispensary is better with not less than a four-years' course. 

57,937. Do you think the difficulty of finding men for the work could be 
met by taking men who had gone through a. shorter training and placing 
.them under skilled supervision, so providing them with a period during 
which they were gaining experience in the field as against experience and 
training in collegeP-YOIl mean with a. view eventually to giving them 
responsibility? 

57,93B. Yes, on their ownP-Without any actual completing of their 
course at college P . 

57,939. Without going through the complete ,four-years' course, would 
there be any possibilit, of shortening that course so a.s to increase the 
number of men 'Who wou1d be available?-I think you are on very dangerous 
ground in doing that. It is very difficult to shorten a course and turn a. 
man out with a really intelligent gra.sp of what he is after. He' cannot 
know physiology until he knows anatomy; he cannot know pathology until 
iIIe knows physiology, and he cannot treat disease until he knows all three 
together. 

57,940. We recognise we cannot turn out iii highly skilled man without 
completing the course, but there is such a demand for veterinary treat
men~ throughout India, and there is such a difficulty in getting fully 
quahfied men, that one must try to think of some makeshift arrangement. 
When you were teaching, you were teaching students in a vernacular 
<lOurse which la.sted for two years onlyP-No, for three years. . 
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57,941. What became of those men who were your studentsP-They got. 
posts in the districts under the Civil Veterinary Department. They were
so much in demand that practically everybody who gained admission to. 
the school could consider himself in the Government Service. There was a 
keen demand for them. There was no difficulty in their getting work. But. 
according to the standard which we now have in view, those men would 
not have been qualified when they left after a three-year course in the 
vernacular. We were always deploring the state in which we had to· 
turn them out in those days. They were not the best by any means. 

57,942. I quite Irecognise that the position is far from ideal, but the
question arises whether it is better to have men of the description you 
yourself taught, or no men at allP-Well, it all depends what you are 
aiming at in India. Are you aiming at treating the agriculturists' animals. 
at dispensaries, or aTe you aiming at any wider scheme of eradicating a 
disease such as rinderpestP 

57,943. Even if we aimed at treating animals at dispensaries, the diffi
culty at present is that the dispensaries are far too few in number?-Yes. 

57,944. And they cannot touch the bulk of the stock of the country?
No. I should think many dispensaries might be run by men with a certaiIi' 
amount of training, the :training of a dispenser plus some years' experience,. 
for example, and if they had inocula.tions to do, sJleoia!! training as 
inoculators, hut I do not think you should pull; oall dispensaries in charge of 
men who had gone through <an inferior trainimg. 

57,945. Who had gone through the three-years' course that you were 
responsible forP-Yes. 

57,946. In fact, your students now /1-re, no doubt, in charge of dispen
saries?-Yes, but then we are always aiming at something better, and we
recognised the difficulties in those days and would avoid a return of them. 

57,947. We are still aiming at something better, but if you cannot get. 
what you aim at, the question is what can you do with the resources that 
are availableP-Do I understand that the men are not coming forwardP 

07,948. The numbers are very small in proportion to the needs?-In my
day they were very poorly paid indeed. It was not sufficient to attract 
a University' graduate. 'Dhat may have some bearing on the smallness of 
the numbers, ,but I do ndt know much about that, 

57,949. I think pay has been largely increased since your time?-I am not. 
aware what the pay is at present, 

57,950. The new course at Lahore is recent. 1 think the second year's 
entrants only completed their course this term, and one does not know to· 
what extent the new coiIrse will be taken advantage of, and the tendency 
in the Punjab, at the present time, is to demand a higher standard of 
entrance qualification P-Yes. 

57,951. The First Science examination instead of Matriculation? All that 
makes it more difficult to get men ?-That applies all the world over, tOo 
a profession that is growing. This is a new profession, comparatively 
speaking, and the standard was low to commence with. The standard of 
entrance to the medical profession is always going up and up in order to
meet the need for better quality. The same applies to us, 
although we may be just a shade behind the medical profession. I take 
it that the same thing applies to the Indian student, 'Dhey realise that, 
in tackling disense, they need men of better general education and better 
professional education, and they are always trying to raise it. In my 
time out there we were very dissatisfied with the men who came forward. 
They were such that we could not Set a written examination to them. 'l'he' 
examination was all viva. voce. Being in the vernacular, they were limited 
in their reading to books that were written in the vernacular. Many of 
those books were very good, but then their literature was strictly limited; 
t.L .. y could not read English. 

p""lessor S. H. Ga.iger, 
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57,952. We are all up against this difficulty of quanti~y versus quality, 
aDd estimatini the relative value to the country of ~uant~ty ver~U8 qua~y. 
I want to get your view, because you have had. expenenc:e In teachmg 
8tudent6 when they were of indifferent quality .. J?o you .thmk :t~~ more 
use could be made of men of this type under e~tmg In~lan C?nd1tlOnsl':
Why not have some system like they had m oombatmg rmd~rpest In 

South Africa P They had fully trained men, and they had a tra1ned staff 
of inoculators I understand, though I do not speak from personal 
experience. 

57,953. MI'. Ca/veri: I think the point Sir Th~mas is rea~y trying to 
get at is a medical point •. You rec?llect that, lD the. l'unla:b, we had 
aasistant aurgeons, fully quali.6.ed medlCal men, and hospital ass1stants who 
were not fully qualified medical men. Sir .Thomas ~iddleton is asking you, 
would you like to see a grade of less quahfied men If you cannot afford to 
have your WiIIistant BurgeonsP-1 B~e no reason. why not, but you ~ou~d not 
eonsider a hospital BBsistant quahfied to be m charge of the d18tnct or 
dispensary. 

57904. There is a burning question whether compounders should. be 
allo";ed to do privats practiceP-Yes, it does raise all sorts of questions. 

67956. Sir Thoma. Midcl!eton: On the question of simultaneQus inocula
tion: we understand that the use of blood from the living animal involves 
a great many risks in Indian practice?-Yes, it does. It may convey 
disease other than rinderpest to the inoculated animals, piroplasmosis, for 
example. 

57,966. Do you consider the risk a serious one P-They are geliting losses 
from piroplasmosis. For that reason where they use the simultaneous 
method of inoculation they confine their .efforts to young I3.DLmais, which 
are not so susceptible to piroplasmosis, but I think with fuJ\ther research 
they might find some means by which they could eliminate the danger. 

57,957. I was going to put that point. Is there any possibility of sub 
stituting for the blood of the living animal some artificial preparation?
Work, I think, is being done on parallel diseases at the' present .time in 
that direction. 

Th.e Ohairman: More in the direction of getting living virus from the 
.blood of an animal that does not suffer from piroplasmosis. 

67,958. Sir Th.omas Middletoo: I was thinking of some artificial prepara
tion }Vhich would be safe, and could replace .the blood of the livinganimalP 
-The only reason for using the blood is not to get the constituents of the 
blood, but. to ge~ the virus ",hich lives there, the vir!lS being px:eseni; in 
the blood 1n cons1derable quantity. 

57,959. But with that virus you run the ri~k of introducing other diseasesP 
-Yes. 

57,960. Is there no possibility of preparing a virus in a form in whioh 
it could be introduced in a pure form, or without dangerous contamination? 
-That is what all the world is working at at the moment to find some 
means of cultivating artificially some of these' various virusee. If we 
eould find B?me mea~ of growing .them a~ificially we could get rid of any 
danger of plroplasmosl~, but there 1S very little work being done on. whether 
one could add .something to th~ bloo~, after drawing it, which would be 
fatal to the p1roplasm and whlCh. mIght leave :the rinderpest virus· still 
alive I&JJd virule~t. ~hat is a. direction in which there is room for resellorch. 
At. the sa.me t1me, if you prepare your rinderpest virus from animals 
whlCh are free from piroplasmosis (and it is difficult to find more than a 
small percentage which are free), then you eliminate 'that -risk. 
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57,961. If one were to resort to serum-simultaneous inoculation on a. 
large Bcale) apart from the actual difficulties of administration and pro
viding the serum, etc., the most important point to consider is the per
centage of de/l.ths j:lhat one must expect to follow?-As a result of 
inoculation? 

57,962. Yes. I understand the presence of piroplasms in the blood of 
the living ammal is one of the chief causes of the risk of deathl'-It 
is one of the causes-I suppose you would call it one of the chief causes, 
but certainly another of the chief things that has had to be watched, 
which would have to be left to capable men to control, is the regulating of 
your dose of serum with your dose of virus, because the one counteracts 
the otiher. If you give too much serum you get too little reaction from your 
virus. Then, it lis necessary to use a potent serum. If you do not have 
a sufficiently powerful serum you produce rinderpest by means of your 
virus. It is balancing one against the other that is the whole 'art of the 
simultaneous method. 

57,003. In the work which was done in South Africa in the immunising 
cattle of part. of the country, one of the most uncertain points was the 
death-rate which followed the effect of the serum simultaneous metllodP
Yes. 

57,964. And the cause of the death-ratel'-It is a serious method 
of inoculation. For example, in Madras, about the time that I 
finished in India, a number of imported animals were inoculated by 
the serum-simultaneous method, and there was a very considerable per
centage of deaths. This method has been shown to be safe in some countries 
where the doses have been properly regulated, where they have gone 
cautiously and developed the method. There really is no reason why it 
ehould not be carried out safely. 

67,965. Perhaps, in compiling your note, you might deal specifically with 
the question of safetyP-Yes. 

67,966. Dr. Hyder: How long does the immunity last? Have you any 
experience of thatl'-It is an active immunity; that is the object of doing 
the simultaneous method. The most active immunity lasts from 10 months 
to a year. In round figures, you generally state that active immunity will 
last for a year. I think that applies to rinderpest. 

67,967. After that the animals will have to be re-inoculated?-They will 
have to be inoculated annually. The immunity is a diminiShing quantity. 
It means yearly inoculations unless you systematically get rid of the 
disease as you advance over ever-widening areas. Haphazard inoculation 
against rinderpest in India will never get rid of the disease. You have to
clear areas and join up the areaa. 

57,968. You adopt the serum-simultaneous method and you advance along 
areas. Supposing there is no contact with areas which are not inoculated, 
or from infection from other sources, then immunity last for ten months 
to a year ?-There would be no rEHinfection under such circumstances. 

67,969. If the operation were not repeated after the expiry of one year, 
how long would the period of immunity last?-Immunity is rather an in
definite quantity. It is diminishing. Some animals might be immune for 
eighteen months. Some might be susceptible again inside of a year. If 
there is no source of infection in your area which you have cleared, then' 
there is no risk to those immunised animals. That is how it has been done 
in other countries. The virus does not live for any length of time, more 
than a few days, outside the bodies of the living animals. By clearing your 
area you get rid of the disease for good, unless you reintroduce it into that 
area. 

67,970. ~'or how long are those animals laid up when you inoculate them?' 
How long are they unfit for workP-It is a matter of a day or two, when 
they should be all right again. One would not work them during the 

Pro/ellor S. H. Gaiger. 
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period when there was a temperature reaction, but it is only a matter 
of a day or two. 

57,971. Mr. Noyce: In your statement you say: "District staff~ only 
took orders from the lay Directors of Agriculture." ~ere. you thmklng 
specially of the Punj~b conditions thereP-Yes, the PunJab IS really all I 
have experience of, but I think it applies all over. 

57,972. It does not apply to anywhere now except the Punjab. The 
Punjab is now the only P~ovince in which the Veterin~ry Officers are under 
the lay Directors of AgrlcultureP-Do they report direct to the Govern
ment now? 

67,978. Yes, they are directly under the MinisterP-I see. 
67,974. I IUppose that would go some way to meet your objections. 1 

should like you to explain, if you would, exactly what you mean by 1Ihe 
.. policy of the centralisation of control concerning contagious diseases." Is 
it your view that the·whole of the preventive staff should be directly under 
an officer of the Government of India and that it should be entirely taken 
away from the Provincial GovernmentsP-What is wanted is ·a uniform 
system. If you look on the Provinces as an area such as we are talking 
about, it is no good having one system in one area' and another system in 
another. They might be fighting a. disease in one area, in one Province, 
and leaving it alone in the other, and so allowing for reinfection. That is 
what I mean by uniform control. It is the same in England. You could 
not deal with Scotland apart from England. You could not eradicate a 
disease in Scotland and leave it alone in England, because it would spread 
from one to the other. The same thing applies to the Provinces in India. 

67,975. It is merely the control of the systemP-Yes. 
67,976. Not of the organisationP You would leave the entire control of 

the organisation with the Provincial GovernmentsP-You could do so, but 
control of the system means control of the organisation,. does it not P The 
two are practically synonymous in my view. 

51,917. If you found one Province neglecting a disease and another Pro
vince taking energetic measures against it, the duty of the Director-General 
under your scheme would be to call the attention of the Province to the 
fact and tell them to get on with measures against it P-That is so. 

67,978. He would not necessarily be in control of the staff which had to 
deal with it?-Then if he is not he can never move the staff from one part 
of India to another, I presume, to deal with any special emergency 11hat 
might arise. 

57,979. I take it you have followed the course of events in India, to some 
extent, in recent yearsP-Yes. 

57,980. The Local Governments now have entire control over these 
mattersP-Yes. 

57,981. It would be rather a revolutionary idea to introduce a staff 'into 
a Province which was not under provincial control to deal with what is at 
present a purely provincial matterP-Yes. Different people have different 
views as to the advisability of that, as far as disease is concerned. 

57,982. We want your viewsP-My view is that nothing could be worse 
for animal diseases in India than the de-centralisation which !has taken 
place. There is no heau. There is no one to whom the veterinary officers 
can lo~k for prof~on~l help and advice. Practically, they are IIlI working 
on 1ihelr own, and m dIfferent centres, and there is no nnity whatsoever. 

57,988. As regards the question of research at .Muktesar, I gather it is 
your view that research is a. provincial matter rather than a central 
matter. Although you want measures against contagious diseases to be 
centralised, you consider that research should be provincialisedP-Well 
that is not quite my meaning. I think it is a bad thing to expect 
results applicable to the whole of India from one centre like Muktesar. I 
do not think anyone station can do the amount of research work that is 
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waiting to be done. When I say that research should be developed at the 
different centres, it is largely with an idea of getting round all the different. 
problems. One school will take up one set of problems and another school 
another set anq so on, by mlltual arrangement and co-ordination. 

57,984. In vieW of the fact that i·he money to be spent on veterinary work 
in India is somewhat limited, do not you think it might be advisable to 
spend it on one institute rather than' scatter it over severaip-of course, in 
the schools yol1 have a staff already there, that with a very little more 
assistance, could do quite a lot of research work. In the Punjab College, 
for example, there are very fine laboratories indeed. ' 

57,985. The Punjab is exceptionally fortunate in that respectP-Yes. 
57,986. The view has been put before us that veterinary disease is a 

matter which can be dealt with at a central institute rather than at a 
number of provincial institutes. The proble-ms are not quite so local in 
character as they are in agricultural research, for· instance P~I do not 
think the problems can be dealt with in that way in this country, and this 
is a much smaller country than India. It has been found that it cannot 
be done here. The problems of ScOtland could not be tackled by the 
previously existing institutes, and an institute was started there. The 
animal-disease problems of Britain certainly could not be all undertaken 
by one institute, nor by a,ny one brain. 

57,987. The question is, whether an expansion of the central institute 
would not enable it to cope with all the problemsP-At l\:Iuktesar you could 
provide for all the Provinces? 

57,988. YesP-l\:Iy view is that it could not be done so suocessfully as by 
having research work conducted in each Province. 

57.989. If you have research centres in each Province the difficulty arises 
of finding the men for them. You might possibly find the men for a strong 
staff at Muktesar u,nder the Central Government, whereas it might be more 
difficult to find men for a resea,rOO staff under the Provincial Governments, 
especially with the abolition of the India.n Civil Veterinary ServiceP-Yes. 
I quite agree. The difficulty is to find men for research, to fill the insti
tutes which have arisen in this country, because the men cannot be made. 
They are really born to that kind of work. They have a natural aptitude 
for it, and you just have to hope they will arise. Tibey are really the 
selecte-d men from a number who are given opportunities for special 
,training. . 

57,990. That is what I was bringing you to. Do not you stand more 
chance of getting 0. good staff for one central institute than for a number 
of provincial institutesP-To a certain extent, you do, but my point is this: 
If you ha,'e it all done at one institute you cannot get all the problems 
undertaken satisfactorily, because no one man can direct the amount of 
work that is waiting to be done. 

57,991. On each particular problem P-On each particular problem-at 
least, I do not think so. There may be others who may say ilhe opposite, 
but I am only giving you my view. 

57 992. We can only expect to get yOUl" view, but I want to get on record 
exactly what that view is. What are your views about the suitability. of 
l\:I'uktesar lIB a central research instituteP I do not know whetiher the 
scheme was under considerati<ln before you left India, but there has been 
in recent years a proposal to move to Bareilly, and part of the work done 
at l\Iuktesar hllB been transfened t.o Bareilly or rather to Izatnagar. What 
is your vitl'W about thatP-'l1he advantage of l\:Iuktesar is that it is an a1l
the-vear round centrEl, whereas Bareilly gets atrociously hot in the hot 
weather, and the hot weather militates very strongly against doing researah 
work. There is a great deal of work which, from its very nature, cannot 
be done at that station. They have two stations at the present day; ther~ 
is a branch laboratory at Bareilly. 

pTfi/cssor .<:!. H. {}airier. 
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57 993. On the other hand. Muktesar has the great disadvantage of .in-
8C~ibility, which you :Dust have realised, ha;ving lived there~-Yes, that 
HI a seriolHl dUiadvantage; if they were startmg all o,!,e.r. agam I do not 
think they would do what tht'y did in the past and buIld It up on the top 
of the hill 10 many miles into the Himalayas. as it is. . They oould ~ave got 
other placee much nearer t,he plain. Kasauh for medlcal research 18 much 
more accessible. Muktesar ie practically two days' journey from the 
railway, and from !that point of view it is a serious disadvantage .. 

57,994. Barielly would be all right for research, but you would want 
Muktesar for manufactureP-It has been used the other way round. 
Bareilly is used for manufacture, and Muktesar is used as a storage place 
for laboratory products and for research. 

57 995. If you consider the whole year is necessary for research, you 
wouid haTe to start new research institutes in the hills in all ;the Provinces 
because the present research institutes are in the capitals?-Yes, research 
can be carried out at the colleges for eight months out of the twelve. 

57996. You could do that at a centralised institute like Bareilly?-Yes, 
I su'ppose you oould. I do not think the Punjab has quite such a long 
period of hot weather as Bareilly. 

57,997. Probably notP-ln Lahore we used to reckon we could keep going 
for eight months, and then difficulties came in the way. 

57,998. If you were to take up research on a serious scale at Lahore, do 
you oonsider that they would want a subsidiary research institute in the 
hillsP-1 do not think so. 

57,999. Sir JameB MacKulna: 'Wben you were in India, colleges were 
very low-staffed. Generally speaking, there was only one member of the 
Royal Oollege of Veterinary Surgeons on the staff. With reference to that 
idea of yOU1'8 of provincialising of research and extending it at provincial 
oolleges, could you give us a rough outline of the sort of staff that you 
would regard as adequate. for the wants of those Indian provincial col
leges, both for teaching and researchP-I should start off by giving the 
ProfeS80r of Pathology sufficient subordinate staff to take' some of the 
teaching off his hands. He would have to direct the work of his depart
ment and keep it up to standard as far as teaching goes, and" with assist
ance, he could do that and direct a considerable amount of research himself, 
pretty much on the system that research work is done at the Universities 
at the present time. The Professor in charge of the department has one 
or two lecturers who carry out hie ideas of instruction, and he has a certain 
amount of time to devote to research. 

58,000. 'Wbat other staff do you consider necessary for the adequate equip
ment of one of these Indian Provincial Colleges P 'Wbat would you regard 
as the minimum staff for a fully-equipped collegeP-Do you mean EUropean 
staff' 

58,001. Members of the Royal College, not necessarily European?-I 
think three or four is the minimum in a school like Lahore. We had three· 
~ am n~ sure whether we. did not have. four. We ha.d three, at any rate: 
lD my tlme, and I was lDstrumental lD getting two more appointments 
made, but the difficulty has been that men have been moved off or oome 
home, and they have never really been fully staffed out there. 

58,002. In the four would you i~clude Professors of Pathology, Anatomy 
and Surgery, or would Bny subJects go togetherP-Yes, medicine and 
surgery. 

58,003. You would have one man for thatP-It could be done. 
58,004. PathologyP-Bacteriology and pathology go together; I think 1 

should have one member of the Royal College for each year in the ourriculum 
1 have not really thought out which subjects to select for each one t~ 
~each, but I shoul~ have thought that you wo-uld require one senior teacher 
for eaoh.year, whlCh would be the minimum you could do with; that would 
be four lD a four-years' couJ:se. 
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58,005. That would be a staff of four ProfessorsP-Yes. 
58,006. Have you any ideas about a similar staff at Muktesar, on the 

manufacturing and research 6ideP-I should not like to say that without 
a more intimate knowledge of what they are doing at present and what is 
in contemplation. I have read all tlhe reports, but would require more 
information. 

58,007. Who was there in your timeP-I was there in Dr. Lingard's time, 
at the beginning, and then Major Holmes took over from him. 

58,008. Professor Gangulee: When you suggested decentralisation of re
search, perhaps you had this in mind: that local investigation of animal 
diseases would furnish you with local knowledgeP-Quite so. 

58,009. But for fundamental researches you require a central organisa
tionP-Well, if you put men for research in different Provinces, they are 
bound to take up the problems that are most round about them. That 
naturally follows always. 

68,010. Through the Provincial research institutions we get local know
ledge of a particular disease P-Yes. 

58,011. But you would agree with me that there are numerous funda
mental veterinary problems, such as those you have referred to arising 
out of the inoculation problems, and also problems of contagious diseases 
generally P-Yes. 

58,012. Take the instance of the investigations into the nature and mode 
of trypanosomiasis, which have not been carried out in India, these are 
problems for a central research instituteP-Yes. 

58,013. No provincial authority can take them up efficientlyP-No, they
are too big. You must have central research going on as well. I trust 
I did not give the idea that it should all be localised. 

58,014. The process of decentralisation of research would depend on the 
technical and financial resources available in the countryP-Yes. 

58,015. You kno\\' the conditions of India pretty well. These funda
mental problems that I have just referred to can be undertaken by a 
central institution both efficiently lind economicallyP-Yes. 

58,016. Your idea of decentralisation of research is then limited to the 
extent that you want local investigationP-Quite. 

58,017. Assuming for the moment, that all these Provinces in India have 
developed various research centres, then you would require a co-ordinating 
bodyP-Yes. You would want some method of co-ordination to avoid over
duplication. Although a certain amount of duplication is a good thing, 
you do not want programmes to be precisely the same at two or more 
centres. 

58,018. I Jiee that you advocate centralisation of control in matters 
affecting contagious diseases, and I want to clear up a point that Mr. Noyce 
asked you about. -Your idea is that the central agency will maintain their 
own staff in the Provinces?-Yes. 

SS,019. The members charged with the control of contagious diseases 
will not be under the ProvincesP-I would say, no. The question of who 
is going to pay them is all connected with that; and that is outside my 
province altogether. 

58,020. 'What grade of veterinary personnel would be suitable for the 
purpose of controlling diseases? Would the ordinary graduate from the 
Punjab Veterinary College be suitable? Assuming for the moment that 
the v~terinary personnel are to be under the central agency in charge- and 
in control of contagious diseases, I want to know from you what would 
be the qualification or the type of personnel you would like to seeP-Well, 
I suppose you will have grades in the service in any case; you will have 
senior and subordinate grades. 

SS,021. I was really thinking of the qualifications you would wish to see 
in a Veterinary graduate charged with the task of controlling diseasesP-

Professor S. H. Gaiger. 
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That is a little di1Iicult to say. I do not think that the graduates of the 
Indian echools are sufficiently qualified to hold senior posts, unl~ss t~ey 
have done special work after qualifying. One ~oes not know wha.t 18 gOing 
to lie led up to in the future. The schools have not got a suffiCIent ~t~, 
for example, to train men of the standard that you clI;n get bY' t~alnm.g 
men in this country. You can Bend them to the TropIcal 6chool In thIS 
country, where they get a sp~ial kn0.wledge of tropical diseases. All that 
must come in as poet-graduate InstructIon. One would not say the graduates 
of schools in this country were the ideal unless they had done pos~graduate 
work. One can only hope, in the four years' training, to traIn II: man 
up to a certain point. He has got a very good groundwork 0D: whICh to 
build. The nature of the post-graduate work that he does wdl depend 
on the line ;he is going to take up. 

58,022. One of the greatest difficulties in India, as you know, is to have 
an efficient agency for the notification of disease?-Yes. 

58,023. Have you any suggestion as to how this d~culty may be solved? 
-,So fax as I know, there are no Diseases of Ammals Act.<;; out there 
even now, excepll in very small localities like Calcutta, where they have a 
Glanders Act, and include some other diseases under it. But unl~ss ?,ou 
get Bome system of notification, you do not get very far towards eradIcatIOn. 

58,024. That system should be uniform ?-It should bl!. The law as to 
contagious diseases of animals should be the same for the whole of India. 

58,025. You are in favour of legislation?-Yes. 
58,026. If you had legislation, it would be on the lines of the Diseases 

of Animals Acts, in Great Britain?-It would be; but it would have to be 
modified for India. 

58,027. One of the specific points in those Acts is the empowering of 
a central body to draft orders for dealing with certain diseases scheduled 
under those Acts?-Yes. 

58,028. That is an important pointP-Yes. 
58,029. Do you tdlitlk the time has come for a systematic campaign by 

the foroes of Government of immunising against rinderpest?-Yes. 
58,030. For that campaign, what would you require? I suppose in the 

first. place you would require a 8'taffP-Yes. 
58,031. Do you think that legislation would be necessary for that 

campaign?-Yes, a certain amount of legislation would be necessary, other
wise you would not hear of the cases of disease. Rinderpest is one of 
the most easily eradicated diseases, given a proper campaign, that there 
is in the world. There was a large outbreak in the neighbourhood of 
Antwerp, recently, from a cargo of Indian cattle that called at Antwerp. 
It was BOme little time before it was diagnosed, and the disease got well 
inlsnd; but it is all gone now. The experience in Africa was just the same. 
It all depends on this: The virus cannot live for any length of time except 
in the bodies of live animals. You could not advocate a slaughter policy 
in India, but there are other things you could do, compulsory inoculation' 
but you want to proceed rather cautiously wiIth that. ' 

58,032. With regard to veterinary education, it was suggested that India 
should have a central college for higher training in veterinary science so 
that the men of the higher service could be obtained from gradu~tes 
trained in the countr.y, Can you express an opinion on that question p_ 
No, I should not ·thlDk that was a very good idea. I have not really 
thought it out, but, subject to that comment, it does not strike me as a 
good idea, because you have the difficulty of staff and the difficulty of 
getting specialists in each particular branch for s~oh a school. 

58,033, For the ~enior g!ades of the service, you think we ought to 
100k to people outSIde IndlaP-Yes. 

58,034. We have, to look to England for efficient veterinaxy officersP
If you want ~ tram a, man to be really a Parasitologist, for example, you 
have to send hIm to thIS country, or to schools on the Oontinent, where you 
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will get the very latest training. You mill not g~ men who have reached~ 
the top tb go out to India. There is plenty of room at the top of 
Parasitology, like there is.in any other subject; 'and they are only to b 
found in Britain, in Europe and America; so that you will have aver 
considerable difficulty in organasing a post-graduate college of that kind. 

58,035. Do you think it is not important that entrants to the Royal 
'College of V I)terinary Surgeons in this country should undergo a, cour8& 
of training in India before entering the Service P-I do not think so, 
for this reason. You can study many of the Indian diSelaBes in this 
country, if you go to the right place to get them. For example, before 
I went out there in 1906, I was well acquainted with most of the Indian 
diseases, with many of them through taking the post-graduate course at 
the London School. Mo~t of those diseases can be got at any large 
laboratory oentre in this country. 

58,036. My difficulty is this: In Lahore, as you know, we have got one 
of the best equipped laboratories in the world in matters of veterinary 
science, and have we not, there, the facilities for training post-graduates p
I grant you that. I think that the Punjab College, as it stands at present, 
is perhaps the best equipped school in the world; 1 should think it is 
seoond to none. But the school and the equipment are quite another matter 
to the staff. It is no injustice to anyone at Lahore to say that the staff 
is not such as can be found in Europe. 'l'hey are not specialists in eacb 
little branch, such as you find in the schools and in the Universities in 
this country. Really it is the teacher who counts much more than the 
room he is working in and the apparatus. 

58,037. Given the necessary staff, Lahore College could be developed into 
a post-gra.duate institution ?-Given the staff, there is no reason why it 
should not be the foremost; but you will have great difficulty in getting 
the staff, of course. 

58,038. Mr. Oalvert: I gather that you would separate the staff dealing 
with contagious diseases from the staff dealing with ordinary dispensary 
workP---{)Ould you make that a little clearer? Do you mean the super
intending staff P 

58,039. The actual worker: You would have one staff to man the dis
pensary and a second staff to deal with diseases?-You mean in the districts, 
at each dispensary? 

58,040. Yes, in each district?-You see, if you are dealing with inocula
tions against rinderpest, one man oould control a very large area with a 
staff of inoculators; but that is work which is rather different from stay
ing at a central place and being a. dispenser and treating the injuries and 
wounds of animals that are brought in. 

58,041. Could the two staffs be on the same cadre, and interchangeableP 
-I think they might; but I should want to think over that. 

58,042. A proposal has been put before us that the Civil Veterinary 
Department should be in oontrol only of the contagious diseases; and the 
work of running these dispensaries should be handed over to the District 
Boards !lnd left there?-I think that is a very good suggestion. I have 
always been a little dubious (one does not want to criticise) about the 
value of the work in some dispensaries, where they are simply sewing up 
wounds, or dressing something with a little iodine, and so on. That does 
not really call for a great deal of skill. In India one wants to be getting 
on to the veterill'ary work from a wJder aspect, namely, the getting rid 
of some of the contagious dj,ge.ases. I know it is a big problem and a 
difficult one, but there are two kinds of work which are totally different, 
as you know; treating fractures, injuries and ~ings like that, and dealing 
with contagious diseases on a larger scale. 

58,043. Taking the total number of veterinary officials in India, of all 
gtades, by far the greater proportion are dealing with the dispensary workP 
:'-Yes. 

Professor s. H. Gaigef'. 
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58,044. You would like to see a larger staff on the preventive sideP-Yes, 
~uite. 

58,045. On the matter of research, I gather you would link together the 
«IlIege and the research workP-Yes. 

58,046. And then you would have your administrative section together? 
-Yes. 

58,047. You have iBid that the research worker requires further study 
-than the ordinary man passed out of the College ~ere P-Q?ite. 

58,048. Would that mean two separate cadres In the hIgher ranks, ono 
for ordinary administration and one for research in the college, or could 
they he interchangeable P-Beparate cadres in the same grade; not inter
changeable. I think the man at the head of the Province, controlling 
-disease, requires as much special knowledge in his line as the specialist 
in research. It is just as much highly skilled work. 

58,049. Hitherto the recruits have been taken for the Civil Veterinary 
Department P-Y 88. 

58,050. They have not been for research or for colleges or for adminis
tration separatelyP-No; but I think if you w&nt to get on with research, 
you want to look round for men who are obviously cut out for that kind 

.of work in this country, and appoint; them. 
58,051. It might be necessary to recruit men specially for research at a 

,somewhat later stage than that at which you recruit for administration?
Yes. 

58,052. Mr. Kamat: You have stated, in your memorandum, your view 
about the policy of decentralisation ,of research; and you have also said 
that it would not be necesssry, to set up provincial institutes specially for 
research. Now, as you know, there are Provinces in India, like the United 
Provinces, or Assam, where 'there are no veterinary colleges at present. 
'To have complete decentralisation for research purposes, what would you 
-suggest for those ProvincesPThey have neither schools, nor colleges, nor 
research institutes?-I think, for many years to come, it would meet the 
,case if research were developed at the existing colleges. If there was then 
found to be a need for still more research you could develop colleges where 
they want them; but I think research naturally goes with colleges. 

58,053. That ie to say, you would expect the United Provinces to depend 
upon LahoreP-Well, they depend on Muktesar at the moment for research. 
Muktesar is in that Province, is it not? 

58,054. Take another case: you would expect Assam to depend on Bengal 
for research as well as administration ?-Yes: if it was found that they 
-were not supplying the need, then you could have a research centre specially 
.for Assam. 

58,055. Do I take it that to apply this ideal of complete decentralisation 
.you would not require each Province to have its own college and its own 
research in that college? Are you against that?-I ~o not think there is 
need for any more colleges in India. There is a new one coming along in 
"Burma at present. There are Calcutta, Madras, Bombay and Lahore. 1 
think they ought to meet the needs of India. ' 

Sir James MacKenna: At Patna there is a separate one. 

58,056. Mr. AO/11Ult: In your opinion, in spite of your decentralisation 
idea, it is not. necessary that each Province should h.ave a college?-I should 
-say, No, I thlDk the number they have at present IS sufficient . 

. 58,057. Are you in. fav~ur of compulsory oast~ation;. and, if so, by legisla
tlOn?-You are gettIng Into the problem of Improving the breeding, are 
:you not? 

58,058. Yes?-'1'here are the same difficulties in this country. Would it 
Ibe practicable ro have compulsory castration? 
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58,059. That is my question to youP-1 do not think it would. I do not 
think the country is sufficiently advanced for that. 

58,060. You do not think it is a practical proposition at present?-I 
should hardly· )lave thought so. 

58,061. To do castration under this system on a fairly large scale, d& 
you think it is a feasible proposition to traill veterinary assistants by 110 

short course of instruction in castration, so that they could be sent out 
for work in the villages?-You can train men to any special pieces of work 
like that, inoculation or castration, by means of a very short course. In 
fact it is by so doing that you get the agricultural community to appreciate 
veterinary science, as a whole, very muoh better. In this country, for 
example, the practitioner always prefers to deal with an agriculturist who 
has been to an agricultural college and had a few months on a course in 
veterinary science. 

58,062. So you are in favour of a. sort of veterinary hospital assistant, 
trained in a short course in castration?-Yes, I do not think you can do 
without something of the kind. That was rather different to what Sir 
Thomas Middleton was asking me. His idea was a shortened course for 
men in charge of dispensaries. 

Sir Tho'fM,8 Middleton: Yes. 
58,063. Profes80r Gangulee: Recently you have extended the Veterinary 

Department in the University of Liverpool. May I ask from what source 
you have derived the financial supportP-The new Chair was formed from 
private benefactions. 

58,064. Did you get any assistance from the Development Fund?-We got 
a certain grant of money towards improving the buildings of the Veterinary 
School from the Development Oommission; and we hope to get, as it is 
practically outside the maintenance grant for education, a certain amount 
of money for research from the Ministry of Agriculture. 

58,065. Sir James MacKenna: Is the Veterinary College attaohed to the 
University of Liverpool; or is there a Chair of Veterinary ScienceP-There 
are two Chairs of Veterinary Science. The School is part of the UniverSity. 

58,066. It gives Degrees in Veterinary ScienceP-We give a degree as 
well as train for the M.R.C.V.S. The degree is not a licence to practise; 
it is simply an added distinction; it extends over five years, a year extra .. 

(The witness withdrew.) 

The Oommission then· adjourned its public meetings till 10.30 a.m. on 
Thursday, the 4th August, 1927. 

Professor S. H. Gaiger. 
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Thursday, August 4th, 1927. 
LONDON. 
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The .MARQUESS 01' LINLITHGOW, D.L., (Chairman). 

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCB, 
K.C.S.I., I.C.S. 

Sir THOKAS .MIDDLETON, K.B.E., 
C.B. 

Sir JAMES MACKBNNA, Kt., C.I.E., 
I.C.S. 

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S. 
Professor N. GANGULEB. 
Dr. L. K. HYDER. 
Mr. B. S. KUlu. 
Mr. NOYCE, C.S.I., C.B.E., I.C.S. 

Mr. 
.Mr. 

J. A. MADAN, I.C.S. } Joint Secretaries. 
F. W. H. SMITH 

Mr. EDWARD A. FOLEY, Ph.D. 
Oral Evidence. 

58,067. The Chairman: Mr. Edward A. Foley, will you describe, exactly, 
the nature of your appointment in London P-The nature of the post is more 
or less one of the divisions of the Department of Agricultural Economics 
Foreign Service. It has to do with the general study of American exports 
of agricultural products to the United Kingdom and to Western Europe. It 
also is a liaison office between the Cotton Exchanges of Europe and the 
Department of Agriculture of the United States, and also of the Grain 
Exchanges. It might be noted, for instance, that all the American cotton 
is sold under what are known as universal standards; and the universal 
standards are manufactured in the United States Department of Agriculture 
at Washington. , 

58,068. What is the exact title of your own postP-Agricultural Commis
sioner. 

58,069. I would like to ask you one or two questions as to the assignment 
of responsibilities between the Central Department of Agriculture in the 
United States and departments of the several constituent States. Is it the 
case that the assignment of that responsibility is not very definite as between 
those two elementsP-No, it is quite definite; and rests upon the Constitution 
of the United States and the Constitutions of the various States. The 
United States Department of Agriculture has no jurisdiction over any pro
duce which does not enter into the inter-State trade. All internal relations 
belong to the States theIDBelves. Where the relations cover more than one 
State, they oome under the jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture. 
That strict line of demarcation, however, is somewhat broken down by the 
oo-operative connection between the States and the Department of Agricul
ture. 

58,070. In the field of research, what is the policy of the Central Depart
mentP-In the field of research the Central Department of ,Agriculture is a 
sort of what might be called super research bureau; and it assists, as far as 
possible, both with men and with money, the various State organisations 
which are devoted to research. They do that in many ways; either by keep
ing in Washington a set of men who are the best in their line and assigning 
to them work in various States; or in various research institutions in various 
States. 
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58,071. The Central Department also, I think, carries on research in its 
own institutions, which are spread about the countryP""':'Yes, it has its own 
research bureaux in different part of the country, which are Government, 
Affairs, and parts of the Department of Agriculture. 

58,072. '£he organisation of agricultural research as between the State arul 
the Federal institutions is arranged, is it not, by the States Relations Bureau 
of AgricultureP-Yes, which is part of the Department of Agriculture. 

58,073. Does the Federal Department claim the right to inspect tne work 
in the institutions where either research officers in the pay of the Central 
Department are working, or where the Central Department is spending 
funds ?-Always. 

58,074. Does that lead to difficultiesP-Not at all; it is an entirely c0-

operative matter. When the course of study or the course of work is laid 
out primarily" it is presented to the Department for approval, and the 
United States Department insists that a high standard of work be maintained. 

58,075. Is there jealousy or friction between the States and the Federal 
authorities in the matter of agricultural research organisation?-None at 
nll. It must be explained that, in almost all research, the bounds of the 
subject are so large that they spread into various States, and the individual 
States would find considerable difficulty in doing it alone. 

58,076. Profes.~o7· Gangulee: Is the difficulty a difficulty in reference to 
financeP-No, it is a difficulty in rElference to distance. The United States 
is about 4,000 miles wide. One part of the problem may be in San Francisco 
~r in Los Angeles, in the ca.se of oranges or citrus fruit, and the other part 
,of your problem may be in New York, which would be the ultima.te market. 

58,077. The ChaiTfnan: Has the fact that first-rate investigators are few 
,and far between any bearing upon this question of the Federal organisation 
carrying out important research in that that there are not enough first-class 
men to man the research departments in every State?-That is very true. 
'The big demand is for the top men in research work. Frankly, they are not 
to be had in any abundance. The difficulty in all the big research stations 
is to get men who are really capable of doing the work assigned, because a 
great deal of it is more or less pioneer work. 

58,078. So that if every Constituent State of the Union insisted upon 
having all research carried out in its own institutions, it might be that the 
level of work would drop, owing to the difficulty of finding a sufficient 
number of first-rate investigatorsP-That is not a matter into which I would 

.care to go very deeply. I know in general that good investigators are 
scarce, but it is not my type of work. I have not had anything to do with 
that. 1\1y scope is entirely the marketing and legal side of it. 

58,079. The need for a central authority to deal with the problems of the 
external market is obvious; but how about the functions of the Central 
Department in inter-State marketing and trading ?-The Department of 
Agriculture's eeonomic work in America lays special stress on grading. We 
have established grades for wheat, cotton, and so forth. Those grades are 
universally accepted through the States. They are the basis of all business 
in the States. It is a development which commenced in the State depart
ments of agriculture, and was assisted by the United States Department; 
the apple States graded their apples, the cotton States graded their cotton. 
Later, the United States Department correla.ted these grades, and made 
grades that were universally accepted. After the experience of business run
ning through a few years had shown that certain grades were workable they 
were adopted by the department at Washington; and from that development 
the second step naturally was some inspection, to ascertain whether things 
were graded or not graded. A large amount of business was done in what 
we call shipping. point inspection, and the department found it necessary to 
have inspectors in various States to inspect and decide whether the various 
.commodities were according to the established grades at the time of shipment 

Mr. Edward A. Foley. 
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from producing centres. So we have now a very complete Inspection Service 
in the various commodities which have been graded, such as, wheat, cotton, 
and 80 forth . 
. ' 58,080. Take the cotton-growing States. The standards adopted for 
America are common to all those States ?-The standards for American 
ootton are now common throughout the world .. Not only the States in the 
United States, but also an the European Cotton Exchanges use what is known 
a8 the universal standards. Those standards are manufactured in the United 
States Department of Agriculture. They are passed by a Committee from. 
the various European exchanges before they are sent out for use by the 
various European and American exchanges. Copies of those standards are· 
E.old throughout the United States and Europe. I would say there may be 
1,000 or 2,000 sets of the standards sold throughout the United States and. 
Europe. 

58,081, Turning to the apple-growing States, have you there standards. 
which are common to all apple-growing States ?-In the apple-growing States 
the standards are a little different because of the difference in the varieties 
of apples; but the various States have their own grades, which the Depart-· 
ment of Agriculture iIlBpects. 

58,082. Have you the same grades for export as you have for internal con-· 
sumption at your larger terminal markets?-We have no export grades in. 
apples. The regular State grades are the grades which are used for apples. 

58,083. It is a universal gradeP-Well, the apples in different States vary;. 
and when they are shipped abroad, they are always shipped according to the 
standard of the various States from which they come. 

58,084. Does the Federal Government interest itself in the other grades?' 
-Absolutely; almost all apples sold in the internal trade, and a great many
in the foreign trade, are inspected by the Inspection Service of the United 
States Department of Agricultnre. A great quantity of apples are bought, 
say, f.o.b. Washington by a firm in England, and these firms will specify in-
spection by the Department of Agriculture at the shipping point or arrival 
point. 

58,08S. Are certain containers standardised ?-We also standardise a great 
many containers. The work on containers is going forward. It is not by' 
any means a finished problem. ' 

58,086. The action of the Central Department in administering thesE1 
matters does not lead to friction between the department and the depart-
ment in various States?-No, because the States realise that the Depart
ment of Agriculture is trying to solve their problem. 

58,087. Have you interested yourself in the development of the co-op era
tive movement in the United States ?-Quite a little, but that is not my 
speciality. 

58,088. Is it the policy of the Government in America to encourage the 
co-operative movement ?-It is encouraging the co-operat;ve movement in. 
this respect, that it assists the co-operatives in the solution of their problems. 

58,089. Do the Government in the United States finance· propaganda in. 
favour of c~peration?-No, we do not. 

58,000. Is the demand for long-term credit for the purposes of improve-. 
ment of agricultural holdings satisfied by the existing supplies of. credit in 
the United States?-Yes, I tHink so. 

58,091. Are land mortgage banks commonP-Mortgage banks are quite· 
common, and the agitation for credit is for short-term credit. I think the· 
long-term credit and intermediate credit situation is pretty well met. In 
fact, I think some of the intermediate credit banks have been closing fOl' 
lack of demand. 

58,092. Have you any knowledge of the reputation that . Indian agricul-. 
tural produce enjoys in the markets of the United States ?-No I have not. 
To be frank about it, I do not think there is a great deal 'that goes to, 
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America from India. Quite a few hides go there, but the principal Indian 
exports do 'Dot. 

58,093. Mr. Noyce: You take a certain amount of jute P-Yes. 
58,094. The Ohairman: And I think a certain amount of ground nutsP-

Yes. ' 
58,095. Are those systems of elevators owned and managed co-operatively 

by the wheat-growing farmersP-I do not think they are exclusively owned 
by co-operators. There are co-operative elevators, but I would not like to 
say that the majority are co-operatively owned. 

58,096. Are you familiar with the working of the elevator system in 
detail P-Not generally. 

58,097. Sir Thomas Middleton: The position in the United States is that 
each State has its own experiJllental station, I think P-That is the State 
position. 

58,098. There are some 50 to 56 stations P-Something like that. • 
58,099. When the Agricultural Department of the United States began 

to develop research, their first action was to establish a station in each State 
under the Hatch Act P-That is more or less in connection with various 
State Universities. 

58,100. In connection with State Universities or Agricultural and 
Mechanical Colleges, as they were called P-The Agricultural and Mechanical 
,Colleges were usually part of the State University system. 

58,101. The Hatch Act provided 15,000 dollars for each of these institu
tions annuallyP-Yes. 

58,102. There were very considerable difficulties in the direction of finding 
men for the first ten years of the existence of the stationsP-That is quite 
true. In the beginning there seemed to be a feeling that the scientists did 
not study agriculture; but scientific development has progressed more in 
recent years. 

58,103. The State departments quite definitely appreciated the situation 
in the fiv&oyear period after the grants had first been made under the Hatch 
ActP-Yes. 

58,104. They set themselves to train men. As soon as the trained men 
were available, a further Act, called the Adams Act, was passedP-Yes. 

58,105. In order further to endow researchP-Yes. 
58,106. The appropriations at the present time under the Hatch and 

Adams Acts amount to something like one and a half million dollars ?-About 
that. 

58,107. The main object of the research under the Hatch and Adams 
Acts was productive research P-That is quite true. The primary object was 
the increasing of production right through. 

58,108. Within the last ten or fifteen years, and particularly since the 
War, your department has paid special attention to agricultural economics? 
-That is under Secretary Wallace, who took a particular interest in agricul
tural economicS, maintaining that the agricultural economist's work had 
been neglected, and that the time had come to find out just where the money 
was made and where it was lost. He always considered that that was where 
the agricultural econoJllist would prove his worth. 

58,109. With the experience which the department had in the develop
ment of research, there was introduced into Congress, I think in 1925, a 
further Act called the Purnell Act, to develop researchP-Yes. 

58,110. In that Act, specific attention was drawn to the need for economic 
research P-That is quite true. 

58,111. That Act provides an annual appropriation of two million dollars? 
-Yes. 

58,112. So that the appropriation under those three specific Research Acts 
at the present time is about 3,300,000 dollarsP-I would not pretend to sta.te 
wha.t the actua.l amount is, but I a.m quite sure that is nea.r enough. 

Mr. Edward A. Foley. 
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58,11.3. These are the figures from the last Appropriation Act. In 
addition to those funds specially intended for research work, there were 
large .. States Relatiollli " appropriationsP-Yes, the Smith Lever ~ct: 

58,114. The Smith Lever appropriation was a permanent appropnatlOn, I 
think P-That is true. 

58,115. AI a matter of fact, the permanent appropriation under the 
Smith Lever Act was supplemented in the last annual Appropriation Act by a 
eum of 1,300,000 dollars, 80 that about one-third was added P-That can be 
added; and it might be that next year the Congress would feel that more 
work had to be done, and they would increase it, or they might feel the 
economy wave and decrease it. 

58,116. The intention of the Smith Lever Act was to secure a continuous 
policyP-Yes. 

58,117. Congress, by a vote to-day, cannot bind Congress ten years hence? 
-No. 

58,118. Dr. Hyder: To quote from Dr. Wiest's book on Agricultural 
Organisation in the United States, .. Many bureaus of the Department of
Agriculture exist solely by virtue of the annual Appropriation Acts, and 
would become disestablished by the mere failure of Congress to provide 
funds for their continuance without repealing any existing Statute" P-That 
is the constitutiona~ position. 

58,119. Sir Thomas Middletofll: Dr. Hyder has referred to the consti
tutional position. In fact, does that danger ever arise in connection with 
a subject like agricultural researchP-Not unless by inadvertence. 

58,120. The appropriation for the United States Department thirty years 
ago was about 2,500,000 dollars, and the funds available are now about 
153,000,000 dollars. There is not much sign of retrencnJIlent in that depart
mentP-WeIl, I t.hink people feel that they are getting value for their 
money. 

58,121. Under the States Relations serviCles, a large amount of co-operative 
work is done?-Yes. 

58,122. In addition to this work, th: Secretary for the United States 
Department appears to have a fund for his own co-operative extension -move
mentP-That is in the Department of Agriculture. In the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics the Secretary has what is known as the Department 
or Division of Co-operation, and that consists of men who have rather a 
close knowledge of the co-operative movement, and who give their time to 
solving various questions which are pertinent to the co-operative associations 
alone. Certain new probleJllS come up to be reckoned with affecting all 
these co-operatives, and these men are employed to do what they can to 
Bolve them. 

58,123. That is in addition _ to the five million dollars which the United 
States Department has for the Bureau of Economics?-Yes. I do not know 
very much about that fund. As I say, I do not pretend to know the inner 
fund wOl'king of the department. 

58,124. My point is that the Bureau of Economics, which .is now a very 
extensive one, does not cover all the work which is being done by the United 
States for the co-operative movementP-Oh no. At the Bureau at Washing
ton there is a great deal of field work being done. They recently made a 
survey of sever:"l ~housand co-opera~ives to find out what were the principal 
causes and prlOClpal weaknesses 10 the co-operatives that caused their 
failures, in cases of failure. They were getting out statistics as to how 
JIlany had failed owing to lack of proper management and how many had 
failed through the lack of proper finance, and so forth. ' 

58,125. Going back for a moment to the fifty odd experimental stations 
which receive three and a third million dollars as grants from the United 
States Department, they have, in addition, State funds at their disposal?
Well, those Bre what are known as the Land Grant colleges. Under the 
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oConstltutlOn of the various States, certain public lands were set aside for 
the purpose of founding those various colleges. As many of those newer 
States had no funds, the Government assisted in establishing State Univllr
,sities, or State Colleges there. 

58,126. In.ddition to the value of the property which they originally 
had, do they not· get money voted by their State Legislatures for their 
work?-Yes. 

58,127. I suppose you could get for us what sort of proportion the central 
grants bear to the total expenditure of those experimental statioPs?-Y'3s, 
1 would be delighted to get it and forward it to you. 

58,~28. I mentioned a moment ago that the total appropriation, plus 
.certalll funds for the Department of Agriculture, was something like 
153,000,000 dollars, but of that sum 77,000,000 dollars is for the roads?-For 
the Road fund. 

58,129. So that the net sum available for agriculture and forestry is some-
thing like 76,000,000 dollars in the current yearP-Yes, . 
. 58,130. The demand in respect to the roads has extended very rapidly in 
-:the United States in .the last 20 yearsP::-It has practically doubled yearly 

58,131. The responsibility for roads existed 30 years ago when the Secre
tary for Agriculture had only 2,500,000 dollars at his disposalP-That i~ 
-very true; but we did not have the automobile at that time. 

58,132. That is the differenceP-I think one can say, without fear of con
tradil,ltion, that the money spent on public roads has probably been the most 
profitable investment the United States Government has made. 

58,133. Does the department supply men to work in a State college, or 
within the State, as whole-time servants of that State, or do the men remain 
members of the department?-lt is Ii. sort of dual relationship. For in
stance, the State of California, within the last three months, wanted a chief 

.(li' their Marketing Division. They came to the Department of Agriculture 
.and said they would pay a large proportion of the salary of one of the 
.members of the department. A member of the Department of Agriculture, 
the Chief of the Fruit and Vegetable Division as a matter of fact, acceptc"f 
that position. He is entirely subject now to the State of California. The 
·Government of the State of California pays his salary, or rather, a major 
portion of his salary; both departments pay it. 

58,134. He has been seconded for service in California?-Yes. 
58,135. Is that service for a limite'd periodP-It is for a few years. I do 

not know what the period is. He does not lose his precedence in Washington 
by reason of the fact that he is in the State of California's employment, 
.although he does lose his position as Chief I)f the Bureltu. 

58,136. You have for your Bureau of Economics about five million dollars 
available. Do you ever.make money grants out of that appropriation to 
institutions, or does your assistance consist entirely in lending rolE·nP-We 
make no grants to ins~itutions outside of the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, that I know of. 

58,137. Can you tell me whether all the grants which reach the ~eparate 
States come under the vote for the office of the Secretary (about 8,875,000 
.dollars this year), or whether money grants might also be included in the 
Votes for the Separate BureauxP-That question I cannot answer. I do not 
know anything about the internal running of the department in that "\Tny. 
'[ know more or less their method of action, but I have never been in that 
section of the department and I would not be qualified to testify t.o it. If 
you put the question in the form of a question and answer, I will send it 
to Washington and have it answered. I think that would be the quicker 
and better way. 

58,138. Thank you. There has been, in the past six years, a very great 
increase in the marketing of fruits and vegetables in the chief markets of 
the United StatesP-l'hat is true; it is going up by leaps and bounds. 

Mr. Edward A. Foley. 
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58 139. To what extent is that due to propaganda in favour of the COD> 

Bumption of fresh vegetables and fruit-a continuation of the War propa
gandaP-That is a very difficult question to answer1 because there are 
many factors, and the pod hoe ergo proptsr Aoe argument is everlastingly 
coming into the Bolution of that question. There was a great deal of 
propaganda such as is going on in En.gland now, of "Eat more ~ruit," 
and eat this, and eat that. Much of It was started by ourselves lD the 
Food Administration in War time to induce people to get on to the foods 
that could not be transported ab;oad. At the same time, coincident with 
all that, there has been a great era of prosperity in t~e ~tates a~d an 
enormous increase in the buying power of the people. So It IS very dlffic~lt 
to .ay what is the exact cause of it. The various fruits and vegetables m 
the States have been standardised, the trading in tJhem has been made 
f>asier for the merchants, the distribution has been enlarged, and th~ 
distributing plant has been enlarged. 

58,140. You have mentioned two factors of which I recognise the im
portance, one is the improvement in marketing, and the other is the· great 
increase in purchasing power, but the third factor whioh I want to get 
your view on is the enentto which producers are. heing affected·by the 
very valuable advice that the agents of your Bureau are giving them all 
over the United States as to what they ought to grow in the. near futureP
There has been a great deal of experiment and a great study of production 
abroad, and also production in the various States. The farmers in the 
tTnited States are coming more and more to tJhe study of crop reports and 
crop plantings, and crop areas. Of course there is always an indefinite 
return, due to the uncertainty of the weather ·in relation to the crops, 
but the farmers are now realising more and more that they have a certain 
figure to reach. The United States can grow so much corn profitably, ·but 
after that point there is likely to be difficulty, and therefore they are trying 
to follow the plan outlined by Secretary Wallace, Secretary Jardine, and 
others, hy which the department would be able more or less to indicate 
to the farmers what they should plant, and approximately the areas they 
should plant. 

58,141. You have for a long time had Crbps and Markets publications 
which tell every farmer what prices areP-Yes. 

58,142. Is this new puhlication "The Agricultural Situation" an 
attempt to summarise the trends and to focus the views of your advisers 
as to what the future is likely to beP-That is exactly what it is. 

58,143. This is an attempt to be one year alhead of the marketsP-'-Yes, 
from the agricultural point of view, giving the farmer some idea of what 
he should provide in the coming year. 

58,144. This seems to me to be a most valuable production, from the 
farmers' point of viewP-In other words, it was felt in the Bureau, in all 
the various commodity lines, that there was a considerable amount of 
information that was not collated together and placed in one publication 
where the farmer could get it all on very short notice, without going through 
a large mass. That was the reason why that bulletiu was started. 

58,145. You have only started to print "1Jhe Agricultural Situation" 
quite recentlyP-Yes, it is one of the most recent publications of the 
department. 

58,146. Dr. Hyder: The agricultural activities in the United States of 
America are . confined to. three :forms. First, there is the Federal Depart
ment of Agnculture, secondly there are the State departments of agricul
ture, and thirdly you bave private organisationsP-Yes. 

58,147. What are those private organisations? Could you name themP
They are State universities. 

,.ss,148. I said .. private organisations" ?-We have in different States 
Universities which are not State Universities like' the Leland-Stanford 
University in California. In the Leland-Stanford University tJhere is ail 
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Food Research Institute. That is an institute which was founded by Mr. 
Hoover and others for the purpose of' continuing a lot of scientific work 
which arose in Food Administration during the War. 

58,149. Then you ihave powerful farmers' organisations, grain and other 
movements, and the Farmers' AlIianoeP-We have the grain movement and 
any number of organisations, in every State. Some of them come up and 
flourish for a while, and then disappear. Others have quite a long exist
ence. Probably the grain organisations are the most important of the 
private institutions of that type. We also have organisations which are 
doing research work on their own account, like the organisations of the 
Fertiliser Manufacturers. They are running their own office in Washington. 
Then we have the Milk Producers' Association of New York which has 
research workers working on the questions of condensed milk and better 
milk, ana matters of that type. In fact, almost all industries in the 
United States have central organisations that maintain research depart
ments. 

58,150. With regard to the organisation' by the State (by "the State" 
I mean Federal as well as the individual States) the legal basis in your 
Constitution for undertaking agricultural activity is to improve education 
for the general welfare of the United StatesP-'f!hat is the legal basis. 

58,151. On that legal basis, obviously the appropriations by Congress are 
for purposes which cannot be regarded as local P-No. 

58,152. But general and nationalP-They must be extra-territorial. The 
easy distinction between the State and Federal activity is that the State 
has everything to do inside the boundaries of the State, but it cannot go 
outside of its own boundaries. The United States Government has control 
of all the relations which exist between one State and another-which exist 
outside the confines of tlhe individual States. 

68,153. And between foreign countriesP-Yes. The United States De
partment of Agriculture would have no jurisdiction as to the growing of 
fruit which would be sold inside the State of California, or wheat which 
,,-ould be raised and sold. inside the State of California, ,but the fruit or 
wheat which would be sent to New York or to Nevada, or to Kansas, would 
immediately come under the jurisdiction of the United States Department 
of Agriculture. 

58,154. What are the functions which the State departments of agricul
ture undertake. The one as to inter-State agricultural matters is clearly a 
double function. What is left to the States, apart from this work which 
you have just mentioned P-There are all the various functions of education. 
such as the County Officers and the economic workers, and people of thl\t 
type. Also, in the State of California, there is researob into citrus disease, 
and work of that type; 'in forestry work there are the tree diseases; ann 
there is also cattle disease work. 

58,155. Cattle disease is left to the StaleP-Of course the United States 
Department of Agriculture has cognisance of disease -;.hat may spread from 
State to State, and ,the inter-State shipment of cattle, but there is also 
local research work and protection work. III California they had recently 
an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease that was discovered by ihe State 
Veterinary Officer and his people. As soon as he discovered it 'he notified 
Washington, and then he turned it over to) It Joint Committee consisting 
of the State of California and the United States Department of Agriculture. 

58,156. Apart from those general activities of the Federal Government 
and the functions that are performed by the individual States, you have 9. 

sort of twilight area where it does not appear which authority is to under
take or initiate or superviseP-Yes. 

68,167. How do you manage to get over the difficulty one encoun~ers ,in 
such a twilight areaP-Well, a twilight area of that type would ~e prl.marily 
the business of the State, because those areas would be entIrely In one 
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State. The practice is that if a State cannot solve a difficulty, it appeals 
to the Federal Government for aid. 

58,158. The Federal Vote for the Department of Agriculture is an annual 
Vote by CongreuP-Yes. 

58,159. Year. by yearP-Yes. 
58,160. With regard to the Land Grant to colleges, they all undertake 

other work outside purely agricultural workP-Yes. They call them 
Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges. They !have a mechanical side as 
well as an agricultural. They are really State Colleges. The main idea 
was that the State had to have its own College because of the size of 
the various States, and this grant of public land was made in order to 
provide the nucleus of the State University. 

58,161. Mr. N01lce: You have a very elaborate system of crop reporting 
in the United StatesP-Quite an elaborate system. 

58,162. Which endeavo11l'8 to give the condition of the various crops at 
different timesP-During the growing B8&son. 

68,163. Complaints were made to us in India that the results were not 
altogether satisfactory as far as the cotton crop is concerned. Would you 
care to say anything about thatP-The forecasting of any crop is a very 
difficult proposition. There is no crop which can show more, or less, 
change in a week or two weeks than cotton. Two weeks of very good weather 
at the right time, or two bad weeks of weather a.t the wrong time, will 
make or break the cotton crop. There has been a great deal of discussion, 
particularly by those who wish to use the ootton crop for gambling pur
poses, on the cotton reports of the Department of Agriculture. At the 
same time, the agricultural iuterests of the United States, particularly 
the farming co-operatives, are entirely in &coord with the position of the 
Department of Agriculture. The need of these crop reports came from 
the fact that a large number of crop reports were issued by private 
persons, and many of them were issued for their own pur.poses. The farmer 
had no crop report on which he himself oould rest. Therefore Congress 
ordered the institution of a crop report on the cotton crop. 

58,164. There were tremendous varia.tions between the reports a.t different 
418&80US last year. Do you consider that was due to the climatic oondi
tionsP-It was due entirely to climatic conditions. The crop reports indi
eate the amount of land which is planted to cotton, and the condition 
of the ootton plants at the time the report is issued. 

58,165. I studied your crop report organisation in some detail when I 
was dealing with the' question of cotton in Iudia, and it struck me, as 
an outsider, that there was very little that could 'be improved upon. Are 
Rny steps being taken to improve it in any wayP-It is a very difficult 
thing to handle, 'but every year we maintain that we are improving it. 
It is like everything ~it progresses. It must be enlarged every year, 
because of the enlargement of the ootton area of the United States. 

58,166. Does the same system apply to other crops as well as cottonP
Yes, in a somewhat different way. 

58,167. Each crop has its own special circumstanoesP-Yes. 
58,168. Sir Jame3 MacKenna: .What sort of problems does the Central 

Department engag~ itself with, apart from those taken up by the different 
StatesP-Well, .takIng wheat as an example, all American wheat is graded 
under the UDlted States Department system of wheat grading and all 
wheat. sold to foreign countries is sold according to those grad~ and by 
what 18 known ~ .the Certificate Final, which is issued by the graders 
under th~ supervISIon of. the United States Department of Agriculture. 
!lefore thll! sys~em came Into effect, wheat was sold to Liverpool and was 
InSpected In LIverpool, and the graders in Liverpool determined finally 
the ~ad~ of. the wheat. Now, wheat is classed in the ports, and that 
classIfioatlOD IS final as regards all foreign coun tries. 
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58,169. On' the more strictly scientific side, are there any special chemical 
or bacteriological problems that the Central Department takes npP-Yes. 
they are working on all the major problems of agriculture. Foot--and
mouth disease, which broke out in California, is a. recent example of how 
things are done. Within twelve hours there were some three ·hundred 
veterinaries from every corner of the United States on board trains for 
Cali.fornia. 

58,170. That waS arranged by the Central Department?-Yes. We' are
also working on the question of plant diseases, and everything of that type. 
That is to say, things of Continental interest. . 

58,171. By "Continental interest" you mean the whole of America is· 
interested in them?-Yes, matters of agricultural interest which touch on 
all the States at once .. IWJe also assist where a big problem may arise. 

58,172. You assist both with men and money?-Yes. 
58,173. What sort of salary do you pay the members of the AgriculturaL 

Department-the botanist or chemist ?-I do not know about that, but 1 
oan supply you with the scale of pay.* 

58,174. Professor Gangulee: "\\110 administers the funds under these
various Acts that you have mentioned ?-The Department of Agriculture
itself administers its funds. In the case of State' Relations that Bureau 
administers its funds. The various chiefs of. the Bureaux administer the
funds of the Bureau, and the heads of the Offices the funds allotted ta
them. 

58,175. Are any conditions imposed in making these grants to the State 
colleges and State research stations?-That is not my type of work, and 
I am not thoroughly conversant with that. 

58,176. I understand there are some private organisations carrying on. 
research?-A number of private organisations. 

58,177. Are those organisations assisted by the Federal or State funds?
No, those are entirely on their own. They are usually supported by trade
organisations which have interests in their results. 

58,178. Has this system of giving Federal aid to the States tended toward& 
a reduction of State initiative and effortP-Not at all. 

58,179. It has served to stimulate the States to greater activitiesP-Yes. 
and it has kept up the standard of the work done. 

58,180. And to stimulate continuity of research ?-Yes, which is rather an 
important thing. 

58,181. Could YOIl tell us the chief features of the Smith Lever Act of. 
1914 P-I would not attempt to do that. I can supply you with the Act. 

68,182. Sir Thomas Middleton: . And also would you supply us with the' 
Purnell Act P-Yes. 

58,183. Professor Gwngulee: Have you any knowledge of the demonstra-· 
tion farms in the United States?-<I have some knowledge, but not very' 
much. 

58,184. I think Dr. Knapp in the Southern parts of the United States: 
has introduced a system known as county demonstration conducted directly
on the farms of .cultivatorsP-Yes. 

58,185. Oould you tell us how that system is workingP-No, I could not. 
I can get the information, but. I do not pfetend .to be an encyclopredia of the. 
department. 

58,186. You are familial', perhaps, with the organisation of the count,. 
agricult.ural agents throughout the United StatesP-I have some familiarity 
with it, but not a very close familiarity. I have never done any of that 
type of work. 

58,187. Oould you tel} us what their specific duties are and how they' 
are recruitedP-They are usually recruited from the graduates of the agri
cultural colleges as county agents, and their work is usually to work with 

* See Appendix, page 746. 
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the farmer individually and generally, and improve methods .of agric~lture. 
County agente must vary in their capabilities. One. man will work 10 the 
fruit conntry, where he will have the fruit ~roblems, and. another m~n 
will work in the grain country, where he Will have nothl~g but graIn 
problema. In the grain country he will try and get the gra10 farmer up 
toO date on the modern methods of cultivation and improvements in seed; 
.Vain., and generally get him to increase the prod?ctivity ~f his land. 

58,188. You have reoently reorganised the extenSIon service throughout 
the StatesP-Yes. 

58,189. Who organises t'hatP Is it done by the State or the F~eral 
GovernmentP-That is one of the questions I cannot answer. It IS nat 
my province at all. I can get you any information you want on the 
.8ubject. 

58,190. The supreme head of the Federal Department. of~riculture' 18 
the Secretary P-The Secretary of Agriculture. 

68,191. He is responsible to CongressP-Yea. 
58,192. He is advised by a body of advisersP-Yes;he has the staff of his 

department, which consists of the Bureau chiefs. 
58,193. Thl' chiefs of the Bureaux coDStitute a. Council P-Yps. 
58,194. He is aided by that OouncilP-Y.es. 
58,195. As to the Bureau of Crop Estimates; is it under the Federal 

Government P-Yes. 
58,196. How does it establish its relationship with the StatesP-There 

is a 8tatistician usually in each State, and the information is collected fro~ 
a large number of collaborators. in each county. 

58,197. Are those statisticians paid by the Federal Government or by the 
:State DepartmentP-<We have both State and Federal statisticians. 

58,198. As to the Bureau of Markets, that comes under the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics P-Yes. 

68,199. That is also under the Federal GovernmentP-Yes. 
58,200. 'What is its relationship with the St.atesP~We have to do with all 

'produce entering into State commerce. 
58,201. The work of this Bureau on marketing, I understand, has three 

aspects-first'of all market investigations; secondly, regulation of markets; 
and, thirdly, demonstration of better methods of marketingP-Yes. 

58,202. Supposing you are to carryon some investigation into the cost 
.of production of wheat, how would you y;o about itP-Well, usuruly it 
'would be done by the department people' in Washington in co-operation 
with the various State department people in the various States. 

58,203. They would ·have their own men in the IStatesP-We might have. 
·one or two men from Washington going out there, but we would not have 
sufficient forces to go out and do work of that type. . 

08,204. So these investigations of the marketing problems are carried: 
on with the collaboration of the States P-Yes; there is abaolute co-operation· 
between the Federal Department of Agriculture and the depa.rtments of 
the States. It is realised that both are trying to solve a single problem. 

58,205. Turning to another subject: you have a Cattle Quarantine Act, 
now does that function in the States? Is any difficulty experienced in 
giving effect to this Act, in the fact that you have fifty-two State~ tQ 
deal withP-Yes; but the cattle cannot pass from one State to another 
without comin~ und!!~ the Department of Agriculture, so that. you localise 
your problem ImmedIately. Our system is to assist the local authoritie.!; 
and have a complete embargo, so that we know 'v~ Wlellthat the rail:". 
road will not accept shipments of cattle from one State to another when the 
quarantine is on. The problem becomes relatively simple to locate in one 
State, and then to soh'e by c~peration with the local people . 

. 58,206. With regard to the enforcing of Federal Acts 'bearing on animal 
diseases, the. Federal Government maintains its own staffP-Yes. 
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58,207. In the States?-Yes. 
58,208. lIfr. OaZvert: You mentioned, in reply to the Chairman, that the 

Indian trade with the States was comparatively smallP-I think so, but 
I have never had any dealings with it personally. 

58,209. Yet you 'maintain in India two commercial assistants to your 
Consul-General?-Yes. - ' 

58,210. At Karachi and OalcuttaP-Yes. • 
58,211. And' the United States regards that as a good investment?

aertainly. 
58,212. For what you call a comparatively small tradeP-I did not mean 

any comparison in that sort of way. Wha..t I really meant was this: that I 
had never had any dealings myself with the Indian trade in the United 
States which would enable me to give any opinion which would be of any 
definite 8Il6istance to this Commission. 

58,213. I have been looking at your Federal Budget, and most of the 
expenditure comes under what one might call the unavoidable items of 
Defence and Public Debt. Defence and Public Debt account for most of 
your income, omitting Customs. Is it fair to say that your generosity 
towards agriculture is dependent on your tariff policyP-No, I do not think 
it has anything to do with it. 

58,214. If you lost five hundred million dollars from import duties, do 
you think that the Federal Government could be as generous to its Ministry 
of Agriculture 1'-1 think so, because it is entirely a business proposition. 
The money invested in research and in agricultural education in the United 
States has fully warranted the expenditure. ' 

58,215. Assuming the United States adopted Free Trade, do you think 
1:Ihe people would be prepared to tax themselves to maintain this agricultural 
expenditure ?-I do not think there is any doubt about it. 

58,216. Mr. Kamat: What is the general policy maintained by the 
Federal Government to promote agricultural industries, or to take the 
initiative in starting new industries 1'-1 do not quite follow your question. 

58,217. I am referring, by agricultural industries, to what articles may 
be manufactured from the raw agricultural material into fini~hed articlesP 
-Yes. 

58,218. In the States do either the Federal Government or the State 
Governments take any initiative to promote agricultural industries hr 
starting demonstration factoriesP"':""Would you give me an exampleP 

58,219. 'Suppose you have oil seeds from which you can manufacture a 
certain finished product. If people do not know how to utilise them, is 
it the policy of the States or the Federal Government to establish a 
demonstration factory at the expense of the State for the information of 
the publicP-I do not know that they would go so far as to establish a 
demonstration factory. I do not know of any such factory. I know that 
if we had oil seeds, the department would assist in every possible way to 
teach the people how to utilise them; but, as I say, I do not know of any 
factory ever having been built. 

58,220. Sir Thomas Middleton: Has the Federal Department ever assisted 
canning factories or canning demonstrationsP-I think they have done some 
work along that line in Maryland in tomato canning; but it is not a matter 
with which I am cognisant. 

58,221. Mr. Kamat: On the question of transport of fruit, is it the policy 
of 'the States to give facilities in rates of freight, or any facilities for cold 
storage, in order to assist your fruit industry l'-The freight rates of the 
United States are under inter-State commerce rules. We have nothing to 
do 'With freight rates. The Department of Agriculture has carried on a 
large number of experiments in refrigerators, such as icing in cars under 
various conditions for various periods of time, and it has done a large 
amount of research work in the changes which occur in fruit under cold 
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. , 
storage at various temperatures. It haa also conducted ,a large number of 
experimente concerning the proper handling of fruit in transit. . 
. 58,222. Do I take it that the State oonsiders it its duty to help in this 

TegardP-Yee. , " 
58,223. And in so doing the expenditure has' been a good investment ?-

Yea, it has. In fact, we have a demand for the increase of that type of 
work all the time. 

58,224. In the United Bta.tes, does the Secretary, who is at the head of 
this Department 'Of Agriculture, correspond to the Minister of Agriculture 
in thi. oountry as a Cabinet MinisterP-Yeej he is a member of, the 
Preeident's Cahinet. ' 

58,225. Is he re6ponsible to OongressP Whenever he shapes his policy 
all to research or agriculture he must take the members of the dominant 
Party in Congress into his confidence, I suppose, so as to get suppliesP
When he has formulated his policy he must get the appropriation from 
Oongre88 to carry it out. ' 

58,226. He is able to do that because he takes the members of Oongress 
into his confidenceP-Well, the members of Congress must realise that the 
work he is doing is of value, otherwise they would not appropriate the 
money for it. 

58,227. He oonvinces aa many of them aa possibleP-Yes. 
58,228. Mr. Noyce: I do not know whether you realise that the Secretary 

for Agriculture is not a member of Omgress. The Executive in the United 
States is entirely outeide the LegislatureP-Yes. As I aay, he is not an 
elected officer. He is one of the President's Cabinet, but no member of the 
President's Oabinet is either a Congressman or a Senator. 

58,229. Mr. Kamat : When he shapes his policy, and asks for supplies, 
does he take Congress into his confidenceP-He must have a policy that 
commands public oonfidence, otherwise Congress will not appropriate money 
for his projects. 

58,230. Whether he is a member 'Of Congress or not, the fa;ct is he takes 
Oongress into his oonfidence P-He must go to Congress for all of the funds 
for carrying out the policy. 

58,231. He does not snap his fingers at Congre88P-No. 
58,232. It means that the continuity of research depends 'On the reaaon-, 

ableness of the Congress from year to yearP-That is quite true. 
58,233. The roads are under the Ministry 'of Agriculture in the United 

StatesP-Yes. 
58,234. That system works wellP-It has worked very well. At leaat we 

can say that there is no popular demand for a removal of the public roads 
from the Department of Agriculture. . 

58,235. The two are run together: the Bureau of Roads and AgricultureP 
-Yes. 

58,236. That is a great advantage for the purpOBe of marketingP-1t 'is 
an enormoUB advantage, pa.1'ticularly with the modern development of the 
motor truck. . 

58,237 . You told us that the Federal Department has experimental 
stations in the various StatesP-Yes. 

58,238. That means when the Federal Government haa the money to 
spend on research work it can open aa many experimental stations aa it 
may want within the jurisdiction of the StatesP-Yes. 

58,239. This policy of carrying, on experimental stations and extending 
them within the jurisdiction of the independent States is followed by the 
Federal Government with advantageP-Yes. 

58,240. The Ohairman: Are you making a great point of eConomic and 
market enquiries and surveys in the United StatesP-That work is going 
on all the time. ' 

6B~ 20 
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58,241. Does that involve the training of a special staff with both 
1lconomic knowledge and agricultural experienceP-Yes, in all our inspection 
-services. 

58,242. How are you training that particular staff?-The staff is recruited 
largely from men from the agricultural colleges who work their way up 
in the service of the department. Also, in a great many cases, we draw 
men from commercial sources who have commercial acquainta.nce with 
various trades with which we are working. 

58,243. Is there growing up in the United States a literature in connec
tion with the training of the staff in the special qualifications required 
and with the planning of these enquiriesP-There is an enormous literature 
growing up. Indeed, almost every day a work is coming out on market 
service and how to make good that service in relation to the various 
markets. 

58,244. Is there an official publication P-No; but there are endless books 
coming out. 

(The witness withdrew). * 

APPENDIX. 

SOALB OF PAY IN THE UNITBD STATBS DBPARTHBNT OF AGRIOULTURE. 

ProfessiOfl,aZ and Scientific Service. 
This service includes those positions the duties of which are to perform 

work which is based upon the esta.blished principles of a profession or 
science and which require training equivalent to that represented by gradua
tion from a college or university of recognised standing. There are seven 
grades in this service and the corresponding range of salary is from $1,860 
to $7,500. 

Subprofessional Service. 
Positions in this service are those the duties of which are to perform work 

related to that required in the professional and scientific service, and which 
requires professional, scientific or technical training inferior to that repre
sented by graduation from a college or university of recognised standing. 
There are eight grades in this service, the, salary range being from $900 
to $3,000. 

Clerical, Administrative, afld l'iscal Service. 
In this service are included' all classes of positions the duties of which 

a.re to perform clerical, administrative, or accounting work or any other 
work commonly associated with office, business, or fiscal administration. 
There a.re 14 grades in the service and the sala.ry range is from $1,140 to 
$7,500. 

O-ustodial Service. 
The custodial service includes all classes of positions the duties of which 

are to supervISe or to perform manual work involved in the custody, 
maintenance, and protection of public buildings, premises, and equipmen~, 
the tra.nsportation of public officers, employees, or property, and the trans
portation of official papers. The salary range in this service is from $600 
to $3,000. 

Olerical-M echanical Service. 
This service includes all classes of positions which are not in a recognised 

trade or craft and which are located in the Government Printing Office, 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing; and the mail-equipment shop, the 
duties of which are to perform or direct manual or ma.chine operations, or 
to perform or, direct the counting, examining, sorting, or other verification 
of the product of manual or machine operations . 

. * For a supplementary note by Mr. Foley see pages 814-15. 
Mr. Edward A. Foley. 
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Mr. C. D. GREENING, Manager, 
Agricultural Division of the Fertilizer Sales, Limited. 

NOT. O. EVIDENCB. 

Section 10 of Part II of the Questionnaire issued by the Royal Commis
.ion on Agriculture in India ra_ the two following points:-

Su~paragraph (c).-The method advocated to popularise new and 
improved fertilizel'8, and: 

Su~paragraph (II).-Whether the effect of manuring with certaiu 
forms of fertilizers has been sufficiently investigated and with what 
result. 

It ia clear to us that before any effort can be made by anyone, whether 
on behalf of the Government or of a commercial company, to popularise any 
new and improved form of fertilizer, thorough investiga.tioDS as to its value 
with regard to cert&in crops, localities and soils are of absolute necessity. 
Any form of propaganda which might be conducted ·before such investigation 
has been carried to a conclusion by provincial agricultural departments in 
India would not only be wasted, but, what is more import.ant, would !be an 
actual hindrance to the work of those departments in their work of 
Improving the methods of agriculture in their various provinces, especially 
a8 regards the Zemindar or ryot. 

Calcium cyanamide has only been readily a.vailable in India of recent year~, 
during which period a very marked increase in the manufactnre of this 
fertilizer has taken place. IB 100.3 the world's production amounted to only 
about 120,000 tons, whereas to-day the corresponding figure is approxl
ma.tely 900;000 tona. Owing to the recent nature of thiii remarkable develop. 
ment, agricultural experts iII! India. have not. had the same opportunity for 
8ubjecting cyanamide to tha.t degree of research and imvestigation a.s h&8 
been pOBBible with other forms of nitrogenous fertilizers, such 88 sulphate 
of ammonia aud nitrate of soda. In this connection, ·it must also be 
remembered that calcium cyanamide has undergone important improvements 
in manufacture of recent yeare. 

Our experience with calcium cyanamide in· its present improved iorlll 
under widely varying oonditions of soil and climate, has convinced us that 
In a country of such vast extent a.s India., there must be localities and crops 
to which this particular form of nitrogen is definitely the mest suita.ble. 
Our main reasons for coming to this conclusion are based upon the 
following special properties of cyana.mide:-

(1) Cyanamide u not IUbject to loss through Zeaching.-When. cyanamide 
is applied to the soil it is rapidly hydrolyzed and converted into urea •. 
Subsequently. the urea 80 formed is changed into other organic compounds, 
which are firmly ret&ined by the Boil. Thus, before the nitrogen 8upplied 
by cyanamide is taken up by the plant, these orga.mc substances have to 
be further converted into a.mmonium compounds and nitrates. The slower 
80il action of cya.namide thus renders this fertilizer far less liable to loss 
through leaching than is the case with other nitrogenous fertilizers. Thus 
cyananlide offere distinct advantages under conditions of heavy rainfall or 
irrigation. 

(2) The Li~ Conte!l't 0/ Cywnamide.-In addition to 19 per cen~. nitro-. 
gen, cyana.ml~e conta108 abou.t 60 per cent. lime (calculated as quick.lime, 
CaO). Of thiS 60 per cent. lime, approximately 22 per cent. exists in tho! 
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form of frlle lime, whilst the remaining 38 per ,cen~. is present ae pure 
calcium cyanamide. 

Both- scientific ,tests and practical field experience have demonstrated the 
fact that the continued use of calcium oyanamide is an effective means of 
counteracting soil acidity . 

.As the price, of cyanamide is based solely on 'its n~trogen content, the use 
Qf this fertilizer provides the cultivator with a definite quantity of lime free 
of charge. , ' " 

, (3) Steady actioo oj OaZciwm Oyanamide.-By reason of the sequence of 
,changes in the soil mentioned in paragrapl!., 1, the manurial, action of 
cyanamide is distinctly steadier and more gradual than is the case with 
otlier ~orms of nitrogenous fertilizers. From the' practical standpoint the 
action of cyanamide may be described! 'as ,being intermediate between' that 
of quick-acting nitrogenous manures suoh as nitrate of soda and that of 
organic manures, such as waste cakes and meals. _ 

It is felt that this property of cyanamide is of particular. importance 
in a country like India ,where, the problem of finding a suitable substitute 
or complement for expensive organic manures is of vital importance. 

, (4) Effect upon In8ect and Fwngoid Pests.---<>Ur experience with cyanamide 
has shown tliat this fertilizer has a definite 'effect in checking the spread of 
~nsect and fungoid pests. The fact is, of course, well-known that crops 
grown on soils having a suffiCiency of lime are far less susceptible to such 
pests than are those produced on lime defioient land. In this connection, 
however, we should mention that the action of cyanamide in oounteracting 
the development of crop pests has been found to be more effective than 
might, have ,been expected ,by the application of the q'llantity of lime 
present in a normal dressing of this fertilizer. It is thought that the 
reason for this result is to. be found in, the high state of chemical activity 
in which a proportion of the lime content of cyanamide exists shortly after. 
the applicatiolll of ilie fertilizer to the soil. 

(5) Effect oj Oyanamide on the worki'll-fl condition oj soiM.--Dn land where 
cyanamide has been used oontinuously, for a. number of years! definite 
improvement in the working condition of the soils has been achieved. 
Scientific tests have shown that the lime content of cyanamide has a 
dlefinite effect in flocculating clay and thus 'soils 'that are normally difficult 
to work undergo considerable improvement by the application of cyanamide, 
which for this reason facilitates soil aeration. 

(6) Effect, oj Oywnamide on AZkalin.e Soils.-&:ientific tests have shown 
that calcium cyanamide has the property of improving the condition of 
alkaline soils, the alkalinity of "which is due to excess of sodium salts. 
It is suggested that calcium cyanamide offers a reliable 'and -economical 
means of improving the fertility of such soils which oover a considerable area 
in India. 

(7) The Low Unit Price oj Oyanamide.-In addition to the special pro
perties of cyanamide already enumerated, the fact should be borne in mind 
that in purchasing cyanamide the Indian oultivator 'obtains nitrogen at :l 

cheaper price per unit than is poosible in the case of other nitrogenous 
fertilizers. 

In conclusion, we would urge, in view, of the already increasing use of, 
nitrogenous fertilizers in India, that thorough investigations with calcium 
.cyanamide be conducted at suitable centres. Such experiments would 
naturally be expected to produce results of the greatest practical value in 
districts where Soil and other local conditions indicate that the use of 
cyanamide would be particularly effective. 

M1. 0: D. Greening. 
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Oral Evidence. 

08,245. The· Chairman: Mr. Greening, you are Moanager . of .the 
Agricultural :DiyiBion of Fertilizer Sales Ltd. ?-Yes. .... 

58,246. Will you give us eome indication of the nature of the organlBatlOn. 
which you represent ?-Fertilizer Sales Ltd. handles the surplus output of 
the European manufacturers of cyanamide other than the cyanamide manu
factured in Germany. In a country such as Italy, which produces cyanamide, 
a large proportion of that cyanamide is absorbed by Italian consumption, but 
ahould there be any further production over· and above what Italy absorbs, 
then we would sell it in those countries where we·are operating. Actually we 
are operating,- from the sales point of view', in· all .the countries of the· 
world with the exception of Canada, the United States of America and 
Germany. 

58,247. Are you drawing this surplus available for sale outside the. country 
of production, from all Europe?-Froin aU the. cyanamide factories iq 
Europe; that is to say, Norway, Sweden, Poland, Ozecho-Slovakia., Italy, &c. 

58,248. It is an international organisation?-yes. The Oompany, 
Fertilizer Sales Ltd., ha.s been formed rather over two years. Actually 
1 believe the .Articles of Association were signed in June, 1925. 

68,249. Do you seek to work .the Oompany's business at a profit, or a.re 
you simply selling for the constituent firms?-Noj we are. ac1;ua.lly the 
selling agents for the firms. We are in business certainly with a .view 
to making profits. It is an ordinary commercia.l concern. The organisation 
is divided essentially into two halves, namely, the sales organisatiol), and 
the agricultural division, which. is concerned with the conduct of experi
ments and agricultural properties and uses of cyanamide. 

58,250. The margin between your buying price and your selling price 
includes tIie element.of profit as well as that of distributing costs?-Yes. 

68,251. Are you associated with any other group or firm in India engaged 
in the sale or dilJtribution of fertilisers ?-Our main agents in India are 
Messrs. Shaw, Walla.ce & Compa.ny, of Calcutta. I believe th",'J we pell 
a certain amount of this material through other agents in India, but it 
not being my department 1 cannot give you the names of any other firms 
except Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & Oompany. 

58,252. Have you any connection with Brunner, Mond, or Ohemical 
Industries, or the Ammonia Federation?-None whatever. 

58,253. Has your concern considered the possibility of manufacturing 
cyanamide in India ?-I think not. We are not manufacturers of cyana.mide : 
we are selling agents for factories already in existence. I do not know 

. of any special scheme in any case, that· Fertilizer Sales Ltd. have con-' 
sidered with regard to the manufacture of cyanamide in. "India. 

58,254. So that presumably the sale of calcium cyanamide manufactured 
in India would be in competition with your own concern?-I should 
imagine, in those circumstances, in all probability our Directors would 
come to some arrangement. 

58,255. They would make some accommodationP-Yes.· 
58,256. Your concern is not engaged in any preliminary investigation 

in the matter of the possibility of manufacturing calcium cyanamide in 
India P-Not to the best of my knowledge. 

58,257. Are you carrying out any experimental work in connection with 
the practical application of your fertiliser under Indian oonditions?-Yes' 
since the Autumn of 1925 we have had an agriculturist in India who ~a~ 
first of all stationed at Madras, and secoudly at Bangalore, Mr. Frattini, 
who has made arrangemen~ for conducting a certain number of experi
ments. Up to th,: present tIme we have not got any very definite results 
from those experIments. I understand the seasonal conditions in India 
during the time have made. it· .difficult to draw very conclusive· results. 
The numbers of those experIments I can give you. During the season 
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1926-27, 140 experiments were .~arrie<l ou1; 91' were commenced, consiating 
of 15 on tea, 21 on sugar-cane, 19 on coffee,· six on rice, 11 on cotton, 
15 on wheat, and 53 under the heading of .. Miscellaneous." Of ,those 140 
experiments 40 'experiments have been'coimnened· in' co-operation 'with the' 
Agricultural Department in India. . 

58,258. 'Are Messrs~ Ewing & Co., of Calcutta, in competition with yoli~ 
or are you in touch with themP-I think we have do~e business with them;' 
but i would not be quite certain . 
.. 58,2.59, Do the' amounts of calcium cyanamide imported ,by you through 

Messrs. Shaw, Wallace & Oompany show much Unevenness from year to' 
yearY-We have only been in association since 1925. For the season' 
1925-26 the consumption of 'cyanamide through our agents in India amounted' 
to 902 tons, and in 1926-27 it amounted to 1801 tons . 

. 58,260. ·It was suggested by a representative of another firm engaged in 
the distrioution of fertilisers in India, that that firm would be prepared 
to make Bome contribution towards the cost of experiments on the practical 
application of fertilisers in India. Has anything of .that nature ever been 
suggested to you, or do you think that your firm would look with favour 
on such a suggestion P-I believe some suggestion of the kind was considered 
by our firm, but I think that the suggested figure was rather in excess of 
what we were prepared to' undertake at that time. Our proposals, for 
the reasons ·stated in our note of evidence, are to get actual practical 
evidence of the utility of cyanamide under agricultural conditions in India, 
ana having got some evidenc81 of that kind as a basis of working I think 
that Fertilizers Sales Ltd. would be prepared to expendian increased sum 
on propaganda, but until that definite information is forthcoming we do 
not think the time opportune., 

08,261. Can you tell the· Commission anything a.bout the use of calcium 
cyanamide in other tropical countries P~ Yes; we have foreign offices, offices 
of our Agricultural Division, established in Egypt and Japan and the West 
Inilies. It· waa the results of experiments carried out in those countries' 
on crops that are growing, in Egypt, for instance, that led us to believe 
that cyanamide would be an econom1 and would supply a means of securing 
increased yields for such crops in India. 

58,262. Professor Gangule'e: You have just stated you have- made 140 
experiments in India. Under whose direction have those experiments been 
carried out P":"The official experiments are under the direction of the 
agricultural officers of the diatrict. Take the first experiment that I have 
a note of. The Director of Agriculture of Bengal carried out one experi
ment on rice, one on jute, one on ilugar-cane, one on fodder crops, and 
one on tobacco; the Director of Agriculture, Bihar and Orissa, carried out 
one; several were carried out by the Agricultural College, Foona; some at 
GovernmeiIt House' Farm, Ganeskind, Bombay; the District Agricultural 
Overseer at Kopergaon carried out one, and the Agricultural Officers at 
the following places carried out some: Belapur, Baramati, Gurdaspur in 
the Punjab, Hansi in the Punjab, Lyallpur in the Punjab, and Oudh in 
the United Provinces. . 

58,263. Did you make any contri,butions towa~ds the expenses ()f these 
experimentsP-None whatever, beyond supplying the materials free· and 
carriage paid, if the Station would accept .it. 

58,264. Do you 'carryon any propaganda. with regard to the sale of 
nitrogenoUs fertilisers in IndiaP-Yes, but, as I indicated in answer to the 
l.'liairm·an, our propaganda consists mainly in the arrangement of experi., 
ments. ~'here has not been a!1y special sales. campaign. 

58,265. 'l'he results of the effects of cyanamide on the various crops men
tioned in this note are chiefly obtained from sources other than India P-
tes, mainly. . 

Mr. C. D. G,·eening. 
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58,266. Sir Thoma. Middleton: You mentioned Japan as being one of 
the countries in which you operated, but is not Japan one of. the large~t 
manufacturers of cyanamideP-Yes, but what they call their dome~tlc 
cyanamide in Japan is a somewhat different product to our own. I thmk 
it. i8 a form of granulated cyanamide. Our cyanamide is entirely powdered 
and oiled. Over and above their domestic consumption of domestic 
"yanamide there has been a very ready demand for the material we import. 

58,267. Outside Germany, Japan is the leading manufacturer of cyana
mide ?-I do not think so. 

58,268. What country comes next in importanceP-I have not the figures 
of the complete production of Japan before me, but Italy is manufacturing 
80mething like 70,000 or 80,000 tons a year. 

58,269. The capacity of the Japanese factories is over 100,000 tons a 
yearP-Capacity, yes; ,but you have not any figure of output. I do not 
know what they manufacture. 

(The witnes. withdrew.) 

Dr. C. A. BARBER, C.I.E., Sc.D., School of Agriculture, 
Cambridge. 

MBlIlOBANBUlol ON THB INnIAN SUGAR INDUSTRY. 

I.-The Development oj the Sugar Industry in India. 
In preparing a Note on this subject, I would first refer back to the pro

posals made (1) By the Board of Agriculture in 1917, and (2) By the Indlau 
Sugar Committee in 1920. 

The former of these contains suggestions made shortly before I left India, 
and when I had a much more intimate knowledge of the country than I have 
at present. In a Note prepared for the Board and attached to its published 
proceedings, I summarized, province by province, my opinions regarding 
the possibilities of the extension of the white sugar industry; and concluded 
with advocating the immediate formation of a Sugar Bureau, for the over
hauling of the whole industry, by subjecting it to a scientific examination 
in all directions. The following officers were considered necessary for the 
founding of the Sugar Bureau: factory expert, engineer, chemist, agricul
turist and botanist. This list will, I think, have to be revised somewhat 
under present conditions, as mentioned below. 

Sir James MacKenna, the President of the Board of Agriculture in 1917, 
may remember his remark, when expressing his approval of the idea of a. 
Bureau, namely, that he "was disappointed that I had not gone much 
further." 

It is not, then, surprising that the Indian Sugar Committee, three years 
later, made proposals of a much more ambitious character. These included 
a thoroughly equipped and well staffed Central Sugar Research Institute, 
with a. Sugar school and small factory attached for training purposes, besides 
a net-work of sub-stations in all important sugar tracts throughout India. 
In addition, they considered it necessary, in the then state of the white 
sugar industry, to erect a pioneer Sugar Factory, capable of dealing with 
1,000 tons of cane a day, and suggested that this should be placed in the 
Punjab, near to the Unit-ed Provinces boundary. They did not enter into 
details, but estimated the cost of the Central- Institute at £236,666 in capital 
expenditure, with a recurring £80,000 a year for running it: the sub-statiolli 
were supposed to be self-eupporting. The Factory would, naturally, be mucb 
more costly, but it was presumed that it would be a paying, if not a highly 
lucrative investment. 
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During the past 10 years many things have happened, but little progres& 
can be reported with regard to the two schemes outlined above, and I may 
be allowed to place the position, as I regard it at the present time, befora 
tbe Commission: 

To my mind, th.e present condition regardi:pg all-India scientific research 
in the sugar industry is somewhat pathetic. The Bureau was, it is true, 
started without loss of time, and a Secretary was appointed; but this gestura 
of approval was not followed any further. Indeed, the Sugar Engineering 
Expert, existing at. the time, was allowed to retire, and no successor was 
appointed. I have followed the reports of the Secretary of the Bureau, year 
by year, with great interest; and I would like to record my thorough appre
ciation of the work that Mr. Sayer has been able, single-handed, to carve out 
for himself, although new to the subject. Two of his lines appear to me to 
be of special importance: (1) The accumulation of a mass of information on 
the trade side, for the benefit of those engaged in the sugar industry, and (2) 
his most successful propaganda work on the Coimbatore seedlings in Bihar. 
That his services have been highly appreciated locally, is evidenced by the 
large sums of money placed at his disposal, for the necessary field scale testli 
and the multiplication of those seedlings which he considered wortby (.f 
extended growing in the tract. 

Tbe Cane Breeding St,ation is still in existence. After several years of 
hesitation, my assist.ant, whom I had specially trained to succeed me b.v 
placing him in charge whenever possible, was ultimately appointed as Sugar 
Cane Expert; and at last the section has been removed from its anomalous 
position and placed under the direction of the Agricultural Adviser 
.to the Government of India. I have not much information as to the 
work being done on the station, beyond the. brief Annual Reports (which ] 
believe were not printcd at one time), and an intermittent direct correspond
ellce with the officer in charge. Besides this, however, articles have occa
sionally been contributed to the Agricultural Journal of India. }Ir. Venka
traman appears to have continued the raising of seedlings with great energy 
and enthusiasm; and has been able to preserve these qualities in the work 
of bis assistants: from the first, this enthusiasm of every member of the staff 
made up for the many disadvantages under which the work of the statiou 
was carried out. Oonsiderable progress has apparently been made in the 
technique of raismg seedlings, and I think that I may say with confidence 
that this is as well understood at Coimbatore as anywhere else in the worhL 

Summing up, then, the initial stE-ps proposed for the comprehensive study 
of the Indian Sugar Indust,ry, both in 1917 and in 1920, have not been taken, 
and the proposals have heen side-tracked. I am quite aware that, in various 
directions, a good deal of work has been done locally in those agricultural 
stations in the provinoes interesting themselves in sugarcane growing. This 
is no new thing, for such work has been going on for many years, and 
highly important results have from time to time been achieved. But latterly 
the reports of such work have not come my way, and I cannot discuss them. 
The immediate question to be considered is, whether we should be conten; 
\\--ith this slow, but steady improvement in the industry, or adopt a forward 
policy, and start afresh, with a properly-equipped Central Research Institu
tion. 

When,. in 1917, the formation of the Sugar Bureau was first mentioned, I 
l'ecordedmy opinion that, " if such a Bureau had been founded five or six. 
Jearsago, some very large sums of money would have been saved, both to 
the Government and to private firms." Ten more years must now be added.; 
The ,position of the factories has, I presume, improved, and they have, lOS 

was right 'and proper, been able to do a good deal for themselves; but this 
it. not'the case with the small cultivator and his problems, excepting in very 
Ilmited areas. . 

Dr. C. A. Barber. 
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As to the future development of the Indian Sugar Industry, th~ necessi~y 
for a proper organization, both in regard to trade and economUJ8, and lU 

scientific study, need not be emphasized: it is admitted in all sugarc~ne 
countries that the measure of prosperity in the industry can usually be fairly 
accurately gauged by the completeness of the scientific department.. In ~he 
suggestions which follow, I propose deliberately to leave out of c?n~lderatl~n 
the white sugar aection, as I have had little experience of thIS In In~la; 
'-ides which, a great deal of knowledge on the subject has been gamed 
during the past 10 years, and for the latter part of this period one of the 
ablest of factory experts has been .ngaged in studying it on the spot. The 
white sugar industry appears to be in a satisfactory position. My work in 
Jndia on the sugarcane haa always been, first and last, for the benefit of tho 
cultivator; although one cannot hide the fact that any general advance in 
indigenous fi .. ld practice will be of immediate benefit to the factory. 

In case a forward policy is decided on by Government, the first step to 
take it seems to me, will be the initiation of a detailed study, in eacll 
place w4Iere the cane is grown, of what I may call the capital of the 
industry. In this I would include: the kind of cane grown, the soil or 
soils regarded as best for the crop, the climate, especially as to the available 
5upply of water, whether of rainfall or for irrigation, the implements used, 
whether in soil treatment, in harvesting the cane, in transport, and the 
machinery used for producing the riaw sugar; to which might ,be added the 
c'haracter of the labour, the stage at which co-operation had arrived and 
the possibilities of raising capital, and the existing demand for any 
particular type of the product. 

Concurrently, a comparative study would be made of the treatment of the 
soil in different parts, the methods of irrigation, the presence of pests and 
.liseaaea in the fields and their relative importance, and the methods of 
crushing the canes, boiling down the juice, and making up the raw sugat 
for the market. 

The mass of data obtained in this- preliminary study should be collected 
in one oentral office, ,"here it could be sifted. and arranged; and, with this 
study as a basis, it would -be possible to indicate in what directions any 
given locality is behindhand, and probably also what measures should be 
adopted to remedy this. And thus a series of "projects" might be 
formulated, one at a time, as to improvements which might ·be introduced 
in different places; .and a definite propaganda started through any existing 
agency or, in its absence, -by direct action, to bring home the advantages 
of any proposed change. 

I consider the character of this propaganda an extremely important 
matter. And, to explain what I mean, I draw on an experience of my own 
a number of years ago. W1hen, after a few years' work on the Samalkota 
Car':ll. in Madras, ther~ appeared to be a reason:able oertainty that we had 
obta.med a hardy variety o~ cane, better than those -being grown by the 
cnltlvators, we were faced With the fact that no one seemed to want it. All 
available forms .. of Govern~ent. literature, down to district and village 
~eets, were utlhsed, but Wlt~ httle result. The people who received this 
hterature appeared to know lIttle of the subject matter· and it transpired 
on e~quiry tha~ it w.as chiefly valued as a cheap and ready means for 
teaching the children to read. At last, in desperation I had a cart loaded 
~th samples of the .ca~e and! .placing my c~ief assista~t in charge, directed 
him to. tour the ~lstrlct, vlslt . .all the chief cane villages, harangue tho 
P?Ople lU the evenmg after their labours, and leave only one cane behind 
111m •. The effect was ~m~what unexpected: the first village would be 15 to 
20 miles away.(a day 8 Journey), an~ next morning the farm was invaded 
by 19 carts whldh had travelled all mght to purchase the canes for planting 
purposes. And, -by the time that the missionary cart wai emptied, tbl! 
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demand was so great that we were entirely unable to meet it; and were in 
the happy position of being able to pick out tJhe best cultivators and mak .. 
certain stupulations as to the method of treatment. After this, there waa 
oi: course no fur~her difficulty: the fortunate owners of the new canes were 
able to sell all their· next harvest for planting purposes. But we found it 
very difficult to carry out our plot experiments, for many canes disappeared, 
and sprang up as if 'by magic in fields to which none bad been distributed; 
and, indeed, kinds appeared in the cultivators' fields whiC'h had not passed 
their probationary testing period. Naturally, we were very lenient in this 
matter. A very few years afterwards, ii was estimated that 95 per cent. 
of the canes in the Godavari district had been replaced by the new station 
kinds; the small exception being a local cane which ripened early enough 
to fetch a very high price at a local festival. 

Ever since this episode, I have recognised the importance attaching, not 
only to propagaJ;lda work, but to the right kind of propaganda. With the 
valuable cane v.arieties already produced at the Coimbatore Cane Breeding 
Station in !hand, the most urgent heed at present is their advertisement in 
~ver extending circles; and this should, in' my opinion, ·be under the direct 
control of the central office, although of course working in full collaboration 
with the provincial officers, and profiting by their local knowledge and 
experience in cane gro·wing. But a great deal of this knowledge has still 
to be gained, before it can be definitely decided which kind of cane to spread 
abroad in each locality-work of a character similar to that done at 
Samalkota farm when it was first started, and therefore much less onerous 
than that undertaken by the Secretary of the Bureau in connection with 
the Bihar factories. And, for this purpose, 'besides the data collected on the
spot, small su-b-stations will be necessary, and their location will require 
careful consultation with the provincial Directors of Agriculture. 

I !have dealt-with the improvement of the canes grown in some detail, 
because I am best acquainted with it; and it has always been my opinion 
that an officer, bearing in his hands .a gift which every cultivator can at 
once appreciate, is placed in a very favour8ible position for the introduction 
of improvements in other directions; but the new kind of cane must be 
quite obviou.sly better than that being grown, and its growth should, if 

,possible, at first entail little alteration in the cultivator's time-honoured 
methods. Moreover, the greater yields obtained in the field will place him 
m a better position for outlays in other directions, when these are suggested 
to him. 

I am aware that this point of view was somewhat sharply criticised in the 
Report of the Sugar Committee of 1920 (p. 800),- as, indeed, were other 
points of procedure on the Cane Breeding Station. With regard to this 
matter, which naturally caused me some pain at the time, I would refer the 
CommissioQ, to the Report drawn up -by the Sugar Committee of the Board 
of Agriculture at Bangalore in 1924. In this latter Report, tho 
adverse criticisms passed by the Indian Sugar Committee were considered, 
and were practically all of them unanimously negatived. Those points, in 
which the Bangalore Committee agreed with the Indian Sugar Committee, 
had ,been strongly pressed by the Sugar Cane Expert from the first, with 
the single exception of extending the work into the new sphere of also 
raising seedlings for the tropical parts of India; there is, in my opinion, 
already far more work than he can get througlh. It is, in conclusion, 
important to empihasise that this reversal of the Indian Committee's 
findings was in no sense a factious proceeding. It was the matured opinion 
of those in the department who were present who had studied Indian sugar
cane probleIl1ll for many years-and the Chairman of the Sugar sub
Committee at Bangalore was also the Chairman of the Indian Sugar 
Committee. , 

Dr. O. A. Barber. 
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But, although I consider the spreading abroad of the improved kinds 
of cane of such immediate importance, I wish it to be clearly understood 
that this is, to my mind, merely the first "project" with which the 
central office should deal. Equally important are improvements in the 
preparation of the raw juice. It is I think obvious that this does not mean 
sny approach to white .ugar making. The Indian raw sugar is eminent~y 
.uited to the food requirements of the people: it has more flavour, IS 

sweetet" and, from the presence in it of vitamins, is probably a better 
food than white sugar. But the present methods entail a very great loss 
in most places during the process of manufacture. 

So also the cultivation of the soil and regulation of water supplies, and 
the study and control of the numerous pests and diseases in the cane fields. 
And I would suggest that the Government should enlist as a start the 
following whole-tim.. officers: Botanist, agr.iculturist, chemist, engineer, 
besides the two already at work. A separate mycologist and entomologist 
may very probably be unnecessary at first, if a-n arrangement can be made 
with the Imperial officers to add senior assistants to deal exclusively with 
the sugar cane. An increasing amount of attention is being paid the world 
over to pests and diseases of the sugar cane, as causing a. constant and 
sometimes unrealised drain of the crop; and the unsuspected appearance 
of mosaic disease throughout India, only recently officially demonstrated, adds 
point to the enlistm9Dt of such officers. The importance of raising healthy 
cane plants is so great that I regard the arrangement suggested as likely 
to prove a temporary measure; but both the Imperial officers mentioned, 
and their predecessors, have devoted a good deal of attention· in the past 
to the sugar cane. 

I think that there .hould be a specia.l publicity officer attached to the 
central office (whether it is called the Sugar Bureau or the Central Research 
Institute is immaterial, but I shall use the term Bureau in future, as that 
already exists). It will be recognised that this work requires somewhat 
different qualifications from those of 1ihe other officers mentioned; and I 
have no better suggestion to make than that the present Secretary should 
be placed in charge of the work of propaganda. 

There is an abundance of work awaiting each of the members of the 
Bureau mentioned in my list, and I presume that it is unnecessary to 
develop that on which the engineer, agriculturist and chemist should 
engage themselves. These officers will at first be largely occupied in their 
respective surveys of cane-growing tracts (and the first named might 
profitably include the study of sub-soil water where this appears to be 
advisable), and they will be greatly assisted in many places by the informa
tion already accumulated. The distinct danger of having too many projects 
on at once will thus be avoided. The chief campaign Off each year would 
presumably be decided at a united meeting of the officers of the Bureau, 
with the Agricultural Adv.iserin the chair. 

I now proceed to develop my idea of the work which would fall to the 
lot of the botanist, and this somewhat fully, because of the importance 
which I attaCh to his addition to the staff of the Bureau. . 

The indigenous canes of India are practically peculiar to that country; 
although a few of them appear to have spread eastward and probably 
within historic times, to China. Nowhere else is there such a' wealth ·of 
diff~rent .forms establ.ished. The .st~dy of the~ has been attempted at 
varIOus times, but chiefly by provlUClal officers lUterested in those locally 
grown; and the work of Hadi on the canes of. the United Provinces and 
Woodhouse of those in Biliar were perhaps the most useful within ;ecent 
times. I would like here to draw attention to the importance of the " pure 
line" method adopted by the latter in his collection of varieties .that is 
the canes of each variety raised entirely from a single specimeD'-:a matte; 
requiring a good deal of preliminary study. . 
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When the Cane Breeding Station was started, however, it. was at once 
felt that a .much wider and more scientific study would be necessary, .and 
this lV.as one of the first pieces of work attempted. A careful study was 
made of the canes met with in 'the Punjab, and afterwards a rough 
clar.ailication Was prepared for such canes as had been got together at 
Coimbatore. A somewhat close study was then made of the distinguishing 
characters observable in l! crop always reproduced vegetatively, and this 
was applied in a much more detailed study of two closely allied groups, 
which frOID their differing economic char.acters it was necessary to separate. 
The results of these studies have; to a certain. extent, been published in 
a series of Memoirs of the Agricultural Department. 

But it must be recognised that these pieces of work are the mere com
mencement of a much larger one; and were designed rather to show the 
way in which I thought that the classification should be approached, than 
as completed contributions to this end. Amd, possibly, it is because .of 
the obvious magnitude of the task s.et that it has, apparently, been given 
up. The continuation of this work needs a full-time and properly trained 
botanist. The indigenous canes of India constitute the fundamental 
capital of the industry, and any effort at improvement will be assisted 
by a thorough knowledge of their character and capabilities. They are, 
after all, the raw material from which new and better kinds !have to be 
evolved, and many ·of them, which are comparatively worthless to all 
appearance from the crop point of view, c()lIltain certain highly valuable 
properties, which might be extracted and implanted in the new seedlings. 

And, besides their botanical affinities, endless questions as to agricultural 
and chemical chara{Jteristics and their relative resistance to disease require 
investigation, and should be studied hand in hand with the purely botanical 
study. 

Much the same. may be said regarding the tropical canes which have, 
from time to time, been introduced into the country; they are dotted 
all over India, and in many cases all trace of their origin has been -lost. 
The problem to be solved here is in a way a much more difficult one. 
in that all of these canes are being or have been grown in other parts 
of the world, and it is desirable to know where tlhis is. Their true names 
have been largely lost but,if these oould be discovered, a great mass of 
information would be thrown open as to their real agricultural and chemical 
properties. Unfortunately, ~here is some ground for supposing that many 
have, with time, ()hangedtheir character. We have numerous examples 
of such changes actually· taking place; in f8{)t, it is recognised that even 
a change from one part of India to another may cause the suppression 
of good characters for a number of years. Two recent cases may be quoted 
of this phenomenon: B 208 rarely grows properly in India, but some 
excellent examples were noted by the writer in Sindewahi in· the Central 
Provinces, where the canes were.long jointed and typical; and more recently 
Badila, one of .the best kinds discovered in New Guinea, refused to show 
its true character for the first three years after its introduction· into India. 
A full study of this effect of acclimatisation in the {Janes will be of great 
importance in the introduction of thick canes for the improvement of the 
varieties grown in tropical India. . 

The whole series of so-()aIled "Mauritius "·canes should be properly named. 
This was attempted by the writer some years ago, by sending descriptions of 
them to that country, as well as paintings and actual specimens. ThE; 
answer was received, but this· was while he was out of the country, and when 
he returned all trace of it had been lost (about 1908). The." JJombay " cane 
which succeeded so well in Bengal was only more recently found ·by him to
be the well-known Tanna of Mauritius: Red Mauritius, Striped Mauritius, 
Purple Mauritius, ·White Mauritius, and so on, n·ames given to the canes. 

Dr. C. A. Barber. . . 
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rescued from a private garden (with the exception of the (irst) and planted 
at Samalkot." require identification·; so aJw "Java," an excellent type froD;l 
Bangalore, a~d doubtless many others, some of which have beel) so long i~ 
the country that even their date of entry .is unknown. . 

Then the time haa come when, to avoid errors (and some appear to ha.ve 
been made already), accurate descriptions, a.ccorqing to the newer. JDethod~ 
now employed in almost all cane-growing countries, should be prepared for 
all c~, whether seedlings or not, which are spreading o~er the ?ountry, 
I understand that this is contemplated at the Cane Breedmg Station, and 
its importe.nce in suoh a country of small holders as India cannot be suffi: 
ciently stressed; this would automatically fall into the 'hands of the proposecl 
botanist. Among other items of equipment, iJt would be of great advantage 
if he possessed a knowledge of the difficult subject of cytology, which is being 
increasingly used in difficult classification studies. 

These, and other questions connected with' the internai organization and 
nutrition of the cane plant in India, would ·supply more than abundant> 
material for the employment of a full time bota.nist as an offiosr of the Sugar 
Bureau. I may a.dd that, since writing the above, I have been assured that 
this need is fully recognized by the white suga.r industry in India; and I 
have been given to underlrt.and that :they consider the proper investigation 
of the native races of India.n canes of such importance that, if land were 
wanted for a farm with this object in view, 30-40 acres of suitable sugar land 
would be willingly placed at the disposa.l of the Suga.r Bureau. I would, 
furlher, press for this appointment to be m1l.de, i:rrespective of other pro
posals, as the matter is urgent, and valuable time will be lost if the work is 
not under,taken at the earliest possible moment. 

II. The Cane Breeding Station at Coimbatore. 

I feel a certain amount of diffidence in discllSSing the work ibeing done on 
this Station, for obvious reasons. There are certain points which may, 
however, be touched upon, as possibly of uSe as to the line of study being 
pursued. 

Tracing the course of events, the Station set out. to exploI"ei an entirely 
new field, in dealing with the indigenous canes of India, and the possibility 
of raising seedlings from them. And it may at once be stated tha.t, this 
being so, practically no assistance was sought or obtained, in the prosecution 
of the work, from any other country where cane. seedlings were being or had 
been raised from tropical .cane val'ieties. The problem set was a simple and, 
very definite one,one might sa.y a humble one, namely, to improve the very' 
inferior kinde of cane grown in North India, where experience· haa. shown 
that the introduction of tropical canes was ou,t of the question. And yet· ita 
ocmplexity turned out to be really far greater than in any other' cane-: 
growing country, for the simple reason that the numerous classes of cane 
found in different parts of the country differed more among'tliemselves than' 
do the whole of the tropical canes. There were thus a whole series of' 
plOblems which presented themselves for solutiollJ; the type of cane likely'to 
be useful in, the Punjab Is a very different one from .tJhat in Bihar, and each; 
tl'act has to be'separately studied and provided £o:r; 

The main results may be summarized as follows:-

(1) The ?emo~~ration .that the ~eed of th~ canes, thougb to be infertile. 
from prevIOus failures, IS often hIghly fertIle; and the explanation· oftha 
cause of these failures. ' 

(2) The succe~sful cr~ssing ~f the indigenous canes with tropical ones, ancl 
both of these Wlth varIOUS' wild Saccharums .. In all probahility the success 
of some 'of the seedlings raised. has been due, not only to the wild blooit 
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infused, but also to the fact that the tropical parents used had been 
acclimatized for a very long time in the country; for a somewhat similar 
experience has been met with in cotton crossing. 

(3) The controlling of cane arrowing. Many canes at first refused to 
flower on the . Station, but were induced to do so by altering their time of 
planting, and especially their environment as regards moisture. Others 
never known to. flower in India did so when brou~t down to Coimbatore; 
and in the last few years one class of canes of this description is said to have 
produced seedlings" of an entirely new form." 

(4) Developing the technique of raising cane seedlings. This is constantly 
b(.ing improved, and is nowhere better understood. 

(5) ,seedlings have been produ<:ed which are rapidly replacing indigenou< 
Indian canes in certain localities. 

(6) The foundations ·have been laid for a thorough study of the morphology 
and cla9&ification of Indian cane varieties, anel this study has thrown a good 
deal of light on the relations existing between Indian and tropical canes, and 
also on the way in which all sugar cades grow. 

But in spite of this successful work accomplished, it-is somewhat disconcert
ing to note from the published reports that, of the seedlings selected after 
exhaustive local trials to replace NOl'th Indian varieties, those first sent out 
in 1918 still appear practically to hold the field. . This may be a fortuitous 
circumstance, and it is devoutly to be hoped that it is, and that new and 
better kinds will soon follow. In 1918 it was confidently expected that each 
year better and better seedlings woufd be sent north for trial, and that those 
first let loose would soon be replaced. The matter should be somewha.t 
carefully investigated. 

In the earlier years i.t was natural that, once it was demonstrated that 
seedlings could be raised, one felt some pride in the numbers produced, ill 
the number of crossings effected, and in the numbers of seedlings grown to 
maturity and tested as to their sucrose content. This extensive work was 
nece..Oo!'ary i.n order to gain an insight into the reactions of entirely new forms 
of sugar cane to hybridizat.ion. For there is little doubt that the indigenous 
Indian canes belong to a different species, if not to a set of different species, 
from those in the tropics. 

But once this mass of hybrids had been raised and their characters investi
gated, it would seem more fitting that the numbers dealt with in each year 
should gradually decline in all directions, with a proportionate improvement 
in the eoonomic results obtained. Otherwise the work might be likened to a 
lottery, with a more or less unlimited number of tickets, but a strictly limited 
number of prize winners. .The object to be aimed at should be the elimina
tion of the lottery aspect &9 soon as possible, and gradually to raise th~ 
proportion of winners till the enterprise becomes a profitable investment. 
And it is to be remembered that, if this can be done, the excessive labour 
connected with raising and testing multitudes of cane seedlings will, con
currently, be very greatly reduced. 

I would suggest that each year's programme of orossing at the Station 
be raised to the status of a major "'Project"; and that, as every member 
of thEl proposed Bureau has i& vital interest in the resulbs, this programme 
should be submitted to t.he Agricultural Adviser, and ·discussed by the whole 
body of members of the Bureau, before being carried out (allowing, of 
course, for seasonal difficulties in the flowering). Useful suggestions might 
doubtless be made and, at any rate, the onus of any lack of success would 
not be borne, as it. is, by the hardworking officer in charge of ltihe 
Station. 

Presumably, accurate records 'are maintained in the office of the Sugar 
Cane Expert of the actual crossings attempted and effected year by year, 

J)r. V. A. 1).,rbe·r. 
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.. well as the results obtained, but little is known on this important matter, 
and I think that some form of publication sbould be adopted. A start W'&8 

made in 1916, when the seedlings obtained during the first- five yellrs· were 
dealt with (Memoirs of the Dept. Agr. India, Botanical Series, VII, 3, 
pp. 109-130), but nothing furtlher has been attempted. It seems to me that 
Buch brief histocical aooounts of the course of development i.n tbe work of 
the Station, and especially the enumeration of the exact parentage of the 
seedlings raised, are an important duty of the olliC8l' in charge. The 
form in whic!h the pages referred to above are presented is entirely unsuited 
to the typical Annual Report. But, taking the public into his confidence, 
and possibly interesting them in the work of the Station, appears to me 
to be the best form which the ollicer in charge can adopt for advertising 
hi, section. The desire to do this latter is, perhaps, a little too evident in 
the Annual Reports, and this suggestion will enable him to get out of the 
difliculty that he has no other means of advertisement. 

If this historical account is undertaken, it will at once be studied by all 
interested in growing the new seedlings, for all necessary details would be 
added, as to change of numbers by which the seedlings are known on the 
farm, to those attached to them when given out for trial. It is not very 
eBBY to hold in one's memory the salient facts concerning the origin of 
these seedlings. And such a record would, moreover, be of the greatest 
advantage in preparing each annual campaign for crossing, both for the 
ollicer preparing it and for all interested in the matter-planters, the more 
intelligent cultivators, and the ollicers of the Bureau. 

There i8 a. very marked difference in the scope- of. the scientific studies of 
the present and the previous ollicer in charge of the Station) and I wish 
to say a few words on this subject. I consider that this is as it should 
be; for I have always held tbat it is, in most cases, quite unreasonable 
in scientific work to eIpect any man to C84'ry on and develop the line 
of work started by another. Differences of experience, equipment -and out
look must be allowed for, and, more important still, the type of the 
investigator's mind must be considered. And I have no fault to find, on 
this acoount, with the sudden cessation of the morphological and systematic 
studies which I was able to commence during my tenure of ollice. I fully 
reoognised all along that tbe present incumbent was rather a. physiologist 
than a morphologist. 

But, all the same, I am fully oonvineed of the importance of a much more 
thorough study of the indigenous Indian canes, both in the collection and 
in their natural habit, than has yet been possible. As mentioned elsewhere, 
I consider that a well-trained botanist should take this matter in hand, 
and that the ollicer in charge of the Cane Breeding Station should be relieved 
of it. 

I am also convinoed that the raising of seedlings for North India is a full
time job, and I do not think that it will be profitable to saddle the officer 
engaged in this work with the widely differing problems of the improvement 
of the tropical canes growl' in India. It is to be remembered that a great 
deal of touring is necessary to gain a. knowledge of the various tracts for 
which new forms are needed, to replace the indigenous canes of India 'and, 
roughly speaking, the two kinds of cane are not important in the same parts 
of t.he country. 

But it is only right that I should mention that the Indian Sugar Com
mittee, in their Report, do not appear to thin~ .that the Sugar Cane Expert 
hlUl enough to do, and they propose that addItIonal burdens should be laid 
upon him, although their proposals have been very considerably modified 
by the Bangalore Meeting of Indian agriculturists. The Sugar Committee 
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p,roposed that he should carry "On the work on the same iines as before, 
and specifically mention the classification of Indian canes. They add that 
breeding work should also be done on the thick tropical kinds, for the benefit 
of such plaoes as grow them. Then, the same officer shou1d inaugurate a 
Sugar Research Station for South India', without specifying its work; he 
should open a second Breeding Station in the Chittoor district of Madras, 
as the Committee has convinced itself that canes which do not flower at 
Coimbatore might do so there; lastly, the important problem of the duty 
of water for the sugar cane in India should seriously engage his attention 
(this is no small piece of work, and would of course involve a series of 
irrigation stations a.ll over the sugar tracts). 

I must confess that I am not ~n sympathy with the part of the Indian 
Sugar Committee's Report dealing with South India, including the Cane 
:Breeding Station; but I shouLd! be very sorry to give the impression, which 
mighil be conveyed, that I extend this disagreement to other parts -of their 
Report. AB a matter of liact, I consider it a mine of information regarding 
the Suga.r Industry -in India, and constantly refer to it as my authority 
in all CRSes where I have not a personal knowledge of the subject. No 
otner document of anything like its value has thus far 'been produced, and 
it is not likely that any other will flppear for many years to come. 

em. interesting the Oivil Service in the Agricultural Department .• 

With some hesitation, I append a note for the perusal of the Members of 
the Commission on a subject which I think is closely connected with the 
well-being of the Indian Agricultural Department; and that is the 
advantage which would I\CCrue both to the Civil Service and the Agricul
tural if some form of liaison were formed between the two at the earliest 
possible moment in the Lraining of the former. I do not know if any steps 
are taken in this direction after the probationers reach India, but belie~e 
that there may be: what I would propose is a somewhat more general treat
ment of the subject than would be obtainable once they were placed in their 
respective Provinces. 

My attention was first drawn in this country to this subject when, some 
years ago, I was asked by the probationers here to give them an informal 
account of Agriculture in India. These were chiefly Indian at the time, 
and I was surprised to find how little they knew of thei,r own country, and 
especially of its staple industry. Their interest was, ·however, very 
encouraging. 

r accordingly'wrote to the IndiJa Offioe suggesting that a course of six 
lectures might, with advantage, be given to each year's probationers, on 
the physical geography and climate of India, and its influenoe on the crops 
grown in different parts. I received a courteous reply, referring me to 
the local Board of Studies who had the training under their control. Here, 
too, I received a oourteous reply; but in both cases it was very' distinctly 
laid down that there "was no money available" for such a course of 
lectures. The matter then dropped. 

My attention has again, very recently, been drawn to this subject, by the 
decision of the Colonial Office to transfer much of the preliminary training 
of their probationers from London to Oxford and Cambridge; and I was 
lI.pproached as to whether I wou1d give a term's lectures on "Tropical 
Vegetable Products." , About 40 men formed the class, and I prefaced the 
'series by six lectuores on the physiography of Africa (as they were all 
-designated for that country) as reloated to its productivity. I have never 
had a better or more attentive class. They were drawn from all sources 
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and varied enormously in their previous training; the subject was new to 
all and a number had never attended a course of lectures before: but in 
the examination held at the end of the term there was only one failure. 

r do not propose that the Colonial Office's example should be altogether 
followed, but it seems to me that, for revenue officers, some knowledge of 
the possibilities of. improving the condition.s of the people would be of great 
interest throughout their probationary course of studies. 

Oral Evidence~ 

58,270. The Ohairman: Dr. Barber, will you please tell the Commission 
exactly what post you hold at the School of Agriculture, Cambridge?-I am 
Lecturer on Tropical Agriculture. It is not a University appointment. It 
is one of the extra lectureships in the hands of the Professors. 

58,271. Would you give us a brief aocount of the nature of your appoint
ments in IndiaP-I" went out as Government Botanist to Madras and I 
remained Government BotaniHt up to 1912. Although I went out in con" 
nection with the Botanical Survey of the South of India from Bombay down 
to Travancore, and including al\ Native States, I was put on to agricultural 
work within the first two months of my arrival. I carried on dual duties 
for a number of rears, until ultimately I was able to place an Assistant in 
charge of the Survey. Then, when" the Agricultural College was started 
at Coimbatore about 1908, I was attached to it and lectured there for a 
few years. I was appointed Sugarcane Expert for India in 1912, and L 
continued in that post for the rest of my service. I retired in 1919. 

58,272. Sir James MacKenna: With regard to the Coimbatore station, 
have you been following the work at all since you left it P-I have not been 
able to follow the details. For a time there were no reports printed, I 
believe, and even then the reports were provil!cial ones and were cut down 
very severely, so that one did not get to know too much from them. 

58,273. You are not in a position to say whether the work has progressed? 
-I cannot say much about the work. Incidentally I hear that it is Igoing 
on. Every now and then a small paper appears in the Agricultural Journal 
of India, shewing progress along certain lines; but I cannot give a proper 
statement as to the main lines on which the seedlings are being raised. 

58,274. Had you formed, before you left India, any idea of the. establish
ment necessary to carry out the full programme of work at COlmbatore? 
You were single-handed all the time you were thereP-Yes. 

58,275. Apart from any staff attached to the Bureau, what views have 
you about the extension of the staff of Coimbatore P-I was fully employed 
with what I w"as doing, and I eould do it. My only difficulty was in testing 
the canes in other parts of India for which I was raising and testing seed
lings. I thought I should have an assistant in charge of certain stations in 
the North. 

58,276. That is, separate stations under the Cane Sugar ExpertP-Yes. 
58,277. Under Imperial controlP~Yes. 

58,278. Did you arrive at that opinion on account of the difficulties that 
were encountered with provincial Directors in getting facilitiesP
Generally speaking there was no difficulty. There was only one case where 
there was any difficulty. It was not because of that so much as because 
of knowledge that we required ourselves. The conditions at Coimbatore wero 
not adequate, although I chose the situation specially for the North of 
India; that is, not on the wet paddy land, but on garden land, light soil 
under wells, of a somewhat similar character to that in North India. But 
the difference in climate was so great from that of the Gangetic plain, that 
we really wanted another station up there. 
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58,279. It was your idea to have one in the United ProvincesP-No~ 
especially; there would be several wanted in various parts; for instance, 
Bihar is very different from the Punjab. 

58,280. Together with out stations under provincial controlP-Yes. 
58,281. Rather'than having provincial stations?-At that stage it was 

necessary to have our own stations. 
58,282. Would Karnal be a suitable situation?-I do not know Karnal. 

That is moderately close to Delhi. I do not know the sugarcane in that tract 
except that there is a good deal about it which seems to assimilate to the 
neighbouring part of the United Provinces tract, which is good. 

58,283. Do you think the Ooimbatore station can be run by one man, 
apart from this travelling inspector, or would you not strengthen the staff 
at Coimbatore a little, assuming the question of thick canes was being 
tackled?-I do not think one man can do both the thick canes and the thin 
canes properly. 

58,284. What is your view about the thick cane work? Is Coimbatore 
the best site for that, or would you choose another?-I would rather be 
inclined to choose Bangalore for thick canes. The growth of the thick 
canes and their juice at Bangalort> arc extremely good. . 

58,285. Do you think that the work on the thick cane is a matter for 
Imperial guidance or can it be done by the Provinces?-I do not know that 
it is so important from the Imperial point of view, unless the Bihar planters 
or the Bombay planters can utilise them. For the people themselves, I do 
not think thick canes are so important, except in South India, the area in 
which is very small compared to the total area under cane in India. 

58,286. That is a matter that could be possibly left to Provincial con
trol P-The only difficulty is that there are small areas of thick cane in so 
many Provinces. You have it right up into the North-West Provinces, and 
you have it right up in Assam, and scattered over almost the whole of India. 

58,287. Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you regard the Poona cane as goodP
Poona cane is extremely good for Poona 'With its porous volcanic soil; but 
it is absolutely hopeless elsewhere. We had a truck load planted in the 
Godavari delta, and we could not reap enough sets to replant the crop. It 
was absolutely hopeless in the Godavari delta. It was experimentally 
grown there; but whenever you put it under good irrigation on heavy soil, 
it hecomes .diseased at once. 

58,288. Sir James MacKenn·a: Is your idea that the work in connection 
with sugar development, other than the plant-breeding work going on at 
Coimbatore, should be under,the control of the Sugar BureauP-Yes. 

58,289. With the Secratary as the executive officer?-No. 
58,290. Who would he' in charge of the whole operations: an agricul

turistP-I think an agrioulturist would be 'preferable, if one could get a 
suitable one; but for the time being a Civil Servant would probably be the 
best until the work hM got into order. That is judging from my experience 
of similar cases in India whil~ I was there. 

58,291. What functions would you assign to this Bureau, apart from the 
accumulation of informationP-There would be thee information to be got 
together, getting to know all about the plant, which means not only testing 
the way to grow it, and the different varieties, and so on, but even the 
whole of the local trade. Then there would be questions of engineering con
nected with SUb-ROil water and irrigation and the question of manure. 
When that is all got together, I would start very much on the United States 
plan of having definite" projects," as they call them, a series of schemes 
as to improvements in certain localities, whether in making gur, or in the 
introduction of some new kind of cane, or matters of improving the cultiva~ 
tion, or the sub-soil water supplies, or whatever the point might be. I 
think I have explained my view fairly clearly in the note. 

Dr. C. A. Barber. 
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58,292. I suppose you would give this Bureau a farmP-Yes, there would 
be a farm, I suppose, but it would depend on what they wanted. I should 
have one connected with the Institute. They would be sure to 'Want 3 

farm for some purpose or other. .. 
58,293. Have you any ideas of what the location might beP-I did not 

form any definite idea on that. 
58,294. It would be Northern India I supposeP-Yes, or close to 

Northern India. I am not quite sure that BOme place like. Jubbulpore 
would not be a good one j but I have not really thought that ouil. The 
locality would be best determined in India. 

58,295. What would the position of the Bureau be with reference to the 
statIOn at CoimbatoreP-'fhe Coimbatore station would be one of it.> 
branches. It would be an important section, but it would be only one ,sec
tion. There would be a series of different sections. 

58,296. AB8uming that the Bureau were created, would it be an advan
tage that it should have similar directive power over other existing big 
sugar stationsP-1 should not think of interfering with any provincial 
stations. Let them go on with their work and let the Bureau help them, 
and take advantage of their work as much 86 poBBible. 

58,297. Do you think that [lugar should be tackled as an All-India 
problemP-<lertainly. I have pointed out that there is a great deal of im
provement taking place all over the country, but it is excessively slow. 
There are 80 many things that everybody agreees that the sugarcane in
dustry wants that I think there ought to be a fresh start, and it ought. to 
be taken as an Imperial project. 

58,298. So far we have got the Bureau; lCoimbatore Station, and possibly 
the Northern Indian fltation. Would it have any other function beyond 
thatP-I do not quite understand you. 

58,299. Beyond the control of those three stations, what duty would you 
assign to the BureauP-'fhere would be touring throughout the length and 
breadth of the country. 

58,300. Getting in touch with provincial oflioersP-The agricultural and 
engineering and other officers who are collecting information. There wouln 
be a thorough examinat.ion of the whole of India, wherever the sugar iu
dustry is of sufficient importanoe.That would be the main work at first: 
the collection of this material in a central building. 

58,301. So that tbe Bureau could give authoritative information on any 
question which ariseP-'fhere should not be a question of any kind which 
the Bureau should not be able to answer. 

58,302. You intend no interference with the provincial workP-None at 
all. 

58,303. The information is there, and the Provinces could have it, if 
they liked to ask for it P--Bome of them would very likely throw their work 
into the hands of the Bureau; ~ut it would be rather an advantage if they 
did not, because t'bey would be working in separate lines and adding to the 
information. . 

58,304. Without any reflection on the qualifications of Mr. Venkatraman, 
with whose work we are very pleased, do you think that was the best ap
pointment that oould have been made when you leftP-It was the best 
appointment possible in the circumstances. 

58,305. At the end of the WarP-They could not have got anybody else. 
Another appointment made, and that would have been a thoroughly good 
appointment, but the Province concerned rose up in arms. 

58,306. They would not give the man upP-Noj and they were quite 
justified in that. They hsd been giving men up for a series of years. 

58,307. Knowing Mr. Venkatraman as you do,. do you think it would be 
an advantage if he could have a year's training at Cambridge in plant 
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genetics? He has been practically trained by you, I thinkP-By himself 
ve~y.largely; administratively by me. A year would not be sufficient, in my 
opInIOn. 

58,308. He is a bit too old to give him more?-You cannot do anything in 
a year, especially on a subject like genetics. 

58,309. Would it be worth while giving him training at Oambridge at all 
considering his age?---I think it is rather too late now. ' 

5B~310. Professor Gangulee: ~~ur first suggestion is to carry out a 
detailed survey of the whole positIOn, and I understand that that detailed 
survey is to be carried on by a central agency 1'-Yes. 

5~,311. The next point you emphasise is that there should be a prope~ly 
eqUIpped central research institution for conducting investigations of funda
mental importanceP-Yes. 

58,312. Do you consider that cane-breeding work and other investigations 
in relation to cane production are of sufficient importance to justify a 
central research station solely for that purpose 1'-1 should say certainly. 

58,313. You would have a central institution properly equipped, and you 
would have a number of sub-stations under the control and supervision of the 
central institution P-Wherever necessary. 

58,314. Are these sub-stations going to be. staffed and financed by the 
central agencyP-Entirely under the central agency' . 

58,315. What would the relation of those sub-stations with the Pro
vinces where the sub-stations were 10cated1'-There would be no actual 
relationship with the Province, but they should not be made, as a rule, with
out consultation with the local departments, and they should work in liaison 
with them. 

58,316. In this properly equipped central institution you would have plant
breeding work, and also soil investigation connected withit?-Everything. 

58,317. Also plant pests and diseases affecting cane 1'-Yas. 
58,318. Thus, you would have all the factors concllrning cane production 

dealt 'with in the central institution1'-Yes, the whole thing. 
58,319. Would you include the industrial aspects of the problem 1'-1 should 

think probably the industrial aspects would not be required at first. There 
might be instances where that part of the question would be helped, but I 
do not consider it necessary to put in an Economist at present. 

58,320. How would you compose the governing body of such a properly 
equipped. .central statIOn 1'-1 should not call it a governing body. There 
would be a Director, 1 preslime, and there would be heads of sections. They 
would have meetings together, to decide any points that arose. 

58,321. You will have provincial representation in this governing body 1'--: 
No special provincial representation. These men would come from all the 
Provinces, and I should say it is an Imperial thing for all India. No par
ticular Province would have any special place there, so far as 1 can see. 

58,322. How would you interest the Providces in this central institution? 
-I do not think it would be necessary to interest them. If they grow cane 
to a sufficient quantity I think tbey would be interested naturally, I do not 
think any steps would be necessary to interest them. The officers on tour in 
the Provinces would not be able to do that without consulting the authori
ties, and they would be guided as to particular wants, and so on. A great 
deal of help would be given by the Provinces in this work. It is for their 
good. I do not think it would 1;>e necessary to try and interest them in any 
way. 

58,323. On what principle would you carry out what you. describe as " a 
series of projects" P Is it your idea to allocate different projects to sub
stationsP-No, Dot at all. The projects would be the major work of the 
year. One or two things would be decided on, which would require to be 
done; For instance, one of those things is the cane breeding. That is the 
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major project. There would be other projects as the investigat.ion pro
ceeded. These projects woule! be carried out by the central agency by send
ing its men out to the particular place where the work had to be done. ·It 
is all an elastic thing. It may be one single item in cane growing or it may 
be a study of a particular part of the country. 

58,324. Supposing you want to study certain varieties of cane in the United 
Provinces, you would send your man from the central station thereP-The 
proposed Botanist would do that. That would be his work. . 

58,325. On the point of raising seedlings, and the Java method of short 
planting for rapid multiplication of· cuttings: that particular method has 
not been attempted in India up to now. Can you tell us what the difficulties 
are ?-The chief difficulty is that it is not <&t all suited to North India because 
of cold; whereas it is a well-known custom, and has been for .perhaps 
hundreds of years carried on in the Northern part of Madras Presidency. 
There a six-months' crop for providing cuttings i.s regularly growu, what they 
call gonda manchi in Ganjam. So far as I can see there is no object in 
attempting to introduce. the Java method into North India for the simple: 
reason that the cold season is a bar. 

58,326. Do you hold out any prospect of suocess in introducing the method. 
of short planting?-Not the method of planting. That is quite a .different 
thing. That boas been tried, and it is extremely costly, requiring an enor
mous amount of hand labour. It could not be undertaken in India because 
the cost would be too great. 

58,327. There is the one-bud system of planting sugar cane, as practised in 
Cuba; do you see any prospects for that?-I do not see any advantage in it. 
So far as I can make out, there would be no diminution of, but ra.ther an 
increase in, labour. It would also tend to limit the crop to make one-bud 
sets rather than the ordinary three-budded sets, as there would be one-third 
chance of obtaining germinating shoots. I do not think it i.s ordinary Cuba 
practice. 

58,328. You spoke IIf an interesting experience of the success you had in 
convincing the cultivators of the efficacy of your canes. For the right kind 
of propaganda, do you think it is necessary to have demonstration farms, or 
to demonstrate on the cultivator's own farms ?-They are, all of them, useful; 
There is the demonstrator who can go about with a piece of cane; there is 
the demonstrator who wants to show how to grow cane, and there i.s the 
demonstrstor who requires a large area so as to grow it on a crop scale. One 
will merely distribute the pieces of cane, another will require a small demon
stration plot, and the last-named will require large areas over which he has 
some control. There are all stages. All 'of these methods are used through
out India. 

58,329. Your success arose from the fact that you took the canes and 
placed them in the hands of the cultivators, giving them an opportunity to 
grow those canes on their own fields ?-That is just that one case of success .. 
There have been other successes, of course. 

58,330. Sir Henry Lawrenre: I want to ask you one or two questions on 
the economica of cane apart from growing it. Do you regard the future of 
the sugar industry in India as of very considerable importance P-Do you' 
mean white sugar, or the whole thing? . 

58,331. The whole thing combined togetherP-I think the whole industry 
extremely important, because of sugar being 'such an important article of 
food of the people. 

58,332. Do you think there is a good prospect for improvementP-Yes, I. 
am quite certain of it. 

58,333. Any improvement of the cane will react on the refining fac
tories for white. sugar P-Among other things, the improvement of the cane' 
would get more' food for the people. That is~the first thing. That is the 
basal factor. At· present they do not get nea.rly enough out of the land. 
With a better .cane.which can stand the conditions under which cane is grown' 
in India, and which are practically unique, they can double' th~ yiel~. 
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. 58,334. A good deal of sugar produced in India is used for sweetmeat con
sumption by the people?-Yes, the white sugar. 

58,335. Is white sugar or gUT the best for making sweetmeats?-I believe 
white sugar is v~ry much better for making sweetmeats than gUT • 

. 58,336. Are you acquainted with the white sugar refining developments in 
the fields in the Western United Provinces: not the factories, but the instal
lations s~t up I>y the zamindars?-I have not seen much of that. During 
most of my time in India I remained in Madras. It was only during the last 
seven years that I was in the North. I got then into the Western part of 
the United Provinces, but that was all; and, I have not come across that' 
development. 

58,337. Have you ever considered the question of the importation of sugar 
from abroad, particularly from Java? Do you consider that is any danger 
to the sugar industry of India 1'-1 must say that I was greatly impressed by 
the enor~ous amounts of sugar coming into India, first of all from Austria, 
and then from, Mauritius, and now from Java. It seems to me absurd that 
a country growing as many acres of cane as practically the rest of the world 
put together should not be able to make the small amount of white sugar 
which is required by t.he inhahitants. A very great deal of money goes out 
of the country in buying that sugar. One of the aims that I had at the back 
of my mind, a subsidiary proposition, when I started trying to improve the 
sugar canes in India, was that we should be able to make this sugar our
selves. There is no reason, th·at I can see, why India should not be self~ 
supporting with regard to white sugar as well as with regard to gUT. 

58,338. So far, the pioneer work in this industry has been done by foreign 
capital. Do you see any opening for the employment of Indian capital and 
Indian officials at the different factories of the companiesP-Well, my views 
on that point are that the present white sugar makers are the pioneers, and 
that there is a very great scope for the extension of white sugar making in 
India, if these new canes succeed, as I expect they will do. The great bulk 
of that extension will not be by the employment of European capital. They 
are simply the pioneers. I am looking to the time when practically the whole 
of the white sugar industry, or the greater part of it, will be engineered and 
capitalised by the Indians themselves. 

58,339. Therefore involving the employment of scientific and mechanical 
experts of Indian birth ?-A very large proportion will be needed. The 
bulk of the employees in the higher grades will be Indians, and increasingly 
so as they get trained. They will have to get expert engineers and so on 
in the first instance from Cuba or the United States or Mauritius; 'but 
afterwards I look to the time when that work will be in the hands of the 
Indian engineers trained in the country. At any rates, a, great many 
subordinates would be so utilised. Then there would be the whole growin~ 
of the cane, and all plantation work, whioh should be entirely in the hands 
of the cultivators. 

58,340. Holding those views, do you consider that the sugarcane industry 
should receive protection by the Government? At present, as perhaps YOIl 

know, there is a duty which affords protection: but that is imposed for the 
purpose of revenue, and, therefore, is liable to be altered purely on revenue 
considerations. Do you consider that that duty should be recognised by 
the Government as a protective duty in the interests of the whole sugar 
industry of India?-Well, I must say that I have always regarded that 
this way of putting it, to the plain man, as something like juggling with 
words. It is obviously protective, although that may not be the intention. 
Without that protection the whole of the white sugar industry of India 
would go out. Everywhere else in the world, perhaps with the exception 
of Java (Java is so highly organised) financial considerations have to be 
brought in. In the whole of the United States market it is treated as a 
matter of finance.. They would not be able to grow the canes, and they 
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would not be able to produce sugar, unless they were protected by their 
great open market at home. Mauritius has not much protection. It has 
a beautiful BOil and excellent cultivation. The South African Union, 
Australia and the United States, could not stand to-day without the pro
tection that they have; it is a protection to an enormous extent; and. the 
same remark applies to India. '.l1hey would not be able, with their present 
factories and classes of cane, to withstand the competition from outside, 
from Cuba, Java, Mauritius and so on. I think the white sugar industry 
of sufficient importance to be protected in India. It is simply following 
the universal rule throughout the world. The Java sugar industry, which 
it; not protected, 60 far as I know, in any way financially, has an insurance 
in the shape of spending £100,000 a year in scientific work for the improve
ment of the sugar industry alone, which the sugar makers themselves sub
scribe and spend. India cannot bope to stand against competition of that 
kind, let alone the fact that the factories are small although they are very 
good as compared with what they were twenty years ago, and the canes 
are very poor. The climate over a great part of India is entirely unsuited 
to tropical canes, and always will be. The greater portion of the Indian 
Bugar industry is outside the Tropics, and in a cold climate, which is more 
suited to growing the crops of cold latitudes during half the year than 
those from the Tropics. I am very strongly of opinion that the industry 
is one of very great importance, and should have' protection. 

58,341. Do you know what is the extent of the protection given in South 
AfricaP Does it exceed fifty per cent. of the cost of importationP-1 can
not tell you exactly, but it is worked out in this way: that the sugar 
IIhall be sold at such and such a sum in the markets of South Africa; I 
think it is about Sid. a lb. It is something like 4d. in Queensland and 
in the Australian Commonwealth. If sugar is sold at that price, then it 
enables the Government to allocate so much to the factory, and so much 
to the plantation; and that is the form of protection. Other sugars attempt
ing to enter are taxed according to that basal principle of giving good, 
cheap sugar to the populace. 

58,342. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have paid special attention to the 
botanical character of sugarcaneP-Yes. 

58,343. Is it your opinion that the many varieties whidh we meet with 
in commerce have originated independently and represent different stocks? 
Are we dealing with one cultivated species which has been produced from 
one species of wild parent, or are we dealing with several?-We are dealing 
with several; but the great ma88 of canes in the Tropics (and that is, where 
we get our white sugar from) I believe arise from one species, the species 
classed as SacchOlT'l.l/m officinar'Um. 

58,344. Those are tropical canes. As. to extra-tropical canes, have you 
any views as to how those might have originatedP-1 have studied these 
for years trying to find out; and my present opinion is, that considering 
the great number of wild Saccharums, as compared with other places where 
at most one is present, it is highly probable that the canes of North India 
have arisen from them; but there are a great number of varieties; There 
are several wild S(];C()ha'f'/.£fIU in Nortih India; and I consider that the canes 
of North India have probably been derived from a number of separate 
species. I have found the wild kwns gra88 (Sacchan-wm, spontane'Um), which 
generally is as thin as a crowquill, thicker than almost any of the canes 
produced in North India, nearly an inch in diameter. I have also found 
variations among the wild forms, which would compare with the almost 
infinite variatio~s among the. cultivated forms. So that you may have a 
who!e set of dlfferent specles, all of them gradually developing into 
culbvated canes. Probably two or three of them have, with their'variations 
given rise to the /itreat bulk of the present day Indian cultivated canes. ' 
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58,34.5. Then in the ordinary way, taking sugarcane as being vegetatively 
reproduced over a long period, do the types remain pretty uniform or do 
you notice variations due to cultivation P-The question of degeneration i, 
a very long on~. 

58,346. I was not· thinking now of degeneration. I am coming to that P 
-It has been treated rather in the same way. 

58,347. In the parallel case of potatoes, where we !have degeneration after 
cultivation, there are some physiologists who hold that it is a question of 
disease P-Y es. 

58,348. In sugarcane, is there any indication of deterioration, as distinct 
from the effect of disease P-Certainly j but that deterioration is more and 
more held to be due to the fact that the cultivation is intensive, manuring 
and massing together, and irrigation. All these things are contrary to 
nature. The plant is becoming weakened, therefore diseases appear. 
DieeS8eS do not cause the deterioration. One of the most important things 
.is this, that the virgin soil in the Tropics has been used up. 1.1he soil that 
never had grown cultivated plants proouced enormous crops, and that is 
where we used to grow our sugarcane, but that has all been used up. 'rile 
soil has deteriorated to an enormous extent in the Tropics by constant 
cultivation, forcing crops out of the ground without sufficient manurial re
placement. We are planting old established kinds which have Jlot altered 
on this inferior laJld, and because they will not grow we say they have 
degenerated. I think probably the planting of cane I'n unsuitable land is 
more responsible for the idea of deterioration than anything else. 

58,349. One does not find, given reasonably good cultivation, the rllpid 
deterioration in the vegetatively reproduced sugarcane that one finds in 
the case of the potato?-The difficulty is t'1at a number of diseases have 
appeared which are increasing in virulence, and they will attack the cane 
where they would not !have done so before. Other canes in these tracts 
are diseased, and they hand their disease on. 1 will take as an example 
the old Bourbon cane which has been completely J.estroyed in almost all 
parts of the world, and which was gNWn almost universally ffty years 
ago and gave great crops. But I C:I.lI give YOIl Il case where that calle 
is still growing perfectly successfully without any di&!ase, and that is over 
the whole of Peru. But if you think of the nature of Peru, ,t is secluded, 
it is isolated. There is a great barrage of deserts all round it, and 
sugarcane is grown in some of "'the fifty-one valleys which are fed by 
mountain streams from the Andes, with natural irrigation. Those valleys 
have a light, alluvial soil that is constantly enriched, and you can see that 
the c9nditions are not comparable with the conditions over the rest of the 
world, where the virgin' soil has been used up. 

58,350. In the case of potatoes, we are forced to breed new varieties at 
rapid intervals because the old varieties quickly degenerate. In the case 
of sugarcane, is the problem as acute? Must you produce new varieties, 
or do the varieties wlhich exist last for a long period P-They vary very 
greatly in that. Some of the new varieties, of the first ones produced, the 
oldest seedlings, are still going strong. Others last for two or three years 
and go out. It is largely a matter of the places in which they are planted. 
The tendency now is to develop a new seedling for a definite region. It is 
grown on an experimental station. The conditions of that experimental 
station are isolated perhaps. They are not the same as elsewhere. Conse
quently we are developing a series of seedling canes suited for certain con
ditions, it may be for one part of the country or it may be for only one 
station. While that cane does extremely well for the local purpose, as 
soon as ever you get it distributed over a wide region it rapidly becomes 
diseased and degenerate. 

58,351. In your work at Coimbatore have Mendelian methods been applied? 
-We tried them, but one great difficulty was this: You want, in Mendelian 
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'Work, to have a series -of generations one after the other. You grow YOLlr 
cane, you get your seedling,_ and you plant it, and you look for the seed, 
but there may not be any. I am not a Mendelist, but I know su1li('ient 
about it to be able to do some work on it; Mendelism was discovered after 
I left the University. . 

58,352. Obviously the possibilities are very much restricted by the failure 
of first crosses to set seedP-Very much restricted. I ihad two plots of a 
hundred seedling plants each of the same parentage, and there were no 
flowers among them. 

58,353. Is it necessary to grow your seedling canes at Coimbatore, or can 
you send them out to the districts for which they are intended ?-I should 
say tbat, after three or four years, outstanding seedlings could be chosen'-

58,354. Can you, under the conditions existing at Coimbatore, select the 
varieties which are likely to suit distant plaoes such as Lyallpur P-No. 

58,355. Is it not desirll<ble that canes from Coimbatore should go at once, 
or as quickly as possible, to the areas for which they are intended, so that 
they may be selected under the conditions in which they are to be grownP 
-That has been done; small seedlings have been sent, but I do not think 
there is much good in that. You would require really to have the whole 
staff of Coimbatore up at Lyallpur, and t!tere are great difficulties in growing 
the seedlings to maturity in North India. They take 18 months from seed 
to mature cane and the winter would at once kill them. 

58,356. The seedlings, not the seed P-I mean the seedlings wlhen they are 
put out from year to year. There are great difficulties in growing these 
in North India, whereas the thing is perfectly clear at Coimbatore, and you 
can grow them right through. It would take three or four years before 
you could send canes o~t which are likely to be good and useful in certain 
places. 

58,357. A large percentage of the canes you grow at .this tropical station, 
are destined for suD-tropical cultivation P-'-That is one of the main difficulties 
of the work of raising them, as the canes do not flower properly outside 
the Tropics. The final selection has to be done afresh at Lyallpurand will 
probalily take another three or four years. 

58,358. You make the interesting suggestion at the end of your note 
that tihe knowledge of the members of the Indian Civil Service with regard 
to agriculture is susceptible of improvementP-Yes. 

58,359. What was the difficulty that .stopped your giving the proposed 
course of lectures at Cambridge? Was it the very small sum of money that 
was called for ?-Apparently that was the thing. There was this idea, .. I 
think, with regard to the training of the Civil Servants in this country; 
it is purely a matter of expense. The India Office does not interfere with 
the training given locally. If Cambridge were paid to give a series of 
agricultural lectures on the Bubject, Oxford would ihave to be paid the 
same. They could not give money to Cambridge which was not given tl) 
Oxford. 

58,360. Mr. Noyce: I should like to say, at the outset, Dr. Barber, 
that whatever criticism was passed by the Indian Sugar Committee on 
the work at Coimbatore, the last thing they wished to do was to min~mise 
its value and importance. It was very unfortunate for the Sugar Com
mittee that you were unable to be a member of it, and, as you know, 
we all felt that very keenly. I think the main point of difference hetween 
you and the Sugar Committee was in regard to the simultaneous intro
duction of improved canes and improved methods of cultivation. The Sugar 
Committee went a great doal further than you, in considering that it is 
no use introducing improved varieties without, at the same time, intro
ducing improved methods of cultivation. In fact, they held it was most 
undesirable P-Tbat has proved not to be the case, because the spreading 
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ofthe.se new seedlings has been begun without any difference in cultiva
tion. In cases where they have. succeeded, and they have succeeded enor
mously in some cases, there has been no change in cultivation. 

58,361. Do not the agricultural departments, in those Provinces where 
those changes have been introduced and are now succeeding, endeavour 
to improve the cultivationP-They are always improving the cultivation 
by their slow methods. Improved cultivation and the introduction of 
improved i.mplements are always spreading, 'but there is no necessity for 
the two to be bound up together with the introduction of fresh seedlings, 
as was done by the Sugar Committee. M'Y opinion is that you ha.ve a. 
gift in your hand which the cultivator can appreciate. He will be much 
more likely to adopt any suggestion you make with regard to the cultiva.
tion of the new good canes which you have given him than if you simply 
tell him that there is a new process of cultivation and show him the new 
method of cultivation. It is not easy for the cultivator to appreciate the 
difference as he would see it on the farms. He would say, "Yes, that is 
,arka,' luck. It is something beyond experienCe." But give him a cane 
which gives him a bett-er crop and then come along and say, "Look here, 
if you grow it in this way you will get more, and if you do not get rid 
of this disease you will get less," he is much more likely to listen to you; 
and that has proved to be the case. 

58,362. That was the reason why the Board of Agriculture in 1924 
disagreed with the Indian Sugar OommitteeP-Yes. 

58,363. Rut is not there a danger that improV\Eld methods of cultivation 
may be neglected P-I do not think you can ·lay that to my charge. 

58,364. No; but I was thinking that possibly the Agricultural Depart
ment might neglect itP-I think there is a distinct danger that the culti
vator might; but he would be in a better position, with the doubling of 
his crop, to introduce improvements. 

58,365. I want to make it· clear that you agree with the Indian SugaJ.' 
Committee to this extent, that you hold that improved methods of cultiva.
tion of your canes are very importantP-Yes. 

58,366. I wanted that on record P-That is quite true. I quite agree 
with that. I can alao give one case where the introduction of a hardy 
cane which produces a very large tonnage has done very definite harm 
to agriculture and to cultivation, a.nd that is the growth of the Uba cane 
in Natal. It is a North Indian cane misquoted under the name" Uba." 

58,367. Professor Gangulee: It is immune from mosaic diseaseP-Yes. 
TMY have cultivated it with such ease that they have neglected a.ll the 
cardinal principles of good cultivation. It is not the ignorant ryot who 
has' done that, 'but it is the British planter. There is a danger of that 
kind. . 

58,368. Mr. Noyce: With regard to this question of improved methods 
of cultivation, what are your views in regard to other crops than cane'P 
Do you consider the position there is the same and that you can give the 
cultivator an improved variety, which does not necessarily require. the 
simultaneous introduction of improved methods of cultivationP-You can 
do it with other crops, certainly. I think they are on a.ll fours, sugar 
and other crops. In BOrnE! other crops the cultivation is done much more 
carefully than in sugar cane, such as betel pepper, which fetches a relatively 
high price. 

58,369. With regard to the breeding of thick cane, which is another point 
on which the Sugar Committee laid some stress in regard to Coimbatore, 
do not you think that, as the money for the Sugar Cane Stations comes 
from the whole of India, those parts which grow thick cane are entitled 
to some share in the workP Although the' area in Madras and Bombay 
is comparatively IOmall, the out-turn makes up for that to some .extent p
I do not mean to veto the work on the thick canes at all .. 'My idea was 
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that it should not be undeJtaken by the man who had the vastly more 
important work of improving the thin canes. Another man should do it. 

58,370. There, again, there is a certain amount of agreement between 
you and the Sugar Committee, that the work does not seem sufficiently 
important to justify an entirely separate station. Why could not yoU 
undertake it at Coimbatore, as the Board of Agriculture suggested, by 
increasing the area at Coimbatore and giving the Sugar Expert an 
assistant? . What is the necessity for having two separate stations?-Per
sonally, I should separate them entirely. I do not think that Coimbatore 
is the best place, for one thing, and the problems are so different through
out, besides whi<:h there are a vast number of improved thick canes which 
are developing elsewhere, which would certainly 'be worthy of trial. The 
introduction of canes, the acclimatisation of canes, 'and testing them, would 
be an important part of the work. I think there is quite enough work for 
one man. 

58,371. If you are going to have a Sugar Cane Expert, is it not better 
to give him the whole work, -with an assistant, even if you had two separate 
stations? Would not it be better to have the sugar-eane breeding under 
one man instead of two separate people dealing with thiCk and thin canes~ 
-The actual breeding of sugar canes is the simplest thing in the world. 

58,372. You would have a separate man in charge of the thick canesP
The work comes afterwards. You cannot shift the canes; you ·have to 
work where they grow. 

58,373. What advantage do you gain by completely splitting. up the work 
on the thin and the thick canesP-One reason may be that there would 
be a danger of the thick cane taking . more of the energies than its one
tenth or one-twentieth of value would justify. They are only very small 
in yalue as compared with the thin canes, and I am rather afraid they 
would take up too much of the time of the Sugar Cane Expert, especially 
as they are a new thing. 

58,374. As to tariff duties: is there not always a danger that a high 
tariff may bolster up an inefficient industry ?-I look to competition to 
improve that. There is always the danger, of course. 

58,375. Competition inside the country?-Yes. 'fhere is competition, and 
that competition has led to a very great improvement in the factories. I 
am not an authority on the subject, but I have the word of Mr. Noel Deert 
to that effect. 

58,376. Would you agree that improvement has not been due to internal 
competition in India. but to the fact that, even with the present high 
rate of duty, the Indian factories have found it difficult to keep alive, 
and thE'refore they have improved their methods. Is it not the competi
tion with the Java sugar which is wakening them up, rather than with 
the other factories inside India ?-I do not think it matters very much, 
but there is this internal competition which will rectify a 6tate of things 
like that. Obviously, if one man cannot get what another man does out 
of his canes, he will try to improve. I have not followed it out in detail. 
and I am afraid I am not an authority on the subject, but it occurs' to 
me that internal competition has a good deal to do with it. 

58,377. The Chairman: On page 754 of your note you say, talking of pro
paganda, that the advertisemient of 'these improved canes, should be, 
.. under the direct control of the Central Office, although working in full 
collaboration with the provincial officers." What staff are you contemplat
ing for that particular dutyP-Well, I was thinking of one man. He 
would have the ordinary clerk and peons. 
·68,378; 1M you mean he would advise the provincial officers? How would 
it be carried out by one man P-Of course, the spreading of these canes 
.would be in the hands of the Provinces.to a large extent, but the actual 
propaganda should be engineered by the central office in collaboration with 
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the local people. l\fy idea is to get one man fixed for that particular piece 
of work. 

58,379. From yOllJ" notes on page 756 I gather that it is your view 
that, judging from the published reports, no successful new seedlings have 
been put out to replace the Northern India varieties since 1918P----.It is 
not 'quite that. 

58,380. Would you develop that a littleP-The three kinds grown now 
were all sent out in 1918. Every year new ones are being tried. Some of 
these recur. At present the great bulk of the canes grown in Bihar are 
the same three canes which were sent out in 1918. 

58,381. To the extent that the canes now being sent out are not taking 
the place of the 1918 .canes, I suppose the newer canes cannot be held to 
be a successP~Well, you cannot tell for four or five years, or three or 
four years, after the introduction of a new ca.ne whether it is going to be 
a success or not, so that there may be a number of canes which are going 
to wipe these out, as I hope there are; and there may be a number of 
these canes already there but not tested on a su(li.cient scale to be put 
out. At the same- time, none of those which have been tested and put 
out have been taken up by the planters. 

58,382. I want to discover what degree of concern you yourself feel at 
the facts which you have set down here. Do you mean that as an indi
cation that the work is not progressing satisfactorilyP-It was the expec
tation when I left India that, the course having been cleared, a succession 
of better and better seedlings would be put out year by year; and, although 
rejoicing in the success of the Ooimbatore seedlings in north India, it 
came rather as a shock when I recently. found out that, to all appearance, 
the old ones had not been ousted. I have no grounds for criticising the 
work of the Cane Breeding Station, and I am not in a position to do so; 
and I have the utmost confidence tha.t l\Ir. Venkatraman and his assistants 
have done the best that they could. In fact, I still hope that there are 
new seedlings already in Bihar and other places which will replace those 
being now grown, for the latter are by no means perfect, judging by the 
reports concerning them. 

58,383. Sir Thomas Middleton: When a high standard of excellence has 
been reached, can you in fact discriminate as to the ,potential merits of 
the different canes grown at Coimbatore and intended for cultivation under 
quite other conditions in Northern Indiap---.such a thing as richness of 
juice is the same under both. That is the cardinal point. Vigour of growth 
is more or less similar in all places, but when you take a cane from Coim
batore, where it grows all the year round, and put it in Northern India, 
there is the factor of the cold-weather period, and there are a number 
of other factors connected with it. 'We can test, so far as the vigour of 
the plant is concerned and the richness of the juice, but questions of 
disease are not fully treated at Coimbatore, and :t think more attention 
ought to be given to them. The whole question of climate has not 'been 
touched. So, when we send a cane out, though it is a good cane it may 
not suit. 

58,384. Good at OoimbatoreP-Good a.t Ooimbatore, good everywhere, 
in that it has vigour and has good juice, but it may not be suited to 
cultivation in particular localities. Of course there is the matter in grow
ing cane again from the same roots (ratooning), which is an important 
factor which we cannot test 80 easily. That ta.kes a long time. 

58,385. Professor Ga7lgulee: Have you any suggestion as to how a course 
of studies in agriculture should be given to Civil Service officers in India? 
-It depends on how much information you want to give to them. 

58,386. You attach a great deal of importanoe to such a short courseP
I do not want them to be 8Ji1;riculturists. I do not want them to know 
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how to plant and grow things. I want them to· have a. general intelligent 
outlook on the question .. 

58,387. A short courseP-Yes, and also :to get to know something about 
the work which the Agricultural Department is doing, and the methods 
on which they are working. It would be quite a short course. I may 
say that the Colonial OfIice has greatly increased, since I wrote these notes, 
their demands of agricultural training for their Colonial Administrative 
Service, at Oambridge. 

58,388. Would you consider that rice. breeding and the problems con
nected with rice production, are of sufficient importance for a central 
research station P-I should not support the central research station until 
we have got a series of workers in different parts. 'We have only about 
two at present who do work on rice. I think .we should hare a few more 
to work on the subject. There is no necessity for a research station at 
present. There is plenty of work to do. The South Indian rice is very 
different from the North Indian tice, and that is again different from the 
Burmese rice, 80 that it would be more difficult,. perhaps, in rice than 
in anything else, to have a ce~tral station. It would require more pro
vincial research. 

(The witness withdrew.) 
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Sir JOHN RUSSELL, 
Director of the Rothamsted Experimental Station. 

MEMORANDUM ON THE ORGANISATION OF RESEARCH AS 
AN AID TO AGRICULTURE. 

The purpose of research is to obtain knowledge. No knowledge, however, 
represents the entire truth even about the simplest thing in Nature, and 
the research worker has therefore to form, if he can, some estimate of the 
degree of accuracy or trustworthiness of the knowledge he has gained. The 
knowledge thus obtained has then to be used in agriculture, either by the 
teacher, for improving his courses of instruction by bringing them more 
nearly into accord with the truth, or by the agricultural expert, in showing 
the farmer how to increase the efficiency of his farm operations or to over
come some difficulty. 

The gaining of knowledge, and its application, are two widely different 
functions and can rarely be carried out by one and the same person. As 
a rule, the best research workers are interested only in solving the problem 
as oompletely lIB may be possible; the solution, once obtained, does not 
interest them further until it is controverted by some other man of science. 
Those who best apply knowledge are, in general, people of practical minds 
interested in completing a task by any better means, regardless of whether 
the method is well or only incompletely understood. From among a large 
staff, specially and carefully chosen, only a few members have the power 
both of obtaining results and of applying them in practice. 

An institution that concerned itself only with the gaining of knowledge 
and not at. all, or only to a small extent, with its application, would not 
&atisfactorily serve t.he purposes of agrioulture. The field of Nature is so 
wide, and 1\1a.n'& resources are so limited, that it is easy for a group of 
researoh workers to wander into fields so distant from agriculture that 
their results afford little if a.ny help to the farmers of this generation. 
The results may be published in scientific journals, but unless they happened 
to appeal to the general body of workers in pure science they would simply 
be buried in the prodigious mass of scientific literature now accumulating. 
Papers that lie long unknown stand a great chance of being completely 
lost, leaving only with the author some satisfaction that he did the work 
and much disappointment that it has been ignored. 

Sir John Bus.vell. 
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On the other .hand, where the knowledge gained is utilised by the research 
institution, either by embodying it in teachers' courses, or by adding it to 
the equipment of the agricultural expert, or by finding some application 
of it on the farm, it is not lost, but becomes part of the agricultural life 
of this generation, and although the research worker may not himself labour 
to apply his knowledge, he feels great pride and satisfaction when others, 
by doing so, have ensured that the fruits of his labours will continue to 
live. 

The research institution should therefore make provision for (1) the 
gaining of knowledge, (2) its application in agricultural education or prac
tioe, and it should be recognised that these functions are distinct. 

The Gaining 01 Knowledge. 

No human mind can ever grasp the full truth of even the simplest thing 
in Nature, and it has been found most effective to bring together men 
having different types of mental equipment, ensuring that each may discover 
as much as possible. A chemist and a bacteriologist may study the same 
natural phenomenon and give completely distinct accounts of it: a physicist 
may see something entirely different from either. These divisions are 
mainly matters of academic interest: for agricultural purposes the 
knowledge should be as complete as possible and not limited to whatever 
can be gained by one worker trained in only one particular way; instead, 
combined work, or, 88 it is now often called, team work, is needed. But 
rigid organisation of team work has never succeeded so far as our knowledge 
goes; elasticity is absolutely essential, as will be emphasised later on. 

Selection 01 the Staff. 

Problems in Nature a.re so difficult, and accuracy of information is so 
important, that the research worker's mental equipment must be of the 
best possible. Each must be a recognised master of his science: this 
commonly means that he began his special training early and has carried 
it as far 88 the best schools could take him. At Rothamsted the scientific 
staff is chosen from the best science schools in the country. No agricultural 
knowledge is expected: complete familiarity with the use of his tools is 
far more important to the agricultural investigator than some diffuse 
knowledge of the processes used by the farmer in tilling the soil. Only one 
member of the scientific staff has ever studied at an agricultural college 
or department, and he only for a short time. 

The staff should not only be recognised masters of scientific methods but 
should also, if possible, have the personal qUalities that enable them to 
collaborate with complete honesty and candour, keeping back nothing of 
their results from each other. Neither examination results, nor the stilted 
testimonials of professors anxious to place their men, afford any guide. as 
to the possession of these qualities; the person or committee responsible for 
the selection must make the best estimate possible. A man trained to play 
the game, and to recognise, in Kipling's phrase, that .. The game is more 
than the player of the game," is ready to collaborate: others are not. It 
is not difficult to find trained men of science or honest players of the game: 
it is not easy to find one man who satisfies hoth requirements and it is 
very rare to find one who, in addition, has agricultural knowledge-so rare 
that, at Rothamsted, as already stated, we never seek the triple qualifica
tion. 

The Programme 01 Work. 

With a staff so selected;·possessing, in the first instance, no background 
of agricultural experienoe, or it may be no knowledge even of country life. 
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the progra.mme of work becomes of prime importance. At Rothamsted it 
has grown up ill two distinct ways: 

(1) From the classical· field experiments, and the long cha,in of 
laboratorY'llxperiments, extending now over 8·t years, there. have 
emerged many problems making a great appeal to the scientific worker. 

(2) The senior members of the staff have acquired, and the junior 
members are acquiring, a thorough knowledge of their eubject: the 
Physicist is now a recognised authority on Soil Physies: the B8!Cterioio-
gist on Soil Bacteriology and so on, though on their first appointment 

. neither knew anything about the agricultural side. Coming fresh to 
the subject, free from pre-conoeived ideas and false te8!Ching, but with 
a th )rough equipment in pure science, these men see mucn that is 
wrong and more that requires re-exwmination. 

The purpOBe of the programme is first and foremost the development of 
the subject. Neither of these two methods, however, would necessarily 
yield a programme of interest to the present day farmer. The agricultural 
b8!Ckground must be secured, and this is in many respects the most d:JEcult 
part of the 'Work in connection with the organisation of agricultural 
research. The b8!Ckground must not be imposed from above or it becomes 
unreal like a scene in a theatre: it must be a natural growth witli many 
roots striking deep down. No one method suffices to establish it: many 
are needed and coIlBtant watch is necessary to develop fresh ones, but at 
Rothamsted the basis is always the same. . The entire staff, senior and 
junior, is brought directly into cont8!Ct with general agricultural and farm 
problems in as many ways as possible, so as to build up in the first instance 
a body of agricultural experience and, finally, to give the necessary agricul
tural point of view. Among the methods are the following:-

(a) The members of the staff are encouraged to visit the field plots 
regularly and to fa.miliarise themselves with the results; they are also 
expected to act as guides to parties of visitors. 

(b) The Farm Director seeks to establish links with every depart
ment. In addition he POBts a farm diary daily and holds farm classes 
weekly,· which all junior members or the staff are encouraged to attend; 

(c) Conferences are held periodically at Rothamsted between the staff 
and pr8!Ctical agricUlturists coming from various parts of the country, 
at which ~ome subject of present agricultural interest is discussed. 
Papers are read, by farmers and county organisers setting out their 
problems and difficulties, and by the scientific staff giving data or 
information likely to help: the papers and the discussion are printed, 
forming a perma.nent record. It was at first difficult to get farmers 
to write papers: now they readily do so. 

(d) Typical field experiments are repeated in many different parts 
of the country on good commercial farms: they are visited by inembers 
of the staff concerned, and the visit is extended not. infrequently to 
neighbouring farms also. Informal and friendly personal contact is 
thus established with a wide circle of farmers. 

(e) The senior :members of the staff give lectures to farmers, setting 
out, in non-teclmical language, what they are endeavouring to do, and, 
how it is related to agricultural practice. They also write articles in 
farmers' journals and furnish information to papers and writers. 

Co-o1'dination and Co-operation. 

The circumstance that the main purpose of the work is the development 
of a subject ensures that the work in each department is systematic: the 
numerous contacts with general agriculture and with individual farmeni 
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ellSUJ'e tha.t the staff is in touch with practical problems and oontinuously 
acquiring the. agricultural point of view: there remains, however, the 
task of blendlDg the work of the various departments antI avoiding the 
growth of the barriers that inevitably arise unless great care is taken to 
keep them down. At Rothamsted the following methods are adopted:-

(1) The Staff Oouncil at each of its monthly meetings hears from 
the head of a department an acoount of his programme of work and 
discusses it with him. 

(2) The whole of the staff, post-graduate and other workers, assemble 
twice a month (except in the holiday season) to hear an acoount .from 
some one person of the work he has done a.nd to discuss it. The whole 
of the work of the Station is thus brought under review before it 
Is published. The laboratory assistants are also invited to attend, 
when the subject interests them. 

(3) The entire body of workers meet daily at 4· p.m. for tea and con
versation: there are no formalities, but every worker hll6 the oppor
tunity of meeting every other. 

(4) Every junior member of the staff is expected to have a general 
acquaintance with the work of every department of the Institution, to 
be able to show scientific visitors round and to explain, in broad out
lines, the investigations going on. To facilitate this knowledge state
ments are drawn up periodically by the heads of the various depart
ments and circulated among all the staff: further, staff tours of the 
laboratories and fields are periodically arranged when suitable de
monstrations are given. 

The result of these various activities is that the work of the various 
departments tends to grow into one whole: much joint work is arranged: 
there is considerable discussion and interchange of views and in the pub- • 
lished papers there are singularly few of the errors in other branches of 
science that tend to creep into papers published from isolated laboratories. 

The evaluation of the knowledge gained. 

It is always difficult to know how much significance to attach to ex
perimental results, whether obtained in the field or the laboratories. A 
Statistical Department has been set up under Dr. R. A. Fisher, one of 
the functions of which is to scrutinise the design of experiments and 
examine the results: then to determine what degree of reliability attaches 
to them. For field work, as for laboratory work, the design of the ex
periment must be determined by the degree of accuracy desired, and it 
is very easy, without this statistical help, to overlook some weak place in 
the design, or to use the results in a way that is not strictly justifiable. 

The Application 0/ the Results. 

(a) 1110 Agricultural Education.-The results of the investigations l~ad 
to continuous modifications in the subject: Old ideas and explanations 
are shown to be untenable and new ones are tentatively put forward. It 
would be impracticable for teachers to fit the new results to the old: this 
is done for them by the Rothamsted staff in a series of monographs, in 
the successive editions of which the subject is brought up to date. These 
have found a useful place in agricultural literature; the first of them 
(" Soil Conditions and Plant Growth ") is in its fifth edition and has been 
or is being translated into French, German, Ru.ssian, Finnish, Hungarian 
and Japanese. In addition, a simpler series of books has been prepared 
one for use in farm institutes, anot~er for element.ary schools in couotr; 
districts. We attach considerable importance to friendly relationships with 
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country schooi teachers because they are training many of the men who 
will ultimately UBe our results. Each year the Ministry of Education 
oollects a group of them at Cambridge and I spend a week with them, 
lecturing and discussing their problems i when I have been abroad memb,ers 
of the staff have taken my plaoe. The teachers are an enthusiastic body 
of workers and help us considerably in the country districts. 

(b) In Agric'UZt'UTa~ Practice.-No such simple method suffices for apply
ing the results of research to agricultural practice. Where the object of 
the research was simply the development of the subject there may be no 
direct application, although the better understanding of the real nature 
of the farmer's problem may lead to improvements in the advice given. 
Many of the· oostly errors of the past would have been avoided, had the 
subject been better developed, such as indiscriminalte deep draining, the 
deep ploughing and burying of the surface soil; the wasteful consumption 
of artificial fertilisers: farmers are now saved such lasses. It is difficult 
ro say how much is saved as a result of this fuller knowledge but it can 
safely be asserted that sound expert advice is impossible withottt a well 
developed agricultural science; if based on empirical knowledge alone it is 
always risky and sometimes dangerous. 

The numerous contacts established at Rothamsted between the scientific 
workers and the practical farmer leads to frequent suggestions of prac
tical applications. Thus, in the Bacteriological Laboratory investigations 
into the life history of Bacillus radicicoZa by Mr. H. G. Thornton and 
Professor Gangulee led to the reopening of the very difficult question of 
lucerne inoculation with highly important results, so that the IrocesE has 
now beoome a practical proposition and thousands of cultures are being 
distributed to farmers with adequate instructions as to thelr UBe. 

In the same department some earlier work of Hutchinson and Richards 
• led to a method of making manure direct from straw and other vegetable 

refuse, which method is now being used by numbers of farmers in different 
parts of the world-I recently saw very satisfactory results on certain prairie 
farms of the United States. In the Physics Department studies of the 
physical properties of soils are suggesting modifications and improvements 
in cultivation, while in the Chemical and Field Experiments departments 
the studies of artificial fertilisers are leading to a closer adaptation of the 
fertiliser mixture to the eoil and climatic conditions and therefore to a 
greater eoonomy of the farmer's resources. Applications of this kind 
cannot be forced, but they are possible only when the scientific worker is 
frequently and in a variety of ways brought into some kind of oontact 
with farm problems. 

A third kind of application is continuously being made at Rothamsted. 
A certain amount of ad hoc work is always in progress-especially in the 
Plant Pathology and the Apiculture department8-()n specific practical 
problems. At first sight this appears the most promising method of apply
ing science to agriculture: actually it is not, as the solution arrived at 
is approximate only and, the good being ever the enemy of the best, it 
may stop further work. There are however problems for which no other 
method is a.t present possible and, moreover, it establishes further contacts 
with farmers to have some practical farm problem under investigation in 
each laboratory. Departments are therefore encouraged to undertake some 
of this work but not to regard it as their main business. 

(c) Empire Probleml.-In recent years Rothamsted has co-operated with 
Bome of the Empire departments of agriculture for the investigation of 
problems of great practical importance. The details of procedure depend 
on the particular ciroumstanoes of each case and are arranged after a 
preliminary disoussion. The irrigation and cultivation problems of the 
Sudan were surveyed by myself in a visit in 1924-5, following which a 
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detailed investigation of certa.in outsta.nding problemsw86 made first by 
a. member of our staff, Dr. E. M. Crowther, who spent a. winter in the 
country, and then by Dr. Crowther in our laboratories a.nd members of 
the Buda.n staff in their laboratories, with visits to Rothamsted during 
the time they are in this country. Oollaboration of another kind is 
a.rranged between the Cawthron Institute, New Zealand, and ourselves in 
regard to certain important entomological investigations. The New Zea
land Entomologist, Dr. Tillyard, and our own, Dr. Imms, met to discuss 
the investigation and an &BBista.nt was appointed officially to carry out 
the agreed programme of work. Still another arrangement is being made 
in regard to Palestine problems. 

The Financial. Problem. 

The financial problem of organising agricultural research ,has not yet been 
8Olved. It is not simply a question of providing funds: in the United 
States large amounts of money are availa.ble, yet the Directors ha.ve a.t 
least as much anxiety about their budgets 118 we in England. The difficulty 
is to retain the services of competent men without overpaying those who 
a.re less successful. 

In Great Britain a graded service has been introduced by the Ministry 
of Agriculture with, on the whole, satisfactory results. Its adva.ntage is 
that it ensures to the worker annual increments up to a certain maximum 
80 that he knows what his position will be a.t any given time. Its dis
advantage is its lack of elasticity, apparently inherent in Government 
arrangements, whioh prevents it from retaining the best of the younger 
men. The Rothamsted Experimental Station has this year suffered severely 
from loss of staff. The large fertiliser combines and producers' organisa
tions now involve so much capital that they must have in their service the 
best men obtainable if they are to keep their superiority over their .com
petitors. The power to gain results of value, which means the combina
tion of science and practical knowledge, is so rare that these organisations 
are perpetually on the watch for men .who possess it. During the past six 
months no fewer than three among the permanent staff possessing this 
desirable quality, and including the Chief Chemist, have been attracted 
to large commercial enterprises and their places have been taken by junior 
men who cannot be expected to do as good work for some years to come 
and who may not possess as good a power of achievement. On the other 
hand, men not so effective are not wanted by the large commercial bodies 
and therefore remain. There is thus a tendency, which always needs 
careful watching, for the, staff of a research institute to deteriorate with 
age and this tendency is emphasised by the fact that few men are able 
to evolve new ideas after the age of about 45, or to 'adapt themselves 
to new conceptions in science after the age of 50. The best method of 
meeting the difficulty is to give research institutions as free a constitution 
as is possible and to allow the utmost elasticity consistent with good 
accounting in the administration of their funds. 

Oral Evidence. 

58,389. The ClLairfll,an: Sir John Russell, 1011 a.re the Director of the 
Rothamsted Experimental Station?-Yes. , 

68,390. Are YOIl familiar with Indian conditions P-Not directly. I have 
never been to India.. From time to time 1\'e 'have had a number of Indian 
workers here. 

58,391. There are projects in va.rious Provinces to carry out extensive 
soil surveys. Do you care to give the Commission your view. as to the value 
of those llOil surveys?-I could only do so lD a general way, not being 
~m 2D2 
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familiar with the actual soil problem in India; but in general 1 should take 
the soil survey as being the basis of soil investigation and eoil improvements. 

58,392. Are you thinking C!f a. survey on the, mechanical side?-No, I 
should rather call it a descriptive survey. The mechanical studies would 
come in, ,but there would be chemical, vegetation and other surveys made 
simultaneonsly. 

58,393. You attach importance to surveys of that natureP-Yes. 
58,394. Have' you any knowledge of the cost of such surveys?-It is very 

difficult to form an estimate, even in our own country. I would rather not 
give any figure. 

58,395. Do such surveys involve the employment of a very considerable 
staffP"':"'Not necessarily. A good deal of work ·can grow up, 80 to speak, 
as pa,rt of the ordinary work of the advisory officers and of the agri
cultural staff. The essential thing is to have the basis agreed on, so that 
the various workers are all using the same methods and basing their 
activities on the I!ame principles. 

58,396. On. page 775 of your note of evidence, under the heading "The 
Gaining of Knowledge," you point out how different types of investigators 
may" see the same problem. I.s it, in your view, an advantage that &everal re
search problems should be under investigation by different research workers at 
different stations at the same time? Are you one of those who think that a 
certain degree of duplication is an advantage P-Yes, it is inevitable. You 
can never get two research workers to agree entirely about their, results; and 
no one research worker can ever get at the whole truth. The only hope of 
real progress is to have a certain amount of duplication. 

58,397. Provided that is not overdone, it is an advantageP-Yes. You are 
bound to have scientific discussions and controversies. A subject that is 
exciting no controversy is not attracting very much interest, and usually 
is not making much progress. 

58,398. Are you familiar with the position of the Indian Universitieo 
in relation to research work ?--Only in a general way. I would rather not 
make any statement about Indian Universities. 

58,399. Are you sufficiently familiar' with them to have formed any view 
as to whether Indian Universities might, by developing their scientific side, 
make a rather more generous and active contribution towards agricultural 
research in India P-It would always be wise that anyone proposing to under
take agricultural investigation in India should come over to Great Britain 
for further training. That is not to be taken as any reflection on the Indian 
Universities; it simply is the expressiQn of the fact that wide experience is 
always desirable for a person doing research work. 

58,400. At what stage in the research worker's career would you think he 
should proceed abroad to studyP-As soon as he has completed his courses in 
pure science, and he should stay over in this country more than one year: 
in general for two years, with the possibility of extension for a third year, 
if this be deemed desirable. 

58,401. You think he would get more out of his experience by coming 
immediately after his cOurses in pure scie~ce than he would a.fter a certain 
amount of post-graduate experience in India, when his scientific outlook 
had somewhat widened P-I think so; but a great deal must depend on the 
personality of the man. It is exceedingly difficult to generalise about re
search work and research workers, because research work is essentially a 
personal attribute. It is like painting a picture or playing the violin; some 
people can do it while others cannot, and no amount of teaching will ever 
.mabIe them to do so. Research work is really the expression of what is in a 
man: if he has not that particular kind of thing in him, he cannot put it 
out. 

58,402. One appreciates that; but I should have thought that there was 
something to be said for delaying the Indian research worker's European 
experience until he had had a certain amount of experience in India, so as ' 
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to give him something with which to compare that which he sees in this 
('~untryP-If he were in this country, he would not go on to technical pro
blems; he would be on some scientific problem, so as to learn the methods or 
observe the methods by which scientific problems are attacked. l1he funda
rnental principles are the same everywhere, both in India and in Britain. 

58,403. I am thinking of scientific experience in India, not agricultural 
experience?-Yes, I quite see your pomt. I recognise that a year's research 
might enable the Indian authorities to make a better selection than otherwise 
would be possible, because examination results are not a good way at all
in fact, in some respects they are rather bad. But my feeling is based on 
the desirability of getting hold of the man before his opinions are too 
definitely set, and while his mind is still plastic: it is particularly necessary 
for him to acquire the sense of critical discrimination. 

58,404. We have read, on page 775 of your note, your opinion of the 
difficulty of obtaining research workers on agricultural matters. Would it 
be an advantage for those who do research work in India to go, at one stage 
or another of their career, to an Indian Awicultural College?-I do not 
know that it would. We have found no necessity for it here. If the agricul
tural background is in the institution, the man should acquire .the agricul
tural point of view and the agricultural knowledge, without going through a. 
set course. It is rather undesirable to break into a man's career once he 
has started. 

58,405. Professor Gangulee: What' precisely do you mean when you say 
"agricultural background" ?-An appreciation of country life and a 
sympathetic understanding of the countryman's point of view. A man 
coming from a college has acquired, so to speak, the academic background, 
but he often has little knowledge of country life and of the countryman's 
point of view; he must acquire this if he is to be of much use to farmers. 
We have known townsmen go into the country to help the farmers, and fail, 
not through any want of good will, but simply because they could not get 
hold of the farmer problems, nor express themselves in such a way that the 
farmers could understand them. When a man lives in the country, and 
comes into contact with farmers and their problems, he gradually widens his 
point of view, and acquires a more human appreciation of the farmer. 

58,406. Th 6 Chairman: Do you attach value to the association of teaching 
with research?-Yes. We are feeling the need of it here. We get round 
the difficulty by going to Universities and giving lectures. Most of the 
senior members of the staff lecture not only to farmers, but also to Univer
sity students. I do a fair amount myself, both at English and at .American 
Universities. 

58,407. Provided the research worker is not asked to do too much teaching, 
you think it is an advantage to his research work that he should do some? 
-Yes, it is. It ensures that he periodically envisages the subject as a whole. 
The research worker tends to get rather into a groove. His own subject 
looms up more and more in his mind the longer he works at it, and it tends 
rather to obliterate other things. Before very long his own work begins 
to suffer rather. ll, periodically, he has to review the subject as a whole, 
he gets fresh light on his own problem, and he is brought into contact with 
new ideas. In particular, he has the stimulus of having young people round 
about him, people who sometimes ask him some awkward questions that he 
has to think about. He may even discover that some of the things he had 
accepted as facts or principles, and on which indeed he may have been 
basing much of his own work, are not entirely correct, and want re
examining. 

58,408. A witness told us that he thought specialists were people who got 
to know more and more about less and less. That is the danger to which 
you are making reference?-Yes. I attach very great importance to the 
selection of staff, because, unless this is well done in the ,first instance, no 
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amount of organisation can ever put matters right. I want to emphasise 
again that research work is the expression of something that is in the man, 
and cannot be put into him if he has not got it. 

58,409. By ~ ~erie8 of expedients you make a deliberate attempt to break 
down the tendency of research workers to get mto compa.rtments or isolation l' 
-Yes, I give these simply 86 illustrating the methods thai; we adopt here, 
recognising that in other institutions Bome other methods might be better. 

58,410. Then, you appear to have an arrangement here 'by which all 
grades meet each other once a day at tea P-'-Yes; we attach great importance 
to the constant meeting of all members of the staff without any distinction 
whatsoever. 

58,411. You have an Agronomist hereP-Yes, a Farm Director, who has 
the supervision of the whole of the farm work; also the Gaide Demonstrator, 
whose primary function is to demonstrate the plots to farmers and other 
visitors. Then there is the Ecologist, to study the relationship between plant 
growth and external conditions with particular relation to the external con
ditions, and the Plant Physiologist, to study the plant growth from the point 
of view of the plant. They have a laboratory up on the farm, which we shall 
visit this afternoon. These workers meet periodically in my room, when we' 
discuss the fa.rm and field plot situation, and allocate any duties and respon
sibilities. 

58,412: Would you give us a definition of the Agronomist's responsibili-, 
ties ?-I could not give you a rigid definition, because we do not work on 
rigid lines here. Broadly speaking, however, the function of the Agronomist 
is to see carried through all operations that have to be done on the plots. 
He does not design the experiment. 

58,413. ProfUIlOT Gangulee: Is he responsible for the technique of field 
trials?-No. 

58,414. Who designs that P-That is worked out in this way: First of all, 
the, neoessity for the experiment is agreed, upon. The details are then dis
cussed by this small group of workers. Some idea is formed of the kind of 
accuracy that is wanted, whether the experiment is to be ,a highly accurate
one, whether what is known &s a standard error of, say, two per cent., or a 
6tandard error of ten per cent., would be permissible; or whether it is only 
going to be an observational experiment. Then, knowing the degree of 
accuracy that is wanted, the whole thing is referred to the Statistical 
Department, and they determine the kind of experiment we shall have to 
make, and suggest schemes that will give the necessary accuracy. These are 
then put before this Plot Committee, and the Agronomist tells us which of 
the various schemes would most easily be carried out. Finally, some form 
of experiment is agreed upon which satisfies the requirements of the Statis
tical Depa.rtment as nearly as possible, and can be carried out in practice 
by the Agronomist. 

58,415. The Ohairman: Is fihe Agronomist responsible for the statistical 
workP-No; the statistical work is very specialised. 

58,416. That is quite separateP-Yes. 
58,417. What ought the training of an Agronoinist to beP-He should 

have some knowledge of the sciences on which the experiments are based, in, 
order that he may be interested in the work, and appreciate what is done 
in the scientific laboratories. But, first and foremost, he should be a sound 
practical man, able to get things done on fihe farm and to carry out 
operations .successfully; correctly gauging the weather conditions, knowing 
the best type of implement for the purpose, and, generally speaking, able 
to achieve good results in the best way and the most economical way. Like 
the research worker, he must have certain personal qualifications; he must 
be able to interest the scientific workers in the happenings on the farm,' 
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80 tha" when something unexpected turns up he will be able to persuade the 
person most nearly concerned, to leave his laboratory and go and have a 
look at it. 

58,418; Doaa the Agronomist require any particular mathematical train
ing?-Noj he requires no specialised scientific trailling, but simply sufficient 
to appreciate what the scientific worker ill trying to do. The difficulty with 
the Agronomist who has no scientific training is that he is apt to look upon 
experiments as rather trifling things j to find harmless occupation for cer
tain people j he then takes but little interest" in them. When a man has 
got some scientific training he sees the purpose of it, and he gives it the 
attention that it really deserves. 

68,419. Do you attach great importance to the Statistical Branch?-Yesj 
very great, as a control. The Statistical Branch should criticise the design 
of the experiments, and evaluate the results, so as to be able to tell the 
worker whether the deductions that he is attempting to draw are really 
justified by the figures. It is a weakness of much of the agricultural work 
now being done that elaborate deductions are repeatedly drawn on really 
insecure bases. 

58,420. It is regarded as sound practice to wait until every test has been 
applied to a particular result before issuing that result as the official 
pUblication of the stationP-Yes. 

58,421. Does that practice, sound though it be, involve on occasions a 
certain waste of time in other stations where, if the workers could have e8.l:1y 
intimation of the results communicated privately, they might save them
selves a deal of timeP-In practice there is a good deal of private intimation. 
We know personally the men in this country and many of those elsewhere 
who are engaged on lines similar to our own j in practice, they know pretty 
well what work we are doing and the kind of results that we obtain. But 
I do not think one could establish any formal sort of relationship that would 
ensure one worker knowing what another was doing, beyond, perlhaps, the 
circulation of a programme of research, which is done in this country. 

58,422. You would be inclined to encourage informal communication/'
Yes, by every possible means. There, again, the matter is essentially a 
personal one. You cannot compel informal communications. It is rather 
a matter of personal friendship or personal predilections. It all comes 
back, really, to the careful selection of the staff. 

58,423. Have you any colisiderable experience of Indian students who 
come to this country and of their workP-Yes, of those who come here. 

58,424. How many have you had here during your time, speaking approxi
matelyP-Dr. Keen tells me that about 12 have been here for a considerable 
time. We have had more than that for shorter periods. 

58,425. What do you say about their equipment in pure science when 
they come to youP-It has been variable, distinctly variable, but, in general, 
the" men who come here have been very carefully selected. We have had 
very good men here-Professor Gangulee will excuse me saying this as he 
was one of our people. Some, however, it has been desirable to send to 
some English institution for further instruction before they began their 
work. 

68,426. Haye the post-graduate Indian students whom you have had here 
shown the qualities required for original research workP-In the main, 
yes. Again, I would emphasise that they were selected &eforethey came 
here. The men who come here are usually sent by some Government De
partment and at its own expense, commonly for two years, and sometimes 
for three years. The Department has a good deal at stake, and naturally 
takes great pains in selection. 

58,427. From your experience of the equipment in pure ecience with 
which students have come to this country, can you point to any weaknes.'S 
in the University training in India? It has been suggested that the 
ecientific training in India runs rather too much" on the book and too 
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little on the benchP-It would perhaps be easier to judge of that from my 
experience ih reading theses for doctors' degrees in Indian Universities. 
There perhaps the selection has not been quite so rigid as for the men 
who have come', here, and consequently one is nearer the good average. 
There are two directions in which improvement would be desirable j one 
would be a better sense of criticism; the other, a fuller appreciation of 
what the subjElct really mea.ns. As the result of this lack of a critical 
sense there is a tendency to build upon them too big a superstructure on 
r68ults which are inadequate. How far that may be a national character
istic, or how far a matter of University training, it is not for me to say. 
It may be the classes are so large that the Professors have no opportunity 
of instilling into their students this critical sense. The trouble is not 
confined to India. One finds it in American Universities where the numbers 
are very large, running to several thousand stUdents, and where, conse
quently, there is a lack of personal contact between the Professor and the 
students. 

58,428. It is extremely difficult to make up the deficiency of training in 
later years, is it notP-Yes. That is one reason why we like to get post
graduate people as young as possible before they ihave passed the age when 
they are still open to impressions. 

58,429. May I ask you a question or two on the direction and adminI
stration of a research station P To what extent must the direction be a 
personal matter on the part of the Director, and to what extent can he 
lean on the direction of the Governing Body, or whatever organisation may 
be in controlP-I think the function of the Governing Body should be 
rather to lay down general principles, to determine from time to time the 
purppses for which the station is to work, to provide the funds, to super
vise the selection of the staff, and satisfy itself that the nature and quality 
of the work are satisfactory. The members should ,be men of wide ex
perience, with power of judgment and of selecting people. I do not 
think it desirable that the Governing Body should concern itself too much 
with 1;he details of the work. 

58,430. Can the Governing Body influence the direction in which re
search is prosecutedP-Most decidedly. It lays down the general principles 
on which the station is to be run. They determine as a fundamental 
principle, that the purpose of the station is primarily the gaining of 
knowledge that gives the general direction to'the research work. On the 
other hand if they determine that the station is for the purpose of solving 
the immediate practical problems of the farmers, tJhat would f.ive an 
entirely different direction to the research work. In t.hat way tile Govern
ing Body decide what kind of work is to be done. 'l'hen they would be in 
close touch with the actual work itself and would determine whether or not 
the programme was good. 

58,431. Professor Gangulee; But they do not go into the detailed .,ro
gramme of the research work carried on at the institutiou?-Are you 
speaking of our Governing Body P 

58,432. YesP-No. Our Governing Body have it befoN them to satisfy 
themselves that it conforms to the general principles laid down for tbe 
management of the institution, but they leave to us who are !here '" wide 
discretion in all matters of detail. 

58,433. The Ohlllirman; Do you regard yourselves at Rothll.lUsted as 
working for Scotland as well as for EnglandP-Yes, we regard ourselves 
as working for the whole Empire--indeed for the whole world. You cannot 
fix barriers to agricultural science. 

58,434. That is what I expected you to say, but if it were felt in 
Scotland that your work was devoted more to English objectives than to 
Scottish, would it be possible, by putting a Scotsman on the Governing 
Body, to satisfy the Scottish people; and, on the other hand, to bring 
Soottish points of view on the technical side before your Governinf!. BoJy 
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and so influence the course of researchP-I do not think that aspect comes 
in. We are concerned with agricultural science, which is the same every
where. You cannot speak of Scottish agricultural science, or English 
agricultural science. The same laws of nature hold in Scotla.nd as dn 
England, and our purpose is to discover tlhQ~e laws and to put our in
formation in suoh a form that it can be utilised by teacJ:ters and experts 
everywhere. We have, as a matter of fact, invaded Scotland, having 
experiments at two or three farms there, but no question of that kind has 
arisen. We are in constant touch with the Scottish workers in agricllltilral 
science. 

58,435. Indulging your imagination a step further, and assuming ,that 
Scotland instead of being rather a colder country than England, was a 
tropical country, would the same general principle hold good, that the 
principles of agricultural resear~h would be th& saLle for Scotland the 
tropical country and for England the tElmpCll'ate or sub-tropical country?
Yes, the same principles hold. The apphcatioll. differs, and a!so the per
spective. The farmers' problems are the re~ultant of the action of natural 
forces: the forces are the same everywhere, but the resultant differs. 

58,436. To what extent do' you think the (problems of t-ropical India 
are profitably dealt with at Pusa, which is :not in the tropics p
I prefer to answer that in a hypothetical way rather than indirectly, 
because I have not been to Pusa and I do not know exactly what the con
ditions are. But suppose Pusa took the line that their business was to 
investigate the general principles underlying the agriculture of India, and 
supposing Pusa could establish relationships with experimental farms and 
colleges in different Provinces; friendly relationships based on respect for 
the Pusa work, so that the officers of those institutions would naturally 
look to Pusa for !help-I do not mean that they would be (ompellerl by any 
regulation but that they would naturally do so-then Pusa would 
be able to contribute materially ,to the development of Indi'an agriculture. 
They may be doing this now. I am not Implying they are uot, but I am 
simply laying down the general principle that should be followed. 

58,437. So that the prestige of Pusa with the Provinces 'Would depend 
entirely on the quality of the work being carried out at Pusa and on the 
calibre of the men who were doing the wOlkP-That is SI), and no offidal 
arrangements or organisation could possibly override tha. facu. 

58,438. No representation of provincial officers on the Governing Body? 
-No, I do not think it would come in at all. If the Pusa people command 
the respect of the provincial colleges and stations, they will have the 
leadership, even if the Government should decree otherwise. 

58,439. There is no reason why an attempt should not be made to satisfy 
provincial opinion on both grounds, namely, to satisfy the expert opinion 
of the Provinces on the basis of the excellence of Pusa's work, and the other 
and less instructed Provincial opinion by some attempt to give representation 
on the Central Body?-It might not hurt Pusa at all. There might be 
some political advantages in such representation, and I should not regard 
it as greatly influencing the work. It would be far better for the Pusa 
staff to be in direct contact with the problems in the Provinces than to 
have tlhe Provincial point of view presented to them at second hand by 
someone on their Governing Body. 

58,440. As regards Enropean workers at Pusa or other research centres, 
what type of engagement would you favour, the short term or the long 
termP-I doubt if y!lu could get the type of man you want on a s<hort-term 
.engagement. There might be something to be said for having juniors for 
short terms, ,to see whether they like the life and the work; terms that 
would enable them to retire graoefully if they did not. But for Seni;)fS, I 
think you must have the long term. 
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58,441. Is ,there a dearth of first-class research workers at this moment? 
~There always has been. There is a chronic dea.rth of first-class men in 
all countries. 

58,442. Has that fact some bearing on the importance of central research 
stations? M.ay it not be that, as regards certain types of research work, 
it would he almost im.possihle to staff institutions in each and every Province 
1K-cause there would not exist enough first class men, skilled in 
such subects, to fill the postsP-That is SO; but more important is the 
necessity of bringing together men of different points of view. No 
one man can envisage the whole of the problem: he can only see 
one part of it. The agriculturist is not specially concerned with what the 
chemist may think of his difficulties; he wants to get as much information 
as he can about them. The ooemist, the physicist, the biologist and 
mathematician may all be needed to study the problem from their different 
points of view, obtaining as much knowledge as they can about it: then 
their knowledge must be welded into a whole before the agriculturists can 
benefit much from their work. 

58,443. How does that bear upon the need for central research stations!'
In this way: The numher of men who can do the work is limited, and 
the number of those who can collaborate one with the other is even more 
limited. 

58,444. How often should a Governing Body meet P-Our Governing Body 
meet four times a year for about an hour and a half, and that arrangement 
has worked very well for many years. I think it is quite a good one. It 
enables them to see that the principles are maintained, and to give them 
all the help that they want in maintaining their general oversight. 

58,445. They get through their work.in about an hour and a ,halfP-Yes. 
58,446. It is not a matter of self-control on their part; you do not apply 

the guillotine ?-N 0; they are a highly-efficient body of men, accustomed 
to apprehend the facts of a situation, and to form a correct judgment 
thereon. I might say how our Governing Body is elected. It is composed 
of eight members: Four elected by the Royal Society of London, two by 
the Royal Agricultural Society, one by the Chemical Society, and one by 
the Linnman Society. They elect their own Chairman, who by custom is 
associated with the land: the present Chairman is Lord Clinton. 

58,447. Are you familiar with the working of the Development Commis
sion P-Only as an applicant for grants. 

58,448. Have yeu formed any view as to whether the principle involved 
in the Development Commission and the working of that Commission, and 
the fund which it administers, are favourable to progressive agricultural re
.search ?-I think so. They adopted, in the first instance, the wise principle 
that the research institutions should be specialised and that each should 
not attempt to cover the whole ground. That enabled us to assemble a 
better staff for our group of subjects than would otherwise have been 
possible. They adopted another principle which on the whole has worked 
reasonably well: that the industry itself, or some other organisation, should 
put up part of whatever. capital is required. That ensured that where 
exte_nsions were desired it was necessary to satisfy, not only the Develop
ment Commission, but some other authorities also, of the need. 

58,449. Sir Thoma$ Middleton: You have emphasised the importance 
of soil survey in connection with agricultural work?-Yes. 

58,450. What type of soil survey had you in mind ii-A general descriptive 
sUI'Vev. 

58,.k,. You had the establishment of types in mind, not necessarily 
the mapping of the area to which the survey applied?~ think the mapping 
should be done as well. The purpose of the soil survey should be to give 
information to the soil investigators .so that they might know what arE' 
the important problems; secondly, to give information to the agricultural 
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experts and to the best farmers as to the p06Sibilities of those soils. It 
wo~ld then .b~ . f~r the experts and farmers to decide which among the 
Val'lOW! posSlblhtles was the most economic or feasible. 
58,~2 .. You recognise. that to attempt to map, on the field, tho positiun 

of solis 18 a ~ery I~ngt~y and costly bwriness ?-That depends on the 
degree of detail, whlch 18 governed by the closeness of settlement and 
the economic value of the area. 

58,453. What you attach most importance to is the detinition of soil 
types. You cannot expect to lay down boundaries?-No, I should prefer 
to say descriptive rather than bring in the idea of definition. In a 
survey s~ch. as I contf;mplate, an extensive hill region, if thinly populated 
and agrlculturally ummportant, could be dealt with in a few sentences, 
while a highly fertile closely settled plain could be studied in any degree 
of detail that was desired. 

58,454. Supposing India were to wish to undertake a soil survey at 
the present time, are we in a position to suggest to them the proper 
methods to follow?-Not entirely, because the sense of proportion must 
have an economic background. It would be superftuous to attach equal 
importance to all the regions. Some regions would have to be studied 
in close detail and others need little if any attention. Where important 
practical problems arise, such as soil erosion, irrigation or alkaloids, 
considerable detail might ~ nooded. On the other hand, where there is 
no outstanding problem, but a general system of farming already eshlh. 
lished which on the whole is reasonably successful, then very little detail 
would be needed. 

58,455. Do you have in your mind a survey of the Russian type rathe" 
than the type which the United States first adoptedP-Not quite. The 
present Russian survey ignores the utilisation of the soil. I should 
prefer a survey where this was brought into greater prominencE.'. 

58,456. You suggest the present American method of survey as a suitable 
one?-I should prefer our own methods in a modified way. Our detailed 
methods would be applicable where there were outstanding problems. 

58,457. When referring to "our own methods," were you thinking of 
your own original method as applied in the Kent and Surrey survey? 
-That has been modified subsequently. I should say the methods at which 
we have arrived now. 

58,458. Or at which we are trying to arrive?-Yes, at which we are 
trying to arrive. It might easily happen that the Russian methods might 
be utilised for the general classification of the Indian soils. Probably 
-the Russian methods would classify the Indian soils into five or six very 
Dig groups. I have had opportunities, during the last t~o months, of 
-discussing this matter with the Russian workers, and I did not gather 
that their classification, taken by itself, gave agriculturists much informa
-tion that they do not already possess. 

58,459. The kind of survey which has been carried out to some extent 
'in India has been one where, lIB in the Madras Presidency, types have 
Deen studied by the sample method. Would you regard that as a useful 
preliminary piece of workP-I thi.nk the field method. is the best pre-
1iminary-to go over the whole reglon and make a general survey. Then, 
baving done this, one can dec~de wh~ch ar~as require .to be more extensively 
cultivated and there economlc conslderatlOns come In. 

58 460. For that field survey you must have a staff available ?-Yes. 
58;461. If you take a .chemist . working in .an I~ian Laboratory and 

wishing to get certain lnformatIOn about local sOlls, there may be no 
method open to him other than collecting samples and examining them. 
1 want to get your view as to the probable usefulness of this method?
If it is done casually II should not think it was very useful. It is best 



done in relation to some definite problem, such as an irrigation scheme, 
or erosion, o.r other problem of soil fertility. 

58,462. Your opinio.n is quite definite that the best time at which any 
young scientific', worker sho.uld begin research work in. an institution 
such as this is after he has· completed his academic studiesP-Yes. I 
am speaking now of the young worker from India. 

58,463. That postulates that the young worker has had a tho.roughly 
good scientific trainingP-Yes. In point of fact, we have sometimes 
found it necessary to supplement his training when he has come here, 
so that it has not infrequently happened that we have sent a man to 
some other institution for the first three months or the first six months 
to strengthen his training in certain respects. 

58,464. You have referred to the great difficulty of getting good scientific 
workers all the wo.rld o.ver. Would you agree that any country which 
expects to produce scientific workers must have strong scientific schools 
in its Universities'P-Certainly. 

58,465. Mnst we not begin with scientific schools in the Universities 
before we can begin to develop technical institutions at which research 
workers are to study agricultural problemsP-Yes, the University is the 
true basis. 

58,466. What would have happened to Rothamsted if yo.U had not had 
the scientific schools of England to draw upon for your workersP-We could 
not have done much. I do. not urge that every University should have 
these science schools: this might be impracticable; but at each University 
certain lines of wo.rk should be developed, and students interested in the 
one line would naturally congregate there. It should always be possible 
for students to transfer from one University to another to study special 
SUbjects. 

58,467. In discussing the relations of Pusa to the provincial workers, 
you emphasise the importance of direct oontactP-Yes. 

58,468. In this country we have had an Agricultural Education Associa
tion which includes most of the agricultural workers in the country?-Yes. 

58,469. To what extent have you found that body useful in connection 
with your work at RothamsiedP-Very useful. We meet the members 
of the Association formally twice a year at Christmas and in summer, and 
informally much more frequently. The advantage of the Association is that 
it gives us a list of the men working in the field in contact with the 
farmers. If we want to go. into any county or want any info.rmation about 
any county, we know at o.nce to whom we can write. 

58,470. You secure access to farmers through members of the Agricul
tural AssociationP-Yes, and further, these men, having periodical oppor
tunities o.f meeting our staff, come do.wn here and see the work which 
is going on, and frequently arrange to bring a party o.f farmers round. 
They also ask for lectures to be given in their counties. 

58,471. What is the total number of scientific workers at present engaged 
at RothamstedP-Approximately fifty trained scientific workers and some
thing less than that in the way of highly trained assistants. 

58,472. There is one point in relation to the supply of scientific workers 
which fills me with concern, if not alarm; you say: "Few men are able 
to. evolve new ideas after the age of about forty-five, or to adapt themselves 
to. new conceptions in science after the age of fifty."-Yes; it is a sad 
truth. 

58,473. My anxiety was lessened when I learned that you prepared 
this statement on your way back from America; perhaps your impressions 
of "too old at fifty" were gained in the United StatesP-No.; I deliberately 
stated that to. emphasise the fact that one has to make careful selection 
all the way through. You canno.t select at random. 
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5~,~74. Dr. Hyder:. .As regards Indian students coming for a year's 
tralDlDg at your Ill6tltute, do you 'not get students direct from Cambridge 
or $Ome other Universi~y specialising in natural science who have obtained 
First Class in their Natural Science Tripos or who have obtained scholar
ShIpS, or do you get students sent to you by the Government of IndiaP~ 
They are mostly sent to us by the Government of India. We have a 
«'rtain number of Indian students coming from Cambridge who spend 
the whole or part of the long vacation here. ' 

58,475. That is in order to get their degree or diploma at Cambridge P
Yes. It ~8 not nec:essary for the diploma that they should come, but 
they are lDterested lD working at Rothamsted, and we arrange that they 
can come. 

58,476. 1 was wondering whether the best type of Indian student was 
demanded hy the Indian Oivil Service?-I have never had the opportunity 
of comparing the men who come here with the men who go in for the 
Indian Oivil Service. In general, I think our men have come from the
Indian University rather than from Cambridge. 

58,477 • .As regards your station, is it a station that is concerned witb 
finding out truth in natural science or is it a station that is concerned 
with maklDg conjectures about the application of principles to practica~ 
problems of English agriculture ?~The station was founded eighty-three 
years ago by Sir John Lawes for the immediate purpose of increasinJ1: 
the productiveness of the land, but this purpose widened almost at the 
outset. From very early days its function has been to obtain knowledge 
about soils and the growth of crops. That is our function still, to obtain 
knowledge and then put it in such a form that it can be used by teachers 
and by expellts. We do not ourselves necessarily seek to solve a particular 
farmers' problem, although incidentally we do 80. 

58,478. You are concerned with the application of the truths of JHlre, 
science, not their application to any practical difficulties of the farmers. 
but to English scientific agriculture generally. For other purposes England 
depends upon Cambridge and places of that kind?-We are not concerned 
with the development of pure science, but with the study of the sciences 
that underlie agriculture and country life. " 

58,479 . .As regards the recruitment of research students at PUSll, both 
Indian and European, at what age do you think' we should recruit those 
menP-We should prefer to get them young, whilst they are still adaptable. 
We take them from the scientific schools of the University, because it is 
imperative that their science should 'be sound and beyond reproach. They 
mast then acquire somehow the agricultural outlook and the farmer's 
point of view, in order that they may properly appreciate the agricultural 
problems. .All this requires that a man shall be young, otherwise he cannot 
do it. 

58,480. Have you been asked to advise the Government of India as 
regards the recruitment of people who may take up such posts in India? 
-I cannot remember that I have been directly consulted unless a man 
has happened to give my name as a reference. I would not like to speak 
too definitely on that point. 

58,481. We have this system of service: when once a man gets into 
the service he cannot get out of the serviceP-Yes. . 

58,482. Do you think it would be better first to engage these men on 
a Elhort term contract and tihen, if they proved successful, to give them so 
much more money to retain themP-I put it the other way. For the senior 
men you must have a long term engagement. For the junior men it 
may be an advantage to have a short term. I would rather not put it. 
more definitely than that. 
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58,483. PUSIl is a somewhat small and out of the way place, with a number 
of research "Ovorkere living in isolation. How do you keep concord and 
harmony hereP-It is entirely a personal matter. 

58,484. Does the practice of meeting for tea help in that directionP
I dare say that helps to some extent. You are back again on the question 
of the selection of the staff. Our staff is mixed, men and women, and I 
think tha.t is an average. 

58,485. Mr. Noyce: I understand from your note and from your reply to 
Dr. Hyder, that the main purpose of Rothamsted is the acquisition of know
ledgeP-Yes. 

58,486. Is the practical application of that knowledge a secondary con
sideration P-No. 

58,487. The impression I got from your note was that the practical appli
cation is rather secondary P-I wanted to give the impression that the 
application may be more difficult, but it is not a. secondary purpose. It is 
second. in time, as Dr. Keen points out to me, not second in importance. 

58,488. My impression was based on the paragraph on page 777 
of your note, in which you seem to me to convey thatP-This refers 
to ad hoc work, which we do put second in importance, because it is not 
necessarily of pa.ramount value. You ha.ve to give the farmers some kind of 
working solution very soon; if you embark on a five-years' investigation, 
the problem may have disappeared before the end. So you do something 
that. will enable him to deal with it at once. But the method you propose 
may not be useful to many other farmers. 

58,489. The ad hoc work that you are referring to here is only a branch 
of the practical application P-The ad hoc work refers to BOme problem that 
has arisen in the course of the farmer's work, on which the ordinary agricul
tural expert cannot give satisfactory advice, 80 he turns to us. 
We cannot give satisfactory advice either, because we do not know. 
Then we may make some experiments, rough, tentative experiments, 
of perhaps ten per cent., or even twenty per cent., order of a.ccuracy, which 
will, nevertheless, give the farmer sufficient information for his purpose. 
but we could not regard the answer that we gave as one which might hold 
in another County or in another region. 

58,490. Whose business is it to apply practically the results of Roth
amsted P What is the real link between you and the farmer ?-There is no 
one link, because the farmers in England do not like official methods at 
all. The links mnst be informal and personal. I have mentioned various 
ways in which we are trying to establish them. We also try through 
county organisers and other members of the Agricultural Education 
Association to whom Sir Thomas referred. We bring farmers here as often 
as we can: the place is always open to them. The County organisers receive 
our reports directly they are printed, and so have general knowledge of the 
work we are doing. In their meetings with us they bring to our notice 
any problem that is troubling them in their district. Other problems are 
brought to our notice in our lectures to farmers. Then also we have outside 
experiments in various parts of the country, which are visited by members 
of the staff. I am starting off in a day or two on a round of visits. At 
each centre I shall meet the farmer who is running the experiments, and 
he collects several local farmers as well, so that I get opportunities. there of 
disc'ussin~ agricultural problems and conditions with men in many different 
parts of the country. 

58,491. You have about twenty of these outside centres?-Many more than 
that. We can find out in the course of the morning how many, but it is a 
considerable number. 

58,492. You mentioned experiments on good commercial farms?-Yes. 
58,493. Do they answer to what we call in India "demonstration on the 

cultivator's own land" P-Ours are not necessarily demonstration. III some 
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ca.eea we are trying to obtain knowledge. We have carried out experiments 
on our own farms, and we know the result there but we want to discover 
how that result might be modified under different ~liJnatic or soil conditions. 

58,494. They are experimental, not demonstrational P-They are not neces
sarily demonstrational. 

58,495. How long would an experiment last on each farmP-Unless the 
farm turns out to be quite unsuitable, we always carry it on for saveral 
years. 

58,496. Could you tell us how your Staff Council is composedP-Of heads 
of departments, and two members elected by the staff, who are not heads of 
departments. They meet once a JIlonth. 

58,497. When you were being asked about the relationship between Pusa 
and the provincial departments of agriculture you mentioned the necessity 
for direct contactP-Yes. 

58,498. Have you any ideas of how that contsct can be best securedP-No, 
I would not like to say that. Ii is entirely a personal matter and depends 
on the personality of the people concerned. 

58,499. There is a general feeling in India that Pusa and the Provinces 
are not in such close touch as is desirable. It is essential that that touch 
should be secllred somehowP-Yes. Assuming there to be a lack of touch, I 
should suggest, if I were out in India, that the Pusa staff be invited to 
meet the provincial staffs so as to try and arrive at some means whereby 
they could secure closer touch, and· see if the persons themselves could 
hammer out some way of doing it. I think you would get better results that 
way than by iJIlposing some method 011 them. 

58,500. Personality is really the important. thingP-That is the whole 
thing. 

58,501. Sir Jame, MacKenna: Do you think it wonld be a good thing if 
members of the Indian Agricultural Service were encouraged to take study 
leave at Rothamsted, or could an arrangement be made to take a man for 
work for a year without upsetting arrangements hereP-Yes, I think it 
would be a good thing, and we should welcome an arrangement of that sort. 

58,502. It is a thing one might lay emphasis on as desirableP-Yes. We 
should not necessarily keep him here the whole tilne, because when he 
arrived it might appear more useful for him to put in part. of his time at 
some other institution, but being in touch with all the institutions we could 
easily make the necessary arrangements. 

58,503. It would be an advantage to the studentP-Yes. 
58,504. The method of training on the scientific side for our Agricultural 

Department has been to put the student through a three or four years' 
agricultural course, and if he shows any particular bent for chemistry or 
economic botany, to make him specialise in that. Do you think it would 
have been better if, instead of giving this general agricultural course, we 
recruited our cheJDists and economic botanists from the Universities, after 
they have taken degrees in pure scienceP-Yes, I am strongly of opinion 
that the scientific workers should be recruited from the schools of pure 
science and not from the agricultural colleges. On the other hand, agro
nomists, or men who are going out to advise the farmers, can be recruited 
from the colleges of agriculture. 

58,505. But for chemists or botanists, it would be better to take a man 
who had made his mark in pure scienoe?-Yes, and frequently, also; for 
directors. 

58 506. And let them get their agricultural training after specialising as 
econ~mic botanists or agricultural chemists over here in an agricultural 
collegeP-No. I think it should be the duty of the Director or the Executive 
Authority whoever they may be, at the research institution, to ensure that 
everyone ~an acquire the necessary agricultural knowledge at the institutioll 
itself. 
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5B,507. Mr, OaZvert: Are you thinking of the Director of the institution 
or the Director of Agriculture P-The Director of the research institution. 
I understand you are speaking now of recruitment for the research service? 

Sir JameR MacKenna: Yes. 
5B,50B. Professor Gangulee: What is the procedure you follow in selecting 

the research staff of your institutionP-We keep in touch, with the scientific 
schools of ,the Universities in varied ways, partly by attendance at the 
British Association where the Professors meet, partly by giving lectures at 
the Universities, especially to the scientific societies of the Universities, and 
partly by maintaining friendly relationships with the men who are studying 
pure science, who take Chairs of pure science. We know personally, between 
us, most of the Professors of Chemistry, Botany, Physics and Mathematics. 
If it appears that a promising student might like to take up agricultural 
work, we do all we can to facilitate his doing so, and we may bring him 
here by some means or other. He might get a scholarship from the Ministry 
of Agriculture: thlise were set up by the Development Commission, and they 
have proved very useful. Alternatively we might find some fund or other 
means to do it, but in one way or other it would be done. We never let 
a. good man go by: if he desires an agricultural career in. our subjects he is 
got here somehow or other, on some informal or temporary or scholarship 
arrangement, perhaps for a year. This enables him to see whether he would 
like the work and the life, and it enables us to see also whether he would be 
likely to fit in to our organisation. If it seems that he would not, he 
departs. If it seems that he would, then he stays on, and by the time that 
he is permanently appointed on the staff we all know him pretty thoroughly. 

58,509. Have you a Selection CommitteeP-As a rule, selection really grows 
up. The idea develops that a certain man is very good and we ought to 
keep him, and we do keep him. 

58,510. Mr. Kamat: By "we," whom do you mean?-The Institution. 
58,511. The Governing Body has the final voice?-Yes; but in practice 

they accept the decision made here on the spot. 
58,512. Professor Gangulee: In answer to Sir Jame1!, you said you pre

ferred to have your men from the Universities rather than from the agricul
tural colleges?-Yes, this being a research institution. My remark does 
not apply to the Agronomist; he should be trained at an agricultural dOllege 
or at an agricultural department of the University. 

58,513. You try to secure an agricultural background in the Institute 
itself ?-Yes. 

58,514. On page 779 of your note of evidence you refer to the difficulty of 
retaining the services of oompetent men without overpaying those who are 
less successful? Could you amplify that statement ?-Our graded service was 
introduced some years ago, and it has been, on the whole, satisfactory. But 
as it is not elastic it offers no way of retaining a good man who has been 
asked to join some other organisation at a higher salary. If the graded 
service could be made elastic, that difficulty might be overdOme. In any' 
staff where you are expecting three qualifications, only a limited number 
can, in the nature of things, emerge very successfully. All of them have to 
have a scientific training; they have to acquire the agricultural background, 
in order to have the power of applying their results in practice, and finally 
they have to have certain personal qualities. You can only expect a certain 
proportion of men to have, in any high degree, the power both of obtaining 
results and of applying them. When a man has shown that he can not only 
obtain results but can apply them in practice, he becomes very valuable. 
These oommercial organisations and growers' associations to which I have 
referred in my note also recognise his value. . They are greatly in need of 
such men and always on the look out for them; they have so much capital 
at stake that the amount of salary is immaterial, so they begin at once by 
offering a man considerably more than he is getting here, and, if need be, 
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they will pile something on top of that and it makes it very difficult for us 
to hold him on an inelastic, graded s~tem. 

58,515: Can you suggest .how lack of inelasticity in the graded service can 
be got r!d of ?-I h:,-v~ varlOUS suggestions, but have not yet found anything 
that satIsfies the Mlmstry. That is our outstanding problem at the moment. 

58,516. Do you t~ink setting up an efficiency bar would solve the diffi
cult! ?-;-I ci.0 not thmk 80, because a man JDight do extraordinarily well in 
a.n lDstltut)~)D a~ part of a team, and yet he might not possess some par
t1.cular lJuahficatlODS that would induce a commercial organisation to acquire 
hIS services. 

58,517. Have you a Provident Fund for the Staff?-Yes. 
58,518. A system of insuranceP-Yes, it is the University Superannuation 

System. 
58,519. Do you find that the administration duties take up a considerable 

time of the heads of departments ?-A certain amount of time is spent in 
keeping in touch with farmers and agriculturists. That work rather tends 
to grow. We have in recent years begun to work for the Empire as well as 
for the British Islands; this has necessitated visits to other countries. But, 
broadly speaking, I cannot say that the actual administrative duties take 
up much time, simply because the place runs so well. It is like a well-oiled 
machine, running almost automatically. 

58,520. On the Governing Body, I see that the staff of the Institute is 
not represented? Is that a sound principleP-I think so. We have never 
felt the nel'essity fol' representation on the Governing Body. I am not a 
member of the Governing Body, and I have never felt any disadvantage. 
The method of selection of our Governing Body implies that they shall be 
men of science: The Royal Society, the Chemical and lJotanical Society 
select six out of eight. They are entirely sympathetic to the staff, and we 
could wish for no better representatives. 

58,521. Is the research programme of the Institution drawn up by your 
Staff Council ?-You can hardly say it is drawn up by anybody. It grows 
up, but under constant watchful guidance. We began with certain problems 
arising out of our classical fields. Other problems are constantly being 
brought to our notice from outside sources: oth9l's arise in discussion on the 
work at the Staff Council and more particularly in the Colloquium meetings 
which are held twice a month. 

58,522. Do the heads of departments submit to you the work they propose 
to do in the Institution for a year or so, and are those programmes sub
mitted to the Council for consideration?-Yes. Each head of department 
presents to the Council his programme of work, so that during the course of 
the year we get all round the heads of department, and have all the work 
of the Institute under review. 

58,523. Does that programme go to the Governing Body ,for sanction P
Yes. At each meeting of the Governing Body I give an account of certain 
sections of the work, and in the course of the four meetings I'get round the 
whole Institution. ' 

58,524. So that you act as Secretary to the Governi~g Body?-Yes. 
58,525. The Staff Council has no administrative function?-For sOllle of 

our domestic affairs. But in the main it is rather a discussing and an, 
advisory body. The Staff Council would not say to a head of department, 
"You must do such and such a thing." But it might urge the desirability 
of a certain course of action, and the recommendation carries very great 
weight. If it could happen that a head of a depail'tment were not playing 
the game the Staff Council would soon let him kn0'Y' what they ~hought of 
him and so should I too; but they are problems whICh do not arIse. 

58 526. If you were asked to introduce provincial representatives in a 
cent~al research institution like Pusa, would you put them on the Governing 
Body or on the Council of Research ?-If you are going to have a big body, 
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which seems, to be implied from provincial representation, I should prefer 8. 

Council with not too great powers of interference. I think a Governing 
Body is always better to be small and to concern itself with principles rather 
than details. You may, if you think it advisable for creatmg mterest or 
securing co-ordination, set up a Council as well, but the functions of the 
Council, I think, should be advisory rather than directly administrative. It 
is always difficult when there is a big COllnllil to act with the promptness 
necessary in a research institution, and pa;:tlOulal'ly to secure elasticity. 

58,527. The Provinces are interested only in research prublems?-Yes. 
58,528. They 114'e not concerned with the administrative aspect of a central 

institution P-No. It does not matter to the Provinces how the results are 
got as long as the results are turned .lU t,. 

58,529. Are you, as an institution, in touch with the Pusa workers P-Not 
formally. 

58,530. On the question of providing funds for agricultural research, does 
this station depend on the annual grants from the MinistryP-Very largely. 
'fhe Ministry grants about four-fifths of our income. We have an endowment 
which gives us a certain amount, not very much, and then we have sub
scribers and donors who provide the rest. The difficulty in a research insti
tution is always to balance the accounts. A research institution is not like 
a oollege; it cannot he run on a rigid programme of expenditure. Some 
work may arise during the course of the year which has got to be done, or 
mare important still, somebody emerges from one of the scientific schools 
whom you want to bring to the institution, and suddenly the money has to 
be produced from somewhere. That is always one difficulty of a research 
institution. 

58,531. What control does the Ministry of Agriculture exercise on the 
stationP-Wisely, they concern themselves with principles rather than 
details; so long as they are satisfied that good work is being done they do 
not interfere with the detailed running of the place. 

58,532. Do you have to submit the budget of the institution to the 
MinistJryP-Yes; we submit each year an estimate of our expenditure and 
the programme of work we propose to do. At the end of the year we submit 
an acoount of what we have done, with a list of the publications. We are 

• open at all times to inspection by the Ministry. 
58,533. On what basis do you allocate the needs of the various departments 

in the station P-Do you mean the funds for the actual running of the 
department, such as the actual purchase of chemicals and apparatus P 

58,534. Yes.---Chemicals and apparatus form a separate account from the 
salaries and ordinary running expenses. A certain sum is set aside for the 
whole institute for the purchase of chemicals, apparatus and general 
appliances. The allocation of that sum is made by a Committee of the Staff 
Council. All the heads of departments are represented in this Committee, 
but I do not attend its meetings. 

58,535. Do you consider team work in a research institution is essential P-
Absolutely. . 

58,536. When you say team work, do you mean that the different facets 
of the same problem are approached by various departmentsP-Yes. 

58,537. How do you make the allotments of research work among the 
various departments? Is tha.t done by the Council or noti'-No, that 
generally grows up. I attach far more importance to the personal and in
formal development of programmes than I do to any formal IIirrangements. 
One has to remember that a good research worker is essentially a Radical. 
He is a research worker simply because he does not accept the conventional 
explanation of a thing. He resents official methods of procedure; but if he 
is faced with a problem and can talk it out, particulady if half a dozen of 
them are talking it out together, then they will come to some method whereby 
the necessary co-operation ca.n be carried out. If it is seen that a problem 
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is partly bacteriological and partly chemical, the bacteriologist and the 
chemist eat about finding a solution if both are satisfied that it is worth 
doing. It ill the Director's business to keep these informal methode on a 
.traight course; unguided the work might become, diffuse and incoherent. 

68,638. So much for team work in the station. Do you have any links, in 
your Boil investigations, with outside stations or with similar work at 
UniversitiesP--8o far those links have been oonfined to the ,field work. The 
Aberystwyth staff carried out certain field work which we wished to Ile& 

done: the effllct of chlorides as fertiliser under their conditions. So far we 
have carried out no definite investigations in conjunction with other insti
tutions, except only in regard to methods of mechanical analyses of soil, 
where it ill necessary in the end to get everybody to agree, and where it is 
desirable, therefore, to bring everybody in at the beginning. 

58,539. Taking these field experiments that you carryon in many parts 
of the country, under whose control are those experiments carried outP
Under our control, controlled always from Rothamsted. 

58,540. And financed by you P-The ,question of finance does not usually 
arise. Some experiments are very costly, and then money has to be found, 
such, for instance, as the barley experiments; these are financed by the Insti
tute of Brewing. Other experiments are less costly and the finance has been 
arranged by the local people who are at least as interested as we are in the 
result. 

58,541. You told us that,you -are carrying on experiments in ScotlandP
Yes. 

68,542. Who pa.ys for the experiment there P-'l'he barley experiments are 
paid for by the Institute of Brewing. 

58,543. Are you carrying on any experiments in the agricultural colleges 
in ScotlandP-Yesj we have one potato experiment at Edinburgh, for which 
they pay. 

68,544. But it ill under your supervision, and the college follows the plan 
of the experiment set out by you P-Of the barley experiments, yes. Of the 
potato experiments the plan was discussed with us, and we agreed to it; but 
the Edinburgh people are just as interested in the result as we' are, and so 
they are carrying out the experiment. 

58,545. Are these trials based on any uniform technique, so that the results 
may be comparableP-Yes. There are two important kinds of field experi
ments: those requiring a high order cxf accuracy and those where a lower 
order of accuracy is sufficient. The oq.tside experiments are usually, though 
not always, of a. lower order of accuracy than those done here. I say usually, 
but we have some which are of a very high order of accuracy indeed which 
are done outside. It depends on the kind of information we want. 
,58,546. You told us that you conduct trialB on the farmers' own land P

Yes. 
58,541. For long periodsP-Yes. We began this work in the year 1921 in 

a tentative sort of way. We did much more of it in 1922, a.nd some of the 
first farms are still in the scheme. 

58,548. Thev eand their :results to youP-Yes, or we send somebody down 
to weigh up the crops. One of our workers has just been away weighing hay 
in Somerset. Usua.lly we try to get the weighing done by the County 
Organiser, but if he cannot do it we send somebody along. 

58,549. That is the link between the county demonstration farms and Rot
lamsted?-Yes, that, and the lectures which we give, and the visits of the 
farmers here. 

'58,550. So that these various farms are the points of contact Y0ij.· have 
with actual farmersP-Those are also important. 

68,551. In additi~n to, the various field experiments conducted by the 
institution; do you have any farm run on economic lines with a view to 
working out costs and actual profits?-Not on our own account. We have a 
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good deal o~ our land under ordinary farming, but this is not its primary 
purpose: it IS simply resting from experiments. We had until quite recently 
a farm under our close supervision at Leadon Court, which was run as a 
pure commercial, venture, where we were studying arable dairy farming. 
That experiment went as far as seemed desirable, and so was discontinued. 
We may always take up another farm of the kind, but we depend for that on 
somebody who' will furniBh the necessary funds, because we cannot run 
serious risk of losing money owing to the season or to some adverse circum
stanoe; we have not got the necessary resouroes. 

58,552. You stated that some of your trials are financed by brewers. What 
is the relationship of the station to the manufacturers of fertilisers, or of 
agricultural implements P-We have no official relationship whatever. We 
keep clear of all entanglements and all alliances or connections with organi
sations of produoers of agricultural commodities. Where the manufacturers 
of fertilisers desir~ to obtain information on certain points which it is within 
our power to obtain, then we carry out experiments to get that information 
provided they will put up the full cost of the experiments. The information 
which we, obtain for them may not be used for propaganda purposes. 
Further, we usually, though not invariably, claim the right of publishing 
the results, though we do not insist on that claim if a patent or some trade 
secret or anything of the sort is involved. 

58,553. You do receive assistanoe in that way from commercial enter
prises?-Yes. 

58,554. When you are carrying on experiments on wheat, how do you 
come in touch with the millers who are the ultimate consumers ?-The millers 
have a Research Association, and I am a member of its Governing Body. 
Further, the head of that Association is one of our own people. It is com
paratively simple for us to maintain touch with a number of bodies of that 
sort, because so often we furnish the head or somebody high up in the 
organisation. 

58,555. In the case of the barley experiments the brewers came on the 
soene?-Yes. 

58,556. In the case of the wheat experiments the millers came on the 
scene?-The maclIinery is aJl there should they be needed. 

58,557. In the case of potatoes, did the big growers come on the scene?
Yes. 

68,558. On pa~e 776 of your note of evidence you say that the senior mem
bers of the instItution gIve lectures to farmers. Does that practice inter
fere with the research work?-No, we take care that it shall not do so. Our 
guide demonstrator and farm manager ca.n always take any lecture if it were 
found to interfere with the work of a member of the scientific staff. No 
heavy burden falls on any particular individual: a number o{ the scientific 
staff, including myself, share the work. I attach a great deal of importanoe 
to it, because it does bring us in personal touch with the farmer's problems. 

58,559. It seems to me there is likely to be an increasing demand for agri
cultural research workers throughout the Empire. Is it your view that there 
is a growing interest amongst University graduates to undertake agricul
tural research ?-It is very difficult to answer, that question, because the 
generations of University graduates are so short. You sometimes, in going 
round a Botanical Department of a Chemical Department and talking to the 
senior people there, get the impression that many of the best of them would 
like to go in for agriculture. Then perhaps two y~rs afterwards you could 
go to that same institution and strike another lot of men to whom, agricul
ture does not appeal so much. 

58,560. Mr. Ca!lIll'rt: Could you enlighten UII as to how the practical 
economic value of research to the farmer comes inP-Officially, through the 
body of advisers to the farmers, who are on the spot and know the farmere 

Sir John R1Usell. 
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and their problems. In addition we adopt the various direct methods 
described in my Memorandum. 

58,561. How does the economic importance to the farmer influence the 
research workers here and the work they undertakeP-Only indirectly. Our 
purpose is to get the knowledge on which an advisory system cau be 
founded. That knowledge is gained as the opportunity arises, and applied 
as best we can. You cannot shackle your workers by telling them they 
must not work at a certain problem, simply because at the moment it 
happens to have no economic importance. If you have a choice of two 
problems and it is immaterial whether you do one or the other, you would 
select the one more closely bearing on practical economic problems, but 
you would not let that influence your decision too much. 

58,562. I gather in England there is a far bigger area under grass than 
under wheatP-Yes. 

58,563. The economic importance of grass land in England, then, is far 
greater than that of wheat land, as the amount under wheat is not at all 
comparable in economic importance with that under grassP-The amount 
of research work done on an agricultural problem cannot at any given 
moment be directly related to its economic importance, simply because the 
economic importance fluctuates from year to year, and research has to be 
on a long period basis: for example, you may have to plan a. five-years' 
experiment: during those five years the economic conditions may have 
shifted, and a. problem, which at the beginning of the period may have 
been very important, may be of only subordinate importance at the end. 

58,564. How do you keep your research worker's nose down the economic 
lane, because the ultimate end of agricultural research is economicP-No, I 
should not entirely agree with that. 

58,565. The Ministry of Agriculture is not subsidising you to add to the 
store of pure knowledge but to help English agriculture to become more 
prosperousP-Yes, that is the purpose, but then there are two ways in 
which it can be achieved. One is by developing a system of agricultural 
eduoation and the other is by the solution of the farmers' problems. Agri
culture is more likely to be prosperous where there is an alert, well trained 
rural community, whose education is based on the facts of country life and 
the general principles underlying farming operations, than where there is 
an untrained rural community with a set of advisers going round and telling 
the farmers how to tackle difficulties as they arise. It is our primary purpose 
to win the knowledge on which the teacher can base his rural education, 
and which the agricultural expert can use in giving sound advice to the 
farmer. As a matter of fact, we exceed that purpose and make some 
applications of our own. 

58,566. On the question of the different workers on ;the scientific and 
agricultural field, we have in India to consider three classes. There is the 
agriculturist, who is directly concerned in field work; there is the College 
staff, engaged on the educational side, and there is the research worker. 
The problem arises as to whether you should recruit a research worker 
and expect him to teach, or recruit an educationalist and hope that he 
will engage in research. What do you say to thatP-You cannot expect a 
researoh worker to do a great amount of teaching successfuly, because he 
is proba'bly not a born teacher: it is rather rare for a man to be both 
a good teacher and a. good research worker. There are brilliant exceptions 
to that rule, but in general you may say that a research worker should do 
research a.nd some teaching and a teacher should do teaching and some 
research; but the primary function of the teacher should be to teach and 
the primary function of the research worker should be to do research. 

58,567. You do not think that to search for the dual capacity man is to 
go on the right linesP-No. 
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58,568. Assuming you wero given a problem of urgent economic im
portance, such lUI the almost complete damming up of English rivers by 
some weed, would that research work be undertaken by any of the existing 
institutions or would you create for that some purely ad hoc body of. men 
separate from the institutionsP-Do you mean supposing the problem was 
presented to us at Rothamsted or that it arose in this countryp 

58,569. Supposing you are advising us, would you like the existing In
stitution to undertake that general research work or would you have a. 
completely separate ad hoc body of workers to do itP-For a specific object 
of that sort we should first make a survey of the problem and then see 
who are the most appropriate members of the staff to deal with it. If it 
is of sufficient importance we should appoint special assistants for the work. 
You cannot lay down rigid rules of procedure. The research institution 
must have considerable elasticity, so that the appropriate action, whatever 
it is, can be taken. . 

58,570. You reaJly depute an officer to survey the problem, and then try 
and bring the problem back to the laboratory P-As a general course, but I 
should prefer not to generalise but simply survey the problem and decide 
on the best course of action, whatever it may be, and not be tied by any 
official regulations or procedure. 

58,571. Mr. Kamat: All to the composition of your Governing Body, would 
you kindly amplify your statement as to the authority which sets up the 
Governing Body. Is it appointed for a definite number of years, or for a 
long period, and has the Ministry of Agriculture the right of .nominating 
a certain number of people on the Governing BodyP-The Governing Body 
is set up under the terms of a Trust Deed, which was established by Sir 
John Lawes in 1889, some years before he died. It is there laid down that 
the Governing Body shall be composed of eight members, four nominated 
by the Royal Society, two by the Royal AgriculturaJ Society, one by the 
Chemical Society, and one by the Linnman Society. A Trust Deed in Eng
land is a very Sacred document, 'and there is no way of altering its terms 
short of an Act of Parliament, a very expensive matter. The result is 
that the Ministry of Agriculture has no representative on our Governing 
Body and no power of putting one on unless they could persuade one of 
these Societies to select somebody they suggested. By the Trust Deed the 
members are nominated for five years. In practice they are always r&
elected, so that we have one member who has been on the Governing Body 
for the whole 38 years that it has been in existence. There is a clause that 
if a member not attending any meeting for two years automatically goes 
off the Body. That has only come into operation once ever since I have 
known a.nything about the Institution. 

58,572. How are these representatives chosen with reference to sciencei' 
-The Chemical oSClciety appoint a distinguished chemist, the Linnman 
SoCiety a distinguished botanist, and the Royal Society at least three dis
tinguished men of science, and from time to time others distinguished in 
other activities. They appointed Lord Clinton, the present Chairman, a 
'very well-known agriculturist with wide experience in the handling of 
practical problems and with full knowledge of the organisation of research 
work inasmuch as he is also Chairman of the Forestry Commission • 
. 58,573. When you send up your schemes to the Development Commission 
and ask for funds, is it the Governing Body which ultimately sende up the 
scheme, or the DirectorP-The scheme is drawn up here. l1i is submitted 
to the Governing Body, and, when approved by them, is sent up counter
signed by the Treasurer of the Institution. The Development Oommission 
provide the capital for extensions but give no annual grant direct to us. 
They make a relatively large grant to the Ministry of Agriculture who 
then allocate the sum betwsen the institutions. For onr annual grant tWe 
therefore apply to the Ministry of Agriculture and not to the- Development 
Commission. 

Sir John Russell. 
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58,574. But the Development Commission requires that the scheme should 
come with the approval of the Governing Body?-For capital extensions, 
yes. 

58,575. You said you depended upon annual budgets?-Yes. 
58,576. Do you depend for your continuity of research on those annual 

budgets p-It is always understood (I do not know how far it is officially 
agreed, but Sir 'l'homas could tell us that) that a.n annual grant made by 
the Ministry of Agriculture will probably continue. We take that as a 
good enough hasis for continuity of work: the Ministry never have refused 
to renew our grant, and I cannot imagine that they ever would. 

58,577. The Institute thus depends upon an unwritten convention for 
the continuity of research rather than any regulation P-There is nothing 
in writing with us, hut what there may be between the Ministry of Agricul
ture and the Development Commission I am not in a position to say. It 
has to be remembered that the Ministry of Agriculture and the Develop
ment Commission are both entirely sympathetic to our work, and would 
always do whatever they could to provide the necessary funds. 

58,578. You have said that the senior members of the staff give lectnres 
to farmers?-Yes. 

58,579. And you have added that you, the Director, come in direct con
tact with the farmers?-Yes. 

58,580. Are those farmers typical representatives of the brewers or the 
millers, or commercial farmers, or are they ordinary farmersP-They are 
good, ordinary, farmers. Generally the men that we meet are the good 
farmers, not necessarily always the big farmers or the rich farmers, but 
the keen men. Some of our correspondents' are quite small men, but they 
are always keen on farming and anxious to develop their farms and im
prove their conditions as much &II they can. They are intelligent people. 

58,581. Is it a great advantage that a highly scientific man such as the 
Director of the Institute should come in touch with the ordinary unsophisti
cated, simple, farmerP-I think so. I always enjoy a talk with farmers, 
however small their farms, and with farm labourers. I was in a little 
.village one Sunday morning, and somebody collected a lot of farm labourers 
'and I had a talk with them about the soil. They were most interested, and 
we went on for two or three hours. 

58,582. That system has a great advantage?-I think it has. 
58,583. You said that the type of Indian students who came here showed 

a fairly good capacity in researchP-Yes, the individuals that come to 
Rothamsted. 

58,584. After two or three years training here do you think they would 
be capable of being not only ordinary research workers, but even heads of 
their respective departments when they go back to their research institutes 
in India ?-Some of them. 

58,585. You think ultimately they would become capable of being heads 
of departmentsP-Yes. I should not say all, but some of them. Research 
is like science it6elf: there is no division of nations or races. Some in
dividuals can do it, and some cannot. 

58,586. Before the Development Commission came into existence, what 
disadvantage did this institute feel, if anyP-:-The very serious disadvantage 
that we had but little money, and so only.a small staff of four or five, all 
of whom were underpaid. Our appliances were inadequate, frequently 
home made; and in consequence we were unable to. work with the degree 
of the accuracy possible now. 

58 587. The staff was strengthened because of the creation of the Develop
ment Department?-Yes. It was they who furnished the necessary income. 
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We now obtain from the Ministry of Agriculture some £27,0.00. annually. 
Obviously we can do far more with a.n amount of that sort than in the 
old days when we had only our endowment, which brought us in something 
less than £3,o.o.().a year. 

58,588. Professor Gangulee: You receive capital grants also, for exten
sion workP--<We receive capital grants for the erection of new buildings 
and for specific purposes. 

58,589. Dr. Hyder: You would not like to be put entirely on the Vote 
of the Ministry of Agriculture so that Rothamsted became a Government 
Institute altogether P-No, we should not like tha.t at all; we value our 
independence very highly. That is no reflection on the Ministry, but I 
do not think it desirable that a research institute should be entirely 
dependent on a Government Department. 

58,590.. Would you apply that to the case of research institutes in India P 
-I should apply it as a general rule, unless there was some very special 
reason to the contrary. I think that a research institute is far better 
governed by some body such as ours, which is nominated mainly by scientific 
societies and partially also by agricultural societies, with, if you like, 
Government representatives as well. Some degree of elasticity is abso
lutely essential to research institutions, and it is very difficult to get 
this if you are part of a Government department. 

58,591. Sir Thomas Middleton: Would you consider a Governing Body of 
from ten to twelve membem, with an Executive Committee, an unwieldy 
body to control a research ins'titutionP-No. :r think the general principle 
should be that the Governing Body should deal with principles rather than 
with det'ails; these should be settled in the institution itself, by the 
Director and the staff. 

58,592. You stated that your own Council is mainly advisory, a body 
which debates and discusses questions?-Which Council? 

58,593. I was thinking of the Council which Professor Gangulee referred 
to P-The Staff Council P 

58,594. Yes. You expressed a preference for a Council rather than 
a Governing Body in order to afford provincial representation ?-That ill 
a different Council. The Staff Council deals with domestic affairs within 
the institution. The Council to which I thought Professor Gangulee 
was referring was some external body. I have sometimes thought it would 
be desirable to have & kind of advisory council on which we could get 
representation of the farmem from different parts of the country so as 
to ensure that we are doing all we can to keep in touch with the farmers' 
point of view and to ensure that the farmers' problems will be brought 
to our notice. It is, however, difficult to get a body of the right sort 
together. 

58,595. It would be a little difficult even in England where you are in 
close touch with farmers and their representatives in every county?-Yes. 

58 596. What would happen if you were to try to get an advisory council 
fron: such distances as Berlin, Paris, or Rome, to meet at intervals for 
discussion p--.:It might easily happen that the labour was not worth while. 
The difficulty that I have always been up against here when I hav~ 
tried to plan a Council of that sort, is to bring into it the farmer who 
is really faced with the problems and to keep out the gentleman who sits 
in his club in London and has views as to how farmiug should be conducted. 

(Dr. Keen, who attended with Sir John Russell, was then separately 
examined, Sir John Russen remaining.) 

Sir John Russell. 
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Dr. B. A. KEEN, D.Sc., F.Inst.P., 
Assistant Director, Rothamsted EXl?erimental Station. 

Oral Evidence. 

58,1597. The Ohairman: You are Assistant Director and head of the Soil 
Physics Departmenti'-Yes. 

58,598. Would you like to say anything about Sir John Russell's note? 1 
understand it is not a joint noteP-No; it was written by Sir John, 
but I had an opportunity of discussing it with him. 

58,599. Is there any matter you would like to amplifyP-There is one 
point I would like to emphasise in connection with Indian research workers 
who oome to Rothamsted. We have had experience of Indian students 
who have gone back to do agricultural research, and others who have gone 
back to do technical work. There is no question in my own mind that 
the former should begin here after about a year's post-graduate work. 
On the other hand, for the technical man it is very much more important 
that he should have acquired his technical knowledge before he oomes over 
here. We find it is a great advantage to have research workers here for 
two or three years, not only because it is mutually beneficial, but also 
because, if they come over for that period of time, they are able to work 
for one of the higher degrees of an English University. The University 
of London and the University of Cambridge (we have associations with 
both those Universities) examine the standard of training of a man !iefore 
they will accept him as a candidate for a higher degree, so that in this 
way we get a kind of automatic elimination of the poorly trained men. 
Beyond this I have nothing to add to what Sir John has said, with which 
I agree, with the exception that I perhaps am more optimistic about the 
direct application to agriculture of the broad principles of soil classifica
tions to which Sir Thomas Middleton referred. 

Sir John ll'U88ell: I want to be quite clear about that. I did not wish 
to say that I did not think they would not be useful, but simply that 
I did not think they would give the agriculturist all the information 
he wants. 

58,600. The Ohairman: You know there is a group of probleIDB in con
nection with damage to soil due to waterlogging consequent upon irriga
tion, and that those problems are of growing importance in India. Have 
you consideNld those matters yourselfP-1 have little direct field experience 
of irrigation, but the fundamental problems form, of course, a branch of 
my special subject. 

58,601. Can you give us any guidance as to how far the scientific problems 
touching these questions are of a nature which coula be, or ought to be, 
dealt with by a central institution, or whether they are better dealt 
with as problems of a local nature at institutions controlled by the Pro
vinces P"":In my view I think the general problem is one that can only 
be attacked properly in a central institution. I can quite see (and I would 
support the suggestion) that certain special side lines of the main problem 
might occasionally have to be examined on the spot. But, ~n my opinion, 
that could not satisfactorily be done unless the central institution was 
already working on the main problems since the suh-stations would need this 
guidance in their own programme of work. 

58 602. It ma.y be that, in India, the central Institution should be 
cent;al in the sense of central to one Province, and should have sub-stations 
within that ProvinceP-Yes, central, but not necessarily central to the 
whole Continent. 

58,603. But central in the sense of dealing with the fundamental aspects 
of the problem ?--Certainly. 
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58,604. Are there many men available in the world market capable of 
undertaking, research of such complexity and importance as that to which 
I have referred P-That is a difficult question. 

58,605. But i~ is a very important one P-It is a very important one. 
I can only refer you to what Sir John answered in the wider connection. 
I think the men can be found, but I should not like to have to specify 
any particular people by name. 

58,606. I do 'not suggest that. 'I merely wish you to emphasise, if you 
are of that opinion, that the shortage is a serious one, and that calibre is 
everything, and that every endeavour must be made to get 'the very best re
search workers. There is a notion 'abroad in some quarters that if you get a 
secondary class of research worker and pay him rather less, you may not get 
quite as much, but you will get something worth having. That is not always 
true, is it P-No. That view is not unknown in our own country; but it has 
been changed very much in the last few yeaTS. 

58,607. Sir Thomas Middleton: You emphasise the necessity of a central 
institution for the investigation of irrigation problema. Have you formed 
any opinion as to the size of the institution, and the number of members 
of staff that would be wanted to initiate the work? Would you start with 
a single soil physicist, or would you want a team of a dozen men ?-A team 
is highly desirable, but it is not much use starting with soil physicists 
alone. You have to have chemists and physical chemists, if you are going 
to tackle the soil problems in irrigation, to say nothing of the plant side 
or the chemical side. 

58,608. In each of the three departments you have mentioned, what 
size of staff do you visualise as being required at the central institution 
which is to do work of fundamental importanceP-1 ought first to mention 
that in addition to physical chemists and the physicists you must have soil 
micro-biologists, and you thus arrive at an organisation such as we have 
at Rothamsted. For fundamental problems it is my view that an institu
tion which controls about fifty people gives the maximum of efficiency. One 
has seen bigger institutions in America, and elsewhere, where all personal 
contact is lost. I do not think you can go much beyond the limit of fifty. 

58,609. We are not thinking of the maximum number, but the minimum at 
the moment?-That depends entirely on the funds, does it not? 

58,610. Yes, but when you advise a central institution, what I want to 
get is the minimum staff that would be necessary to do such work as you 
have in view P--On the assumption that the central institution was dealing 
only with irrigation? 

58,611. With waterlogging, and related questions?-And no other questions 
of agricultural science P 

58,612. No. I do not think you would get any substantial progress under 
balf-a-dozen to a dozen to begin with. To visualise the problem, the best 
thing is to give a comparison with the Rubber Research Association of 
Malay. This Research Association is an entirely fresh organisation com
parable in its beginnings with what you are postUlating. They have 
appointed, in the first instance, a Director and about half-a-dozen heads of 
departments. These people having settled the broad outlines of their pro
gramme are now building up their assistant staff i and they contemplate a 
staff of about twenty to thirty to deal with this one problem of the growing 
of rubber. I think that is the kind of minimum figure on which an 
institution can produce results within a reasonable time. 

58,613. Professor Gangulee: In your memora'ndum prepared for the 
Empire Marketing Board, * you have laid emphasis on soil research with a 
special reference to irrigation. You have also stated, there, the number 
of problems which should be studied. Is it your view that such funda
mental and e,conomic investigations may be pursued efficiently in a central 

• " Irrigation in the Empire" Memorandum a.nd Questionnaire, not printed. 
Dr. B. A. Keen. 
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research station P-Do you mean both from the fundamental research and 
the economic view-points in a central institution? 

58,614. Yes ?-I see no real reason why that should not be possible; but 
I do not know that the experiment has been tried in. any particular branch 
of work. You are contemplating welding it into one institution under 
one direction? 

58,615. Under one administrative headP-I am not happy about the idea. 
Personally I can see very many grounds for friction, some of which were 
emphasised in connection with practical agriculture by Members of your 
Commission. I can see nothing that could not be gained by the kind of 
co-operation which Sir John has mentioned between different types of 
institutions. I do not think you could weld the two things at this stage. 

68,616. You would support the idea of separating fundamental research 
from its economic applicationsP-Yes. 

58.617 Research workers are not manufactured by mass production. 
The difficulty is if you !had a number of sub-stations carrying on research, 
you could not supply them with an adequate stafl'P-That is one difficulty. 

58.618. If you want to make a beginning in this direction, you would 
recommend centralising research on irrigation problems P-I would prefer 
Ii unified beginning rather than a diffuse one at a number of separate 
poinb. booause of the danger of overlapping; and, secondly, the danger 
of missing out important things. It is rather a wasteful method in my 
opinion. 

58,619. Do you attach much importance to exhaustive studies of soil and 
climatic conditions prior to the undertaking of an irrigation project in a 
zoneP-They must be done, but there are so many practical problems in 
connection with irrigation scientific attack which could be undertaken, 
that there is no reason to wait for the soil and climatic aspects. It will 
be wanted, but not as an essential preliminary. 

58,620. Sir John has laid great emphasis on soil surveys. Would you 
be prepared to say that soil surveys are of fundamental importance where 
agricultural practices depend largely on irrigationP-A detailed soil survey, 
certainly. 

58,621. You have just returned from the International Soils Congress P
Yes. 

58,622. Was there any representative of the Government of India there? 
-There was one representative of the Government of India who happened 
to be working at the Cornell University. I cannot say whether !he was an 
official representative, but I think not • 
. 58,623. Do you know of any paper submitted before this Congress by 

research workers of IndiaP--Qne or two were submitted in abstract form, by 
workers who were hoping to attend. Whether those papers will be put 
forward in a final form I do not know. That is in the hands of the 
American Organising Committee. -

58,624. You sent one of your men to the SudanP-Yes. 
58,625. Was that at the request of the Sudan Government or of the 

Empire Cotton CorporationP-Sir John will give you the actual details of 
the arrangements made. He went from the Soil Physics Department to 
study the problem on the spot, and brought back details on which he is 
now working. _ 

Sir John R1.I.S8eU: It was done partly by the Sudan Government and 
partly by the Empire Cotton Corporation. The Sudan Government provided 
the transport, the Empire Cotton Corporation provided the subsistence. It 
was a division in that way. 

(The witnes8 withdrew.) 

(The Commi8sion adjou.rned untiZ Monday, the 24th October, at Karachi.) 
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APPENDIX 1. 

(S~ page 211.) 

StalMnent comparing the area under various crops in India in thoUBand acres. 

190~. 1913-14. 1923·24. 

Rice ... ... . .. . .. 69,597 76,908 77,200 

Wheat ... ... . .. . .. 23,613 22,685 24,294 

Other Food-grains ... ... 93,668 91,980 95,505 
-----

Total Food·grains ... 186,878 191,573 196,999 

Lineaed ... ... '" . .. 3,234 2,269 2,645 

Rape and MUBtard Seed ... 3,431 4,083 3,655 

Other OilseedB ... ... . .. 7,881 8,306 7,962 

Total Oilseeds ••• ... 14,546 14,658 14,262 

Cotton ... ... . .. . .. 11,896 15,844 15,385 

Jute ... ... ... .., 2,504 3,136 2,329 

Other Fibres ... ... .. . 669 915 703 

Total Fibres ... . .. 15,069 19,895 18,417 

Fodder Crops . ... ... . .. 3,831 5,910 8,764 

Sugarcane ••• ... . .. ... 2,417 2,708 3,045 

Tobacco ... ... ... . .. 976 1,002 1,025 

Te:l ... ... ... ... 506 572 713 

Coffee, Indigo and Opium ... 1,484 425 415 

Total Miscellaneous ... 9,214 10,617 13,962 

Grand Total Area Cultivated ... 225,707 236,743 

I 
243,640 
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APPEN 
(See 

Schedule 8howing different cla8ses of agricultul'al 

O. B. Values of Agricultural Produce of India. 

Commodity. 

Food-grains-
Rice ... ... ... 
Wheat ... 
Wheat Flou~' ... 
Barley ... . .. 
Pulse ... . .. 

S eeds, Oils and Oilcake. 
Seeds-

Castor ... ... 
Copra '" ... 
Cotton ... 
Groundnut ... 
.Linseed . ... 
Rapeseed '" ... 
Sesamom ... ... 

Oils-
Castor '" ... 
Coconut ... ... 

Oilcake ... ... 
M anures-

Bones .... '" .... . 

Textiles, Jute-
Jute, Raw ... '" Gunny Bags ... 
Gunny Cloth ... 
Hemp, Raw ... 

Spices-
Pepper ... . .. 
Chillies . _' n • 

Tobacco- .•... - .. _-- '.' 

Unmanufactured 

offee ,-- ... 
ndigo ••. ... 

C 

I 

R ubber, Raw ... 

... 
n' 

... 

... 

I PM. I 
Pre-War 
Average. 

Rs. .. p. 

Cwt. 5 5 8 

" 
5 5 5 

" 
7 14 8 

" 
4 4 2 

" 
4 1 4 

.. 

" 
7 5 2 

" 
17 15 7 

" 
3 12 0 

" 
8 Ii 1 

" .. 10 8 8 

" 
7 9 8 

" . 10 6 .5 

Gal. 1 5 10 

" 
1 12 8 

Cwt. 3 12 8 
. .. 

Too. 69 0 9 

n 290 7 4 
No. 0 4 5 
Yd . 0 1 9 

Cwt • 13 12 0 

Lb • 0 4 8 

" 
0 2 4 

' , 

" 
0 1 10 

Cwt . 54 0 4 

" 
194 6 6 

" 
36 15 5 

I 
1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 

Re. a. p. )le. a. p. Re. a. p . 

8 411 7 15 3 .8 2 2 
7 13 0 7 2 4 711 9 

12 15 11 9 15 6 10 12 11 
6 2 0 5 311 5 12 5 
6 12 11 5 9 4 5 14 7 

10 15 5 13 5 7 15 111 
18 ,111 20 11 9 21 12 8 
5 6 2 511 4 5 14 10 

14 2 5 13 15, 9 14 211 
13 6 6 13 0 9 13 2 1 
11 1 3 1014 9 11 9 3 
14 15 5 15 0 5 15 7 9 

2 6 10 211 2 2 15 7 
2 6 9 2 8 3 2 8 3 

511 2 5 7. 3 5 10 4 

107 6 7 119 14 5 115 8 2 

380 12 7 303 011 418 0 1 
o ,.7 5 0 7 1 ,0 8 9 
0 3 1 0 2 9 0 3 1 

14 12 1 16 10 6 25 13 7 

0 ,4 5 0 4 5 0 411 
0 4 4 0 3 10 0 3 10 

0 5 4 0 4 8 0 4 5 

73 "i 4 72 2 2 86 4 6 

373 10 4 298 14 7 330 3 10 

64 15 5 83 1 3 88 14 8 
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page 213.) 
produce azporladfrom India. 
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Exports (Average of 1922-23, 1923-24, 
1924-25). 

Commodity. I Quantity. 

Proposed. I~ 
I 

Proceeds of 
cess. 

Rs. a. p. Per. Rs. 

1 
~Food·grains 

J 

} Veg. Oils ... 

Oilcake 

Manures 

}Jute and Jute goods 

Hemp 

} Spices 

Tobacco leaf 

Coffee 

Indigo 

Rubper 

Total ... 

Tons. 
3,429,000 

Tons. 
1,253,000 

Gallons. 
1,659,000 

Tons. 
175,000 

Tons. 
114,000 

Cwt. 
513,000 

Cwt. 
307,000 

Lbs. 
... 32,569,000 

Cwt. 
210,000 
Cwt. 

020 Cwt. 

030 
" 

010 Gal. 

020 Cwt. 

100 Ton. 

One· twentieth 
of existing duty. 

o 4 0 Cwt. 

o 4 O. 
" 

040 
" 

1 0 0 I " 
5,000 2 0 0 " I Lbs. 

::: 115'3~1'000 _1_0_~ ~ 

85,72,600 ' 

46,98,800 

1,03,700 

4,37,500 

1,14,000 

17,39,000 

1,28,250 

76,750 

72,700 

2,10,000. 

10,000: 

1,36,700 

1,63,00,000 
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APPENDIX 3. 

NOTE BY MIl.. HARALD FABER, AGRICULTURAL ADVISElt TO THE 
, DANISH LEGATION .. 

See pages 104 to 124. 

PlI.IllABY SOHooLS IN RlrnAL DENlIABX. 
InflroWuctio1lo. 

When I gave evidence on the 18th of June, 1927, before the Royal Com
mission on Agriculture in India I found that more information was desired 
about the primary schools in rural Denmark than I was prepared to and 
able to give at the time, and that the question was looked upon as of 
some importance. It was mentioned that, with the exception of one of the 
States in America, Denmark was the only country in which the farmers 
did not object to the educational system because in Denmark almost alone of 
all countries did the primary schools in rural districts avoid depriving 
the children of interest in agricultute and thereby drawing them away 
to other pursuits, a fact which it seemingly has been found very difficult 
to explain. I have since been asked to supply the information I gave 
at the hearing, and I have therefore collected the following data, which 
I hope may throw some more light on this very interes£ing question on 
the'system of primary schools in the rural districts in Denmark and explain 
what has been looked upon as almost a riddle. 

The earZiest Laws abO'Ut Schools. 
As early as 1683, when the Danish King, Christian V, gave his celebrated 

" Danish Law," it was made compulsory for all children in the towns to 
go to school from their sixth year (Book 3, chapter 18, section 7). King 
Frederick IV in 1721 had 240 schools built in country districts, and several 
of these buildings are still in existence. The first general Law about 
schools came in 1739, when King Christian VI made it compulsory for all 
parishes in country districts to build schools for those children who were 
not taught at home. The cost of keeping these schools were partly defrayed 
by taxes and the parents had to pay the teachers for the children attending 
school. By an investigation about the year 1784 it was found that 
children were taught either in school buildings or by itinerant teachers, 
in all parishes, but in many cases the children lived too far away from 
the schools, the school ·buildings were often very inferior and the teachers 
in many cases ignorant and in other respects unsuitable. 

With the many other reforms carried or prepared during the latter 
part of the eighteenth century that of the schools was prominent, and 
on the 22nd May, 1789, a Royal Commission was appointed to investigate 
what ought to be done to improve the system of primary education. 
Already in 1791 the first Seminary, or college for the education of a 
better class of teachers, was opening in Copenhagen in a Royal castle, 
Blaagaard, and later on others have been erected, partly by the State, 
partly privately. In 1799 the Royal Commission submitted their Report, 
which recommended that all children should be taught free in proper 
schools, but with the very important condition that necessary precautions 
should be taken to avoid depriving the peasants of the help which tIie 
children were accustomed to give in carrying on the work on the farms. 
There is no doubt that this important provision was proposed, not in 
the interest of the children, but rather as a restriction of what was 
considered as due to the children and proposed in order to make the 
oompulsory schooling of the children less burdensome and objectionable 
from the point of view of the farmers. A similar consideration tending to 
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confirm the oplDlon that the schools should not draw the children of 
peasants away from the peasantry found expression during a deliberation 
of the Royal Commission concerning the seminaries when in 1800 it 
was declared that "the school teachers should be edu~ated to be sensible 
peasants among the peasants." 

This tender regard for the convenience of the peasants (farmers) has 
resulted in certain provisions in the school Laws up to the present time, 
and it is evidently these provisions which, together with the influence the 
farmers had and still have in the practical working of the schools, as 
will be explained presently, which have resulted in a system of primary 
schools in rural Denmark, which has given Denmark the almost unique 
position of having avoided drawing the children and the interest of the 
childre.n away from agriculture while still giving them a good primary 
educatIon. 

The Royal Decre,e of 1814. 
As a result of the work of the Royal Commission of 1789 came the Royal 

Decree of ~h July, 1814. As a matter of fac~. two decrees emanated 
that day, one dealing with the schools in the towns and one with the 
schools in the country districts. I shall confine myself to the latter. 

All children should be taught from their seventh to their four
tellnth year. They might enter the school a year earlier. The children 
were to be examined by the teacher twice every year in the 
presence of the school-board and they could not leave the school 
before they had proved, by the final examination, that they had acquired 
the necessary proficiency in the different subjects. Children might be 
taught at home when the school-board satisfied itself that they were 
taught properly by a competent teacher. In other words, the compulsory 
tuition in schools, as prescribed in the Law of 1739, was replaoed by 
compulsory education in schools or at home, but in the latter case under 
some supervision. Boys and girls were taught together In these schools, 
and are 80 to the present day. 

In each parish should be a school-board elected by the parish c()uncil, 
and they should provide 80 many schools that the children had no greater 
distance to go to the school than one mile, and that a teacher had no 
more children than he could properly manage and teach. The duty of 
the teacher was not restricted to merely teaching the children. He 
had to see that no children with contagious rash or other illness came to 
the school and should admonish the parents to have the children properly 
cared for a,nd cured, and when the parents omitted t() do so they could 
be punished by fines. The children of poor parents were treated at the 
expense of the poor fund. The teacher must also see that the children 
were kept clean, as otherwise the parents could be fined. He should 
teach the children Religion, Writing, Arithmetic and Reading, including 
the History and Geography of the country. Also Singing and Gymnastics 
were to be taught and the nec.essary place and apparatuses for Gymnastics 
were to be provided by the school fund. The teacher should be a graduate 
from a seminary as far as possible. He must not punish the children, 
but should encourage the clever and well-behaved. 

The children were examined twice a year in the presence of the school 
board, and no child could leave the school unless it was found to have 
acquired the necessary efficiency. For those children who had left school 
and had been confirmed, but who wished t.o extend their knowledge, con
tinuation classes were kept during the winter two days a week in the 
evening for the boys, in the day time for the girls. 

All tuition in the schools was free, including that in the continuation 
classes. 

The teacher in addition to .his salary, had free house and fuel and enough 
land to keep two cows and six sheep. ' 

62739 2 E 
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To supervise the schools in the diJl'erent parishes in the districts there was 
to be in ea.c~ district (It Amt ") a school committee, consisting of the district
superintendent (Amtmand, a civil servant appointed by the King) and the 
dean (Provst, one of the vicars in the district elected for that duty). Also 
the Bishops should,. as hitherto, supervise the schools in their respective 
districts, and annually send reports to the King's Department (CI Cancelli "). 

The development of the educational systOJD was 80 far carried on by the 
absolute kings' through their officers. In 1849, Denmark had its free Con
stitution, and the Ministers of Education (or of Public Worship), with the 
legislative Rigsdag, took over the duties of providing for the education of 
the children. The system of 1814 has been gradually developed and modified 
without any alteration of the fundamental principles. 

Alter 1849. 

The Constitution of 1849, in section 90, and all later Constitutions contain 
the provision ,that children of parents who cannot afford to pay for their 
education shall be educated free in the public schools. Likewise is the 
principle from 1814 maintained, that parents who provide at home an 
education equal to that of the school shall be under no obligation to send 
their children to these schools. From 1855 and up to the present time a 
series of Laws have been enacted affecting primary Schools in rural districts. 

Characteristic of the system is the great extent of decentralisation. It 
is the local school boards, one in each 'parish, who have the management of 
the school or schools in the parish. They have to provide the necessary 
nU!Dber of schools and accommodation for the necessary number of classes 
and teachers. 

In the early part of the century, when' both the State and the population 
were very poor, a teacher could have as many as 100 pupils to teach, that 
is, in two classes, 50 children in each. By the Law of 1899 this was reduoed 
to 37 pupils in each class, 74 in all. This necessitated the building of a 
number of new schools. The expenses of providing school buildings fall on 
the parish school board, bul in consideration of the many new schools 
required by the Law, the State gave a considerable grant, mostly in the 
shope of loans with 4 per oent interest and 2 per cent. sinking fund, so that 
these loans are now mostly repaid. It is, therefore, now the rule that no more 
than 35 pupils may be taught in a class. If there are more pupils in a 
school than can be taught by one teacher a preparatory class or' classes must 
be provided for the smaller children, with a lady teacher. When the number 
of pupils is further increased more classes must be provided for the elder 
children with an additional teacher for each class, or else a new school must 
be built. 

In case children are absent froJD school without legitimate cause the 
parents are fined, lid. per day per child. If a child is continually absent 
more than a month the fine ill increased to 3d., 6d. and Is. per. day for the 
second, third or fourth month. If these fines are not paid the parent may 
be imprisoned, which, however, is hardly ever necessary .. 

The subjecUi taught in the preparatory classes are Danish reading. and 
writing, arithmetic, singing of songs, nursery rhymes and hymns, history of 
the Bible, Danish history and geography; and for the girls, sewing, knitting 
and so on. To the tuition in Danish in the upper classes must be given 
287 lessons (of one hour each), and general history and geography are 
taught. The boys in the upper classes have also lessons in gymnastics. 
Additional tuition can be given in botany and zoology, also Slejd (wood 
carving, carpentry and 60 on) for the boys, and gymnastics for the girls. 
When a teacher can manage to teach the children the required amount and 
finds time to take up other subjects, say physic~ or any other subject in 
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which he mBy be interested, he CBD do BO with the consent of the sehool 
board. For the children of poor pareDts all books and other school requisites 
are provided free by the parish council. 

The Law provideB that the schools must be open during 41 weeks in the 
year. In the rural schools the pupils in every class must be taught 18 hours 
evel'f week, but lessons in gymnastics and sewing and 80 on are not com
prised in these 18 hours but given after regular school hours. It is in the 
carrying out of this stipUlation of 18 hours a week that the effect of the 
decentralisation and the inll.uence of the local agricultural interest in the 
management of the rural schools are felt in a manner that give these schools 
a character of their own. The recommendation of the Royal Commission of 
1789, that the farmers must not be deprived more than necessary of the 
help which they were accustomed to have by the children assisting in the 
farm work, is followed up to the present time, but it has had the furth~r 
important effect which most likely was never intended, nor even expected, 
by the Statesmen of the eighteenth century, that the children, besides being 
very well and effectively taught in the school, have time left for taking part 
in practical farm work, thereby gaining both experience and interest thereiD 
and, furthermore, living a healthy and active life in the open air, which 
practice has shown makes them all the better prepared for and keener to 
absorb the tuition offered in the schools. 

These 18 hours a week can be allotted so that the children have three 
hours a day for six days, and there are, I believe, for instance, in East 
Jutland, parishes where the local school boards have arranged the school 
attendance in that way. A teacher can there have one class in the morning, 
another in the afternoon, and the children have part of the day free. But 
much more comJIlon is an arrangement by which the children attend school 
for six hours every other day. This may perhaps be considered the normal 
for the islands. One teacher can, also under that arrangement, teach two 
classes, one one day, the other the next day, and so on. It is also some
times so arranged that the big children go to school four days during winter 
and two days during summer, while the smaller children attend two days 
during the winter months and four days during the summer JIlonths. 

A different arrangement is the so-oa.lled West Jutland school system. 
According to that, all children attend school for 6 hours every day from 
Novemher to May, but from May tQ November the attendance is different, 
according to the age of the ohildren. 

The big boys are free from school work or attend only one day. The 
younger children attend two to, perhaps, four days. It will be noticed 
that by this system the total ·number of lessons required are given during 
the winter months, 'and that, therefore, the children have more les80llB than 
by other systems. Also that a lan-ger staff of teachers are required during 
winter when, therefore, extra teachers, mostly ladies for the small children, 
are employed. The parents in these districts, which comprise Bome of the 
poorest soil and. the hardest climate in Denmark, are 80 keen on this 
subject that they willingly pay the extra school taxes in order to keep the 
older children to help with the work during the summer months. And 
the children are 80 keen to learn when they return to school in November 
that they more than make up for lost time. By an investiga.tion carried 
on by the Ministry of Education, when papers i~ arithmetic a.nd Danish 
composition were set to an equal ·number of puplls of the same age from 
schools in town and oountry and of the different systems in vogue, it was 
found that the pupils under the West Jutla.nd system came off best of all 
and were equalled only by some from a few of the town schools. During 
the practical work iD summer the boys are not only gradua.lly trai·ned 
in farm work, but they learn to understand the necessity and the blessing 
of working for the wellbeing of the family. And they lea.rn many a useful 
lesson by working together with their parents and others. During later 
years several men iu Denmark have worked themselves up to prominent 
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positions from rural schools under this system, such as one Danish Prime 
Minister, fl4(veral Professors at the University or the Royal College of 
Agriculture, Oopenhagen, the present Minister of Education, and others. 
One of these University Professors in his old age implored the Minister 
of Education to do all he could to preserve this -West Jutland School 
System. 

These many different schemes indicate clearly the influence of the local 
boards or, it might be said, of the parents, and help to explain why and 
how the system of primary schools in rural Denmark has been adapted to 
satisfy locally the requirements of the farming class. . 

The local school boards examine the children twice a year and the 
children of 14 years are examined in order to see whether 'they have 
acquired sufficient knowledge and particularly sufficient ability in reading 
Danish and expressing themselves verbally and in writing so that they can 
leave school. Backward children are kept a year or more. The school boards 
arrange with the· teachers, who desire it, to keep evening classes during 
the winter months for those children who have left school but who wish to 
improve themselves. The attendance is voluntary, the tuition is free, but 
the teachers are paid for the extra work. 

In the local Tural School Board the vicar of the parish is ex officio 
chairman. With him are two or most often four members, elected by the 
parish Council. When there are four elected members, two of these must 
be elected from outside the parish Council and at least two of the four 
must be patres familiro or widows with children attending school. All 
members give their services free. These school boards draw up a school 
system for the parish, which must be approved by the Minister of Educa
tion, and whereby is decided the number of schools, number of teachers 
and their salaries. The board also prepare a scheme of tuition, whether 
boys or girls are to be taught together--as they a.re practically in all rural 
schools-the number of classes, the subjects to be taught and number of 
hours for each subject. This scheme must be approved by the school com
mittee of the district (Provsti), consisting of the distriot superintendent 
(Amtmand), the dean (Provst), and one member elected by the district 
council (Amtsraad) from amongst its members. 

By the Law of 1856 a School Oouncil was established for each district 
(Amt), with the Amtmand as chairman 1JX officio, and comprising all the 
members of the District Council and representatives for all the towns in 
the district. This School Oouncil hlllVe the supervision of all schools in the 
district, both in rural parishes and in the towns. They manage the School 
Fund ror the district, the chief inoome of which is the school rate which 
the School Council levy on all inhabitants in rural and urban districts. 
~pe local school bo,:lIrds pay part of the salary of the teachers and the 
School Fund pays part of certain additional payments to the teachers and 
the pensions of superlllIl!nuated teachers. The local school boards defray 
all expenses for new schools, upkeep of all schools, the furnishing of these 
with furniture and school materials. The State pay part of the salaries, 
part of the pensions and various other expenses. The total expenditure 
to teachers' eaIaries has been increased during later years very oonsiderably, 
and may be roughly estimated at about £1,200,000 for the local authorities 
and £1,300,000 for the State, besides which the State pays £260,000 towards 
pensions and other expenses. Furthermore, the State pays for the State 
Seminaries for teachers. 

The teachers must be graduates of a seminary for the education of 
teachers. There are 7 State seminaries and 12 private Seminaries 
authorised by the Minister of Education. In 1925 171 teachers, male and 
female, graduated from the. State seminaries ~nd 339 from the priv~te 
seminaries. A large proportlon of the teachers lS drawn from the farmmg 
population, and they are therefore in full sympathy with the farming 
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interest. There ia a close and healthy co-operation between the teachers 
and the parents of the pupils, many of whom are farmers and peasamts. 

Applications for an appoilltment as teacher must be sent to the pariah 
council, and they select three of the applicants to be submitted to the 
authority who haa the power of appointment. In many cases this authority 
ia the Biahop, particula.rly where the teacher also acts aa sexton and takes 
part in the work of the Ohurch, divine services, baptisms, weddings and 
burials, aa leader of the singing in Church and so on. . Otherwise 1fue 
appointment ia in the hands of the school committee of the district. In 
case of disagreement between the local boa.rd and the appointing authority, 
the appointment is made by the Minister of Education. Besides his sala.ry 
and various additions, the teacher has free house for himself and family, 
free fuel and a garden of about one-sixth of an acre. 

The Miniater of Education appoints an Inspector, who visits the schools 
and inquires into the work done. Generally speaking, the Minister inter
feres very little in the management or working of the schools when there 
ia no special. cause for him to do so. But the MIDister is kept fully 
informed by reports from the local boa.rds, giving particulars of number 
and qualifications of the teachers, number of classes, which subjects are 
taught, the opinion of the board on the efficiency of the work done, number 
of children in each class, how many children taught in private schools in 
the pariah, or at home, how many days oand hours for each class, how many 
absentees, and how many fines imposed and whether paid or otherwise 
disposed of, about evening classes and so on. 

The total number of dhildren in schools in Denmark in the year 1924 
waa as follows:-

In State 8ohools, 10,397. 
In Boa.rd Schools, 438,154 in rural districts and towDS. 
In PriV'ate Schools, 51,839 in rural districts and towns. 

Besides these, 1,146 children were taught in their homes. 
There were 34 State Sohools, 631 Private Schools, and 3,834 Board Schools, 

with 7,446 male and 4,759 female teachers. 
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SUP?LEMENTARY NOTE BY MR. EDWARD A. FOLEY. 

(See pages 733 to 746.) 

The Smith-Lever Act, approved 8th May, 1914 (38 U.S. Statutes at Large, 
page 372), provides for oo-operative agricultural extension work between 
the agricultural colleges in the several states and the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. The law provided $10,000 of Federal funds for each state in 
support of the work. It provided also an additional amount of $4,100,000 
to be allotted to the states in the proportion which the rural population of 
each state bears to the rural population of the United States, provided 
that in each state a like amount is made ava.ilable from state, college, county, 
local or individual sources to be used for the same purpose as the Federal 
funds. These appropriations ihave since been supplemented to some extent. 
~he extension work conducted with Federal and State funds thus provided, 
according to the wording of the Act, is to be carried on in such a manner 
as may be agreed up()n .by the Federal Secretary of Agriculture and the officers 
()f the state agricultural c()lleges receiving the benefits of the Act. 

The Purnell Act " to authorise the more complete endowment of the agri
cultural experiment stations, and for other purposes," was approved 24th 
February, 1925. The provisions of this Act are administered by the Office 
of Experiment Stations of this Department. The Act authorises appropria
tions for the work of agricultural experiment stations beginning with 
$20,000 per state in 1926 and increasing this amount until 1930 when an 
amount of $60,000 per state is authorised for each year thereafter. These 
funds are to be used in conducting investigati()ns or making experiments 
bearing directly on the production, manufacture, preparation, use, distri
bution and marketing of agricultural products, and including such scientific 
researches as h&ve for their purpose the establishment and maintenance of & 
permanent and efficient agricultural industry, and such economic and 
sociological investigations &s have for their purpose the development and 
improvement of the rural home and rural life, and for printing and dis
seminating the results of said researches. 

With regard to the supervision which this Department exercises over the 
expenditure of these funds and the character of work done oo-operatively 
under Government funds, it will be noted that these Acts provide that the 
payment of moneys shall be withheld if the provisions of the statutes are not 
complied with by the co-operating agency. 

The general policy of the Deparlment in carrying on co-operative work is 
to draw up a c<Hlperative agreement covering each project, which sets forth 
the problem, the method of procedure, the cost to be met by each of the co
operative agencies, and other data. The leader of the project is usually a 
joint employee of the Federal Government and of the co-operative agency, it 
being provided that the person selected shall be mutually acceptable to all 
parties to the co-operative agreement. This gives the Federal ·Government 
supervision over each project undertaken. 

The staff of the Department of Agriculture is built up 'entirely from the 
lists of eligibles obtained by the Civil Service Commission through open 
competitive examinations. This Department co-operates with the Civil 
Service Commission in furnishing a description of the position to be filled 
and the requirements in education and experience which are necessary in any 
candidate for the position. 

No legal provision has been made for training of employees in the Depart
ment. There is, however, a graduate school in connection with the Depart
ment which is conducted entirely on a voluntary basis outside of office 
hours which serves as a training course. In this graduate school classes 
study va.rious subjects, including the physical sciences and various phases of 
political economy, statistics, languages, &c. ~he funds for carrying on the 
school are derived from fees paid by employees attending tihe cl&sse6. 
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The scale of wages of employees in the Department is fixed by an Act 
approved 4th March, 1923, being " an Act to provide for the classification 
of civilian positions within the District of Columbia and in the field servioe." 
'Ihis Act provides broad classifications of positions with a scale of rates of 
oompensation under each grade. All positions in the Department are assigned 
to the proper class and grade of work under this Act. 

With regard to the economic surveys, the Bureau's activities cover a large 
range of subjects. A great deal of information is gathered by the question
naire method and through the regular reports which are received in the 
Bureau. The results obtained from this source are supplemented by personal 
observation and study in the field. In making surveys the organisation of the 
Division of Crop Estimates is utilised in so far as possible. Questionnaires 
are distributed by mail and the returns are tabulated by a corps of clerks. 
These results are analysed and interpreted by trained statisticians and 
economists, the validity and accuracy of results are checlted by various means, 
and field studies are made in connection with the data obtained by the 
questionnaires. 
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a.ppointments permanent, Sneurer. 54,194-8. 
Research, see that title. 
Rural Development, Departments of, scheme for, Howard (184-5). 

53,550-3, 53,602-3. 
'l'ransport, improvement of, to main ports needed, Rowland (451). 

Agricultural Department: 
Control of well irrigation by, advocatedz Gebbie, Ward 56,872-4. 
Co-ordination of functions of other uepartments and, question of, 

Keatinge 56,955-7, 57,052-4. 
DIRECTORS OP AGRlcULTURI!I: 

Civil or technical question of, Keatinge 57,049-51. 
Control of Civil Veterinary Department by, see under. Veterinary. 
Relief from administrative work, question of means of, Orr 53,239-42. 

increased Expenditure needed, Fagan (43), 52,583. 
Punjab}. ~sta6lishment of, probably a good financial investment, Fagm, 

52, 63;j-40. 
Recruitment in England, possibilities, Wood, Engledow (678). 
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Agricultural Department-contd. 
Relations with Irrigation Department, Gebbie, Ward 56,820-1, 

56.899-900; Keatinge 56,951-4. 
Training of recruits for, in Agricultural College in [ndia and subse

quently in England,. proposal, Shearer 54,266-8. 

Agricultural Departments in England, Scot/and and Ireland, central control
ling body not desirable, Floud 52,251...5. 

Agricultural Engineers' Association: 
Bu~ine88 in India, method of carrying on, Rowland 56,134-8. 
EVidence on behalf of, see Rowland, G. E. (446-451), 56,131-56,319. 

Agricultural and General Engineers, Ltd.: 
B~iness in India, method of carrying on, Rowland (447). 
E.vldence on behalf o,t see Rowland, G. E. (446-451), 56,131-56,319. 
Fmna controlled by, .!Cowland (448-7). 

Agricultural Indebtedness: 
Oaus~s, Fagan (46)~ (47-8), (53-4). 
Oredlt, sources of; Jragwn. (54). 
Increase, Fagan \54). 
Lien on land should be prohibited Rowland (450). 
Means for lightening burnen of debt, Fagan (54-5). 
MONBYLENDERS : 

in Egyrt, Shearer 54,010-2, 54,025-7. 
Evils 0 system, Fagan (48). 
Keeping of aocounts by, proposal, Fagan (55). 
Rates of interest obrged, Speyer (482). 

MORTGAGE AND SALB: 
in Denmark, Faber 52,982-9. 
Restriction of right, considerations re Fagan (55). 

Punjab Alienation of Land Act, object and results of, Fagan (55). 
Punjab Redemption of Mortgages Act, useful, Fagan (55). 
Repayment, reasons preventing, Fagwn. (64). . 
Rural Insolvency measure not advocated, Fagan (55). 

Agricultural Industries: 
in America, policy of Federal Government, Foley 58,216-20. 
Development of cottage industries with electrical power, under con

sideration, Lindsay 53,996. 
in England, development work, Floud (3), 52,229-36; Nash (605), 57,296-

306, Q7 329-34. 
Fruit and vegetable culture, scope for, in Punjab, and investigation 

advocated, Fagan (59), 152,579-82. 
Handwoven silks, 8001>e for, but export through Government ArtwarE' 

Institute desirable, Lindsay 53,997, 54 001. 
Imitation of cottage industry wares in factories, Lindsay 54,002-4. 
Industrial concerns, removal to rural areas, little benefit anticipated, 

Fagan (59). . 
Ireland, position Te, Adams 53,510-1, 53,520-1. 
Lac culture and scope for development, Fagan (59). 
Mango CUltivation, investigation advocated, Fagan (59). 
Need for, and proposals for encouraging, Fagan (42), (49), (59), 

52562-70, 52,696-7, 52,734-45. 
Pig-keeping, prejudice against, Fagan (49). 
POULTRY-KEEPING: 

in Egypt, Shearer 54,167-8. 
Prejudice agail;'st, Fagan (49), (59). . 

P.reparation of agrICultural produce fur consumptIOn, establishment hy 
Government not advocated, Fagan (59). 

'Requirements, Fagan (59). 
'Rope and basket making, probable prejudice against, Fagon (:;!): 

II 
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Agricultural Industrie&-contd. 

little &Jope for, Keatinge 56,948-9. 
Sericulture, scope for, lJ'agan (59), 52,577. 
Social prejudice~ and restrictions, Fagan (49), (59). 
Toys, export to England, little scope for, without revision of methods, 

Lindsay 53,998. 
Weaving of artistic materials, proposal, Fagan (49), (59), 52,574-8. 

Agricultul"IIl Organisers, England, Floud 62,333-5. 

Agriculture, Council of, England, Flo'Ud 52,268-72. 

Agriculture, <8.S " transferred" subject: 
Advantages of, HOWGlf'd (185), 53,557-6l. 
Deterioration in wheat owing to lack of central control, Demetriadi 

54,274-5, 54,349-50. 
Question of results, Fagan (43-4), 52,584-6. 

Agriculture and Fisheries, Ministry of: 
Estimates and staff, Flo'Ud 52 305-~. 
Grants for veterinary research MacFadyean (27), 52,404-8. 
Organisation, work, etc., Flo'Ud (1-3), 52,149-2332. 
Publicity work, Flo'Ud (3), 52,192-200, 52,288-90, 52,296-8. 
Relations with officers of local authorities, Floud 52,185-90. 
Staff, recruitment system, Flo'Ud 52,315-23. 
Technical experts, Flo'Ud 521277-87, 52,299-300. 
Veterinary adviser; MacFaayean 52,460-l. 

Alienation of Land Act, see 'Under Agricultural Indebtedness. 

ANDERSON, D. A., of Messrs. Caird (Dundee), Ltd., and ERSKINE 
SCOTT, G., of Messrs. James Scott and! Sons, Ltd.; representing the, 
Jute Importe.rs' Association, Dundee: 55,046-56,173. 

JUTE: 
Hales, mixing of qualities in, 55,046. 
Competition of other textlles, position re, 55,046, 55,033-86, 

55,151-5. 
Contract system, 55,122. 
Co-operative marketing in India, question of effect, 55,144-50. 
Damping of, and consequent deterioration on voyage, 55,046, 

55,140-3. 
Dundee industry, 55,046, 55,056-64, 55,094-101

i 
55,110-2, 55,125-7. 

Export duty, no difference in quantity as resu t, 55,088-9l. 
Government forecasts, inaccuracy of, and injury to trade from, 

56,046, 85,046-7, 55,073-6, 55,092-3, 55,102, 55,117-9, 55,128-31. 
55,156-63. 

Improvement, quest jon of or.ganisation for, 55,077-82, 55,102-9. 
55,168-9. 

Interests in Great Britain not in direct touch with Agricultural 
Department in Bengal or jute growers, 55,050-2, 56,069. 

Prices 55,046-. 
Effect on production, question of, 55,132-4. 

Quality: 
Deterioration1 55,046, 55,053, 55,124. 
Importance or, to Dundee trade, 55,046, 55;065-7, 55,135-8. 

Second-hand trade when prices high, 55,086. 
Selecting, grading aJlJd packing, importanoo of elimination of iuegu-

larities in, 55,0'46, 55,164-7. 
Speculative elem£'nt in markets, 55,047, 55,073, 55,118-21, 55,130-l. 
Substitutes, question of). 55,113-6. 
Uses of, 55,046, 55,171-.':1. 

JUTE IMPORTERS' ASSOOIATION, 55,049. 
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Animal Husbandry. 
BULLS: 

Castration: 
Compulsory, not practical proposition at present, Gaiger 

58,058-60. 
Importance of, Faga"" (59). 
Veter:inary assistants could be trained for, by short course, 

Ga11ler 68,061-2. 
Di6tributi~n of approved, .properly bred bulls of selected inl!igenous 

breedsl Importance of, /!'agan (59). 
Cattle breedmg, control by Veterinary Department desirable, Faga"" 

52,699-701. -
Cattle insurance societies in Denmark, Fa~er 53,058-62. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY: . 

Combination with tillage, proposal, Faga"" (44), 52,614-7, 52,671-4. 
Co-operative creameries, movement in Ireland, A.dams 53,506-9. 
Co-operative societies in Denmark, Faber (104, 105, lOB), 52,884, 

62,897-8, 53,029-47. 
Development: 

Scope for, in Bombay, but difficulty, Keati""ge 66,958-64. 
Scope for, and proposals, Fagan (44), 52,604-5, 62,614-7. 
in Kenya, Ormsby Gore 55,957. 

as Provincial or Central problem, Chadwick 55767. 
in Denmark, proceedings for improvement of cattle, Faber 53,099-107. 
in England, work of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Floud (3), 

52,183-6, 52,2111, 52,218-23, 52,'259, 62,278, 62,324. 
Export of cattle, scope for, Ormsby Gore 55,975-7. 
FODDER: 
Crops:-

Area under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 
Increased cultivation desirable, and clover the most promising, 

Fagan (60). 
Mineral constituents, importance of, and experiments re, Wood 

67,742-66. 
·Silage, in Egypt, $hearer 54,083-6. 

Grazing, facilities in forests, Fagan (59). 
IUPROVIDIENT OP BREEDS: 

Control by veterinary officers, possible advantage, MacFadyean 
52,418-20. 

Cross-breeding in sheep, experiments in Falkland Islands, Wood 
57,741. 

in Egypt, work re, Shearer 54,094. 
Importance of, Fagan (46). 
by" Selection, scope for, Shearer (238). 

in Kenya, crossing of country cattle with imported, Ormsby Gore 
55,891-2, 55,958-9. 

Number of cattle greater than normal fodder supply can maintain, 
Keating6 (569). 

Pasture, need for real pastures, and question of measures for, Fagan 
(44), 52,618-26. 

Religious sentiment, drawback of, Faga"" (43). 

Australia: 
Council of Science and Industry, endowment grant, Butler 63354-5 
Evidence re, Bee Julius, G. A., (633-653), 57,42:7-57,579. ' • 

"Bangalore Institute, reorganisation scheme, Howard (186). 

BARBER, Dr. C. A" C.I.E., Sc.D., Lecturer and Frofessor of Agric~lture 
Cambridge: (751-761t_ 58,27(),,5B,388. ' 

Services in India, ~,27()"1. 
Orvn. SERVICE, certain Agricultural training in England, proposal, 

(76()..1), 58,358-9, 58,385-7. 
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BARBER, Dr. C. A.-contd. 
CoIMBATORlil C.a..'JE BREEDING STATION: 

Mendelian methods, work on, 58,351-6. 
Position of, (752). 
Programme, prop!lsal, (758-9). 
Progress of W'ork, &c., 58,379-82. 
Reports cutting down of, 58,271-2. 
Scope ot scientific studies at, (759). 
Staff required, 58,283. 
Stations in the North of India considered desirable, 58,275-83, 

58,383-4. 
Sub-stations, proposal, (755). 
Thick cane work should be separated, and proposal Te, 58,284-6, 

58,369-74. • 
Work carried out by, and results, (757-60). 

CROPS, success of improved varieties, even where no change in cultiva
tion, 58,368. 

INDIAN SUGAR 'CoMMITTEE, recommendations of, and opinion Te, (751), 
(754), (759'-60). . 

RICE, central research station, not advocated at present, 58,388. 
SUGAR INDUSTRY: 

Development of, memorandum, (751-57). 
Employment of Indian capital and Indian officials, scope for, &c., 

58,338-9. 
Importance of, 58,330-1. 
Imports, 58,337. 
Improvements in preparation of raw juice necessary, (755). 
Protection: 

Justification.for, 58,340-1, 58,374-6. 
in Other countries 58,340-1. 

Sugar Bureau, work of, and scheme for development, (752), 58,28B-
303. 

White sugar production, India should be. self-supporting, 58l 337. 

SUGARCANE: 
Cultivation, improved methods' important, but success of improved 

cane even where no change ill) method of, 58,363-7. 
Degeneration and deterioration and causes, 58,34.5-50. 
accurate Descriptions of all canes in India, need for, and proposal, 

(756-7). • 
Diseases, 58,349. 
Improved varieties: 

Propaganda: 
Example of success, (753). 
Recommendation Te, (754). 

Success of, even where no change in cultivation, 58,360-7. 
Impro,'ement, importance of, 58,332. 
Indigenous canes, importance of investigation and improvement,. 

(755). 
Poona cane, opinion Te, 58,287. 
Propaganda, methods, and example of success, 58,328-9. 
Research: 

Central Institution with number of sub-stations, scheme for, 
(753), 58,310-24, 58,377-8. 

Scheme, (753, 755-7), 
Seedlings: . ' 

Java method of short planting for rapid multiplication of seed, 
difficulties in way of introduction in India, 58,325-6. 

One-bud system of planting, no advantage, 58,327. 
Species of canes and origins, 58,342-7. 
Tropical canes, acclimatisation, study of problem iKlvocated, (756). 
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Barley, export: 
Formerly, and possibilities of development, DemetTiadi 54,344, 54,436-7 j 

Taylor 54,438. 
Position, Bob,on 55,457-63, 55,46S-70, 55,573-7. 
Statistics of, in 1913, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 

Bob,on 55,452-6, 55,464-7. 

Beans: 
Burma, market for, Su:an 55,040. 
PrlJ6Sic acid question, Lind,ay 53,822 j Swan 55,039-43. 

Berseem, prospects in India, SheaTer 54,201-4. 

BIFFEN, Sir Rowland, Kt .• M.A., F.R.S. t Professor of Agricultural Botany, 
Cambridge. University: (702-4), 57,757-07,832. . . 

CAMIIRInGE UNIVERSITY: 
Indian students, previous education, etc., 51,7fY2..72. 
Plant Breeding Institute, functions, work carried out, etc.,· (702-4), 

57.757-829. 
PLANT BREEDING, organisation, opinion re, 57,760-1, 57,78S-9. 
RESEARCH: 

Organisation, by crops, proposal) 57,830-2. 
Relationship with teaching, opimon Te, 57,786-7. 

SEED DISTRIBUTION: 
from Cambridge, system, 57, 79S-805, 57 815-23. 
Seed Act would be necessary if distrifmtion by private enterprise, 

57,826. 

British Empire Producers' Organisation. India not represented on. but re
presentation desirable, Linasay 53,991-3. 

British Guiana, emigraton to, proposal, Keatinge 57,(J('6-7, 57,010-17, 
57,048. 

British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Limited. 
Evidence on behalf of, see Speyer, F.C.O. (471-488), 56,320-56,473. 
Organisation, Speyer (480), (480-1). 

Bulls, see under Animal Husbandry. 

BUTLER. Dr. E. J., C.I.E., D.Sc., M.B., F.R.S., Imperial Bureau of 
Mycolop, Kew: (146-150), 53,314-53,490. 

PreVIOUS service, 5315-7. 
AUSTRALIA, Council of Science and Industry, endowment grant, 53,354-5. 
BOARD OJ' AGRICULTURE, value of meetings, 53,352, 53,395. 
CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY, post-graduate teaching, opinion Te, 53,346-9. 
CRops : 

Improvement, importance of, (149). 
Protection: 

from External infection, measures considered on right lines, effi
cacy dependent on carrying out of, (147). 

from Internal infection, extension desirable as occasion re
quires, (147). 

Tobacco, research needed, 53,336. 
IMPERIAL BUREAU OJ' MYCOLOGY: 

as Central clearing house of information, 53,406-9. 
Contact with Colonies, 53,407-9. 
Finance of, 53,327. 53,357, 53,381-2. 
Functions, 53,406. 
Managing Committee, 53,323-6, 53,383. 
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BUTLER, Dr. E. J.-c01itd. 

PUSA RESEARCH lNsrIruTE: 
Cattle breeding work, doubt as to suitability, 53,350, 53,448-51, 

53,476-7. 
as isolated Central institute for fundamental research, proposal, 

53,359-64, 53,384-9, 53,396-7. . 
Continuance of, but not as Government institution, scheme and pro

posed constitution of Board of Management, (147), 53,322-3, 
53,328-38, 53,342-3, 53J367-71, 53,394, 53,435-40, 53,453-5. 

as Constituent College or University not desirable, but arrangement 
for students to get degrees by presentation of theses would be 
approved, 53,376, 53,398-405. 

Council, opinion re efliciency of, 53,375. 
Director: 

Administrative work, proposals for relief from, 53,456-61. 
Communications with Agricultural Adviser, work re, and pro

posed change, 53,458-.67. 
Whole-time, proposal for, 53,336, 53,360-1. 

Division of functions between Provincial Institutes and, proposal, 
53,350-2, 53,472-3. 

Financing, proposal, 53,353-4, 53,468-71. 
Higher research staff, EnglIsh offioers necessary for oonsiderable 

period, and question of possibility of obtaining, (147)1._53,414-29. 
Meetings and conferenoes at, should be encouraged, 53,002. 
Original scheme, (147-8). 
Output and quality of research, believed to have declined and pos-

sible reasons, (146), 53,318-21, 53,444-5. 
Position of, (146-7). 
Position of, in A~ricultural Department, (147-150). 
Post-graduate traIning: 

Indian students, training and qualifications on coming for 
training, 53,343-9, 53,430-4, 53,441-2. 

Results and TeCOOlIlIIendation re, (150), 53,365-6, 53,398-405. 
Site,/. handicap of, and Jubbulpore would be better, (147), 53,478-90. 
Stan, reductions, (146), 53,445, 53,469-71. 
Work. attempt. to cover too wide a field, 53,446-51. 

R,JISKARCH: 
Central Clearing house of information on lines of Imperial Bureau 

of Mycology, qUEStion of, 53,409-13. 
Colonial chain of research stations, schem~: 

Administration, 53,323, 53,32B. 
Indian co-operat.ion, proposal, 53,328-3Q. 

Colonial Offioe Advisory Council system, question of application to 
India, 53,372-4. 

~rdinating agency not advocated, voluntary contact preferable, 
53,342, 53,390-4. 

Council, possibility of, and functions, 53,339-41, 53,395. 
Myoology, present staff inadequate and .extent of increase desirable, 

53,377-9. 
National Research Council, America, functions, 53,340-1. 
Overlapping, not a. drawback, 53,397. 
Requirements, (149). 
Workers, rural upbringing desira.ble, 53,430-4, 53,443. 

BUXTON, Professor J. O. S., M.A., F.R.e.V.s., Cambridge University, 
(710), 57,833-57,008. 

CUIBRIDGE, INsrl'l'l1rE OF ANIMAL PUHOLOGY, 57,888-92, 57,898-902. 
RBSBARou: . 

Relations with teaching, opinion re 57 860-1. 
Workers, recruitment proposal, 57,903-8, 58,047-51. 
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BUXTON, Professor J. O. S.----c01Itd. 
VETERINARY: 

Civil V~terin~ry Department, should be independent, (710), 57,835. 
Contagtous DISeases: 

Control in America, 57,83S-41, 57,867-70, 57880-1. 
Legislation advocated, (710), 57,836-41, 57,8'17. 

Preventive inoculation, simultaneous method, value compared with 
serum-alone method, 57,843-9, 57,871-5. 

Research: 
Central lind subsidiary stations advocated, 57,859, 57,864-6, 

57,884-7. 
further Facilities advocated, (710), 57,859. 

Itinderpest, research Te, proposal, 57,876. 
Serum: 

Distribution system in England, 57,893-7. 
Storage at number of centres, adequate facilities advocated, 

(710), 57, 842, 5~878-9. . 
Superior Veterinary omcer with Government of India, appointmeni 

advocated and proposed functions, (710), 57,862-3. 

Cambridge University: 
See also Wood, Professor T. B., and Engledow, F. L., M.A., (676-683), 

57,602-57,766. 
Cross-breeding in sheep, experiments, Wood 57,741. 
Indian students, prevIous training, etc., BiDen 57,762-72. 
Institute of Animal Pathology, B1I4:ton, 57,888-92, 57,898-902. 
Plant Breeding Institute, functions, work carried out, etc., Biffen 

(702-4), 57,757-829. 

Canada: 
Agricultural education, Wilson 56,617-8. 
Agricultural legislation, administration and research in, Wilson 

(529-33), 56,573-671. 
Contagious diseases, control, Wilson (529), 56,619-22. 
CcK>perative movement, W~lson 56,603-8. 
Experimental farm system Wilson 56,.623-35. 
Research organisation, Wil'aolll (529-82), 56,573-93, 56,659-61. 
Seed distribution to school boys and girls, Wilson fi6,655-8. 
Tobacco cultivation and market, Wilson 56,662-8. 
Wheat, pool system, Wilson (533-5), 56,601-2, 56,607-16, 56,636-54. 

Canals, .ell 1mdeT Irrigation. 

Capital, :liactors deterring men of enterprise and capital from taking up 
agriculture, Keatinge (569). 

CARMICHAEL, L. T., and McLEOD, Major Norman, Indian Tea Associa
tion (London): (388-391), .55,580-00,738. 

INDIAN TEA ASSOCIATION (LONDON): 
Composition, functions, etc., .55,590-5. 
Jorhat laboratory, recruitment of experts, method, 55,640-2. 

TEA: 
Capital, Indian, 55,611-5. 
Committee, Cess: 

Constitution, 55 700, 55,714-6. 
Operations in U.S.A. and France, (388-91), 55,586-9, 55,698-9. 
Money devoted to propaganda work, 55,7Ql, 55,712-8. 
Price not affected by]. 55,709. 
Revenue from, 55 711l-1. 

Ceylon Association, 55,657-9. . 
Coffee competition question of, 55,687-9. 
Comparison with Ceylon tea as regards quality and price, 55,667-70. 
Competition of other countries, 00,645-6, 55,663-6, 55,681-6, 55,706-8. 

00,722-8, 55,726-31. 
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CARMICHAEL, L. T., and McLEOD, Major Norman-contd. 
TEA-con.td. 

Estates: 
of Co-operative Wholesale Society, 55,733-4. 
Labo.1~r,!osition re, and removal of restrictions on recruitment 

desIre;l. 55,599-610, 55,61th31, 55,651, 55,671-6, 55,702-5, 
55 719-~1. 

Welfare and education work, 55,717-8. 
Export~ 

Increase in fifty years, and future prospects, 55,635-9. 
Mark of origin on packets of tea, proposal, 55,596-8. 
Position in different markets, 55,645-9, 55,651, 55,663-6, 

55,690-7, 55,735-8. 
Position as regards world trade, 55,583. 
Statistics, (389-391), 55,660-2. 

Fertilisers, means of obtainin~, 55,643-4. 
One organisation for the BritIsh Empire, desired, 55,724-5. 
Orgamsation of trade, 55,585. 
Quality, ,policy of Indian Tea Association, 55,677-80, 55,682-3. 
Southern India industry, relations with Im;iian Tea Association and 

question of combined Association, 55,652-6. 

oCastorseed, see under Oilseeds. 

'Cattle Breeding, see under Animal Husbandry. 

ICHADWICK, Sir David, C.S.I., O.I.E., Seoretary, Imperial Economic 
CommIttee: (401-405), 55,739-55,873. 

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, value of meetings formerly, 55,869-70. 
DAIRYING, as provincial or central problem, 55,767. 
EMPIRE MARKETING BOARD, grants, system, 55,765. 
IMPERIAL EcONOMIC COMMITTEE, constitution, functions and method of 

working, 55,741-3. 
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY, protection, 55,834, 55,840. 
MAJIo'UFACTURING INDUSTRIES, Indian students in England, work dealt 

with by High Commissioner's Office, 55,810-1, 55,813. 
MARKETING: 

Admixture of dirt, 55,758. 
EXPORT: 

Better cleaning, grading and paeking, importance of, 55,758-9. 
Reputation of Indian produce on European market and sug

gestions for improvement, (403), 55,757. 
Standards, question of, (403), 55,760. 

Improvement of conditions, should be recognised as importa.nt 
function of Agricultural Department, (402), 55,778-82, 55,793-
801. 

Preparation of produce for, improvement, importance of, and duty 
should be recognised lIS important function of Agricultural 
Department, (402), 55,778-82, 55,816-21. 

PUSA RESEARCH INSTITUTE, conferences, proposal, (405). 
RESEARCH: 

Conferences with experts from outside India, suggestion, (405), 
55,761-3. 

Co-ordination, importance of, &nd scheme, (404-5), 55,740, 55,771-7, 
55,846, 55,654-5, 55,863-4. 

Distribution hetween provincial and central authorities, 55,765-70. 
Financing of: 

Allotment of fixed sum annually or establishment of fund, pro-· 
posal, (405). 

Central fund, scheme, (404-5), 55,764-70, 55,858-62. 
by Ex,port cesses, approved for particular trades but not for 

agricultural produce generally, .55,86&:7. 
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CHADWICK, Sir David-·contd. 
RBSBABCII-contd. 

Publications, interchange between provinces and with other 
countries, 55,847-56. 

SUGAR INDUSTBY: 
Imp?rt of sugar, question of effect, 55,843. 
specIfic Import duty, benefit to industry, 55,840-1 55,845. 
Protective duty, no wpplication made for, 55,836-7, 55,840-1. 

T.u INDUSTRY, restrictions on recruitment of labour 55835 55840 55,842. ' , , , , 

TRADB 01' INDIA: 
Domestic importance of, (402), 55,787, 55,802-9, 55,814-21. 
Ex~rt, falling off in, would have bad effect on producers, 55,871-3. 
ForeIgn: 

Future prospects, (401), 55,754. 
Statistics, and comparIson with Orown Colonies and Mandated 

Territories, (401), 55,755-6, 55,783-6, 55,857. 
Import: 

Development, 55,790. 
Treasure, 55,790-2. 

TRADB COMMISSIONERS: 
in America, not proposed, 55,747, 55,749. 
in East Africa, at one time, but no scope for, permanently, 55,868. 
in Germany, proposal, (404), 55,747. 
in London: 

Advisory body, not necessary, 55,744-6. 
Functions, 55,750, 55,810-1. 
Office : 

Accommodation in India House proposed, (403-4), 55,751-3. 
Removal to Grosvenor Gardens, work handicapped by, 

(403). 
Relations with High Commissioner, (403-4), 55,752-3. 
Staff, proposed increase, (403-4), 55,748. 
Value of, to large firms, 55,746, 55,812. 

in Other countries: 
Advocated in future, after training in London, (404), 55,747-8. 
Deputations or visits from the trade preferable as regards 

certain countries, 55,868. 
in Southern France and Northern Italy, proposal, (404), 55,747. 

VILLAGB INDUSTRIES, position of, and question of action re, 55,822-32. 

~hina: . 
British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation work in, Speyp.r 5~,369-75. 
Night soil, use of, and effect of use of sulphate of ammoma, Speyer 

56,398-9. 

'Coffee, see under Crops. 

~oimbatore Cane Breeding Station, ace under Sugarcane. 

'Colonies, agricultural exporte, statistics, Ormsby Gore (435-6). 

Co-operation: 
in America, Foley 58,087-9, 58,121-4, (814). 
Beneficial results, Fagan (61). 
Breeding societies in Denmark, Faber (105), 52,888, 52,901-!l. 
in Canada, WilsGn 56,603-6. . 
Consolidation of holdings by, see under Holdmgs. 
OB.EDIT SOOIBTIES: 

in Denmark, Faber (104), 52,889-90, 52,900, 52,967-8. 
Rates of interest charged, Speyer (482). 
Requirements for success, Fagan (61-2). 
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Co-operation-contd. 
in De'nmark, Faber (104-6), 52,881-903, 52,967-70, 52,997-3008, 53,029-47, 

53,058-62, 53,070-3, 53,104-7, 53,111, 53,126-9. 
Enoouragement of, in all branches needed, Fagan (42), (48), (49), (61), 

52,571-3. ' 
in England, Ireland and Sootland, Nash (605). 
Exporting societies in Denmark, Faber (105, 107-8), 52,909-16. 
Fertilisers, sale through, Speyer 56,387-9. 
Gi>vernment relations with, reoommendation, Fagan (61). 
Implements, obstacles in way of distribution through, Goodwyn 56,287-8. 
Ireland, movement in, A.dams 53,503-9. 
Joint improvement schemes, opinion re legislation on minority, Fagan 

(62). 
Milk recording societies in Denmark, Faber (105), 52,888, 53,104-7. 
Non-credit societies in the Punj8lb, Fagan (62), 52,679-80. 
Production societies in Denmark, Faber (1~, 108), 52,888, 53,001-4, 
Purchase societies, Faber (105, 106), 52,888, 53,005-8. 

SALB SOCIETIES-: 
in Canooa, Wilson 56,605-6. 
in Denmark, Faber (104, 105, 106, 108), 52,888, 52,891-2. 

Copra: 
Export trade, question of prospects, Knight 56,100-4. 
Import duty on copra from Ceylon, and effect OD export of oopra from 

Malabar, Steiner 54,536-41, 54,594-5. 
Imports by Messrs. Jurgens, Knight 56,086-9, 
MALABA1I.: 

Cotton: 

Exports from, small, Knight 56,100. 
Quality, and use of, Knight 56,089-91. 
Quality, but little received in England, Frost (295). 

American competition, Pfister 54,319, 
Area under, in India, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24 (805). 
Burma, increased production desired, Swan 54,916. 
Colonial exports, Ormsby-GoreJ (435). 
kom Colonies, Littlewood 55,336-40. 
Complaints by JDerchants in England, nature of, &c., Lindsay 

53,825. 
Cultivation.:.. machine heavier and more powerful than standard 

'needed, .!towland (451). 
DAMPING: 

53,810, 

tractor 

Difficulty caused by, in England, Littlew()()d 55,302, 55,303. 
Judicious damping as carrIed out by natives formerly, beneficial, 

Pfister 54,333. 
Prevention, difficulty, Pfister 54,334, 54,336; Demetriadi 54,336, 

54,337-8. 
Prevention of undue and excess damping, possible !:Deans of, 

Demetriadi 54,332, 54 ,445; Pfister 54,448-53. 
possible Reconsideration of position by Messrs. Ralli Bros. owmg 

to effect of, on trade, Demetriadi 54,332. 
Use of hose on cotton, and bad effects, Pfister 54,333, 54,335. 

EXPORT: 
Advertising of Indian cotton, might be increased if quality im

proved, Littlewood 55,392-3. 
Bales: 

400 lb. bale should be maximum, Littlewood (365), 55,302. 
Density of Indian bales compared with American, Littlewood 

(365), 55,302, 55,330-5. 
Complaints, clearing house for, in England, proposal, Littlewood 

(365), 55,307-9, 55,380-1, 55,388-9. 
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Cotton-contd. 
Euoa_ontd. 

Grading on lines of American universal standards, proposal, Little
wood (365), 55,225-9, 55,341-7. 

Improved varieties: 
Demand for, GTantham 57,074. 
Dleai1'8!bility of being IIible to distinguish, on the market, Little

wood 55,296-8, 55,317, 55,324. 
special Mark or designation for, impracticable and undesirable, 

GTantham 57,073-4. 
Marketing of bales with name of ginnery, desirability of extension 

of system, Littlewood (365), 55,310-12. 
Mixing of cotton by merchants, to secure particular types for, 

GTantham (584-5), 57,118-22, 57,132-37. . 
Price, narrowness of margin between Middling American and F.G.F. 

Tinnevelly, and effect, Littlewood 55,299-300. 
Quantity of Indian cotton used in Lanc'ashire, Littlewood 55,362. 
Standard, deferred delivery contract, need for, and proposal, Little

wood (365), 55,304-6, 55,325-9 55,341-7, 55,384-5. 
Style of cotton required by English spinners, Littlewood (364). 

GIlfNING: 
need for Increased care and saw gins advocated, Littlewood (364), 

55,354-61, 55,382-3, 55,395-400. 
Mixmg of cotton in, and question of reJDedy, GTantham (584), 

57,104-17. . 
Saw, disadvantages of, GTantham 57,100-3. 

Gins and presses, licensing of, in Rajpipla, and good results of, 
GTantham 57,107-11. . 

Improvement in condition anticipated, Lindsay (213). 
Improvement by hybridisation, scope for, Howard 53,681. 
Long staple, question of demand, GTt.mtham 57,150-4. 
Longer ana medium staples, encouragement advocated, GTantham 

57,093. 
Manuring and soil .probleIIIJS in connection with, Howard 53,691-6. 

MARKETING: 
in Egypt, Shearer 54,103-6,. 54,108-9. 
Hedge contracts, effect on, and proposals re, Grantham (585-6), 

(589-92), 57,070-2. 
Information as :to market conditions, GTantham (585-6). 
Open markets with representation of growers on managing com

mitt.ees, desirable, and question of possibility, Grantham (583), 
57,075-6. 

Passing on of price fluctuations in Bombay to up country markets, 
extent of, GTan~ham 57,068. . . . 

Premium for quahty not always receIved by cultIvators, but Im
portance of, GTantham 57,065-7. 

Prospects, Grantham (583). . 
Mixing of, and measures taken to prevent, Ltndsay 54,786. 
Picking, leaves in, and need for improvement, GTantham (584), 58,094-8. 

PUNJAB AMERICAN: 
Deterioration, Littlewood 55,318-9; Grantham' 57,141-8. 

Question of profit from growing long' versus short staple cotton, 
Pfister 54,317-9. 

Purity, importance of, Fagan (51). 

SnD' 
Crushing of, troubl!! caused by, Littlewood (364). 
Deterioration of, Littlewood (364), 55,318-9, 55,348-53. 
Mixing of, Littlewood (364). 

Short staple question of extent of demand for, and prospects in future, 
Grantham' (582), 57,084-92, 57,138-40. 
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Cotton-contd. 
8hort staple or long staple, factors governing growing of, Grantham-

57,068-9. 
I:lpinning tests by Oldham Master Cotton Spinnei:s' Association, Little

wood (365); ·55 301, 63,313-6, 55,363-75. 
I:ltaple# mixing of, and importance of keeping separate, Littlewood (364), 

55,320. 
S~atistics, crop statistics and forecll6ts, inaccuracy of, and proposal for

Improvement, Granthwm (586), 57,123-8. 
Sulphate of ammonia, probable large consumption and supply of mixed! 

manures proposed, Speyer 56,448-9. 

Cotton cake, question of future demand for, in England, Frost 54,724. 

Cottonseed, see under Oilseeds. 

Credit, see 'Under Agricultural Indebtedness and Finance. 

Crops: 
Areas under various crops, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 
Barley, see that title. 
Beans, see that title. 
Berseem, see that title. 
Change from subsi.tence farming to commelcial, need for, Fagan (42)~ 

52,521, 52,654-9, 52,695. 
COFFEE: 

Exports, statistics and proposed cess, Lindsay (806-7). 
Researchl financing of, Lindsay (212). 

Cotton, see tllat title. 
Damage by wild pigs, and proposals for destruction, Keatinge (570). 
Groundnuts, see that title. 
IMPROVED VARIETIES: 

Effect on fertility of the soil, question of, Howard (176), 53,691-5. 
Success of, even where no change in cultivation, Barber 58,368. 

I:MPROVElIIENT : . 
Dependent on enhanced value to grower, Demetriadi 54,317; Pfister-

54,317. 
Importance of Butler (149). 
Scope for, and experience In Egypt and America, Shearer (238). 
Selection, scope for, Engledow 57,681-2. 
Work should be branch of research, and should not be limited to. 

one crop, Howard 53,642-4. 
Indigo, research, proposal re financing, Lindsay (212), (806-7). 
Oilseeds, see that title. 
PESTS AND DISEASES: 

Effect of calcium cyanamide, Greening (748). 
Problems of, and need for organised research, Howard (180-2). 
Water hyacinth.,/. proposed research re, with grant from Empir& 

MarKeting Hoard, Lindsay 53,829-36. 

PLANT BREEDING: 
Organisation, opinions rll, Bif/en 5-;:,760-1, 57,788-9. 
proposed Organisation and danger of specialisation, Engledour 

57,640, 57.676-82, 57.713-7. 
Work at Cambridge, Bil/en (702-4), 57,757-829. 

PROTECTION: 
in Egvpt, Shearer (238), 54,250-2. 
from '"'External infection\ measures considered on right lines, efficacy 

dependent on carrymg out of, Butler (147). 
from Internal infection, extension desirable as occasion requires, 

Butler (147). 
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Crops-contd. 
SEEDS, DISTRIBUTION: 

from Cambridge, system, BiRen 57,798-805, 57,815-23. 
Seed Act would be necessary if diBtribution by private enterprise. 

BiRen 57,826. 
Sugar, lee that titlll. 
Tea, Bile that title. 
Tobacco, Bee that title. 
Wheat, lee that title. 

Cultivation: 
Banjew lands, question of Fagan 52,587-92. 
Deeper and more thorough cultivation, advantages of and improvement. 

of soil by, Pelly (624-5). ' 
DRY FARMING: 

in the .Deccan, position re, Keatinge 56,929-36 56,999-7001. 
hltenslve farming, suocess would depend on soil!. Keatinge 56 998. 
Egypt, farming under dry conditions, Shearer 04 042-5 . 54 169-71. 

Heavy power tillage, unsuitability of, for small holdi~gs,' Rowland' 
56,172; Goodwyn 56,172-4. 

Indigenous systems, success of, Howard. (174-5). 
by Large landowners, in Egypt, Shearer 54,121..0. 
Pulverisation, advantages of, and advantages of Fowler's cable tackle 

for, P.elly (625). 
Tillage, cultivators should be educated to replace ox cultivation til' 

mechanical cultivation with suitable machinery, Pelly (626). 

Dairy Industry, Bee 'Under Animal Husbandry. 

DEMETRIADI, Sir Stephen, K.B.E., representing Messrs. RaIli Brotherii' 
and the London Chamber of Commerce: 54,271-447. 

AGRICULTURE, as a " transferred" subject}.. deterioration in wheat. oWlDg 
to lack of central control, 64,274-5, 54,iS49-50. 

BARLEY, export formerly and possibilities of development, 54,344,. 
54,436-7. 

COTTON: 
Damping: 

Prevention of excess damping, aifficulty and possible means. 
of, 54,332, 54,336-8, 54,443-7. 

pOSSible Reconsideration of position by Messrs. Ralli Bros. owing 
to effect of, on trade, 54,332. . 

CROPS, 'improvement, dependent on enhanced value to growers, 54,317 .. 

EXPORT TlIADE, rupee at Is. 4d. would have assisted, 64,339. 

GlIAM, export, increased supply desirable, 54,344. 
OILSBEDS export of oil and retention of cake in India, exporters would" 

not heip to stimulate, 54,398. 
RESEARCH desirability of central control and deterioration in wheat. 

since agriculture a transferred subject, 54,274-5, 54,316, ·54,349-50. 

SEA FREIGHTS, deferred rebate systeID;, and drawbacks of, 54,324-30. 

STATISTICS, crop forecasts, period at which required by exporters~ 
54,372-6. 

TRADE COMMISSIONER IN LONDON: 
Advisory Comm.ittee, n!lt a:rl:v0cated, 54,323. 
Office in the City, deSIrabilIty of, 54,321-2. 
Valuable work done ,by, 54,321. 

'VEIGHTS AND MEASURES, uniformity question, 54,363-6. 
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DEMETRIADI, Sir Stephen-contd. 
WHEAT: \ 

Advantage of, for mixing purposes, 54,295-7, 
Export: 

Bulk storage and handling: 
Attitude of Messrs. Ralli Bros., 54,313-4. 
no Difficulty anticipated as regards construction of s~ers, 

54,312. 
Cess on, proba.ble disastrous effect, 54,385. 
Oreation of new markets for, and competition with wheat from 

other countries, question of, 54,301-5. 
DecreMe, 54,392-6. 
Demand for, affected by uncertainty as to supply, 54,293-4. 
492 lbs. basis formerly, but change effected to 480 lbs., 54,301-4. 
Increase in quantity and free export of more importance than 

improvement in quality, 541272, 54,298. 
Increased supply anticipateo. as result of Sukkur Barrage 

scheme, 54,345, 54,348. 
Quality: 

Deterioration of, from some districts, and causes, 54,272-7, 
54,349-54, 54,380-4, 54,424-5. 

would Improve if larger crops produced, 54,272, 54,294-5. 
Sa.le on " pure" wheat basis, 54,407-9, 54,460-1, 54,467-8. 

Elevators, no advantage seen, 54,471-2. 
Increased production, importance of, 54,272, 54,294. 
Karachi, attempt to improve quality but non-success owing to 

millers being unable to pay premium, 54,288, 54,291, 54,428-32, 
54,439. 

Yield per acre, and need for increase, 54,294. 

Demonstration and Propaganda: 
on OuLTIVATOR'S LAND: 

Approved, Fagan (52). 
Payments to cultivators in event of loss, in Eg.vpt, Shearer (237), 

54,046-9. 
Demonstration farms: 

in America, Foley 58,183-5. 
in Egypt, Shearer (237), 54,046-53. 
Experimental farms, visits of parties of cultivators to, useful, 

Fagan (52). 
Importance of, Lindsay (209), (211). 
Improvement of practice of cultivators, measures for, Fagan (52) 
Vernacular leaflets, proposed use of, Macphail 57,601. 

Denmark, evidenoe rs, see FABER, H. (104-108), 52,879...53,166. 

Development Commission, England: 
Advantage of system, Nash 57,244-6. 
Advisory Committees, Nash. (602), 57,168-70. 
Advisory service in connection WIth colleges, research institutious and 

farmers, Nash (603), 57,215-7. 
Afforestation work, Na,~h 57,326. 
Analogies to, Nash. 57,187. 
Approval of principle of, Elliot 53,258-60; Russell 58,447-8. 
Commissioners, number, meetings, position, etc., Nash. 57,181-6, 57,206-9. 
Establishment of, and reasons for setting up of, Nash (600), 57,188, 

57,191, 57,254-8. 
Financial arrangements and position, Nash. 57,193-202, 57,234-6. 
Functions of, and work, Orr 53,198, 53,208, 53,210-2, 53,218-22, 

53,229-32; Nash. (600), (601-2), (603), (604-6),57,188-92,57,198,57,243, 
57,321-5. 
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Development Commission, England: 
GB.L"fTS: 

in aid of Agricultural co-operation, Nash (605). 
Particulars re, l!o' ash (604). 
£ for £ system, advantage of, Nash 57,171. 
System, Nash (600-3), 57,171-2, 57..175-80, 57,226-42. 

Land acquisition powers, Nash (605). 
Method of working, Nash (602), 57,166, 57,176-80, 57,218-25. 
Public attitude to work of, Nash 57,161-5. 
Relations with bodies like Carnegie Trustees and Rockefeller Founda

tion, Nash (606), 57,172, 57,203-5. 
Relations with Departments of Agriculture in Great Britain, 'Floud 

52,25&-7. 
Relations to Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and agricultural 

education, Floud 52,174-82, 52,210-7. 
Relations with Road Board, Nash (605-6). 
Rural industries work Nash (604), 57,296-300, 57,329-34. 
Representation on, and distribution of work between Commissioners, 

Nash 57,182-4. 
6u('('ess of system, Floud 52,179-82. 
System and possible improvements, Hall 52,793-802, 52,813, 52,820-1. 

Director.General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, functions, 
Lind8all 53,780-2. 

Edinburgh University: 
Degree courses, Slwlarer 54,188-93. 
Graduates from, as Deputy Directors for Indian Agricultural Service, 

suitability of, and questlOn of subsequeut training in India, Shear"r 
54,625, 54,269-70. 

Indian students, opinion re previous training, Shearer 54,145-52. 
Recruitment from, for service in India, not considered possibility unless 

permanency guaranteed, Shearer 54,194-6. 

Education: 
ADULT: 

in Denmark, Faber 53,087-9. 
Folk echools, in Denmark, system, Faber (106-107), 52,908, 53,020-2, 

53,070-3, 53,086, 53,090:.8. 
spread of Juvenile literacy of first importance, Fagan 52,686. 

AGBIOULTURAL : 
Adult, best means of, Fagan. (52), 52,687-8. 
in Africau Colonies, Ormsbll Gore 55,995-6. 
in America, Shearer (233);. 54,136-8; Folell 58,099-101, 58,166, (814). 
in Canada, Wil.un 56,617-t!. . 
Colleges : 

Course, requirements, Shearer (233-4). 
Beope should be extended, Rowland (451). 
Sta.ff, improvement desirable and proposals for, SheareT (235-6), 
Students, source of, SheareT (235). 

in Denmark, Faber 53,074-85, 53,095-7, 53,146. 
in Egypt, Shearer (236), 54,139-44, 54,228-31, 64,255-9. 
in England, F!oud (2), 52,164-7.3, 62,189, 62,210-6, 52,240-1; Shearer 

(233); Nash (603). , 
Ca.mbrid~e University, see that htle. 

General conSiderations, SheareT (232-6). 
Incentives to study, Fa.gan (52). 
Institutions increase needed, Rowland (451); Goodwlln 56,205. 
Loni School' Keatinge 57,056. . 
Madras College, a.ffiliation to university, MacphaIl 67,58l. 
in ?tiiddie schools, proposal, Fagan (52), (62). 
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Education-contd. 
AGRICULTVRE--Contd. 

in Middle vernacular schools, Punjab, Fagan 52,641-6. 
Policy oovocated, Wood, Engledow (678). 
in Primary schools, proposal, P'agan (52), (62). 
Requirements and proposals, Fagan (42), (47), (52), 52,676-8, 

52,708-10. 
Teachers should be drawn from agricultural classes if qualified men 

aV'ailable, Fagan (52). 
Training Oolleges in Australia, Juliu.3 57,508-13. 
Two years' leaving certificate course, proposal, Fagan (47), 52,676. 
University courses, danger in connection with Macphail 57,584. 

in Agricultural economics, position in Great Britain and Ireland, 
and importance of, Adams 53,533-43, 

Calcutta University, Post-groouate teaching, opinion re, Bu.tler 53,346-9. 
Canada, administration, Wilson (526). 
Importance of, compared with communications in the Punjab, Fagan 

52,684-5, 52,711-3. 
N a.ture study, value of, Fagan (52); Shearer (234). 
PRIMARY: 

Oompulsory: 
Attitude of cultivators, Fagan (63), 
Necessary for universal literacy, but obstacles in way of, and 

question of overcoming, Fagan (62), 52,547-56, 52,593-603. 
in Denmark, Faber 53,140-53, (808-13), 
Development, importance of, Macphail 57,601. 
Increasing of proportion of boys passing through fourth class, 

question of possible means, Fagan 52,557-61. 
Small proportion of boys passing through fourth class, reason. 

Fagan (63). 
Rural, requirements, Fagan (62), (62-3). 
School farms, value of, Fagan (52). 
School plots, value of, l!'agan (52). 
Sons of cultivators drawn away from interest in the land, l!'agan (63), 

52,540-1, 
UNIVERSITIES: 

Egypt: 

Biological teaching, Macphail 57,594-7. 
Closer connection wit·h agriculture and research, question of, 

Macphail 57,584-601. 
Pure science teaching, opinions re, Shearer 54,148-52. 
Scientific teaching, directio'ns in which improvement desirable, 

Ru.ssell 58,427. 

Agricultural conditions, and comparison with India, Shearer (236), 
54,031-45, 54,126-7, 54,156-<63, fi4,169-75, 54,200-1, 54,232-6. 

Agricultural credit conditions in, Shearer 54,009-30, 54,108-9, 541176-80. 
Agricultural Department, organisation and link with cultivators, 

Shearer 54,205-9, 54,245-9. 
Animal husbandry, Shearer (238), 54,081-94. 
Agricultural educa.tion, Shearer (236), 54,139-44, 54,228-31, 54,255-9. 
Co-operative movement, no development, Shearer 54,107. 
Crop quarantine organisation, Shearer (238), 54,250-2~ 
Crops, improvement of, measures, Shearer (238). 
Demonstration Rnd propaganda, Shearer (237), 54,046-53. 
Exports, Shearer 54,158-63. 
FERTn.ISERS, artificial: 

Sale system, Speyer (483), (486), (487-8), 56,403-6, 56,425-7. 
Use of, Shearer (237). 

Fruit trees, Sllearer 54,238. 
Higher educa.tion in, Shearer 54,222-4. 
Holdings, fragmentation problem, Shearer 54,111-20. 
Implements and machinery, Shearer (238); Goodwyn 56,269-81. 
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Egypt-contd. 
Irrigation in, Shearer (238), 54,054-67, 54,094 54164-6 54264 
Khedivial Agricultural ~oClety, Shearer 54,208-9: 54,239-44. . 
Large landowners, farmmg by, Shearer 54121-5. 
Law of Buocession in ,shoorer 54,110-1 54,153-5 
Marketing, system 01, Shea-rer 54,096-109. • 
Moneylenders, Shearer 54,010-2, 54,025-7. 
Poultry keeping, Shearer 54,167-8. 
Reclamation work, Pclly 57,383-6. 
Research in, Shearer (237), 54,237, 54,261. 

Effect of Egyptianisation of service on, Shearer 54,218-27. 
SOIL: 

Alkali, reclamation, Shearer (237), 54,054. 
Deterioration from lack of drainage, Shearer (237) 54263 

State Domains Administration, Shearer 54,261. ". 
Veterinary, Shearer (238), 54,068-80, 54,214-7, 54,253-4. 
Welfare of rural population, Shearer 54,128-33. 

ELLIOT, Major Walter, M.P., M.C., D.Sc., Under-Secretary of State for 
Scotland: (136-137), 53,247-53,313. 

EMPIRE MARKETING BOARD: 

proposed Chain of research stations, (137), 5:1,285·9. 
Indian co-operation, question of, (137), 53,268, 53,313. 
Constitution and functions, &c., (136), 53,269-81, 53,302-7. 
Financing of schemes in United Kingdom, 53,255. 
Grants: -

India eligible for, but no submissions made for, and procedure
for obtaining, (136-7), 53,249-50, 53,295-300. 

System, 53,250-3, 53,307-12. 
Relations with Committee of Civil Research, 53,254. 
Relations with Development COllllnJ.ssion, 53,256-7, 53,301. 
Representation of India on, 53,248, 53,273-4. 
Research policy of, (136-7). 

IMPERIAL EOONOMIO COMMITTEE, 53,281-4. 
RESEAROH: 

Colonial services, Corps basis with free interchange, scheme, and 
question of relaJtions.hip of Dominions to, (137), 53,289-94. 
53,262-67. 

Development Commission, approval of principle of, 53,258-60. 

Emigration, to South. America, &c., suggestion, Keating 56,946-7, 57,002-17. 
57,048. 

Empire Marketing Board: 
Advertising of Indian products not considered necessary, Steiner 

54,636-40. 
Assistance of Imperial Institute, Furse 56,480. 
Connection of Rowett Institute with, Orr 53,214-5. 
Constitution and functions, &c., Elliot (136), 53,269-81, 53,302-7. 
Financing of schemes in United Kingdom, Elliot 53,255. 
Functions, Lindsay 53,906. 
GRANTS: 

India eligible for, but- no submissions made for, and procedure for 
obtaining, Elliot (136-7), 53,240-50, 53,295-300. 

Institutions! &c., in IndIa, position re, Lindsay 53,828-39, 53,877-8. 
System, ElltOt 53,250-3, 53,307-12; Ohadwick 55,765. 

Link between Imperial Institute and, and avoidance of overlapping, 
Furse 56,489. 

Questionnaire on irrigation, Lindsay 53,876. 
Relations with ComlI1ittee of Civil Research, Elliot 53,254. 
Relations with Development Commission, Elliot 53,256-7, 53,301. 
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Empire Marketing Board-contd. 
RePl'esentation of India on, EUiot 53,248, 53,~273-4. 
Research policy of, Elliot (136-7). 
Results of advertising work of, and possibility of India sharing in 

benefit, Ormsby .Gore 56,003-6. 

Engineering Institution, Ward, Gebbie 56,851-6. 

ENGLEDOW, F. L., M.A., see WOOD, Professor T. B., M.A., and ENGLE
DOW, F. L., (676-683), 57,602-57,756. 

ERSKINE SCOTT, G., of Messrs. James Scott and Sons, Ltd., see 
ANDERSON, D. A., and ERSKINE, SCOTT, G.: 55,046-56,173. 

Export Trade, see 'Under Trade: 

FABER, H., Agricultural Commissioner to the Danish Government: Ql04-
lOS), 52,879-53,166, (80S-813). 

DENMAlUI:: 
Agricultural conditions and organisation, 52,917-29,52,965-6,52,993-6, 

53,012-9, 53,023-8, 53,055-7, 53,063-9, 53,112-34, 53,154-61. 
Agricultural societies, (106), 53,009-11, 53,074-6. 
Cattle improvement, proceedings, 53,099-107. 
Cattle insurance societdes, 53 058-62. , 
Oo-operative movement: (104-106), 52,881-903, 52,967-70, 52,997-

3,008, 53,029-47, 53,05S-62 53,070-3, 53,104-7, 53,111, 53,126-9. 
Breeding societies, (105), 52,888, 52,901-3. 
Oredit Societies, (104), 52,889-90 52,900, 52,967-8. 
Dairy societies, (104, 105, 108), 52,884, 52,897-8, 53,029-47. 
Exporting societles, (105, 107-8), 52,909-16. 
Milk reoording societies, (105), 52,888, 53,104-7. 
Production societies, (104-5, 108), 52,888, 53,001-4. 
Purchase societies, (105, 106), 52,888, 53,005-8. 
Sale societies, (104, 105, 106, 108), 52,888, 52,891-2. 

Education: 
Adult, 53,087-9. 
Agricultural) 53,074-85, 53,095-7, 53,146. 
Folk schOO.ls, (106-107), 52,908, 53,020-2, 53,070-3, 53,086, 

53,090-8. 
Primary, 53,140-53, (808-13). 

Fertilisers, manufacture of, 52,960-2. 
Holdings, fragmentation: 

Limit below whioh land may not be divided, 52,930-1. 
Pa-evention of, 52,906, 52,990-2. 

Land, system and taxation of land and agriculture, 52,904-7, 
52,930-8, 52,946-58, 52,963-4, 52,971-81, 52,990-2, 53,048-54, 53,135-9, 
531162-8. 

MarKeting conditions, (107-8), 52,909-16, 53,040-7. 
Mortgaging of land, 52,982-9. 
Research work, 53,108-10. 
Sugar industry, 52,939-45. 
Veterinary service, 53,122-3. 

FAGAN, Sir Patrick, K.C.I.E., C.S.I.: (41-64), 52,520-52,783. 
AGlI.IOULTURAL DEPARTMENT: 

increased Expenditure needed, (43), 52,583. 
Punjab, establishment of, probably a good financial investment, 

52,633-40. 
AGlI.IOULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS: 

Causes, (46), (47-8), (53-4). 
Credit, sources of, (54). 
Increase, ('54). 
Means for lightening burden of debt. (54-5). 
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FAGAN, Sir Patrick-contd. 
AGRICULTURAL INDBBTBDNBSS-contd. 

Moneylenders : 
Evils of system, (48). 
Keeping of accounts by, proposal, (55). 

Mortgage and Sale, restriction of right, considerations Te, (55). 
Punjab Alienation of Land Act, object and results of, (55). 
PunJab Redemption of Mortgages Act, useful, (55). 
RepaYJllent reasons preventmg, (54). 
Rural Insolvency measure not advocated, (00). 

AGB.ICULTURAL INDUSTRIES: 
Fruit and vegetable culture, scope for, in Punjab, and investigation 

advocated, (59), 52,579-82. 
Industrial ('oncerns, removal to rural areas, little benefit anti-

cipated, (59). 
Lac culture and scope for development, (59). 
Mango cultivation, investigation advocated, (59). 
Need forI. and proposals for encouraging, (420), (49), (59), 52,662-70, 

52,696-"(, 52,734-45. 
RelJ.uirements, (59). 
ISerlCulture, scope for, (59), 52,577. 
Social prejudices and restrictions, (49), (59). 
Weaving of artistic materials, proposal, (49), (59), 52,574-8. 

AGB.ICUIJI'URB, as II transferred" subject, question of results, (43-4), 
52,584-6. 

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 
Bulls: 

Oastration, imf0rtance of, (59). 
Distribution 0 approved, properly bred bulls of selected in

digenous breeds, Importance of, (59). 
Cattle Ilreeding, control by Ve1lerinary Department desirable, 

52,699-701. 
Dairy industry: , 

Combination with tillage, proposal, (44),52(614-7, 52,671-4. 
Development, scope for and proposals, (44), 52604-6, 52,614-7. 

Fod4:J.er crops, increased cuitivation desirable and ciovers the most 
promising, (60). 

Grazing, facihties in forests, (59). 
Improvement of breeds, importance of, (46). 
Pasture, need for real pastures, and question of measures for, (44), 

52,618-26. 
Religious sentiment, drawback of, (43). 

CO-OPERATION: 
Beneficial results, (61). 
Credit Societies, requirements for success, (61-2). 
Encouragement of, in all branches needed, (42), (48), (49), (61), 

52,571-3. ' 
Government relations with, recommendation, (61). 
Joint improvement schemes, opinion Te legislation on minority, 

(62). 
Non-credit societies in the Punjab, (62), 52,679-80: 

CROPS, change from subsistence farming to commercial, need for, (42), 
52,521, 52,654-9, 52,695. 

CULTIVATION, Ba""jar lands, question of, 52,587-92. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 
on Cultivator's land, ~pJ>roved, (5~). . . 
Experimental farms VISits of parties of cultivators .to, useful, (52). 
Improvement of pr~ctice of cultivators, measures for, (52). 

EDUCATION: 
Adult, spread of juvenile literacy of first importance, 52,686. 
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FAGAN, Sir Patrick-contd. 
EnuoATION-contd. 

Agricultural: 
Adult, best means of, (52), 62,687-8. 
Incentives to study, (52). 
in Middle schools, proposal, (52), (62). 
in Middle vernacular schools, Punjab, 52,641-6. 
in Primary schools, proposal, (52), (62). 
l!-equirements. and proposals, (42), (47), (52)\ 52,676-8, 52,708-10. 
Teachers should be drawn from agricultura classes if qualified 

men available, (52). 
Two years' leaving certificate course, proposal, (47), 52,676. 

Importance of, compllired with co=unications in the Punjab, 
52,684-5, 52,711-3. 

Nature study, value ofl (52). 
Primary: 

Compulsory : 
Attitude of cultivators, (63). 
Necessary for universal literacy but obstacles in way of, 

and question of overcoming, (62), 62,547-56, 52,593-603. 
Small proportion of boys passing through fourth class, reason, 

and question of means of increasing, (63). 
Rural

i 
requirements, (62), (62-3). 

Schoo farms, value of, (52). 
School plots, value of (52). 
Sons of cultivators drawn away from interest in the land, (63), 

52,540-1. 

FERTILISERS: 
Artificial, SCQpe for widespread use of, in Punjab, doubted, (57). 
Cattle urine, methods of preservation needed, (58). 
Cowdung, use as fuel: 

likefy to Continue for long time, (58). 
Extension of irrigated reserves for fuel considered impractic

able, (58), (60), 52,778. 
Effect of phosphatic, etc., mal\ures, investigation needed, (57). 
Green manurmg, probably too expensive for average cultivator, 

(58). 
Natural, increased use of, desirable, (57). 
Night soil better methods of preservation, needed, (57-8). 
Sheep folding in Kangra Hills and extension to plains should be 

considered, (58) • 
.. Stercoral" problem, (58). 

FINANOE: 
Oo-operative mortgage banks advocated for long-term credit, (53). 
Oredit, need for healthy system of, (42), (48), (53), 52,533-5. 
Short-term, Co-operative Credit societies the best means, (48), (53). 
Tacoolli loans: 

ObstlliCles to greater popularity, and proposals for remedying, 
(53), 52,536-9. 

Value of, but meeting of 'Whole demand for credit by, not 
possible, (49), (53). 

FINANOIAL COMMISSIONERS, relationship to Government, 52,681-3, 
52,689-94. 

FORESTS: 
Afforestation, extent of scope for, (61), 52,753-4. 
Agricultural purposes, fullest possible use for, (59) . 
.. Bir " or. private grass reserves, possibility of number decreasing 

and extension douoted (60). 
Deforestation of Sewalik Hills, damage to Hoshiarpur district, 

(60-1). 
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f"AGAN, Sir Patrick-contd. 
FORl!sTs-contd. 

Deterioration: 
Attitude of Gilvernment and people, 52,756-9. 
from Excessive grazing, extent of, (61). 

. leading to Soil erosion and means of remedying, (60), 52,753-4. 
Firewood and fodder supply, question of possibility of increase, (60). 

52,778. 
Forest Act, 1878, alteration might be desirable, 52,777. 
Grazing facilities, ~59). 
Increase in soil-mOisture arid rainfall, question of means of, (61). 

HOI.DINGS: 
COll6Olidation: 

o>mpulsion on minority may -become necessary, and proposal 
T~ (56), 52,523-6, 52,060-6. _ 

by uo-operative Societies in the Punjab and extension proposed, 
(45), (49), (56), (62). 

by Exchange, desirability of, (45). 
Importance of, (56). 
" Killa-bandi" system, Punjab, (56), 52,782-3. 
Obstacles in way of, (56). 
Settlement of disputes, reoommendation Te, (56). 

Fragmentation: 
Cause, (44-5). 
Evils of, (41-2), (44), (45). 
Means for minimiSIng loss from, (42). 
Prohibition of, below certain limit, difficulty, 52,649-53, 5:?760-2. 

Le!(islation TIl minors, widows, etc., necessarv..! in futUl"~, (56). 
Minimum sizo desirabla, questiqn of, 52,6()/j. 
Small: 

Application of capital, scope for, (42), 52,669-70. 
Improvement of oonditions of, questIon of means, 52,746-50. 
Mixed farl1Iing, question of soope for, 62,672 . 

. hrPROVI!MI!NTS, factors discouraging carrying out of, by landowners, 
(63). 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, not likely for some time to come, (49). 
IRRIGATION: 

Amount of water required, investigation desirable, (57). 
Canal: 

Distribution of water: 
Complaints heard in the Punjab, 52,714. 
Importance of, (57). 
Mechanical modules for village outlets, approval of pro

posal, (57). 
Volumetric system, advantages, but difficulties, (57). 

Subordinates, corruption question, (57). 
present ConditionR and requirements, (45-6). 
Conservation of moisture in unirrigated areas, importance of, (45-6), 

52,609-10. 
Department, inclusion of all forms of irrigation under, question of, 

and obiections to, 52,722-30. 
in Hissar district, approval of proposed schemes, (56). 
Modern lifts and tubes, scope for, 52,715. 
Wells, remission of assessment for a period only. of land irrigated 

from, not a deterrent to sinking of wells in Punjab, 52,731-3. 
LAND REVENUE: 

Date of -payment, question of effect of, and of alteration, 52,773-5, 
52,779-81. 

Improvements not hindered by, (63). 
Proportion of gross produce taken for, 52,770-2. 
Settlement: 

. Fixing of rent along with, question of desirability, 52,751-2. 
Literature Te, co-ordination proposal, (41). 52,667-8. 
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FAGAN, Sir Patrick-contd. 
LAND RE~ENu»-contd. 

Subordinate officials, agricultural training would be desirable and 
recruitment of certain number of agricultural college graduates 
would be approved, 52,702-3. 

MARKETING: 
Co-operative, development advocated, (50), 52,65B. 
Cotton, importance of purity, (51). 
Export, financing of, by large European firms, (50), 52,52B. 
Grain: 

Elevators: 
would be probably Beneficial, (51), 52,532. 
certain Distance between, would be necessary, 52,605. 

Purity, importance of, (51). 
Information to cultivators as to market conditions, &c., proposal, 

(51). . 
Mandis, Punjab system, and approval of, (51), 52,529. 
Market Committees, representation of growers on, desirable, 

5'2,530-I. 
Middlemen, danger of undue multiplication of, rather than of exces

sive charges, (50), 
Systems and proposals for improvement, (50-1). 

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, attracting of town-bred youths io agriculture 
not necessary 011 desirable, (52). . 

RESEARCH: 
Co-ordiuation, need for, (43), 52,5B5-6, 52,648. 
Econo)Ilic inquiries, proposed organisation, (51-2), 52,667-8. 
into Indigenous theory and traditional methods, advocated, (52). 
Need for, (42), (43), (51). 

SOILS, proposed measures for improvement, (57). 
STATISTICS: 

Average yields: 
Payment of fee to cultivator whose field i~ used for investiga

tion, proposal, (64), 52,546. 
Scientific procedure needed, and proposal, (64), 52,763-9. 

Estimates of crop yield, extent of accuracy, (64). 
Expert agency for scientific treatment of, need for and proposal, 

(46-7), (64), 52,675, 52,706-7. 
Improvement, possibility of, (46-7). 
Land Records, opinion re, 52,704-5. 
Re!lources, (46). 

VETERINARY: 
Assistants, need for increased number formerly, 52,628-3I. 
Civil Veterinary Department, control by Director of Agriculture 

approved as regards questions of policy, (58), 52,698. 
Contagious Diseases: 

Legislation, experiment advocated, (58). 
Obstacles in way of dealing with, (58). 

Development, importance of, for improvement of agriculture, (46). 
Protective inoaulation, obstacles in way of, (58). 
Research, need for, (42), (43). 

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION: 
Agencies for improvement of, question of, 52,717-2I. 
Economic inquiries: 

by Non-officials desirable, and proposals re, (63-4), 52,542-5. 
Useful if on right lines, and proposals re, (63), 52,542-5. 

Fertilisers: 
ARTIFICIAL: 

Adulteration, prevention, proposed measures, Speyer (484), 56,407, 
56,460. 
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Fertiliser~ontd. 

ABTIPIcWr-contd. 
Agricultural Departments' financial resources should be increased 

for carrying out experimental and demonstration work, Speyer 
(471), (478). 

Bagging system, Speyer 56,358-61, 56,436-9. 
Calcium Cyanamide: 

Advantages of, Greening (747-8). 
Effect upon insect and fungoid peste, Greening (748). 
Experiments with, ~oposal Greening (748). 
Imports into India, In 1925-26 and 1926-27, Greening 58,259. 
Manufacture in certain countries, Greening 58,266-9. 
Suitlllbility for India, Greening (747-8). 
Use of, in other countries, Greening 58,261. . 
World production, 1913 and at ,present, Greening (7471. 

Central Bureau of information, opinion re Mr. Hutchinson's pro
posal, S1!eyer 56,365-6. 

Central Fertiliser Office, scheJIle for, Speyer (474-5), 56,334-50, 
66,365-8, 56,432-5, 56,440-6. 

Collaboration between agricultural departments and industry advo
cated, and proposed method, Speyer (472), (473). 

Cost of transport and distribution, and handicap of, and proposal, 
Speyer (482),56,400-1, 56,464-7. 

increased Demand anticipated in time, Speyer (472). 
Demonstrations, need for, Speyer (471), (478). 
Economic flllCtor, Speyer (472), 56,461-2. 
Economic use of, need for further research and extent to which 

experience in other countries applicable, Speyer 56,356-7, 56,362-4. 
in Egypt, Shearer (237). 
Evidence of Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Maurer agreed with, Speyer 

56,322. 
Experimental work by Fertilizer Sales, Ltd., Greening 58,257, 

58,262-5. 
Fertiliser Propaganda Company of India, Ltd., formation of, 

Speyer (481). 
Functions of, Speyer (477). 
Mixed manures, proposal, Speyer 56,449-55. 
Nitrogen: 

Breeding of new types of plants more capable of r9Sponding to, 
possibility of, and need for research, Speyer (484). 

Economic results in Germany, Speyer (482). 
Future prospects.: Speyer (480), 56,396, 56,410-4. 
Importance of, ;:;peyeT (478). 
Incre8.ged use of, SpeyeT (480). 
Production from the air: 

Erection of works would be considered by Imperial Chemical 
. Industries if considered advisable, SpeyeT (476) •. 
Possibility investigated but not considered economIC under 

present conditions, Speyer (476), 66,351-4, 56,397, 56,410. 
Use of, extent, SpeyeT (479). 
Price factor, SpeyeT (481-2). 

Retail selling organisations, SpeyeT (473-4), (481), 56,232-33, 56,378. 

Sale: 
through Co-operative societies, SpeyeT 56,387-9. 
more Successful in irrigated· lIIreas, SpeyeT 56,394-5. 
Systems of: 

Oredit, proposed system with Government assistance, Speyer 
(482-4), 56,424-36. 

in Egypt, SpeyeT (483), (486), (487-8), 56,403-6, 56,425-1 
Payment when payment received for crops, SpeyeT (482). 
in Siam, Speyer (484). . 
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f erti lisers-con td. 
ARTIFICIAL-Contd. 

Scientific experiments, need for, Speyer (477) .. 
Sulphate of ammonia: 

Addition to night soil, killing of hook-worm by, Speyer 56,399_ 
Consumption in Java and Spain, Speyer 56,468, 56,469-70. 
former Export to Java, Speyer (480). 
Export and import and consumption, Speyer 56,471-3. 
Holding of stocks, Speyer 56,456-7. 
Indian production, Speyer 56,390-I. 
Results obtained in Great Britain and Ireland on various crops,. 

Speyer (485). 
Tata's factory, export from, Speyer 56,421-3. 
increased Use of, Speyer (480). 
Use of, in India, ,!nd prospects, Speyer (472), (479-80), 56,392-.5 .. 

56,447-8, 56,458-11. 
Use of natural fertilisers complementary to, Speyer 56,339-40. 

adequate Water supply essential to successful use of, Speyer (484). 
Widespread use of, in Punjab, scope for doubted, Fagan (57). 

Cattle urine, methods of preservation needed, Fagan (58). 
COWDUNG, USE AS FUEL: 

likely to Continue for long time, Fagan (58). 
Extension of irrigated reserves for fuel considered impracticable .. 

Fagan (58), (60), 52,778. 
increased Demand for, Speyer (471). 
Economic importance of, Speyer (478-9). 
Effect of phosphatic, etc., manures, investigation needed, Fagan (57). 
Green manuring, probably too expensive for average cultivator, Fagan. 

(58). 
Natural, increase.l use of, desirable, Fagan (57). 
NIGHT SOIL: . 

Addition of sulphate of ammonia to, killing of hook-worm by .. 
Speyer 56,399. 

Better methods of preservation needed, Fagan (57-8). 
Plants and plant residues, use of, as manure, Howard 53,692-3. 
RJ;;SEAlWB: 

Contribution towards, attitude of Fertilizers Sales, Ltd., Greenin!T 
58,260. 

Increase needed, Speyer (471). 
Necessary before introduction, Greening (747). . 
Scheme for, Speyer (475), 56,343-50, 56,367-77, 56,433-5, 56,443-6. 

Sheep folding.in Kangra Hills and extension to plains should be con
sidered, Fagan (58). 

" Stercoral" problem, Fagan (58). 

fertilizer Sales, Ltd.: 
Evidence on behalf of, see Greeni,ng, C. B;l (747-748), 58,245-269. 
Experimental work in India, Green.illg 5t!,257, 58,262-5. 
Work and scope of, Greening 58,246-56. 

Finance: 
AGRICULTURAL BANKS:· 

in Egypt, system, Shears,· 54,013-24, 54,176-80. 
Proposal, Rowland (450). 

Co-operative mortgage banks advocated for long-term credit, Fagaft 
(53). 

through Co-operative Societies and rural banks, the best method, Lindsay-
(211-2). 

Credit, need for healthy system of-l Fagan (42), (48), (53), 52,533-5. 
Credit system in America, Foley 5t!,090-I. 
Short term, Co-operative Credit Societies the best means, Fagan (48) .. 

(53). 
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Finance-contd. 
TacClWi loans: 

Obstacles to greater popularity and proposals lor remedying Fagan 
(53), 52,536-9. ' . 

Value of, but meeting of whole demand for credit by not possible 
Fagan (49), (53).. " 

Financial Commissioners, see under Administration. 

Flax, successful experiments, Wigglesworth 54,798. 

FLOUn, Sir Francis L. C., K.O.B.,.Permanent Secretary to the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Fisheries: (1-6), 52,147-52,335. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS in England, Scotland and Ireland and 
central controlling ,body not desirable, 52,251-5. ' 

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES, England, development work of Ministry, (3), 
52,229-36. 

AGRIOULTURAL ORGANISBRS, 52,333-5. 
AGRICULTURE, OoUNOIL oJ!', England, 52,268-72. 
AGRIOULTURE AND FISHERIES, MINISTRY OlP: 

Estimates and staff, 52,305-12. 
Organisation, work, etc., (13), 52,149-2332. 
Publicity section, work of, (3), 52,192-200, 052,288-90, 5,296-8. 
Relations with officers of local authorities, 52,185-90. 
Staff, recruitment system, 52,315-23. 
Technical experts, 52,277-87, 52,299-300 . 

.ANnrAL HUSBANDRY, work of Ministry, (3), .52,183-6, 52,215, 52,218-23, 
52,259, 52,278, 52,324. 

DEVELOPMENT OoMMISSION: 
Relations with Department of Agriculture in Great Britain, 

52,256-7. 
Relations to Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and agricultural 

education, 52,174-82 .. 52,210-7. 
Success of system, 52,179-82. 

EDUOATION, AGRIOULTURAL, system under Ministry, (2), 52,164-73, 52,189, 
52,210-16, 52,240-1. 

FISHERIES, work of Ministry re, (3), 52,201. 
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OJ!' AGRICULTURE AT RollE: 

England, representation of, permanent representatives formerly, not 
at present, 52,204-6, 62,224-6, 52 239. 

Indian interests, provision for, 52,250. 
Staff, 52,207. 
Value of, to England, 521203, 52,237-8. 
Value of, to India, qu~tIon of, 53,308-9. 

MAru!:Jon'ING, England: 
Local Educational Authorities and, 52,228. 
National Farmers' Union, work of, 52,227. 
Work of Ministry, (2), 52,154-61. 

RESEARCH, work of Ministry, (2-3), 52,170-82, 52,260-7, 52,525. 
STATISTIOS, work of Ministry, (2), 52,151-6. 
VETlmINARY, England: 

Diseases of Animals Acts, 1894 to 1925, operation of, (4-6), 52,202. 
52242-5, 52,329-32. 

Work of Ministry, (2),52,162-3, 52-189, 52,259, 52,277, 5~,324-32. 

Fodder, see 'Under Animal Husbandry. 

FOLEY, Edward A., Ph.D.: 58,067-244, (746), (814-815). 
UNITED STATES OJ!' AMERICA: 

Agricultural education, 58 099-101 58,166, (814). 
Agricultural Industries, policy of Federal Governments, 58,216-20. 
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FOLEY, Edward A.-contd. 
UNITED STATES Oil AMERICA-contd. 
. Agriculture: 

Ce~t!al and S~at~ Departments, relations, etc., 58,06IJ-244. 
Prlv!'teorgamsatlons, 58,146-9. " 

Cattle disease, method of dealing with; 58,155 58169-70 58205-7. 
Commerci!,l assistants in India, 58,209-12. " " 
Co-operative movement, 58,087-9, 58,121-4, (814). 
Cotton, sal~ under universal standards, 58,067, 58,080. 
County AgrIcultural agents, 58,186-7. 
Crop reporting, 58,161:1 58,195-7. . 
Demonstration farms, 0l:!,183-5. 
D.epart;ment of Ag~iculture, staff and scale of pay in, (746), (814-5). 
Fmancmg of agrIculture, 58,090-1. . 
Marketing, syst~m,. 68,079-86 58,140-5, 58,168, 58,198-204. 
Research, orgamsatlon, and tnance, 58,070-8, 68 097-137 58 174-82 

58 224-44, (814-5). ' " , 
Rc;;;a;, extension, 58 130-2. 
little Trade from India, 58,092, 58,208-12. 
Wheat, eleva-tor system, 58,095-6. 

Forests: 
AFFORESTATION: 

Extent of scope for, Fagan 52,753-4. 
in NeighbourIiood of villages, little scope for, Fagan (61). 

Agricultural purposes, fullest possible use for, Fagan (59). 
" Bir" or priva-te gra-ss reserves, possibility of number decreasing and 

extension doubted, Fagan (60). 
DEIIORESTATION : 

Rainfall 'not decreased by, but soil-erosion caused, Walker (201). 
of Sewalik Hills, damage to Hoshiarpur district, Fagan (60-1). 

DETERIORATION: . 
Attitude of Government and public, Fagan 52,756-9. 
from Excessive grazing, extent of, Fagan (61). 
leading to Soil erosion and means of remedying, Fagan (60), 

52,753-4. 
Firewood and fodder supply, question of possibility of increase, Fagan 

(60), 52,778. 
Forest Act, 1878, alteration might be desirable, Fa.gan 52,777. 
Grazing facilities, Fagan (59). 
Increase in soil-moisture and rainfall, question of means of, Fagan (61). 

FROST, J. E., Director, British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd.: (295-296), 54,654-
54,734. 

OASTOBSEBD, question of demand for, in England, 54,709-17. 
COPRA, Malabar, quality, but little received in England (295). 
COTTON OAXB, question of future demand for, in England, 54,724. 
COTTONSEED, qualities, and oomparison with seed from other countries, 

(295), 53,658-64, 54,726-32. 
GINGELLY, value of, (295), 54,691. 
GBOUNDNUTS : 

Blending 54,677-81. 
Corom&ndel, arrival in broken condition, (295), 54,6iO-l, 54,681. 
Export: 

Fixing of standard for, question of, and no desire for, 54,672-6, 
54,682-5. 

Prospects for, 54,686-90. 
in the Shell not advocated, 54,718-23. 

QuaIity, improving, (295), 54,6iO. 
in the Shell, treatment of, formerly, 54,719-22. 
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FROST, J. E.-eontd. 
LINSF..BD: 

Export, quantity decreasing, (295), 54,696-700. 
Improvement, no suggestion, 54,706. 
Increaaed quantity desired, (295), 54,655. 
Quality of, (295), 54,656, 54,701-5. 

OILSF.EDS: 
English demand, prospects, 541693-5. 
llarketing, satisfactory experIence, (295). 

RAPESEED (toria), deterioration in later shipments of season, (296), 
54,691. 

STATISTICS, cottonseed, in Egypt, 54,691. 

Fruit growing, Bee 'Under Agricultural Industries. 

FURSE, 'Lieutenant-General Sir William, Director, Imperial Institute: 
(503-508), 56,474-56,569, (528). 

EMPIR.E MARKETING BOARD, assistance of Imperial Institute, 56,480. 
HEMP, work carried out by Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474, 56,494. 
HIDES AND SKINS, work of Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474. 
IMPERIAL INSTITUTE: 

Advisory Council and Technical Committees, (504). 
Advisory Council on Oils and Oilseeds, composition of, (1528). 
Assistance which could be rendered by, to Indian agriculture, (506). 
Assistance likely to be less required by India and Dominions in 

future, 56,490-1. 
Bulletin, (505), 56,498-502, 56,514-6, 56,518, 56,526-30. 
and Colonial scientific and research service; (505), 56,493. 
Conflict of opinion between Dehra Dun and, question of, 56,496-7. 
Constitution, 56,481. 
Correspondence, 56,51S-20. 
Enquiries would be forwarded to proper place if not able to be 

dealt with, 56,483, 56,506, 56,510. 
Fees levied from private individuals, not from Governments, 56,524-5. 
Financing of, 56,477-80. 
Functions, (503), (508). 
Future of, 56,492. 
Intelligence ,Section, (504), 56,48~. 

Work for India, (507). 
Investigations Section, (504-5). 
Library, 56,503-4. 
Link with Empire Marketing Board an avoidance of overlapping, 

56,489. 
Organisation, (503-4). 
no Overlapping with other institutions, 56,482-3. 
Public galleries and cinema, (505), 56,479-80, 56,487-8. 

Indian Court, need for improvement, and proposal, (507), 
56.485-6, 56,511-3. 

Withdrawal of Indian contribution, 56,484. 
Publicity, need for, 56,476. 
Relations with Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 

56,517. 
Technical Committees, work carried out on Indian products, (506), 

(507), 56,474-5, 56,494-5, 56,521-2, 56,523. 
OIL INDUSTRY, work by Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474, 56,521-3. 

RESEARCH: 
proposed Chain of stations in the Colonies, (505). 
Colonial Service scheme, (505). 

xXviii 
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INDEX. 

FURSE, Lieut.·General Sir William-co1l.td. 
SILK, work by Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474, 56,494. 
TANNING MAT~RIALS, work by Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474. 
TIMBERS, work by Imperial Institute, (506), 56,474, 56,494. 

GAIGER, Professor S. H., F.R.O.V.S., University of Liverpool: (717-718), 
57,909.58,066. . 

Experience, 57,910·1. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, CASTRATION: 

Compulsory, not practical proposition at present, 58,058-60. 
Veterinary assistants could be trained for, by short course, 58,061-2. 

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY, Veterinary Department, 58,063-6. 

MUXTESAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE: 
Stabilisation of grant to proposal, 57,920. 
Suitability of, as research station, question of, and comparison with 

Bareilly, 57,992-8. . 
Work at, proposal re, (718). 

RESEAROH, opinion re reiations with teaching, 57,925. 

VETERINARY: , 
Oivil Veterinary Department, control by Director-General with 

Government of India, advocated and reasons, (717). 
Contagioua Diseases: 

Centralisation of control advocated, (717-8), 57,917-9, 57,974-82, 
58,018-28. 

Controlling staff, question of, 58,019-21, 58,038-41, 58,044. 
Director-General, appointment} scheme (718) 57,917-9, 57,974-82. 
Dispensaries, control by District Boards, an:i control of contagious 

diseases by Department, proposal approved, 58,042. 
Indian students, opinion re, and need for training in England, 

57,926-31. 
Research in Veterinary schools in provinces, scheme for, (718), 

57l 920-5, 57,983-91, 57,999-8,017, 58,045-56. 
Rin<1erpest: . 

Barrier method in South Africa, 57,913. 
Immunising campaign, desirability, &c., 58,029-31. 

Simultaneous method of inoculation, advantage compared· with 
serum-alone method, 57,912-6, 57!955-76. 

Training!, opinion re, and questIOn of requirements, 57,932-54, 
58,032-'(. 

GEBBIE, Sir Frederick, Kt., C.I.E., and WARD, Sir Thomas, Kt., C.I.E.) 
M.V.O.: (554-555), 56,789.56,925. 

Previous service, 56,789-93. 
ENGINEERING INSTITUTION, 56,851-6. 
IRRIGATION: 

All-India Irrigation Congress, might be valuable, 56,870-1. 
Canals, drainage systeIUS should be included in original projects, 

56888·90. 
Conflicting interests of Provinces, &c.: 

Arbitration by individual desirable, 56,794-8, 56,806-9, 56,861-3. 
Dealing with, by Governor-Gelle·ral in Council preferable to 

Legislature, 56,839-44. 
Bahawalpur dispute, circumstances and method of settlement, 

56,799·802, 57,809. 
Jumna River case, 56,804. 
Madras dispute, 56,802-3, 56,804, 56,805. 

Consulting Engineer, position of, and effect of reforms, (554), 
56,822-32. 
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GEBBIE, Sir Frederick and WARD, Sir Thomas-contd. 
IBBIGATION-conM. 

Control of Central Government: 
Position since Reforms, 56,833-8. 

before Bleforms, 56,833-8. 
Departments : 

Relations with Agricultural Departments, 56,820-1, 56,899-900. 
Scope advocated for, 56,915-21. 

Co-ordination between Provinces: 
Desirability, and question of method, (554), 56,876-8. 
throu~h [nspector-General formerly, (554), 56,875. 

Distribution of water by Volumetric method: 
probable Advantage, 56,869. 
Difficulties in connection with, 56,883-5, 56,924-5. 

Hydro-electric schemes, extent of scope for, 56,886-7. 
Information and experience, availability between Provinces, import

ance of, and question of methods, (554-5), 56,811-3, 56,848-9. 
Inspector-General, eoope for 56,857-60. 
Placing of agriculture and, under one MiIilster, question of, 

56,901-8. 
Progress generall:yr satisfactory, 56,895. 
Productive and non-productive schemes, classification question, 

56,814-9. 
Research, by Provinces, but collection and distribution of informa.-

tion by Government of India advocated, 56,811-3. 
Return of canal water to river, question of, 56,891-4. 
Rivers, use of, in Bombay, 56,896-8. 
Utilisation of small rivers and filUZlahs in connection with small 

schemes, extent of scope for, 56,845-7. 
Water rates, attitude of Canal Department and Revenue Depart

ment, 56,909-14. 
Well, control by Agricultural Department advocated, 56,872-4. 

SO!lLS, aljl:ali formation, and waterlogging, research by PrOlVinces advo
cated, 56,879-82. 

GOODWYN, J. A., see ROWLAND, G. E., and GOODWYN, J. A., (446-51), 
56,131-66,319. 

Grain: 
see also Barley, Wheat, etc. 
ELl!lVATORS: 

wbuld probably be Beneficial, Fagan (51), 52,532. 
certain Distance between, would be necessary Fagan, 52,605. 

Market information available to cultivators and clealers, Bobson (374). 

M.ulxB1'ING : 
good Prices obtained by cultivators, Bobson 55,404-8. 
Satisfactory, Bobson (374), 55,401. . 
System and small number of middlemen employed, Bobson 55,401-3. 

Packing and grading1 satisfactory, Bobson (374). 
Purity, importance or, Fagan (51). 

Gram: 
EJtport, increased supplr desirable, Demetriadi 54,344. 
Export trade, and question as to prospects, Bobson 55,471-3, 55,'519-37, 

55,539-42. 

GRANTHAM, V. A., representing Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and 
Co.: (582-592), 57,060-57,158). 

COTTON: 
Crop statistics and forecasts, inaccuracy of, and proposal for im

provement, (586), 57,123-8. 
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IND~X~ 

GRANTHAM, V. A.-c:ontd. 
COTTON---"Contd. 

Export: 
Improved varieties : 

Demand for, 57,074. 
special Mark or designation for, impracticable and undesir-

able, 57,073-4. ' 
Mixing of cotton by merchants to secure particular types for, 

(584...5), 57,118-22, '57,132-37. ' 
Ginning: 

Mixing.of cotton in, and question of remedy, (584),57,104-17. 
Saw, dlsadvantages of, 57 100-3. 

Gins and presses, licensing of, in Rajpipla and good results of, 
57,107-11. 

Long staple, question of demand, 57,150-4. 
Longer and medium staples, encouragement' advoca.ted, 57,093 . 

. l\Iarketing : ' , 
Hedge contracts, effect on; and proposals, (585-6), (589-92), 

57,070-2. 
Information as to market conditions, (585-6). 
Open markets with representation of growers on managing com

mittees desirable and question of possibility, (583), 57,075-6. 
Passing on of price fluctuations in Bombay to up-country m84'

kets, {'xtent of, 57,068. 
Premium for quality not always received by cultivators, but 

importance of, 57,065-7. 
ProsEects (583). , 

Picking, leaves in l and 'need for improvement, (584), 58,094-8. 
Punjao 4F detenoration, 57,141-8. ' 
Short stapie, question of extent Qf demand for, and prospects in 

future, (582-3), 57,084-92, 57,138-40. ' 
Short staple or long staple, fa,ctors governing growing of, 57,068-9. 

,IMPLEMENTS, i.,mproved, Govllrnmen.t must initiate measures for intra-
ductioo of, (589). ", ., 

INDIA:oi CE....,TRAL CoTTON COMMITTEE: ' 
[ndore Plant Breeding Station., expenditure consirlered legitima~ 

use of funds, 57,155-8. 
Representation of cultivators' interests and point' of view; 57,076. 

RESEAROH: 
Central advisory and executive body with representation of com· 

mercial men, proposal, (587-9), 57,079-83.. ' 
bv Central Government, advocated, .57,077-8. 
Ol-ordination by central body desirable, (586-9), 57,064. 

STATISTICS, statistical assistant attached to staff of Director of Agricul-
ture would be an advantage', 57,126-8. : , 

Grazing, see 'Under Animal Husbandry. 

GREENING, C.D., Manaj!:er of 'tlhe Agricultural Division of Fertilizer Sales, 
Ltd.: (747-8), 58,245-269. 

FERTILIZER SALES, LTD., wo~k and scope of, 58,246-56. 
FERTILIZERS: 

Calcium cyanamide: 
Advantages of, (747-8). ' 
Effect upon insect and fungoid pests, (748). 
Experimental work by Fertilizer Sales, Ltd., 58,257, 58,262-5. 
Experiments with, proposal, (748). 
Imports into India in 1925-26 and 1926-27,,58,259. 
Manufacture in certain countries, 58,266-9. ' 
Suitability for India, (747-8). 
Use of, i1l other countries, 58,261. 
World "roduction, 1913, and at present, (747) .. 
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GREENING, C. D._ontll. 
FBanLlZEas-confa. 

Calcium cyanamid&-contll. 
R~search: 

Contribution towards, attitude of Fertilizers Sales, Ltd., 
68,260. 

Necessary before introduction, (747). 
JUAN, cyanamide, manufacture and import, 58,266-9. 

Groundnuts: 
Admix~ure of dirt, Stfliner 64,654-6. 
AnalyslS of figures of various descriptions received by Messrs. Jurgens' 

German .and D~tch factories, Knight (445-6). 
Best quahty beheved to be consumed locally, not exported, Steinel' 

54,553. 
Blending, Frost 54,677-81. 
Burma, export of cakes, Swan 64,914-5. . 
Chinese, fatty acid content, Knight 56,032. 
for Confectionary, Knight 56,077-8, 56,127-30. 
COBOMANDBL: 

Mixing of ordinary with dry decorticated, Bnd prevention' desired, 
Knight 56,021, 56,033. 

Quality, reduction of fatty acids and, more uniformity of quality 
desirable, Knight 56,017, 56,021-5. : . 

DAMPING 01': 
Certain amount of moisture needed. but damping now excessive and 

drawback of, P/istll1' 64,340-1. 
and Loss from, and investigation .into, Lindsay 53,817, 53,824, 

53,829, 53,877. 
Results, Stemer 54,477. ' 
Suryey of position with grant from Emp'ire Marketing Board, 

Ltndsay 53,817, 53,824, 53,829, 53,877; 8temer 54,477-8 .. 
Deterioration if supply of good seed not maintained, Steiner 54,477. 
East African exports, Ormsby Gore (435). ' 
EXPOBT: 

Basis of sale in England, Steinll1' 54,609-13. 
Coromandel, arrival in broken condition, Fro,~t (295), 54,670-1, 

54,681. 
Distribution of, Steiner 54,558-61. , 
Fixing of standard for, question of, and no·desire for, Frost 54,672-6, 

64 682-0. 
Holding of, in India to avoid shipments coinciding with those from 

other places~ would be an advantage, and possible method for 
preventing aeterioration, Kmght 56,070-5, 56,052-5. 

Packing, no im[lrovement in method needed, Steiner 54,628. 
Position in London market, and scope for increased supply, SteiM'P 

64,484-503. . 
Prioe, factors affecting, Steiner 54,554, ~4A7~ .54,615. 
Prices on London market compal:ed WItn. unmese, an,d Nigerian, 

Steiner 54,620-5. 
Prospects for, Frost 54,686-90. 
in the Shell not advocated, Frost 54,718-23. . 
Spreading of ,shipment. all over the year would be an. advantage but 

difficult, Knioht 56,045-55. 
Statistics, Lindsay (806). 

EXTENSION 01' CULTIVATION: 
Advocated, Steiner 54,477,54,557. 
in Some dIstricts, Stetner 54,557. 
and World prices governed by Indian crop, K'I!igh! .56,027.30. . 

Free fatty acids percentage, problem. of, and desIrablhty of reducmg, 
Kmght 56,017, 56,022-4, 56,036-41, 56,081-2, 56,105-7 .. 

High oil content would secure better price, Steiner 54,615.6; Knight 
56,042-4, 56,079-81. 
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Groundnuts--eontd. 
Khandesb, quality and comparison with Coromandel, Knight, 56,034-5,. 

56,062-9. 
Production increasing but supply for export stationary, Stei·ner 54,617-9_ 
Purc!mse .in London, system, ~night 56,018-21, 56,042-3, 56,109-10. 
QUallty, lmprovement of, Stemer 54,503, 54,550-2, 54,565; Frost (295),. 

54,670; Knight 56,026. 
Research re advocated, Steiner (547), 54,478. 
Seeds, suppiy of good seed to cultivators not the business of merchants,. 

Stemer 54,566. 
in the Shell, treatment of, formerly Frost 54,719-22. 
Shelling, importanoe of leaving skin intact to prevent nuts turning. 

rancid on voyage, Steiner 54,579. 
Unshelled, no trade for, Steiner 54,645-7. 
Weevil, nuts kept in shell until shipment as protection, Steiner 54,567. 

HALL, Sir Daniel, K.C.B., M.A., F.R.S., Ministry of Agriculture: (87-89),. 
52,784-52,878. . 

RESEARCH: 

Hemp: 

Central organisation, need for, 52,822-5. 
Communication of results to farmers, problem of, 52,858-62. 
Counoil of Agricultural Research, scheme for, (87-89), 52,813-31, 

52,843-5, 52,849-54, 62,876-8. 
in England: 

Development Commission, system and possible improvements,. 
52,793-802, 52,813, 52,820-1. 

Effect on quality of farming and profits made by farmers, ques
tion of, 52 840-2. 

Experimentai commercial farms, particulars re, and failure,. 
52,839. 

Experimental plots, system, 52,864. 
Organisation, 52,820-1, 52,832-8, 52,846-7. 
Post-graduate soholarships, system and success of, 52,854-6. 
Relationship between Research Institute, Advisory system and" 

Local Education system, 52,848, 52,863-4. 
Relationship with teaching, 52,786-92. 
Rothamsted Board of Management, composition, meetings, etc.,. 

52,871-8. 
Relationship with teaching, 52,786-92. 
through Universities and ~gricultural Colleges advocated, 52,816. 
Workers: 

Colonial system of recruitment, 52,866-70. 
from England, prospects of obtaining, 52,809-12. 
Touoh must be kept with practical aims, 52.843-5. 
Training, recommendations re, 52,805-8, 52,854-7. 

Acreage statistics, unreliability of, Wigglesworth 54,805-7. 
Development, possibilities of, Wigglesworth 54,738. 
Dust and dirt in, Advisory Oommittee on VegetabLe Fibres, Imperiar 

Institute (303); Wigglesworth 54,750-4, 54,813-5. 
EX'port: 

Badling, need for improvement and proposal, Advi.~ory Oommittee 
on Vegetable Fibres, Imperial Institute (303, 303-4); Wigglesu·orth 
54,764-7, 54,844-5. 

Better prices would be obtained by cultivators if in touch with houses; 
of shipment, Wigglesworth 64,762. 

Complaints by merchants in England, nature of, and steps taken re, 
Lindsay 53,811, 53,864-5, 53,873-4. 

Form of contract, Wigglesworth 54.768-9. 
Grading system, Wigglesworth 54,755-61. 
Packing and grading, memorandum by Advisory Committee OIl 

Vegetable Fibres, Imperial Institute, (302-3-5), 
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Iiemp-contd. 
EXPORT--contd. 

Prices Wigglesworth. 54 808-10. 
~Yuctuations, Wiggrll8worlh. 54,792 . 
In London and competition of Russian and Italian hemp Linilsay 

53,879-82. ' 
Prospects of development of, and proposals for, Wigglesworth. 54,738, 

54,742-4, 54,781-2, 54,793-5 54,852-3; Prain 54,852. 
Standards, imposition not desirable at present, should be left to 

trade, Wigglesworlh. 54,750, 54,784-5, 54,789-91; LindsOl/i 54,784, 
54,791. 

Standards of quality and purity prescribed in London, Wigglesworth. 
54,748-9. 

IMPROVBMGNT: 
Co-operation of Agricultural Department, proposal for, Wigglesworlh. 

54,779-80. . 
by Means of cess, and organisation on Jines of Indian Central Cotton 

Committee, propos~, Lindsay 54,746, 54,786, 54,823-4, 54,830, 
54,836, 54,840-1; Wtgglesworth. 54,822, 54,825-35, 54,836-9. 

Improvement in quality of Indian hemp grown in Italy and possibility of 
like improvement in India, Wigglesworth. 54769-71. 

Limit of altitude at which q;rowing of, possible, Wigglesworth 54,801-4. 
Mixing, question of preventmg, Lindsay 54,786-7. 
Quality of, Wigglesworlh. 54,738, 54,742. 
Improving on the whole, Wtgglesworth. 54,774. 
iReputation on the Continent, Wigglesworth., 54,773. 
Research, proposal, Advi.sory Committe.e on Vegetable Fibrc.~, Imperial 

Institute (305); Brady 54,745; Lindsay (806-7). 
Retting, method and proposal re, Wigglesworth. 54,776-9, 54,811-15 . 
. Soil, importance of preparation, Wigglesworth. 54,775. 
Substitutes, question of, Wigglesworth. 54,816-21. 
Sunn hemp: 

Importance of producing good fibre, Advisory Committee on Vege
table Fibres, Imperial Institute (304). 

Leaflet issued by a Department of Agriculture re cultivation, criti
cism, Advisory Committee on. Vegetable Fibres, Imperial Institute 
(004); Wigglesworth. 54,942-3. 

Value of, difference according to period of pulling and retting, Wiggles
worth. 54,746-7. 

Variations in quality of fibre not due to plants but :to time of cutting 
and retting, Advisory Committee on Vegetable Fibres, Imperial Insti
tute (304); Prain 54,852. 

Wild, no commercial use possible, Wigglesworth. 54,796. 
Work carried out by Imperial Institute, Furse (506), 56,474, 56,494. 

HENRY, ~., see MALCOLM, Colonel Geo. A., D.S.O., and HENRY, E., 
representing the London Jute Association, 55,174-55,294. 

Hides and skins: 
Colonial exports, Ormsby-~ore (435); . 
Complaints by merchants In England, Lindsay 53,817, 53,824. 
Export duty, abolition desired, Steiner 54,593. 
Work of Imperial Institute, Furse (506), 56,474. 

Holdings: 
CONSOLIDATION: . . 

Compulsion doubt as to desirability of, Keahnge 56,99&-7. 
Compulsion' on minority may become necessary, and proposal re, 
. Fagan (56)', 5~52~-t!, 52,680-6. 

by Co-Operatlve I:!OCletles: . 
in the Punjab and extension proposed, Fagan (45), (49), (56), 

(62). 
would ibe Useless without chllinge in law, Keatinge 56,989-91, 

57,038-43. 
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Holdings-contd. 
OONSOLlD~TIoN-contd. 

by Exchange, desirability of, Fagan (45). 
Importance of, Fagan (56) .. 
" Killaban.di" system./. Punjab, Fagan (56), 52,782-3. 
Obstacles III way of, ~'agan (56). 
S!lttlement of disputes, recommendation TIt Fagan (56). 

CreatIOn of economi.c holdings which would be permanent and im
partible? proposed measures for, Keatinge (569-70), 56,937-42,56,970-3, 
56,978-83, 5,6,990, 57,055. 

Diversity in sizes, value of, Keatinge (570), 56,950. 
Excessive pressure on the soil, Keatinge (569), 56,946-7, 56,986-8. 
FRAGMENTATION: 

Cause, Fagan (44-5). 
Continuing, Keatinge 56,984-5. 
in Egypt, Shearer 54,111-20. 
Evils of, Faga"" (41-2), (44)J (45); Keatinge (569), 56,992-3. 
Means for minimlSing loss trom, Fagan (42). 
Prevention of: 

in Denmark.,/,. Faber 52,906, 52,990-2. 
Scope for, Aeatinge 57,044-7. 

Prohibition of, ,below certain limit: 
not Advocated~ law would be inoperative, Keatinge 56,974-6. 
in Denmark, ~'aber 52,930-1. 
Difficulty, Fagan 52,649-53, 52,760-2. 

Law of primogeniture, younger sons would remain on la.nd, Keatingt 
56,977. 

Legislation re minors) widows, etc., necessary in future, Fagan (56). 
Minimum size desira·ble, question of, Faqan 52,608. 
One acre sufficient to support family III Egypt, Shearer 54,033-40,. 

54,156-7, 54,232-6. 
SMALL: 

Application of capital, scope for, Fagan (42), 52,669-70. 
the Great handicap to advancement of agriculture in India,. 

GoodW1/n, Rowland 56,177, 56,205. 
Improvement of conditions of, question of means), Fagan 52,746-50. 
Mixed farming, question of scope for, Fagan 5:':,672. 

HOWARD, Albert, C.I.E., M.A., Director, Institute of Plant Industry,. 
Indore, and Agricultural Adviser to States in Central India: (174-186), 
53&44-53,706. 

rast experience, 53,545-6. 
ADMD"ISTRATION : 

superior Agricultural Provincial Services, opinion re recruitment 
to, 53,588-91. • 

Rural Development, DepartJIlent of, scheme for, (184-5), 53,550-3,. 
53,602-3. 

AGRICULTPRE, as " transferred" subject, adva.ntages of, (185), 53,557-61. 
BANGALORE INSTITUTE, reorganisation scheme, (186). 
CRops: 

Cotton: 
Improvement by hybridisation, scope for, 53,681. 
Manure and soil problems in connection with, 53,691-6. 

Iliseases, problems of, and need for organised research, (180-2). 
Improved varieties, question of effect on fertility of the soil, (176),. 

53,691-5. . . 
Improvement, work should be branch of research, and should not 

be limited to one crop, 53,642-4. 
Jute, organisation on lineB of Central Cotton Committee not con-

sidered possible, 52,598-601. 
Rice cultivation, development by indigenous system, (174). 
R,ye, cultivation of, 53,702-6. 
Sugarcane, method of dealing with diseases, (181-2). 
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OaoPB-contd. 

i'obacco : 

INDEX. 

Commercial prospects, 53,699-702. 
Organisation on lines of Central Cotton Committee not con

sIdered suitable, 53 697-8. 
Wheat, improvement, work re, (176), 53,645-6. 

OVLTIVATION, success of indigenous systems, (174-5). 

FBR1'ILISERs, plants and plant residues, use of, 53,692-3. 
INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON CO:IIUlITTEE: 

Grants to Provinces, system, and working of, 53,669-80. 
Indore InstItute of Plant Industry: ' 

Admmistration, finance etc., 53,656-61. 
Organisation of work, 53,647-8, 53,662-8. 

Organisation of work, 53,647-8. 
INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS, 53,637-40. 
IRRIGATION: 

Canal: 
Comparison of results with those of rainfall, (177-8). 
Deterioration of the soil as result of, and need for research 

work re, (177, 179-SO). 
Malaria connectlOn WIth, (178-9). 
Research in connection with, need for, and importance of, 

(I77-SO). . 
Sukkur Barrage) fear of alkali formation, and need for new 

method of irrIgation, (180). ' 
MUKTlISAR INSTITUTE, reorganisation scheme, (186). 
PUSA INSTITUTB: 

Cajan'lJ,8 itndic'U8, work on, 53,613-4. 
Continuance as central institute under proposed conditions desir-

able 53,577-9, 93,604. . 
DB H'igher and post-graduate training institution, proposed 

development, (186), 53,576, 53,587-91, 53,686-96. 
Indian students, quality of, 53,663-6, 53,651-5. 
young Indians at~ increase of social amenities and breaking down 

of barriers to Iree intercourse advocated, (186), 53,684-5. 
Management by semi-otficial body, scheme, (lS6), 53,564-9. 
Reorganisation scheme, (186). 
Situation: 

Suitability for study of rice, 53,615-6. 
Suitability for work on animals, 53J 612. 

. Unsuitability ofl for wheat 53,.606-11. 
Superior staff, quahfications ;.dvocated, (186). 

RESEARCH: 
Advantages from transfer of agriculture to Provincial control, 

(185). 
Agriculture and science, Presidential address to Indian Science 

Congress, 1926, (174-183). ", . 
Association of teaching with, opinion re, 53,592-7. 
Central organisation, difficulties in way of, (185), 53,570-5, 53,577, 
Central Council for all India, not advocated, 53,581-4. 
Co-ordinating agency not desirable, 53,580, 53,584"6. 
by Deputy Directors, impossibility, 53,641-2. 
Finance and audit, defects of present system, and proposed change, 

(185). ' 
Organisation: 

by Crops, dangers of, 53,641, 53,644, 53,647-50. 
Question. of, (182~). . .. . ' . 

Plant nutritIon work by McCarrlson and deslrablilty of eontm\lance 
of, (178-9). 

Team-work, advantages and disadvantages, (182-3). 
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HOWARD, Albert-contd. 
RESEAROH-contd. 

Workers: 
Knowledge of rural and trade conditions ·needed, (184), 53,547-9-_ 
Requirements, (185), 53,554-6. 
Terms of service not such as to attract men required, 53,562. 
Training of, requirements and suggestions, (183), (134),53,617-32, 

53,686-90. 

Imperial Bureau of Mycology, Kew I 
a8 Central clearing house of information, Butler 53,406-9. 
Contact with Colonies, Butle?' 53,407-9. 
Finance of, Butler 53,327, 53,357, 53,381-2. 
Funotions, Butler 53,406. 
Managing Committee, Butler 53,323-6, 53,383. 

Imperial Chemical Industries, contribution offered towards propaganda and 
research work in India, Speyer (475-6), 56,346-50, 56,408-9. 

Imperial Economic Committee, Elliot 53,281-4; Lindsay 53,006. 
Constitution, functions and method of working, Ohadwick 55,741-3. 

Imperial Institute: 
ADVIsORY CoMMITTEE ON VEGETABLE FIBRES: 

Communication with Indian authorities, Wigglesworth 54,741. 
Constitution, Wigglesworth 54,739-40. 
Letter to Secretaries, 'Royal Commission on Agriculture, re cess 00 

hemp, (305). 
Memorandum on packing and grading of East Indian hemps. 
. (302-5). 

Advisory Council and Technical Committees, Furse (504), 
Advisory Council on Oils and Oilseeds, composition of, Fwrse (528). 
Assistance which could be rendered by, to Indian agriculture, Furst 

• _~~06). lik 1 b 1 . d bId' d D .. . f .4OiOSlsta.nce. e y to e ess reqUire y n la an omlnlons In uture. 
Furse., 56,490-l. 

Bulletin, and distribution, Furse (505), 56,498-502, 56,514-6, 56,518, 
56,526-30. 

and Colonial scientific and research service, Furse (505), 56,493. 
Conflict of opinion between Dehra Dun and, question of, Prain 56,496-7. 
Constitution, J!'urse 56,481. 
Correspondence Furse, 56,518-20. ' 
En~uiries would be forwarded to pro}>er Jllace if not able to be dealt. 

WIth, Furse 56,483, 56,506, 56/510; Pram 56,506. 
Fees levied from private indiVIduals, not from Governments, Furst 

56,524-5. 
Financing of, Furse 56,477-80. 
Functionsl ~by Gore 55,894-5; Furse (503), (508). 
Future or, J!'urse 56,492. 
Intelligence Section, Furse (504), 56,489. 

Work for India, Furst. (507). 
Investigations Seotion, J!'urse (504-5). 
Library, Furse 56,503-4. 
Link with Empire Marketing Board and avoidance of overlapping. 

Fwrse 56,489. 
Organisation! F'U'rse (503-4). 
no OverlappIng with other institutions, Furse 56,482-3, 56,489. 
Public galleries and c!nema, Furse (50.:», 56,479-80, 56,487-8. . 

Indian Gallery, Improvement desirable, and proposal, Lt'lldsall 
53,989; Furse (507), 56,485-6, 56,511-3. 

iWithdrawal of Indian contribution, J!'urse 56,484. 
Publicity, need for, F1~rse 56,476. 
Rat poison, enquiry re, Prain 56,506, 56,508. 
Relationship of India and, Lindsay 53,987-90 . 
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Imperial Institut&-contd • 
.Relations with Department. of Sci,mtlfic and Industrial Research, Furse 

56,517. 
Technical Committees, w'lJk car!'ied out on Indian products Furu 

(506). Vi07), 56,474-6, 51),494-5, b6,521-2, 56,523; Pram, 56,522 . 
• Implements: 

Agenoy bWliness for International Harv6stel' Company and Messrs. 
Walla,'6 Brobhers, Steinn' 54,589-92, 54,648-53. 

Boilers, official reprosentative should be appointed in England to 
approve designs and cOll8tants, Bowland (450), 56,235-6. 

BJUTISH MANUPAOTtJRJII: 
Advantage over Indian manufacture in that no duty paid on 

implements, but duty paid on raw material, Rowland 56,224-5. 
Advantages of, and possibility and willingness as regards meeting 

requirements of cultivators, Bou'land (448), (451), 56,147-53; 
Goodwyn 56,155, 56,28~5. 

American and German competition, extent of, Rowland 56,307-10. 
Business in Egypt, Goodwyn 56,279-81. . 
Competition, Rowland (449) 56,213; Goodwyn 56,214-8, 56,287. 
Co-operation of Agriculturai Department, proposal for, Rowland, 

Goodwyn (450), (451), 56,207-11, 56,297-306. 
Copying by :Agricultural Department of plou~s on which large sums 

spent on designs, and sale in cOJIlpetitlOn with British made 
ploughs, Bowland (449), 56,297-9; Goodwyn 56,234. 

Demonstration in India, methods, and particulars re, P~lly (624). 
Designs, oonstant changes of, by Directora of Agriculture, Rowland 

(.448), (449), 56,183-.5; GooWwyn 56,157-8, 56,186, 56,269. 
Diflicultie9 experienced by manufacturers, Rowland (448-9). 
Distribution, problem of, Rowland (448) j Goodwyn 56,ro8-9, 56,214, 

56,277. 
Export credit facilities, extension to India would assist, Rowland 

(451), 56,221-3. 
Foreign competition in other oountries, Goodwyn 56,317c9. 
List of implements specially designed for work in India or specially 

modified to meet Indian c'onditions, Pelly (627). 
Market in India, que.stion of prospects, Goodwyn 56,177; Rowland 

56,181-2. . b' . I d' d' t' t' . d Method of carrylllg on usmesa III n la an lllves Iga Ions carrie 
ou~ Rowland, Goodwyn (447), 56,134-8, 56,237-52, 56,258-67, 
56,;t75. 

Number of oxen required for different types published in catalogue, 
Goodwyn 56,175. 

Placing of larging orders, prices could be. reduced, Rowland (448) 
56,149. 

Ploughs, prices, Goodwyn 56,198. 
Preference system, criticism of, Rowland (447-8), 56,291-6; Goodwyn 

56,219-20. 
Reduction of number of types, question of, Goodwyn 56,155-60. 
Reduction of railway rates in India would assist, Rowland 56J53. 
Supply to Departments, handicap of terms of payment, .l'owland 

(449). 
Supply of parts and making up in India, Rou'land 56,151 j Goodwyn 

56
1
152. . 

Testlllg of power requ~red, Goodwyn. 56,176. 
Types partICularly SUitable to India, Goodwyn 56,161 j Rowland 

56,161, 56,284. 
Demonstration on cultivators' land, Pelly (614). 
in Egypt, Shearer (238) j Goodwyn 56,279-81. 
FOWLER CABLE PLOUGHING TACKLES: 

Cost of ploughing, Pelly (624), 57,387-93. 
Demonstration work in India, Pelly (624), 57,379-82. 
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Implements-contd. 
FOWLER CABLE PLOUGHING :rACKLEs-contd. 

Drainage by, proposals for, PeZly (624). 
Import dut.iea, Pelly 5·7 373-6. 
Success of, in India, Pehy (624). 
use of, for impro~ment of soils, possibilities, Pelly (625-6), 57,379. 

Government loans or credit facilities, proposal, Pelly (626). 
HmB PURCHASE SYSTEM: 

Difficulty of handling of, by manufacturers, must be dealt with b;y 
State, Bowland 56,142-3, 56,202; Goodwyn 56,109-204. 

Price would be increased unless carried out -by co-operative societies, 
Steiner 54,564. 

Hiring out of plant by Government, proposal, Pelly (628). 
Improved, Government must initiate measures for introduction of, 

Grantham (589). 
lIANUJ'ACTtTllE IN INDIA: 

by British manufacturers: 
Questions in connection with, Bowland 56,1~70. 
Objections to, Goodtwyn 58,180. 

by Kirloskar Brothers, ploughs, comparison with British, Goodwyn 
58,178-80. 

Central experimental station, objection to proposal, Goodwyn, Bowland 
56,270-75. • 

Cream separators, little soope for, Bowla'lld 56,282-3. 
DEllONljTRATIONS : 

at Government farms, etc., results disappointing, Goodwyn 56,252-:t 
Scheme, Rowland (450). . 

Distribution through Co-operative societies, obstacles in way of, Goodwyn 
56,287-8. 

Oil engines, development of business in, by British makers, Rowland 
(4[iO). . 

PLOUGHS: 
All-steel, advantage of, but difficulties in way of introduction at 

present, Rowland 56,171, 56,174; Goodwyn 56,174. 
Iron, distribution by Departments of Agriculture, statistics, and 

inadequacy of, Bowland (449); Goodwyn 56,217. 
Splitting of soil by country ploughs instead of inverting, and ques

tion of possibility of introducing deep ploughing or combination 
implement, Goodwyn, Rowland 56,187-93, 56,311-6. 

Total numbE-r in India Rowland (449). 
Popularisation of, ~eans, Rowland 56,139; Pelly (626)1 57,336-426. 
Prime-movers for power water lifts, making of, by BritIsh manufacturers, 

Bowland 56,162-4. 
Purchase on instalment plan, proposal, Rowland (450). 
Purchase of, Rnd placing at tenants' disposal by large landowners, pro

posal, Rowland (450) 56,227-30; Goodwyn 56,206. 
Schools or depots in charge of native instructors in up-country towns, 

proposal, Rowland (450). 
Spare parts, difficulties in way of stocking, Rowla7ld (449). 
Standardisation and mass production, difficulty, Rowland (448), 56,160, 

56,232-3; f:ooriwyn 56,159-60, 56.268, 56.290. 
Types required in India very simple, Goodwyn 56,156. 

Import Trade, see under Trade. 

Improvements, factors discouraging carrying out of, by landowners, Fag_ 
(63); Keatinge (569). 

Indian Central Cotton Committee: 
Financing of, by cess on cotton, Lindsay (212). 
Grants to ProvlDces, system, and working of, Hou'ard 53,669-80. 
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Indian Central Cotton Committee--contd. 
INDORE IN8TI'l'UTE o~ PLA.lil' INDUSTBY: 

Admini~ration, ftnan~ etc., H.o1fJard 53,656-6!. 
ExpendIture on, consIdered legItImate use of Committee's funds, 

Grantham 57,155-8. 
O~glLl!isation of wor~ Howard 53,647-8, 53,662-8. 

Orgamsatlon of work, .l:1.oward 53,647-8. 
Representation of cultivaiors' interests and point of view, Grantham 

57,076. 
Success of work and value of unofficial cCH>peration, Lind..o;ay 53,920-2. 

Indian Science Congress, Hou:ard 53,637-40. 

Indian Sugar Committee, recommendations of, and opinion re, Bwrber (751), 
(754), (759~0). 

Indian Tea Association: 
Composition, functions, etc., Carmichael 55,590-5. 
Evidence on behalf of, 3ee Carmichael, L. T., and McLeod, Major 

Norman, (388-391), 55,580-55,738. 
Financing of, by export cess, Lindsay (212). 
Jorhat laboratory, recl'Uitment of experts, method, Carmich.ael, McLeod 

55,640-2. 

Indigo, Bee under Crops. 
Industrial development, not likely for sometime to come, Fagan (49). 
International Institute of Agriculture at Rome: 

England, representation of, Floud 52,20~, 52,224-6, 52,239. 
Indian interests, provision for, Floud 52,250. 
Staff, Floud 52,207. 
Value of, to England, Floud 52,203, 52,237-8. 
Value of, to India, question of, Floud 53,308-9. 

Iron and steel Industry, protection, Chadwick 55,43, 55,840. 
Irrigation: 

All-India Irrigation Congress, might be valuable, Gebbie 56,870-1. 
Amount of water required, investigation desirable, Fagan (57). 
CANALS: 

Comparison of results with those of rainfall, Howard (177-8\, 
Deterioration of the soil as result of, and need for research work re, 

Howard (177, 179-80). 
Distribution of water: 

Complaints heard in the Punjab, Fagan 52,714. 
Importance of, Fagan (57). 
Mechanical modules for village outlets, approval or proposal, 

Fagan (57). 
Volumetric system, advantages, but difficulties, Fagan (57); 

Gebbie, Ward 56,S69, 56.883-5, 56,924-5. 
Drainage systems should be included in original projects, Gebbie, 

Ward 56,888-90. 
Malaria, connection with, Howard (178-9). 
Subordinates, corruption question, Fagan (51). 

present Conditions and requirements, Fagan (45-6). 
CoNFLICTING InEREST8 01' PROVINCES, &c. : 

Arbitration by individual desirable, Ward, Gebbie 56,194-8, 56,806-9, 
56,861-3. 

Bahawalpur dispute, circumstances and method of settlement, Ward 
56.799-802, 57,809. 

Dealing with, by Goyernor-General in Council preferable to LegIS
lature. Gebbie 56,839-44. 

Jumna River case, Ward 56,804. . 
Madras dispute, Ward 56,802-3, 56,804; Gebblfl 56,805. 
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Irrigation-contd. 
Conservation of moisture in. unirrigated .areas, importance of, Fagan, 

(45-6), 52,609-10. 
Consulting Engineer, position of, and effect of Reforms, Gebbie, Ward 

(554), 56,822-32. 
CONTROL OF CENTRAL GOVERNMENT: 

Position since Reforms, Ward, Gebbie 56,833-8. 
before Reforms, Gebbie 56,864-7. 

CO-ORDINATION BETWEEN PROVINOES, &0.: 
Desirability, and question of method, Gebbie, Ward (554), 56,876-8. 
through Inspector-General formerly, Gebbie, Ward (554), 56,875. 

DEPARTMENT: 
Co-operation between Meteorological Department and, desirability 

of, and means, Walker 53,741-8. 
Inclusion of all forms of irrigation under, question of, and objec

tions to, Fagan, 52,722-30. 
Relations with Agricultural Department, Gebbie, Ward 56,820-1, 

56,899-900; Keatinge 56,951-4. 
Scope advocated for, Gebbie, Ward 56,915-21. 

Development of major schemes by Government and of small installations 
by private owners, advocated, Bowland. (451), 56,231. 

in Egypt, Shearer (238), 54,054-67, 54,094, 54,164-6, 54,264. 
in Hissar district, approval of proposed schemes, Fagan (56). 
Hydro-electric schemes, extent of scope for, Gebbie 56,886-7. 
Information and experience, availability between. Provinces, importance 

of, and question of methods, Gebbie, Ward (554-5), 56,811-3, 56,848-9. 
Inspector-General, scope for, Gebbie 56,857-60. 
Modern lifts and tubes, scope for, Fagan 52,715. 
Northern Gujarat, conditions, Keatinge 57!031-6. 
Placing of agriculture and, under one Mmister, question of, Gebbie 

56,901-8. 
Prime-movers for power water lifts, making of, by British manufacturers, 

Bowland, 56,162-4. 
Progress generally satisfactory, Gebbie 56,895. 
Productive and non-productive schemes, classification question, Gebbie 

56,814-9. 
RESEAROH: 

• Central institution for investigation of problems desirable, and 
staff required for, Keen 58,600-3, 58,607-19. 

Need for, and importance of, Howard (177-80). 
by Provinces, but collection and distribution of information by 

Government of India advocated, Gebbie 56,811-3. 
Return of canal water til river, question of, Gebbie 56,891-4. 
Rivers, use of, in Bombay, Gebbie 56,896-8. 
Sale of fertilisers more successful in irrigated areas, Speyer 56,394-5. 
SUKXU& BARRAGE: 

Alkali formation, fear of, and need for new method of irrigation, 
Howard (180). 

Cotton cultivation, question of prospects, Shearer 54,210-3. 
Effect on wheat export, question of, Demetriadi 54,345, 54,347; 

Pfister 54,346-8; Bobson 55,417. 
Utilisation of small rivers and nullahs in connection with small schemes, 

extent of scope for, Gebbie 56,845-7. 
'WATER RATES: 

Attitude of Canal Department and Revenue Department, Ward 
56,909-14. 

System in Egypt, Shearer 54,057-9. 
adequate Water supply essential to successful use of artificial fertilisers, 

Speyer (484). . 
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Irrigation-eontd. 
WJlLLB: 

Control by Agricultural Department advocated, Gebbie, Waf'cl 
66,872-4. 

Remission of assessment, for '8. period only, of land irrigated from 
not a deterrent to sinking of Punjab wells, Fagan 52,731-3. ' 

Ualy, cyanamide manufacture, GTeening 58,268. 

Japan: 
Cya~a.mide, JDanufacture and import, GTeening 58,266-9. 
FertIlIsers, measures for preventing adulteration, Speyef' (484). 

JARRETT, A. E., of Messrs. Jarrett Brothers, London: (543-544), 56,672-
56,788. 

TOBACCO: 
Burma cheroots, import into United Kingdom, 56,744-55. 
Cigarette tobacco, Indian, not to European taste, 56,741-2. 
Cigars: 

Advertising question, 56,756. 
Imports into United Kiri.gdom: 

Export to Europe not allowed, 56,743. 
Exporting firms, 56,738-70. 
Importing firms, 56,727-9, 56,774-5. 
Mixing of Indian and foreign tobacco in, (544), 56,678-82, 

56,698-701, 56,722. 
Pushing of trade in United Kingdom, steps taken, 56,777. 
Quality, deterioration, (543), 56,674-9. 
practically StationarlY since about 1923, 56,730. 
Statistics and decline in, (543-4), 56,673, 56,68~9, 56,70~15, 

56,778-83. 
Markets in other parts of the world, 56,723-6. 

Competition of other countries, 56,771-2. 
Import duties into United Kingdom: 

Change from weight to ad 1Ialof'em basis, question of probable 
effect, 56,691-6, 56,716-20. 

Rates of, and effect, (543, 544), 56,674, 56,682-3, 56,686-90, 
56,703-15, 56,731-7, 56,781-8. 

Steps taken but without results, 56,778-80. 
Raw, imports into L"nited Kingdom, 56,760-9. 

Java, cinchona cultivation, Pf'am. (509), (510), 56,536-41, 56,500. 

JONES, T. r Committee of Civil Research, London: (20-21), 52,336-52,379. 
COllllllTTEB OIl CIvIL RESEARCH: 

Constitution and functions, (20-1), 52,337-9. 
Method of working, and nature of work carried out, 52,340-79. 

R.uLWAYS, INDIA, enquiry by Committee of Civil Research, 52,364. 

JULIUS, G. A., Ohairm-an, Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research, (633-653), 57,427-57,579. 

A17BTB.A.LIA : 
Agricultural administration, (633-53), 57,427-579. 
Agricultural training colleges, 57,508-13. 

·Cattle disease, control, 57,539-40. 
CommoIl'Wealth Council for Scientific and Industrial research, consti

tution, working, work, &c., (635-7), (639-.53), 57,496-503, 57,429-75, 
57,514-34, 57,541-5, 57,558-79. 

Oo-operation in agricultural research (637-8), 57,440-6, 57,530-l. 
Research Administration, &c., (635-53), 57,429-579. 
·Training and recrnitment of research workers, (638), (647-8), (639-53), 

57,480, 57,493-5, 57,532-4, 57,546-57. 
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Jute: 
Area under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 
Bales, mixing of qualities in, .4ndc1'son 55,046." ' 
Colour, dependent on months in which packed, Malcolm 55,291-2. 
Competition of other textiles, position re, Anderson 55,046, 55,083-86 .. 

55,151-5. 
Oomplaintsby merchants in England, I',ature of, Lindsay, 53,810-1 .. 

53,866. , ' 
Contract system, Anderson 55,122. 
Co-<>perative JruLrketing, question of effect, Anderson, Scott 55,144-50. 
Correlation of rainfall and outturn, question of possibility, Walker 

53,756-9. 
CROP FORECASTS: 

Inaccuracy of, Malcolm 55,263-5. 
Inaccuracy of, .and injury to trade from, Anderson 55,046, 55,046-7, 

55,073-6, 59,092-3, 55,102, 55,117-9, 55,123-31, 55,156-63. 
Damping of, and consequent deterioration on voyage, Anderson 55,046, 

55,140-3; Scott 55,143. 
Dundee industry, Anderson 55,046, 55,056-64, 55,094-101, 55,110-2, 

55,125-7. 
Dundee requirements, Malcolm 55,219-20. 
Export duty, no difference in quantity as result, Anderson 55,088-91. 
Handling of crop, propaganda among cultivators, need for, and pro. 

posal, Malcolm 55,178, 55,236. 
IMPROVEMENT: 

Financing of, from present or extra export duty, proposal, Malcolm 
55,178, 55,241-51, 55,268. 

Organisation for, question ofl Anderson 55~q77-82, 55,102·9, 55,168-9. 
Increased production, extent or scope for, Malcolm 55,212-4, 55,221, 

55,224. 
Interests in Great Britain not in direct touch with Agricultural De

partment in Bengal or jute growers, Anderson 55,050-2, 55,069. 
London contract, Malcolm 55187, 55,200-2; Henry 55,20l. 
London market, proportion handled on, Malcolm 55,215-8, 55,227-30;. 

Henry 55,218. 
Mixing of Malcolm 55,258--62. 
Nature of, Wigglesworth 54,846-50; Pl'ain 54,850. 
Organisation on lines of Central Cotton Committee: 

not considered Possible, HOwa1'd 52,598-601. 
Question of, Malcolm 55,241. 

Packing, by Indians, need for improvement, and comparison witb 
packing by European shippers, Malcolm 55,198, 55,272-81. 

PRICES: Anderson 55 046. 
Comparison with 'hemp and other fibres, Malcolm 55,189-93. 
Effect on consumption, Malcolm 55,189, 55,204, 55,209-10, 55,225-6. 
Effect on production, question of, Anderson 55,132-4. 
Opinion re reasonable price, Malcolm 55,222-4, 55,225-6. 

QUALITY: 
Deterioration, Anderson 55,046, 55,053, 55,124; Malcolm 55,178, 

55,188-9, 55,194-5; Henry 55,195-6. 
Importance of, Anderson 55,046, 55,065-7, 55,135-8; Malcolm 

55,197. 
Improvement of methods of harvesting and cleaning, import

ance of, and proposals, Malcolm 55,231-6). 55J..252-5, 55,282-3. 
Quantity exported of present crop, Malcolm 55,~08-11. 
Research, nee'd for, and proposal re financing and organisation, Lindsay 

(212), 53,979-82, (806-7). 
Second-hand trade when prices high, Anderson 55,086. 
SEED: 

Distributed by Bengal Agricultural Department, quality of jute 
grown from, Malcolm 55,178, 55,180-5, 55,256-7; Henry 55,182. 
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Jute-contd. 
SBllJ)--i:ontd. 

Government, advantages of, Malcolm 55,284. 
Improvement, work of Bengal Department of Agriculture and 

resulta, Malcolm 55,li8, 55,180-6) 55,270-1; Henrv 55,266-7. 
Selecting, ~rading and packing, Importance of elimination of 

irregularitIes in, AndeT,on 55,046 55,164-7. 
SpecUlative element in markets, Ander3on. 55,047, 55,073, 55,118-21, 

55130-1. 
Stoch, practice f'e .. Malcolm 55,209, 55,289-90, 55.294. 
Substitutes, MalCOlm 55,178. 

Question of, Andenon 55,113-6. 
Ta&DB, POSITION: 

in 1925 and 1926, Malcolm 55,178. 
in Different countries, Malcolm 55,209-11, 55,287-8. 

Type immune from ravages of insecta, importance of work on, Henry 
55,236; Malcolm 55,237. 

lJses of, Anderson 55,046, 55,171-3. 

Jut. Importers Association, . Dundee: Ander30n 55,049. 
Evidence on behalf of, ,ell Anderson. D. A •• and Erskine Scott. G., 

55,046-55,173. 

Kapok. non-acceptance by Mercantile Marine Depa.rtment for life-saving 
appliances, Lifld,ay 53,811-7, 53,824. 

KEATINGE, G. F., C.I.E., I.C.S. (Retd.). (569-570), 56,926-57,059. 
AGRICULTURAL DI!PARTllBNT: 

Co-ordination of functions of, and other departments, and question 
of, 56,955-7, 57,052-4. 

Directors of Agriculture, civil or technical, question of, 57,049-51. 
Relations with Irrigation Department, Bombay, 56,951-4. 

AGRICULTUML hmUSTlUBs, little scope for, 56,948-9 . 
.ANIHAL HUSBANDRY: 

Dairying industry, scope for development in Bombay but difficulty, 
56,958-64. 

Number of cattle greater than normal foddeT supply can maintain, 
(569). 

CAPITAL, factors deterring men of enterprise and capital from taking up 
agriculture, (569). 

CROPS, damage by wild pigs, and proposals for destruction, (570). 
CULTIVATION, DRY: 

in the Deccan, problem, 56,929-36, 56,999-700. 
Intensive farming, success would depend on soil, 56,998. 

EIroCATlON, AGRICULTURAL, Loni School, 57,056. 
ElIIGRATION to South America, suggestion, 56,946-7, 57,002-17, 57,048. 
HOLDINGS: 

Consolidation: 
Compulsion, doubt lIB to desirability of 56995-7. 
through Co-operative movement would be useless without 

change in law, 45 989-91, 57,038-43. 
Creation of economic holdings which would be permanent and 
- impartible, proposed measures for, (569-70), 56,937-42, 56,970-3, 

56,978-83, 66,990, 67,055. 
Diversity in sizes, value of, (570), 56,960. 
Excessive pressure on the soil, (569), 56,946-7, 56,986-8. 
Fragmentation: 

Continuing, 56,984-5. 
Evils of, (569), 56,992-3. 
PreventIon, scope for, 57,044-7. 
Prohibition of subdivision below certain linrit not advocated 

law would be inoperative, 56,974-6. ' 
Law of primogeniture, younger sons would remain on land, 56,977. 
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KEATINGE, G. F.-contd. 
IMPROVEMENTS, factors discouraging carrying out of, by landowners r 

(569). 
IB.RlGATlON, conditions in Northern Gujarat, 57,031-6. 
MmDLE cLAss YOUTHS, factors deterring, from stuqying or taking Up' 

agriculture, (569). 
OvER-POPULATION, (569), 56,946-7, 56,986-8. 
SUGARCANE: 

Cultivation, encouragement desirable, if good cultivationr 
57,027-30. 

Damage by wild pigs in canal tracts of the Deccan (570). 
Production, increase when price of gwr increased, and pnce of gUT 

affected by imports of refined sugar, 57,021-7. 
VETER.IN",RY, Civil Veterinary Department, combination with Agricul

tural Department desirable, 56,955-7. 
WELFARE OF RURAL POPUI.ATION: 

Economic surveys on large scale preferable, 57,057-8. 
Improvement in material prospenty of Deccan viHagers, 56,965-7. 
Means of improving, 56,968-70. 

KEEN, Dr. B. A., D.Se., F.lnst.P., Assistant Director, Rothamsted l;xperl
mental· Station: 58,597...58,625. 

IB.RlGATION, Central institution for investigation of problems desirable, 
and staff re·quired for, 58,600-3, 58,607-19. 

RESEA1I.OH : 
Division between central and local, 58,601-3, 58,61~. 
Workers, training in England, proposals re, 5~,599. 

KNIGHT, Jasper, Managing Director of Messrs. Jurgens, Ltd.: 56,014-
56,130, (445-446). 

COPRA: 
Exp-ort trade, question of 'Prospects, 56,100-4. 
Imports by Messrs. Jurgens, 56,086-9. 
Malabar: 

Exports, small, 56,100. 
QUality and use of, 5.6,089-91. 

GROUNDNUTS: 
Analysis of figures of various descriptions received by Messrs. 

Jurgens' German and Dutch factories, (445-6). 
Chinese, fatty acid content, 56,032. 
for Confectionery, 56,077-8, 56,127-30. 
Ooromandel : 

Mixing of ordinary with dry decorticated, and prevention de
sired, 56,021, 56,033. 

Quality, reduction of fatty acids and more uniformity of quality 
desirable, 56,017, 56,021-5. 

ExpoHrt l:di f' I d· 'd h' . 'd' . h h o ng 0 , m n 1a to aV01 s Ipments comOl mg WIt t ose 
from other places, would be an advantage, and possible 
method for preventing deterioration, 56,052-5, 56,070-5. 

Spreading of shipment all over the year would be an apvantage 
but difficult, 56,045-55. 

Free fatty acids percentage, problem of, and desirability of re
ducing, 56,017, 56,022-4, 56,036-41, 56,081-2, 56,105-7. 

High oil content, better price would be given for, 56,042-4, 
56,079-81. 

Increased production, a.nd world prices governed by Indian crop, 
56,027-30. 

Khandesh, quality and comparison with Coromandel, 56,034...5, 
56,062-9. 

Purchase in London, system, 56,018-21, 56,042'-3, 56,109-10. 
Quality, believed to have improved, 56,026. 
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KNIGHT, Jasper-conta. 
MABGAB.INE : 

English and German market, 56,114-8 
Raw materials used in, 56,016, 56,05e.:7, 56,111-3, 56,116-7. 

VEGETAlILB am: 

Lac: 

Conta4ning animal fat, guarantee against, and no inducement. 
56,099. 

Industry, 56,l19-2l. 
Manufacture in, and export from, Holland, 56,092-8. 

Decrease in trade owinfi1: to lack of researc~, Henry 55,236, 55,238-9. 
Shortage of raw material and consequent IDcrease of synthetic substi-

tutes, Lindsay 53,817-9. 

Lac culture, lee under Agricultural Industries. 

Land, Denmark, system and taxation of land and agriculture, Faber-
52,904-7,. 52,930-8, 52,946-58, 52,963-4, 52,971-81, 52,990-2, 53,048-54, 
53,135-9, 53,162-6. 

Land Revenue: 
Date of payment, question of effect of, and of alteration, l'agan 52,773-5,. 

52,779-81. 
Improvements not hindered by, Fagan (53). 
Proportion of gross produce taken in, Fagan 52,770-2. 
SBTrLEMENT : 

Fixing of rent along with, question of desirability, Fagan 52,751-2 .. 
Literature re, co-ordination proposal, Fagan (41), 52,667-8. 

Subordina.te officials, agricultural training would be desirable and re-
cruitment of certain number of agricultural college graduates would 
be approved, Fagan 52,702-3. 

LINDSAY, H. A. F., C.I.E., C.B.E:, I.C.S., Indian Trade Commissioner, .. 
London: (208-213), 53,775-54,004, 54,735-54,853, (806-7). 

Past service, 53,775-6. 
AGRlCULTUlUL DEVELOPMENT CoMMISSION, scheme for, (213), 53,976-82. 
AGRICULTUlUL INDUSTRIES: 

Development of cottage industries with electrical power, under con-· 
sideration, 53,996. 

Handwoven silks, scope for, but export through Government Art-
ware Institute desirable, 53,997, 54,001. 

Imitation of cottage industry wares in factories, 54,002-4. 
Toys, export to England, little scope for, without revision of 

methods, 53,998. 
BRITISH EMPIRE PRODUCERS' ORGANISATION, India not represented on,_ 

but representation desirable, 53,991-3. 
CRops, area under various, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, (805). 
DEMONSTlUTION, importance of, (209), (211). 
DIRECTOR-GENElUL OF COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE AND STATISTICS, func-. 

tions, 53,780-2. 
EMpIRE MARKETING BOARD: 

Functions, fi3)90~. . . 
Grants for IDstltutUJUS, etc., ID India, position re, 53,828-39, 

53,877-8. ... 
Questionnaire on IrrIgatIon, 53,876. 

FINANCING OF AGRICULTURE, through oo-operative societies and Tural 
banks the best method, (211-2). 

HEMP improvement of production by means of cess, proposal, 54,746,. 
54,823-4, 54,830, 54,836, 54,840-l. 
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LINDSAY, H. A. F.-contd. 
IMPEBlAL ~CONOMIC CoMMITTEE, functions, 53,906. 
IMPEBlAL INSTITUTE: 

Indian Gallery, improvement desirable, 53,989. 
Relationship Qf India and, 53,987-90. 

IMPORTS INTO INDIA: 
Exte'nt of interest of Indian a,griculturists in, Director of Statistics 

could probably work out, 53,895-7.' , 
Section to which trade goes, etc., question of machinery for watch

ing, 53,900-5, 5~907-11. 
Vegetable butter or lard, and question of margarine manufacture in 

India, 53,935-9, 53,946-8. 

INDIAN CE.'1TB.AL CoTTON COMMITTEE: 
Financing of, by cess on cotton, (212). 
Success of work and value of unofficial co-operation, 53,920-2. 

,INDIAN TEA ASSOOIATION, financing of, by export cess, (212) . 

. M.ulxETING : 
Adulteration and mixing, importance of question, (211), (213). 
Beans, prussic acid contents question, 53,822. 
Bulk storage question, (211). 
Cotton: 

Complaints by merohants in England, nature of, eto., 53,B10, 
53,825. 

Improvement in condition anticipated, (213). 
Mixing of, and measures taken to prevent, 54,786. 

Export: 
Arbitration between merchants in England and India, 53,931-2. 
Complaints by merchants in England, steps taken Til, 53,824-5, 
53,86~. 

Difficulties, (209-10). 
Quality and condition of goods, increasing importance attached 

to, by buyers, (209). 
Export and home consumption, proportions, 53,916-7. 
Groundnuts, damping of, and loss from, and investigation into, 

53,817, '53,824, 53,829, 53,877. 
Hemp: 

Complaints by merchants in England, nature of, and steps taken 
Te, 53,811, 53!864-5, 53,873-4. 

Export standaro, imposition not advocated, 54,784, 54,791. 
Mixing, question of preventing, 54,786-7. . 
Prices In LondoD and competitIOn of Russian and Italian hemp, 

53,879-82. 
Hides and skins, complaints by merchants in England, 53,817, 

53,824. 
Iml?rovement of up-country methods of production and prepara· 

tIon for market, need for, (210), (212). 
Information Te American cotton crop sent to India, 53,941-2. 
Information to people as to things which can be profitably exported, 

question as to, 53.925-8. 
Jute, complaints by merchants in England, nature of, 53.810-1. 

53,866. 
Kapok, non-acceptance by Mercantile Marine Department for life

saving appliances, 53,811-7, 53,824. 
Lac. shortage of raw material and consequent increase of synthetic 

substitutes, 53,817-9. 
Oiloake, complaints by merchants in England of presence of castor 

traces, 53,822-8. 
'wider and better Organisation of agricuaural resources, need for. 

(209). 
-Rice, absence of germ, complaint by Haymarket Stores, 53,820-2. 
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LINDSAY, H. A. F.-t:01Itd. 
MARKETING-e01ltd. 

Shell~c, complaints!:>y merchants in England of adulteration, 53,820'. 
Tea, Improvement In quality, (213). 
Tobacco : 

Cigar. expor~ trade to England; effect of duty on, and question 
of mcreasmg trade, 53,1l54-71. . 

Complaints by merohants in England, 53,817, 53,824. 
Wheat: 

Bulk storage, no suggestion by trade in England, 54,87ii. 
no Comp!amts from merchants in England, purity believed to' 

be satisfactory, 53,851-6. 
Improvement in condition, (213). 

RBSEARCH: 
Financing of: 

by Acreage rate, objection to, 53,858-9. 
small Export duty or cess on agricultural exports, and organi

sations on lines of Indian Central Cotton Committee, pro-· 
posal, (212-3), 53,840-50, 53,857-62, 53,883-94, 53;923-4, 
53,972-82, (806-7). 

Importance of, and requirements, (211). 
Water hyacinth, proposed research, with grant from Empire 

Marketmg Board, 53,829-36. 
TRADE COMMISSIONERS: 

in London: 
Duties and work of, and office organisation, (208), 53,778-808,. 

53,931-4. 
Information sent out to [ndia by, question as to following· 

up of, 53,870-4. 
Offici aiEl and institutions corresponded with, in India, 53,867-9. 
Removal of office to Grosvenor Gardens, disadvantage of, 

53,983-6. . 
in Other countries desirable, 53,788-90, 53,826"7. 

Linseed, see under Oilseeds. 

LITTLEWOOD, J., Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' Association: (364-365),. 
55,295-55,400. 

CoTTON: 
from Colonies, 55,336-40. 
Damping, difficulty caused by, in England, 55,302, 55,303. 

Exportd : .. f I d' tt . ht b' d'f I' A vertlsmg 0 n Ian co on, mig e mcrease .1 qua lty· 
improved, 55,392-3. 

Bales: 
400 lb. bale should be m'aximum, (365) 55,302. 
Density of Indian bales compared with American, (365), 

55,302, 55,330-5. 
Complaints, clearing house for, in England, proposal, (365), 

55 307-9, 55,380-1, 55,388-9. 
Grading on lines of American universal standards, proposal, 

(365), 55,225-9, 55,341-7. 
Marketing of b;;.ies with name of ginnery, desirability of exten-· 

sion of system, (365), 55,?10-~. .. . 
Price narrowness of margm m, between Mlddhng AmerICall". 

and F.G.F. Tinnevelly and effect 55,299-300. 
Quantity of Indian cotton used in Lancashire, 55,362. 
Standard deferred delivery contract, need for, and proposal,. 

(365), 55,304-6, 55,325-9, 55,341-7, 55,38~. 
Stvle of cotton required .by English spinners, (364). 

GinniJi'g, need for increased care, and saw gins advocated, (364),. 
55,354-61, 55,382-3, 55,395-400. 
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LITTLEWOOD, J.-contd. 
OoTToN-c6ntd. 

Improved varieti~). desirabili~y or oemg aOle to Uistinguish, on 
the market, 55,~6-8, 55,317, 55,324. 

Punjab American, deterioration, 55,318-9. 
Seed: 

Orushing of, trouble caused by, (364). 
Deterioration of, (364), 55,318-9, 56,348-53. 
Mixing of, (364). 

Spinning tests by Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' Association, 
(365), 55,301, 55l 313-6, 55,363-75. 

Staple).~ mixing or, and importance of keeping separate, (364), 
55,3w. 

l..iverpool University, Veterinary Department, Ga'iger 58,003-6 . 

.London Chamber of Commerce, evidence on behalf of, see Demetriadi, Sir 
Stephen, K.B.E., 54,271-54,475. 

;London Jute Association: 
Channels for communication with persons in India, Malcolm 55,179, 

55,199. 
Donation to Bengal Department of Agriculture for improvement of 

seed, Malcolm 55,178, 55,270, 66,286. . 
Evidence on behalf of, see MALCOLM, Col. G. A., D.S.O., and HENRY, 

E., 55,174-55,294. 
Functions, nature of trade, etc., Malcolm 55,178, 55,179, 55,203-7. 

MacFADYEAN, Sir John, M.B., B.Sc., M.R.C.V.S., LL.D., Principal, Royal 
Veterinary College, London: (25-28), 52,380-52,519. 

AGRIOULTURE AND FISHERIES, MINISTRY OF: 
Grants for veterinary research, (27), 52,404-8. 
Veterinary Adviser,. 52,460-1. 

AmMAL HUSBANDRY, improvement of breeds, possible advantage of 
control by veterinary officers, 52,418-20. 

l\IUKTESAR INSTITUTE: 
some Post-graduate teachiDg should be organised at, 52,516. 
Suitability as research centre for [ndia, and transfer of work to the 

plains undesirable, 52,421-9. 
,ROYAL CoLLEGE OF VETERINARY SURGEONS: 

Conducting of examination in India by, impoesibility) 52,463-4. 
Diploma, extent to which recognised in other countrIes, 52,465-74. 
Diploma in Veterinary State Medicine, curriculum, 52,40~. 
FUnctions, (26), 52,489-90. 
Object of, and question of application of system to India, 52,443-6. 
Recognition of Indian degree, question of possibility of, 52,394-5, 

52,462. 
ROYAL VETERINARY CoLLEGE, LONDON, quality of Indian students, 

52,396-9, 52,438-40. 
VETERINARY: 

Civil Veterinary Department, control by Director of Agriculture 
not advisabl.e, (28), 52,384-6. .., 

Contagious D1S8ases, central control of admlDlStratlOn necessary, 
52388-91. 

England: 
Disease of Animals Acts, administration, (26-7), 52,382-3. 
Organisation of service, (25-7), (27-8). 
ReSearch staff, prohibition from teaching and drawback of, 

52,448, 52,449, 52,502, 52,518"9. 
Veterinary surgeons from other countries practising in England 

not allowed to use title without diploma of Royal College of 
Veterinary Surgeons, 52,509-12. 
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MacFADYEAN, Sir John-ecmtd. 
VBTlIRINARy-ccmtd. 

Indian qualification, not likely to rank with European diplomas, 
52,433-7. 

Preventive inoculation: 
~rum-alone method t1. simultaneous method, 52409-10. 
SI~ultaneous method, disadvantage of, but possibility of avoid

mg, 62,412-7. 
Research: 

Ooncentration in one institute preferable at present to setting 
up several, 52,506-8, 52,51&.8. 

in England, (27-28), 52,404-8/ 52,447-51, 52,514. 
Workers, qualifications reqUIred, 52,456, 52,515. 

Service, proposed organisation of, 52,476-9. 
Surra, question of cure, 52,504-5. 
Traimng: 

in Australia, 52,491. 
in England: 

COlleges, affiliation to Royal College of Veterinary Sur-
geons would not be possible, 52,430-1. 

few Students from Colonies and Dominions, 52,49l. 
System, (25-27), 52,400-3, 52,441-55, 52,489-91, 52,513. 
in Tropical diseases, extent of, 52,502-3. 

Four-year oou1"l!e after two years' general science course 
opinion 1'1l prop'osal, 52,480-5. ' 

Institutions, carrying on of research work in, not advocated, 
52,516-8. 

Requirements and modifications, opinion 1'6, 52,480-8. 
Subsequent traini~ in England desirable, 52,432-3, 52,437. 

Veterinary Adviser witll Government of India, appointment would 
be approved if suitable man available, 52,457-61. 

McLEOD, Major Norman, 866 CARMICHAEL, L. T., and McLEOD, Major 
Norman, Indian Tea Association (London) (388-391), 55,580-55,738. 

MacPHAIL, Rev, Dr. E. M., C.I.E., C.B.E., ex-Vice-<Chancellor of the 
Univ81"l!ity of Moadras and ex-Principal of the Madras Christian College: 
57,680-57601. 

DBKONSTRATION, vernacular leafiets, proposed use of, 57,60l. 
EDUOATION : 

Agricultural: 
Madras College, affiliation to University, Si,58l. 
University courses, danger in connection with, 57,584. 

Primary, development, importance of, 57,60l. 
Universities: 

Biological teaching, 57,594-7. 
Closer connection with agriculture and research, question of. 

57,584-601. 
WHLI'ARB Olf RURAL POPULATION, economic surveys by Moadras University 

students! collection of information through University organisation 
preferab e to collection by Government, 57,591-3. 

Maize, export trade, Bob8on 55,476-9. 

MALCOLM, Colonel G. A., D.S.O., and HENRY, E., representing the 
London Jute Association: 55,174-55,294. 

JUTB: •. h' h k d 552919 Colour, dependent on months m W.lllcnpac e, , -~. 
Crop forecasts, inaccuracy of, 55,263-5. 
Export: 

Dundee requirements, 55,219-20. 
London contract, 55,187, 55,200-2. 
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MALCOLM, Colonel G:' A., and HENRY, E.-co-ntd. 
JUTE-co-n'td. 

Export-co-ntd. 
Mixing; of jute, 55,258-62. 
Packing, by Indians, need for. impr.oveme!lt, and comparison 

with packing by European shippers, 55,198, 55,272-81. 
Proportion handled on London market, 55,215-8, 55,227-30. 
Quantity exported of present crop, 55,208-9. 

Handling of crop, propaganda among cultivators, need for, and 
propos8.l, 55,178, 55,236. . 

Improvement, financing of, from pr.esent or extra export duty, 
proposal, 55~178t 55,241-51, 55,268. 

Increased proauctIon, extent of scope for, 55,212-4, 55,221, 55,224. 
Organisation on lines of Indian Central Cotton Committee, ques

tion of, 55,241. 
Prices: 

Effect on cOIlBumption, 55,189, 55,204, 55,209-10, 55,225-6. 
Comparison with hemp and other fibres, 55,189-93. 
and Opinion re reasonable price, 55,222-4, 55,225-6. 

Quality: 
Deterioration, 55,178, 55,188-9, 55,194-6. 
Importance of, 55,197. 
Improvement of methods of harvesting and cleaning, Im

portance of, and proposals, 55,231-6, 55,252-5, 55,282-3. 
Seed: 

Distributed by Bengal Agricultural Departme'nt, quality of 
jute grown from, 55,178: 55,180-5., 55,256-7. 

Government, advantages or, 55,284. 
Improvement, work of Bengal Department of Agriculture and 

results, 55,178, 55,180-6, 55,266-7, 55,270-1. 
Stocks, practice re, 55,209, 55,289-90, 55,294. 
Substitutes, 55,178. 
Trade: 

Position in 1925 and 1926, 55,178. 
Position in different countries, 55,209-11, 55,287-8. 

Type immune from ravages of insects, importance of 'work on, 
55,236-7. 

I,A<:, decrease in trade owing to lack of research, 55,236, 55,23S-9. 
LONDON JUTE ASSOOIATION: 

Channels for communication with persons in India, 55 .. 179, 55,199. 
Donation to Bengal Department of Agriculture for improvement 

of seed, 55,178, 55,270, 55,286. 
Functions, etc., nature of trade, 55,178, 55,179, 55,203-7. 

Mango CUltivation, see under Agricultural Industries. 

Manufacturing industries, Indian students in England, work dealt with by 
High Commissioners' Office, Chadwick 55,810-1, 55,813. 

Margarine: 
English and German market Knight 56,114-8. 
Raw materials used in, Knight 56,016, 56,056-7, 56,111-3, 56,116-7. 

Marketing: 
Admixture of dirt, Chadwick 55,758. 
Adulteration and mixing, importance of question, Lindsay (211), (213). 
American organisation, Foley 58,19S-204. 
Beans, allll that title. 
Bulk storage question, Lindsay (211). 
Buying agencies, direct purchase from cultivators, advantage, Steiner 

54,516-8, 54,521. 
~perative, development advocated, Fagan (50), 52,658. 
Control of markets in Egypt by M8.l'kets Company, systems, Shearer 

54,096-100, 
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Marketing_td. 
Cotton; lee that title. 
!-n Denmark, Faber (107-8), 52,909-16, 53,040-7. 
lD Egypt, system and conditions, Shearer 54,09~109. 
in ENGL.L'rn: 

Loc,!,l Educational Authorities and, Floud 52,228. 
NatIonal F:ax:mers· Unio;,!, work of, Floud 52,227. 
W<!rk of MIDIstry of AgrIculture and Fisheries, Floud (2) 52,154-61_ 
EVIdence by Messrs. Ralli Bros.' representatives in Bombay agreed 

WIth, Pfister 54,343-4. 
ExPORT: 

Arbitration between merchants in England and India Lindsay' 
53,931-2. ' 

Better cleaning, grading and packing, importance of, Chadwick 
55,758-9. . 

ComplalDts by merchants in England, steps taken Te, LindsaYI 
53,824-5, 53,863-6. 

Difficulties, Lindsay (209-10). 
Financing of, l!'agGf~ (50), 52,528; Steiner (280). 
Forward contracts, difficulties experienced, Steiner 54,521, 54,572-3. 
Grad!ng, inspectio,?,. &c., Denmark} Fab~r 52}911-6, 53,040-7. 
Quality and condItIon of goods, IDcreaslDg Importance attached! 

to, by buyers, Lindsay (209). 
Reputation of Indian produce on European market and suggestions 

for improvement, Chadwick (403), 55,757. 
Standards, question of, Chadwick (403), 55,760. 

Export and home consumption, proportions, Lindsay 53,916-7. 
Fa.cilitiea satisfactory, SteineT (280), 54,520-2. 
Grading system in America, Foley 58,079-86, 58,168. 
Grain, see that title. 
Hemp, 8ee that title. 
Hides ancf skins, see that title. 
Improve~ent of conditions, should be .recognised lIS important function· 

of Agncultural Department, Chad111lck (402), 55,778-82, 55,793-80L . 
Improvement of up-country methods of production and preparation, 

for market, need for, Lindsay (210), (212). 
Information Te American ootton crop sent to India, Lindsay 53,941-2. 
INFORMATION TO CuLTIVATOllS AS TO MARKET CoNDITIONS, &0.: 

Proposal, Fagan (51). 
Service satisfactory, Steiner (281), 54,635. 

Information to people as to things which can be profitably exported, 
question as to, Lmdsay 53,925-8. 

Jute, 8ee. that title. 
Lac, see that titill. 
Mandil, Punjab system, and approval of, Fagan (51) 52,529. 
Market Committees, representation of growers on, desirable, Fagan 

52,530-L 
Middlemen, danger of undue multiplication of, rather than of excessive 

charges, Fagam. (50). 
Oilseeds, see that title. . ., . 
wider and better OrgaDlsatlon of agrIcultural resources, need for, 

Lindsay (209). 
adequate Premium for quality received by cultivators selling direct, 

SteineT 54,523-9. 
Preparation of produce for, improvement! importance of, and duty 

should be recognised as important functIOn of Agricultural Depart
ment, Chadwick (402), 55,778-82, 55,816-2L 

Rice, lIell that title. 
System of through sowcars and aTtiyai, Steiner (280), 54,525-8, 54,580. 
SysteIDS ';nd proposals for improvement, Fagan (50-1).' 
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Marketing-co~td. . 
.Weights and measures, uniformity would be advantageous but question 

of possibility! Pfister, 54,362-3, 54,366; Demetriadi 54,363-6. 
Tea, see that t~tZe. 
Tobacco, see that title. 
Wheat, see .that title. 

Meteorology: 
CorrelatioIlB between rainfall, area and outturn, work re, and extent 

of value of Walker 53,752-9. 
Cycles, no value attached to, Walker 53,771. 
DEPARTMENT: 

Co-operation between Irrigation Department and, desirability of, 
and means, Walker 53,741-8. 

Functions in connection with agriculture, Wal~er (201-2). 
Staff, adequacy of, for provision of ordinary statistical and meteoro

logioal data, W al~er 53,709-13. 
Va.lue of, to agriculture, Walker (201). 

Droughts during last 25 years, Walker 53,767-9. 
German and Dutch information available to Government of India. 

Walker 53,720. 
Mr. Hooker's work on English crop-s, Walker (201-2), 53,762-5. 
Inadequacy of data of crops avallable for correlatlOn with meteoro

logical factors, Walker (202), 53,724-5. 
Jacob's method of working out correlation coefficients, WaU:er 53,722-3. 
LONG RANGE FORECASTS: 

Extent of value of, and further work required, Walker 53,714-7, 
5~749-51, 53,760-1, 53,767, 53,770. 

of .. floods from melting of snows, not 80ssible at present, Walker 
53,726-40. . -

Nile conditions and Indian monsoon conditions, connection, Walker 
53,772-4. 

Upper air conditions, value of measurements of, for weather forecasts, 
Walker 53,717-9. 

Middle class youths: 
Attracting of town-bred youths to agriculture not necessary or desir

able, Fagan (52). 
Factors deterring, from studying or taking up agriculture, Keatinge 

(569). 

Moneylenders, see 'lmder Agricultural Indebtedness. 

Mortgage and sale, see under Agricultural Indebtedness. 

Muktesar Institute: 
some Post-graduate teaching should be organised at, MacFadyean 

52,516. 
Reorganisation scheme, Howard (186). 
StabTIisation of grant to, proposal, Gaiger 57,920. 
Suitability of, as research station, question of, and comparison with 

Bareilly, Gaiger 57,992-8. 
Suitability as research centre for India, and transfer of work to the 

plains undesirable, MacFadyeOHl. 52,421-9. 
WOrk at, proposal re, Gaiger (718). 

NASH, Vaughan, C.B., C.V.O., Vice-Chairman, Development Commission: 
(600-606), 57,159-57,335. 

CO-OPERATION, in England, Ireland and Scotland, (605). 
DEVELOPMENT COMllISSION: 

Advantage of s;rstem, 51,244-6. 
Advisory Committees, (002), 51,168-10. 
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IIIASH, Vaughan, C.B., C.V.O.-contd. 
DBVBLOPJlBNr COMMISsIoN-contd. 

Advisory service in connection with colleges, research institutions 
and farmers, (603), 07,215-7. 

Afforestation work, 67,326. 
Analogies to, 67,187. 
Commissioners, number, meetings, etc., 57,181-6 67,206-9. 
Establishment of, and reasons for, (000), 57,18S, 67,191, 57,204-8. 
Financial arrangements and position, 57,193-202 67,234-6. 
Functions and position, (600), (601-2), 67,188:92, 67,198, 57,243, 

57,321-6. 
Grants: 

Particulars re, (604, 60li). 
£ for £ system, advantage of, 07,171. 
System, (600-3), 67,171-2, 07,175-80, 67,226-42. 

Land lIoCquisition powers, (606). 
Method of working, (602), 67,166, 57,176-80, 67,218-25. 
Public attitude to work of, 57,161..5. 
Relations with bodies like Carnegie Trustees and Rockefeller 

Foundation, (606), 07,1721 57,203-0. 
Relations with Road Board, (605-6). 
Representa.tion on, and distribution of work between Commis

sioners 57,182-4. 
Rural industries work, (604), 57,296-300, 57,329-34. 
Work of, (603, 604-6). 

!tBSEAlWB: 
Development Commission principle, question of applicability and 

method of setting up and working, 07,174, 57,210-4, 07,246-325, 
57,335. 

England, research institutes and experimental stations, (603). 
RURAL CoMMUNITY CoUNCn.S, (605). 

-Nature study, see under Education. 

Nitram, Limited: 
Agricultural Research and Advisory Department, staff, Speyer (476), 

66,379-861 56,417-9. 
Attitude or agricultural departments, Speyer 56,355. 
Evtidence on ·behalf of, see SPEYER, F. C. O. (471-488), 56,320-56,473. 
Formation, Speyer (481). 
Indian staff, Speyer (473), 56/379-83, 56,415-8. 
Methods of carrying on bUSlDesS, Speyer (472-3), 56,328-33. 
Propaganda and research work by, and results, Speller (472-3), 56,344-6. 

56,419-20. . 

-Oil industry,- w,?rk carried out by Imperial Institute, Furse (506), 56,474, 
56,521-3; rram 56,522. 

·(liIeake, complaints by merchants in England of presence of castor traces, 
Lindsay 53,822-3. 

to ilseeds : 
Area.s under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 
CASTORSEIID, export: 

during 1926 and details Ste.iner (294). 
Demand for, in England, question of, Frost 54,709-17. 

CoTTONSBED : 
Demand for, Ste.iner (294..5). 
Qualities, and comparison with seed from other countries, Frost 

(295), 53,658-64, 54,726-32. 
English demand, prospects, Frost 04,693-5. 
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o i1seeds-contd. 
EXPORT OF OIL AND RETENTION OF CAq IN INDIA . 

Difficulty, Pfister 54,398-9. . 
Exporters would not help to stimulate, DemetrUuli54 398. 

GINGELLYSEED 'OR, TILBEED: ' . 
Decreasing export, but local demand, Steiner (295). 
Value of, Frost (295), 54,691. ' 

LINBEED: 
Export, falling off in, Steiner (294) j Frost (295). 
Improvement, no suggestion, Frost 54,706. 
Increased quantity aesireci, Frost (295) 54,655-7. 
Marketing, satisfactory experience, Fr~st (295). 
Qualities of, Steiller (294). . . 
Quality, Frost (295), 54,656, 54,701-5. 

Rapeseed (toria), deterioration in later shipm~ts of season, Frost (296), 
54,691. . 

IWsearch, proposal Til financing of" by export cess, LindslJJY 53,857, 
53,861, (806-7). 

Oldham Master Cotton Spinners' Association, evidence on behalf of, see 
Littlewood, J. (364-365), 55,295-55,400. 

ORMSBY GORE, the Right Han. W. G. A., M.P., Under-Secretary of State 
for the Colonies: 55,874-56,013, (435-436). 

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 
Dairy industry in Kenya, 55,957. 
Export of cattle, scope for, 55,975-7. 
Kenya, crossing of country cattle with imported, 55,8!n-2, 55,958-9. 

COLoNms, agricultural exports, statistics, (435-6). 
EDUCATION, Agricultural, in African Colonies, 55,995-6. 
EMPIRE MARKETING BoAlW, results of advertising work of, and po€Bi~ 

bility of India sharing in benefit, 56,003-6. 
IMPERIAL INSTITUTE, functions, 55,894-5. 
PUSA INSTITUTE, bulletins and reportS, value of, 55,898. 
RESEAROH: ' 

proposed Chain of Colonial stations, 55,931, 55,96~3, 55,990-1. 
Colonial Service, scheme, 55,875-9, 55,910-40, 55,945-53, 56,002, 

56,007-8. 
possible Openings for Indian research workers, 56,002. 

in Oolonies, organisation of work, 55,999. 
Co-ordination between different countries: 

Importance of, 55,901-3, 55,999. 
Organisation on lines of Imperial Bureau of Entomology, pro

posal, 55,906-9, 55
i
960-1, 55,993-4. 

Directors, question of re ief from routine work, 55,933-6. 
Publications: , 

Bulletin on lines of that published by Imperial Bureau of 
Entomology desirable, 55,898-9.' 

Distribution in Colonies, ina.dequacy of, 55,941-4. " 
Early communication of results, desirabilit.y of, before po€Bi

bilityof publication 55 l9()()..1. 
Interchange between ColOnIes, etc., importance of, 55,896-7. 
Pusa bulletins and. reports, value of, 55,898. 

Relationship with training, question of, 55,990, 55,992. 
Workers, joint conferences of workers in India and the ColonEs. 

would be approved, 55,964. 
TEA: . 

Advertising campaign 56,011, 56,012. 
one Organisation would be advan~ageous, 56,012-3. 
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GRMSDY GORE, the Right Hon. W. G. A.-contd. 
Ta:m9 ~90' IKPBJI.IAI. CoLLEGB OJ'TROPICAL AGRICULTUII.E, 55,880, 55,947-50, 

, 8 • 56,008. 
VBTBILINAlI.Y: 

Colonies, problem and present posi1;ion ,.e, 55,881-93, ~5,910, 
55,978-81 . 

Preventive inoculation: 
n~ Prejudice against, now, in Colonies, 55,893. 
Simultaneous method, use of, in Colonies and results, 55,882-90, 

55971-2. 
Ri.nd~rpest, de~in~ with, would be more difficult in India than 

'I~ Kenya, NIgeria, etc., 55,954-6. 
antl-Rinderpest serum. manufacture of, in African Colonies, 

55,885, 55,886, 55,965-70, 55,974. 

-GRR, Dr. J. D., D.S.O., M.e., F.R.S.E., Director, The Rowett Research 
Institute, Aberdeen: (124-126), 53,167-53,246. , 

AGBICULTUII.E, DIBBCToRs oJ', question of means of relief from adminis
trative work, 53,239-42. 

DBVELOPMBNT CoMMISSION, functions and work of, 53.198, 53,208, 
53,210-2, 53,21&.22, 53,229-32. 

EKPIBB MAB.KBTING BOARD, connection of Rowett Institute with, 53,214-5. 
NUTRITION RSSBABCH: 

Animal and human, advantage of carrying on work in same insti
tute, 53,170-3. 

Experiments on animals, re6ults, extent to which indication as 
r~ards humans, 53,181-3. 

in England: 
Cambridge, work, 53,178-80. ' 
Organisation and scope of work, (124-6), 53,169-246. 
Position prior to establishment of Rowett and Cambridge 

Institutes, 53,196-8. 
Rowett Institute, Aberdeen: 

Applicability of results to Indian conditions, question of, 
53,184-6. 

Co-operation with India, position ,.e, and possibilities, 
53,18&'95. 

Organisation and scope of, &c., (124-6), 53,169-246. 
Testing of results in variOUS centres,' 52,201-3. 

Over.Population, Keatillge (569), 56,946-7, 56,986-8. 

<PELLY, E. Godfrey, of Messrs. John Fawler .and Co. (Leeds), Ltd.; (624-
627), 57,336-57,426. 

CULTIVATION: 
'Deeper and inore thorough cultivation, advantages of, and improve

ment of soil, by, (o2~). 
PuIverisation, advantages of, and advantages of Fowler's cable 

tackle for, (625). 
Tillage, cultivators should be educated to replaoe ox cultivation by 

mechanical cultivation with suitable machinery, 626). 
Ueclamation work, 57,383-6. 

IKPLBHBNTs: . 
Demonstration on cultivators' land, (624); 
Fowler Cable ploughing tackles: ' , 

Cost of ploughing, (624), 57,387-93. 
Demonstration in India, methods, and particulars re, (624). 
Drainage by, prcp08111s for, (624). 
Import dUties, 57,373-6. '. ' .... 
Use of for improvement of SOils, pOSSibilities, (625-6) 57,379. 
Use a~d success of, in India, (624), 57,339-426. ' 
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PELLY, E. Godfrey-cantil. 
IMPLEMm."'rs-contd. 

Government loans or credit facilitIes, proposal, (626). 
Hiring Ol~t of plant by Governmen~, proposal, (626). 
IlUproved, pOSSIble means of hastenmg adoption of, (624-7), 57,3:lG-
~a . 

List of implements specially designed for work in India or specially 
modified to meet India.n conditions, (627). 

SOILS: 
Alkali and cultivable land gone out of cultivation, reclamation 

measures, (625-6), 57,379. . 
Harialt, Kunda or Kans grass, means of eradicating, (625), 57,387-

94, 57,408-14. 
Improvement, suagestions, (624-5), 57,416. 
Uncultivable land', proposed methods of reclamation and improve-

ment, (625), 57,342-9. . ' 
Virgin lam~, proposed methods of preparing, (625), 57,417-20. 

Pig·rearing, see under Agricultural Industries. 

PFISTER, H. F., Manager of Messrs. Ralli Bros.: 54,271-54,475. 
CoTTON: 

American competition, 54,319. 
Da!1lping: 

Judicious damping as carried out by natives formerly, beneficial r 
54,333. 

Prevention, question, 54,334, 54,336, 54,448-54. 
Use of hose on cotton and bad effects, 54,333, 54,335. 

Punjab-American, question of profit from growing long 'Versus short 
staple varieties, 54,317-9. . 

CROPS, improvement dependent on enhanced value to grower, 54,317. 
GBOtlNDNUTS, certain amount of moisture needed, but damping now

excessive and drawback of, 54,340-1. 
M'ARKETDiG, evidence by ~Iessrs. Ralli Bros.' representatives in Bombay 

agreed with, 54,343-4. 
OILSEEDS, export of oil and retention of cake in India, difficulty,. 

54,398-9. 
SUTISTICS, value of ('rop forecasts to exporters and earlier publication 

desirable, 54,367-72. 
VBGETAlILE OIL, exported to India, certificate of chemical analysis, copy' 

attached, 54,405-6. 
WBIGBTS AND MEASURES, uniformity, would be advantageous, but question. 

of po~sibility; 54,362-3, 54,366. . . 
WHEAT: 

Bulk storage and handling, attitude of Messrs. Ralli Bros, 54,814. 
Earlier maturing variety desirable, 54,475. 
Elevator system and bulk storage probably too costly for internal, 

trade, 54,311. 
Elevators: 

little Advantage, 54,473-4. 
NU!1lber of grades required, 54,386. 
at Ports and not up-eountry, not advocated, 54,306-8, 54,555-7. 

Export: 
Character of wheat exported, change in, owing to local con-

sumption, 54,299·300. 
Grading system 54,286-7. 
Increased suppiy anticipated 8S result of Sukkur Barrage

scheme, 54,346-8. 
Mixture of wheat and of soil, 54,309-10. 
Sale on "pure" wheat and not .. standard" wheat basi~ 

54,409, 54,467. 
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PFISTER, H. F.-eOfltd. 
WHB&T-contd. 

Organisation on lines of Indian Central Cotton Committee, less suit
able than for cotton, 541278-80. 

Pooling system, undesIrabllity of, ,and reasons, 54,281-5 •. 
Weeviling, 54,309-10, 

Poultry-keeping, .ee under Agricultural Industries. 

PRAIN, Lieut.-Colonel Sir David, C.M.G., C.LE., F.R.S.: COO8-11), 56,474-
56,569. 

CINCHONA CuLTIVATION: 
Desirability of, in India, on large scale, considerations in connection 
. with" (508-11), 56,533-69. 
In Java, (509), (510), 56,536-41, 56,555. 

HBHP: 
Export, prospects of development and proposals for, 54,852. 
Variations in quality of fibre not due to plants but to time of 

cntting and retting, (304), 54,852. 
IUPBRIAL INSTITUTB: 

Oil industry, work, 56,522. 
Rat poison, inquiry into, 56,506, 56,508. 

J1lTB, 66,850. 

Pulses, export trade, Bobson 55,474-5. 

Punjab Alienation of Land Act, see u1iderAgricultural Indebtedness. 

Punjab Redemption of Mortgages Act, Bee under Agricultural Indebtedness. 

Pusa Research Institute: 
Bulletins and reports, value of, Ormsby Gore '55,898. 
Cajanu8 indicuB, work on, Howard 53,613-4. 
Cattle breeding work, doubt 88 to suitability for, Butler 53,350, 53,448-51, 

53476-7. . 
Cattie farm, value as experimental station' not considered very high, 

Shearer 54,186-7. ' , 
as isolated Central institute for fundamental research, proposal, 

Butler 53,359-64, 53,384-9 53396-7. 
Conferences, proposal, Chadwick (405). , 
as Constituent College of University not desirable,b,ut arrangemen;t for 

students to get degrees by presentation of theses would be approved, 
Butler 53,876, 53,398-405. " . 

Continuance as central institute .under proposed. conditions desirable, 
Howard 53,577-9, 53,604. ' 

Contmuanoe of, but not as Government institution scheme and pro
posed constitution of Board of Management, Butier (147),. 53,32Z-3, 
53,3~8-38,. ~3,342-3, 53,367-71, 53,394, 53,435-40, 53,453-5. 

Councll, oplDlon re effiClency of, Butler 53,375. . 
Direct contact with provincial workers, importance of, and question 

of method, B~BseIZ 58,438-9" 58,467, 58,497-500, 58,526-9 .. 
DIREOTOR: 

Administrative work.. proposals for relief from, ButZeT 53~456-61. 
Communications witn Agricultural Adviser, work Te, aM proposed 

change, Butler 53,458-67. 
Whole-time, proposed under scheme, Butler 53,336, 53,360-l. 

Division of functions between Provincial Institutes and, proposal,. 
Butler 53,350-2, 53,47Z-5. . 

Financing, proposal, Butler 53,353-4, 53,468-71. 
as Higher and post-graduate trainmg institution, proposed develop

ment Howard (186), 53,576, 53,587-91, 53,686-96. 
young indians at, increase of social amenities and breaking down of 

barriers to free intercourse advocated, Howa,1'd (186), 53,68,4-5. 
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Pusa Research Institut_contd. 
Management by semi-official body, scheme, Howard (186), 153 564-9. 
Meetings and conferences a~ should be encouraged, Butler 53,362. 
Original scheme, Butler (14"1-8). 
Output and quality of research-l., believed to have declined and possible 

reasons, Butler (146), 53,311>-~1, 53,444-5. 
Position of, Butler (146-7). 
Position of,. in Agricultural Department, Butler (147-150). 
POST-GRADUATl!I TRAINING: 

Indian students, quality of, Butler 53,343-9, 53,430-4, 53,441-2; 
Howard 63,'633-6, 53,651-5. 

Results and recomJllendation re, Butler (150), 53,365-6, 53,398-405. 
Reorganisation scheme, Howard (186) •. 
SITUATION: 

Drawbacks of, Shearer 54,183-5. 
Handicap of, and Jubbulpore would be better, Butler (147), 

53,478-90. 
Suitability of, for dealing with problems of tropical India, question 

of, Russell 58,436. 
Suitability for study of rice, Howard 53,615-6. 
Suitability for work on ammals, Howard 53,612. 
Unsuitability of, for wheat, Howard 53,606-11. 

STAFF: 
Higher research staff, English officers necessary for considerable 
period, and question of possibility of obtaining, Butler (147), 

53,414-29. 
Recruitment, desirable age, Russell 58,479. 
Reductions, Butler (146), 53,445, 53,469-71. 
Superior staff, qualifications advocated, Howard (186). 

Work, attempt to cover too wide a field, Butler 53,446-51. 

Quinine, Cinchona Cultivation: 
Desirability of, in India, on large Bcale, considerations in connection 

with, Prain (501)-11), 56,533-69. 
in Java, Prain (509), (510), 56,536'41, 56,555. 

Railways, see 'Under Administration. 

Ralli Bros., evidence on behalf of, see DEMETRIADI, Sir Stephen, K.B.E.j 
PFISTER, H. F.; TAYLOR, C. N. j and WILLSON, L., 54,271-54,475. 

Research: 
Advantages from transfer of agriculture to Provincial control, Howard. 

(185). 
Agriculture and science, Presidential address to Indian Science Congress, 

1926, Howard (174-183). 
Agronomist, qualifications required, Russell 58,417-8. 
American organisation, Foley 58,070-8, 58,097-137, 58,174-82, 58,224-44, 

(814-6). 
in Australia; administration etc., Julim (635-53), 57,429-579. 
Canadian organisation, (27~); Wilson (529-32), 56,573-93, 56,659-61. 
Central advisory and executIve body with representation of commercial 

men, proposal, Grantham (587-9), 57,079-83. 
Oentral Clearing house of information on lines of Imperial Bureau of 

Mycology, question of, Butler 53,409-13. 
Central control, desirabIlity of, and deterioration in wheat since agri-

oulture a transferred subject, Demetriadi 5ji4274-5, 54,316, 54,349-50. 
Oentral Council for all India, not advocated, oward 531-581-4. 
by Central Government advocated, Grantham (587-9), 57,u77-8. 
CENTRAL ORGANISATION: 

Difficulties in way of, Howard (185), 53,570-5, 53,577. 
Need for, Hall 52,822-5. 
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Research--c~td. 

Central stations, desirability of, factor of shortage of first-class workers, 
Ru .. ell 58,441-3. 

Colonial Office Advisory Council system, question of application to India, 
Butter 53,372-4. 

CoLONIAL CHAIN OP BI!IIBABCH STATIONS, SOHEME: Elliot (137), 53,285-9; 
Orm.b1/ (}ore 55,931, 55,962-31 Furse (505), 55,990-1. 

Admini&tration, Butler 53,3:!3, 53,328. 
Indian co-operation, question of, Elliot (137), 53,268, 53,313; Butler 

53,328-30. 
in Northern Queensland, position re, Julius 57,535. 

Colonial Service, scheme, ElJiot (137).I~ 53,262-7, 53,289-4; Ormsb1/ Gore 
55,875-9\ 55,910-40, 55,945-53, 56,0uv-2, 56,007-8; Furse (505). 

possib e Openings for Indian research workers, Ormsb1/ Gore 56,002. 
Supply of workers, recruitment system, -and question of prospects, 

Wood, Engledow 57,603-5, 57,642-6, 57,671, 57,683-99, 57,721-2, 
57!728. . 

in Colomes, organisation of work, Ormsb1/ Gore 55,999. 
Communication of results to farmers, problem of, Hall 52,858-62. 
Conferences with expert6 from outside India., suggestion, Ohadwick 

(405), 55,761-3. 
C(H)BDINATING AGENCY: 

not. Advocated, volunta.ry contact preferable, Butler 53,342, 53;390-4. 
not Desirable, Howard 53,580, 53,584-6. 

Co-OBJ)INATION : 
by Central body, desira.ble, Grantham 57,064. 
Importance of, and scheme, Chadwick (404-5), 55,740, 55,771-7, 

551846, 55,854-5, 65,863-4; Grantham (586-9). 
Neea for, Fagan (43), 62,585-6, 52,648. 

C(H)BJ)INATION BETWEEN DlPPBB.BNT OOUNTlUBS : 
Importa.noe of, Ormsb1/ Gore 55,901-3, 55,999. 
Orga.nisations on lines of Imperia.l B~reau of Entomology, proposal, 

Vrmsb1/ Gore 55,906-9, 55,960-1, 55,993-4. 
CoUNOIL: 

Possibility of, and functions, Butler 53,339-41, 53,395. 
Scheme for, Hall (87-89), 52,813-31, 52,848-5, 52,849-54, 52,876-8. 

in Denma.rk Faber 53,108-10. 
by Deputy Directors, impossibility, Howllli"d 53,641-2. 
Development Commission principle, question of applicability and method 

of setting up and working, Nash 57,174, 57,210-4 57,246-325, 57,335. 
Directors! question of relief from routine work, Ormsb1/ Gore 55,933-6. 
DistributIOn between provincial and central, Ohadwick 55,765-70; Kee'1/. 

58,601-3, 58,613-8. . 
Duplication, advantage of, if not eXCessive, Russell, 58,396-7.
Economic inquiries, proposed organisa.tion, Fagwn, (51-2), 52,667-8. 
in Egypt, Shearer (237), 54,237, 54,261. 

Effect of Egyptianisation of service on, "Shearer 54,218-27. 
Elasticity, need f9r, and method of achieving, Russell (775), (779), 

58,514-6. . 
IN ENGLAND: 

62739 

Committee of Oivil Resea.rch: Elliot 53,254. 
Constitution and functions; Jones (2();'1), ·52,337-9. 
Method of working, and nature of work ca.rried out, Jonea 
. 52,340-79. 

DeveloI'ment Commission, see that title. 
Effect on quality of farming and profits made by farmers, question 

of, Hall 52,840-2_ 
Experimental commercial farms, particulars re, and failure, HalZ 

52,839. 
Experimental plots, system, Hal! 52,864. 
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.INDEX. 

Research-contd • 
. oN· ENGLAND-'-Contd. 

Nutrition: 
Cambridge, work at, Orr 53,178-80; Wood 57,741-6. 
OrganiSation and soope of work, Orr (124-6), 53,169-246. 
Position prior to establishment of Rowett and Cambridge In-

stitutes,Orr 53,196-8. 
Rowett Institute, Aberdeen: 

Applicability of results to Indian conditions, question of, 
Orr 53,184-6. . 

Co-operation with India, position re, and possibilities, Orr 
53,188-95. 

Organisation and scope of, etc., Orr (124-6), 53,169-246. 
Testing of results in various centres, Orr 52,201-3. 

Organisation, Hall 52,820-1, 52,832-8,· 52,846-7. 
Post-graduate scholarships, system and .success of, Hall 52,854-6. 
Relationship between Research Institute, Advisory system and Local 

Education system, Hall 52,848, 52,863-4. 
Relationship with teaching, Hall 52, 786-92. 
Research institutes and experimental stations, Nash (603). 
Veterinary, see that title. 
Work of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Floud (2-3), 

52,170-82, 52,260-7, 52,325. 
Entomology, central carrying out of work advocated, Ohadwick 55,770. 
Experimental farms, system in Canada, Wilson 56,623-35. 
Finance and audit, defects of present system, and proposed change. 

Howard (185). 
Financial problem, Russell (779). 
FINANOING OF: 

by Acreage rate, objection to, Lindsay 53,858-9. 
Allotment of fixed sum annually or establishment of fund, proposal, 

Chadwick (405). 
in Americal Foley 58,101-20 58,125-9, 58,136-7 (814). 
in Austraha, Julius (646-7S, (649-53), 57,430, 57,448-54, 57,463-74, 

57,562-6. 
Central fund, scheme, Chadwick (404-5), 55,764-70, 55,858-62. 
by Export cesses, approved for particular trades but not for agri

cultural produoe generally, Ohadwick 55,865-7. 
small Export duty or cess on ::tgricultural exports, proposal, Lindsay 

(212-3), 53,840-50, 53,857-62, 63,883-94, 53,972-82, (806-7). 
Importance of, and requirements, Lindsay (211). 
into Indigenous theory and traditional methods advocated, Fagan (52). 
MYOOLOGY: 

Central carrying out of work, proposal, Ohadwick 55,770. 
present Staff inadequate and extent of increase desirable, Butler 

53;377-9. 
National Research Council, America, functions, Butler 53,340-1. 
Need for, Fagan (42), (43), (51) • 

. NUTRITION: 
Animal and human, advantage of carrying on work in 'same insti-

tute, Orr 53,170-3. 
in Australia, Julius 57,437-9, 57,489-92. 
Central organisation desirable, Chadwick 55,768. 
in England, see under England above. 
Experiments on animals. results, extent to which indication as 

regards humans, Orr 53,181-3. 
ORGANISATION: 

by Crops: . 
Dangers of. Howard 53,641, 53,644, 53,647-850. 
Proposed, BifjeTi 57,830-2. 
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INnBX. 

Researc~ontd. 
ORGANISATIoN_ntd. . 

on Lines of IDJdian Central Cotton Oommittee for other crops, 
scheme, Lindsay (212-8), 53,84~, 53,857-62, 53,883-94, 53,923-4, 
53,97~2. 

Question of, Howard (182-3). 
OTganisation. of, &8 aid to agriculture, Rus8'eZZ (774-9). 
Overlapping, not a drawback ButZer 53397. 
Plant nutrItion work by M;;(3arrison and desirability of continuance, 

Howard Gl7S.9). ' 
Pusa Research Institute, see that title. 
PlmLICATIONS : 

Bulletin on linea of that published by Imperial Bureau of Entomo
logy desirable, Ormsby G0T'8 65,89S.9. 

Distribution in Oolonies, inadequaoy of, Ormsby GOT8' 55,941-4. 
Early communication of results, desirability of, before possibility 

of publication, Ormsby GOT'S 55,900-1. . . 
Interchange between Colonies, etc., importance of, Ormsby Gore 

55,896-7. . 
Interchange betWeen provinces and with other countries, Chadwick 

55,847-56. 
Pusa bulletins and reports, value of,. Ormsby Gor6 55,898. 

Relationship with teaching, opinions r6, HaU 52,786-92; HowaTd 53,592-7; 
Ormsby G0T'8 66,990, 55992; RUBBell 58406-9, 58,666-7; Wood 
57,735-40; Bif/en 57,786-7; Buxton 57,860-1; Gaig6r.57,925. 

J!.equirements, ButleT (149). . . 
Stations, direction and administration of, RusseZZ 58,429-30, 58,444-6, 

58,589-96. 
TBAK-wOBX : 

Advantages and disadvantages, Howard (182-3). 
Need for Russell t775)} 58,535-6. 

Training in Cambridge University, Woo~ Engledow (677). 
through Universities and Agricultural '-'"Olleges advocated, HaZZ 52,816. 
VeterIDary, S68 that title. 
WORKBBII : 

Agrioultural College course not considered necessary, Russell 
08,404-5. 

Colonial system of recruitment, Hall 52,866-70. 
Deterioration with age, tendency, RusBell (779), 58,472-8. 
from England: 

Long-term engagements would be preferred, Wood, Engledow, 
57;603. 

Prosp'ects of obtaining, Hall 52,809-12. 
possIble Supply question of Wood, Engledow57,603-6, 

57,647-51, 57,7iO-l, 57,717, 57,f30. 
European, short term engag~ments migM be desirable for juniors, 

long term necessary for seniors, Russell .58,440, 58,482. 
Joint conferences of workers in India and the Colonies would be 

approved, Ormsby G0T'8 65,964. 
Knowledge of rural and trade oonditions needed, HowaTd (184), 

531~7-9. 
Qualifications required, Russell (775). 
Recruitment from schools of pure science and not from agricultural 

collee;es advocated, Russell 58,466, 58004-7. . 
RecrUItment and training in Australia, Julius (638), (647-53) . 

.57,480, 57,493-5, .57,5321~ 57,646-67. 
!tequirements, Howard (lw), 53,554-6. 
Rural upbringing desirableJ ButleT 53,430-4, 53,443. 
Supply, questIon. of, Russed 58,559, 58,604-5. 
Terms of service not such &8 to attract men .require.d, H/lwaTd 

53,662. , . . .'. 
Touch must be kept with practical aims, Hall 52,843-5. 
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INDEX. 

Research-co,/,td. 
WORKERs-contd. 

Training: 
in Canada,' Wilson (527). 
in England, proposals rl!J, Keen 58,599. , 
Period abroad after courses in pure science completed, pro

posal, Ru,ssell 58,399-403, 58,421:!, 58,462-3. 
Recommendations re, Hall 52,805-8, 52,854-7. 
Recommendation re, and proposals re training abroad, Engle

dow, Wood 57,625-9, 57,669-75, 57,718·20, 57,723-5, 57,730-4. 
Requirements and suggestions, Howard (183), (184), 53,617-32, 

53,686-90. 

Rhea, demand for, formerly, but no great production, Wigglesworth, 
54,7\19-800. 

Rice: 
Area under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-124, Lindsay (805). 
Bulk shipping not suitable for, Swan 54,892-3, 55,009-11. 
BUlUlEsE: 

Appearance of grain., importance of, in London market, SwaB 
54 935-41, 54957-69. 

Beefugyum paddy, Swan 54,926. 
Demonstration farms, proposal, Swan 54,871-2, 54,884, 54,928-34, 

55,036-8. 
Export: 

Duty, Swafl, 54,904-5, 54,949-50. 
to Europe, distributIOn, Swafl, 54,894-5. 
London market, contract system, Swafl, 54,885-7. 
Proportion, Swan 54,986. , 
Quality demanded, Swafl, 54,991-3. 
Spanish rice, increased demand for) in En~land, Swafl, 55,019-22. 
percentage of Unhusked grain lett in ~wafl, 54,998-9. 
to United Kingdom, decreased demand for, and reasons, Swafl, 

(321), 54 863.:s. 
Units of Shipment, Swan 54,951-3. 

Hand hullers, little scope for, Swan 55,027-31-
Improvement: . 

Scolle for, Swan 55,034-5. 
by SelectIon of grain and improved methods of cultivation 

advocated, Swafl, (320). 
Improvements c8ll'ried out by Agricultural Department and 

premiums given on, Swafl, 54,800, 54,919-21, 54,,984-5. 
Inferior, export to India}.. Swan 04,982. 
Japan type, suitability, ~wan 54,927. 
Marketing: 

Facihties satisfactory, Swafl, (321) . 
.Internal organisation of Swan 54,881-
Premium paid for quality, but not necessarily received by 

cultivators, SWUfl, 54,882-4. 
Units of measurement, Swan 54,879-80. 

Organisation on lines of Indian Central Cotton Committee1 carrying 
out of work by Government would be preferred, Swan 54,873-7. 

PearIing of, Swan 00,000-7. 
Prices, Swan 54,973-6, 54,989-90. 
Quality, inferiority of, to rice from other countries, and need for 

improvement, Swafl, (320, 821), 54,860-2, 54,866-8. 
Reputation in European markets, lowness of, Swan 54,859-62. 
Research necessary, Swan 54,970-2. 
Rice bran, import i11to England, Swan 54,896-9. 
Selection of seed grain, importance of, and proposals Swan (320), 

54,854-7, 54,871, 54,928-.'14. 
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Ric:~ontd. 

Bunu-eontd. . 
Specifications could be given to breeders attempting to meet varlOUS 

European demands, Swan 55,013-8. 
Snghundi grain, Swan 54,860, 54,925. 
Varieties, Swan 64,988. 

Cultivation, development by indigenous system, Howard (174.). 
Export statistics, Lindsay (806). 
GBIU[: 

Absence of, complaint by Haymarket Stores,. Lindsay 53,820-2. 
Question of, Swan 55,023.6. 

Improvement, scope for Agricultural Department, Swan 54,983, 65,034...'5. 
Improvement of methods of cultivation desirable, Swan (321). 
Patnal export, development possibility, S'IlJQRI, 64,947-8, 54,963. 
Polishmg of, effect) Swan 65,033. 
Japanese importatlon, effect on market, Swan 54,942-6. 
Milling and pear ling, effect of, Swan 65,044...'5. 
Movements of, Swan 54,978-81. 
RESEARCH: . 

Oentral station, not advocated at present, Barber 5~,388. 
Proposal 'I'e financing, Lindsay (212-3), 53,840-1, 63,857-62, 53,893-4. 

World demand, prospects, Swan 54,1369-70. 
Yield, question, Swan 54,994-6. 

ROBSON, Sir Herbert, K.B.E., of Messrs. Ross T. Smyth and Co •• Ltd. 
(374), 00,401-55,579. 

BARLEY export trade: 
Position, 65,457-63, 06,468-70, 55,673-7. 
Statistics of, in 1913, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 

55,452-6, 55,454-7. 
GRAIN: 

Export: 
Marketing, satisfactory, (374), 55,401. 
Packing and grading satlsfactory, (374). 

Market information avaiYable to cultivators and dealers, (374). 
Marketing in India: 

good Prices obtained by cultivators 55,404-8. 
System and small number of middlemen employed, 55,401-3. 

GRAM, export trade, and question of prospects, 55,471-3, 55,.319-37, 
65,639-42. 

MAIZE, export trade, 51;,476-9 
PULSES, export trade, 55,474-5. 
WHEAT: 

Australian, freight to Londolll 0.00 to Lndia, 55,431~4.. 
Blending of, in milling, 55\410-12, 55,429-30, 55,483, 55,516. 
steady Deterioration of qua Ity, not agreed with, 55,481-2. 
Earlier ripening variety, question of, 55,543-4. 
Elevators, not considered desirable in view of state of export trade, 

55,440-3, r>5,448. 
English, comparison with Canadian, 55,498...'503. 
Export: 

1924, purchase of Australian wheat to replace, 55,579. 
Admixture of barley, dirt, etc., iml!rovement and small amount 

63729 

of, at :present, 55,422-3. 
Bales, 492 lbs., change from, as unit, 55,489-90. 
possible Cessation ofl in the future, 55,491-4. 
Decrease owing to mcreased consumption in India and poor 

llarveets, 55,413-6. 
Effect of iSukkur barrage scheme, question of, 55,417. 
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ROBSON, Sir Herbert-contd. 
WHEAT-cOfl,td. 

;Expor~contd. 
to England: 

INDEX. -

Australian oompetition, 55,449-51. 
Filling of g8ip by Indian Wh(lat, 55,449-51, 55,51(>.8. 

Forward buying, method, 55,444-7. . 
London Corn Trade Association oontract, 55,422, 55,425, 55,435-9. 
Marketing on European markets, system, (374). 
Quality oompared with Canadian and Argentine wheat, 55,424. 
not Sufficient now to have much effect on world prices, 55,561-71. 

Glutinoua, production in India not possible, 55,514-5. 
Grading, not adlVocated, 55 485-8. . 
Holding up of stock -by cuitivators, not desirable policy, 55,554-9, 

55 571-2. ' -
Im~rts of Auatralian wheat to· India' 55,471-21, 55,504-8, 55,579. 
Improved· variety, production 'Of, market would respond to, 55,510. 
Local consumption, tendency to increase, 55,417. 
Prices, comparison with .price of wheat from other countries, 5-5,409. 
Production, dates in various countries, 55,545-53. 
Qualities required by millersl 55,484. 
Varieties from other countries, tendency to revert, 55,509. 
low Yield and comparison with other countries, 55,4216-8, 55,495-7. 

Rope and basket making, see undeT Agricultural Industries. 

Rothamsted Experimentat Station, evidence Til, Bee RUSSELL, Sir John, 
(774-9), 58,389-58,596. 

Rowett Research Institute, Aberdeen, organisation and soope of, &c., OTT 
(124-6), 63,169-246. • 

ROWLAND, G. E., Chairman of Agricultural and-Generat"Engineers, Ltd., 
&c., and GOODWYN, J. A., of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and Jefferies: (446-
451}, 56,131-66,319. 

AGRICULTURAL ENGINBBIi.s' ASSOCIATION, method of carrying on bUilines.~ 
in India, 56,134-8. . 

AGRICULTURAL AND GENERAL ENGTh"EERS LTD;: 
Business in India, method of carrying on, (447). 
Firms controlled by, (446-7). 

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS, lien on land should ,be prohibIted, (450). 
COTTON CULTIVATION, machine heavier and niore powerful than standard 

tractor needed (451). 
Ct'LTIVATION, heavy power tillage, unsuitability of, for small holdings, 

56,172-4. 
EDUOATION, AGRIOULTURAL: 

Collegesl soope should -be extended, (451). 
Institutions incre8!Se needed, (451), 56,205. 

FINANCE, agricultural banks, proposaJ,(450). 

HOLDINGS, SHALL, the great handicap to advancement of agriculture in 
India, 56,177, 56,205. -

IJllPLEJllENTS: 
Boilers, official representative should he appointed in England to 

approve designs and constants, (450), 66,235-6. 
British manufacture: . 

Advantage over Indian manufacture in that no duty paid on 
implements -but duty p'aid on raw material, 56,224-5. 

Advantages of, and pOSSIbility and willingness as regards meet
ing requirements of cultivators, (448), (451), 56,147'53, 56,155, 
56,284-5. 
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ROWLAND, G. E., and GOODWYN, J. A.-contd. 
1JooLBKBNTS-Contd. 

British manufacture-eontd. 
American and German competition, extent of, 56,307-10. 
Business in Egypt, 56,279-81. 
Competition, (449), 56,213-8 56,287. . 
Co-operation of Agricultural Department, proposal for, (450), 

(451), 56,207-11, 56,297-306. 
Copying by Agricultural Departmen~ of plou~h~ on ,,!,hich ~~ge 

sums spent on desIgns, and sale m competItIOn WIth BntlSn 
made ploughs, (449), 56,234, 56,297-9. 

Designs, constant clianges of, -by Directora of Agriculture, 
(44S449), 56,157-8, 56,183-6, 56,269. 

Difficulties experienced by manufacturers, (448-9). 
Distribution! problem of, (448), 56,208-9, 56,214, 56,277. 
Export credIt facilities, extension to India would assist, (451), 

56,221-3. 
Foreign competition in other countries, 56,317-9, 
Market in India, question of 'prospects, 56,177 56,181-2. 
Method of carrying on -business in India, an~ investigations 

carried out, (447), 56,134-8, 56.1.237-52, 56,256-671 56,275. 
Number of oxen required: for ditterent types publlShed in cata-
lo~e, 56 175. . 

Placmg of larger orders, pI:ices cou.ld -be reduced, (448), 56,149. 
Ploughs, prices, 56,198. 
Preference system, criticism of, (447~), 56,219-20.( 56,291-6. 
Reduction of number of types, questIOn, 56,155-00. 
Reduction of railway rates in India would assist, 56,153. 
Supply to Departments, handicap of terms of payment, (449). 
SUPl?ly of parts and making up in India, 56,151-2. 
Testmg of power required, 56,176. 
Types particularly suitable to India, 56,161, 56,284. 

Central experimental station, objection to ,proposal, 56,270-75. 
Cream separators, little scope for, 56,282-3. 
Demonstrations : 

at Government farms, &c., results disappointing, 56,252-3. 
Scheme, (450). 

Distribution tbrough co-operative societies, obstacles in way of, 
56,287-8. 

Hire purchase system, difficulty of handling of, by !IIlanfacturers. 
must be dealt with by State, 56,142-5, 56,199-204. 

Manufacture in India: .' 
by British firUlS,-questions in connection with, 156,165-70, 56,180. 
by Kirlo.skar Jjrothers, ploughs, oompa.rison with British, 

56,178-80. _ . ' 
Oil engines, development of b\lJ3iness in, by British makers, (450). 
Ploughs: 

All-steel, advantage of, ,but difficulties in way of introduction at 
present, 56,171, 56,174. 

Iron, distribution by Departments of Agriculture, statistics, and 
inadequacy of (449), 56,217. 

Splitti~ of soil ~y .o,ountry. ,ploug~ instead of inverting, and 
questIon of pOSSIbIlity of mtroducmg deep ploughing or com
bination implementl 56,187-93, 56,311-6. 

Total number in IndIa, (449). . 
Popularisation of, demonstration the only means, 56,139. 
Prime-movers for power water lifts, making of, by British manu

facturers, 56,162-4. 
Purchase on instalment plan, proposal, (450). 
Purchase of, and placing at tenants' disposal by large landowners, 

proposal, (450), 56,206, 56,227-30. . 
Schools or depots in charge of native instructors in up-country 

towns, proposal, (450). 
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ROWLAND, G,. E., and GOODWYN, 'J. A.-contd. 
IMPLEMENTs-contd. 

Spare parts, difficulties in way of stocking, (449). 
Standardie-ation and mass production, difficulty, (44.8), 56,159-60, 

56,232-3, 56,268, 56,290. 
Types required in [ndia very simple, 56,156. 

IRRIGATION, development of major schemes by Government and of 
sm.aller Installations by private owners, advocated,. (451), 56,231. 

TRANSPORT, improvement of, to main ports nee!Ied, '(451). 

Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, see 'Under Veterinary. 

Rural Community Councils, England, Nash (600). 

RUSSELL, Sir John, Director, Rothamsted Experimental Station: (.774-
779), 58,389-58,596. 

AGRICULTURAL SERVICE, INDIAN, desirability of study leave at Rotham
sted, 58,501-3. 

DEVELOPMENT CoMMISSION, approval of principle of, 58,447-8. 
EDUCATION, scientific teaching in Universities, directions in which im

provement desirable, 58,427. 
PUSA RESEARCH INSTITUTE: 

Direct contact with provincial workers, importance of, and question 
of method, 58,438-9, 58,467, 58,497-500, 58,526-9. 

Staff, recruitment, desirable age, 58,470. 
Suitability of, f.or dealing with problems of tropical India, question 

of, 58,436. 
RESEARCH: 

Agronomist, qualifications required, 58,417-8. 
Association with teaching, opinion re, 58,406-9, 58,566-7. 
Central stations, desirability of, factor of shortage of first-class 

workers, 58,441-3. 
Duplication, advantage of, if not excessive, 58,39&-7. 
Elasticity, .need for, and method of achieving, (775), (779), 58,514-6. 
Financial problem, (779). 
Organisation of, as aid to agriculture, (774-9). 
Stations, direction and administration of, 58,429-30, 58,444-6, 

58,589-96. 
Team work, need for, (775), 58,535-6. 
Workers: 

Detel"ioration with age, tendency, (779), 58,472-3. 
European, short-term engagements might be desirable for 

juniors, long-term necessary for seniors, 58,440, 58,482. 
Qua.lifications required, (775). 
Recruitment and training, 58,399-405, 58,428, 58,462-6, 58,504-7. 
Supply, question of, 58,559, 58,604-5. 

ROTHAMSTED ExPERIMF..NTAL STATION: 
Administration, 58,431-2, 58,444-6, 58,519, 58,531-2. 
Agricultural Education ABsociation, relations with, and value of, 

58,468-70. . 
Agronomist, duties of, 58,412-6. 
Co-ordination and oo-operation, measures for (776-7), 58,410, 

58,483-4. 
Effect on, of creation of Development Commission, 58.586-7. 
Evaluation of results of work) measures for, (777-8), 58,419-22. 
Experiments on oommercial rarms, 58,492-5. 
Field work, 58,411-4, 58,419, 58,538-57. 
Financing of, 58,530-4, 58,573-7, 58,587-8. 
Functions and scope of, (776), 58,433-5, 58,477-8, 58,485-9, 58,561-5. 
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RUSSELL, Sir John-eontd. 
RoTHAKSTKD EUEBUIENTAL STATION-contd. 

Governing Body, 58,520, 58,571-2. 
Indian students, qualifica.tions, 58,423-6, 58,474-6, 58,583-5. 
Planning and organisation of work, (776), 58,521-4, 58,537, 

58,568--70. 
Relations with commercial interests, 58,552-7. 
Resulta of work, applica.tion of, (778--9), 58,490-1, 58,560. 
StaffJ (775), 58,411, 58,471. 

Lectures to farmers, (776), 58,558, 58,578--82. 
Lectures at Universities, 58,406, 58,409. 
Recruitment procedure, 58,508-12. 
Su·perannuation system, 58,517-8. 

Staff Council, (177), 58,496, 58,525, 58,592-4. 
BOIL SURVEYS: 

Importance of, and type advocated, 58,391-3, 58,449-53, 58,620. 
proposed Methods of ca.rrying out, 58,454-61. 
Staff required, 58,395. 

SOILS, International Soils Congress, 58,621-5. 

Rye, cultivation of, Howard 53,702-6. 

Sericulture, see under Agricultural Industries. 

SHEARER, E., Professor of Agriculture .. Edin:burgh University, and Princi
pal, Edinburgh Ilnd East of Scotland College of Agriculture: (232-238), 
G4,005-54,270. 

Indian and Egyptian experience, 54,006-8. 
ADMINISTRATION! recruitment from Universi~ies, etc., in Great Britain 

not likely un ess appointments permanent, 54,194-8. 
AGBICULTURAL DBPARTKENTS, training for, in Agricultural College in 

India and subsequently in England, proposal, 54,266-8. 
ANUlAL HUSBANDRY, improvement of breeds -by selection, scope for, 

(238). 
CRops: 

Berseem, prospects in India, 54,201-4. 
Improvement, scope for, and experience in Egypt and America, 

(238). 
Protection, in Egypt, (238), 54,250-2. 
Wheat: 

Avera~e yield in Egypt, 54,232. 
Rust lB, Egypt, 5iI,173-4. 

CuLTIVATION: 
Egypt, farming under dry conditions, 54,042-5, 54,169-71. 
by Large landowners, in Egypt, 54,121-5. 

EDINBUBGH UNIVERSITY: 
Degree courses, 54,188-93. 
Graduates from, as Deputy Directors for Indian Agricultural Ser

vice, suitability of, and question of subsequent training in India, 
54,625, 54 .. 269-70. 

Indian stuaents in, opinion r8 previous training. 54,145-52. 
Recruitment from, for service in India, not considered possibility 

unless permanency guaranteed, 54,194-6. 
EDUCATION: 

Agricultural: 
in America, (233), 54,13&'8. 
Colleges: 

Coursel requirements (233-4). 
Sta.ff, Improvement desirable and proposals for, (235-6). 
Students, source of, (235). . 

in Egypt, (236), 54,139-44, 54,228-31, 54,255-9. 
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SHEARER, E.-contd, 
EDUOATIoN-contd. 

Agricultural-contd. 

INDEX. 

in England, (233). 
General considerations, (232-6). 

Nature study,. value of, (234). 
Universities, pure science teaching, opinion re, 54,148-52. 

EGYPT: 
Agricultural conditions, and comparison, with India, (236), 54,031-45, 

54,126-7, 54,156-63, 54,169-75, 54,200-1, 54,232-6. 
Ag~oultural credit, conditions in, 54,009-30 54,108-9, 54,176-80. 
Agricultural Department, organisations and link with cultivators, 

54,205-9, 54,245-9. 
Animal husbandry, (238), 54,081-94. , 
AgrICultu~al educati~n, (236), 54,139-44, 54,228-31, 54,255-9. 
Co-operatIve movement, no development, 54,107. 
ORops: 

Improvement of, measures, (238). 
Quarantine organisation, (238) 54,250-2. 

Demonstration and propaganda, (!ia7) , 54,046-53. 
Exports, 54,158-63. 
Fer~ilisers, artificial, use of, (237). 
FrUlt trees, 54,238. 
Higher education in, 54,222-4. 
Holdings: 

Fragmentation problem, 54,111-20. 
One acre sufficient to support family, 54,033-40, 54,156-7, 

54,232-6. 
Implements, (238). 
Irrigation in, (238), 54,054-67, 54,094), 54,164-6, 54,264. 
Khedivial Agricultural Society, 54,2u8-9, 54,239-44. 
Large landowners, farming by, 54,121-5. 
Law of suooession in, 54,110-1, 54,153-5. 
Marketing, system of, 54,096-109. 
Moneylenders, 54,010-2, 54,025-7. 
Poultry keepmg, 54,167-8. 
Research in, (237), 54,218-27, 54,237, 54,261. 
Soil: 

Alkali, reclamation, (237), 54,054. 
Deterioration from lack of drainage, (237), 54,263. 

State Domains Administration, 54,261. 
Veterinary, (238), 54,068-SO, 54,214-7, 54,253-4. 
Welfare of rural population, 54,128-33: 

PUSA RESlI:ARCH INSTITUTE: 
Cattle farm, value as experimental station not considered very high, 

54,186-7. 
Situation, drawbacks of, 54,183-5. ' 

SUXXUI!. BARRAGE, cotton cultivation, question of prospects, 54,210-3. 
VETERINARY: 

Civil Veterinary Department, desira,bility of control by Director of 
Agriculture, mdicated by Egyptian experience, (238), 54,068. 

Contagious diseases, legislation in Egypt, 54,214, 54,253-4. 
Preventive inOCUlation, use of simllltan€Olls method in Egypt, 54,076-

80, 54,215-7. 

Shellac, complaints by merchants in England of «dulteration, Lindsay 53,820. 

Shipping: 
Deferred rebate system, Demetriadi 54,324-30; Steiner 54,511-4; Swan 

54,907-13. " , 
Freights, cultivators' prosperity not injured by, Steiner (281). 

Siam, fertilisers, purohase system; Speyer (484). 
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Silk, work by Imperial Institute, Furse (506), 56;474,56,494; 

Soi's: 
ALx.u.a:· 

Fo~tion o!" as result of irrigation' and 'need for research workr 
Howard (1/7), (179-80). , 

Improvement oy UBe of calcium cyanamide, 'possib,ility, Greening; 
(748). .. ,', , 

Reclamation: " , ", 
in Egypt, Shearer (23i),'54,054~' • " . 
Method of Pelly (625), 57,379. . I 

Research by Provinces advocated, Gebbie, Ward, 56,879-82. 
Cultivable land gone out of cultivation, reclamation measures, Pelly' 

(626). " 
Hardened subsoil, methods of improving, Pell:l/ (625"(». 
Hariali!. Kwula or Kana grass, means of eradioating,' Pelly (625), 57,387~ 

94, 51 ,40~14. .' 
Improvement, proposed measures fort Fagan (57); Pelly (624-5), 57,416., 
International Soils Congress, Russe I' 58,621-5. 
SURVEYS: ' 

Importance of, and type advocated; R,,8se1Z 58,391-3, 58,449-53;-
58,620. , ' 

proposed Methods of carrying out, RU.!8eZl 58,454..()1. 
Staff required, llu88ell, 58,:l95. . 

Uncultivable land, proposed methods of reclamation and , improvement";. 
Pelly (625), 67,342-9. " ' 

Virgin land, proposed methods of preparing, Pelly (625), 57417-20. 
W~terlogging, research by Provinces advocated, Gebbie, War'J, 56,879-82. 

SPEYER, F. C. D., General Manager, Nib'am, Limited, and British 
Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Limited: (4.i1-488), M,320-56,473. 

AGRIC17LTUlUL INDEBTEDNESS, Sowcar" rates of interest charged, (482). 
BRITISH SULPIIA1'E OP AMMONIA F'EDERATION;: 

}<Jl\largement of organisation, (480-1). 
Organisation, (480). 

CHiNA: , 
British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation work in, 56,369-75. 
Night soil, use of, and effect of us~ of SUlphate of ammonia, 56,39~9'._ 

Co-CPEBATIVI! BA~-xs, rates of interest charged, (482). 
COTTON, sulphate of ammonia, probable large consumption and supply,

of mixed manures proposed, 56,448-9. 
FERTILISERS : 
, Artificial: 

Adu~teration, prevention, propos~d means, (484), 56,407, 66,460:, 
Agrlcultural Departments' finanCIal resources should be increased 

for carrying 'out experimental and demonstration work (471) 
(478). ' , , 

Bagging system, 56,358"()1, 56,436-9. 
Central Bureau of Information, opinion. Te Mr. Hutchinson's 

proposal, 56,365..(). " 
Central Fertiliser Office, scheme for, (474-5), 57334-50 56 36~ 

56,432-5, 56,440-6. " " , 
Collaboration between agricultural departments and industry 

advocated, and proposed method, (472) (473). 
Cost of transport and distribution and handicap of and pro-

posal, (482), 06,400-1, 56/464-7. ' 
increased D,emand anticipated in time, (472). , 
DemonstratIons needed on large scale, (471}, (478). 
Economic factor, '(472), 56,461-2. 
Economic use of, need for further research and extent to which 

experience in other countries applicable, 56,356-7,' 56,362-4. 
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SPEYER, F. C. O.-cimtd. 
FERTUJsERs--contd. 

Artificia.!--contd. 
Evidence of Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Mlaurer agreed with, 

56,322. . 
Fertiliser Propaganda Company of India, Ltd., formation of, 

(481). 
FunctIOns of, (477). 
Mixed manures, proposal, 56,449-55. 
Nitrogen: 

Breeding of new types of plants more capable of responding 
to, possibility of, and need for research, (484). 

Economic results in Germany, (482). 
Future prospects, (480), 56,396, 56,410-4. 
Importance of, (478). 
Increased use of, (480). 
Production from the air: 

Erection of works would be considered by Imperial 
Chemical Industries if considered advisable, (476). 

Possibility investigated but not considered economic 
under present conditions, (476), 56,351-4, 56,397, 
56,410. . 

Use of, extent, (479). 
Price factOr, (481-2). 
Retail selling organisations, {473-4), (481), 56,232-33, 56,378. 
Sale: 

through Co-operative societies, 56,387-9. 
more Successful in irriga.ted areas, 56,394-5. 
Systems of: 

Credit, proposed system, with Government assistance, 
(482-4), 136.424-31. 

in Egypt, (483), (486), (487-8), 56,403-6. 56,425-7. 
Payment wnen payment received for crops, (482). 
in Siam, (484). 

Scientific experIments, need for, (477). 
SuIphate of ammonia: 

Addition to ni~ht soil, killing of hookworm by, 56,399. 
Consumption 1D Java and Spain, 56,468, 56,469-70. 
former Export to Java, (480). 
Export and import and consumption, 56,471-3. 
Holding of stocks, 56,456-7. 
Indian production, 56,390-1. 
Results obtained in Great Britain and Ireland on various 

crops, (485). 
Tata's factory, export from, 56,421-3. 
increased Use of. (480). 
Use of, in India, and prospects, 56,392-5, 56,447-8, 56,458-9. 

Use of, in India (472), (479-80). 
Use of naturaJ fertilisers complementary to, 56,339-40. 
adequate Water supply eBSentia.! to successful use of, (484). 

increased Demand for, (471). 
Economic importance of, (478-9). 
Research: 

Increase needed, (471). 
Scheme for, (475), 56,34.3-50, 56,367-77, 56,433-5, 56,443-6. 

IMPEB.IAL ClmHICAL INDusTRIES, contribution offered toward!! propaganda 
and research work in India, (475-6), 56,346-50, 56,408-9. 

NITR.nt, LnnTED: 
Agricultural Research and Advisory Department, staff, (476), 

56,379-86, 56,417-9. 
Attitude of agricultural departments, 56,355. 
Formation, (481). 
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SPEYER, F. C. O.-contd. 
NITRAH LUlITED-Contd. 

Indian staff, (473), 56,379-83, 56,415-8. 
Methods of carrymg on business (472-3), 56,328-33. 
Propaganda and research work by and results (47B ") 56 ""6 

56,419-26. " ~ , ,~, 

SUGAR: 

Acreage and production and comparison with Java, (470). 
Imports, (480). 

Spice and ginger, etc., quality satisfactory but increased production 
desirable, Steiner 54,545-7. 

Statistics: 
AVERAGE YIELDS: 

Payment of fee to cultivators on whose fields subjects are investi
gated, proposal, Fagan (64), 52,546. 

Scientific procedure needoo. and proposal, Fagan (64), 52,763-9. 
OBop POREOA8T8: , 

Aocuracy, extent of, Fagan (64). 
Distinction should be made between quantities available for export 

and quantities used for home consumption, Steiner 54,548-9, 
54,581-51 54,596.608. 

Coitonseea t in Egypt, Frost, 54,691. 
Jute, lee tn,at titlfl. 
Period at which required by exporters, Demetriadi 54,372-6 
Value of, to exportere and earlier publication desirable, Pfister 

54,367-72. 
Crop reports, American system, Foley 58,161-7, 58,195-7. 
England, work of Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, FlaM (2), 
52,151~. 

Expert agency for scientific treatment of, need for and proposal, Fagan 
(46-7), (64), 52,675, 52,706-7. 

Improvement, possibility of ... Fagan (46-7). 
Land Records, opinion re, Jragan 52,704-5. 
Resources Fagan (46). 
Statistical assistant attached to staff of Director of Agriculture would 

be an advantage, Grantham 57,126-8. 

Steel Brothers and Co., Messrs., evidence on behalf of, see SWAN, J., (320-
321), 54,854-55,054. 

STEINER, E., repTesenting Messrs. Volkart Bros.: (280-1), 54,476-54,653, 
(294-5). 

COPRA, import duty on copra from Ceylon and effect on export of copra 
from Malabar, 54,536-41, 54,594-5. 

EMPIRB MAJl.KETING BOARD, advertising of Indian products not considered 
necessary, 54,636-40. 

GROUNDNUTS : 
Admixture of dirt 54 55~. 
Baei" of sale in &gtand, 54,609-13. 
Best quality believed to be consumed locally, not exported, 54,553. 
Damping of: 

Government enquiry, 54,477-8. 
Results, 54,477. 

Deterioration if supply of good seed not maintained, 54,477. 
Export: 

Distribution of, 54,5~1. 
Packing, no improvement in method needed, 54,628. 
Position in London market, and scope for increased supply, 

54,484-503. 
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STEINER, E.-contd. 
GROliNDN1:1TS-contd. 

Export--contd. . 
Pr!ce, factOrs affecting, 54,554, 54,578, 54,615. 
Prices on· London market compared with Chinese and Nigerian, 

54,620-5. 
Extension advocated, 54,477, 54,557. 
Extension of cultivation in· some districts, 54,557. 
High oil oontent, better price would be given for, 54,615-6. 
Improvement of quality, 54,503, 54,550-2, 54,565. 
Production increasing, but supply for export stationary, 54,617-9. 
Research re, advocated, 54,478. 
Seeds, supply of good seed to cultivators not the business 'Of 

merchants, 54,566. 
Shelling, importance of leaving skin intact to prevent nuts turning 

ranclU on voyage, 54,579. 
Unshelled, no trade for, 54,645-7. 
Weevil, nuts kept in shell until shipment as protection, 54,5Ii7. 

IMPLEMENTS: _ 
Agency business for International Harvester Company and l\1essrs. 

Wallace Brothers, 04,589-92, 54 648-53. 
Rire-purchase system, I?rice would be increased unless carried out 

by co-operative SOCieties, 54,564. 
IMPORT into India of vegetable ghi from Holland, 54,571. 
MARKETING: 

Buying agencies, direct purchase from cultivators, advantage, 
54.516-8, 54,521 

Facilities satisfactory, (280)( 54,520-2. 
Financing of transactions 280\ 
Forward contracts difficuities experienced, 54,521, 54,572-3. 
InformBtion to cuitivators, etc., as to market oonditions, otc., ser-

vice satisfactory, (281), 54,635. 
adequate Premium for quality received by cultivators, selling direct, 

54,523-9. 
Spice and ginger, etc., quality satisfactory but increased produc. 

tion desirable, 54,545-7. 
System of, through SOlCcars and artiyas, (280), 54,525-8, 54,580. 
OILSEEDS: 

Cll8torsee,J, exports during 1926 lind details, (294). 
Cottonseed, demand, (294-5). . 
Gingellyseed or tilseed, decreasing export, but local demand increas-

ing, (295). 
Linseed: 

Falling off in export, (294). 
Qualities of, (294) • 

. SEA FREIGHTS: 
Cultivators' prosperity not injured by, (281-8). 
Deferred rebate system, results, 54,511-4. 

STATISTICS! crop foreca&ts, di~tillction should be made bet\leAn quanti
ties available for export and quantities used for home.Jousumption, 
54,548-9, 54,5g1~'>, 54,596-608. 

SUGAR, import, not affec~ed by duty, 54,.m5-7 
TARIFFS: 

Cultivators' prosperity not injured by, (281). 
Export duty on hides, abolition desired, 54,593. 

VOLKART BROTHERS: 
Business of, 54,480-4, 54,504-11, 54,542-5, 54,562-3, 54.642-4 
Information re trade, sources of, 54,529-35. 
Method of doing business and question of effect of extension of 

co-operative J!lovement, 54,586, 54,629-34, 54,641. 
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Sugar, Colonial Exports, Ormsby Gore (435), (436). 

Sugar industry: 
in Denmark, Faber 52,939-45. 
Development of, memorandum, Barber (751-7); 
Employment of Indlan capital and Indian officials scope for, Barbel' 

58,338-9. ' 
Importance of, Barber 58,330-1. 

IMPORTS: Speyer (480); Barber 58,337. 
not Affected by duty, Steiner 54,575-7. 
Duty, specific duty, benefit to industry, Chadwick 55,840-1, 55,845. 
Question of effect, Chadwick 65,843. 

Improvements in preparation of raw juice necessary, Barber (755). 
PROTECTION: 

no A,eplica.tion made for duty, Chadwick 55,83.6-7, 55,840-l. 
;r ustllication forI Barber 58,340-1

l 
58,374-6. 

In Other countries, Barber 58 34u-l. 
Sugar Bureau, work pf, a.nd sclieme for development, Barber (752), 

58,288-303. 
White suga.r production, India should be self-supporting, Barber 58,337. 

Sugarcane: 
Acreage a.nd production and comparison with Java, Speyer (480). 
Area. under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 

CoIMSATORH CAN» BREEDING STATION, evidAlnce rc, see BARBER, Dr. C. A. 
CuLTIVATION: 

Encouragement desiJ.:a.ble, if good cultivation, ;Keatinge, 57,027~30. 
Improved methods Important but success of lmproved cane even 

where no change in method of, Barber 58,363-7. 
Damage by wild pigs in canal tracts of the Deccan, Keatinge (570). 
DegeneratlOn and deterioration and causes} Barber 58,345-50. 
accurate Descriptions of all canes in Inaia, need for, and proposal, 

Barber (756-7). 
Diseases Barber 58,349. 

Method of dealing with, Howa7'd (181-2) 

IMPROVED VAlUETIES: 
Propa.ga.nda: 

Example of success, Barber (753). 
Recommendation re, Barber (754). 

Success of, even where no change in cultivation, Barber 58,360-7. 
Improvement, importance of, Harber 58,332. 
Indigenous canes, importance of study and improvement, Barber (755). 
Poona cane, opinion re, Barbe.r 58,287. 
Production~ increase when price of gur increased, and price of gur 

affected Dy imports of refined sugar, Keatinge 57,021-7. 
Propaganda, methods, and example of success, Barber 58,328-9. 

RESBABCH: . 
Central Institution with number of sub-stations, scheme for, Barber 

(753), 58,310-24 58,377-8. 
Scheme, ,Barber d'53), (755-7). 

SEEDLINGS: . .. 
Java method of short planting for rapld mUltlplication of seed, 

difficulties in way of introduction in India, Barber 58,325-6. 
One-bud system of planting, no advantage, Barber 58,327. 

Species of canes and origins, Barber 58,342"7. . .. 
SUlphate of ammonia, use of, Speyer 56,394, 56,448. 
Tropical canes, acclimatisation, study of problem advocated, Barber 

(756). . 
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Sukkur Barrage, Bee 'Under Irrigation. 

SWAN, J., of Mess.rs. Steel Brothers and Co., Ltd.: (320-321); 54,854-55,054. 
BEANS BUlWA: 

Market for, 55,040. 
Prussic acid in, reputation, 55,039-43. 

CoTTON, Burma, increased production desired, 54,916. 
GROUNDNUTS, Burma, export of cakes, 5,914-5. 
R.ICE: 

Burmese: 
Beelugyum paddy, 54,926. 
Demontsration farms, proposal, 54,871-2, 54,884, 54,928-34, 

55,036-8. 
Export trade : 

Appearance of grain, importance of, in· London Market, 
54,935-41, 54,957-69. 

Bulk shipping not suitable for, 54,892-3, 55,009-11. 
Duty, 54,904-5, 54,949-50. 
to Europe, distribution, 54-894-5. 
London market, contract system, 54,885-7. 
Percentage of unhusked grain left in, 54,998-9. 
Proportion, 54,986. 
Quality demanded, 54,991-3. 
Shipping facilities, 54,906-7, 54,912-3. 
Spanish rice, increased demand for, in England, 55,019-22. 
to Untited Kingdom, decreased demand for, and reasons 

(321), 54863-8. 
Units of sfupment, 54,951-3. 

Hand hullers, little scope for, 55,027-31. 
Improvement: 

Scope for, 55,034-5. 
by Selection of grain and improved methods of cultivation 

advocated, (320). 
Varieties distributed by Agricultural Department and 

premiuJIls given on, 54,919-21, 54,860, 54,984-5. 
Inferior, export to India, 54,982. 
Japan type, suitability, 54,927. 
Marketin~: 

Fa.cihties satisfactory, (321). 
Internal organisation of, 54,881. 
Premium paid for quality, but not necessarily received by 

cultivators, ·54,882-4 •. 
Units of measurement 54,879-80. 

Organisation on lines of indian Central Cotton Committee, 
carrying out of work by Government would be preferred, 
54,873-7. . 

Prices, 54,973-6, 54,989-90. 
Quality, inferiority of, to rice from other countries, and need 

for improvement, (320), (321), 54,860-2, 54,866-8. 
Red grain, elimination question, 54,868, 54,922-4. 
Reputation in European markets, lowness of, 54,859-62. 
Research necessary, 54,970-2. 
Rice bran, import into England, 54,896-9. 
Selection of seed grain, importance of, and proposals, (320), 

54,854-7, 54,871, 54,928-34. 
Specifications could be given to breeders attempting to meet 

various European demands. 55,013-8. 
Sughundi grain, 54,860, 54,925. 
Varieties, 54,988. 

Germ question, 55,023-6. 
Grinding of, 54,901-2. 
Improvement, eoop6 for Agricultural Department, 54,983, 55;034-5. 
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SWAN, J._ntd. 
RICII-C"ontd. 

Improvement of methods of cultivation desirable (321). 
Ja~nese importation, effect on market, 54,942-6.' 
Milling, effect of, 55,044-5. 
Movements of, 54,97~1. 
Patna, export, development possibility 54,947-8 54,963. 
P~rli~g of, and effect o!l. 65,000-7, 55,044-5. ' 
Polishmg of, effect, 55,0<1i!. 
World demand" prospects, 54,869-70. 
Yield, question, 54,994-6. 

BIIIPPING, deferred rebate system, 54,907-13. 
BTEEL BROTHEBB AND Co., MESSRS., nature of business, 54,888-91, 54,908, 

54,914. 

Tanning materials, work by Imperial Institute, Furse (506), 56,474. 

Taccavi loans, ,ee under Finance. 

Tariffs: 
Cultivators' prosperity not injured by, Steiner (281). 
~port duty on hides, IIibolition desired, Steiner 54,593. 
Import duty on sugar, Bee under Sugar industry. 

TAYLOR, C. H., Wlleat Department, .Messrs. Ralli Bros.: 54,271-64,475. 
BARLEY, export, possibilities of development, 54,438. 
WHEAT: 

Tea: 

Earlier maturing variety desirable, 54,476. 
Elevatol"B, little advantage seen, 54,470. 
Export: 

Creation of new markets for, question of, 54,299. 
Deterioration of quality from some districts, 54,355, 64,421-4. 
Grading system, 64,289-90. . 
Higher quality, quantit;y r«!9.uired to secure premium, 54,387-9. 
Karachi Fair Average l,Iuahty the only standard which counts, 

54,315. 
Karachi, attem~t to improve quality but non-auccess as quantity 

not worth whlle,l 54.291-2, 54,355. 
Punjab, quality 01, 54,433-6. 

Advertising campaign, Ormsby Gore 56,011, 56,012. 
Area under~ 1903-4, 1913-14

l 
1923-24, Lindsay (805). 

Capital, Jnaian, Oarmichae 55,611-6. 

CESS: 
Committee: 

Constitution, Oarmichael 55,700, 55 714-6. _ 
Operations in U.S.A. and France, Carmichad, Mc'Leod (388-91). 
65.58~9~ 55,698-9. 

Money devo«l<1 to propaganda work, Oarmichael 55,701, 55,712-31. 
Price not affected by, Oarmichael 55,709. 
Revenue from, Oarmichael 55,710-1. 

Ceylon Association, Oarmichael 55,657-9. 
Coffee competition, question of, Oarmichael, McLeod 55,687-9. 
Colonial exports Ormsby GMe (436). 
Comparison with <Jeylon tea as regards quality and price, McLeod 

55,667-70. . . 
Competition of other countrles, McLeod, Oarmtchael 55,646-6, 55,663-6, 

55,681-6, 65,706-8, 55,722-3, 55,726-31. 
ESTATES: . 

of Co-operative Wholesale Society, Oarmichad, McLeod 55,733-4. 
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Tea-vontd. 
ES'j:ATEs-,vontd. 

Labour: 
Position re, and removal of restrictions on recruitment desired, 

Oarmichael55,599-610, 55,616-31, 55,702-5, 55,719-21; McLeod. 
55,620, 55,651, 55,671-6. '. -

Restrioions on recruitmen~ Ohadwick 55,835, 56,840, 55,842. 
Welfare and education work, I.larmichael 55,717-8. . 

EXPORT TRADE: . 
Increase in fifty years,. and future prospects, Oarmichael McLeod 

55635-9. ' 
Mat:k. of .orig~ on packets of teat. proposal, 'Oarmichael 55,596-8. 
POSitIOn 1D different markets, MCLeod, Carmichael 55 645-9 55 651 

55,663-6, 55,690-7, 55,735-8. ' ", 
Position as regards world trade, Carmichad 55 583. 
Statistics, Oarmichael, McLeod (389-391), 55,660-2. 

FERTILISERS: 
Means of obtaining, Carmichael, McLeod 55,643-4. 
Nitrogen, extent of use of, Speyer (479). 

one Organisation would -be advantageous, Orm.'lby Gore 56,012-3. 
One organisation for the British Empire, desired, McLeod, Carmichael 

55,724-5. . . . 
Organisation of trade, Oarmichael 55,585. 
QUALITY: 

Improvement in, Lindsay (213). 
Policy of Indian Tea AsSOCiation, McLeod 55,677-80 55,682-3. 

Southern India industrYI relations with Indian Tea. Association . and 
question of combined ASsoCiation, Oarmichael 55,652-6. 

Timbers, work carried out by Imperial Institute, l<'urse (506), 56,474, 56,494. 

Tobacco: 
A·rea under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24, Lindsay (805). 
Burma Oheroots, import into United Kingdom~ .laTT'ett 56,744-55. 
Canada, cultivation and market, Wilson 56,66~-6. 
Cigarette tobacco, Indian, not to European taste, Jarrett 56,741-2. 
CIGARS: 

Advertising ll1lestion
k

Jarrett 56,756. 
Imports into United 4ngdom: 

Effect of duty on, and question of increasing trade, Lindsay 
53,954-71. 

Export to Europe not allowed, Jarrett 56,743. 
Exporting firlIl6, Jarrett 56,738-70 •. " 
I!!llporting firms Jarrett 56,727-9, 56,774-5. 
Mixing of Indian and foreign tobacco in, Jarrett (544), 

56,678-82, 56,698-701, 56!722. 
Pushing of trade, steps tuen, Jarrett 56,777. 
Quality, deterioration, Jarrett (543), 56,674-9. 
practically Stationary since about 1923, Jarrett 56,730. 
Statistics, and decline in, Jarrett (543-4), 56,673, 56,682-9, 

56,702-15, 56,778-88. 
Markets in other parts of the world, Jarrett 56,723-6. 

Commercial prospects, Howard. 53,699-702. 
Competition of other countries, Jarrett 56,771-2. 
Complaints by merchants in England, Lindsay 53,817, 53,824. 
IMPORT DUTIES INTO UNITED KINGDOM: . 

Change from weight to ad valorem basis, question of probable effect, 
Jarrett 56,691-6, 56,716-20. 

Rates of, and effect, Jarrett (543), (544), 56,6.74, 56,682-3, 56,686-90, 
56,703-15, 56,731-7, 56,781-8. 

Steps taken, but without results, Jarrett 56,778-80. 
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Tobacco---contd. 
Organisation on lines of 'Central Cotton Committee not considered suit-

able, HOwaTt!. 53,697-8. 
East Alrican e~ports, l?rmsby-GOTe (435). 
Raw, Imports Into UDlted Kingdom, JaTTett 56,7~9. 
REsEARCH: 

Financin~ oft ,by oess, proposal, Lindsay (806-7). 
Needed, Butle?' 53,336. . 

Trade of India: 
Domestic, importance of, Chadwick (402), 55,787, 55,802-9, 55,814-21. 
ExPORT: 

Falling off in, would have bad effect on 'producers, Chadwick 
55.871-3. 

Rupee at Is. 4d. would have assisted, DemetTiadi 54,339. 
FOREIGN: , . 

Future prospects, Chadwick (401),55,754. 
Statistics, and comparison with Crown Colonies and Mandated 

Territories, Chadwick (401), 55,755-6, 55,783-6, 55,857. 
IMPORT: 

DevelopJllent, Chadwick 55,790. 
Extent of interest of Indian agriculturists in, Director of Statistics 

could probably work out, Li-nd8ay 53,895-7. 
Section to which trade goes, &c., question of machinery for watch

ing, Lindsay 53,900-5, 53,907-11. 
Treasure, Chadwick 55,790-2. 

Trade Commissioners: 
in America, not proposed, Chadwick 55,747, 55,749. 
in East Africa, at one time, but no scope for, permanently, Chadwick 

55,868. 
in Germany, proposal, Chadwick (404), 55,747. 
IN LONDON: 

Advisory Committee: 
not Advocated, Lindsay 53,804-6; Demet,'iadi 54,323. 
not Necessary, Chadwick 55,744-6. 

Duties, work of, and office organisation, Lindsay (208), 53,778-808, 
53,931-4. ' 

Functions, Chadwick 55,750, 55,810-1. 
Information sent out to India by, question as to following up of, 

Lind8ay 53,870-4. 
Office: 

Accommodation in India House proposed, Chadwick (403-4), 
55,751-3. 

in the City, desirability of, DemetTiadi 54,321-2. 
Removal to Grosvenor Gardens, work handicapped by, Lindsay 

53,983-6; Chadwick (403). 
Officials and institutions corresponded with, in India, Lindsay 

53,867-9. 
Relations with High Commissioner, Chadwick (403-4), 55,752-3. 
Staff, proposed increase, Chadwick (403-4), 55,748. 
Valuable work done by, DemetTiadi 54,321. 
Value of, to large firms, Chadwick 55,746, 55,812. 

IN OTHBR COUNTBIBS : 
Advocated in future, after training in London, Chadwick (404), 

55,747-8. . 
Deputations or visits from the trade preferable as regards certain 

countries, Ohadwick 55,868. 
Desirable Lind8ay 53,788-90, 53,826-7. 

in Southern 'France and Northern Italy, proposal, Chadwick (404), 
55,747. 
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Trinidad, Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, O'rmsby-Gore 55,880; 
55,947-50, 55,982-90, 56,008. 

United States of America, see Foley, Edward A., Ph.D., 58,067-58,244 (746) 
(814-815). . , 

Vegetable Culture, see Fruit and vegetables, under Agricultural industries. 

Vegetable ghi, &c.: 
Certificate of chemical analysis, copy attached, Pfister 54,405-6. . 
Containing animal fat, guarantee against, and no inducement, Knight 

56,099, 56,122-5. 
Import, and question of margarine ;manufacture in India, Lindsay 

53,935-9, 53,946-9. 
Industry, Knight 56,119-21. 
Manufacture in, and export from, Holland, Steiner 54,571; Knight 

56,092-8. 

Veterinary: 
Assistants, need for increased number formerly, Fagan 52,628-31. 
CIVIL VETERINARY DEPARTMENT: 

Combination with Agricultural DepartlDent desirable, Keatinge 
56,955-7. 

Control of cattle-breeding by, question of, Fagan 52,699-701; 
MacFadyean 52,418-20. 

Control by Director of Agriculture: 
not Advisable, MacFadyean (28), 52,384-6. 
Alpproved as regaros questions of policy, Fagan (58), 52,698. 
Desirwbilityof, indicated by Egyptian experience, Shearer (238), 

54/068. 
Control oy Director-General with Government of India advocated, 

and reasons, Gaiger (717), 57,971-3. 
should be Independent, Bu.xton (710), 57,835. 

Colonies, problem and present position re, Ormsby-Gore 55,881-93, 
55,910, 55,978-81. 

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES: 
American system of dealing with, Buxton 57,838-41, 57,867-70, 

57,880-1; Foley 58~155, 58,169-70, 58,206-7. 
Central control of aaministration necessary, MacFadyean 52,388-91. 
Centralisation of control advocated, Gaiger (717-8), 57,917-9, 

57,974-82, 58,018-28. 
Control: 

in Australia, J U.ul~S 57,539-40. 
Canadian system, Wilson (529), 56-619-22. 

Controlling staff, question of, Gaiger 58,019-21, 58,038-41, 58,044. 
Legislation: 

Advocated, Bu.xton (710), 57,836-41, 57,877. 
in Egypt, Shearer 54~214, 54,253-4. 
Experiment advocatea, Fagan (58). 

Obstacles in way of dealing with, Fagan (58). 
Development, importance of, for improvement of agriculture, Fagan 

(46). 
Director-General, appointment scheme, Gaiger (718), 57,917-9, 57,974-82. 
Dispensaries, control by District Boards, and control of contagious 

diseases by Department, proposal approved, Gaiger 58,042. 
ENGLAND: Floud 52,246-9. 

Diseases of Animals Acts, administration, and operation, Floud 
(4-6), 52,202, 52,242-5, 52,329-32; MacFadyean (26-7), 52,382-3. 

Organisation of service, MacFadyean (25-7), (27-8). 
Research staff, prohibition from teaching and drawback of, 

MacFadyean 52,448, 52,449, 52,502, 52,518-9. 
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Veterinary--eontd. 
ENGLAN~Oft.td. 

Veterinary Burgeons from other countries practising in England not 
allowe.d to use title without· diploma. of Royal Conege of 
VeterlDary Surgeons, MacFadyeaft. 52509-12. 

Work of Ministry of Agriculture and ]!'i~heries Floua (2) 52162-3 
. 52,189. 52,~59, 52,277, 52 324-32. ' ", 

IndIan qualIficatIOn, not likely to rank with European diplomas, 
MacFadyeaft. 52,433-7. 

Indian students, opinion re, and need for training in England Gaiger 
57,926-31. ' 

PREVENTIVE INOCULATION: 
Obstacles in way of, Fagan (58). 
no Prejudice against, now, in Colonies, Ormsby Gore 55893. 
Serum-alone method v. simultaneous method, MacFadyeam, 

52,409-10. -
Simultaneous method: 

Disadvantage of, but possibility of avoiding, MacFadyean 
52,412-7. . 

Use of) in Colonies and results, Ormsby Gore 55,882-90, 55,971-2. 
Use 01, in Egypt, Shearer 54,076-80, 54,215-7. 
Value compared with serum-alone method, Buxton 57,843-9, 

67,871-6; Gaiger 67,912-6, 67,955-70. 
RESEABCR: 

Central and subsidiary stations advooated, BUxton 57,859, 67,864-6, 
67,884-7. . 

Concentration in one institute preferable at present to setting up 
several, MacFadyean 52,506-8 52,516-8. 

in ~ngland, MacFadyean (27-28), 52,404-8, 52,447~51, 52,514. 
further Facilities advocated, Bw:ton (710). 
Muktesar Institute] Bee that title. 
Need for, Fagan (42), (43). 
in Veterinary schoolH in provinces, scheme for, Gaiger (718), 

571920-5, 57,983-91, 57,999-8017, 58,045-56. 
WorJl:ers: . 

Qualifications required, MacFadyeaft. 52,456, 52,515. 
Recruitment, proposal, Buxton 57,903-8,. 58,047-51. 

RINDERPEST: 
Barrier method of dealing with, in S. Africa, Gaiger 57,913. 
Dealing with, :would be more difficult in India than in Kenya, 

Nigeria, etc., OrmBby Gore 55,954-6. 
Immunising campaign, desirability etc., Gaiger 58,029-31. 
Research re, 'proposal, Buxton 57,876. . 
anti-Rinderpest serum, manufacture of, in AfrIcan Colonies, 

OrmBby Gore 55,885, 55,886, 55,965-70, 55,974. 
ROYAL Cor,LEGE OF VETERINARY SURGEONS: 

Conducting of examination in India by, impossibility, MacFadyean 
52,463-4. . 

Diploma, extent to which recognised in other oountrles, MacFadyeam, 
52,465-74. 

Diploma in Veterinary State Medicine, curriculum, MacFadyean 
52,400-3. 

Functions l'.[acFadyean (26), 62,489-90. 
Object of, and question of application of system to India, 

MacFadyea.",52,443-6. 
Recognition of Indian degree, question, possibility of, MacFadyean 

52,394-5, 52,462. 
Royal Veterinary College, London, quality of Indian students, 

MacFadyean 52,396-9, 52,438-40. 
SERUX: 

Distribution system in England, Buxtoft. 57,893-7. 
Storagf9 at number of centres, adequate facilities advocated, Buxton 

(710), 57,842, 57,878-9. 
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Veterinary-contd. 
Servioe, proposed organisation of, MacFadyean 52,476-9. 
Superior Veterinary officer with Government of India, appointment 

"advocated and proposed functions, Buxton (710), 57,862-3. 
Surra, question, of cure, MacFadyean 52,504-5. 
TRAINING: 

in Australia, MacFadyean 52,491-9. 
in England: 

Collegesl affiliation of Indian Colleges to Royal College of 
Vetermary Surgeons would not be possible, MacFadyean 
52,430-l. 

few Students from Colonies and Dominions, MacFadyean 
52,49l. 

System, Macl!'adyean (25-27), 52,400-3, 52,441-55, 52,489-91, 
52,513. , 

in Tropical diseases, extent of, MacFadyean 52,502-3. 
Four-year course after two years' general science course, opinion 

7'e proposal, MacFadyean 52,480-5. 
Institutions, carrying on of research work in, not advocated, 

MacFadyean 52,516-8. 
Opinion 7'e, and question of requirements, Gaige7' 57,932-54, 58,032-7. 
Requirements and qualifications, opinion Te, Mal>Fadyean 

52,480-8. " 
Subsequent, training in England desirable, MacFa,dyean 52,432-3, 

52,437. 
Veterinary Adviser with Government of India, appointment would 

be approved if suitable man were available, MacFadyean 52,457-61. 

Village Industries, position of, and question of action 7'e, Chadwick 
55,822-32. 

Volkart Brothers: 
Business of, Steine7' 54,480-4, 54,504-11, 54,542-5, 54.562-3, 54,642-4: 
Evidence on behalf of, see STEINER, E., (280-1),,54,476-54, 653, (294-5). 
Information 7'6 trade, sources of, Steine7' 54.529-::J5. " , 
Method of doing business and question of effect of extension of co

oper3,tive movement, Steine7' 54,586, 54,629-34, 54,64l. 

WALKER, Sir Gilbert, C.S.I., M.A.,t.,Sc.D'
i 

F.R.S., Frofessor of Meteorology, 
Imperial College of Science and 'J:echno ogy: (201-2), 53,707-53,774. 

FORESTS, rainfall not decreased by deforestation, but soil-erosion caused, 
(201). , " ' , 

JUTE, correlation of rainfall and outturn, question of possibility, 
53,756-9. 

METEOROLOGY: 
Correlations between rainfall, area and outturn, work 7'e, and 

extent of value of, 53,752-9.-
Oycles, no value attached to, 53,771. 
Department: 

Co-operation between Irrigation Department and, desirability 
of, &nd means, 53,741-8. 

Functions in connection with agriculture. (201-2). 
Staff, adequacy of, for provision of ordinary statistical and 

meteorological data, 53,709-13. 
Value of, to agriculture, (201). 

Droughts during last 25 years, 53,767-9. 
German and Dutch information available to GO\"ernment of India, 

53,720. 
Mr. Hooker's work on English crops, (201-2), 53,762-5. 
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lIBTBOBOLOGy-contd. 

INDEX. 

Ina~equacy of data of crops available for correlation with meteorolo
gical factors (202), 53/724-5. 

Jacob's method of working out correlation coefficients 53722-3. 
Long-range forecasts: . , , 

Extent of value of, and further work required 53714-7 
53,749-51, 53,760-1, 53,767,53,770. ' ' ' , , 

of Floods from melting of snows, not possible at present, 
03,726-4.0. 

Nile con~itions ~~d Indian monsoon conditions, connection, 53,772-4. 
Upper &lr conditIOns, value of measurements of for weather fore-

casts, 53,717-9. ' 

WARD, Sir Thomas, Kt., C.I.E., M.V.O., ,ee GEBBIE, Sir 'Frederick, Kt., 
C.I.E., and WARD, Sir Thomas, Kt., C.I.E., M.V.O., (554-555), 56,789-
56,925. 

Weaving, see under Agricultural Industries. 

Welfare of Rural Population: 
Agencies for imp!"OVement of, question of, Fagan 52,717-21. 
ECONOMIC SURVBYS: 

on. Large .scale preferable, Keatinge 57,057-8. 
by Madras University students, collection of information through 

University organisation preferable to collection by Government, 
Macphail 57,591-3. 

by Non-officials desirable, and proposals re, Fagan (63-4), 52,542-5. 
Useful if on right lines and proposals re, Fagan (63), 52,542-5. 

in Egypt and comparison of conditions with India, Shearer 54,128-33. 
Horace Plunkett Foundation in London, work of, Adams 53,532. 
Improvement in material prosperity of Deccan villagers, Keatinge 

56,965-7. 
Means of improving, Keatinge 56,968-70. 
National Council of Social Service, England Adams 53,492-502. 
Rural (lommunity Council movement in Engiand, and work in villages, 

Adams 53,492-502, 53,512-31, 53,542-3. 

Wells, see under Irrigation. 

Wheat: 
Advantage of, for mixing purposes, Demetriadi 54,295-7. 
Area under, 1903-4, 1913-14, 1923-24,' Lind8ay (805). 
AUSTB.ALlAN: . 

Freight to London and to India, Robson 55,431-4. 
Import into India, Robson 55,417-21, 55,504-8, 55,579. 

Blending of, in milling, Roblon 55,410-12,,55,429-30, 55,483, 55,516. 
BULK STORAGE AND HANDLING: 

Attitude of Messrs. Ralli Bros., DemetTiadi ~4,313-4; Pfister 5~,314. 
no Difficulty anticipated as regards construction of steamers, Wtllson 

54,312; Demetriadi 54/312. 
no Suggestion by trade In :!!ingland, Lini:lsa~ 54,87!l.' . 

no ,(lomplaints from merchants In EngIand, purlty ~elieved to be satis
factory, Lindsay 53,851-6. 

Earlier maturing variety: 
Desirable Pfister 54,475; Taylor 54,475. , 
would he' a Short-sighted policy, Robson 55,543-4. 

Elevator system and bulk storage probably too costly for internal 
trade, Pfister 54,311. 

ELBVATORS: • d' Pfi 4470-75 little Advantage seen, Taylor, Demetna t, ster 5 , • 
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Wheat-contd. 
ELEv AroRs-contd. 

American system, Foley 58,095-6. 
not cOIlBidered Desirable in view of state of export trade, Robson 

55,440-3, 55,448. 
Number of grades required, Pfister 54,386. 
at Ports and not up-country, not advocated, Pfister 54,306-8, 

54,555-7. 
English, comparison with Canadian, Robson 55,498-503. 
EXPORT Tl!.ADE: 

1924, purohase of Australian wheat to replace, Robson 55,579. 
Admixture of barley, dirt, etc., improvement and small amount of, 

at present, Robson 55,422-3. . 
Cess on, probable disastrous effect, Demetriadi 54,385. 
possible Cessation of, in'the future, Robson 55,491-4. 
Character of wheat exported, change in, owing to local consump

tion, Pfister 54,299-300. 
Creation of new market for, and competition with wheat from 

Canada, etc., question of, Pfister 54,299; De,metriadi 54,301-5. 
Decrease, Demetriadi 54,391-5; Robson 55,413-6. 
Demand for, affected by uncertainty as to supply, Demetriadi 

54,293-4. ' 
Effect of Sukkur Barrage scheme,· question of, Demetriadi 54,345, 

54,348; Pfister 54,346-8; Robson 55,417. 
to England: 

Australian competition, Robson 55,449-51. 
Filling of gap by Indian wheat, Robson 55,449-51, 55,516-8. 

492 Ibs. basis formerly, but change effected to 480 lhe., Demetriadi 
54,301-4; Robson 55,489-90. 

Forward buying, method, Robson 55,444-7. 
Grading system, Pfister 54,286-7; Taylor 54,289-90. 
Increase in quantity and free export of mOTe importance than 

improvement in quality, Demetriadi 54,272, 54,294, 54,298, 
54,378-9. 

Karachi Fair Average Quality the only standard which counts, 
Taylor 54,315. 

IJOndon Corn Trade Association contract, Robson 55,422, 55,425, 
55,435-9. 

Marketing on Europea.n markets, system, Robson (374). 
Quality: 

Compared with Canadian and Argentine wheat, TayloT 
54/414-20; Robson 55,424. 

DeterIOration of, from some districts, and causes, Demetriadi 
54~272-7, 54,349-54, 54,380-4, 54,424-5; Taylor 54,355, 54,421-4. 

steaay Deterioration of, not agreed with, Robson 55,481-2. 
would Improve if larger crope produced, Demetriadi 54,272, 

54,294-5. 
Sale on "pure" wheat and not " standard" wheat basis, Lindsay 

54,407-9, 54,460-8; Demetriadi, Pfister 54,409. 
not Sufficient now to have much effect on world prices, Robson 

55,561-71. 
Glutinous, production in India not possible, Robson 55,514-5. 
Grading, not advocated, Robson 55,485-8. 
Higher quality, quantity required to secure premium, Taylor 54,387-9. 
Holding up of stock by cultivators, not desirable policy, Robson 55,554-9, 

55,571-2. 
Improved variety, production of, market wquld respond to, Robson 

55,510. 
Improvement, work re, HOl.l:ard (176), 53,645-6. 
Improvement in condition, Lindsay (213). 
Increased production, importance of, Demetriadi 54,272, 54,294, 54,316. 
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Wheat-eontd. 
Karachi, attempt to improve CJ.uality but non-suoceso; owing to millers 

being unable to pay premIUm, and quantity not worth while, 
lJe.n&oetriadi 54,288, 54,291, 54,428-32, 54~~39; Taylor 54,291-2 54355. 

Local consumption, tendency to increase, -"obson 55,417. 
Marketing, pool system in Canada, Wilson (533-5), 56,601-2, 56,607-16, 

56,636-54. 
MilI:ture of wheat and of soil, Pfister 54,309-10. 
Organisation on lines of Indian Cotton Committee, less suitable than 

far ootton, Pfider 54,278-80. 
Pooling system, undesirability of, and reasons, Pfi·iter 54,281-5. 
Prices, comparison with price of wheat from other countries, Robson 

55 409. 
Pr;;;iuction, dates in various countries, Robson 55,545-53. 
Punjab, quality of, Taylor 54,433-5. 
Qualities required by millers, llobson 55,484. 
Research, proposal 1'6 financing, Lindsay (212), 53,840-1. 
Rust in, Egypt, Shearer 54,173-4. . 
Varieties from other countries, tendency to revert, Robson 55,509. 
Weeviling, Pfister 54 300-10. . 
Work on, at Cambridge, Bi/fen 57,774-81. 

YIBLD: 
per Acre, and need for increase, Demetriadi 54,294. 
Average, in Egypt, Shearer 54,232, 
Low, and comparison with other countries, Robson 55,426-8, 55,495-7: 

WIGGLESWORTH, Alfred, Chairman of AdviSOTY Committee on Vegetlllble 
Fibres, etc.: 54,735-54,853. 

FLAx, successful experiments, 54,798. 
lIBKP: 

Acreage statistics, unreliability, 54,805-7. 
Baling, need for improvement, and proposal, (303/ 303-4), 54,764;-7. 
Better prices would be obtained by cultivators l~ in touch With 

houses of shipment 54,762. 
Development, possibilities of, 54,738. 
Dust and dirt in, 54,750-4, 54,813-5. 

Export: 
Form of contract, 54,768-9. 
Prospects of development of, and proposals for, 54,738, 54,742-4, 

54,781-2, 54,793-5, 54,85~3. . 
Standards, imposition not desirable at present, should be 

left to trade, 54,750, 54,754-5, 54,789-91. 
Grading system, 54,755-61. 
Improvement, co-operation of Agricultural Department, proposal 

for, 54,779-80. . 
Improvement of production by means of cess, proposal, 54,822, 

54,825-35, 54,836-9. 
Improvement in quality of Indian hemp grown in Italy and possi-

bility of like improvement in India, 54,769-71. . 
Limit of altitude at which growing of, possible, 54,801-4. 
Prices, 54,808-10. 
Fluctuations, 54,792. 
Quality of, 54,738. 

Improving on the whole, 54,774. 
Retting, method and proposal re, 54,776-9, 54,811-5. 
Reputation on the Continent, 54,773. 
Soil, importance of .preparation, 54,775. 
Standards of quality and purity prescribed in London, 54,748-9. 
Substitutes, question of, 54,816-21. 
SUn'll., leaflet issued by a Department of Agriculture 1'6 cultivation, 

criticism, Advisory Committee on, (304), 54,94~. 
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WIGGLESW~RTH, Alfred-contll. 
HEMP-contll. 

Value of, difference according to period of' pulling and rettinl!:. 
54,746-7. 

W~ld, no com!lllercial use poasible, 54,796. 
IlliPERJAL INSTITUTE, Advisory Committee on Vegetable Fibres: 

Communication with Indian authorities; 54,741. 
Constitution, 54; 739-40. 

JUTE, 54,S46-50. 
RHEA, demand for, formerly, but no great production, 54,799-800. 

WILLSON, L., Freights Department, Messr~. Ralli Bros.: 54,271-54,475. 
WHEAT, bulk storage, no difficulty as regards construction of steamers, 

54,312. . 

WILSON, W. A' I A.!!:ricultural Products Representative of the Federal Gov
ernlP.ent of Canada: (529-35), 56,570-56,671. . 

OANADA: 
Agricultural education, 56,617-8. 
Agricultural legislation, administration and research in, (529-33), 

56,573-671. 
Contagious diseases, control, (529), 56,619-22. 
Co-operative movement, 56,603-8. 
Experimental farm system, 56,623-35. 
Research organisation, (529-32), 56,573-93, 56,659-61. 
Seed d~stribution to school boys and girls, 56,655-8. 
Tobacco cultivation and market, 56,662-8 .. 
Wheat, pool system, (533-5), 56,601-2, 56,607-16, 56,636-54. 

WOOD, Professor T. B., and ENGLEDOW,' F. L., M.A., School of Agricul
ture, Ca!IIlbridge University, (67{).683), 57,602-57,756. 

AGRJCULTURAL SImVICES, recruitment in England, poasibilities, (678). 
ANIlIlAL HUSBANDRY, mineral constituents in fodder, importance of, and 

experiments re, 57,742-56. 
CAlliBRIDGB UNIVERSITY: 

Agricultural Science Diploma, memorandum to candidates, (679-82). 
Agri~ultural training, scope of, courses of study, (676-8), 57,652-65, 

57,700-8, 57,712, 57,726-7, 57,729. 
Indian students' previous training; &c., opinion re, 57,616-24, 

57,628-37, 57,666-8. 
Nutrition experiments, 57,741-6. 
Research, training for, (677). 
Training for general agriculture and agricultural administration, 

(678). 
Training of Indian agricultural students, considerations and ret'Om

mendations in connection with, (678-9), 57,606-58. 
CRops, . scope for selection, 57,681.-2. 
RESEAROH: 

Colonial Service, supply of workers, recruitment syst~J. and ques
tion of prospects, 57,603-5, 57,642-6, 57,671, 57,683-w, 57,721-2, 
57,728. " 

Plant breeding, proposed organisation and danger, of specialisation, 
57,640, 57,676-82, 57/713-7, . 

Relationship with teacning, opinion, re, 57,735-40. 
Workers: 

from England: 
~-term engagements 'Would be preferred 57,603. 
poss~ble Supply, question of, 57,603-5, 57647-51, 57,717, 57,730. 

Training of Indians, recommendations re, and proposals re training 
abroad, 57,625-9, 57,669-75, 57,718-20, 57,723-5, 57,730-4. 
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ANNA ... 

ABTIA (ABTIYA) 

BAmA(i) 
BANlAB 
BAHANI 
BATAI ... 

BEBBEEK ... 
BHITAB BAZAAB 
BIB 
BUND ... 

CHIBAGAH 
CHAHKA 

DALAL ... 
DEBI 

FEDDAN 

GADDI (shepherd) 
GHAT ... . .. 
GHI 
GUB 

RAHIALI 

JAT ... 
JOWAB (JUAB) 

KAN8 ... 
KANUNGO 
KAPA8 ... 
KAPOK ..• 

KHANDI 

KUNDA 

LAKH ••• 

MALI ... 
MANDl ..• 
MAUND ... 

MUBBUK 

NULLAH 

PATEL •.. 

RHEA •.. 

RUPEE ... 
RYOT '" 

GLOSSARY. 

One-sixteenth of a rupee; equivalent to lid. at exchange 
rate of one and sixpence to the rupee. 

... An agent or broker. 

... A small millet (pennisetum typhoideum). 

.. . Waste or fallow land. 

... Unirrigated land depending on rain for its, water supply. 

. .. Payment of rent in kind, by division of produce between 
landlord and tenant. 

Egyptian clover (trifolium alexandrinum), 
A iute speculation market in Calcutta. 
An area reserved for the growing of grass. 
,A dam, field embankment. ' 

Grazing ground. 
A spinning wheel. 

An agent or broker. 
Native to the country, indigenous. 

An Egyptian measure of land, equivalent to 1'038 acre, 

A shepherd by caste as weIl as by occupation. 
A mountain or range of mountains. 
Clarified hutter. 
Unrefined Indian sugar, jaggery. 

A deep-rooted, perennial creeping grass (cynodon dactylon). 

... The chief cultivating tribe in North-West India. 
The large millet (sorghum vulgare). 

.. , A coarse, deep-rooted grass weed (saccharum spontaneum). 

.., A subordinate revenue officer. 

... Cotton with the seed still adhering (unginned cotton). 
Floss obtained from the white silk-cotton tree (eriodendron 

anfractuosum) and the red silk-cotton tree (bombax 
malabaricum). 

A measure of weight and capacity which varies according 
to the commodity and, in many cases, for the same 
commodity in different localities j for cotton 784 lbs. 

A deep-rooted perennial grass weed (saccharum ciliare). 

One hundred thousand. 

... A gardener, by caste and occupation. 

... A market. 

... A measure of weight of 82·28 lbs. (standard maund) j has 
different values for different commodities and for the 
same commodity in different localities . 

... I.ight, stony soil. 

... A water course. 

.. , The head man of a village. 

... A fibre plant (bUlhmeria nivea), usuaIly grown as a garden 
crop. . . 

... A silver COin of the value of one and sixpence. 

.., A cultivator. 
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SARKAR 
SIRDAR ••• 
SOWCAR 
SUNN lSANN) .•• 

SUTTA lSATTA) 

TACCAVI lTAQQAVI) 

TAHSIL ••• 
TAL 
TIL 
·rORIA ••• 

ZAIL 
ZAMINDAR 

GLOSSARY. 

The Government, the supreme authority. 
A man licensed to recruit labour for tea plantations. 

. .. A moneylender. 

... Bombay hemp; a leguminous fibre crop (crotalaria 
juncea); also used as a green manure . 

... An engagement to supply commodities on consideration 
of certain specified advances. 

... An advance made by Government 
agricultural purposes. 

A local revenue division of a district. 
. .. Adam. 
... An oilseed (sesamum indicum). 
... Rape (brassica campestris). 

. .. A group of villages in a tahsil. 

... A landowner, a peasant proprietor. 
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